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FOREWORD 

TIMES have changed and a Census Superintendent can no longer be regarded 
as a knowledge~ble fellow on every subject under the sun. Government is 

now equipped with experts in every department and I am of opinion that a 
Census Superintendent's job has resolved itself into securing the maximum 
accuracy in the figures and presenting those figures in such ways as may appear 
useful. He can safely leave the full dissection of the figures and the drawing of 
conclusions to experts in the various Government Departments and to the 
much larger body of experts who are not in Government service. Holding 
this view I have refrained as far as possible from arriving at conclusions, and 
have devoted my time and energy to securing the fullest and most accurate 
statistics possible under the circumstances. And the circumstances have 
been by no means ordinary. The opening of the Census operations synchronized 
with the beginning of Mr. Gandhi's walk to Dharsana to manufacture con
traband salt, and was carried through when the Civil Disobedience Movement 
was at its height. The revenue staff, who form the backbone of the enumer
ation staff and who carry out the census side by side with their ordinary 
duties, were in 16 out of the 48 districts of the province heavily engaged in 
survey, record, settlement or roster operations, and in every district were busy 
preparing statements in connexion I with rent and revenue remissions. The 
enumeration over and the more placid work of abstraction and compilation 
starting, along came the financial crisis bringing "retrenchment" (and 10 per 
cent. cuts) in its train. This meant speeding up all round. At both stages 
therefore there were powerful factors militating against, accuracy, but I believe 
the difficulties have in great measure been overcome, and I feel sure that the 
statistics of this Census will compare very favourably in accuracy with those 
of any of its predecessors. 

I would here emphasize that any opinions that have been expressed and 
such conclusions as have been drawn from the figures are those of the writer 
and not necessarily those of Government. 

Finally I would acknowledge my indebtedness to my predecessors in offioe, 
both in this and in other provinces, on whose reports I have drawn freely for 
ideas. 
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ERRATA 

On page 142 in the seve'tth line of the marginal tables fur rawnpore 
Municipality and Benares Municipality, and on page 144 in the correspontling 
line for Fyzabad-cum-Ajodhya Municipality, for "E~cess of births over 
deaths" read "Excess of deaths over birth s ". 

On pa.ge 339, seventh line from bottom of page, for II last Satpuras " read 
" East Sa tpuras " . 
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INTRODUCTION. 
A.-INTRODUCTORY. 

1. The sixth synchronous census of the whole of the United Provinces of Date and 
Agra and Oudh was taken on February 26, 1931. The decennial series began extent of the 
in 1881, but previous to that Oudh had been enumerated in 1869 and Agra census. 
(then the North·Western Provinces) in 1872. The area now dealt with is, with 
negligible modifications, the same as that dealt with in 1921. 

2. The procedure a;dopted for taking the census, which was practically Scheme of 
the same as in 1921, is fully described in the Administration Report. Here it Census 
is merely summarized. The operations can be divided into three main stages:- Operations. 

(1) the enumeration, 
(2) the preparation of the final tables, and 
(3) the writing of the report. 

B.-ENUMERATION. 

3. The dearth of literate persons in this province (and in fact in India as 
a whole) makes it impossible to follow the European method of giving the head 
of each household a schedule in which to enter the desired particulars for each 
member of his household. The general principle adopted therefore is ~o select 
men to enumerate their neighbours and to train them to do so. 

In organizing the taking of the census I dealt directly with the districts, 
for each of which a member of the District Officer's gazetted staff was appointed 
District Census Officer. The first important step taken in each district was to 
number all houses. The houses were then made up into " blocks" of 30 to 50 
houses each in charge of an "enumerator." From 10 to 15 blocks were formed 
into a " circle" under a "supervisor." From 20 to 30 circles were grouped 
into a " charge" (containing between 12,000 and 15,000 houses) under a" super
intendent." The latter, whose charges covered the whole district area, worked 
directly under the District Census Officer. In practice, for all units except 
the block-and for this where possible--existing administrative sub-divisions 
were maintained: and for all posts except that of enumerator, officials were 
appointed. In rural tracts the charge superintendent was the revenue super
visor qanungo, and the supervisor was the patwari. The enumerators were 
the most intelligent literate men-or boys-available. In urban tracts, the 
greatest possible use was made of the various municipal and Government 
establishments, the educated public being called upon to help only after these 
had been exhausted. The bulk of the work both in towns and in the rural 
areas fell upon the more lowly paid servants of Government, especially upon the 
patwaris. 

There were 325,960 enumerators, 30,017 supervisors and 1,226 charge 
superintendents in the whole province. 

4. After appointing the census staff the next stage was to train it. Simple 
though the schedule appears, there are few who without preliminary training 
can fill it up without making mistakes. I trained the District Census Officers 
myself; they trained the charge superintendents, who in turn trained the super-
visors. These made the best use they could of the enumerators who also received 
training from the charge superintendents. Brief instructions ap.d specimeu 
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entries for the enumerators were printed on the schedules, and manuals with 
fuller instructions were issued to everyone down to and including supervisors. 

When the house-numbering had been completed and the various census 
divisions finally made, a statement showing the details was sent to me from which 
it was possible to correct the rough indent for the forms of all kinds that had 
already been sent to the press. • 

5. When trained the staff was ready to make the preliminary record. 
This consisted in filling ilp the schedules for the otdinary residents of each house. 
The information recorded consisted of name, sex., age, civil condition, religion, 
race, tribe, or caste, earner or dependent, prIncipal occupation, subsidiary 
occupation, organized industry (if any)*, mother-tongue, subsidiary languages 
birth-place, literacy (or illiteracy) in any language or script, literacy (or illite
racy) in English, and certain infirmities. This record was to have been made 
straight on to the printed schedules and was to have been completed in rural 
areas between January 15 and 29, 1931, and in urban areas between Jan
uary 29 and February 12. As signs wete not wanting that Congress was bent 
on launching a campaign against the census and my arrangements ,were in all 
respects very well advancea I decided to safeguard the census by bringing 
forward the preliminary enumeration by nearly six weeks. It was therefore 
commenced early in December and finished in most districts by Christmas, 
1930, i.e.~ three weeks before it was officially supposed to start. As a further 
precaution the' preliminary record was made on plain paper. The period between 
the~ qompletion of this preliminaqr record and the final enumeration was utilized 
in checking the entries_ The principal objects of the checking were to see-

(1) that every place where it was reasonably possible that a human being 
might take his evening meal on February 26, 1931, was numbered 
as a house, 

(2) that every numbered house was included in the schedules, and 
(3) that the entries in the schedules were correct both in form and 

substance. 
Check~g was done by an' touring officers as well as by the actual census 

staff, ana. was on such a scale! that inaccuracies must have been rare. I and 
my P~rsonal Assistat;t, P~ndit Ganga N~rain Bhargava, ;S.A., between us toured 
over the' whole provInce In th~ cold weat~er, 1930-31, and as the final enumera
tion drew near found that the record was as accurate as could possibly be 
expected. , 

When the plain-paper copy had b,~en thoroughly checked the entries, were 
faired into the printed schedules. an!l ~nese were kept thereafter by the super
visors w,ho ~ere held responsible for tJIeir safe Qustody and were expressly 
JVarned tbat they wen~ to beJeft safely locked up at home on the night of th~ 
Dnal enumeration. They were amenqed from, time to time before the final 
enumeration in order to keep them,up to date as far as possible with the plain
paper copies "\yhich were left in the hands ?f enumerators. 

6. The actua,l census or, final enumeration was taken between 7 p.m. 
and midnight o'n February 26, 1931. Each enumerator visited in turn every 
l10use in his beat !1nd brought his plait-paper. record up to date by striking out 
the entries relating to perspns no lohger present and entering the necessary 
particulars (or all new-comet:s~ '. . 

$pecial,arrarigemeri,ts wer!? II?-ade for th~ e:p.umeration of travellers. Those 
on the r9ads were stopped at jJpsts )~sta~l~shed every lew miles. Those on 
traiJ:lt3 were enltmerated on arrival or. ?eparture at a station if they were found 
p.ot to hav!'l .been enumerated already: and all trains were stopped at about 
6 a.m. on February 27, 19?1, and any passengers who remained unaccounted 
for, were dealt with. Travellers in bpats were caught at the ghats where rosts 
were located to enumerate them. In a few hilly and jungly tracts the final 
~numeration was carried out just before dark on the evening of February 26, 
or after day-break on February 27 ~ Ip. the K~mauh hill-tri1cts the preli
~inary enumeration was carried out in the. a~tumn before the. annual migra
tion tp the bhabar ,and ta;rai had begun, ,~nd the final enumerf,ttion was carried 
WIt in th~ ten days ending February 26, owing tci the difficult nature of 
the countryside. 

• Oil acco1¥lt of retreI)chmeqt this ittforrr.ation was not evellt'l1all~ tv-bu1at€d, 
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7, On the morning aftrr the crnsns (in many places soon uftrr midnight) 
tho ('nnmerators of eaeh circle met th('ir supervisor and the fair printed enu
mrration sch(,dulcs wel'r brought into line ,vith thp plain-paper c;OpirR. I had 
arrangC'd pr('vionsly that nny L'!1S0S of seriOll8 intc1'ferenc(' from CougreFls volnn
{,('('rs w(,1'e to be brought to m~' noti{'p by wire ltnd til(' fair C'op~: waR not in sl1eh 
(,l1srs to be nmended pendin~ m~r furthC'f instructions. Fortunately saner 
c;olln,;.'ls prrvailed and the ol)struution mrt with \vas nq~ligible. ~o the amen!}
mont of the fair copy wa.s (,U1Ti (,O out evC'rywlwr(', savr in one Rmull 'village 
mUm1rn of distrit't }'atrhnul') W]! (,rl , it tahsildar was nnmtered whilr eudC'ayour
illg to collect rents on the aftrrnoon of the census dny. The stat(' of that 
viJlagr on ('('llSUS night ncecssii"uLecL the alJandonmrnt of the final eonnt 1111(1 
t hr rt'diminary ('numeration was ac('('ptpel. 

The rnunlArators tlH'll ndrlrd up their totals, whith nftrr hC'ing ('hrrkrrl 
wero ('ntC'l'rd Ly thr sup('l'\'isor in a Hllmmary for his (Jirck. Tlw snprryiHOl'R 
thrll Inri their eharge superintendents who prepared. a charge sumlllary and 
SPilt it to eliBtl'ict h(,u,dquart(']'s. TheTl' prllvisional totals werE' compiled for 
i,he disLl'id n nd wtre(l to ll1r. ..\s llsllnl t'vC'ry District (1flllSUR Oiliecr had pre
pared he·fl)rehand his (iWU ~chellw for getting ill his p!'oviRinnal t()tHiH ail quickly 
a~ ros~ible and submitkd it to n1(' for any sn!!(!('~tillnH T hlld to makl'. 

Thr firRt figlll'eR to reaeh 1'1(' 'H'rn t hOR(, of Almom di~trirt \vhif·h ral11r at 
7.415 a.m. on Fehrllary :27. TIlt' fi,[rllfl'S of Ralllpur Stah' came at 9.15 a.m. 
Altogether the figures of 13 distri(,tR and states rea('hrd mc that c]R-,Y and all 
figures were in by March 4, a very oroctitahlr prrf(Jrmanro ('onsiclering th(' 
unusual delay inyoh'rcl iu having to corrert the fair rnunH'mtion schedules 
from the plain-paper ('llpicil aftN the final enumeration. I wired the pro
vineial figures to the Census CurmniSRiol1er on thA morning of March 5. Shah
jahanpur ditltriet l('ft ont the Ji,!!un's of a ·wholl' I'lwrp:(" hut ill(' rI'l'or \\:lR soon 
dis(:ovrrpd ano the ('orreetion wirl'd to tho (;t'll"llHl (IOl1lmi:'Rimll'r on .:\Iar('h R, 
in timo to he embudiod in t!tp provisional totnlR for India nR n. wholt'. Thr 
provisional totftl for thr province diffpl'l'rl from the tinnl {nl al hy onl,\T I ~,0:39 or 
O' 02S per cent. 

S. The attitude of t]H' Jlnhlie towarel14 HlO ('eURns W,lR no bett('r than in 
1921, in fact was probably worse on aC(Joullt of tho rivil DisubcdiC'llro Mov('
ment. At thc best of time" it iR difficult to seeurfl \\illing and suitablo non
offirials to work a~ llllPRicl fmppryiROfR and ellnmprators, but ",hrn in arldition 
theso posts (,:lrric-d with t lH'lll tIlE' 0pprobrium of hping Rtigmatizccl a todi len 
bachcha and :mch like, ancl not only ridicule hut oftC'll ahus(l and thr(lat,s of 
violence, our cliffieultios w(']'r increased n, Inmdrrc1f()ld eHpecially of courilC in 
the towns. These diffieulties were larf!ely OVl'rcomo l)y tact and perRuasirm on 
the part of the distric·t offieials and thp ronilliR iR it triumph for thORP offi(·ials 
and their 10,val friC'llds whu l'arrit~d on in spit(' of it all. Thr CcnRuH Art was 
soarrcly U8('<1. There were O(,C'tlsional inRtnn('rR of pe0111r I'(:_'fuHin~ to giyo 
informatioll hut these were Ratisfactorily clealt with. Somdimes the hcl p 
of the police pI'ov('d successful, in oth~r ralScs the requirrd information wag 
obtained indirectly through domestic ann mnnicipal servants. 80111ctimrR 
" strangers" clad in khaddar elicitrd the rpquir('d informed ion h the' ('ourse of 
ordinary c:onversation. 

C.-PRn:P.\RATIO~ en' THE F~AL TAnu,~S. 

9. For taLnlatioll the slip s_vst,cm of Dr. Georg von MayI' WHR ns"d fl,s at 
the pr~vious two OPllsnseR. A slip \Va!:> preparod for oach person ('numerated, 
on to which were copi('d the drtails rocordpct ahollt, him in the 8C'hedlllr. 1'hl~ 
task of C'opyinl! was Rimplifiod liy thl) usn ()f diffpJ'eut ('()lollTS for (liffer('nt 
religions, of printed symhols for srx which could rapidly he adjustrd hy hanci 
to iudicate civil c:owlition, anrl of preR(,1'ihrrl ahbrrviations. The slips when 
propared w('ro t}wn sorted for each final tah]n in turn, thr sortf'r E'ntf'ring in 
each case his totals on a "Rorter's tieln't." On completion thrRr totals wrrc 
entered in a "compilation rrgist.rr " amI ac1clt·d up to gi Vp the district totalR. 
From the district tot alB the final tables for the wlw1f' province WE'rt' rompilecl. 

10. 'The majority of tbr slip-cnp.ving was dOlle locally by lJrltu'ari8 in 
the clistrictR bdwecn tho preliminary and fillnl enumerations. It. was not 
dono locall.Y in the hills w1wrr geographical difficulties were too fOl'midahle, in 
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the States, in those parts of districts which were under survey, record, settle. 
ment or roster operations (with the exception of Bijnor dist'rict where with the 
generous assistance of Mr. H. S. Bates, I.O.S., the Settlement Officer, it was 
carried out quite successfully) and in certain urban areas where no suitable 
copying. staff could be found locally. 

The balance of the copying, the sorting and the district compilation were 
done in eight Central Offices-at Saharanpur, Muttra, Lucknow, Fyzabad, 
Basti, Jhansi, Jaunpur and Naini Tal. The location of these offices was deter
mined by the availability of office accommodation. Each Central Office was 
under a deputy superintendent selected (except in the case of Lucknow which 
was in the charge of Pt. Ganga Narain Bhargava who had acted as my Per
sonal Assistant in the previous cold weather) from the ex-District Census 
Officers. The staff consisted of a head assistant, record keeper, assistant 
record keeper, accountant, correspondence clerk, four or five inspt;ctors and a 
varying number of supervisors (and assistant supervisors during the copying 
stage) in charge of gangs of copyists, sorters or compilers. Copyists were 
paid piece-rates, all others flat-rates. 

Copying was started between March 14, (Lucknow) and March 26 
(Jhansi) and was finished between April 11, (Jaunpur) and May 7, (Naini 
Tal). The average number of COpyistR employed was 1,514 .. 

Sorting was started between April 25 (Jaunpur) and June 1 (Saharanpur) 
and was finished between June 20 (Jaunpur) and August 20 (Saharanpur). 

District compilation began between May 4 (Lucknow) and June 8 (Jhansi) 
and ended between August 6 (Jaunpur) and Sept.ember 24 (Saharanpur). 

The first Central Office to close down was Jaunpur (August 12) and the 
last two Naini Tal and Saharanpur (September 30). The average time that 
Central Offices were open was just under six months. 

The Head Office meanwhile had begun the provincial compilation of the 
final tables. Incidentally more work than usual fell on the Head Office. In 
the case of Imperial Tables VII, IX, XIII and XIX the ages were first com
piled by Central Offices into intermediate groups and then smoothed in the Head 
Office into the ordinary quinary groups by using certain formulae, aimed at 
eliminating the bulk of the errors that arise in the quinary groups as a result 
of unintentional misstatements of age. Further in order to economize, the 
Central Offices were closed as soon as they had finished district compilation, 
and the Village Directories were sent as they were, to be finished in the Head 
Office. Also the tenement census figures of Luclmow and Cawnpore, referred 
to later, were at this census compiled at headquarters for the same reason. 
Provincial compilation was done entirely under my own supervision. The first 
of the Imperial Tables went to the Press on August 20, 1931 and the last 
(Imperial Table X-Occupation) went on May 4, 1932. The final proofs of 
the Tables Volume W~l'e all returned to the Press by September 28, 1932. 

D.-THE REPORT. 

11. Besides the Imperial and Provincial Tables for the Tables Volume 
innumerable subsidiary and miscellaneous t,ables were prepared in the Head 
Office for the report. These were completed by September 24, 1932, by which 
time the compilation staff was reduced. Owing to the time I spent over the 
provincial compilation I was unable to write anything but a few appendices 
before the beginning of 1932. The last chapter went to the Press at the end 
of December, 1932, when the Head Office, which had already been considerably 
reduced in size, itself was closed. 

The report itself will appear long and I fear in many ways dull, following 
as it does a report which suffered from neither of these de{ects. But I shelter 
behind Mr. Blunt's remark of 1911 *-

" A census report is a work of reference and it seems to me that 
completeness must be preferred to brevity. " 

A census report is essentially a statistical publication and it is difficult 
to present a mass of statistics without appearing tedious. I have tried to 
brighten them with numerous diagrams which the Government Photo-LithQ 
Press at Eoorkee kindly faired from my originals. 

"'Viele Vp.itedfrovin~esCensusltefort 1911, Par~I, rage 4. 
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E.-MISCELLANEOUS. 

12. Village Directories have been prepared in the same form as in 1921, 
with the addition of the population and infirmities by wards and muhallas 
for eaoh municipality. Unfortunately their pr41ting has been stopped, at any 
rate for the present, on account of retrenchment. 

13. Revised tahsil and thana population figures have been supplied to 
all districts for revision of the District Gazetteers, and the population by 
mortuary circles was supplied to the Director of Public Health. 

14. Certain housing statistics were coUected for the municipalities 
of Lucknow and Cawnpore which have been discussed in paragraph 12 of Chapter 
II, the actual statistics being exhibited in Subsidiary Table V of that chapter. 

15. An attempt was made by means of a separate schedule to secure 
figures of those males literate in English who were out of employment and 
Sleeking it. The results are shown in Imperial Table XII. 

16. As the final enumeration was in the cold weather when the population 
of the hill stations is at a minimum, in order to provide statistics of the summer 
population for 'Yhich the municipal and cantonment authorities have to cater 
a special Census was taken of all hill stations on the night of October 3,1930. 
The figures are discussed in paragraph 18 of Chapter II, and the actual statis
tics are exhibited at the end of Imperial Table IV in the Tables Volume. 

17. The cost of the census of the provinc.e is dealt with in detail in the 

Year. Net 
expenditure. 

Rs. 

1930-31 •. .. 1.32,902 
1931-32 •• .. 3,96,241 
1932-33 ., .. 32,123 

Total .. 5,61,266 

Administration Report. The net cost to Central 
revenues is shown in the margin. It averages 
Rs. 11-5-0 per 1,000 of population as against 
Rs. 9-15-2 in 1921. Two-fifths of the increase is due 
to a difference in the method of accounting, by 
reason of which all purely census expenditure now 
falls on Central revenues whereas formerly part was 
debited through provincial revenues. The rest of 
the increase is due to enhanced rates of pay granted 

to the establishments of the Central Offices. The increase would have been much 
greater but for the fall in the cost of paper, the elimination of certain Imperial 
Tables, the speeding 'up of work in the Central Offices, and the transfer of 
part of the work of the Central Offices to the Head Office. 

18. In conclusion I have to express my gratitude to the many who 
assisted me. 

Firstly to the District Magistrates and other district officers for their 
cordial co-operation at all stages. They were themselves fully pre-occupied 
by the Civil Disobed.!ence Movement and agricultural calamities, but never
theless gave what time they could spare to census matters and also gave their 
invaluable backing without which very poor results, if any at all, would have 
been achieved. Especially I thank Mr. G. D. Parkin, l.P.S., the then Superinten
dent of Police, Sitapur, for the invaluable assistance provided by himself, his 
officers and men at the enumeration of the Paikarma fair at Nimsar. 

Secondly I thank those Settlement, Record and Roster Officers who spared 
me the patwaris, often at great inconvenience to their own work. In this 
connexion I would like especially to thank Mr. A. A. Waugh, I.e.S., and Mr. H. S. 
Bates, I.C.S., the then Settlement Officers of Meerut and Bijnor respectively. 

Next I thank the District Census Officers who bore the brunt of the 
actual organization of the census in the districts from start to finish. Most of 
them were harassed in other directions but worked ungrudgingly and thorough
ly. Unfortunately for those concerned, where political trouble was most 
acute and their other duties correspondingly heavier, there the census work 
also was most· difficult. But they one and all achieved success. If dis
crimination can be made I would like especially to mention those who afterwards 
became Deputy Superintendents-viz., Mr. F. L. Smith, I.O.S., (Debra Dun), 
S. Muhammad Zakir (Fatehpur), Pt. Anrudh Kishan Sharma (Budaun), B. 
Sri Dhar Agarwal (Hamirpur), Pt. Surat Narayan Mani Tripathi (Azamgarh), 
M. Abdul Jam (Shahjahanpur), and Th. Kuldip Narain Singh (Jaunpur), 
and in addition Mr. R. H. Saloway, I.C.S., (Almora), Mr. R. F. S. Baylis, I.e.s., 
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(Allahabad), Khan Bahadur M. Muhammad Yusuf Khan (Bulandshahr), S. 
Nisar Haidar Zaidi (Farrukhabad), B. Gauri Prasad (Cawnpore), Panclit Jagdish 
Prasad S~arma (Benaresj, and Pandit Raghubir Saran Das (Gonda). 

As t9 the work of the Deputy Superintendents in the Central Offices it 
was e?!cellent (save perhaps in one case), and it is very diffioult to single out 
any for special praise. All hlLd to work long hours at very high pressure and 
I thank them for their invaluable support. The best results were achieved 
by Pt. Anrudh !Gshan Sharma at Muttra and Th. Kuldip Narain Singh 
at J aunpur, but there was very little in it. The last-named incidentally 
succeeded in finishing his work and closing his office first in the province. 

I also thank Pt. Ganga Narain Bhargava who shared with me th~ 
touring in the first cold weather and prepared. some preliminary notes for 
parts of the report. He invariably evinced the greatest keenness in his 
work. 

Another class of officers must be mentioned-the ethnographical officers. 
These were officers selected to collect the material for the purely ethnographi
cal part of the work. They; were mostly officials whose time was already very 
fully taken up (in many cases they were the over-worked District Census Officers 
themselves) so had very little time to give to research. Further the state of 
the province at that time was such that it was difficult to press inquiries very 
far. I thank them for what they have done and in this connexion would 
especially mention Mr. B. R. James, I.e.s., (Gorakhpur), Mr. J. M. Lobo-Prabhu, 
I.e.S., (Moradahad, who also did very well as District Census Officer), Pt. 
Uma Datt Dangwal (Tehri-Garhwal State, who was also the State Census 
Officer), Pt. Anrudh Kishan Sharma (Budaun, who was also District 
Census Officer and subsequently Deputy Superintendent of the Muttra Central 
Offi~e), Pt. Ehola Datt Pant (Garhwal, also District Census Officer), B. 
Raghubir Saran Das (Gonda, also District Census Officer), .and Pt. ViQ,ya 
Prasad Shukla (Ballia). . 

Besides the.etbnographical officers I thank Mr. E. S. Oakley of Almora 
and Btai Bahadur Pt. Tara. Dat.t Gairola, Advocate, of Paud (Garhwal) 
for their excellent. notes on caste in Kumaun and Mr. N. B. Bonarjee, I.e.S., 
for his extensive inquiries among and most interesting note on the Saharias 
(or Saheciyas) of the Lalitpur sub-division. 

TIle wOJ;k of .my own office has been acknowledged in the Administra
tion Report. 

I also thank Mr. W. H. MoKinnon McGuire, late Superintendent of the 
Camp Press at Naini Tal, for his most reliable support during the first year of 
the operations, Mr. D. W. Crighton, Superintendent of the Government Press 
at Allahabad ~or the close personal att,ention he has given to the printing of 
this report, and Mr. W. J. Peychers, Officer-in-Charge Government Photo· 
Litho Press, Roorkee, for his personal supervision of the fairing of my numerous 
diagrams and preparation of their block~. 

Lastly I express my warmest thanks to the rank and file of the census 
army, the enumerators, supervi~ors and charge superintendents who gaNe 
their services without remuneration and spared themselves nothing in the 
discharge o.f their responsibilities. I thank most warmly that well· disposed and 
loyal section of the public who worked honorarily, exposed even~more than 
GDvernment officials to the ridicule and threats of the rill-raff and: scum of the 
populace, especially in urban areas. They have the satisfaction of knowing 
that they have served their province and their country faithfully and acquitted 
themselves like men. For the revenue staff of each district, especially the 
qanungos and patwaris, I have nothing but praise. This census above all others 
has bee~ a triumph of ~heir industry and devotion to duty. Under the most 
adverse conditions, subject to contumely and not frequently danger of personal 
violence"at a time when they were unusually harassed with th,eir other duties, 
they added census to their already heavy burdens, shouldered it 9hee:rfully 
anp. Garried it throu,gh to a successful conclusion. . 



Chapter I.-DISTRIBUTION AND MOVEMENT OF THE POPULATION. 

PART I.---<THE .AREA DEALT WITH. 

1. The territory dealt with in this report is that administered by the Topography., 
Government of the United. Provinces of Agra and Oudh, together with the 
states of Rampur, Tehri-Garhwal and Benares. It lies between north lati-
tude 23° 52' (Mirzapur) and 31° 18' (Tehri-Garhwal State) and east lqngitude 
770 3' (Muzaffarnagar) and 84° 38' (Ballia). The total area is 112,191 square 
miles, of which 106,248 square miles are British territory and the remaining 
5,943 square miles fall within the States. This is 53 square miles less than th~ 
total area shown at last census.( 1) The province is thus a. little smaller 
than the British Isles and incidentally its popUlation is a shade larger. 

2. The British territory is divided into 48 districts which are grouped AdminiBtrative 
into ten revenue divisions as shown in Imperial Table 1. One of these, Ku;maun, divi8ion8. 
together with the six which at one time constituted. the North-West Province 
proper, form the province of .Agra, and the remaining two constitute Oudh. 
There has been no change in the arrangement of these divisions since last cen-
sus. The only changes in district boundaries of any importance occurred in 
1925 when, as a measure of economy, certain tahsils were abolished and added 
to other tahsils. .As a result of this readjustment Farrukhabad 108n 40 square 
miles to Shahjahanpur, Banda lost 147 square miles to Hamirpur, and Ghazi-
pur lost 90 square miles no Benares. The other interchanges are negligible and 
were all occasioned by fluvia.l action. 

(1) The de pails of the chtmges in area sinoe last oensus are as follows :-

I.-Eil!tra.protJincAal. 

Area in Population of 1921 (added +, 

8 
square subtraoted-). 

District. 
miles. Cause of transfer. - (added+, 

.$ mbtracted Total. Males. Females. 
~ -). 

I Dahraich .. ~6 -130' -78 --52 4,000 aores of the Oudh Reserved Forests 
in tahsil Nanpara including villages 
Kates and Bazpur were transferred 

. on January 13, 1929·to the Nepal Gov· 
ernment in connection with the Sarda· 
Kitcha Projeot under G. O. no. 20221 
lV-184, dated Ootober 31, 1927. 

2 BaHia .. .. -I nil. nil. nil. Transferred by diluvion to district Shah· 
abad, Bihar and Orissa. 

3 Bulandshahr .. -fro -363 -187 -176 } Transferred by diluvion and alluvion 
• between Bulandshahr and district 

4 Ditto .. +fr. +5 +3 +2 Gurgaon, Punjab. 

5 Meerut .. -I -264 -144 -120 Transferred to Delhi Province when the 
boundary between the United Provinces 
and Delhi was fixed under G. O. no. 
5171/B-173, dated September 7, 1923. 

6 Muza£farnagar .. -fro -96 -58 -38 Transferred by diluvion to district Kamal, 
Punjab. 

Net Result .. -8 -848 --464 -384 

* The slight differences between the to' al population figures of the United Provinces for 1881-1921 as shown 
in Imperial Table II and in the oorresponding table in the all·India volume are due to the fact that in the former the 
. totals referred to have been adjusted retrospectively on aocount of this ex·India transfer, whereas in the latter they 
'l!&ve not. 

II.-Within the province. 

The aroo. of the province has been reduced by a furtheJ.' 45 square miles owing to the following :-
(1) The arellS of II district" and one state were incorrectly shown at last census, the net resnlt being that 

the total a~ea of the province was then shown too high hy 54 square miles; 
(2) re·survey and lIlaV corrllction in 23 districts has resulted in a net increase Qf 9 square lIliles. 

1 
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2 CHAl'TER I.-DISTRmUTION AND MOVEMENT OF THE POPULATION. 

3. Throughout the tables volume the district figures are grouped into 
divisional totals aocording to the ten administrative divisions. These ad
minist.r.ative divisions were determined by historioal, political and adminis
trative considerations, and vary considerably in size, density of population 
and physical features. In order to bring out the' broader aspects of the census 
it is necessary to oonsider t_he figures for a limited number of area.s which are 
fairly homogeneous in respect of their pp-ysical features and inhabitants, and. 
so in the subsidiary ta.bles to this report the districts have been grouped into 
eighb natural divisions, and their figures set out accordingly. These natural 
divisions, which will be found delineated on the Social Map at the beginning 
of this volume, are the same that have boon used for census purposes since 
1901, a,nd' are based on differences mainly geological and m{ teorological, 
but also agricultural, linguistic and ethnological. The unit adopted is the 
district -because although it is true that a few districts consist of dissimilar 
tracts bel9nging, strictly speaking, to more than one of the natural divisions, 
to use a unit smaller than the, --district wo.uld introduce unnecessary ela bora tion 
and complication into, the figures. 

The main physical featur~s of the province are the H:imalayas along 
the :r;lOr'hh, a seetion of. which on the north-west falls in this province, and which 
are never far fro:r;n. the northern border; the Central India P~ateau .and Vindhya 
hills which touch the south-west; the Vindhya Plateau and Ka:imur hills (a 
contim,lation of tho Vindhya and Satpura hills) .which reach the south-east; 'and 

, the vast alluvial,plain of the 'Ja:rnna-~anges Doab (extended eastwards by the 
Ghagra and the Rapti) which lies between. The province thus falls,natur8Jlly 
into four well-defined tracts, which from other considerations have been 
further sub-divided as shown below:-

, (1) the montane tract (Himalaya West); 
(2) the sub-montane tract (Sub-Jiimalaya West and East); 
(3) tne Gangetic Plain (Indo-Gangetic Plain West, Central and East); 

and 
(4) the trans-Jamna tract (Centhal ~dia Plateau and East Satpuras). 

These natural divisiol!-s have bee~ fully d~scribed ~ .previous rep9r~s' 
(vide pages 9-11, Report 1901, and pages '1-9, Rrport 1911), so that o:ijly 
the briefest outline of their! characteristics is here necessary, together with 
some indication of any portions which differ materially frpm the rest of the 
natural divisions in which they lie. 

Natural division, 

I. Himalaya, Wetjt .• .. 
2, Sub-Himalaya, 'West 
3. Indo-Gangetio Plain, West., 
4. Indo-Gangetic Plajn. Central 
5. Central India Plateau .. 
6, East Satpuras .. 
7. Sub-Himalaya, East 
8, Indo:Gangetic Plain, East .' 

Percentage of pro-
vincial-

Fopula-Area. tion, 

14'0 3'4 
9'2 9'0 

22'5 26'7 
21'2 25'9 
9'9 4'6 
4'1 ]'6 

12'1 17'3 
7'0 II '; 

They are enumerated in the 
margin, each with its percentage, of 
the provincial area and population 
(British territory qnly). 

United Provinces (British distriota) 100'0 100'0 

(1) Hi,malaya, West.-This is a large projection into the Himalayas on 
the north-west of the province and in fact includes the only 
portion of -phe Himalayas which lies actually within the 
province. It stretches n.orj;J:n~a:rds from the densely' wooded 
Siwalik hills to the barren region of perpetu!}} snow, embracing 
the Kumaun reVen1l8 division and the Dehra Dun district 
of the Meerut division, a total area of 14,911 square miles. 
This natural division can be further sub-divided into-

(i) SUb-montane, Mrhich includes some,small tracts of Bhabar in dis-
, trictfl Almora and Garhwal, the Bhabar and Tarai of diStrict 

Naini Tal, and tahsil Dehra of district Dehra Dun; and 
(ii) montane, which includes almost the whole of 'Almora and: 

Garhwal, the hill pattis of Naini Tal, and the Chakrata tah
sil of Dehra DUll. 



THE NATURAL DIVISIONS. 

The Dehra sub-montane area is the famous Dun., known as the garden 
of the United Provinces, lying between the Siwalik hills and the Himalayas 
and partly on the lower slopes of both. It is healthy enough to have attract
ed a considerable colony of European pensioners. The Bhabar is a strip 
lying immediately below the foot-hills, largely covered with forests, still the 
home of tigers and elephants. The hill streams which enter it sink and are 
lost, except in the rainy season, below a mass of boulders and gravel. The 
Tarai is a damp marshy strip south of the Bhaba;r where the streams from the' 
hills reappear. It is covered for the most part with thick jungle and tall 
grass. The Tarai and Bha bar are among t·he most unhealthy regions of the 
whole of India. Their population is therefore mostly migratory, cultivators 
descending from the hills to the Bhabar, and entering the. Tarai from the 
neighbouring plains districts, returning to their homes again after haVIng cut 
theIr cropE. The Tharu alone appears able to stand the Tarai climate through
out the year. The montane area is largely under forests, is but thinly popu-
lated and is cultivated only in scattered areas. . 

(2) and (7) Sub-Him.alaya, West and East.-South of "the natural division 
just described and str.etching eastwards below the mountains of Nepallies'a sub· 
montane belt, within historical times alnlost entirely under forest, and even 
now largely afforested, but densely populated where the jungle has been 
reclaimed. This belt bas been formed into two natural divisionE, the dividing 
line being the river Ghagra. 

Sub.Himalaya, West includes five districts with a total area of 9,822 
square miles, viz., Saharanpur of Meerut division; Bareilly, Bijnor and 
Pilibhit of Rohilkhand divilion ; and Kheri of Lucknow division. 

Sub-Himalaya, East includes four districts witih a total area of 12,834 
square miles, viz., Gorakhpur and Basti of Gorakhpur division; and Gonda 
&.nd Bahraich of the Fyzabad division. The southern half of this natural 
division is very similar to the Gangetic Plain. 

(3), (4) and (8) Indo-Gangetic Plain, West, Oentral and East.-Bounded on 
the north by the sub-Himalayan belt and on t·be south almost throughout by 
the Jamna and after its ccnfiuence with the Ganges by the latter, lies the 
Gangetic Plain, a vast level expanse of alluvial soil, extmding right acrOSb the 
province; a distance of nearly 500 miles, with an average width of about 100 
miles, densely populated, studded with many cities, and cultivated almost con
tinuously throughout. This vast plain is divided into three natural divisions, 
West, Central and East. . 

Indo.Gangetic Plain, West includes thirteen districts with a total area 
of 23,893 sC}_l1are miles, viz., Muzaffarnagar, Mebrut and Bulandshahr of the 
Meerut division; the whole of the Agra division; Budaun., Moradabad and 
Shs,hjahanpur of the Rohilkhand division; and Farrukhabad and Etawah' of 
the Allahabad division. Part of the Agra and Muttra distiricts lies on the right 
bank of the Jamna. This area differs somewhat from the rest of the natural 
division, being characterised by many ravinES and some rEd stone hillocks which 
mark the eastern termination of the Aravalli hills. As, however, it is well 
protected by canals, it is unnecessary to draw any distinction between this and 
the rest of the natural division. 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central includes twelve districts with a total area 
of 22,562 square miles, viz., Ca,vnpore, Fatehpur and Allahabad of the Allah
abad division; the Lucknow divisi(Jn excluding Kheri; ann the Fyza bad 
division excluding Gonda and Bahraich. The only part of this natural division 
which differs materially from the rest is a small area lying south of the J amna 
and Ganges comprising tahsils Karchhana and Meja of district Allahabad. They 
are of exaotly the same character a£ the Central India Plateau natural 
division (see below). 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, East includes five districts with a total area of 7,388 
square miles, viz., the Ben ares division excluding district Mirzapur; and 
district Azamgarh of Gorakhpur division. 

(5) and (6) Oentral India Plateau and EaSt Satpuras.-The trans·Jamna 
tract, excluding the parts of dEtricts Agra, Muttra and Allahabad referred to 
above" is divided into two natural divisions. 
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The western part, comprising the four districts of the Jhansi divisicn, with 
a total area of 10,470 square miles, lies on th\.· eastern 'lopes of the Central 
India Plateau, from which'it derives its name. It is brcken up by low, rocky, 
outlying spurs of the Vindhya hills covered with stunted trem' and jungle. The 
soil is chiefly of the tJpe known as black cotton soil and differs entirely from 
thEi alluvial soil of the Indo-Ga.ngetic plain. 

The eastern part, consisting entirely of district Mirzapur of the BenareE! 
division, area 4,368 bquare miles, forms the natural divi~ ion known as East 
Satpuras. A small area actually lies north of the Ganges and belongs, prc:perly 
speaJring, to Indo-Gangetic Plain, East. The middle portion between the 
Ganges and the Son belongs to the Vindhya Plateau. South of this (the sc,uth
ern edge of tahsil· Robertsganj and the whole of tahsil Dudhi) are the hilly 
tracts of the Kajmurs, a continuatic.n of the Vindhya and Satpura hills, s<!me of 
the wilde! t country in t.he province, covered with forests, brcken up by ravines, 
with occa~ional hill.encir91ed alluvial basins, the homE" of the few really 
primitive tribes of the province. 

The States are frorn polipical and administrative considerations, kept apart 
in the subsidiary tables, otherwise Rampur would he incillded jn Sub-Himalaya 
West, Tebri.Garhwal in Himalaya West, and Benal'es in East Sat.fluras. 

PART n.-POPULATION. 

4. Before proceeding to discuss the popUlation figures it is essential to 
explain precisely what is meant by the word "population" as used in this 
report. The population of any place or area may mean one of two things :

(1) the number of people found present in that place or area at a parti
cular moment of time-this is known as the de facto population, 
or 

(2) the number of people ordinarily resident in that place or area
this is known as the de jure population. 

The Indian census is a de facto census, and the popUlation of any 
place or area at this particular cem,us represents the number of persons 
recorded as present in that place or area at the final enumeration which took 
place between 7 p.m. and midnight on February 26, Hl31. 

5_ To this, however, there is the exception of the non-synchronous tracts, 
which are regions in which, owing to the great distances and difficult terrain 
involved, the final enumeration had to be spread over a period of ten days or 
carried out by daylight. 

In districts Almora. and Garhwal, the Naini Tal tahsil of distriot Naini Tal, 
and the Chakrata tahsil of district Dehra Dun (i.e., the mpntane areas of Hima
laya, West) the final enumeration took place between February 16 and 26. This 
involved an area of 11,739 square miles and a population of 1,238,038. But 
even here by a liberal distribution of slips bearing the word "enumerated" 
a.nd by reason of the fact that in those ten days movement of the population in 
the hill tracts is at a minimum, the figures approximate very closely to the 
de facto population at that timE. of the year. 

In Chakrata Forest division and Mussoorie municipality (both in district 
Dehra Dun) the final enumeration was carried out before dark on February 26; 
in parts of Nagina and Najibabad tahsils of district Bijnor, parts of tahsils Eisal
pur and Puranpur of district Pilibhit, and parts of all four tahsils of district 
Mirzapur it was carried out on the early morning of February 27. This involved 
an area of 3,530 square miles and a population of 273,872. Here the figures are 
identical with the de facto population because the areas concerned are all jungle 
or hilly tracts in which no movement of the population takes place between 
sunset and sunrise. 

Exact details of these non-synchronous tracts will be found in the 
Administrative Report volume. The only departure from previous practice was 
the inclusion of Mussoorie municipality, which covers 19 square miles of 
hill-side, is largely devoid of population in February, is frequently visited by 
wild animals, and is liable to be under snow. 

6. The adoption of a de facto basis for the census in India is due primarily 
to its simplicity. The criterion of location at a given point of time involves a 
minimum of difficulty in determination; individuals are included in their appro
priate enumeration books by reference only to their actual presence, and the 
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collection of the enumeration books immediately after the final enumeration 
automatically ensures a rapid and accurate computation of the populations of 
all areas from the sma,llest to the largest units. FUI'thel', the de facto popula
tion, at any rate in the case of this province, approximates very closely to the 
de jure population, for the people are little addicted to movement, and by 
choosing, as is invariably done, a date for the final enumeration when the 
movement of the population may be expected 1;0 be at a minimum, the 
divCIgence is rendbred almost negligible. 

What divergence remains at this census is due mainly to the following small 
factors :-

(1) Travellers, who welO enumerated whereverfound, whether on roads, 
in boats, ",siting at railway stations, or in Iailway trains, orclinari
ly go to swell the population of places where they do not reside. 
Th6 numbers involved are negligible except in the case of trains. 
A train may carry a thousand people and make a large difference 
to the population of th, place of enumeration, and produce an 
abnormal proportion between the sexes. 

(2) Fairs may attract large numbers of people from distant places. At 
the present census the only instance of this on a considerable 
scale occurred at Nimsar in district Sitapur where some 10,000 
people were gathered on census night in the Paikarma fair. 

(3) The migratory cultivators and graziers of the Tarai and Bhabar had 
not at the time of the census returned to their permanent homes 
in the hills of Almora and Naini Tal. 

The actual population enumerated at this census in trains, boats and in 
temporary encampments including fairs, amounted to 86,877 (see column 23 of 
Imperial Table III), i.e., only 0'18 per cent. of the total population. For the 
purposes of all the Imperial Tables (except III) such population is included in 
the unit in which it was enumerated but in the village statistics (published as 
the Village Directories) it has invariably been shown separately. 

7. Many of the most important countries of the world take a de jure 
census by providing in the schedule a column for" normal or UEUl:tl residence." 
This has its ccmplications for it is not always easy to determine the normal resi
dence of an individual. Well-to-do people often have D. town and a country hou~t 
or regUlarly spend several months of the year in another part of their own 
country or abroad. In the cities of India which have a large number of tem
porary migrant,s, mostly illiterate, such as mill-hands, vagrantE, mendicants a.nd 
travellers, the recording of normal residence might pIOve a very troublesome 
affair. In Great Britain a de facto census is taken and, as in India, results 
approxima.ting po a de jure census are secured, as far as possible, by choosing 
a cem,us date upon which there is likely to be least movement of the population. 
But owing to changed conditions such as the increased mobility of the popula
tion and the growth of the week-end habit it has become increasingly difficult to 
select such a date, so that in the census of Great Britain in 1931 a column 
was provided for " usual residence" with a view to " exploring the extent to 
which a de facto enumeration alone will suffice ". 

In this province at any rate, and presumably throughout India, this state 
of affairs has not yet arisen, nor does it seem likely to arise for many many years. 
The immobility of the population makes it perfectly es,sy to select a date which 
will reduce the difference between a de facto and de jure census to a negligible 
quantity, and as long as this is so the more simple de facto enumeration is, in 
my opinion, better suited to India. 

8. During the past eighteen months I have bew questioned ad nauseam The accuracy 
as to the degre(, of accuracy which can be attributed to the centus figures. of the 
The correctnbss, or otherwise, of the entries made in the census schedules enumeration. 
will be considered in the course of the chaptbrs which follow. Here 
it is only necessary to eEltimate how far the enumeration i~ complete. There 
are two factors to be considered, firstly the enumeration staff and secondly 
the people to be enumerated. With regard to the former it must be 
remembered that they consist very largely of Government employees, who 
perform their census duties side by side with their ordinary work. At 
this census in no less than sixteen out of the forty-eight districts of the 
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proVince the revenue staff, who form the backbone of the census staff 
were busier than usual owing to settlement, survey, record or roster opera
tions. In addition t·here was very considl,rable harassment in many places on 
a.ccount of the Civil Disobedience Movement which was in full swing thl'ough
out tHe enumeration peliod-. On the 'othel hand a large plOportion -of the 
enumeration staff is well experienced in the process of census-taking and the 
Eiystem of checking and supervision has grown more and more complete as a 
result of the experience gained at each succeeding census, so that omissions tend 
to become fewer. As regards the people to be enumerated they are no longer 
suspicious oj: the intentions of the census, and nOI'nlally are most hftlpfui, but· at 
one time it looked probable that the Civil Disobedience Movement might lead 
to widespread (;bstI'Uctioll, and special precautiOIL"i, which are outlined in the 
Administr-ative RepOlt Vclume, had to be t8km. Fortunatd) saner counsels 
pIevailed, largely owing to tht: communal question, for the leaders of the various 
communities eV6lltualiy realised that as their shares o± representation in the 
legislatmes under thE. coming reformed comtitubion (and al&o on municipal and 
other local bodies) would be determintd mainly by the numerical strmgth of 
those communities, it would have been suicidal tor any community to have run 
the risk of under-enumeration. In the end both the preliminary and final 
enume:pa.tions were carried through without serious hindrance. The staff worked 
heroically throughout and omissions were, in my opinion, reduced to an absolute 
mininlUm. Omissions there must always be, which can in no measure be counter
balanced by the rare cases of double enumeration. One point of importance is 
that Qmissions occur more and more frequently the higher we ascend the social 
scale and this means that omissions are more frequent in town!; than in rural 
areas and amongst literates than illiterates, though the comparative error. from 
this must be very small. There is also no doubt that proportionally more Euro
peans are o;mitted than Indians, though omissions of Europeans at this census 
were largely reduced by including them in both preliminary and final enumera
tions on general schedules (printed in English), and avoiding the use of House
hold Schedules wherever possible. So;me Europeans reported to ;me after the 
census that they had not been enum~rated. In the majority of these cases 
their entries were actually found in the schedules; where they were not I had 
them enumerattd at once and included in the locality in which they said they 
spent the censul', night. Although the number of persons omitted throughout 
the province may reach a few thousands this is negligible compared to the 
enumerated population of nearly fifty millions, in which an error of as much as 
50;000 would be less than 0'1 per cent. 

In spite of the peculiar difficulties of tbe preEient census I can confidently 
state that its completeness will compare very favourably with that of any of 
its predecessors. 

PART III.-AltEA, POPULATION AND DENSITY. 

9. The Imperial Tables with which this chapter is mainly concerned are 
Table I, whicb showlS the area, number of census house!; (i.e., commensal families) 
and the population of each state, district and revenue division, and Table II, 
which shows the variation in the popUlation of these administrative divisions 
during the last fifty years. Table VI, which givl':ls statistics of birth-place, 
should also be consulted with reference to movements of the people, though, as 
inter-district migration figures are not available, that table is considerably re
auced in value for this purpose. Provincial Table I gives for tahsils similar 
figures to those in Imperial Table I, and, in addition, shows the density for all 
areas down to tahsils. I may here mention that the Survey Department are 
expected shortly to publish revised figures for the areas of tahsils and district!; 
based on modern surveys. The density figure'S produced in this report may then 
need some revision in the light of the new·area figures. As far as the incomplete 
information yet available goes, the result ·will be to reduce the density of the pro
vince as a whole from 442 to 441, increase that of British Territory from 456 to 
457 and decrease that of the States irom 203 to 186. Although there may be 
apprecia.ble -changes in respect of certain individual district!; and states they are 
not expected to vitiate any of the conclusions based on the areas shown in this 
rep0rt: 
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10. The population of the province is
British territory 
States 

Total 

.. 48,408,763 
1,206,070 

49,614,833 

7 

This gives a mean density of 442 persons tc the square mile. throughout the 
province, the demity in British territory being 456, and in the Sta to& 203. 

II. My immediate predecessor tereely remarked (para. 3, page 9, Report 
Volume, 1921), that the average density figure means nothing. ThiB remark 
should be qualified by adding the words "by itself." It is undoubtedly of 
value M an index by which to compare the population preE>sure of the province 
with that of other provinces and countries. 

AREA, POPULATION AND DENSITY OF THE LARGER PROVINCES 
AND STATES OF INDIA. 

Area in square Order in I Order in Persons per Province or State. 
miles. point of Population. point of square mile. area. population. 

----

India .. " 1,808,666 .. 352,837,778 .. 195 
Assam .. .. 67,334 13 9,247,857 II 137 
Baluchistan .. " 134.638 , 868,617 14 6 
Beng:11 " 82,995 11 51,087,338 1 616 
Bihar and Orissa " 111,784 9 42,329,583 4 379 
Bombay .. .. 151,593 2 26,271,784 6 173 
Burma .. .. 233,492 I 14,667,146 8 63 
Central Provinces and BeraJ 131,095 6 17,990,937 7 137 
Delhi .. .. 573 15 636,246 15 1,110 
Hydembad .. .. 82,698 12 14.436,148 9 175 
Kashmir and Jammu .. 84,516 10 3,646,243 13 43 
l.iadras •• '0 143,870 3 47,193,602 3 328 
North·West Frontier Pro· 36,356 14 4,684,364 12 129 

vince. 
Punjab .. .. 135.496 4 28,490,857 5 210 
Raipntana .. .. 129.059 7 11,225,712 10 87 
U n1 ted Provinces .. 112,191 B 49,614,833 2 I 442 

Order in 
point of 
density. 

.. 
9 

15 
2 
4 
8 

13 
9 
1 
7 

14 
5 

II 

6 
12 
3 

N oTE.-The above figures include those of the British Territory and Independent States of each provinre. 

The above table shows that althougb this province comes only eighth in point 
of area, its population is second only to that of Bengal. In 1911 the Uniiied 
Provinces led Bengal but in 1921 the order was reversed, and at the preEen.t 
cemus Bengal ha~ increased its lead roughly from one million io a million and 
a half. The United Provinces occupy only about one-sixteenth of Indin., but 
contain nearly one-seventh of the total population. 

In point of density this province comes third with a denr,ity 2i times the 
average ct India. Delhi heads the list on account of iti:i artificial compo&ition. 
Bengal is second. (Travancore hao a density of 668 but is not shown above.) 
At the other end of the scale comes sparsely populated Baluchistan with an 
average of only 6 persons to the square mile. 

For the sake of further comparison the figures at recent censuses in certain 
other countries are shown below :-

COMPARISON OF THE AREA, POPULATION AND DENSITY OF THE UNITED 
PROVINOES WITH THOSE OF OERTAIN FOREIGN COUNTRIES. 

Area in Order in Population Order in Persons per Order in 
Country. square point of in millions point of square pointe! - miles. area. (to nearest population. mile. j density. 

million). 

England and Wales " 58,343 11 40 9 685 2 
Belgium .. .. 11,400 13 8 12 702 I 
France •• .. . . 213,000 6 41 8 192 8 
Germany .. .. ! 182,200 8 63 5 , 348 6 
Italy •. .. .. 120,000 9 43 7 358 5 
Netherlands .. .. 12,760 12 8 12 627 3 
Russia in Europe .. .. 1,492,000 3 108 3 61 11 
Spain •• . 196,700 7 22 10 110 9 .. . . 
China .. .. .. 4,270,000 I 449 1 97 10 
Japan .. .. . . 260,800 5 84 4 321 7 
Egypt .. .. .. 363,200 4· 14 11 38 12 
United States .. .. 3,738,000 2 137 2 36 13 
United Provinces .. .. Jl2,191 10 50 6 442 4 

. " . . . 
~,., f#.? ,. . ""r 

Population and 
density of the 
pro1J:nce. 
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In diagram 1 the figures of some of those countries are compared with 
those of the greater provinees of Indja. 
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12. The population of this province &lightly exceeds that·"'of the British 
Isles, and is greater than that of Italy or France. 'The population of Oudh 
alone is one and a. quarter timer· that of Canada, and the population of the 
Gorakhpur and Fyzab8.d divisjons each exceeds that of Australia. 



THE DENSITY OF THE POPULATioN By REVENUE DIVisioNS. § 

The only countries in the world with a greater density are England and 
Wales, Belgium, the Netherlands, Java (817), Bali and Lombok (443). Many 
provinces 01 China have a density as great or greater than that of Java, but 
not China as a whole. 

13. Below are given separately the densities of Briti~h territory and the 
States for the larger provinces ;-

British Order in Order in 
Provinr.o. Territory. point of States. point of 

density. density. 

India .. .. .. .. .. 248 .. 114 .. . 
Assam .. .. .. . . . . 157 7 51 8 

Bengal .. .. .. .. .. 646 1 179 3 

Bihar and Orissa .. .. .. .. 454 3 162 4 

Bombay .. .. .. .. .. 177 6 160 5 

Burma .. .. .. .. .. 63 9 .. .. 
(Jentral P rovinoes and Berar .. .. " 155 8 80 7 

Madras .. .. .. .. .. m 4 285 1 

Punjab .. .. .. .. .. 241 5 130 6 

United Provinces .. .. . . ., 456 2 203 2 

14. The presence of large towns in a. district nat urally increases the dis
trict density which then represents neither the density of the urban nor of the 
rural area. In column 3, of Subsidiary: Table I of this chapter the density of 
the rural area.s of British districts and the natural divisions has been £hown in 
brackets. The figure for British territory as a. whole is 407. 

15. The figures are given by revenue divisions below ;-

Area in Order in Order in Order in Density Order in 
Administrative unit. square point of Popular point of Density. point of of rural point of 

miles. area. tion. popula. density. portion density. tion. only. 

~ 

British Territory .. 106,248 .. 48,408,763 .. 456 ., 407 .. 
Revenue divisions 

Meerut .. .. 9,180 9 4,907,632 6 535 3 448 3 

Agra .. .. 8,638 ]0 4,498,246 8 521 4 435 6 

Rohilkrand .. 10,786 4 5,556,]05 4 _515 5 427 8 

Allahabad .. 10,189 6 5,016,352 5 492 7 429 7 

Jhansi .. .. 10,470 5 2,244,895 9 214 9 189 9 

Benares .. - .. 9,544 ! 8 4.778,919 7 501 6 448 3 

Gorakhpur .. 9,565 7 7.217.162 1 755 I 728 1 

Kumaun .. .. 13,722 I 1.394,473 10 102 10 97 10 

Lucknow .• .. 12.040 3 5,856,543 3 486 8 439 5 

Fyzabad .. .. 12,114 2 6,938,436 2 573 2 548 2 

States .. .. 5,943 " 1.206.070 .. 203 .. 182 .. 
Rampur .. .. 893 .. 465,225 .. 521 , . 420 .. 
Tehri·Garhwal .. 4,180 .. 349,573 .. 84 .. 84 .. 
Benares .. .. 870 .. 391.272 .. 450 .. 411 .. 

Dens'ty in the 
rural area. 

Density by 
revenue 
divisions. 
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The figures of the British revenue divisions are illustrated in diagram 
no. 2 ;---
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Kumaun is the la.rgest division but has the lowest population and dellEiity 
on account of the sparsely populated mountainous areas of which it almost 
entirely consists. [';r()rakhpur division, although only seventh in size, has the 
largest population an(l by far the greatest dQnsity almost one-third as much 
again as that of Fyzabad, the next most densely populated division, and seven 
and a half times as great as that of Kumaun. 
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12 CHAPTER I.-DISTRIBUTION AND MOVEMENT OF THE POPULATION. 

Of the Bix districts with a population of one and a half million or more five 
lie in the ear,t of the province, (I have included Allahabad of which district 
the population is a shade below one and a half million), and all save Gonda lie 
in Agra Province. The twenty-two districts with a population above tbe 
average are fairly evenly distributed from east to west. Of these Oudh claims 
7, which is 2 more than its proper share. 

The average population is one million, being slightly under this in Agra 
Province and a little over in Ondh. . 
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17. Diagram no. 4: shows th e aroa of the distri.cts arral] god in order Area of 
size. di8tricts. 
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14 CHAPTER I.-DISTRIBUTION AND MOVEMENT OF THE POPULATION. 

The larger districts are well distributed. Of the 20' districts over average 
size 10 may be dabsed as western, 3 central and 7 eastern. Of these Oudh 
claims 5, which is its normal share. The average area is 2,213 square miles, 
being slightly over this in Agra Province and about 2,000 in Oudh. 

18. Below are shown the average district population and area figures 
of the larger provinces, together with the names of the largest di~tricts in 
respect of population and area in each :-

Average district. District with largest--

Area, 
Population. Area. 

Province. Population. in Area, 
square in 
miles. District. Population. District. square 

miles. 

--
Madras .. " 1,797,696 5,472 Vizagapatam .. 3,607,948 Vizagapatam " 17,186 
Bihar and Orissa " 1,794,170 3,955 Darbhanga .. 3,166,094 Ranchi " 7,102 
Bengal .. " 1,789,786 2,769 Mymensingh .. 5,130,262 Mymensingh .. 6.237 
United Provinces .. 1,008,516 ~,2I3 Gorakhpur .. 3,567,561 Garbwal " 5,612 
Punjab .. " 813,133 ,372 Lahore .. 1,378,570 Dera Ghazi Khan .• 9,378 
Bombay .. .. 778,692 4,414 Ratnagiri .. 1,302,527 Thar and Parknr ., 13,636 
Central Provinces and 704,896 4,542 Raipur .. ],527,573 Raipur .. 9,717 

Berar. 
Assam .. .. 615,875 3,930 Sylhet .. 2,724,342 L ushai Hills .. 8,092 
North·West Frontier 485,015 2,704 Peshawar .. 974,32! Dem Ismail Khan .• 3,471 

Province. 
Burma .. .. 344,791 4,549 Akyab .. 637,580 Upper Chhindwin •. 16.037 

These figures are illustrated in diagram no. 5. 

Diagram S. 

AVERAGE DISTRICT (SHADED PORTION) POPULATION AND AREA AND 
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.!:REA AND POpbtATION OF TAItsrttl. i5 

The United Provinces comes fourth in point of average district population, 
though ~here are only two oiher districts in India with a population exceeding 
that of Gorakhpur. 'The permanflllt settlement in Bihar and Orissa and 
Bepgal has made Land Revenue A::l.ministration a lighter task in those province~ 
than it is in other parts of India, and in Madras a somewhat different system 
provides that the district officer may pass more of his respmsibility on to sub· 
ordinates. It is fo:::, thes':l reasons thai larger districts (in point of populat,ion) 
are possible in those provinces. The actual area of a district is ot secondary 
importance to its populatiou, so that when districts were being formed their 
areas were naturally to a large ext,ent determined on the population basis. 
On account of the high donsity of population in this province and the com
plexity of land revenue administration, it is not surprising to find that the 
average district area ib lower here than in any of the other large provinces. 

19. Below are phown the average population and area figures for tahsils, 
by revenue divisions :-

Average tahsil. 

Division. Order in Area in Order in 
Population. point of square miles. point of 

population. area. 

United Provinces (British Territory) .. .. 236,140 ., 518 " 

Aura Prmnce .. .. . . .. 219,838 .. 507 .. 
Meerut division •• .. .. .. 245,382 5 459 7 

Agra division .. .. .. .. 173,009 7 332 10 

Rohilkhand division .. .. " 205,782 6 399 9 

Allahabad division .. .. .. 200,654 8 408 8 

Jhansi divis'on .. .. .. .. 118,152 10 551 5 

Banares division .. .. .. .. 28 LII 3 3 561 4 

Gorakhpur division .. .. .. 424,539 1 563 3 

Kumaun division .. .. .. 126,770 9 1,247 1 
I 

Olldh .. .. .. .. .. 297,558 ., 562 .. 
Lucknow division .. .. .. 266,206 4 547 6 

• 
J!'yzabad division .. .. .. 330,402 2 577 2 

The chief feature of these figures is the large area and pupulation of the 
tahsils of Gora.khpur division and of the two divisions compricing Oudh. A.s 
has a.lready been mentioned the tahsilwise figures of area, population and 
density will be found in Provincial Table I of the Tables Volume. 

In the marginal table the average tahsil is compared with those of the 

Average tahsiI-

Provinoe. 
Area, in Popula. 

tion. square 
miles. 

United Provinces .. 236,140 5iB 
Punjab- .• .• 206,850 805 
Oentral Provinces and Berar 189,119 1,218 
Madras .. 188,468 574 
Bihar and Orissa * 152,541 336 
North·WestFrontier Provo 134,726 751 

ince. 
Bombay t .. .. 82,871 494 
Burma: .. .. 60,378 797 
Baluchistan .. .. 22,682 2,588 

• Those divisions are te~med " revenue thallUS" 
but oorrospond to the "revenue tahsils" of the 
Unitod Provinoes. 

t The,e divisions are called "talukas" or 
"mahal8 ". 

I These divisions are called " townships". 

other large provinces (where tahsils 
exist) in respect of area and population. 
The average tahsil in this province 
includes a larger population than in 
any other in which tahsils (or their 
equivalent) exist, though the average 
area if! lower than anywhere else save 
Bihar and Orissa.. 

Average 
population ana 
area of tahsils. 
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16 cHAPTER I.-bisTRtilUTION AND MOVEMENT OF TilE POPULATioN. 

20. Below are shown the 8verage population and area figures of thanas 
(police station areas) :-

.--
Average thana. 

Total 
Division. number of 

Order in Order in thana8. Area in 
Population. point of square miles. 

point of 
population. area . 

. 

United Provinces (British Territoty) .. 1,0!8 47,553 .. 104 . . 
Agra PrO'lJinc6 .. .. .. 837 42,549 .. 98 .. 
Meerut division .. .. .. 75 65,435 4 122 5 

Agra division .. .. .. 91 49,431 7 94 9 

Rohilkhand division .. .. .. 103 .53,943 6 105 7 

Allahabad division .. ! .. .. [05 47.775 8 97 8 

Jhansi division .. .. .. 69 32,535 9 152 [ 
. 

Benares division .. .. .. 77 62,064 5 124 4 

Gorakhpur division .. .. .. 79 91.356 1 121 6 

Kumaun division .. .. .. 238 5.859 10 58 to 

Oudh .. .. .. .. 181 70,690 .. 133 . .. 
Lucknow division .. .. .. 84 69.721 3 143 2 

Fyzabad division .. ., .. 97 71,530 2 125 3 

The chief feature is the large al'ea com bined with large population of the 
average thana area in Gorukhpur district and in the Oudh divisions. 

The marginal table compares these figures with those of such of the other 
htrge provinces in w hieh tOOOO8 exist 
and for which figures ate available. 
In the United Provinces the average 
area is less than usual and tho average 
population is less than in either Bmgal 
(excluding Calcutta) pr the plains districts 
of Assam. 

Average thana. 

F'rovince. 

Population. Area,in 
square miles. 

Bengal (excluding Cal. 77,401 123 
cutta). 

Assam (plains districts 75,494' 299 
only). 

United Provinces (plains 60,275 119 
districts only). 

North·West Frontier 29.939 167 
Province. 

21. To return to the density figures. The mea·n density figures given 
for diSliricts in Subsidiary Table I of this chapter are by themselves somewhat 
misleading on account of the variations in density within each di~trict itself, 
sometimes on account of the presence of large towns, and IE'SS frequently on 
account of variations in density in the rural tracts. For instr.noe, in Luoknow 

-district there are threB tahsils, viz., Lucknow, Malihabad and Mohanlalganj. 
On account of the presence of Lucknow city the density of Lucknow tahsil i8 
1,319, whereas that of the other tahsils is 524 and 504 respeotiveiy. The mean 
density of the dif1trict works out to 814, but it would be totally incorlect to 
assume tbat this is the density of the major part of Lucknow district. Again, 
take the case of Df,hra Dun district. It consists of two tahsils, viz., Chakrata 
with a den.sity of 127 and Dehra Dun with a density of 233, giving a mf,an 
density for the district o! 194. It may safely be said that a very small area of 
the whole district has this mean density. 

The effect of towns on the mean density of districts has been eliminated 
in the figures in brackets in column 3 of Subsidiary Table I, and these figures 
give a. much more accurate idea of the density of the major portion of each 
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district. How great t.he divergence may be is illustrated by the following 
seleoted figures:-

Density includ· Densityexclud· 
District. ing urbtln ingurban 

population. population. 

Bareilly 679 561 

Meerut 699 579 

Agra 567 416 

Cawnpore .. 512 409 

Lucknow .. 814 .519 

Benares 930 742 

The smallest unit which it is praoticable to use for this report is the tahsil, 
and in Sub:eidiary Table II the density figures have been presented in a different 
way using the taheil as the unit. In that table are t-hcwn for each natural divi
sion the areas which fall hdo various grades of denElity and the percentage 
which these areas bear to the total ana. From these figures it becomes appar
ent that tho densi(y figures of the natural divisiom shvwn in Subsidiary Table 
I oorrespond closely to the density of the greater part of these divisions when 
worked out on til,hsil figures. In Himalaya, West 82'4 per cent. of the area has 
a density of under] 50; the dmsity of that natural division as shown in 
Subsidiary Table I is 109. In Sub-Himalaya, Webt 42'4 per cent. of the area 
has a density of between 300 and 450; the divisional demi1y shown in Subsi
diary Table I is 442. There are three exceptions. Indo.Gangetic Plain East, 
has 70'5 per cent. of its area with a demity betwem 600 and 750, wheteas the 
divisional density ehown in Subsidiary Table I is 753. It has no tahsil with a 
density in a lower grade and the rest of the area being more densely populated, 
the average density has just exceeded the upper limit of the density glade of the 
rna jority of t.he divisional area by 3. It can scarcely be called an exception. 
In Eaft Satpuras 60 per cent. of the area has a density less than 150, whereas 
in Subsidiary Table I the density of the natural division is shown as 180, but 
here the natural division and the district correspond and the case is really 
one of d,istrict density. In Sub-Himalaya, East 39'6 per cent. of the area has a 
density between 450 and 600, whereas the divisic.nal densi1y is shown in Subsi
diary Table I as 651. This is due t,O the fact, pointed out in paragraph 3 supra, 
that the southern areas of this naiural division resemble 1he Gangetic Plain 
and are correspondingly more densely populated. The United Provinces 
(Btitish Territory) figures exhibit the general correspondence; 30'9 per cent. 
of the area has a density between 450 and 600, while the density figure shown in 
Subsidiary Table 1 is 456. In this case 44'9 per cent. of the total area has a 
lower density and 24'2 per cent., a higher density. 
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22. The following maps (diagrams nos. 6 and 7) exhibit by districts and 
states the density per square mile :-

(1) including towns; 
(2) excluding towns. 

MAP 
SHOWING 

-
Diagram 6. 

DEN81TY PER 8QUARE MILE BY DI8TRJOT8 
(INOLUDING TOWN8) 

Una'er 150 ____________ _c] 
750-300 _ ___________ I~·.:·.:I 

800-4SD_ __________ __ mm 
450-55o ______ _______ ~ 
550-700 _________ ~ ___ ~ 

Ouer 700 _ ___________ JmIIlil 
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MAP 
SHOWING 

Diagram 7 

DENSITY PER SQUARE MILE BY DISTRICTS 

(EXCLUDING TOWNS) 
Under 150 ___________ _c] 
750-800 __ ___________ _l:.- -: J 
800-450 ____ _________ []]] 
450- 550 _ ____________ ~ 
550-700 _____________ ~ 

Ouer 700 _______ _____ ~ 

The densely populated rural areas of the east of the province are brought 
~harply into relief in diagra.m 7. The larger proportion of urban population 
In the north-west of 1he province is also noteworthy. 

23. The factors which influence the distribution of the population may be 
classed under the following heads :-

1. Historical. 
2. Social. 
3. Physical (which includes agricultural). 
4. Economic. 
5. General. 

Factors which 
affect distribu
tion. 
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These factors were discussed in detail by Mr. Blunt in the 1911 report to 
which I will refer the reader. It is, however, convenient here to summarise 
those factors and mention briefly the main conclusions anived at in the reporte 
of 1911 and 1921. I ~ha.ll touch on them again later in this chapter when con
sidering the movement of the population during the decade 1921-1931 ;-

(1) Hi8torical.-Mr. Blunt, in paragraph 10, page 21 of the 1911 Report, 
Part I, drew attention to the fact that density is generally speak
ing higher in the east than in tho west of the province, and 
ascribed this to the fact that the east came under British admi· 
nistration earlier than the west .... The high density of Oudh, 
which was acquired latel than any other part of the province, 
was ascribed to its gleat natural .fertility which must always 
have resulted in its having a relatively high density. 

(2) Social.-In paragraph II, page 21 of Part I of the 1911 Report 
Mr. Blunt noted that the lower castes prevail eastwards and 
higher castes westwards, and that in the case of those castes 
f01md all over the province, the poorer and lower branches are 
found i;n the east. (Due, according to Sir H. H. Risley, to 
increased contacts with the Dravidian tribes and consequent 
loss of social standing). This, coupled with the fact that the 
prohibition of widow remarriage, the dislike of female off-&pring 
with its consequences, and infant marriage (which all make fOl 
low density) are on the whole characteristics of the higher rather 
than the lower ca&tes, is also a factOl' in keeping the density in 
the west below that in the east. 

(3) PhY8'ical.-Mr. Blunt dealt with this at length on pages 10-21 Qf 
Part I of the 1911 Report, and came to the following conclusions:-

Density i8 determined by :-
(a) the fertility- of the soil; 
(b) the agricultural water supply, i.e., the rainfall plu8 other means 

at irrigation; 
(c) in the plains portion of the province, by the percentage which 

the gross cultivated area bears to the cultivable area ;* 
(d) the proportion of valuable crops grown, i.e., crops which find 

a ready market at good pricef, or which go tc. improve the 
diet of the people who grow them. 

Mr. Edye on pages 16 and 17 d Part I of the 1921 Report, ex
pressed the opinion that in the case of (c) it is the density 
which determines the percentage of gross cultivated area to cul
tivable area and not the latter which determines the former. 

(4) Economic and general.-Under the former head come such factors 
as weather and crops, the demand for labour, wages, plice', 
famine, industry, trade and manufacture. Under the latter 
come public health, communications, emigration, etc. These 
vary from decade to decade. They were dealt with on pages 21 
and 40-51 of Part I of the 1911 Report, and on pages 11-15 
of Part I of the 1921 Report. 

24. The distribution of the population between the natural divisions is 
as follows (the states have boen excluded):-

---
Area in Ordor in 

Natural division. point of Population, square 
miles. area. 

Himalaya, West .. .. 14,911 3 1,624,720 
Sub-Himalaya, West .. .. 9,822 6 4,345,085 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, West .. 23,893 I 12,954,527 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central .. 22,562 2 12,531,104 
Central India Plateau •• .. 10,470 5 2,244,895 
East Satpuras •• .. 4,368 8 788,409 
Sub-Himalaya, East •. .. 12,834 4 8,357,936 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, East .. 7,388 7 5,562,087 

Order in 
IOtder in point of Density, point of 

popula-
tion. density. 

------
7 109 8 
5 442 5 
1 542 4 
2 555 3 
6 214 6 
8 180 7 
3 651 2 
4 753 I 

Density 
of rural 
portion 
only. 
--

101 
374 
459 
504 
189 
162 
624 
686 

Order i n 
f point 0 

rural 
densit y. 
--

8 
5 
4 
3 
6 
7 
2 
1 

* The cultivable, or culturable, area is the area fit and available for cultivatIOn. The gross cultivated nrea is 
the total sown area, i.e" the area which produces one or two crops in the year plUB the double.cropped area. 
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The most densely populated part of the province is the Indo-Gangetic 
Plain in the order East, Central, West. Sub-Himalaya East comes between 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, East and Central, but, as mentioned before, the southern 
areas of each of the districts which go to make up this natural division are 
sc.arcely submontane in character. On the other hand they resemble very 
closely Indo-Gangetic Plain, East and so the density of Sub-Himalaya, East 
approaches that of the Eastern Plain. The lowest density is naturally found in 
Himalaya, West. The densities in the rural areas only, are in the same order 
3S those including both urban and rural areas. There has been no change in 
the order of density since 1911, and the only change since 1881 has been Sub
Himalaya, East oxchanging places between 1901 and 1911 with Indo-Gi:lngetic 
Plain, Central. The figures of area and density (including towns) are illustrated 
in diagram no. 8 :--

1500 

400 

300 

200 

(i;'mataya 
fDa West. 

0 

f~ 9 6 
SiJu~re miles (Tens of thousands) 

AREA,D£NSIT)' & POPULATION OF NATURAL DIVIS/OilS 
BasB' of r~G(anglus = Area 
Height" =Persons per sq. mile 
Area" " ~Population 

Indo-G~nge/;r. 
PI' IV {tin, 8St. 

indo·C~ngetic 
Plai n,Cen tral. 
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They are also illustrated in diagram no. 9. 

Garhwal 

I 

_~_J 
( Almcra 

I 

MAP 
SHOWING 

Diagram 9. 

DENSITY BY NATURAL DIVISION8 
(INOLUDING TOWNS) 

Under 750-----c=J 
750-300 - - - --r:::31 
300-450 - - - --ITTIIIJ 
450-550-----~ 
550-700 - - - ---~ 

Ouer 700 - - - - - -mmm; 

PART IV.-VARIATIONS IN POPULATION DURING rHE LAST FIFTY YEARS. 

25. A brief reference to the earlier attempts at counting the people is 
- made on page 39 of Part I of Mr. Bllillt's Census Report of 1911. The first 

enumeration of the whole of the United Provinces was made in 1881 and here 
I shall consider· only the variations in population that have taken place in the 
succeeding half-century. The area of the province has undergone but little 
change since 1881, and where population has been transferred into or out of the 
province (or between districts) as a result of such transfers of land, it has been 
a.llowed for in the figures set out in Imperial Table II. The population and 
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density O~lO area which now comprises the British territory of this provinco 
are, in the marginal table, shown for 

ce:~~)De 't ~ach census since 1881, together with 
Date of COIlJlUS, Population, 

centage I !lSI y, the intercensal percentage variations in 
variation. h f ----.----,1--- t e ormer. The percentage variations 

1

_- in density follow those of population 

1881 

1891 

1901 

1911 

1921 

1931 :: I 

43,776,180 

46,501,345 

47,312,312 

46,806,484 

45,374.939 

48,408,763 

Per cont, 
as the area is constant, the populations 

} +6'2 f 412 of previous censuses having been 

} 
438 adjusted to the present area. The 

+ I '7 t 445 population figures are also illustrated in 
} -1'1 [ diagram no. 10. 

441 
} -3'1 { 

427 
} +6'7 { 

456 

----

Census 

1881 

1891 

1901 

1911 

7921 

1931 

o 10 20 30 

VARIATION IN POPULATION DURING LAST 50 YEARS 

BRITISH TERRITORY ONLY. 

Dia8ram 10, 

40 

I 

~------------~:~~ 
~ ________________________ ~ _____________ - -1 ]-

t---------.=h 
o 10 

Population in millions 

20 40 

26. To some readers a statement of the density of population at succes
sive onumerations as the number of acres per person may give a clearer concep
tion of its meaning. These figures are given below and compared with similar 
figures for Engla.n.d and Wales, The figures in the last two columns refer to 
the dista.n.ce which would separate each individual inhabitant from his nearest 
neighbour if all were distributed at equal intervals over the whole surface of the 
land :-

Persons per square mile. Acres per person. Proximity in yards, 
---' 

Date of census, United England United Eng! and United England 
Provinces Provinces Provinces 
(British and (British and (British and 

territory), Wales, territory) , 
Wales, territory). Wales, 

-----

1881 " " " 412 445 1'55 'I '44 93 90 
1891 " " " 438 497 1'46 1'29 91 85 
1901 " " " 445 558 1'44 1'15 90 80 
1911 .. " .. 441 618 1 '45 1'04 91 

I 

76 
1921 " " " 427 649 1'50 0'99 92 74 
1931 ., " ,. 456 685* 1'40 0'93' 89 71-

---
* Based on the proliminary figures, 
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The figures of 1881 and 1931 are i1lustrated in diagram no. 11. 

PROXIMITY IN -YARDS or TIlE POPULATION 

Scalf 2' = 1 Mile 

Di'gram 11.1 
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27. Some of the increase in 1891 may be ascribed to improved methods of 
enumeration, but the previous decade was prosperous and immune from serious 
calamities. From 1891 onwards the enumerations have been reliable and 
improvements in the methods thereof can havt had but negligible effects upon • 
the figures. Between 1891 and 1901 there was a diminished increase, the 
dim~ution being due to a series of famines, and the increase having occurred 
in spite of those famines. Between 1901 and 1911 came an actual decrease 
in population due mainly to the famine of 1907-8, the exceptionally severe 
malaria epidemic of 1908 and to a new calamity-plague. The recorded 
mortality from plague alone in that decade was 1,351,252 and the actual 
mortality was far higher. 

28. Between 1911 and 1921 there was a still more marked decrease, 
amounting to 3'1 per cent. The salient features of each year are summa
rised below. 

1911-12. Crop~ were excellent. Prices and wa.ges normal. Tra.de was 
excellent showing increases under both imports and exports; public health 
was bad, due to a severe epidemic of plague (which was responsible for a mor
tality of 7 per mille), a serious cholera epidemic and unusually prevalent fever. 

1912-13. Harvests were normal. Plices began to rise. Wages were 
station.ary. Trade con.tinued to increase. Public health was good. 
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1913-14. The monsoon of 1913 fa.iled, with the result that the cropped 
area in 1913-14 was 2± million acres short of the normal, and harvests were 
very poor. Famine was deolared in Jhansi division (Bundelkhand), and 
"scarcity" in Rohilkhand and parts of the Agra and Allahabad divisions. 

Lucknow, Fyza.bad and Meerut also suffered severely. Prices continued 
to rise and wages commenced to rise in response to an exceptional dema.nd 
for labour. Imports continued to expand but exports declined seriously. 
Public health was good. 

1914-15. Crops were only fair. Prices of oommercial crops feU tem· 
porarily owing to the. dislocation of trade caused by the outbreak of the Euro
pean War. Wages continued to rise. Trade declined. generally especially in 
respect of exports. Public health 'was good. 

1915-16. Harvests were good. Prices rose but were still somewhat un· 
steady on account of the War. Exports recovered but the deorease in imports 
oontinued. Public health continued good. 

1916-17. Crops were very good indeed. Prices ruled high but a sharp 
rise in respect of cloth, metals and salt due to a contraction of imports 
combined with profiteering and speculation counterbalanced to some extent 
the benefit accruirig to the cultivating classes from the high prices of cereals. 
Imports improved somewha~ but exports declined. Public health was good. 

1917·18. Crops were good. Prices continued to rise. Imports fell and 
exports rose again. Public health was not so good. Plague persisted through· 
out the summer and malaria was more preva.lent than usual. 

1918·19. A bad monsoon in 1918 resulted in a very poor kharif crop and 
an indifferent rabi. Distress was general, but acute only in the Etawah dis
trict. Prices continued to rise. Tra.de improved, imports generally increas· 
ing and exports increased in value though decreasing in volume. In respect 
of public health, however, this year was probably the worst on record. Apart 
from severe epidemics of plague and oholera the province was devastated 
in the late summer and early winter by influenza, which swept over the coun· 
try in two epidemic waves, carrying off between 2 and 3 million people, a.nd 
leaving a large proportion of the survivors greatly reduced in physique. 

1919-20. Harvests were reasonably good. The rise in prices was 
checked but wa.ges rose abruptly, the demand for la.bour being very keen. These 
features were the result of the heavy mortality in this and the previous year. 
Imports fell in both value and volume, exports fell in volume but rose in 
value. Influenza persisted and was accompanied by a fairly severe epidemic 
of cholera. . 

1920·21. Crops were poor. Prices rose. Publio health waS still un· 
satisfactory, malaria heing very prevalent. 

Throughout the decade industries were on too sma.ll a sca.le to have 
affected the variations in popUlation. 

In summing up, Mr. Edye, in paragraph 9, page 14 of Part I of the 
1921 Report, attributed the variation of the decade" to disease, rela.tively to 
which all other influences .are insignificant : to some extent to plague, cholera, 
and malaria., but overwhelmingly to the influenza epidemic." At the end of 
paragraph 6 on page 13 of the same Report, he goes further and generalises to 
the effect that "the population reacts extravagantly to conditions of health, 
and this reaction completely conceals any reaction there may be to agricul. 
tural, econG~TIic, or commercial conditions: which latter reaction, if it occurs 
at all, is so slight a.s to be negligible," qualifying the last remark by a footnote 
to the effect that this reaction would be very considerable but for the system 
of famine administration. How far this statement is borne out by the 
conditions and ths figures of the decade 1921-1931 will be seen later in this 
chapter. 

29. It is an extremely difficult'lmatter to decide how far va.riations in Balance of 
the excess of emigra.tion over immigration in various past decades has influenced migration . 

. the net intercensal y~riation figures of the population of the province. The 
'measure of migration ha.s always been, at any rate in part., conjectural. So 
far ·as can be gleaned from ·past census reports there is nothing to show that 
the balance of migration has been' very marked fluctuations 
8,nd it seeJUs safe to say tha v.~UMl.~ a~ occurred h8ive b~en 

t. '\,r. -.._".1, (~ 
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completely overshadowed by the variations due to the other factors referred to 
above. More will be said about this later. 

30. In paragraph 9, page 14 of Part I of the 1921 Report, referred to in 
paragraph 28 8upra, Mr. Edye went on to say-"as a result of the vicissitudes 
of the decade (1911-21), the constitution of the population is now such as to be 
favourable to great expansion in the future." In the decade 1921-31 the 
population 01 British territory has increased by 3,033,824 or 6' 7 per cent., 
the greatest increase absolutely and proportionally, of any decade in the half 
century; but we shall see later that this increase was not so much the result 
of the constitution of the population in 1921 as the remarkable freedom from 
epidemics enjoyed. during the subsequent decade. 

3!. The net result is an increase in the population of British territory 
by 4,632,583 or 10' 6 per cent. in the haH-century. During the same 
period the population 01 the states has increased :from 1,099,460 to 1,206,070 
or by 9' 7 per cent. 

PART V.-CONDITIONS OF THE DECADE 1921-31. 

32. Before proceeding to analyse the movement of the population in 
the past decade it is necessary to set out fully the conditions which obtained 
in the province during that period that are lik~ly to have influenced that 
movement. 

It may be as well to state a.t this stage, that the term movement includes 
variations in population and density due to births and deaths and also to 
emigration and immigration. 

33. The vast majority of the population is eHher directly or indirectly 
dependent on agriculture for their livelihood. Table X Elhows that 71'1 per 
cent., of earners returned agriculture as their principal means of livelihood and 
a further 8' 2 per cent. returned it as their subsidiary means of livelihood; and 
to these must be added a large proportion ot the remainder who draw their 
incomes from agriculturists lor services rendered or commodities supplied them. 
Agricultural conditions are therefore 01 prime importance. Further, the harvests 
are to a very great extent dependent on rainiall, so that weather is a bctor 
to be reckoned with, and has a marked effect on the economic condition of tho 
people, and consequently on their health, power to resist disease, and their 
reproductive capacity. 

In this province the monsoon usually breaks towards the end of June. The 
so-called official date is June 15, but of late years there has been. a marked 
tendency towards a late break of- the monsoon. The rains normally continue 
till the first week of October. Light cold weather rains usually fall at the 
end of December or early in January, but the rainfall between October and 
June rarely exceeds a few inches. The monsoon rains are provided by the Bombay 
and Bengal currents. It is noticeable thl;llt the average rainiall decreases from 
east to west. This is probably due to the lact that the Bombay current, which 
is responsible for most of the rain in western .distlict~, .has farther to come 
before reaching the province than the Bengal current which gives rain to the 
ea!Jt. It is also noticeable that rainfall is heavier towards the north and in 
Mirzapur district on account of the increased precipitation due to the cooler 
atmosphere occasioned by the presence or proximity of hills and mountains. 

But more important from the agriculturist's point of view than the total 
rainfall is its distribution throughout the year. The ideal distribution is a 
good fall to begin with followed by a short break, moderate but well-distributed 
rains throughout July, August and September, and about a couple of inches 
at the beginning or middle of October. This distribution enables the cul
tivator to plough the softened soil at the end of June and sow rice, maize, juar, 
and the smaller millets, cotton and certain of the pulses, which are harvested 
between August and December, If the distribution of rainfall throughout 
July, August and September is even, these kharif cro'p~ need no artificial irri· 
gation. An early cessation of the rains or long breakJ:.in. the monsoon usually 
means damage to these crops, though it can in.soliie aI;_ea'S be mitigated in the 
case of rice by irrigation. A fan of rain in OQt9ber: 'ensures the sowing of a 
goodly area of the winter or rabi crops, which COhsist"a wheat, barley, gram. and 
pulses, and oil seeds sown in October and reaped in March or April. Winter 
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rains at the end of December or early in January are beneficial to this crop 
but a,t oth.er times in th.e cold weather are liable to result in damage. The 
rabi crop is usually irrigated, but a Bufficient supply of water will naturally 
only be. available after a good monsoon. Sugarcane is suwn in March and 
April 3J.

1
d the land has invariably to be previously irrigated. It is reaped in 

January to March. 
Certain catch-crops (zaid), usually vegetables or sawan (the smallest 

of the millets), are sown throughout the spring. These also are invariably 

irrigated. • 
From the foregoing remarks it will be seen that the sown area in any given 

year is to; a considerable extent dependent on the monsoon. It is, however, 
obvious that the sown area if> not the sole criterion of th.e result of the harvf,st. 
Owing to drought, floods, hail or pests the yield of 'any area may be sadly 

depleted. In Subsidiary Table I of this chapter will be found figUl'es for cultivable 
and cultivated area, irriga.ted area, normal rainfall and percentage of main 
crops sown, by districts and natural divisions. As will be Been later, th.e years 
1928-29 and 1929-30 were abnormal so the figures exhibited in that table are 
th.e average of the three more normal years 19::l5-28, and may be ta.ken as 
repre~entative of normal conditions. 

Below I have summarised the general conditions of weather and crops 
year by year for the past decade*. 

1921.22. Rainfall, was ample and fairly well distributed. The total 
cropped area was normal. The yield at both harvests was good. All round 
a. good agricultural year. 

1922-23. Rainiall was above normal throughout the province. Owing 
to its continuous nature it was impO::lsible to sow the full k1utrif a.rea, and in 
about 5 per cent. of the area that was sown the crops fa.ilcd. The rabi and 
mid areas were, however, above average and the gross cultivated area ot the 
yea.r was thus up to normal. Crops were good though there was some damage 
to early rice, til and cotton. On the whole a prosperous agricultural year. 

HI23.24. M. in the previous year the monsoon proved less favourable 
to the kharij than to the rabi mops, In June there W1LS a. deficiency of rain 
which retarded the progress of a.gricultural operations, and subsequently there 
was a.n excess of rain, which damaged the standing crop5. Seriou.s damage 
was caust.d by floods in the districts of Kheri, liardoi, Lucknow, Bahraich and 
Bara Banki. The rabi area was a little above normal a.nd the mid normal, 
so the gross cultivated area for the year was up to average. Crops were good 
except for some damage to rice (more particularly the early rice), rapeseed, 
and linseed. On the Whole another prosperoui!. yea.r. 

1924.25. This year wa.s one of excessive and badly distributed rairrfall. 
Th6 monsoon made a feeble start but later strengthened enormously and 
resulted in extensive floods. The feeble sta.rt retarded agricultural operations 
a.nd resulted in the kharif sown area being lOOper ·cent. below normal. Later 
a. total area. of 5,522 square ;miles, lying in 29 out of the 48 districts of the 
province, spread over all divisions excepting Jhansi and Fyzabad, suffered 
hea.vily from floods. OI'OPS were completely destroyod in 609 square miles of 
oultivated area and da.maged to the extent of 50 per cent. in another 562 sfluare 
miles. In most oth6r districts cotton, sugarcane, til and the millets also 
suffered to a. considerable extent. The rabi BowingI', were in some casea delayed, 
but the area finally was 7 per cont. above normal. Thls together with a normal 
wid area brought the gross cultivated area up to normal. rrne raoi. and zaid 
crops were good. Poppy yielded a bumper crop. 

In those areas untouched by the floods the year was fairly satisfactory. 
1\)25.26. The monsoon was uneven throughout the province. In the 

early stages some districts suffered from a defiCIency of ra.infall and others 
from excessive and continuous rain. This resulted in the kh,arif area being 
10 per cent. below normal. ~his unevenness continued througnout the mono 
soon, the crops in some',places suffering from drought and in others being 
da.maged by floods. Thlt rt.tbi a.rea. wa.s normal and zaid 20 per cent. above 

... ,'*'JI 
• ThesB facta bB,ve 00m a.hat.tMtOO tram th.~ Season a.nd Crop RIl~Orts {lublishoo. by the Director of Lend 

llAoords 1)11 theyeMs 1921-1930. 
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normal. The gross cultiva.ted area was thus not much below average. Un. 
timely rain and hail in March and April da.maged the rabi crops to an appreci
able extent. Taken all round the year was only a fair one for agriculturists .. 

1926-27. Agricultural operations were retarded by the late appearance 
of the monsoon and resulted in the kharif area being 6 per cent. below. normal. 
When it did appear it was well distributed, but it finished rather early and 
resulted in the rabi sown area being 5 per cent. below norma1. The zaid area 
was 11 per cent. above normal. The gross c.ultivated area was eventually 
above average. The harvests were fairly good. On the whole a prosperous 
agricultural year. 

1927-28. The rair1fall, though on the whole ample, was not very well 
distributed. The khariJ sown area. was slightly below normal, but the rabi 
area was full and zaid above normal. The gross cultivated area was very 
little short of normal. The, yield of the kharif crops was, however, not up 
to average due to long breaks in the monsoon in some places and excessive 
ra.in in others. Unusually frequent and sometimes excessive rain in the cold 
weather and in April c?nsiderably damaged all the rabi crops. On the whole 
a fair year. 

1928-29. After seven years of good, and in some cases exccEsive, rainfall 
this was a year of drought. The monsoon ~et in early in June, but was uneven 
throughout the province and rain was badly needed everywhere by the end 
of the month. July' and August gave insufficient rain to most districts and 
in most of the province September was rainless. The kkarif area sown was 6 
per cent. below normal. Luckily there was genera.l rain at the end of October 
so the rabi area sown was normal. The zaid area was 30 per cent. above normal. 
The gross cultivated area was practically normal, but the yield of the harvests 
was quite another matter. Rice and the millets were extensively damag6d 
throughout the province and their yield was estimated at less than half of the 
normal. Things would have been far worse if the Sarda Canal had not opened 
up earlier tha,n was expected and the other canals had not been kept 
running throughout the period they are normally closed. A sharp frost in 
February was followed by dry westerly winds in March, and these two factors, 
coupled with a serious shortage of canal water, due to the low level of the 
Ganges and Jumna, resulted in considerable damage to the rabi crops in the 
AD'ra. and Jhansi divisions and in parts of the Meerut and Allahabad divisions. 
Elsewhere the rabi crops were fair. The year ~as a trying one. 

1929-30. This was another year of short rainfall almost all over the 
province,. and the distribution throughout the monsoon months was also 
unfavourable. Au averag~ kharif area was sown but the crops were seriously 
damaged by the early cessation of the monsoon, which also considerably res
tricted the rabi area sown. Timely showers in December and January con
siderably retrieved the situation and in the end of the out,turn of the rabi was 
the highest in the decade, the yield of wheat ~n particular constituting a record. 
The zaid area was nearly half as much agam as usual on account of the res
tricted rabi area sown. The gross cultivated area was 5 per cent. below the 
normal of the province, but from district to ~istrict varied considerably rela
tively to the district normal. . Mo:-eover .thIS year saw th~ advent of a new 
pest in the form ·of locusts, WhICh dId conSIderable damage m ne less than 17 
of the western districts. This coupled wi~h drought made the year a parti
cularly trying one for the west of the provmce, though the east escaped more 
lightly. 

1930-31. The monsoon was a good one and 'both kkarif and rabi areas 
were approximately normal. The zaid was som~what above normal. The 
gross cultivated area was thus norm~l. The kharif h~rvest was good but the 
rabi crops suffered severely from hail, frost, rust or lllseot pests, and cbnse
quently their~yield was a.ppreciably below normal. 

34. The decade opened with " scarcity" proclaimed in districts Almora 
Garhwal a.nd Mirzapur, necessitating the distribution of seed and subsistenc~ 
takavi (agricultural loans), t~e opening of relief work~ and ch~ap shops, and the 
adoption .oj-. other remedia.l measures; but the dIstress dJ.Sappeared on the 
a.dvent of tIre kharif crops into the market. 
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The floods of 1924-25 caused acute distress in the affected areas. The 
following districts suffered most severely:-Saharanpur, Bareilly, Bijnor, 
Kheri, Agra" Farl'ukha.bad, Eta-h, Budaun, Mori;l.dabad, Shahjahanpur, Unao, 
Sitapur and Hardoi. Prompt measures were ta.ken by Government to alle
via.te this. Over Rs. 6 lakhs were allottE.d for direct irrecoverable relief, 
and nearly Rs. 27 lakhs of takavi weI'e distributed, free of interest, to replace 
lost seed and cattle. Revenue was remitted to the extent of Rs. 4i lakhs, 
and a further Rs. 2 lakhs were suspended. Private generosity also came to 
thE:: aid of the sufferers. 

Apart from thE; above, the first seven years of the decade were good 
years and the harvests more than satisfaotory. But the last three yea.rs, 
characterised as they were by scanty and uneven rainfall and pests, led to 
some real distress, though fortunately it was acute only in limited areas. 

Government met the situation in 1928-29 by a liberal distribution of 
taktzvi, remissions and suspensions of revenue, distribution of forest hay, 
and by the introduction of reduced ra.ilway freights for bhusa to the tracts where 
fodder was scarce. Further, in the northern tracts of Gonda and Bahraich 
districts, which are almost entirely dependent on the rice crop, the position was 
sufficiently serious to necessitate the opening of test works early in January, 
1929. Other districts where test works were opened were :-Sultanpur, 
Fyzabad, Fatehpur, Cawnpore, Shahjahanpur and Muttra. In Muttra alone 
did the works prove that distress was at all acute and even there it was not 
necessary to declare famine nor yet scarcity. 

In Jhansi division (Central India Plateau), usually the most precarious 
part of the province, no system of relief was found necessary, but in district 
Jalaun of that division the District Officer considered it desirable to organize 
a system of public cha.ritable relief, to the funds of which Government 
contributed Rs. 5,000. 

The only tMct in which famine was deolared and famine operations started, 
was the area lying west of the river Rapti and south of the Oudh forests, a tract 
which lies in the natural division of Sub-Himalaya, East. It included parg~nas 
TulEipur and Balrampur of Gonda district (area 720 square miles) and parganas 
Ika',ma, Bhinga and Tulsipur of Bahraich (500 square miles). This is a rough 
and undeveloped piece of country, the inhabitants depending almost entirely 
on a very simple form of agriculture. No industries are carried on in the 
tra.ct thr.:mgh a certain number of the inhabita,nts find employment, during 
the working season, in the Government forests. Internal road communica
tions ara extremely poor, but the Bengal North-Western Railway which runs 
through the middle of the affected area in Gonda I'tnd along the southern edge 
of the Bahraich portion, forms a valuable connecting link with better developed 
areas. Scarcity was declared in a small tract of 120 square miles comprising 
tappa Balrampur of district Gonda, south of the river Rapti. 

The population in the affected areas W80S estimated to be 362,000 in Gonda. 
and 226,000 in Bahraich, There was little sign of emaciation, but the ra.pidity 
with which relief works filled up afforded clear proof that many people had 
come near to the end of their re,sources. 

The fact that the province as a whole passed through a period of such 
real difficulty with resort to famine operations in such a small area gives a 
striking indication of the strengthened resouroes of the people and their 
increa,sed powers of rasistance. In Gonda district the general mort.ality was 
lower- than the average of the previous t:m yeara, in Bahraich it was only 
slightly higher. The figures of mortality for the firat four months of the year 
1929, when the distress was most acute, 8.nd for the cOI'responding months of 
the two preceding years in the districts of Gonda and Bahraich are as 
under :-

• I In7, [928, 1929. 

Month, 

j Gonda, Bahraich, GOllda, ' Bahraich, Gonda, Bahraich. 
.-

January ., ., 2,173 2,03 [ [,[ 15 [,570 2,086 3,226 
February " ., 1.542 1,503 [.675 1,556 1,629 3,366 
March •• .. " 2,246 [,602 [,425 1,4[6 [,829 3,O9[ 
April .. .. .. 2,935 1,88[ 2,895 2,236 2,129 2,678 
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As mentioned above, the year 1929·30 was an extremely trying one for 
the western districts of the province on account of drought and the widespread 
damage done by locusts. Government adopted rdlief measures on an extensive 
scale. Rupees 68 lakhs were distributed in takavi and Rs. 20 lakhs of land 
revenue were remitted or suspended. .l!'orest hay was also made available 
and con~ession railway freight rates were introduced for the transmission of 
bhusa (fodder) to the affected areas. Gratuitous relief was also given where 
necessary. The district of Muttra suffered especially. A large portion of this 
district Is not protected by irrigation, and after three years of drought followed 
by the visitation of locusts the cultivator's powers of resistance had become so 
seriously weakened that it was decided to open teEt works in December, 1929, 
which were converted into relief works when scarcity was declared in three 
tahsils in February, 1930, and continued till the end of July, 1930. The areas 
most affected were the north of tahsil Mat, the south of tahsil Muttra, and the 
dry tracts of tahsil Chhata. The total area affected was 1,135 square miles, 
with an estimated population of 469,595. The classes who suffered most wore 
agriculturallaboufers and small tenants who found themselves deprived of em· 
ployment. Cases of. labourers reaching the ralief works in an emaciated or 
starving condition were few and far between, but the jncreased mortality figures 
of Muttra dIstrict during the period of scarcity, exhibited below, testify to the 
fact that the vita.lity of the people had been appreciably lowered as a result 
of the prolonged period of hardship :-

Month. Normal Mortality 
mortality. in 1930. 

PerSOIlJl. Persons. 

February 1,008 1,160 
March 900 1,034 
April 1,195 1,401 
May 1,304 1,332 
June 1,181 1,338 
July 910 1,021 

Taken as a whole, the decade was a distinctly good one from the point of 
view of weather and outturn of crops, though the last three years owing to 
drought, locusts and other insect pests caused anxiety and sufferi.ng in certain 
restricted areas. As, however, the powers ot resistance of cultivators had 
considerably increased in the seven preceding good years, and timely relief 
measures were adopted where necessary by Government, the troubles of the 
latter years arising from these causes were easily dealt with; though as we shall 
see later, the province and India as a whole, was, at the end of the decade, 
facing the most grave and critical situation which aro&e from the collapse of the 
prices of agricultural produce. . 

35. The following statement shows the total area irrigated from all 
sources and the estimated irrigable ana of the province (British districts 
only) for each year of the decade (1921-31), and gives a good idea of the 
progress in irrigation :-

Estimated 
Area in thousands of acres, irrigated during the year from- irrigable 

area. 
Year. Total. In Qovernment Private Other -

Reservoirs. Wells. thousands canals. canals. sources. of acres. 
- . -

1921-2 .. .. 2,240 16 61 5,261 2,254, 9,832 14,781 
1922·3 .. ., 2,260 38 65 4,889 2,596 9,848 14,873 
1923-4 .. .. 1,613 23 63 4,252 1,995 7,946 14,955 
1924-5 .. .. 1,879 22 66 4,309 2,183 8,459 15,008 
1925-6 •• .. 2,281 27 68 4,973 2,380 9,729 15,065 
1926-7 .. .. 2,434 28 70 5,379 2,369 10,280 15,147 
1927-8 .. .. 1,926 21 61 2,848 650 5,506 15,210 
1928-9 .. .. 2,928 20 56 5,807 1,593 10,404 16,704 
1929-30 .. 3,325 24 64 5,611 1,947 10,971 16,592 
1930-1 .• .. 3,060 37 64 4,915 2,110 10.186 16,757 

Average 1921-31 •• 2.395 26 64 4,824 2.008 9-,317 '15,509 -.. 
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The average irrigated area appears to be about 9t million acres of which 
5 million are irrigated from wells, 2~ million from c'anals and 2 million from 
other sources. The maximum area irrigated wa's nearly 11 million acres in 
1929-30. As mentioned in paragraph 32 8upra, long breaks in the ra.ins render 
artificial irrigation (especially of rice) essential, but a well-distributed monsoon 
avoids this. Again the October rains are important to ensure a sufficiency of 
moistl1re in the soil for the rabi sowings. If the monsoon· withdraws ea.rly 
the land has to be irrigated belore sowings can be made. The low figutes 
for the years 1923-24 and 1924-25 reflect the good monsoons and cold weather 
ra.ins of th,ese years, and the exceptionally low figure of 1927 -28 was due to the 
reeult of abnormally frequent and widespread cold weather rains. But the cold 
weather rains are as unreliable as the monsoon proper. Thus the importance 
of permanent means of irrigation cannot be over-estimated. 

During the decade 1921-30, the activities of the Irrigation Depart
ment were mainly concentrated on the construction of the Sarda Canal in 
Rohilkhand and Oudh, and on hydro-electric development from the Ganges 
Canal. In 1921 preliminary work on the Sarda. Canal had just begun ana surveys 
everywhere were in progress. In the following years work proceeded apace 
and in 1925 one branch of the Sarda Carnal, utilizing the supply of the Deoha 
river was opened for irrigation. In 1928 the Main Canal 'Was opened and 
irrig8tion has been in progress since the rabi of ~928-29. The Sarda Canal 
system is the longEst system in the world and comprises about 4,000 mIleS main 
line and distributaries and 1,700 miles drains. The area commanded is over 
6,000,000 acres and it is' anticipated that the average area irrigated ~J.llnuany 
will be 1,350,000 acres. The cost is in the neighbourhood of Rs. 9' 5 crores, and 
whon fully developed the revenue is expected to be Rs. 67 lakhs, giving a return 
of 7'1 per cent. on the capital. The actual area irrigated in 1929-30, the 
first year that the canal was fully in operation was 600,000 acres whereas the 
area anticipated in the project was only 450,000 acres. It is anticipated that 
it will take about 10 years' for the full areas to be worked up to. 

In addition to the Sarda 0l1nal,9 small Canel scheme, about 120 miles 
in length, has been constructed in the Bijnor and Moradabad districts from 
the Ramganga river. A low weir has been constructed across the Ramganga 
and a supply of 200 cUSecs is to be pumped from the river to a height of 37 teet 
into the canal. The power for the scheme will be obtained from ~he hydro
e~ectric generating stations. The area which will be commanded by this canal 
is about 100,000 acres and the annual irrigation is anticipated to be 40,000 
acres. 

A supply of about 100 cusecs has also be~n eecured from the Kali Nadi, a 
local stream in the Bulandshahr district, for irrigating additional areas on the 
Upper Ganges Canal, by means of a weir and pumping station operated by 
hydro-electric power. 

A scheme for developing hydro-electric power on four of the falls of the 
Upper Ganges Canal is now under completion and is capable of future develop
ment to include six additional falls, giving a total output of 28,500 kilowatts. 
The energy is being distributed by means of 836. miles of high tension }jnes to 
provide all towns of 5,000 population and over in the seven western districts 
of the province with cheap power for lights and fans and also for minor indus
tries. The energy will also be used for irrigation pumping from rivers and low 
level canals as well as from tube an.d open wells. The total cost of the first 
stage of the scheme, including the pumping irrigation project, is about ,Rs. 1,40 
lakhs and a return of 7 per cent. is anticipated. Apart from the insurance 
they provide against the vagaries of the monsoon, canals are important in that 
they make it possible to bring under the pIc ugh large areas that would other
wise be uncultivable, and now in addition they are being utilized for the pro
duction of cheap electric pOWEr. It is thus very gratifying to be able to record 
such giant strides in the progress of their construction as have been made in 
the past decade. The increase in canal irrigated areas (largely owing to the 
opening of the Sarda Canal) in the years of drought 1928-30, illustrate what a 
powerful faotor the net-work of canals now spread over a large area of the 
pr~:yillce ~" ~ the fight against famine when the monsoon fails. 
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In the absence of canals, irrigation is from wells and other sources such 
_ as reservoirs, rivers, jhils and ponds. 

Wells, 

Other 8ource8. 

Total irrigxble 
area. 

(d) Staple 
crop8. 

The greater part of the irrigated area still receives its water from 
wells, which are of two kinds, masonry (pakka) and non-masonry (kachcha). 
The latter are inexpensive to make but in most areaS last only a 

ye,ar or so and then collapse. They are largely' dug 
as required, so their number varies considerably 

Number of 
non·masonry from year to year, as the figures in the margin Year. 

1921-22 
1922·23 
1923·24 
1924·25 
1925·26 
1926-27 
1927·28 
[928·29 
1929-30 
1930·31 

av:!~~le. show. In 1921·2 a large number were still stand
ing that were constructed in the previous year of 
short rainfall. A little over one-eighth of the kachcha 
wells then standing were not brought into use in 
1921·2. The increase in number in 1926·7 reflects the 
early cessation of the monsoon and the fact that no cold 
weather rains feU until FE.bruary. Similarly the drought 
of 1928-30 was responsible for increases in those years, 
to be followed by a. great decrease in 1930-1 when as 
the result of a good monsoon no fewer than a lakh were 

808,279 
687,180 
636,765 
596,393 
631,162 
738.468 
635,855 
791,279 
794,427 
694,382 

allowed to fall ·into disrepair and of those remaining 
another lakh were not used at all. 

Standing Oollapsed 
Year. at begin· 

ningof during 

year. year. 

1921·22 .. 718,642 5,255 

1922·23 .. 728,336 6,026 

1923·24 .. 734,927 7,278 

1924·25 .. 742.421 6,049 

1925:26 .. 748,781 7,636 

1926·27 .. 754,196 5,804 

1927·28 .. 762,907 7,899 

1928·29 .. 767,889 9,521 

1929·30 .. 780,629 8,884 

1930·31 .. 791,518 7,730 

Newly. 
built 

during 
year. . 
--

14,949 

12,617 

14,772 

12,409 

13,053 

14,515 

12,881 

22,761 

19,773 

13,084 

Standing 
at end of 

year. 

728,336 

734,927 

742.421 

748,781 

754,196 

762,907 

767,889 

780,629 

791,518 

796,872 

The next marginal table shows 
the progress made with per
manent or masonry well· 
building during the decade. 
Their cost of construction is 
considerably higher than that of 
kachcha wells, but as a rule they 
last for many years. It is to 
some extent a sign of the general 
agricultural prosperity of the 
decade that no less than 150,314 
new wells were constructed, and 
it is safe to say that the major
ity of these were built at the 
expense of the tenants them
selves. The drought and di~. 
tribution of takavi in 1928-30 
is reflected in the large number 
of. wells built in those years. 

The increase since 1921 of nearly 11 per cent. in the number of masonry 
wells available means added security for the future. 

R6serv~iI's exist chiefly in districts Mirzapur and Allahabad and the 
Jhansi division. The supply from these is limited. That from small rivers, 

_jhils, and ponds is naturally dependent on a satisfactory monsoon. 
The steady increase in the irrigable area is noteworthy. Amounting 

in all as it does to 2 million acres or 13' 4 per cent. in the decade, it spells added 
security and stability to cultivation in the province. 

36. A careful examination of the Season and Crop Reports for the pa.st 10 
years discloses no marked alteration in the kind or di~tribution .of the chief 
staples. Of the food crops rice, maize, and the larger millets (including juar 
and bajra) still hold chief place; the kharij, and wheat, barley al}d gram in the 
rabi. Between them these crops occupy nearly three· quarters of tHe gross cul
tivated area. The principal subsidiary food crop is arhar, which is,sown mixed 
with juar, bajra or cotton. Its special importance in rotation is due to its 
value as' a "host-plant" for the nitrogen·fixing micro-organisms. Numerous 
small millets such as kodon, sawan a.nd mandua are sown in the rains (8awan .. 
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also in the spring and early summer as a catch crop) with. the object of 
replenishing stocks of food at the barliest possible mommt. Some variety in 
diet is provided for by growing potatoes, g(lurds, cuoum bels, n+elons, yams, 
buokwheat, brinjal, singham, etc. 

The most important oil-seeds are linseed, til (sesame) rape-seed, mustard, 
and oastor. They are often sown in lines through fidd& of wheat, barley and 
gram or mixed in with other crops, so their true area and yield i& :rImch greater 
than the returns i:'how. Cotton is the mo£t Important fibre and is grown ohjefly 
as a kha-rij crop unirrigated. Hemp is uS,ually sown as a border to other 
kharif crops and is of spec~al value in that it replenishes the nitrogenous ele
ment which other crops abstract from the soil. It is sometimes grown alone to 
plepare the way for sugarcane. Its leave~ are left to rot on the fields as a fer
tiliser. Sugarcane is now one of the most important crops in the north-we~tern 
districts of th~ province, and its area is increasing in otheI.' parts, especially 
in canal tracts. Its yield has been considerably improved during the last 
few years by the introduction of new varieties from Java and Coimbatore. 

The area under tobacco shows some increase, whilst that under fodder 
crops is stationary. Indigo cultivation has steadily declined from 44 thousand 
a.cres to a mere 3 thousand acres. 

The most noteworthy ohange of the decade is the reduction in poppy 
cultivation for opium. The area has fallen from 125 thousand acres to 33 
thousand acres. This is in accordance with Government's polioy. It if, 
however, a. sad blow to the cultivator and the districts affected have 
undoubtedly felt its loss considera.bly. 

37. Conditions for livestock during each year of the decade were as (e) Agricul. 
follows ;,-- tural stock. 

1921-22.-The rainy season was unhealthy for cattle and morta.lity was 
rather high in August. Rest of year satisfactory. 

1922--23.---On the who16 satisfactory. _ 
1923-24.-Rinderpes tand foot and mouth disease were more prevalent 

than usual, but the mortality was not high. 
1924-25.-Rinderpest was very widespread, affecting 46 out of the 48 

districts. Foot and mouth diseases, hremorrhagic septicremia and 
anthrax also affected some districts. Jhansi, Hamirpur and 
Banda (Central India Plateau), Mirzapur (Ea.st Satpuras), 
Bulandshahr and Mainpuri (Western Plain) and Cawnpore 
(Central Plain) suffered most. Heavy losses were occasioned 
by the floods in districts Saharanpur, Bijnor, Muzaffarnagar, 
Meerut, Bulandshahl', Budaun, Moradabad, and Unao; and 
especially in plough cattle in districts Saha.ranpur, Bijnor, Muz
affarnagar, Budaun, and Moradabad. On the whole conditions 
were not bad. 

1925-26.-The same diseases took considerable toll again this year, the 
Central India Plateau faring worst. Muzi1ffarnagar and Mora.
dab ad (Western Plain) and Naini Tal (Himalaya, West) also 
suffer~d. Elsewhere conditions were satisfactory. 

1926-27.-Rinderpest caused much mortality in the CeI4tral India 
Platea.u, Bulandshahr of the Western Plain, Sitapur and Hardo] 
of the Central Plain, and Naini Tal of Ilimalaya, West. Foot 
and mouth disease was responsible for a considera.ble number of 
4eaths especially in Himalaya, West, Sub-Himalaya, Wet\t and 
the Western Plain. Apart from this conditions were good. 

1927-28.-Foot and mouth disease and hremorrhagic septicremiSio were 
virulent in August and September, causing high morta]j~y. In 
Bulandshahr (Western Plain) and Hamirpur (Central I:pdia 
Plateau) rinderpest caused losses in June. Otherwise conditions 
were good. 

1928-29.-Disease was mild this year and mortality was 'not high there
from. Scarcity of fodder adversely affected stock in some 
pla.tles. On the whole a satisfactory year. 

1929-30.-Disease was not prevalent and the condition of stQck wal? 
~atisfactory . 
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1930-31._:The condition of agricultural stock was satisfactory. 
To sum up, the condition of a.gricultural stock was good i.n the first three 

a.nd last three years but not so satisfactory in the intermediate four years, 
The results of the agricultural stock censuses of 1920, 1925 and 1930 of 

British districts are reproduced below: ~ 

Variation per cent. t 

Stock, 1920.* 1925.* 1930.* I 1920-30. 1920-25. 

Bulls . , .. .. .. 28 27 24 -3'9 -14'3 

Bullocks .. .. ., .. 9,874 10,198 10,071 +3'3 +2'0 

Cows .. .. .. .. 6,211 6,184 6,233 -0'4 +0'3 

Male buffaloes .. .. .. 834 784 781 -6'0 -6'4 

Cow buffaloes .. .. .. 3,596 4,072 4,082 +13.2 +13'5 

Young stook (calves and buffalo calves) ., 9,221 9,781 10,269 +5'9 +11'4 

Sheep " . , .. .. 2,321 2,153 2,231 -7'2 -3'4 

Goats .. .. . , " 3.779 7,473 6.563 +91'7 +72'8 

H orass and ponies (inolud;ng youug stock) " 463 479 467 +3'5 . +0'9 

Mules and donkeys .. .. .. 281 297 271 +5'7 -3'5 

Camols .. . , .. .. 20 25 26 +25'1 +31 :4 

Ploughs .. .. .. .. 4,872 5,042 5,053 +3'5 +3'7 

Carta .. " .. .. 841 963 998 H14'5 +18'6 

·OOO's omitted. 

tThe variations are based on the actual figures, not on the approximated figures of the second, third and 
fourth columns. 

In the yea.rs 1917~19 there waS very heavy cattle mortality in the prov
ince occasioned by severe and widespread outbreaks of cattle disease, a short
age of fodder occasioned by the failure of the 191&-19 monsoon, and as one 
of the results of the virulent influenza epidemic 'Of 1918, Hence the cattle 
census of 1920 revealed decreases under a.ll heads, a.nd as regards working 
cattle the province then stood much in the same position as in 1909, The 
census of 1925 showed a satisfactory recovery which was almost general. Owing 
to the vicissitudes of the following yea~s, working cattle decreased slightly, 
though other anima.ls mostly continued to increa.se; and the position in 1930 
showed a very marked improvement over that in 1920. Especially note· 
worthy as indications of increasing prosperity are :-

(1) the increase in cows and cow-buffaloes, which means increas3 in 
the supply of ;milk and ghi for food; 

(2) the large increase in calves and buffalo calves; 
(3~ the increase in the number of sheep since 1925, which seems to 

indicate that the continuous decline in their numbers of the 
previous 16 years has been arrested and the indigenous supply of 
wool may now increase; 

(4) the satisfactory increases in ploughs and carts, 
The steady decrease in the number of bulls, is, on the other hand, a matter 

of some concern. This is due not only to disease and &ca.rcity of fodder but 
also to the decline of th6 practice of dedication, The quality of the "Brahmini 
bull" is also said to have deteriorated of late. The Direotor of Land ReGards 
is of opinion that many bulls are included among bullocks at enumeration, 
but it is unlikely that this is happening to an increasing extent, and there ca.n be 
little doubt that their numbers a.re actually declining, Their present number 
works,out for the province as a whole at one bull to 263 cows, while the Report 
of the Roya.l Commission on Agriculture, 1928, mentions ono bull to 56 cows 
80S a conserva.tive demand.* 

• Vi4e paragraph 163, pagJ 180, Report. of t4e ROJal.Co!D~9sio!l on Agriculture, 1928. 
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The changes recorded at the last two 'censuses for the main items are 
shown by natural divisions in the next table. 
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(j) Expan&Wn 
of agriculture. 

M CHAPTER I.-DISTRIBUTION AND l\fovEMENT OF THE POPtrLAt.rON. 

In the decade, Himalaya, West lost slightly in working cattle, and to a 
larger extent in cows and cow-buffaloes and young stock. Goats increased 
enormously and sheep declined slightly. Ploughs increased very little but 
carts increased substantially. There is a considerable decrease in the cultivated 
area to each plough and a small decline in the number of working cattle·per 100 
ploughs. 

In Sub-Himalaya, West, working cattle declined a little, cows and cow
buffaloes also declined, but young stock shows some increase. Sheep declined 
enormously but goats increased by two-thirds. Ploughs show a small increaEe 
and carts a substantial increase. The cultivated area per plough decreased 
slightly and the number of working cattle per 100 ploughs likewise declined a 
little. 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, West is the only division to show an increase in bulls. 
There were also very substantial increa,ses in cows, cow-buffaloes and young 
stock, though working cattle declined a little. Goats increased enormously 
but sheep decreased materially. Ploughs show a slight increase and carts a 
.considerable rise. The number of working cattle per 100 plougb.s decreased 
very little, likewise the cultivated area per plough. 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central shows a very slight loss in working cattle 
and fair increases in cows and cow-buffaloes and young stock. Sheep declined 
slightly but goats increased by 75 per cent. Ploughs increased slightly, and 
carts very materially. Both the number of working cattle per 100 ploughs 
and the cultivated area per plough declined slightly. 

Central India Plateau returns a very large increase in working cattle, 
in young stock (no less than 41'2 per cent.), sheep and goats. Ploughs and 
carts have also increased very subl?tantially, the former having increased more 
proportionally in this than in any other division. The number of working 
cattle per 100 ploughs has consE:quently increased and the cu~tivated area per 
plough has· decreased very :materially. These figures afford striking testimony 
of the favourable decade experien{led by the agricultural population of 
Blllldelkhand, which is normally regarded as one of the most pr~ariouf1 parts 
of the province. 

East Satpuras records the biggest decrease in bulls of any natural division. 
Working cattle are stationary, cows and cow-buffaloes show a substantial 
decline, but young stock has increased. Goats have :multiplied enormously but 
sheep have declined. Ploughs have increased substantially and the increase 
in carts has been larger here than in any Qther division. The number of 
working cattle per 100 'ploughs has declined entirely on account of the increase 
in the number of ploughs. The cultivated area per plough shows a very satis-
factory decrease. -

Sub-Himalaya, East shows a large drop in the number of bulls. Work
ing cattle have increased satisfactorily and cows and cow-buffaloes very mate
rially. Sheep are stationary but goats have practically doubled, Ploughs 
show a substantial increase and carts have increased by over one-third, The 
number of working cattle per 100 ploughs and the cultivated area per plough 
have both declined, the latter very materially. 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, East returns a :material increase in working cattle 
and satisfactory increases in cows, cow-bu1faloes and young stock. Sheep 
have increased slightly and goats have more than doubled. Ploughs have 
increased substantially and carts by one-third. The number of working 
cattle per 100 ploughs has increased a little and the cultivated area per 
plough has decreased considerably. 

3S. The normal net cultivated ~rea of the British territory of the pro
vince is shown by the Director of Land Records as 35,069,000 acres but the 
averag~ of the ten years 1921-30 was only 34,420,171 acres, i.e., 1'9 per cent. 
less than the normal, due chiefly to a reduction in the sown areas owing to 
a.dverse monsoons in the years 1928-29 and 1929-30 when this area was 3'1 
per cent. and 3'S per cent. respectively below normal. The figures of the years 
1925-28, on which Subsidiary Table I to this chapter have been based, give an 
average net cultivated area 0'3 per cent. below the average of the decade and 
2'1 per cent. below the Director of Land Recorde.' norma~ figure. 
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A comparison of this table with that of last census reveals the fact that 
the net cultivated area 01 the provinc€' as a whole shows no sign of increase, 
and the double-cropped area is stationary. 

Himalaya, West shows an increase in the net cultivated area of about 4 
per cent. The figures for the double-cropped area at both C6nsuses are incom
plete and comparison is impossible except in Debra Dun where there has been 
no appreciable change. 

Sub-Himalaya, West shows a decrease of about 2 per cent. in the net culti
vated area but an increase of 18 per cent. in the double-cropped area has 
resulted in a slight increase in the gross cultivated area. 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, West shows a decrease of about 3 per cent. in the 
net cultivated area and a slightly smaller decrease in the double-cropped area. 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central shows a decrease of 3 per cent. in the net 
cultivated area and a decrease of 6 per cent. in the double-cropped area. 

Cent):'al India Plateau shows a decrease of 2 per cent. in the net cultivated 
area and 21 per cent. in the double-cropped area, but the latter area is relatively 
much smaller than that in the other divisions. 

East Satpuras shows an increase of less than 1 per cent. in the net culti
vated area and an increase of 5 per cent.. in the double-cropped area, but here 
again the latter area is relatively small. 

Sub-Himalaya, East shows an increase of a little over 1 per cent. in the 
net cultivated area and an increase of 9 per cent. in the double-cropped area. 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, East shows an increas6 of 2 per cent. in the net culti
vated area and a decrease of 9 per cent. in the double-cropped area, the gross 
cultivated area showing ~ very slight decrease on the balance. 

It is significant that although the pressure of population has materially 
increased in the decade there has been no corresponding extension of agricul
ture, though in the most densely populated divisions of Sub-Himalaya, East 
and Indo-Gangetic Plain, East which have both recorded substantial increases 
in population, the net cultivated area has increased slightly. These matters 
will be touched on again later, when considering the relation between density 
and the cultiva.ted a.rea. 

It may here be noted that the question is very much concerned with how 
far agriculturists can supplement their incomes by working at subsidiary occu
pations, especially those of a non-agricultural nature. This matter is fully 
dealt with in Chapter VIII-Occupation .. 

39. Below is given a summary of thb conditions of each year of the 
decade-

1921-22.-As a rer,ult d tht: pOOl' harvests of thE; previous year pric€iS 
were generally high at the beginning of this year, and had an 
upward tendency. They eased when the kharif crop came on 
to the market, butsoon rose again. A good rabi caused a slight 
drop towards the end of the year. There was an ample demand 
for labour, and wages were high. The material condition of 
cultivators and labourers was generally good. 

1922-23.-The fall in prices that commenced in January, 1922, conti· 
nued steadily and food grains were much cheaper throughout 
the year. There was ample work at good wages for agricultural 
labourers. The fall in prices gave some cause for anxiety to 
tenants of slender means who had accepted land on high rents 
impelled by the former phenomenally high prices of the pro
duce ; but on the whole the material condition of agriculturists 
as well as of labourers was satisfactory. 

1923-24.-The downward trend in prices continued. Agriculturallabour 
continued in demand at good wages. Falling prices resulted in 
the relinquishment of some land taken on high rents when prices 
were high, but the area was insignificant. 

1924-25.-Prices opened easy but, owing to the monsoon holding off at 
the start, they rose sharply in July. They eased a little and then 
rose slightly, on the whole remaining higher than in the previous 
two years. There was ample employment for labourers at good 
wa.g~s. 

(g) Prices, 
Wage8, and the 
labour marlcet. 
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1921-22 

1922-23 

1923-24 

1924-25 

1925-;26 

1926-27 

1927-~S-

1928-29 

1929-30 . 

1930-31 

1925-26,-P),ices were steady unW October wheB they rose sha.rply on 
8£;Co;Q.nt .of indj,cations of the monsoon being uniavourf!.ble for 
sowing the rabi. They remained high to the end .0£ ~he year. 
Lab,Qlilr tound ,ample employment at good,. wages throughout 
the y.ear .. 

Lg26-27,.-ft~ces were .easie;r throughout the arear thaI). in ~he pr.evious 
year, though a bad gram crop put up the price of that comruodi~y. 
Labpur still found ample work on good wages. 

~.9,27~8.-p.q.ces were on the whole lo\yer in this year except for gram 
and rice which remained steady. Labour still fOUI).d ample 

. .E.m}3101ment on good wages. 
j928-.29,-PxlCes on the whole ruled much higher than in the previow;, 

y,car. ThJ.s was due to the unfavourable se_ason. In mOEt 
djstricts ·there was an ample demand for labour on good ;wages, 
.lw.t, as ment~oned in paragraph 34, the condition of t4e labour
mg ,classes was not satidactory in many districts where Govern
ment had to open test works. 

L9,~9-30,-:-PJ'iges were practically stationary from June, 1929, till January 

d 

. 1913.0, but from Febru,:;try, 1930, onwards, when the ra~i crop 
was garnered, the price level coll;;tpsed with very unpieasant 
conse.quences for the cultivator who depends upon the proceeds 
.of the rabi to pay his dues to the landlord and his other cre.ditors. 
Reluctance to sell, :which means a temporary shortage of supply, 
.did not improve the situation, and the landslide in prices 
contil),ued. Contractiop. of currency, depression in trade, abun
tilant sapplies of _grain, all conspired to depress the price level 
still further, and by June, 1930, prices had declined to the pre
War leve], i,e., a drop of about one-third. 

As -mentioned in paragraph 34 supra, this year was a particularly trying 
,@ne for the western districts and relief works were opened in 

- MuMta, Elsewhere the condition of labour was fair. 
193O---31.-Prices continued to fall and more so after the harvesting 

of the khar,if c1:op. The fall became precipitous at the beginning 
.0;£ 1931, a]J.d p;r_ic~s showed no signs of recovery at the close of 
the year. The prices of staples in -seers per rupee are shown in 
the next table for each agricultural year of the decade, from. which 
the severe nature of the collapse in prices at the close is patent. 

,I Wheat. ,I Barley, Gram, 

I 
Juar, I Maize, Rice, 

--.'fear, . Seers Seers Seers Soers Seers Seers 
perrupoo. per rupee, per rupee, per rupee, porrupoe, per 

! 
rupee, 
---

" " " .' 4'8 7'9 6'1 g'l g'5 4'8 . , 
i 7'0 12'2 11'5 12'5 13'0 5'7 .. " " ,. 

., 
" .. ", 8'1 14'4) 14'9 14'6 15'8 6'1 

[ 

" " ., 
" 6'9 10'2 11'0 9'7 !I '9 5 '3 

. , " .. . , . 6'3 9'1 9'5 8'3 8'9 5'4 

.. .. , . ,. 6'7 9'1 8'9 9'4 10'2 5'1 

.. " ., 7'S 10'5 S'S 14'2 13'4 5'2 

" .. .. " 6'4 8'1 7'3 8'8 8'6 4'8 

" 
,. 

" " S'4 1l'6 8'3 11'4 lJ'7 .5'.3 

" " .. .. 14:0 24'1 14'2 23'0 26'4 8'2 
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_ The variations are illustrated in diagram no. 12 in which the average price 
per maund of the above six staples together has been plotted ror each year:---
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The general rise in wages which started towards the end of the European 
War and continued into the decade under review as far as 1928, was more marked 
in the case of skilled than of unskilled labour due to the increased demand for 
skilled workers without a proportionate increase in their-supply. The demand 
for skilled workers was naturally greater in cities, so that as one would expect 
the wages of skilled workmen rose higher in cities and large towns and in rural 
areas bordering on such cities and large towns, than in the rest of the rural area. 
Owing to the distribution -of the large towns of the province this fact can be 
restated as follows :-the rise in wages of skilled labour was more marked in the 
three Indo-Gangetic Plain divisions than in the other natural divisions of the 
province. Taking the province as a whole the rise in wages between the years 
1916 and 1928 'fas about 50 per cent. for unskilled labourers, 60 per cent. for 
ploughmen in regular service, 70 per cent. for blacksmiths, 80 per cent. for 
oarpentErs, and on an average 70 per cent. for other skilled workmen. These 
are only average figures and the deviations therefrom due to local causes were 
numerous, but they do serve to give an idea of the enormous rise in the general 
level of wages that occurred. 

Wheat 
Barley 
Gram 
Juar 
Rice 

Grain_ 

Percentage 
increase in 

price 
1916-2!l_ 

Per cent. 

35 
33 
53 
48 
33 

The chief cause of this lise was the 
increaE:6 jn the prices of the commoner 
food grains. In the marginal table the 
percentage increase in the priCE. of these 
grains between 1916' and 1928 are shown.* 

"For further details on the moyemonts of wages the reader is referred to the report of tile Fourth W~e 
Ooqsqs of the United Provinces, taken in August, 19~6. -
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40 OHAPTER I.-DISTRIBUTION AND MOVEMENT OF THE POPULATION. 

This increase in prices wa5 at least spread over 5 yea.rs (1916---21), and the 
resulting increase in wages over 12 years, but the subsequent collapse of the 
price-level was ;nothing short of a cataclysm. Within fourteen months (Nov
ember, 1929-January, 1931) prices fell by no less than 70 per cent .. 

The immediate reaction on wages can be imagined_ The gains of the cul
tivator as a consumer were more than set of( by his loss in money income occa
sioned by the slump in prices. With his Ilew low margin of profit no longer 
could he employ labour a.t the existing high wage-level even if he could- afford 
to employ labour at all, and down that :wage-level had to come. Labour, both 
~killed and unskilled, became surplus to requirements in m,my parts and the 
wage-level of both continued to fall. This fall was subsequently accentuated 
as a result of the reductions (some tempora.ry and some perma.nent) made 
in 1931 in the pay of Government and other public servants and the employees 
of all commercial firms and businesses. But this takes us beyond the period 
under review, and my successor will in any ca5e be able to deal more fully with 
these most interesting few years, as he will have fuller facts and figures avail
able by then a.nd the additional advantage of knowing exactly what was the 
outcome of the economic upheaval in the midst of which'we find ourselves to-day. 
It is so much easier to draw useful conclusions from past events than to pro
phesy future tendencies or even to appreciate the relative value of existing 
fllrctors in a situation in which one finds oneself immersed. One thing is obvious, 
viz.:-the surplus la,bour from the rural area will migrate into the cities and 
larger towns of this and neighbouring provinces where work is comparatively 
less difficult to find and the wage-level is to some extent higher. In faot the 
birth-place figures show that this movement had already oommenced at the 
time the present census was taken. .. 

40. The period lmder review in this report is the ten years ending with 
1930. It is unfortunate that the biggest economic event of the decade,. viz_:
the catastrophic fall in prices, occurred at the very end of this period_ Dealing, 
as I must almost entirely, with the economic condition of the people before the 
slump in prices, and basing my remarks on data accumulated before that event, 
it will seem that my conclusions are out of date before they are formed. But 
it must be remembered that this is a record of the past decade, and the writing 
up of the ultimate effects on the economic position of the people of the fall in 
prices and wages, of the depletion in purchasing power of the people, and of the 
general depression in trade, will fall to the lot of my successor when dealing 
with the next decade. 

'41. It may be stated at the outset that the material available from the 
statistics of occupation compiled at this census does not go beyond showing the 
occupational distribution of the people, and provides very little information 
as to their economic condition. It is to the reports of the various commissions 
and committees appointed during the decade that we must look for light on this 
subject. 

42. As the bulk of the population consists of agriculturists; it is natural 
to ccmmence with an examinaticn of the conditions which have a direct bear
ing on their standard of living. This subject is very fully dealt with in chapter 
IV of the report of tho United Provinces Provincial Banking Enquiry Com
mittee (1929-30), to which the seeker after detailed information is referred. 
Here it.;viU suffict: to repr(duce the main facts that emerged from their 
enquiries. 

43. Popular opinion regards agricultueal debt as something to be deplored 
and even reprobated. Yet in no country in the world can agriculture dispense 
with 'credit or entirely avoid debt. Like any other industrialist the farmer 
who wants to acquire additional land or live-stock, erect new farm buildings 
or construct an improvement such as a well or embankment, must generally 
borrow the fixed capital that he requires for the purpose. Again, like a.ny 
other industrialist, the farmer must borrow working capital to meet his ourrent 
requirements, in fadt his need in this respect is greater than that of most 
industrialists since he must spend money for many months before he receives 
any return. It is only the wealthy farmer who can work without credit, and 
in any country wealthy farmers are rare. Agricultmal debt is, therefore, 
no more deplorable than any other productive debtl on the contrary, exoe:pt iu 



iNDEBTEDNESS OF AGRIOULTURISTS. 4i 
the most favourablE' circumstances, it is everywhere and always inevitable. But 
this assumes that thf debt is not excessive compared with the farmer's assets, 
and has not been contra.cted to cover extravagant non-productive expenditure. 

In the years 1928 and 1929 settlement officers who were working in six 
clistricts collected certain statistics relating to the extent and causes of indebted
ness of tenants and peasant proprietors. They found that 61 per cent. of 
tenants were iree from debt. The figures were so incredibly favourable that 
they occasioned surprise both to the settlement officers themselves*, and the 
Banking Enquiry Committee to w hom the figures were handed on. In con
nexion with ,this figure it is as well to mention that-

(1) Five of the districts concerned are prosperous above the average. 
(2) The figures were in many cases collected at a time when agricul

tural debt is relatively low, i.e., after the rabi harvest had been 
disposed of. 

(3) The figures are not likely to haVE under-estimated indebtedness as it 
stood at the time they were collected, because assessment of new 
revenue and certain enhancements of rent were then imminent. 

As these statistics were so surprising and were with (lne exception limited 

Debt·free. Indebted, 

Natural division, Num- Per- Num- Per· 
ber. centag8, ber. centage. 

--------
United Provinces (British 23,350 46 27,545 54 

to a single natural divisjon, the 
Banking Enquiry Committee 
proceeded at the end of 1929 to 
collect further figures, through 
the superior revenue staff, on 
the same lines throughout the 
province. The. figures then 
collected are shown by natural 
divisions in the margin. 

territory). 

imalaya, West H 
S 
I 
I 

.. 515 57 389 43 
ub·Himalaya, West 884 40 1,361 60 
ndo-Gangetic Plain, West 
ndo·Gangetic Plain; Cen· 

3,605 33 7,395 64 
6,918 47 7,788 53 

tral. 
entral India Plateau C 

E 
S 
In 

.. 2,306 37 3,838 63 
ast Satpuras .. 165 57 125 43 
ub.Himalaya, East 5,475 55 4,415 45 
do·Gangetic Plain, East 3,482 61 2,234 39 

j~ 00 

Here we find a noticeable reduction in the number of debt-free due to the 
following facts :-

(1) The agricultural position had grown worse as a result of the drought 
of 1928. 

(2) These figures were collected at a time when debt was relatively high, 
i.e., in the autumn (of 1929) and early spring (of 1930) when 
the farmer is at his lowest ebb financially. 

(3) Whereas five of the districts in which enquiries were made by 
settlement officers were above the average in prosperity, the 
later returns were collected in average districts. 

Here again it may be noted that the figures are not likely to have under
stated the amount of indebtedness because liberal takavi distribution had already 
been given and more was expected, and further the natural hope of cultivators, 
when indebtedness enquiries are being made, is that remissions of revenue and 
consequently of rent may follow if indebtedness proves high. 

A comparison of the debts of tenants with their annual rentals gave the 
fo!lowing results for the prcvince:-

Number 
Condition of tenant. of Per· 

tenants. centage. 

Debt·free .. .. 23,350 46 
Indebted less than than 1 year's rent .. 6,199 12 
Indebted between 1 and 2 years' rent .. 5,245 10 
Indebted ovor 2 years' rent •. .. 16,101 32 

* I myself as Settlement Officer of Rae Bareli was responsible for collecting the smtistics of that district and can 
well recollect my surprise at the favourable figures. I can vouoh that villages typical of the various oonditions of 
proprietorship and soil-fertility were selected for the enquiry. I can also recollect how noticeable were the effects on 
the figures collected of the indifferent harvests of 1927·28 and still more so of tho drought of 1928. 
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The debt-free and tbose who owe ~ess than a year's rent being regarded 
as ~, unencumbered" and the others as 
" en cum bered " the figures are ;-58 pH 

Unen- Encum- cent. unencumbpred and 42 per cent. 
eurn- bered. encumbered. The percentages by natural bered. 

Natural division. 

Uliited Provit'l.ces (British 
territory). 

Himalaya, West .. 
Sub:Himaiaya, West .. 
lndo-Gangetic Plain, West .. 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central .. 
C@'!l.tral India Plateau 
Ea.st Satpuraa .. 
Sub-Himalaya, East .. 
llido-Gangetic Plain, Ea.st 

divi~ions are shown in the margin. The 
---- number 01 encumbered cultivators exceeds 
Percent. Peroent. the bumbel' 01 unencumbered only in thE 

58 

64 
48 
43 
65 
44 
69 
60 
62 

36 
52-
~7 
35 
56 
31 
40 
38 

42 three divisions Sub.Himalaya West, Indo
Gangetic Plain West, and Central India 
:Plateau, and these, as we have already 
seen are th('\ natural divisions whic}: have 
suffered most severely from the calamities 
of the last two or three years of the 
decade. The figures serve to give us a 
very fair idea of the relative economic 
position of tenants and peasant proprie---------------'-----'----, 

tors in the various natural divisions. 
Debtcl's were also grouped according to the size of their holdings, and the 

interestmg fact was discoverEd that the percentage of debtors was approxi
mately the same in each area group. Prima Jacie it would be expected that 
those with the smaller holdings are mostJikely to be indebted, but the follow. 
ing factors appear to even things up :-

(I) It is amongst the small holders tliat villagers possessing 8 sub. 
sidiitry occupation are found, suoh as blacksmiths, carpenters, 
barbers, ploughmen, etc., who are oftEn better off than those 
'with larger holdhlgs and nq subsidiary occupation. 

(2) The market-gardening castes, such as Murao, usually prefer small 
holdings, and by their skilful and intensive cultivation of special 
crops often derive a larger income from their sIr. all holdings tnan 
an ordinary cultivatoi' does from his larger holding. 

(3) High caste tenants who have more than their fair share of 
tbe larger holdings, are usually extravagant and rarely out of 
debt. 

(4) Freedom from debt may be due to insufficiency of credit. 
A man with a. small holding and thus little security to offel', 
may keep free from debt becam!€' no one is willing to lenci to 
him. 

The sta.tistics collected proved rrl10ther important fact, viz.-that in 
t!\t~y natu.tal tlivisiGn (with the solitary exception of Himalaya, West) the larger 
the holding the larger tlie abtu'al debt; but t:v-erywbere the butden of the debt 
ll"tls heaviet on the small holder, i.e., it is heavier in proportion to his assets or 
ibllity to repay. 

Certain statistics of indebtedness were also collected for the larger land-
_____________ _____ _ __ __ lords or zamindars properly so-called. 

Debt- In- It was found that whertias relatively 
free. debted. fewer landlords were free from debt than 

_________ ---- tendsnts [:Ind peasant proprietors, the aver-
Nattital divi~ion. 

Per cent. Per cent. age debt of th~ former is nearly- 24 times 
trll!ted 'Provinces (British 44 56 as largo as that of the latter. The 

territory). marginal table shows the percentage 
Himalaya, West •. 

Sub-Himalaya, West 

Indo-Gangetio Plain, West .. 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central _ . 

Central India. Plateau 

East Satpuras 

Sub-Himalaya, East 

·tfia3~io1'l&tn, EaSt 

rg S4 dent-free, by natural divisions. The 
59 

46 

37 

50 

22 

43 

58 

41 figures for Himalaya, West, Sub. Hima. 
54 laya, West, and East Satpuras are based 

Qn fewer illstances than might have been 
63 desirable to ensure fully representative 
50 figures. 

78 

57 

42 
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44. In the case of the larger landlords, consiaering the disproportion 
of their dpbts compared with those of tenants and peasant p:r:oprietors, referreEl 
to at the end of the previous para"graph, and remembering the larger landlord's 
far greater wealth, the inevitable; conclusic.n is that the greater part of their 
indebtedness is due to extravagance, born of a desire tG maintain their social 
position and prestige hE-yond their means. 

The case of the peasant proprietor and the tenant is identical. The 
marginal ta.ble shows the percentage of debt falling under three heads:-

Natural division. 

u nlle:l Provinces (British territory) 

imalaya, West .. 
ub·Himalaya, West 
ndo·Gangetic Plain, West 

H 
8 
I 
In 
C 
E 
S 
I 

do·Gangetic Plain, Central 
entral India Plateau 
ast Satpuras . , 
ub-Himalaya, East 
udo·Gangetic Plain, EElst 

.. .. 

.. .. 
" .. .. .. 

Agricultural. 

Produc· Unavoid· 
tive. ubl.e, 

--
Per cent. Per cent. 

30 34 

27 11 
47 27 
38 34 
24 40 
41 29 
17 27 
21 33 
21 21 

Non· 
agricul' 
tural. --

Unpro-
Juptive. 

--
Per oent. 

36 

62 
26 
28 
36 
30 
56 
40 
58 

.. 

(I) Productive, which includes 
purchas~ of seed or stock, labour
rers' wages, building and rep{tir 
of wells, farm-bu~dings, e~c.!o 
purchas~ and moptgagin,g of 
land, etc. ,'- -

(2) Un~void.able, wh!ch in
clud~ bOq'owings for subsistEl:I\~e 
and the payment ot revenue or, 
rent. 

(3) Unproductive, which in
cludes borrowings for sooial at 
religious functions, litigation al_lq. 
rElpayment of old debt . 

Here again ,t is nQticeable thr.t the percflnt~ge Qf agricJ.l\tu,+~1 de,\:\~ 1s 
hig~est in the three natu;ral divisio:qs .Sub-nim{1lay~ West, Inqo:G~~ge~~~ 
Plam, West and Cmtral Indu~ Plateau, ",hlOh suffered mo,st'l:rom t1;te c~lllmities 
of 1927-30. . . tr ., -

OaU8eB oJ 
agricultural 
indeitedneB8. 
(a) Zamindars. 

(b) TenantB 
and peasant 
proprietors. 

],urther, caste and ~ocial cu~tO:p:lS pl{1y 9t Y~r:r' important p'ar~ in, qet~rm.i~~ Effect of caBte 
iug dElb,t I:\!ll;ong pot4 l&nqlo:r~~ and soc 'al . 

Percentage. 

Caste-group. 
Debt. In. 
iree. debted. 

----

I.-High castes ., 1~ 5,5 

I I.-Golld agric~!tu,ral 43 57 
castes. 

[! I.-Ml¥'ket gard~g jlO 60 
caste~. 

IV .-Lo"o/ Ilgriculturl\! 44 56 
castes. 

v . -N°lf-Itgrjcll~t.q~~l 63 37 
castes 

VI .-Other ca~tell .. 50 50 

~ 

Total .. 46 54 

Per· 
centage Debt 

of pe~ 

total debtor. 
debt. 

-- --
Rs. 

66 ~?1 

11 16) 

~ 129 

, 54 

3 $6. 

9 135, 

--
100 299 

[\1;1\1 ten~:pt~. Th.~ mar§¥l&.l custom'. 
fi.gure.~ s:p.o-w the di~t:r~b~~iq:p, at 
d.ebt py c}i1~~.e~grqnps f~\· ~Qj;h. 
!andI0rd.~ ~~d tl;lnaut~ tQg~thW' 
fo.r l?r~t~h ~~n;itqrY. Tpe groups 
w.clu.9~ th~ fon~wing castes :-

l.-~rah~an..1 ~ajput, Musal-
IDap .t,tajpu,t, Saiyid, 
Shaikh and Pathan. 

II.--Ahar, Aiiir, K.j.sa;q~ Kurmi 
and Lodh. 

~II,-.-13!l!ghb~~~ 1(aohhi, Koeri, 
~~li, l\{ltr~9 and Saini. 

IV."77"'"B\1ar, Chma;r. j}nd Basi . 
V.-Kalwa!', Kayastha, K4attri 

and Vaisby.a . 
Vr.-All other castes; 

. These :figu~es demollstrate that altbo~gp the ~~oportion of d~bt-free a.;'ll0u~ 
the hIgh oast~s IS average, th .. e E,}xtent to WhlO~ th~ mdt:.bted are mvolved IS far 
in excess of tl13.t of any of the c;~her casYe-groups. 'J'h number of q.~bt-fre~ ~s 
average probably on aocount of the other s-qbstantial sources of in90me ttt~~ 
most have from p1trohiti, money-lending, etc. It is quitq safe tQ say that, if 
snch subsiqiary souroe~ did not exist, t4e percent.age of the debt-free amon~ 
the ~igh oastes would be very m,'tterially lower. The relatively high Q..f!bts Of 
the indebted amo:p.g the high castes are due partJy to the fact th~t the debts 
includ~ most of those of the landlord,s, and partly to their sooial position {tug t_he 
expenditurt{ that it invQlves. The pigher castes con~ider it derogatery to tj:lpir 
position to han,dle the plough and w~tch tlWir crops, SO the~ ha.ve to h4'~ 
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labourers to do their work. This is expensive, and further, their cultivation, 
being left to la:bourers, is not so skilful and productive, resulting in a greatly 
reduced margin of profit. They maintain a high standard of living considered 
comroensurate with their social status, and they often spend extravagantly on 
~ocial and religious ceremonies rE-gardless of their means. The lower caste 
cultivators work with their own hands and are helped by their we-menfolk and 
children. They employ no labourers, but themselves pay considerable 
attentIOn to the preparation of their fields before sowing the seed and caretully 
tend the standing crops, with the result that their cultivation is more pro
ductive. Their standard of living is very low. If the high caRtes wish to survive 
they nmst march with the spirit of the times, abmdon their false notions of 
social prestige and work like any other fit men, at the same time moderating 
their expenditure on social and religious ceremonies to their means and 
exploring fresh avenues for increasing their incomes. 

The relatively large proportion of non-agricultural castes who are free 
from debt is due to the fact lihat for most of them agriculture is but a subsi
diary source of income and their other scurces of income keep them clear 
of debt. 

45. Another line of enquiry taken up by the Banking Enquiry Com
mittee was that concerning the size of holdings. Owing mainly to the -e~ist
ing l()ws of inheritance, holdings are continually being sub-divided. If this 
process is carried far enough then the holdings which are BU bjected to it will 
ultimately become too small to support the holders and their families at the 
standard of comfort to which they are accustomed. The cultivator must then 
acquire fresh land or reduce his standard of living. If he does neither he will 
run into debt with no hope of ever being able to repay and ultimately he will 
be sold up and join the ranks of the landless labourers. 

'fhe cc economic holding" may be defined as the minimum ar"a necessary 
for a cultivat.or, from which he can support himself and his family. It must. 
first .be made plain that in such a discussion no great measure of precision is 
pOSSIble. The question whether any particular holding Can or cannot support 
~ts owner and his family in the degree of comfort to which he is accustomed 
l~ always a question of fact, the answer to which will vary according to the 
CIrcumstances of each particular case. It will depend on-

(1) the nature of the holding, e.g., a holding which is economic in Meerut 
with its ample sources of irrigation and fertile soil would 
certainly be uneconomic in Bundelkhand where cultivation is 
difficult and precarious ; 

(2) the skill and industry of the cultiv-ator, a Brahman would starve on a 
holding that is more than sufficient to support a Koeri, 

(3) the standard of comfort to which the cultivator is accustomed, 
three acres may suffice a Chamar but be insufficient for' a 
Rajput, and the standard of living of a landlord is higher, in 
most cases, than that of a tenant. 

. In other words the point at which a holding becomes uneconomic in size 
IS not ~xed but variable, but it is possible to work out a complete set of average 
or typICal economic circumstances and to fix a point in relation to them. 

At this census 53' 2 per cent. of male and female earners (excluding 
market gardeners and growers ot special crops), in British territory only, 
returned actual cultivation as their principa.l source of income. A further 3'8 
per cent. returned actual cultivation as their subsidiary source of income to 
some other. principal occupation. This means that 57 per cent. of the total 
pop~lation is dependent on the income derived from actual cultivatioli of 
holdmgs. This involves 5,781,000 families. Of these a considerable number, 
which may be put at 5 per cent. of the whole, (i.e., 289,000 families) are mere 
allotment holders-villa.ge artisans and menia.ls, agricultural and general 
l~bourers, and petty rural tradesm<ln, who cultivate a field or two in their spare 
tIme. The total area of these allotments and the holdings of the market 
gardeners and growers of special creps who have been excluded, may be put 
~t 3~0,000 acres leaving 34,749,000 acr0S of normal cultivation. Calculated 
ill thIS way the average holding over the whole. province (excluding the States) 
comes to!6'7 &crel1. 
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Similar figures have been worked out for the natural divisions (excluding 
Himalaya, West and East Satpuras which are exceptional cases) and the 
results are shown in the marginal table, together with the size of the average 

Natural diviBion. 

United Provinces (British 
territory). 

Sub·Himalaya, West .• 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, West 
Indo.Gangetic Plam. Central 
Central India Plateau .. 
Sub.Himalaya, East 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, East 

Average 
holding. 

Acres. 

6'7 

6'9 
6'7 
4'7 

13'0 
4'3 
4'7 

Average 
family in 

rural 
area. 

Persons. 

4'8 

4'5 
4'7 
4'6 
4'7 
4'4 
5'31 

family in the rural areas of the divisions 
conc~rned, Below I give certain figures 
worked out on similar lines to those shown 
in the report of the United Provinces 
Provincial Banking Enquiry Committee 
(1930) and in a report on the agricultural 
conditions of the province prepared in 
1926 for the use of the Royal Commission 
on Agriculture. 

Table A shows the calculation of the size of the minimum economic hold
ing in each of the six selected natural divisions and compares it with the averagE, 
actual holding as estimated above. Table B shows (1) the income and expen
diture of an average holding calculated according to the figures given in 
Table A, and (2) the relation between the average and the minimum economic 
holdin.g. 

Table A, 

Cultivator's expenses. Rent per acre. 
Minimum eoono-

Value of 
mic holding. 

Aver· 

Natural division. Qutturn 
Other age 

per acre. Food. Statu· Occu- Statu· Oecu- hold· 
(l ). Clothes. 3xponS(. ing. (2). per acre. tory. pancy. tory. pancy. 

(3). 
-------_ -_. -_ __ ----

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Acres. Aores. Acres. 

Sub.Himalaya, West .. 70 215 50 8 10'0 6'0 5'1 4'7 6'9 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, West .. 75 218 54 ID 13'5 6'0 5'3 4'6 6'7 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central .. 63 175 45 9 7'0 .. 4'7 . . 4'7 
Central India Plateau .. 27 143 45 5 3'0 2'5 9'9 9'6 13'0 
Sub.Himaiaya, East .. 78 198 45 12 5'0 4'5 4'0 4'0 4'3 
Indo-Gangetic Plainl East .. 80 200 50 13 5'5 5'0 4'1 4'0 4'7 

(I) Based on harves~·time prices. 
(2) Includes food for self, family and cattle. 
(3) Includes wages of labour and cost of irrigation. 

Table B. 

Cultivator's expenses. Percent-
age of 

Natural division. Value of average 

outtom. holding 
Food and 

Rent. Other 
Total. Surplus. 

to 
clothes. ~xpenses. economic 

holding. 
---

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Ra. Ra. Per cent. 

Statmory. 

Sub·Himalaya, West •• " 483 265 69 55 389 94 135 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, West " 502 272 90 67 429 73 126 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, Central " 296 220 33 42 295 I 100 
Central India Plateau " 351 188 39 65 292 59 131 
Sub-Himalaya, East .• " 335 243 21 52 316 19 107 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, East " 376 250 26 61 337 .39 115 

Occuparwy. 
Sub·Himalaya, West •• " 483 265 41 55 361 122 147 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, West " 502 272 40 67 379 123 146 
Central India Plateau .. " 351 188 32 65 285 66 135 
Sub·Himalaya, East •. " 335 243 19 52 314 21 107 
Indo·Gangetio Plain, East " 376 250 19 61 330 46 117 

These figures relate to 1929, i.e" before the price level had collapsed and 
they throw considera.ble light on the relative condition of cultivators in the. 
na.tural divisions concerned, at that time. The following conclusions emerge. 
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A sta.tutory tenant who possesses an average holding in Sub-Himalaya West, 
Indo-Gangetic Plain West, or Centra India Plateau is in a sound financial po
sition (or was in 1929) and the figures show that from normal years he will 
secure a surplus that will tide him Gver any ordinary calamities. In the case 
@f Indo-Gangetic Plain East, his position is not so secure but in average years 
he should have a fair surplus. In Sub Himalaya East, hi~ position is still 
more precarious and in Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central, he can only ju~t ~ake 
ends meet in an a,verage year and in bad years J,Ilust lose heavily. 

Occupancy tenants are materially better off than statutory tenants except 
in the eastern divisions whf're there is little difference. 

When it is remembered that a large proportkn of tenants have hold
ings below the average. it will be realized that there is a consiqerable body of 
agriculturists in Indo·Ga,ngetic Plain, Central and East, and Sub-Himalay& 
East, who cannot make ends meet on the proceeds of t1leir cultivati(]n. 

A comparison with the percentages of encumbered and unencumhered 

1 

NattU'al division. 

Sub-Himalaya, West 
<\Q:.Q;\I.ngeJi!Q, :e!\Il~r;t.. F e.tJ.~. 

ndo·Gangetic Plain, Central 
entral India PI\lte8u : • 

Illi 
I 
C 
Sub.Rim.\lA~\I~ E~t ". 
ndo·Gangetlo plam, East I 

Percentage of--

Average Unencum-holding bered to 600· cultiva-nomio 
holding. tors. 

135 48 
1215 43 
100 65 
131 44 
107 60 
115 62 

cultiva.tors by natural divisions, shuwn 
in paragraph 43 supra (the figures are 
given in the margin) reveals the fact 
that the highest percentage of unencum
bered cultivators are to be found in 
Indo-Gangetic Plain Central, where the 
majority of them are working on 
uneconomic holdings, and that speak
ing generally the larg_est proportion of 
indebted cultivators occurs where the 
average hqlding is well above the 
economic level. Tlle explanations of this 
phenomenon are as follows :-

(I) I[he number of cultivators who carry 011 subsidiary occupations 
in the Central and Eastern Plain and in Sub-Himalaya, East is 
proportio:qally high, as will be seen in Chapter VIII-Occupation. 
There are others apart from those recorded in the census sche· 
dules, e.g.,-the artificial impetus given by the Non-co-opera
tio:Q and Civil Disobedience movements to spinning and weav
ing is not only confined to professional workers but has prOl;npt
ed others also tq take up the production of yarn in their spare 
time. It is not possible-to estimate the exact number of people 
involved, particularly among the higher castes, who entirely 
omitted to return spinning as their subsidiary occupation. 

(2) From the Qentral and Eastern Plain (and to a less extent from 
Sub-Him,alaya, East) large numbers 

DiStrict. 
AmO\llltof emigrate to industrial centres partly money 

ord~rs within the provi4lce but mostly outside. 
__________ I~pa::.:id::...:o:..::ut.:.:_. The better classes seek service in the 

Lakhsof ~rmy, in the public offices or in private 
Sl,Ib-Hirn,alaya, We8t

Sahal'lIt\P\U" 
Bijnor.. •. 

J ndo.Gang~w Plain, Tf eBt
Meerut .. 
Aligarh .. 
1I.gra .. 
Morddabad 
Farrukhabad .• 

rnrlo.Gangetic Plain, Central
Cawnpqre .. 
Allahablld •. 
Luoknow .. 
Rae Bateli 
Fyzabad ., 
Sultanp,ur. . . . 
Partabgarh .. 

Sub.Himal,aya, East-. 
. Gorakhpu): .. 

Indo·Gan.1etw Plain, E08t
'Ben ares ., 
Jaunpur ., 
Ghaz!Rur •. 

• Ballia .• 
Aze:mgsrh .• 

'.' 

rupees. business concern~-as clerks if they are 
~~i sufficiently educated, as orderlies, 

38! 
39 
69* 
42 
31 

S7i 
71 
65 
271 
48 
431 
35! 

60 

80r 
53! 
21! 
30! 
54! 

4arwans, or other menials if they are 
not. The lapouring classes are attracted 
by the mills and factories in large towns, 
collieries of Bengal, or the tea-plantations 
of AssaJJt. Thestl emigrants remit t4eir 
~avings home a:qd this goes a long way 
to improve the financial position of the 
other members of their families who 
ca,rryon the cultivation of their holdings 
at horne. The total sum paid by mcney 
order during the year 1928-29 throughout 
the province was Rs .. 13,85 lakhs, Of 
this Rs. 9,53 lakbs or nearly 69 per 
cent were plJ.id out in the ~stricts 
shown in the margin, from whicb 
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emigration is known to be considerable. In some of these dis
tricts there are big cities~Cawnpore, Allahabad, Agra, Benares, 
Luclrnow, Meerut-and the volume of payments by money 
order would be large in any case. (In Gorakhpur also the 
amount is not extremely large considering its population of 
3t millions, but seasonal emigrants to Bengal alse bring ba.ck 
a considerable total sum each year.) Most} of the other dis'
tricts, however, are essentIally rural and these high amounts are 
due to remittances by emigrants. Finally on retirement these 
emigrants often arrive home with substantial sums. There can 
be no doubt that these remittances from emigrants aCcClUnl, 
in a large measure for the relatively good financial p< sition 
enjoy6d by cultivators in those natural divisions where many 
agriculturists are cultivating uneco:qomic holdings. 

(3) The Bo-to-speak bye-products of agriculture, viz.:-juar stalks, 
grass and bhusa also bring in a not inconside.cable subsidiary 
income to cultivators, especially in the Central and Western 
Plain where they are sold on a large scale. These a,rticles are 
brought in large quantities to the neighbouring markets and find 
a ready sale in the large towns of these two natural divisions. 

(4) In the Western and Central Plain cultivators also prepare ghi from 
the surplus milk of their ccws and buffaloes, which is sold 
P1 considerable quantities in local markets iventuaUy finding 
its way to the larger towns. 

These then are the explanations of the ~ppa.cent discrepancies between 
the indebtedness and economic holding statistics. . 

I woulo again remind the reader that these figures all apply to coh~. 
tIOns as they stood. in 1929, when prices and rents stood at their old level. 
Sihce the end of the decade the n~w l~vel, of prices, rents and revenue will have 
altereo the whole position, both a.bsolutely and relatively as between the 
natural divisions. 

46. Another serious evil both to agricdltute and the agricuThuTIat is the Fragmentation 
process I)f fragmentation 01 holdings whibh still persists in this prcvince. oj holding8. 
Holdings, small though they are, are rarely in a compact block but are 
made up of small fields scatt.ered all over tbe village, due chiefly to the 
method of partitioning hOldings. Each heir invariably demands his share 
of each item of the property. his ahate in every kind of soil, of every 
well, tank, bouse, gra.ss and pasture land, of roads a.nd paths, and even of 
indiVidual trees. The difladvantagE;ls are obvious. The nearer fields are 
apt to be overworked and the remote ones neglected. It involves waste 
of labour in moving manure, implements and water to a distance, waste 
of land in providing boundaries, and waste of time in going to lloUd fro between 
the fields. It facilitates damage by theft and cattle trespass; makes the 
use of labour-saving machinery difficult; and it rest.cains cultivators from 
attempting improvements. 

47. An examination of the distribution of agricultural debt by the Reserves of 
sources of credit, revealed a most importaut fact. It was found that agri- agriculturists. 
oulturists themselves were creditors to the extent of 53' 6 per cent. of the total 
debts, a surprisingly large proportion. But still more surpnsing wa.s the 
fact that 14 per cent. of the total debt was financed by tenants, proving the 
exiMience of unexpectedly large reserves at their command, presumably the 
result of the series of prosperous years ending with 1928. 

48. F~om an examination of the figures of transfers of land it is clear Transfers oj 
that certain a.gricultural classes, notably Rajputs and Muslims, parted land. 
with a considerable area of land during the decade, and this process must 
have been accelerated by the adverse seasons and fall in prices at the 
close thereof. The cause in most cases was undcubtealy their in.debtedn~ss. 
Of this 11J..fi.d about 60 per cent. has .passed into the hands of noil-agricul-
turists, genetll.lly the creditors of the dispossessed ownei's. The rest hfios 
plissed into the hands or other agriculturists. There can Be little doubt, that 
tue deb,t which caused these losses was born 9f extravagance, Itself t.he 
result Of a desire to ma.intain social prestige. So far as tlie transfers ha.ve 
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been to agricultural purchasers the change was almost certainly for the better. 
So far as the transfer were to non-agriculturist purchasers, the change was 
not necessarily for the worse. The dispossessed landlord has generally 
belonged to one of the higher castes and as such is usually a poor cultivator 
and as often as not a bad landlord. The non-agriculturist is not likely to 
be a worse landlord and being a business man is m.ore likely to spend on 
improvements in the h9pe of increasing his returns. Such transfers of land as 
have occurred are therefore not altogether to be deplored. 

49. To sum up, during the first 7 years of the decade there was steady 
progress in the economic position of cultivators and the majority managed 
to put by a considerable reserve. These reserves were sadly depleted by the 
calamities of the last three years, and at the end of the decade the eollapse 
in prices of agricultural produce must have wiped out the reserves of many 
of the tenants and smaller landlords, though the most recent figures (received 
eighteen months after the close of the decade) suggest that even up to date 
the reserves or many are by no means exhausted; striking testimony to the 
prosperity of the first seven years of the decade. Yet even the debt-free pea
sant, if judged by any western standard of comfort is desperately poor. We 
have seen that a considerable proportion of cultivators are working on 
uneconomic holdings from which even in favourable years they can scarcely 
derive sufficient to keep body and sou] together, and in unfavourable years 
they run wrther into debt. The possessions of the ordinary peasant are limited 
to essential cap~al-a little land, a pair of bullocks, and seed for the next 
crop; and bare necessities-an unsalea ble house, the clothes he stands up 
in, a store of coarse food grains and the utensils required to cook it in. Bul
locks are often sold after ploughing and more purchased later when required. 
In many cases even seed has to be borrowed for sowing. What are the possible 
remedies? There are as usual only two ways of improving the financial posi
tion of the peasant, viz. :-to increase his income and to decrease his expen
diture. 

His income can be increased-
(1) by employing the 4! idle months from mid-April till the end of 

August in some subsidiary occupation such as rope·making, 
weavirJg, spinning, blanket-weaving, etc. 

(2) by growing more of the money-making crops such as cotton and 
sugarcane, and by obtaining better varieties of seed and ferti
lisers. 

Another obvious wa,y of alleviating the pressure on the soil is to break 
up fresh soil, but as we shall see later on there is very little fresh soil available 
in the province, especially in those areas where it is most reqUired. 

Lastly, emigration not only relieves the actual pressure on the soil but 
augments the incomes at those who remain at home by reason of the remit
tances sent home by those abroad. There has long been a considerable volume 
of migration from some of our over,populated districts, notably those in the 
East, and although as a result of the present trade depression this shows signs 
of decreasing, if the population continues to expand and agricultural condi
tions ao not improve, emigration will undoubtedly have to increase again. 

The cultivator's standard 01 comfort being already miserably low it is 
wholly impossible to suggest that he should reduce bis expenditure on his own 
perscnal needs and t-hose of his family or of his animals. There are two direc
tions in which his expenditure might with advantage be reduced, viz. :-by 
keeping the size of his family within more moderate limits, and by borrowing 
less money, especially for unproductive purposes, and borrowmg that at a. 
lower rate of interest. Unfortunately the peasant, generally speaking, is an 
improvident fellow and has little idea of equating his expenditure to his in
come. He accepts as many offspring as he may be blessed with (credit in the 
next world), as cheerfully as be takes all the credit he can get in this world, 
and it is no exaggeration to say that at present he borrows for any purpose 
as much as he wants, whenever he wants, at any price and whether he can 
afford to borrow or not. Of what avail is it that when, as a result of a suc
cession of good harvests his financial position improves, his family at the same 
time grows larger as a result of the absence of epidemics and the efforts of the 
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Public Health Department, and so his ultimate standard of living remains the 
same or even falls? He must take active measures to control the size of 
his family, and also the amount of his debts and the rate of interest he pays 
for them. He is unlikely to do this until enlightened by education, and by 
education is implied not mere literacy but the development of his mental 
powers, of his native shrewdness, and of his knowledge specially in such 
matters as affect his own wellbeing.,-in a word, his worldly wisdoTIl. Such 
enlightenment can best be provided by the co-operative and panchayat move
ments. The future co-operative society should address itself to meeting the 
general needs of its members and not merely to supplying cheep credit; the 
supply of ~elected seeds, of improved agricultural implements and plough 
buI,locks, the marketing of crops, the problems of illiteracy, sanitation, birth· 
cuntrol, human and cattle disease the prevention of waste and extravagance 
-in fact every form of activity which will make for the improvement of the 
peasant's lot should come within its scope. The supply of cheap credit will 
continue, but only as a means to an end. In operations such as these Gov
ernment can obviously play but a seconda~'y part. It can assist and advise 
through its various departments, but the leaders and organizers must ceme 
from the people, preferably from among the peasants themselves. Panchayats 
working in conjunction with co-operative societies could do much good work 
in this respect, especially in fostering a desire among tho peasantry themselves 
tor an improvement in their own social and economic conditions. This 
absence of a desire for better things on the part of the peasantry ana. their 
fatalistic and improvident contmtment with their pres6nt lot, has, in the past, 
proved an insuperablE; obstacle to all the measures Government has taken 
with _a view to improving existing conditions. 

50. Before leaving this questlOn of the economic condition of cul
tivators brief mentiGn must be made of the most grave and complicated prob· 
lem which faced Govemment at the close of the decade as a result of the {all 
in prices of agricultural produce. Rents had risen ste:>dily with prices 'until 
the level was such that they could only be paid provided the price-level was 
ma.intained. In the case of recent settlements the revenue also bad been 
enhanced, though in nothing like the same proportion as the lent rolls. When 
prices crashed and showed no signs ,of recovery it became apparent that the 
existing rents could not be paid so Government had not only to grant large 
remission of revenue and rent but also to undertake a wholesale revision of the 
prevailing rents (especially those of statutOlY tenants) and ~n some cases of 
revenue, in order to save both landlords and tenants from ruin and the country 
from economic disaster and chaos. In the revenue year 1929-30 nearly Rs. 33 
lakhs of revenue were remitted and a quarter of a lakh suspended. In the year 
1930-31 the corresponding figures reached no less than J3.s. 135! hkhs and 
Rs. Ii lakhs respectively. 

In each year roughly three times the (l bove amounts were remitted in rents. 
The question of reductions in rent..and revenue for 1931-2 were considered 

by a Rent f:nd Revenue Committee who decided that, as prices had fallen 
approximately to their level III 1901, rents should be brought back to the level 
of that yea.r, due allowance being made for improvements and the develop· 

r ments ot communications, irrigation, crc.pping a:vd outturn cf the last 30 years. 
As a result rents have been temporarily reduced by Rs. 4121akhs, and revenue by 
Rs.110 lakhs. In the 30 years 1901-1931 rents had rism by Rs. 665lakhs and 
revenue by Rs. 75 Jakhs, so that it will be seen how tar Government has gone 
in its anxiety to relieve economic pressure. The temporarily revised Govern
ment revenue now stands actually lower than It Qi.d 30 years ago. For a tuller 
account of these matters the reader is referred to an excel1ent little pamphlet 
entitled Rent and Revenue Policy in the United Provinces prepared in 1931 
by Mr. A. A. Waugh, I.O.S., who was then Settlem2nt Officer of Meerut. How 
far these measures will suffice to restore the economic condition of agriculturists 
time will prove and the results will be chronicled by my successor. 

5!. The agriculturalla bourer is ot lesR economic importance in this pro
vince than the cultivating owner or tenant who outnumbers him by almost 
eight to one. Whereas in 1921, in England and Wales t.here were 1,688 
labourers to every 1,000 farmers, in this Province there are only 126 labourers 
to every 1,000 cultivating landlords and tenants. It is practically only the 
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high caste cultivators' who employ agricultural labourer, the latter being 
drawn as a rule from amongst the lower castes. About 65 per cent. of 
agricultural labourers are paid their wages in cash, 20 per cent. in kind 
and 15 per cent. partly _in flach. The tendency is to repl$ce grain wages by 
cash. Spmetimes a 18 bourer: t~$.e.s a plot of land either rent.free or at a 
nominal rent~I in lieu of wages. The economic condition of agricultural 
labour naturally depends upon the prosperity of the cultivating classes and on 
the amount of labour available. At the begjnning of the decade, partly 
owing to heavy recruitment for the army during the war, and still more on 
account of the heavy influenza mortality of 1918-19, a. shortage of labour was 
experitmced in the province. As prices of agricultural produce ruled higb and 
seasons were favourable there was, as mentioned in paragraph 39 supra, an 
ample demand for agricultur:')ollabourers dur:ing the first seven years, and wages 
by 192~ were 50 per cent. above those in 1916. But even then wages ranged as 
low as 4 anI,las to 4 annas ~ pies per diem, from which the extremely low standard 
of living of agricultural ~abourers in the province can weIl be imagined. As 
Suell as agricultural cop.ditions decline the demand for labour goes down, and 
having no margin of reserve the surplus labourers ba.ve to seek work as general 
labourers and this usually means migration to towns and cities in search of 
eU'.ployment. The unfavourable last three years of the decade must have 
involved considerable suffeTing for the labouring classes, whose position is 
always precarious, being, as it is, indissolubly connected with the failure 
or success of crops. More will be said on this subject in Chapter VIII
Occupation. 

52. Industrial labour is drawn for the few industrial centres ot this 
prpvince from the surr:ounding rU~8{areas and even Oawnpore can secure most 
of the workers it needs at present from the neighbouring districts (see Appendix 
A of Chapter VIII). Labourers, although employed in factories still retain 

. contact with their villages and do not become divoreed from the land as in 
the West. Many of them leav~ behind their wives and children to cultivate 
their holdings at home and even if they leave no holdings they plefer to leave 
their ~amily in the village where their maintenance ~., simpler lInd less costly. 
The industrial labourer is still a villagel' at heart as a result of his traditions 
and upbringing. He considers himself a mere stranger in an industrial centre, 
sent there .by10£c6 of circumstanoe to earn a livelihood, to remit money to his 
family left at home, and to save as much as he can. Hence such migration is 
rarely perma:qent, the industrial worker is not cut off from village life, and his 
economic condition is often closely linked to that of agriculturists. 

T4e most important industrial centre in.the province is the city of CaWli
pore w~~re the majority of industrialla bour is employed in cotton and woollen 
mills, leather fa.ctories, engineering and·metals works.. Below are given ,some 
facts and figures which throw light on the econo~ic position of skilled and 
unskilled labour in that city (which is largely typical of the few otlier indus
trial centres of this province) towards the end of the decade. 

The average earnings of skilled la:bour* were :-

(If Cotto.n Mill operative weavers 
Ditto spinners 

(2) Engineering and metal industries
(a) Carpenters .. 
(b) Blacksmiths, litters and turners .. 
(c) Masons 

Rs. per mensem. 
.. 33 
.. 25 

.. 35 

.. 40 

.. 30 
(3) Seasonal faptorics (e.g., cotton ginning and pressing)-

MaIzs I ., 15 

Females .. .•.. 10 
In respect of both income and expenditure it is the family pnd not the 

individual that is important in relation to the standard of living. The'figures 
collected in this province of the ea.rnings of skil~ed industrial workers for the 
use of the Royal Commission on La bour ,(I 931) reveal tha.t ilie great ~ajol'ity 

"" * See page 197 et seg., of the Report of the Ro,Yal Comlnission on Labo\lr in Ijldi\l, 19~1. 
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of families do not receive more than Rs. 30 per m.ensem in the citi€s of Cawnpore, 
J~ucknow and Gorakhpur. ~he level is probably higher in Cawnpore than in 
other centres, but even here it was estiJIlated that among the rank ..and file 
of industrial workers the average family earnings did not exceed Rs. 25 per 
month. 

On the lines of the budgets printed on page 206 of the Report, the follow
ing figures ha~e been prepared for Cawnpore on the basis of prices as they 
stood in 1931, ~.e., after the fall in agri.cRltural prices. The expenditure Ot a. 
worker who lives with his family in the city where he works has been shown ~ 
separately from the expenditure Of a worker who lives alone and remits his 
savings home to his family. 

Item. Worker living 
with his family. . 

Worker living 
a'lone. 

I 
-

Expenditure on- RE. 00. Rs. <as. 

Cereals .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 0 2 0 
Pulses -. . . .. .. ., .. .. I 8 ~ 0 
Vegetables .. .. '" . . .. " .. 1 .0 0 8 
Salt .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 0 6 0 3 
Condiments .. .. ., .. . . J .0 1) ~2 
Sngar.and _eetmea.ti_ .. ."....,.,...,._ . . . .- .. , 1 0 } Milkandglvi .. " .. .. .. .. 2 8 0 8 
Other food items .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 0 
Fuel andli.ghtillg ',' .. .. ., .. 3 0 2 0 
Clothing ~. .. .. .. .. .. I .. 4 0 I 0 
HOlllle rent •• .. . .. .. ~.~ 2 8 2 0 
Hair,auttillg and washernlltll .. .. .. .. .. I P 0 8 
Tobacco •• .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 I~ 0 9 
Liquor .. .. .. .. .. .. I 8 I 0 
Interest on debt .. .. .. .. .. 2 0 "2 U . 
Tmve~g to and from village t 

, , 2 P I' 0 .. .. .. .. ' .. 
~ -. - - - . 

Total expenditure .. .. .. /' .. .. .28 :2 15 0 
Income I .. .. .. .. .. .. 30 iO 30 0 

} I . l 

Balance .. .. .. .. .. . . .. +1 14 +15: '0 . .. 
The operative who !lives allone can remiit nalf his wages to his village for 

the sup.port .of .his family.,..and for .savings.. The.. Dperathw wlw .brings ~hls. 
family to the city cam. ..en the other hood save but little. These figures show 
that as prices .and wages stood. ai the close of the decade the, econ@lic e()ndi· 
tion of the skilled and industriallabour.er was tolerable. He oould at least make 
both ends meet ;and wa.s certainly rbetter off than the agricultural :labourer 
and better off than many .ouitivators. But the general !poverty 0£ these ;men 
is obvious. Their inoome l-eav.es them little with which to meet .expenditure 
on births, marriages, sickness, and death in ilihe family. Whene<ver .eK'tra 
expenditure is imperative a loan has tQ be raised, in fact very f~w ano' ~ree from 
debt. The Royal Commission tlstimated £hat at lea'St tw.e-thirds are indebted 
and the average deM exceeds three m<mths' wages. Ra.v~ng little ,tOr jfiething 
to .offer !by 'Way filf security 'and being of a migratery nature they have 'to pay 
exorbitant :Tates '0£ interest for £uch. loans. 

The mdustriail wo:riker finds hiim,self :in a vicious circle. TI() stal'it with he 
has a poor phJEiql1e ahd lacks 'both ,physical energy· and mental vigour. This 
r.enders him mefficient (the indian industrial iWorker produces less per unit 
than the worker in .any [Other oountry claiming ito rank -as .a leading industrial 
nation)., a.n.d his pay :c.omes.p.oudiingly litw.. -Conse<jl:uently 'his conditions of 
living as regards diet and surroundings are bad, which still further illlJ>airs 
his .efficiency, and ,so ,increases his pove:r.ty. 

The lowest paid industrial workers are the labourers el!lgaged on manual 
work which does ]lot re.quire any SJibstantial .degree of 'intelligence .or skill. 
These faU r<mghly into tW(!) .QlffilBes. The mst 'COOlsists .0£ a llumlier clla bourers 
regularly employed on manual work in ~actories .and other industrial establish· 
ments, and tlie ,aecoo:rd .{llimsislls ()f the lal'ge volume 'of unski:lled JaboUf :eng~g~d 
invanous miscellaneous occupations on daily tates, finding employment m 

(b) Unskilled 
latour. 
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industry either casually or for limited spells. Labourers of the former class 
do not earn more than Rs. 15 per month; while tho wa.ges paid to the la.tter 
class are influenced to a large ext'cnt by the prevailing rates paid for a.gricul
tuml labour in the neighbourhood, varying from district to district and 
averaging 6 annas a day for men and 4 annas a day for the womenfolk. They 
thus earn more than agricultural labourers but even so cannot maintain 
a family of average ~ize in an industr'ial centre unless there is more than one 
wage-earner in the family. The degree of comfort which they can enjoy is 
therefore dependent on the number of persons in the family (including 
children) who bring money into the home. 

For further information on this subject the reader is referred to the 
R-epurt of the Royal Commission on Labour-in India; 1931, 'which reviews the 
position of industrial labour in all its aspects and suggests ways and means for 
the improvement of its efficiency and for the mitigation of its poverty. 

53. Some idea of ·the progress made during the last decade in industry 
in the province can be gleaned from the following- figurBs. They concern all 
factories registered lfnder the Indian Factories Acto);' (XII of 1911, as modified 
up to June 1, 1926), and have been abstracted from the Annual Reports 
on the working of that Act for the years 1921-30, published by the Chief 
Inspector of Factories and Boilers, to which the seeker after more detailed 

information ~is referred. 
'i Factories that worked 

during the year. ~verage e:rpployed daHy. 

Year. Adults. Children. 

Total. Fereh- Seasonal. Persons, mal. Persons, . Males. Females. Persons. Males . Femal as. 

--- --------------
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 _------- - --

1921 .. .. t218 95 123 69,172 66,983 61,269 '5,714 2,189 2,148 41-
1922 .. .. t245 116 129 72,545 70,780 64,754 6,026 1,765 1,713 52 
1923 .. .. 240 132 108 73,906 72,335 66,780 5,555 1,571 1,523 48 
1924 .. .. 257 '153 104 77,202 75,823 70,375 5,448 1,379 1,346 33 
1925 .. .. 276 170 106 78,942 77,076 71,438 5,638 1,866 1,847 19 
1926 .. .. 313 191 122 85,517 83,747 77.102 6.645 1.770 1.688 82 
1927 .. ., 332 .206 126 88,319 86,713 80,146 6,567 1.606 1,514 92 
1928 .. 338 209 129 86,531 85,455 79,112 6,343 [,076 1,030 46 
1929 

, 
349 221 128 91,188 90,079 83,717 6,362 1,109 1,066 43 .. .. 

1930 .. .. 376 237 139 92,161 91,298 84,675 6,623 863 847 16 

The total number of registered working factories has increased by 158 
or 72' 5 per cent. in the last 10 years. (The actual increase is a little higher 
because some factories shown in 1921 did not work.) 

This increase includes 142 perennial and 16 seasonal factories, i.e. increases 
of 149' 5 per cent. and 13'0 per cent. respectively on the 1921 figures. The 
biggest increases in the number of working factories are in districts Cawn
pore (from 47 to 73), Debra Dun (from nil to 17), Lucknow (from 12 to 27), 
Benares (from 2 to 16), Agra (from 19 to 30), Allahabad (from 14 to 24), Bareilly 
(from 4 to 13) and Gorakhpur (from 6 to 15). The chief increases in Cawnpore 
were under Engineering (7); Textile Factories (5); Chemical dyes, oil mills, 
etc. (5); Printing, book-binding, etc. (4); in Dehra Dun-Tea factories (14); 
in Lucknow, Engineering (6), Printing, book-binding, etc. (3), in Benares-· 
_Engineering (4), Printing, book-binding, etc. (3) and Jute Presses (2); in 
Agra-Metal foundries (7) ; in Allahabad-Printing, book-binding, etc. (9); in 
Bareilly-Chemicals, matches, etc. (4), Engineering (3) and Flour mills (3); 
and in Gorakhpur--Sugar factories (6). Taking the province as a whole (Bri
tish territory only) the largest increases are in food, drink and tobacco factories 

* The definition of a factory under this Act is-
(a) any premises wherein, or within the precincts of which, on anyone das in the year not lass than 

twenty persons are ~imultaneously employed and steam, water or other mechanical power, or 
electrical power, is used in aid of any manufacturing process; or 

(b) any premises wherein, or within the precincts of which, on anyone day in the year not less than 
ten persons are simultaneously employed and any manufacturing process is carried on, whether 
any such power is used in aid thereol or not, which haVe been declared by the local Government, 
by notification in the local official Gazette. to be a factory. 

NOTE :-There io, at present only one factory in this province declared as such under (b) above. 
tSome of these factories did not work in these years but actual details aro lacking. From 1923 onwards only 

those f<lctories which actually worked in the year concorned are included. 
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(46); Engineering, including electrical, general and motor (22); Printing, 
paper mills, book-binding, etc. (21); Chemical, matches, dyes, etc. (19); 
Processos relating to wood, stone and glass (16); Railway workshops (12) ; 
Metal foundries (5). Slight decreases have occurred under Gins and Presses 
(7), and Tanneries and leather-works (2). 

The average number of persons employed has risen from 69,172 to 92,161 
or by 33' 2 per cent. Though the increase is largo proportionally, it is intrin
sically negligible and so also is the total number employ(-;d in all organized indus
tries compared with the 23* million workers at all occupations in thb province 
(British territory only). Cawnpore district is responsible for over one-third 
of the total industrial employment of the province, Lucknow comes next with 
one-eighth. Aligarh comes next with less than half the Lucknow figure. 
The totals of statement III, printed at pages 28-29 of the Annual Report on 
the working of the Indian Factories Act for the year 1930, illustrate strikingly 
how ~ttle industry, as understood in the West,_ has as yet touched this 
provmce. 

In this connexion it is also notable how slowly private enterprise is entering 
the industrial world. In 1921, 20'1 per cent. of industrial labour waf, 
employed in Government and Local Fund Factories, etc., the corresponding 
figure is now 23' 4 p,er cont. This increase is certainly due to the State 
having taken over some private railways since last census; but excluding the 
labour employed on these the percentage of industrial workers employed 
by Government and local bodies would be about 17, so that in the last 10 yoars 
private enterprise in other directions has gained a little, but very little, on 
Government and local bodies as employers of industrial labour_. 

The following figures show for the more important industries the vari
ations in the average number of employees between 1921 and 1930 :-

---
Average number of 

Variation 1921-30. employees. 
Occupation. 

Percent-1921. 1930. Actual. age. 

Cotton spinning, weaving and other factories .. .. 18,534 27,235 +8,701 +46'9 
Cotton ginning, cleaning and pressing mills .. ., 9,559 10,339 +780 +8'2 Railway workshops .. .. .. .. 15,508 17,048 +1,540 +9'9 
Le6.ther work.q of all kinds •. " .. .. 6,720 3,088 -3,632 -54'0 
Printing presses .. .. .. .. 3,567 4,322 +755 +21-2 
Sugar factories •• .. .. .. .. 3,036 7,126 +4,090 +134'7 Woollen mills ., .. .. ., .. 2,955 1,592 -1,363 --46'1 
Engineering (all kinds) .. .. .. .. 2,509 2,762 +253 +10'( 

Sugar factories and cotton spinning, weaving arid other factories have 
made notable advances, whereas the number of workers employed in leaGher 
tanneries and factories, and woollen mills have materially declined. 

It is noteworthy that whereas the increase in male adult industrial workers 
amounts to 38' 2 per cent. in the decade, female adult workers have increased 
by only 15' 9 per cent., and have not increased at an in the last five years. 
The concentrated organized industries evidently have no attractianfl for 
women workers. *Juvenile labour, which was never very considerable, has 
declined steadily, in part due to the raising of the minimum age limit in 
1923 from 9 to 12 years. The increa.se in 1925 was due to the Government 
Opium Factory being registered for the first time in which nearly 700 juveniles 
were then working. This number has steadily fallen since. J uvenilo labour 
is almost exclusively male. 

In 1930 of every 1,000 persons employed in registered working factories 
919 were male adults, 72 were female adults and 9 were children (males 
except for a fraction). 

Some idea of the efforts made by Government and private firms and 
companies to secure for industrial workers healthy and safe conditions in 
factories, a.nd more sanitary conditions in their dwellings, can be obtained 
from the Annual Reports referred to above, especially on pages 12 and 13 of 
the report of 1930. Many 01 the large industrial concerns in the province 
do something in this direction by providing model settlements, pure water 

• A juvenile worker is defined in the Act as a per.on under fif,e~n years of age. Prior to 1922 the limit was 
fourteen. The number of jllvenile workers deolined in 1922 in spite of tho inolusion of persons 14 years of age bnt 

not 15. 
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supplies,' clinics and dispensaries, free medical attendance or donations to 
hospitals and dispensaries, and schools for thtoir employees' children. lhe 
East Indian Railway Oil Mill at Manauri and the Cotton and Woollen 
Mills in Cawnpore have "creches" where mothers can leave their children 
during work hours, in many cases free milk and sometimes clea,n clothes 
are provided by the mill. Provision is aJso made for outdoor and indoor 
recreations and games by some firms. The British India Corporation has 
set a splendid example by their liberality in welfare work. On the othH hand 
it is regrettable to have to record that Indian-owned and managed con
cerns have not done much for the welfare of their employees. They do not 
appear to have availed themselves of the experienoe gained in this reSpeot by 
Western industrial nations. 

-54. Unfortunately no statistics regarding the trade of the province 
have been collected since 1922. 

55. A full account of the provincial railway system was given on pages 
22 and 23 of the Census Report, 1911, and the additions between 1911 and 
1921 are referred, to in the footnote to page 36 of the 1921 Report. Most 
railway timetables arb furnished with good maps that give a clear and com
prehensive idea of the ~ystem. It is only neoessary to mention here the new 
lintS that have been constructed since 1921. 

The Bmgal and North-Western Railway at the end of 1925 opened 25 miles 
of new line joining Pharenda ana Nautanwan. This gives the latter town 
direct railway communication with Gorakhpur and should lead to further deve· 
lopment {)f the north-west of Gorakhpur district and facilitate trade with Nepal. 

The East Indian Railway are responsible for the foRowing ~-
{l) reopened in 1921-22 n.early 15 miles between Raja-ka-SahaspuI 

alid Sambhal Hatim Sarai (which had been closed during 
the War) .giving Sambhal City its only railway communication 
with the outer world ; , 

'(2) opened in 1927-28 seven miles of line joining Rikhikesh to Raiwala 
on the Lakhsar·Dehra Dun branch; 

(3) reopened in 1927-2"8 "the fifteen miles of the Dal;mau-Daryapur 
branch which had been closed during the War; This put~ a 
goodish ~rea in the south-west of Rae Bareli district in. ili.rect 
communication with such markets as Cawnpore and Allah· 
abad; ~ 

(4:) in 1929-30 opened 37 miles of line joining Chandpur and B,ijnor 
with Muazzampur Narain on the main line. Hitherto Bijn@r 
had been 19 miles b_y road hom the nearest 1!3ilway.station. 
This line should do much to open up Bijnor district ; 

(5) in 1930-31 opened 48 miles of line joining Unao to Madhoga,nj, 
which should improve the marketing ;facilities of the area& 
on the left bank of the Ganges in Unao and part of Hardoi 
districts; 

(6) in 1930-31 opened 28 miles (between Utraitia and Haidargarh) of 
a new line to join Lucknow (via -Utra,itia) with Sultanpur and 
Jaunpur (via Zafarabad). The 51 miler-, joining Haidar.garh 
and Sultanpur were opent;d in 1931 and 6arly 1932 and the 
remaining 47 milts between Sultanpur .and Zafarabad were 
opened by May 1932. As a result a, large tract en .the right 
bank of the river Gomti will he put into direct touch with tb.{; 
markets of Lucknow. The areas so bE'nefited are the s.outh
east of Luclrnow distlict, south of Bara Banki, north of Rae 
BD-rdi, north of Sultanpur, north·east of P.artabgaxh and north· 
we&t of Jaunpur . 

. . , The Grcat Indian Penjnsula Railway opened.. 43 miles. of?n~ in 1'928-29 
JOl.I1lng up the towns of Bah and Fatehabaii with Agra. ThIS will Improve tbe 
marketing :facilities of the south-east of Agra district lying aiong the right 
hank of the J arona river . 

.56. jl ital .stati8tic8.~In Turai mortuary Circles the reporting agency 
of births ,and deaths is the village ,chau'kiClar whG is an illiterate, 'low-paid 
official. On his visits ·to ,the polioe station he brings his ileco~d of births and 
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deaths written up either by the patwari of the village or any other Uterate 
person whom he can persuade to do it for him. lie is frequeI}.tly away from 
his beat assisting the police, giving evidence in court and so on, so that ertors 
in recording both births a.nd deaths during his ab~ence are bound to be 
numerous. To make matters worse, iIl1922 the number of such chaukidars was 
reduced by nearly half, so that the accuracy of these statistics has been still 
further impaired. .A chaukidar might be expected to know with some degree 
of accuracy the domestic events occurring in his own village, but now that 
he often has three or four villages in his beat he can have no personal know
ledge of such events in most of his area. This loss of personal knowledge 
is nothing short or disastrous when it is remembered that the average hea.d 
of a family would never think of making a report of such events himse1f. 
The statIstics, are supposed to be tested regularly by superior officers and 
vaccinators. During the past decade the former discovered on an average 
2' 89 per cent. of omissions of births and 2 '13 per cent. of ,omissions of deaths, 
and the latter 1 '17 per cent. and O' 84 per cent. respectively. This alone means 
an understatemtnt 'of some 40q,OOO births and 250,000 deaths during the 
decade, and checking, even if done conscientiously, is a difficult ma.twr. In town 
circles mort accuracy is to be expected but owing to the congestion exiE.ting 
in many large towns here too ihe r6cord must to some extent btl dtfec~ive. 
Nevertheless these statistics prove a useful relative guide to the conditions of 
public health from year to year. The following table shows the number of 
births and deaths recorded in each year of the last two decades :-

Excess of 
Year. Births. Deaths. births over 

deaths. 

1911 .. .. .. ' . .. . . 2,053,324 2,105,292 -51,968 
1912 .. .. .. " .. .. 2,125,585 ],400,807 +724,778 
1913 . , .. .. .. ., ., 2,232,999 ],631,693 +601,306 
1914 .. .. .. .. .. ' . 2,104,554" 1.567,266 +537,288 
1915 .. .. .. .. .. ' . 2,036,121 1,406,743 +629,378 
1916 .. .. .. .. .. " 2,017,756 ],381,299 +636,457 
1917 .. .. .. .. .. ., 2,157,642 1,774,896 +382,746 
1918 .. .. .. .. .. ., 1,867,844 3,856,762 -1,988,918 
1919 . , .. ' . .. .. ., 1,516,497 1,951,662 -435,165 
1920 .. .. .. .. . . , . 1.664,192 1.742,835 -78,643 

Total 1911-20 .. .. 19,776,514 18,819,255 +957,259 

1921 .. .. .. .. .. . . 1.560,602 1,795,445 -234,843 
1922 . , .. .. .. .. . . 1,459.788 1,134,880 +324,908 
1923 .. .. .. .. .. ' . 1,635,450 1,060,304 +575,146 
1924 .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,575,310 1,283,872 +291,438 
1925 .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,485,275 1,124,248 +361,027 
1926 .. .. .. .. .. .. \,552,054 1,138,884 +413,170 
1927 . , .. .. .. .. 1,666,479 1,025,075 +641,404 
1928 .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,735,159 1,095,736 +639,423 
1929 .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,557,726 1,100,684 +457,042 
1930 .. .~ .. .. .. \,693,173 1,234,120 +459,053 

Total 1921-30 .. .. 15,921:-,016 11,993,248 +3,927,768 

The first point noticeable is the decrease in the numbe~ of births compared 
with the previous decade by 3,845,498 and the still bigger decrease ip the 
number of deaths, viz., 6,826,007. The rates per mille of the population of 
1921- are 35'1 births and 26'4 deaths compared with 42' 3 and 40' 2 of the 
decade 1911-20. (The .actual rates for each year based on the calculated 
population of each year will be found in Subsidiary Table VIII of Chapter IV 
For the deca.de in the province as a whole the average yearly death-rate so 
calculated was male 20'3, female 25'4.) We shall see later that both births 
and deaths have been under-recorded to a somewhat lat'ger extent in 
the last than in former decades; but this does not alter the po~ition for the 
act'IJal birlihs and deaths of the last decade are one million and 3f million 
respectively, less than the recorded births and deaths of the decade 1911~20. 
The omissions (especially in deaths) in that decade are Imown to have been 
very hea.vy 80 th,at it is cllJlJ,r that th{,)re has b~en a very marked reductiop in. 
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the actual numbcr of births and a far larger reduction in the actual number of 
deaths. The decline in births meant less imantile mortality always propor
tionally very high in India compared with its level in European countries, an'd 
this has contributed to a bmaU extent to keeping down the number of deaths, 
but the main reason for this low mortality is undoubtedly the absence of 
seriom epidemics during the past decade. Subsidiary Ta.ble X of Chapter IV 
shows the mortality occasioned by various diseases YEar by year since 1921. 

Fever which of coune includes any disease accompanied by fever which 
the chaukidar cannot definitely identify as something el~e*, has be(:'n responsi-· 
ble for roughly 9 million deaths (754 per mille of the total deaths), that is only 
two-thirds ot the deaths ascribed to this cause in each of the two previous 
decades. It is probably true that the majority of these deaths are at any 
rate in part due to malaria. The 1921 figures include deaths from influenza. 
which approximated to 2i millicns, so tbat even allowing for tbis, fever has 
claimed fewer victims in this decade than in the previous. It has never appeared 
in epidemic form during the decade. It was worst in 1921, though even in that 
year deaths ~;howed a decline from the previous year. The average death
rate per mille per annum from fever during tbe decade was males 20'0, 
females 19'0. The Public Health Department, which has expanded consider
ably in the last 10 yearS and now has a District Health Officer and staff in 28 
out of the 48 districts of the province, have devoted much energy to the fight 
agajnsL malaria, especially by means of the administratiGn of cinchona febrifuge 
in Imitable doses to sufferers from the disease. 

Plague has been responsible for 429,136 deaths (36 per mille of the_ total 
deaths) as against 1,112,380 in the previous decade, and 1,315,252 between 1901 
and 19l1. This is a very marked improvement, and there are flome pEople who 
think that the population is becoming inoculated to some extent egainst th{l 
disease; t -which made its first appearance in the province at the opening of the
century. The average death-rate per mille per annum in the decade has been 
males 0'8, females 1'1. This compares very favourably with the last two 
decades. Mortality from this c?use was relatively high in 1923, 1924, 1926 and 
1928. The Public Health Department performed 131,320 plague inoculations 
in the decade and have supervised the evacuation of houses and destruction of 
rats. 

Oholera wa:; responsible for 420,891 deaths (35 per mille of the total 
deatha-) in the decade as against 582,819 in the previous decade and 634,534 
between 1901 and 1911. Here again is a I"atisfactory decline, part of which 
may justly be credited to the Public Health Department who have taken speedy 
mea.sures to isolate any outbreaks that have occurred and have devoted special 
attention, to fairs, a very fruitful source of infection. The average death-rate 
per mille per annum from cholera. has been males 0'9, females 0'9. Mortality 
from this cause was relatively high in 1921, 1924, 1929 and 1930. Inoculation 
has been ,resorted to with considerable success for this disease also. 

Small-pox has accounted for 60,247 deaths (5 per mille of the total 
deaths) in the decade, giving an average annual death-rate of males 0'1, fomales 
cyr. Between 1891 and 1900, deaths from this cauee numbered 182,290, 
and frOID 1901-10 numbered 140,801. Here again there has been ~ ma.rked 
improvement due no doubt t.o the conversion of the people to the advantages 
of vaccination. The records show that 1,443,473 people were vaccinated during 
the decade. Mortality from this disease was relatively higher ill 1926, 1929 
I1nd 1930. 

Tile relative healthiness of each year of the decade was as follow& :-
1921L-unhealthy, fever and cholera very prevalent. 
1922--0. healthy year. r 
1923-;-a very healthy year, though plague was prevalent in some parts. 
1924-a fairly healthy year, though plague and e~peeially cholera 

were active in some areas. 
1925-0. healthy year, apart from some plague and small-pox. 
1926-a healthy yea.r, though there was somo plague and small-pox. 
1927-tho healthiest year of the decade. 

* The Public Health Department is endeavouring to instruct caaukidars and others in simple rules lor ~he 
more accurate diagnosis of the cause of deal-h-, 

tIt may,be that the rats are developing greater powers of resist.v.nce. 
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1928-another healthy year, with the lowest fever mortality of the 
decade (due probably to the failure of the rains), thcugr plague 
mortality reached its highest in the decade and therE! was more 
cholera mortality than usual. 

1929-80 healthy year, apart from some cholera and small-pox. 
1930-not quite so healthy as most years of the decade, fever mortality 

was relatively high and there was some cholera and small
pox. 

To eum up, the decade has been a most remarkable one from the public 
health point of view and no decade on record has been so free from epidemics, 
part at least of which may be ascribed to the increasing ccnversion of the 
popUlation to western remedies and to the efforts of the Public B:ealth Depart· 
menu. Clearly it is this freedom from epidemic diseaEe which is mainly 
responsible for the large growth in the population in the last ten ye&rs. 

Below are shown the variation from the average of the decade in the case 
of births, deaths and the excess of the former ovel.' the latter :-

Variation from average figures for 1921-1930. 

Births. .Deaths. Excess of births 
Ye[U". over deaths. 

-

Actua1s. Serial ActuaIs. Serial Actuals. Serial 
order. order. order. 

-----
1921 .. .. ., .. -31,500 6 +596,120 10 -627,620 10 

1922 .. .. .. .. -132,314 10 --&1,445 6 -67,869 8 
~ '!:!IS 

1923 .. .. .. .. +43,348 4 -139,021 2 +182,369 3 

1924 .. .. .. -16,792 5 +84,547 9 -101,339 9 

1925 .. .. .. .. -106.827 9 -75.0n 5 -31,750 7 

1926 .. .. .. .. -40,048 8 -60,441 7 +20.393 6 

1927 .. .. .. .. +74,377 3 -174,250 1 +248,627 1 

1928 .. .. .. . . +143,057 1 -103,589 3 +246,646 2 

1929 .. .. .. . . -34.?76 7 -98,641 4 +64,265 5 

1930 .. .. .. . . +101,071 2 +34,795 8 +66,276 4 

It will be seen that the number of births has varied between -8'3 and 
+9'0 per cent. of the average of the decade, whereas the number of deaths has 
varied bet ",een -14' 5 and +49' 7 per cent. of the average pumber of deaths. 
A compariwn of the serial numbers under each head will sbow how much more 
the variations in the population are due to variations in the nUlIl ber (J deat·hE, 
than in the number of births, in other words, how much more the variations 
in population are due to the incidence of disea&e in epidemic form than to all 
the factors which go to affect the birth-rate put together. The fact that the 
vital statistics are under-stated does not affect this ar6ument, a5 it is based 
only on the figures relativ6ly year by year. For further information on this 
subject, vide paragra.ph 19 of Chapter IV-Age. 

57. It if'! obvious that if the population were disturbed by no cause The calculated 
save birth and death, and the record of births and deaths were accurate, lihm population. 
the enumerated population of last census plus the births and minus the deaths 
of the decade would equal the population onumerated at this census. The 
figures are shown for British territory in the following table :-

Calculated population. 

Enumerated population, 1921 
Birlhs, 1921--1930 
Deaths. 1921-1930 .. 
Calculated population. 193 I 
Enumerated population, 1931 
Difference 

8 

Persons. 

45.374,939 
15,921,016 
11,993.248 
49,302,707 
48,408.763 
--893,944 

Males. 

23,787,281 
8,411,956 
6,393,985 

25,805,252 
25,445.006 
-360,246 

Females. 

21.587,658 
7,509,060 
5.599,263 

23,497.455 
22,963,757 
-533,698 
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This deficit is the algebraic sum of the errors in the vital statiEitics and 
of the balance of migration. 

58. By the natural populat,ion of 

Item. I Per· 
8000.* 

Males.* Females.* 

Enumerated population, 1931 48,409 25,445 22,964 
Immigrants (to be deducted) 632 276 356 
Emigrants (to bo addod) .. 1,640 983 657 
Natural population 1931 .. 49,417 26,152 23,265 

1921 46,312 24,431 21,881 
Inc;~ase in ~~tural, popul~: 3,105 1,721 1,384 

tion, 1921-193], 
Percentage increase 1921- 6·7 7"0 6·3 

1931. 

* 000'. omitt ·d. 

any area is meant the nurr.ber of 
persons living at a particular time 
who were born in that area, no 
matter where they happen to 
reside at the given time. It is 
the actual or de facto population 
minus the number of immigrants 
to the area, plus the Dumber of 
emigrants livinp: in other areas 
at the time. The natural popu
lation of the province (British 
territory only) is shown in the 
margin. The figures ignore over

seas and other ex-India emigration about which little is known except 
thH the former js prcbably proportionally negligible in volume. Now 
the increase in the natural population of British territory between 1921 
and 1931 is equal to the excess of births over deaths in that area plu8 the number 
of immigrants who died in the area between 1921 and 1931 minus the number 
born in the area who died elsewhere during the same period. As we have no statis
tics for deaths among immigrants or emigrants we must estimate them approxi
mately. The proportion of hoth immigrants and emigrants to the natural 
population is small, so any reasonable mistake we may make in the esti
mates will not seriuusly affect our calculation fl. The number of immigrants to 
the British territory of the province in 1921 was 529 thousand (males 226 
thousand; females 303 thousand). In 1931 it was 632 thousand (males 276 
thousand; females 356 thousapd). The average present during the decade 
may be taken at 580 thc,usand (males 251 thousand; females 329 thousand). 
In thes[ me way we may take the average number of emigrants at 1,553 thousand 
(males 927 thoUl~and ; females 626 thousa,nd), the figures for emigrants being in 
1921 persons 1,466 thousand (males 870 thousand; females 596 thousand), and 
in 1931 persons 1,640 thousand (males 983 thousand; females 657 thousand). 
The death-rate per mille among those born in and residing in British territory, 
based on the reported deaths of the decade and average population of 1921 
a:ud 1931 is 256; but as we shall see later the deaths have been very largely 
under-recorded. A closer approximation is 300. Immigrants to this province 
are largely women among whom the death-rate is likely to be somewhat higher 
than the aVeJage. On the other hand, many immigrants are better off than the 
resident population and have a lower death-rate. Considering all things 300 
may be taken as a fair figure. Deaths among immigrants were thus roughly 
174 thousand (males 74 thc..usand; females 100 thcusa.nd). Among emigrants 
males prepondera.te, but this is set off by the fact that the emigrants are probab
ly not so "\VeIl off as a class as the immigrants who come to this province. They 
go to all the large provinces and the average death-rate among them is therefore, 
likely to be normal. In the absence of any serious calamities during the past 
decadlj we may take this rate also to be the general rate ior the Dnjted Provinces, 
viz., 300 per mille far the decade. This giVfS deaths among emigrants in the 
decade as 466 thousand (males 276 thousand; females 190 thousand). The 
increas€in the natural population has been 3,105 thousand (males 1,721 thousand; 
females 1,384 thousand). The excess of: births over deaths in the p_rovince 
calculated thus has been 3,397 thousand (males 1,923 thousand; females 1,474 
thousand). According to the vital statistics it has been 3,928 thousand (males 
2,018 thousand; females 1,910 thousand). The difference is 531 thousand 
(males 95 thousand; females 436 thousand). This in ten years on a popUlation 
of 46,892 thousand (the average of 1921 and 1931) gives an over-statement in the 
returns of the excess of births over deaths of about l' 15 per mille per annum 
(males O' 39 per mille; females l' 96 per mille). Death-rates have, therefore, 
been under. stated in the returns by so much more than birth-rates. 

59. But we can go further than this. Leaving aside the balance of migra
tion the number of children aged 0-10 in 1931 is the number of children born 
in the years 1921 to 1930 less roughly half the number of those who died aged 
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0,-1 in 1921, those who died aged 0-1 and haH those who died aged 1-2 in 
1922, those who died 0-2 and half those who died 2-3 in 1923, and so on, up 
to those who died aged 0-9 and half those who died 9--10 in 1930. 

Item. Total." 

Births during docade .. 15.921 

Deaths of children calculated 4,545 
as above. 

Survivors aged 0-10 .. 11,376 

Children aged 0-10 anumer- 13.378 
atad at census of 193 I. 

Difference .. +2,002 

* ODD's omitted. 

Males." 

8,412 

2,450 

5,962 

6,900 

+938 

Females." 

7.509 

2,095 

5,414 

6.478 

+1,064 

The result of this rather 
tedious calculation is shown in 
the margin. 

This shows us that there were roughly two million more children aged 0-10 
years alive in the province at the final enumeration than the vital statistics 
would allow for. Owing to the preference for stating ages in multiples of 10 
the figure for deaths is, if anything, a.n under-statement of the number of those 
who died aged 0-10, because some of the deaths which occurred at ages of 
8-9 and 9-10 in 1929 and 1930 will have been shown in the ten and over group. 
(The census figures for those aged 0-10 in 1931 have made due allowance for 
such misstatements of age.) 

Aga.in, as regards emigration of children under ten years of age, it cannot 
be very considerable. The practice of married women returning to their parents' 
house at the time of their first confinement no longer prevails in the province, 
but even if it did the province would on this account lose OIl the balance of such 
migration for whereas in 1931, 314 thousand females born in contiguous prov·· 
iuces and states were enumerated in the British territory of this province, 
492 thousand females born in the latter area were enumerated in ccntiguous 
provinces and statE's. Further, it is not likely that a province which loses on 
the balance of migration at all ages would gain on the balance of migration at 
the ages 0-10. Hence we are forced to the conclusion that the births of the 
decade have been very considerably under-recorded, and that a ccnservative 
estimate of the true number of births is that number which allowing for the 
usual proportion of mortality among children would have resulted in 13,378 
thousand children alive and under 10 years of age in 1931. Thus the number 

of births is more nearly ~~:!~~ X 15,921 thousand, i.e., 18,723 thousand (males 
9,737 thousand; females 8,986 thousand). 

We have already found the excess of births over deaths to have been 3,397 
thousand (males 1,923 thousand; females 1,474 thousand), and so a closer 
approximation to the actual number of deaths during the decade would be 
15,326 thousand (males 7,814 thousand; females 7,512 thousand). 

This shows that the minimum percentage errors in recording births and 
deaths in the past decade were--

Persons. Males. Females. 
Births 15 14 16 
Deaths . . . . 22 18 25 

These figures may seem high, but in view of the manner in which the vital statis
tics are collected they cannot be regarded as surprising. It is difficult to esti
mate how far the accuracy of the statistics has suf!ered in the past decade on 
account of the reduction in the number of chaukidars ; but some light is thrown 
on this in paragraphs 8 and 9 of Chapter V. Omissions have undoubtedly 
increased though I im~gine a eonsiderable amount of these percentage errors 
existed in previous decades. The birth and death rates shown later in this 
volume have been worked out on the vital statistics, so the percentage under
statement of those figures shown above, must be borne in mInd when consider
ing those birth and death rates. 

It may be noted here that the omissions of male births are one-eighth 
less than of female births, but omissions of female deaths more than one-third 
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again as frequent as omissions of male deaths; omissions of male deaths are 
nearly one-third as frequent again as omissions of male births, and omissions of 
female deaths are over half as frequent again as omissions at female births. 
These facts appear exactly what might be expected. Deaths of both sexes 
are more likely to be omitted than births because after the lapse of time people 
(especially villagers) do not readily remember deaths, births are more easy to 
remember, for the children born (if they survive) are there to remind. Further, 
the birth or death of a female is of less importance in this country than that of 
a male, so more often goes unreported. When parda is observed unless the 
head of the household reports the birth or death to the chaukidar or other re
cording agency, the latter has no means of knowing, for· he often lives in another 
village, and in the case of a female death w(:uld natually not miss a woman he 
had never seen. 

60. One further important fact emerges from these figures. As shown 
in the margin by taking these correc-

Item_ I s~::* l\:[ales.* Females.- ted vital statistics of the decade we 
------1--- ___ ._ can determine the actual loss -to the 

1,376 province iIi the decade on the balance 
of migration. It is slightly over one-

1,474 third of a million, in which males 
cutnumber females by ntarly three to 

98 one, again a very reasonable result. 

Increase in enumer
ated population, 
1921~193!' 

Exoess of births over 
deaths 1921-1931 
(colTC<)ted figures). 

Loss to province (Bri
tish territory) on 
balanoe of migra
tion. 

3,034 

3,397 

363 

*Ooo's omitted. 

1,658 

),923 

265 

The difference between t~e calculated and enumerated population in 1931 
Rhown in paragraph 57 ha.s thus been a.ccounted for as follows :-

Persons. * Males. * Females. * 
Over-statement of the excess ot bmhs 

over deaths in the vital statistics .. 531 95 436 
Loss on the balance of migration 363 265 98 

Total .. 894 360 534 

It must be borne in mind that the division bet.ween the two hea.ds is dopendent 
on the death-rates selected for emigrants and immigrants. I submit that reason
able rates have been selected. When the same death-rate is taken for both 
emigra.nts and immigrants (as I halTe done) the figure for loss on the halance of 
migration varies by a little under five-sixths of th~ perc6lltage variation in the 
death-rate. 

61. As regards the actual volume of migration in the decade, the follow
ing figures are of interest. In 1921 there were 529 thousand immigrants (males 
226 thousand; females 303 thousand). In 1931 there were 632 thousand 
(males 276 thousand; females 356 thousand). Therefore during the decade 
sufficient immigrants came to supply this increase and to make good the deaths 
which occurred among them. 

This involves the advent of the following immigrants in the decade :-
Persons. * Males. * Females. * 

103 50 53 
174 74 100 

277 124 153 

By a similar calculation the number of emigra.nts who left the province 
must have been~ 

Persons. * 
174 
466 

640 

l\iales.* 
113 
276 

389 

*000'8 omitted. 

Females. * 
61 

190 

251 
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These figurE's, however, do not give the entira volume of migration because some 
of those who were emigrants in 1921 will have returned to their homes in this 
province for good and others must have emigrated in the decade to fill their 
places, and, en the other hand, several of tha 1921 immigrants to this province 
will have returned to their homes outside the province for good and to fill their 
places lithers must have come. These are more diffioult figures to estimate. I 
thin k as a conservative estimate we may put the proportion of immigrants or 
emigrants who return to their homes for good within any ten years as one-half 
the males and none of the females, the latter usually migrating permanently 
for marriage. This assumption will give us the following figures to be added to 
the above ;- . 

Immigrants. 
Persons. * Males. * 

Immigrants, 1921 529 226 
Died during decade 1921-1930 174 74 
Balance 355 152 
Returned home, 1921-1930 76 76 

Emigrants. 
Persons. * Males. * 

Emigrants, 1921 . . 1,466 870 
Died during decade 1921-1930 466 276 
Balance . . 1,000 594 
Returned home, 1921-1930 297 297 

Females. * 
303 
100 
203 

Females.* 

596 
190 
406 

Adding these to the former figures the volume of migration during the decade 
from and to the British territory of the province may be stated as appro xi
mately--

Persons.* Males. * Fcmales*. 
Immigrants . . . . 353 200 153 
Immigrants of 1921 who returned to 

their homes out of the province .. 76 76 
Emigrants . . . . . . 937 686 251 
Emigrants of 1921 who returned to this 

province .. . . . . 297 297 
Loss to the province on the balance of 

migration during decade 1921-1930 363 265 98 

62. As this has been a lengthy and somewhat detailed account of the 
conditions of the past decade a brief summary may be justifia.ble. We have seen 
that the outstanding feature of the decade has been its freedom from epidemics 
in It serious form and the relatively high general standard of public health. 
At the opening of the decade the vitality of the population and the prc.portion 
of persons, specially females, at the reproductive a ges bad been materially 
lowered by the epidemics 01 the previous ten years, especially by influenza. 
This resultE-d in a low birth-rate in the decade under review, but the death· 
rate having been the lowest for at least three decades the net result was a large 
increase in the population. 

Agriculture is the foundation on which the prosperity of the peQple of 
this province rests. The first seven years of the decade were favourable 
and crops, on the whole, above a.verage. During that period prices ruled high 
and wages of agricultural labour rose. The result was that tenants and land
lords put by a considera.ble reserve. The last three years were adverse years 
and those reserves were drawn upon, and agricultural labour was forced into 
the towns to seek employment as general labourers, etc. This deterioration in 
the agricultural si~uation was intensified by the collapse in agricultural prices 
which bbgan in February 1930. Government, however, took speedy measures 
which, so far as can be gathered at present, have been effective because there 
are definite indications that the reserves of agriculturists have still not been 
exhausted. 

Agricultural stock shows signs of improvement, the irrigable area has 
been materially increased by the extension of canals and building of new masonry 
wells, and railway communications have, to some extent, improved. Famine 
or scarcity were negligible. There has been some extension on the .industrial 

* OOO's omitted. 

. 
Summary oJ 
the condition8 
of the decade. 
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side, which may continue as a result of the development of hydro-electric power 
by Government in the west of the province. Industry is, however, still relative
ly of very little account in this province. 'l'he condition of industriallahour has 
been somewhat better than in previous decades, and considerable efforts have 
been made to improve their lot. 

From this it may be inferred that the decade was, on the whole, a favour
able one to the people of this province and although heavy storm· clouds were 
,gathering on the econowio horizon at the close, the reserves of the favourable 
years backed by the efforts of Guvernment should enable the people of the 
provirce to weather the storm. 

PART VI. --MOVEMENT OF THE POPULATION. 

63. The median of the area, of the United Provinces (including the 
States), the point such that f.traight lines drawn north and south, and east and 
west through it, each divides the province into two parts of equal area, falls 
on East Long. 80° 0', North Lat. 27° 15', about 13 miles south -west of :;Hardoi 
municipality. 

The median of populfl'tion is a point such bhat straight lines drawn 
north and south, and east and west through it, each divides the province 
into two parts ot which tho population is equal. In 1881 this point. fell on 
East L0ng. 80° 41', North Lat.. 26° 58', some 41 miles south-east of the area 
median. The area in latitudes north of it bore a population less dense on the 
avemge than the area to the south ot it, due chiefly to the thinly populated 
areas of Himalaya West. Similarly the areas to the west of the median of 
,population were, relatively, on the average less densely populated than the 
areas to the east thereof. 

Since 1881 the median of population has been drawn to East Long. 80° 50', 
Ne;tth Lat. 27° 6', a distance of about 13 miles in a north-easterly direction. 
The northward movement of slightly more than 9 miles is due to proportionally 
larger increases in population in the montane and sub-montane tracts, and the 
eastward movement of practically the same amount is due to the proportionally 
larger increases in population in Sub·Himalaya, East and Oudh. As, except 
for a few of the sub-montane districts,.these areas lose on the balance of migra

tion it if! cleat these increases are in natural population. 

MOVEMENT OF MED/AN ANa CfNTil£ OF PtJPflLATION 188f-1941. 
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The centre of population has a different and somewhat more elabtrate 
mea~ing, being describable as the" Centre of gravity" of the population. 
If the surface of the province be considered as a rigid plane without weigh'c 
but capable of sustaining the population distributed thereon, individuals being 
assumed to be of equal weight and each therefore exerting a pressure on any 
supporting pivotal point directly proportionatE. to their di&tance from that 
point, the pivotal point on which the plane balances would be its centre of 
gravity and this point is referred to by the term "centre of population ". 
The 0entre of population in 1881 fell on East Long. 80° 48', North Lat. 27° 
6'; in the last 50 yea,rs it hae moved north-eaqtward~ to East Long. 80° 49', 
North Lat. 27° 9', a distance of slightly more than 4 miles, being about a mile 
to the ea6t and slightly less than 4 miles to the north. 

The large though sparsely populated areas of Himalaya, West lying at a 
glea~er distance from the area median than the more densely populated areas 
of the province had the effect in 1881 of throwing thE;; centre of population 
farther north than thE'! median of population, and the dem:er population ot the 
eastern part of the province thrQw it farther ea~t. Since 1881 the centre of 
population has moved in the same direction as the median of population 
but the movement has been considerably smaller so that now the "centre" 
actually lies about a mIle weSli ot the" median" and slightly less than 4 miles 
north of it. 

These movements are illustrated in diagram no. 13. 
64. Diagram no. 14 shoWE: the percentage increase in population between Variation i,~ 

1921-31 by natutal divisions. The actual figures are III the margin. The popuLation 

Percentage 
increase in 

Natural division, popUlation 
and density, 

1921-31. 

---
United Provinces (British 

Territory) .. " 6'7 
Himalaya, West .. 8'0 
Sub· Himalaya, East , , 7'6 
Indo.Gangetio Plain, West, , 6'7 
Indo.Ga.ngetic Plain, Central 5'1 
Central India deateau .. 8'7 
East Satpuras .. " 8'9 
Sub· Himalaya, East ,. S'I 
Indo.Gangetio Plain, East, , 6'0 

Actual 
increase in 

mean density, 
1921-31. 

29 
8 

31 
34 
27 
[7 
[4 
49 
43 

percentage increase in dens~ty is since 1921 by 
the same a.s that for population in natural 
each case, as the areas on which the division8. 
densities are calculated were the 
same at each census. As an intrinsi-
cally large actual increa&e in density 
forms but a small percentage increase 
in the case of densely populated areas, 
the figures for the actual increase, i.e., 
the increase in the number of persons 
to the square mile, are added in the 
last column, and illustrated in dia-
gram no. 15. The two maps Ehould 
be &tudied togEther. The greatest 
additions to the density have been 

made in Sub-Himalaya East and Indo-Gangetic Plain, East, thcugh on 
account of the high density of the latter the percentage increase in popula. 
tion and density do not app€.ar so large. The most striking figures are 
the increases in pupulation and. denSIty ot Sub-Himalaya, Ea&t, an almost 
entirely Iural tract. The large percentage increases in poplflation anu density 
in the less densely populated areas of Hifilalaya West, Central India Plateau 
and East Satpul'as are also noteworthy. 
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65. Diagram no. 16 shows the ~ percentage inorease in population since 
1921, by districts and states. 

MAP 
SHOWING THE 

Diagram 16 

PMCENTAGE INCREAS[ IN POPULA TlON· 1921-31 . 
BY DISTRICTS AND STATES. 

,()uer 70 per cent ________ l!±mmf3 
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. . The perce,ntage increase in density is the same as the percentage varia
tIOn ill populatIOn, as the area on which the density is based is in each case 
the same for this and for last census, The actual increases in density are shown 
in diagram no. 17, 

Diagram 17 
MAP 

I SHOWING THE 
AOTUAl INOREASE IN DENSITY 1921-7981. 

BY DISTRICT8 AND STATES. 

Ouer 60 per square mile - -~ 
·40-80 " " --~ 
20-40 " " - - DIITIJ 
10-20 " /I - - ~ 
Under 10" /I - - r:==J 

The two diagrams should be studied together, There are large peroent-
age increases in Saha,ranpur, Bijnor, Muzaffarnagar, Agra, Aligarh and Jhansi. 

"In all of these, except Muzaffarnagar, there was a high percentage decrease 
at last census, which would suggest that they were then affected by temporary 
emigration or else were under-enumerated because of obstruction by non-co
operators. The low increase in Naini Tal district is due to actual decreases 
in the population of the Bhabar and Tarai tahsils. The small increases in 
Mainpuri and Etawah are also noteworthy. The former lost more than the 
average in 1921 also. 

Explanations of these variations will be found in paragraph 67 infra. 
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Variation in 66. Diagram no. 18 illustrates the variations in population and density 
density 1881- in the last hall.century .by districts and &tates. 
1931. 

Garhwal 

Diagra.m 18 

MAP 
• SHOWING THE . 

PEROENTAGE VARIATION IN POPULATION 
AND DENSITY 1887-7931 

BY DISTRIOTS AND 8TATE8. 
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A most interesting diagram, for here we see the net result of the inter
play of the numerous factors that influence the growth, distribution and move· 
ment of the population. Mystifying ? Yes. But what else can be expected 
when it is remembered that historical, social, physical, and ethnic forc.es have 
acted with varying intensity in different parts of the province, that th~ incid
ence of famine and epidemic disease (more especially influenza and plague) has 
proved so uneven, and that the development of rail communications has, to a 
a very great extent, changed the main trade routes of the province. How then 
can we expect to be able to generalize on the changes wrought by these fifty 
years. 

I think the most striking feature of the map is the fact that in no less than 
16 distriots, embraoing nearly one-third of the total area, the population is still 
within 5 per cent. of what it was 50 years ago. These distriots are left 
unshaded on the map. An examination will reveal tha"t they are spread over 
six out of the eight natural divisions and that districts are included with 
densities varying almost from the lowest to the highest. 

The next most noteworthy feature is the enormous increase in every 
district of Sub-Himalaya, East (more especially in Gorakhpur). Here the 
rainfall is compa:r;atively heavy and reliable and the water-level is high, which 
facilitates the a1,tificial irrigation of crops. The density in 1881 of this natural 
division was only two-thirds that of Indo-Gangetic Plain, East, and disease 
has not had such devastating effects as in the latter division. 

The large peroentage increase in Himalaya, West (excluding Naini Tal 
district) is also noteworthy. It is the outcome of a healthy olimate and 
reliable rains, artificial irrigation by gravitation also being easy. The decline 
of the population of N aini Tal district is largely the result of the, extreme 
unhealthiness of its submontane areas. 

Saharanpur, Muzaffarnagar, Meerut, Bulandshahr, Aligarh and Etah are 
all protected by the upper and more reliable portions of the Ganges and 
Jamna canals, and partly for this reason and partly on account of their relative 
healthiness substantial increases are found there. 

The Central India Plateau, on account of the precarious nature of its 
cultivation in the past, has shown a slight decline which would have been more 

• pronounced but for the development of Jhansi City as a cantonment and 
railway centre. 

The density of Indo-Gangetic Plain, East was in 1881 easily the highest 
of any division. Owing chiefly to the ravages of disease it has declined slightly 
though still remaining far in excess of that of any other division. 
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67. We are now in a position to consider very briefly each natural divi· 
sion and its component districts and tahsils. For fuller accounts the reader 
is referred to pages 55-76 of the Census Report, Par't I, 1911 and Appendh: 
A to the Census Report, Part I, 1921. 

At the present census, owing to the fact that birbh·place has not been 
tabulated by districts, it is not possibl~ to give the figures of emigrants and 
natural population for each district. 

I.-Himalaya, West. 
The variation in population and density between 1921 and 1931 is illus

trated by tahsils in' diagram no. 19. 

Diagram 19 
VARIATION IN POPULATION AND DENSITY BY TAHSIL8 1921-31 

HIMALArA WEST 
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KEY. 
No Tahsil. Dis(rict 

1, Chakrata DehrlllJuh 
Z. Dehra Dllt} 1/ 

3. Haldwani Nailli Tal 
4. KashiplII' 
5. 'Kichha 
6. Nalni Tal 

" 1. Almora " A/mora 
8. Ranikhat 
9. Champawat 

'10. Pithoragarh 
11. Chamol! " Garhwal 
12. Lansdowne II 

19. Paur! " 
11- Tehri·Carhwa/ State 
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(I) Dehra Dun. -One of the healthiest (vide its comparatively low death. 
-

Tahsil. PopUlation, Density. 

--
Dehra Dun di8trict 230,247 194 

Chakrata .. 56,775 121 

Dehra .. 173,472 233 

--
Population· 1931. 1921. 

Enumerated .. 230 212 

rmmigrants ., 47 60 

Percentage varia· 
tion-

1921- 1911-
31. 21. 

----
+8'5 +3'6 

+2'1 +1'5 

+10'8 +4'3 

Variation. 

+18 

-13 I 

rate of 22.4 in column 6 of Subsi
diary Table V of this chapter) and, 
so far as Dehra Dun tahsil (tho 
" Dun ") is concerned, one of the 
most fertile tracts of Northern India. 
Chakrata tahsil is entirely mon· 
tane and is very spar&ely populated, 
the population sho-wing but little 
signs of increase owwg partly to the 
prevalence of polyandry and the 
fact that many of the Jaunsari 
women go to be married in the Pun
jab. Debra tahsil (the" Dun ") has 
a low density on account of the pre
ponderance of jungle, but its popu-

* OOO'somitted.. lation has increased considerably in 
the last deoade ana. the .population of the distriot as a whole has risen'by no 
less than 60.5 per cent. sinoe 1881. This has been due chiefly to immigratiop.. 
Immigrants have, however, decreased from 28.4 per cent. of the total popula
tion in 1921 to 20.6 per cent. in 1931, their actual numbers having declined by 
21' 4 per cent. Immigrants are to a small extent temporary pilgrims to Rikhi
kesh, but mainly professional and business men who are semi-permanent settlers 
attracted by the tOI-VilS of Debra and Mussoorie. They also include pen
sioners attracted by the climate, troops in the cantonment of Dehra Dun, and 
labourers (again semi-per .. :nanent) chiefly from Oudh. The decrease is largely 
due to the closing down of Some of the tea gardens, and to the reduction of the 
garrison of Dehra Dun. On the balance of emigration the gain during the last 
decade has, according to the vital statistics, been 10,000 persons. Deaths of 
immigrants figure in the vital statistios and of course immigrants do n.ot affect 
the births. As the proportion of immigrants is so high the survival rate is 
fictitiously low at 3' 7: 

(2) Naini Tal.-The greater part of this district~the Tarai (Kichha) and 

Tahsil. Popula· 
tion. 

Density. 

-
N aini Tal district 277,286 102 
Haldwani .. 77,983 61 
Kashipur .. 44,696 236 
Kichha .. '87,991 107 
Naini Tal .. 66,616 154 

Population* 1931. 1921. 

Enumerated .. 277 277 
Immigrants .. 108 lOB 

" OOO's omitted. 

Percentage valia· 
tion-

1921-31 1911-21 

-- --
+0'1 -14'4 
-0'8 -8'2 
-4'4 -24'0 
-3'9 -22'3 

+11'0 +2'4 

Variation. 

Nil. 
Nil. 

the Bhabar (Haldwani), and in a lesser 
degree Kashipur-is extremely un
healthy (see bhe high death-rate in 
Sub~idiary Table V) and the whole 
is largely under forest. The Bhabar, 
with a very low water level, can be 
cultivated only where served by 
canals which depend entirely on small 
streams, and is consequently inhabited 
mainly by migratory grazier~ and 
wood-cutt€Is. For this reason Hald
wani has the lowest demity of any 
tahsil in the province. Hill-men come 
down to the Bhabar for the cold 

weather and plainsmen come into the Tarai, both returnjng to their homes for 
the hot weather, so that the date on which the cemus is taken is a very 
important fa,ctor in determining the popul8,uon of these areas. In 1921 the 
large decreases were ascrib6d to the fact that the censu£ was taken a week later 
in the year than in 1911; but in 1931 the census was taken three weeks 
earJier than in 1921, yet we &till find decreases on the 1921 figures of the 
Tarai and Bhabar. This is due to an actual dEcrease in the volume of 
this migmt'lon. Further, SOllie villages in these areas ha.ve been abandoned 
since 1921 the inhabitants having ret,urned permanently to the hills, and the 
inducements formerly given td settlers in the Tarai have now been with
drawn. Lastly the completion of Lhe work on the Sarda. Canal ha& resulted 
in the departure of the labour tha.t had immigra.ted temporarily ill 1921. 
Naini Tal, the healthy tahsil of the district, shows a. ma.rked increase in 
population. 
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The population of the district as a whole remained stationary at this census, 
and shows a decreasE; of 14'4 per oent. in the last fifty years. The birth-rate is 
fictitiously low for two reasons. The large body of immigrants, both seasonal 
and semi-permanent, includes a high proportion of men without their wives,. 
and secondly the wives of seasonal immigrants would not as a rule accompa.ny 
their husbands if they were about to bear chIldren. The births among 
immIgrants are therefore loW' and this brings down the district figure. For 
a somE.what similar reason the death-late is fictitiously high due to the 
deaths among the large body _of immigrants, though it is alm naturally high on 
account of the unhea.lthy areas. Immigrants to the district as a whole who 
in 1921 formed 39'0 per cent. ot the total population still formed 38'9 per 
cent. in 1931, their actual numbers having remained stationary. According 
to the vital sta.tistics the district wouJd appear to have gained 13,000 persons 
on the balance of migration during the decade. 

(3) Almora.-The steady increase in population of this district which was 

- -

I Tahsil. Popula-
tion. 

Almora district. 583,302 

AImora .. 186,817 

Ranikhet ., 178,176 

Champawat ., 86,906 

Pithoragarh .. 131,403 

Population* 1931. 

-Enumerated .. 583 

Immigrants .. 7 

Density, 

--
108 

~ 88 ' I 

~ 174 ~ 
--

1921. 

--
530 

10 

PercentJge vari-
ation-

[92[-31 [9il-2[ 

----
+10'0 +0'5 

+11'6 
~-13'1 

+6'2 

+9'0 
1+40 '0 

+13'9 

Variation. 

+53 

-3 

interrupted at last oensm: has been 
resumed iTt 1931. It is entirely due to 
natural causes as the high birth-rate 
and average death-rate in Subsidiary 
Table V to this chapter will show. 
The survival rate is high at 12'7. The 
increabe in population in the last 
50 yeats has been no less than 66 per 
cent. The mcr6ase in tahsil Ranikhet 
is below the average because the final 
enumeration being ta.ken wmewhat 
earlier in 1931 than in 1921, the sum
mer immigration had not commenced. 
For the same reason the emigrants 
to the Bhabar he,d not commenced to 
return to tahsil Champawat, whence 
most ot them come, and so the in
crea~e in that tahsil is a180 somewhat 
below the average: Immigranto have 

*000'8 omitted. decreased from l' 8 to l' 2 per cent. 
of the total population, the actual numbers having declined by 25' 3 per cent., 
due again to the earlier date of the final enumeration. According to the vitai 
statistics the district has lost on the bala;ncc of migration 14,000 perBons in the 
decade. The periodic migration to the Bhabar is on the decline. 

The densitJe~ are low on account of the mountainous nature of the whole 
district. 

(4) Garhwal.-Here a.ga.in, owing to a high birth-rate and moderate death. 

Popula-Tahsil. tion. Density. 

Garhwal district. 533,885 95 

Ghamoli .. 177,305 

} ,,{ Lansdowne " 223,415 

Pauri .. 133,165 

-- ---~-

Population. * 1931. 1921. -_ 
E numerated .. 534 485 

ta .. 13 12 

~ 

·000'8 omitted. 

I Percentage 
variation-

[921-31 [911-21 

----
+10'0 +1'2 

+10'2 1 
+9'9 J+I'2 

+10'1 

--------

Variation. 

-------
+49 

+1 

rate the population has increased by 
10 per cent. in the last decade, and 
now stands 54' 6 per oent. higher than 
it did fift,y years ago. Immigration 
and emigration are both relatively 
unimportant. Immigrants remained, 
as at last census, 2'4 per cent. of the 
total population, the actual numbers 
having increased by 14' 7 per cent. 
According to the vital statistics there 
has been a loss of roughly ~,OOO per
sons on the balance of migration 
during the decade. The density ie 
low on account of the mountainous 
na.ture of the whole district. 
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(5) Tehri-Garhwal State.-The State is not clivided into tahsils. The 

Percentage 
variation.-

State, Popula· Density. tion. 

1921-31 1911-21 

-- -- --
Te,kri·Garhwa! 349,573 84 +9'8 +5'8 
State. 

----- ----- -----___.-
Population. * 1931. 1921. Variation. 
----- ---_-- -.- -----

Enumerated .. 350 318 +32 

Immigrants ,. 4 5 -I 

*ooo's omitted. 

inm.ease in populatIOn in the la~t 
deca,de was 9' 8 per cent. which IS 

well above the average of the natural 
division and of the province as a 
whole. Durmg the half-century the 
population has increased by no less 
than 74' 9 per cen.t. the large8t 
increase recorded in any clistnct 
or state in the province. There is 
considerable cold weather migration 
from the Sta te to the pla.ins and 
were the census taken in April or 
later the population would undoub
tedly reach a much higher figure. 
Immigrants have decreased from 
l' 5 to 1'1 per cent. of the total 

population, the actual numbers having aeclined by 19'0 per cent. They are, 
however, relatively unimportant. On account of the mountainous nature of the 
country, and large forest areas the density stands low at 84. 

To sum up, this natural division has increased its population by over 
one-third in the last half-century, largely as $J result of natural causes, though 
districts Dehra Dun and Naini Tal have gained from immigration of all kinds, 
partly permanent (European and other settlers), but mostly semi-permanent 
(inclucling troops). In the last decade the increase in population has been 8 per 
cmt. which is 20 per .cent. above the average increase in the provincB. The 
extra population has been provided for chiefly by an increased cultivated area, 
but owing to the limited possibilities of further expansion of cultivation future 
increases in population will result in increased emigration. The sprea.d of 
education will also lead to increased emigration to areas where there is a greater 
demand for literate labour. The birth-rate has been a trifle oveI average and 
the death-rate rather more over average, the resulting survival rate (7' 5) being 
somEwhat below the plovincial figure. On the balance of migration according 
to the vital statistics, the division has gained roughly 20 thousand persons in 
·the decade. The clivisional density is the lowest in the province on account of 
the large proportion of montane areas and jungles, the absence of large towns 
and the unhealthiness of the Tarai and Bha bar tracts. 

10 
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2.-Sub·Himalaya, West. 
The variation in population and density ~between 1921 and 1 n31 is 

illustrated by tahsils in diagram no. 20. " ,.:' 

No. Tahsil. 

f. Oeobznd 
Z. NiJkur 

J. Roorkee 

VARIATION IN POPULATION AND DENSITY BY TAHSILS 192f-:-Jf 

SUB·HIMALAYA WEST. 

KEY 
District. 

88/)/lr8n(1l1r 

Increase 0-5 
5- 10 

to-15 

(Jer cent. 
It 11 

" " ,. 15& over " " 

Diagram 20 

- --c=J 
- -_ - CIIlIIJ 
---~ 
----~ 

4- Sahara/lpll? 
5. Aonls Bareilly 
6. Baheri No. Tahsil. District. 
7. 8areWy 14 8isa/pul' PitiMit 

8 Faridpur ,. 15 Pilibhit I' 

9. Nawabgan} 16. Puranpur I' 

10 Bijnor Bijnor 17 Lakhimpul' Kheri 
11 Dhampur 18. Mohamdi I' 

12. Nagina 19. Nighasan I' 

18. Najibabad 
" 

20. Rampur State 
._) 

(1) Saharanpur.-In the last decade the population of lihis district increas

Tahsil. 

SriJlaranpur dis· 
trict. 

Deoband .. 
Nakur .. 
Roorkee " 

Saharanpur .. 

Population. * 

Enumerated .. 
Immigrants .. 

Percentage 

Popula- variation-

tion. Density. 

1921--)1 1911-21 

------
1,043,920 489 +11'4 -S'O 

221,210 575 +15'5 -6'2 

183,036 440 +6'6 -4'~ 

309,145 438 +11'9 -5'1 

330,529 528 +10'9 -4'2 

1931. 1921. Variation. 

]'044 937 +107 

73 53 +20 

ed by 11 . 4: per cent. which is 50 per 
cent. above the average of the divi
sion and still higher oompared with 
the province as a whole. This in
crease has been almost entirely due 
to natural causes. The birth-rate is 
very high (4:3' 3), a.nd although the 
death·ra.te is also considerably above 
a verage on account of endemic ma
laria and plague, the survival rate is 
no less than 11' 1. The increase is 
relatively low in Nakur ta.hsil partly 
as a result of the flooding of the 
Jamna in 1924: when many culti
vators migrated from the khadir into 
Deoband tahsil, and partly as there 
has been a movement of labour across 
the border into the Punjab and into 
Deoband municipality. This also 

*000'6 omitted. partly explains the largel increase in 
Deoband tahsil, the rest being due to a lower mortality from disease. 
The population of the district as a whole now ~ta~~s ? 5 per cent. above what 
it was fifty years ago. The density of the distncG IS somewhat above the 
di/visional average on account of the many towns, be~ng especially.high in tahsils 
Deoband a.nd SaharanpUl' for the same reason. Imnllgrants have mer eased from 
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5' 6 to 7' 0 per ~ent.of the total population, the actual numbers havip.g risen by 
38' ° ~er cent. SlUce 1921, due in part to the opening of new factories in Saharan
pur CIty. According to the vital statistics the district has gained about 3,000 
persons on the· balance of migration during the decade. 

(2) Bareilly.-The population of this district increased by 5' 8 per cent. 

Popula. Tahsil. Density. tion. 

Bareilly di8trict 1,072,379 679 

Aonla " 205,573 646 

Baheri .. 191,869 520 

Bareilly ,. 422,580 997 

Faridpur " 126,674 513 

Nawabganj .. 125,683 569 

Population, • 1931, 1921. 

--
Enumerated ., 1,072 1,014 

I rnmigrants ,. 90 80 

*000'8 omitted, 

Percentage 
variation-

1921-31 1911-21 

----
t5'8 -7'4 

t2'8 -5'1 

t3'2 -17'4 

t8'7 -2'9 

H'O -6'4 

t7'O -8'6 

Variation, 

t58 

tlO 

in the last decade, which is below the 
average of the province and well 
below the average of the natural 
division. The population is now 
only 4 per cent. higher than it was 
50 years back. Subsidiary Table V 
reveals the cause of this. The birth
ratE; is v£:,ry high (43'4) and although 
the death-rate is high the survival 
rate is also high at 10' O. The reason 
for the sman increase in population 
is that a.ccording to the vital statis
tics, the district lost roughly 43,000 
on the balance of migration in the 
decade. Bareilly and Nawabganj 
tahsils show substantial increases, the 
former being above the provincial 
a vera.ge on account of the develop
ment of Bareilly City, and the latter 
partly on account of the immigra
tion of labour working on the Sarda 
Canal, and partly due to the fact 

that improved cultivation has to some extent stopped the emigration of agri
cultural labour. Aonla tahsil lost heavily in the decade from plague, malaria 
and small-pox. Faridpur suffered much from plague. Baheri tahsil is very 
unhealthy, adjoining as it does the Tarai. Further the soil of this tahsil is poor. 
Both crops had failed just prior to the census and ma.ny had deserted their 
villages and emigrated to Pilibhit, Naini Tal and Rampur State. There is also 
seasonal emigration to the Tarai from this district, and the fact that the census 
was taken before these people 'had returned to their homes for the hot weather 
must have accounted for some of the increase in emigrants. There is also semi
permanent migration to the Naini Tal Tarai and into BareiUy City. The rest of 
migration of the district is matrimonial. Immigrants have inoreased from 7' 9 
to 9' 8 per cent. of the total population, the actual numbers being 12'1 per 
oent. higher than at last census. The density of the district as a whole is 50 per 
cent. above the average of the division both in the rural and urban m-eas, the 
density of Bareilly tahsil reaching the high figure of 997 on account of the 
presence of Ba,reilly City. It may be noted that the density of this tahsil 
~hows a deoline since last census owing to the amalgamation of tahsil Mirganj 
with the headquarters tahsil during the decade. 

(3) Bijnor.-This distriot is reported to hav£:' one of the healthiest cJimates 
in the province, but the death-rate 
figures of the present and past cen-

Tahsil. Popula- Density tion. 

--
Bijnor district, , 835,469 466 
Bijnor " 221,060 454 
Dhampur 279,769 608 
Nagina .. 158,766 352 
Najibabad .. 175,874 445 

Population, * 1931, 1921-

--
Enumerated " 835 740 
Immigrants .. 24 23 

*OOO's omitted, 

Percentage vari. 
ation-

1921-31 1911-21 

--- _-
t12'8 -8'2 
t13'7 -8'1 
+10'6 -6'1 
tll'6 -14'3 
+16'7 -5'2 

Variation. 

t95 
+1 

- suses belie this. In the last decade its 
death-rate (35'0) has been third only 
to thosti of districts Pilibhit and 
¥oradabad, due to plague and 
malaria. The birth-rate (46'1) was 
also very high, seoond only to that 
of Moradabad. The survival rate 
was high at n·!. The increase in 
population in the decade has been 
12· 8 per cent. spread fairly evenly 
over the four tahsils. The population 
is now 15' 8 per cent. higher than 50 
years ago. Najibabad tahsil shows a 
slightly higher inorease tha,n the 
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others due to the large increase in Najibaba.d municipality, whioh was 
qua8i-fictitious to the extent of some 6,000, vide paragraph 4 of ohapter II, 
and quite possibly in part really fictitious. Immigrants form 3'1 per oent. 
of the total population of the district as against 2' 9 per' .cent. in 1921; their 
actual numbers having increased by 2'4 per cent. According to the vital 
statistics there has been a gain on the balance of migration of 13,000 persom in 
the decade. Emigration has declined somewhat. 

The district density is slightly higher than the divisional, average on 
account of the large number of towns; the rural density is slightly lower 
than that 01 the division because of the large fore~t areas in Nagina and 
Najibabad tahl)ils. Dhampur tahsil ha.s a very high density. Nagina ta.hsil 
is agriculturally precarious. Between 1891 and 1900 there was serious deter
ioration in agricultural conditions in parts of this tahsil which resulted in 
considerable emigration to the surrounding distrlCts, and the density has 
never since been able to regain its position relative to the other tahsils, 
though the emigration has ceased. The district should in the next decade 
benefit materially by its new railway counexion. 

(4) Pilibhit.-This is rightly reputed the most unhealthy district in the 
province and it had the highest 
recorded death-rate of all districts 
and st'l,tes during the last decade 
(36' 8, but the actual death-rate is 
considerably higher). It had, how
ever, a comparatively high birth-Hlot€" 
and the survival rate worked out a.t 
7' 3. It suffers, especially the 
northern tahsils of Puranpur and 
Pilibhit which lies in the Tarai, from 
endemic malaria, Cholera also has 
been respcnsible for many deaths. 
Immigrants have declined from 11' 5 
to 10'9 per cent. of the total popula
tion, the actual numbers having 

Percentage 

\ Popula-
variation-

Tahlil. tion. Density. 

1921-31 1911-21 _-----
Pilibhit district 448,838 333 +4'0 -ll'5 
Bisalpur .. IB5,699 512 +2'3 -8'8 
Pilibhit " 179,679 379 +6'5 -13'8 
Puranpur ,. 83,460 163 +2'4 -12'4 

--
Population.* 193 !. 1921. Variation. 

Enumerated " 449 432 +17 
Immigrants " 49 50 -I 

*000'8 omitted, 

decreased by l' 6 per cent. According to the vital statistics the district 
lost in' the decade on the balance of migration some 14,000 persons. In 
the competition for labour, as my predecessor remarked, Pilibhit is too 
unattractive to be able to compete; a;nd it appears that with further industrial 
development in the province this is one of the districts that will lose still more 
by emigration. The ,population of the diE.trict is now a shade lower than it 
was fifty years ago. 'Jihe density is only three-quarters of the divisional average 
on account of the large forest areas in tahsils Pilibhit and Puranpur, the 
absence of towns, the preca.tious nature of much of the cultivation, and the 
unhealthy climate. Bisalpur, the southernmost tahsil, approximates in 
character to the neighbouring districts of Bareilly and Shahjahanpur and 
consequently has a higher density. 

(5) Kheri.-This district is the healthiest of the division, and retuI'lled a 

Popula. Tahsil. tion, Density. 

-
Kkeri diBtrict ., 944,479 318 

L akhimpur ,. . 390,5B3 370 

Mohamdi " 262,632 396 

Nighlll3an 
" 

291,264 233 

Population. * 1931. 1921. -----
Enumerated .. 944 913 

Immigrants 
" 77 64 

'ooo's omitted, 

Percentage 
variation-

1921-31 1911-21 

---_ 
+3'4 --4'8 

+4'5 -6'0 

+3'4 -6'4 

+1'9 -1'4 

Variation, 

+31 

+13 

death-rate of 26' 3 practically the 
average of the province. The birth· 
rate was, however, low for the divi· 
sion and so the survival rate (8' 9) 
was alw a mt1e below the divisiona.l 
average. Immigration was very con· 
siderable between 1901 and 1911 
owing to the bleaking up of large 
forE-st a.reas for cultivation, but since 
then it has declined, though the pre
sent decade shows some increase on 
the previous decade. Immigrants DOW 

form 8' 2 per cent. of the population 
as against II' 6 per cent. in 1911 
and 7'1 in 1921, the actual numbers 
having increased by 19' 7 pet cent. 
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between 1921 and 1931. The loss on the balance of migration was 50,000 
persons in the decade, the emigrants coming chiefly from Mohamdi and Ni· 
ghasa.n tahsils. The agricultural troubles of the last three years of the decade 
were apparently responsible for a large exodus of labour to the larger towns 
outside the district. Mohamdi and Nighasan tahsils have alw suffered more 
heavily than Lakhimpur from fever, plague and cholera. Lakhimpur tahsil 
shows a larger increase than the other tabeils chiefly because of the remark· 
able expansion of the population of Lakhimpur municipality. 

The district density is the lowest in the division, owing to the large forest 
areas (especially in tahsil Nighasan) and the absence of towns. 

(6) Rampur State.-The State has lost during the past decade on the 
I 

Tahsil. Popula· Density tion. 

R ampur State " 465,225 521 

B ilaspur " 45,722 223 

H azur " 170,565 969 

MiJak " 86,408 557 

Shahabad " 76,520 461 

SUM .. 58,795 452 

TandR .. 27,215 446 ._-
Population. • 1931, ' 1921, 

--------
Enumerated " 465 454 

Immigrants " 40 41 

*000'6 omitted, 

Percentage 
vl1riation-

1921-31 1911-21 

----
+2'6 -14'6 

-5'5 -26'2 

+3'5 -7'9 

+5'8 -3'4 

+5'2 -11'5 

-0'5 -27'1 

+1'2 -7'5 
-------

Variation, 
------

+11 

-1 

I 
balance of migra.tion to the sur
rounding districts, especially to Mo
ra-dabad and Bareilly. This applies 
-even to Rampur City (situated in 
Hazur tahsil) where the increase in 
population has amounted to only l' 4 
per cent. as against an average in. 
crease of 13' 4 per cent. in the towns 
of the province. Immigrants have 
declined from 9' 1 to 8' 5 per cent. of 
the total population, the actual 
numbers ha viug decreased by 3' 8 per 
cent. since 1921. 

To sum up, this natural division has inoreased its population by 8' 2 per oent. 
in the last fifty years, which is 20 per cent. below the province as a whole. The 
increase in the last decade was 7' 6 per cent. somewhat above the average. The 
birth and death rates were both higher in this division than in any other, but the 
survival rate (9' 9) also has been high. On the balance of migr'ation the division 
has lost, according to the vital statistics, 92,000 persons. Emigrants go chiefly 
to the Naini Tal Tami, to Nepal, to Moradabad and Shahjahanpur, and to the 

'F-q.njab. Much of the migration is matrimonial, but there have also been in 
the last decade very considerable movements of labour. 
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3. -I ndo- Gangetic Plain, West. 
The variation in population a.nd density between 1921 and 1931 is illus

trated by tahsils in diagram no. 21. 

YA~IATION IN POPULATION AND DENSITY BY TAIISILS 1921-31. 

KEY 
No, TahSil. District. 

f. 8udhana Muzaffarnagar 
2. Jansalh 

Kairana 
" 

3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
B. 
g. 

M uzaffarnagar 
Bhagpat Meerut 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13, 
14. 
15. 
16, 

Ghazlabpd 
Hapur 
Meerut 
Mawana 
Sardhana 
~nupshahr 

Bulanrishahr 
Khurja 
Sikandrabad 

,.' 

Atrauli 
Hathras 

17, Igtas 
18, Khai. 

" ,. 

" 

Bulandshahr 

" 
" 

Aligaph 

" 

19. Koil (A/Igarh) " 

20 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 

Sikand,'a RaG 

Chala 

Mat 
Muttra 
Sadabad 
Agra 
Ba~ 

Fatehabad 
28. Firozabad 
29. Itmadpu, 
SO. Kheragarh 
3f. Kiraoli 

1

82. Bhongaon 

S8. Karhal 
34,. Mainpuri 

Mutlra 

" Agra 

" 

l'JiJinpuri. 

3~. Mustafabad (Jasrana ),' 

36. Shikohabad 
37. A ligan; Elah 

88. flah " 

INDO-GANGETIC PLAIN, WEST. 

J: Jalesu " 
No. 7ahsi/. District. 

KasgarJ " 
52. Jalalabad Sl1shjahanpu~ 

41. Bisauli Budlun 53. Pawayan II, 

42. [JudalJll 54. Shahjahanpup 
I' 

I 43. Dataganj 55. Tilhar 

44. Gunnau, " 56 .. Chhibramau farrllkhabad 

45. Sahaswan " 
57. Farrukhabad " 

46. Amroha MoradabarJ 58. Kaimganj t1. 

47. Bilar; " 59. Kanauj " 
48. Hilsanpup II 60. Auraiya £tawalJ 

49. Moradabad " 61. Bharthana 

50. Samba! " 62 Bidhuna " 
5t, ThJkl1:dwara .. 6J. £tawah " 
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(1) Muzaffarnagar.-The birth-rate during the past decade has been some

Tahsil. 

M uza farnagar 
district, 
udhana B 

J 
K 

ansath 
airana 

.. 
" .. 

Muzaffarnagar, , 

t'opuiatlOD • 

Enumerated " 

Immigrants " 

I 

Popula-
Lion, 

894,662 

196,374 
208,330 
225,730 
264,228 

1931, 

895 

91 

I .Percentage 
yariation-

Density, 
1921-31 1911-21 

~t +12'7 

--
-1'6 

684 +8'5 +2'3 
463 +11'9 -6-8 
501 +10'1 +0-7 
567 +19'1 -2'3 

1921. Variation, -
794 +101 

74 +17 

what above, and the dea.th-rate below 
the average of the province, the 
resulting survival rate being no less 
than 14'1, the second highest in the 
province (Agra is highest with a survi
vel rate of 14'4). The district popu
lation has increased by 12' 7 per cent. 
According to the vital statistics the 
di~trict has lost 11,000 persons on the 
balance of migration in the decade. 
There was a continuous reduction in 
the number .of immigrants between 
1901 and 1921, but a substantial 
increase is revea.led in 1931. Immi
grants now form 10' 1 per cent. of the 

*ooO's omitted. total population against 9' 3 in 1921, 
their actual numbers ha viug inoreased by 23' 0 per cent. There has been a 
greatly increased volume of emigration in the decade. The increase in popula
tion in Muza-fIa.rnagar tahsil has been very high, nearly thlee times that of the 
provincial average, largely due to the amazing gl'owt,h of Muzaffarnagar muni
cipality, which even allowing for its extension of boundalies, has inoraased in 
population by 35 per cent. in the decade, due in part to the migration of labour 
into towns as a result of the agricultura.l troubles of the last years of the decade. 
The population of the district is now 8'2 per cent. higher than 50 years ago, 
largely the result of the protection afforded to agriculture by canals. The 
density of the district is the average of the division though that of the rural 
areas is slightly above average. The density in Jansath tahsil is below the 
district average on a.ocount of the large area of Ganges khadir it includes. 

(2)' Meerut.-The population of the district as a. whole has increased by 

Tahsil. 
Popula- Density tion, 

-
Meerut district , , , 1,601,918 699 
Baghpat " 311,912 768 
Ghaziabad " 279,638 628 
Hapur " 264,087 649 
Meerut " 319,361 1,161 
Mawana .. 199,237 477 
Sardhana ,. 227,683 666 
----------

Population, * 1931. 1921, 
--------
Enumerated " 1,602 1,499 

Immigrants " 140 127 

*ooo's omitted, 

Percentage 
variation-

1921-31 1911-21 

----
+6'9 -()'3 

+3'2 +2'7 
+6'4 -0'2 
+7'4 -2'2 

+10'1 +2'2 
+7'4 -6'[ 
+7'2 -0'5 

Variation, 
-

+103 

+13 

the average of the division and of the 
province, and the increase is spread 
evenly over most of the tahsils. 
Meerut tahsil shows an increase above 
the average owing to the large 
increasfJ in Meerut City. Baghpat 
tahsil which showed the biggest 
increase in 1921 now shows the smal
lest. This is due to considerable 
emigration to Delhi and the towns of 
the-Punjab. 

"i''"1 The district population now stands 23' 3 per cent. higher than it did 
fifty years ago. The density (both including and excluding the urban areas) 
stands higher than that of any western district, and is about 50 per oent. higher 
than the provincial average, on account of the agricultural prosperity of the 
district and the large urban population. That of Meerut tahsil is very high 'on 
account of the presence of Meerut City. Baghpat tahsil figure is also above the 
district average. :l\fawana has a low density on account of the large area of 
Ganges khadir included therein. 

Both the birth-rate and death-rate were above average, the latter chiefly 
on account of fever and plague. The resulting survival rate was as high as 12. 
Immigrants increased from 8' 5 to 8' 8 per cent. of the total population, the 
actual numbers having risen by 10'6 per cent. According to the vital 
statistios the district lost 77,000 persons on the balance of migration in the 
ten years. There has been increased emigration into Delhi and the towns 
of the Punjab during the past decade, especially from tahsil Baghpat. The 
plessure 01 the population on the soil has demanded an outlet. 
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(3) Bulandshahr.-The increase in the district population is about the 

Tahsil. 

Bulandshahr 
di8trict. 

Anupshahr ,. 

B ulandshahr " . 
Khurja ,. 

Sikandrabad .. 

Population, '" 

Enumerated ,. 

Immigrants .. 

Percentage 

Papula· variatian-
Density. tion. 

1921-31 1911-21 

-----f-
1,136,885 595 +6'6 -5'0 

288,329 631 +8'7 -4'3 

342,210 . 717 +7'1 -4'1 

258,461 566 +6'4 -6'2 

247.885 477 +3'9 -5'9 

----------
1931, 1921, Variation, 

-. 
1,137 

1,00; I 
+71 

108 92 +16 

*000'8 omitted. 

provincial average, and is spread 
fairly evenly over the tahsils, except 
in the case of Sikandrabad which 
recorded an increase of only 3' 9 per 
cent. This 'tahsil includes a large 
khadir area of the Jamna and Hindan 
rivers, and suffered most severely in 
the floods of 1924. Many villages 
were swept away and those who es· 
capld with their lives migrated else. 
where through fear, and on account of 
the unhealthiness resulting from the 
floods. The district population is 
now 23' 0 per cent. above what it was 
50 years ago, an increase roughly the 
same as in Meerut. The birth and 
death rates were both above average, 
the latter chiefly on account of fever, 
plague and cholera. The survival 
rate was 10 '4. 

Immigrants have increased from 8'6 to 9,5 per cent. of the total popula' 
tion, the actual numbers baving riSEn by 17 '4 per cmt. The district has, in 
the past decade, lost on the balance of migration by SOIT.e 40,000 persons. 
Emigration has increased materially, and includes a fair proportion of labour 
proceeding to New Delhi. 

The district density, both excluding and including towns, is about 10 
per cent. above the divisional density. 

(4) Aligarh.-The population has increased well above the prcvincial or 

- I 

TabBil. pOPllla·ID °t tion. ensl y. 

I 

---
Ali{jarh dutrict 1,171,745 601 

Atrauli ,. 207,077 598 

Hathras " 208,726 720 

Iglas .. 111,398 52,3 

Khair ., 180,470 446 

Koil (Aligarh) 277,520 780 

Sikandra Rao " 186,554 554 

----~.- --
Population *, 

I 1931. 1921. 

Ennmerated .. 1,172 1,062 

Immigrants .. 124 103 

*000'8 omitted. 

Percentage 
varil1tion-

-
1921-3'1 1911-21 , 
--
+10'4 -8'9 

+10'9 -8'2 

+8'8 -9'0 

+10'6 -13'2 

+8'3 -6'9 

+16'1 -7'1 

+5'0 -10'9 

Variation. 

+110 

+21 

divisional average, and the increase 
has been spread fairly uniformly over 
the district, except in tahsil Koil (Ali. 
garh) which has gained above the 
a verage on account of the very mark
ed increase in population of Aligarh 
City, and Sikandra Rao tahsil which 
returned an increase only half that of 
the district average. There has, on 
account of the agricultural troubles 
of the latter years of the decade, 
been an increase in emigration from 
Sikandra Rao tahsi lto Aligarh, Hath· 
ras and Kasganj towns. 

The birth· rate has been above and the death-rate below the divisional 
average, the survival rate reaching the high figure of 13 '4. Immigrants bave 
increased from 9' 7 to 10' 6 per cent. of the total population, the actual figure 
having risen by 21 'I per cent, According to the vital statistics the district lost 
during the decade 32,000 persons on the balance of migration. Emigration 
has thus 'increased considerably. A large part of this is matrimonial. The 
density is well above the divisional average, both including and Excluding the 
urban areas. Koil and Rathras tahsils show high densities on account of the 
presence of the cities of the sarne na.mes. Khair tahsil on the other hand has a 
relatively lower density on account of the khadir a.rea of the Jamna which it 
includes~ and the absence of towns. 
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(5) M1tttra.-In spite of the agricultural troubles of the years 1928-30 
this-distriet, whieh suffered more than 
any other, sbows an increase in popu
lation above the average of the divi
sion or the province as a whoJ~" 
though the increases in tahsils Chata 
and Mat, which suffered most severely 
are below the average level. (In 
this connexion, vide paragraph 34 of 
this chapter). The increase in Mut
tra. tahsil was above normal on ac
count of the 'very large inc!,ease W 
the population of Muttra City. The 
district population stands a shade 
lower-than it did 50 years back,..owing 

Percentage 

I Popula. 
variation-

Tahsil. tion. Density. 

1921-31 1911-21 

------
Muttra district, . 668,074 461 +7'9 -5'7 
Chata " 139,945 345 +4'0 -3'8 
Mat " 151,306 434 +6'1 -5'3 
lIfuttra .. 214,156 531 +12'1 -5'1 
Sadabad .. 162,667 557 +7'8 -8'2 
-_------ ---.- _---- ------

Population, " 1931. 192], Variation. 
-------_._ -- -----
Enumerated ., 668 619 +49 
Immigrants " 105 76 +29 

',oOO's omltted. to the large losses from plague and 
malaria between 1901 and 1911 and from influenza and other disejl.Ses batween 
1911 and 1921. The birth-rate and death-rate have both been below normal, 
but the survival rate (10'1) is high, practically on the average of the division. 
Immigrants have increased from 12'4 to 15'7 per cent. of the total population, 
the actual numbers having risen by 36-9 per cent. On the balance of migration 
the district during the decade lost about 13,000 persons. The number of immi
gra.nts is h,rgely dependent on the accidents of pilgrimage. Emigrants increased 
as a result of the agricultural calamities from which this district suffered in the 
decade,. viz., floods, scarcity and locusts. 

The district density is well below the [werage of the division, especially 
in th'l rural areas. It is higher in tahsils Muttra and-Sadabad. Chata and Mat 
tahsils have lower densities on account of the precarious tracts they include, 
and the absence of any large towns. 

(6) Agra.-After showing a decrease in 1911 owing to plague tlDd endemio 

Tahsil. 

gra, district A 
A 
B 
F 
F 
I 
K 
K 

gra 
ah 
atehabad 
irozabad 
tmadpur 
heragarh 
iraoli 

., 

., ,. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

., 
_---
Population*. 
----
numerated ., E 

I mmigrants .. 

---I Percentage 

Popula· 
variation-

Density. tion: 
11921-311911-21 

-- -;-1 +13'4 
--

1,048,316 -9'6 
337,282 1,637 -+21'5 -2'3 
115,194 339 +10'0 -16'7 
105,353 437 +9'6 -16'6 
119,154 587 +8'5 -5'1 
150,893 543 +12'0 -9'8 
112,610 363 +10'6 -15'0 
107,830 398 +8'7 -10'0 

----
1931. 1921. I Variation, 

_----
-924\ 1,048 +124 

140 103 +37 

*000'8 omitted, 

malaria, a.nd a very heavy decrease in 
1921, on account of influenza, Agra at 
the present census shows an increase 
of 13'4 per cent. the second highest 
figure of any district in the province; 
the population now standing at 7' 6 
per cent. above what it was 50 years 
ago. Substantial increases are reveal
ed in every tahsil, that in Agra tahsil 
reaching the amazingly high figure of 
21' 5 per cent. in the decade, due 
largely to the increase of slightly ove~ 
25 per cent. in the population of Agra 
City. 

The birth-rate was above the divisional average anq the death-rate 
below, the survival rate (14'4) being the highest of any district in the province. 
Immigrants have increased from 11'1 to 13'3 per cent. of the total popUlation 
the actual figures having risen by 35' 9 per cent. According to the vital statis
tics there has been a loss of 10,000 persons in the past decade on the balance 
of migration. 

The district density (including towns) is above that of the division, but 
that in the rural areas is considerably lower than the divisional average for 
rural areas, though it is still above the provincial average. The tahsils (except
ing Agra) on the right bank of the Jamna, viz., Bah, Fatehabad, Kheragarh 
and Kiraoli have a lower density than tbose on the left bank on account of 
their more precarious agricultural conditions. Bah tahsil in particular in many 
respects resembles the Central India Plateau. Agra. tahsil has the highest 
density of any tahsil in the British territory of the province, on account of its 
small size and the presence of Agra City. 

U 
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(7) Mainpuri.<-This district shows the rsmallest increase in any district 

Percentage 

Tahsil. Popula Density, 
variation-

tion, 1921_:31 1911-21 
-- --

M ainpuri district 749,633 448 +0'2 -6'2 
Bhongaon " 213,028 464 -1'6 -1'1 
Karhal " 91,148 418 +0'1 -9'3 
Mainpuri 159,421 413 -0'7 -5'8 
Mustafabad . , 134,409 424 +0'1 -9'8 
(Jasrana), 

Shikohabad .. 151,627 516 H'1 -7'7 

Population, : ~ 1921. Variation, --
Enumerated , , 750 748 +2 
I=igrants ., 93 68 +25 

*ODD's omitted, 

declined by 6'4 per cent. 

or State save Naini Tal (0'1) in the 
decade, and the population has 
remained almost stationary in all 
tahsils except Shikohabad, which is 
somewhat healthier than the other 
tahsils and includes some flourishing 
trade centres such as Shikohabad (a 
junotion on the East Indian Railway 
main line) and Sirsaganj. Bhongaon 
tahsil is relatively unhealthy, as it 
includes much low-lying and swampy 
land; its cultivation is precarious, and 
t,he north has suffer~d considerably 
from flooding by the Kali Nadi 
especially in 1924. During the last 50 
years the district population has 

Its birth-rate during the last decade was the lowest in the division, and 
althqugh the death-rate was likewise low the resulting survival rate (5' 8) was 
the lowest in the division. Bm this alone was Dot responsible for the low 
increase in population; the district has lost 32,000 on the balance of migration. 
Immigrants have increased from 9'1 to 12' 4 per cent. of the popula ti.on, the 
actual numbers ha. ving increased by 37' 3 per oent. This is chiefly marriage 
migration. Emigrants have increased very conrudera.bly. The density -of the 
district is fairly uniform. The average is below that of the division partly 
owing to the absence of any largr towns, though in the rural areas also the 
density is m~terially below that of the rest of the rural areas of the division. 

(8) Etah.-Like Mainpuri, its neighbour, this district has shown but ~, 
~ small inorease in the decade, but 

Tahsil. 
Popula- Density. 
tion. 

E tah district " 860,478 501 

Aliganj .. 225,397 433 

Etah " 240,024 500 

Jalesar .. 115.II5 507 

Kasganj .. 279,942 576 

-
Population*, 1931. 1921. 

--
Enumerated .. 860 830 

Immigrants .. 101 92 

*000'8 omitted, 

Percentage 
variation-

1921-31 1911-21 

----
+3'7 -4'8 

+2'3 -2'4 

+1 ~7 -4'4 

+8'6 -[5'0 

+4'7 -2'5 

Variation. 

+30 

+9 

,Talesar tahsil, which suffered most 
in the decade 1911-21, has made a 
remarkable recovery. 

The district population has increased 13' 8 per cent. in the last 50 years: 
The birth-rate has been low in the last d~cade bu~ the death-r~te stIll 

more below the divisional average, the resultmg surVIval rate bemg 8' 5. 
Immigrants have increased from ll: 1 to. ll' 8 per . cent. oithe e~ume!at~ 
population, the actual numbers havm~ TIsen by 10 5 per oent. Mlgr~tlO~ IS 

almost entirely of the permanent marrIage type. On th~ bal.ance of I?IgratlOn 
the district has lost 40,000 persons in tM deca.de .. Eml~ratlOn has mcreased 
very consid~rably, e3peci~1.ly from Etah and Ahgan] tahslls, due largely t.o t~e 
adverse aarlCultural condItIOns of the last three years of the decade. The dIstrIct 
density is'\elow the divisional average on account of th~ ab~ence of lar~e to~'1l~, 
the rural area density being IDore normal. The denSIty m Ka~ganJ tahsIl IS 
a.bove the district average on account of the larger urban populatIOn. 
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(9) Budaun. -Here a.gain the district increase in population is small. 

Popula-Tahsil. tion_ 

udaun district 11,010,180 
isauli , _ 207,897 

B 
B 
B 
D 
G 
S 

udaun ,-

ataganj " 
unnaur ,-

ahaswan .. 

Population, * 

numerated 
grants 

E 
Immi 

" .. 

259,163 
203,058 
149,557 
190,505 

1931, 

1,010 
83 

Density, 

503 
577 
573 
488 
413 
454 

1921-

975 
79 

*000'8 omitted, 

I .Percentage 
variation-

1921-31 1911-21 

----
+3'6 -7'5 
+5'3 -6-2 
+6'1 -3'2 
+3'8 -12'3 
-0'3 -8'5 
+1'3 -8'3 

Variation, 

+35 
+4 

The birth-rate has been slightly above 
t.he divisional av-erage and the death
rate somewhat more above 'av-erage 
on account of fever, plague and small
pox, though the survival rate of 8' 9 
is about the provincial average. 

The population of the district is now 11,4 per cent. higher than it was 50 
years ago. Immigrants have increased from 8'1 to 8,2 per cent. of tho total 
population, the actual numbers having risen by 5 '1 per cent. The district has 
lost on the balance of migration by about 52,000 persons. Emigration thus 
shows a marked increase, Gunnaur, the most precarious tahsil in the district, 
has suffered heavily from floods (especially in 1924), drought and locusts. 
Sahaswan and Dataganj tahsils have both suffered from floods. These 
calamities hav-e resulted in considerable emigration to Budaun, Agra and 
Aligarh cities, a.nd to the neighbouring districts. The district density is below 
the divisional average though to a less extent :in the rural areas. Bisauli and 
Burlaun tahsils have relatiYely high densities on account of their larger urban 
popUlations. 

(10) Moradaba<l.-The population of this district has increased slightly 
above the provincial a.verage, and 
now stands 11'1 per cent. higher 
than it did 50 years ago. The in
crease in the past decade in Morad
abad tahsil has been double that of 
tbe district as a whole, owing to the 
enormous increase of nearly 34 per 
cent. in the population of Moradabad 
municipality, which is due to the 
extension of the Railway Colony, the 
fortuitous presence of troops at the 
final enumeration and the extension 
of industry. The lower increases in 
Hasanpur, Sambhal and Thakurdwara 

Percentage 
Popula- variation-

Tahsil. tion_ Density, 
1921-3111911-21 

M oradabad district 1,284,108 561 +7'1 -5'1 
Amroha .- 228,939 598 +7-1 -1'4 
Bilari ,- 227,124 682 +8'l -5'5 
Hasanpur " 178,140 323 +2'5 -5'2 
Moradabad " 283,749 907 +14-5 -2'1 
Sambhal 253,271 540 +3-1 -7'7 
Thakurdwara ,. 112,885 470 +4'9 -11'3 

.PopulatlOn_ ~ 1931- 1921. Variation_ 

Enumerated ,- 1,284 1,199 +85 
Immigrants ,. 71 71 Nil. 

, 
*000 s omItted, tahsils are due partly to the m ore pre-

carious nature of their cultivation. Further, apart from Sam bha1 City, these 
tahsils have few large towns. Hasanpur, which lies along the left bank of the 
Ganges, suffered very severely from the floods of 1924 and many people subse
quently left the inundated areas. Thakurdwara has lost more severely from 
disease (especially malaria) than the other tahsils, and its seasonal emigrants to 
the Naini Tal Tarai had not returned by thE:; census night. The ,birth-rate in 
the district (46'5) was the highest in the province. '1'he death-rate was (on 
account of the usual high infant mortality, fever, plague and cholera) also very 
high (36 '0), second only to Pilibhit in the province. The resulting survival 
rate was 10'5 which is well above the provincial average. Immigrants are 
practically stationary having increased by 0'2 per cent. They now form 5'5 
per ce-nt. of the total population as ~gainst 5'9 per cent. in 1921. According 
to the vital statistics the district has lost on the balance of migration during. 
the decade 41,000 persons. Emigration thus appears to hav.e increased 
slightly since last census, though this is due in part to the fact--toot the 
seasonal emigrants to, the Naini Tal Tarai had not commenced to return by 
the time, of the final enumeration. The majority of the migration is matri
monial, but part/of the male emigration was semi. permanent migration to 
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Moradabad City in search of employment in its industries, especially brass 
mRtuufaeture. There is also, of ~01J:rse, the seasonal E.migration to the N!,!-~ni 
Tal Tarai, referred to above. The district density is above the divisional 
average on account of the presence of the cities of Moradabad, Amrcha and 
Sambhal; the density of the rural areas is beLow that of the rural areas of 
the division as a whole. The density of Hasanpur tahsil is below the distFict 
average on account of the Ganges kltadir included therein, ano the smaller 
urban population. That of Tha.kurdwar~ is somewhat low for the reasons 
given abvve. 

(11) Shahjahanpur.-The district shows an increase somewhat below thf; 

Tahsil. 

8. 'hahjakanpur 
di8f1rict, 
alalabad " J 

P 
S 
T 

awayan " 
hahjahanpur ", 
ilhar " ---_-
Population. *. 
-----

n1llllerated E 
I mmigrants 

" 

" 

Popula· 
tion, Density, 

--
905,13/ 513 

, 
183,358 . 504 , 
212,689 I 360 
267,53& , 679 
241,546 579 , '-------
1931. 1921. 

------
905 856 

80 74 

*000'8 omitted. 

Percentage 
varia~ion-

1921-31 1911-21 

-'-r---
+5'7 -11') 

+4'1 -8'2 
-1'0 -[5'5 I 

+10'5 I -8'5 
+8'5 -lL'9 , 

V.ariation. 
i-----

+49 
+6 

I. 

divisiona.l and p:mvincial &verage. 
Owing to heavy looses in the decade 
1911-21 (especially from influenza) 
its population is now only 3' 5 per 
crent. more than it was ISO yeartl ago. 
The birth and death-rates in the past 
decade were both high (the latter on 
acecunt of fever, plague and cholera) 
and the survival rate (9' 9) slightly 
below the divisicnal average'. Im
migrants have increas€'d from 8'8 to 
8' 9 per cent. of the total population, 
the actual numbers having risen by 
9'1 per cent. The loss 011 the 
balance of migration bas been 36,000 

persons. Emigrants have thus increased', in part due to' the Earlier date of the 
cenEiuS a;s the Tarai· emigrants; lla'd' not returned by then. Pawayan tahsil 
which runs up as a wedge between the Pilibhit and Kheri districts, is akin 
rather to thoso districtE! of sub- Himalaya West tban~ to Indo" Gangetic, Plain 
West. It incfudes a good dEal of foreElt and swamps and this aCCGunts for its 
low density, It lo~t very heavily from influenza in 1918.19 and large areas 
went (jmt of cultivation. The survivurs continued to emigrate for ~cme years 
afterwards owing to the unhealthy conditicns which are t:aid to have been 
further accentuated by water.~ Jogging from the- new Barda Canal. In the 
p'resent decade this tahsil has lost by emigration: and diseaEe. Jalalabad tahsil 
shows an increase below the average. This tahsil is fl.lostl;1 subject to fluvial 
action by the Ram ganga, and several village sites have beeu'wafhed awa,y in 
the past decade. Thero has been emigration from this tn.hsiJ also on account 
of. the agricultural vicissitudes of the end of ihB deeade. 

Apart from the periodic emigrants to the Tarai,. emigta.tion has been semi
permanent, directed towards Shahjahanpur and other tewDS. The district 
aensity is below the divisional average on account of the absence of large tOWDE 

in Jal'alabad and Pawayan tahsils and the mb-;mont'ane character of the latter. 

(12') Fa'i:rullhabad.'-The papulation has incr~a,eed less than the divisional 

Tahsil. 

Farrukhabad die· 
trict. 
hhibramau C 

F aI'l'Ukhabad 
Kaimganj. 
Kanauj 

Population, * 

" 
" 
" 

" 

----
'humerated 
mmigrants 

Ei 
I: 

., 
" 

I 
I Po,[?ula-

tlOn, Density. 

-
877,392' 534 

199,323 477 
308,186 645 
171,824 471 
198,0,9 518 
~~ --

/931, 1921. 
------

877 840 
96 91 

*ooo's omitted, 

Eereentage 
variation-

1921-31 1911-21 

- -
+4'5 -4'8' I 

+5'1 . -6'3 
+6'3 , -5'8 
+0'2 , +1'4 
+4'8 -6'7 -----. Variation, 
-----

+37 , +5 , 

and provincial average. It now 
stands 1'4 per cent. less than it was 
50 years back. The in crease in 
Kaimganj tahsil is negligible, partly 
due to heavy plague mortality in 
119-28; though strangely enough in 
1921 this tahsil alone showed an in
crease in spite of the vicissitudes of 
that decade. The birth-rate has be0ll 
average but the death-rate was un
usually higl1, possibly on account of 
fcller recording ot deaths, as the dis.. 
trict a.part from Kaimganj tahsil has 
n0t ~u:ffered more-than its neighbours 
from the few epidemics of the decade. 

The survival:rate'(5"9~ is about half, that of th:e division. Immigrants have 
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incre9.sed from 10'6 to 10'9 per cent. of the population, the actual numbers 
having risen by 5' 7 per cent. According to the vital statistics the district lost 
11,000 persons in the decade on the balance of migration. 

The district density is slightly below the divisional figure but is slightly 
higher in the rural areas. That of Farrukhabad tahsil is relatively higher on 
account of the presence of Farrukhabad-cum-Fatehgarh municipality. 

(13) Etawah.-This district like its neighbour Mainpuri has shown a 

Tahsil, 

E tawak district 

A uraiya ., 

B harthana " 

B idhuna ., 

E tawah .. 

Population. * 

E numerated .. 
I mmigrants .. 
---

. 
Popula· 

tion, Density, 

746,005 442 

181,286 437 

178,214 427 

167,539 391 

218,966 512 

--
1931. 1921. 

746 734 

76 70 

--

Percentage 
variation-

1921-31 1911-21 
, --

+1'7 -3'5 

+5'6 -5'2 

-----{)'6 -----{)'2 

-2'4 -4'2 

+3'8 -4·2 

Variation. 

+12 

+6 

very fmall increase in the decade 
and its population is only 3' 5 per 
cent. higher now than it was 50 
years ago. The birth-· rate and 
death-rate have both been below 
the divisional average and the bur
vival rate (8' 8)' is also below the 
normal. It is, however, clear that 
the small increase is due to the loss 
on the balance of migration. Im;rni
grants have inoreased from 9' 6 to 
10' 2 per cent. of the population, 
the actual numberE having risen by 
8' 6 per cent. The loss on the ba. 
lance of migration in the decade has 
been 52,000 persons. Emigrationhas 
thus increased considerably, due to 
the movement of labour out of the 
district, especially from tahsils Bhar-

*000'8 omitted, thana and Bidhuna. The growth 
of cotton has declined by half, and the ginning factories employ far less 
labour. Bangle-ma.kers have migrated in considerable numbers from tahsil 
Bidhuna to Mainpuri and Agra districts, and surplus agricultural labour has 
also moved out of the district. Tho district density is well below the divi
sional averagE: partly on account of the absence of large towns, but the rural 
densjty is a.lso relatively low throughout the district. 

To sum up, this natural division has increased in population during the 
decade by the provincial average. A glance at the map of the natural division 
will reveal that the increase has been caused by two main factors:-

(1) the protection afforded to the western districts of Muzaffarnagar, 
Meerut, Bulandshahr, Aligarh, Muttra and Agra by the Ganges 
and J amna Canals. The map brings this out in a most strik
ing manner-a remarkable vindication of the Government's 
expenditure on canals, 

(2) the increasing industrialization of Alig~rh, Agra. and .Moradabad 
cities. 

In the tracts unprotected by canals, or proteoted only by the lower and 
more unreliable reaches of canals, there has been little or no change. The birth
ra.te in such districts is slightly below the divisional average and the death
rate is slightly above it, the resulting survival ratE. is 8' 5, so that it is dear 
that the sole reaSon for the negligible inoreases in population of these districts, 
unprotected by canals· (or at any rate not so well protected), is emigration. 
The divisional birth-rates and death-rates have both been above the provin
cial a.verage, but the survival rate (10'4) has been the highest in the province; 
testimony to the relatively healthy climate of the west. On the balance of 
migration the division has lost 458,000 persons in the decade. 

The population of the division is now 10' 2 per cent. above wha.t it was 
half a century ago, which is practically the average increast shown in the 
province as a whole. 

The divisiona.l density is nearly 19 per cent. above the provincial figure, 
pa.rtly as a. result of the relatively large urban population. The rural alea 
density is nearly 13 per oent. above the provincial average figure. 
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4.-Indo-Gangetic Plain, Gentral. 

The variation in population and density between 1921 and 1931 is 
illu~trated by tahsils in diagram no. 22. 

r-----------------------------·~~---

No. 

1. 
2. 
S. 
4. 
5' 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
H. 
12. 
18. 
H. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22, 
28. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 

VARIA TION IN POPULATION AND DENSITY BY T AHSIL8 1921-81 

INDO-GANGETIC PLAIN, CENTRAL. 

Diagram 22 

Increllse Of' decrease 0-5 pOI' c~nt. - - - c==J 
Increase ' 5-10 I' ,; - - - IIIIIJ]] 

" 10-15 " " ---~ 

KEY 
Tahsil. District. 

Aktal'pu.· Clllfnpore 
BliOgnipur " 8i/hau, 

" 
Cawnpors " Ds,apur 

" GhatampuI' " 
No. Tahsil. District, 

Falehpu, Fatahpur 29 Biswan Silapur 
Khaga 

" 30. Misrikh 
" Khajuha " 31. 8idhauli 

Chai! Allahabad 82. Sitapur 
" lIandia II 38. Bi/gram Hardoi 

Kl1.rchana " 84. Hardoi " Manjhan,our " 85. Sandi/a " 
Me,ja 

" 86. Shahabad 
P/fufpur " • 87. Akbarpur Fyzabarl 
81rathu I' 88. B ikapur " 
Sorilon ,. 39. Fyzabad " 
Lucknow Lucknow 40. Tanda " 
Malihabad " 41. Amelhi SuitanpUi' 
Mohan/alganj 

" 42. Kadipur " 
Hasanganj Unao 43, Musafirkharra " Purwa " 44. Sultanpur 
Safipul' 45. Kunda Partabgarh 

Un~o " 46. Partabgarh 1/ 

Dafmau Rae Barali 47. PaW 
" Maharajgarv " 48. Fatehpur Bara Bank; 

Rae Bareli 
" 49. Haidargarh •• 

Salon " 50. Nawabganj 

51. Ramsanehighat 
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--(I) Gawapore.-·The population has increased by slightly more than the 

Popula-Tahsil. tion. Dellility. 

Oawnport rZi8triCt 1,212,253 511 
Akbarpur .. 146,829 397 
Bhognipur ,. 141,653 374 
Bilhaur " 176,330 452 
Cawnpore " 426,962 1,073 
Derapur " 164,319 407 
Ghatampur " 156.[60 366 

---~--
-_ 

Population.* 1931. 192!. 

-
Enumerated , , 1,212 1,149 

Immigrants .. 166 142 

*000'8 omitted. 

Percentage 
variation--

1921 3111911 21 

+5'5 +0'6 
+1'7 -2'2 
+0'7 +5'0· 
+1'5 -8'1 

+11'2 +9-1 
+5'5 -5'6 
+4'0 -2'9 

Variation. 

+63 

+24 

divisional average, but slightly less 
than the provincial. The popuiation 
now stands only 2' 6 per cent. higher 
than it did 50 ye8rs ago, owing 
chiefly to heavy losses from plague 
between 1901 and 1911, and in
fluenza in 1918-19. The increases in 
the last decade in tahsils Akba~pur, 
Bhognipur and Bilhaur are very small 
indeed, due chiefly to emigration to 
Cawnpore city and its hnmediate 
neighbourhood. 

j 

The birth-rate has been slightly below the divisional average and the 
dell.th-rate &lightly above. The survival rate (4' 2) is one of the lowest in the 
province, partly as the result of deaths among the numerous immigrants. 
Immigrants declined steadily from 1901 to 1921, but in the past decade have 
increased from 12' 3 to 13' 7 per cent. of the total population, the actual 
numbers having risen by 17'4 per cent. The district has gained by 14,000 
on the balance of migration in the decade. 

The industrial and commercial development of Cawnpore city accounts 
for the relatively large increase in Cawnpol'e tahsil. 

The district density is below the divisional average partly because, 
apart from Cawnpore city, there are no large towns, and partly because of 
the low rural area density, especially in tahsils Akbarpur, Bhognipur and 
Ghatampur. 

(2) Fatehpur.---The increase in this district as a whole, has been slightly 
above the divisional average but 
below the provincial. In Fatehpur 
and Khajuha the increase is full, 
but in tahsil Khaga, which inci
dentally lost most hea viIy in the 
previous decade,., the increase has 
been relatively much smaller. With 
a higher rural density, and suffering 
more as it did from the calamities 
of the end of the decDde, increased 
emigration has resulted. Another 
contributory cause to this increased 
emigration is the cessation of jute 
manufacture which was formerly 
carried on in Khaga tahsil. The 
district popula.tion is now only O' 7 
per cent. higher than it '\Vii'S 50 years 

Percentage vari-
ation-

Tahsil. Popula- Density. tion, 
1~21-31 1911-21 

------
Fateh pur rZistrict 688,789 419 +5'6 -3'6 

Fatehpur ., 267,717 4t'6 +7'3 --4'1 

Khaga ,. 217.213 449 +2'4 -5'0 

Khajuha " 203,859 396 +6'9 -1'4 

Population. *. 1931. 1921. Variation. 

-----_. -
Enumerated .. 689 652 +37 

Immigrants ., 37 47 I -10 

*000'8 omitted, ago. During the last decade the 
birth-rate has been slightly below the divisional average and the death-rate 
much below the average, the resulting survival rate (10' 2) being far in excess 

r'of the divisional figure. 
'1 Immigrants have decreased from 7' 3 to 5' 4 per cent. of the total popu· 
lation, the actual figures having decreased by 22'0 per cent. On the balance 
of migration the district has lost 30,000 pel'wns in the decade. 

Emigration has increased chiefly as a result of the adverse agricultural 
conditions at the close of the decade and the movement of surplus la bour to 
Cawnpore and other cities. 

The district density is the lowest in the division owing partly to the 
absence of towns, but also to the low density of the rural areas. 
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(3) Allahabad.--The population has increased by more than the divi

T!1h~iL 
Popula- Don-

tion, sity, 

~-.--- --
Allahabad Jistric; 1,491,913 524 
ChaiI ,- 349,441 1,153 
Bandia -- 178,032 599 
Karchana -- 191,951 368 
Manjhanpur " 130,032 47) 
Meja " 161,858 -244 
Phulpur " 170,489 592 
Sirathu " 122,540 517 
Soraon " 187,570 708 

-- -- --
Population, * 1931. 1921, 

--
Enumerated , 1;492 1,404 

Immigrants " 6 6d 

--
*000'8 omitted, 

-
Percentage vari-

ation-

1921-31 1911-21 
----

+6-2 -4-3 
+13'2 -7-1 
+6-5 -3'5 
+3'9 --0'1 
to'4 ---I' J 
+0'4 --4'9 
+8'9 -5'4 
-0'4 -3'9 
+8'0 -5'1 

Variation, 

+88 

+26 

sional a verage, but less than the 
provincial. The varifltions have, 
however, been very uneven through
out the various tahsils. Chail has 
increased double the distriot average 
on account of the llnge increase in 
the population of Allahabad munici
pality. The three north-e8stern 
tahsils, Handia, Phulpur, and. Soraon 
show considerable increaees, whereas 
the we&tern and the tl'ans-Jamna 
tahsils (which are more akin to the 
Central India Plateau) show small 
increases and, in the case of Sirathu 
(which adjoins Khaga tahsil of 
district Fatehpur), a small decrease. 

The population of the district is now only l' 2 per cent. higher than it was 
50 years ago. The district birth-rate has been about the average of the 
division and the death-l'atE; slightly below average, t.he survival rate (8' 3) 
being above the average. Immigrants have increased from 4' 3 to 5' 7 per 
cent. of the total population, the actual figures having risen by 42' 9 per cent. 
On the balance of migration, acoording to the vital statistics, the diEtrict hp E, 

lost 30,000 persons in the decade. 
The district density is below the divisional average, partly on aocount 01 

the low urba,n population in Epite of the presenoe of Allahabad City, and partly 
because of the low density of the trans-Jamna tahsils of Meja and Karchana. 
Soraon has a high density as it approaches in character the Gangetio Plain 
oil which it borders, 

(4) Duck-now . -This district registers the largest increase of any in the 
_-

Tahsil. Popula-
tion, 

Lucien-ow district 787,472 

Lucknow " 474,839 

Malihabad " 175,101 

lI{ohanlal~anj 137,532 

" 

fOBqlatign, * 1931, 

.. ...,_ ... ~ . 
Enumeffited, , 787 

Im~igrants " I 137 

I per:U~~~-1 
variation-

Density, _, ___ .-__ 1 

division, entirely due to the large 
increase in population of Lucknow 
municipality. The increase in the 
rural areas is very moderate. The 

1921-311911-21 population of the district has increas
---- -- ed-by 13'0 per oent. in the last 50 

814 +8,7 -5'1 years. Both the birth and dE,ath rates 
1,319 + 11'9 --4'9 were, durmg the decade, the highest 

in the division, the resulting survival 
524 +4'5 --4'1 rate being average (7' 3). 
504 +3'9 -5'4 

1921. Variation, 

724 +63 

103 +34 

-_------------_------
*ooo's omitted, 

Immigrants' have increa~ed from 14' 2 to 17' 4 per cent. of the total popu
la,tion, the actual numbers havmg risen by 33'0 per cent., due to the increas: 
ing commercia,l and industrial importance of Luclmow city, ,and the m6vement 
of labour to the city in the closing years of the de~ade. qn the balance of 
migration the district has gained 10,000 persons. EmIgrants have thus 
decreased somewhat, 

The district density is easily the highest in the division, and is second 
only to Benares in the province. This is dUE to its sma,u size and the presence 
of Lucknow city. The rural d6llsity is very evenly distributed, Fnd is, slightlJ' 
over the avera.ge for the division. 
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(5) Unao.-This district has increased by less than the divisional 

"Popula-Tahsil. tion. Density, 

~ 

Unao diatict ,. 855,700 479 
Hasanganj 223,327 512 
Purwa ,. 253,123 459 
Safipur ,. 194,741 488 
Dnao ., 184,509 460 

Population, * 1931. ~ 
-",numerated " 856 ~ 
Immigrants ., 51 38 

- * OOO's omitted, 

Percentage 
variation-

1921-31 1911-21 

----, 
+4'5 -10'l 
+1'5 -8'2 
+5'9 -12'0 
+2'7 -11'1 
+8'2 -7'8 

Variation. 
+37 
+13 

. 

average and the increase has been 
unevenly distributed. Unao tahsil 
shows a large increase, partly as a 
result of the large increase in the 
population of Unao municipality it
self. Purwa tahsil shows an averagt; 
increase, but Safipur and especially 
Hasanganj tahsils show very small 
inoreases, owing to heavy migration 
of labour .to Unao munioipalityand 
Cawnpore. Safipur tahsil suffered 
from the floods of'1924. 

The population of the district now stands 4' 8 per cent. lower than it did 
50 yeara ago..- During the last decade both the birth and death rates have been 
somewhat below the divisional average and so has the resulting survivall'ate 
(6' 4). 

Immigrants have increased from 4' 6 to 6' 0 per cent. of the total popula
tion, the actual numbers having risen by 35' 2 per cent. Aocording to the vital 
statistioE the district has lost 16,000 persons on the balance of migration in the 
decade. This means that emigration from the district has increased. It is 
chiefly directed towards Cawnpore city and- to a fess extent to Lucknow city. 

The district density is well below the divisional average chiefly on account 
of the absence of large towns. The density is fairly even throughout the 
district. "-

(6) Rae Bareli. -The increase in this distrIct has been below the divi
sional avera.ge and materially below 
the provincial a. verage, the mcrea.ses 
in tahsils Maharajganj, and Rae 
Bareli being particula.rly low. _The 
district popUlation now stand~ only 
2' 3 per cent. above what it was 50 
years ago. The birth-rate in the 
last decade was the lowest in the 
provinoe (25'1) and the death-rate 
(19' 5) was third lowe~t in the prov
ince. The survival rate (5' 6) is low. 
Immigrants have increased from 5' () 
to 5 'I per cent. of the total popula-

Percentage 
Popula- vat'iation-

Tahsil. tion. Density. 
1921-31 1911-21 

----
Rae Bareli dietrict 974,127 557 +4'0 -7'9 
Dalmau ., 260,789 556 +5'2 -8'3 
Maharajganj ,- 247,027 532 +2'6 -8'7 
Rae Bareli " 212,584 573 +3'1 -8'3 
Salon " 253,727 570 +5'1 -6'3 

--Population, * 1931. 1921, Variation. 
--

Enumerated ,. 974 936 +38 
Immigrants " 49 47 +2 

* 000' 'tted tion, the actual numbers having risen 
s onll , by 5'0 per cent. According to the 

vital statistics the district has lost on tIre balance of migrc tion 14,000 per&Onb 
in the decade. Emigration has increased to some extent and has taken place 
largely from Maharaganj and Rae Bareli tahsils, which felt the agricultural 
calamities of the end of the decade more severely than the other tahsils. 

The district density figure is average fro: the division but is above averege 
in the rural areas. Tahsil den~ities are -remarkably 6ven. 

(7) Sitapur.-The increa~e in this district has been much above the divi

Tahsil, 

Sitt.pur district, , 
Biswan " Misrikh " Sidhauli ., 

Sitapur -, 

Population, * 
Enumerated ,-
Immigrants " 

Popula-
tion, Density. 

1,167,139 510 
288,734 510 
276,497 451 
291,819 539 
310,089 590 

1931_ 1921, 

1,167 l.O89 
73 62 

Percentage 
variation-

1921-31 1911-21 

- --
+7'1 -4'3 
+6'2 -5'6 
+7'9 -0'9 
+5'7 -2'6 
+8'7 -7'5 

Variatinn, 
+78 
+11 

sional average and &ligh~ly oVt:l' thl:i 
provincial average, the population 
now standing 21' 8 per cent. highE-r 
than it was 50 years ago. The birth
rate (36' 5) has b6en well above the 
divisio:r1.al average, and the death
rate has been slightly above the a-ver
age (on Recount of fever and cholera); 
the survival rate (10' 6) is well above 
the average of both the division and 
the province. It is thus evident that 
the substantial increase in popula-

... OOO'somltted, tion is entirely due to natural causes, 
12 
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;Immigrants have increased from 5' 7 to 6' 3 per cent. of the total popula
tion, the actual numbers having risen by 18'1 per cent. The migration is 

, chiefly ma.trimonial, and the increase is merely a return to the morE. nOI mal 
conditions prior to the influenza epidemic. On the balance of migration the 
district has lost 38,000 persons in the decade. This reveals a considerable 
increase in emigration which has returned to the iu.o;r~.~ormal figures of 1911 
and 1901. . 

An outlet is evidently impera.tive for such a rapidly ihcreasing population. 

The district density figure is somewhat below the divisional average 
both including and excluding urban areas. i..-

(8) Hardoi.-;-The dietrict increase is below the divisional figure and well 

Popula· Tahsil. tion. Density, 

- --
H ardoi district, . 1,121.626 485 
Bilgram ., 270,096 454 
Hardoi " 316,160 SOl 
Sandila ., 275,202 493 
Shahabad " 266,168 494 
---- -- -_ 

Population.* 1931, 1921, 
-- -_ 

Enumerated " 1,128 1,084 
Immigrants " 56 55 

* OOO's omitted. 

Percentage 
variation-

1921-31 1911-21 

-- --
+4'0 -3'3 
-1'6 -6'4 
+6'7 -1'1 
+5'4 -1'2 
+S'4 t -3'4 

Variation, 
----

+44 
+1 

I 

I 

I 

below the provincial figure. This is 
due entirely tc, Ghe actual decrease 
in the population of Bilg18ill tahsil, 
which lies along the left bank of the 
Ganges and suffered &everely from the 
floods of 1924. As a result, consider
able numbers have migra.ted eJse
where. 

The birth-rate (34' 8) has been high 
and the death-rate (24' 6) average, 
so that the survival rate ha.s been 
high (10' 2). Immigrants now form 
4' 9 per cent. of the popula tion, as 
against 5'1 per cent. at last census, 
though their actual numbers have 

risen by l' 7 peI: cent; On the balance of migration the district has lost 68,000 
persons in the decade. This spoIls a considerable increase in emigration, due 
in part to the floods of 1924, and the :;tgricultural calamities of the end of the 
decade. The distriot density is considerably below average both including and 
excluding the urban areas, on account of the large barren areas of sandy and 
usar waste, jhils, etc., which the district contains. 'The density is remarkably 
uniform throughout the district, except for Bilgram tahsil where the exodus 
from the flooded areas has kept the figure lower. 

(9) Fyzabad.-This district returned the &mallesu increase of any in the 

Tahsil. I Popula-
tion, 

i 

Fywbad district 1,204,789 
Akbarpur " 364,283 
Bikapur -, 290,349 
Fyzabad " 287,338 
Tanda .. 262.819 

--
Population.- 1931. 

--
Enumerated " 1,205 
Immigrants " 62 

-

Density, 

699 
673 
622 
803 
736 

1921. 
--

1,172 
61 

Percentage 
variation-

1921-31 1911-21 

---_ 
+2'8 +1-5 
:1-4'2 +2'9 
+'-3 +0'1 
+4'8 -1-6 
+0'5 +4'9 

Variation, 

+33 
+1 

division, chiefly on account of the 
small cha.nges in tahsils Bikapur and 
Tanda, dUf) partly to cholera and 
plague mortality and partly to emi
gration. The population is now 11'4 
per cent. above what it was 50 
years ago. The birth-rate was slight-, 
ly below, and the death-rate slightly 
above the divisional average (the 
lattm on account of fever, cholera and 
plague), the resulting survival rate 
(5'2) bemg somewhat below normal. 
Immiglants are plactically stvtionary 

, d and now form 5'1 per cent. of the 
* OOO'somltte , .,j. 1 I t' . t 5 2 

~ota popu a Ion as agams .' per 
cent. in 1921, their actual numbers having risen by (),. 7 per cent. According to 
the vital statistics, the district lost during the-deoode·roughly 29,000 persons. 
There appears to have been VE.ry little change ~n the volume of emigration since 
1921. 

The district density is easily the greatest in the division both including 
and excluding the urban areas. Fyzabad·.iS -very similar in character to the 
neighbouring districts of Sub-Himalaya East, and Indo-Gangetic Plain- EaE't 
and hence the high density. Fyza.bad tahsil is higher tha.n the average on 
account of its larger urban population. __ ~_ 
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(10) Sultanpur.--The di~'irict inorease is somewhat below the divisional 

Tahsil. Popula- ,Density_ tion_ 

Surtanpur district f,OSl,284 614 
Amethi ,. 196,582 537 
Kadipur " 26]'537 592 
Musafirkhana " 25J,509 635 
Sultanpur .. 34]'656 673 

t'opulation. • ~ ~ --- --
Enumerated ,. J,051 ]'004 
Immigrants ,. 62 60 

* OOO's omitted, 

l'ercentage 
variation-

1921-31 1911-21 
----

+4-7 -4'3 
+3'9 -7'8 
+3'8 -2'8 
+3'5 -3'7 
'-1--6'9 -3'6 

VariatIOn, 

+47 
+2 

average and is evenly spread over the: 
tahtils, with the exctption of Sui
tanpur which has nearly double the 
peroentage increase of the other three 
tahsils. 

The district population now stands 
9' 7 pE.r cmt. higher than it did 50 
years ago. 

The birth-rate h8s been average 
and the death-rate somewhat above 
average (on account of fever and 
choltsra), so that the survival mte 
(5' 5) was below average. Immigrants 
have increased by only 2' 3 per cent. 
and now form 5' 9 per cent. of the 

population as against 6' ° pn. cent. in 1921. According to the vital statistics 
there has been a loss of 8,000 persons on the balanoe of migration during 
the decade. There appears to have been very liL-tle change in the volume 
of either immigration or emigration since 1921. 

The district density is well above the divisional average both including 
Oond excluding Sultanpur municipality, the only town in the whole district_ 

(II) Partabgarh."7"'The district increa~e !n population has been above the 

" 

Tahsil. Popula- Density, tion, 

--
P(LrtaJJgarh di8trict 906,233 628 
Kunda ., 314,878 578 
Partabgarh ., 318,347 739 
Patti ., 273,008 586 ---I'opulabiun.· 1931. 1921-
~nUnlert1led " 

- 906 --sw 
Immigrants . , 50 55 

• 000'" omitted. 

Percentage 
variation-

1921-31 1911-21 
-- --

+6'(} -5'0 
+-5'5 -5'1 
+8-0 --4'8 
+4'2 --4'9 

Variation. 

+51 
-5 

divisipnal average, but below the 
provincial. The IHrge ihuleE'se in 
Partabga,rh tahsil is due in par~ to its 
proportionally larger urban area. In 
Bela (Partabgarh) municipa.lity there 
wa.s a very large increase. Pe tti 
is more unhealthy than the other 
ta,hsils. The district population is 
now 7' 0 per cent. hjgher bhan it was 
50 years ago. 

During the past decade both the birth and the death rates have been 
below the divisional average, the resulting survival rate (7'4) being almost 
the divisional average. ' 

Immigrants have decreased from 6' 4 to 5·5 per cent. of the population, 
the actual numbers having declined by 8' 9 per cent. On the balance of mig
ra.tion the district has during the decade lost 12,000 persons. Emigration 
appears to have decli.ned slightly as has been the case since 1911. The flow of 
la.bour to Dehra Dun and Assa.m ha.s somewhat diminished. Most of the emi
gration takes place from Kunda and Patti tahsils. 

The district density figure is high for the division, as is the case with all 
the eastern districts which abut on Indo-Gangetic Plain, East. Parta,bgarh 
t.a.hsil has a higher density than the otheI tahsils partly on account of its larger 
urban population. 

(12) Bam Banki.-The district increase in the decade has been well be
low the divi&jonal aVelage I:md only 
half the provincial, and the increase 
has been vel'y unevenly distributed 
through the tahsils, cmiously enough 
the percentage increase being higher 
where the density is greater. The 
low increases in tahsils Fatehpur and 
Ra,msanehighat are due to their lower 
survival rate and to the movement of 
agricultural labour elsewhere at the
end of the decade. The relatively 

Percentage 

Tahsil. 
Popula- Density. variation-

tion. 
1921-31 1911-21 

------
Bara Banki di8trict 1,063,779 606 +3'3 -5'0 
Fatehpur .. 294,779 569 +1'8 -7'6 
Haidargarh .. 185.177 636 +4'2 -1'1 
Nawabganj .. 252,150 698 +7'8 -5'0 
Rarosanehighat 331,673 566 +1'0 -3'0 

Population.* 193C. ~ Variation. 
Enumerated .. 1,064 1,030 +34 
Immigrants ,. 49 48 +1 

* OOO's omitted. higher increase III tahsil Nawabganj 
is due partly to the :movem~nt (If labour_ from the rUlal areas to the muni
cipality of that name and partly to the higher survival rate in that tahsil. 
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The district population is now only 3·6 per cent. above whHt it was 50 
years back. 

The birth-rate in the past deoade was slightly above the diviBional aver
age and the death-rate about average, the resulting survival rate (7·9) being a 
little over average. Immigrants now form 4· 6 per cent. of the population as 
against 4-7 in 1921, their actual numbers having increa.sed by only 1-5 per 
cent. On the balance of migration there has been a lms in the decade of 47,000 
persons. Emigrants thus show a considerable increase. Lucknow takes many 
of them though others go into the Army and farther afield. 

The density of the district, both including and excluding urban areas is 
much a.bove the divisional a.verage, though it is not so high as in the three
districts whioh border on Indo-Gangetic Plajn, East. 

To ~um up, i·he increase in the population of this natural division during 
the past decade h80'3 been approximately three-qua.rters of the provincial aver
age and the population now stands only ti· 7 per cent. higher than it did 50 
years ago, an increase only two-thirds that of the provincial average. The 
map reveals little, except that on the whole the tahsils lying along the left bank 
of the Ganges (i.e., north) have, as a mle, increased substantially, as abo have 
the whole of Sitapur and the three bordering ta.hsils of Hardoi. The increase 
is accentua.ted in the case of the tahsiis containing Luoknow, Cawnpore and 
Allaha.bad cities, in fact it is only in these three tahsils that an increase of over 
10 per cent. has been registered in the division. 

The divisional birth and death rates have both been below the provincial 
a.verage, the survival rate (7· 3) also being the second lowest in the province. 

On the balance of migration the division has lost 267,.000 persons in the 
decade_ 

The divisional density is nearly 22 per cent. above the provincial average 
and that of the rural areas alone is nearly 24 per cent. above the average. 
The density is far greater in the -eastern distriots of the division, especially in 
the rural areas, approximating more olosely as they do to the East.ern Plain. 
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5.-Central India Plateau .. 
The variation in population- and density between 192L and 1931 IS 

illuhtrated by tahsils in diagra.m no. 23. 

VARIATION IN POPULATION AND DENSITY BY TAHf1lLS 19Zf-8f 

CENTRAL INDIA PLATEAU 

Increase .01' dec,~asB 0-5 pel' cent. - - - --" I 
lncr.He 5-fO pel' cent. - - - -- ___ [[j]]]J 

10-15 11." ---------~ 
" 15 & over" ,,- -- _- - --1tltIJ1l!!!! 

_/ 

KEY 

r 

/' 
No. Tahsil: District. No. Tah.il. Ifiltl'ir;t 

f. Garautha Jhansi 1L. Hamit:Dur Hamil'pur 
2. Jhansi 

" '12. Mti/ioba " 
8. Lalitour ,,' 18. Mauaaha rl 

4-. Mahroni .. 14. Rath ·If 

5. Mau. 
" 15. BabGl'u Banaa 

6. Moth " .16. Banda " 7. Ja/aun Ja/aUrt 11. Girwan (Hsl'aini) " 8. Kalpi ~ 18. Kirwl " 
.9' Kotlch .. 19. Mau " 1'0. Ora; tr ~ 

(1) Jhansi.-This district, which a glance at Subsidiary Table III will 

Tahsil. 

I Percentage 
variation

Popula- Density.I-----
tion. I 

-----1------~~ 
Jhansi district. . 690,413 191 +13·8 -10'9 
Garautha .. 85,035 162 +11'2 +,'3 
Jhansi .. 175,181 384 +16'8 -10'2 
Lalitpur .. 159,626 151 -f15'2 -13'1 
Mahroni .. 112,983' 127 +20'4 -23'3 
Mau .. i 102,106 233 +4'8 -6'6 
Moth I 55,482 219 +10.4 -8'6 

pOPulation.",'· -1-93-1.-ll-19-2-I.-I-~V-a-I1-·at-io-n-.-
. ----1--------
Enumerated . '1 
Immigrants .. 

690 
92 

606 
68 

+84 
+24 

show to be subject to very violent 
fluctuations, recorded the highest in
crease of any district or state in the 
province in the past deca.de, but in 
spite of this its population has 
increa.sed by only 10' 5 per cent. 
(practically the pro'VinciaI average) 
in the last 50 years. 

The increase in the last decade is 
largy everywhere save in Ma.u tah
sil, the reason for the low increase 
here being the fact that there is less 
room for development in this than 
in the other tahsils. The. pressure on 

*000'8 omItted. the cultivated area being heavier, the 
troubles of the end of the decade lead to muoh migration. It is noticeable that 
the increase ha.s been larger the lower tIle density, . excluding the case of Jhansi 
tahsil where the great inorease in the population of Jhansi municipality is 
chiefly responsible for the larger increase. This municipality owes its growth 
chiefly to its importance its a railway junction. 
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• 
Another noticeable feature is that excluding Garautha tahsil, the larger 

increases now coincide with the larger decreases of last census, which point 
to under-enumeration in 1921 on account of the non-co-operation movement, 
or to temporary emigration. In the case of Mahroni it was the latter, as the 
labouring classes troop off to cut the Malwa crops in the second half of March 
and at the 1921 census many had gone, whereas in 1931 this exodus had not 
commenced at the time of the final enumeration. 

During the past decade the birth-rate has been very high at 44' 6, and 
in spite of the high death-rate (which appears in some measure due to fuller 
recording) the survival rate was as high as 10' 5. . 

Immigrants havo'increased from 11' 3 to 13' 3 per cent. of the popUlation, 
the actual numbers having risen by no less than 34' 3 per cent. They are still 
not quite so numerous as in 1911 and 1901. On the balance of migration the 
district gained 20,000 persons. Emigration has considerably declined. The 
difference is partly due to the fact that thE} seasonal migration to Malwa had 
not commenced at this census. 

The district density is below the divisional average including or exclud
ing the urban areas, owing to large jungle are8 s and barren stony tracts. 

(2) .!alaun.-The population of this district has increased less than the 
_______ ---:-__ :--_-_-:__ ___ , divisional average, and the variations 

'rahsil. 

J ataun district .. 
Jalaun ., 
Kalpi ., 
Konch .. 
Orai .. 

Population. * 

Enumerated " 
Immigrants .. 

Percentage 
variation-

PtJ_pula- Density, ______ 1 
tlOn. 

are spread very unevenly throughout 
the tahsils. Orai tahsil, which is 
favourably situated as regards the 

1921-31 1911-21 railway., but more important still as 
------ regards the .;Betwa Canal, has shown 

426,022 
167,142 
75,804 

-107,579 
75.497 

1931. 

275 +5'/ +0'2 
347 +3'6 -0'5 
187 -0'7 --4'6 
302 +5 '2 -1'8 
246 +15'4 +11'9 

1921. Variation. 

426 1---;-48 41 
+21 
+7 

another remark_able advance. This 
is partly due to the growth of Orai 
municipality %s a trading centre. 
In 1921 there were som~O weigh
men in Orai-there are now 41. 'T-his 
is the result of good railway com
munications and no toll on carts 
bringing goods to its markets. 1he 
increase is also marked in the 
rural area of this tahsil. Kalpi 

*OOO'somitted. tahsil is much ravined, the soil 
is poor and the water-level low. In normal years the soil does not pro
vide permanent cccupation for the whole population and at harvest time there 
is considerable periodic migration to tahsil Orfl,i, especially of landless labourers. 
In this census year both cropp. had failed and the amount of emigration was 
larger than usual, which affected the population of both Orai and Kalpi tahsils. 
Kalpi itself is a decaying town and has declined materially since the tahsil 
ceased. to grow cotton; labour has moved off to Cawnpore. The increase in 
Jalaun tahsil is low. Jalaun itself is handicapped by being 13 miles from the 
railway. Madhogarh, the only oth~r towI,l in this tahsil, has declined since its 
trade in ghi and grain from adjoining States wa~ c;rippled by the high export 
duties imposed by the States. 

The population of the district as a whole is now only 1- 9 per cent. higher 
than it was 50 years ago. During the past decade the birth and death rates 
have both been below the avera.ge of the division, the resulting survival rate 
(9'5) being above average. 

Immigrants have increased from 10'1 to 11' 3 per-cent. of the total popu
lation; the actual numbers having risen by 17'1 per cent. The figure 110W 

more' nearly approaches the figures of 1911 and 1901. On the balance of 
migration the district has lost in the decade _ 18,000 persons. Emigration 
increased very materially at the end of the last decade. It is directed to 
Cawnpore, Gwalior and the Central India Agency.· 

The district density is abc. ve the divisional average, excepting in tahsil 
Kalpi. 
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increase is slightly below the divisional 
-------:-------;------, figure, but is well above the provin-

Percentage . 1 h 

(3) Hamirpur.-The district 

variation- CIa average, tough the population 
Tahsil. P~fo~~· Density. ---:---- is still 6' 2 per cent, lower than it was 

______ 1 _______ Inl 311_1911 21. 50 years back, owing to the large 

Hamirpur district 

Hamirpur 

lVIahoba 

Maudaha 

502,689 

80,408 

179,768 

124,035 

206 

214 

202 

I drop between 1891 and 1901 occa
+8'0 I -5'4 sioned by the famine of 1896-97, 

and the effects of influenza in 1918-
+4'9 -3'6 

19. 
+9'7 

206 +10'3 
The increase of the past decade is 

4'4 most marked in Maudaha and Mahoba 
Rath " 118,478 I 207 +5'5 -8'7 tahsils, where the seasonal immigra-
------ I ---- tion frum the Central India Agency 

Population." _____ 1931. 1921. Variation. _ and Gwalior of labour for harvesting 
Enumerated .. 

ImmigrantR .. 

503

1' 48 

465 

46 

+38 

+2 

work, was nearly double what it 
was in 1921. During the past ten 
years both birth and death ra~es have 

*OOO's omitted. been above the divisional average, 
the resulting survival rate (7'2) being somewhat below the average. 

Immigrants now form 9'5 of the population as against 10'4 in 1921, 
though their actual numbers have risen by 3'5 per cent. On the balance of 
migration the district has gained 3,000 persons in the decade. Emi'gration 
tbus appears t,o have fallen off somewhat. Some of this is explained by the 
early date of .tho 1931 census by which time the seasonal emigrants to Malwa 
as in the case of Jhansi, had not departEd. 

The district density is about the divisional average and the distribution 
of the population is remarkably uniform throughout the whole district. 

(4) Banda.--The increa,se is bekw the divisional average, though very 

Tahsil. 

Banda district ., 
Baharu .. 
Banda 
Girwan (Naraini) 
Karwi .. 
Mau ., 
_----_-

Population.* 
-------
Enumerated .. 
Immigrants ., 

Popula. 
tion. 

625,771 
143,945 
152,643 
121,946 
138.951 
68,286 

1931. 

626 
31 

Percentage 
variation-

Density. 

1921-31 1911-21 

------
218 +6'4 -6'7 
236 +12'5 -9'4 
237 +4'6 -3'2 
232 +5'3 -9'7 
182 +4'6 -6'3 
215 +4'4 -4'1 
.-----

1921. Variation. 
------

588 +38 
41 -10 

little below the provincial average. 
It is evenly distributed except for 
Ba beru tahsil where it is about 2~ 
times as high as elsewhere. .. 

The district population is now 6' 6 
per cent, lower than it was 50 years 
ago, having suffered from precisely 
the same factors as Hamirpur. The 
birth and death rates have both been 
below the divisional average in the 
last decade, the resulting survival rate 
(5' 8) being well below the average 
for e~ther the division or the prov-

*Ooo's omitted. ince. 
Immigrants have decreased from 6'7 to 5'0 per cent. of the population, 

the actual numbers having declined by 23' 5 per cel1t, On the balance of mig
ration, the district has gained 4,000 persons in the deca.de. Emigration appears 
to have declined but part of this, at any rate, as in the case of ,Jhansi and 
Hamirpur, may be ascribed to the earlier date of this census, the seasenal 
migration for harvesting not having commenced. 

The district density is about the divisional average, though in the rural 
area it is somewhat higher than the average of the divisional rural areas. 
Density is uniform throughout the district excepting tahsil Karwi which 
contains some forest areas, and has in the past suffered severelyJrom famines. 

To sum up, the increase in the popUlation of this natural division during 
the past decade has been nearly one-third higher than in the province as a whole. 
Still the popUlation stands almost exactly where it did fifty years ago, due to 
heavy losses by famine in 1896-97 and from subsequent smaller famines and 
influenza. The map shows that during the past decade the greatest increases 
have occurred in the central and south··western areas. 

The birth and death rates have both been above the provincial figures, 
the latter due possibly to somewhat fuller recording of deatbEi. 
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The survival rate (8' 2) is somewhat below the average, suggesting that 
on the whole the excess of births over deaths has been under-recorded in this 
division. On the balance of migration the division has gained 9,000 pers!=ms 
in the decade, the gain being shared by all districts except Jalaun which has 
lost. Even allowing for the annual migration to Malwa which had started by 
the time of the 1921 census, but not by the timo of the 1931 census, it seems 
that. the comparatively favourable agricultural conditions of the decade in 
Bundelkhand as a whole and the development of Jhansi City have resulted in 
arresting the loss on the balance of migration in the division which had been 
in prcgress since 1911. 

The divisional density is less than half the provincial figure, even in the 
rural areas. This it. partly due to the presence of forest areas and partly to 
the pro carious nature of the cultivation, and the liability of the division, at 
least in the past, to the scourge of famine. 

The soils of this division are very different in character from those of the 
Doab. The better class,es consist of the fertile black cotton soil, but this is 
peculiarly retentive of moisture. If there is excessive rain, the crops rot, if 
there is a shortage the soil becolLes so hard as to be almost unworkable. The 
other soils are very poor in quality. Another serious disadvantage under 
which the cultivator labours is the extensive growth of a weed known as 
( kans', the roots of which are deep and which renders cultivation impossible 
in a tract, until it dies of its own accord. 

There is a marked absence of large towns in this division. 
At one time the most precarious part of the province, the increase in 

population recorded during the past decade in spite of the agricultural troubles 
of the latter years, bears striking testimony to t,he efficacy of the measures 
taken by Government to protect its inhabitants. 

- 6.-East Satpuras. 
The variation in population and density between 1921 and 1931 IS 

illustrated by tahsils in diagram no .. 24 .. 

Diagram 24 
_. 

VARIA nON IN .POPUL1TJDN AND DENSITY BY TAHSILS 1921-q1 
EAST SATPURAS_ 

Increase 0-5 per OMt. - - - t=J 
" 5-10 " " -- - ilJ]] 
" 10-15 " " ---~ 
" 15-& oVer" .. --- mmml 

KEY. 

No. Tahsil. District or stats. 
1, Chunar Mirzapur. 
2. Dudhi 

" S. Mirzapur 
" 4. flo bertsganj 
" 5. Bhadohi & J Benares State. 

Ramnagar 
6. C&akia " 
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(1) Mirzapur.--The population of this district (and natural division) 

Papula· Tahsil. tion. Dl'll"ity. 

-_ -_ 
Mirzapur district 788,409 180 
Chunar . , 191,283 340 
Dudhi " 96,818 98 
Mil'zapur ., 330,412 279 
H.obertsganj .' 169,896 104 

--- ---
Population.* 1931. 19::1. 

--
Enumerated ., 788 724 
Immigrants ., 53 42 

*000'" omitted, 

Percentage 
variation-

1921-31 1~11' .211 

+8'9 -0'1 I 
+4'S -3'6 

-121'0 ·0'7 
d'6 -0'3 I 
t 9'9 -4'(, 

Variation, I 
, 

t 64 I 
.+11 

\ 

increased by one-third more than 
the average of the province during 
the last decade, but in spite of this 
it still stands virtually where it was 
50 years ago owing te, its heavy losses 
in the famine of 1896-7. Tho in
crease of the present deca de is how
ever somewhat unevenly dist,ributed . 
The most remarkaLle increase is in 
Dudhi tahsil, where conditions are 
becoming more settled and stable,· 
and the enumeration is considered to 
have been more complete at this 
census than before. It is a difficult 
non-synchronous tract. The other 
tahsil of the plateau preper (Roberts 

ganj) ahm shows 1m incr~ase above 9verago, whereas Chunar tahsil shows 
comparatively a vory moderate movement, due probably to the migration of 
surplus agricultural labour to the cities of 2\firzapur and Allahabad at the 
close of the decade. 

During tho decade the birth and dfath-rates have both appro>::imateo 
very closely to the provincial average, and so has the survival rate (8'9), 

Immigrants have increased from 5' 8 to 6' 7 per cent. of the population, 
the actual numbers having risen by 24'5 per cent.; this increase is largely duo 
to the immigration of Ko]s from Rewah State t. According to the vital statis" 
tics emigraticu and immigrl1tion balanced in the last decade. Emigration 
has thus declined somewhat. 

The average district density is very low, due to the character of tahsils 
Dudhi ard Rcbertsganj, which are part of the plateau proper and contain 
large areas of hilly jungle. 

(2) Benares 8tate.-The State shows a very satisfactory incrcase~ one-sixth 

Tahsil. Popula- Density, 
tion. 

-
Benares State .. 391,272 450 
Bhadohi .. 295,110 155 
Chakia .. 81,942 173 
Ramnagar .. 14,220 2,844 

Population. '" 1931. 1921. 
--- --

Enumerat('d .. 391 363 
Immigrants .. 49 29 

'" 000'8 omit,ted. 

Percentage 
variation-

1921-31 1911-21 

--- --
+7'8 -1'4 
+7'8 ) 
+6'6 

\ 
1'4 

+16'\ 

Variation, 

+28 
+20 

higher than the provincial a ver
ago, and its pc puJatioD n(Jw stands 
9' 4 per cent. higher than it did 50 
years ago, having lost con sid era bly 
as Mirzapur did in the famine of 
1896-7. The greatest increaso is 
in Ramnagar tahsil which consists 
almost cnti;ely of Ramnagar munici
pality wherc a large inC'rea.sc has oc
curred. This also accounts for the 
density of the tahsil exceeding that 
of any other tahsil in the province. 
During the past ten years both birth 
and death-rates have been low, 
markedly lower than in the neigh

bouring districts of Benar~s and Mirzapur. The survival rate (7· L) is also 
below normal. Immigrants appear to have increased from 8'1 to 12·6 per 
cent. of the popUlation, the actual numbers having risen by no less ,than 67' 5 
per cent. According to the vital statistics there has been during the decade let 

loss.on the balance of migration of somc 2,000 people. Emigrants also 
appear to have increased tremendously since 192], but as I have oxplainrd 
in paragraph 8 of Chapter III, the birth"place figures of 1921 were vitiated 
by incorrect returns and a great deal of tho apparent increase in migration 
is unreal. The bulk of this migration is of the permanent marriage type, 
between the State and British districts of the United Provinces. The 
density of Bhadohi tahsil approximates closely to that of Benares district to 
which it is akin in character, whilo the Chakia density approximates to that 
of Robertsganj tahsil of Mirza pur district. 

'" The Dudhi Government Estate, which occupies more than half this tahsil, shows ap ipcrqlse ip perIllllnent 
cultivation of 19 per cent. in the decade. . 

t l4eir numbers in the district have increased by soIlle 12,(J(J or 44 per cmt. 

13 
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7.-Sub:'Himalaya, East. 
, The variation in population and density between 1921 and 1931 IS 

iltustt-ated by tahsils in diagram no. 25. 

[ 

No. 
1 •. 
2. 
Q. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

I 10. 

I 11. 

i 12. 
13. 

I 
H. 
15. 
15, 

L 
17. 

VARIATION IN POPUllTION AND DENSITY BY TAH8/L8192(-81. 
Diagram 251 

!. 

SUB-HIMALAYA, EAST. 

_. 
Increa&o 

" 
(If 

" 

Tahsil. District. 
Bansgaon Gorakhpur. 
Deoria " Gorakhpuf' 

" Hata 
" Miharajganj 
" Padrallna " Bans; Bast; 

Basti II 

Dpmariaganj 
" Harraiya 
" Khalil.bad " Gonda Gonda. 

Tarabganj " 
" Utrail/a " Bahraich Bahraich 

Kaisar ganj 
" Nanpara 
" -. 

, 

([-5 per Cent. 
5-fO 

" " t 
1D-15 " " 15 & ever" " 

---c=:J' 
---rnrrJ 
---~ 
---IDmm 

t 
I 
t 

I 

Gora7chpur.-The population has lllcreased by more than that of any 
I other district in the division, and now 

(1 ) 
J:'erccntage 
varil1tiOfl'- stands 37'2 per cent. higher than it 

Tahsil. Popula. Den.~ity. did 
tion. 50 years ago. The famine of 

1921-311911-21 1896-7 caused a small decrease in 
_-- -------1------ -- _.-- that decade, but in spite oftha heavy 
~:~t!o~di8t~~ 3'!~~g~~ ~~g t~:~ t~:~ mortality from the influenza epidemic 
Deoria .. 539.852 928 +8'3 -2'9 in 1918-19, an increase, (though small) 
Gor~khpur 625,233 I ·959 ++10

4
:
9
7 ++45 :9

6 
was recorded for the decade 1911-21. 

Rata .. 517,3~2~1 904 
Maharajganj.. 70'l,969 I 567 + 15.4 + 1 . 1 
Padrauna .. 705.110 I 760 +6'8 + 1 '4 

Population.'" 
Enumerated .. 
Immigrants .. 

1931, ,I~ Variation.-
-3,568 3,267 

621. 89 

* 009'8 omittecj, 

+301 
-27 
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The presEfnt increase is high in Maharajganj tahsil as a result of several 
factors. Many new sugar ,factories 4~ve been 0PGned ~here and have attracted 
labour; there happened to be a unusual number of wood-c\ltters at work in, the 
jungle at the time of the final enume.cation; the opening of the new railway 
extension to Nautanwan had a~ready attracted many traders; and several new 
masonry wells have been b~ilt which provide Detter drin.~mi wat-er fiji'tlie-people, 
resulting in ,sQme improvement ,in tIle public health. In Gorakhpur tahsil the 
larger increase is due chi~fly to the growtn of Go'rakhptrr lllunicipality and the 
Bengal and North-Western R~!lway Officers and Works4ops. The birth-rate has 
been slightly higher and the death-rate rower-than the div.is~on~t-avernge, the 
resulting survival rate (12·2) being very high. 'The low deat:p.-rate (19·2) is 
amazing for an eastern dis~rict reputedly unhealthy, and suggests that deaths 
have been under-recorded more than births, for fe;ver, pl~gue, ~h:olera ~d small
pox have taken as heavy a toll from this as from any other district. 

Im~igrants have decreased from 2·7 to 1·7 per cent. of'th-e popmation, 
the actual numbers,h~ving declined by 30·9 per cent. There has been a marked 
decline since 19) 1. Accprding to thB vital statistics, ob the balance .of :rp.j.gra
tion the district has lost 9q,000 persons in the decade. Part of this is probably 
due to the understat~ment of deaths. Allowing for this it would appear that 
semi-permanent emigration is sWI practica:lly as great as it was in 1921. 
Emigrants go t9 the Assam tea-gardens, to the mills and coalmines of Bengal, 
and to service in Calcutta. 

The large volume of emigration is not in the least surprising when the 
amazipgly high densities of the first four tahsils are considered and it is remem
bered that the population subsists almost entirely on agriculture and wh.at is 
remitted by emigrants from o)ltside the district. There,if! further a large 
volume of sea~pnE\1 emigration of labour from Gorakbpur to Bengal at tue end 
of the rains for cutting the rice and jute crops, but this has declined v~ry 
materially in tp.e last: three years of the decade. This seasonar migration d'oes 
not affect the census figures as the migrants were at home at both censuses. 
The district has the thir9, high'Jst density in the province and is second only to 
Jaunpur district in point of rural density. ' 

The lower density in Maharajganj tahsil is due to forest areas .and the 
comparatively undeveloped state of parts of the tahsil. The latter reason 
accounts for the low density of J;>adrauna. 

(2) Basti.-The increase in thls district is slightly below the divisional 

Tllhsil. 

Basti di8trict .. 
Bansi .. 
Basti .. 
Domariaganj .. 
Harraiya .. 
Khalilsbad .. 

Population.'" 
Enumerated ., 
Immigrants .. 

Percentage: 

Popula. 
va.riation-

tion. Density; 

J921-31 1911-21 
.. --

2,078,024 737 +7'9 +$'2 
416,352 777 +10'8 +~'5 
418,295 758 +7'4 +3"4 
376,371 642 +10'1 *1(.7. 
353,129 701 +3'4 +p 453,877 805 +7'5 :t 'I 
1931. 1921. Variation, 

2,078 1,925 +153 
49 64 -15 

a'V'erage,butib"'neverthyless"Well a-bove 
the provincial figure: Bansi and 
Domu,riaganj talisils show higher 
:iI1.creas~,s beca~se they are healthier 
than the other tahsils being·usually 
free from plague. .Ha~raiya tahsil is
nbtorious for J:llagv.e I and cholera, 
ahd has suffered hea -Jilj from these 
d~s' in thB past decade. Khalil
a bad a:p.d- -B~sti tah~ils have also 
suffered! to a !lesser extent in this 
~ay .. , _Th~<Estr~~t E.~ulation is now 
27·4 per cent. 1ii_glier tlian it was 50 

*000'8 omitted. years bacIt. 0 

,During the past decade ,both, birth and death-rates have been. sgmewhat 
a.bove the divisional figures, the .survival rate (8·7) being below the div~st6nal 
figure. l' ~ 

11llmigr~nt,s )1a ve ~!3crease?, fr.?lll 3: ~ to 2· 3 J>e~ oeR-t." of the p,<?pulation, 
,the ,~~tual, n?lllb~rs ha,vmg de?hned 'py 23 :.8 per ~e?t: The: de?~~~~ .f\as

1 
~.een 

oontI~\UOUS smce 1901. According to (.the VItal St~tIstICS the dIstrICt lias lost 
14,000 persons on the balance of migration ill the decade. ::l!1¥li~~tion, thus 
a..I?pear:s to have declined materi~l~Y'. This is pf1rtly the result 9f, ~ decreased 
de:r;uan~fo,r lab<;>ur ,in As~a~ ~nd,BeI}gal, but is also in Rart due to the fact that 
the ;n~vy a.dult mortalitY,!n, the previous decade coupled with,th.e favourable 
agricultural conditions of the p.r~~ent 9-ecade keptlp.any people at . ..):fome on the 
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land. The density of the district is well above that of the division, especially 
in the rural areas. It is higher in Khalilabad tahsil which borders on densely
populated Gorakhpur. 

(3) Gonda.-The increase in this district is somewhat below the divisional 

Percentago I P~pula- variation-
Tahsil. tlOn. Density. 

1921-31 1911-21 

---- -----
Gonda district .. 1,576,(}O3 555 +7'0 +4'3 
Gonda .. 411,418 665 +3'7 +0'6 
Tarabganj " 375,146 566 +5'9 +3'4 
Utraula " 789.439 506 +9'3 -f7'7 

--
Population.~ 1931. 1921 Variation. 

Enumeratod " 1,576, 1,473 +103 
Immigrants " 68 72 -4 . 

*000'8 omitted. 

figure, though it is a shade over the 
provincial average. It is lower in 
Gonda tahsil on account of its high 
density, many emigrants having left 
during the decade and disease having 
taken a fair toll. The larger increase 
in tahsil Utraula is due to the 
development of its tarai area and 
the consequent growth of many 
markets. There has been consider
able migration from Gonda. tahsil 
to the tarai in the decade. The dis
trict population now stands 24'0 pE7r 
cent. higher than it was 50 years 

ago, the only decade in which a decrease has been returned being 1891-1901 
when the district suffered from the famine of 1896-7. 

During the past decade the birth-rate (26' 3) has been second lowest in the 
provinc~, Dehra Dun being the lowest. The death-rate has been the lowest 
(17' 7). This suggests larger errors in the vital statistics than in oth,er districts, 
for the mortality from fever and cholera (which is almost endemic) has been 
as bad in this district as in most others. The survival rate (8' 6) has been below 
that of the division, but almost coincides with the provincial figures. 

Immigrants have decreased from 4'9 to 4'3 per cent. of the population, 
the actual numbers having declined by 5' 6 per cent. There has been a steady 
decline since 1901 when the figure was 102,000. On the balance of migration 
the district has lost 24,000 persons. There has been some increase in emigration 
from the district during the decade, especially from Gonda tahsil. The district 
density is below the divisional average both including and excluding the urban 
areas, partly as a result of the forest areas included in Utraula tahsil, and on 
account of certain tarai areas included in Tarabganj tahsil. 

(4) Bahraich.-The increase in this district is the lowest in the division, 

Popula-Tahsil, tion. 
Density, 

--
Bahraich district 1,136,348 431 
Bahraich .. 432;647 465 
Kaisarganj .. 355,060 520 
Nanpara .. 348,641 340 

Population.* 1931, 1921-

Enumerated .. 1,136 1,065 
Immigrants -. 46 50 

"OOO's omitted. 

Percentage 
variation-

1921-31 1911-21 

--_-
+6'7 +1'7 
+6'9 +2'3 
+2'4 +2'9 

+11'0 -0'4 

Variation, 

+71 
-4 

though it is exactly tho provincial 
average. The increase in Nanpara 
tahsil is high due partly to its 
larger proportion of Muslim popula
tion, partly to immigrants cultivating 
new land, and partly to the fact that 
the census was earlier in 1931 and 
the exodus of the cold weather immi
grants to the jungle areas for felling 
trees, etc., had not begun. The low 
increase in Kaisarganj tahsil is partly 
due to the last fact, to semi-perma
nent emigration outside the district, 
and to its relative unhealthiness. 

The district population is now 29'4 per cent. higher than it was 50 years 
ago. The only decade to show a decrease was 1901-11 when many people left 
the district on account of the famine of 1907-08. Even then the loss was 
only O· 3 per cent. 

During the past decad~ the btrth and death-r~tes were both ab.o:,,~ the 
divisional average, the resultmg surVival rate (8' 2) bemg below the dIVISIonal 
figure. The district has suffered a good dee 1 from fever and cholera, the 
latter being ~lmost endemic. . 

Immigrants have decreased from 4'7 to 4'0 per cent. of the populatIOn, 
the actual numbers having declined by 8' 6 per cent. The decline has been 
continuous since 1901. According to the vital statistics there has been a loss 
on the balance of migration in the decade of 16,000 persons. 
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The district density is about two-thirds that of the division both including 
and excluding the urban areas. It is lower in Nanpara and Bahraich tahsils 
on account of forest and tarai areas . 

. 
To sum up, the increase during the past decade in the population of this 

natura.l division has been one-fifth higher than the provincial tigure, and the 
population now stands 31 per cent. higher than it did 50 years back, an increase 
comparable only with that in Himalaya, West. Every census since 1881 has 
revealed an increase though sometimes a small one. Famine and even the virulent 
influenza. epidemic of 1918-9 have merely retarded the rate of increase. During 
the past decade the map reveals that the greatest percentage increases have 
occurred in the northern tahsils of the division where the density is relatively 
lower, partly on account of forest areas and partly on account of the more un
developed condition of agriculture. This larger percentage increase is due in 
no small measure to the extension of the cultivated area in these tahsils in the 
past decade, the pressure on the land in other areas having driven cultivators 
into hitherto undeveloped tracts. This is especially noticeable in the north 
of Gorakhpur district where many new village sites have sprung up in the past 
decade and much virgin soil is being cultivated, more especially with sugarcane 
to feed the numerous cane factories that have sprung up towards the end of 
the decade; and also in the Nanpara tahsil of district Bahraich. 

Both birth and death-rates have, in the past decade, been the lowest of 
any division in the province, the resulting survival rate (10'1) being about one
sixth higher than the provincial figure. This suggests considerable omissions 
in the vital statistics especially in the death returns, for the division is reported 
to be one of the most unhealthy in the province and has suffered heavily from 
fever, plague and cholera in the last ten years. 

On the balance of migration, according to the vital statistics, the division 
has lost 151,000 persons; but in view of the relatively greater under-recording 
of deaths I suspect the real figure to be somewhat lower. Nevertheless the 
loss has been very great and includes a larger proportion of semi-permanent 
labour migra tion to Assam and Benga1. 

The divisional density is second only to that of Indo-Gangetic Plain, 
East to which the southern areas of Gorakhpur and Basti approximate closely 
in character. There is a noticeable lack of large towns, and the density of the 
rura.l areas of southern Basti and Gorakhpur is very high indeed. 
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S.-indo-Gangetic Plain, East. 

The variation in population and density between 1921 and 1931 is 
illustrated by tahsils in diagram no. 26. 

VARIATION IN POPULATiON AND DENSIH BY TAHSIL;] 1921-31. 
DlagnnJ 26 

INDO-GANGE.TIC PLAIN, EAST 

IncrcasfJ O~ decrea~e 0-5 per. c9nt. - - - c::J 
Increase 5-10 per cent,_ --- - -. -- IIlJ] 

II 10-15 11" ----------§ 

KE.Y 

No. Tahsil. District. No. Tah si/. District. 
1. Benares Banares ft. Balfia 8al/ia 
2. Chandauli rr 12. Bansdih 

" 8. Jaunpu~ Jaunpur 18. Rasra 
" 4. /(Irakai 

" 
H. Ahraufa Azamgarh 

5. I Machhlishahr 
" 

15. Deogaon 
" 6. Mariahu 

" 
16. ChDs; 

" 7. Shahga nj 
" 

17. Mohammadabarl 
" 8. GhuliJur Ghazipur 18. Nlzamabad 
" 9. MOhammadabad 

" 
19, Sagr; 

" 10. Satdpul' " 
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(1) Benares.-The increase in this district has been sonrewhattail!mll$e the 

Tahsil. 

----
Benares district 
Benares " 
Chandauli '. 

Population. * I 
Enumerated "I Immigrants ., 

Popula-
tion, Density, 

--
1,016,378 930 

702,325 1,205 
314,053 616 

1931. "-lm"1 
1,

016
1 85 

952

1 
63 

Porcentage 
variation-

1921-31 1911-21 
___._ --

+6'8 +/'6 
+6'1 +1'4 
+8'4 +2'0 

Variu'tion. 
'. 

+64 
+22 

divisional a ver~ge, and, V€ty." \rl.as:,e' to 
the provincial. The inmea;se·in Chan
dauli is somewhat higher than in 
Benares tahsil, in part due to the 
growth in importance of Nl.ughal 
Sarai as a railway and· business 
centre. 

The district population now'stands 
8'1 per cent. higher than it did fifty 
years ago. The only dec$de which 
sh@wed ar a-ecl'ease. was" 189.1::-19.0l,. 
owing to the effects of the famine of 

*OOO's omitted: 1896-7. 
During the past decade the birth-rate and death-rate were both materially 

above the.divisional figure, the survival rate (6'1) also being above the 
divisional figure. The death-rate is, however, artificially aug}llented by those 
who come to the holy city to die, and actually the distriet has not suffered 
very badly from epidemics (excepting some cholera in 1921). 

Immigran~s have increased from 7' 0 to' 8' 3 per' cent. of, t4e popufat'ion, 
the actual numbers having risen by 34'2 per cent. but they are still below the 
1911level. These figures are largely dependent on the acciaents of pilgrimage. 
According to the vital statistics there has been a gain of 6,000 persons on tim 
balance of migration in the decade. Emigration appears to- harve i-RCl'OOSe& 

somewhat since 1921, due to the pressure on the soil in the rural' areas. , 
The district density is the highest in the province owing to the presence ,ur 

Benares City and the small ar~a of the district, and the rural density is thiT& 
highest in phe proVince to Jaunpur and Gorakhpur. The density in Benares' 
ta.hsil reHects the large Benares City population. 

(2) Jaunpur. -The increase is somewhat above the divisi'onaJ figure altd 

Tahsil. 

I 
aunpur district J 

J 
J 
M 
11 
S 

aunpur .. 
i"irakat .. 
achhlishahr .. 

Iariahu 
hahganj 

Population. * 

numerated E 
I mmigrants 

.. 

.. , 

I 
.. / 

"I 

PODUla-
tion. Density, 

_._ 
1,236,071 797 

278,405 987 
206,926 852 
229,075 666 
253,939 794 
267,726 742 

1931. ·.1921·1 

1.236 ~I 
70 59 

Percentago 
vuriation-

~1191121 
+7'0 -Q'/ 

+10'6 +1') 
+6'0 +2'6 
+5'3 -3'7 
+8'0 -2'3 
+4'8 +1'8 

Variation. 

+81 
+11 

slightly above the provinci'a1. . Jann
pur tahsil shows a remarkable in
crease due partly to the fact tha't 
several people were 0:1). their way to' 
sadr to attend the Shitla Chaukia: 
fair which was held the day after the 
final enumeration, and parify to an 
inHux of people to Jaunpur > munici
pality and its environments who had 
Hed from Benares on account of the 
communal riots. The re1a tively high 
increase in Mariahu tahsil was occa..
sioned by the return of many coolies 
and other emigrants, from Calcutta 

*OOO's omitted. and other industrial centres, as a 
result of trade depression. Normally more persons emigrate from this tahsil 
than from any other. The lower increases in Machhlishahr and Shahganj 
tahsils reHect their relative unhealthiness. They have suffered badly from 
plague. " 

The district population is now only 2' 2 per cent. higher than it was 50 
years ago, mying to losses from the famine of 1896-7, heavy plague mortality 
between 1901 and 1911, influenza in 1918-9, and continuous emigration in the 
past to Bengal and overseas. 

During the past decade the birth and death-rates have both been well 
below the divisional average, though the survival rate (6'2) has been above the 
divisional figure. 

Immigrants lia.ve increased from 5' 2 to 5' 6 per cent. of the total popula
tion, the actual :qumbe:t;~ having risen by 15' 7 per cent. the decline of 1921 ha vmg 
been almost made good.· According to the vital statistics there has been a gain 
of8,000 persons in the decade on the balance of migration. But the vital statis
tic~ are .obviously faulty (wh.i.ch is not surprising in such a congested areal! 
and the births have been understated :more than the deaths .. 
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Actually the ,district has lost slightly on tho balance in the decade, and 
emigrants probably stilI number over 10 per cent. of the natural population, 
though there has been a distinct falling off in their numbers during the latter 
part of the decade. There is also considerable seasonal emigration to Bengal, 
as from Gorakhpur. This too h8,s fallen off materially. 

The district-density is second only to that of Benares, and the density in 
the rural areas (761) is higher than in any other district or state. It is higher 
in Jaunpur t3Jhsil on account of the larger urban population. It is lower in 
Machhlishahr tahsil mainly on account of the extensive barren area, which 
includes large usar plains, and numerous swamps and Jhils. 

(3) Ghazipur. -The increase in this districJt is slightly below the divisional 

I 
Tahsil, 

Ghazipur district 
Ghazipur " 
Muhammadabad 
Saidpur ,. 

Population* 

Enumerated " 

Immigrants ., 

Popula-
tion, Density, 

-
824,971 634 
294,265 676 
269,835 619 
260,87l 605 
1931. 1921. --

825 782 

47 49 

Percentage 
variation-

1921-3l 1911-21 -_ --
+$'6 ~'9 
+8'8 -0'9 
+6'9 -2'3 
+0'9 +0'8 

Variation, 

+43 

-2 

average, and is spread unevenly 
throughout the tahsils. Saidpur 
tahsil returns a very small increase, 
,though this was the only tahsil to 
show an increase in the previous 
decade. The higher increase in Gha
zipur tahsil is due to its relatively 
larger urban population. The popu
la tion of the district is now 8' 9 per 
cent. lower than it was 50 years ago, 
heavy losses having resulted from 
the famine of 1896· 7 and from 
epidemic disease (chiefly plague) in 

*OOO'somltted. the decade 1901-ll. During the 
last ten years the recorded birth·rate has been below average and the death· 
rate somewhat above average (due to endemic plague and cholera). The 
reSUlting survival rat,e (3' 2) was second lowest in the province (Azamgarh was 
lowest at 2' 7) and although the district is an unhealthy one this extremely 
low survival rate suggests more than usually inaccurate vital statistics, and 
a large understatement of the excess of births over deaths. 

Immigrants have decreased from 5'9 to 5'7 per cent. of the population, 
the actual numbers having declined by 4' 6 per cent. On the balance of migration, 
according to the vital statistics, there has been a gain of 19,000 persons during 
the decade; but as in the case of Jaunpur, I consider there has been an under
recording of the excess of births over deaths, and that the district has a'ctually 
lost, though there has been a slight decline in emigration in the decade. 

The district density is below the divisional average both including and 
excluding the urban areas. That of Ghazipur tahsil is somewhat higher than 
the other tahsils on account of its larger urban population. 

{4} Ballia. -There has been a remarka blJ" large increase in the population 

Tahsil. 

Ballia district .• 
Ballia .. 
Bansdih ., 
Rasra .-

Popu1ation* 
Enumerated ,. 
Immigrants ., 

Popula. 
tion, 

913,090 
362,864 
275,775 
274.451 
1931. 

913 
38 

Percentage 
variation-

Density, 

1921-31 1911-21 -_ --
742 +9'9 -1'7 
832 +9'5 -2'4 
739 +11-5 -2'3 
650 +8'8 --0'2 
~- Variation. 

831 +82 
331 +5 

of this congested district in the past 
decade! but in spite of this the popu
lation is still 6' 3 per cent. less than 
it was 50 years ago, owing to 
extremely heavy losses from plague 
and other epidemics, especially in 
the decade 1901-ll. The increase 
in the last 10 years has been spread 
fairly evenly over t4e tahsils. It 
is larger in Bansdih tahsil chiefly on 
account of the increase in the popu. 
lation of its towns. Both birth and 

*000'8 omitted, death -rates ha ve been below the 
average of the division (the latter being surprising in view of the fact that 
plague and cholera are endemic), and the survival rate (7' 2) has been well above 
the divisional figure. Immigrants have increased from 4' 0 ,to 4' 2 per cent. of 
the population, the actual numbers having risen by 14' 8 per cent. According 
to the vital statistics there has been a gain of 22,000 persons on the balance 
of migration; but the same conditions obtain here as in Jaunpur and Ghazip~r. 

Emigra.tion has decreased somewhat in the decade, though n~t to the 
e4tent that the vital staHstics would suggest. EmigTants probably still 
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number 10 per cent. of the natural population. The district density is about 
the average 9f the division both including and·exclooing towns. 

Popula. 
Tahsil. tion, Density, 

--
Azamgar1l district 1,571,577 710 
Ahraula .. 317,374 720 
Doogaon " 236,220 614 
Ghosi " 263,708 719 
Muhamma:labo,d 258,409 722 
NiLamabad " 260,565 832 
Sagri " 235,301 676 

l'opuL,tion '" 1._!231. 1921. 
Enumerated ") 1,572 1,529 
Immig<'ants .. 49 59 

Percentage 
Vllriation-

1921-31 1911-21 

-
+2'8 +2'4 
-1'2 +5'1 
+0'9 +4'6 
+7'4 +0'1 
+4'5 +2'7 
+5'5 +0'1 
+0'8 +1'3 

Variation. 

+43 
-10 

I 

(5) Azamgarh. -This district has 
one of the smallest rncreases of the 
province, and the variations through
out the tahsils are very uneven. 
Ahraula tahsil records an actual 
decrease, and Deogaon and Sagri 
tahsils, with comparatively lower 
densities, show but small increases. 
Ghosi tahsil, on the other hand, shows 
an increase aboye the provincial 
average. The differencl;ls are probably 
due to the relative effects of 

, *000 s omitted, emigation. 
The district popUlation now stands 3'1 per cent. 'lower ihan it did 5'0 

years ago, owing to the effects of the famine of l896·7 ami heavy mort-ality1TOlll 
plague in the decade 1901-11 and since. During the last ten years the birth· 
rate has been average and the deatb-rste above average (on account of fever 
and endemic plague and cholera), the survival rate (2'7) being the lowest in the 
province. Although iihe district is unhealthy and misses few epidemics, the very 
low survival rate for the pastfavourable decade suggests a large understatement 
of the excess of births over destp,s. 

Immigrants have decreased from 3'8 to 3'1 per cent. of the population, 
the actual numbers having declined by 17'0 per cent. According to the vital 
~tatistics there would appear to be a gain on the balance of migration of 1,000 
persons in the decade but the record especilJ lly in respect oi births is evidently 
very incolIlplete and allowing for this the district has probably lost at least 
40,000 on the balance of migration during the decade, though emigration, which 
is mostly to Bihar and Orissa, Assam and Bengal, declined towards the end of 
the decade on account of trade depression. 

The district density is below the divisional average both including and 
excluding towns. The population is spread fairly evenly over the tahsils, though 
the density is lower in tahsil Deogaon on account of its large barren areas which 
include usar plains, swamps, and jhils, and higher in tahsil Nizamabad on 
account of its high urban population and greater fertility. 

To sum up, the increase in the population of this natural division in the 
past decade has been slightly below the average of the province, ang. the popula
tion now stands only l' 6 per cent. higher than it did 50 yearf' ago, chiefly as a 
result of the famine of 1896"7, the ravages of plague and influenza, and loases 
by emigration. 

The increases of the past decade are chiefly to be found in the southern 
and eastern tahsils of the diviaion. 

The birth"rate has been markedly below the provincial average and the 
death-rate has been average, the resulting survival rate (4' 9) being the lowest 
of any division in the province. But the vital statistics are very unreliable in 
this most congested division, more especially in respect of births which haye 
been markedly under"recorded. 

From the recorded vital statistics the division would appear to have 
gained 57,000 persons on the balance of migration in the decade, but this is very 
far from the truth. Immigrants have slightly increased and emigrants have 
probably declined to some extent since 1921, but the division as a whole has, 
if anything, lost on the balance in the decade, and of course the total emigrants 
in 1931 outnumbered the immigrants by more than two to one. 

The divisional density is by far the highest of any natural division in the 
province, both including and excluding the urban areas, the highest densities 
figuring in the south"western areas. 

68. In paragraph 23 supra reference has been made to certain factors 
which affect density, and now it will be convenient to discuss a few of these in 
the light of the past decade. 

14 

The effect of 
certain factors 
on density in 
the past decade. 



(1) Social 
conditions. 

(2) Physical. 
(a) Fertility 
ana, rainfaU. 

(b) Density 
ana, the gross 
cultivated area. 

, 
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69. First a few words on the effects of social conditions. A study of 

Casoo. 

Bhuinhar .. 
Brahman .. 
Kayastha .. 
Rajpub .. 
Bbisti _. 
Chamar .. 
Dhabi .. 
Dbunia .. 
Julaha .. 
Kumhar .. 
Luniya .. 
Pasi .. 

Variation in 
population. 

1921-31. 1901-31. 

Percent. Per, cent. 

+1'5 -8'7 
+0'9 -4'8 
+5'1 -9'3 
+8') -4'9 

+24'3 +14'0 
+8'0 +6'4 
+9'5 +9'0 

+17'3 +8-4 
t14'0 +8'9 
+11'9 t7'0 
tll'3 t17'8 
+9'2 t17'8 

Subsidiary Table I to Chapter XII will reveal 
that the lower castes are multiplying at a 
greater rate than the higher cas-teE, in spite of 
the lower standard of living enjoyed by the 
former and their consequent greater exposure 
to the ravages of disease. The figures for 
selected castes are shown. in the margin. 
Since 1901 the higher castes have actually 
lost in numbers, whereas most of the lower 
castes show increases. (The returns of Bhangis 
at various censuses have been vitiated by the 
inclusion of different castes and sub-castes 
under this appellation and by variations in 
the manner in which they have returned them
selves from time to time. Their figures have 
therefore been omitted.) 

In all countries of the world the same process is going on, the lower 
classes multiplying at a greater rate than the upper classes. The figures of the 
1931 census in England and Wales disclose that the birth-rate has. fallen b.y 
16'3 per cent, as compared with the previous decade, in spite of the fact that 
marriage rates were well maintained particularly at th:e younger and more 
reproductive ages. The birth-rate of the upper and upper middle classes is 119 
per mille, while for skilled workmen it is 153 and for unskilled worlmlen 213. 
It means that in England and Wales those who contribute the best to the race 
are contributing far less than their share of offspring. The same is true of 811 
other countries including India. Persons of higher caste and society who possess 
relatively more education and wealth, and enjoy a better standard of living, are 
multiplying at a low rate. Those of lower castes with little or no literacy, meagre 
means and a low standard of living are mUltiplying at a higher rate. The la.tter 
exist to a proportionally larger extent in the east of the province, and account 
for the high density there in spite of the ravages of disease. Prohibition of 
widow remarriage, wholesale condemnation of illegitimate offspring followed by 
immediate social ostracism, enforced celibacy in many high castes due to a 
paucity of girls marriage with whom is permitted by the prevalence of hyper
gamy, and the increasing adoption of contraceptive methods amongst the 
educated higher castes, all contribute to their low birth-rates. Further the 
fertility ofthe higher castes is lower than that of the other castes on account of 
the low standard of positive health among the former. On the other hand ~he 
prevalence of widow remarriage, admission of illegitimate offspring within the 
caste fold on payment of small penalties to the caste panchayat, ignorance of 
the methods of birth-control, and the existence of polygamy, are characteristio 
of the.A lower castes and result in their increasing at a greater rate than the 
higher castes. 

70. Concerning the theory that fertility of the soil and rainfall afiect 
the density, I have nothing to remark. It is self-evident that where the pro
duce of the land is greater (i.e., where the soil is fertile and irrigation either 
natural or artificial is sufficient) the land will support a denser population. It 
is only when all the fertile land is taken up and still gives insufficient sustenance 
for the population that some would-be cultivators will proceed to traots leas 
fertile. 

The most interesting correlation referred to by Mr. Blunt is that between 
density and the gross cultivated area, and the question whether density is 
determined by the gross cultivated area or the latter by the former savours 
of the familiar controversy as to which came first, the hen or the egg. I share 
Mr. Edye's view that, under the conditions whioh now prevail in this province, 
the gross cultivated area is determined by the density. It is a fac~ which I 
think no one will dispute, that there is very little culturable land in this prov
ince which is not cultivated or at any rate included in some-one's holding. 
Migration for the purpose of bl'e'a,king up new land within the p~ovince is thus 
highly improbable (unless some unforeseen revolution takes-place in the methods 
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of agriculture). Industrial development is still so tardy that it does not aocount 
for very striking ohanges in density. Another faot that I think will be allowed 
to pass unchallenged, is that no cultivator stops to think whether he oan 
afford to inorease his family. He accepts all the arrows that are sent to fill 
his quiver. If no epidemics intervene, as in the last deoade, his family grows 
and he has to find extra means for their support. We have seen that he does 
not, as a rule, wish to migrate and leave his holding, and so he has either to 
increase his holding (a difficult matter in most villages) grow more paying orops 
(again a difficult matter as a rule) or increase his double-cropped area. It is 
thus evident that under these conditions the increase in the population (which 
means increase in density) is the cause of increasing the gross cultivated area, 
and the reverse is not the case, for the oultivator will not have any more child· 
ren because he is better off by reason of cultivating a larger gross area. As 
Mr. Edye remarked, a point must sooner or later be reached at which the means 
of support derivable from agriculture cannot be expanded further, and if mean· 

, while other meaDS of support have not been developed, density will then be 
determined by agrioultural conditions, but this point is not yet in sight. In 
this connexion the following figures are of interest, taken from Subsidiary 
Table I at the end of this chapter. East Satpuras and Himalaya West have 

, been omitted as both are hilly and afforested areas and their figures in Subsidiary 
Table I are largely estimated. 

Percentage of-

Density per -
Natural division. square mile Culturable Net culti. Net culti- Irrigated to Double.crop in rural area. vated to to total vated to culturable gross culti- ped to cul-

area, total area, area, vatedarea, turable area 

---
Sub.Himalaya, West .. 374 79'0 54'1 68'5 12'4 15'9 

Indo·Gangetic Plain, West ., 459 85'1 65'4 76'1 30'5 13'5 

Indo.Gangetic Plain, Central " 504 80'6 57'7 71'6 20'0 16'8 

Central India Plateau " 189 81'0 43'3 53'4 6'9 5'0 

Sub· Himalaya, East " 624 85'5 68'0 79'6 16'8 28'3 

Indo.Gangetic Plain, East " 686 84'6 67'5 79'8 27'5 19'1 

Before we draw any conclusions from the figures some correction must be 
applied for the fact that the culturable area includes a vast amount of what is 
not really culturable at all under present. conditions, For instance, it includes 
threshing-floors, well-runs and village paths; again in Bundelkhand (Central 
India Plateau) it includes large areas overgrown' with a weed known as kan8, 
which have to be left barren for a number ot years until the weed dies of its own 
accord; in Sub-Himalaya, West a large proportion of the so-called culturable 
waste lies in tracts which are extremely unhealthy and so cultivation impossible. 
Mr, Blunt estimated only 5 per cent. of the recorded.:oulturable waste as really 
culturable and I agree with this. 

Adjusting the figures for this and adding the double-cropped area to the 
net cultivated area to get the gross cultivated area, the following figures 
emerge :-

Percentage of corrected culturable 
Percentage Order in area still available for culti ration. 

Density Order in of gross point of 1931. 
Natural division, per square point of oultivated gross mile in to corrected 

rural area, density, culturable cultivated 
1921. 1911. area, Per- Serial area, 

centage, order. 

1 2 3 --4- 5 --6---r -8-- --r ----- -
Sub.Himalaya, West " 374 5 108'4 4 12'0 5 14'8 14'0 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, West ·459 4 107'6 5 8'5 4 10'1 9'.3 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central 504 3 112'8 .3 8'6 .3 8'9 9'5 
Central India Plateau " 189 6 88'5 6 19'0 6 2.3'0 24'5 
Sub·Himalaya, East .. 624 2 128'[ I 5'5 I 4'0 7'9 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, East 686 1 116'6 2 5'9 2 10'1 11'2 

- .. -
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The first point of note is the olose oorrelation between the gross cultivated 
area and the density. The. order in point of the former is the same as in point 
of the latter with two excepti.ons. Sub-Himalaya, East changes place with 
Indo-Gangetio Plain East, and Sub-Himalaya, West with Indo-Gangetic Plain, 
West. In eaoh case the average density figure of the sub-montane division is 
Iowan aocount of the inclusion of forest areas, though the actual density in the 
major portion of each of the sub-montane divisions is not less than the average 
of the corresponding Gangetio Plain division. Another factor which oontributes 
to thes~ interchanges is the fact that communications are not so good in the· sub
montane 1ivisions as in the Gangetic Plain so the price that crops· fetch is 
correspondingly lower than in the Gangetic Plajn and a larger gross area has to 
be oultivated to ensure the same return. -

The second notable point is that the serial order figures of the percentage 
of culturable land left uncultivated closely follow the density serials, showing 
that the density has determined no.t only the ~ross cultivated area but also the 
net cultivated area. 

Lastly, the figures in the columns 6, 8 and 9 show how far it is .still pOE' sible 
for any future increase in densjty to be provid.ed for by expansion of cultivation: 
Since- 1911 here has been a. general reduction in the land available for 
fresh cultivation, but even in Sub-Himalaya, East and Indo-Gangetic Plaiu, 

..Eaat the limit has wj; yet .Qee:Q, reached, thoggh in these divisions it would 
appear that if the population continues to multiply at the present rate the time 
is. ll.Qt fa~ distan.t whell v,o extension of ~he cultivated area will be possible to 
provide for them. Even as it is we see that a large volume of emigration takes 
place from these divisions owing to the pressure on the soil. As the population 
multiplies the cultivator will either have to supplement his income by more 
-extensive double-cropping (this of course is limited by the capacity ef -the- seil) 
by growing more paying crops, by employing his spare time in Some subsidiary 
oocupatIon, or else the pressm:e on the soil will have to be relieved. by heavier 
emigration. The question of subsidiary sources of income is a most important 
one. Already many cultivators and their family members do augment the 
family income in this way. The matter is dealt with in Chapter VIII. 

The last cOl'relation is that between density and crops. Here again I main
tain that density exercises a considerable influence on the proportion of the 
m~re paying crops that are sown, and not the converse. Tho ordinary cuJtivatQr 
looks to the lchari! or autumn crops to provide him with food, and to the 
rabi or spring orops to provide him with money to pay his rent and debts, to 
marry his children and obtain the other necessaries of life. The larger his 
family the more margin of profit must he secure from his holding to support 
them, and henoe he must grow a larger area of the more paying crops. Tbe 
more paying crops are (i) rice, (ii) wheat and barley, and (iii) certain other 
crops such as oil-seeds, sugarcane, maize, cotton, opium, tobacco and vegetables. 
The percentages of these (excluding vegetables, figures for which are 
nd available, but which in any case w.Duld not affect the figures to anyappre
ciable extent) to the groEt> cultivated area are. shown b6low :-

Natural division, 

rib:Himalaya, West .. 
So.:~getic Pl~ ~ 

s 

lp 

I 

Ce 

S 

I 

Iido.Gangetic Plain, Central 

ntral India Plateau .. 
ub.Himalaya~ East .. 
ndo.<?a.ng~ic Plain, East 

~_v _. 

" 

,. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

Density per 
square mile 

in rural 
area, 

,. 374 

.. 459 

,. 504 

., 189 

" 624 

.. 686 

Percentage of the area under valuable crops to the 
gross cultivated arep.. 

. 

Wheat I Other 
Rice. and I valuable Total. 

barley. 
I 

crops. 

20·9 29·1 15'0 65'0 

4'3 31 ·5 15'4 51 '2 

19'1 25'5 5'9 50'5 

3'7 20·4 

I 
12 '0 36·1 

34'4 22·4 14'4 71 '2 

24'7 24'4 I 9'3 58'4 
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It is true that the order according to the percentage of valuable crops 
grown does not coincide with the order of dtnsity; but there are other factors 
which affect the pOf.ition. It is clear that the level of rentals and level 
of prices prevailing in the locality, the yield per aere dependent on the ferti
lity of the Boil, the presence of markets and 0xistence of transport facilities ate 
wme oftheimporbant±actors which determine the mafgin otpl'ofit to a cultivator 
and these vary from place to place. For instance, the value of the produce of 
a cultivator in Sub-Himalaya West, which aboundE in fore~ts and has rela
tively less facilitiee for the transport and marketing of produce, must be lower 
than that of a cultivator in Indo-Gangetic Plain West, which has better com
munications and markets and more fertile soil. In the same way 1-he value 
of the produoe of a cultivator in Sub-Himalaya, East, would not be so great 
as that of a oultivator in Indo-Gangetic Plain, East. (The rent level no doubt 
takes this into account to some oxtent.) For this reason it would be incorrEct 
to infer that tracts with a higher percentage under the more valuable crops 
are ip80 facto better off economically than others with a lower percentage, but 
it is nevertheless noteworthy that the more densely populated divisions of 
Sub-Himalaya, East and Indo-Gangetic Plain, East show la.rger proportions 
of the more valuable crops than the we&tcrn divisions. 

Sub-Himalaya, West is a special case, for th6 dem.ity of th~ ordinary rural 
areas is far greater than the density shown in this table as the division 
includes such large areas of jungle. The tahsilwise density figures, shown for 
this natural division in paragraph 67 8upra, reveal densities in those tahsils 
which include no jungle, often exceeding 500 and 600 persons to the square 
mile. 

A good deal has been done in the past decade to imp~ ove the outturn 
of t,he paying crops, but it is not very probable that substantial provision for a 
rapidly increasing population will be availag_le from either an increased yield 
or from changeE.. in cropping. Unless thelefore agriculturiEt& oan secur(:; a 
substantial addition to their incomes from some forms of cottage industries, 
any further large increase in population would normally have to be met by 
increased emigration. With trade and industry depressed as at present the 
possibilities of a large increase in emigration seem remote, so that a further bIg 
increase in population will undoubtedly lead to a reduotion even in the present 
low standard of living among the masses. Under such circumstances the 
possibility OJ a further large increase in the population must be viewed with 
alarm, and therefore it would seem most desirable that the people should be 
educated as soon as possible in the use of (,lontraceptive methods. This can be 
done through the Public Health Department, Co-operative Societies and other 
social bodies, and is quite as important as all the present medical and social 
activities of Government and private endeavour. 

71. Certain conclusions t~at are arrived at in Chapter IV-Age, may be OonC"l~t8ion8 
briefly summarized here, as they have a very material bearing on the future as to future 
movements of the population. An examination of the age distribution of the movements. 
population at the beginning and end of tho last decade shows that the 
birth-rate should continue to increase till about 1939, then diminish for 
a few years after which a rapid rise should occur. But at the same time 
it is to be noted that the present age distribution, having such a large 
proportion of people at the exposed age-periods, viz. :-childhood in the case 
of both males and females, and at the reproductive period 10-40 in the ca~e 
of females, is more, so to speak, vulnerable now that it has been for over 30 
years, so that epidemics, if they do secure a hold, are likely to prove very 
fatal. 

Further, as between the two large religious communities of this province, 
the more rapid increase in the Muslim than the Hindu population, so noticeable 
in the past decade, is likely tQ continue into the next decade and to be accelerat
ed still further in the decade after that. Although the future birth-rate Will 
naturally play an important part in deciding whether the population enumera
ted in 1941 will be larger than ~hat enumerated in 1931, a s~ill mOT,e important 
factor will be the future death -rate. Given the immunity from epidemics 
enjoyed, in jihe last decade a still larger increase should be found at next census~ 
but a recurrellce of. such low death-rates throughout a whole decade can 
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scaroely be hoped for. To a less exilent emigration will affect the population 
figure at next census, and the volume of emigration will depend on the survival 
rate and the comparative attractions of agriculture and industry within this 
province, and industry and servico outside the province. These then are the 
factors that will determine the size of the population to be enumerated by 
my successor, but the governing faotor will undoubtedly be the death-rate. 

PART VII.-HO"lJSES AND FAMILIES. 

Definition of a 
house. 

72. Imperial Table I includes statistics of the number of houses in the 
province and in each district and state within the province. Tahsilwise 
figures will be found in Provincial Table I, and villagewise figures are embodied 
in the Village Directories. The definition of a house for the purposes of this 
census was the same as in 1911 and 1921, and ran as follows :-

Persons per
house and 
houses per 
square mile. 

A "house" for census purposes, is the dwelling place of a single commen
sal family which uses the same chulha, whether it be a building, or part of a 
building, or a temporary shelter. For the purposes of the General Village 
Register, the patwaris should be ordered to count each family which 
'"eats from one and the same chulha" (eki chulha ka pakka lchate hain). 

NOTEs.-(I) Care should be taken not to tell paiwaris to count the actual chu/hM, but the families whioh 
oat from one and the same chulha. In practice many oommensal families, from motiVES of convenienoe or 
necessity, have more than one actual chulha, though still, theoretioally, "eating from one and the same chulha ". 

(2) Servants residing with such a oommensal family should not be oounted as forming feparate 
families, even though they do not in faot eat from the same chufha as the oommensal family in which they serve. 

(3) In hotels and saraiJI each room or suite of rooms allotted to a different traveller or family, should 
be trGated as a separate house. 

(4) In the oompounds of Europeans and Anglo-Indians, each tenement in a row of servants' quarters 
shouid be treat'ed as a separate house. 

(5) In ooolie lines each tenement will likewise form a separate house. 

This definition is based on an idea which is familiar to the popular mind 
and is now thoroughly understood. It is clear that it describes what a 
European would call a commensal family or "household", rather than a "house" 
which 'flo him means a structural rather thiLn a social unit. The present number 
of houses thus oorresponds closely to the number of independent families 
.which are in all senses of the word joint. 

73. The total number of houses in the British territory of the province 
is 10,142,209 which gives 4' 8 persons per house _and 95 houses per square mile. 
The corresponding figures for each district in the province at each census since 
1881 are given in Subsidi!lry Table VII at the end of this chapter. The defini
tion of a house in the censuses of 1881-1901 waS somewhat different flOm that 
used since. Separate families who lived in one structural house and used the 
same entranoe were then considered as one house. This resulted in a higher 
number of persons per house. The figures for the years 1911-1931 are how
ever in every way comparable. It will be noticed that the size of family is fairly 
uniform throughout the natural divisions and districts with the exception of Sub
Himalaya, East and Indo-Gangetic Plain, East where it rises to 5'2, showing 
that part of the greater density in these divisions is due to the fact that the 

- average family it larger here than in the rest of the province. But the order of 
natural divisions arranged aocording to the average number of houses per square 
mil~ corresponds 6xactly with their order according to density so that it is olear 
that the main factor which determines density is the number of families and 
not the relative size of family. 

In England and Wales the average size of a private family was 4'36 in 1911 
and 4'14 in 1921. The 1931 figure is not available at the time of writing, but 
it is unlikely to be so high as in 1921. It thus appears that though in 1911 the 
figure for this province was very close to that of England and Wales, there has 
been since a tendency to smaller famiJies in the latter country and to larger 
fllmilies 41 this provinc~, ' 
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The marginal table compares the variations in population and size of 

Natural division, 

u nited Provinces (British 
Territory), 

alaya, West ., 
b·Himalaya, West , . 

Hilll 
Bu 
In 
In 

do·Gangetic Plain, West 
do·Gangetic Plain, Cen· 
tral, 

ntral India Plateau Ce 
E 
Bu 
In 

ast Satpuras 
b·Himalaya, East 
do ,Gangetic Plain, 

., -
" 

East I 

I 1921-31. 

Percen· Percen· 

tage tage 
variation variation in per· inpopu· 

lation. sons per 
family. 

---_._ 
+6'7 +4'4 

+8'0 t3'4 
t7'6 +8'3 
t6'7 t5'[ 
t5'1 t4'6 

t8'7 t4'9 
t8'9 t3'O 
t8'1 tl'2 
+6',0 

I 
t4'2 . 

1911-21, 
----
Percen· 2el'()en' 

tage tage 
lariation variation in per· in popu. 

lation. 30ns per 
family. 

----
-3'] -]'3 

-I'9 -3'3 
--6'9 -5'6 
-5'6 -2'2 
--4'1 -2'7 

-6'5 to'2 
-0'1 -1'1 
t3'2 tl'O 
to'S t4'1 

average family between 1911 
and 1921, and 1921 and 1931. 
Th(; use of these figures is to 
en~ ble the increase in popula
tion to be apportioned between 
the increase in size of families 
and thE, increase in the number 
of families, 

Unfortunately the value of these figures is considerably leduced as many 
empty structural houses were in some districts included in the figures of last 
census (see page 20, Administrative Report Volume, 1921). This has result8d 
in a very material decree,se in the number of houses in some districts at this 
census with a consequent fictitious increase in the average size of family, e.g., 
Unao is reduced from 227,018 houses to 188,211) and Bareilly from 264,239 to 
232,Oll. This has affected the figures of the natural divisions, which if:) especially 
noticeable in the case of Sub-Himalaya, West. The error is proportionally 
la.rger the smaller the area concerned. From the figures of British territory 
as a whole, allowing for the above factor, we may say that between 1911 and 
1921 about one-third of the decrease in population was due to the decrease in 
size of the average family and two-thirds to the disappearance of complete 
families as a result of disease especially the influenza epidemic. Between 1921 
and 1931 we may say that at least half the increase in population was due to the 
increase in the size of the average family and the remainder due to the increase 
in the num ber of families. The latter is due partly to the growth of the ha,bit 

, of labour migrating t.o towns in search of employment and leaving their families 
at home, and partly to the continued break up of the joint family system. My 
predecessor* came to the conclusion that owing to the rise in the cost of living 
the break up had been checked, It may now safely be said that the process 
has been resumed, due no doubt to the favourable agricultural conditions of 
most of the last decade. 

As the figures are not particularly reliable any further discussion of them 
would not be profita bIe. 

~ Vid" Cenous Report, 1921, Part I, page 22. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE r.....:iDensity, water supply and crops . 

:::wt1L 8111Z5!l: - • ....., .... """.,--,,~"""«"~ -~~ 

Mean density Percentage 
Percentage cii{l ! to cultur. 8:a Percentage of gross cultivated 

per square to total able area tlO!!:...:. - area under-
mile in 1931 area of- of- tee :3 ..: (DellJ3ityof .... '" 

District and natural 0'" ,~ '" rural por- te ' ai ,0 .~....:.. dl't:la5 S division, ,$ E '" '0 P. tion only .,,10 
,o:i tlO"'''' >:I 0 =' ..a g~ go:i 

",.., OJ ~ z . " .: given in CD'" .,eltl!) ....... 
~ '" Ul 

..,l» ai " ...... .,. =' ~,~ S :$ bracketg), =' • CD CD ..ap. "':,3 t: S~ ~ 
til,.!:! +' ... 

..,~ ~~ =' 0 <:) ......... "" CD " 8 " " (1 and 2), ~~ 0'" :., ~ 00 ~ ~ ,;; ..a eI ~ ..a 
Z~ 

.p 
CD Z~ A" .t o'~ Z'~ ~ I$..a ~ 0 0 en 

'--- - - --------
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

_S_I_:__' 
10 11 12 13 14-

- c--
United Provinces 456 (407) 71'S 51'S 71'7 16'2 21 '1 .. 17'3 26'3 17'3 14'5 24'6 

(British Territory). 
Himalaya, West " 109 (101) 12'7 8'9 70'2 17'7 16'9 15'3 21'9 10'8 2'0 50'0 

I DehraDun ., 194 (144) 19'4 10'7 55'2 22'7 25'1 84'91 17'0 34'7 14'6 3'4 30'3 
2 Naini Tal " 102 (85) 25'3 13'5 53'2 20'7 43'9 63'51 41'6 25 '6 4'0 6'7 22'1 
3 Almora " lOB (l06) 9'6 8'1 B9'4 ' , 8'3 64'66 " .. 
4 GRrhwal 95 (94) 9'2 7'1 76'5 29'5 2'4 57'SI 9'3 32'2 22'7 .. 35 '8 

Sub-Himalaya, ]Vest 442 (374) , 79'0 54'1 68'5 15'9 12'4 20'9 29'1 13'4 12'2 24'4 
5 Saharanpur , , 489 (395) ,74'2 60'2 81'1 21 '5 20'0 36'99 ))'7 34'9 12'5 11'9 29'0 
6 Bareilly 

" 679 (561') 88'8 74'4 83'7 22'1 14'0 44'48 22'3 25'8 16'0 14'0 21 '9 
7 Bijnor " 466 (365) 83'3 56'0 67'3 10'0 6'4 43'48 22'4 32'7 7'8 5'9 31 '2 
8 Pilibhit " 333 (287) 80'3 45'3 56'4 II' 5 13'4 49'05 32'9 25'3 7'1 15'0 19'7 
9 Kheri 31S (304) 74'0 41'8 56'6 15'4 6'9 42'S7 22'3 25'3 18'9 14'1 19'4 

Indo·Gangetic Plain, 542 (459) 85'1 65'4 76'1 13'5 30'S .. 4'3 31'S 21'6 14'5 28'1 
West, 

10 Muzaffarnagar ,. 541 (469) 86'4 67'6 78'3 15'3 41'8 29'67 4'6 34'6 9'1 11 'S 39'9 
11 Meerut " 699 (579) 88'7 73'7 83'0 21'1 41'8 28'09 1'4 30'6 16'9 11'1 40'0 
12 Bulandshahr ,. 595 (517) 88'8 71'6 80'6 21 '6 41 '8 26'00 0'2 29'3 24'1 13 '5 32'9 
13 Aligarh ,. 602 (508) 83'9 73'2 87'3 17'3 45'9 25'09 0'3 30'7 25'2 15'9 27'9 
14 Muttra " 461 (373) 92'3 70'9 76'8 7'3 31 '8 23'61 0'0 23'2 23'8 24'3 28'7 
15 Agra " 567 (416) 80'6 63 '8 79'1 8' I 25'3 25'08 0'1 21 '8 28 '8 26'5 22'S 
16 Mainpuri .. 448 (416) 69'3 53'2 76'7 13'7 42'2 29'70 5'0 32'9 26'3 14'9 20'9 
17 Etah .. " 501 (445) 89'4 60'0 67'1 13'3 38'1 27'66 2'3 36'4 25 '8 11 '4 24'1 
18 Budaun ,. 503 (444) 91'1 67'6 74'2 10'3 10'8 32'91 4'9 37'1 25'0 11'3 21'7 
19 Moradabad ,. 561 (435) 91'8 70'0 76'2 9'1 7'6 37'14 11'S 39'5 13'3 7'2 28'2 
20 Shahjahanpur " 513 (445) 89'9 64'2 71'4 11'7 15' I 37'38 !6'1 31'0 14'2 16'3 22'4 
21 Farrukhabad ,. 534 (467) 83'4 56'5 67'7 12'4 24'6 30'89 4'9 32'5 25'9 13'9 22'8 
22 Etawah " 442 (400) 66'4 51'4 77'4 12'1 28'3 30'79 4'8 26'2 29'9 18'5 20'6 

Indo· Gangetic Plnin, 555 (504) 80'6 57'7 71'6 16'8 20'0 .. 19'1 25'S 15'6 17'7 22'1 
Oentral. 

23 Cawnpore " 512 (409) 73'4 54'7 74'6 9'2 20'3 31'85 4'5 30'3 26'5 21'4 17'3 
24 Fatehpur " 419 (401) 75'7 53'5 70'6 10'4 20'8 35'18 13'S 24'3 19'4 25'9 16'6 
25 Allahabad " 524 (457) . 79'9 56'8 71'1 14'3 13'5 37'22 19'6 21 '8 18'1 21'2 19'3 
26 Lucknow " 814 (519) 80'3 57'3 71 '3 15'4 20'8 35'99 13'5 26'3 17'5 16'1 26'6 
27 Unao " 479 (458) 78'8 51'8 65'7 11 '7 20'7 33'41 13'3 31 'I 17'5 16'1 22'0 
28 Rae Bareli ,. 557 (535) 79'2 53'4 67'4 19'2 34'7 36'60 26'9 25'2 12' 1 15'0 20'8 
29 Sitapur " 520 (489) 89'4 64'8 72'5 20'0 8'8 37'01 IS'9 25'8 16'5 16'5 22'3 
30 Hardoi .. 485 (446) 85'9 59'6 69'4 9'8 12'5 34'38 9'3 32'7 15'2 18'2 24'6 
31 Fyzabad " 699 (645) 83'7 63'7 76'2 26'4 27'6 39'46 30'S 21'2 9'4 12'9 25'7 
32 Sultanpur ,. 614 (608) 77'4 58'2 75'2 24'4 2&-4 41'28 30'6 23 'I 8'3 13'0 25'0 
33 Partabgarh " 628 (618) 75'3 56'1 74'6 19'8 29'3 37'90 21 'I 27'9 13'4 11'1 26'5 
34 Bara Banki ,. 606 (570) 86'1 61'4 71 '3 25'2 17'4 38'76 24'8 19'2 12'9 22'7 20'4 

Oentral India Plateau, 214 (189) 81'0 43'3 53'4 ~'O 6'9 .. 3'7 20'4 23'S 31'1 21'3 
35 JhallJ3i .. 191 (152) 80'0 30'2 37'8 5'6 9'8 34'24 2'7 21'1 32'4 18'7 25'1 
36 Jalaun ,. 275 (246) 80'4 61'8 76'9 3'2 9'5 31 '64 0'0 25'5 19'1 36'0 19'4 
37 Hamirpur .. 206 (189) 83'S 49'5 59'1 2'7 4'1 35'6§ 0'4 19'3 23'1 32'4 24'S 
38 Banda .. 218 (204) 78'0 44'7 55'8 7'2 5'1 3B'15 9'9 17'3 19'1 37'6 16'1 

East Satpuras .. 180 (162) 50'2 24'2 46'9 9'9 14'4 44'60 25'5 18'4 19'1 15'7 21'3 
39 Mirzapur .. ISO (162) 50'2 24'2 46'9 9'9 14'4 44'60 25'5 18'4 19'1 15'7 21'3 

Sub-Himalaya, East 651 (624) 85'S 68'0 79'6 28'3 16'8 34'4 22'4 15'2 8'5 19'5 
40 Gorakhpur ,. 7S7 (755) 84'4 74'5 84'8 26'1 20'3 48'15 35'0 23'6 [3'4 5'9 22'1 
41 Basti " 737 (725) 89'3 72'9 81 '6 29'0 23'7 47'67 38'8 21'5 10'7 8'5 20'5 
42 Gonda " 555 (533) 84'4 63'9 75'8 31 '2 13'4 44'55 33'7 20'0 17'8 10'3 IS'2 
43 Bahraich 431 (411) 78'5 56'1 71 '5 28'5 4'4 43'65 27'9 23 '8 22'0 12'0 14'3 

Indo,Gangetic Plain, 753 (686) 84'6 67'S 79'8 19'1 27'S .. 24'7 24'4 13'0 9'6 28'3 
East, 

30'8 44 Benares ., 930 (742) 89'5 74'7 83'4 20'3 26'6 39'99 23'9 21'6 10'7 13'0 
45 Jaunpur ., 797 (761) 84'4 65'6 77'7 19'8 34'4 40'62 20'6 29'0 17'9 6'2 26'3 
46 Ghazipur " 634 (570) 86'8 68'S 79'2 [5'B 21'4 39'53 22'4 22'5 12'8 13'0 29'3 
47 BaIlia " 742 (6S2) 84'4 68'8 SI '5 20'3 20'6 4[ '45 20'4 21'6 16'2 15'0 26'8 
4B Azamgarh " 710 (676) 81'0 63'8 79'0 19'2 31 'I 40'42 32'2 25 '4 9'1 4'6 28'7 

N 01'E :-The figures are based on the Season and Orop Reports of the Director of Land Records on the agricultural 
years 1925,28, The years 1928·29 and 1929-30 were abnormal; so an average of the figures of the three previous normal 
years has been utilised, 

( 1) The rural portion of each district is that area lying outside census towns, Its area has been calculated in each 
ca.se by deducting the actual area of the census towns, In the few instances where the area of a cellJ3us 
town was not ascertainable an approximate figure has been taken based on the population, 

(2) The densities of the States are as follows :-Rampur, 521(420); Tehri-Garhwal84 (84); Benares 450 (41 I), 
(3) Figures of cultivation, other than those given, are not available for the hill districts, 
(4) The culturable area. is the area fit and available for cultivation, 
(5) The net oultivated area means the gross cultivated area minus the double-cropped area, It does not iw:lude 

fallow, 
(6) The gross cultivated area (or total sown area) is the net cultivated area plus the area which is double· cropped. 
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112 OHAl'TER I.-DISTRIBUTION AND MOVEMENT OF THE POPULATION. 

S"UBSIDIARY TABLE III.-Variation in relation w density since f8sr, 
.' 

Percentage of variation of population I Mean density per square mile, Actual 
(increase+, decrease-), I m· 

, - crease 
in 

Distriot and natural division, mean 
1921 to 1911 to 1901 to 1891 to 1881 to Net den· 
1931. 1921. 1911. 1901. 1891, 1881· 1931 192) 1911 1901, 1891 1881 sity 

1931, 1921· 
1931. 

----- - --_--- ---- -- -- -
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 

-- - --_------- -- -- ---- -
United Provinces " +6'7 -3') -)'0 +1'7 +6'3 +10'6 442 415 428 432 425 4)0 27 

British territory " +6'7 -3') -I') +1'7 +6'2 +10'6 456 ,427 441 445 438 412 29 

Himalaya, West .. +8'0 -1'9 +10'8 +2'6 +13'4 +36'6 109 101 103 93 90 80 8 
1. DehraDun " " +8'5 +3'6 +15'3 +6'0 +16'9 +60'5 19~ 1,7.9 . 172 150 141 121 15 
2, Naini Tal " " +0'1 -14'4 -0'2 -12'0 +5'3 -20'7 10 102 119 119 135 128 0 
3, Alnlora .. " +10'0 ~O'9 +15'9 +11'8 +15'5 +66'0 108 98 98 84 75 65 10 
4, Gathwal " + .JO'O +1'2 +11'7 +5'4 +18'0 +54'6 95 86 85 77 73 62 9 

Sub.Himalay.a, West .. +7'6 -6'9 +1'0 +1'6 +5'2 +8'2 442 411 441 ' 437 430 409 31 
5, Saharanpur " +11'4 -5'0 -5'6 +4'4 +2'2 +6'5 489 440 462 ~ 490 470 459 49 
6, Bareilly .. .. +5'8 -7'4 +0'4 +4'7 +1'0 +4'0 679 642 693 : 690 659 653 37 
7, Bijnor " .. +12'8 -8'2 +3'3 -1'8 +10'1 +15'8 466 413 450 I 435 443 402 53 
8, Pilibhit " .. +4'0 -11'5 +3'7 -3'0 -F7'4 -0'6 333 32Q 361 ! 349 360 335 13 
9, Kheri .. .. +3'4 -4'8 +6'0 +0'2 +8'6 -1-13 '5 3'8 308 323 . 305 304 280 10 

I nd:rGangdic Plain, We8t +6'7 -5'6 -2'0 +10'0 +1'5 +10'2 542 50~ 539 545 499 492 34 
10, Muzaffarnagar .. +12'7 -1'6 -7'8 +13'5 +1'9 +18'2 541 48 488 j 529 467 458 61 
11. Meerut .. .. +6'9 -D'3 -1'4 +10'7 +6'0 +23'3 699 654 656 665 600 567 45 
12, Bulandshahr " H'6 -5'0 -1'3 +19'8 +2'7 +23'0 595 558 588 595 497 484 37 
13, Aligarh " " +10'4 -8'9 -2'9 +15'1 +2'2 +14'7 602 54~ 599 617 536 524 57 
14, Muttra .. " +7'9 -5'7 -14'0 +7'Q +6'2 -0'5 461 427 453 526 492 463 34 
15. Agra .. ., +13'4 -9'6 -3'6 +5'7 +3'0 +7'6 567 50~ 553 574 543 527 67 
16, Mainpuri " +0'2 -6'2 -3'8 +8'8 -4'9 -6'4 448 44 476 495 455 479 I 
17, Etah .. " +3'7 -4'8 +0'9 +23'1 -7'2 +13'8 501 483 507 503 408 440 18 
18, Budaun .. " +3'6 -7'5 +2'7 +10'8 +2'[ +11'4 503 485 524 510 461 451 18 
19, Moradabad " " +7'1 -5'1 +5'9 +1'1 +2'1 +11'1 561 524 552 I 521 515 505 37 
20, Shahjahanpur " +5'7 -11'2 +2'5 +0'5 +6'9 +3'5 513 481 54'6 532 530 495 28 
21. Farrukhabad, , " +4'5 -4'8 -2'8 +7'8 -5'4 -1'4 534 51 537 552 512 541 23 
22, Etawah .. " +1 '7 -3'5 -5'8 +10'9 +0'7 +3'3 442 434 450 478 431 428 8 

Indo· Gangetic Plain, 
Centra! 

+5'1 -4'1 -3'7 +1'3 +8'5 +6'7 555 528 551 572 565 521 27 

23, Cawnpore .. .. +5'5 +0'6 -9'3 +4'1 +2'4 +2'(/ 513 485, 482 532 511 499 27 
24, Fatehpur .. .. +5'6 -3'6 -1'4 -1'8 +Z'3 +0'7 419 397 412 418 426 416 22 
25, Allahabad .. .. +6'2 -4'3 -1'6 -3'8 +5'1 +1'2 52j 493 515 523 544 518 31 
26, Lucknow .. .. +8'7 -5'2 -3'6 +2'5 +11'1 +13'0 81 749 790 820 801 721 65 
27, Unao .. .. +4'5 -'-10'1 -6'7 +2'4 +6'1 -4'8 479 458 510 547 534 503 21 
28, Rae Bareli .. +4'0 -7'9 -1'6 -D'3 +8'9 +2'3 557 535, 581 591 593 544 22 
29, Sitapur .. .. +7'1 -4'3 -3'1 +9'3 +12'2 .+21'8 520 485 507 523 479 427 35 
30, Hardoi .. .. -r=4'O -3'3 +2'6 "':"1 '8 +12'7 +14'2 485 467 483 470 479 425 18 
31, Fyzabad .. ., +2'8 +1'5 -5'8 +0'7 +12'5 +11'4 699 680 670 711 706 628 19 
32, Sultanpur .. +4'7 -4'3 -3'3 +0'7 +12'3 +9'7 614 586 612 633 628 560 28 
33, Partabgarh " .. +6'0 -5'0 -1'4 +0'2 +7'5 +7'0 628 5:'3 624 633 632 587 35 
34, BaraBanki " .. +3'3 -5'0 -8'1 +4'3 +10'1 +3'6 606 586 617 671 644 585 20 . . 

Oentra! Inrli~ Plateau .. +6:'7 -6'5 +4'8 -8'4 +2'2 -0'2 214 19'7 211 201 220 215 17 
35, Jhansi .. .. +13'8 -10'9 +10'4 -9'8 +9'4 +10'5 191 168 188 f70 189 173 23 
36, Jalaun .. .. +5'1 +0'2 +1'3 +0'8 -5'2 +1'9 275 262 261 258 256 270 13 
37, Hamirpur .. H'Q ::-)'1 +1'6 -IQ'7 +1'2 -6'2 206 191 202 199 223 220 15 
38, Banda " .. +6'4 -6'7 +4'1 -10'6 +1'0 -6'6 218 205 220 211 236 234 13 

East Satpura8 l. +8'9 -0'1 -1'0 -6'8 -0'6 -0'3 180 166 166 168 180 181 14 
39, Mirzapur +8'9 -D'I 

. 
-I'D -6'8 -0'6 -0'3 180 166 i66 168 180 181 14 " 

SUb.Himalaya, Ea8t .. +8'1 +3'2 +3'5 +0'3 +13'2 +31'0 651 602 584 564 563 497 49 
40, Gorakhpur .. +9'2 +2'1 +8'9 -1'2 +14'5 +37'2 787 721 706 618 656 573 66 
41. Basti .. .. +7'8 +5'2 -0'9 +3'4 +9'5 +27'4 m 683 649 655 634 578 54 
42, Gonda .. .. +7'0 +4'3 +0'6 -3'8 +14'8 +24'0 555 518 497 494 514 ' 447 37 
43, Bahraich .. .. +6'7 +1'7 -{)'3 +5'1 +13'9 +29'4 431 404 397 398 379 333 27 , 

Inrlo·Ga'ljgetio Plain, East +6;() +0'5 -5'5 -7'1 +5'1 +1'6 753 710 707 748 804 765 43 
44, Benares .. " +6'8 +1'6 +1'1 -4'7 +3'5 +8'1 930 871 857 848 890 860 59 
45, Jaunpur .. +7'0 -D'I -3'9 -4'9 +4'6 +2'2 797 745 746 776 816 780 52 
46, Ghazipur .. .. +5'6 -0'9 -8'1 -W'S +6'4 -8'9 634 600 606 659 739 695 34 
47, BaHia " .. +9'9 -1'7 -14'3 -D'8 +2'0 -6'3 742 675 687 802 808 792 67 
48. Azaingarh " .. +2'8 +2'4 -3'6 -11'4 +7'7 -3'1' 710 691 675 700 790 733 19 

States .. .. +6'3 ~4'6 +2'3 -1'4 +7'3 +9'7 203 191 200 i96 199 185 12 

49, Tehri·GarhwaI (Himalaya, +9'8 +5'8 +11'9 +11'5 +20'7 +74'9 84 76 72 64 58 48 8 
West) 

+2'0 -14'6 ~95 597 50, Rampur (Sub·Himalaya, -0'4 -3'3 -1'7 -14'2 521 508 617 607 13 
West), ~ 

+1'4 417 411 415 51. Benares (Eait Satpuras) +7'8 -I'D -6'7 +8'3 +9'4 450 445 411 33 

.. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.-Variation in natural popUlation. t 

Population in 1931. Population in 1921. 
Increase 
percent. . (1921-

Area. Actual Natural Natural 1931) 

popula. Immi- Emi- popula- Actual Immi- Emi- popula-
in natural 

grants. .grants. populttion grants. grants. popula-tion. Win. tion. tion. 
--- -

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
-- --- ---- r----

I United Provinces .. 19,614,483 559,605' 1,?59,646 50,614,874 46,509,820 480,413 .. .. .. 
British Territory .. 48,408.763 632.131 1,640.243 49,416,&75 45.374.939 528.601 1,465,873 46,312,211 6'7 

~trtes .. 1,206,070 92,845 84.774 1.197,999 . 1,134,881 75,425 ., .. .. 
io 

NOTEs.-I. On account of retrenchment the birth-place returns were not tabulated by districts, so that only the pro-
vincial figures are available. .. 
a 2. l'he figuros for immigrants and emigrants for the United -Provinces in columns 3, 4, 7, and 8 naturally do 
Iftlt take into account migration between British territory and the States. This migration iso, however, taken into account in 
the figures for British territory and the States. 

3. The figures for emigrants in column 4 are to some extent approximate as one province and four states 
prepared their figures for the United Provinces as a whole including the States. These figures have been divided proportiona Iy 
between British territory and the States. Further, Madras (exoluding Cochin and Travancore States) and Coorg prepared no 

• separate figures for the United Prov.nces. In this case the figures of last Census have been adopted. The deviations from tho 
correct figures are, however, oonsidered negligible. 

4. The figure against British territory fu column 7 was incorrectly shown at last census, and the figures for 
British territory only are available for column 8. The ligures for the whale of the United Provinces and for the States have been 
shown separately for the present census so that they will be available for comparison at next census. 

5. This table omits overseas omigration which in any caSe is negligible. (See Subsidiary Table IV to Chapter III.) 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.--Comparison with vital statistics. 

.N umber per cent, increase (+ ) or decrease 

~ In 1921-1930 total of actual 
Exosss (+) 

(-) of the population 
,.Q numberof-, (I) adjusted of 1931 compared with 
S District and natural population of or deficiency the adjusted population 
p division, 192101- (-) of of 1921, I:: 

:$ 
births over 

Births_ Deaths, Births, Deaths, deaths, Natural Actual 
S population, population, III 
~ --

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

United Provinces 
Territor/), 

(British 15,921,016 1/,993,248 35') 26,4 +3,927,768 +3,104,668 +3,033,824 

Himalaya, West " 543,583 340,996 36'1 28'6 +112,587 .. +120,078 

1 DehraDun " " 55,491 47,512 26'1 22'4 + 7,979 .. +18,004 
2 NainiTal " " 80,234 92,993 29'0 33 '6 -12,759 " +411 
3 Almora " " 212,748 145,546 40'1 27'4 +67,202 " +52,964 
4 Garhwal " " 195,110 144,945 40'2 29'9 +50,165 " +48,699 

J 

SulJ-HimaZaya, West " 1,699,845 1,299,525 42'1 32'2 +400,320 " +308,295 

5 Saharanpur " " 40.'5,939 302,189 43'3 32'2 + 103,750 " + 106,449 
6 Bareilly .. " 440,025 338,980 43 '4 33 '4 + 101.045 " +58,504 
7 Bijnor " " 341,482 259,097 46'1 35'0 +82.385 " +95,101 
8 Pilibhit " " 190,437 158,732 44'1 36'8 +31.705 .. +17,237 
9 Kheri " " 321 962 240,527 35'2 26'3 +81,435 .. +31,004 

Inrlo-Gangdic Plain, West, , 4.813,334 3,546,316 89,6 29' 2 I +1,267,018 I " +809.468 

10 Muzaffarnagar " 307,456 195,564 38'7 24'6 +111,892 " +100,679 
11 Meerut .. .. 601,524 421,816 40'1 28'1 + 179,708 " t103.194' 
12 Bulandshahr " 451,003 340,634 42'3 31'9 + 110,369 + 70,724 .. " " 

13 Aligarh " " 440,940 298,524 41'5 28'1 t 142,416 " +110,000 
14 Muttra .. " 208.434 146,340 33'7 23'6 +62,094 " +48,936 
15 Agra .. " 393,860 260,183 42'6 28'2 + 133,677 " +124,161 
16 Mainpuri .. " I 225,504 181,814 30'1 24'3 +43,690 " +1,606 
17 Etah " 269.828 199.047 32 '5 23'0 t70,781 " +30,768 
18 Budaun .. .. 389,270 302,114 39'9 31'0 +87,156 " +34,783 
19 Moradabad .. " 558,037 431,548 46'5 36'0 t 126,489 " +85.369 
20 Shahjahanpur " 

" 372,419 287.202 43'5 33 '6 +85,217 " +49,170 
21 Farrukhabad " .. 334.684 285,799 39'9 34'0 +48,885 " +37.605 
22 Etawah " .. 260,375 195,731 35 '5 26'7 +64,644 " + 12.473 

I nrlo- Gangetic Plain, Oentral 3.769,581 2,891,645 31'6 24'3 t877,936 " +611,202 

23 Cawnpore .. .. 346,083 296,964 30'1 25'9 t49,119 .. +63,589 
24 Fatehpur .. .. 201,450 135,052 30'9 20'7 +66,398 " +36,397 
25 Allahabad .. " 438.466 321,045 31'2 22'9 t117.421 " t87,468 
26 Lucknow .. .. 273,838 220,905 37'8 30'5 t52,933 " +63,128 
27 Unao .. .. 241,903 189,340 29', 23'1 +52,563 " +36,572 
28 Rae Bareli .. .. 234,627 182.613 25'1 19'5 +52,014 " +37,724 
29 Sitapur " " 397,917 282,315 36'5 25'9 + 115,602 " + 77,658 
30 Hardoi " " 377,621 266,409 34'8 24'6 +111.212 .. +43,216 
3~ Fyzabad " " 356,404 295,003 30'4 25'2 +61,401 .. +32,~9 
32 Sultanpur " " 320,738 265,514 31'9 26'4 +55,224 .. +47,372 
33 Partabgarh .. " 250,056 186,808 29'2 21'8 +63,248 " +51,103 
34 BaraBanki .. " 330,478 249,677 32'1 24'2 +80,801 " +34,116 

Central India Plateau 795,898 625,506 38'5 30'3 +170,392

1 

" t179,598 

35 Jhansi " " 270,521 206,707 f 44'6 34'1 +63,814 .. +83,914 
36 Jalaun " .. 147.676 108,914 ; 36'4 26'9 t38,762 .. +20,583 
37 Hamirpur .. " 187,224 153,503 40'2 33'0 +33,721 .. +37.366 
38 Banda .. " 190,477 156,382 32'4 26'6 +34,095 .. t37,735 

-East SatpurM ,. .. 258,523 193,894 35'7 26'8 ' +64,629 " t64,226 

39 Mirzapur " " 258,523 193,894 35'7 26'8 +64,629 " +64,226 

SulJ-Himalaya, East " 2,389,407 1,610,775 30'9 20'8 +778,632 " +627,242 

40 Gomkhpur .. .. 1,026,006 628,722 31'4 19'2 +397,284 " +300,731 
41 Basti " " 622,711 455,628 32'4 23'7 + 167,083 .. +152,796 
42 Gonda .. " 387,424 260,579 26'3 17'7 t126,845 .. + 102,614 
43 Bahraich .. " 353,266 265,846 33'2 25'0 +87,420 .. +71,101 

Indo-Gangdic Plain, EMt " 1,650,845 1,394,591 31'5 26'6 +256,254 ,- +313,715 

44 Benares .. " 346,120 288,130 36'4 30'3 +57,990 " +64,347 
45 Jaunpur .. " 324,943 252,405 28'1 21'9 t72,538 " +80,966 
46 Ghazipur " " 241,484 216,868 30'9 27'7 +24,616 .. +43.401 
47 Ballia " " 253,895 194,384 30'6 23'4 t59,511 .. t82,081 
48 Azamgarh " " 484,403 442,804 31'7 29'0 +41,599 " +42,920 

M 

(I) Adjusted on account of transfers of area between 1921 and 1931, 
(2) The natural population of 1931 is not available districtwise (see Subsidiary Table IV), The figure for British 

territory omits oV6.rseas emigration, which in any case is negligible (see Subsidiary Table III to Chapter III), -

States-
Benares 102,473 76,407 28 '2 21'1 +26,066 t28,412 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI.-Variation by tahsils classified according to density (a) act'IWtZ variation. 

(aJ Variation in tahsils with a population per square mile at commencement of decade of-

NatQJ:!U Division. Period. 

Under 150. 150 to 300. 300 to 450. 450 to 600. - 600 to 750. 750 to 900. 900 to 1,050 . Over 1,050. 

J 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

----
r 1921-1931 -71,764 -51,015 -1,394,605 +1,300,872 -223,152 +856,431 +1,370,473 +/,245,736 

., ......... J 1911-1921 -114,077 +279,927 +367,726 ---837,853 -1,042,862 -197885 +643,589 -559,179 , 

1901-1911 -52,505 -77,255 +1,440,625 +11,773 -1,448,128 +695,910 ~97,743 -382,910 

(British Terri- I (891-1901 +106,784 +73,639 -2,170,293 +2,214,361 +1,607,243 -1,461,325 +78,622 +337,734 
tory): 

I 1881-1891 +1,013,611 ~59,429 -256,015 -1,159,571 +2,794,796 +1,221,776 +121,667 +724,981 

[:~881-1931 +882,049 -434,133 -2,012,562 +1,529,582 +1,687,897 +1,114,907 +1,516,(;08 +1,366,362 

( 1921-1931 
I 

+ 15,468 + 104,610 .. ., .. . " " .. 
i 1911-1921 -215,959 +248,220 ---{i1,484 .. .. . . " .. 

~"w'mj 
1901-1911 +119,619 -32,202 +61,484 .. .. .. " .. 
1891-1901 + 180,799 -72,127 -73,168 .. .. .. " .. 
IBBI-IB91 +877,B33 +254,592 +73,168 .. .. .. .. .. 

l1881-1931 +977,760 +503,093 .. .. .. .. .. .. 

[ 1921-1'" .. -135,173 +70,893 +68,920 + 195,356 .. +108,485 .. . 
1911-1921 .. +126,230 -283,549 +91,284 -227,492 .. -4,518 .. 

~ 1901-191l .. +12,860 +261,269 --426,597 +202,444 .. +318,613 -325,650 
Sub-HimaJaya, 

+325,650 West. 1891-1901 -95,205 +90,831 -43,207 +62,417 +23,784 .. -298,482 

11881-1891 +95,205 -211,398 +167,851 +371,028 -225,812 .. +12,751 .. 
l1881-1931 .. -116,650 +173,257 +167,052 -31,720 .. +136,849 .. 
r 1921-1931 .. 
I 

.. -799,365 +657,271 +236,480 +341,556 -6,314 +378,936 

1 J911-192J .. .. +717,750 -712,757 -690,250 -5,027 -44,403 -6,503 

11901-1911 .. -161,020 +1,385,191 -1,089,570 +107,914 -485,653 -7,677 -6,834 
Indo·Gangetic ~ 
Plain, West. 11891-1901 .. +7,340 -2,018,962 +1,626,266 +1,049,160 +172,106 +342,143 +18,326 

1 1881-1891 " -8,129 +238,389 -312,353 +234,078 +20,552 .. +5,953 

l1881-1931 .. -161,809 -476,997 +168,857 +937,382 +43,534 +283,749 +389,878 

r 1921-1931 .. -54,187 -593,335 +997,556 +113,528 +13:099 -692,510 +826,760 

I 1911-1921 " -10,703 +818,947 -768,946 -581,678 --4,520 +692,510 -650,685 
I 
I 1901-1911 " +3,192 +50,309 +500,533 -925,181 +278,759 -334,327 -57,161 

Cudo:-Gangetic ~ 
Plain, Central. I 1891-1901 .. -36,755 +330,614 +287,074 -452,725 -.316,586 +.334,327 +16,684 

I 

l18BI-1891 .. -98,277 -1,414,978 ---{i77,858 +3,072,716 +25,144 -607,493 +701,074 

1881-1931 .. -196,730 -808,443 +338,359 +1,226,660 -4,104 -607,493 +836,672 

11921-1931 -119,399 +10,503 +288,494 .. .. .. .. .. 
j 1011-1921 +110,008 -84,912 -J67,722 .. .. .. .. .. 

1901-191J -J93,078 +126,167 +168,749 .. .. .. .. .. 
Clmtral India 
Plateau. J891-1901 +41,252 -247,990 ~13,291 .. .. .. .. .. 

I 
llB8/-189J +25,112 +40,206 -14,826 .. .. " .. .. 

1881-1931 -136,105 -156,026 +287,986 .. .. .. .. .. 
r 1921-1931 +32,167 +23,232 +8,827 .. .. " .. .. 
111911-1921 -8,126 +1,092 +6,414 .. .. " .. .. 

. IIJ901-1911 +20,954 -26,252 -6,086 .. .. .. .. .. 
ilfS. i3atpuras ~ 

I 1891-J901 -20,062 +332,340 -391,356 .. .. " .. .. 
~. llB81-1891 +15,461 .. +9,251 .. 

I 
.. .. .. .. 

1881-1931 +40,394 +330,412 -372,950 .. .. " .. .. 
- - -
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CHAPTER I.-DISTRIBUTION AND MOVEMEN'T OF THE POPULATION. 

SuBflFDIARY TA:BLE VI.-Variation by tahsils classified according to aensity 
(a) actual variation-( concluded) . 

(a)'Vari!ltion'in'tallmls''Witll'lI population per square mile at commencement of decade of-

Natural Bi\rision. Period, . 
Under ~50, 150 to 300, 300 to 450. 450 to 600, 600 to 750. 750 to 900. 900 to 1.050, 

'1 2 3 4 5 6 ? 8 9 

" .' . 
;1921-1931 . , .. , -370,119 +281.102 -1,077.392 + 111,405 +1.682,407 

1911-1921 " .. -662.630 , +786.007 -356,710 +472,366 , . 
1901-1911 " .. c ..-480,291 +552,656 -357,385 +537,130 .. 

Sub· Himalaya. t 189H901 
East. ,. .. + 12,495 +27,479 -50,496 +29,284 ,. 

[881-1891 ,. -636,423- +685,[30 -325.283 +2[8,847 +899,379 .. 
1881-1931 . , -636.423 -815,415 +1.321.961 -1,623,136 +2,049,564 +1,682,407 

1921-1931 .. .. .. -703,977 +308,876 +390,371 +278,405 

1911-[921 .. .. , . -233,441 +8[3,268 --660,704 .. 
Indo-Gangotic [901-[911 .. .. .. , -+474,751 -475,920 +365.674 -674,352 
Plain, East. 

[891-1901 .. .. " . +211,125 + 1.037,52(] .,-1.346.129 -299,366 

[881-1891 .. .. .. -215,105 -505.033 +276.701 + 716.409 

-1881-1931 .. .. .. --466,647 +1,178,711 -974,087 +21,096 

Over 1,050. 

10 

.. 

. ... .. 
.. 

" 

.. 

+40,040 

+98,009 

+6,735 

-22,926 

+ 17,954 

+139,812 
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StmsiDIARY TABLE VI.-Variation by tahsils classified according to density 
(b) proportional variation. 

. (b) Variation in tahsils with a population per square mile at commencement of decade of-.. :~. - . " - -- - -

atural Division. Period, Undor ISO, 150 to 300, 300 to 450, 450 to 600, 600 to 750, 750 t.o 900. 900 to 1,050, 1,050 and 
over, 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 . 
1911-1931 -4'6 -1'6 . -11'2 " , +8'2 -2'1 +23'6 +105'" +91'3 

19/1-1921 -6'S +9'9 . +4'., . --5'0 -9'1 --5'2 +9S'5 -29'1 

1901-1911 -J'O -2'7 +29'9 +0'1 -II '2 +22'2 -51'7 -16'6 
U~IOliiDces 

(Drl . Terri- IS91-1901 +6'5 +2'3 ' -24'0 +15'5 +14'2 -Jl'8 +6'2 +17'2 tOlX),·· , .. 
-IS '9 ' +36'2 IS81-1891 +163'7 -2'S -7'5 +32'9 +10'6 +58'3 

1881-1931 +142'4 -12'5 -23'0 +9'8 +19'9 +33'0 +131'8 +109'8 

1921-1931 +1'4 +26'3 " " " " ,. ,. 

1911-1921 -16"3 +165'2 -100'0 .. .. " .. .. .. 
1901-1911 +9'9 -17'6 * .. .. .. .. " Himalaya, 

'~. 1891-1901 +17'7 -28'3 -100'0 .. .. .. . . .. 
1881-1891 +610',2 * * .. .. .. . . .. 
1881-1931 +679'6 * ::1:0'0 .. .. .. .. ., 

r 
1921-1931 .. -26', +4" +5'2 H7'4 .. +:34'5 .. 
1911-1921 .. +32'9 -15'1 +7'3 --#'0 .. -1'4 .. 
1901-1911 .. +3'5 +16'2 -25'6 H4'3 .. * -100'0 

Sub,Himalaya, 
West. 1891-1901 -100'0 +23'8 -2'6 +3'9 +8'2 .. -100'0 • 

1881-1891 * -43'1 +11'3 +30'0 -43'7 .. +4'5 .. 
1881-1931 ±O·O -23'7 +11'7 +13'5 -6'1 .. +47'9 ±O·O 

_J 1921-1931 .. .. -23'6 +11'8 +10'0 +137-8 -2'2 +136'5 

1911-1921 " .. +26'9 -11'3 -22'5 -2'0 -13'3 -2'3 

1901-19rJ .. -100'0 +92'5 -15'2 +3'7 -65'7 -2'2 -3'9 

Plain, West, 1891-1901 .. H'8 -57'6 +29'3 +55'0 +30'0 * +6'7 

1881-1891 " -5'0 +7'3 -5'3 +14'0 +3'8 ., +2'2 

1881-1931 " -100'0 -15'5 +2'8 +56'0 +8'0 * +146'2 

1921-1931 .. -25'1 -28'5 +16'9 H'9 H'8 -100'0 +194'8 

1911-1921 ., -4'7 +64'8 -11'5 -19'9 -1'6 * -60'5 

1901-1911 +1'4 H'I +8'1 -24'0 * -100'0 -~'O -"1 .. 
Plain, Central. 1891-1901 .. -14'1 +37'4 H'9 -10'5 -100'0 * +1'5 

l 
1881-1891 .. -27'4 -61'6 -80'4 +250'4 +8'6 -100'0 +169'1 

1881-1931 .. -54'9 -35'2 +5'2 +100'0 -1'4 -100'0 +201'8 

Eil-1931 -51'4 +0'6 +178'7 ., . , .. .. .. 
1911-1921 +90'7 -4'8 -51'0 .. .. " .. .. 

Central India 
1901-1911 -61'2 +7'7 + 105'2 " 

,. 
" .. .. 

Plateau, 1891-1901 +15'0 -13-2 +9'0 " " . , , . .. 
1881-1891 +10'1 +2'2 -9'0 ., " " .. " 

1881-1931 -54'6 --8'5 +177'9 .. " " " " 
1921-1931 +13'7 +7"6 +4'8 .. ., . , .. .. .. _ 

1911-1921 -3'3 +0'4 +3'6 .. . , " .. .. , 

,lilt!ItllatpurllB 
1901-1911 +4'9 -1'9 -1'2 . , .. .. .. .. 

;'1~ 1891-1901 -8'3 * -42'6 ., .. " .. ,. f;' .. 
~t 

1881-1891 H'8 " +1'0 .. . , 
" " .. 

1881-1931 +17'8 * -66'1 ., " . , .. .. 
, ' 

* In these oa-sell tpp increase is from nothing to something, so the percentage mcrease IS infimt;'"' 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI.- Variation by tahsils classified according to density 
(b) proportional variation-( concluded), 

(b) Variation in tahsils with a pop1btion per squaro mile at CommenCEment of d, cade or-

• -
Natural Division, Period. 1,050 ant] Under 150. 150 to 300 . . 300 to 450, 450 to 600, 600 to 750, 750 to 900, JOO to 1,050, over, 

. 
1 

I 
2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 

1921-1931 .. " -51'S +}1'8 -48'6 +4'6 * ", 

J 
1911-1921 " .. -48'0 +49'5 -13'9 +24'3 " " 

1901-1911 .. " -28'6 +53'4 -12'2 +38'} " .. 
8"b-_, 1 East. 1891-1901 " " +0'7 +2'7 -1'7 +2'1 " .. 

1881-1891 .. -100'0 +58'9 -24'4 +7'9 +186'9 " .. 
1881-1931 .. -100'0 -70'0 +99'1 -58'7 +426'0 * .. 
1921-1931 .. .. .. -100'0 +9'7 +56'3 * +6'0 

1911-1921 .. " .. -24'9 +34'2 -48'8 .. +17'4 

1901-1911 .. " .. +102'6 -16'7 +37'0 -100'0 +1'2 

Plain, East, 1891-1901 .. " .. +83'9 +57'2 -57'7 -30'7 -3'9 

1881-1891 .. " " -46'} -21'8 +]3'4 +278'4 +3'2 

I· 
1881-1931 .. .. " -toO'O +50'8 -47'3 +8'2 +24'9 

* In the.e cades the incr<lRSe is from no~alng to something so tile percentage incleasc IS illllI.ity 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII.-Persons per house and houses per square mile, 

Average number of persons per house, Average number of houses per square mile, 

,_; 

" District and natural .0 
S division, g 1931. 1921. 1911. 19DI. 1891. 1881. 1931, 1921. 191 I. 19DI. 1891. 1881, 
0; 
'~ 
• rtJ 

- I-----------
-81-9 

---------
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 ID II 12 13 14 -_ -------------------

United Provinces 4'8 4'6 4'6 5'5 S'7 6'4 95 93 92 81 77 65 
(British Territory), 

Himalaya, West " 4'6 4'4 4'6 5'2 5'7 6'4 24 23 22 18 16 14 

1 DehraDun .. 4'7 4'5 4'4 4'4 5'3 4'4 41 40 39 34 26 28 
2 Naini Tal .. 4'5 4'3 4'3 4'6 5'1 6'2 23 24 27 26 42 35 
3 Almora " 4'7 4'6 4'8 5'1 6'2 6'8 24 22 20 17 13 12 
4 Garhwal " 4'6 4'4 4'6 6'2 5'7 7'3 21 20 18 12 13 9 

Sub-Himalaya, West 4'5 4'4 4'4 7'0 5-6 8'0 97 91 97 79 75 50 , 

.... 
5 Saharanpur .. 4'4 4'1 4-3 4'7 4'9 10'6 III 107 106 97 91 41 
6 &reilly " 4'6 4-4 4'4 7'7 5'8 8'6 147 145 156 89 112 74 
7 Bijnor .. 4-5 4'1 4'3 4'5 5'6 8'5 104 95 99 93 74 45 
8 Pilibhit .. 4'5 4'5 4'5 4'6 6'1 7'0 74 62 79 74 58 47 
9 Kheri " .. 4'7 4'7 4'6 5 '8 ,'8 5'8 67 65 67 53 ,3 48 

Inrlo-Gangetic Plain, 4'7 4'5 4'6 5'7 5'5 8'2 115 114 118 96 84 68 
West, 

10 Muzaffarnagar " 4'9 4', 4', 6'3 6'9 7'8 114 10, 108 8, 68 59 
11 Meerut " 5-0 4'7 4-6 5'9 5-5 8-7 141 140 140 110 107 63 
12 Bulandshahr .. 4'7 4'4 4'8 6'8 ,'6 9'6 127 128 124 87 89 ,0 
13 Aligarh .. 4'7 4'1 4'6 , '0 ,'9 8 '2 129 121 127 122 90 64 
14 Muttra .. 4'7 4'3 4'3 6'0 ," 7'8 98 97 10, 88 90 ,9 
15 Agra " 4'9 4'1 4'5 4'7 5', 5'9 116 107 123 121 100 89 
16 Mainpuri .. 4'6 4', 4'6 4'7 ,'8 7'8 98 99 104 103 77 60 
17 Etah .. " 4'6 4'5 4'6 5-0 6'3 7'5 108 106 108 99 64 51 
18 Budaun .. 4'4 3'6 4'4 ,'I 5-6 8'7 113 135 118 101 80 51 
19 Moradabad " 4'6 4'7 4'5 6'0 ,'8 7'0 121 112 122 83 89 64 
20 Shahjahanpur " 4'6 4'6 4'5 6'4 6'3 6'9 III 105 121 82 83 70 
21 Farrukhabad " 4'6 4'6 4'5 6'8 6'5 6'8 115 110 120 80 77 78 
22 Etawah .. 4'7 4'4 4'8 6'1 6'0 6'8 94 98 93 77 72 62 

I'IIdo- Gangetic Plain, 4'5 4'3 4'5 5'3 5'4 5'4 122 121 120 109 105 99 
Gentra!, 

23 Cawnpore .. 4'3 4'0 4'1 5'9 5'1 5'9 119 122 117 91 101 84 
24 Fatehpur .. 4'6 4'4 4'3 5'0 5'1 5'2 92 89 96 85 85 80 
25 Allahabad .. 4'6 4'4 4'3 4'8 ,'2 5'1 115 112 118 108 105 102 
26 Lucknow .. 4'4 4'2 4'4 5'2 5'2 5'3 184 179 178 157 1,4 133 
27 Unao " .. 4'5 3'6 4'4 5'8 5'7 5'9 105 127 114 97 94 87 
28 Rae Bareli .. 4'4 4'1 4'5 5'2 5'3 5'3 12, 129 130 113 105 104 
29 Sitapur .. 4'7 4'7 4'7 5'7 6'2 6'3 110 104 108 86 77 67 
30 Hardoi .. 4'8 4'8 4'6 4'8 6'0 6'7 !OI 97 104 98 79 64 
31 Fyzabad .. 4'7 4'7 4'5 5'1 5'2 5'2 148 143 147 139 135 122 
32 Sultanpur .. 4'5 4'5 4'6 4'9 4'1 4'9 136 131 134 129 120 113 
33 Partabgarh .. 4'5 4'4 4'6 5'1 5'3 4'4 141 134 135 122 120 135 
34 BaraBanki .. 4', 4'4 4'5 5'3 5'3 5'5 135 135 138 130 122 101 

Gentra! India 4'5 4'4 4'3 5'0 5'3 6'1 47 46 49 40 42 3~ 
Plateau, 

35 Jhansi .. 4'5 4'2 4'3 5'2 5'3 6'6 42 39 43 33 36 25 
36 Jalaun .. 4'8 4'6 4'5 5'4 5'6 6'3 58 56 58 50 47 45 
37 Hamirpur " 4'4 4'1 4'2 4'9 ,'6 6'1 41 46 49 41 40 36 
38 Banda .. 4'5 4'2 4'3 4·1 5'0 5'7 49 49 52 42 46 40 

EMt Satpuraa " 4'8 4'6 4'7 5'4 5'6 6'4 38 36 44 38 40 34 

39 Mirzapur .. 4'8 4'6 4'7 5'4 5'6 6'4 38 36 44 38 40 34 

Sub·Himalaya, Eaat 5'2 5'2 5'1 5'7 5'9 5'8 125 117 122 100 95 85 

40 Gorakhpur .. 5'4 ,'4 5'3 5'7 ,'9 5'8 145 135 132 112 110 98 
41 Ba.sti " ,'3 ,'3 ,'2 5'7 6'0 6'1 138 130 126 117 107 97 
42 Gonda .. 5'0 4'8 4'9 5'4 S'8 6'2 110 108 108 91 87 71 
43 Bahraich .. 4'8 4'8 4'7 5'8 S'5 4'9 90 84 83 68 68 65 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, 5'2 5'0 4'8 5'6 6'2 6'6 143 142 146 133 130 117 
East, 

44 Benares .. S'3 4'8 4'7 ,'9 6'8 8'0 176 186 185 • 148 134 112 
45 Jaunpur .. 5'0 4'6 4'7 ,'4 S'7 5'9 159 160 1,8 144 143 132 
.j6 Ghazipur .. 6'0 6'0 4'9 S'5 5'9 6'1 106 100 122 119 125 113 
47 Ballia .. S'4 5'0 4'9 6'5 6'9 7'3 137 134 138 121 117 III 
48 Azllmgarh .. 5'0 4'9 4'9 5'3 6'1 6'5 142 141 138 135 131 114 

( 
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CHAPTER n.-POPULATION OF CITIES, TOWNS AND VILLAGES. 

1. The previous chapter dealt with the numbers of the people and. with Introductory. 
their distribution in the. different parts and sub-divisions of the province. 
In the present chapter will be examined the conditions under which, within 
those parts and sub-divisions, the people live. The statietics which bear on 
this subject are set out in Imperial 'rabIes I, III, IV and V. In Table I 
qre given separate figures for urban and rural population by districts and 
states. In Table III the population is divided according to the size of the 
town or village. in which it resides, each municipality, cantonment, notified 
area, railway col9ny or other -town, and each revenue village (less any town or 
part thereof that may fan within its boundaries) being treated as {l. separate 
unit. In Table IV towns are classified according to the size of their population 
and the figures for the 1931 census are compared with those for previous cen-
suses. It shoulq. be noted that in this ta.ble, in order to secure comparisons 
with prtlVious census figures, the figures for cantonments, noti1ied areas and 
railway colonies 'which are 'adjacent to municipalities have been included with 
those of the IIlunicipalities, separate figures being provided as sub-heads for 
the areas so included. In Table V the population of munici;tJalities and other 
towns (each as a separate item) is distributed according to rehgion, the towns 
being arranged territorially. 

Four subsidiary tables prepared from the Imperial Tables appear at- the 
end of this cha.pter and set forth:-

Subsidiary Table 1.-The distribution of the population between towns 
and villages; 

Subsidiary Table II.-'The number per mille of the total population 
and of each main religion who live in towns; 

Subsidiary Ta.ble 111.-Towns cla.ssified by population with deceDnial 
variations since 1881, and the percentage of the urban popu
lation living in towns of each class; 

S'ubsid{ary Table IV.":'__The 'population of cities and the percent~ge 
decennial variations since 1881; the density, the proportion 
of the sexes and of the foreign-born; -

Subsidiary Table V.-Housing statistics of the municipalitit:l~ of
(a) Lucknow, 
(~) Cawnpore. 

2. In these statistics the whole population is classified as "rural" or Definitions. 
~, urban ''l, and in more detail as· living in villages, towns and cities of different 
sizes. 

A " village" for census purpoBes was defined as-
I'the area demar'cated for revenue .. purposes ~as' a mauza: provided that where 
such a village, or part of a villa.ge, forms part of the area of a town, it Will 
be included in such town. . 

Explanation.-A village includes all the hamlets sItuated within tbe 
area of the revenue maU'Za." 
Here it may be as well to explain that a revenue mauza is the survey and 
$ttlement village, which is a parcel of ground with definite boundaries which 
may contain one or lll'Jre groups of houses 'or oven no housee at all. Unin
habited villages are not included in the census statistIcs, though tbey are 
entered ill the preliminary census records and inE'pected at the final enumera
tion in case anyone should have taken up residence thel:ein by the final Mnsus 
night. The diE'a.dvantages .of basing thf' census orga;nization on residential 
sites, are, briefly, that it is 'impossible to decide which gI'oups of houses f()fIll 
·independent vmages and which groupt aTe merely pailts of other villages, 
apd a180, tbat as. grouJ?f! Df ho?ses appear 01' disappe~r between 0l?e ~ensus .ann 
~anbtber, any reliable comparIson fr(;m one cellm& t,o the next IE Imp0f:,sIble. 

A " town ,. was defined a.s-
(1) Any area-in which United Pmvihces Act IIot 1916 is in force, i~-e., 

any municipality; . 
(2) Any area. under sections 337 and 339 of United Provinces Act II 

of 1916, ~.e., any notified area ~ 
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(3) any area under United Provinces Act II of 1914, i.e., any town 
area; 

(4) any cantonmont ; 
(5) any other continuous group of houses permanently inhabited by 

not less than 5,000 persons which having regard to the character 
of the popUlation, the relative density of the dwellings, the 
importance of the place as a centre of trade. and its historic 
associations, the Provincial Census Superin~endent decided to 
treat as a town. 

Explanation I.-Where several villages lie so close together that their 
houses form a continuous group with a population exceeding 5,000 such group 
may be treated as a single town under (5) above. 

Explanation 2.-Where one village is broken up into distinct groups of 
houses none of which contains more thaIY 5,000 inhabitants, then although 
the ~otal population exceeds 5,000, the village is not a town. 

Explanation 3.-Where separate groups of houses have been united for 
the purposes of the Act mentioned above, they will be considered one town, 
unless there i~ strong reason for requiring the statistics to be separate fol' each 
group in which case each group will be considered one town. 

(NoTE.-In actual' practice no ·case occurred of the feparation of 
such groups which had been united for the purposes of the Acts mentioned 
above.) 

A "city" is only a large town. It was defined as-
(1) any town whose population in 1921 was not lees than 100,000;. 
(2) any town which the Local Government declared to be a city for 

census purposes. 
Included in such cities are not only the municipalities but also any canton
ments, notified areas or railway colonies that may be adjacent to them, so that 
in many cases a city is actually a collection of census towns, e.g., Jhansi City 
consists of Jhansi Municipality and Cantonment and the adjacent Garhia 
Pathak Notified Area. _ 

1!0r cities' separate figures are exhibited in the case of Imperial Tables 
VI (BIrth-place), VII (Age, sex and civil condition by religion), X (Occupa
tion), XIII (Literacy by religion and age), and XIX (Europeans and allied 
races and Anglo-Indians by race and age). 

As explained in paragra.ph 1, cities are for the purposes of some tables 
split up into their constituent towns and in others their figures are shown only 
for the city as a whole. This inconsistency is unfortunate, but has been al
lowed to continue in order to secure comparisons with the figures of previous 
censuses in Imperial Table IV and in those tables prepared separately for 
cities. 
.. The" urban population" is the sum of the people living in towns and 

CItIes. 
The . "rural population" is what remains; besides peotJle living in villages 

it includes persons found in those parts of the forests and jungles which are 
not included in the boundaries of any revenue mauza. These latter consist 
mainly of grass-cutters, sawyers and the like, are not 'P€rmanent re.sidents of 
the places where they were enumerated, and need not be considered futther. 

Villages and 3. There are 111,000 inhabited villages (excluding the Bhawali 
towns. Sanatorium which is included as a. village in Imperial Table I) and 

450 towns in the United Provinces including the Stfl,tes, but it is not 
Villages. easy to draw a clear line of demarcation between village and town. The 

entire rural al'ea is indeed rural in the fullest sense of the word; but the 
urban character of some of the urban units is not abGve sm:picion, as 
it is often hard to decide whether a particular collection of houses, even 
if under the Town Area Act. should more correctly be treated as a large 
~llage or a small town. The people of the province whether living in 
villages or in towns are gregarious by habit, and their houses whether rural 
or urban are huddled together in congested sites. This is undoubtedly a 
survival from the troublous times when men had to unite for mutua.l protec
tion. It is especially noticeable in. the west of the province, a relic of the 
preCilJutioIW t~ken a~aim't Sikh invasion in the eighteenth century. My 
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predeoessor, in this oOImexion, remarked on the faot that in parts of Bundc1-
kha.nd the oldest village sites will be found at the base of a rooky hill-a position 
with the adva.ntage of providing a handy refuge for the villagers, but with almost 
every possible disadvantage in other respects. In Oudh I have often noticed 
remnant,] of ancient village sites on raised ground, which have since, owing 
to a. greater sense of security, been deserted for new homesteads on the level 
ground ncar the cultivated area. In the centre and east of the province, which 
has enjoyed, a !onger period of security than the west, it is lUore common to 
find outlying hamlets as well as the main site within the revenue mauza, so that 
a "census village" here often represents two or more distinct inhabited sites.'*' 
These hamlets usually consist of the homestead of a landlord or large tenant, 
built for greater convenience in or near his holding, round whicl). cluster the 
houses of his farm servants; or else of the houses of some despised caste which 
is not suffered to dwell in the village itself. With the growth in security 
afforded by the British Government the tendency tor tenants to remove their 
houses nearer their cultivation is marked. This saves time, permits of more 
careful and intensive cultivation and facilitates protection of the crops. In 
Oudh this movement is particularly noticeable as a reference to recent settle
ment reports will show. Yet even in these hamlets the houses are as closely 
packed together as in the main site. Incidentally, these facts should be born,e 
ill mind when rural and urban densities are compared. 1£ village denpities 
were calculated on the area of the inhabited site or sites, and not on that of 
the site plus the village lands, they would generally be greater than that of any 
town. Only in the heart of the larger cities, where two and three-storeyed 
brick houses may be found, are human beings herded together on a scale whioh 
is not general all over the country. In the outskirts of cities and towns as 
in villages, houses are normally made of mud where the local soil will bind, 
and of wattles where jt will not. Stone is difficult and expensive to secure in 
most parts of the province so is not in general Uf!e as a building material 
except in the hills, in Bundelkhand and parts of the Muttra and Agra 
districts; and outside Himalayan villages double-storeyed houses are rarely 
to be seen. 

n is evident therefote that though the total population of a revenue 
mauza may be large, if this population lives in numerous small detached 
hamlets dotted over the area; the village oannot be regarded as a town. 
Some revenue mauzas are very extensive and the popul8,tion necessary to 
their cultivation is consequently also large. In such cases, if the original 
site is adhered to and no hamlets spring up, the site" may grow so populous 
that in most countries it would be considered a small town. But in such 
villages the inhabitants have no urban occupations "themselves, though 
on account of their size they beoome oonvenient centres for itinerant TIier
chants and rural ariizans. Hence such a village grows and sanitary precau· 
tions becoming essential, it is duly plaoed under the provisions of the Village 
Sanitation Act. When this has been done the site though still in all its e~sen· 
tials a village, is on its way beooming a town." The ohief difficulty in clasbi
fication lies in determining when such villages cease to be villages and become 
towns. 

Twenty-four STIch places (with a population of 145,241 or 2' 6 per cent. 
of the urba.n population) have been included as towns at this census. They 
have the entry "Town" against them in column 4 of Imperial Table IV. 
Of these three have been included for the fir8t time. Fourteen such towns 
which were included at last census have been excluded as they now ha.ve no 
urban characteristics. 

The next dividing line is a clear one. When the non-agricultural popula- Oountry tou·ns. 
tion grows so large that the chaukidari (village watchman) cess becomes 
too small to pay for sufficient watch and ward the area is,put under the ~own 
Area 4ct (II of 1914) anti provision for the increased essential expenditure 
is made by the imptJsition of a house-tax. As a house-tax is never levied from 
a purely agricultural population its existence is evidence that the place is 
more or less urban in oharacter. 

All such places are therefore treated as census towns. The town may 
inolude parts or the whole of one or mote revenue mauzas whioh then become 

• Some of the larg~r revenue villages include liS many as 30 or 40 soparate sites. 
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absorbed into the town. There are 262 such town areas at this census (with 
a. population of 1,276,743 or 23'0 per cent. of the urba.n population), nine of 
which have come under the Act since last census. Fourteen of these that were 
included at last census have now been excluded as they have cef)~ed to be under 
the Act and have no urban charac.teristics. 

As such a town increases in its non-agricultural population, it may become 
a notified alea or a. municipality; the two differ in degree rather than in kind, 
for it is only certain provisions of the Municipal Act that apply to a notified 
area. By this time the town has lost all trace of its former connexion with 
its constituent revenue mauzas. If favourably situated for trade it may grow 
considerably, but as a rule its trade is local and it never loses its agricultm'al 
character completely. At this census there are 55 notified areas (population 
437,436 or 7'9 per cent. of the urban population), and 87 municipalities (popu
lation 3,486,173 or 62' 8 per cent. of the urban population). 

There are also 21 cantonments (population 200,620 or 3' 6 per cent. of the 
urban population) and one railway colony (population 4,546). 

Out of the 87 municipaliti es, 23 have been classed as cities (their popu
lation, including that of the adjacent ca.ntonments, notified areas, etc., is 
2,490,698, or 44' 9 per cent. of the total urban population). The list will be 
found in Subsidiary Table IV to this chapter. Jaunpur municipality has been 
excluded from the list of last census. The population of this municipality 
fell from 42,771 in 1901 to 30,473 in 1911. It was retained as a city in 1921 
because this large decrease was thought to have been the result of a tem
porary exodus from the city on account of a severe epidemic of plague. The 
1921 enumeration proved the fall to be permanent. Its population in 1931 
was 37,675.* Owing to its moribund condition, possessing as it does no trade 
and no industries to sp~ak of, the expense occasioned b:y trea.ting it as a city 
was not considered justified. 

It is of interest to note that, as pointed out in the census report of 1891, 
the cities of the province had a totally different origin from that of the other 
towns. In India "the town attracts the trade and not the trade the town". 
Industry, which has produced so many towns in England, is stIll almost a neg
ligible quantity in this province. The cities were mostly built by different 
rulers for political or strategical reasons or to satisfy a passing whim; others 
owe their importance to religion. Yet if other causes made the cities, the 
trade which was attracted to them has maintained. and enlarged them. Cawn· 
pore alone owes its origin to trade. A mere village till 1778, it became a frontier 
cantonment. The advent of the railway in 1863 enabled it to become an 
important distributing centre. It is now the largest railway centre of the 
province, the junction of five lines of the first magnitu~e, and consequently 
its collecting and distributing trade is enormouS and in addition it has become 
thc greatest manufacturing centre of the province. t 

4. Beforo summarizing the main statlstics dealing with the urban and 
rural population, some endeavour has .been made to indicate what the distinc
tion between urban and rural population amounts to. It is also necessary to 
~stimate how far the qistribution of the population between towns and 
villages was normal on the night of the final enumeration. Epidemics may 
disturb this distributiQn as in 1911, when plague was responsible for a consi· 
derable exodus from urban areas. In that year a second census taken in June 

- and July after the epidemic had abated revealed to what extent the population 
of some of the municipalities had been affected, e.g., Mirzapur returned a 
population of 59,304 at the second census as against 32,332 at the census 
proper; Cawnpore 195,498 against 178,557; Fyzabad 62,446 against 54,65~. 
On the other hand the population of some towns which are centles of pilgrim
age, e.g., Benares, Muttra or Ajodhya (Fyzabad) may be unduly swollen at any 
given time, though large fairs or religious gatherings can usually be avoided 
by a judicious selection of the date for the final enumeration. 

* This was somewhat r,bove its normal population as at the time of tho final enumeration many fugitives from 
the Benares oommunal riots were found presellt. 

t For a fu 11er account of the orig'n of the cities of the provinoe the reader is referred to tho Census
Report. 1911. P art I. pages 24 and 25. 
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:Fortunately at the present census no such disturbing influences were 
present and the distribution of the population may safely be regarded as normal. 
I would make one exception to this statement, though the results have a 
negligible effect on the total urban population. In Najibabad municipality 
(district Bijnor), there is very keen rivalry between the Hindu and Muslim 
oommunities. The latter preponderate to a slight extent. With a view to 
influencing respective representation on the municipal board each side imported 
large crowds of ius Own community from the neighbouring rural areas on 
census night, so that the population of this municipality rose by some 6,000 in 
a night. The preliminary enumeration figure wa.s 22,261 : the final 28,4:73. The 
seq_uel was amusing. As pach side had striven its utmost the relative positions 
of the rival iar;tions remained exa.ctly as they were at' the preliminary 
enumeration and, in fact, exactly as they' have been for the last thirty 
years, to within a few decimal points. 

This may have happened in a few other towns, though nowhere on such 
a large scale; in fact I heard quite recently that in another municipality the 
membera of one community sent out surreptitiously numerous invitation s 
to large dinner-parties on census night, for similar rea.sons, and in this case the 
extra numbera so secured resulted in this community just managing to wrest 
a seat on the municipal board from theIr opponents. 

The net result of such activities had, however, a negligible effect on the 
relative urban and rural populations, and as I ha.ve said above, the distribution 
at this census may be taken as quite normal. 

5. Out of every thousand persons in this province (either including or 
excluding the states) 112 are" urban" and 888 are "rural" . In 1931 the 
corresponding figures for England and Wales* were 800 "urban" and 200 
"rural". No census figures co-q.ld bring out more remarkably the contrast 
between the conditions under which people live in India and in Western: 
countries. In England and Wales the criterion for a town (or urban district 
as it is there called) is as here the existence of municipal or quasi-municipal 
institutions, and roughly one-third of the places classed as towns have a 
population under 5,000. If aU towns with a population under 5,000 were ex
cluded from both, the figures would become United Provinces "urban" 100, 
"rur<1l" 900; England and Wales (approximately) "urban" 775, "rural" 
225, an even greater contrast. 

When it is remembered that in the country towns most of the populatioQ 
live in what would be classed as rural conditions in the West, and that in the 
larger municipalities an appreciable .proportion of the inhabitants also live 
under similar conditions, the relative proportion of urban population judged 
by western standards is far less even than that given above. 

In the case of municipalities with a popUlation over 20,000 an attempt 
was mad') at this census to differentiate between urban and sub~urban popula
tion, the latter being defined as the popUlation living under rural conditions, 
usually on the out,skirts of the municipality though within its boundarie8. 
The results are given as sub-heads to the figures of the municipalities concerned 
in Imperial Table IV. Figures are not available for all such municipalities 
but from those municipalities for which figures are available an average figure 
has been calc'ulated for all such municipalities. This gives the result that in 
municipalitie3 having a popUlation of 20,000 or over 116 per mille may b€;l 
rega.rded as living under sub-urban (in this country almost identical with rural) 
conditions. The proportion in smaller municipalities, cantonments and notified 
a-reas is far greater than this, and as has been mentioned above the vast 
majority of the inhabitants of the country towns live under rural conditions as 
judged by western standards. 

It is thus evident that the contrast is, in effect, far more ma.rked than 
would appear even from the figures given at the beginning of this paragraph. 
This great difference is due partly to the greater volume of commerce, partly 
to the greater scope afforded to the professions by a more complex social 
organization, but overwhelmingly to the greater industrial development of 
England and Wa.les. 

• Preliminary figures. 

Urban and 
rural popula
tion; com
parison with 
England and 
Wales. 
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Variation in 6. In the next table are shown for the province (including the states) 
'Urban and rural the number per mille residing in towns at each of the last six censusos, and 
population. the intercensa,l variatiom in the urban. and rural population. 

Urban popula· 
Intorconsal variation por cont. 

in-
Census. tion per mille 

of total Urban Rural population. population. populalion. 

1881 " .. " " .. 107 

~ +4'8 +6'4 
1891 .. .. .. " " 105 

1901 " " .. .. ., 106 +1'9 +1'6 

1911 ., 
" .. .. " 100 --6'2 --0'5 

192[ .. " .. .. .. 106 +2'4 -3'7 

1931 .. " " .. .. 112 +12'8 +6'0 

1881-1931 .. .. " " .. " +15'~ +9'9 

Between 1881 and 1891 the urban population did not increase 'as rapidly 
as the rural population. Ftom 1891-1901 it gained slightly on the rural 
population. The figure for 1911 is of little value for, as mentioned above, 
many towns had at the time of that census been evacuated on account of 
plague. The return of these tempOl'ary emigrants restored the balance in 1921, 
and the last decade has seen the urban population multiply over twice as 
rapidly as the rural population. , 

Altogether:in the last fifty yeal's the urban population has increased more 
than ha1£ as fast again as ine rural. Between 1881 and 1921 the urban popu
lation had increased by 2' 6 per cent. as aga~st 3' 8 per cent. increase in the 
rural popUlation. My predecessor in 1921 came to the following conclusipns ;-

(1) that there had been no appreciable development 9£ commerce 
or industry to attract people from the country to the, town,. 
and 

(2) that towns. in spite of their municipal regulatiops are less healthy 
than villages. 

Since 1921, however, the urban population has increaE'ed twice as fast as 
the rural. Moreover this is not due to the changes made in the list of towns at 
this census. A reference to paragraph II of the note to Imperial Table IV 
will prove this. The effect of changes in the list at this census has be.en to 
reduce what would otherwise have been the ur~an population., and the per~ 
centage increase in population since last census of those areas which have been 
treated as urban at both censuses even after allowing for boundary changes 
has been no less than 13' 4 per cent. This denotes' that either there has been 
considerable emigration into the urban areas or the health of towns has 
improved, or both. The following vital statistics give the birth, death and sur
vival rates for each year of the past decade for towns havi~g a popUlation of 
10,000 or over in 1921. They ate based on the 1921 population figures. The 
birth a.nd death rates towards the end of the decade are higher than the true 
rates as they are not based on the increased population of the latter years of 
the decade. This however does not affect the argument ;-

Towns of 10,00. and ovor. I Romainder of British territory. 

Year. 
Rato per millo of 1921 population- Ro.te per mille-

Births, Deaths. Survival. Births. , Deaths, Survival. 

lnl .. " .. 4\'\ 47'0 -5'9 33'9 39'0 ...... 5·\ 
1922 " .. .. 40'5 32'9 +7'6 31'6 24'4 +1'2 
1923 .. .. .. 45'4 35'9 +9'5 35'4 22 '5 +12'9 
1924 .. .. .. 45'7 38'1 +7'6 33'9 27'6 +10'5' 
1925 .. .. .. 44'2 35'6 +8'6 31 '9 24'0 +7'9 
1926 ,. .. .. 44'7 40'8 +3'9 33'5 24'0 +9'5 
1927 .. .. .. 47'4 35'4 +12'0 36'0 21'7 +14'3 
1928 .. .. .. 48'5 39'4 +9'1 37'5 23'1 +14'4 
1929 .. .. .. 47'1 43'0 +4'1 33'4 22'9 +10'5 
1930 .. .. .. 49'7 41'0 +8'7 36'4 26'2 +10'2 

Average 1921-30 .. 45'4 38'9 +6'5 34'3 I 25 '5 I +8'8 
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The figures show that although the birth-rate in the larger towns is on 
. an average one-third higher than elsewhere, the death-rate is half as high again 
and this results in a survival rate nearly one-third lower than that in the rest 
of the province. But at least part of these differences is due to the fact that 
the vital statistics for towns ale more accurate than for the rural areas. If 
we assume the above town figures to be dE ad accurate then the correct birth 
and death rates of the rest of the province (based on the omissions for the province 
calculated in paragraph 59 of Chapter I) will be 41'0 and 33'4 per mille respec
tively, giving a survival rate of 7'6. 11lis of course is the extreme case and 
in actual fact there are many omissions in the town vital statistics and the 
omissions in the rural figures are correspondingly less. But even taking this 
extreme view we find that both birth and death rates are lower in the rest 
of the province and the survival rate is higher. 

My predeoessor's remark to the effect that towns are less healthy than 
the rural area seEms justified. 

He then went on to state that this did not apply to the cities, and quoted 
figures to show that they had held their ground with the rural areas, but this 
statement lacks point because it took no accounil of migration. Taking the 
23 city municipalities of British territory of 1921 the average figures for the last 
ten years were-

birth-rate per milli~ per annum 47'4 
death-rate per mille per annum 41'7 
survival rate per mille per annum 5'7 

Omitting Benares which has for religious reasons an unusually high death. 
rate, these figures become 47'0, 40'2 and 6'8 respeotively. Thus even in the 
cities the same high birth-late and high death-rate prevail and the survival 
rate is only negligibly better than in the smaller towns and is considerably warDe 
than in the rural areas. The reason for th6 city population keeping pace with 
the rural population is that the citi6s taken as a whole gain on the balance of 
migration. 

The marginal figUlf:S give for each of the 22 city municipalities in British 
territory at this census the excess of the enu

City municipality. 

I Exooss (or I merated over the calculated population, and 
~=~r~!od as errors in the vital statistics do not vary 

over much from city to city these figures give 
I ;~~:i:. some idea of the relative balance of migra. 

Lucknow 
Cawnpore 
Agra ., 
Benares 
Allahabad 

-"'---'-'1 +32,95~ .. +40,953 
+12,636 
+14,486 
+16,670 

tion in each case. 

Bareilly 
Meerut 
Moradabad 
Jhansi 
Koil (Aligarh) •• 
Shahjahanpur .• 
Saharanpur 
Qorakbpur ., 
Fyzabad.cum-Ajodhya 
Muttra .. .. 
Mirzapur-cum-Bindhyachal .. 
Farrukhabad-cum.Fatehgarh 
Etawah ., ., 
Budaun 
Amroha 
Sambhal 
Hathras .. .• 

+1,203 
+4,764 

+17,554 
+3,656 

+10,885 
-1,321 

+13,341 
+3,261 
+9,801 

+14,814 
+4,157 
+7,375 
+3,238 
+2,946 
-1,413 

-447 
-719 

. Total of 22 city municipalities i +204,938 

The large amount of immigration to Cawnpore and Lucknow is noteworthy, 
and to a less extent to Moradabad, Allahabad, Muttra, Benares, Sahalanpur, 
Agra and Aligarh. At the other end of the scale we find losses on the balance 
to MITzapur, Amroha, Shahjahanpur, Hathras and Sambhal. These figures 
&re of in~er~s~ as they reveal that there has been a larger volume of immigration 
.to the bIg mtles than to the small and that some of the small cities are losing on 
dilie balance of migration. This is due partly to the extension of industrial 
"M.d commercial activities in the larger cities alteady commented on in 
~ragraph 53 of Chapter I, but more especially to the deterioration :in 
~\ 17 
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agricultural conditions during the last three years of the decade. An examina
tion of similar figures for the smaller municipalities of the province reveals a 
considerable gain on the balance of migration in the case of-

Muzaffarnagar Hardwar Union. 
Debra Dun. Khurja. 
Brindaban. Gonda. 
Lakhimpur. Nawabganj. 
Ghaziabad. Bulandshahr. 
Bulandshahr. Bijnor. 
Unao. Pilibhit. 

Notable losses on the balance of migration are shown in the case of-
Kasganj Kunch. 
Kalpi. Ballia. 

Actually 74 per cent. of all municipalities have gain~ on the balance of 
migration and 24 per cent. have lost. The net gain to all municipalities is 
10' 5 per cent. of the population of 1921. 

7. The following figures contrast the variations in the percentage of 
the urban popUlation of the United Provinces during the last half-century 
with those in England and Wales, and they are illustrated in diagram DO. 27. 

, UR4AN POPULATION At A PERC{HTAGE OF 
~ I TOTAL POPULAr! N. 

r-- U.,f',- Shad,ad portion,. I I,. 
England and Wales - shaded plus unshaded fJOPtlons 

I I I 1 I I 

o 20 40 60 80 100 

Percentage of the total 
population which was' 

Year. 
urban in-

United England 

Provinces, and 
Wales, 

1881 WZ1"Al . 1881 10'7 62'9 
1891 r«:W'Al 

t-- 1901 
I I I 

~ 

1911 
I J 

IiW'Aa -

189! 10'5 72'0 

1901 10'6 77'0 

1--1921 ~ 

1931 ~ 

1911 10'0 78'1 

1921 10'6 79'3 

I: I f' J Diagram 27 
j_ 

1931 ll'2 80'0 

Only in the last decade (excluding the abnormal figure of 1911) 
has the percentage of the urban population in the United Provinces moved by 
an amount in any measure comparable to that in Engl~nd and Wales, and 
in this connexion it must be remembered that owing to improved means of 
transportation in the latter country there has been for the last tw;enty years a 
very strong tendency for the population to take up their residence outside city 
and town limits. 

The marginal figures afford some comparison of the present urbanization 
of this province with that of tM other large 
provinces of India (British territory only in 
each case). Province. 

:Bombay 

North,West Frontier Provo 
ince I Madras 

Punjab 

Burma 

United Provinces 

Central Provinces and Berar 

Bengal 

Bihar and Orissa .. I 
Assam 

Urban 
population 
per mille 
of total 

population. 

224 

159 

136 

130 

113 

112 

108 

74 

44 

25 
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8. The next diagram illustrates the percentage of urban and rural to 
total population and the distribution of the rural population in villages of 
different sizes, by natural divisions. The relevant figures are :~ 

Percentage of total population who live in-

Natural division, Villages with a population of-
Towns, 

Over 2,000, 500-2,000, Under 500, 

United Provinces (British territory) " .. 11'2 8'5 46'S 33'8 

Himalaya, West ,. .. .. .. 8'1 6'4 11'1 74'4 

Sub,Himalaya, West " .. .. 16'2 8'0 45 '3 30'5 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, West " .. .. 16'3 11 '6 47'7 24'4 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central .. .. 10'0 7'3 50'1 32'6 

Central India flateau .. .. " 12'4 10'0 50'1 27'5 

East Satpuras .. .. " .. 10'8 4'1 34'3 50'8 

Sub. Himalaya. East " .. .. 3'8 7'7 50'8 37'7 

Indo-Gangetic flain, East " " ,. 9'5 _ 7'2 44'4 38'9 

Urban and 
rural 
population 
by natural 
divisions: 
variation 
therein in last 
decade. 

PERC£NTAGE OF' URBAN ANI} RURAL to TOTAL POPULATION AND,DISTRIBUTION 
OF RURAL ,POPULA rlON IN VfLLAGES OF DIFFERENT SiZES, • 

Diagram 28 

;....0 _____ _:,Z5,:__ _____ "..;..~O ______ 7r_5 _____ ..:.::.;100 p, c' 

URBAN III Villages 2,000 and ever ~' Villagss 500 to 2,000 EZ2l - Vii/ages under 500 0 

In the province as a whole one-third of the populatIOn live in villages 
of less than 500 inhabitants, and no less than four· fifths in villages of less than 
2,000. 

Indo-Gangetic Plain; West is the most urbanized, but even here ~lightly 
less than one-sixth of the people live in towns, nea.rly half live in villages with 
a population between 500 and 2,000, and a quarter in villages of less than 500. 
Sub·Hima,laya, West follows very closely, but has a larger proportion of its 
population in the smaller villages. The comparatively high figures for 
Central India. Plateau and East Satpuras are due rather to the low density 
of the countryside than to~the number or congestion of the towns. In the 
latter the absence of large villages is noteworthy. HaH'the population live 
in villages under 500 and nine-tenths in villages less than 2,000. In Himalaya., 
West this is even more remarkable, no less than three-quarters of the population 
residing in villages of less than 500 inhabitants, Sub-Himalaya, East was 
developed later than the rest of the province. It possesses no industries and 
is rural to a degree. Its countryside is densely populated. It is not surprising 
therefore to find that the urban population of this natura.l division amounts 
to only 3'8 per cent. of the total, and eight-ninths of its population live in 
villages with less than 2,000 inhabitants. As regard~ the densely populated 
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Ga.ngetic Plain urbanization decreases from west ~o east, for which some reasons 
have already been suggested. • 

Owing to the general increase in population during the past decade, some 
villages have passed into higher classes and this has resulted in slight decreases 
in the percentages of the population residing in villages with less than 2,000 
inhabitants. This fact coupled with the increase in population of the larger 
villages themselves has led to ~ slightly higher figure than at last census for 
those living in villages with a population exceeding 2,000. 

The variations in the peroentage of the urban to the tota.l population 
in the last decade are illustrated by natural divisions in diagram no. 29. 

Diagram 29 

PERCENTAGE OF URBAN TO TOTAL POPU~ATION BY NATURAL DIVISIONS. 

o 5 

-
UNITED PROVINCES 11'2 

FIRM LlNE-I931 
DOTTED LINE -1921 

10 

I j 

.. .,,11 

HIMALAYA, WEST 8'1 _. L.J 

SUB-HIMALAYA, WEST 16'2 
" 

- . 

INDO-GANGETIC PLAIN. WEST 16'3 

INDO-GANGETIC PLAIN CENTRALlO'O' 

CENTRAL INDIA PLATEAU 12-2 [, 

EAST SATPURAS 10 8 '1 
SUB-HIMALAYA 

• EAST 3'8U 

INDD.GANGETIC PLAIN, EAST 9'5' I 

o 5 10 

~ 

,15 
100 p. ,0. , 

/ 

1 

I [ 

i I 

15 
--7 lOa p, c, I 
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Sub-Himalaya, West has almost overtaken Indo-Gangetic Plain, West 
since last census. Whilst it is true that the increase in the percentage of urban 
population of the former division has to some extent been magnified and that 
of the latter division diminished by the changes made in the list of towns at 
this census, even a~ter allowing for this the urban population of Sub-Himalaya, 
West has increased by about 19 per mille of the total population (or 13 per 
cent. of the previous figure) against an increase of about 11 per mille of total 
population (or 7 per cent. of the previous figure) in Indo-Gangetic Plain, 
West. The decrease in the figure of Himalaya, West is due to a small extent 
to the ~xclusion of two small towns from the list at this census and to the fact 
that as the census was taken a little earlier in 1931 than in 1921 the population 
of Mussoorie municipality was less than in 1921, but chiefly·to the relatively 
larger increase in the population of the rural areas of that division. In 
Central India Plateau exclusions from the list of towns at this census occasioned 
the whole of the decrease, but for this the percentage would have remained the 
same as at last census, in other words the population of the area regarded as 
urban in 1921 has increased at the same rate as that of the area then regarded 
as rural. 

D'stri'JUtion oj 9. The next table shows the number of towns and villages of various 
towns and sizes in each natural division, and the percentage of the towns and villages 
villaves. of each n~tural d,ivision which fall into each cla,ss. In this table cantonments, 
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notified areas, etc., have been treated as distinct units from ad.jacent muni
cipalities. 
--------------------------

Number and peroentage- of towns and villages with a population of-

Natural division, 50,000 20,000 10,000 5.000 2,000 500 Over Under 
100,000, . to to to to to to 500, Total. . 100,000, • 50,000, 20,000, 10,000_ 5.000, 2,000, 

I 
-- ----------- -_ 

I 
I '2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
:------------- -

United Provinces (British 

~ 
7 10 32 68 180 1;632 26,071 78,081 106,081 

territory), 

Percentage .. .. .. " .. 0'1 0'2 l'S 24'6 73'6 100'0 

Himalaya, West .. " .. 1 2 ;' 24 233 11,211 11,476 

Pe!fCenlage .. .. .. .. .. .. 0'1 0'2 2'0 97'7 100'0 

Sub-Himalaya. West .. 1 1 6 i2 19 137 2,332 ;,862 8,370 

Percenlage I 0'1 0'2 0'2 1'6 27'9 70'0 100'0 .. " .. 
Indo-G angetic Plain. W.est 2 5 15 20 70 612 6,791 12,866 20,381 

Percentage .. .. .. .. 0'1 0'1 0'4 }l'O 33'3 63'1 100'0 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central 3 I 5 13 27 371 7,240 17,405 25,065 

Percemage .. .. .. .. .. 0'1 0'1 1'5 28'9 69'4 100'0 

Central India Plateau .. .. I 1 8 9 89 1,238 2,807 4,153 

Pe!fCenJage .. " .. .. .. 0'2 0'2 2'1 29'8 67'7 100'0 

East Satpuras , , .. .. 1 . . .. 2 14 333 2.472 2,822 

Percemage .. .. .. .. .. .. 0'1 O'S 11'8 87'6 100'0 

Sub-Himalaya, East .. .. [ 1 8 24 227 4,999 14,048 19,308 

Percentage .. " .. .. .. ., 0'1 1'2 25'9 72'8 100'0 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, East 1 .. 3 5 24 [58 2,905 11,410 14,506 

Percentage .. .. .. .. .. .. 0'2 1'1 20'0 78'7 100'0 

From these figures it will be seen that Indo-Gangetic Plain, West possesses 
relatively more large villages and towns than the other divisions. The Central 
India Plateau comes next from this point of view. At the other end of the 
scale comes Himalaya, West with 977 per miJle-of its towns and villages with a 
population under 500, though even so this division has more than double the 
proportion of urban population that Sub-Himalaya, East possesses, due to its 
extremely low rural density compa.red with that of Sub-Himalaya, East. 

In considering the above figures it must be remembered that, as pointed 
out in paragraph 3 supra, one village may include severa.l small sites or hamlets, 

10. The percentages of the urban population ~hich live in towns of 
various sizes are given below. It should be noted that for the purpose of these 
figures cantonments, notified areas and railway colonies have been treated as 
separate units from any municipalities to which they are adjacent. 

Peroentage of urban population which live in towns with It 
population of-

Natural division, 50,000 
and 20,000- 10,000- 5,000- Under 

over, 50_000. 20,000, 10,000, 5,000, 
~- ----

United Provinces (British territory) , , .. 36'1 18'3 16'6 17'2 11'2 
Himalaya, West " " " .. 30'5 17'[ 30'2 22'2 
Sub-Himalaya, West , , " .. 30'2 24'0 22'6 12 '7 10'5 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, West .. .. 32', 23 '7 13'0 17'9 12'9 
Indo.Gangetic Plain, Central " .. 56'7 8'4 14'4 12'2 8'3 
Central India Plateau " " .. 23 'I 8'0 37'7 16'6 14'6 
East Satpura.s .. .. .. 72'1 

17:~ " 19" 8'8 
Sub·Himalaya, East .. .. 18'5 26'8 27'6 9'; 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, East .. .. 37'9 16'3 13'2 23 '2 9'4 

-----

Di8tribution oj 
urban 
population 
among towns 
oj variou8 
size8. 
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The figures are illustrated in diagram no. 30. 

PERCENTAGE OF URBAN POPULHtON IN TOWNS OF DIFFERENT ,8IZES. , 
Diagram ao 

50,000e!!. ove~. 20,000-50,000 ~ 10,OOO-20,OQO ~ 5,000-10,0000 Under 0,0'000 

In the province as a whole, somewhat over one-third of the urban popula
tion lives in towns with a population of 50,000 or over, one-nintp. in towns 
under 5,000, and the remaining half of the population is divided fairly evenly 
between towns of 5,000-50,000. 

Slightly over half the urban population of Himalaya, West lives in towns 
of under 10,000 inhabitants and there are no towns larger than 50,000. 

In Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central w~ll over half the urban population is 
concentrated in towns of 50,000 and over. 

The case of East Satpuras is peculiar, consisting as it does of one district, 
viz. : -Mirzapur. Nearly three-quarters of the urban population resides in the 
city of Mirzapur. The rest live in towns with a population below 10,000. 

As regards the urban population of the province as a whole, the figures 
shown ~ column 4 of Subsidiary Table III (which it should be remembered 
is based on the classification of Imperial Table IV wherein the figures of can
tonments, notified areas, etc., are included with those of the adjacent munici
palities) eliminate the changes in the figures of the various classes of towns 
caused by the movements since last census of certain towns into a higher or a 
lower class. From these figures it appears that the largest increases in the 
past decade have occurred in those citie~ in which the population in 1921 was 
between 50,000 and 100,000, due to their expansion under the influence of 
commercial and industrial development. The next highest increase is in 
towns between 10,000 and 20,000. The lower increase in towns between 
5,000 and 10,000 is due partly to the disappearance of three towns of this class 
from the list since last census. Had they been included the increase would 
have been almost 8' 5 per cent. Even so, it,is evident that towns of this size 
although increasing in population by a higher percentage than -the rural 
area, have not increased to the same extent as the larger towns. The decrease 
in the popUlation of towns with a population below 5,000 is entirely due to the 
exclusion of 25 towns from the list at this census. Had they remained in the 
list the increase in this class of towns would have been about 9 per cent. 

From column 9 of Subsidiary Table III it will be seen that in the last fifty 
years it is the larger cities (population in 1881 of over a lakh) which have 
increased most in population. This group comprises Agra, All;1habad, Bareilly, 
Benares, Cawnpore and Lucknow. The commercial and industrial develop
ment o~ Cawnpore and Agra is responsible ~or the :majority of this increase. 
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Benares has actually declined in population since 1881. It owed its impor
tance originally to religion, and although it is of some commercial and industrial 
importance it has not been able to advance its position in the face of the com
mercial and industrial competition of the west of the province and of foreign 
manufactures. 

Next come towns between 10,000 and 20,000. 
The decrease in the population of towns below 10,000 is entirely due to 

the exclusion of certain small towns from the list since 1881. 
II. The figures of Subsidiary Table IV to this chapter are, with the Population oj 

exception of columns 4 and 5, for the cities taken as a whole, i.e., cantonments, cities and 
notified areas and railw:.y colonies have been included in each case with the municipaiities. 
adjacent municipality. This has been so arranged in order to afford compari-
son with the figures of previous oensuses because prior to 1911 separate figures 
were not tabulated for the cantonments, etc. In 19II, as already mentioned, 
the population of many municipalities was seriously reduced on account of 
the plague exodus so that comparisons with the figures of that year are of no 
value. Below are given the percentage increases since 1921 in the population 
of the municipalities which are included in cities. The figures in brackets 
denote the incraase excluding variations due to changes in boundary since 
1921, where any such have occurred :-

- -

Increase in Increase in 
Oity municipality. population, City municipality. population, 

1921-31. 1921-3], 

Sub.Himalaya, West. Per cent. Indo.Gangetic Plain, Oentral. Per cent. 

Saharanpur . , .. .. 26'3 Cawnpore " .. - ., 12'4 

Bareilly .. .. .. 12'6 Allahabad .. .. .. 19'4 

Rampur " " .. 1'4 Lucknow .. .. .' 15 '6 

Indo·Gangetic Plain, West. Fyzabad.cum.Ajodhya .. " 16'8 

Meerut .. " .. 17'3 Oentral India Platedu, 

Koil (Aligarh) .. " 25'3 Jhansi " .. .. IS'S 

Hathras .. .. " 2'6 
East Satpuras, 

Muttra .. .. .. 24'4* 

Agra " .. .' (25·1)25 '5 Mirzapur·cum· Bindhyachal .. 11'3 

Budaun " .. .. 16'2 

Moradabad " " " 33'7 
Sub·Himalaya, East. 

Amroha .. .. " 11'1 Gorakhpur .. .. .. (13'0)17'6 

Sambhal .. .. " 6'5 
' .. Indo.Gangetic Plain, East, 

Shahjahanpur .. " 9'2 

Farrukhabad·cum.Fatehgarh .. 16'9 Benares .. .. .. 2'9 

Etawah .. .. " 13'0 

-
*According to Imperial Table ly the increase in p~pulation in Muttra municipality between 1921 and 1931 was 

42'2 par cent,; but arter that ta.ble was printed it was discovered that in 1921 the population onhe municipality was 
wloll'Yly shown, the SOldar Blt~ar (then enum~rated at 6,109 peraons) having been wrongly inoluded in the 
Can~nment Area, whereas it actually lies in the municipality, • . 

Even in comparing with the figures of 1921 it has to be remembered that 
the influenza epidemic had then to a large extent upset the normal distribution 
of the population. The uneven and capricious incidence of that epidemic was 
one of its most outstanding features. 

12, The question of the density of population in municipalities is a Densities oj 
difficult one because no less than 37 out of the 87 include civil lines with large municipalities. 
open spaces thinly populated, so that the density figure of the municipality 
becomes a mean batween that of the latter areas and the densely populated 
municipa.lity proper and is inapplicable to any considerable part of the muni-
cipality. Outlying open spaces also affect the density appreciably where two 
towns go to form one municipality, as in the caSe of Farrukhabad-cum-Fateh-
garh, Fyza.bad-cum-Ajodhya and Mirzapur·cum-Bindhyachal. The difficulty 
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is increased in the case of the city figures when cantonments, notified a,reas and 
railway colonies are included. It is for this reason tha t in column 4: of Subsidiary 
Table IV the density has been calculated on the municipality only. Com
parisons with the figures of previous censuses are of little value on account of 
the uncertainty which then existed as to the correct areas of. many munici
palities. Those now used are in a few cases not above suspicion. 

Below are produced figures for all the· municipalities eXcluding civil lines, 
and in order to simplify the figures the density is given in persons per acre. 

Municipality. I Persons' 
i per acre, Municipaiit-y, Persuns 

per Refe. 

--------------------------!:------~-------------------------- -------
Himalaya, Weat' Indo·Gangetic Plain, W..st,-(concluded,) 

DehraDun 

Mussoorie 

Kashipur 

Naini Tal 

Almora " 

Sub.Himalaya, West. 

Saharanpur* 

HardwarUnion 

Deoband 

Roorkee 

Bareilly* 

Nagina 

Bijoor 

Najibabad 

Chandpur 

Dhampur 

Pilibhit. 

Bisalpur 

La.khimpur 

Rampur (Rampur State)* 

Indo.Gangetic Plain, West, 

Muzatfarnagar 

Kairana 

Meerut* 

Hapur " 

Ghaziabad 

Baraut 

Khurja " 

Bulandshahr 

Sikandrabad 

Koil (Aligarh)* 

Hathras* 

Atrauli, , 

Sikandra Roo 

Muttra* 
J 

I 
"\ 

20' 4 Brindaban 

O'4(a) Agra* , , 

111'7 Firozaood 

3 '4(b) Mainpuri 

25 '3 Kasganj 

34'6 

11'6 

11'3 

12'0 

33'1 

68'4 

51'8 

Soron _, 

Etah " 

Jalesar 

Budaun* 

Sahaswan 

Ujhani 

Moradabad* 

Amroha* 

31'7(e) Sambhal* 

49' 4 Chandausi 

26'0 

21'0 

28'6 

12'6 

57'5 

Shahjahanpur* , , 

Tilliar 

Farrukhabad·cum-Fatehgarh* 

Kanauj 

Etawah* 

Indo· Gangetic Plain, Central, 

45 '4 Cawnpore* 

.30' 3 Fatehpur 

42'9 Allahabad· 

32 'I Lucknow* 

13'2 Unao 

14'6 Rae Bareli 

37'S Sitapur 

39'Sr Khairabad 

99'3 Shahabad 

22'5 Hardoi 

19 '4 Sandila 

68' 6 Fyzabad.cumoAiodhya * 
18'2 

46'7 

Tanda 

Sultanpur 

------------------------------~----*City municipality, 
(a) Basedou the hot weather census population,the figure would be 1'4, 
(b) Based 00 the hot weather census population the figure would be 6' 0, 
(c) Based on the preliminary enumeration figures, 

'01 

"1 

27'9 

19'0 

69'8 

20'0 

18'8 

12'1 

11'3 

21'2 

54'1 

6'1 

24'7 

63'0 

32'0-

28'8 

22'2 

34'9 

14'4 

26'5 

26'3 

29'6 

27'0 

4'7 

26'2 

23'2 

18'3 

10r l 

25'6 

12'4 

53'4 

20'3 

22'9 

8'0 

21'3 

18'! 
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Municipality. 

ndo· Gangetic Plain, Oentral.-( concludod). 1 

B 

N 

ela (Partabgarh) .. 
awabganj (Bara Banki) .. 

Oentrallndia Plateau. 

nsi* 

Iitpur 

Jha 

La 

M 

K 

o 

K 

B 

au .. 
unoh 

raj .. 
alpi .. 
anda .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
East Salpuras. 

irzapur ·cum.Bindhyacha1* M 

R amnagar (Benares State) 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
.. 

., 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
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'" 

Persons Municipality. Persons 
per acre. per acre. 

Sub· Himalaya, Eal!t. 
3'7 

60'7 Gorakhpur* .. .. .. 17'6 

Balraropur .. .. 27'9 

21'6 Gonda .. .. .. 14'2 

5'1 Bahraich .. ., .. 10'6 

9'4 
Indo· Gangetic Plain, Ea8t. 

20'8 

3'9 Benares'" .. .. .. 51'5 

10'1 Jaunpur .. .. .. 39'9 

10'7 Ghazipur .. .. .. 10'9 

Ballia .. .. .. .. 18'0 

8'1 Azamgarh .. ., .. 17'4 

12'0 

* City municipality. 

On the whole it appears that the mean density is greater in the muni
cipalities of the west than in those of the centle and east. But this is merely 
a broad geneI'ality. The municipalitieg of Sikandrabad, Atrauli, Firozabad, 
Kasganj, Nagina., Moradabad and Nawabganj (Bara Banki) have very high 
average density figures. But wit·hin each municipality the density varies 
enormou"ly and some local units are overcrowded to an extent that w(;uld 
never be suspected from the mean figures. 

I had hop('d to collect housing statistics on the lineR ot the" Tenement Tenement 
Census" of 1921 for. at least the four most' densely populated city munioi- cenSU8. 
palities in the province, namely, Lucknow, Cawnpore, Agra and Benares, but 
the enumeration was carried out under such difficult conditions that the 
Government of India ,decided that such st~tistICs were only to be collected 
in those municipalities who were prepared to employ at any rate some 
propolticn of paid enumerator~. Only two of the municipalities thought it 
worth the E'xpense involved and &Q stati&tics have been prepared only for the 
mUllloipalities of Lucknow and Cawnpore. They will be found in Subsidiary 
Table V t,o this Chapter, copies of which were 6upplied to the municipal-
ities as &oon as the statistics were ready. The tables ale largely self-expla-
natory. The figures in columns 4 to 13 are the actual figures cf census 
day-February 26, 1931-and fall short of. the municipal aggregate only 
because they exclude travellers by train. The denSity figures of column 12 are 
the actual census figmes divided by the area in acres. Tho figures of column 13 
are for "all religions" but figures for Brahmanic Hindus and Muslims can be 
worked out from column!:) 6 to 9. Column!! 14 to 58 are based on the data 
which the census enumerators collected between December, 1930 and February, 
1931, and represent the de jU1'e figures. I have added columns 19-53 in 
order to provide figures which will show the number of large families living 
in few rooms; thus it is of more importance to know how many families 
of say eight and over are living in one room in a mohalla than,it is to know 
the p€'Icentage of people who live in one room. Inhe families "Wh(. live in 
one room consist of families of 2 or 3 only, it is obviously not so bad as if they 
consisted of more. The first point of note is 1hat whereaf the denF'ities of 
Lucknow and Cawnpore municipalitie~ excluding Civil Lines are 23' 2 and 27' 0 
persons \.0 the acre,:in parts of Yahiaganj Ward of Lucknow the density reaches 
no lesB than 661 persons to the acre, and in Chak no. 95 Talaq Mahal of Anwar-
ganj Ward, Cawnpore, where there are many large buildifigs for housing mill 
operatives, the density reaches 1,229 persons :per aore (though apal't from 
Beconganj in the same ward no other unit in Cawnpore has a density 
exceeding 300 persons per acre.) 

18 
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The .following table shawl! the percentages of the tot.al aI'ea. of each 
municipality (based on mohalla figuI'es) which fall into certain dendty classes. 

Peroentage with density per aore 

Municipality. 

0-49. 50-99. 100-149. 150-199. 200--249. 250-259 300 and 

ncknow .. L 

C a.wnpore .. 

.. 

.. 
.. 90'6 4'6 2'3 

.. 81'9 5'7 2'0 

over. 
--- --

1'1 0'8 0'4 0'2 

3'9 5'3 0'8 0'4 

From these figures it. appears that in Lucknow municipality nine-tenths 
of the area has a density below 50 persons to the acte. In CawnpOle muni{li
pality the correspondmg figure is lower, and there is a substantial area (the 
mill area) with a density between 150 to 250 persons to the acre. 

In 1931 the average density for the Metropolitan Boroughs d the Ad
ministra111ve County of London was 59 persons per acre. In the case of only 4 Of 
those boroughs did the figure reaoh 100, the highest being Southwark at 152. 

Thu8 although only 7 of th(:; municipalities of the United Provinces had 
a mean density exceeding that at London it is quite evident that in local areas 
many of the municipalities are overcrow'ded to an extent which would eclipse 
even the most congested spots of London and other large ci'-,ies. In this 
c~pnexiou th~ l:arity of houses with more than one stotey or at most two has 
to he borne in mind. It means that the houses and rooms are themselves 
small, which makes the figures of large families living in one or two rooms even 
more sIgnificant, and this in a hot country. It is appalling to think that in 
Lucknow municipality no less than 670 families of 8 persons or over are living 
Ciach family in a single room, and that a further 1,931 families of this size 
hve each in 2 rooms. The correEponding figures for CawnpOJ'e are 323 and 
552 respectivdy. 

In the margrn are given for Lucknow and Cawnpore the distribution of 

Percentage of families who live in-

:Municipa.Iity. 5 or 
I room. 2 rooms. 3 rooms. 4 rooms. moro 

rooms. 
-~--- ----

oknQW ., 50'4 28'9 10'7 5'2 4'8 

c awnpore .. 62'5 24'S 7 '5 2'9 2'3 

ngland and 3'6 10'5 15'5 24'4 46'0 
Wa1esl 1921. 

Percentage of families which consist of-

MUllici- . 
pn.litr_ lor 2 3 per- 4 per- 5 per- 6 per- 7 per-- per- sons. sonB. sons. sons. BOns. 

sons. 
-- _- -- ----

U<lknow 27'5 16'9 13'6 11'9 8'1 7'4 

c awnpore 43'2 18'2 14'2 9'0 5'8 3'2 

ngland 23'7 20'8 18'6 13'9 9'4 6'0 
nd Wales, a 

I92!. .. 

families accotding to the numb or 
rns they cccupy. The 
onest unit of occupation 
room, half the families in 
ow and nearly two-thirds 

milies :in Cawnpore falling 
his group. In Lucknow 

of roo 
comm 
is one 
Luckn 
the fa 
inilo t 
90 per cent. of families live in 3 

or less, and in Cawnpore 
gute reaches 95 per cent. 

roomS 
this fi 
Forth 

8 or 
more 

persons. 
--

14'6 

6'4 

7'6 

e sa$e of comparison the 
figures for the whole of 
England and Wales 
:in 1921 are added. It 
will be seen that the 
percentages run in 
rever~e order, and that 
only 30 per cent. of 
families live in 3 rodms 
at less. 

The distribution of fap:filies according to size is shown in the I:lecond 
marginal table a.nd compared with that for the whole of England and Wales in 
1021. .~ 

Qawnpore has a vel'y'la:t!ge number of families of 1 and 2, ~hiefly due to 
the-fact that many industrial "'9rkets have migrated there, leaving their families 
at home tp tend their cultivation. Lucknow has a surprisingly large percentage 
at families of 8 and over. 
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A brief account of the measures taken by the Improvement Trusts of these 
two municipalities in the last 10 years to improve housing and other conditions 
will be found in Appendix A to this chapter. Further interesting and UJ:loful 
information on the activities of the Improvement Trusts of the Province will 
be found in the Report of the TQwn Improvement Trust Committee, 1929. 

13. The proportion of the population of each of the main religions who 
live in towns will be found in Subsidiary Table II at the end of this chapter. 
The, figures reveal the truth of what has been said at previous censuses, viz., 
in any region with a pronounced majority of one religion it will be found th1J,t 
persons not of that religion restde mainly in the towns. This is but natu~al. 
Minorities do not feel at ho:me in rural conditions and :more especially is this 
the case in countries: where religious feeling runs high and the bulk of the 
population is illiterate and intolerant. 

In British territory only 78 out of every 1,000 Brahmanic Hindus live in 
towns, the figures for the natural divisions ~atying from 30 in East Satpuras to 
115 in Indo-Gangetic Plain, West. 

The British territory figure for Muslims is 289, varying from 84 in East 
Satpuras to 444 in Central India Plateau. The fact that the proportion of urban 
Muslims is nearly four times that of \lrban Hindus (Brahmanic) is due largely 
to the fact that so :many of the larger towns were originally Muslim foundations 
and partly because the Muslim invaders made no serious attempt to dispossess 
Hindus of their right to cultivate the soil, but clung rather to urban pursuits. 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, West ha.s the largest proportion of Hindu town
dwellers, owing to the fact that it is the most urbanised division as a. whole; 
the Muslim proportion here iE' likewise high which is natural for a tract of which 
the majority for:med part of the Moghul Empire. The next division in point 
of Hindu town-dwellers is Central India Plateau and here the Muslim urban 
proportion is a"~ its maximum, due to the fact that a large proportion of its small 
Muslim population is engaged in business in the town!!. Closely after this comes 
Sub-Himalaya West, where again the MuslIm. proportioI' also is high as the majcI 
part of this diviSIOn was included in some of the Moghul Empire's most l'Iettled 
tracts. ,At the other end of the scale we have Sub-Himala.ya. East and Hima.laya 
West, in each of which there is very little town Ii£e of any ~d. The relatively 
high proportion ot Muslim town-dwellers in the latter is due to their being chiefly 
immigrants engaged in business. 

The increa~e in the proportion of urban Hindus in the whole pro'tfince since 
1921 amounts to 4'1 per cent. as agaillst 5' 8 p(;r cent. in the case of Muslim!,!! 
so that the Muslim population is urbanizing nearly half as iast again as the 
Hindu. 

The proportion of both Hindu and Muslim urban residents has increa.sed in 
all natural divisions in the last decade with the exception of Hindus in the Central 
India Plateau, where the figure has dropped from 103 to lOO, In this natural 
division the list of towns was ryduced at this census by the omission of Jaitpur 
and Kulpahar which were 85 per cent. Hindu. This is responsible for the de
crease. Incidenta.lly the proportionally larger inCI'eases in East Satpmas are 
due to the inclusion of Robertsganj as a town for the first time at this camlllS. 

The Arya figure for British territory is 198, more than twice the Hindu. 
It is especially high in the south and eaE't of the province wh~re the faith has 
made but little headway outside the towns. 

The Christian figure iE 388. In Indo-Gangetic Plain Central it reaches 
905 on account of its large cantonments and European communities and tbe 
negligible progress that Christianity has made in the rural areas. ::Next comes 
the Central India Plateau where the Christians are almost entirely concentrated 
in Jhansi Cantonment and Civil Lines. In East Satpura~ (the district of Mirza
pur) missionary institutions in Mirzapur itself and the much depleted Christian 
colony at Chunar (since the mjddle of the eighteenth century the home of many 
penSIOners) account for the high figure. In Sub-Himalaya lest and I~do
Gangetic Plain. West,. the very la.rge number of rural conV'erts, belonging chi~fi~ 
to the MethodIst EpIscopal Church, is able to counterbalance the urban CIVIl 
and military communities and the figures of urba,n Ohli~tians are con~equently 
a,s low as 384 8,.nq. 245 respectively. 

Urban popula
tion and 
religion. 

Brahmanic 
Hindus. 

Muslim8. 

Okristians. 
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In Subsidiary Table IV of Chapter XI these figures are presented in a 
dillerent way. There the distribution of 1,000 of the urba.n population between 
the main religions is shown by natural divisiom. This table shows how pro
portionally negligible are all save Brahmanic Hindus and Muslims, and that 
only in Sub-Himalaya West do the latter outnumber the former even in the 
urba.n pop1l1ation, though in Indo-Gangetic Plain West and Central, and Sub
Himalaya East Muslims form a very strong minority. In the urban population 
of British territory as a whole Hindus outnumber Muslims by 3 to 2. 

The Muslim element in the municipalities of this province is shown 
below:-

Over 50 per cent. of total population. 

1. Rampur 79'S 11. Budaun · . 58'2 
2. Nagina 74'S 12. Moradabad 57'6 
3. Amroha 73'4 13. Najibabad 56'4 
4. Chandpur 70'3 14. Bijnor 55'0 
5. Sambhal 69'5 15. Saudila 55'~ 

6. Deoband '63'2 16. Sikandra Rao · . 54'9 
7. Khairabad .. 60'S 17. Shahjahanpur 54'6 
8. Sahaswan 59'2 18. Babraich · . 54'1 
9. Tanda 59'2 19. Kairana · . 53'9 

10. Saharanpur 5S'9 20. Tilbar 53'2 

21. Bareilly . . 52'2 . 

Between 331 and 50 per cent. of total population. 

1. Meerut 40'1 16. Hapur 41'0 
2. Fateh]?ur 49'0 17. Gonda 41'0 
3. Shahabad 48'1 IS. Sikandrabad 40'9 
4. Dhampur 48'0 19. Lucknow · . 40'5 
5. Nawabganj (Bara Banki) 46'9 20. Firozabad · . 40'3 
6. Pilibhit .. 46'2 21. Jaunpur · . 39'7 
7. Khurja 45'6 ,22. Muzaffarnagar · . 37'2 
8. Rae Bareli 43'8 23. Sitapur 36'9 
9. Atrauli 43'5 24. 'Unao 36'4 

10. Bulandshahr 43'3 25. Gorakhpur ) .. 36'3 
11. Koil (Aligarh) 42'8 26. R"oorkee 36'3 
12. Kanauj 42'7 27, Bisalpur 35'8 
13. Balrampur 42'6 28. Agra · . 35'1 
14. Jalesar 42'0 29. Kasganj 34'7 
15. Kadipur 41'3 30. -Bela (Partabgarh) 34'2 

31. Ujbani .. 33'4 

In the remaining 35 municipalities the percentage is less than 331. 
SeX proportion8 14. Various influences combine to determine the proportion of the sexes 
in urban area&: - in urban ateas. Among these may be mentioned :-

(1) the regional factor-other things being equal the sex-ratio of the 
native-born resident population would naturally approximate 
to that prevailing in the region in which tbe town lies; 

(2) the occupational factor-commercial, trading and industrial centres 
naturally attract men who often leave their families at home to 
tend their-cultivation; or for reasons of economy, or lack of ac
commodation; 

(3) the foreign factor-especially noticeable in towns conta.ining civil 
lines and ca,ntonmel1t~. 
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The following table shows the number of females per 1,000 males in each 
of the na.tural divisions for urban and rural population separately. 

Females per 1.000 males in-

Natural division. 
Urban popu- Serial order. ,Rural popu- "erial order. lation. Jation. 

United Provinces (Bri tish territory) .. .. 805 .. 916 . . 
Himalaya, West .. .. .. . . 558 8 948 4 

Sub-Himalaya, West .. .. . . 818 4 862 7 

Tndo-Gangetic Plain, West .. .. .. 815 5 846 8 

Tndo-Gangetic Plain, Central .. _. 769 7 936 6 

Central India Plateau .. .. " 885 2 941 5 

East Satpuras .. .. .. . . 891 1 1,012 1 

Sub-Himalaya, East .. .. _ . 806 6 951 3 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, East .. .. .. 853 3 984 2 

The figures in column 3 of Subsidiary Table III to this chapter will show 
that, excluding towns with under 5,000 inhabitants the proportion of females 
decreases the larger the town. This is due to the occupational factor. The lower 
figure for towns under 5,000 inhabitants than that for towns between 5,000 
and 10,000 is explained by the low figure for females in tho hill cantonments and 
in certain towns in the hills or at the foothills. Excluding Mussoorie, Bhawali, 
Ra,ipur, Rikhikesh, and the cantonments of Lansdowne, Ranikhet, Chakrata 
and Landou;r, the figure becomes 863. This also explains the low sex-raMo 
figure for Himalaya, West in the above statement. The foreign factor may be 
illustrated by the case of the twelve larger plains cantonments where altogether 
there are only 565 females pel' 1,000 males. 

The variation of the sex-ratio during the last 50 years in the total, urban, 
and rural popUlation of the province as a whole including the states, is shown 
below:- -

Number of females per 1,000 rnaIes-

Year. 

fotal population. Urban popula- Rural popula-
tion. tion . 

. 
1881 .. ., .. .. . . 925 917 926 

1891 .. ., .. .. .. 930 901 934 

1901 .. ., .. .. . . 937 917 940 

1911 .. .. .. .. " 915 853 922 

1921 909 - 825 919 .. .. .. . . .. 

1931 .. ., .. . . 904 , 807 917 

In 1881 the deficiency of females in the urban area was little more pro
nounced than in -the rural area, ~ut'inow the urban deficiency is far more 
pronounced, due to the growing habit of fmcn migrating r.for compara.tively 
short periods to towns for work, leaving their families at home to look 
after their cultivation. The figure for the 23'cities together is 777, and in column 
5 of Subsidiary Table IV of;this chapter~will be found the corresponding figures 
for each of the city municipalities. Cawnpore has the lowest figure at 696. 
In this municipality there are only 731 married fema.les per 1,000 married males. 
But the position is still far from that in the industrial towns of Bengal, or Born bay. 
In Calcutta and Bombay cities the 1931 figures of females per 1,000 ma.les are 
only 468 and 554 respectively. 

(The variations in the sex-ratio from mohalla to mohalla are shown in 
column 13 of Subsidiary Table V to this chapter in respeot or Lucknow and 
Caownpore municipalitiesl but there is nothing very striking in the figures.) 
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In England and Wales the position is quite otherwise as the following 
figure8 will show ;-

'ngland and Wales E 

R 
Urban areas .. 

ural areas .. 
.. 
., 
.. 

Area. 

.. , , .. .. " " 

. . . . . . 

Number of females per 1,000 males in-

1931. 1921. 1911. 

1,087 1,096 1.068 
1,106 1,115 1,087 
1,016 1,0.26 1,001 

Here females plepondcrate over males more in the urban areas than in 
the rural, and this to an extent increasing at each census, due, no doubt, to 
the extension ot the employment of women in posts formerly held by men. 

This growing tendency in the province for male labour to migrate to towns 
leaving their families behind them is to be deplored, as it means that they are 
living an unnatural existence, missing the comforts ot home life and expor,ed to 
great temptation towards intemperance. Their one idea is to make I! little money 
quickly and then get back to their homes. It is not surprising therefore that 
they prove to have little heart in their work, are uUBteady and their outturn of 
work is low. 

15. Age distribution in 9itieEs is dealt with in paragraph 11 of Chapter IV 
to which the reader is referred. Generally speaking, owing to immigration of 
labom', the populations of cities contain a higher proportion of persons (espe
CIally males) in the middle periods (20-40), i.e., the working periods of life. 
This is especially the case in Cawnpore, the most industrialized of .the cities. 

16. In column 6 of Subsidiary Table IV to this chapter is shown the 
proportion per thousand of the residents of each city that are home and foreign
born, the home population including all born within the district in which the city 
lies. As would be expected the city with the largest proportion of immigrants 
from other-districts is Cawnpore. The next in order are Jbansi, Lucknow, Muttra. 
and Fyzabad. 

I. 
2. 
3, 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
I!. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 

At the other end of the scale come Sam bhaJ, Rampur and Amroha. 
In the margin the figures are compared with those for 1921 and 1911. The 

curiously high figure for 
Hathras* in 1921 has dis
a ppeared. The present figure 
is what would normally be 
expected. The fluctuations 
in the figures of the sacred 
cities of Allahabad. Benares, 
Fyzabad and MuttIa are due 
to the accidents of pilgrim· 
age . 

I Foreign-born. Variation. 
I 
I City. 

[931. [921. [9[[. 1921-31 1911-31 

-- ------r-----

Agra .. 222 118 168 +104 +54 
Allahabad .. 196 267 149 -71 +47 . 
Amroha .. 33 32 33 +1 
Bareilly .. 127 129 104 -2 +23 
Benares .. 170 140 218 +30 -48 
Budaun .. 90 78 96 +12 -6 
Cawnpore .. 401 425 417 -24 -16 
Etawah .. 214 228 256 -14 -42 
Farrukbabad .. 163 149 181 +14 -18 
Fyzabad .. 300 218 270 +82 +30 
Gorakhpur .. 134 137 141 -3 -7 
Hathras .. 123 414 250 -291 -127 
Jhansi 354 231 373 +123 -19 
Koil (Aligarh) .. 143 230 118 -87 +25 
Lucknow .. 312 229 425 +83 ~113 
Meerut .. 219 210 182 +9 +37 
Mirzapur ., 104 64 112 +40 -8 
Moradabad .. 116 106' 111 +10 +5 
Muttra .. 303 83 271 +220 +32 
Rampur .. 33 53 57 -20 -24 
Saharanpur .. 175 165 182 +10 -7 
Sambhal .. 26 24 29 +2 -3 
Shahjahanpur 108 107 79 +1 +29 

The Jhansi figure is now almost what it was in 1911. In the same way 
Aligarh, Lucknow, Mirzapur have moved towards their 1911 figures. I agrtJe 
with my predecessor that the variations in these figures illustrate the fluctuat
ing nature of the urban population and demonstrate the truth of the state
ment that the male migration of this prOVillce is seldom permanent, and that 
when it is not purely temporary is usually semi-permanent or periodic. 

* See Census Report 1921!Par~ I, Pa~e 47, 
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The above figures ate, however, not particularly informing for two reasone. 

Number per mille of enumerated 
population born-

Municipality. Within In rest of Outside 
municipaJ 

In rest of province the prov-distriot. including limits. 
the states. ince. 

---
Agra .. .. 776 21 III 92 
Allahabad .. .. 795 22 101 72 
Amroha .. .. 937 30 2'[ 6 
Bareilly .. .. 883 20 89 8 
Benares .. , . 836 1 107 56 
Budaun .. , . 827 83 85 5 
Cawnpore .. ,. . 586 24 362 28 
Eltawah ,. 735 51 177 37 
FItrl'Ukhabad .. 806 38 145 11 
Fyzabad .. ,. 693 41 251 15 
Gorakhpur " 824 69 79 28 
Hathras .. ' . 860 17 115 8 
Jhansi .. .. 703 28 114 155 
Koil (Aligarh) .. 854 3 119 24 
Luoknow •. .. 704 9 164 123 
Meerut .. .. 820 64 87 29 
Mirzapur .' .. 842 54 81 23 
Moradabad .. 863 21 103 13 
Mutti'll .. .. 693 23 161 123 
Saharanpur .. 825 124 5] 
Sambhal .. .. 958 16 24 2 
Shahjahanpur .. 843 58 90 9 

province, and (iv) outside the province. 

Firstly they include among 
the home-born all wbo were 
born WIthin the district in . 
which the city lies, and 
bence do not show the pro· 
portion'of those who have 
migrated into the city from 
the rural al eas of the 
district. Secondly they 
include the figures of adja
cent cantonments and noti· 
fied areas in which there it' 
usually a much stronger 
element or foreign-born
than there is in tho munici
palities proper. The ~ar
ginal figures show, for the 
municipalities proper, the 
proportion of the enumera.
tbd population that was 
born (i) within .tnuni.cipal 
limits, (ii) within the dis· 
trict but outside municipal 
limits, (iii) elsewhere in the 

Benaros, Koil (Aligarh) and Saharanpur attract a remarkably small number 
of persons from the rural area of the districts in which they lie, whereas Budaun, 
Etawah, Gorakhpur, Meerut, Mirzapur and Shahjahanpur have a relatively high 
proportion of immigrants from their rural areas into the city. 

Cawnpore naturally attracts a very large proportion of its immigrants 
from the other districts of the province, but the low figure in the last column 
shows how little its attlactions appeal to people outside this province. Fyzabad 
has a high figure for immigrants from other districts in the province, la.rgely 
on account of its religious importance. 

Jhansi, Lucknow and Muttra have high proportions of immigrants from 
outside the province, Jhansi chiefty- from the Central India Agency and Gwalior 
State; Lucknow from everywhere; and Muttra. chiefly from the Rajputana 
Agency and the Punjab. Muttra is, of course, of very considerable religious 
importance and has a large proportion of immigrants from outside the province 
. on this account. 

17. A few remarks may now be added about each of the twenty-three 
city municipalitie~ of the province. . 

(1) Luclcnow municipaljty.--Lucknovy still retains pride of place as the 
largest municipality in the prov-

Population, 1931 251,097 ince, and in Epite of the greater 
Do. 1921 .. 217.167 indmtrialization 0f Cawnpore in Actual increase, 1921-31 33,930 

Pereentageincrellse, 1921-31 15'6 the last decade Lucknow actu. 
~:~~~:~ ~::~, lrii~~o . . ~~:~n ally increased its lead by roughly 
Excess of births over deaths, 1921-30 974 10,000. Its survival rate is urti-!:: :::l ~~:~~:::~, *$ 1[~Ji=!~0 j~'.~ ficially low in spite of a high 

..Awrage annualsurvivalrate, * 1921-30 0'4 birth-rate owing to the deaths 
GaiD on balance of migration, 1921-31 +32,956 among its numerous immigrants. 

Its industrial side has developed 
materially, espeoially in engineering and printing. -

* The recorded birth, death and survival rates have bean based on the average population of 1921 and 
1931, for €aoh municipality in this paragraph. 

The balance of migration has in each Olse beon ,stimated as the difference between the enumerated 
and the caloulatod population. 

Movement of 
the popUlation 
of the city 
municipa~iti es 
since 1921. 
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(2) Oawnpore municipality.-The increase in population of Cawnpore 

.i:'opulation, 1931 
Do, 1921 " 

Actuaiincrease, 1921-31 
Percentage increase, 1921-31 
Recorded births, 1921-30 
Recorded deaths, 1921-30 " 
Excess of births over deaths, 1921-30 
Average annual birth-rate, 1921-30 
Avera;;e annual death· rate, 1921-30 
Average annual Emrvival rate, 1921-30 
Gain on balance of migration, 1921-31 

219,189 
195,085 
24,104 

12'4 
75,131 
91,980 
16,849 

36'3 
44'4 

-8'1 
40,953 

municipality has not been so 
grea~ as in most. The birth·rate 
is low, chiefly on account of 
the large proportion of male 
laboU1' that immigrates to the 
city leaving their families in 
their vHlages. The death-rate 
is higher even than in Luok· 
now, and, owing to deaths among 
its large immigrant population, 

the resulting sUl'vival rate is repl'fsented by a large minus figure. It has 
matE.rially expanded its industries in the decade, twenty -six new factories 
having been registered under the Indian Factories Act, including engineering 
:shops, textile factories, ehemical and dye works, oil mills, and printing and 
book-binding works. It IS still practically speaking the only big industrial 
cen~re in the province. Details concerning the caste and birth-place of its 
industriallaboming PGPulation will be tound in Appendix A to Chapter VIII. 

(3) Agra mUibicipality_-This municipality records an amazingly large 
increase even allowing for Its 
extensions in boundary. It iE 
largely attributable to natural 
causes for its very high birth
rate coupled with a moderate 
death-rate has resulted in a SUI
vival rate of no less than 15 -7. 
The remaining increase is the 
result of a substantial gain en 
the balance of migration. 

Population, 1931 
Do, 1921 " 

Actualincrease, 1921-31 
Percentage increase, 1921-31 
Recorded births, 1921-30 
Recordeddcaths, 1921-30 " 
Excess of births over deaths, 1921-30 
Avorageannual birth-mte, 1921-30 
Average annual death-rate, 1921-,0 
Average annual survival rate, 1921-30 
Gain on balance of migration, 1921-31 

205,487 
163,750 
41,737 
25 '5" 

101,575 
72,474 
-29,101 

55'0 
39'3 
15'7 

12,636 

* Allowing for chang"" in boundary the increase has been 
25 'I per cont, 

Its industrial side has developed materially in the last decade, 11 n{,w 
lactories being registered under the Indian FactGlifls Act, including seV611 
metal foundries. 

(4) Bena;res m~tnicipality,-The increase in population has been very small 
indeed. The birth-rate is high 

Population, 1931 201,037 but the death-rate higher still 
Do, 1921 ' , 195,373 ' t th I b l 

Actual increase, 1921-31 5,664 OWlllg 0 e arge num er Ot 
Percentage increa~e, 1921-31 2-9 Hindus who come to the holy 
Recorded births, 1921-30 98;376 't t di d I .L th d h 
Recorded deaths, 1921-30 ' , 107,198 C1 Y 0 e, an a so LO . e eat s 
Excess of births over deaths, 1921-30 8,822 among the many pilgrims and 
Averageannualbirth.rate, 1921-30 49'tj , , t b ' h 
Average annual death-rate, 1921-30 54'1 Immigtan s W 0 come to t e 
Average annual survival rate, 1921-30 --4' 5 city. 
Gain on balance of migration, 1921-31 14,486 

Hs indu8trial 8idc has ttxpanded considerably, the regiEtmed fact('ries 
having increased materially including engineel'mg, printing and book-binding 
works, and jute prel'S6s. 

(5) Allahabad municipality_-This municipality shows a very large in
Cff'ase. at this census, even more 

_ Population, 1931 173,895 proportionally than Lucknow, 
Do, 1921 " 145,605 A good part of this is due to 

Actual increase, 1921-31 28,290 
Percentage increase, 1921-31 19'4 natural <:auses. The birth and 
Recorded births, 1921-30 64,753 death rates have been normal 
Recorded deaths, 1921-30 , , 53,133 
Excess of births over deaths, 1921-30 11,620 and the survivall'ate full. The 
Average annual birth-rate, 1921-30 340

3 
:35 rest of the increase has heen 

Average annual death-rate, 1921-30 
Averageannuaisurvi:,alr~te, 1921-30 7'2 gained on the balance of migra-
Gain on balance of mIg rat lOn, 1921-31 16,670 tion. There has been some 
, , development in the printing and 

book-binding trade but httle else. Its importance as a place of pilgrimage is 
only eeasonal. It seems to be li:;ing ~p to it~ l'eputation epigl'a~matioally 
expressed by my pred~cessor as ~ CIty WhICh produoes nothmg except 
written matter, and Imports even Its wastepapel' baskets." 
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(6) Bareilly municipality.-Bareilly shows a normal increase which is 

Population, 1931 
Do. 1921 " 

Actual increase,. 1921-31 
Percentage increase, 1921-31 
Recmdedbirths,I921-30 
Recorded deaths, 1921-30 , , 
Excess of births over deaths, 1921-30 
Average annual birth.rate, 1921-30 . 
Average annual death.iate, 1921-30 
Average annual survival rate, 1921-30 
Gain on balance of migration. 1921-31 

match factories. 

134.179 
119,175 
15,004 

12'6 
43,066 
29,265 
13,801 

34'0 
23'1 
10'9 
1,203 

due almost entirely to llatur~t 
causes. The birth and death 
rates are both low, the lGt~teJ;: 
being half that of Luoknow and 
Ca-wnpote, and the survival rate 
is high. Emigrants almost "bal
ance immigrants, Several ne~ 
factories have commenced. work 
in the decade, including engineer-
ing workshops, flour mills and 

(7) Meerut municipality.-Meerut municipality has gained more thaN the 
average, and this if, largely d~w 
tu natutel causes. 'rhe birth· 
!"ate ha-s been very moderat~ 
and the ·death-rate exceptionally 
low for a city, the survival ra~e 
being high. The rest of the in
crease is accounted for by the 
gain on the halance 01 migration. 

Popnlation, 1931 
Do, 1921 .. 

Actual increase, 1921-31 
Percentag increase, 1921-31 
Recorded births, 1921-30 
Recorded deaths, 1921-30 ., 
Excess of births over deaths, 1921-30 
Average annual birth· rate, 1921-30 
Average annual death· rate, 1921-30 
Average an.nual nurvival rate, 1921-30 
Gain on balance of migration, 1921-31 

91.181 
77,711 
13,470 

17'3 
28,887 
20,181 

8,706 
34'2 
23'9 
10'3 

4.764 

. Industry has not devbloped to any appreciable extent, but it is the oentre 
of the richest part of the province and its commerce must have expanded, 
especiaHy with Delhi. 

(8) JJlora..dribad municipality.-This municipality hae returned the high

Population, 19.31 
Do, 1921 ,. 

Actual increase, 1921-31 
Percontagoincroasf',1921-31 
Recorded births, 1921-30 
Recorded deaths, 1921-30 " 
Excess of births over deaths, 1921-30 
Average annual birth.rate, 1921-30 
Average annual death,rate. 1921-30 
Average annual survival-rate, 1921-30 
Gain on balance 01 m'gration, 1921-31 

110,562 
82.671 
27,891 

33'7 
46,293 
35,956 
10,337 

47'9 
37'2 
10'7 

17,554 

est increase of any in the prov
ince, a phenomenal adva~loe of 
one-third. The birth-rate was 
high and in spite of a fairly high 
death-rate the survival rate has 
also been high. But the IQ.a]OJ' 
part, of the increase has been qu.\:) 
to immigration, The bras~! and 
otheY indus1i'ries continu'e to 
flourish. The former has bene· 

fited gl'e:1tly by its advertisement at the Wembley Exhibition. 
(9) Jhansi municipality.-The p..o.pulation of Jhansi has increase.d by a. 

Population, 1931 
Do, 1921 " 

Actual increase, 1921-31 
Pereentage increase, 1921-31 
Recorded births, 1921-30 
Recorded deaths, 1921-30 .. 
Excess of births over doaths, 1921-30 
Average annual birth·rate, 1921-30 
Average annua.l death.rate, 1921-30 
Average annual survival rate, 1921-30 
Gain on balance of migration, 1921-31 

64,591 
54,385 
10,206 

18'8 
27,880 
21,330 
6,550 
46'9 
35'9 
11'0 

3,656 

large percentage, ma,inly d.ue 
to natural causep. The birth· ' 
rate has been high and the death 
late fair for a city, the resulting 
survival Tate being' as high as 
II . O. The rest· ot the inorease is 
due to the gain on the balanr,~, of 
migration. The importance of 
the place as a railway iURotion
and, the extensive raIlway work:: 

shops have attracted labour. 
(10) [(oil (Aligarh) municipality.-This mWlicipality shows a Vbl'Y 

high increase, comparable with 
that of. Agra. T-he "bil'th anti
death rates have been nOl;mal 
for a city, so that onlY o~~~ 
third of the increase is due to 
natural causes and the I~st t,Q 
the gain on the balance: of 
migration. The mil<ny tpr~vmg 
though small industries m !j;~il:! 
city have attraoted a consider: 

Population, 1931 
Do, 1921 " 

,Actual increase, 1921-31 
. Percentage increase, 1921-31 
:.Recorded births, 1921-30 

~ Recorded deaths, 1921-30 " 
Excess of births over deaths, 1921-30 
Average annual birth.rate, 1921-30 
Average annual death. rate, 192 1-30 
Average annual survival rate, 1921....:..30 
Gain on balance ?fmigration, 1921-31 

83,878 
66,963 
16,915 

25'3 
32,977 
26,947 
6,030 
43'7 
35'7 
8'0 

10,885 

ablo volume of immiglants duri:p.g tIie decade1 ana this was probably t'spMtaliy 
the case in the latter year6 when agricultural labourers were forced to seek 
oocupation in towns. 

19 
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(ll) Skakjahanpur municipality.--Shahjahanpur municipality shows a 
vory mod8rate increase for a 
city. Its birth-rate has been 
nOImal and death-rate low, the 
furvival rate being high. There 
has been a 108s on the balance of 
migration, and the few industries 
of the tity have not developed 
as much as those elsewhere. 

Population, 1931 
Do. 1921 .• 

Actual increase, 1921-31 
Percentage increase, 1921-31 
Recorded births, 1921-30 
Recorded deaths, 1921-31 .. 
Excess of births over deaths, 19i11-30 
Average annual birth-rate, 1921-30 __ 
Average annual death-rate, 1921-30 
Average annual survival rate, 1921-30 
Loss on balance of migration, 1921-31 

79,316 
72,616 
6.700 

9'2 
31.347 
23,326 
8,02[ 
41'3 
30'7 
10'6 

1.321 

(12) 8akaranpur municipality.----'1-'Sahara.npur shows a very big increase. 

Population, 1931 
Do, 1921 ,. 

Actual increase. 1921-31 
Percentage increase, 1921-31 
Recorded births, 1921-30 
Recorded deaths. 1921-30 " 
Excess of births over deaths, 1921-30 
Averagettnnual birth-rate, [92[-30, _ 
Average annual death-rate, 1921-30 
Avorage annual survival rate, 1921-30 
Gain on balance of migration, 1921-31 

78,655 
62,261 
16.394 

26'3 
33,434 
30,381 
3,053 
47-5 
43'1 
4'4 

13,341 

The birth-rate has been high 
and the death-rate very high, 
the resulting E.Ulvival rate being 
low, due partly to the deaths 
among the largE- immigrant po
pulation. Immigrants consider
ably exceed emigrants. There 
has been some development in 
industries in the last deGade. 
Six new iaGtol'ies (mostly Gotton 

ginning) were each employing ovor 1,000 hands at the time of the final 
enumeration, and a cigarette factory was also working at full strength. At 
the time of writing the latter is closed, but i'(j expects to resume work very 
shortly. 

(I3) Gorakhpur municipaluy.-The percentage increase in this munici-
pality allowing fol' extensions in 

Population, 1931 " 59,369 its hound aries has been normal 
Act~~incre!~~\921-3i - 5~:~i~ for a city, The bil'th-rat.e has 
Percentage increase, 1921-31 17'6* been normal and death-rate on 
Recorded births, 1921-30 23901 h 1 1 . 
Recorded deaths, 1921-30 " [8:29[ t e ow side, thE:: resu tmg sur-
Excess of births over deaths, 192[-30 5,610 vival rate being high. Thele 
Average annual birth-rate, 1921-30,. 4333:35 has been a slI'ght gam' on the 
Average annual death-rate. 1921-30 
Average annual survival rate, 1921-30 10'2 balanCe of migration, due to 
Gain on balance of migration. 1921-31 3.261 the movement of agricultural 

* Allowing for extensions in boundaries since 1921 the in- labour(:;l's into the city in searoh 
crease is 13'0 per cent, of work at the end of the decade. 

(14) Fyzabad-cum-Ajodhya municipality.-The increase in the popula
tion of this municipality has been 
somewhat above average, The 
birth-rate is incredibly low for a 
town and I suspect that births 
have been under-recorded by 
more than usual. The death
rate is also relatively low, though 
it exceeds the birth-rate. The 
omissions of deaths also appear 
considerable. The deaths exceed 

Population, J 931 
Do, 1921 .' 

Ac~uaIin(lrease. 1921-31 
Percentage increase. 1921-31 
Recorded births. 1921-30 
Recorded deaths. 1921-30 ' , 
Excess of births over deaths. 1921-30 
Average annual birth-rate. 1921-30 
Average annual death-rate, 1921-30 
Average annual survival rate, 1921-30 
Gain on balance of migration, \921-31 

59,992 
51,342 
8,650 
16'8 

13,674 
14,825 

1,151 
24'6 
26'6 

-2'0 
9,801 

the births, on account of deaths among the large number of religious pilgrims 
who flock to Ajodhya at different times of the year, Fyzabad has made very 

- little progress industrially in the decade. 
(15) Muttra municipality.-The percentage increase has been very large 
, in Muttra municipality. Both 

PopulatIOn, 1931 60,590 birth and death rates have been 
Do, 1921 ' , *48,724. 1 

Actualincr~ase. 1921-31 11,866 very hIgh, the latter part y on 
Percentage ~crease, 1921-31 24'4 account of the deaths among the 
Recorded births, 1921-30 25.582 . , 
Recordedd~aths, 1921-30.. 22,421 large number of pIlgnms who 
Exces, of births o_ver deaths. 192[-30 3,161 come to the place The survival 
Average annual bIrth-rate, 1921-30 49-6 • 
Average annual death-rate, 1921-30 43'4 rate is fair all the same for a 
Av~rageaunualsurviyalr~te, 1921-30 6'2 city. There has been a consi-
Gam on balance of mIgratIOn, 1921-31 8,705 l' h b 1 f derab e gam on tea anGe 0 

mi~ration in, the de9&q,e, partly * ~e\l footnote to the table on page 1;33! 
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owing to the movement of la.hour from the rUl'a.1 areas especially during the 
last few calamitous years. There has been very little industrial development 
in the last 10 year8, and }Iuttra still owe8 its importance to religion. 

(16) lJIirz/J,pur-cum-Bindhyachnl m'unz'ripality.- -The incn'asp ill popula-

POP1"'ttl.1ll, 1931 
Do, 1921 ,. 

Actual increase, 1?21-31 
Percentag8 iMf8adB, 1921 - ·31 
Recorded b il'ths, 1921 - 30 
Recorded doaths, 1921 .)0 .. 
Excess of !>'rthR OV<lr deuths, 1921-30 
Avera;,' tIlmual birth.raip, 1921-30 
Average annual dt'ath-rate, 1921-30 
Average annual survival rat", 1921 ·30 
Loss on balance of lrugration, 1921- 31 

61,184 
54,994 
6,190 
11'3 

25,824 
15,477 
10,347 

44'5 
26'6 
17'9 

4,157 

tion has been somewhat below 
the average. The recorded birth
mie was high and tho death-rate 
low, resulting in the amazingly 
high ~mrvivaJ rate of 17' 9. This 
SlIggCBtl:l groater omissions than 
llcllU1i in recording deathR, and 
although from the vital statis
tios the municipality appears to 
lose on the balance of migra.tion 

I should sa.y that tho {'migrants and illlllligrants aotu11]ly bahnce each othrf. 
Mirzapnr lost much of its importance when the (jangc's cC11scd to be tho main 
trade route, amI its industries show little higUR of dovl..1loI,ml'nt. 

(17) Farrukhabad-cum-Fatehgarh municipality.- The Impulation of this 

Population, 1931 
Do. Inl .. 

Actual incn,IloRf', 1921 -31 
Percenta.e increase, 1921-31 
Recorded bIrths, 1921-30 
RBcord"d deaths, 1921-30 .. 
Excess of Jirths over d('uths, 1921 -30 
Average annual birth.rato, 1921 -30 
Average annual death·rat(l, 1921 -30 
Average annual sun-ival ratE" 1921-30 
Gain on balance of migration, 1921-31 

during the decade. 

56,503 
48,331 
8,172 
16'9 

24,158 
23,361 

797 
46'1 
44'6 

1'5 
7,375 

muni(jipi11it~T shows an increase 
Rumcwhat above the averagr. 
'1'ho birth-rate h<ts been high and 
tho df'ath-rate higher even than 
in Uawnporo, the resulting sur
vival rate being very small, due 
to deaths among the large immi
grant population. There has been 
very little in the way of industrial 
development in this municipality 

&hows an average inereasr. lis 
------------------1 recorded birth-rate has been vory 

46,948 high indeed, 1 JUt its recorded 
4k~~~ doath~ratc has likL'V\ise been 

(18) Etawah municipality.-·Etawah 

Popalatiun, 1931 
Do. 1921 ,. 

13'0 high. The resulting survival mte 
~5:g&~ is sm.all and the increase in popu· 
2.152 lation i8 due more to the gain OIl 

~f~ the balance of migration than to 
4'9 natural caw,es. The agricultural 

3,238 calamities of the last few years of 
the decade brought labour into 

the municipality in search of work. Inrlw;;trics show no sign oI development. 
(19) Budaun municipality.- Tho increase in population has been son~e' 

Actual increase, 1921-31 
Percentage increase, 1921-31 
Rocorded birth~, 1921-30 
Recordeddeaths, 1921-30 ,. 
Excess of births OVBr death,;, 1921 -30 
Average annual birth-mto, 1921-30 .. 
Average annual death-rato, 1921-30 
Average a'Jlual survival rate. 1921-30 
Gain on balance of migration, 1921-31 

Population, 1931 
Do. 1921 .. 

Actual inCreaR6, 1921-31 
Percentage increase, 1921-31 
Recorded births, 1921-30 
Reoorded deaths, 1921-30 .. 
Excess of births over deaths, 1921-30 
Average annual birth-rate, 1921-30 
Average annual death-rate, 1921-30 
Average annual survival rate, 1921-30 
Gain on balance of migration, 1921 -31 

(20) A'mroha munic'ipality.-'l'he 

Population, 1931 
Do 1921 

Actual increase, 1921-31 
Percentage increaSE', 1921 -31 
Recorded births, 1921 --30 
Recorded deaths, 1921 -30 .. 
Excess of bIrths ov€'r deaths, 1921-30 
AveragB annual birth.rate, 1921-30 
Average annual death·rate, 1921 -30 .. 
Average annual survival rate, 1921-30 
Loss on balance of migration, 1921-31 

45,455 
39,118 
6,337 
16'2 

20,553 
17,162 
3,391 
48'6 
40'6 
8'0 

2,946 

what above the average. Both 
birth and death rates have been 
high, the resulting survival rate 
being full. The increase is uue 
slightly morc to natural causes 
tha.t to t,he gain on the balance 
of migration. There has been no 
marked induHtrial development 
in the decade. 

iucrease in this municipality has been 

44.948 
40.448 
4.500 
11'1 

22.490 
16,577 
5,913 
52'7 
38'8 
13'9 
]'413 

somewhat below average. Tho 
lecordod birth-rate was excep
tionally high, third only to thoso 
of Agra and HC1thras. The death
rate was normal, and resulting 
survival rate high. Local in
dustries have to snme extent 
decayed in tho pr.Rt ton yeurs 
specially those of woodwork (pal
kis, bedsteads, ek.), em broidery 
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work '(irruluding caps), pottery and cloth printing. The result has. been 
inqreased emigration to larger and more prosperous towns (including Delhi) 
and to some of the independent states. Artisans, servants and clerks have 
all shared in this E:'migration. Amroha is an over-crowded town, with little 
available hov~e accommodation, high rents. p:J;eyailing for ~llCh.l;ts th~:re. is. 
Agricmltmal labourers have therefore not moved into Amroha so freely in 
the last few years of the decade as they have into most towns. ' 

(21) Sarnbhal municipality.-The inCIease in this municipality has been 
- - very low for an urban area. 

Population, 1931 44,300 Birth and death rates were bot,h 
-Act~O~cre"a;:'2l921-3i' 4km high, the mrvival rate normal. 
Percentage increase, 1921-31 6'5 Emigrants and immigrants have 
Recorded births, 1921-30 21,568 balanced each other, and have 
Recorded deaths, 1921-30 ., 18,406 
Excess of births over deaths, 1921-30 3,162 - not changed appreciably since 
Average annual birth-rate, 1921-30" 50'2 1921. The chief industries are 
Average annual death.rate, 1921-30 42 '9 
Average annual survival rate, 1921-30 7'3. comb-making, Bugalrefining (in-
Loss on balancoofmigration, 1921-31 447 digenou~ methods) and g,arha 

. , cloth making. The latter has 
prc·gressed fairly well during the decade but the other industries_.and tr.ade 
in general have s~agnated . 

. Sam bhal is really only a coll€lC'tion of villages with large open space~, inter
vening. As sitCh and in the absmce of any industrial or commercial progress, 
the increase in its population js more comparable to that of the rural areas of 
the province. , 

(22) Hathras municipality.-:Hathras shows the smalle~t increase of any 
municipality in British territory. 

39,784 Its f6corded birth -rate wa~ f-econd 
3~:6~f only in the province t.o, that 

2'6 of Agra. The death-rate also 
f~:6~~ was very high, sectlnq. only to 
-1,746 .that in Benaloo, ewing .. to repeat-
52 '9 ed cholera epidemics and two 

Population, 1931 
Do. 1921 

Actrialincrease 1921-31 
Percentage increase, 1921-31 
Recorded births; 1921-30 
Rebordedaeath"s, 1921-30 " 
Excess of'hirths over deaths, 1921-30 
Average annual birth· rate, 1921-30" 
Average annual death·rate, 1921-30, . 
Average annual sunlival rate, 1921-: 0 
Loss on balance of migration, 1921-31 

48'5 
4'4 plague epidemies, and to consi-
719 derable overcrowding in some 

___ -=--________ . __ .l..-.___ parts of the city. The survival 

rate was low. There bas been some luss on the hal8llce of migration, the 
tendency herb being noticeable Ilis in Amroha and Sam bha1 for labour to 
leave tile smaller cities in favcur of the larger, though some of 1;he appa
rent loss may be due to the fac:(, th!at thele is. a tendency for labourers to move 
from the more congested areas of tht City to -plooes f/lTtside mUflieipa-Ili-mits-. 
The cotton indu~try has prcgressed considerably since 1921, cotten imports 
having nearly doubled. The g~ain trade flourished flom 1921-26 but has 
since declined. Lock-making has !}lso deoline.d.. The other industries ouch 
as brass",are, knives, iIcnware, cad icon, etc., have expanded somewhat. 

(23) Rampur municipality.-Rampur oity (Rampur State) shows a small
er percentage increase than any 

74,216 of the .city municipalitieb in 
7n~g British terrjtol'Y. It loses ccmsi

'1 '4 derably by migration especially 

Population, 1931 
Do. 1921 

.A:cttiaHncrease 1921-31 
fproentageincrease,1921-31 
.__.:... __________ -+--"-__ ' to Moradabad. 

18. As the Census waf:>, as usual, taken towards the end of the cold 
weather, the population figme.f; of the,hill stations w.as at a minimum and-afford 
,the municipal and cantonment authorities no guide as to the population for 
which they have to cater in th", hOot weathqr.. T,o .l'f)medy_, .this a census waa 
taken on the night of October 3, 1930, of Naini Tal and Mussoorie municipali
tie& and the hill cantonments of Ranikhet, Chakrata, Lansdowne, LandGur, 
.Naini Tal and Alm9~a. The figUl«;lS are exhibited at the end of Imperial Table 
tv in tlli:; 'rabIes Vol-ume. ·Here it is only necessary to refer to th6 variations 
.smce 1-920. 

The population of Naini 'Tat municipality was 17,375 (mcluding 12,167 
males). Of these 1,996 were 'Europeans or Anglo-Indians (including 1,047 
males). The increase rs 5 per cent. (males ,7 per cent., females stationary) 
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and now the population of this municipality exoeeds that of any other hill 
station in the United Provinces. 

Europeans and Anglo-Indians decreased by n~arly 20 per cent., the 
increase being more marked in the case of females. 

Indians increased by 9 pH cmt. (males 10 per cent., fe-males 7 per cent.). 
The reawns for these variations ar6-

(1) The rapid Indianisation ot the Services. 
(2) The reduction of the "hill-exodus". Some of the Secretariat 

DepartmlJntal Office-s, which employ a numbel of Anglo-Indians, 
no longer move to Naini Tal in the summer. 

(3) Owing to the Lee Commission free pasi?age scheme, more European 
officials and Army officers take leave or send their families home 
in the summer. .. 

(4) Owing to the somewhat later date of the cenSUE- some recessing 
officers and othet'E_ had returnea to the plains. 

(5) The decreaE,e in Europeans would hav~ been far more marked but 
for the fact that many officers of the Eastern Command and 
Luoknow DiEtrict Headquarters and their families now live in 
Naini Tal. 

ThiE is now t,he 8econd largest hill station in the province, "with a summer MU8800rie 
population d 17,115 (including 12,362 males). Of these 3,484 were Europeans municipal;ty. 
or Anglo-IndIans (including 1,706 males.) The population shows a decreaSE of 
about 3 pel' cent. (male& 2 pel' cent., ±emale& 4 per cent.) since 1920. 

Europeans and Anglo-Indians declined by 24 per cent. (males by 18 per 
cent. and females by 30 per cent.). 

Indians increased by 5 peT cent. (males by I per oent. females by nearly 
23 per cent.). 

Tho factors mentioned under (I), (3) and (4) in the case of Naini Tal have 
also operated to sorre extent in Mussoorie, but the figUl'e~ of Naini Tal are 
natmally influ611ced by the fact that it is the summer headquarters of Govern
ment and of the Luckncw District Staff and the permanent, headquarter:, of the 
Eastern Command. Officialdom appeal's to aHract Indian males to Naini Tal 
whereas Indian ladits seem to pl'l~fer 'Lhe non-official atmosphere ot Mussoorie. 

The populatlOn of this Elmall cantonment area was 1,535 (including I,1l8 Naini Tal 
males), of whom 265 were Emopbam: and Anglo-Indians (including 189 males). cantonment. 
Thie is an increase of 91 per Gent. (males 100 pel cent., females 73 per cent.). 
Europeans have increased by 60 per cent. (males 63 per cont., females by 52 
pel' cent.). 

Indians have doubled (males having increased by 109 per cent., females 
by 79 per cent.). . 

The reasons for these increases are-
(1) Since the mmmer of 1921 the Eastern Command Headquarters have 

bem permanently stationed in Naini Tal. 
(~) Sinc!) the summer of 1928 the Lucknow District Headquarters Staff 

have beon stationed in Naiui Tal for the Eummer months. 
(3) Several large houses have been built within this small cant(lnment 

area since last census. 
The popUlation of thiE: cantonmmt was 2,878 (including 2,071 males) of Landour 

whom 310 were Europeans or Anglo-Indians (including 142 males). This is cantonment. 
a decre~se of 12 per cent. since 1920 (males 14 per cent., temales 7 per cent.). 
Eu!opean~ and Anglo-Indians have decreased by nearly 65 per cent. (malet: by 
75 per cent., females by 45 per cent.) 

Indians have incr~ased by 6 per cent. (males by 4 pel cent., ferr.alf'f! by 13 
plt cent.). 

The reamns for these variations are-
(1) Since last census Landour has beoome the Family Depot. 
(2) Many of the families had left Landour before the census waf> 

taken. 
The population was 5,935 (including 4,918 males) of whom 2,101 were Chakrata 

Europeans or Anglo-Indians (including 1,871 males.) This is an increase of 62 cantonment. 
per cent. (males 65 per cent., females 48 per cent.). 
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Eurcpeans and Anglo-Indians increased by 55 per cent. (males by 57 per 
cmt., femalf,s by 38 per cent.). 

Indians increaE€d by 66 per cent. (males by 71 pel cent., females by 51 
per cent.). 

The l'easons for these yariations are-
(1) An inCleas6 in the number of troops and their follower€·. 
(2) A resulting increase in trades-people. 
(3) Fewel of the kllowers and tradbrE.. than usual, brought their 

families with them in 1930. 
This, the smallest of the hill cantonments, had a pcpulation of only 942 

(inclucUng 498 males), oi whom only 3 WHe Europeam (including 2 males). 
The total population shows a decline of 25 per cent. (males 34 per cent., femaks 
10 per oent.). The IndIan pop'ulation decreased by 22 per cent. (males by 33 
per cent., females by 7 pei' cer.t.). 

The IE.aSOnS for these variations are·-
This cantonment is the headquarter~ of Ist/3rd Q. A. O. Gurkha RifleL 

At the time of this census the l'€giment WIth its British Officen: 
were away on the FlOntier. Only one British Officer and his 
wiff, were left in Almora. The wives of the othEr officers were 
away. The wives and families of the Indian members of this 
unit ware presem in Almora. 

This, the largest of the hill oantonments, had a population of 9,489 (males 
7,246, females 2,243), of whom 3,182 weH: Europeans and Anglo-Indians (includ
ing 2,578 males). This il:5 an increase of 38 per cent. (males 41 per cent., females 
35 pel' cent.). 

Europeans and Anglo-Indians increased by 71 per cent. (males 74 per cent., 
females 63 per cent.). 

Indians increased by 26 per cent. (males by 26 per cent., females by 28 per 
cent.). 

The reasons for these variations are-
(I) A comiderable increase in the number of troops and their families 

stationed there. 
(2) The coffee shops for British troops were formerly run by local con

tractors. They are now run by contractors from the plainS who 
bring their familieE with them. 

(3) 172 temporary armed police were stationed in the cantonment at 
the time of the census. 

(4) Several new houses and shops have sprung up in recent years owing 
to the inoreased military population. 

Thif' cantonment had a population of' 5,900 (including 4,383 males), of 
whom 105 were Europeans or Anglo-Indians (including 53 males). ThiE, is an 
increase of 6 per cent. (males decreased by 3 per cent., females increased by 48 
per cent.). 

Europeans and Anglo-Indians increased by 46 per cent. (males by 13 per 
cent., and females mme than doubled). 

Indians increased by 6 per cent. (males decreased 3 per cent., females 
increased 47 per ·cent.). 

The reasons for these variations were-
(I) Some Anglo-Indian nUIsing sisters had rec6lltly been attached to 

the Indian Military Hospital. 
(2) The strength of Indian battalions has been reduced from 1,000 to 

800 since 1920. 
(3) Prior to 1924 Lansdowne was purely a military station and apart 

from the troops only a few officials and banias lived there. 
There was no accommodation for their families. Since then 
some good buildings have been erected and now their families 
abo live with them. 
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APPENDIX A. 

Brief note on the activities of the Lucknow and Cawnpore Improvement Trusts 

(a) LUDKNOW IMPROVEMENT TRUST. 

149 

The Lucknow Improvement Trust came into being on January 1, 1920. It took 
over the schemes which had been or were being carried out by the Improvement Trust 
Committee of the Municipal Board and transferred finally to the Board all schemes 
which had been completed. The unfini,hed schemes were, with certain changes, then 
notified under the new Town Improvement Act and completed. New schemes were also 
framed with the assistance of Mr. H. V. Lanchester, F.R.I.B.A., the well-known town
planning expert. The following is a clasdification of the schemes ;--. 

Street schemes 12 
Housing schemes 7 
Building (bungalows) sch'emes 2 
Building (model quarters) schemes 2 
Open spaces schemes 4 
Development schemes 3 
Market schemes 2 
Grain godowns scheme 1 
Industrial development scheme 1 

Of these the most important is the great lateral road which runs through the city Street schemes. 
from East to West which is known generally as the" New Sanitary Road". This has been 
divided up into 7 sections of which 3 only are included in the above statement, because the 
first 3 were carried out by the Municipal Board and the seventh has yet to be started. 

The next in importance was the Husainganj Street Scheme which removed a danger
ous traffic area and improved the main approach to the city from Lucknow Junction 
Station. 

The improvement of Canning Street, one of the main thoroughfares of the city is 
another important street scheme. It has been completed in 3 sections. When the road 
was constructed originally in 1859 it was given a width of 150 feet with only 15 feet of 
metalling. The houses did not front on to this streot which presented the appearance 
of the edge of a saw. The metalled portion has been widened, kerb and channel drains 
have been provided and the houses as rebuilt are being fronted correctly on a prescribed 
building alignment with gardens in front. 

The improvement of the Kaiserbagh and Lal Bagh Crossings are a180 worthy of 
mention while the Kaliji Street Scheme opened up a way for vehicular traffic to the.most 
important temple in the city. The Goldarwaza Scheme carried out for the Husainabad 
Trust is another great improvement. 

rhe most important of these are the Mawaiya Scheme, the Charbagh Zone Area and Housing 
the Havelock Road Scheme. The two former are being rapidly built over. rne latter is schemes. 
now being taken up. The first and third are both large areas supplying plots for all classes. 
The second is more or less a bungalow area. Another important scheme is the Birhana 
Housing Scheme in which provision has been made for plots for subordinate Government 
officials serving in Lucknow who have no houses of their own. The land has been given on 
a concession rate of rent with the proviso that the owner can sub-let only to a subordinate 
Government official. 

Of these the first consisted of providing 6 official bungalows on a good site near the Building 
Zoological Gardens. These were designed by a qualified architect and are fitted with the schemes 
latest sanitary improvements. The other consists of 8 bungalows off the Shahnajaf Road (1) Bungalows. 
also desi~ned by an architect. They are on fairly cheap lines and quite popular. 

There are two blocks of model quarters. One at Nishatganj, the other at Hydra- (2) Model 
bad, both across the river Gumti. Each block comprises groups of various sized quarters quarters. 
but they have not so far been as popular as was hoped. 

These are what the late Professor Sir Patrick Geddes called" Lungs". A number Open spaces 
have been constructed in the Chowk and Yahiaganj Wards with two single ones in other scheme. 
places. They certainly brighten up the congested areas in which they are situated and 
provide badly needed air spaces. 

One of these covers a very large area across the river and is being steadily built Development 
over. The other is sma-lIer and more compact--in N erhai. A part of this area was sold 8chemes. 
to a Co-operative Housing Society. The improvement in the class of houses el'ected in 
this area is very noticeable. 

The gur market at Saadatganj has not so far proved as popular as was expected, Market 
but is now gaining ground. schemes. 

The Marris Vegetable Market at Kaiserbagh is doing well and is deservedly 
popular. 

These were built from a special grant from the Government of India. Only the Ora'n godowntl 
~l'st bloQ]l: o£~OdOWIlS has been coustructed bec!l!uf!e they wer~ ~ot popular. Et;lutf? 4il1ve Dali~anj. 
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been reduced and the buildings are now occupied, but there does not appear to be an;y 
demand for further godowns at present. 

This consists of a large a~ea south-west of the city. It has been provided with 
main roads and feeder lines from both broad and metre gauge railways. So far only 
2 factories have taken up sites. 

These improvements have had little effect on over-crowding'in the city because 
as fast as people acquire their own sit~s and construct their own buildings, the rented 
quarters they occupied are again let to less fortunate persons whose main desire is to get 
a.house as near as possible to where they work. Congestion and over-crowding towards 
the business and industrial centre" is therefore inevitable .and the' only way to effect a, 
radical impro'llement would be to replan all such areas. This naturally at present is out 
of the question for financia! reasons, 

For a fuller account· of the activities of the Trust the reader is referred to their 
Annual Rel!orts. . 

(b.). CAWNPORE IMPROVEMENT TRUST. 

This Trust was formed"in 1919 to carry out a Bcneme prepared by' a Special Committee 
presided ove.!' by Sir Henry 1edgard which was considerably revised by another Committee 
under Mr. H. y. Lanchester, F.R.I.B,A., Ii town-planhing expert froin England. The scheme 
provided for extension of the city towaras the sq.u'th and west, the other two sides being 
barred by the river On the north an.d cantonmen.ts on the east. Fourteen external schemes 
providing for expansion of the oity, the Factory Area, the Civil Lines and the Workmen's 
Area., and the extension of middle-class hou.ses were at once notified, and five more dealing 
with internal improvement of the city were added later. 

The Trust laid sp()cial stress on the !ollowing schemes :-

Soheme no. I-Factory area. 

Thia scheme oomp:r;ises an .a.rea of 3,64;1 acres and was originally formulated by the 
Trust, Committee in 1920. Its ohject W8$.to p~ovide land for factor;es and housing accommo
dation for working people, with bu,ngalo"( sites on the outskirts. Nearly 57 acres of this 
land have been wld and nin~ faptories, etc., have since been built in this area, including I 
WQo!lenMilJ,2 Qotton Spinning ~l WQ&ving :M,ills, I Jute Mill, 2 Engmcering Workshops, 
1 Chemical Fa.ctory ap.d 2_Kerosene Oil D!:lpp,ts. Nearly 9 acres have been sold for work
men's quarter and several settlements are developing. 

Schemes no.s. III-A and III-B-Khalasi Lines. 

This scheme is ~vid,€d, into two pal;ts comprising an area of 180 aBres. Scheme 
III-A was formulated for providing sites for bungalows. On the 23 plots sold under the 
scheme, 21 bunga.lows have be\ln constr;u.ctJld. Soheme nI-B ,includes some smaller 
bu,ngalows and workmen's quarters. 'l;he T:r;ust has recently built some model blocks, which 
have proved very popular. The ';L'.r;ust has incurred a totaJ expenditure of Rs. 4,68,120 -on 
these two schem,e~. 

Scheme 'Y'~o.IV-Sisamau. 

This schern.e, though IIl,au,lly an external scheme, was looked upon by the Trust as 
one of the most important and urgent of their schemes. It covers an area of 54,1 acres· on the 
weat an.d sou.th of the city and wa,s. developed with the idea of providing sites for middle
class. houses of the city type, so that. the cOI;lgestion of the city might be relieved. 1,536 
building plots havEl. been sold under the tlcheme and about 1',000 building plans sanctioned. 
The area is fairly wen developed by n,QW and ~ts wide roads; parks and newly built houses 
present the a,ppearaqce of an entir~ty ne1.v city. 

A total expenditure of Rs. 18,~9,6_12 has been incurred on this scheme. 

Scheme no. X-Ta~aq Mahal. 

This is an int~nal scheme comprising an area of nearly 1,6 acres, which the owner was 
allowed to develop on lines approved by the Trust the latter assisting by acquiririg houses 
on the fringe and putting down underground sewers and drains. Subsequently, on failure 
of the owner, the Trust arid Municipa,l Board had to fUJ:~ish the roads and lanes with surface 
drains. The site comprises 166 newly built housos. The Trust incurred an expenditure of 
Rs.99,893. 

Schemes nos. XIII and %Ll1-4-Nazirbagl),-Ghusiana. 

This scheme comprised an area of about 30 acres /1nd was intended to improve a very 
insanitary locality, and also to provide through communication roads in the city. A p,ortion 
pnly ha~ so far been dealt 'Yith. Nine shops and houses have been constructed in this area. 

Expenditure aIDoUlltins to Rs. 4,23,855 has been incufred (1). this scheme. 
l 
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Scheme no. VIl-Gutahiya Area Scheme. 

.. The object of this scheme was to provide bungalow sites of the cheaper type, and land 
for extension of workmen's settlements, the area involved covering 916 acres. So far 21 
acres have been sold for the extension of the British India. Corporation's workmen's settle
ments, one Trust Store Yard has been built and four and a hal£ acres sold to the Municipal 
Board on which they are building a contagious diseases hospital. Efforts are being made to 
sell more land for new workmen's settlements in this area. 

Scheme no. X VII-Dhankutti. 

This is a scheme of internal improvement in the business centre, where some very 
dirty cowsheds and compounds have been cleared and the ground laid out for a market. 
Negotiations for its development are still proceeding. So far 17 plots have been Bold and 5 
houses and a block of 41 shops and residential quarters have been built by the Trust. 

For a full account of the activities of the Trust the reader is referred to their Annual 
Reports, that for 1930-31 is particularly interesting and attractively illustrated with photo
graphs showing the improvements effected in,the last few years. 

20 
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I 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE II.___:-N~~mber per mille of the totaTpop;;Zation and of 
each main religion who live in towns. 

: -.. 
Number per mille who live in towns out of-

I Natural division, 
Totalpopu. Brahmanic Muslims. Aryas. Christians, i lation. .Hin.<J.us. 

! 

I 1 2 3 4 5 6 , 

United Provinces •• " " "112 77 290 197 583 

British Territory .. " .. 112 78 289 198 388 

~. !limalaya, Wes~_ .. " 81 , 69, - 350 125 564 

~, Sub-Himalaya, West .. .. 162 .98 317 197 384 

j, Indo.Gangetic Plain, West ,. ., 163 115 371 174 245 
, 
4· Indo.Gltngetio Plain, Central ,. .. 100 :70 289 361 905 

~, Central India Plateau .. .. 124 100 444 660 844 

6. East·Satpuras .. , . ,. 108 91 345 563 692 

{, Sub·Himalaya. East .. ., 38 30 84 468 429 

8. Indo·Gangetic Plain, East .. .. 95 72 301 584 572 

- States .• .. .. . . 105 ,47 322 117 47 

'fehri.Garhwal (Himalaya, West) .. " .. ... .. ,. . . 
Rampur (Sub.Himalaya, West) .. .. 196 79 329 115 34 

!;Ie-nares tEast Satpuras) " ., 89 , 70 291 250 870 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IlL-Towns classified by/population, 

Variation per cent. in towns as classed at 
VarIatIOn 11er cent. 
in urban population 

previous oonsu~, of each class from 
1881 to 1931. 

Propor. Number In the 
t,ion to of total of 

Class of town. ~otal females each clllBS' 
urba~ per I in 1931 8S In towns popuLt. bhousand 1921-.31 1911::-21 1901":"'11 1891- 1881-91 as classed compared 
tion. males, 1901 

in l88!. with the 
corre· ~ 

sponding i 
totalin , 

, 1881. --- - --- 1 
~ 

I 2 3 4 5 e 7 8 9 10 

-----------_ -
I-!OO,OOO and over .. 27'5 756 +13'4 +1'0 -3'6 +1'1 +8'1 +20'5 +31'4 

II-50,000 to 100,000 .. 14'2 772 +21'9 -2'0 -~'6 --0'3 +5'3 +14'8 +10'9 

IlI-20.000 to 50,000 ., 15'1 818 +14'1 +6'0 -9'8 +0'9 +7'7 +16'7 +59'0 , 

IV-I 0,000 to 20,000 ., 15'8 835 +16'6 -2'6 -8'1 +1'1 +2'6 +18'8 +17'6 

V-5.000 to 10.000 .. 16'8 868 +6'2 -5'3 -11'0 +2'5 --0'5 -0'2 ....,s·O 

VI-Under 5.000 .. 10'6 836 -1'4 +0'7 --4'1 +5'3 +1 '4 -2'7 -10'8 

.. -
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV,-Oities. 

-
~ Number Number Popula . Vercentage of variation, 
. ~- -- of of fe-

Population persons males to tion of 
a City. 

in 1931. per a thou- foreign- Total 
";l ~qllare sand born pel 

1921-31 1911-21 1901-11 1891- 1881 91 1881-';:: mile, males, mille, 1901 1931 
rJ3 
- -- --- -----.-------- ------ ---
I 2 -9 4 - '5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 

- _-------- -------- ---------
I Agra " 229,-764 12.449 815 222 +23'8 +0'0 -1'4 +11'5 +5'9 +43'4 

2 Allahabad .. 183,914 12,118 776 196 +17'0 -8'4 -0'2 -1'8 +9'4 +14'9 

3 Amroha 44,948 18,452 995 33 +11'1 -4'6 +3'3 -t-13'8 --2'5 +21'3 

4 Bareilly < 

144,031 17,652 842. 127 +11'3 -0'0 -2'8 +8'4 +6'7 +25'1 ., 

5 Benares ,. 205,315, 25,945 802 170 +3'5 -2'6 -4'4 -4'6 +2'2 -6'1 

6 Budaun ., 45,455 24,262 838 90 +16'2 -I- 2'3 -2'1 +10'3 +5'0 +35'0 

7 Cawnpore 
" 243,755. 24,756 696 401 +12'6 +21'2 -12'0 +4'5 +24'9 +56'9 

8 Etawah " 46,948 13,001 844 214 +13'0 -8'4 +6'5 +9'7 +11'7 +35'2 

9 Farrukhabad= 60,354 16,179 831 . 163 +17'0 -13'5 -11'4 -13'7 -2'2 -24'3 
cum·Fateh-
garh. 

10 Fyzabad.cum- 65,718 4,934 717 300 +16'1 +3'6 -23'2 -4'8 +10'6 -2'9 
Ajodhya", 

< 

II Gorakhp?r , , 7~,644 ' 11,232 797 134 +30'5 +1'9 -11'3 +0'8 +6'2 +26'3 

12 Hathras " 39,784 12,395 754 123 +2'6 +2'4 -11'1 +8'7 +12'2 +13'9 

13 Jhansi 
" 93,112 10,877 905 354 +24'4 -1'7 +36'6 +3'6 +63'0 +182'3 

14 Koil (Aligarh) 83,878 9,619 738 143 +25'3 +0'9 -8'0 +14'6 -1'5 +31'3 

15 Lucknow , , 274,659 13,272 745 312 +14'2 -4'6 -1'6 -3'3 +4'4 +8'2 

16 Meerut 136,709 18,749 750 219 +11'5 +5'1 -1'6 -1'1 +19'9 +36'8 

17 Mirzapur-cum. 61.184 4,774 880 104 +11'3 +,70'1 -51'1 -5'1 -1'4 -13'4 
Bindhyachal, 

18 Moradabad " 110,562 29,02Q 802 116 +33'7 +1'9 +8'0 +3'0 +5'1 +59'5 

19 Muttra ., 64,029 23,949 828 303 +21'2 -9'2 -3-1 -1'9 +6'0 +10'9 .. 
20 Rampur .' 74,216 36,796 874 33 +1'4 -1'6 -5'6 +2'6 +3'3 -0'0 

21 Saharanpur .. 78,655 10,239 737 175 -r26'3 -0'9 -5'1 +4'8 +6'8 +32'9 .. 
22 Sambhal 44,300 18,406 910 26 +6'5 -8'2 +5'7 +6'7 +5'8 +16'7 

23 Shahjahanpur 83,764 22,343 858 108 +15'4 +1'2 -6'1 -2'6 +}'4 +8'2 

NOTES-I. Population in 1931 (colu'nn 3) and the variations in columns 7-12 are based on the popu. 
lations of municipalities plus any cantonments, notified areas or railway colonies adjacent thereto End included in 
the city, 

2. The figures in columns 4 and 5 are calculated on municipal figurcs only, to exclude cantonment and 
notified area anomalies of areas and sex, ' 

3. Tho populations of some oities were adjusted for changes in area prior to the present census. At this 
oensus in accordance with instructions received from the Government of India, no such adjustments hav!l been 
made. 

4. The fqreign.born in column 6 are those bOrll outside the district in which the city lies, 
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Census divisions. Name of ward and mohalIa. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V:-H(Jusing Statistics (Tenement 

Area in 
square. 
yards. 

Population at final enumeration, 

Total. Hindus. Muslims. Others. 

I 
Males. Females. Males. Females. Malell. Females. Male. ~~. 

--.1---1------2------1 ... --3--1'.--4---5-1-6---7-J-8-"-'---9-'r~~~~ 
---- -'------------1---·- ------
Charge no. 24 .. Daulatganj Ward .. 

Circle no. 1. . Jhawai Tola, Ahlri Tola, Aham Bhikari 
Khan, Katra Wafa Beg. . 

2. . Katra Bizan Beg, Takia Haji NBI3rat, 
Takia Pir·Gh~ib, Kashmiri Mahalia, 
Kashmiri Bagh. I 

3. . Top Darwaza, Katra Mohammad Ali 
Khan. 

4.. Wazir Bagh, Baghia Gulshan, Mahbub· 
ganj, Garhi Pir Khan, Ahata Gur Das Mal. 

5.. Baidan Tala, Yasinganj,Mewati Tala, Talab 
Jharia, Takia Julahan, Muazzannagar. 

6. . Ambar Bagh, Karimganj, Pasand Bagh, 
Rajjabganj, Generalganj, Handia Bazar, 
Balakganj, Ramnagar. 

,,1l0S.7&8 Sarai Mali Khan, Kanghi Tola, Ahiri Tola, 
Phatak Jia Lal, Katra Dila, Ram Ali 
Bagh, Tambaku Mandi. 

" .no. 9 .. 

" 

10 .. 
11 .. 

12 .. 

13 .. 

14 .. 

15 .. 

16 .. 

"nos. 17 & 18 
" no. 19 .. 

" 20 .. 

Chaupatyan, Pul Kham, Bandhwakhana, 
Ahutu Surut Singh. 

Newazganj, Baghia Mulohand .. 
Rani Katra, Khat Gully, Charhi Mahulal, 

Baghia Darzi, Nai Bara, Pul Moti Lal, 
Bisati Tala. 

Arazi Kuriaghat, Purwa Mohni, Arazi 
Mahtab Bagh, Purwa Budhu, Gaind· 
khana, Zargari Tala. 

Sa'adatganj,. Rauza Gaon, Pijaya Ahmad. 
ganj. 

Musahebganj, Gully Mangu Beg, Baraf 
KhanaKalan, Bara£ Khan, Jadid, Chamu} 
Tolia, Purwa Lodh, Baghia Misri. 

Muftiganj, Abata Mubarak, Gali Shisa alias 
Khet Gully, Khirki Muftiji, Chauui Gurji 
Beg, Khirki Mir Tagiji. 

Daulatganj, Sheopuri, Murgh Khana, Brah. 
mani Tola, Nai Basti, Jhankar Bagh. 

Husainabad and Ramganj . . • • 
Pir Bukhara, Ahitta Sitara, Begam Garhi, 

Nairn Khan, Ahata Mirza Ali Khan, Tah. 
singanj. 

N agaryan, Faqir U1laganj .. 

Charge no. 25. . Sa'adatganj Ward .. 

Circle no. I .. Pul Gulam Husain, Kasluniri Mohalla. 
Hasan Puris. 

" DOS. 2 & 3 Rastamnagar. Fazilnagar, Kacha Bagh. 
Purana Chabutra, Maidan BIIaoh Khan. 

" no.4.. Channi Hasanuddin Khan, Nur Bari, 
Dariba, Gari Adda, Gadhya Sultanpur. 

5 .. Bibiganj, Abata Nur Beg, Kharyahi, Tikri 
Khurd. 

6 .. Hasangani Babli. Mohammadganj, Chob 
Mandi, Begam Bagh, Kishoriganj. 

.. nos. 7 & 9 Alamnagar. Mehili Khera, Pasrahata Tatuh· 
abadi, Ghiai, Samrahi, Bauli Sa'adatganj. 

.. no. 8 .. Biharipur, Daryapur. Tal Katora, Zafarpur, 
Ruknuddinpur. 

"nos. 10 & II Sa'adatganj Khas, Sarai Moghal, Baoli 
Bazar, Sarai Andhra. Katra Khuda 
Baksh Yar Khan. 

" DO. 12 .. Katra Khuda Yar Khan, Serkawali Galli, 
Aham Dhamm Beg. 

"nos. 13 & 14 Mansurnsgar. Naubasta 

"no. 15 .. 

" 16 .. 

17 .. 

Mehdiganj, Tirminiganj, Purwa Lodh, 
Brahmani Tala. 

Tikaitganj Bhawanigani. Talab Tikait 
RaL 

Sitlaji. Nandakhera. Raus Masuma Suppa 

7.169,035 12.790 10,910 6,974 5,650 5,810 5,255 

141,521 

120,032 

128,889 

514,588 

273,503 

1,179,508 

392.669 

167.367 

177.386 
119,710 

1,062,427 

708,721 

600,644 

150,640 

165,528 

401,430 
420,886 

443,586 

955 

790 

630 

625 

648 

723 

1.310 

516 

789 
978 

362 

538 

561 

500 

439 

1,'260 
594 

572 

796 

647 

596 

501 

585 

568 

1,096 

383 

644 
936 

323 

473 

486 

462 

358 

1,193 
451 

412 

157 

471 

300 

383 

349 

484 

865 

254 

554 
767 

345 

475 

336 

101 

247 

260 
246 

380 

125 

363 

253 

292 

313 

344 

697 

180 

462 
683 

304 

427 

294 

73 

199 

229 
152 

260 

798 

314 

330 

242 

299 

239 

445 

262 

235 
211 

17 

63 

225 

399 

192 

1,000 
347 

192 

671 

279 

343 

209 

272 

224 

399 

203 

182 
253 

19 

46 

192 

389 

159 

964 
299 

152 

4,9.17,925 11.326 9,281 6,888 5,368 4,425 3.899 

176.321 

501,521 

9,874 

19,844 

13,600 

1,038,228 

887.995 

967,129 

220.898 

278,736 

229.561 

394,412 

179.806 

651 

1,472 

570 

769 

966 

1,261 

634 

1,097 

604 

1,548 

630 

665 

459 

593 

1,274 

498 

625 

650 

1,082 

390 

860 

548 

1,330 

558 

543 

330 

221 

597 

248 

462 

876 

962 

545 

848 

264 

558 

440 

471 

396 

188 

483 

200 

332 

584 

826 

343 

652 

237 

481 

387 

367 

288 

429 

875 

322 

307 

90 

294 

88 

244 

340 

989 

190 

194 

63 

405 

791 

298 

293 

66 

248 

46 

203 

311 

849 

171 

176 

42 

6 

5 

13 

5 

1 

5 

5 

5 

14 

',' 

8 

I 

5 
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Oensus)-(i) Lucknow Municipality, 

--~--~--~----~--~--~--~--------~------------------

Normal 
popullttion. 

~ b 'g.~ ~ ~ 
... ~ ... :;:1 Jj '§ 

.l5 t1 , .l5~ ~$ s ... ., s.... ~ ~ 
p ~J gel., ~ P< 
~ '" _g. - ~ - Iff 

N umber 0 [ families consisting of-

I or 2 persons occupying- I 
1---,---,-----:--,-- --.--~--,---.----

3 persons occupying-

~§~ ~m ~§ 
" ell i:1 ~ 8 '" " 2 3 4 5 or 1 2 3 4 5 or a ~ p Il S 1;J ~ 1 rooms, more 1> P<..., 0 0 1> P< roo rooIUS, rooms, room, rooms, room" rooms, more 
Z Z_o <l1 _ rJoms, rooms, 

"_12 __ 13 __ 1_4_1 __ 1_5 _1~_-_1-6_-_~ ~ 18 -' ' 19 20 ." 7 --;;- 23'] >4"', -~. 2~_. 2~" r~8 , 
16 876 3,892 

60 

57 

45 ' 

(I 

22 

5 

30 

26 

41 

77 

3 

7 

8 

30 

23 

30 
12 

II 

23 

35 

26 

534 

348 

834 

819 

946 

802 

903 

786 

837 

742 

804 

957 

892 

879 

866 

924 

815 

947 
759 

720 

819 

911 

865 

874 

813 

539 673 

11' 858 

6 615 

10 784 

25 

50 

25 

15 

21 

907 

859 

886 

817 

719 

306 

215 

206 

285 

92 

151 

433 

170 

311 

378 

126 

268 

74 

137 

98 

357 
132 

153 

4,551 

257 

579 

240 

348 

347 

573 

235 

405 

234 

542 

283 

285 

223 

18,053 

1,723 

955 

868 
I 

918 

366 

658 

2,414 

908 

1,382 

1,830 

568 

1,055 

289 

LOIO 

396 

1,493 
617 

603 

20,775 

1,381 

2,856 

1,138 

1,458 

1,586 

2,397 

857 

1,781 

1,148 

2,904 

1.186 

1,326 

757 

4 '6 3,921 4 '5 869 64 17 4 5 513 223 13 14 8 

5'6 

4'4 

4'2 

3'2 

4'0 

4'4 

5'3 

4'4 

4'9 

4'5 

7'4 

320 

215 

206 

285 

92 

151 

433 

185 

311 

378 

126 

268 

74 

137 

98 

357 
132 

4'6 4,643 

5 '4 269 

4'9 594 

4'7 

4'2 

4'6 

4'2 

3'6 

4'4 

4'9 

5'4 

4'2 

4'1 

3'4 

240 

348 

391 

574 

235 

405 

234 

562 

283 

285 

223 

5'4 

4'4 

4'2 

3'2 

4'0 

4'4 

5'6 

4'9 

4'4 

4'9 

4'5 

3'9 

3'9 

7'4 

4'0 

4'2 
4'7 

3'9 

4'5 

5'2 

4'8 

! 4'7 

4'2 

4'1 

4'2 

3'6 

4'4 

71 

62 

46 

107 

23 

31 

94 

45 

75 

52 

54 

82 

3 

6 

27 

63 
10 

18 

1,083 

57 

to6 

43 

95 

126 

101 

92 

103 

32 

110 

73 

61 

84 

16 

2 

I 

5 

2 

3 

6 

1 

3 

I 

16 
I 

72, 

4 

9 

2 

3 

25 

4 

12 

6' 

3 

I 

3 

2 

1 

4 

5 

2 

2 

14 

6 

6 

2 

I 

10 

8 

3 

6 

22 

40 

18 

63 

10 

27 

38 

20 

46 

47 

9 

43 

18 

11 

10 

51 
18 

22 

670 

27 

94 

33 

60 

61 

64 

30 

59 

16 

76 

54 

53 

43 

9 

18 

4 

7 

IO 

5 

8 

42 

3 

19 

2 

17 

33 
14 

32 

7 

17 

2 

6 

28 

2 

7 

10 

II 

8 

I 

8 

2 

I 

2 

I 

4 

19 

9 

6 

I 

1 , , 

I 1 

I 

3 

I 

I 
2 

4 

2 

2 

2 
2 

7 

5 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE' V.-Housing Statistics (Tenement 

Number of families 

Census :livisions. Name of ward and mehalla. 
4 persons occupying- 5 pof.ons occupy;ng-

I 2 3 4 5 or I 2 3 4 5 or 

room. rooms. rooms. rooms. more room. :'oOIn S. room more 
rooms. 

g, room a, rooms. 

,- .~'" - ---

33 134 

--------
I 2 29 30 31 32 35 36 37 38 

- - --
Oharge no. 24 .. Ddulatganj Ward .. .. .. 272 219 35 4 3 165

1 

234 64 15 3 

Circl!lno.1 I. Ihawai Tola, Abiri Tala. Ahata Bhikari 13 22 4 2 J 18 8 I .. .. 
2, .. 

Khan, Katra Wafa Beg. 

" 
Katra Bizan Beg, Takia Haji Nasrat, 10 17 I .. .. J 14 7 .. .. 

Takia, Pir·Ghaib, Kashroiri MahalIa, 
KaBhmiri Bagh. 

" 
3 .. Top Darwaza, Katra :Mohammad Ali 10 17 3 .. .. 8 15 6 . . .. 

Khan. . , 4 .. W'azir Bagh, Baghia Gulshan, Mahbub· 35 22 2 .. .. 7 9 .. . . .. 
ganj, Garhi Pir Khan, Ahata Gur Uaa Ma!. 

$ 
" 5 .. 3aidan Tola, Yasinganj, Mewati Tola, Talab 2 6 3 .. .. 6 5 .. I 

Jhllria, Takia J ulahan, :Muazzannagar. 

" 
6 .. .\,mbar Bagh, Karimganj, Pasand I3agh, 6 7 .. .. .. 8 9 3 " .. 

Rajjabganj, Generalganj, Handia Bazar, 
Balakganj, Ramnagru:. 

21 
" 

nos. 7 & 8 Sar!,i Mali Khan, Kanghi Tola, Ahiri Tola, 27 1 I .. ~ 32 I I .. 
Phatak Jia Lal, Katra Dila, Ram Ali 

. Bagh, Tambaku MandL 
5 . " no. 9 .. Cha\1patyan, Pul Kham, Bandhwakhana, 20 8 .. .. .. 6 .. .. .. 

Ahata Surat Singh. . ! , I 
10 .. Newazgauj, Baghia Mulchand .. 25 20 7 I 14 12 5 

, 
1 

.... " .. .. 
" .. 11 .. Rani Katra, Khet Gully, Charhi Mahulal 31 II 3 .. .. 31 17 2 2 1 

Baghia Darzi, Nai Bara, Pul Moti Lal, 
Bisati Tola. . 

•. n 
, 12 .. Arazi Kuriaghat, Purwa Mohni, Arazi 4 4 .. .. .. 2 6 1 ," .. 

Mahtab Bagh, PUrwa Budhu,' Gaind· 
khana, Zargari Tola. 

'I 25 I 

" 
13 .. Sa'adatganj, Rauza Gaon, Pijaya Ahmad· 43 .. .. .. 13 4 .. .. 

ganj. t, f 

" 
14 .. ~rusahe ganj, Gully Mangu Beg, Barllf 4 I 2 .. .. ~ 5 2 1 .. 

Khana Kalan, Baraf K.'lian Jadid, Chao 
mar Talia, Purwa Lodh, Baghia Misri. 

" 
15 .. Muftiganj, Ahata Mubarak, Gali Shisa 12 I .. .. .. 4 I . . .. .. 

alias ~he't Gully, KhirJii'Muftiji, Chauni 

16 .. 
Gurji Beg, Khirki Mir Tagiji. 

" 
Daulatganj, Sbopuri, Murgh Khans, Brah- 5 4 I .. .. 3 4 .. I .. 

mani Tala, Nai Basti, Jhankar Bagh. 
"nos. 17& 18 Husainabad and Ramganj • . . • 16 27 6 1 .. 15 31 6 2 .. 
" 

no. 19 .. Pir Buliliara, Ahata Sitara, Begam Garhi. 6 9 .. ," 1 7 19 7 6 1 
Nairn Khan, Abata Mirza Ali KhaIi, 
Tahsinganj. . 

" ~ .. Nagaryan, Faqir Ullaganj .. .. 3 18 2 .. .. 17 17 7 ~ . .. 

,Oharr DO. 25 .. S!l'~datganj Ward .. .. .. 586 162 26 5 4 310 186 29 9 15 

Circle no. 1 .. Pul GhulB:lll Husain, Kashmiri MohalIa, 26 3 1 .. .. 22 6 .. .. .. 
Hasan Puria. 

" 
nos. 2 & 3 Rastllmnagar, Fazilnagarl Kacha Bagh, 67 19 3 I .. 40 33 6 J 1 

Puranll Chabutfll, Maidan Ellach Khan. 

" 
no. 4 .. Oha!lni Hasanudd\n Khan" Nur Bari, 41 7 I .. .. 15 J3 2 .. .. 

Dal-iba, Gari Adaa,'Gadhya Sultanpur. 

" 
~ .. Bibiganj, Ahata Nul' Beg, Kharyahi, 69 8 I .. " 24 10 .. " .. 

TikriKhurd. 

" 
6 .. Hasanganj Babli, Mohammadganj, Chob 58 5 .. .. .. 29 12 .. . . 1 

Mandi, Begam Bagh, Kishoriganj. 

" 
nos. 7 &9 Alamnagar, MehdiKhera, Pasrahata Tatu· 56 30 10 I 4 27 19 9 4 11 

111badi, Ghiai Samrahi, Bauli Sa'adatganj. 

. " DO. 8 .. Biharipur, Daryapur, Tal Katora, Zafar- 28 8 1 .. .. 24 II I .. .. 
pur, Rukfluddinpur. 

" 
10 Sa'adatganj Khas, Sarai Moghal, Baoli 45 20 1 I . ' 24 26 2 .. .. 

&11 Bazar, Sarai Aridhra, 'Katra Khuda ., 

Baksh Yar Khan. I 

12 .. Katra Khuda Yar Khan. Serkawali Galli, 17 21 4 
j 

2 8 12 3 3 
" 

.. .. 
Ahata Dhannu Beg. ' .. 

" nos, 13 &.14 Mansurnagar, Naubasta • . . .. 65 19 3 .. .. 34 28 4 1 ~ . 
, 

np, 15 .. Mehdiganj, Tinniniganj, Purwa Lodh, 46 3 
, 

29 1 
" 

.. .. .. .. .. .. 
Brahmnni Tola.· . I 

" 
16 .. T,ikaitganj, Bhawaniganj,. Tala\> .Tikait 45 8 " ." .. 26 7 I .. .. 

Rai. J 
1-7 .. Sitlaji, Nandakher!tl Raus M uma Suppa 23 11. 1 

, .. & 8 1 .. 2 
" I" , 

~,. ~. ~ 
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OensUS)-(i) Lucknow MunicipaZity-(continued) 

consislingof-
Percentage of popul~tion comprising 

I I families who are: living in-
G persons occupying- persons occnpying- 8 or more persons occupying--

I 2 3 4 5 or II 2 3 4 5 or II 2 3 4 5 or II 2 ~ 4 5 or more mor~ more room. ·OOilll. rooms. rooms. more room. rooms rooms roomF. room. :OOllli. rooms. rooms. oom room. rooms. ooms 'oorns. 
rooms. 'ooms. _ s. rooms. 

r--- ----I-- r--- ---- --I--'- - ----- ___. 

39 40 41 42 43 I 44 45 46 47 48 I 49 50 51 52 53 I 54 55 56 57 58 

---- ------- -- -----
66 188 56 19 
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CHAPTER h.-POPULATION rnr cl~m~ TOwNs AND VILLAGES. 

SUBSIDIAR¥ T,aBLE V.-H.ousin,g Statistics 

Population at final enumeration. 

Area in Total. 1 Hindus. 1 Muslims. Others, 
CensuS divisions. Name of ward and mohalla. sqnare 

- ~~rds. 

Males. F~'l Males. 
Fe· Males. 

I)<'e· Males. Fe· 
maes. males. males. male.3. 

, .___._ ---_.__ __.__ .._ 
. 

_51 ~ 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 
__.__ - ---

Charge no. lB .. Chauk Warb .. .. .. 907,742 10,412 8,705 5,073 4,009 5,266 4,651 73 45 

Circle no. 1 Mirza Mantli, Bagh Moha Narain Chakla .. '40,850 946 794 872 754 73 38 1 2 

" 2 .Btlzar Kalka, Chah Dahla, Kucha Teper· 
'chand Churiwali Gali, l3arangi Tol!l, 

'40,559 6[9 502 569 458 )3 34 17 10 

·DeMri Raja Ram Dayal. 
ffi9 41 Circlcll nas. 3 Sandhi Tala, Katari Tala, Bahruh '£011>, 73,326 2,149 1,851 1,499 1,241 587 23 

ia 5. :Shankri Tom, Kalun Tala, Chaupai Tall>, 
Phulwali Gali, Bagh Tala, Pul GamaJl, 
'Sabzi Mandi, Chobdari Mohalla, Sarai 
'Tahsin. 

Cirole no. 6 Mahmudnagar .. .. .' 77,827 9M 789 76 45 869 744 .. .. 

" 
7 Shahganj, Ahata Surji Beg .. .. 91,040 763 669 200 150 563 519 .. .. 

.. 8 ABbrafabad Part I .. .. 208,749 901 695 581 445 319 250 I .. 

" 
9 AJ!hrafabad Part II, Bazar Khala, Lakar 201,150 819 744 513 442 359 301 7 I 

,Mandi, Haidarganj Kadim, Kh,rki Baiju 

'<fu~I6l!~a'; 10 & 
Bhola. 

Haiaarganj Kadim, Ahata Kasim Khan, 82,280 \,214 1,043 399 289 809 '745 6 9 
" -",". I\, Nakhas,lGali Hamam, Takia Bhatiaran. 
.... ,,~". 12& 13 Ch~uk KhlJ,s, Victovia Park, Goldarwaza, 37,704 917 775 257 102 060 673 .. .. 
birde no; 

iSarafa, Jauheri Mohalla. 
14 GaIi Parchh, Sarai Hiran, fJi'irangi Mahal, 33.444 460 344 31 27 429 317 .. .. 

,Dallali Mohalla. 
.... 15 Thk'llal 'Sarlli 'Beech, Katra lffairiar Husain 20,813 6[9 499 76 56 :543 443 .. .. 

-.. " ... ·Akbari Darwaza, Sarai lGariha, Khoki 
'A 'Tala, Sarai Bans. 

Charge no. 19 .• , Yllhiagllnj Ward .. .. .. lI,~1l,414 21,505 16,575 12,061 8,785 9,303 '7,674 141 116 

Circle no. I MachhliBliawan, Imamhara Agha Baqar, 846,903 806 605 331 179 :474 390 I 36 
DorwaIi GaIi. • 

1,0-117 
" 2 CMh K~nkar, Manohar Tola, Karewa!i Gali 12,993 870 72 41 971 827 4 2 

Shahchata ,Imambara Mir Baq ar. 

" 
3, Pata Nala, Daryai Tola, Chamar Tr,lia, 18,215 785 674 99 93 685 579 1 2 

"£hathe:,i Tala, Katro. Dost MoHammad 
( Khan. 

799 657 624 532 1175 125 
" 

4 Bazar Rajlf with Keeli Tala, R ,stagi Tola, 82,086 .. .. 
Punjabi rola. I 

" 
5 Banjari Tala, Bagh Makka, Ghazi Mandi 85,765! 786 659 120 107 666 552 .. .. 

" 6' Begaftiganj and Sobatia Bai/h .' 40;995 1 i,204 988 661 517 033 467 10 4 

" 7' Bagh..Qazi, Katra Abu Turab Khan .. 61,904 1 1,152 1,044 [ 14 94 [,038 950 .. .. 
Circles nos. 8 to Itki Mohal[a, Bagh Lalji, Nadan Mahal 181,98~ I 2,395 1·,943 [,649 1.348 t708 566 38 29 

11. ' Yahlaganj, Rakabganj Qadim. 
Circle no. 12 T-ellri Mazffr,'Bagh M. Anwar Sahlb, Ahata 108,319, 1.023 814 528 431 1\93 383 2 .. 

, Khansama. I - , Asta15a-1 Yal!iaganj, Chamal'Tolia, Yahia· [,089 893 680 554 '406 338 3 1 , 
13 12,197 .. 

ganj, Lakarmandi Yahiltganj. 
Circles nos. 114 ~ Kundri, pa;ndeganj, Mazra Kundri,ffii.hanll, 2,~68,249 ['679 1,2'11 1,420 '[,011 '259 200 .. .. 

·)5. Khawaspura, Mazra Dogawan. 
Urel\) no. f6' 'l1i1taitganj, Nawabganj . . . . 1111,078 731 556 467 341 Q56 212 8 3 

h H' Victoriaganj with hospital; I(a~ra Mit IIG1,350 609 560 106 65 '502 495 1 .. 
JahangiL Katra Azam Beg, !Khairat , Khana ShahL 

" 18 Billu1Jhpm'a, Qasai Bam, Sarai Agha Mil' 40.317 856 659 79 53 1771 606 .. 
Circles no 3. 19 to Aishbagh, ,Aishbagh Station B. N .. W. Rail· 2.~O8.330 4,480 3,106 3,431 2.333 986 742 63 31 

22,25 & 26. way, Aishba h Godown, B. N.·W. Rail. 
way, Khajwa, Ahata Sheikhan, (Chamai' 

j 

Tolia, Th'[azra Dogawan, Purwa [\:hawa,1l 
Khurd Chamaran Khera. Raum Bagh, 
Shamshhdd npur, Chak Muafi Dogawan, 
Naka Hindola, Sital Khera, Qaim 

, Khera, Chetta Khera. I 
C'rele no. 23 .. MawayaKhas .. .. .. ,231,739 1.344 760 [,0771 604 257' 148 10 8 

" 24 Harchandpnr, Konara, 'Bagh Daroghn 4;198,990 720' 576 603 482 117' 94 .. .. 
Aq]Liq A", Purwa Hasan Khan, Karehta, 

Gil tta 'Khera, Mazra Karehta Abadi, 
Talab Pand;:, '\frza Khera, Bhadewan. , 
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(Tenemwt Census)-(i) Lucknow Municipality-( continued). 

-- 'H~ 00 '0, ""' ' e'g ~ .~ gs o g o~ Number of families consisting of-~ M 
§'~ ~~ . !l'~. f e-~ ... *- -

~ ,; ~) 0 Jl ~ , ,,- """" g ""s g: .0 s ~ I fl ro ffi S~ 1 or 2 persons occupying-
" 'Q8 '+< " 

Normal ;; p, p gi- go. 3 persms opcnpying-
8. 0. ... ?opulatron, ~""-"- -00 

t...q p 
~§: '" ~ 4+> -9 

~ ~- ~ " tlO O 

S~ ..0" S [l3 ~ S s ,; ~~ 1 2 3 4 , oc II 2 3 4 5 or 
m 

&~ dLfl bg~ ~ pP< >0. room. rooms, rooms. rooms more room, rooms , 'ooms room- marc 
0 Z ~ ~ Z ~- DamS, 'lloms. ---~ ----

23 [ 24 

---,----
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 25 ~6 27 28 

.- __;::. ------ ----.-- --r-
102 8?6 3,,034 18,143 5'9 3,388 5'3 480 129 38 11 8 342 164 26 13 11 

218 839 274 1,409 5'1 278 5'0 48 14 7 1 1 22 17 9 1 2 

140 811 214 1,410 6'6 224 6'3 6 2 2 1 .. 13 2 ',' .. .. 

267 861 566 4,000 7'1 716 5'6 III 37 4 .. 1 42 37 6 3 3 

108 835 211 1,434 6'8 229 6'2 13 4 I .. " 35 9 I .. .. 
75 876 282 1,334 4'7 296 4'5 67 10 1 J 1 30 19 J 2 2 

37 771 251. 1,201 4'8 266 4'5 38 12 5 2 .. 32 34 I .. .. 
39 846 227 1,212 5'3 2~4 4'8 48 15 6 1 1 38 9 1 3 3 

, 

133 859 409 2,619 6'4 467 5'6 39 6 3 .. .. 77 11 1 -"J .~: -

211 845 271 1,695 6'2 310 5'4 47 18 3 .. .. 26 1"5 4 2 ~~" ",":.~. . :.., 
115 748 131, 759 5'8 135 5'6 35 5 3 I .. 7 6 1 J ,~ ";r 

279 806 198 1,070 5'4 213 5'0 ~3 6 3 4 4 20 5 1 .. " " .. 
;: ~ 

, 

16 778 'i,889 37,349 4'7 8m 4'5 1,749 365 84 32 23 945 556 61 32 18 

8 751 272 1,184 4'4 3;39 3'5 119 31 .. .. 2 41 27 .. " .. 
639 831 350 1,742 5'0 369 4'7 80 27 4 1 2 33 16 2 .. 2 

365 858 294 1,377 4'7 2~9 4'6 68 14 6 I 2 33 15 3 2 1 

86 822 246 1,394 5'7 259 5'3 55 5 " .. .. 29 11 1 .. .. 
80 838 250 1,517 6'1 291 5'2 35 17 2 2 " 18 26 2 1 2 

274 821 365 2,245 6'2 396 5'7 38 2 8 2 I 47 19 2 5 1 

92 'XJ7 346 ]'843 5'3 354 5'2 65 16 10 .. 5 35 28 4 4 4 

114 811 877 4,549 5'2 932 4'9 140 40 7 7 3 88 77 7 7 2 

84 796 349 2.377 6'8 394 6'0 5 " .. " " 52 2 
" 

.. .. 
661 820 362 1,427 3'9 370 3'8 71 17 10 6 4 57 45 3 4 I 

6 721 639 3,250 5 'I 664 4'9 54 20 6 3 .. 80 19 5 3 " 

56 761 285 1,081 3'9 293 3'7 85 13 " 2 I 37 28 I .. " 

56 no 174 1,362 7'8 198 6'9 3 " " 
,. .. 21 .. .. .. .. 

189 770 357 1,501 4'2 371 4'0 124 11 5 1 " 34 16 2 .. .. 
15 693 1,806 7,245 4'0 ]'886 3'8 503 112 14 I 3 243 160 12 3 5 

44 565 610 2,139 3 '5 616 3'5 207 29 10 6 .. 57 41 15 3 .. 
2 800 307 1.116 3'6 308 3'6 97 11 2 .. .. 40 26 2 .. .. 

. .;~ - _ ... 
-~- ...... ..,. - , . - ~ ~ ....... --~ , - . 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLlll V,~lfOU8ing Statistics 

Number of families 

CenslIs divisions. Name of ward and mohalla. 
4 persons occupying- I 5 persons occupying- I 

I I 2 
3 4 5 or I 2 3 4 5 or 

more I more room. rooms. rooms. rooms. 

~=-
room~. room~. ·moms. 

rooms. 

1--;- 30 

~ 

I 2 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 
~ . --i---

Charge no 18 .. Ghauk Ward .. .. .. 240 150 36 15 9 112 183 54 13 3 

Oircleno. I .. Mirza Mandi, Bagh Malia N Brain Chakla .. 6 16 8 4 .. 6 14 8 3 2 

" 
2 .. Bazar Kalka, Ohah Dahla, Kueha Teper- 40 5 .. 2 " 5 4 1 I .. 

chand, Ohuriwali Gali, Sarangi Tola, 
Dehori Raja Ram Dayal. 

" nos. 3 to 5 Sondhi Tola, Katari Tala, Bahrun Tola, 39 42 \I 5 4 14 55 13 4 .. 
Shankri Tala, Kalun Tala, Chaupai Tala, 

0 

Phulwali Gaji, Bagh Tala, Pul Gaman, 
Sabzi Mandi, Chobdari Mohalla, Sarai 
Tahsin. .. no. 6 .. M.ahmudnagar .. .. .. 23 9 I 1 ,. 6 8 .. .. .. 

" 
7 .. Shahganj, Ahata Surji Beg .. .. 20 9 2 .2 .. 10 15 12 I .. 

" 
8 .. Ashrafa bad Part I .. .. 8 4 I I 2 28 18 8 1 .. 

" 
9 .. Ashrafabad Part II, Bazar Khala, Lakar 20 14 4 .. 2 8 4 1 .. .. 

Mandi, Haidarganj Kadim, Khirki 
Baiju Bhola. 

II 2 M~.l0& Haidarganj Kadim, Aha;~a Kasirn, Khan, 48 .. .. . . 18 31 .. .. 
11. Nakhas, Gali Hamam, Takia Bhatiaran. 

12& Ch Luk Rhus, Victoria Park, Goldarwaza, 10 22 6 .. .. 8 23 2 2 1 
13. Sara£a, JauheriMohalla. 

'! no. 14 .. Gali Pareha, Sarai Hiran, Firangi Mahal, 3 7 .. .. .. 1 3 2 . . .. 
Dallali Mahalia. , 

15. , Taksal Sarai Beech, Katra Haidar Hmain, 23 11 3 .. 1 8 8 5 1 .. 
'Akbari Darwaza, Sarai Gadha, Khoki 
Tala, SaraiBaus. 

Oharge no, 19" Yahiaganj Ward .. .. .. 6 333 86 31 15 457 351 149 45 20 

Circle no. 1 .. M.aehhliBhawan, Imam Bara, Agha Baqar, 16 24 .. .. .. 4 15 I 1 1 
Dorwali Gali. 

,j' 2 .. Chah Rankar, Mauohar Tola, Korewali 31 18 .. 1 .. 17 10 6 1 .. 
Gali, Shah Chara, Imambara, Mir Baqar. 

,; 3 .' Pata Nala, Daryai Tala, Chamar Tolia, 16 12 1 .2 I 15 II 5 1 I 
Thatheri Tola, Katra Dost Mohammad 
Khan. 

,; 4 .. Bazar Raja with Reeli Tola, Rastogi Tola, 13 11 .2 .. 8 15 .. 3 .. 
Punjabi Tala. 

" 
5 .. Banjari Tola, Bagh Makka, Ghazi Maudi .. 25 18 1 2 .. 15 9 10 4 3 

" 
6 .. Begamganj and So batia Bagh .. ~9 7 10 I I 17 12 10 5 I 

" 
7 .. Bagh Qazi, Katra Abu Turab Khan .. 12 10 4 2 I 14 10 8 5 3 

" nos.8to Itki Mohalla, Bagh Lalji, Nadau MalIal, '50 46 27 6 6 31 35 36 9 3 
I!. Yahiaganj, Raka~anj Qadim. • 

" no. 12 .. Tohri Bazar, Bagh . Anwar Sahib, Ahata 72 5 .. .. .. 38 16 .. .. .. 
Khansama. 

" 
13 .. Astabal Yahiaganj, Chamar ToIia, Yahia- 9 4 ., I .. 46 19 ;10 2 1 

ganj, Lakarmandi, Yahiaganj. 
" nos. 14 & Kundri, Pandeganj, Mazra Kundri, Bir- 117 14 3 2 1 48 41 9 3 2 

15. hana, Khawaspura, Mazra Dogawan. 
n. no. 16 .• Tikaitganj, Nawabganj . . . . 20 15 .. 3 .. 27 17 2 .. .. 

" 
17 .. Victoriaganj with hospital, Katra Mir 30 2 .. .. .. 18 3 .. .. .. 
- Jahangir, Katra Azam Beg, Khairat 

KhanaShahi. . 
" 

18 .. Billuchpura, Qasai Bara, Sarai Agha Mir 35 14 3 .. .. 20 18 2 1 .. 
"nos'. 19 to Aishbagh, Aishbagh Station B. N.-W. Rail- 142 79 20 3 3 101 78 31 5 2 
22,25 & 26. way, Aishbagh Godown, B. N.-W. Rail-

way, Khajwa, Ahata Sheikhan, Chamar 
Tolia, Mazra Dogawan, Purwa Khaw'as 
Khurd, Chamaran Khora, Rauza Bagh, 
<Shamshuddinpur, Chak Muafi Dogawan, 
Naka Hindola, Sital Khera, Qaim Rhera, , 
Ohetta Khera. 

Cird~no. 23 .. MawayaKhas .. .. .. 42 15 8 2 20 18 18 5 3 , 

" 
24 .. Harehandpur, Konara, Bagh Darogha 17 5 .. .. .. 18 24 I .. . . 

Ashiq Ali, Purwa Hasan Khan, Karehta, 

/ 
.Chitj;a Khera, Mazra Karehta Abadi, 

; Talab Pande, Mirza Khera, J?hadewan. 
I , 

.. '" -- ... ~. . -- ... ~ " 
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T.enement Oensus)-(i) Lucknow Municipality-(continued), 

OODsisting of-
Percentage of population comprising . . - I - I 8 or more persons oecu· families who are living in :-

6 persons occupying - 7 persons occupying- pying-
. 

., 

j ~ I' , 3 '"' I' 5 or 50r 
1 2 3 4 4 2 3 4 I 2 3 4 

more room, rooms, more more more 
room, 'ooms, rooms, rooms, roorns, rooms, rooms room" rooms. momo, rooms, room, rooms, roo~s. rooms, 

rooms. rooms rooms, 
---- I------

48 I 49 

-- ----
53 I 54 

--------
39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 50 51 52 55 56 57 58 

---I- --1---

~2 169 4.4 16 12 33 176 70 19 9 62 188 220 124 147 24'7 34'0 19 '0 10 '0 12'3 

I 13 6 5 " I i 7 I 3 I 4 9 10 11 17 17'5 29'9 19'7 15'3 17'6 

4 25 4 .. I . , 26 1 3 .. 1 17 46 7 5 IS'S 36'9 31'9 7'2 5'2 

7 35 13 2 2 4 17 19 5 2 9 37 .29 44 60 16'5 32'1 15'7 14'2 21'5 

I 

16 6 " 2 1 5 20 2 I " 
[8 29 9 5 4 40'0 39'5 10'2 5'7 4'6 

9 16 2 2 .. 3 9 3 1 2 11 9 11 7 6 37'5 32'S 14:9 8'4 6'7 

6 4 .. .. .. 8 14 4 I .. 5 19 4 5 I 40'0 42'0 10;'2 6'2 1'6 

6 13 4 .. " I 8 6 I 1 7 10 14 6 4 34'2 29'4 21;9 8'6 5'9 
i I 

2 29 4 I .. " 4 56 16 I .. 3 31 58 8 7 24'7 41'6 25'8 3'5 4'4 . 
I 17 6 2 4 I 12 10 " .. 2 II 23 18 14 14'7 32'9 23'2 14'4 '14'8 

3 5 3 .. 3 I 1 3 ,2 1 .. 5 8 5 19 13'9 19'5 18'5 JO'~ 37'.} ... 
7 6 2 3 1 5 6 5 1 2 2 11 8 8 10 30'9 28'5 15:2 12'8 '12'6 .. 

, 

210 340 84 43 12 98 213 77 53 29 133 344 306 146 213 36'S 32'1 14'6 7'4 9'1 

6 14 2 " .. 4 4 2 1 1 1 6 5 6 5 37'5 40'2 6'3 8'6 7'4 
, 

17 10 3 I I 7 12 3 3 .. 15 22 12 7 5 41'2 32'8 12'2 8'2 5'6 

" 8 6 7 2 .. 7 4 4 5 I 6 11 8 7 13 36'1 25'5 15'3 10'4 12'7 

2 19 4 3 .. 2 12 3 .. " 7 22 18 12 2 25'2 41'6 18'0 13'3 1'9 

7 11 2 I I 8 8 3 .. 2 10 19 II 5 II 31'4 35'5 13'4 6'6 13'1 

20 15 5 3 .. 8 20 .. 7 4 22 17 19 8 20 37'3 24'3 15'5 9'S 13'1 

10 5 4 I 1 4 3 6 8 3 2 9 12 17 29 23'3 18'5 15'0 16'1 27'1 

13 31 16 14 6 5 26 14 8 10 7 31 35 28 61 22'0 28'6 18'8 11'7 18'9 

10 57 1 1 .. 1 16 .. .. " I 47· 55 11 4 30'2 39'6 22'0 5'7 2'5 

11 4 5 .. " 8 7 I 3 .. .. 12 4 .. 5 48'5 30'9 10'7 4'0 5'9 

16 67 3 4 " 2 38 8 2 " 2 35 45 7 5 35'8 40'7 17'0 4'3 2'2 

9 4 .. .. .. 4 4 2 " 9 3 2 4 1 58'6 30'7 4'6 4'9 1'2 
8 20 .. " .. 2 15 2 " .. 4 37 25 2 6 28'1 40'7 17'8 1'2 12'2 

13 9 2 " .. 7 Jl 1 .. " 10 16 10 4 2 49'5 32'5 [['4 4'[ 2'5 
, 41 48 23 9 1 19 27 23 9 4 32 46 33 20 31 44'S 31'0 12'6 5'0 6.'6 

. 

.-

10 10' 6 4 2 8 2 3 7 4 5 6 6 5 10 42'7 23'3 15'4 9'2 9'4 

9 10 I .. " 2 4 2 .. .. .. 5 6 3 3 44'9 40'3 7'8 3'0 '1.'0 



CHAPTER II.___,POPULATION OF CITIES, TOWNS AND VILLAGES. 

Census divisions. Name of ward)ndmohalla. 
Area in 
square 
yards. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.-Housing statistics 

Population ai final enumeration. 

Total. Hindus. I Muslims. I Others. 

M"'~. F=.,., •. "', •. '!='l~{ !ful~. ''''''''' (Mol ... .:.. 

_-__ 1 __ 1 ______ 2 ______ 11~~~_3-_-_-_~:1--4- 5 I 6 7 1---;- 9 10 I~ 
Charge no. 22. WazirganJ Ward ., 

Circle no. I .. 

" nos. 2,3 
& 12. 

.. no.4 •• 

5 •. 

Khas Bazar including Tahsil, Balrampur 
Hospital. 

Khalaiq Bagh, Pir Jalil including Inayat 
Bagh, Bazar Jhaulal. 

Golaganj ., 

T"kia Aza.m Beg, Pul Kumharan, Barud· 
khana, Khema Douzan. 

6 .. Wazirganj Khas, Ghausganj, Baghia 

" nos. 78f 8 

" no.9 .. 

10 .. 

" 
11 .. 

Ghosi. 
Garai!l Chaudhri, Nalbandi Tola, Bawarchi 

Tola, Feelkhana, Thatheri Tala, Pasi 
Tola, Deorhi Aghamir, Joshi Tala, Bagh 
Sho'jangincluding Oity Railway Station. 
Mashakganj, Murg Khana, Khatki Mo. 
halla, KllBhi Ders N aibasti, Farrash 
Khana. 

Subhannagar, Tazi Khana, Ahats Durga 
Prasad. 

Ohikmandi 

" 
13 •. Ahata Faqir Mohammad Khan, Ahata 

Faqir Mohammad Khan Kham. 
" nos. 14 & Maulviganj ., .. 

15. 
" no. 16 •. 

" 

" 

17 •. 

18 •. 

nos. 19 
&20. 

" no. 21 .. 

" nos. 22 & 
23. 

24 & 
25. 

26 & 
27. " 

" no.28 .. 

Amaniganj, Rakabganj Lashkari Chauk 
Bazar, Oharasmandi, Bhusa Mandi. 

Jangliganj, Fatehganj .. 

Ahats Shekhan, Tehri Bazar, Chamaran 
Tolm. 

Ghaushnagar including Birhana, Rath· 
khana near Dogawan, G;yynne Tola, 
Gadhai Tola. 

Ma.zra Dogawan and Mauza Dogawan .. 

Khagaliganj and Bashiratg'!lI}j, 

Nazirabad, Aminabad 

Durbijail(anj, Ganeshganj 

Astabal Oharr agh 

Charge no. 20 . . Ganeshganj Ward 

Circles nos. 1 & GhllBiarimandiandBaghMullnu 
2. 

" 
3 to 5 Zambur Khana, T..tlab Gangni ShukuJ 

and Chirandha Purwa. 
6 to 8 Ganeshganj, Tilpuraand Top Khana •. 

" 9 & 
10. 

II & 
12. 

" no. 13 .. 

" nos. 14 to 
16. 

17 to 
22. 

23& 
24. 

25 to 
27. 

" no.28 .. 
" 

Aminabad and Nazirabad 

Nayagaon 

Kasai Bara, Amaniganj, Bhusa Mandi .. 

Beroni Kbandak .. 

Beld.ari Lane and Maqbulganj 

Kandhari Bazar •. 

KaisBr Bagh, Rakabganj, Jadid China 
Bazar. 

Sa.fdarBagh 

" nos. 29 & Miscellaneous (i.e., Hotels, saraw and roads) 
30. 

7,042,519 24,979 18,700 )2,243 8,818 12,294 9,578 442 304 

552,970 

888,333 

1,894,473 

78,795 

131,551 

136,052 

122,868 

48,594 

30,928 

156,913 

83,926 

58,709 

33,348 

282,027 

50,142 

2,028,105 

98,058 

148,201 

121,581 

96,945 

360 

2,665 

1,037 

804 

1,016 

2,632 

1,265 

1,204 

764 

837 

1,795 

1,205 

79,8 

1,079 

1,657 

558 

2,174 

1,109 

1.015 

1,005 

177 

1,919 

845 

640 

716 

1,960 

1,054 

945 

606 

562 

1.465 

893 

628 

831 

1,437 

453 

1,502 

535 

753 

779 

230 

1,431 

241 

492 

212 

971 

724 

710 

123 

202 

681 

755 

468 

699 

830 

546 

1,091 

578 

845 

414 

107 

1,009 

156 

376 

150 

601 

574 

556 

93 

152 

556 

544 

350 

518 

682 

444 

728 

271 

629 

m 

109 

1,096 

U8 

307 

803 

1,620 

535 

479 

641 

546 

1,099 

450 

m 
375 

~27 

9 

1.049 

m 
162 

565 

46 

836 

674 

257 

565 

1,290 

476 

378 

513 

402 

880 

349 

278 

305 

755 

7 

754 

254 

122 

437 

21 

138 

18 

5 

1 

41 

6 

15 

89 

15 

3 

5 

3 

34 

14 

8 

26 

24 

74 

15 

7 

1 

69 

11 

8 

29 

2 

20 

10 

2 

20 I 
2,492,852 24,106 17,984 13,652 9,799 9,089 6,895 1,365 1,290 

212,186 1,851 1,462 972 686 731 496 148 280'1 

386,910 3,282 2,697 1.265 1,054 1,884 1.531 133 112 

121,581 2,514 1,781 1,469 1.064 786 559 259 158 

148,501 

184,646 

58,709 

88,669 

211,266 

694,927 

291,416 

94,041 

1,954 

571 

1.168 

3,034 

5,262 

1,445 

1,605 

409 

1,011 

1,461 

324 

846 

2,272 

3,995 

I,m 

1,097 

290 

582 

1,638 

318 

451 

1,456 

3,640 

756 

751 

196 

740 

1.222 

171 

294 

1.004 

2,741 

557 

473 

118 

415 

219 

233 

709 

1.551 

1.458 

551 

633 

118 

216 

174 

132 

547 

97 

20 

8 

1,246 27 

1,127 164 

474 138 

450 ~221 

64 95 

65 

21 

5 

22 

127 

146 

174 

108 

95 55 72 

I 



~UBS~:t>IARY TABLES. 

l)enement Oensus)-(i) Lucknow municipality-(continued) . 

00 'H , .... <Ii .... >. I!'" ,,;, 
~, " " o ~ o 0) 0:;:: Number of families consisting 01-
~ III 

,~ i!) :l 
~~ ... 8 ''''Ii ",rn ...... 

S~ ::l ;l 0) ~ 

~ 
,,'" .0"" " ~ t) 0 ,o11l S$ .):l ... , "''S """,,, S ~ ~ , 

l --0 
o~ Normal ~ '" ~ affi ;:I " 1 or 2 per8on~ occupying- 3 persolls or{)upying-

00 'O~ population, .:: m 0 
~P< 

... ~ "'~ ~ '" '~ ~~ -; 0_ If] '" >l 0),," bOO 

5 m 1 "" ... St s~e 01 '" 1 2 3 4 2 3 4 
, ::~ §~ '" S 

...... more 1 
;:I w. ~ 8.E 0 0 ~~ room, rooms. rooms, room', rooms room, rooms, rooms, rooms, 

Z Z Z ZO <1 
~ -- - -----r-------------

12 13 U4 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

if--- ------------ ---- -- - --
! - 30 748 7,533 • 41,O()O 7,945 5'1 1,349 191 35 16 5 627 378 38 5'4 11 

5 492 23 495 21'5 135 3'7 67 5 .. .. .. 9 I " 

25 720 726 4,882 6'7 802 6'1 139 8 1 2 .. 82 12 12 " 

5 815 349 2,008 S'7 349 S'7 67 4 3 " .. 34 11 6 " 

90 796 335 1,312 3'9 338 3'8 96 8 .. .. .. 54 35 " 2 

64 705 232 1,461 6'3 2B4 6'2 :34 5 1 .. .. 17 16 . , .. 
164 744 720 3,456 4,8 761 4'5 222 28 3 1 .. 60 ' 41 8 I 

, 
, 

93 833 440 2,475 5'6 450 5-5 p7 4 2 .. .. 55 11 2 1 

. 
215 785 302 1,164 3'9 308 3'8 96 21· .. ., .. 37 29 2 .. 
Q28 793 263 1,343 5"1 268 5'0 1!8 9 7 ]. .. 10 24 ' 2 .. 

44 671 289 1,309 4'5 289 4'5 90 12 2 1 .. 27 14 2 " 

192 816 506 2,699 5"3 506 5"3 38 12 3 I, .. 46 37 6 .. 
175 741 407 2,019 5'0 422 4"8 63 15 8 2 2 42 38 3 .. 
204 787 336 2,341 7'0 374 6'3 1 .. .. .. .. 32 13 .. .. 
33 770 253 1,032 4'1 294 4'1 71 4 I .. .. 46 7 .. 1 

rf) 867 568 3,517 6'2 6113 5'5 118 7· 1 .. .. 94 3 .. .. 

2 812 252 1.,004 4'0 2156 3"9 78 9 . , , . .. 32 '17 l' 2 

184 691 558 3,042 5'4 564 5'3 33 II, .. 1 .. 74 17 2 .. 
'53 482 328 ]'600 5'0 346 4,6 77 13 3 1 2 42 32 .. 2 

11 742 411 2,397 5'8 411 5'8 23 16 .. 6 1 19 17 I 2 

54 1>75 235 1,444 6'1 235 6'1 I .. .. .. .. 15 2 .. .. 

82 746 7,591 37,671 4'8 8,1~3 4'6 1,7'41 504 125 SO 74 584 482 '76 39 

'.75 
\ 

790 431 2,443 5'7 479 5'3 102 21 5 " 1 34 27 4 2 . 
75 821 1,157 5,804 5'0 1,193 4"S 248 42, 9 6 3 102 46' 'J 8~ 

In 708 859 4,183 4'9 901 4'6 161 54 17 8 ,7 53 61 '8 6 

110 748 769 3,416 4'4 786" 4'3' 2'27 42, 10, 5 .. 55 39' 9 6 

24 568 -174 834 4'8 184 4"5 51 6 1 3 1 II 8· .. 1 

168 l24 241 ]'198 5'0 248 4'8 -25 15 4 .. .. 14 39 .. .. 
295 749 1,054 4,994 4"7 l,em 4'6 230 59. 14 3 1 104 59 . 6 2 

210 759 1,622 7,803 4'8 1,1011 4'5 270 171 30 20 4 W6 155 27 6 

18 815 501 2,893 5'S 590 4.9 127 29 3 2· 1 47 23 11' 2 

45 683 389 2,184 5'6 553 3'9 158 51 31 31 52 oQ5 '13 .. 3 

37 709 113 593 5'2 126 4'7 30' 7 .. .. 1 S' ,10 2t 3 
, 

\, 576 281 1,326 6'1 315 4'2 1112 7. 1 2 3 25, 2, 2 .. 
, 

165 

5 or 
more 
rooms, 

--
28 -

11 

.. 
I 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

., 

. 
.. 
" 

.. 
4 

.2 

.. 
.. 
.. 

.. 

.. 
3 

1 

.. 

21 

.. 
1 

3 

1 

.. 

.. 
4 

4 

.. 
4 

I 

3 



~U;BSIDlABY TABLES, 

(Tenement B,6,'Jl8U8 )-( i) ./Atcknow m.'?micipality-( continued), 

consisting of-

- _, ,. 
Percentage of population comprising 

families who are living in-
6 persons occupying·- 7 persons occupying- 8 or moro persons occupying-

, . 
1 2 3 4 5 or I 2 3 4 5 or I 2 3 4 5 or 1 2 3 4 5 or 

more more more mare 
r~om rooms . rooms , roorts room, rooms , rooms, rooms, room, rooms, rooms, rooms. room, rooms, rooms rooms roomS, rooms rooms. rooms 

- --1----:- , . - , -- ---- -------- -------- -- --
39 40 41 42 43 ~4 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 

- -- ---- L--:-: ' . -- . --1---:- -- -- ---- -- ---- ._- ----
201 409 96 ;20 i3 165 411 211 34 24 136 379 382 246 305 31 'I 33'9 15'6 7'5 11'9 

3 " .. .. I 2 1 2 .. I 4 4 2 3 6 47'9 14'1 9'3 7'9 20'S 

15 45 2 I 1 23 56 4 3 2 15 55 81 27 53 27'8 29'0 16'7 7'1 19'4 

6 15 8 2 .. I II II .. I 12 8 23 15 31 21'9 25'0 20'2 10'4 22'S 
I 

6 12 I .. " 5 7 3 4 I 3 4 I 1 10 42'0 36'3 5'6 4'0 12'1 

9 Ii .. 2 .. 9 15 I 2 1 7 23 7 9' 13 27'7 34'8 7'0 8'0 22'S 

32 26 8 2 5 18 13 9 6 3 21 32 10 19 30 39'S 30'0 8'0 7'2 15'3 

23 21 4 :3 I II 30 4 1 I 9 32 26 8 II 39'5 32'3 14'6 4'9 8'7 

5 2 .. " .. 12 6 2 I .. 12 14 1 .. 3 55'6 37'2 4'0 0'6 2'6 

8 16 8 I 2 5 9 3 " I 3 14 11 6 13 22'1 40'0 15'6 7'2 15'1 

5 6 9 " .. 2 3 8 2 .. 6 5 12 10 13 30'7 25'4 19'0 9'7 15'2 

6 23 10 4 I 10 036 21 3 3 8 27 34 10 16 24'2 38'9 22'7 6'0 8'2 

.25 13 6 .. .. 15 22 5 4 I· II 31 13 5 :3 40'4 38'3 1·3'8 4'7 2'8 

3 43 18 .. .. 3 21 34 " " .. 5 31 29 21 12'7 36'0 27'6 12'2 11'5 

12 2 .. .. " 17: I .. " I 12 4 " I 3 82'2 10'2 1'5 2'0 4'1 

14 51 9 I " 4' 1 56 33 2 .. I 25 41 24 25 28'7 36'7 19'1 7'1 8'4 

6 5 .. .. 2 5 6 I .. 2 :3 5 6 5 5 49'3 27'6 8'1 5'5 9'5 

I. 50 5 1 " 3 45 31 2 1 2 I'D 13 37 25 24'6 39'8 12'7 12'0 10'9 

" 8 .. 2 " I 9 12 2 5 4 21 17 II 14 22'1 36'0 16'1 10'2 15'6 

19 39 4 I " 18 44 2 I " 3 53 26 15 5 27'8 49'3 11'6 8'4 2'9 

3, 26 4 .. " 1 20 25 I " " 7 27 11 5 14'0 41'4 ~2'5 8'1 4'0 

154, 231 124 61 tlO 69 194 163 70 48 106 218 269 274 362 26'3 29'7 ,16'8 12'0 IS'2 
, 
i 

5' 10 12 I I 6 12 14 3 ~ 8 21 15 17 26 25'5 '26'0 18'6 10'6 19'5 

59: 44 12 8 9' 24 31 10 3 ~ 34 ,9 33 28 54 -37'1 29'3 11'2 8'5 13'9 
< 

14 27' 17 9 7 7 16 13 . 6 Ij1 21 29 18 24 38 26'2 :32'2 14'8 9'9 16'9 

20 14 18 12 6 2 14 17 15 :g -4 14 28 23 39 25'1 21'6 20'9 15'0 17'4 

I 5 3 4 .. 2 2 II 4 ,2 2 5 4 8 10 23'4 25'1 20'7 15'9 14'9 

4 8 7 I " 2 2 2 4 " 4 17 6 7 7 19'0 47'2 18'0 9'7 6'1 
, 

28 33 9 6 2 Iv 40 15 11 1 11 56 38 30 27 33'4 33'4 14'0 10'8 8'4 

15 56 23 11 5 ti 55 63 6 '3 10 ,52 74 78 38 16'2 40'0 21'7 13'8 8'3 

4 18 17 4 2 ~ 13 14 13 II 5 113 29 35 40 19'6 23'5 22'6 16'6 17'7 

7 7 2 3 4 :3 2 I .. .. 2 10 
I 

15 13 47 22'4 14'5 11'5 12'0 39'6 

.. 2 I 2 .. .. 5 2 3 1 I .. ·5 6 10 19'2 22'2 17'4 20'1 21'1 

17 7 3 " 4 2 2 1 2 2 4 2 4 5 26 47'1 13'0 5'7 5'2 29'0 

-.,:"- ....... ~, , ~ ;:_ 



168 CHAPTER ll- POPULATION OF CiTIES, TOWNS AND VILLAGES. 

Oensus 
divmions. Name of ward and mohalla. 

2 

Charge no. 21. . Hazratganj Ward 

Circle nos. 1 to 
4. 

" no.5 •. 

Husainganj 

Ahata Zahid Khan. Ahata Turab Khan, 
Asad Khan and Qadir Baksh. 

" nos. 6 to 9 Chitwapur 

" 10 to 
14 and 23 to 
27-

Chaupar Astabal, Hazratganj, Maqbara 
Amjad Ali Sah, Moti Mahal, Shah Najaf, 
Danka Khana, Abadi Kabristan Mu 
salman, Purwa Chheda. Bandaria Bagh, 
Dilkusha, Sikandar Bagh, Narhi Madar
pur. 

Circle no. 15 .. Sultanganj Ahata Baba 

,. 
16 ., Baraf Khana, Husainganj 

17 •. Purwa Martinere 

18 •• Ahata Rasul Khan 

.. nos-19 to 
21. 

" no. 22 .. 

Qandhari Bazar and Jia Mau 

Naka Hindo!a, Kanyakubja College, 
Munawar Bagh, Police Post. 

" nos. 28 to Narhi Mohalla, Charbagh Railway 
32. Station, with colonies. 

Charge no. 23 .. Hassanganj Ward 

Area in 
square 
yards. 

.3 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.-Housing Statistics 

Popuhti0n at final enumeration. 

~~Th;:m""I ... ~~~1 M':"~~"'"I~.:·-~ . rna es. 

,-4--5-,-6---7 -~ 9 ;~- -}-}-

------------ _-
8,274,009 20,373 14,135 13,449 9,216 5,426 3,923 1,498 996 

238,322 

243,694 

3,529 

1,120 

2,777 

774 

2,122 

815 

1,578 

565 

1,372 

Z86 

]'173 

198 

35 

19 

26 

11 

246,888 3,279 2,373 2,454 1,776 

1,239 

768 

1,090 

563 

576 

57 .34 

2,564,116 

1,339,809 

381,537 

1,503,836 

]42,006 

695,605 

741,488 

4,197 

371 

914 

764 

432 

2,152 

842 

2,341 

192 

799 

433 

298 

1,642 

309 

2,424 

259 

580 

414 

248 

1,484 

697 

122 

524 

321_ 

172 

1,144 

237 

176,708 2,773 2,197 1,952 l,538 

105 

280 

129 

90 

563 

54 

689 

66 

227 

88 

42 

431 

21 

683 

7 

54 

221 

94 

105 

91 

526 

4 

48 

24 

84 

67 

51 

538 132 121 

11,860,420 13,084 8,657 9,288 5,891 3,580 2,509 216 257 

Circle nos. I & Lakarmandi (Iradatnagar), Bagh Shahji, 1,685,482 1.032 833 595 474 435 357 2 

" 

" 

" 

" 
" 

" 

2. Kaharan Tola, Masalchi Tola, Go
shainganj, Morai Tola, Purwa Baba 
Ajodhia Das, Purani BazB,r, Garhai 
Shukul, Saa Jatganj Khurd, Madhoganj, 
Kashmiri Mohalla. Ahata Mir Jan 
Jhabjhali, Mandi Kumharan, Bansmandi. 

3 & 4 Banthan Tala with Quamganj Qadam 
Rasul, Karbala Nasiruddin Haidar, 
Tehri Bazar,Daliganj, Lohariganj, IrIJ,-
datnagar. 

5. 6 & Babuganj KhUl'd, Mohainganj, Mendn-
7. ganj, Nazarganj,Raniganj, Dakhniganj, 

Qutubpur, Bazar Hassanganj_ 

0_ 8 _ . Barol:a alias Mukarimnagar, TikriBarolia, 
Purwa Kaharia, Tilpurwa, Joshi Tala. 

9 " Sarai Hassanganj Par. Purwa Mundia, 
Palaraganj, Miscellaneous population. 

lD •• Chandganj Khurd, Babuganj Kalan, 
Purwa Raja Abadi. 

11 " Badshah Bagh 

12 •• Hyderabad Bruceganj 

13 . _ Purwa Chakkas uri Purwalmam Baksh, 
Purwa Baba Hari Das. Government 
NormU.suhool, Paper Mills. 

" nos.14& Nisaatganj,ChamarToliaNisaatganj,Bad-
15. shahnagar, Ram Lal Ganj. 

4,202,475 1,419 1.150 691 517 727 633 

1,]06,279 2,210 1,556 1,535 1,041 612 474 63 41 

321.763 1,007 835 880 722 127 113 

4,544,421 7,416 4,283 5,587 3,137 ·1,679 932 150 21 
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(T6nement Oensus)-(i) Lucknow municipality-(continued), 

NOltTal 

po:pu~tion, 

1 
rOOlD, 

~Umb(lf cf {'milies consisting of-

1 or 2 peri!On~ occu:pying-· 3 persons of(upying-

2 
rooms. 

3 ~ 5 or 1 2 3 4 5 or 
r<;.oms. room more toom -room~, rooms. :'ooms. more 

. roaCll";, rooms. 

-12---13- -I-4-1'--15-'l---16-1--17-1-I-8-~I'-1-9 - --;--2-1 - -;--;I~; -; -;--; :-
-------1----1------------------- -- - - -

20 

[29 

33 

III 

12 

2 

22 

4 

25 

26 

8 

143 

9 

17 

28 

12 

694 5,184 

787 

691 

723 

557 

517 

874 

567 

6~0 

763 

357 

915 

292 

1,224 

645 

43 

235 

179 

116 

631 

224 

792 680 

662 4,793 

807 426 

810 514 

704 845 

829 461 

578 2,547 

27,883 

5,908 

1,848 

4,597 

5,n7 

508 

1,279 

934 

626 

2,706 

929 

3,521 

19.652 

1,744 

2,429 

3,670 

1,838 

9,971 

5'4 6,457 

6'5 1,024 

6'3 

11'8 

5'4 

5'2 

292 

1,232 

1,405 

143 

277 

247 

117 

713 

248 

5 '2 759 

4'1 5,282 

4'1 537 

578 

929 

490 

3'9 2,148 

4'3 ],737 

55 

5 

364 

549 

78 

64 

83 

6 

274 

78 

4,6 181 

3 '7 1,578 

245 

141 

203 

141 

848 

191 

12 

45 

59 

6 

II 

12 

8 

16 

22 

306 

47 

83 

17 

152 

55 41 28 674 248 23 26 34 

2 

11 

18 

4 

3 

5 

6 

3 

4 

8 

14 

4 

4 

3 

3 76 2~ 

5 

13 

31 

172 

155 

18 

25 

17 

4 

69 

23 

5 

69 

61 

16 

4 

6 

20 

8 

4 

5 

5 

3 

2 

2 

14 

2 

3 

2 

6 

14 

1 

I 

.3 

3 4 6 84 30 I 4 7 

75 28 31 535 247 74 35 21 

69 9 

8 2 34 29 -4 

15 6 10 79 59 18 6 

2 7; 19 

50 19 15 278 131 47 26 10 



OHAPTER II-POPuLATib't( 6:ffoffilli§, TOWNS AND VILLAGES. 

Census 
divisions. Name of ward and mohalla. 

NUmber of'famllies 

5 persons occupying-4 persons occupying- , 
____ ~~~ __ ~ __ ~~~ __ i 

rooms. rooms. rooms. romns. morc room, ['ooms. room~. reoms. more 
rooms. . 'ooms. 

I 2 3 4 5 cr ~ 2 3 4 5 or 

---------I--------=--~·~·-~··~·~·--~~~· ~ --~:-' 

___ I ........ _I.;.._ ___ .:..=-_2_;;;;;=;;;;;::; ___ t~ 29' ___ ~~~~~_34_ 35 36 37 I~ 
Charge 110. 21.. Hazratganj Ward .. 

Circle nos. I to Husainganj 
4. 

" no. 5'.. . Ahata Zahid Khan, Ahata Turab . , 
Khan, Asad Khan and Qadir Baksh: 

" nos. 6 to 
9 

" 10 to 
14 and 23 to 
27. 

Ohitwapur 

Ohaupar Astabal, Haz~atganj: Maqbara 
AmjadAIi Sah, Moti Mahal, Shah Najaf. 
Danka Khana, Abadi Kabristan lIfu. 
salman; Purwa ehheda, Bandaria Bagh, 
Dilkusha. Sikandar Bagh, Narhi Madar. 
pur. 

Ciroleno. 15.. 'Sultanganj AhataBaba 

16.. BarafKhana, Husainganj 

17 .• Purwa Martinere 

18 •• Aliata Rileul Khan. 

"nos. 19 'to Qandhari Bazar and Jia Mau 
21. 

" no. 22 •. Naka Hindola, Kanyakubja Oollege, 
Munawar Bagh, Police Post. 

" nos. 28lto Narhi Mohalla, Charbagb Railway Station 32: with oolonies. 

ChargJ no. 23.. HJs.anganj Ward .. 

Circle nds. I 
and 2. 

L~karm!indi (Iradaha.-ar). Bagh Sahjl, 
Kaharan Tala, Masalchl Tola, Go
~haiqgmj, Morai Tola. Purwa Baba 
Ajodhia Das, Purani Bazar, Garhai 
Shukul, Saada ganj Khurd, Madhoganj 
Kashmiri Mohalla, Ahata Mix if an Jhab.' 
jhali, Mandi Kumharan, Bauamandi. 

" nos. 3 and Banthan Tola yvith Quamganj Qadam 
4. Rasul, Karbala Nasiruddin Haid~ 

~eri Bazar, Daliganj, L ,hariganj, Ira~ 
datnagar. 

" 5, 6 and Babnganj Khurd, Mohsinganjl Mendnl 
7. ganj, Nazarganj, Raniganj, Daklmi. 

ganj, Qutubpur, Bazar Hassanganj. 

,; rio.8 .. 

9 .. 

10 .'. 

Barolia alias Mukarimnagar, Tikri 
Barolia, Purwa Kabaria, Tilpurwa 
J osh~ Tala. ' 

Sarai Hassllnganj Par, Purwll Mundi&, Pa· 
lliraganj, Misoellaneous population. 

Chltndganj Khurd, Babugllrlj Kalan, 
PUl'wa Raja Abadi. 

11 . . Badshah Bagh 

12 . . Hyde~abad Bruceganj 

" 13.. Pnrwa Cliakkas urf Pmjwa Imam Baksh,t, 
J?urwa Baba Hari :¥las, Governmen 
Normal School, Papel' Mills .. 

" nos. 14 and Ni~II!1tganj, Chamar ~{)lia 1'lisaatganj, 
Iii. Dadshahnagar,/Ram Lal Garlj .: 

561 

160 

59 

66 

60 

3 

24 ) 

19 

2 

68 

il 

79 

433 

63 

26 

78 . 

62 

204 

212" 

12 

3 

19 

8 

7 

12 

7 

24 

226 

17 

28 

37 

27 

117 

43 

3 ' 

I 

6 

15 

4 

3 

2 • 

8 .. 

17 

10 

7 

15' 

3 ; .. 

2 

4 

2 

1 

3 

2'5 

4 

8 

17 '385 205 

< 137 

15 

2'. 58 

6 45 

3 

7 

10 

14 

I 

I 64 

2. 10 

2 24 

24 

8 

65 

34 

12' 

~ 

6 

13 

15 

23 

77' 36" 16 

I ' .. 

15 

28 

5 

5 

4 

2 

3 : 

9 

4' ... 

6 

3 

I I 3 

3: I 

2 

4f ~ '. .. 

l~ 21~ 158'; 9~ 30 31 

29 15 2 

4 25 19 1i4 j 2 

44 31 7 10 

27 19 5 • 2 

I 
60 12 12 89 74, 5V' 18 16 
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(Tenement Cens~1.....,..(i) LucknQw m~ni()ipality-(concluded). 

o)nsisting of-

6 persons occupying- 7 persons occupying- 8 or more persons occupying--

Percentage of population com. 
prising families who are 

living in-

J • 2 3 4 ~o~~ 1 2, 3 4 ~~:e 1 2 3 4 ~~:e 11 2 3 4 !o~: 
room, r00ms. rooms. moms fr){)ms. room. ooms. rooms. rooms. ooms room. ooms. ·ooms. rooms. rooms. room. rooms. ·ooms. ·ooms. 'ooms, 

--' --- ----- -- ---- ----
39 I 40 41 42 43 I 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 

--, -1- ------ ---- ---- -

190 171 54 20 IS 93 248 71 

52! 48 

10 1 12 

4 

2 

}2 I 26 17 

17 : 23 14 

9 !.. .. 
2 9! 5 

6 3' 6 
l 

4 j .. 
• 

44 19 l 1 

6 9 
~ 

12118 ' 4 

I : 
I ! 

99 ! lIS I 72 
, , 
! 

17 ~ 2 

I , 
4 18: 14 ! 

i 
19 I 19! 12 

I 
I 

10 I 12 8 
I 

· , , 
I 

· 

I. 

5 

2 

2 

2 

1 

I 

2 

4 

55 

10 

11 

3 

2 20 

2 

87 

28 

2 17 24 

3 10 19 

2 

4 

2 

2 

14 

7 

2 - 19 

33 52 

5 

2 7 

10 10 

2 

I 

8 

2 

5 

22 

9 

43 

71 

6 

9 

18 

6 

12 

1 

11 

9 

14 

4 

4 

3 

3 

10 

58 

:3 

13 

4 

49 58 36 30 20 28 32 31 

46 24 56 321 241 132 151 39'S 30'2 13'6 8'0 8'7 

6 

4 

13 

4 

4 

6 

2 

2 

5 

41 

10 

II 

3 

5 

1 

139 

55 

4 14 29 

86 

36 

12 

7 

16 15 

15 36'2 

8 26'8 43'5 19'2 4'5 6'0 

18 44-7 33'2 9'6 6'0 6'5 

7 7 19 32 39 45 38'8 20'4 13'8 13"0 14'0 

3 

3 

2 

3 

29 

2 

5 

3 

1 

4 

2 

7 

12 

63 

4 

16 

1 

11 
2 

8 

25 

4 

28.. 

99 

9 

14 

9 

9 

2 

7 

14 

3 

36 

90 

7 

18 

13 

7 

12 

2 

11 

10 

24 

57 

6 

11 

12 

6 

13 59'4 

7 26'4 

9 42'2 

5'S 

9 58'3 

2 49'2 

24 36'1 

96 42'0 

7 65'1 

23 26'1 

26 38'2 

6 53'1 

3'2 2'4 35'0 

30'6 20'4 13' I 9'5 

14'7 14'9 S'2 20'0 

35'6 22'S 32'3 

25'0 6'9 4'7 S'l 

33'3 S'3 6'2 3'0 

28'0 14'6 10'0 11'3 

25'5 14'7 S'l 9'7 

18'1 6'0 5'1 

25'9 21'4 11'1 15'5 

26'5 12'3. 9'7 13'3 

26'1 10'9 5'9 4'0 

I 

I I 

17 20 29 62 45 22 34 41'1 



172 CHAfTER II-POPULATION OF CITIES, TOWNS AND VILLAGES. 

Census divisi ODS. Name of ward and chak. 
Area in 
square 
yards. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.-Housing Statistic8 

Population at final enumera~ion. 

Tot~l. Hindus. I Muslims. I Others. 

2 

Males. Female, Males. Females.1 Males. Fernale" Males. Fie. naes. 

1--
3
--:,'--4 - --5-1--6 - --7 -1--8 ---9 - -;- -!l-

------1-------------1 ------------·----1-
Oharge no. 4. . . Oivil Lines Ward " .. 12.737.696 21,227 13,709 16.953 10,806 3.357 2,041 917 862 

Ciroleno. I .. 
Circle nos. 2 and 3 
Circle no. 4 •• 

" 5 .. 
" 6 .. 
" 7 .. 

Circle nos. 8 and 9 
" 10 to 12 

" 13 to 15 

" 16 and 17 
Circle no. 18 .. 
Circle nos. 19 to 23 

" 24 and 25 
" 26and2. 
" 28 to 34 
" 35 and 3c 

Chak no. I. Na,wabganj.. .. 
" 2, Do. ., " 
" 3, Do. .. •. 
" 4, Old Cawnpore .. . . 
.. 5. Do. .. " 
" 6, Old Cawnpore (Bhairon Ghat). 
" 7. Civil Lines (Gotaiya) .. 
" 8, Civil Lines (Allenganj and 

Banajhabar). 
9. Oivil Lines (Maerobatganj) .. 

111.857 
120.462 
962.071 
992,080 
120,462 
358.133 

3.177.373 
762,542 

269,173 

10, Khalasi Lines and Civil Lines 504,408 

" 
" 

11, Gwaltoli .. 749,635 
12, Gwaltoli and Civil Lines .. 469,991 
13. Parmat .. " 513.Q13 
14, Civil Lines .. " 1,154,044 
15, Do. . . . . 1,328,808 
16, Do. .. " 1.143.644 

693 
1,044 

475 
481 
316 
243 

1.796 
1.822 

2.039 

1.572 
1,538 
3.318 
1,479 

841 
2,873 

697 

. 562 
824 
227 
393 
286 
141 

1,381 
1,516 

1,288 

542 
958 
433 
410 
303 
210 

1,533 
1.634 

1,788 

1.062 1.279 
995 954 

1,888 2.458 
913 1.276 
639 587 

1,133 2,036 
461 552 

446 
764 
216 
336 
272 
116 

1.189 
1,370 

1,092 

842 
563 

1.372 
835 
287 
758 
348 

147 
84 
28 
64 
13 
21 

233 
104 

119 

246 
507 
777 
131 
169 
626 
88 

114 
60 
7 

54 
14 
18 

170 
72 

84 

4 
2 

14 
7 

12 
30 
84 

132 

4 
3 

7 
22 
74 

112 

177 47 43 
392 77 40 
458 83 58 

67 72 II 
69 85 283 

226 21 I 149 
59 57 54 

Charge no. 5 • . Patkapore Ward .. 711,515 13,267 10.003 9.802 7,380 3,379 2,551 86 72 

C:role no. I . . Chak no. 17. Kursawan .. 
,,2 .. " 18. Do. 
,,3 . . " 19. Patkapore •. 
,,4 .. " 20. Do. 
,,5 . . .. 21, Etawah Bazar .. 
,. 6 . . " 22, Filkhana .. 
.. 7 . . " 23. Patkapore , • 

Circle nos. 8 and 9 " 24, Do. 
Circle no. 10.. " 25. Shutar Khana .. 

" II.. " 26, Patkapore .. 
" 12 • • " 27. Roti Godown " 
" 13 •• " 28. Filkhana Bazar 
.. 14 .. " 29. Beldari Mahal .. 
.. 15 . . .. 30. Maheshwari Mahal 
" 16 . • .. 31. Lathi Malia! " 
.. 17 • • " 32, Sabzimandi .. 

Mulganj Ward 

Circle no. 18 
" 19 

, • Chak no. 33, Thatrai • • ,. 
• • " 34. Dafali Mahar, Rlkabganj .. 

" 20 .. 
,,21 .. 
" 22 .. 
" 23 .. 
" 24 .. 

Circle nos. 25 and 26 
Circle no. 27 .. 

,,28 .. 
" 29 .. 

Circlo nos. 30 and 31 
Circle no. 32 .. 

" 

" 

(Hata Sawai Singh) •. 
35. Bengali Maha! • • • . 
36. Khas Bazar . • . . 
37. Khursawan (Civil Lines) .. 
38. Khas Bazar . . • . 
39, Maida Bazar . . . . 
40. Naya Chauk .• 
41. Chauhe Gala " .. 
42, Misri Bazar , . 
43. Dhobi Mahal .. . . 
44, Butcher Khana Khurd .. 
45, Butcher Khana Khurd 

(Chhappar Mahal). 

118,096 
53,240 
60.500 
48.279 
15.730 
30,250 
35,730 
66.550 
37,389 
58.685 
35.090 
43.560 
25.047 
26,620 
20.449 
36.300 

516 
1,394 
1.611 
1.354 

373 
509 
399 

1.472 
414 
941 
752 
945 
483 
822 
548 
734 

283 
1.083 
1,160 
1,032 

295 
465 
312 

1,226 
305 
708 
557 
691 
427 
650 
443 
366 

237 
1.113 

897 
350 
319 
445 
347 

1,332 
289 
804 
506 
743 
430 
808 
529 
653 

128 
859 
620 
221 
243 
401 
272 

1,102 
200 
614 
374 
556 
398 
640 
417 
335 

265 
249 
706 

1.004 
53 
64 
52 

134 
124 
130 
245 
202 
53 
2 

19 
77 

142 \ 14 
200 32 

I 529 8 
l 811 

52 
64 
40 

115 
103 
91 

182 
135 
29 
4 

26 
28 

.. 

6 
1 
7 
I 

12 

4 

13 
24 
II 

9 
2 
3 
I 

639,727 12,455 9,186 7,965 5,955 4,348 3,1I3 142 118 

42,350 

20,570 
31.460 
59.290 

139.150 
45,617 
35,090 
85.305 
26,620 
32.065 
30,250 
67,760 
24.200 

1,062 

575 
1,134 

796 
598 

['005 
. 569 
1,816 

691 
806 
871 

1,937 
595 

835 

421 
989 
524 
339 
722 
372 

1.362 
524 
606 
647 

1.409 
436 

993 

552 
1.013 

695 
409 
953 
199 
968 
383 
281 
793 
289 
437 

793 

401 
900 
468 
212 
676 
128 
776 
306 
184 
609 
192 
310 

62 

22 
113 
63 

163 
51 

365 
821 
302 
522 
60 

1,648 
156 

38 

20 
84 
25 
95 
45 

237 
572 
213 
418 
30 

1.217 
119 

7 

1 
8 

38 
26 
I 
5 

27 
6 
3 

18 

2 

4 

5 
31 
32 
I 
7 

14 
5 
4 
8 
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Tenement Census-(ii) Cawnpore municipality. 

'" '"d' "" , "'w ...,i>, 
~, u '" o § 0.2 0:;:; Number of families oonsisting of-
al "' 

,~ " 
~] ... S o.~ ... J:j 

~ S~ ::l ;l 
" " " d 

" al 
<) 0 P , Poll .0"" 

oj .... S 0"" 8'" '" IL S '" 0 .... Narmal 0) '" ~ '" 1 or 2 p8r~ons OC()Upyillg- 3 persollg occupying-!l ..... 0 'He ::1 0. >i .. oj ~o. 00 lopulatiun, 1':1 '}J 0 ~ d p. 0 o :l ~ d II ... . ...... ' ~,C 
-,,11 

--

~ "," '" " ~ §~ci t<o ~ 5 or 5 or ~ii 
,,:,::1 S ~ 01 ... 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 S~ ... " :l ;.. " ~ OJ 

~ po. ;l '" ~ 0. .... 00 ~"" 'oom', 
mo~e 

'ooms, more 
Z" 

room, rooms, rooms. room, 'ooms, rOOID', 
A Z Z Z ~ 'ooms, 'ooms. ---- ----------- -- -------- -- --
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 I 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

------ --------------------- --- --
13 646 2,645 34,755 13'6 11.004 3'2 5,266 181 38 22 12 1,492 401 24 6 8 

55 811 198 1.215 6'1 310 3'9 95 16 3 " 3 22 16 4 1 .. 
74 789 347 1.875 5'4 491 3'8 148 28 11 8 1 49 17 6 2 I 
4 478 68 692 10'2 126 5'S 42 ,. 1 I I 8 8 " I .. 
4 817 162 874 ,'4 247 3'S 92 4 .. .. .. 24 12 .. .. .. 

24 905 !O5 602 5'7 152 4'0 52 1 .. .. " 16 12 .. .. .. 
5 580 45 351 7'8 124 2'8 70 1 .. .. .. 16 .. .. .. 
5 769 104 3,070 29'5 836 3'7 278 12 4 4 " 122 40 " .. 3 

21 832 41 3\341 83'2 984 3'2 340 6 2 .. I 197 53 .. .. .. 
61 632 126 3,258 25'9 1,023 3'2 427 12 2 1 .. 159 35 6 .. .. 
25 675 304 2,611 8'6 901 2'9 444 7 2 " ., 143 42 I I 2 
16 646 113 2.533 22'4 783 3'2 348 8 .. .. " 137 16 I .. .. 
54 569 439 5.298 12'1 2,037 2'6 1,195 II 2 " 2 282 73 I .. .. 
22 617 330 2,392 7'2 907 2'6 516 33 .. .. " 112 30 .. .. .. 
6 760 73 1.480 20'3 534 2'8 326 26 2 3 .. 67 15 3 .. 1 

15 394 129 4,005 31'0 1,136 3'4 662 7 7 2 .3 116 6 ' I 1 1 
5 661 61 1,158 19'0 413 2'8 231 9 2 3 I 22 26 1 .. .. 

158 754 1,975 23,235 11'8 6,035 3'9 2,266 99 4 2 3 705 270 20 3 I 

32 548 64 799 12 '5 245 3'3 !O7 21 1 .. .. 20 5 2 I .. 
225 776 232 2,461 10'6 582 4'2 159 12 1 I .. 47 50 2 1 1 
213 720 237 2,748 11'6 609 4'5 183 12 .. .. I 56 33 9 .. .. 
239 762 250 2,386 9'5 504 4'7 177 I .. .. " 53 9 .. .. .. 
223 791 78 668 8'6 182 3'7 74 " " " " 32 I .. .. .. 
162 914 iO~ 975 9'4 194 5'0 45 " " .. " 26 6 .. .. .. 
102 782 86 711 8'3 182 3'9 66 .. " .. ., 31 6 .. .. .. 
193 833 147 2,697 18'3 681 4'0 221 7 " .. " 84 37 1 " .. 
90 737 48 719 15'0 178 4'0 70 .. .. .. ., 24 5 .. . . .. 

137 752 66 1,643 24'9 449 3'7 189 6 " " .. 69 9 " .. .. 
187 741 100 1,309 13 'I 408 3'2 181 5 .. I ., 62 12 1 .. .. 
182 731 116 1,636 14'1 451 3'6 199 6 .. .. " 20 39 2 .. .. 
182 884 66 910 13'8 246 3'7 91 5 .. " I 15 9 2 I .. 
245 791 148 1,472 9'9 448 3'3 184 2 .. " " 91 22 .. .. .. 
248 808 116 991 8'5 326 3'0 147 21 2 .. I 34 17 I .. .. 
138 499 117 1,110 9'5 350 3'2 173 I .. " .. 41 10 .. .. .. 

164 737 2,010 21,381 10'6 5,413 3'9 1,953 95 9 5 1 568 317 IS 4 2 

211 786 202 1,897 9'4 480 4'0 149 5 " .. .. 68 24 .. " .. 
249 732 !26 996 7'9 312 3'1 144 4 .. 1 .. 45 11 .. I I 
254 872 176 1,989 11'3 546 3'6 211 3 I .. " 49 59 1 " .. 
110 658 69 1.320 19'1 293 4'5 71 15 3 I I 23 21 .3 1 .. 
32 567 34 903 26'6 275 3'3 163 5 .. .. ,. 9 19 1 " J 

192 718 131 1,658 12'7 418 3'7 144 6 " " " 44 23 1 " .. 
134 654 73 941 12'9 232 4'1 BB 4 .. .. " 16 10 2 2 .. 
177 750 224 3,165 14'1 822 3'9 299 20 2 2 .. 89 45 2 ., .. 
203 758 120 1,215 IO'I 319 3'8 107 7 I .. .. 39 17 .. ' . .. 
202 752 178 1,412 7'9 350 4'0 129 7 " .. . , 22 22 2 .. .. 
253 743 183 1,518 8'3 350 4'3 128 I I .. .. 35 14 .. .. .. 
239 727 397 3,336 8'4 788 4'2 266 6 I I .. 117 33 2 .. .. 
206 733 97 1,031 10'6 228 4'5 54 12 .. .. .. 12 19 1 .. .. 
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Census divisiolls. Name of ward and ehak. 

SU;SSIDIARY TABLE V.-Housing Stati8~iC8 

4 persons oecupying-

1 2 3 4 
room. rooms. rooms. ro oms. 

5 or 
more 

rooms. 

Nllmb~r of families 

5. persons opcupying-

I 2 3 4 5 or 
room :ooms rooms. 'ooms. more ooms. 

------I--------------~·---------- --....---I_...,..-
29 30 31 32 33 34 35 315 37 38 

------11-------------+----------------------
tharge no. 4 . . Civil Lines Ward .. 

Circle,no. 1 .. 
Circle,nos. 2 and 3 
Gircle,no. 4 •• 

" 
5 .. 

.' 6 " ,,7 " 
Circle;nos; 8 and 9 

" 10to 12 

13 to 15 

" 16 and 17 
Circle no. 18 .. 
Circle,nos. J 9< to 23 

" 24 and 2' 
" 26 and 27 
" 28 to 34 
" 35 and 36 

Chak no.!, Nawabganj .. 
" 2, Ditto •. 
I' 3, Ditto .. 
" 4, Old Cawnpore .. 
" 5, Dittx>- " 
" 6, OldCawnpore (BhaironGhat) 
" 7, Civil Lines (Gotaiya) .. 
" 8, Civil Lines (Allenganj and 

Banajhabar). 
" 9, Civil Lines (MacrobatganiJ .. 

" 
" 
" 

10, Khalasi Lines and Civil Lines 
II, Gwaltoli .. 
12, Gwaltoli and Civil Lines .. 
1.3, Parmat .• •. 
14, Civil Lines . . . . 
15. Ditto •• .. 
16, D;tto .. .. 

Charge no. 5 · . Patkapore Ward .. 

Cirolono.1 .. Chakno.17,Kursawan .. 
,,2 . . " 18, Di'.to .. 
,,3 .. " 19, Patkapore .. 
,,4 . . " 20, Ditto .. 
,,5 .. " 21. Etawah Bazar .. 
,,6 . . " 22, Filkhana .. 
,,7 . . " 23, Patkapore • 

Oirol~no8. 8 and 9 " 24, Ditto .. 
Circle no. 10 . . " 25. Shutar Khana .. 

" 11 . . " 26, .Patkapore .. 
" 12 .• " 27, Rot. Godown 
," 13 .. " 28, FilkhanaBazar .. 
," 14 •• " 29, Beldari Mahal ., 
... IS . . ,,30, Maheshwari Mahal 
" 16 .. .. 31, Lathi J:Jahal .. 

,II 17 . . ,,32, Sabzinlandi •. 
I 

Mulganj Ward 

Circle no. 18 · . Chak no. 33. Thatrai .. 
" 19 

" 20 .. 
,,2J .. 

· . " 34. Dafali Mahal, R~kabganj 
(Rata Sawai Singh). 

" 35, Bengali Mahal .. . . 
" 36, Khas Bazar . . . , 

" 22 .. " 37, Khursawan (Civil Lines) .. 
" 23 .. " 38, Khas j3azar . . . . 

... 24 .. " 39, Maida Bazar . . . . 
Circle nos. 25 and 26 
Circle no. 27 .. 

.. 28 .. 

" 40, Naya Chauk . . . . 
" .41, Chaube Gola .. .. 
" 42, Misri Bazar . . . . 

" 29 .. 
Circljl nos. 30 and 31 
Girclp no. 32 •. 

" 43,.Dhobi Mahal . . . . 
" 44, ButcherKhanaKhurd 
" 45, Butcher Khana Khurd 

(Cliliappar Mahal). ' 

284 

14 
17 
4 
2 
1 
2 

2~ .3 

63 

27 
12 
40 
I 
8 

25 
6 

298 

15 
19 
18 
51 
16 
6 
2 

21 
7 

34 
35 
11 
10 
28 
13 
12 

217 

18 

20 
17 
12 
5 

24 
11 

'43 
8 
6 

II 
34 
8 

1,051 

19 
47 
8 

34 
20 
10 

114 
130 

91 

79 
106 
168 
92 
34 
63 
36 

510 

12 
62 
47 
18 
3 

22 
23 
92 
19 
25 
20 
51 
27 
35 
26 
28 

476 

56 

16 
54 
13 
18 
41 
'18 
69 

>39 
.40 
.:29 
,55 
'28 

66 

8 
II 
I 
4 

5 

.I4 

6 
2 
7 

3 
4 
I 

51 

2 
7 

18 

6 
4 
1 
-1 
I 
3 

5 

, 40 

5 

2 
4 
2 
2 

4 
6 
1 

'7 
1 
6 

14 

3 
2 
1 
1 

2 

3 

2 

6 

2 
2 

9 

3 

8 

1 

2 

I 
2 
1 

2 

2 

2 

75 572 1~2 

3 
6 

11 
9 

8 

3 
3 

13 
2 
2 

12 
3 

15 
20 
6 

28 
9 
8 

29 
72 

61 

41 
54 

108 
52 
10 
41 
18 

7 
110 
3 
7 

112 
I 

:42 
;26 

;27 

10 
5 

12 
2 
1 
9 
8 

79 390 )19 

6 
5 
3 
7 
6 
3 

15 

9 
13 
3 

7 
1 
1 

76 

4' 
5 

14 
4 
4 
4 
9 
3 
2 
I 

18 
2 

15 
46 
30 
43 
12 
'12 
13 
45 
12 
32 
16 
15 

,26 
30 
17 
26 

312 

'33 

15 
29 
8 
5 

29 
6 

40 
24 
17 
34 

.52 
20 

4 
122 

20 
2 

4 
2 

14 
2 
4 
4 

17 
8 
5 
7 
4 

118 

19 

10 
II 
5 
6 

16 
-2 
8. 
6 

14 
10 
'14 

7 

27 

3 
2 
4 

1 
I 
t 

1 
~ 

2(J 

1 
3 

12 

II 
7 

21 

2 

2 
3 
2 
1 

I 
3-

,4 
, 2' 

14 

5 
I 

2 
3 
2 

3 

4 

4 
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consisting of-
Percentage of population comprising " I families who are living in-

6 persons occnning- . 7 persons occnpying- - 8 or mor~ persons orcu~ying-

" 1 .. 2' 3:: I-f~; 1-' 2 3 4 5'or'I-·i'-2-;--3-;--4.:..l;-5-or-t--I---;---2---;:--3---;:--4---;~5-o-r 
room, rooms, rooms. room., more room. room", rooms. rooms, mor~ room, rooms, rooms, rooms, more room, rooms, rooms, rooms, more 
., , I rooms, f rooms, rooms, \ rooms, 

-;- 4; 7 4; -:-:-:- -:;- -:- -;--;-,-;- -;- 5j- -;- -;--:-- 55 • 56 57' 58 

------------1---------------1- _ 
46 '172 248 :;~ 1~ 16' 4i- 169" 44 16 39' 44 82 130 162' 43'0 30'0 '6Tts~ t-y.s 

I ~ ,I 
3 8 8 6 I I 3 8 7 3 2 I I 5 16 25'8 25'6 16'4 14'1 18'1 
8 13 15 'I 5 I 2 9 3.. 6 ,5 4 13 18 30'8 28'3 lJ7'I 10'6 1.3'2 
I I 6.1, .. .. .. 9 I 2 2.. 4 2920'S 13'2 j22'O S'O 36'0 

.. 6 II .. .. .. 2 6 2 .. .. I I 5 .5 24'4 43'1 ,19'2 7'0 6'3 
" 7, , t, , 3 3 1 , , , , 3 1 I 9 21 '8 35 '8 1'22 'I 2 '7 f7-16 

.. 1 5.. .. 4 .. .. .... 2 3 42'2 24'8 17'9 6'0 9'1 
5 17 38 2 ,I 5 10 16 4 1 2 12 11 14 13 33'8 33'4 i21'1 '5'7 6'0 
6 17 24 '2 " 1 3 15 7 2 I 2 8 11 5 42'3 35'8 114'0 '5'5 2'4 

5 

7 
1 
3 
1 

6 

34 

2 
2 
6 
2 
2 
I 
1 
1 

2 
15 

30 

5 

1 
4 
2 
1 
5 
7 
I 

, I , 

1;.. 4 .5 16 3 2 4 2 7 10 6 47'1 30'0 14'4 6:0 2'.5 22 

13 
2 

18 
16 
3 

29 
6 

1,97 

7 
26 
12 
26 
10 
9 

12 
22 
2 

II 
8 
7 

16 
14 
7 
8 

14 

19 
29 

'r~ 
4 
8 

12 

132 

I 
9 

32 
9 
4 
4 
1 

13 
4 
2 
6 

17 
to 
2 
3 

15 

, 7 
f 3 

I 
11, 
J. 

2 
2 

,25 ,. , 

5 
, 9 
f 2 

'" 

5 , 1 

. J 
2 

' .. 

144 167 133 

5 21 7 

9 
11 
10 

4 I 
20 5 
II '-4 
7 ' .. 

14 15 
to 3 
30 21 
12 12 
7 14 
7 II 

25 18 
4 "10 

4 
'3 

,~ 
3 

2 

! 
2 
1 
1 

II 

4 
4 

I 
7 

'i1 
12 

2 

10 

I 
1 
I 

1 
1 
3 

10 

1 
3 
3 

5 
4 
I 
2 
I 

59 

I 
7 

18 
3 
6 
I 
6 
3 
8 
2 
g 

43 

I 

4 
2 
I 
1 
6 

13 
I 
3 
I 
8 
2 

7 
16 
24 
4 
2 

23 
7 

110 

2 
19 
16 
8 

" 
10 .. 
10 
5 
8 .. 

1.2 
6 
6 
2 
,6 

92 

10 
i 

2 
7 

10 
'I 
7 
3 
9 
~7 
7 

,8 
13 
,8 

.5 
'1 
8 

47 

II 
6 
5 
3 
I 
4 

12 
I 

5 
2 
2 
2 
3 

8 
. 4 

Ii 

4 
I 6 . ' 

3 
I 

15 

2. 
2 

2 
I 

[ .. ' 
1 

.. , 'J 

!' _a 

19 

16 

2 
1 
I 
2 

1 
3 

~ 
1 

20 

1 

I 

,~ 
1 
I 
3 
,I 
1 
1 
3 

1 
2 

,i, 

I .. 
14 

41 

5 
3 
7 
5 
2 

I 
3 

3 
5 
2 

1 
I 
3 

57 , 
3 

! 
3 

I 1 
6 

l 4 
I 2 
III 
: 13 
1.. 

3 

,7 
; 4 , 
i 

4 
4 
9 
6 
I 

19 
2 

155 

5 
13 
16 
30 
9 
9 
9 

16 
2 

21 
7 
4 
I 
7 
3 
3 

134 

10 

3 
II 
7 
2 

14 
14 
15 
7 
7 
9 

32 
3 

7 
17 
10 
8 
4 

15 
. 6 

139 

4 
11 
20 
12 
4 
9 
7 

19 
9 
7 
2 

16 
4 
3 
6 
6 

10 
II 
5 

13 
7 

21 
!Y 

I, ( 

II 

187 
~ . 

:2 
Jl' 
3'1 
26' 
2 

16 
3 

19 
6 
6 
3 

16 
4 
7 
6 

'$ 

150 217 

14 15 
i 

2 7 
10 24 
10 15 
5 8 

II 15 
2 5 

20 30 
II 4 
18 11 
10 35 
28 • 32 
9 16 

, I 

48'6 
40'6 
55 'I 
45'7 
47'~ 

'49'7 
')t33'~ 

,'\ 

t 
3H 

42'4 
-21';; 
22'S 
:29'3 
'47'1 
20's 
31'7 
28·4 
32'0 
44'7 
61'1 
26'2 
28'5 
50'6 
39'3 
36''3 

29'7 

30'2 

46'0 
28'5 
27'0 
42'4 
29'1 
30'4 
31'9 
28'1 

, 20'8 
25'8 
31 '3 
15'7 

28'7 10'7 
31'0 ,14'0 
30'0 dO'6 
37'7 . 6'S 
19'8 , 5'1 
23'3 '11'3 
31'9 '16'4 

, ,-

6'8 5'2 
-8'0 6'4 
'2'8 t 1'5 
3'4 6'4 

'4'7 ,23'1 
4'1 ,11'6 

,6'3 H'G 

30'0 16'6 8'5 U'8 
'f' 

33'3 13'5 7'1) 3'3 
35'8 '18'0 8'2 16'5 
21'9 ::23'9 -;13'~ '- IS'3 
27'4 17'2' 7'J. ·19'0 
25'7 16'0 6'7 4'5 
27'0 20'7 '11'6 20'3 
36'S 13'4 10'8, 7'3 
,34'1 14'7 ,12'2,,10'6 
25'6 14'0 13'8',dfl'6 
27'5 17'4 4'3 6'1 
24'0 10'6 1'4 2'9 
29'4 19'2 11'0 14'2 
41'0 18'4 Q'Z t' )-4 
30'6 9'8 3'2 5'8 
34'0 12'0 7'4 7'3 
32'6 16'0 6 ',7 ; ,8'4 

29'5 17'5 10';3 13'0 
• If' ~', 

28'3 20'8 10'6 10'1 

26'0 12'3 6'6 9'1 
32'5 17,;.3 8'5 13'2 
24'0 19:1 ,!I'8 18'1 
27'4 12',4 6:4 II '4 
30'1 21'0 7'5 '12'3 
35'2 22'2 4'4 7'8 
32'7 12'4 9'5 13'5 
34'5 17'S 15'4 4'2 
29'3 21'7 ·19'1 '9'1 
25'0 17'2 7'0 25'0 
26'0 IS'I '11'0 13'6 
35'6 17'6 14'3' 16'S 
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Gensuo divisionB. Name of ward and chak. 

2 

Area in 
square 
yards. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.-Housing Statistics 

Population at final enumeration. 

Total. I Hindus. ,1 Muslims. t Others. 

M I Fe· 1]\1 I Fe· I :lJal Fe· I Fe· a ea. males. a es. malee. . 00. males. l'vfales. ma.les. 

--3 --1--
4 

- --5 -,--6 - --7 -1--8 ---9 -1-10- [1 

______ [. _____________ 1 _. ---------------

Charge no. 6 • . Nayaganj Ward (form orly known as' Hayat· 541,354 7,517 5,481 6,856 4,992 610 51 38 
ganj Ward). 

Circle no. 1 .. Chak no. 46, Chhappar Mahal, Ghaa· 
mandi. 

" 2 .. 
" 3 .. 
" 4 .. 

Circle nos. 5 and 6 
Circle no. 7 .. 

" 8 .. 
" 9 . . 
" 10 .. 
" 11 .. 
.. 12 .. 
.. 13 .. 

Circle nos. 14 and 15 
" 16and 17 

Circle no. 1 B .. 

" 47, Hatia Gudri Bazar 
" 48, Generalganj •. 
" 49, Nakhas 
" 50, Ghasmandi Modhatoli 
" 51, Ramganj .• 
" 52, Colleotorgo.nj Kotwali 
" 53, Nayaganj .. 
" 54, D.tto .. 
" 55, Generalganj .• 
" 56, Shatranj i l'1fahal 
" 57, Sirki Mahal .. 
" 58, Old Naohghar •• 
" 59, Ditto •• 
" 60, Dalmandi •• 

Sadar Bazar Ward 

Circle Ms. 19 and 20 Chak no. 61, Sita Ram IIfahal 
" 21 and 22 " 62, Harbans Mahal 

Circle no. 23 ,,63, D.tto .. 
Circle nos. 24 and 25 " 64, Gadariya Mahal 

" 26 and 2i " 65, Moti Mahal 
" 28 and 25 " 66, Kaohhiana Mahal 

Circle no. 30 . . " 67, Daulatganj •. 
" 31 ,,68, Lokman Mahal .. 

Circle nos. 32 and 33 " 69, Danukhori Mahal 
Circle no. 34 . . " 70, Mathuri Mahal .. 
Circlencs. 35 and 3E .. 71, Filkhana (Shutar Khana) .. 
Circle no. 37 ,,*72, D:tto 
(And also circle, 

noa. 1-5 of 
Chsrgeno.25.) 

Oharge no. 7 OoUectorganJ Ward 

Circle no. I . . Chak no. 13, CoUeof.organj • . . . 
" 2 .. " 74, Ditto .. .. 
" 3 . . " 75, Ranjit Purwa . . . . 

Circle nOB. 4~to 6. . " 76, Coolie Bazar.. • . 
Circle no. 7 ,,77, Anwarganj (Coolie Bazar) .. 
Circle nos. 8 and 9 " 78, Anwarganj . . . . 
0lrcle no. 10 ,,79, Anwarganj (Bansmandi) .• 
Cirelenos. 11 and 12 " 80, Anwarganj(CoupeTganj) .. 

" 13and 14 " 81, Butcher Khana Kalan .. 
Circle no. 15 " " 82, Chungighar (Uouperganj) .. 
(Also oirole no. 

9 of Charge 
no. 25.) 

Cirde nOB. 16 and 
17. 

(Also wrole no. 6 
of Charge no. 25. ' 

Olrcle nos. JB tG 
20. 

(Also oucle nos. 
7and8 of 
Charge no. 25.) 

Circle nos. 21 ~24 

" 25 and 26 

Circle no. 72 

83, Juhi Khurd 

84, 

" 
85, Laohhmi purwa •. 

86, Rai Purwa 

.. 87, Sisamau (Bhaunana purwa) 

43,560 

37,510 
42,350 
4.3,560 
53,24<l 
42,350 
36,300 
21,780 
33,759 
34,485 
19,360 
30,250 
40,535 
35,09) 
27,225 

406 

477 
679 
355 

['025 
226 
224 
295 
182 
344 
279 
566 

1,148-
1,001 

310 

294 

329 
566 
262 
834 
165 
59 

152 
118 
253 
184 
384 
887 
769 
225 

371 

475 
643 
341 

1,018 
226 
134 
273 
182 
328 
265 
501 
888 
901 
310 

1,189,815 14,268 10,038 11.165 

42,350 
50,820 

135,972 
55,660 
59,048 
44,770 
31,460 
39,930 
42,350 
19,360 
47.795 

620,300 

6,959,777 

84,458 
58,080 
43,560 
61,710 
64,735 
52,030 

121,121 
151,976 
56,265 

601.410 

1,346,972 

2,681,333 

667,893 

5Bl,848 

386.386 

LOBS 
1,230 

778 
],769 
1,654 
1,103 

594 
717 

[,145 
550 

[,[56 
2,487 

22,259 

594 
546 

l.01O 
],793 

984 
1,063 
1,519 
1,610 
1,502 

436 

1,778 

3,255 

3,278 

2,021 

870 

858 
845 
433 

]'351 
[,231 

869 
392 
461 
916 
413 
894 

1,375 

13,902 

66 
353 
658 

['146 
623 
788 

1,135 
1,079 
1,153 

207 

1,124 

1,752 

2,070 

1,196 

552 

897 
951 
514 

1,355 
1,135 
1,035 

571 
691 

1,088 
458 
758 

1,712 

16.465 

499 
507 
938 

1,337 
566 
877 
673 
841 
647 
365 

1,405 

2,418 

2.879 

]'761 

152 

266 

325 
530 
257 
832 
165 
48 

149 
118 
243 
171 
312 
663 
688 
225 

7,907 

730 
661 
291 

1,060 
873 
804 
379 
447 
869 
353 
641 
793 

10,047 

64 
336 
617 
894 
335 
656 
507 
533 
450 
161 

884 

]'269 

1,826 

1,021 

494 

10 

2 
33 
10 
7 

90 
12 

16 
10 
60 

260 
100 

2,883 

187 
251 
250 
386 
517 
68 
20 
26 
57 
92 

397 
632 

5,470 

,90 
,Il 
• 69 
418 
414 
[85 
842 
764 
855 
60 

293 

762 

342 

247 

118 

6 

1 
32 
2 
2 

II 

10 
12 
70 

224 
81 

1,941 

126 
165 
136 
269 
355 

65 
9 

14 
47 
60 

253 
442 

3,645 

1 
2 

I 40 
t 223 

287 
130 
626)1 
545 
703 
34 

18B 

434 

205 

169 

58 

25 

.. 

3 
4 

10 

4 
5 

220 

1 
28 
14 
28 
2 

3 

1 
143 

324 

5 
28 
3 

38 
4 
1 
4 
5 

II 

80 

75 

57 

13 

22 

3 
4 
3 

I 
2 

190 

2 
13 
6 

22 
3 

.. 
140 

210 

[ 
15 
1 

29 
1 
2 
2 
1 .. 

12 

52 

49 

39 

* This includes the portion of Filkhana (Shutar Khana; 
• 
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(Tenement Census)-(ii) Cawnpore municipality-(continued) , 

'" "d' ... , .... oi .... i>. 
-a' <I) '" ° " o.~ 0] Number of families oonsisting of-." " " -~ aJl p.,'" ~~ ~nl !j .. 

::; " '" ~S " ° ,.0 .... 

" ,.0 , .od! 

I 0'<:: 
~ ~ ~ ~~ = o_ f'" ~ ~8 .... ol Normal 01 1 or 2 pJrsons oocupying- 3 persons oocupying-

~ d p.,,, o ... )opulation. a,g ~ '" p., 0 "E ~ '" >, .... -" " d " .... III " 01°- as ~~ 5 or :';l ,.0 ... .oe 8 j'.i ~ 1 2 3 4 5 or 1 2 3 4 .. s" h " ::; ... S til " g 
" p., ~ p.,., 0 0 >p., more more 

0 Z Z Z" < 
room. rooms. rooms. rooms f0oms. r"om. room3 rooms rooms roomB. _,.__.. -- ----,----- - -_ - _ -- -- -- --

12 13 14 15 16 17 _ 18_1_19_ 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

- -- --
116 729 1,573 12,645 8'0 3825 3'3 1,653 71 2 " .. 517 165 13 1 .. 

77 724 103 642 6'2 185 3'5 73 14 .. .. .. 21 4 2 .. .. 
101 670 79 806 10'2 200 4'0 71 2 .. .. " 10 27 3 .. .. 
138 833 234 1,136 4'8 335 3'4 146 4 .. .. " 16 29 4 I .. 
69 738 2~~ 617 8'2 166 3'7 63 .. . , .. " 28 .. " .. .. 

169 813 1,859 6'9 616 3'0 251 23 1 .. .. 66 66 4 .. .. 
44 730 47 388 8'2 132 2'9 76 2 .. .. .. 11 4 .. .. " 
40 263 28 283 10'0 68 4'2 24 .. .. .. .. 13 I .. .. " 
89 115 22 295 13'4 55 5'4 17 .. .. .. .. 5 .. .. .. " 
43 648 26 300 11'5 69 4'3 29 .. .. .. " 9 I .. .. " 
85 735 84 597 7'1 149 4'0 60 I .. .. " 18 3 .. .. " 

112 659 64 463 7'2 141 3'2 53 1 .. .. .. 30 I " .. .. 
158 678 125 950 7'6 362 2'6 196 .. .. .. .. 64 .. .. .. .. 
254 773 200 2,035 10'1 642 3'1 281 22 1 .. .. 84 28 .. .. .. 
253 768 168 1,770 10'5 567 3'1 263 2 .. .. .. 121 .. .. .. .. 
89 726 51 504 9'9 138 3'6 50 .. .. .. .. 21 1 .. .. .. 

99 703 2,515 23,706 9'4 7,769 3'1 3,675 119 9 5 .. 1,211 219 7 3 1 

216 ,791 203 ]'935 9'4 577 3'3 242 .. .. .. .. 57 63 .. .. .. 
208 687 207 2,032 9'8 673 3'0 333 .. .. .. .. 125 1 .. .. , . 
43 556 70 ]'171 16'7 431 2'7 250 6 .. .. .. 43 8 .. .. .. 

284 764 264 3,085 11'7 903 3'4 376 7 I .. .. 156 21 .. .. .. 
240 744 268 2,782 10'4 907 3'1 408 20 .. .. " 173 14 .. " .. 
219 787 285 ]'972 6'9 672 2'9 323 3 .. .. .. 139 6 .. .. .. 
164 660 116 957 8'2 322 2'9 156 11 .. 1 " 13 39 .. .. .. 
147 643 166 1,178 7'1 482 2'5 304 .. .. .. " 81 .. .. .. 
240 800 221 2,046 9'2 653 3'1 284 29 3 4 " 88 26 5 3 I 
241 751 99 989 10'0 319 3'1 143 2 I .. " 46 10 1 .. " 
204 773 134 2,035 15'2 588 3'3 211 15 " .. " 116 16 .. .. " 
30 553 482 3,524 7'3 1,242 2'8 645 26 4 .. .. 174 15 I .. .. 

i 
I 

25 625 2,537 35,251 13'9 11,088 3'1 4,594 488 51 27 26 1,591 444- 59 12 21 

39 111 19 232 12'2 80 2'9 39 .. .. .. .. 13 5 .. .. .. 
75 646 121 876 7'2 283 3'1 135 10 .. I 1 39 7 3 .. 3 

185 651 202 1,662 8'2 542 3'1 213 31 4 7 .. 74 24 5 - 2 .. 
226 639 438 2,939 6'7 905 3'2 333 86 9 1 7 60 96 20 3 5 
123 633 126 1.541 12'2 469 3'3 173 29 1 2 I 67 27 I 1 .. 
168 732 215 1,851 8'6 585 3'2 252 30 6 1 .. 84 14 .. I .. 
106 747 114 2.654 23'3 675 3'9 217 23 I .. .. 88 31 I 1 .. 
87 670 95 2,551 26'9 756 3'4 314 8 3 .. .. 92 35 .. .. 1 

221 768 214 2,520 11'8 675 3'7 228 25 .. .. .. ']01 29 3 1 .. 
5 475 30 511 17'0 200 2'6 86 20 6 6 5 15 6 11 .. 1 

10 632 
1 

135 2,902 21'5 949 3'1 269 162 15 2 1 95 93 11 2 . 1 

9 538 198 4,970 25'1 ]'673 3'0 783 25 2 .. I 284 16 .. ... .. 

39 631 294 5,390 18'3 1,701 3'2 732 36 3 6 10 275 48 4 1 10 

26 592 204 3,217 15'8 1,093 2'9 557 1 1 I .. 209 9 .. .. .. 
18 635 132 1,435 10'9 502, 2'8 263 2 .. .. .. 95 4 .. .. .. 

; .. 
. lying in the East lIldia~ Railway premiSeS, 
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Cenaua divisions. ,. Name of ward and chak. 
~ ~ I 

4 p~rsons ?ccupyin~- 5 persons oocupyingL 
,. i -. 

, 

room. 
2 3 4 5 or I, 5. or 

more 1.1 z: - ,3 4 more 
rooms. rooms. rooms. room. rooms. rooms. rooms ... 

j , •• rooIljlB. I rooms. 
------1------------1-------- :. i'::. I ,------

_-__ 1_. _____ , ____ 2 __ , ____ 1 __ 2_9_~ 31 ~~ 33 34 1~ 36 37 38 

i I 

Charge no.6 
f " , 

· . Nayag_anj Ward (formerly known as 
Hayatganj Ward). 

J ,I 
Circle no. 1 · . Chak no. 46, Chappar Mahal, 

" 2 
" 3 
II 4 

Circle' noa. 5 and 6 
Circle no. 7 •. 

" 8 .. 
" 91 .. 
" 10 .. 
" 11 .. 
" 12· " 
I, 13' " 

Circle nos. 14 and 15 
I. 16andl7 

Circle no. 18 " 

I I 

Circle nos. 19 and 20 

'" 2/ and 22 
Circle no. 23' .. 
Circle nos. 24 and 25 

" 2El and 27 
0.. 2Sand29 

Circle no. 30 .. 
I" 31. 

Circle noS. 32 and 33 
Circle no. % .. 
Circle nos. 35 and 36 
Circle no. 37 .. 
(And also 'oiroles 

nos. I+-5 of 
Charge no. 25.) 

mandi. j 
" 47, Hatia Gudri Bazar 
" 48, Generalganj .. 
" 49, Nakhas, 
" 50, Ghasmandi Modhatoli 
.. 51, Ramganj , .. 
" 52, Oollectorganj Kotwali 
" 53, Nayaga.nj .. 
" 54, Ditto " 
" 55, Generalganj ( .. 
" 56, Shatraq.ji Mahal 
" 57, Sirki Mahal .. 
" 58, Old Nachghar .. 
" 59, Ditto .. 
" 60, Dalmandi .. 

, 
Sadar Bazar Ward 

, \ 

Chakno. 61, SitaRamMahal 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

62, Harbans Mah~l .. 
63, D.ito I.. .. 
64, Gadariya Mahal .. 
65, Moti Mahal \ .. . . 
66, Kachhpa Mahal " 
67, Daulatganj f. . • . 
68, Lokmap. Mahal • . . . 
69, Danal¢ori Mahal .. 
70, Mathuri Mahll;l .. , .. 
71, Filkhana (Shutar Khana) .. 

*72, Ditto •• 

1 ~ 1 .. 
• • ColleetorganJ Ward 

Circle no. 11 
" 2 

· . Chakno.73, Colleatorganj .• . . 
" " 74, Ditto ,,, " 

" 75, Ranjit Purw~ .. . . f" 'J 
Cirole nos. 4 to 6 .. 
Circle no. 7 .. 
Circle nos. 8 and 9 
Circle' no. 10 
Cirolimos. II \1nd 12 

I" 13 and 14 
Cirole no. 15 .. 
(AI$o circle no. 

e of Charge 
:do. 25.) 

Circle nos. 16 and 1.7 
(AlSo ci1:ole no. 

6 of Charge 
no. 25.) • 

Circle nos.{18 to 20. 
GAJso circles noll. 
y and 8 of 
Charge no. 25.) 

I 

Circle nos. 21 to 24 

" 
f 

25 and 26 

Ci cle no. 27 

" 76, Coolie Bazar . . , .. 
" 77, Anwarganj (.coolie Bazar) .. 
" 78, Anwarganj . . I .. 
" 79, Anwarganj (Bansmandi) .. 
" 80, Anwargatlj (Gouperganil .. 
" 81, Butoh~r.Khana Kalan), . , 
" 82, Ohungighar (CouperganJ) .. 

! 
" 

" 
" 

- f , f 

83, JuhiKhurd 

84, 
I 

Ditto 

85, LacJnru pui-wa .• 

86, Rai Purwa 
I , 

87, Sisamau(BhaunanaP~l'Wa),. 

I ' 

147 

15 

I. 
4, 
2 
6 

10 
5, 
2 
2' 
I 

53 
9, 
3~ 
7 

,. 
392 

ii 
89 
8 

\2 
74 
6 
2 

,5 
34 

-18 
45 
87 

". 
839 

2 
19 
4;'. 
28 
40 
3Z 
40 
30 
67 
2 

29 

" 

351 40 7 2 17 1 233 70 I~ 

/'. 

29, 
28. 
14 
76 
4 
1 

') 
12 
29 
J. 
7~ , 
46. 
18 

65 

,8 
3,7. 

105 
5;4 

~ 
~I 
40 
36 
35 
62 

,5 
13 
22 
43 
27 
35 
67 
72 
32 
8 

96 

52 

24 

19 

2 

1, 
12 

11 
1 

.. 13 

fO 
3 
6 
4 
1 

II 
3 
9 
3 

92 

".I 
to 
36 
~ 
4 
6 

12 
2 
2 

" 

2 

4 

2 

i 
l 
1 

3 
1 
8 i 
I 

2 

7 

I 
:: I 

4 
3 

2 
7 

l' 71 

" 2 
l. 
6 

'.' 

4 

3 
2 

4 
2 
I 

8 
12 
1 

34 

392 

2 
8 

20 
10 
7 
8 

29 
12 
36 
I 

15 

93 

99 

30 

22 

9 

7 
7 

26 
34 
8 
2 
3 
7 
9 

1,1 
29 
32 
37 
12 

34 
45 
t9 
77 
60 

i6 
21 

1~ 
48 
54 

4 
8 

13 
16 
33 
29 
30 
45 
24 
3 

43 

62 

29 

31 

15 

i 3 

2~ 
"fl 

lQ: 
r 

{o 

~, 
6 

~ 
5 

2 
2 
8 

16 

I' 
12 

Is 

3 ' " 

'0 • " 
• I 

. il > :: 

., .r o. 

, .. 

~ . .. 

3 
I., " 
f. ' .. 

2 
I 
8 
2 

5 

1 
2 

18' 18 

2 
5 
1 
2 

2 

3 

1 
4' 

I 
3 

3 

6 

11= This includes the Jlort1un ol FnkJiana (~hutar Kliana) 



s'trts1lffAltY TABLES: 

(Tenement Cen8u8)~(ii) CavinpQfe mU'nicipality-(continued), 
"" ". ........... ,,_"" ""..,..,_ .. ,.. -

oonsisting of-
------ _ o:~_ .... 

179 

Percentage of popUlation comprising 
families who are living in-

6 persons oocupying- .1 7 persons occupyiiig=- B or more persons occupying-. '" ... ..,... 

1. 2 :3 4 ,5 or • 1 2 3 4 5 or 123 4 ,~ I 2 3 4 5 or 
more ~oom, rooms. rooms. more more roo~, more room, rooms . rOoms , rooms 

. room" 
room~. room. rOoms. roomf, rooms . rooms. rooms . rooms. ['ooms. -"- rooms. ~oom~. __ - ' ~ . ~---~- ....-

39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 -- . --_- ---- _- .......:-. "'---"-
_._ .............. ._,_ --~ --- ..--

4
1 12 

" 
6 81 84 26 5 ~ 24 45 23 6 10 47 65 79 38'3 31'3 14'2 8'3 7'9 , 

, i . 
.. .. 4 .. 2 r 1 .. I .. I . .. 2 4 5 5 36'3 25'2 14'8 10'0 13'7 

, 1 , 
.. 2 11 2 .. .. .. 3 1 .. .. .. .. 6 17 IS'6 30'S 16'7 8'6 25'3 
.. I 10 6 .. .. .. 6 II 2 .. .. I II 10 23'S 21'S 24'6 ;IS'7' ,11'4 
.. .. 12 .. .. .. .. 11 .. .. 

~ :: .. .. 5 5 29'S 30'1 24'1 7'0 9'0 
I 4 17 6 1 .. 1 8 3 1 .. 1 6 . 3 33'4' 40'1 14'S 9'6, 2'1 

.. 2 I .. .. .. 2 3 .. .. .. .. 5 1 I 47'7 25'3 20'8 2'8 3'4 
3 3 1 .. .. I} .. .. .. .. 6 .. 3 I .. 72'5 12'3 11'0 4:2 .. 
2 I .. .. .. 2' 3 .. I " 1 .. 6 5 4 32'3 14'3 20'3 20'4' 12'7 

I I 
, 

I ~ I 5 4 3 f 25'0 24'0 19'3 15'7 ·16'0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 15 5 .. .. 2 4 .. .. 1 1 7 4 6 25'3 36'0 21'1 6'5 11'1 
.. 4 3 .. .. .. 2 2 .. .. .. .. 3 1 .. 37'8' 46'2 12'5 2'6· • 0'9 .. II .. , io' .. .. 4 .. .. .. .. .. 3 1 70'S 25'5 2'7 ~'3 ~ .. .. I 15 2 " .. 3 ~ 2 ,- 2 I 9 20 35'5 : 30'1 13'7 9'2 ·14'5 
.. 28 3 .. " .. 9 3 .. .. 2 6 4 3 3 53'6 36'9 4'2 2'6' ' 2'7 .. 8 1 2 .. .. 1 .. 2 .. .. .. 4 3 2 32'3 37'7 14'1 ' 10' 5- t 5'4 

10
1 , 1 

24 169 144 21 1 55 106 17 3 16 17 81 85 84 48'4 30'4 12'0 4'8 4'4 , , 
I " 

.. 8 29 2 .. .. 1 21 .. .. .. .. 5 13 11 31'S 34'8 21'2 6~4- 1 6'1 

I 33 14 
, 

I 2 !O 4 3 63'0 ' 28'1 4'6 :f-I' Z.'2 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. , .. 6 1 3 .. , .. 2 9 2, .. 2 1 6 I 2 46'6 29'0 17'1 5'6 ' 1'7 
I 6 41 .. .. .. 2 24 3 .. 5 1 12 27 16 36'6 : 30'4 18'4 ~ 8'1 ~ (1-'5 

.. 28 10 7 .. " 8 5 3 ., 1 ,. 6 7 II 54'0 29'5 7'2 4'7 4'6 .. 9 19 .. ,. .. 3 10 .. .. .. 1 4 3 4 48'5 35; 3 11'6 H. : 3'2 .. 8 6 .. .. .. 2 5 .. 1 .. 1 7 4 3 27'8 46'3 16'9 ""'7.. 4'3 
" 2 9 " .. .. .. 5 .. .. .. 1 1 2 62'3 28:0 8'2 1'5 , 

I 13 8 2 I ,. 5 5 4 .. I 5 8 6 16 43'6 27'7 12'9 7'3 8'5 .. 3 5 3 " .. .. I 2 .. .. .. .. 2 3 4 50'0 ' 28'1 10'8' 5'5 5'6 
I 22 4 1 . , 'iol 

, 
8 10 1 2 , . 3 10 7 8 43'0 33' 1 12'0 6"1 5'8 

20 31 12 3 .. 9 10 of .. ~ 2 10 8 6 61'8 2~'7 1'4 3'6 2'5 

187 189 110 39 10 78 94 66 31 13 104 96 91 89 102 55'4 25'7 S'S 4'8 5'3 

.. 5 .. .. .. ., . , , . .. .. .. 1 2 , . .. 48'0 40'0 12'0 
I 5 3 ,. 1 I 3 I 1 .. I 3 2 3 3 53'4 23'1 7'8 6'0 9'7 

II 5 9 1 I 7 4 .. 2 I 4 6 4 3 3 57'0 23'2 11 '8 4'7 3'3 
3 2 11 16 5 .. 11 4 4 5 2 6 12 10 22 29'5 27'8 17'8 10'4 14'5 
4 12 2 .. .. .. 4 9 .. ., 2 6 12 1 3 45'3 35'8 13'0 1'7' 4'2 
3 11 12 .. .. 2 7 6 3 1 4 10 4 7 5 47'7 31'3 11'4 5'4 4'2 

10 23 8 9 .. 4 8 4 9 .. 6 6 13 18 13 40'3 29'9 10'3 11'0 8'5 
4 11 23 2 1 I 4 13 6 .. 4 7 6 12 12 37'0 31'1 17'7 7'5 6'7 

14 16 3 2 2 4 15 5 1 .. 11 21 6 8 13 52'1 30'6 6'1 4'4 6'8 
2 4 1 ,. .. .. 1 I I 2 I .. .. I I 35'2 25'1 13'3 12'3 14'1 

8 22 9 I ., 4 7 2 2 2 3 8 6 5 9 34'5 47'7 8'8 3'6 5'4 

38 19 21 2 .. 20 2 13 .. , . 21 3 7 9 3 74'8 16'6 5'8 2'2 0'6 

56 6 7 5 .. 25 10 6 I 2 32 8 5 8 10 71'3 20'9 4'0 2'0 1-8 

20 37 I 1 .. 9 16 2 1 .. 9 7 9 4 3 71'3 21'0 4'0 2'0 1'7 

13 11 .. .. .. 1 2 .. .. .. 4 4 3 .. 2 76'0 20'0 2'2 ", I'S 

lying in ~he East Indian Bailwa y premises, 



180 CHAPTER n.-POPULATION OF CITIES; TOWNS AND vlLLAG~s. ~ 

SUBSIDIARY T.(BLE V.-Hou8ing Stati8tic8 

I Population at final enumeration. 

Area in Total. I Hindua. I Muslims. I Others. Censns divisions. Name of ward and chak. square 
yards. 

Males. Fj' Males. F·I F. t Fe-
maes. males. Males. males. ales. nales. 

1 2 3 
" 51-: 

7 1--8 - --9 ---lO-
II 

Charge no. 8 Anwarganl Ward .• .. .. ,,071,163 38,283 27,594 19,610 14,004 18,350 13,321 323 269 

Cirole nos. 1 to 3 Cook no. 88, Sisamau .. ., 120,000 3,209 2,279 1,544 1,054 1,518 1,164 67 61 

" 
4 and 5 

" 
89, Jugraj Purwa .. .. 196,020 2,035 1,371 1,311 874 723 497 I .. 

" 
6 and 7 

" 
90, Anwarganj .. .. 93,170 1,783 1,493 897 770 886 723 .. .. 

Circle no. 8 .. 
" 

91, Dalel Puma .. .. 58,895 1,066 847 438 364 628 483 .. .. 

" 
9 .. 

" 
92, Hiraman Purwa .. 77,440 1,546 1,118 579 493 966 625 I .. 

Circle nos. 10 
" and I!. 

93, Anwarganj .. .. 71,390 1,922 1,492 373 275 1,549 1,217 .. .. 
Circle no. 12 .. 

" 
94, Bhusa Toli .. .. 27,225 877 590 58 30 819 %0 .. .. 

Circle nos. 13 
" 

95, Talaq Mahal .. .. 14,520 2,176 1,512 734 550 1,426 947 16 15 
and 14. 

Circle nos. 15 
" 

96, Colonelganj .. .. 481,580 1,806 1,099 1,221 737 544 320 41 42 
and 16. 

Circle no. 17 .. 
" 

97, Talaq IIfahal .. .. 73,810 1,536 989 834 546 697 441 5 2 

" 
18 .. 

" 
98, Beoonganj .. .. 99,220 650 393 310 187 336 202 4 4 

Circle nos. 19 " 
99, Sisama)l .. .. .. 133,100 2,492 1,817 1,311 958 I,m 849 4 10 

!IIld20. 
Circle nos. 21 " 

100, Colonelganj .. .. 96,800 2,759 2,103 1,628 1,242 1,121 854 10 7 
to 23. 

Oirole no~. 24 to 
" 

101, do. .. .. 184,525 4,846 3,801 1,660 1,264 3,145 2,506 41 31 
26. 

Circle no. 27 .. " 
102, do. .. .. 35,090 1,070 738 624 403 446 335 .. .. 

Circle nos. 28 " 
103, do. .. .. 93,170 1,802 1,348 1,348 1,035 356 241 98 72 

and 29. 
Circle DO. 30 .. " 

104, Sisamau .. .. 546,906 1,327 866 1.039 646 288 220 .. .. 
Circle nos. 31 to " 105, do. .. .. 120,924 3,610 2,591 2,226 1,615 1,377 971 7 5 

33. 
Circle no. 34 .. " 

106, do. .. .. 546,907 505 267 334 160 161 99 10 8 

" 
35 .. It 107, do. .. .. 2,000,471 1,266 880 1,141 801 107 67 18 12 



SUBSIDlARy TA:nLES. 181 

(Tenement Oensus)-(ii) Oawnpore municipality-(continued) . 

. ... 1Ii ...,~ I 
., 'd' ""' , 
,$, 0'" 0 0 o~ o~ Number of families consisting or-,,. ~ ~ e ~ 's Ii 
oj 111 

~= ~'a S..!1 OJt; OJ cO .. ill oj 
" 0 '~~ oj ~.:s ,0..., . " I til ""8 0 .... 

~ 8 ~ 0"" Normal ::l P< ~ 1 or 2 persons occupying.- 3 persons occupying-~ ""8 .... ~ 
"~o S = 

a>l< 
A °0 o~ )o;m\ation, m 

CD 
" 1=1 

~ 
~ . ~+' .... a OJ .... ~ " ~ ~ <I bOO 

5 or 5 or ,o~ ,!l~ S ~ ... oj s e ~ I 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 " SOl S .... ~ aE Eo '!lore ~ . ">l< more 
ill ::sP< ::l'" 0" 

~-
room, rooms, rooms. rooms, room, rooms moms, rooms, 

0 Z Z Z Z ~ooms, wc,ms, - --------1---------
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 I 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

"..-- ------------------ -
63 721 4,097 65,625 16'0 17,141 3'8 5,619 502 57 21 11 2,400 743 44 19 4 

219 710 315 5,425 17'2 1,386 3'9 422 45 I .. " 229 47 1 I .. 
83 674 250 3,406 13'6 1,018 3 '3 456 14 I .. I 153 22 .. 3 .. 

172 837 89 3,207 36'7 844 3'9 212 42 5 .. .. 102 70 1 1 " 

159 795 168 1,913 11-4 528 3'6 190 2 .. .. .. 95 15 " " .. 
166 723 233 2,664 11'4 675 3'9 211 35 3 3 1 80 32 7 2 " 

228 776 170 3,414 20'1 851 4'0 293 18 4 .. 2 110 38 .. .. .. 
244 673 126 1,444 11'5 297 4'9 67 27 2 .. 1 22 14 3 1 1 

1,229 695 54 3,688 68'3 867 4'3 258 12 2 " .. 115 26 I " .. 
29 609 92 2,851 31'0 692 4'1 204 28 2 1 ' .. 114 20 3 3 .. 

168 644 196 2,503 12'8 582 4'3 1% 14 5 2 .. 84 25 " 
.. .. 

348 605 72 1,043 14'5 275 3'8 105 3 I .. .. 43 9 1 .. .. 
-, 154 729 311 4,309 13'8 1,192 3'6 418 35 .. .. .. 178 39 1 .. .. 

243 762 528 4,862 9'2 1,478 3'3 576 34 I 2 .. 228 67 3 2 .. 
230 784 342 8,645 25'3 2,018 4'3 ; 559 37 3 I I 284 49 2 I .. 
257 690 88 1,789 20'3 507 3'5 189 23 " 1 .. 56 29 4 1 I 

166 748 292 3,150 10'8 859 3'7 307 19 7 3 2 122 31 6 1 1 

19 653 292 2,193 7'5' 670 3'3 274 12 5 1 .. 87 55 2 1 1 

248 718 379 6,138 16'2 1,575 3'9 464 57 12 7 3 193 lOl 9 2 .. 
7 529 22 772 35'1 213 3'6 36 37 3 " .. 14 33 .. " " 

5 695 78 2,146 27'5 614 3'5 222 8 .. .. " 91 21 " .. . 



CHAPTER II.-----<POPULATIqN '€lF~GITlE.S, ,r9.WNS AND VILLAGES. 

_u __ L,~,~'S 
~~ ·-----r-----~· -.-._..-.... ~- __ :;:. M .... __ >.lL... _ ......... ..........__ .. 

N urn b er of fa.milies 
t) .... I . . . - I - - ~ 

Cemus division8. Name of ward and chak. 4 peraq,ns qcc1!P:yjng:- 5 personS occur.ying-
1 _.t, ... 

f 
1 ,- 'J- ", [,,; I " 'J' ,i 5?, 

!',.Oom. . . more • mote 
> rooms', ,rooms. r09ms.' ro m room, ooms. t00jllS. room! • . ';9 -8. t I 1': roorps, 

- , 

~:' ~2 ,I ,,', :4 .. ,!~' ;7118 
. .. ~ . .. _ . . . _ 

"1 1 1 2 29 

-~ - ~ r-

Charg~ no. 8 .. \ A'\Warganj Ward .. .. .. 1.054 1,521 75 11 .5, 406 p22 1,61 14; 9 

Oircle 1/-08. I t? 3 Ch~k po. ~8, Sisamau .. .. I 104 115 8 .. .. 38 77 I ~ J .. 
" 

4and5 
j" 

8?, Jugraj. Purra .. .. ' 74 ~2 4 .. .. 17 6~ ,9, .. - .. I " 6an~ 7 l' 9p •. Anwarganj .. 
J. {. 

7~ 56 3 .. .. 40 63 ,IQ .. 
Circle no. 8 .. 9,1, DalelPUfwa .. i -.?9 j3? .I .. .. 14 23 .5 , .. ." :1 I I, 

.., 

" 9 .. ," 9f( Hiramp.n Pw1va .. ,44 49 7 2 j2 17 28 119 J I . ' 
I 

Circle ,nOB, 10 ," 9~~ Anwarganj .. .: 28 90 ? .. .. 8 6? .5 "I .. 
and II. l' 

Circle no. 12 .. " 94. Bhusa Toli .. 
1 ~ ;~ 6 30 1 1 .. I I? I ~, f I , . , 

Circle nos. 13 . " 95, Talaq Mahal .. . ) ,,47 76 f .. .. 19 65 !1~ I .. 
and 14. 

. 
Circle nos. 15 " 

961 Colonelganj .. ., 59 46 4 .. .. 21 46 11, I .. 
and )6. I . 

Circle \10. 17 .. ," 97 r f'alaq II;l~hal .. '~l 3~ 55 f I .. 13 :;,-38 !1? 2 1 

" 
18 .. " ~81.Beconganj .. .. 18 20 .. .. .. 6 11 : ~ .. .. 

I 

Circle. nos, 19 ," 99,·~amau 
and 20. 

.. .'~ II{ 70 . . ,2 1 .. 59 62 4 
~ \ 

.. 1 

Cilcle nOB. 21 to " lOOt ~lonel,&ani .. .. , 90 167 ~ I .. 16 86 ' Illl .. ' I 
23 •• ; 

Circles. nos. ?4 " 101, do .. .<." ~43 163 6 ) .. 74 I 167 112 .. .. 
to 26. 

Circle ¥l0. 27 .. " 102, do .. ,', . ,28 36 3 .. .. II 27 , 5 .. .. 
CirQle 2 IlOS. 28 " 103, do .. ~-;.; ,35 98 5 1 1 9 ,50 ,6 1 2 

and 9. 
Cirole ~o. 30 " " 

104, Sisamau .. ." I? 68 6 .. I 3 46 .8 .. 
,( 

Oircle pos. 31 to " 105, do .. ,',~ 55 176 1~ 3 .. 23 
I 

lL7 J~ 2 2 
33. ' 

Circle po. 34 .. " 106, do .. .{, 9 .19 e .. J 12 9 .5 I .. ,_ 
". J • 

" 
35 ~. " 107. do .. 'r ~18 1,90 I .. .. 5 .59 1~ ..I .. 

; 

I - - . --"-- - ._ 
,-



SUBSIDIARY ~ABLES, 183 

(Tenement Oensus)-(ii) Oawnpore municipality-(concluded,) 

-
consisting of-

Percentage of population comprising 

6 persons ooeu pying-
families who are living in-

7 persons occupying- 8 or more persons occupying-

1 2 3 4 5 or I 2 3 4 5 or I 2 3 4 5 or I 2 3 4 5 or 
more more more more room, rooms, rooms, rooms, woms, room, rooms, rooms, rooms, room, rooms. rooms, rooms, room, rooms, rooms, rooms, rooms, L'Ooms . rooms, 

- -------------- -- . - - ---------------- -
39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 _----- - _- ....__ -- - _- -- ---- _---- - - -- - --
190 635 356 30 11 103 279 281 35 17 liS 0285 394 318 291 38'3 35'4 13'9 5'7 6'7 

17 52 26 .. .. 5 34 24 1 1 4 30 43 35 17 39'4 34'6 14'9 6'7 4'4 

7 28 15 I I I 19 7 .. .. I 12 23 13 13 46'6 31'1 11'6 4'1 6'6 

11 43 14 2 .. 2 22 10 I 2 7 18 14 7 II 39'7 42'4 11'0 2'9 4'0 

4 21 8 1 .. 3 3 5 .. I 2 10 19 8 4 49'9 28'1 14'9 4"3 2'8 

9 19 20 3 3 3 7 8 1 I 8 14 17 10 14 38'0 29'5 17'2 6'1 9'2 

2 31 19 .. " 2 22 15 I .. 3 17 18 35 20 28'5 39' 3 12'8 11'2 8'2 

1 12 4 .. 3 1 4 8 1 .. 1 5 18 13 26 14'8 30'7 18'0 9'9 26'6 

8 38 35 1 .. 9 13 22 7 2 7 10 21 30 24 32'6 30'7 18'9 9'5 8'3 

16 29 11 2 1 3 11 13 .. .. 2 16 16 7 12 39'2 32'6 12'1 3'4 12'7 

.5 12 23 3 1 5 6 8 4 1 6 12 14 16 26 32'0 30'1 16'0 9'1 12'8 

2 10 4 1 .. I 5 2 .. .. 1 9 9 3 8 39'3 32'5 14'4 5'0 8'8 -
35 30 8 1 1 35 11 12 3 2 30 9 13 9 6 62'5 25'9 6'7 2'8 2'1 

3 43 33 1 .. 2 13 24 1 1 3 14 31 14 6 42'5 37'6 15'0 3'1 1'9 

41 105 41 3 1 17 54 39 2 3 20 58 43 45 43 37'6 37'7 11'8 5' 5 7'4 

5 15 14 2 " 4 6 9 2 .. 3 10 10 3 10 39'0 35 '3 16'0 3'4 6'3 

1 39 15 .. " 2 18 17 2 .. 2 10 21 15 10 33'4 38'6 15'6 6'0 6'4 

1 23 7 .. .. .. 3 13 4 .. I 3 12 6 12 35'0 40'2 14'3 4'0 6'5 

13 52 44 8 .. 8 14 35 5 3 13 16 36 40 25 31'3 36'7 17'3 8'1 6'6 

7 .. 5 1 .. .. 1 1 .. .. 1 9 3 2 2 32'8 46'9 13'2 3'6 3'5 

2 33 10 " " .. 13 9 .. .. 3 3 13 7 2 34'6 49'3 11'9 3'0 1'2 
, 





Chapter III,-BIRTH-PLACE 

1. The statistics relating to the birth-place of persons enumerated in 
this province are exhibited in Imperial Table VI. These statistics are pre
sented in a different form, together with statistics relating to those persons who 
were born in this province but enumerated outside it, in the following subsidiary 
tables at the end of this chapter :-

Subsidiary Table I.-Immigration (actual figures, for the province as 
a whole, for British territory, 'and bY1districts and stat~s). 

Subsidiary Table 11.- EmigrattoJ? (actua~ figures from other parts of 
India for the province as a whole, for British territory, and for 
the states). 

Subsidiary Table II-A.- Emigration (actual figures for certain countries 
outside India). 

Subsidiary Table III.-Migratjon between the United Provinces (as a 
whole, for British territory and for the states separately) and 

. other parts of India. 
Subsidiary Table IV.-Registered emigrants, from the United Prov

inces who sailed from Calcutta, Bombay and Karachi between 
1921 and 1931. 

2. The instructions given to enumerators for filling in the column of 
birth-place were as follows :-

"Enter the district in which each person was born; and if the person 
was not born in the United Provinces add the name of the 
province or state to the district of birth. If the person was born 
out of India, enter the country, as Nepal, Afghanistan, Ceylon, 

• etc. The names of. villages, tahsils, etc;, are not to be given." 
Subsequently an additional instruction was issued to the effect that in the 
case of those returning a birth-place outside the district of enumeration, the 
number of years to the nearest whole year that had elapsed since they came 
to the district or state of enumeration should also be added. This latter 
instruction was new, and was made so that immigrants could be tabulated by 
the length of their stay in the district of enumeration, so that differentiation 
could be made between temporary, semi-permanent and permanent immigrants. 
The arrangements which had been made for this new feature were, however, 
eventually wasted, and worse than this, the econo:m:y campaign demanded 
that birth-place should not be tabulated by districts. In Madras the axe 
appears to have fallen even more heavily, because there birth-'place in the case 
of those born outside Madras Presidency was not even tabulated by 
provinces. The result of this retrenchment has been seriously to I:educe the 
value of the birth-place tables and to rendf)r a discussion on migration a mo""e 
difficult problem than usual. As regards persons born in this province but 
enumerated elsewhere, the figures are necessarily based on the returns furnished 
by 1 he. Census Superintendents of the other provinces and states of India. 
Those in Subsidiary Table II-A were supplied by the Census Commissioner for 
India, and those in Subsidiary Table IV by the Dire9tor-General of Statistics, 
Calcutta, and the Protectors of Emigrants of the three ports concerned. 

3. The instructions to enumerators were carried out well in this prov
ince and difficulties in identifying names of birth-places were fewer than 
appears to have been the case at past censuses. Instances of wrong identi
fications are probably very few, and would in any case not affect the statistics, 
which may be accepted as substantially correct. 

4. Statistics of birth-place are important from two points of view. In 
the first place they enable the growth of the natural population of the province 
to be ascertained, and, if tabulation is done by districts, the variations in the 
natural population of each district may be calculated, As at this c~nsus 
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tabulation was not done by districts it has only been possible to calculate the 
growth in the natural population of the province as a whole from the birth
place statistics. This was done in paragraph 58 of Chapter I, and the figures 
are compared with such similar figures as are available for 1921 in Subsidiary 
Table IV of Chapter 1. 

The second and even greater value of the birth-place statistics is that they 
afford a basis, in fact the only basis, for an analysis of the extent to which 
peo,ple move from one part of the country to another·. Unfortunately, as men
~ioned above, the act\lal figures for emigrants are not available by districts.at 
this census. Approximate figures for the loss or gain on the balance of migra
tion during the decade have, however, been calculated from the vital statistics 
for each district and shown in paragraph 67 of Chapter I, though these are 
not very reliable. 

5. It has been customary in Indian Census Reports to distinguish five 
different types of migration. They are as follows :-

(1) Oasual-due to short moves which are continually taking plade 
.between adjacent villages. These only affect the birth-place 
figures for the province or district when such adjacent 
villages happen to lie on opposite sides of the provincial or 
district boundary. A Hindu ordinarily finds a wife in a village 
not his own, but as near his own as possible. After the gauna 
ceremony the girl goes to live -at her husband's home. In this 
type of migration females therefore preponderate, as instances 
of husbands going to live in the wife's village are rare. This 
type of migration is really permanent, the only difference 
between what has usually been classed as permanent migration 
and this so-called casual migration being that the distance 
trav,eIled is generally.trifling. The custom for a wife to return 
to her parents' home for her first confinement, which has been 
referred to in previous census reports, appears almost to have 
died out. This custom resulted in the children being shown 
as immigrants to the husband's district when the wife's home 
village lay in another district, though the ch\ldren are natura~ly 
not what is generally conveyed by the word immjgrant,. This 
disturbance of the birth-place figures has thus largely 
disappeared. 

(2) Temporary- due to journeys on business or pleasure, visits to 
places of pilgrimage, and temporary demands for labour when 
new roads, railways, canals, etc., are under construction. This 
i~ not really mi.gration at all though it disturbs the birth-place 
figures. In this province it is important chiefly in connexion 
with the sacred places, Muttra, Hardwar, Benares, Ajodhya, 
Allahabad and to a less extent Bindhyachal and Gorakhpur. 
In this type of migration malt1'S ale in excess, except in the case 
of pilgrims who are mostly females. 

(3) Periodic- due to the movements of people who change their 
quarters at certain seasons of the year, such as the hillmen of 
Almora and Nairn 'Tal who cultivate the Bhabar, and plainsmen 
from Bareilly, Pilibhit, Rampur and Moradabad who cultivate 
in the Na,ini Tal ·Tarai in the oold weather, returning to their 
homes in the hot weather (this migration ·is decrei\rsing); the 
pastoral nomads of the upper Himalayas; and of such 
Hgricultural labour as follows the harvest, for instance in 
parts of Bundelkhand whence labourers stream into Malwa in 
the early hot weather, and from Gorakhpur and the east of the 
province whence labour proceeds to Bengal to cut the jute and 
rice crops, at the end of the rains. At the time of this census the 
immigrants to the Bhabar and Tarai had not returned t.o their 
homes.' and the migration to Malwa had not commenced. In 
this type 01 migration males predominate. 
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(4) 'Bemi-permanent- where the natives of one place reside and earn their 
IjvinK in another, but retain their. conne:s:ion with their own 
homes, where they leave their families, and to which they return 
at intervals during their working lives and ultimately on retire
ment in their old age. This is the usual type of migration in this 
province. Instances are persons in public and private service, 
including almost every European official and soldier, 
Punjabi and Gurkha troops, the Bengali and Marwari traders 
of the province, and more generally a majority·of all clerks and 
domestic servants, and the vast majority of operatives in mills 
and factories. In this type of migration males are in excess. 

(5) Permanent.-where overcrowding drives people away, or the 
superior attractions of some other locality induce them to settle 
there permanently with their families. Apart from l1larriage 
migration, referred to under casual migration above,. there is 
little migration of this character in the p.:r:ovinc~ at the, present 
time, Settlers on newly broken up land in the north of Gorakh~ 
pur, and Bahraich districts may be instanced. Most of the 
emigrants overseas or to other parts of India return. to this 
province. A few, but VElry fe:v~ mill and factory operatives 
abandon jiheir village homes and settle permap.ently in the 
towns, but the majority of them are only semi-permanent 
migrants as the Qonstantly Qhanging rolls of mill ana factory 
hands will show. In this type of permanent JlligratioIl;, as a 
man takes his family, the sexes approach equality. 

There is one further type of migration which may be termed daily migration, 
the practice of Hving outside some large urban area and coming and going 
daily for business or some other form of employment. The volume of this is 
as yet neg)igible in this province. 

To sum up there are really only three distinct types of migration~periodic, 
semi-permanent and permanent. The so.-called "casual" migration is 
mostly permanent though the distance travelled is small; and partly temporary. 
The so-called " temporary" type is not migration at all as commonly under
stood. It does, however, affect the birth-place figures and for this reason 
the birth-place statistics do not give an exact statement of migration. FurthBr 
the census figures do not distinguish between the different types of migration, 
though a clue to them may be obtained from the proportion of the sexes as 
indicated unger each type above. Another clue to the type of migration is 
usually avai1,able in the distance of ·the district of enumeration from the 
district of birth, but at this census this clue js lacking. The tabulation of 
immigrants by length of residence in liheir new homes would have afforded 
a further clue, but retrenchment intervened. It would be £air~y simple on 
another occasion, if details of the volume of the various types of migration 
were required, to addin the case of each immigrant whether his or her migration 
was temporary, periodic, semi-permanent or permanent. This information 
could- be elicited from the enumerated by a few simple questions as to bis or 
her intehtions of returning to the place of birth and the reason for migration. 

6. The distinctions outiined in the preceding paragraph are distinctions 
in terms of duration of absence from birth-place. Migration must also be dis
tinguished in terms of direction with referenc~ to any given area. From this 
point of view it may, for the province, be classed under three heads-

{I) Internal migration, or movement between different parts of the 
province; 

(2) Immigration; and 
(3) Emigration. 

Each of these forms may, if not merely temporary and therefore unrea1, 
be either' periodic, semi-permanent or .permanent. In the followIng -para
graph eauh form of migration ........ internal immigration~ and emigrathm will 
be dealt with in turn. 

Migration 
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in terms oj 
direction. 
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7. The following is a summary showing the general distribution of the 
enumerated population of the whole province inoluding the states by birth
place since 1881:-

-. 

Born in- 1931. 1921. 

Total population§ .. .. 49,614.833 46,510,668 

United Provinces 
States). 

(including the 49,055,228 46,030,254 

Rest of India * .. .. 494.308 425,152 

Rest of Asia .. .. 46,0:9 36,836 

Europe .. .. .. 17,954 17,477 

Africa .. .. .. 343 239 

America .. .. .. 625 458 

Australasia .. .. 353 251 

At Sea .. .. .. 4 1 

Birth.pl~ce unspecified .. j 9 .. 

1911. 1901. 

48,014,080 48,493,879 

47,353,989 47,797,923 

590,414 615,434 

46,117 .48,779 

22;473 15,772 

277 146 

635 423 

154 125 

15 12 

6 15,265 
I 

1891. 

47,697,576 

46,891,614 

735,612 

44,175 

18,1::6 

355 

767 

62 

19 

6,836 

.-~ 

1881. 

44,849,61 9 

4 44,046,94 

730,405 

42,810 

20,692 

183 

195 

56 

33 

8,300 

§ The total popUlation figures for censuses prior to 1931 have not been adjusted for subsequent transfers of Mea 
from and to the province. 

* Prior to 1901 Nepal was treated as within India. Since then it has been treated as an Asiatic country outside 
India. The figures of the censuses prior to 1901 have been adjusted to conform with the present classification. 

The next statement gives the above distribution proportionally for each 
census per mille of the total enumerated population :-

Born in-

otal population T 

U nited Provinces 
States). 

est of India 

est of Asia 

R 

R 

o utside Asia 

., .. 
(including the 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

1931. 1921. 

1,000 1,000 

989 99) 

10 9 

1 1 

.. .. 

1911. 1901. 1891. 1881. 

1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 

987 986 984 983 

12 13 15 16 

1 1 I 1 

., . . .. .. 

The home· born proportion slowly increased from 1881 till 1921 and 
shows a slight decrease in the last decade. The proportion of immigrants :from 
the rest of India have similarly declined from 1881 till 1921, but in the last 
decade has slightly risen. 

Similar figures· fo] England and Wales up to the census of 1921 are as 
follows :-

Born in- 1921. 1911. 1901. 1891. 1881. 

Total population .. .. .. 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 

England and Wales (including birth-place un· 966 965 961 961 957 
specified). 

Rest of British Isles .. .. .. 20 20 24 27 33 

Outside .. .. .f .. 14 15 15 12 10 

The percentage ~f hom~.born.ll1 Engla~d an~ Wale~ IS thus lower than 
in this province, but untIl 1921 It contll1ued to rISe as 111 India. The 1931 figure 
is not avaHaple at the time of writing. The proportion of those born in the rest 
of the British Isles decreased between 1881 and 1921 as did the proportion of 
those born in the rest of India. 
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8. The discussion of internal migration is somewhat handicapped by the Internal 
lack of the figures of birth-place by districts, but something may be said about migration. 
it. 

The following figures show for the British territory of the province the 
number per mille who were born in the district of enumeration and in the rest 
of the province at this and laElt census :-

Enumerated in British Territory, United Provinces. 

1931. 1921. 

-
Eornin-

Persons. Males. Females. Persons, Males. Fomales. 

--- . 
U nUed Provinces .. .. 989 990' 987 990 992 987 

British territory .. .. 987 989 985 989 991 986 

(i) Distriot of enumeration , .. 929 952 903 931 955 905 

(ii) Rest of British territory .. 58 37 82 581 36 81 

States .. .. .. 2 I 2 I I I 

These figures show eloquently how little addicted to movement is the 
population as a whole. The figures for home-born population in 1911 were 
persons 912, males 937, females 885. l'he tendency to stay at home has grown 
since then, though the home-born population has declined slightly since 1921, 
both of males and females. The 'higher proportion of migrant females than 
of migrant males is due to the marriage custOll1s of the country and the figures 
of those born in the rest of the province including the States, show very clearly 
that this diffe'rence between the male and female figures is entirely due to the 
large volume of internal migration of females. Although the figures to prove 
it are not available'at this census, it may be f1afely said that at this census as in 
former censuses, the bulk of this internal migration is between contiguous 
districts and states in the province. The proportion of internal emigrants 
shows a slight increase since 1921, from 37 to 38 per mille in the case of males 
and from 82 to 84 in the case of females. For the province as a whole including 
the states, the actual volume of internal migration has risen from 2,738,000 in 
1921 .(males 900,000, females 1,838,000) to 2,906,000 in 1931 (males 978,000, 
females 1,928,000), or by 6 per cent. In the case of males the increase is by 
S'7 per cent. as against an incre{tse of 7'0 per cent. in males enumerated in 
the province. This larger proportional increase may be ascribed to the move
ment of labour into the larger towns of the province especially during the 
last two years of the decade. In the case of females the increase is only by 4' 9 
per cent. This is not as high as the percentage increase in females in the 
decade (6'4). This migration is almost entirely marriage migration and as 
the increased female population is chiefly below the age at which a bride 
goes to her husband's home, although large numbers of these young girls are 
married they have not yet left their home districts. 

The only circumstance which, at this census, led to anything unusual in 
the distribution of the population at the time of year, was a Paikarma Fair 
at Nimsar in district Sit!1pur which consisted of some 11,000 people from 
Sitapur and the neighbouring districts. This had no appreciable effect on the 
figures of the province as a whole, though it has influenced the figures of 
Sitapur district to some extent. 

Subsidiary Table I at the end of this chapter shows that the districts 
which gain most in actual numbers by internal migration are Cawnpore, 
Lucknow, Aligarh, Meerut and Etah, in that order, each gaining ,at least 
100,000 persons. From the table in paragraph 9 infra, it will be seen that the 
districts and states which gain most in proportion to their popula~ion by 
internal migration are Naini Tal, Lucknow, Dehra Dun, Cawnpore, Mainpuri, 
Etah, Benares State, Farrukhabad, Pilibhit and Aligarh, in that order. In 
each case the inte'rnal immigrants exoeed 100 per mille. 

Normality oJ 
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Gains by 
internal 
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In Naini Tal somewhat over two·fifths of the male and one·third of the 
female population was born outside the district, and the ,majority of these 
were born within the province. Eight thousand, five hundred and fifty 
persons (males 5,007, females 3,543) were born in Rampur State and are 
periodic or permanent settlers in the Tara,i and Kashipur tahsil. This number 
has beeL.. reduced from 10,403 since last census. 

Some idea of the volume of periodic emigration from Almora district 
to the Naini Tal Bhabar can be gleaned from the following figures. The pre. 
liminary enumeration in Almora district was carried out in October 1930, 
before the annual exodus to the Bhabar had commenced. The final enu. 
meration was carried out during the last ten days of February 1931, before 
those emigrants had rE:)turned to their homes. The greater part of the difference 
in these figures thus represents the volume of this migration. The figures 

Population of Almora PersQjJ.S. Males. Females. distric~. 

4t preliminary enn- 61),657 
meration. 

311,~~9 300,028 ' 

At final enumeration 583,302 292,004 291,298 

.. I 
---

Difference 21,355 19,625 8,73P I 

are given in the margin. It may 
safely he said that this migration,did 
not exceed the difference figures. In 
1921 the figures of those born in 
Almora but enumerated in Naini Tal 
were persons ~3,177, males 25,938, 
females 17,239. The females then 
included those permanent migrants 
married in Naini Tal but born in 
Almora and this would acoount for 
part of the diffo:r;ence in the f~male 
figures of 1921 'and the female perioaic 

emigrants of 1931, but it is olear that there has been a considerable d~crease 
in internal periodic migration between Almora and the Bhabar, especially 
when it is remlfmbered that in 1921 t~e return of these periodic emigrants to 
their homes in the hills had commenced whereas in 1931 it had not. The 
figwe for 1901 of this migration was 36:0415. The 1911 figures were upset by' 
the fact that the exodus from the hills to the Bhabar commenced earlier than 
usual in that year and 'was well on its way by 'the time the preliminary enp· 
meration was made. The remaini~g immigrants, are semi-permanent settlers 
~nd periodic migrants to the Tarai from ilistricts Moradabad, Bareilly and 
Pilinhit, t~e seasonq..l migrants not having returned to their homes before the 
F931 final enu,!lleration. 

A considerable amount of periodic migration occurs within Naini Tal 
district for the cold weather from the hill pattis of the district to the Bhabar 
and Tarai. An estimate of this can also -be made in the same manner as of that 
from Almora. The preliminary enumeration in the hill pattis was also taken 
before this seasonal movement began and the final enumeration was taken 
before the return journey_ commenced. 

POPlliation of Nall}i 
Tal hill pattis .. fersons. ,Males~ .Females. -

---

The figures are given in tM margin. 
It is noteworthy that iIi th~ c11Se of 
-thIs migratiop females slightly exceed 
males. This means that whole 
families migrate and not the men 

A alone, which is contrary to what t preliminary enn- "66,738 55,548 31,190 
mcration. 

At final enumeration 54,223 

Difference .. 12,515 

p,439 

6,109 

24,764 

6,406 

u~ually happens in the case of periodic 
migration. In 1901 the volume of 
this periodic migration- was 17,285. 
In 1911 the figure was vitiated by tue 
movement downhill starting before 
the prl)liminary enum~ration Md the 

movement uphill starting before th:e final enumeration. No figures. are 
available for 1921. The volume of this migration also appears to have 
decreased since 1901. This seasOlW,l ~igration does not affect the district 
figures, though it does ,the tahsil figures. 

Out Of its 174 per mille of immigrants Lucknow draws no less than 153 
from other districts a!ld states in the province. A little" over tw6-thirds of 
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the male internal immigrants find their way to Lucknow City, and are semi
permanent migrants seeking employment. Well under half the female 
internal immigrants go to the City, showing that the female migration is almost 
entirely on account of marriage. 

About a quarter of the male population of Dehra Dun recorded a birth- Dehra Dun 
place outside the district. Of these well over half are immigrants fro 1 British district. 
districts of the province, and a further substantial number come from Tehri-
Garhwal State. Those from British districts are almost entirely semi-perma-
~ent migrants, labour migrated largely from Oudh. Those from district 
Garhwal and Tehri-Garhwal State are mostly periodic. 

Cawnpore district has gained by immigration 83,814 males and 82,440 Oawnpore 
females, out of which 60,090 males and 37,720 females found their way to district. 
Cawnpore City. The figures are striking. More than half the immigration of 
females is to the district outside Cawnpore City and is clearly the result of 
marriage. The bulk of the male immigration is labour proceeding to Cawnpore 
City for employment. A considerable proportion of the females who proceed 
to Cawnpore City will be going there on marriage to residents of Cawnpore 
City. So it can safely be said that at least half the males who go to Cawnpore 
City to find work leave their families behind them. Another point of interest 
is that out of these 60,090 males no less than 54,652 were born in British terri· 
tory within the province, showing that Cawnpore City (and also the district) 
draws the vast majority of its immigrants from within the province. (For the 
birth-places of the labouring population of Cawnpore City see Appendix A to 
Ch&,pter VIII.) 

Mainpuri district returned male immigrants 22,038, female 71,133, of Mainpuri 
whom 20,882 males and 69',478 females were internal immigrants. The large district. 
predominance of females shows this to be permanent marriage migration. 

Here again the migration is almost entirely permanent marriage migra- Etah distriet. 
tion. Out of a total of 23,306 male immigrants and 78,552 female no less 
than 22,331 males and 77,664 females were internal migrants. 

In Benares State the large percentage of immigrants is due to the fact Benares State. 
that nearly one-fifth of the females of the district returned a birth-place outside 
the State, of whom no less than 93 per cent. returned a birth-place in the 
British territory of the province. It is clear that this is all marriage migration. 

In Farrukhabad the figures show that the large proportion of internal Farrukhabail 
immigrants is likewise the result of permanent marriage migration. district. 

Pilibhit returned 20,005 male immigrants from the rest of the province, Pilibhit 
and 27,673 females. The proportion of the sexes shows that part of the male district. 
migration is periodic to the tarai areas of tahsil Puranpur. The rest of this is 
permanent marriage migration. 

Here again the bulk of the internal immigration is permanent marriagE) Aligarh 
migration. district. 

The districts and states which gain practically no popUlation from out
side (either from within the province or from outside it) are those of the hills
Tehri-Garhwal State, where 989 out of every 1,000 are home-born, Almora with 
988 per mille home-born, and Garhwal where the figure is 976. The reason, 
as my predecessor remarked, is because the plainsman dislikes the climate 
and conditions of the hills and has no social connexion and only slight racial 
affinity with the hill people. To these may be added the districts of Gorakh. 
pur, Basti and Azamgarh. These are densely populated districts with no 
large or industrially important towns to attract labour. Such immigration 
as there is to these districts, is almost entirely connected with marriage as the 
sex-ratio shows. Even marriage migration is restricted, in the case of Gorakh
pur on account of its large area and poor communications which render it 
unnecessary and undesirable _to go outside the district for marriage purposes, 
and in the case of all these districts because of the preponderance of the lower 
castes, who do not need to go so far afield to contract their marriage alliances, 
even if their relative poverty did not prohibit their so doing. 

25 
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The direction of marriage migration in this province is, as Sir Richard 
Burn pointed out in his report*, determined largely by the law of hypergamy. 
For good historical reasons the higher branches of castes are found in the west 
of the province, and the lower in the east. The custom of hypergamy compels 
a girl to marry a bridegroom of higher social status than her own, consequently 
the bridegroom. goes eastwards for his bride and marriage migration is from 
east to west. To a certain extent the same is true of north and south, marriage 
migration being directed from south to north; but here exceptions will be 
found, for instance where the original habitat of say a Rajput clan was in the 
south, the lower branches of that clan would be to the north and marriage 
migration would then be from north to south. Unfortunately it is not possible 
to illustrate this process at work between districts, but the lower proportion of 
female immigrants from the rest of the province found in the eastern districts is 

Districts on 
western border. 

Saharanpur .. 

MuzaffarnaglU' 

Meerut 

Bulandshahr .. 

Aligarh 

Percentage I 
of 

immigrant .. 
females DIstrICts on 

from rest eastern border. 
of the 

province. 

Gorakbpur .. 

14'4 Ballia 

10'8 Ghazipur 

Benares 

Mirzapur 

explained by this. In the margin 
are contrasted the percentages 

Perc:tago that immigrant females from the 
rest of the province bear to the 
total female population in the case 
of the districts on the western and 

immigrant 
females 

from rest 
of the 

province. eastern borders of the province. 
The Gorakhpur figure is low on 
account of the large area. The 
figures illustrate strikingly the 
effect of the westward trend of 
marriage migration. Wherever 
the figures suggest marriage migra
tion reverse to the general direction, 
there is generally some other ex-
planation to account for it. 

Owing to the absence of birth-place figures by districts it is not possible 
to say definitely which districts have lost most by internal migration, but it is 
not likely that there have been any marked changes since 1921 when the dis
tricts of Oudh lost most. 

The figures for the states, are, however, available. Rampur has lost 
13,715 persons (males 4,217, females 9,498) to Moradabad district, including 
2,187 persons to Moradabad City (males 1,083, females 1,104) ; 12,268 persons 
to Bareilly district (males 4,163, females 8,105), including 755 to Bareilly City 
(males 359, females 396) ; and 8,550 persons '(males 5,007, females 3,543) to 
Naini Tal district. The migration to Moradabad City and Bareilly City is 
permanent or semi-permanent migration in search of labour, whilst that to 
the rest of these districts is partly permanent marriage migration and partly 
semi-permanent labour migration, directed largely in the case of Bareilly 
district, to Clutterbuckganj. That to Naini Tal district is partly periodic 
and partly permanent to the Tarai, and partly permanent marriage migration 
of females to Kashipur tahsil. There is a slight decline in all these figures since 
1921. 

Tehri-Garhwal State lost 5,032 (males 3,845, females 1,187) to Dehra 
Dun district; 640 (males 632, females 8) to Bareilly, of whom 637 (males 630, 
females 7) were found in Bareilly City; 563 (males 403, females 160) to district 
Garhwal and 499 (males 297, females 202) to Meerut, of whom 428 (males 256, 
females 172) were enumerated in Meerut City. The bulk of this is periodic. 
In the case of Dehra Dun it includes coolies collecting at Rajpur for the summer 
season at Mussoorie. The Bareilly figures are mostly those of soldiers in the 
cantonment. For the rest this migration is for the cold weather only" and 
represents traders and labour seeking employment. 

The volume of migration to Dehra Dun and Garhwal shows a decline, 
possibly because the date of the 1931 census fell earlier in the year. The 
fi~ures f9+ British territory show some increase. 

* Census Report. 1901. Part I, pa~e 38, 
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Benares State shows losses of 8,406 (males 1,703, females 6,703) to Mirza
pur district, of which only 678 (males 317, females 361) find their way to 
Mirzapur-c'/!,m-Bindhyachal City; 7,060 (males 2,305, females 4,755) to Benares 
district, of which only 182 (males 96, females 86) appeared in Benares City; 
and 6,029 (males 432, females 5,597) to Jaunpur district: Obviously the bulk 
of this is matrimonial and represents the exchange of wives with neighbouring 
districts. The volume of this migration shows an enormous increase since 
1921, if the figures ofthat census are correct. I suspect that they were vitiated 
by persons, who were born in the State before its separation as such in 1911 
and wer'e married into the remainder of Benares or Mirzapur districts, returning 
their birth-place as one of those districts. 

The internal migration between the st~tes and the rest of the United 
Provinces is revealed by the following figures:-

Persons* Males* Females*. 
Emigrants from British territory to the 

states 
Emigrants from the states to British 

87 26 61 

territory 79 27 52 

These figures show that the bulk of this is permanent matrimonial migra
tion and that whereas the males balance each other, the states gain on the 
exchange of wives. Marriage migration is naturally exaggerated owing to the 
small size of the states. 

The corresponding figures in 192i were:-

Emigrants from British territory to the 
states 

Emigrants from the states to British 

Persons* Males* Females* 

72 24 48 

territory 52 21 31 

Increases since 1921 will be seen under every head, but more especially 
in the case of emigrants from the states to British territory. This difference 
may be due to the possible errors in 1921 in the emigration figures from 
Benares State referred to above; but in any case there has been, since 1921, 
a material increase in emigrants from British territory to the states, especia,ly 
among females and therefore it may safely be assumed that part of the large 
increase in female migration from the states to British territory is real. 

I:ri respect of districts other than those mentioned above, internal migra
tion calls for no comment. The figures reflect little more than the permanent 
migration connected with marriage, and the accident of travel. 

Further remarks on migration by districts will be found in paragraph 
67 of Chapter r. 

9. The second table in paragraph 7 supra shows how relatively unimport
ant is immigratIOn from outside the province. Out of every 1,000 persons 
enumerated in the province including the states, 10 were born in other parts of 
of India, and 1 in Asia outside India. The latter proportion has remained un
changed since 1881. The former declined steadily from 16 in 1881 to 9 in 1921, 
and now shows a slight increase. The actual figures of immigrants from other 
parts of India are 494 thousand (males 206 thousand, females 288 thousand). 
Of these 440 thousand (males 175 thousand, females 265 thousand) come from 
contiguous provinces and states, and 54 thousand (males 31 thousand, females 
23 thousand) from farther afield. 

The numbers from contiguous provinces and states are made up prin
cipally by immigrants from the Central India Agency and Gwalior into Bundel
khand (Central India Plateau) ; from the neighbouring districts 'of the Punjab 

*000'8 omitted. 

t As bir~h-placE) 'Was not sorted by districts at this census it has been possible only to show as oontiguous 
the whole of any province or state which anywhere touches this province. It should also be rioted that the Bihar 
and Orissa States. although they do not actually adjoin any part of this province, have been treated as contiguous 
because they are much nearer the United Provinces than many parts of the British territory of Bihar and Orissa, 
all of which has ha.d to be treated as oontiguous. For the aa.me reason Aj mer·Merwara has beeu treated all 
contiguous, it being much nearer the United Provinces than many parts of the Rajputana Ageucy and the Punjab, 
all of which hav:e had to be regarded as contiguous. 

Benares State. 

Between the 
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into the Meerut division'; from Rajputana and Gwalior into the Agra divIsion; 
and from the neighbouring districts of Bihar and Orissa into the Benares and 
Gorakhpur divisions. The nature of this immigration can in each case be gathered 
from the proportion of the sexes. The marginal figures show the migration 

from the Central India 
Agency to Jhansi City to be 
mostly of the semi-perma
nent family type with a 
little permanent marriage 
migration; to the rest of 
Jhansi district and the other 
three distTicts of Bundel
khand it consists of a larger 
proportion of marriage mig
ration. From Gwalior to 
Jiiansi City, to Hamirpur 
and Banda it is semi-perma
nent labour movement, of 
the ·family type except in 

Born in-

Enumerated in- Central India Agency Gwalior. 

Males. Females. Males. 
I 

Females. 

---~ 
Jhansi City .. .. 2,559 3,445 2,38 2,011 

Jhansi, rest of district .. 10,527 24,131 2,706 7,077 

J alaun district .. 3,435 6,270 2,041 5,682 

Hamirpur di~trict ., 7,055 15,781 2,315 93 

Banda district .. l'1,865 8,569 102 100 

Hamirpur where the figures of the movement of male labour are very striking. 
'rhe figures for immigrants from the Punjab to the Meerut division reveal 

that there is some permanent 
marrIage migration to dis
tricts Muzaffarnagar, Meerut 
and Bulandshahr and to a 
much smaller extent to Sa
haranpur disiJrict from the 
British territory of the Pun. 
jab. This migration is in 
reverse of the normal east to 
west flow, but the prosperity 
of the disljjricts concerned is 
sufficient to account for the 
variation. The rest, includ
ing all the migration f'rom 
the states, is of the semi
permanent type and repre
sents movement of labour, 
sometimes by famHies (especi

--------
Born in the Punjab. 

l!:numerated in- British territory. State3. 

Males. Females. Males. Females. 

Dahra Dun district .. 3,648 1,954 1,362 526 

S~haranpur City .. 1,600 987 143 81 

Saharanpur, fest of dis- 4,660 5,301 276 97 
trict. 

Muzaffarnagar district .. 2,596 4,659 184 121 

Meerut City .. 3,911 1,802 104 31 

Meerut, rest of district .. 2,649 6,778 119 91 

Bulandshahr district .. 2,207 5,994 20 25 

ally in the rest of Saharanpur district), but usually of men without their families. 
The figures of immigrants from the Rajputana Agency and Gwalior into 

the Agra division, given in the margin, sh'ow that the migration from Rajputana 

Enumerate:J in-

Aligalh (Koil) City .. 
Aligarh, rest f district 

Meerut Cit., 
" . 

Meerut, rest of district .. 

AgmCity .. .. 
A 6ra, rest of district .. 
Ma inpuri district .. 
E tah district .. 

Born in-
" ... 

Rajpuiana Agency. Gwalior. 

Males. Females. Males. Females. 

223 227 33 16 

435 773 53 66 

2,134 2,427 189 188 

7,041 14,132 215 129 

5,654 4,219 462 ~28 

7,540 19,548 971 5,413 

213 170 572 1,120 

436 420 141 151 

I 
to Aligarh (Koil), Muttra 
and Agra cities, and to 
Mainpuri and Etah districts 
is of the semi-permanent 
family type, while to the 
rest of Aligarh, Muttra and 
Agra it is partly of this type 
but also includes permanent 
marriage migration. The 
migration from Gwalior to 
the rest of Agra district is 
very obviously the perma
nent marriage type, so is 
that to Mainpuri district, 
though it is considerably less 
in volume. The remainder 
is semi-permanent migration, 
sometimes by famjlies and 
sometimes by males -alone. 
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The figures of immigrants to the Benares and Gorakhpur divisions given 

-

Enumerated in-

enaresCity .. 
enares, rest of disl.rict .. 

B 

B 

M 

Mi 

J 

G 

B 

G 

Go 

B 

Az 

irzapnr City .. 
. rupnr, re3t of district .. 

anupur distrct .. 
haziplu district .. 
allia district .. 
orakhpur City .. 
rakhpnr, rest of district 

asti district .. 
amgarh district .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. , .. ... .. 

.. .. 

BarIl in Bihar and 

I Orissa. 

Males. Females. 

1,549 642 

['829 6,075 

160 119 

1,885 3,3/2 

118 657 

1,424 10,554 

2,891 12,143 

576 279 

4,3:;5 10,745 

227 183 

221 431 

-

in the margin, show cleally 
that immigration from Bihar 
and Orissa to Benares, Mir
zapur and Gorakhpur cities 
and to Basti district is of 
the semi; permanent type, 
usually men unaccompanied 
by their families in their 
search for work. The re
mainder is chiefly permanent 
marriage migration, very 
pronounced in the case of 
the border districts Benares, 
Mirzapur, Ghazipur, BaHia 
and Gorakhpur, a striking 
illustration of the east to 
west flow of this migration, 
low castes prevailing in the 
west of Bihar . 

Immigration from more distant parts of India is for the most part semi
permanent and due to the search for employment. Bengal is the only non
contiguous province from which immigrants appear in considerable numbers. 
Bengalis are found everywhere but more especially in the city of Benares 
where many are collected in Bengali Tola ; to a less extent in the cities of Allah
abad, Lucknow, Cawnpore and Agra; and in Muttra district. In Muttra this 
immigration is d,irected chiefly to the town of Brindaban, which has become 
very popular with Bengalis in the last decade. Very few of these immigrants 
are permanent, they are mostly of the semi-permanent family type. 

Immigrants from Asiatic countries outside India total 46 thousand, of whom 
29 thousand are males. Out of these, 43 thousand (males 2'7 thousand, females 
16 thousand) are from Nepal. These are mainly Gurkha soldiers, semi-perma
nent migrants who generally bring their families with them; but in part they 
are permanent settlers. They are concentrated chiefly in the districts of 
Naini Tal (and to a less extent the rest of the Kumaun division), Gorakhpur, 
Dehra Dun, Kheri, Bahraich, Basti and Gonda. ' 

Immigrants from outside Asia number less than 0'5 per mille. 
Immigrants from Europe total 17,954 (males 14,937, females 3,017), of 

whom 17,573 come from Great Britain and Ireland. These are mostly semi-
permanent migrants, in the public service (civil and military) or in business. 
A certain proportion are temporary migrants, on business visits, sight-seeing 
and so on ; this form of migration is at its maximum about the time the census 
was taken, though sight-seers were less numerous than usual at this census 
owing to the unsettled state of the country. Europeans are mainly concentrated 
in the ,cities, no less than 14,702 out of the total being enumerated in the 23 
cities of the province. Lucknow (3,550) and Meer\lt (2,223) returned the greatest 
numbers. 

_ The number of those born in Africa, America (mostly missionaries) and 
Australasia is negligible. 

Immigrants to the province as a whole including the states showed a slight 
increase between 1911 and 1921. Between 1921 and 1931 this increase was 
much greater, the figure rising from 480 thousand to 560 thousand, the propor
tional increase being roughly the same in both British territory and the states. 

Immigrants from the neighbouring* provinces and states have risen from 
388 to 440 thousand, the more important variations being increases of 27 thousand 
or 32'per cent. in the immigrants from the Central India Agency; of 14 thousand 
or 17 per cent. from the Punjab; and 14 thousand or 10 per cent. from the 

• See'footnote on page 193. The figures for 1921 have been based on the pr~sent classification. 

From elsewhere 
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Rajputana Agency; and a decrease of 8 thousand or 10 per cent. from Bihar 
and Orissa. 

Immigrants from the more remote provinces and states have risen from 
37 thousand to 55 thousand, increases having occurred in the figures of most 
provinces and states, especially in that of Bengal (from 18 thousand to 31 
thousand). 

Immigrant~ from other Asiatic countries have increased from 37 thousand 
to 46 thousand, those from Nepal having risen from 35 thousand to 43 thousand. 

Immigrants from Europe show a slight increase from 17 thousand to 18 
thousand. Two-thirds of this increase is among those born in the British Isles, 
and one-third among those born elsewhere in Europe. The latter now number 
355 as against 205 in 1921. 

Those born in Africa have increased from 239 to 343; in America from 
458 to 625; and in Australasia from 251 to 353. 

It is of interest to notice the proportion of immigrants to the total popula
tion enumerated in each district and state. These figures have been referred 
to in paragraph 67 of Ohapter I. The figures are as follows and are illustrated 
in diagram no. 31. 

Number of immigrants per mille .. Number of immigrants per mill 
of enumerated popUlation. of enumerated popUlation. 

e 

District or state of From the From District or state of From the From enumeration. enumeration. rest of outside Total. rest of outside Total. theprov. theprov· theprov· theprov· 
ince*. ince. ince*. ince. 
--_ ------

Himalaya, West. Indo-Gangetic Plain, 
DehraDun .. 134 72 206 Centra!-( coneld.). 

Unao .. .. 58 2 . 6D 
Naini Tal .• .. 349 40 389 

RaeBareli .. 49 2 51 
Almora .. .. 6 6 12 

Sitapur .. .. 62 I 63 
Garhwal •• .. 17 7 24 
Sub-Himalaya, West. Hardoi .. .. 49 .. 49 

Saharanpur .. 53 17 70 Fyzabad " .. 48 3 51 

Bareilly ., .. 79 19 98 Sultanpur ., 58 I 59 

Bijnor .. .. 27 4 31 Partabgarh . . 54 I 55 

Pilibhit . , .. 106 ~ 109 BaraBanki . . 45 I 46 

Kheri 75 7 82 
Centra! India Plateau. . , .. 

I nao· Gan1etic Plain, 
Jhansi .. ., 36 97 133 

West. Jalaun 70 43 113 .. .. 
Muzaffarnagar .. 91 10 101 

Hamirpur .. 42 53 95 
Meerut .. .. 68 20 88 

Banda .. .. 26 24 50 
Bulandshahr .. 84 II 95 Ea8t Satpuras • 

Aligarh .. .. 101 5 106 Mirzapur .. .. 43 24 67 

Muttra .. .. 94 63 157 
Sub· Himalaya, East. 

Gorakhpur ., 10 7 17 
Agra .. .. 71 56 133 

Basti .. .. 21 2 23 
Mainpuri ., .. 121 3 124 

Gonda .. .. 40 3 43 
Etah .. .. 116 2 113 

Bahraich .. .. 35 5 40 
Budaun .. .. 80 2' 82 Indo.Gangetic Plain, 

Moradabad 53 2 55 East. .. 
Benares .. .. 58 25 83 

Shabjahanpur .. 87 2 89 
Jaunpur .. .. 54 2 56 

Farrukhabad .. 107 2 109 
Ghazipur .. .. 41 16 57 

Etawah .. .. 87 15 102 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, 

Ballia .. .. 25 17 42 . 
Centra!. Azamgarh 30 I 31 .. 

Cawnpore .. 128 9 137 States . 

Fatehpur .. .. 52 2 54 Tehri-Garhwal .. 8 3 II 

Allahabad .. 44 13 57 Rampur .. .. 83 2 85 

Lucknow .. .. 153 21 174 Benares .. .. 116 10 126 

* Including the states. , 
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10. Accurate figures of emigration from this province are available 
only for emigrants to other parts of India. As regards countries outside 
India, figures based on the census of 1931 have been furnished by Ceylon, 
Hong-Kong, North Borneo, Seychelles and Somaliland. The figures, which 
are shown in Subsidiary Table II-A of this chapter, are negligible. 

The number of emigrants born in this province, who sailed from Cal
cutta, Bombay or Karachi in the decade is shown in Subsidiary Table IV. 
These numbers are likewise negligible. 

Of emigration to Nepal there is no record. Guesses have been made at 
past censuses. As no more reliable source of information became available 
at this census I do not consider that any further discussion on the point would 
be profitable. 

We are left with emigration to other parts of India. 

In all 1,559,000 persons (males 960,000, females 599,000) born in this 
province (including the states) were enumerated in other provinces and states 

Emigration. 
(1) Overseas. 

(2) To Nepal. 

(3) To otMr 
parts of India, 
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in India. Of this number 873,000 (males 439,000, females 434,000) were enu
merated in contiguous* provinces and states. In 1921 the total born in the 
United Provinces and enumerated elsewhere in India was 1,401,000 persons 
(males 851,000, females 560,000), so that the numbers have increased by 
persons U'3 per cent. (males 12'8 per cent., and females 7'0 per cent.). 

Columns 5 t\) 7 of Subsidiary Table III to this chapter show the emi
grants from this province (for the province as a whole, and for British terri
tory and the states separately) to other parts of India for both sexes together, 
and compares the figures with those of 1921. 

The largest number from British territory to contiguous provinces and 
states are found in the Punjab (persons 206,000, males 104,000, females 102,000). 
The Punjab States show a further 25,000 (males 14,000, females 11,000). 

The females represent chiefly permanent matrimonial emigration to the 
neighbouring districts and states of the Punjab. The males represent mostly 
semi-permanent emigrants to the towns of that province in search of employ
ment and also include some soldiers. The total number of emigrants of both 
sexes to the Punjab and Punjab States show an increase of 19'7 per cent. 

Next comes the Central India Agency with persons 145,000 (males 56,000, 
females 89,000). The sex-ratio shows this to include a considerable volume of 
permanent marriage migration, probably inter-Raj put. Here we have an 
exception to the general rule of marriage migration proceeding from south 
to northi-, the result perhaps of the fact that some of the Central India States 
were settled earlier than Bun delkhand. The rest of this emigration is semi
permanent and represents a considerable volume of labour emigration. The 
total number of emigrants has increased by 7'0 per cent. since 1921. 

Emigrants to the British territory of Bihar and Orissa number persons 
125,000 (males 64,000, females 61,000); and to'the States persons 1,536 (males 
1,015, females 521). This represents mainly semi-permanent labour migration, 
and some permanent marriage migration. 

The total number of emigrants to both British territory and states has 
increased by 8'5 per cent.) the increase to the states being much more marked. 

Emigrants to Delhi number persons 115,000 (males 71,000, females 44,000) 
drawn chiefly from the west of this Province. Females represent partly per
manent marriage migration from the neighbouring United Provinces districts, 
though the majority are semi-permanent emigrants accompanying their 
husbands. The majority of the males are semi-permanent emigrants to New 
Delhi in search of employment. 

The total emigrants show an increase of 55'4 per cent. 
Emigrants to British territory number persons 110,000 (males 68,000, 

felliales 42,000); and to the states persons 8,000 (males 5,000, females 3,000). 
This is all labour emigration, partly periodic in connexion with harvesting 
operations (though this was less than usual at this census as the final enumera
tion took place before the seasonal move had progressed very far), but mostly 
semi-permanent. 

The total number of emigrants to the province as a whole has increased by 
16'8 per cent., the increase to the states being proportionally much less. 

Emigr~nts number persons 68,000 (males 24,000, females 44,000). This 
is largely matrimonial migration with some semi-permanent emigration of 
male labour thrown in. The figures show an increase of 20'5 per cent. 
. EmIgrants number persons 50,000 (males 22,000, females 28,000). The 
females are largely permanent marriage emigrants but partly periodic for har
vesting, and go chiefly from districts Jhansi (9,184), Jalaun (3,820), Etawah 
(3,649), Agra (3,256), Cawnpore (1,736) and Mainpuri (1,675). Males are partly 
periodic emigrants for harvesting, e.g., Jhansi (7,498), Agra (3,170) and Etawah 
(2,192), and partly semi-permanent emigrants in search of employment, e,g.~ 
skilled workmen trained in Cawnpore and movin,g thence to better their 

* See foot·n9te on pago 193. 

t There is also considerable marriage migration the other way-vide page 193~ 
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prospects elsewhere (1,131). The total emigrants have decreased by 15'3 per 
cent. owing to the decrease in the seasonal emigrants for harvesting, due, 
as has already been explained, to the earlier date of the final cnumeration, by 
which time the annual movement had scarcely begun. 

The greatest number of emigrants from this province to any other are 
found in Bengal, where in British territory they number persons 344,000 (males 
259,000, females 85,000) and in the states 4,225 (males 2,308, females 1,917). 
Males outnumber females by three to one, so there can be no doubt of the 
nature of this migration. Of those to British territory persons 103,000 (males 
80,000, females 23,000) are found in Calcutta City, i.e., somewhat less than one· 
thir~. Bengal attracts by its mills, factories and coal.fields, and largely by 
domestic service in Calcutta City. The number of emigrants to the states 
shows a decline of 8'5 per cent., but those to British territory have increased 
by 1'8 per cent. The actual flow of labour to Bengal was much diminished 
towards the end of the decade owing to a restricted demand caused by trade 
depression. 

There is another type of emigration to the Bengal rural areas which is 
not revealed by the census figures. I refer to seasonal emigration from the 
east of the United Provinces, especially Gorakhpur district, for harvesting 
crops. This used to proceed in two large, distinct waves at the end of the 
rains, one to cut the jute crop and the other the rice crop. This seasonal mig. 
ration has diminished enormously during the last 4 or 5 years, as reflected in 
the reduced takings ,Of the Bengal and North·Western Railway. These emi· 
grants return during the cold weather and so are always back by the final enu· 
meration. Nevertheless its economic effect on the congested eastern districts 
is important as it brings in money from outside. Its reduction in volume 
will be keenly felt. 

. Emigrants to Bombay British territory number persons 135,000 (males 
104,000, females 31,000) of whom persons 83,000 (males 69,000, females 14,000) 
go to Bombay City, and persons 20,000 (males 13,000, females 7,000) go to 
Sind (chiefly Karachi). In the states, including the Western India Agency, 
are found persons 3,835 (males 2,621, females 1,214). 

This represents emigration of the semi· permanent type, in some cases 
whole families going but usually only the males. 

The total emigrants to British territory have increased by 18'9 per cent. 
(the Aden figures are negligible) and to the states by 52'2 per cent. 

Emigrants to Burma, including the Eastern States, number persons 
86,000 (males 75,000, females 1I,000). This represents semi-permanent mi· 
gration in connexion with trade and service. The total figure has increased by 
21'7 per cent. 

Emigrants to Assalll, including the states*, number persons 68,000 (males 
44,000, females 24,000). This represents semi-permanent emigrants employed 
chiefly in the tea·gardens. The numbers have declined by 11'6 per cent. since 
1921. The demand for labour from Assam has diminished and in any case 
emigration to the tea· gardens has become unpopular in this province, largely 
as a result of a deliberate campaign against it by non.cooperators in the 
early part of the decade. 

Madras did not tabulate its emigrants by provinces, so the figures of 
the emigrants from this province are not available. They. are not important 
in any case. In Subsidiary Table III the figures of 1921 have been repeated 
for 1931. 

Emigration from the United Provinces States to other provinces and 
states in India is not very considerable, amounting in all to 6,000 persons 
(males 4,000, females 2,000), and showing scarcely any change since 1921. 
The following are the chief figures ;-

Persons. Males. Females. 
Delhi 1,647 1,048 599 
Hyderabad 752 353 399 
Punjab (including the states) .. 990 465 525 

* Separate figures for Assam British t~rritory. and its statos are not available, 
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in the case of Dellii the emigraiion is chiefly' semr permanent' and' 
represents labour moving to New Delhi, mostly from. Rampur. 

Emigration elsewhere is ;mostly the permanent matrimonial variety: 
II. The main streams of migration from and to the United Provinces 

as a wh(}le, are as follows. In each case the figures include those of British 
~rritory an.d of the states. 

, *rmmig. ' *Emig· *Balance grants 
Province or'state. rlints from ot 

• to United United migra-
'Provinces. Provinces: tion. 

! 

Central India Agency.-. . W9 I 145 -36 

Punjao .. ' ,' . 98 200 -102- : 

Rajpiitana .. 82 68 +14 

Bihar and Orissa .. 70 127 -57 . 
r 

Gwalior .. •• I:: 47 , 51 -4 

Bengal .. , .. 31 348 -317 , 
L • 1 

- '>1> ~ ""~ .'" - ..... 

-Immi· 

Province or State. grants 
to United 
Provinces. 

;Central Provinces and , 15 
Berar. 

Delhi .. .. . 15 
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Assam. .. .. , J 
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Large-losses-on the balance oocur to Bengal, Bombay, Central 
and Berar, and the Punjab. The only gain, is from Raj~utana. 

Provinces 

These figures are illustrated ill' diagram no. 32. 
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12. As matters stood on the night ofthefinal enumeration the ptovince as 
a whole (including the.states) was the poorer- by persons 999,000 (males 709,000, 
fpmales 290,000) on the balance of migration. To this loss must be added the 
Qverseas emigrants, who were not~ however, numerous, and the emigrants to Nepal 
tlte numbers of whom are unknown. The loss in females is -on the balance of 
matrimonial exchanges and is roughly the sameas at last census. This loss is 
not scrious, and with the decreasing proportion of females in the total population 
of the province the loss is likely to diminish in future. The loss of males which 
has inct:eased by 200,00.0 sine.e.l.921,..might, at first sight, appear a more serious 
matter, th~ bulk of it representing, as ~t does, semi-permane1jlt emigration of 
labour. But I am inclined to think that this outlet is;t blessing. The pres
s,ure of the ;population on the 80j1 in thi~ province is 8. evere, and growing heavier 
year by yQar. Tpere h~:;l hee.n po widespread co~laint of shortage of 
agricul~uraJ. labour at any ~ime during the past decade~ and since the fall in 
prices of agricultural produce labour has been surplus ~o requirements in the 
rural areas. Industrialists in this pmvince have ,experienoed no difficulty 
in securing all the labour they required, and in fact the development in indus
tries has b~en far too ,slow to absorb the surplus labour resulting from a rapidly 
increasing popul3Jtion and a lessened demand for agricultural labour. As the 
industries 9f the province develop the:C8 is little doubt that \aboul' will cease 
to emigrate from the province in view of the in-born I dislike of the average 
Lndian of t;ravelling far from his home village. For an account of the actual 
losses to the British territory of the province on ~he balan,ce of migration 
which took place in the last decade, the reader is referred to parag:r;aph 60 of 
Chapter 1. . Those figures are, as there .explained, based on Galculations from 
the correct~d vital st~tistics. On the s~me basis an estimate has been given, 
in paragraph 61 of tnat chapter, of the actual volume of migration into and 
out of the :$ritish territory of the province during the salme period. 

A~ birth-place nas not been sorted by districts it is not possible at this 
census to discuss the Ibalance of migrat~on in the natu~al divisions. Further, 
the actual figures of emigrants as they stood on the census night are not avail
a,bIe for each districe and so the natural population :cannot be calculated. 
The attractiveness or. otherwise of a district to migrati()n is to be measured 
rather by the excess 9f immigration over emigration than by the proportion 
of immigran,ts to the. enumerated popUlation, which has been exhibited in 
paragraph ~. 

A :coIlfparison of the density of population with the balance of :r;nigratio.n 
worked ,out as a proBortion of the natu;ral popUlation of each district, would 
have been of considerp..ble interest. Are the natural popVlation of eaoh district 
i~ not avail~ble this cannot be done. Even the figl\res for the balance of 
migration eluring the J~st dec~de, which have been refer~ed to in pt\ra.graph 67 
of Chapter ~,are too uncertain, based 'as they are on faulty.vital statistios to 
warrant· th!3ir tabulation and graphical illustration. 

13~ $omething has been said on ~his in paragraph 16 of Chapter II. 
In Appendix A ;to Chapter VIn a;re giyen figures Ifor the birth-place of 

the ind'Q.striallabouring population of Cawnpore City. 

The balance oj 
migration. 

Balance of 
migration by 
districts and 
states. 

The birth 
places of 
r.eBidents in 
citie8. 



202 CHAPTER m.--BIRTH-PLA(JE. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.-Immigration (actual figures). -, 
Born in-(OOO's omit,ted). 

Non· 
DistriCt or sta~e Rest of British Rest of United Contiguous contiguous Outside 

District or state in which of territory within Provinces provinces provinces India 

enumerated. enumeration. t,he province. states(l). and- states. and states (3). 
(2). 

,; ~ ,;, '" ~ 
00 ,; m 

~ " ~ 

Per- Males. Per- Fe· ~ 

'" " " ,; 01 ~ .; 1 Female'. Males. 0 0 

~ 
0 

sons. 'onS. nales, <ll '" ~ '" ~ S ~ S ~ " I-< 01 " os 
'" '" " " " " "" :>l I'« "" ~ I'« A., I'« A., ::a ... 

I -2- --3- -4- -5- - - -7- S 9" 10 IT 12 13 14 15 16 17 Tf 19 6 -- -_ --- -- - .- - -- - -
_ 

- -
United Provinces .. 46,063 24,SOS 21,255 2,914 977 1,937 79 27 5) 440 174 265 55 32 23 65 45 20 

British territory .. 44,949 24,219 20,731 2,827 951 1,877 79 27 51 434 172 262 51 31 23 65 45 20 

Himalaya, We.st. 
DehraDun .. .. 183 105 78 26 18 8 5 4 I 9 6 3 :2 I I 6 5 2 
NainiTal .. .. 169 93 77 88 56 33 9 5 4 2 2 . , . , .. .. 9 7 2 
Almora .. ., 576 288 288 4 2 2 .. .. .. I I .. " 

, . 
"l 

2 I I 
Garhwal .. .. 520 248 272 8 6 3 1 .. " J 1 ., 

" , . .. 3 2 .. 
Sub.Hima!aya, We.st. I , 

Saharanpur .. .. 971 540 431 55 24 31 1 ,. .. 15 8 7 2 I .. I .. .. 
Bareilly .. ., 982 545 437 72 26 46 13 5 8 3 2 I I I ,. I I .. 
Bijnor .. .. 812 435 377 22 8 15 .. .. .. J 1 ., ., ., .. .. .. .. 
Pilibhit .. .. 400 220 180 47 20 28 .. .. " .- ., .. ., , . .. 1 1 .. 
Kheri .. .. 867 468 399 71 32 39 " .. .. 2 1 .. . , . . , . 4 3 I 

Indo·Gangetic Plain, Weat. 

Muzaffarnagar .. 804 462 342 82 23 58 .. .. 9 3 5 .. .. .. .. ., .. 
Meerut ., ., 1,462 826 636 109 30 79 I .. .. 24 9 14 5 3 1 3 2 .. 
Bulandshahr .. .. 1,029 582 447 96 18 77 .. .. . . 12 3 9 .. .. ,. .. .. .. 
Alig(lrh .. .. 1,047 607 440 117 26 92 1 .. 1 5 2 3 I .. .. . . 
Muttra .. .. 563 329 234 63 20 43 .. .. .. 37 13 24 4 ~ 3 I .. .. , 
Agra .. .. 909 520 389 81 29 51 .. .. . . 54 20 33 3 I 2 2 .. 
Mainpuri .. .. 656 391 266 90 21 69 .. .. o. 3 I 2 ,. , . .. .. .. .. 
Etah .. .. 759 443 316 100 22 78 .. • 0 2 1 1 ., ,. .. .. . . .. 
Budaun .. .. 928 526 401 79 19 60 3 1 2 I 1 1 .. .. .. . . . . .. 
Moradabad .. ., 1,213 664 549 54 18 37 14 4 10 2 1 I I .. .. .. .. .. 
Shahjahanpur ., .. 825 464 361 79 29 50 .. .. .. I 1 .. .' . . .. . . ... " 
Farrukhabad .. .. 781 450 331 94 29 65 .. .. ., 2 1 1 .. .. ,0 .. . . .. 
Etawah .. .. 670 388 282 65 22 43 .. .. .. 11 3 8 .. . . .. I 1 .. 
Indo·Gangetic PTa:n, Oentral. 

Cawnpore .. .. 1,046 586 460 156 77 78 .. .. .. 6 4 3 2 1 I 2 2 .. 
Fatehpur .. .. 652 350 301 35 10 25 1 .. 1 1 . , 1 .. .. .. . . .. 
Allahabad .. .. 1,406 732 675 59 25 35 6 1 6 14 6 7 5 3 2 2 I .. 
Luclmow .. .. 651 358 292 120 62 58 .. .. ., S 6 2 4 2 1 4 4 1 
Unao .. .. 805 437 367 49 15 35 .. .. .. 1 1 1 I .. .. . . . . .. 
Rae Bareli .. .. 925 483 449 47 10 37 .. .. .. 1 .. 1 .. ., .. .. .. .. 
Sitapur .. .. 1,094 594 500 72 27 45 .. .. .. 1 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
IIardoi .. .. 1,019 593 479 55 15 4D .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Fyzabad .. .. 1,143 587 556 58 21 ·37 .. .. .. 1 I I I " .. I I " 
Sultanpnr .. .. 990 's08 481 61 10 50 .. .. .. .. . , . . I " .. .. .. .. 
Pllrtabgarh .. .. 856 432 424 49 9 40 .. .. .. I . , .. .. " .. .. .. .. 
BaraBanki .. .. 1,015 540 475 48 14 34 .. .. .. I " .. o • o. .. .. ., .. 

Ormtral Inrlia Plateau. 

Jhausi. .. .. 599 320 278 24 II 14 .. .. .. 64 24 40 2 I I 2 I .. 
JaJaun .. .. 378 208 170 30 9 21 .. .. .. 18 6 12 .. " .. . . .. .. 
Hamirpur .. .. 455 240 215 21 8 14 .. .. .. 26 10 I~ I .. " .. .. . . .. 
Banda .. .. 594 310 284 16 7 9 .. .. . , 15 6 . . " .. .. .. .. 

East Satp'urao~. 

MirzapUl' .. .. 736 :378 358 26 8 18 8 2 7 17 7 11 I " .. .. .. .. 
Sub-Himalaya, East. 

GoxakhpUl' ., .. 3,506 I.B05 1,701 36 15 21 .. .. .. 18 6 12 1 I .. 7 3 3 
Basti .. .. 2,029 1,055 975 43 11 33 .. .. .. I 1 .. .. .. ., 4 2 2 
Gonda .. .. 1,508 784 724 63 21 43 .. .. . . 1 1 I 1 " .. 3 1 1 
Bahraich .. .. 1,091 573 517 40 17 23 .. .. . . 1 I I . . " .. 4 2 2 

Indo.Gaw.;eti£ Plain, East. 

Benares .. .. 932 188 444 52 22 30 7 2 5 13 6 8 11 7 5 I I .. 
JaunpUl' .. .. 1,167 601 566 61 11 51 6 .. 6 1 ., I I " .. .. .. .. 
Ghazipur .. .. 778 414 364 34 7 27 .. .. .. 12 2 11 I 1 .. .. .. .. 
BaJHa .. .. 875 460 415 22 6 16 .. .. . . 15 3 12 I " .. .. .. " 
Azamgarh .. .. 1,523 789 734 47 '8 351 .. .. .. J .' I . . .. .. .. .. " 

states .. .. 1,113 589 524 87 26 60 .. .. . . 5 2 3 I " .. .. .. o • 

Tehri·Garhwal (Himalaya, 346 172 174 3 1 2 .. .. .. J 1 .. . , " .. .. .. .. 
West). 

BampUl' (Sub·Himalaya, 426 235 190 3~ 15 24 .. .. .. I " ., .. .. .. .. .. .. 
West). 

Bena.res (E!lBt SatpUl'lIS) .. 342 182 160 '46 1I 34 .. .. . . 4 I 3 .. " .. .. .. .. 
NOTES.-I. The figures in columns 8-10 for the United Provinces and States include only those born in II state other than the state in 

which they were enumerated. 
2. Including French and Portuguese Settlements and India unspecified. 
3. Inoluding thO.lle whose hirth· places were U11Jlpecified. 
4. The apparent discrepancies occasionally occurring in cross totals are due to the rounding oithe totals of persone, males, IIIld 

females, separately to the nearest thousand. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE H.-Emigration (actual figures). 
---

Enun..erated m--- (OOO's omitted). 

Rest of British Rest of Non-contiguous District or state of territory within United Contiguous prov- provinces and 
Area in which born. birth. the province. Provinces in@es and states. states. 

states (I). 

~ 
.; 

~ "' m rfl 00 "' th rfl 
OJ 01 <!l <!l d <!l 

ui ";a 00 ";a d ,; 01 d ui 01 ui 1 0 0 0 0 0 

'" j S '" 
<!l S ~ <!l S '" OJ S '" OJ 

!:l " 
.... 01 " - .... 

" 01 III <!l '" III III III III iii <!l '" OJ 
ill r:<t ill :;.;! r:<t ill ~ F<t ill ;;! P, ill ~ rr.; 
--- "_- -- -- -- -- - - - - -- _- -- ---- --

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

------ -- ---- - - - ----.-- ---- --. 
United Provinces .. 46,063 24,808 21,255 2,906 978 1,928 87 26 60 873 439 434 686· 521 165 

British districts .. 44,949 24,219 20,731 2,827 951 1,877 87 26 60 869 437 432 685 520 164 
~ 

States .. .. 1,113 589 524 79 27 51 .. .. . . 4 3 2 2 1 I 

NOTES-I. The figures in columns 8-10 for the United Provinces and States include only those enumerated in a state other than the state 
in which they were born. 

2. The apparent discrepancies occasionally occurrir.g in cress totals are due to tr.e rcurding of the totals of persons, males 
and females separately to the nearest thousand. 

3. Districtwise figures are no~ available at this census. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE II-A.-Emigrants from the United 
Provinces (including the States) enumerated ou t
side India. 

Where enumerated. Persons. Males. Females. 

- -

I 2 3 4 
-

Ceylon (Colombo) .. .. 134 75 59 

Hong.Kong .. .. .. 62 62 . . 
North Borneo . , .. 3 3 . . 
Seyohelles .. .. .. 1 I .. 

Somaliland .. .. .. I .. I 

----

Total .. 201 141 60 

NOTE.-These are the only figures available. 



SUBSIDIARY TaBLE IIr.-Migr~ion betv;een the United Provinces ~'fl;d other parts of india . 

Province or State. 

-----. 
1 

Total, all India .. 
Indiaunspeciiied .. 
Total, British Provinces in 

India. 
Ajmer·Merwara .. , 
AndamansandN_icobars .. 
Assam ., 
Baluchistan (districts and 

administered territories). 
Bengal .. ... 
Bihar and Orissa .. 
Bombay .. .. 
Burma .. 
Central Provinces and 

Berar. 
Coorg .. .. 
Delhi .. .. 
Madras .• o. 
North·West Frontier Prov· 

ince. 
Punjab .. .. 
Total, State8 in India .. 
Assam States .. 
BalUchistan States .. 
Baroda .. .. 
Bengal States .. 
Bihar and Orissa States .• 
Bombay States .. 
WeBtemindia Agency .. 
Other Bombay States .. 
Burma States .. 
Central India Agency .. 
Central Provinces States .• 
Gwalior .. .. 
Hyderabad •. ,. 
Jammu and Kaahmir .. 
Madras States ,. 

Go Min .. .. 
Travancore .•. .. 
Other Maims States .. 
Mysore •. .. 
North·West Frontier Prov· 

inee Agencies. 
Punjab States .. 
RajputanaAgency 
Sikkim .. .. 
French and Portuguese 

Settlements. 

Immigrants from other prDvinoes and Emigrantsfrom the United Provinoes 
stateslound in the United I'I-ovinces. ..found in other provinces and states. 

. - . . " 

1931. 1921 . Variation. 1931. 1921. Variation. 
.. . 

--- ----

2 3 4 5 6 I 7 
-~- -- -------

~~rt L-Migration to.and from the United Provinces. 

494,308 425,152 

923 330 

244,935 214,178 

3,399 1,729 
140 33 

1,163 712 
452 365 

30,948 18,606 
69,715 77,692 

(a)8,220 (b)6,781 
1,388 (,380 

14,795 8,560 

89 30 
15,128 14,914 
3,099 2,217 
3,560 1,890 

92,839 79,269 

248,450 210,644 

6 192 
3 .. 

326 183 
2 28 

18 1 
288 782 

42 } * 246 

" .. 
109,242 82,531 

422 2,553 
47,303 47,600 

1,876 1,736 
]'421 1,404 

60 8 

" } 60 * .. 
525 413 

2 3 

5,069 4,900 
81,794 68,112 

2 1 
91 197 

* Figures not available. 
(aJ ExoludingAden. 

'+69,156 1,559,646 

t593 .. 
t30,757 1,227,783 

tl,670 15,779 
tl07 2,434 
t451 67,969 
+81 11,802 

t 12,342 344,162 
-7,977 124,993' 
tl,439 (a)135,217 

t8 81,777 
t6,235 110,404 

t59 (d)8 
+214 116,164 
t882 (d)2,339 

tl,670' 8,198 

t13,570 206,537 

t37,806 331,863 

-186 157 
t3 105 

+143 7,012 
-26 4,237 
+17 1,546 

--494 3,835 

* 
( 2,357 
t 1,478 

.. 4,650 
+26,711 145,133 
-2,131 8,349 

-297 50,922 
tl40 8;038 
t17 768 
t52 92 

{ 33 
* 59 • 
t112 560 

-1 (c)2,979 

tl69 25,575 
tI3,682 67,773 

tl 132 
-106 .. 

(b) Including Aden. 
(e) Figures of trans· frontier posts only are available. 

1,400,284 t159,362 

. . .' 
1,09J,863 t132,920. 

18,097 -2,318 
3,126 -692 

76,796 -8,827 
12,260 --458 .. . 

338,442 t5,720 
115,794 t9,199 

(b)112,496 -f 22,721 
68,592 +13,185 
94,029 t 16,375 

8 (d) .. 
74,814 +41,350 
2,339 (d) •. 
3,902 t4,296 

174,168 +32,369 

305,421 t26,442 

252 -95 
57 t48 

3,932 t3,080 
4,651 --416 

97 t575 
2,533 -).302 

1 * f' * { 
2,276 t2,374 

135,924 +,?,209 
7,865 +484 

58,966 -8,044 
6,443 - tl,595 

557 t211 
51 t41 

} * 
( 

* L 
585 -25 

3,782 -803 

19,987 +5,588 
56,587 t11,186 .. t132 
.. .. 

(d) Actual figuresnotavai~ble, so the figures of 1921 have been repeated. 

> . .. 
Excess (+ ) or deficiency 

(-) of immigration 
over emigration. 

1931. 1921. 

---_ 

8 9 

-1,065,338 -975,132 

t923 t~30 

-982,M8 -880,685 

-12,380 ,16,368 
-2,294 -3,093 

--'6"6;806 -76,084 
-'-11,350 -11;895 

-313,214 -319,836 
-55,278 -38,102 

--;126,99] -105,715 
-80,389 -67,212 
-95,609 -85,469 

+81. +22 
-101,036 -59,900 

t760 -122 
-4,638 -2,012 

-113,698 -94,899 

-83,413 -94,777 

-151 -66 
-102 -57 

-6,686 -3,749 
--4,235 --4,625 
-1,528 -970 
-3,547 -1,751 

-2,315 } * -1,232 

-4,650 -2,276 
-35,891 -53,393 
-7,927 -5,312 
-3,619 -11,366 
-6,162 --4,707 

+653 t847 
-32 --43 . 
-33 } t1 • 
* 
-35 -172 

-2,977 -3,779 

-20,506 -15,087 
+14,021 +11,525 

-130 tl 
t91 t197 



SU:SSIDIARY TABLE nt-Migration between tlie Unite'd Province8 and' other-part8 of India-· 
(continued) . 

Province or State. 

Total, all India 

India unspecified 

Total, Rritisk Province8 in 
, India. 

Ajmer.Merwara .. 
Alldamans and Nioobar~ •. 
Assam " " 
Baluchistan (districts aI)d 

administered territories). 
Bengal " " 
Bihar and Orissa .. 
Bombay.. .. 
Burma " " 
Central Provinces and 

Berar. 

~ :: :: 
Madras .. 
North·West Frontier Provo 

ince. 
Punjab 

Total, States in India 

Assam States •• 
Baluchistan States •• 
Baroda" " 
Bengal States .. 
Bihar .and Orissa States .. 
Bombv.y States •• 

. Weltmtlndia Agency •. 
OIlwi' Bombay State8 •• 

Burma States •. 
Central India Agency •• 
Central Provinces States .. 
Gwalior .. 
Hyderabad .. .. 
Jammu and Kashmir .. 
Madras States 

Oodlin " 
TravancorB .. 
0IMr MadraB Statta 

Mysore .. ., 
North.West Frontier Prov· 

ince Agencies. 
Punjab States 
Rajputana Agency 
Sikkim " 
United Provinces States .. 
French and Portuguese Set· 

tlement,;;. 

Immigrants from other provinces aad I 
states'found in the United I 

Provinces. 

Emigrants from the United Provinces Excess (+ ) or deficiency 
found in other provinces and (-) of immigration 

states. over emigration. 

1931. 1921. Variation. 1931. 1931. 1921. 

2 3 4 5 8 9 

Part II.-M~ration to and from British districts of the United Pro\'inces. 

566,981 

922 

473,503 

330 

210,90Z 
1,726 

33 
605 
361 

+93,478 ~640,243 1,465,873 + 174,370 '-1,073,262 -992,370 

240,070 
3,392 

140 
1,094 

449 

30,519 
66,515 

(a)8,[44 
1,387 

14,759 

89 
14,946 
3,081 
3,534 

92,021 

325,989 

.. 

6 
3 

324 • 
2 

18 
287 

42 l 
;145 5 

109,039 
421 

47,285 
1,858 
1,383 

60 

:: 60 } 

525 
2 

4,317 
81,674 

2 
78,692 

91 • 

18,451 
76,38 [ 

(b)6,749 
1,361 
8,519 

30 
14,843 
2,214 
[,868 

77,161 

262,m 

192 

* 

.. 

183 
28 
I 

782 

82,415 
2,553 

47,582 
1,696 
1,365 

5 

41l 
3 

4,877 
67,980 

I 
52,000 

197 ' 

* Figures not available. 
(a) Excluding Aden. 
(b) Including Aden. 

+592 

+29,168 
+1,666 

+107 
+489 
+88 

+12,068 
-9,866 
+1,395 

+26 
+6,240 

+59 
+103 
+867 

+1,666 

+14,260 

+63,718 

• -186 

• 

+3 
+141 
-26 
+17 

-495 

., 
+26,624 
-2,132 

-297 
+162 
+18 
+55 

+114 
-I 

-560 
+13,694 

+1 
+26,692 

-106 

1,224,052 
15,615 
2,416 

67,785 
1[,771 

343,906 
124,989 

(a)135,115 
81,527 

110,128 

(d)8 
114,517 

(d)2,339 
8,097 

205,839 

416,191 , 

157 . 
105 

7,000 
4,225 
1,536 
3,832 

2,355 l 
1,477 i 

4,639 
144,679 

8,347 
50,383 
7,286 

759 
92 

33 '} S9 
3 

555 
(0)2,963 

25,283 
67,539 

132 
86,679 

(c) Figures of trans·frontier posts only are available. 

1,090,904 
17,710 
3,115 

76,730 
12,230 . 

338,184 
115,588 

(b)l12,226 
68,493 
93,342 

+133,148 
-2,095 

-699 
-8,945 

-459 

+5,722 
+9,401 

+22,889 
+13,034 
+16,786 

8 (d) •• 
73,870, HO,647 
2,339 (dl .• 
3,902 +4,195 

173,167 +32,672 

374,969 

252 
57 

3,879 
4,617 

961 
2,528 

* 
2,274 

135,100 
7,826 

58,963 
6,362 

551 
51 

'" 

585 
3,782 

19,522 
56,046 
.. 
7[,613 

+41,222 

-95 
+48 

+3,121 
-392 
+575 

+1,304 

+2,365 
+9,579 

+521 
-8,580 

+924 
+20B 
+41 

-30 
-819 

+5,761 
+11,493 
. +132 

{15,066 

(d) Actual figures not available, so the figures of 1921 have been repeated. 

+922 

-983,982 
-12,223 
-2,276 

-66,691 
-11,322 

-313,387 
-58,474 

-126,971 
-80,140 
-95,369 

+81 
-99,511 

+742 
-4,5~~ 

-113,81g 

-90,20Z 

-151 ' 
-102 

-6,676-, I 

-4,223 ' 
-1,518 
-3,545 

-2,313 -l 
-1,232 ~ 

-4,639 ! 

-35,640 
-7,926 
-3,098 
-5,428 _ 

+624 -
-32. 

-33 } 
+1 

* 
-30 

-2,9M 

-20,966 
+14,135 

-130 
-7,98~ 

+9i 

+330 

-880,002 
-15,984 
-3,082 

-76,125 
-11,869 

-319,733 
-39,207 

-105,477 
-67,132 
-84,823 

+22 
-59,027 

-125 
-2,034 

-95,406 

-112,698 

---60 
-57 

-3,696 
--4,589 

-960 
-1,746 

'" 
-2,274 

-52,685 
-5,273 

-11,381 
-4,666 

+81'4 
-46 

• 

-174 
-3,779 

-14,645 
+11,934 

+1 
-19,61; 

+197 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE III.- -Migration between the United Provinces and other parts of Ind'ia
(concluded). 

Province or State. 

--

I 
--------

'total, all India ,. 
India unspecified .. 
Total, British Provinces in 

India. 
Ajmer.Merwarll 
AndamansandNicobars " 
Assam .. .. 
Baluchistan (districts and 

administered territories), 
Bengal ,. .. 
Bihar and Orissa " 
Bombay ,. .. 
Burma ., 
Central Provinces and Berar 
Coorg .. .. 
Delhi .. .. 
Madras II t. 
North·West Frontier Provo 

ince. 
PWljab .. 
United Provinces (BritiSh 

districts) . 

Total, States in India " 

Assam States " 
Baluchistan States 
Baroda .. " 
Bengal States 
Bihar and Orissa States ,. 
Bombay States .. 
Westeminciia Agency " 
Other Bombay States .. 
Burma States .. 
Central India Agency , , 
Cen~ral Provinces States .. 
Gwalior .. .. 
Hyderabad .. ., 
Ja.mmu and Kashnir .. 
Madras States .. 
Oochin .. .. 
Tra1!(J:llCore .. 
Other Mairas States .. 
Mysore . , .. 
North·WestFrontier Provo 

inee Agencies. 
Punjab States .. 
Rajputana Agency .. 
Sikkim " .. 
French and Portuguese 

SetUements. 

"' _S 

InlIrligrants from other provinces Eniigrants from the United Provinces Excess (+ ) or deficiency 
and sWes found in the United fourtd irt other provinces and states, (-) of immigration over 

Ptovinces. emigration, 

- - . -. -- . - - - - - - - . 

19S1. 1921. Variation. 1931. 1921. Variation. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 . 
Pari nI-Migra!ion to and from states of the United PfovlJices. 

92,698 75,262 

I .. 
91,544 74,889 

I 

7 3 
.. ., 

69 107 
3 4 

429 155 
3,200 1,311 
(a) 76 (b) 32 

I 19 
36 41 

.. .. 
J82 71 

18 3 
26 22 

818 1,508 
86,679 71,613 

1,153 373 

.. .. 

.. .. 
2 .. .. .. .. .. 
1 .. 

.. .. 
1 . , 

" ,. 

203 116 
1 ,. 

18 18 
18 40 
38 39 .. 3 

.. } .. • .. 

.. 2 .. ., 

752 23 
120 132 .. .. .. " 

• Figures not available, 
(al Excluding Aden. 
(b) Including Aden. 

+17,436 

+1 

+16,65& 

+4 ., 
-38 
-1 

+274 
+1,889 

+44 
-J8 
-5 

.. 
+IIJ 
+J5 
t4 

--690 
t15,066 

t780 

.. .. 
+2 .. .. 
+1 

.. 
+1 

.. 
+87 
+1 .. 

-22 
-1 
-3 

* f 
-2 .. 

+729 
-12 .. 

" 

84,774 59,024 +2M50 

I, I, o • 

82,423 55,959 +26,464 

164 387 -223 
18 II +7 

184 66 +J18 
31 30 +1 

256 258 -2 
4 206 -202 

(a) 102 (b) 270 -168 
250 99 +15J 
276 687 -4Jl 

(d) .. (d) .. 
J,647 944 +703 

(d) .. .. (II) .. 
IOJ ., tlOJ 

698 I,OOJ -303 
78,692 52,000 +26,692 

2,351 2,065 +286 

.. .. .. 

.. ., .. 
12 53 --41 
J2 36 -24 
10 JO .. 
3 5 -2 

2 1 ,t * I 
1 > 1, 

11 2 +9 
454 824 -370 

2 39 -37 
539 3 +536 
752 81 +671 

9 () +3 .. " .. 
.. ,. , . 
.. .. '. 
* i 

" 

5 .. t5 
(e) 16 .. t16 

292 465 -173 
234 541 -307 

,. .. .. 
.. .. .. 

(0) Figures of trans·frontier posts only are available. 
(iLl Actual figures not available, so the 1921 figures have been repeated. 

1931. 1921. 

--

8 9 

+7j 924 tl1,238 

+! .. 
+9,121 +18,930 

-157 -384 
~18 -II 

-JJ5 +41 
-28 -26 

+J73 -103 
+3,196 t1,I05 

-26 -238 
-249 -80 
-240 -646 .. , . 

-J,465 -873 
+18 t3 
-75 +22 

+J20 t507 
+7,987 t19,613 

-1,198 -1,692 

.. .. 

.. " -10 -53 
-12 -36 
-10 -10 
-2 -5 

-2 } * .. 
-IJ -2 

-251 -708 
-1 -39 

-521 t15 
-734 --41 
t29 +33 

.. +3 

., } .. • 
* 
-5 +2 

-16 .. 
+460 -442 
-IJ4 --409 .. .. 
.. .. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.~Registered emigrants from the ~uded Provinces who sailed from 
Calcutta, Bombay or Karachi between 1921-1931. 

Number who sailed from- Number who sailed from-
Total Total 

District and natural division. 

Bomba)KaraChi. 

ami. District and.natural division. 

BOmbay.IKarachi. 

erni· 
Cal. grants. Cal. grants. 

cutta.* cutta.* 

--- --- ------- ------------- --- ---
I 2 3 4 5 I 1 2 3 4 5 

._-_- -- - ------ -- --- ------
United Provinces .. .. 207 140 203 555 Rae Bareli .. .. .. 12 3 15 

British Territory ., .. 207 135 199 541 Sitapur .. .. .. 2 .. 2 

Himataya, West .. .. .. S .. S Fyzabad . . .. 19 2 1 22 

DehraDun .. .. .. 5 .. 5 BaraBanki ", .. .. [ . . r 
Sub·Himalaya, West .. .. 12 .. 12 Central India Plateau .. .. 4 .. 4 

Saharanpur ., .. .. 9 ,. 9 Jhansi .. .. .. 4 .. 4 

Bijnor .. .. .. 3 .. 3 East Satpuras ,. .. .. .. .. .. 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, West .. 14 48 6 68 Sub.Himalaya, East .. 108 2 182 292 

Muzaffarnagar .. .. .. 10 ., lO Gorakhpur .. .. 20 .. 182 ~O2 

Meerut .. .. [4 10 .. 24 Basti . .. 4[ 2 .. 43 

Bulandshahr .. .. .. 7 .. 7 Gonda .. 
" 32 .. .. 32 

Aligarh .. .. .. 3 .. 3 Bahraich .. .. 15 .. .. 15 

Muttra .. .. .. 1 .. 1 Indo·Gangetic Plain, East .. 66 2 .. 68 

Agra .. .. .. 9 6 15 Benares .. .. 42 1 .. 43 

Moradabad .. .. .. 7 .. 7 Ja'Jnpur .. .. 9 .. .. 9 

Farrukhabad .. .. .. 1 .. 1 Gha7ipur , . .. 8 .. .. 8 

-ndo·Gangetic Plain, Central .. 19 62 11 92 Ballia .. .. 4 [ .. 5 

Cawnp()re .. .. , . 10 2 [2 Azamgarh .. .. 3 .. .. 3 .. 
Fatehpur 4 4 States . 

5 5 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 
Allahabad .. .. .. [0 .. 10 Rlmpur .. , . ., 5 .. 5 

Luckuow .. .. .. [0 5 15 United Prouinces unspooijierl .. .. , . 9 9 

Unao .. .. .. 11 .. 11 

*All migrated to Mauritius, 100 in [923 and 107 in 1924. Tn a Idition to these new emigrants a further 642 emigrants from the 
Unit3dProvLlces of years previous to the dec;tle who had returnel from various colonies and were living in or near Calcutta, re·ami. 
grdted to Mauritius. 





Chapter IV.-AGE. 

1. This and the two succeeding chapters deal with the disnribution of the 
population by Age, Sex and Civil Condition, the statistics of which are ex
hibited in Imperial Table VII for the province as a whole, for British territory, 
the States, for districts and states severally and for the twenty-three cities. 
Imperial Table VIn gives similar figures for certain selected castes (of all 
religions) for the province as a whole including the states. This chapter besides 
dealing with the statistics of age makes use of the vital statistics published for 
each year of the decade by the Public Health Department. 

There are in addition ten subsidiary tables at the end of this chapter 
gIvrng :-

Subsidiary Table I.-The age distribution of 10,000 of each sex in the 
British territory of the province and in each natural division 
for the last four censuses. 

Subsidiary Table II.-The age distribution of 10,000 of each sex in 
each main religion in British territory for the last four·oensuses. 

Subsidiary Table III.-The age distribution of 1,000 of each sex in 
certain castes. 

Subsidiary Table I V.~ The proportion of children under lti and of 
persons aged 43 and over to those aged 14-43 in certain castes; 
also of married females aged 14-43 to females of all ages. 
(Whole province.) 

Subsidiary Table V.-The proportion of children under 10 and of 
persons 60 and over to those aged 15-40; also of married fe
males aged 15-40 to females of all ages, (British territory 
only), for the last three censuses. 

Subsidiary Table V A.-The proportion in certain religions of child
ren under 10, and of persons aged 60 and over to those aged 
15-40 ; also of married females aged 15-40 to females of all 
ages (British territory only), for the last three censuses. 

Subsidiary Table VI.-The variations in population at certain age 
periods, for the last three decades, by natural divisions. 

Subsidiary Table VII.-The reported birth-rate by sex and natural 
divisions for each year of the last--decade. 

Sub8idiary Table VIII.-The reported death·rate by sex and natural 
divisions for each year of the last decade. 

Subsidiary Table IX.-The reported death-rate pe:r mille by sex living 
at the same age for 1921 and 1931 (British territory). 

Subsidiary Table X.-The reported deaths from certain diseases per 
mille of each sex, in each year of the past decade (British ter
ritory). 

2. The instruotions for filling up the age column of the schedule were 
slightly changed at this census. Hitherto they ran-

"Enter the number of years each person has completed. For infants 
less than one year old enter the word 'bachcha' (infant)." 

In other words the age to the la8t bIrthday was to be recorded. * 
At the presen't census the instructions given were-

"Enter the number of years to the nearest birthday, or the nearest 
r <':l age (in years) known. For infants less than six months old 
f " enter 0; for infants six months old but less than eighteen 

• J months enter 1. In every case the age must be shown in whok 
years. Months are never to be entered." 

In'~view of Mr. Meikle's assumption referred to in the foot-note to this 
page, the change from "last birthday" to "nearest birthday" is not likely 
to have affected appreciably the actual ages returned. 

*Mr. H. G. W. Meikle, F. ]i'. A., Actuary to the Government of India, in paragraph 14 of his" Report Dn the 
Age Distribution and Rates of Mortality deduced from the Indian Census Returns of 1921 and previous enumera
tion ", ~ve strong re&aons for aSBuming that in spite of these cloor instructions the ag~ to the n~!lr~st birthday was 
generally enwred. 

The statistic8 i 
where found, 

The .figures j 

how obtained. 



SourOe8 of 
error in the 
returns. 
(a) Uninten
tional. 

(b) Inten-
tional. 
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A larger discrepancy has, however, probably occurred as the result 
of the omission of the use of the word 'bachcha' for infants. Mr. Edye* 
drew attention to the errors that had occurred in recording the ages of 
young children on account of the unfortunate use of this word, both in 
1921 and at previous censuses. Its omission will have resulted in more 
accurate returns at this census and to this extent will vitiate compari
sons with the figures of past censuses. 

The actual age returns are one of the curiosities of an Indian census. The 
instructions for filling up the age column are simple enough, but as my prede
ceSjlor put it, "The ordinary educated Indian has very vague ideas about his 
own age. The uneducated Indian has practically no ideas at all. And a man 
(the enumerator) who does not know his own age is unlikely to know the ages 
of other people." Conditions have improved but slightly in this respect since 
1921, and the difficulties of securing accurate age returns, which were fully ex
plained in the 1921 Report, still obtained in 1931. The nature of the errors 
that are likely to ocour as a result of this method of guessing ages are fully 
dealt with in paragraphs 7 and 8 of Mr. Meikle's Report referred to above. 
Briefly they are- ' 

(1) The guesses are less inaccurate at the younger ages, arrd the net 
result of errors at each age under 5 is negligible. 

(2) At the older ages, say over 70, the errors will often exceed 20 years, 
It and the returns are valu,eless. 

(3) Between 5 and 8 little preference is shown for any age other 
than 5. 

(4) Between 8 and 24 the preference is for even numbers and for age 
15. 

(5) At ages 20 and over 0 is the popular digit, ages often being quoted 
to the nearest 10. The next most popular digit is 5. The other 
digits follow in ·this order 2, 8, 6, 4, 3, 7, 1, 9. 

So much for the unintentional errors in recording age. There is also 
some deliberate misstatement, but the volume of this is small and 
quite negligible in comparison with unintentional errors. The chiet forms 
this takes are-

(1) A tendency to understate the age of unmarried females whose real 
age is b{-ltween 12 and 20, the reason being that among Brah
manic Hindus to have an unmarried daughter who has reached 
the age of puberty is considered disgraceful. But with males 
vastly outnumbering females this rarely happens, and in the few 
cases that may be met with an understatement by many years 
would be detected by the enumerator, who, be it remembered, 
is usually a resident of the same village. This tendency to un
derstate the age may in the case of girls of U-14 have been 
corrected by t he recently introduced Child Marriage Restraint Act 
(No. XIX of 1929, which came into force from April 1, 1930, more 
commonly known as the Sarda Act), certainly in the case of 
those just about to be married. 

The effect of any slight understatement of age ha:: been eliminated 
by the new method of· calculating the quinary groups employ
ed at this census, as will be explained later. 

(2) On account of the above-mentioned Act it is possible that the ages 
of some married males of under 18 years and females under 
14 years have been overstated. The number of such cases is 
probably insignificant as so many child marriages were con
tracted just before the Act came into force, as the figure will 
show. Rere again the amount by which the ages were over
stated could, not have been very considerable, a year or two at 
most, and these small errors will have been eliminated by the 
smoothing process explained later on. 

* Vide Census Report 1921, Part I, page 65. 
The word bachcha was introduced to ensure that an infant's age should not be entered in II onths and 

~ubseCJDently be confused with years, but it wa~ undoubtedly used freely for ohildren of 3 or tven 4 years of age. 
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(3) There is some tendency to exaggerate the older ages. This again 
is insignificant compared to the elTors that arise from guessing 
such ages. , 

The real problem therefore is the elimination of the unintentional elTors. 
From what has been said above it will be evident that the age statistics are 
inaccurate throughout, but are mor~ accurate for men than for women and for 
the young than for the old, and any tabulation by single years would be use
less. It has therefore not been attempted in this report, but the Government 
Actuary will examine certain figures which have been supplied to him, prepare 
the usual life tables and issue a full report on the subject. 

It is now necessary to explain briefly how the figures for the various age- Method of 
groups have been obtained at this censl1S. The age-groups exhibited are the smoothing the 
same as in 1921, but instead of sorting the age returns directly into these groups ages. 
the follOWing procedure was followed in order to eliminate the errors refelTed to 
above. The returns were sorted into intermediate groups, which, after the 
age of 3 were formed so that ages which are odd multiples of 5 come in the mid-
dle of ternary groups 4-6, 14-16, 24-26, etc., while ages which are multiples 
of 10 come in the middle of septenary groups 7-13, 17-23, etc. The in-
termediate groups were thus 0, I, 2, 3,4-6, 7-13, 14-16, 17-23, and so 
on down to 67-73, 74 and over. 

The numbers recorded in these groups were next redistributed into the 
ordinary quinary groups by the simple process of adding half the number re
corded in each group to half the number recorded in the next succeeding 
group. Thus in order to find the population aged 5 to 10, half of those aged 
4-6 were added to half of those aged 7-13. Similarly, those aged 10--15 
were half of those aged 7-13, plus half those aged 14-16, and so on. The 
calculations in the case of the annual age periods up to 5 were slightly different, 
but need not he given in detail here. As a result of this method of redistri
bution the bulk 01 the errors due to both unintentional and intentional mis
~atement have been eliminated in the age-groups now exhibited. Still finer 
adjustments are possible and will probably be made by the Government 
Actuary, but for all general purposes the figures now exhibited are suffioiently 
accura,te, and represent a very material advance in this respect on the figures 
of the past. The only drawback to this change in method is that the 
figures at this census are not exactly comparable with those of previous censuses, 
but this disadvantage will disappear if the method is continued in future. 

It should be noted that these smoothed age groups are given not as an 
alternative to the actual age returns, but to the actual returns sorted direct 
into quinary groups. The need for expedition and economy precludes the 
classification of age by annual age periods for the whole province and so we 
are forced to adopt quinary grouping, and this new method undoubtedly gives 
more accurate figures for the quinary groups. 
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Age distribu- 3. Diagram no. 33 shows separately for males and females the dis-
tion 1931 and tribution of the population by age, and the corresponding distribution of 
1921. 1921. 

Diagram 33. l.. 
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Diagram no. 34 shows separately for males and females the number per 
mille 01 each sex at the annual age-,.periods between 0 and 5 and the (lorres
ponding figures for 1921. 
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The most noticeable point is the difference between the 1931 and 1921 
lines, dl1~ to the smoothing of ages at this census. The piling up on the 
group 0-1 at the expense of the groups 1-2 and 2-3 noticeable in the figures 
of all previous cenSUE,es Rue to the use of the word· 'bachcha' has disappeared, 
,and the bunohing on ages ending in 0 or 2, which is very apparent in the 
1921 curves from the age of 30 onwards, has also disaIlpeared, giving a 
continuous descent instead of alternate ups and downs, a far mora reasonable 
result. The annual age period ourve up to 5 'now refl~cts more faithfully the 
variations due to the high:or low bilth-rates ul the individual years 1926-30, 
though as the vital statistics are so inaccurate it is not worth while correla-
ting the figures. (I 

Ot,her points of note are-
(1) The greatly increased proportion of age-group 0-5 to the total 

population since 1921, especially in the case of females. 
(2) The decrease in group &--10 since 1921, especially marked in the 

eaSe of females. 
(3) The low proportion in group )5-20, especially i.u. the case of :fe· 

males. 
- (4) The marked increase "in group 28-25 on the figures of 1921 and 

previous censuses, especially in the 'CaSe Of males. 
(5) Tae fact that the 'decreases in the proportions from age-group 

25-30 onwards ~re alternately smaller and greater in the 
case of both males and femMes. 

(1) The proportion of the age-group 0-5 is much higher in 1931 than 
it was in 1921, partly o~ account of the bunching on age 5, which in 1921 
was included in the group 5-10, but of'which some has now been included 
in '0---5, and partly a-s a result of the influenza -epidemic of 1918.19, 
which occasioned a heavy dMline in the number of births at the end of 
that ~ade. 
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The actual number of females aged 0-5, is as has always been 
the case at past censuses, somewhat larger than the numbers of males, but 
as the total female population is oonsiderably less than the total male 
population, the proportion of girls aged 0-5 to the total female population 
is naturally much greater than the corresponding figure for males. 

The actual number of children aged 0-5 in 1931 is greater by males 
33-5 per cent., females 32-7 per cent.) than :in 1921. 

One other point is noteworthy. For the first time on record the number 
of females aged 0-1 exceeds the number of males of that age. This is due 
to the smoothing process introduced for the first time at this- census. During 
the decade only 892 girls were born to every 1,000 boys. This is usual, but 
more boys than girls die in the first year or eighteen months of their lives (in 
the decade there were 183 recorded male deaths at age 0-1 per mille of 
recorded male births, against a corresponding female figure of 172). This 
greater infantile mortality among boys has influenced the figure of those aged 
0-1 to a greater, extent at this census, because group 0-1 now includes those 
aged less than six months plus half those aged six months but less than 
18 months. 

(2) There is an actual decrease in the number of both males and 
females aged 5-10 since 1921, but whereas the decrease amolUlts to 105,512 
or 3'1 per cent. in the case of males, it amolUlts to 241,412 or 7'9 por cent. 
in the case of females. This is attributable partly to the smoothing of 
ages now introduced for the first time as a result of whioh group 5:-10 has 
lost the effect of blUlching at the age 5 for which the gain it has experienced 
from the distribution of the concentration on age 10 has failed to compensate. 
The loss is probably greater in the case of females as their ages are more 
largely a matt,er of conjecture than those of males. A further contributory 
cause is as follows. The group 5-10 at any census represents the survivors 
of those born during the first five years of. the previous decade. BetW'~en 
1911 and 1915 b:irths were high and mortality low with the result that, in 
spite of the influenza epidemio of 1918-19, the group 5-10 was in 1921 
unusually large. Between 1921 and 1925 births were much fewer than between 
1911 and 1915 (as an aftermath of the influenza epidemic) and deaths were 
relatively high. The group 5-10 thus shows a decline, which ~ accentuated 
for tem~tles becaus€;, as tM vital statistics show, the proportion of females 
to males born between 1921 and 1925 was lower than between 1911 and 1915 
and the proportion of female to male infantile mortality was somewhat 
greater between 1921 and 1925 than in the quinquennium 1911-15. The 
actual proportion of the age-group 5~10 to total population in 1931 is not, 
however, materiaJIy lower for females than for males. 

(3) In both absolute and proportional figures of the group 15-20 there 
are very substantial increases since 1921 especially in respect of females, 
but even so the proportion which this group bears to the total population 
is low. One reason for this is the fact that this is the first age-group in which 
every single person represents a survivor of the influenza epidemio, as those 
now in this group were at that time from 3 to 8 years of age, whereas many 
of those now in the age-group 10-15 had not been born in 1918. Anothel' 
factor which helps to produce the reduction in the proportion of the group 15-
20 (and to a less extent in the group 10-15) in the case of females is 
that it is at these ages that the bulk of matrimonial migration takes place. 
We have seen in Chapter III that the province loses on the balance of such 
migration and this tends to reduce the proportion of females in this group. 

(4) The proportion in group 20-25 is much higher in 1931 than in 1921, 
especially in the case of males. Th~ effeot of smoothing ages at this census 
has been to reduce this group because the effect of bunohing on 20 has 
been partly lost to it for which the inclusion of part of those returning 
25 doe~ not compensate. We must therefore seek elsewhere for the reason. 
Those now in this group were, at the time of the influenza epidemic 
aged 8-13, an age at which influenza was not so fatal, as will be 
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Age. 

0-1 .. " .. 
1-5,. .. .. 
5-10" ,. " 
10-15 .. .. 
15-20 " " 
20-30 .. .. 
30-40 .. .. 
40-50 .. .. 
50-60 .. .. 
60 and over .. .. 

Death·rate per mille 
in 1918. 

Males, Females. 

384'3 353'0 
133'8 127'4 
38'2 38'5 
32'3 35'S 
50'1 57'2 
66'6 71'8 
70'1 71'9 
81'6 74'1 

108'1 98'1 
154'7 133'2 

seen from the marginal figures for the 
recorded death-rates by ago in 1918. 
This then explains the increase in the 
present group 20-25. It is less in 
the case of females as their ages are 
always more a matter of guess-work 
and so the effect of smoothing ages 
(which has been to reduce this parti
cular group) is more noticeable in the 
case of females. 

(5) At last oensus, and in all previous censuses, the age-groups from 
30 onwards were greater or less acoording as to whether the age-group started 
with an even or an odd multiple of 5, owing to the preference for numbers 
ending in O. The smoothing of age-groups at this census has resulted in the 
groups both male and female continuously descending from 20-25 onwards, 
but it is noticeable that eaoh group,· male and female, after 25-30 descends 
alternately by a lesser or larger amount according as the first age of the 
group is an even or odd multiple of 5. This results from no allowance 
having been made, in the method of smoothing employed, lor the continuous 
decrement which deaths cause in the numbers living in the successive age 
periods of every normal population. For instance the number living between 
3t and 5 will usually exceed the number between 5 and 6t. The eITor pro
duced by omitting to allow for these differences is of a far smaller order than 
the errors already eliminated. As mentioned in paragraph 3 supra, \ it is a 
simple matter to effect these adjustments, but for all general purposes the 
figures exhibited are suffioimtly accurate. 

In Subsidiary Table VI at the end of this chapter will be found figures 
showing the percentage variations in certain age-groups since 1901. They show 
at a glance the fact that pel1Sons aged 15-40 suffered most heavily in the 
deoade 1911-21 and reveal the great inorease that has occurred in this age
group and that of 0-10 at the present census. 

28 
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4. Diagram no. 35 exhibits the sunlm.ation or cumulative age curves for 
males and females separately for the British territory of this province in 1931 
and for England and Wales in 1921 (the 1931 figures of England and Wales 
are not available at the time of writing). 
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The curves for single age periods from 0-5 for the ~ritish territory of this 
province for 1931 are shown in diagram no. 36. 
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Each ourve shows at any age the total number of persons (males or 
females as the case may be) below that age, and ftom it is deduced the "median" 
age of the population. If the whole population were set out in a line in order 
of their ages, the median age is the age of the middle person in the line if the 
total population is an odd number, and the average age of the middle two 
persons if the total population is an even number. The median age so 
deduced for this province is 21 years for males and 21 i years for females. In 
1921 the corresponding figures were 22f and 231. The reduction is due to 
the much greater proportion of ohildren aged 0-5 a'~ this census. The median of 
the provinoe is far lower than that of England and Wales or of other European 
oountries or Amerioa. A relatively low median age must obviously mean 
a relatively large preponderance of the young over the old in the population, 
which may be oooasioned by a very high birth-rate towards the end of th6 
decade ·under review, or by relatively early deaths J1mong adults, or by both. 
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Diagram 37 compares the distribution by age per mille 01 the popula
tion (males and females separately) of this province in 1931 with that of 
England and Wales in 1921. 
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The more this cumulative curve is straightened between ° and 80 the 
higher is the survival value of the population concerned. The strong upward 
bending of the United Provinces curve shows clearly the generally low survival 
value of the Indian population, which is slightly more pronounced in the case 
of :tales than of females the latter being generally speaking longer-lived. 

5. Another method of finding a comparative index of a;ge distribution Mean age. 
is to calculate the "Mean Age". By mean age is meant the average age of 'all 
persons enumerated on the census night in the provhlce. It is not to be ctm-
fused with the mean duration of liie, the calculation of which is beyond the 

Year. 

1931 .. 
1921 .. 
1911 .. 
1901 .. 

Mean age. 

United Provinces 
England and Wales. (British territory). 

Males. I Females. Males. Females. 

Yrs.mths. Yrs.mths. Yrs. mt.hs. Yrs.lllths. 

24 0·6 24 0'6 Not av'ailable. 

25 3'3 25 7'7 29 10'8 31 2'4 

25 1·0 25 S'I 28 0·0 29 1'2 

24 10'4 25 6'7 26 10'8 ·27 10'8 

scope of this report. The mean age 
for males and females is shown for 
each of the last four censusos in 
Subsidiary Table I. They are, for 
convenience reproduced in the 
margin, and compared with those 
of England and Wales, for the 
years 1901-21. As in the case of 
the median age the mean age may 
be low on account· of a relatively 
large proportion of children 01' rela-
tively early deaths among adults. 
In a growing population "lth a large 

number of children the mean age of the living will obviously be less than in a 
decadent one where the children art Idatively few in number. The mean age 
therefore explains nothing in itself, but is useful in respect of the questions 
which it suggests. The marginaJ figur6s shc,w that from 1901 to 1921 there was 
a eteady riS8 in the mean age in the case of males followed in 1931 by a heavy 
drop to a far lower level than in 1901. In the case of females the decrease was 
ineipient in 1921 and the fall in 1931 even more precipitous than in the case of 
males, so that now the mean age is the same for males and females. In 1911 
Mr. Blunt explained the rise in the mean age as follows*: "Though plague has 
undoubtedly lessened the number of adults, yet SolUe years of high infantile 
'mortality, some years of very low birth-rate and a considerable diminution of 
longevity as evidenced by the losses at the high ages, have had proportionally 
a greater effect than plague in determining the mean age." 

In 1921 Mr. Edyet was at pains to explain away a very great decrease 
in the mean age since 1911, but he appears to have used incorrect figures for 
the mean ages ot 1921, for those shown in Subsidiary Table III on page 78 of 
his report do not agree with the marginal figures reproduced on page 72. 
From the figures exhibited in Subsidiary Table II on page 77 of his report the 
mean age of the male population increased and that of females showed a very 
small decrease as mentioned above. In the case of males the rise was occa
sioned by decreases in the proportion of males at the ages 0-5 and 10·-25, 
coupled with inoreases in the proportions at ages 35--40 and 45 and ov-er 
(more espeoially at 60 and over). In the case o£ females the slight fall was 
the result of increases in the proportion at 0-5 and especially at 5-10, which 
were not counterbalanced by the decreases at ages 10-·25, coupled with 
losses in the proportion of those aged 26-35. The cause of these variations 
was the selective tendenoy of the influenza epidemio. Boys of under 5 are 
more delicate than girls and suffered more severely. Males ahd femarles of 
10-25 and women up to 35 sU,ffered more acutely than those at other ages. 
From the distribution of age in 1921 Mr. Edye forecasted that as then the pro
portion of females aged 5-10 was so large the population while not recover
ing ground to any great extent for the first half of the decade, would do so 
subsequently with great rapidity. The figures of births eaoh year since 
1921, printed in the margill of paragraph 56 of Chapter I, show that the 
prucess forecasted has set in toward the end of the decade when the survivors 
of age-group 5 -10 in 1921 were aged roughly 12-17. As explained in that 
paragraph the vast increase in population in the last d,~cad,e ha~ no~ bElen, t4~ 

* Census Report 1911, Part I, page 165, 
t Censqs ~e~~rt 19~1, Pa.rt I, pa~ 7~, 
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result of the age-distribution as it stood in 1921 so much as of low mortality 
due to the absence of epidemics. 

To come to the variations in the mean age since 1921. The fall of 
1 year 2' 7 months in the case of males and of 1 year 7'1 months in the 
case of females is partly attributable to the new method of smoothing 
ageS. The Government. Actuary has usually pointed out that t.he method 
of tabulating age by the actual returns direot into quinquennial groups 
with a mUltiple of five at the beginning of each, results in ages generally being 
shown too high. It is probably a natural tendency when estimating or rounding 
figures to do so upwards (except perhaps in calculating our debts). The 
smoothing process has to a large extent remedied this and has no doubt affected 
the mean age very considerably, more so in the case of females whose ages have 
always been more subject to guess-work than in the case of males. But another 
factor has also brought down the mean age, viz., the very large increase in the 
proportion of children below the age of 5, more especially in the case of 
females. This age-group has increased from 115 to 144 per mille fur males and 
from 128 to 160 for females, due to the more favourable conditions of the years 
1926-31 compared with the years 1916-21. Although the age-group 5-10, 
and to a less extent 10-15, have declined for both males and females, this is 
insufficient to set -off the great increase in the group (}"5, and further the ages 
15-25 show very material increases, again more marked in the case of females. 
In the case of males the proportion at ages 40 45, 60- 65 and 70 and over 
have materially declined though this has to some extent been set off by increases 
at the ages 35-40 and 45-60. In the case of females the variations in the 
groups after 25-30 are very noteworthy. Female ages are always far more a 
matter of conjecture and estimate. So the new smoothing process has had 
more effect on them than on male ages; the variations since 1921 are alter
nately plus and minus to the end of the series, the minuses being invariably 
far larger than the pluses, illustrating clearly how much in the past female 
ages have been overstated. The result is a very large reduction. in the pro
portion at ages 25 and onwards, which together with the actual increase in 
females below 5 has resulted in the mean age of females falling proportionately 
far more than that of males, and the mean age is now the same for both. 

6. The figures thus graphically represented lead to the conclusion that 
in view of the increased proportion of females of ages 10-30 births should con
tinue to 'increase from 1931 for some 5 or 8 years and then should diminish 
somewhat for a few years as the effects of the present smaller age-group 
5-10 are felt, after which the large 0-5 age-group will have matured and 
births should then rise rapidly. This, of course_, pre-supposes the absence of 
epidemics, famin.e, or any other disturbing feature, and, incidentally, it is 
these unknown factors that will decide whether the population actually 
increases or decreases. 

7. The effects of the famines of 1877--78 and 1907-08 on the age tables 
were discussed by Mr. Blunt. * What remained of the 'scars' has been 
completely obliterated by the smoothing of ageS. 

As regards the influenza epidemic of 1918-19 the most noticeable effect 
on the tables is the low proportion of both males and females in the group 
5,-10, lower than in any of the decades for which figures are given due to the 
heavy decline in births for the years following the outbreak. This was in some 
measure due to depleted numbers at the reproductive ages (for it was at these 

_ ages that the epidemic was most fatal) but also to the secondary effect it had 
by diminishing the reproductive capaoity of those who suffered from the 
disease but escaped with their lives. The effects on those aged 20·-35 in 1921 
can still be seen in the age groups 30--45 of 1931 though the ' S<lar ' has largely 
been hidden by the smoothing process. 

8. The age distribution and mean age by sex are shown in Subsidiary 
Table II of this chapter for Brahmanic Hindus, Aryas and Musbms. In the 
case of other religions the figures are too small to be informing and are dis
turbed by the fact that .they relate chiefly to immigrants to this province who 
send their children home and retire home themselves in later life. The Chris
tian. figures are also a:ffeot~d by conv~rsions. This is also t:cue of the figures 

• Census Report 1911, Part 1, page 164. 
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mr Aryas, but as their community has grown considerably I thought it of 
mterest to show them. 

'rhe figures for all three religions reveal the same large deorease in the 
mean age sinoe 1921, and in eaoh case the decrease is greater for females than 
for m'11es, especially so with Brahmanic Hindus, though the actual decl'ease 
is greater for Muslims both males and females than for either of the other 
religions. The latter faot is due to t~e greater fertility of Muslims, which also 
explains their lower mean age. For the rest the decreases are to be accounted 
for as explained in paragraph 5 supra. 

The fact that there is a materially larger proportion of females aged 5-15 
among Muslims than am.ong Brahmanic Hindus suggests that births among 
Muslims will continue to inorease at a greater rate than births among Hindus 
as has been the case in the past decade, and this process wiII be accelerated 
after some 15 years when the effects of the large 0-5 age group begin to be 
felt. 

9. The conclusion arrived at so far is that the population of this 
province is essentially progressive and that an in()rease in births can confident
ly be expected. in the: ~bs-jn(le of any unknown disturbing factor. This con
clusion has been arrived at from tho ages tabulated in quinary groups. It will 
be as well now to examine the results given by using tht larger periods common
ly adopted in demographic study, for which the figures are moro aocurate. The 
three groups used are 0-14, 15-49 and 50 and over. In all countries where 
the figures are not disturbed by migration, half the population falls in the age
group 15-49. The" type" of population is determined by the relative pro
portions of the rest of the population found in the ather two periods; Sund. 
barg dIstinguishes three types, vi~ :-Progressive, Stationary and Retrogressive; 
the stationary type is that in which the proportion in the age-group 0-14 
is twice that in the group 50 and over, the progrbssive is when the proportion 
in thE' age-group 0-)4, is more than twice that in group 50 and over, and 
the retrogressive is when it is less. Whipple* adds two more types, viz. :
the accessive, when the population has gained by immigration, and the 
secessive when it has lost by emigration; in th~se the figure for the age-group 
15-49 will be more and less respectively than 50. In the margin I show the 

l' ercell ta c f < t I pal 'f g,o LJO a pc • H'llen 
of the United Provinces (British I 

territory) aged-
Sex. 

0-14. 15-49. 50 and I 
over. 

-
, Males 39 51 10 

1931 (Females .. 39 51 10 

i Males .. 38 50 12 
19~ . Females .. 37 50 13 

population of this province ~ 
classified for 1931 and 1921. It will 
be seen to be markedly progressive, 
and more so now than in 1921, 
especially in the case of females. 
The popula.tion now appears slightly 
accessive. 'When oomparing the 
figures for the two censuses two 
important points must be allowed 
for, viz.:-- 0) The smoothing of 
ages in 1931 has resulted in a gene

raj lowering of the higher ages (especially of females) so that the group 15-49 
has beoome proportionally larger than it would otherwise have been. (2) In 
1921 this group was proportionally lower than usual on aocount of the fact 
that influenza was more fatal at these ages than at any other. This shortage 
has to ~ome extent been made good in 1931. But even allowing for these 
factors the 1931 population would still appear to be more progree:!ive than 
that of 1921. 

" Whipple's" Vital Statistics" pages 178·9. 

Sundbiirg' 8 

formula. 
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Similar figures are given in the m3.rgin for Brahmanio Hindus and Mus

Percentage of population 
aged-

Year. Religion. Sex. , 
0-14 15-49 50 and 

over. 
----

1931" ~ Brahmanic Hindus! Male.~ .. 39 51 10 
Females .. 39 51 10 

Muslims 
, Males .. 40 50 IO 

"1 Females .. 41 50 9' 

1921. • ~ Brahmanic Hindus ! Ma.les .. 38 50 12 
Females .. 37 50 13 

Muslims .. { Males .. 39 49 12 
Females .. 39 49 12 

accounted for by the factors referred to above. 

lims. Both communi
ties are pronoun{Jedly 
progressive, Muslims 
(especially femaleS) 
slightly more so than 
Hindus. The Eindu 
population has become 
sJightly a()cessive. The 
Muslim population has 
lost the slight tendency 
it had in 1921 to the 
secassive type. Some 
of these ohanges are 

10. The age distribution of the population at the la,st four censuses is 
shown by natural divisions in Subsidiary Table I to this ohapter, and in the 
following table is shown the classifieation aocording to Sundbarg's formula by 
religion and sex in the natural divisions for 1931. 

Percentage oj population 
aged-

Natural division. Religion. fex. I 

I 
0-14· 15-49 50 and 

I 
over. 

I , 

United Provinces (British territory) f 
Jlrahlnanic Hin· I Males. .. 39 51 10 

dus ( Females. .. 39 51 10 

. l Muslims. I Males. .. 40 50 10 
Females. .. 41 50 9 

. -/ 
Brahmanic Hin· 

1 
Males. .. 36 53 11 

Himalaya, West " dus Females. .. 37 52 II 

Muslims. { MalI'S. .. 30 62 8 
Females. .. 40 53 7 

.. ) Brahmanic Hin· ( Males. .. 38 53 9 
Sub·Himalaya, Wes!. .. dus 1 Females. .. 38 52 10 

Muslims l Males. .. 39 51 10 
Females. .. 41 50 9 

.. ) Brahmanic Hin- t Males. .. 38 53 9 
Indo.Gangetic Plain, West dus Females. .. 39 51 10 

Muslims. ( Males. .. 39 51 10 

.. ) 1 Females. .. 41 50 9 
Brahmanic Hin· { Males. .. 38 52 10 

Indo.Gangetic Plain, Central dus. Females. .. 37 52 II 

Muslims. I Males. 39 50 t1 .. 
Females. .. 39 51 10 

.. ! Brahmanic Hin· j Males. .. 39· 53 8 
Centraiindia Plateau " dus. Females. ,. 38 53 9 

Muslims. ( Males. .. 39 53 8 
1 Females. " 39 52 9 

.. ~ Btahmanic Hin· t 
Males. .. 41 51 8 

East Satpur88 .. dus. Females. .. 40 51 9 
( Muslims. { Males. .. 40 50 to 

Females. .. 41 49 10 

.. ) Bra.hmanic Hin· I Males. ., 40 51 9 
Sub·Himalaya, Ea.st .. dus. I Females. .. 38 51 II 

Muslims, { Males. .. 43 48 9 
Females. .. 41 49 10 

.. ) Brahmanic Hin· t Males. .. 42 48 10 
Indo.Gangetio Plain, East dus. Females. .. 40 50 10 

Muslims. I Males. .. 44 45 11 
( Females. .. 42 49 9 

There is no na.tura.l division which is not progressive, but the east is 
markedly more progressive than the west, and the figures indicate that the 
eastern divisions will continue to outstrip the western. The most unfavoura.ble 
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figures are hhose of Himalaya, West (Hindu only); after tha.t the least 
progressive are Indo-Gangetic Plain Central, Sub-Himalaya West a.nd Indo
Gangetic Plain West in that order. 

The Muslim population is lllore progesssive than the Hindu in every 
natural division save East Satpuras, where there is little difference 
between the communities owing to the fact that the Hindu population in 
Mirzapur·includes a large proportion of low castes and of the Dravidian element. 

Another noticeable feature is that in the west males are slightly less 
progressive than females, but proceeding eastwards males become noticeably 
more progressive tha.n females. 

The figures under age-group 15-49 reflect the effect of migration. In 
the west and in the Central India Plateau immigration has been sufficient to 
give the popUlation an accessive appeara.nce. In Sub-Himalaya East and Indo
Gangetic Plain East the population is somewhat secessive due to emigration. 
In Himalaya West the figures of Muslims are interesting. They clearly show 
the fact that Muslim males are chiefly semi-permanent immigra.nts mostly un· 
accompanied by their wives and that they usua.lly return to their homes by the 
time they reach 50. The female figures for 0-14 are normal and for 50 a.nd 
over are low, which shows that these are such wives as come with their hus
bands on their migration, have their families with them. and then return with 
their husbands wh{')l they retire. Elsewhere the female population is generally 
a little less accessive or secessive tha.n the male population, which is natural. 
In the Central India Plateau, Hindu males and females are equa.lly accessive 
which shows the immigration to be in considerable measure of the ramily type 
(c.!. paragraph 9, Chapter III where this conclusion is arrived at from the 
actual figures of immigrants). In Sub-Himalaya East the figures suggest that 
emigration is la.rgely qf Muslims, and in rndo-Gangetic Plain East, Muslims 
emigrate more proportionally than Rindus. 

Similar figures for all religions together by natural divisions for 1921 will 
be found on page 74 of the Census Report, 1921, Part I; but when attempting 
any comparisons the factors mentioned in pa.ragraph 9 supra have to be 
remembered. As these factors have influenced the figures to a varying extent 
in the different divisions I think it unsafe to draw any conclusions from them 
as to the variations in the migrant population of each natural division since 
1921. 

Progressiveness in the natural divisions and in districts can also be 
gauged from the figures given in Subsidiary Table V. Apart from the effects 
of migration, epidemics and other such factors, these figures suggest that the 
largest increases in population in the next decade will occur in Indo-Gangetic 
Plain East and West, Sub-Himala.ya West and East Satpuras in that order, 
with Himalaya West at the other end of the scale. As regards districts the 
greater increases will be in Muzaffarnagar, Ghazipur, Moradabad, Ballia and 
Azamgarh; and smallest increases in Garhwal and Naini Tal. But again I 
would emphasize that migration, epidemics a.nd other such ~utside factors, 
may and will take a large share in determining the 1941 population of each 
district and natural division. 

11. The next table compares the age distribution in the 23. cities of the Age distribu. 
province a.nd in Cawnpore City (the most imporbnt industrial area of the tion in cities. 
province), with that for the province as a whole (excluding the states). 

Nwnber per 10.000 of each sex. 

Age. 
United Provinces Total 23 cities. Cawnpore city. 
(British territory). 

Males. 
I 

Females. Males . Females. Males. Females. 

. 
0-5 .. .. .. 1.436 1.602 1,178 1,506 955 1.342 
5-10 .. .. .. 1.276 1.219 1.074 J.J67 932 1.051 

10-15 ., .. .. 1.182 1.068 1.025 1.053 892 929 
15-20 .. .. .. 905 877 998 995 919 983 
20-30 .. .. .. 1.786 1.825 2,090 1,969 2.322 2.315 

30-40 .. .. .. 1,448 1.431 1,587 1.383 2.006 1,640 

40-50 .. .. .. 1.010 971 1,064 933 1.169 927 
50-60 .. .. 581 585 587 568 516 482 

60 andover .. .. 376 422 397 426 289 331 

29 
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" The results are what would be expected. The proportion of young chilo 
dren (under 15) is considerably smaller in the cities than in the proviI).ce as a. 
whole, and more especially so in the case of Cawnpore city. The proportion 
of male children is much smaller than that of female children, but this is 
entirely due to the higher proportions of males in the middle age periods as in 
the absolute figures, both of Cawnpore city and of the 23 cities together, male 

Area. 

United Provinces (Bri-
tish Territory). 

Total 23 cities ,. 

Cawnpore city ,. 

Children 0-i5 per 10,000 
of each sex of total 
population in 193 I , 

Males, 
I 

Females, 

3,894 3,889 

3,277 3,726 

2,779 3,322 

children easily outnumber feniale. .At 
the working ages the ,city 'male, propor
tions increase and exceed, the provincial 
average from 15 till the end. The city 
female percentages from 15 upwards are 
lower than those of the males until the 
age-group 60 and over, when t~ey are 
higher, but this again is only due t,o th~ 
relatively lower proportions of £er~ales 
at the middle ages, for in th,e absolute 
figures males aged 60 and over excee~ 

• females of that age. The city female 
proportions exceed the provincial a.verage from 15 to 30 and again at 60 a.nd 
over but are below the provincial average at a.ges 30,-60. 

In the case of Cawnpore city the proportion of males excee~s the pro· 
vincial average from 15 to 50 (especially at the ages 20-40) and is below the 
aver~ge at ages '50 and over; that of females exceeds the provincial average 
only from 15 to 40 (especially at ages 20-30): 

Generally speaking therefore the population of the cities 'differs from the 
prGvincial. population in having a higher proportion of persons, especially 
males, in the middle pei'iods, i.e., the working periods of life. This distribution 
is es:gecialiy pronounced in Cawnpore city, where not only is the proportion 
of children lower than in the cities as a whole but the proportion of old people 
is markedly below either the provincial average or that of the cities. 

This state of affairs is the natural outcome of the migration of labour 
into the cities. The migrants are almost entirely of the ages 20~40 ; and in 
the majority of cases males migrate alone, leavin.g their families at home to 
tend'their cultivation, returning later in life to retire and settle in their home 
villages. 

The marginal table shows the varmtions in -the number of males and 

Age. 

0-[5 " .. 
15~~O .. .. 

- .~ 

40 and over .. 

0-15 " .. 

15-40 .. .. 
40 andover .. 

Persons per 10,000 of each sex of all ages, 

1931. 1921. 1911. 

Males. Femal~s. Males. Females. Males, Females. 

--
Total of 23 citiM! 

3,277 3,726 3,117 3,435 3,132 3,355 

4,675 4,.347 4,425 4,027 4,3?5 4,09D 

2,048 1,927 2,458 2,538 2,483. 2,555 

CawnpofB c,ity. 

2,779 3,322 2,471 3,005 2,467 3,008 

5,247 4,938 5,155 4,782 5,033 4,583 

1,974 1,740 2,374 2,213 2,500 2,409 

I 

females pel' 10,000 of 
each sex in the age
groups 0-15, 15-40, i 
and 40 and over for 
the 23 cities t~gether, 
and for Cawnpore 
city separately, at 
each of the last three 
censuses. In the ca.se 
of all the cities to~ 
gether the proportion 
of both males and fe
males at a.ges 15-40 
have increased, espe
cially in the laet de
cade. (The temporary 
set-back in the case 
of females in 1921 
was due to illfl_uen~a. 
mortality. We ha.v~ 

* In thefigures for 1921 and 1911 those of Jaunpur have been omitted as it was not treated as a city 'in 1931. 
t The alia-group 15-5Q could not be used as the figures for ages 40-50 are not available for 191 I. 
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bere again a clear illu~tration of how that epidemic was more fatal in the case 
of females at the reproductive ages.) The smoothing of ages in part accounts 
for this, but the large movement of la bour into the cities at the end of the decade 
(women also taking part, though to a less extent than men) is also in part 
responsible. An increase in the percentage of children is also noticeable, due 
to the general increase in children throughout the province. The proportion 
of older people consequently shows a decline. ' 

As regards Oawnpore city the variations are similar in character to those 
in the rest of the cities (though the ~et-back in the case of females a.ged 
15-40 in 1921 is replaced by a marked advance). , 

12. In Subsidiary Table III of this chapter will be found the age distri- Age distribution 
bution of 1,000 of ea.ch by caste. 

Numbe;r per 1,000 of each sex aged- sex of certain selected, 
castes. It should be 

Ca.~te, 0-13, 14"-43, 44 and over, noted that these figures 
are based on the un-

Males, Females , Males. Females. Males. Females. smoothed ages. In the 

---_ ------ margin are given :(igures 
Brahman .. 320 322 488 480 192 198 
Rajput .. 322 329 493 488 185 183 
Bhuinhar .. 334 335 473 468 193 [97 
Kayastha .. 305 348 503 467 192 185 
Vaishya .. 323 350 500 480 177 170 

for three age-periods of 
certain of th ose castes 
.represen~ative of various 
strata o~ society anq· 
various kinds of occu-

Jat .. 336 371 498 468 166 161 
pations. 

Sonar .. .. 327 363 504 477 169 160 
Barhai .. 338 356 496 481 166 163 
Kurmi .. 340 341 495 484 165 175 
Ahir .. . . 360 362 485 478 155 160 

. 
Bhangi .. 376 378 486 491 138 131 
Chamar " 381 374 480 483 [39 143 
Dom (Plains) .. 364 367 485 483 151 150 
Pasi .. ,. 384 371 473 484 143 145 

Saiyid. , " 349 353 466 480 185 167 
Mughal .. 325 358 489 471 186 171 
Pathan ,. 356 366 . 476 468 168 166 
Shaikh, . .. 346 365 484 481 170 154 
,Tulaha ,. 387 387 455 471 158 142 

The percent'age of children among the higher castes is notably low and 
the percentage increases steadily as we proceed downwards in the caste scale 
until the figure for the low castes is very high. In the case of Muslims the 
proportions compare with those of the intermediate Hindu castes, though 
the Julaha figure is higher than that of any Hindu caste. 

The last two columns show clearly how much lower the survival value is 
in the case of the lower castes. The value increases as we pass up the social 
scale. The Muslim survival value is about the same as that of the middle 
Hindu castes, except in the case of Julahas, where it approximates to that of 
the Hindu lower castes. In the case of Muslims, males have a higher survival 
value than females. With Hindus it is often the other way. More will be 
said on this subject later. The proportion of males in the middle age-group 
is remarkably uniform in the upper and middle Hindu castes, but is lower in 
the case of their lower castes and in the caSe ,of Muslims. The proportion of 
females in this age-group is somewhat more variable, with a tendency to be 
higher in the case of the lower Hindu castes. The male proportion exceeds 
the female in the case of the higher and middle ffindu castes, notable differences 
occurring in the caSe of Kayasthas, Jats and Sonars; but the reVerse is true for 
the lower castes. 

In Subsidiary Table III the castes have been arranged in the order of 
frequency of infant marriage, i.e., according to the proportion (starting with 
the highest) which the number of married and widowed females under 14 years 
of age bears to the total female population. (The order is virtually the same 
if the proportion to married and widowed females of all ages is taken.) It is 
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noticeable that in the case of those castes with which infant marriage is more 
common, children under 6 years of age are p:roportionally more numerous and 
persons 44 and over are relatively fewer, a fact which speaks for itself. 

13. In columns 2-4 of Subsidiary Table V to this chapter is given the 
proportion of children -under 10 to persons aged 15-40 in each district and 
natural divisions at each of the last three censuses, but a better measure of 
the natural fecundity of the popUlation is obtained from the figures given in 
columns 5-7 of that table, which show the number of children of both sexes 
under ten as a percentage of the married females between 15 and 40, i.e., in the 
reproductive period of their lives. 

Even these figures do not provide an altogether satisfact,ory index of 
fertility as they depend on several factors other than the rat,e of reproduction 
by females. The figures we really want are the average numbers of children 
born to women of various religions and castes in the different parts of the prov
ince d"!lring the reproductive period of their lives (though it will, be recognized 
that this may not altogeth~r be a measure of fertility, for births may be checked 
by design. In this province, however, I am credibly informed that contracep
tive methods are nevet practised in wedlock save to a small extent among sorne 
of the educated higher classes). 

It was at one time 'hoped to collect such figures in certain selected areas 
from which to obtain direct data, but the political state o± the province about 
the time of the census, rendered any such delicate enquiries quite out of the 
question. Unfortunately the vital statistics are too unreliable to help much, 
and in any case castewise birth returns are not available, nor, of course, are 
the figures for married females between 15 and 40 years of age at each of the 
intercensal years. 

So, perforce, we must fall back on the index referred to above, but in 
considering the figures the following points must be borne in mind :-

(1) The number of children alive aged 0-10 is the number of those 
who have survived, and the index is thus rather one of survivals 
than of actual births or ferf.ility. 

(2) Reproduction is affected if married women die more freely at the 
reproductive ages than at other ages, so that the index may be 
affected by this factor which is quit~ unconnected with fertility. 
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The fecundity figures for 1931 a.re illustrated in diagram no. 38. 

. Tehrl· , 
GarhW81 ,./ 

.' State \ 

1 1 6Rrhwal 
,,--J 

Diagra.m 38 

MAP 
SHOWING NATURAL FECUNDITY 

BY DISTHIOTS AND STATES. 
NUMBER OF OHILDREN UNDER TEN YEARS OF 

AGE PER 700 MARRIED F£MALES 
AGED 15-40. 

Under 740 - - - - - - - - -0 
140-150 - - - - - - - -8 
750-760 - - -- - - - - -ITID 
JOO-170 - - - - - - - - - ~ 
170-/80 - - - - - - - -~ 

Ouer 180 - - - - - - - - - Hmm 

The proportion is lllgneSt In Indo-Gangetic Plain East (171), next come 
Indo-Gangetic Plain ~West (167), Sub-Himalaya West (165), East Satpuras 
(164) and Sub-Himalaya East (161) followed at some distance by the Central 
India Plateau (155) and Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central (153); and far behind 
everywhere els~ comes Himalaya West (143). It is highest in districts Muzaffar
nagar (184), Ghazipur (178), Moradabad (177), Ballia (173) and Azamgarh 
(172); and lowest in Tehri-Garhwal State (124) and dir:;tricts Garhwal (138), 
Naini Tal (139), Sultanpur (140) and Dehra Dun (1'44). 

These variations in many cases will be seen to be the result of a high or 
low proportion of married females between the ages of 15 and 40. 

The fecundity of the province as a whole is the sallie at this census as in 
1921. The proportion has increased in Himalaya West (+1), Sub-Himalaya 
West (+5), Indo-Gangetic Plain West (+1) and Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central 
(+1) and has decreased in Central India Plateau (-15), East Satpuras (-5), 
Sub-Himalaya East (-1) and Indo-Gangetic Plain East (-7). The decrease 
in the Central India Plateau is very marked and to a less extent in Indo
Gangetic Plain, East and East Satpuras. It was in these natural divisions that 
the largest-increases occu,rred between 1911 and 1921·, and a glance a,.t column~ 
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15 and 16 of Subsidiary Table V will show tha.t here again tho seco:rd facto! 
referred to above was responsible, viz., the decrease in the percehtage of 
marr!ed females aged 15- 40 between 1911 and 1921. This, and the uneven 
variations in'some of the other district figures, are the result of the influenza 
epidemic, which was very uneven in its incidence throughout the province, 
and, where prevalent, was especially fatal to females at the reproductive ages 

• whilst it was not so fatal among children. So the proportion of the latter to 
the former rose sharply where the epidemic was severe between 1911 and 1921, 
and the elapse of another decade has seen a return to mOle norma,l figures. 

The proportion of children to married females in the reproductive ages 
among Brahmanic Hindus, Aryas and Muslims in each natural division will 
be found in columns 5-7 of Subsidiary Table V-A to this chapter. 

The fecundity of Muslims is everywhere greater than that of Brahmanic 
Hindus, but especially so in Sub-Himalaya East (+ 21) and only to a very small 
extent in East Satpuras (+ 1~. The difference for the province as a whole is 
11 or nearly 7 per cent. and it is noteworthy that this higher fecundity figure 
persists even though the proportion of married females aged 15--40 to total 
females, shown in column 14, is the same or even higher for Muslims. The Arya 
figure~ are disturbed by conversions which take place at mature ages and 
this accounts for their low fecundity figure in most of the natural divisions. 
In the province as a whole their fecundity is between that of Brahmanic Hindus 
and MU8lims, being 21 per cent. higher than that of the former. 

The proportion of children under 14 years of age to married females 
between 1.4 and 43 for certain selected castes are shown in column 3 of Subsi
diary Table IV. As mentioned above, these figures must be studied in con
junction with those in column 6 for the number of married females aged 14- 43 
per 100 of all females. 

Number 
of children 
under 14 

Co.ste. per 100 
married 
females 

aged 14-
43. 

Bhuinhar " 189 
Brahman .. 183 
KayasthB " 199 
Rajput " " 178 
Vaishya " .. J86 

Julaha . , .. 196 
Pathan .. .. 197 
Saiyid ., " 200 
SHaikh ., ., 191 

Bhangi .. .. 187 
Chamar ., " 181 
Dhobi .. " 186 
Dom (plains) " 178 
Halwai ., 

" 191 
Luniya .. " 199 
Po.si " 

., 180 
Silpkar .. " 156 

Jat .. " 203 

Number 
of married 
females 

aged 14-43 
per 100 

total 
females, 

37 
37 
36 
39 
39 

41 
39 
37 
40 

43 
43 
42 
42 
40 
40 
43 
45 

4Q 

Percentage 
of females 

to total 
popula. 

tion. 

48'4 
46'9 
45'5 
46'4 . 
45'9 

47'9 
47'1 
47'4 
46'4 

47'3 
48'9 
48'2 
49'5 
46'0 
49'3 
48'9 
48'3 

13'7 

The marginal figures of certain 
selected representative castes are of 
considerable interest in this con· 
nexion. The 1l.rst point of note is 
the high fecundity figure for Muslims 
in spite of the fairly high figures for 
the proportion of married females 
between 14 and 43. The Saiyid 
figure is high as a result of the lower 
figure in the third column. 

The next point is that although 
the fecundity figure for soml3 of the 
lower Hindu castes is high, in several 
ins~ances the, low caste figUre is as 
low 01' lower than that of 'tlie 'higher 
castes. The explanation of this lies 
in the figure in the third column. 
The propottion of married females 
at the reproductive ages is invari. 
a bly lower ~n the case of the higher 
castes both Hindu and Muslini, and 
this forces up the fecundity figure. 
By comparmg the figures in the 

second and third col~mns for the lower castes the following decisions may be 
an-ived at-, \ 

(1) The fecundity of Brahmans and Rajputs is about the same allow
iqg £91' the higher ~gure in vhe th!rd column in the caSe 9f the 
latter. 

(2) Bhui~hars aro more fertile than Brahm.~ns, . , 
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(3) Vaishyas are distinctly more fertile than either Brahmans or lt~j
puts. 

(4:) Kayasthas are more fertile than any of these castes although their 
index figure is unduly high on account of their low figure in the 
third column, due apparently to a higher death"rate among their 
married females at the reproductive a.ges. 

(5) Saiyids are more fertile than any of the higher Hindu castes, but 
are not so fertile as Pathans or Shaikhs and are far less fertile 
than Julahas, the latter being as fertile as any of the lower caete 
Hindus. 

(6) The lower castes are more fertile than the higher. Bhangis are 
more fertile than any of the lower Hindu castes with the excep" 
tion of Luniyas. After these come Halwai, Dhobi, Chamar, 
Pasi and Dom (plains only) roughly in that order. The figures 
for Silpkars are curious. Their fecundity figure is amazingly 
low even allowing for their unusually high percentage of 
married females at the reproductive ages. This may be real 
and due to heavier infantile mortality, which is quite probable 
in view of the difficulties of getting medical attention in the 
hills, or it may be fictitious and due to greater errors in guessing 
the ages of children, for it must be remembered that the ages 
used in the cade-wise tables have not been smoothed, and the 
age-group 0-14 loses on 3ccount of the bunching on age 15. 

(7) Jats are remarkably fertile. 

The figures shown in the last col~mr. of the a bove marginal table repre
sent the percentage of females of all ages to total popUlation in each of the 
selected castes and it is the figures in all three columns that have to be consi
dered when explaining the intercensal variations in the total population of 
these castes as exhibited in Subsidiary Table I to Chapter XII. The actual 
variations in the numbers of any caste ar.e dependent not only on the fecundity 
(or survival rates) of the caste but also on the proportion which the married 
females at the reproductive ages bear to the total popUlation. To illustrate 
my meaning let us consider Brahmans. They ha.ve a comparatively low pro
portion of females in their community, a very low proportion of married women 
at the reproductive ages among these females and a low fecundity index. It 
is not thererore surprising to find from columns 6 and 9 of Subsidiary Table 
I to Chapter XII, that the number of Brahmans has increased by only 0'9 
per cent. in the last decade and has actually decreased by 4:' 8 per cent. since 
1901. Similar comparisons can be effeoted for any of the castes concerned, 
and deductions mad.e. Julahas have a high percentage 'of females III their 
community out of which a fairly high percentage are married. women at the 
reproductive age~ and their fecundity is high, hence we find that the numbers 
of this caste have increased by 14'0 per cent. since 1921 and by 8'9 per cent. 
since 1901. 

As a general rule it will be found that in the case of the lower Hindu castes 
their numbers have increased in the past thirty yea.rs (as against decreases 
in the case of the higher castes) not only because they are somewhat more 
fertile but because they have a greater proportion of females and a greater 
proportion of these are married females at the reproductive ages. 

Adverting to the case of Silpkars, they have a fairly high pro)?ortion of 
females among them and an unusually high percentage of their females are 
married and at the reproductive ages so that in spite of their low fecundity 
figure (for which explanations have already been suggested) they have increased 
by 30') per cent. since 1901.* 

14. Columns 8-13 of Subsidiary Table V give the proportions of each Longevity, 
sex aged 60 and over per 100 of those aged 15-4:0, at each of the la?t three 

# The increase in Brahmanic Hindu Silpkars since 1921 is 9' 7 per cent. (vide paragraph 15 of Chapter XII.) 
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censuses. In the province as a whole'longevity is only slightly mote in evidence 
in the case of females than in that of males, butlthe figures of both males and 
females vary considerably between the natural divisions and districts. The 
proportions are illustrated in the case of males in diagram no. 39 and for females 
in diagram no. 40. 

Diagram 89 
MAP 

SHOWING LONGEVITY IN MALES 
BY DISTRICTS AND STATES. 

PROPORTION 60 & OVER PER 700 MALES 
AGED 75-4{}. 

Under 7 percent.---.-----·c=J 
7-9" ,,--------~ 
9-71 II II - - - - - - - - ITIID 
71-78 /I ,,- - - - - - - EZZZLl 

78 & Duer II ,,- - - - - - -, IIm!l3 
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Diagram 40 
MAP 

SHOWING LONGEVITY IN FEMALES 
BY DISTRIOTS AND STATES. 

PROPORTION 60 & OVER PER 700 FEMALES 
AGED 75-40. 

!}nder 7 per cent. - - - - - - - --c=J 
7-9" ,,------ ---~ 
9-17" ,,- - - - - - - - - UlJI] 
77-73" ,,- - - - -----1ZZj 

13 & ouor II II - - - - - - - - mrn 

Malo longevity is markedly low in the Central India Plateau and has .Males. 
been so for the last thirty years. Mr. Blunt in 1911 attributed this to the effects 
of famine as Bundelkhand is notoriously the most precarious part of the prov-
ince, and famine affeots old people more, and men more than women. The 
famine of 1907-08 may in part be responsible for this as those who were old then 
would now be 70 years or over but I think the chief reason is that this part of 
trio province is " extremely unhealthy and dimate severe; and an unresponsive 
soil and very low water level involve a degree of exposure and exertion which 
the physique of the people is unable to sustain."* 

This applies in a lesser degree to East Satpuras. The low figure in Naini 
Tal and Pilibhit is largely due to the unhealthiness of the olimate, and con
versely the longevity in Tehri-Garhwal State, Garhwal and Almora are partly 
the result of a good climate. But another factor is at work here as well, viz., 
migration, partly periodic and partly semi-permanent. These emigrants are 
mostly males between the ages of 15 and 40 and the result is that the numbers 
between these ages left at home are reduced and tho proportion of older men 
who are left a.t home rises. Ma.ny of the emigrants from the hills go to the Bhabar 

* Census Roport, 1921, Part I, page 17. 

30 
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of Naini Tal district and plainsmen,wove into the Tarai of both Naini Tal and 
Pilibhit districts. This has th.e opposite effect. Males of 15-40 are increased 
in nur bers and so down goes the proportion of such old people who have sur
vived the adverse climate. The high figures of Azamgarh, Benares, Ghazipur 
and BaHia are in part explained by the large number of emigrants who leave 
this area for Bihar and Orissa, Bengal, Assam and the Central Provinces. These 
will mostly be aged between 20 and 40 and so reduce the numbers left of these 
ages and put up the proportion of older people. 

Female longevity is much more evenly distributed over the province. 
The figure is low only in the Central India Plateau, and even here it is much 
higher than for males (which fact supports the explanation offered, that it is 
due to the more exacting nature of agricultural work). Longevity is very 
high in Tehri-Garhwal State and in a block of districts corrprising Gonda arid 
Basti of Sub-Himalaya East, and Bara Banki, Fyzabad and Sultanpur of 
Indo-Gangetic Plain Central, and is fairly high throughout the rest of these 
natural divisions and Indo-Gangetic Plain East. 

A general rise in the longevity figures of both males and females will be 
noticed between 1911 and 1921. This was undoubtedly the result of the 
influenza epidemic which was more fatal to those at middle age. than to either 
young childl'on or the older folk. As the proportion at the middle ages was 
reduced so the proportion of the older people automatically increased. 

The survivors or those aged 15-40 in 1921 whose numbers were especially 
reduced by influenza are now aged 25-50. The number over 40 at this census 
is thus somewhat less than normal on account of the deaths from that epidemic 
of those who would now have been 40-50; and the number aged 15-40 is 
recovering on account of the advent of the survivors of those who were aged 
5-15 in 1921. But this alone would not account for the very large drop in 
thfl longevity figures, slightly more pronounced in the case of females than of 
males. There is no doubt that a large part of these decreases is due to the 
~moothing of ages at this census, which, as has been explained in paragraph 5 
8upra, has resulted in a general reduction of ages, especially of the higher ages, 
and more so in the case of females whose ages have always been more a matter 
of guesswork than those of males. 

The figures in columns 8-11 of SubSidiary Table V -A show that for the 
province as a whole longevity is about the same for Muslim males and females 
and Hindu females, but is somewhat less for Hindu males. 

The low figure for Muslim males and females in Himalaya, West is due 
to the fact that Muslims in those parts are mostly semi-permanent migrant 
traders and businessmen, who eveI;ltually retire with their .families to their 
homes in other parts of the province. In all the ·other natural divisions the 
Muslim male figure exceeds the Hindu male figure and Muslim female figure 
is near to or slightly more than the Hindu female figure. 

The figures concerned will be found in oolumns 3 and 4 of Subsidiary 
Table IV. It must be remembered that these are based on the un smoothed 
age figures. In the margin are given the highest and lowest figures. In this 

Caste. 

Bhuinhar .. " 
Brahman .. .. 
.Saiyid .. .. 
Taga .. .. ' . 
Kayastha .. .. 
Bhat .. .. .. 
Rajput .. ' . 
Mughal .. .. 
Kisan .. '. 
Bhangi .. .. 
Kachhi .. .. 
Chamar .. .. 
Lodh .. .. 
Pasi .. .. ' . 
Gadariya .. " 
Dhobi .. .. 

Number aged 43 and over 
per 100 aged 14--43 

years. 

Males. Females. 

41 42 
39 41 
40 35 
41 37 
38 40 
3? 40 
38 37 
38 36 

26 33 
28 27 
28 28 
29 30 
29 30 
30 30 
30 31 
3D 31 

cOlmexion the table in paragraph 12 
8upm may also be studied. Longe
vity is evidently found among ·1he 
higher castes, and t,he low castes 
are all to be found at the other end 
of the scale. One l'eason for this is 
that the higher castes live more 
sheltered lives, and· in the case of 
females the prohibition of widow 
remarriage preserves many of their 
women from the troubles and dangers 
of child-birth. The high figures for 
old Brahman and Bhuinhar women 
(especially widows) are yery remark
able. The lower castes generally 
speaking die younger aE. their lives 
are harder and their wQll:\enfolk bear 
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children as long as they are capable of doing so. The effect of early marriage 
on longevity has already been mentioned in paragraph 12 8upra. The propor
tion of those aged 44 and over in those oastes which are more addicted to early 
marriage, is noticeably lower. 

15. Statistics of vital occurrences are published annually by the Direc- The vital 
tor of Public Health as appendices to the arumal .report of his department. statistics. 
For reasons explained in paragraph 56 of Chapter I these statistics are not very 
accurate. (An attempt has been made in paragraph 59 of that chapter to 
estimate the probable error therein.) But in spite of this the vital statistics 
are of value in analysing the census statistics. 

Apart from the inacouraoy of the actual tetlITns another point has to be 
borne in mind. The birth and death rates published by the Public IIealth Depart· 
ment for the inteNensal years are all based on the population figures of the last. 
census so that. they do not represent the true rates at· the intercensal years as the 
population varies from year to year. For this reason also the statistics presented 
in the annual reports referred to above do not quite represent the facts of the 
case, but by combining the figures of the new census with those of last census 
it is possible t.o eliminate most of the error due to this cause. It is true that the 
magnitude of this error is far less than that due to the incomplete recording of 
births and deaths, nevertheless it is worth while eliminating it. The method 
I have employed is as follows. The number at births in the decade was added 
to the population enumerated in 1921 and the number of deaths subtracted. 
Had the vital statistics been correot and had there been no migration into or 
out of the province the result should hBlve been the enumerated population of 
1931. Actually a deficit of 893,944 persons was found, which is the algebraic 
sum of the errol'S in the vital statistics and the balance of migration in the 
deoade. The population at each intercensal year was. then caloulated as the 
population of the previous year plus the recorded births of the year, minus 
the recorded deaths, plus a correction equal to one-tenth of the deficit on the 
deoade, i.e., 89,394. 

The birth and death rates shown in columns 5 and 6 of Subsidjary Table 
V of Chapter I have been calculated on the population of 1921 ; but the rates 
shown in Subsidiary Tables VII, VIII and X of the present chapter are based 
on the population of each interceusal year calculated as above. 
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The birth-rates calculated in this, manner, taken from Subsidiary Table 
VII, are illustrated below fIJr each year of the la~t decade by natural dIvisions. 

BIRTH - RATES. 
Diagram 41. 
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The first point of note is that the male birth-rate is everywhere higher 
than the female, being 12'3 per cent. higher for the province as a whole. This 
difference is greater in the west and grows less marked proceeding eastwards 
(excluding Himalaya West, where the male and female rates are closer than 
anywhere else). 

Another feature of these rates is the close correspondenoe between the 
male and female figures. The c1J.rves are parallel almoEt everywhere. 

Again, omitting Himalaya West it will be seen that birth-rates are higher 
in the west and decrease steadily towards the east. The lowest rates of all 
occur in Sub-Himalaya East. I strongly suspect that at any rate part of this is 
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due to incomplete recording of the vital statistics for it is very 'noteworthy 
that where the population is densest or where communications are difficult as in 
Himalaya West and East Satpuras, there the birth-rate- is lower, 

As regards the rates themselves they are unusually low for this province, 
averaging only 34'4 per mille pel' annum for both sexes together. The rate 
based on the 1921 population throughout averages 35'1, compared with 42'3 
for the decade 1911-21 and 41'4 for 1901-11 (worked out on the oalculated 
population for each jntercensal year these figures would eaoh be someWhat 
higher as the population fell between 1901 and 1911 and between 1911 and 
1921), The present decrease is in part due to the relatively greater omissions 
in the vital statistics in the past decade, but allowing for the probable omissions 
in both decades there has been a considerable decline in the total number of 
births in the past ten years. This may be ascribed to the after-effects of the 
influenza epidemic, which not only reduced the proportion of people at the 
reproductive ages but also greatly lowered the vita.lity of the suvivors, These 
are faotors which are fast disappearing and the next decade should sea an 
increas3 in the birth-rate, provided the vital statistics do not become still further 
incomplete. 

The effect of the lean year 1928 (when the kharif crops, the chief food of 
agriculturists, fatled) on the vitality of the people is clearly reflected in the 
faU in birth-rate in 1929. 

Had the figure for births calculated in paragraph 59 of Chapter I been 
used", the average birth-rate based on the population of 1921 would have been 
41'3 for the provin.ce instead of 35'1 and I r~gard this figure as much nearer the 
truth. As a considerable part of the error in the record of births existed at 
previous censuses the correct birth-rate figures for those censuses would have 
been correspondingly higher. 
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The death-rates based on the population of each intercensal year cal
culated as explained above, but in this case worked out for males on the total 
male population and for females on the total female population, as exhibited 
in Subsidiary Table VIII, are illustrated in diagram no. 42 . 
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The first point of note is the fact that in the province as a whole, omitting 
the unhealthy year 1921 the death-rate has been remarkably even, owing of 
course to the absence of epidemics. Further it has been amazingly low, averag· 
ing only 26'3 per mille per annum in the case of males and 25'4 for females in 
the ten years, based on the calculated population of each intercensal year. The 
average based on the 1921 population throughout comes to 26'4 for both sexes 
together compated with 40'2 for 1911-21 and 39'7 for 1901-11. (Here 
again the figures based on the calculated population of each intel'censal year 
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would have been somewhat higher.} Part of this reduction is due to larger 
omissions in recording deaths, but overwhelmingly the greater part is due to 
the absence of epidemics. 

For the province as a whole the female figure was in every year of the la~t 
decade below the male figure, but the disparity is very small, far less than that 
in the birth-rates. But whereas in the case of the birth-rate the female figure 
everywhere was below the male figure it i~ noteworthy that in Himalaya West 
and Indo-Gangetic Plain West the female death-rate always exceeded the male 
and in Sub-Himalaya West it did so from 1926 till the end of the decade. 

As between the natural divisions the death-rate is, generally speaking, 
higher in the west. Again this suggests under-recording in the vital statistics 
in the more congested areas of the east. The rate is highest in Sub-Himalaya 
West on account of its relatively unhealthy climate. The rate in Sub-Himalaya 
East is undoubtedly low to a large extent as the result of an imperfect reco~d. 

Had the figure for deaths estimated in paragraph 59 of Chapter I been 
taken, the average death-rate based on the population of 1921 would have been 
33'S for the province instead of 26'4, and this is, I consider, a closer approxi
mation to the truth. As the vital statistics of previous censuses also suffered 
from omissions the correct death-rate figures for previous censuses would have 
been correspondingly highet'. 

These estimated birth and death rates (41'3 and 33'S respectively) may 
be compared with the average for 1925-29 for Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland of 17'6 and 12'5 respectively. The birth and death rates of this 'prov
ince were, respectively, 2t and a little over 2i times the corresponding rates 
in Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and that in a decade in this province 
somewhat unfavourable to births and free from serious epidemics. 

16. The death·rates referred to in the previous paragraph are general Specific death 
death·rates, i.e., they are ratios between the entire population of the province rates. 
or natural division and all deaths which occur in a year.* Such figures may 
be calculated for a special class or group of the population. Thus we may con· 
sider each age-group by itself and find the death-rate for it alone. Such would 
be called specific death·rates by age-groups. Or we might consider deaths from 
certain diseases separately; these would be specific death·ranes by disease. 
In this paragraph we will consider specific death.rates by age·groups, In 
Subsidiary Table IX will be found statistics, based on the returns of the Public 
Health Department, for the death·rates in 1921 and 1931 per mille of each sex 
living at the same age, for certain age"groups. These figures are illustrated 
in diagram no. 43 . 

• Striobly speaking the death-rates shown in Subsidiary Table VIII are specific dea.th·rates by Sex_ 
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To secure figures for any intercensal year wo~ld involve calculating the 
number of persons alive in each age-group in that particular year. This would in 

Age. 

Under 1 yoar .. .. 
1-5 .• . - .. 
5-10 __ .. .. 
10-15 _. .. 
15-20 .. .. 
20-30 _. .. 
30-40 .. .. 
40-50 .. .. 
50-60 .. .. 
60 andover .. .. 

Average deaths per mille 
of each sex in decade 

1921-30. 

Males. Females. 

--
211'0 181'6 
49'3 43'5 
10-4 10'3 
7'8 8'4 
8'7 10'4 

11'0 12'6 
14-0 14'2 
20-3 17-4 
35-3 30'4 
79-2 67-2 

any case be a complicated calculation 
and, as a matter of fact, the requisite 
data is not available. Moreover the 
death-rates in no particular inter
censal year of the past decade pre
sented any special features. 

In the margin are given figures for 
the average number of deaths at 
certain ages for males and females 
separately, based on the average 
recorded deaths of the decade and 
the average number of mlIles and 
females living in each age-group in 

1921 and 1931. These figures are illustrated in diagram no. 44. 
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The death-rate for both males and females is very high in infancy, especially 
for males, but falls to its lowest by the age of 10 for both males and females. 

• Then for males it rises, gradually up to 40 and after that increasingly fast. For 
females after 10 mortality rates rise more steeply as they approach the age 

, of child-bearing, and from age 10 till 38 the female rate always exceeds the 
male. The rise is steepest for females between 10 and 15 showing the risk 
that women run in bearing their first children. The fact that after this age 
female mortality rates continue to increase and keep above the male rates 
till 38, is the result of the reduced physique of women who beat too many 
babies at too frequent intervals. It is the object of Welfare Workers not only 
to reduce the infant mortality rates but also to bring the male and female 
specific death-rate curves closer together between the ages of 10 and 38. No 
improvement is noticeable in this respect since 1921, vide paragraph 11 of 
Chapter V. The Sarda Act may operate to this end, but owing to the large 
number of infant marriages contracted just before its introduction, its beneficial 
results are not likely to appear till the decade after next, and then only if the 
law be not evaded meanwhile. 

17. A close relation exists between the death-rate and the age distri
bution of the population, and this has to be taken into consideration in any 
comparison of the death-rates at different censuses or between the death-rates 
of different countries. The death-rate will obviously be lower or higher as a 
smaller or la.rger proportion bIls in the more exposed age-periods, i.e., childhood 
and old age in the case of males, and childhood and ages 12-3B in the case 
of females. An examination of Subsidiary Table I will reveal tha~ owing to the 
large proportion of children 0-5, and of females aged 1(}---40, the population 

81 

Vulnerability 
oftke popu
lation as at 
present 
con8tituted. 
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as at present constituted is more, so to speak, vulnerable than at any time 
since 1901, and hence epidemics, if they did secure a hold, would result in 
relatively heavier mortality than at any time during the past 30 years. 

18. In the margin are shown the number of recorded deaths, male and 
-- ·-----~Bata female, at the a~e of 

mille oIreco under 1 year, per mille 
._---- ._ 

ge (H per Births per mille of total 

Year. 

1921 " 
1922 •• 
1923 .. 
1924 .. 
1925 ,. 
1926 .. 
1927 •• 
1928 .. 
1929 .. 
1930 •• 

240'6 
189'5 
174'3 
198'1 
179'4 
183'3 
157'0 
165'9 
173'5 
177'0 

rded births, --
Females. 

----
232'0 
177'4 
164'0 
185'2 
171'0 
170'6 
145'9 
153'2 
163'3 
163'7 

popUlation, 
---

Males, Females. 

---- ---
18'1 16-3 
17'1 l5':3 
19'1 17'0 
18'2 16'4 
17'1 15'2 
17'8 15'8 
18'9 16'9 
19'5 17'4 
17'3 15'4 
18'6 16'6 

of recorded births, for 
each year of thc last 
decade. 

Average 1921-30.. 183j3 172'1 I 18' 2 16'2 
----

The great majority of deaths of infants take place during the first few 
days or weeks of life, so that these figures (were the vital statistics correct), 
would give us a very close approximation to the actual infantile mortality rates. 
n is also evident that these figures must be considered in conjunction with 
annual recorded birth-rates, which are therefore also shown. The figures are 
far lower than those of the previous decade. This is in some measure due to 
greater omissions in the vital statistics (vide paragraph 59 of Chapter I and 
paragraphs 8 and 9 of Chapter V). , 

The relation between the recorded rate for males and the recorded rate for 
females has kept much about the same in the decade, though it is noteworthy 
that the difference averaged 10' 5 per mille in the first quinquennium as against 
12'0 in the second. In spite of ,the admitted and well-known fact that in this 
country greater care is taken of male than of female infants, mortality among 
males under a year old has in the decade averaged 11 per mille more than 
among females, This is commonly the case all over the world, for everywhere 
girl babies are less delicate than boy babies, 

In European countries great efforts have been made to improve the 
condition under which children of all classes are born. In England and Wales 
the rate of infantile mortality for the ten years 1876 to 1885 was 142 per mille. 
Improvement ha-s come most rapidly' since the beginning of the present 
century, and the rate in 1931 was as low as 66. In the margin for the purpose 
______________ .~_ of comparison are given the latest 

Norway 
Anstralia 

Country, 

Netherlands • , 
Denmark " 
England and Wales 
Canada 
France " 
Germany" 
NorthemIl:eland 
Scotland 
Belgium. 
Italy.. .. 
United Provinces 

I Deaths Birth-rate figures for both sexes together of 
'under 1 year per 1,000 t' t-h t' . R I 

per 1,000 total popu- cer am 0 er coun rIes. ow re 30-
births, lation, tively and absolutely great is the 

---- waste of life in this prQvince owing 
~~ In to lack of care of the ;mother and 
50 22'2 child at the titne of birth is plainly 
~~ In shOwn by these figures. Moreover, 
89 23'9 the position is still more serious than 
~~ l~:ci these figures show, because the figures 
73 20'4 given here for this province take 
82 19'0 no account of the omissions in the 
1~~ ~n record of births and deaths. From 
178 34'4 the figures calculated in paragraph 59 

--------'-----._-- of Chapter I, it c.an easily be deduced 
that 800 thousand children (males 387 thousand, females 413 thousand) 
;more died between the, ages of ° and 10 in the past decade than were 
recorded. The majority of these probably represent infants who died almost 
as soon as they were born and whose birth and death was either unnoticed 
by the rural reporting agency, viz., the village watchman, or forgotten 
before the report was made. 

If these were taken into account and the calculated births used, the 
infantile mortality rates per mille of births would average for the past decade 
;males 198, females 190, a,nq. both sexes together 194, -
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It is noteworthy that in these corrected figures female infant mortality 
more nearly approaches male mortality, because omissions in the case of female 
births and deaths are greater. . 

In the margin are given the number per mille of deaths at age under 1 
year for certain age-periods based on 

I the record of the past decade. The 
Numbor who died aged I' figures suggest that the first week of 
less than I year in the 

decade 192HO, per ! life is slightly more dangerous for 

Age at death. 
mille of total deaths. i boys than for girls and the next three 

- ------1 weeks though far less dangerous to 
girls or boys than the first week are 

Males. Females. I 
.

. __ . _. ___ 1 _________ .', relatively stillmore dangerous to boys 
_ __ than to girls. After the mst month 

. I I the girls are at a slight disadvantage All ages •• .. 1,000 1,000 
and, although the chances of surviva.l 

~ess than I week • .. ·1 305 302 for both are improving, in the second 
I week but less than I month 171 168 six months of life girls have still less 
I month but less than 61 304 307 hope of survival than boys. Of. those 
months. I ,babies who die in the first year of 

6 months but loss than I year 220 223 their lives, nearly one-half die in the 
---. .- first month and over three-quarters 

in the first six months. Out of every 1,000 babies born in this province in 
the last decade 54 died within a week, 84 within a month, and 139 within six 
months. The corresponding figures for male babies were 56, 87 ~nd 143, 
and for female babies 52, 81 and 134. 

During the past decade Maternity and Child-Welfare work has been 
introduced into the province on an organized basis. Almost all district 
headquarters now have maternity centres, and considerable attention has 
been given to the training or dais (midwives). But the task is an immense 
one and it will only be by patient years of work that effects will become 
noticeable. 
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19. In Subsidiary Table X at the end of this chapter figures are exhibited 
showing the numbers of deaths reported each year of the decade as due to fever, 
plague, cholera. and small-pox. This subject has already been referred to in 
paragraph 56 of Chapter 1. I will here content lllyself with a graphical 
illustration of the figures. 

-
DEATH,RATES PER MILLE MALES & FEMALES FROM CERTAIN Diagram 45. 
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Tne annual death-rate from fever is far in excess of that from plague, 
cholera. or small-pox. In the diagram the death-rates from fever have been 
plotted on a scale equal to one-tenth that used for the other diseases, and further 
the origin has been taken at 10 instead of zero. 

From. the'fever curve it will be seen that only in 1921 was mortality from 
this disease unusually severe. It was above the average of the decade in, 1924, 
an aftermath of the extensive floods of that year. It was lowest in 1928, the 
year of drought showing that the bulk of fever is malarial and how llluch of 
it is due to the drying up of the rains after a normal or heavy monsoon. It is 
noteworthy that the death-rate of females from fever is always lower than that 
of males dUJl no doubt in part to th~ fact that males are in the course of their . 
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agricultu'rallabours more exposed ,to the weather. But another cause is the 
fact that a -very large proportion of women die as a result of the perils and troubles 
attendant on child-birth and so the proportion of female deaths from other 
causes is naturally reduced. 

Plague has been far less severe in this decade than since it made its first Plague. 
appearance some two decades ago. It was worse than usual in 1923 and 1928. 
The curve shows how much more vital it is to females than to males due to their 
living more indoors than men as a result of their household duties and to the 
fact that when houses are evacuated it is the wife who continually returns to 
her permanent home to see that all is in order or to get something that in the 
hurry of flight she has left behind. As Mr. Blunt pointed out* to enter an in· 
fected house which has been evacuated for any length of time is extremely 
dangerous, for the infected fleas have left the dead rats and a.re still there ready 
to attack the first living thing that presents itself. 

Cholera was at its worst in the opening year of the decade, was bad again Oholera. 
in 1924 and was on the rise at the end of the decade. It appears to be slightly 
more vital to females than to males. 

The mortality from small-pox has been very small and the disease does Small-po:e. 
not appear to differentiate between the sexes'. Mortality rose from 1923 to 
1926 and thereafter subsided till 1928 after which it rose again slightly. 

20. In \he next table are shown the a.ctual recorded deaths (b.oth sexes Deaths by 
together) for each month of the past decade, and these figurf!s are illustrated in months. 
diagram no. 46. 

* Vide Census Report, 1911, Part I, page 44. 
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DEATHS BY MONTHS 24[; 
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The variations in mortality throughout the different seasons of the year 
are fairly constant. The end of the rains and the beginning of the cold weather 
are the signals for the spread of malaria; but a large proportion of deaths from 
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fever are also returned in June. April and May find plague at its height. Cholera 
occurs anywhere between April and October. Small-pox usually appears in 
April, May and June. . 

It is not surprising to find that the months with the highest death-ra.tes 
are April, May and June, October and November. January to March, July 
and August are the healthier months. 

These facts Blre illustrated in diagra.m 47 which shows the average (1921--30) 
death-rate for both sexes together (worked out at what it would have been in a 
whole year had mortality continued at the rate that obtained in each month) 
for each month of the year. 

The actual figures are given in the margin. It should be noticed that 
_______ . these rates are based on the 1921 

I Average annual I population throughout but this does 
Month. death-rate per jl not affect the rela tive figures as 

I mille 1921--30. b t . th I e ween mon s . 
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. ---. ----.. \ . 24'78 
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BIRTH, DEATH AND SURVIVAL iRAlrES BY RELIGION_ 

21. The,next statement shows. birth, death and iSurwval,·.ra.1les (..calculated Birth and death 
throughout on the 1921 .population) by religion for 'ea'Ch year· of -the last-~;deca.de. rate8 by reZigion, 

Statement showing birth and death-rates and .excess of birth over death ;rates by 
religionlf during the years 1.921-30, and the mean rates jor..:the,sam? period, 

I 

Year, Hindus. Muslims. Christians. Other .classes. Total. 

, 

r 
Birth-rate .. .. 34-62 35'09 7'73 6'54 34-39 

1921 -.~ 
Death-rate .. .. 39'82 40'52 6;55 7'38 39'57 

I Excess of birth-rate cwor death- -5'20 -5'43 +1'18 -0'84 -5'18 
l rate. 

r Birth·rate -- .. 32-28 33'47 • 6'83 6' 15 32'17 

1922 .. ~ Death-rate " " 25'59 23-13 3'49 4-80 25-01 

I Excess of birth-rate over death- 6-69 10-34 3-34 1-35 7-16 
l rate_ 

r Birth·rate 
" " 36-15 37-61 7'83 6-70 36-04 

1923 

"1 
Death-rate , , __ 23-54 23-81 3'40 4-32 23-37 

Excess of birth-rate over death- 12'61 13'80 4'43 2-38 12'67 
rate_ 

.. { 
Birth-rate _ _ _ _ 34'80 36-32 8'11 5-84 34-72 

1924 
Death-rate , _ , _ 28-68 27-76 3-78 5-29 28-29 

Excess of birth-rate over death- 6-12 8-56 4-33 0-55 6'43 
l rate_ 

r Birth-rate " .. 032'62 35-29 7'69 7-57 32-73 

1925 .. t 
Death-rate _ _ _ _ 24-73 26-49 4'06 6-47 24'78 

Excess of birth-rate over death- 7'89 8'80 3'63 1-10 7'95 
rate_ 

r 
Birth-rate _ , , _ 34-27 35-80 7'05 7'63 34-20 

1926 
Death·rate _ _ _ _ 24'87 27-92 3'85 7-33 25-10 

"1 Excess of birth-rate over death· 9-40 7'88 3'20 0'30 9-10 
l rate, 

r 
Birth-rate , _ , , 36-88 37'90 8-47 9-08 36'73 

Death-rate _ , , , 22-56 24'05 4-20 6-86 22'59 1927 "i Excess of birth-rate over death- 14'32 13-85 4'21 2-22 14'14 
L rate, 

.. { 
Birth-rate ,_ ., 38'43 39'33 8'55 8-72 38'24 

1928 
Death-rate _, _, 23-99 26-52 4-54 6-76 24'[5 

Excess of birth-rate over death- 14'44 12-81 4'01 1'96 14-09 
rate, 

r 
Birth-rate • , , , 34'33 36'32 8'02 7-91 34'33 

1929 
Death-rate , _ • , 24'03 27'01 4'38 6' II 24'26 

"i 

l Excess of birth-rate over death- 10'30 9-31 3-64 1'80 10'07 
- rate_ 

r 
Birth-rate , • .. 37'40 38'9~ 9'06 8'07 37'31 

Death-rate , • _ , 27'17 28'96 5'27 6-19 27-20 mo "i Excess of birth·rate over death- 10'23 10-03 3'79 1-88 10'l! 
l rate. 

Birth·rate ,_ _, 35'18 36'61 7-93 7-42 35'09 

._ w{ Death-rate , , , , 26'50 27-62 4-35 6-15 26'43 

1921-30. Excess of birth-rate over death- 8'68 8'99 3-58 1-27 8-66 
rate_ 

I 
.--- - -

32 



Mortality 
rates. 

The figures of Christians and other classes are of little value as they are 
affected by the special nature of the composition of those communities. 

The birth-rate and death-rate for Hindus have both been lower than 
for Muslims, but the average survival rate for Muslims is higher than for Hindus. 
This is in accordance with what we have already found. The actual birth 
and death-rates for both communities towards the end of the decade are lower 
than those shown above (neglecting of course omissions in the vital statistics) 
as both populations had increased. Those for Muslims would be relatively 
lower than those for Hindus as the former have increased more. It must be 
rememb'ered that- as Muslims live more in towns than Hindus, generally speak
ing the vital statistics for Muslims are more fully recorded. 

22. As the. mortality rates worked out by the Government Actuary on 
the figures of last census were based on unsmoothed age-groups whereas the 
age-groups have at this census been smoothed, any discussion of those rates 
would be useless. Fresh rates will be shown in the Government A{ltuary's 
report, to which the reader is referred. 
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SUBSIDlAIW TA.BLE I ........... Age distribution of 10,000 of eaoh 8e:p in the province and'each 
natural divi8ion. 

1931. 1921. 1911. 1901. 

Age. - .. 
Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females . Males. Females. 

• I 

I I 
-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

United Provinces (British terrltory). 

0-1 .. 294 326 300 312 320 336 304 314 
1-2 •• .. 273 314 129 144 143 159 172 188 
2-3 •• .. 281 330 211 244 212 238 275 2~7 
3-4 .. .. 296 331 250 298 245 279 244 266 
4-5 .. .. 292 301 260 285 240 254 233 245 

Total 0--; .. 1,436 1,60Z 1,150 I,Z83 1,160 I,Z66 I,ZZ8 1,310 

5-10 .. 1,276 1,219 1,407 1,405 1,339 1.325 1,298 1.263 
10-15 .. 1,182 1,068 1,219 1,018 1,226 1,028 1,256 1,073 
15-20 .. 905 877 858 748 859 758 863 764 
20-25 .. 912 935 820 882 868 927 829 885 
25-30 .. 874 890 861 874 898 913 885 896 
30-35 .. 795 791 830 863 849 885 869 881 
3HO .. 653 640 607 594 597 588 562 563 
40-45 .. 562 545 665 691 692 711 689 719 
45-50 .. 448 426 409 384 382 362 373 357 
50-55 .. 348 343 484 494 478 502 486 510 
55-60 .. 233 242 186 179 168 162 173 173 
60-65 .. 183 199 274 317 275 327 .. .. 
65-70 .. 84 92 77 79 66 66 .. .. 
10 and over .. lO9 131 153 189 143 180 .. .. 
Total 60 and over .• 376 4ZZ 504 585 484 573 48Z 598 

Unspecified .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7 8 

Mean age .. 24 years 24 years 25 years 25 years 25 years 25ye~ 24 years 25 years 
0'6 months 0'6 months 3'3 months 7'1 months 1'0 months 8'1 months 10'4 months 6'7 months 

NATURAL DIVISIONS. 

Himalaya, West. 

0-5 .• .. 1,350 1,547 1,105 1,229 1,267 1,430 1,235 1,384 
5-10 .. 1,141 1,157 1,252 1,284 1,236 1,302 1,127 1,199 

10-15 ., 1,08! !,037 1,224 1,142 1,117 1,D78 1,205 1,115 
15-20 .. 957 942 998 966 878 '849 989 953 
20-40 .. 3,341 3,330 3,135 3,120 3,334 3,196 3,348 3,236 
40-60 .. 1,692 1,560 1,787 1,710 i,711 1,629 1,669 1,609 
6() and over .. , 438 421 499 549 457 ~21 422 499 
Unspecified .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 ' 5 

Sub·Himalaya, West. 

0-5 .. .. 1,434 1,663 1,105 1,261 1,181 1,362 1,272 1,418 
5-10 .. 1,227 1,201 1,337 1,376 1,295 1,332 1,234 1,241 

10-15 .. 1,156 1,056 1,250 1,065 1,191 1,022 1,188 1,062 
15-20 .. 943 920 921 828 889 803 905- 793 
20-40 .. 3,337 3,230 3,140 3,165 3,233 3,205 3,203 3.155 
40-60 .. 1,536 1,530 1,752 1,744 1,719 1,709 ],71 1 ),744 
60 and over .. 367 400 495 561 486 567 482 582 
Unspecified .. '" .. .. .. .. . . 5 5 
Indo· Gangetic Plain, 

Weal. 

0-5 .. 1,461 1,719 1,127 1,302 1,093 1,243 1,275 ),407 
5-10 .. 1,221 1.190 1.365 1,437 1,316 1,365 1,319 1,322 

10-15 .. 1,156 1,061 1,218 1,016 1,301 1,118 1,149 983 
15-20 - .. 940 947 924 855 931 876 829 761 
20-40 .. 3,307 3,242 3,133 3,124 3,073 3,097 3.156 3.169 
40-60 .. 1,543 1,468 1,720. 1.727 1,795 1,774 1,789 1,796 
60 and over .. 372 373 513 539 491 527 476 552 
Unspecified .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7 10 

Indo· Gangetic Plain, 
Oentra~. 

D--5 .. 1.376 1,519 1.101 1,224 1,086 . 1,161 1,166 1,238 
5-10 .. 1,254 1,199 1,351 1,336 1,305 1,295 1,284 1.235 

10-15 .. 1.166 1,046 1.157 965 1,180 995 1.251 1.068 
15-20 .. 875 838 834 712 854 740 849 757 
20-40 .. 3,268 3.321 3,171 3.308 3,270 3.406 3,116 3,242 
40-60 .. 1.671 1,637 1,840 1.843 1,795 1.811 1.798 1.809 
60 and over .. 390 440 540 612 510 592 534 649 
Unspecified .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 2 



SulfS:mr'£liv ~!1n1E~ I.'::_Age·tli8ttibution 'of 101000 oleadh '8ex:in~th~ provim(;e .fJncl.eaOO" 
natural divi'SiDn-( concluded). 

- . 
1931. 1921. 1911. 1901. 

- - _ 

Age. 

~ Males. Female's. Males. Femalos. Males. "Fe~alea. Males. Females. 

-~..._ ,- - - . 
I , 2 3 L.w: 5 L 6 7 

, 
8 9 

- . .- -DF" - . ----
NATUllAL DIVISION&- , 

(concld.). 
OentralIndia I 

Plateau. 

0-5~. .. 1,403. 1,~00' 1,185' 1,245, 1,352 1,38~ 1,123 1,150 
5-10·: _ .. 1,274' I, 05 1,511 1,475 1,274- 1,231 1,209 1,192 
10-1~\ .. 1,2201 l,t2F 1,285 l,d85' 1,120 919 1,411 1,l5f 
15-20'·· .. 982 956 . 825 735 851 738. 977 863 
20--40 .. 3.326 3'~72 3,142 3,158 3,493 3,472 3,312 3,312 
40-60 .. , 1,538 1,98 1,671 1,746 1,558 1,756 1,649 1,836 
6Dandover .. 257 348 381 552 352 500 318 494 
Uns~eifi~d 1 ! 1 '2 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

Edin iBatpuraB.1 

O--f'. .. .. 1,539 1,64(l' 1,280 1,331 1,292 1,343 1,193 1,218 
5-1(!' .. 1,355, 1,249 1,497 1,442 1,460 1,378 1,336 ],265 

10--15 . ," 1,230 1,098' 1.254 1,068 1,203 990' 1,412 1,125 
15-20:' .. 919' 915 808 708 806 676 907 774 
20--4Q; .. 3.179. 3,262 3,075 3,279' 3,300 3,419 3,199 3,374 
4D-ro'· .. 1,464 1,451 1,636- 1,625 1,517 1,615 1,534 1,670 
6D and·over .. 314 385 450 547 422 579 410 567 
Unspecified- .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 9 7 

Sub.Himalaya, , 
Ease. 

0--5 .. 1,450 1.5.52 1,206 1,~0 1,248 1,331 1.264 1,332 
5-10 .. 1,366 1,260 1,490 1,416 1,414 1,336 1,325 1,279 

10--15 .. 1,216 I,Q74 1,254 1,028 1,243 1,014 1,367 1,158 
15-20- .. } 863 789 795 629 788 641 870· 717 
2D-4d' .. J 3,166 3,264 , 3,142 3,290 3,261 3,423 3,164 3,236 
40-60 .. 1,566 1,~78 1,655 1,$5 1,597 1,639 1,558 1,643 
60 andover .. 373 483 458 622 449 616 443 621 
Unspecified .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 9 14 

Indo.'r/ringe!ic 'pld~ri" · . · . 
EaBl. , , 

0--5·~ •. .. , 1,516< • 1.614- " 1,255 1,~64 1,232 1,386 1,213 1,217 
5-1d\: .. · 1,3~i ' 1,294, • 1,579' 1,~O5 1,449 1,24 1,367 1,237 
10--15~. .. 1,26 I,LW )'253 1,011. 1,220 963 1,378. 1,128' 
15-29 .. 874 857 t· 770 642 768 650 853 738 
2D-40 .. 2,924 3,123 2,8~4 3,L60 3,176 3,464 2,988 3,275 
4Q-60 .. 1,617 1,550 1,124 1,7.04 1,632 1,«$85 1,674 1,754 
6Oana~ver .. · 409/ • 447 · 535' 614 , 523 • 628 512 634 
Unsp~amtid .. , .. , 

" · .. . . . .. .. , 15 17 
, - , · , 

• +~. 



SUBSIDIARY TABLE II.-Age distr,ibution Of 10,000 of each sex in each main.religion. 
(British territory only.) 

1931. 1921. 1911. 1901. 
Age.~ 

I --
Femalosl- Males, 1 I Females,' Males, Females, Males, Males, Females. 

-----

l --
1-=--4 l ~ . 

L 
- -- r-1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 

-----
(I) HrNDuBRAHMANlO, -

0-5 ., .. 1,426, 1,593 1,145 1,275 1,153 1,~55 1,221 1,305 
5-10 " " 1,268 1,207 1,405 1,396 1,336 1,~20 1,295 1,260 

10-15 .. " 1,184 1,059 . 1,210 1,0lD- . 1,223 I, 22 1,255 - I,Of.l-, 
15-20 .. .. , 902 868 858 743 860 751 867 760 
20-40 .. .. 3,251 3,273 3,135 3,226 ! 3,228 3,~31 3,165 3,241 
40-60 " 1,601 1,575 1,754 1,765 1,729 1,~49 1,728 I,~~f· 60 and over ! .. 368 425 493 585 471 72 469 
Mean age ., 24'years 24 years 25 yearR 25 years 25 years 25 years 24 years 25 years 

I' 2 months 2'4months 2'6months 9'Omonths 2'1 months 9'4months 10'4 months 7 ' 5 months 

----- -
(2) HINDU ARYA, 

0-5 " '. 1,367 1;554 1,113 1,252 1,038 1,206 1,165 1,~981 
5-\0 .. " 1,183 I, 131 1,265 1,373 \,\88 1,22\ 1,177 \,276 

10-15 .. " 1,154 1.040 1,174 1,002 1,267 1,100 1,093 1,037 
15-20 .. " 1,007 981 1,025 929 1,046 954 893 888" 
20-40 '. " 3,353 3,406 3,234 3,231 3,360 3'F9 3,531 3,.112' 
40-60 1,551 1,486 1,691 1,654 1,672 1,)79 1,705 I,~ 60 and over , ·l 385 402 498 559 429 561 436 
.l1ean age 

" 24 years 23 years 25 years 25 years 25 years 25 years, 25 years 25 yeara 
3'0 months II '4 months 4' 8 months 2'4months 3'0 months 6 '0 months 4'8months 0'0 months.., 

- -_ .. _----- --- ~ 

(3) MUSLJM, 

0-5 .. .. 1,496 1,658 1,185 1,337 1,213 1,334 1,284 1,352 
5-10 .. .. 1,331 1,287 1,429 1,457 1,371 1,366 1,332 1,292 

; 10-15 " .. 1,182' 1,121 1,276 1,066 1,248 1,056 1,275 1,091. -
15-20 " .. 912 918 855 769 850 777 847 785" 
20-40 " " 3,119 3,152 2,991 3,134 3,073 3,211 3,010 3,139,. 

,40-60 .. 1,539 1,454 1,696 I,m 1,681 1,666 1,691 1,118 
(60 and over .. 421 410 568 ' 77 564 590 561 623 
Mean age 

" 23 years 23 years 25 years 25 years 25 years 25 years 24 years 25 years 
9' 6 months 3'6 months 2'1 months 0'5 months 2'2 months 3'1 month[! 9'9 months 3'6montha •• 1 
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I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 

21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 

26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 

31. 
32. 
33. 
34-
35. 

36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 

41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 

46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IlL-Age distribution of 1,000 of each sex in certain castes., 
(Whole province including states.) 

Males. Females. 

Caste.* 
Number per mille aged- Number per mille aged-

I I 44 and I I 1 
0--6 7-13 14-16 17-23 24-43 0--6 7-13 14-16 17-23 24-4344 and 

over. over. 

------ -----------
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

--- -----------'-----
Kewat .. 207 191 72 99 2BB 143 214 167 60 108 302 149 
Nau·MusIim .. 193 178 73 119 272 165 211 171 61 106 285 166 
Bhar .. 219 190 73 101 269 148 231 169 62 109 284 145 
Kurmi .. 17B 162 71 111 313 165 190 151 62 109 313 175 
Barai .. 183 174 72 112 299 160 200 164 66 110 298 162 

Ahir .. 186 174 72 lOB 305 155 203 159 65 110 303 160 
Dom (Plains) " 192 172 77 114 294 151 205 162 72 117 294 150 
Luniya .. 216 189 72 102 281 140 219 165 61 107 296 152 
Kumhar .. 194 170 74 116 297 149 210 157 68 117 292 156 
Pasi .. 203 181 70 104 299 143 213 158 61 109 314 145 

Chamaf .. 207 174 72 109 299 139 219 155 65 114 304 143 
Koen .. 184 166 69 III 295 175 202 158 63 III 305 161 
Julaba 

" 206 181 70 III 274 158 219 168 65 124 282 142 
Dusadh .. 207 180 73 105 281 154 211 162 66 112 288 161 
Teli .. 187 172 73 114 304 ISO 208 161 66 .120 293 152 

Gadariya " IB8 172 76 115 302 147 210 157 69 120 295 149 
Lohar .. 187 165 73 113 303 159 206 169 64 117 289 155 
Kalwar " 173 167 72 112 305 171 189 154 63 114 303 177 
Dhobi .. 200 177 73 111 295 144 214 159 65 117 296 149 
Murao 

" 182 159 67 110 318 164 195 142 61 113 316 173 

Halwai " 174 164 76 120 295 171 201 161 68 12B 273 169 
Msllah .. 21B 187 70 102 2B2 141 220 155 61 113 301 150 
Kbatik .. 202 177 76 113 287 145 221 166 72 121 280 140 
Bharbhu.'lja .. 181 161 71 116 311 160 204 158 64 115 303 156 
Nai .. 187 172 75 116 29B 152 206 156 63 120 300 155 

Lodh .. 190 163 70 114 319 144 210 149 69 119 306 147 
Bhat .. 192 165 74 110 284 175 192 146 62 115 296 189 
Silpkar .. 177 155 61 ,124 3lO 173 201 146 56 130 319 148 
Tamboli .. 156 153 74 112 323 182 178 144 71 119 308' 180 
Kabar .. 196 171 73 113 298 149 216 154 65 ll8 296 151 

Bhuinhar .. 168 166 69 III 293 193 177 158 54 114 300 197 
Kachhi .. 192 160 75 115 314 144 216 143 70 124 308 139 
Pathan .. 184 172 71 Il7 288 168 206 160 64 114 290 166 
Barhai .. 177 161 72 117 307 166 204 152 64 121 296 163 
Sonar .. 169 158 74 126 304 169 202 161 68 124 285 160 

Mali .. 183 163 77 115 296 166 207 160 67 114 297 155 
Bhangi .. 204 172 74 119 293 138 224 154 68 128 295 131 
Kisan .. 197 155 76 122 314 136 222 134 67 120 299 158 
Vaishya .. 170 153 72 118 310 177 196 154 66 121 293 170 
Shaikh " 181 165 70 120 294 170 205 160 69 127 285 154 

Gujar .. 177 172 78 121 293 159 20.7 155 63 123 295 157 
Brahman .. 163 157 71 116 301 192 179' 143 60 114 306 198 
Rajput " 162 160 73 120 300 185 184 145 59 121 308 183 
Indian.Christian 209 176 72 121 280 142 221 166 66 134 284 129 
Mughal .. 167 158 71 127 291 186 197 161 68 127 276 171 

Saiyid .. 182 167 67 119 280 185 193 160 70 128 282 167 
Kayastlm .. 156 149 73 125 305 .192 188 160 63 117 287 185 
Jat 176 160 74 123 301 166 213 158 67 124 277 161 
Tags .. 169 150 72 126 284 199 196 152 66 126 285 175 
Anglo·Indian •. 163 1721 87 135

1 

284 159 156 162
1 

78 136
1 

285 183 

*The oastes have baen arranged according to the frequency of infant marriage, i.e., according to the proportion which the number 
G' 'll mie:l aui widowedfe~ll.les under 14 rears of age bears to tlw total female popul&tion. 



SUBSlj)mt TA.BLES. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.~Proportion of children under 14, and of persons aged 43 
and over, to those aged 14-43 in certain castes; 'also of married females 
aged 14-43 to female.s of all ages. 

Number of children under Number of persons aged 

14 (both sexes) per 1DO- 43 and over per 100 
aged 14-43. 

Caste. 
persons married 
aged females Males. Females. 

14-43 . aged 14-43. 

. 
. 

2 '3 5 I I 4 

1. Kewat .. .. .. ., 84 191 31 32 
2. Nau-Muslim .. .. .. 82 196 36 37 
3. Bhar .. .. .. 90 203 34 32 
4. Kurmi •• .. .. .. 69 173 33 36 
5. Barai .. .. .. .. 75 181 33 34 

6. Ahir .. .. .. 75 184 32 33 
7. Dom (Plains) .. .. .. 75 178 31 31 
8. Luniya .• .. .. .. 86 199 31 33 
9. Kumhar .. .. .. 76 182 31 33 

10. PIIBi .. .. .. .. 79 180 30 30 

II. Chamar •• .. .. .. 78 181 29 30 
12. Koeri .. .. .. 75 177 37 34 
13. JUlaha •• .. .. .. 84 196 35 30 
14. Dusadh .. .. .. .. 82 193 33 35 
15. Tali .. .. .. .. 75 182 31 32 

16. Gadariya .. .. .. 74 181 30 31 
17. Lobar .• .. .. .. 75 189 33 33 
18. Kalwar •• .. .. .. 70 175 35 37 
19. Dhobi .. .. .. .. 78 186 30 31 
20. Murao .. .. .. .. 69 166 33 35 

21. Halwai •• .. .. .. 73 191 35 36 
22. MD.1Jah •• .. .. .. 84 186 31 32 
23. Khatik •• .. .. .. 81 198 31 30 
24. Bbarbhunla .. .. .. 72 183 32 32 
25. Nai .. .. .. .. 74 183 31 32 

26. Lodh .. ., .. .. 71 178 29 30 
27. Bhat .. .. .. 74 183 37 40 
28. Silpkar " .. .. .. 68 156 35 29 
29. Tamoli •• .. .. . . 63 160 36 36 
30. Ka.har .. .. .. . . 77 187 31 32 

31. Bhuinhar .. .. .. 71 189 41 42 
32- Ks.chhi •• .. .. .. 71 175 28 28 
33. Pathan •• .. .. .. 77 197 35 35 
34. Barhai •• .. .. .. 71 181 34 34 
35. Sonar .. .. .. .. 70 190 34 34 

36. Mali .. .. .. 74 186 34 32 
37. Bhangi .. .. . .. .. 78 187 28 27 
38., Kisan •• .. .. .. 71 183 26 33 
39. V81Shya .. .. .. 68 186 35 35 
40. Sha.ikh •• .. .. .. 73 191 35 32 

41. Gujar " .. .. .. 73 198 32 33 
42. Brahman .. .. . . 66 183 39 41 
43. Rajpnt .. .. .. .. 66 178 38 37 
44. Indian Christian .. .. .. 80 207 30 26 
45. l'dugbal •• .. .. .. 71 193 38 36 

46. Saiyid .. .. .. .. 74 200 40 35 
47. Kayastha .. .. .. 67 199 38 40 
48. Jat. •• .. .. .. 72 203 33 34 
49. Taga. •• .. .. .. 69 199 41 37 
50. Anglo.Indian .. .. .. 65 256 31 37 

NoTICS.-( 1) The above figures are for the whole province including the states. 
(2) The serial order of the castes is as in Subsidiary Table m. 
(3) The figures in oolUlllllB 4 and 5 are based on !ili~ figures of maJes and females separ~tely. 

Number of 
married 
females 

aged 14-43 
per 100 

females of 
all ages. 

6 

41 
40 
40 
41 
41 

42 
42 
40 
42 
43 

43 
42 
41 
39 
42 

42 
41 
41 
42 
43 

40 
41 
41 
41 
42 

42 
37 
45 
42 
41 

37 
43 
39 
41' 
39 

41 
43 
42 

'39 
40' 

41 
37 
39 

.39 
38 

37 
36 
40 
37 
27 



CMPTlm IV.-tAGE. 

SU13stDIARY TX13LE V.-Proportion of children under 10, and of persons '60 dnd ot'er to those 
aged 15-40; also of married females aged 15-40 to females of all ages. (British 
territory only.) 

Number of children under 10 Number of pel'son~ aged 60 and over per 
(bath sexes) per 100- 100 aged 15--40. Number of mar· 

ried females 

District and natural divi· persons aged 15- married females 
aged 15--40 per 

1931. 1921. 1911. [00 females of all 
sian. 40. aged 15--40. ages. 

1931 Inl 1911 1931 I [921 1911 Males . Females . Males . Females .~ales . Females. [93 [ [92[ [91[ - 1:;- r-;;-I :l. -4- -5--6- 7 -9- """iO 11 12 13 -14- -15-16 . ---------- . ----:---
United Provinces (British 67 66 62 161 161 150 9 10 J3 15 12 14 36 34 35 territory). 
Himalaya, West .. 61 59 63 143 142 152 10 10 12 13 11 13 38 36 36 
DehraDun .. .. 47 42 48 144 139 145 8 10 10 13 10 13 38 36 37 Naini Tal .. .. 46 45 53 139 135 161 5 6 7 9 7 10 40 37 38 Almora . , .. 70 71 73 148 152 148 14 10 17 14 15 14 38 36 36 Garhwal .. .. 66 65 68 138 137 148 12 12 13 14 10 1~ 37 36 36 
Sub.Himalaya, west .. 65 63 63 165 160 157 9 10 12 14 12 11 36 34 35 

Saharan pur .. .. 66 51 58 167 159 150 10 8 13 12 II 11 37 35 36 Bareilly .. .. 65 63 64 165 157 139 7 9 12 15 12 19 36 35 36 Bijnor .. .. 68 67 66 [68 [61 [57 [0 10 13 14 13 1~ 36 35 36 Pilihhit .. .. 64 65 67 165 164 167 6 9 9 15 10 15 36 34 35 Kheri .. .. 63 62 63 159 161 158 9 11 13 16 12 16 36 33 35 
Indo· Gangetic Plain, West 66 65 63 167 166 157 9 9 13 14 12 if 36 34 3S 

Muzafflffuagar ., 69 68 63 184 176 160 10 9 13 12 12 Il .34 34 36 Meerut .. .. 67 66 61 167 167 149 11 10 [4 15 14 14 36 34 36 BulandShahr .. .. 68 67 6.4 162 158 151 10 9 13 13 J3 13 37 36 35 Aligarh .. 66 63 63 166 160 158 9 10 12 13 13 14 37 35 34 
Muttra .. .. 66 64 50 170 181 146 9 9 12 14 12 1~ 36 32 35 
Agra .. .. 65 62 59 165 162 150 9 8 12 13 13 1,3 37 35 35 
Mainpuri .. .. 60 61 60 155 160 154 6 6 10 11 9 1P 39 36 35 
Etah ,. .. 65 65 67 167 172 168 7 8 12 14 12 13 36 33 34 
Budaun .. 67 65 66 166 164 165 9 10 13 15 14 16 37 34 34 .. 
Morada1:iad .. .. 71 68 69 177 165 165 9 10 15 15 14 15 35 .34 35 
Shahjalutnpur .. 65 66 65 170 169 164 8 11 13 17 12 1'6 35 .33 34 
Fal'l'1i.kli8.bad •• .. 63 64 61 161 163 158 7 7 12 13 10 12 37 35 34 
Etawah .. .. 61 62 58 162 162 153 6 7 10 10 8 to 38 36 36 ! 
Indo.Gangetic Plain, Oentral 64 62 59 153 151 140 9 11 13 15 12 14 36 35 35 

7 " Cawnpore .. .. 58 57 52 148 152 133 7 11 12 10 't'1 ·39 35 34 64 62 58 153 151 138 8 8 12 11 II 10 37 35 37 Fatehpur .. ., 
Allahabad .. 67 65 61 - 155 158 143 8 9 12 14 JO 12 36 34 36 . , 

lD Luclmow .. .. 56 59 54 147 154 137 9 16 18 14 16 37 34 36 
Unao .. 66 65 58 · 161 163 144 10 10 14 14 13 14 36 33 35 .. 

II RaeBai'eli ' .• .. 65 59 57 : 148 136 129 10 13 15 13 16 36 36 36 
Sitapur .. 67 63 59 ~ 166 159 145 10 12 14 16 12 l4 36 34 36 .. 

68 67 62 168 170 156 9 9 13 14 11 I,3 36 34 36 I Hardoi .. .. 
~bad .. 66 66 6,3 149 149 142 10 14 15 18 15 18 - 36 35 35 I . , 
Sultanp'ur ' . .. 64 61 58 140 137 128 10 13 15 17 14 f7 37 35 37 ' 
Partabw.h .. 70 63 62 152 138 134 10 11 12 15 11 14 .36 35 37 .. 
Bars. B8.ilki .. 63 61 56 - 151 147 135 11 13 17 18 15 ~-6 ~36 35 36 .. , 

i' Oe:mralffI tulia Plateau .. 63 - 69 61 • t55 170· 150 6 8 10 14 8 ~2 36 33 36 

Jhansi .. 65 71 62 158 1J4 152 6 8 9 15 8 i2 36 34 37 .. 
Ja.laun .. .. 63 67 58 • 157 1 6 144 5 7 8 12 7 P ,37 34 36 
Ha.mirpur .. .. 61 65 61 146 157 146 7 9 10 15 9 "d 37 33 .36 
Banda. " 62 71 62 157 177 154 6 8 10 14 8 ~35 31 35 .. 
East SK/purfUl " 70 71 67 164 169 154 

I 
8 9 11 14 10 1,4 35 33 34 

Mirzapur - 70 71 67 164 169 154 " .. 8 9 11 14 10 1,4 35 33 34 

150 
, 

SlIb.HOOttlaya, East .. 70 69 65 161 162 9 1Z u/ 
16 12 15 36 34 36 

j 
Gorakhpur .. .. 70 72 70 161 167 159 9 1[ 11 15 [I f5 36 34 35 
Basti .. 7[ 70 65 163 [63 148 9 13 1[ [6 1[ 16 36 35 36 
Gonda - 71 r" 66 ... ·62 t62 ' 156 ·-142 10 -1'4 --12 17 ·11 ·l6 -_ 36 34 36 .. .. 
Bahraich .. .. 64 62 ... 59 155 ·151 '139 9 12 13 17 II 14 36 35 34 

Indo.Ganl)etic Plai,(EMt 75 _",' 77 viiS 171 178 }52 11 11 15 '16 13 15 35 32 3S 
C 

Benaree .. .. 70 72 66 [67 175 155 11 12 15 17 14 16 35 32 34 
Jaunpur .. .. 75 74 64 165 167 144 10 10 16 15 13 15 35 33 35 
Gbazipur .. , . 77 79 66 178 185 155 II 12 15 17 13 16 34 32 34 
Ballia .. .. 75 75 67 173 182 159 12 12 15 18 13 16 34 32 34 
Azamgarh .. .. 77 81 66 172 183 152 II 11 14 15 13 14 35 33 35 

NOTlI.-Thefiguresin colw:nn.aS-13 are baaed on the figures of malesandfemal.esseparately. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V-A-Proportion in certain religions* oj children under 10, and 
oj persons aged 60 and over to those aged 15-40; also of married females aged 
15-40 to females of all ages. (British territory only.) 

Number of married 
Number of children under 10 (both Number of persons aged 60 and over females aged 15-40 

sexes) per lOO- per 100 aged 15~40. per 100 females 
of all ages. 

Religion and natural division. 
persons aged married females 

15-40. 15-40. 1931. 1921. 1911. 

1931. 1921. 1911. 

1931. 1921. 1911. 1931. 1921. 1911. Ma'es. Fe· Y[ales, J<'e· Males. Fe· 
mlles. males. males. - ------ ------ -- -- - ------ - -- --

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 [5 [6 

-- ------ -- -- ._- -- -------- -- -- -
United Provinces (British 

territory) . 

All religions .. .. 67 66 62 161 161 150 9 [0 13 15 12 14 36 34 35 
Brahmanic Hindu .. 66 66 62 159 160 149 9 10 12 15 12 14 36 34 35 
Arya .. .. .. 60 59 53 163 159 145 9 9 12 13 10 13 36 35 3S 
Muslim .. .. 71 70 67 170 166 157 10 10 15 15 [4 15 36 34 33 

Himalaya, West" 

All religions .. .. 61 59 63 143 139 152 10 10 12 13 11 13 38 36 36 
Brahmanic Hindu .. 62 60 65 142 139 152 11 10 12 14 11 13 38 36 36 
Arya " .. ,. 54 .. .. !36 .. . . 5 5 .. " .. .. 42 .. .. 
Muslim . , .. 48 43 50 150 139 147 6 6 9 9 8 10 40 37 38 . 

Sub.Himalaya, West. 

All religions .. 65 63 63 165 159 157 9 10 12 14 12 14 36 34 35 
Brahmanic Hindu .. 64 62 62 162 158 157 8 10 12 14 11 14 36 34 35 
Arya ., .. .. 59 .. .. 161 . . .. 9 10 .. . . .. ., 35 .. .. 
Muslim . , , . 70 66 67 171 162 161 [0 9 13 13 13 14 36 34 35 

Indo·Gangetic Plain, West. 

All religions ,. .. 66 65 63 167 166 157 9 9 13 14 12 13 36 34 35 
Brahmanic Hindu .. 65 65 62 165 165 156 8 9 12 14 12 13 37 35 )5 
Arya ,. .. .. 61 .. .. 169 .. .. 9 9 ., .. ,. .. 35 .. ." 
Muslim .. .. 70 68 66 175 168 [62 10 9 15 14 15 15 3;' 34 34 

IndQ,Gangetic Plain, Central, 

All religions .. ., 64 62 59 153 151 140 9 11 13 15 12 14 36 34 35 
Brahmanic Hindu .. 64 61 58 153 150 138 9 11 13 15 12 14 37 34 36 
Arya .. ., .. 58 .. .. 155 . , 9 10 .. .. '. ,. 37 .. , . 
Muslim ,. ,. 67 67 63 158 [59 147 [1 11 [7 [7 [6 15 36 34 35 

Central India Plateau, 

All religions .. , . 63 69 61 [55 [70 150 6 8 [0 14 8 12 36 33 3& 
Brahmanic Hindu ,. 63 69 61 154 170 [50 6 8 10 [4 8 12 36 33 36 
Arya .. .. 68 .. " 175 .. .. 7 7 .. , . .. , . 35 , . .. 
Muslim .. .. 65 65 6[ [60 [63 [50 7 9 11 [6 [0 [4 36 33 35 

East Satpuras, 

All religions .. , . 70 71 67 164 167 154 8 9 12 [4 10 14 35 33 34 
Brahmanic Hindu ,. 70 71 66 [64 [66 157 7 9 11 [4 [0 14 35 33 34 
Arya .. .. " 56 ,. .. 1.3[ .. " 9 8 .. " .. .. 40 .. ., 
Muslim . , , . 71 74 7[ [65 178 165 11 12 14 [6 [3 [4 36 32 ,34 

Sub.Himalaya, East. 

All religions .. " 70 69 65 16[ [62 150 9 12 12 [6 [2 15 36 34 36 
Brahmanic Hindu ,. 68 68 65 [58 [60 149 9 12 II 16 1[ [5 36 34 36 
Arya .. " 53 .. 146 .. .. 7 9 .. , . .. .. 38 ,. . . 
Muslim " 

,. 79 76 7[ [79 [7[ [58 10 II 13 [5 • [3 [5 36 35 36 

Inclo,Gangetic Plain, East. 

All religions ,. ,. 75 77 65 17l 178 [52 11 11 15 [6 13 15 35 32 35 
Brahmanic Hindu ,. 74 75 65 170 178 [51 10 11 14 [6 13 15 35 32 35 
Arya .. .. .. 60 ,. .' [49 .. " 7 9 .. . , .. 38 .. ., 
Muslim ,. .. 81 86 74 [72 [83 160 14 II [9 [6 [8 16 36 33 35 

*The figures for Aryas are not available by districts for the years 1921 and [91 [. 

33 



CHAPTER IV.- .A.GiD. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI.-Variation in population at certain age periods. 

Variation per cent. in population (Increase + Decrease -), 

.Natura\ rlivlsion, Period, 

All ages, 0-10 10-\5 15-40 40-60 Over 60, 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1901-11 .. -1'1 -1'3 --4'1 +0'7 +1'7 -:-1 

Um .. ""'""~ (Edt',b { 1911-21 " -:3'1 -0'3 -3'7 -5'5 -2'1 -0'3 
Territory), 

1921-31 .. +6'7 +12'4 +7'2 +11'2 -3'7 -21'7 

.. I 1901-11 " +10'8 +17'2 +4'4 +7'2 +12'8 +17'8 

Himalaya, West 1911-21 " -1'9 -7'4 +6'6 --D'8 +4'2 +4'8 
I 

1921-31 +8'0 +14'7 -3'9 +12'4 +1'7 -10'2 l 
( 1901-11 " +1'0 +1'0 --D'1 +1'9 +0'4 --D'I 

.. i • 
Sub-Himalaya, West 1911-21 ., -6'9 -9'8 -2'9 -8'5 -6'1 -6'9 

l 1921-31 " +7'6 +16'5 +3'0 +12'8 -5'1 -22'3 

Thm.{ 
1901-11 " -Z'O -7'8 +11'3 -1'2 -2'3 -2'7 

Indo-Gangetic 1911-21 " --5'6 -1'8 -12'9 -5'1 -8'8 -2'5 
West, 

1921-31 " +6'7 +14'1 +5'5 +12'0 -7'4 -Z4'3 

Pl.i". { 

1901-11 " -3'7 -5'2 -9'6 --D'1 +3'8 -IO'Z 

Indo-Gangetic 1911-Z1 " -4'1 --D'8 -6'3 -6'8 -2'0 +0'1 
Central. 

1921-31 " +5'1 +IZ'Z +9'5 +8'7 -5'6 -24'2 

Omlrnllruli, PI,,,,,,, .. { 

1901-1 r " +4'8 +17'6 -16'5 +5'9 --D'3 +1'1 

1911-21 -6'5 -3'3 +8'8 -14'6 -3'5 • +2'5 

1921-31 .. +8'7 +8'0 +7'2 +18'1 -0'3 -29'7 

. j: 
1901-11 " -1'0 +8'1 -14'3 -1'7 -3',1 +1'2 

East Satpuras 1911,-21 " --D'I +3'0 +7'7 -2'7 -5'7 +1'1 

I 
1921-31 " +8'9 +12'0 +5'7 +IH +1'0 -22'3 

1901-11 " +3'5 +5'8 -7'6 +4'8 +4'3 +3'3 

Sub-Himalaya, East 1911,-21 " +3'2 +5'2 +4'4 --D'1 +6'8 +4'5 

192[,-31 .. +8'1 +12'0 +8'5 +11'2 +1'5 -14'4 

rl 1901~11 .. -5'5 --D'3 -17'21 -2'7 +9'0 -5'1 
II 

Indo ,Gangetic Plain, Eastl 1911-21 .. +0'5 +8'1 +4'2 -7'2 +3'6 +0'0 
{ 

1921-31 " 
+6'0 +8'1 +11'3 +10'6 -Z'O -21'1 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX.-Reported death-rate pet mille by sex living at the same age. 
(British Territory.) 

\ 
1921. 1931. 

-----
Age, 

Males, Females, Males, Females, 

I 2 3 4 5 

AU ages " .. I 
" " " 40'0 39'/ 27'3 26'6 

Under I year ., " " " 276'1 254'9 226'3 186'0 
1-5 .. .. " " " 82'8 77'1 52'7 47'3 
5-10 .. .. " " " 19'9 18'8 10'7 10'5 
10-15 . , .. " 

, ~ ., 13'1 12'9 - 6'8 7'2 
15-20 .. . , .. . . .. 14'2 16'5 8'4 10'2 
20-30 .. .. .. .. .. 18'2 19'8 10'0 12'4 
30-40 .. .. .. .. .. 23'0 23'0 13'3 14'1 
40-50 .. .. " .. .. 33'1 28'3 20'4 17'2 
50-60 ., " . , .. 56'0 49'3 36'9 31·4 
60 andover ,. .. .. ., 107'3 89·1 101'6 88'2 

-
NOl'ES,- (1) The figures for 1921 are based on the enumerated population of 1921, Similarly those for 1931 are based on 

the enumerated population of 1931, I 

(2) There ware no abnormal features about mortality in any of the intervening years, so in view of the expense 
- and prob:1ble inaccuracy' of illlculating the population by age·groups fOJ' any intervening years, only the figures 

for the census years hlw~ been prepared, 
(3) See note 3 to Subsidiary Table VII. 
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Chapter V.-SEX. 

1. The distinction of sex is maintained in all the cenSliS tablos, but for 'l'ke figures, 
tho purposes of this chapter the most important are Imperial 'l'able VII, in where found. 
which sex statistics are combined with those for age, religion and civil con-
dition, and Imperial Table VIII, in which similar figures are given for certain 
Eelected castes. 

In addition the following subsidiary tables will be found at the end of 
this chapter :-

Subsidiary. Table I.-General proportion of the sexes, by natural 
divisions and districts. 

Subsidiary Table n.-Number of females per 1,000 malos at different 
age-periods by religions, at each of the last three CenSUE€S. 

Subsidiary Table lIf.-Number of females per 1,000 males at diffErent 
age-periods, by religiom and natural divisions (census of 1931). 

Subsidiary Table fV.-Number of females pel' 1,000 males in certain 
seleoted castes. 

Subsidiary Table V.-Actual number of births and deaths lor each 
sex for each year of the last three decades. 

Subsidiary Table VI.-Number of deaths of each sex at different 
ages, in each year of the last decade. 

2. It is hardly nece5sary to discuss this point, since of all the headingt: Basis oj the 
in the census schedule sex admits the least possibility of doubt. Nor is any figure8. 
difficulty experienced in the ~bstraction process, since in the very rare cases 
when sex is omitted it can be identified from the name. 

3. In the margin t give the sex-ratio of the province as a whole (in- Sex-ratio* of 
eluding the states) at each of the last six censuses, both for the enumerated the United 

Year. 

1931 .. 
1921 .. .. 
191 I. . .. 
1901 .. .. 
1891. . .. 
1881 .. .. 

N umber of fen;arc;s-
per 1,000 males in 

the-

Actual ~atural 
popula· popuJa. 

tion. tion. 

904 891 

909 896 
915 903 
937 923 
930 . . 
925 " 

--

and the natural population (where available). Provinces. 
It will be seen that there has always been a de-
ficiency of female~, that the deficiency decreased 
between 1881 and 1901, but since then has been 
steadily increasing, that the deficiency is consi-
derably more marked in the natural population, 
and ilhat the rate of increase in the deficiency 
has, since 1901, been practically identical for 
both actual and natural population. 

4. In the margin are shown figures for 1911 and 1921 for certain othm Acc'uracy of 
countries, from which it will be soen tha.t in the figures. 
Western Eurc-pe there are more females than 

C ountry or provim e. 

I 
"",,"'" (,) . 'j Germany (b) .. 
,nglandand Wales 

Austria (a) •. 
Scotland .. 
Switzerland (a) 
Spain (a) 

enmark D 
Be 
B 
A 
A 

19ium(a) 
ulgaria (a) 
ustralia 
merica 

South Africa 
ew Zealand 

ndian Empire 
oanacla 

N 
I 
n 

.. 
" .. 
.. 
" 

" .. 
.. .. 
.. .. 

Sex· ratio of actual 
population. 

--. 
1921. I 1911. 

1,113 1,107 
J,099 1,026 
1,096 1,068 
1,089 1.023 
1,080 1,062 
],074 1,034 
J,062 1,056 
},053 1,061 
]'033 1,018 
]'D02 961 

967 926 
961 943 
959 946 
956 896 
945 954 
940 886 

(a) Censuses of 1910 and 1920. 
(b) Censuses of 1910 and 1919. 

males. On account of this, certain European 
statisticians, the leaders of whom were the 
Gennans, :Mayr and Kirchhoff, cast doubts 
on the Indian Census Etatietics because they 
show an excess of males, the implication be-
ing that the parda system leads to the con~ 
cealment and omission of women. Sir Edward 
Gait in his India Censuf! Report for 1911 t 
dea.lt exhaustively with thi& criticism and 
rduted it with most convincing arguments . 
For 3 full account of this the reader is refer-
led to Sir Edwa.l'd Gait'!; report and to the 
cha.ptcr~ all sex in the provincial volumee of 
that; cemUE. Further argumentt:? a.nd facts 
were produced on this subject in fhe various 

* I use the term sex·ratio hare and elsewhere to indIcate the number of females per 1,000 males. 
t Vide India Census Report 1911, Part I, page 208 et8eq. 



Sex-ratio of 
other province8, 
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reports on the 1921 census, and the bogle may be said to have been final1y 
laid by the following facts:-

(1) It was shown that the excees of women was more or less confined to 
certain countries. of We&tern Europe where it was largely due tv 
migration and that the car::e is otherwise in Ea~tern Europe and in 
other parts of the world from which the figures of India do not 
gready differ (vide above marginal table). 

(2) All external evidence was against the theory of wholesale omissionE'. 
In the first pla.ce the extent o~ omission which would have to exist 
to bring the Indian sex-ratio into line with those of Western Europe 
is quite beyond the bounds of possibility. Again, the lower 
proportions of females do not occur in the localities, communities, 
castes and age-periods in which they would be expected if due 
to these supposed omissions. 

(3) Again, any tendency towards the omission of women would un
doubtedly decrease at each successive census with the increasing 
accuracy of the enumeration, while a& a mattel of fact in IndIa as 
a whole there has been a steady decrease in the proportion of 
women since 1901. 

(4) Finally there are, on the other hand, well-known features in the life 
history of the sexes in India which are fully sufficient to account 
for the predominence of males in the population. 

These facts still hold good and will be illustrated from the stai'istics of 
this cemus in the s,ucceeding paragraphs. I would i',dd two further al'guments. 
Towards the end of the 18st decade there has been a, definite movement towards 
the abolition of the parda system, which, if the theory of omissions is correct, 
should have re&ulted in an increase in the sex~ratio. The second point is that 
at the time of the 1931 census, communal rivalry between Hindus and Mus
lims was very strong indeed, each side endeavouring to swell the figures of 
its community for political reasons. It is scarcely likely that the womenfolk 
wculd have been omitted under such circumstancef', rather one would have 
expected an attempt at fictitious entTie~ of females. Yet the sex-ratio hafl 
fallen almost as much in the past ten years as it did in the yearE 1911 to 1921, 
and more 8mong Muslims than amc·ng Hindus. 

There was nothing in the circumstances of the census of 1931 in this prov
ince likely to occasion any special difficulty in the enumeratim:: of women. 
Refusals to give informa.tion on account of the Civil Disobedience Movement 
were negligible, and even in the few jnstances met with, the required inform
ation wa.s gathered. from other reliable sources. Such instances could not, 
in any case, have influenced the figures, and the statistics of sex may safely be 
accepted as accurate. 

5. In the margin are shown the sex-ratio for India and the larger prov
-

Province. 

India .. 
ssam .. 
engal 

A 
B 
B illar and Orissa 
Bombay .. 
Central Provinces 

Berar .. 

.. 

.. .. 

.. 

.. 
and 
.. 

Madras* .. . 
orth·West Frontier Prov-N 
ince .. 

Punjab .. 
United Provinces .. 

E ngland and Wales .. 

Number of females per 1,000 males in actual 
population. . 

1931. I 1921. 1 191 I. 1901. 1 1891. \ 1881. 
____ 1 ________ 

940 945 954 963 958 I 954 

909 926 940 949 942 t 953 
924 932 945 960 973 I 994 

1,008 1,029 1,043 1,042 1,040 [,024 
910 918 933 945 938 938 

1,000 
1,

002
1 

1,008 1,019 985 973 
1,022 1,023 1,028 1,025 1,020 1,020 

833 853 848 . 866 833 819 
830 828

1 

817 854 851 844 
904 909 915 937 930 925 

I --
1,09~1~ 

--- --
L087t 1,068 1.064 1,055 

* Including Coohin and Travancore. 
t Based on the preliminary figures of 1931. 

, 
I 

inces and for Eng
land and Wales at 
each of the last six 
cem uses. The pro
portions are based 
on the figures 
of Briti~h territory 
plus the state!:· at· 
tached to each prov
ince. For India 
as a whole the ratio 
incre8sed steadily 
from 1881 to 1901, 
in 1911 fell to what 
it had been in 1881, 
fell to a similaI ex
tent between 1911 
and 1921 a.nd has 
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shown a smaller decline in 1931, the ratio in 1931 being lower than at any 
time in the last half-century. As the enumeration is certainly more accu
rate now than it was in 1881 the theory of Olnissions IS obviously faulty. 
Again the notable differences in tbe variations of the sex-ratio from census 
to census for the various provinces show clearly that we mUf~t E'eek farther 
than the superficial explanation of omissions to account for the figures, 
e.g., in Bihar and Orissa where females have always exceeded males the 
ratio increased from 1881 to 1911 and has fallen heavily since. Similar 
movements have occurred in the Central Provinces and Madras where 
there seems to have been no likelihood of serious omissions of fema.lefi'in the 
past. On the other hand the ratio in Bengal has decreased at every cen
sus, since 1881. The figures of the other provinces have been introduced chiefly 
in order to illustrate the point that even where there appears to be no reti. 
cence in speaking about nor difficulty in enumerating womenfolk, the sex-ratio 
has fanen with improving accuracy in enumeration. It is of interest, how-

ever, to note that the ratio of this 

Diagram 48. 

NUMBER OF FEMMES PER 1,000 MALES, 

province is materially below tha,b 
of India a.s a whole, and tha.t the 
variations ha.ve, at each census in 
the past ha.If-century, followed 
those of India as a whole. The 
ratio for India, the United Prov-
1nce~ and England and Wales are 
illustrated in diagram no. 48. 
The rise in the England aDd 
Wales ratio in 1921 was due, of 
course, to the hea. vy casualtiee of 
the Great War, and the decrease 
of 1931 depicts the commence-
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ment of a return to normal 
conditions. The caUEes of the 
variatiom in the ratio of thi~ 
proyjnce will be investigated 
later. 

L ____ • ___ • _________ -.l 

6. The numbers of each sex in the actual popUlation are determined, 
like those of the total population, by birthE, deaths and miglation so that it 
will be necessary to exa.mine each of these factors in turn. FiI'st I will deal 
with migration. 

7. In paragraph 3 816pra it was found that tl:e sex-ratio of the natural 
population of this province is always less th~n that of the en~merat~d pO:pUr 
lation. This is due to the effects of migl'atlOn. The figures III the followmg 
table make the' position c1e&1':-

----
U:lited Provinces (including the States). 

Immigrants.* Emigrants.* 
Excess of emigrants over 

immigrants. * 

Yo.lr. 
Sex· Males. Females. Sex- Males. Females. I':ex-

Males. Females. rat,io. ratio. ratio. 

I - ---_-
I 

1,227 96() 599 624 709 291 410 1931 251 308 .. 
I 274 1,317 851 560 658 643 286 445 1921 208 .. 
i 1,312 855 555 649 579 193 333 911 .. 276 362 I 

To get the natuml population the emigrants are added and the lmnll' 

grants deducted from the actua~ pop.ulation. It will be seen that the sex-ratio 
&mong immigrants to the provmce lS favourable 'to females on account of the 

* 000'8 omitted. 

3-1: 

Prime factors 
which deter
mine the sex
ratio. 
Effect oj mig
ration on the 
sex-ratio. 
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volume of marria.ge immigra.tion. The sex-ratio among emigrants is, on the 
other hand, favourable to males, far more men than women emigrating fron: 
the province. On the balance of migration the province loses far more males 
than females. Hence when this excess of emigrants over immigrants is added 
to the actual population to get the natural population, males increase far 
more than femalee and the sex-ratio goes down. 

On the other hand the figures for the excese of emigrantE: over immi· 
grants are so smaJLcompared with the actual population of the province that 
although they bring down the eex-ratio appreciably for the natural popula
tion, quite large variations in the sex-ratio of the excess of emigrants over 
immigrants do not appreciably affect the difference between the bex-ratio of 
the actual and natural populations. This difference has averaged 13 at the 
laet four censuses and has only moved 1 either' side of the average. This 
shows at once that fluctuatiom in the number or sex·compoeition of migrant~ 
to and from the province have not.been to any appreciable extent responsible 
for the variations in the sex-ratio in the actual population of the province 8S 

a whole since 1911. 
8. Let us now examine the vital statistics in order to see the effects 

produced in the sex-ratio by the sex-proportione at birtb and in deathe. 
In all countries of the world there are more males born than female~, and 

India is no exception to the rule. Numerous explanations of this phenomenon 
and theories as to the cau~ation of sex have been hazarded from time to time, 
some of which were briefly alluded to by Mr. Blunt in 1911,* including the 
cul"rent Indian theorieEl. So far as I a.;m aware the latter have undergone no 
change sinoe 1911. 

Of reoent theories that advanoed by Lady Monteith Erskine in hel little 
book" Sex at Choice" is of comiderable interest a.nd me:rits the attention 01 
persons Eeeking after light on this partioula.r subject. .. 

In column 11 of Subsidiary Table V will be found the number of recorded 
female births per 1,000 male births in each year since 1901. The figure8 are 
illustrated in diagr~m no. 49. 
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SEX PROPORTION AT BIRTH. 

t£MALES BORN PER 1.000 MALES BORN. 
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* Census Report 1911, Part I, page 197. 
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As mentioned above it will be noted that there are always more boy 
ba bies born than girl babies. From 1901 to 1917 the variations were normal 
(even during the War period) but in 1918 and 1919 there was a remarkable 
drop in the ratio, due to a complete break-down in the system o± registration 
of births and deaths on account of the enormous mortality from the influenza 
epidemic. When omissions occm' in the vi.tal statistics they are always 
greater in the ca.se of females than of males and hence the decline in the ratio. 
There was a slight recovery in 1920 but thereafteI between 1921 and 1924 
the latio fell still farther and has since 1924 remained at about the same depres
sed level. This faU in the sex-ratio at birth is, however, in my opinion purely 
fictitious and has been occasioned entirely by the reduction in the number of 
chaukidars (village watchmen) in 1922. These, it will be remembered,* con
stitute the rmal reporting agency. In 1921 they were harassed by the extra 
work occasioned them by the Non-eo-operation Movement, so larger omissione 
occurred and ef!pecially among females. In 1922 their numbers were approxi
ma.tely halved. It is scarcely surprising that omissions in the record of 
births increased ftill further and as usual the omissions were greater in the case 
of females so the sex-la.tio in births declined. The following figure~ illustrate 
the point. Between 1901 and 1910 the sex-ratio at birth averaged 924, bet
ween 1911 and 1920 it averaged 919, and between 1921 and 1930 the average 
based on the recorded births wa.s 893. In paragraph 59 of Chapter I, 1 cal
culated figures for births and deaths during the past decade which 1 consider 
ne9!rer the actual facts. If those figures are taken for male a.nd female births 
the average sex-ratio for 1921-30 w(!uld becom~ 923, a figure much more in 
keeping with those o± the previous decades. 

In view of the inaccuracies in the vital statistics any attempt at an exa
mination of the variations in the proportion of the sexes at birth for smaller 
units of area than tho province as a, whole would be unprofitable. 

9. In column 12 of Subsidiary Table V will be found the number of The 8ex-ratio 
recorded remllolc dea.ths per 1,000 ma.le dea.ths in ea.ch yea.r since 1901. Tho at death. 
figures are illustrated in diagram no. 50. 
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The first point of note is the tar greater fluctuatjom: to wbich the sex
ratio at death is subject than the sex-ratio at hirth. 'rhis is the re~mlt of 
thb selo)tivE) natur~ of c~rtain diseaEos, e.g., plague (whioh is well-known to 
be far more fatal to women than to men) was largely responsible for the 
peaks of the curve at the years 1904-5, 1907 and 1911, and to a less extent 
at the years 1924 and 1928. Again jf epid()mic diseases are absent the relative 
effects of the other causes of death will be felt more, such as the greater 
danger to female lite on account of the perils of child-birth.* 

Hence greater variations are naturally to be expected in the sex-ratio at 
death. But here again we find the same phenomenon as in the case of births. 
In 1921 the sex-ratio dropped and has maintained a low average throughout 
the decade. As, according to the vital statistics there has been a low birth
rate (involving less deaths in proportion for malea than females, since male in
fantile mortality is considerably'higher than female), and uhere has been a 
marked absence of both epidlilmics and- famine, one would have expected the 
sex-ratio in deaths to rise because of th-e great mortality among females on 
account of child-birth. The vital statistics, however, do not admit this. 
Again I am forced to the same conolusion, viz.,-the Non-co-operation 
Movement in 1921 followed by the reduction in chaulcidars in 1922 has led to 
more serious omissions in the vital statistics and these have been greatEr in th~' 
case of females than of males, and far greater in the case of female deaths than 
of femalE; births. This is in accordanoe with the decisions arrived at in 
paragraph 59 of Chapter I. According to the vital statistics the averago 
sex-ratio at death for 1901 ... 10 was 957, between 1911 and 1920 it Was 918 
(whioh was probably far too low on account of the IClJrger omiEsions of fe.waIe 
than male deaths from influenza in 1918-19) and between 1921 and 1930 
only 876. If the figures of rna-Ie and female deaths estimated in paragraph 59 
of Chapter I for the last decade are used, the average sex-ratio for 1921-30 
becomes 961, a far more reasonable figure in view of what has been said 
above. 

Enough has been said to show the extent of the probable errors in the 
vital statistics, and to illustrate how oarefully they must be used, especially 
when dealing with smaller units of area than the province as a whole. 

10. We are now in a position to analyse the extent to which the various 
factors that influence the sex-ratio have been responsible for the change in the 
sex-ratio of the actual population since 1921. The relevant figures for British 
territory only are as follows. In view of the errors in the vital statistics I have 
used the figures estimated in paragraph 59 of Chapter I. 

I 

Item. I Males·t Fema1es·t Sex-ratio·t 

I. Actual population 1921 .. .. .. .. . . 23,787 21,588 908 
2. Estimated births 1921 ... 30 .- .. -- .. 9,737 8,986 923 
3. Total of I and 2 .. .- -- .- 33,524 30,574 912 

A.-Effect of births on sew-ralio. +4 
4. Estimated deaths 1921-30 .. . . .. .. 7,814 7,512 961 
5. I minus 4. t. ,. .. .. ., .. 15,973 14,076 881 

B.-Effect of deat,ns on sea:-ratio. -27 
6. Loss on the balance of migration in 1921-30 .. _. .. 265 98 370 
7. I miuus6 •. .. .. " .. .. 23,522 21,490 914 

a.-Effect of l088 by migration on sex-ratio. +6 
8. Actual population in 1931 .. .. .. . . 25,445 22,964 902 

(I + 2-4>-6.) 
i'i -

This table shows at a glance that the effect on the sex-ratio of the aotual 
population of the difference in the proportion of boy and girl babies born in 
the past deoade was to tend to raise that ratio slightly; the effeot of the loss 
on the balance of migration was to raise it by a somewhat larger amount; but 
that both these effects have been more than obliterated by the disproportion
ally large number of deaths among females iR the decade. Although the 
proportion of deaths among males has, as hitherto, been higher than the 
corresponding proportion among females, the latter proportion, has gained on 
the proportion of deaths among malea+ and this has been the solo cause of the 
reduction in the sex-ratio since 1921. It fo11o",s as a corollary to what was 

* Vide paragraph II infra. t OOO's omitted. 
t For the reason viele paragraph 11 infra. 



SEX-RATIO AT DEATHS IN VARIOUS AGE-PERIODS. 

l3aid in paragraph 7 supra that the same factor has been responsible for the 
decrease in the sex-ratio in the natural population. 

11. If there ara errors in the reoord of deaths at all ages, the reliability 
of the statistics of deaths at certain age-periods is still more open to objection, 
for here again is brought in the estimate of age, even in the cases which did not 
go unreoorded altogether. Nevertheless it may not be unprofitable to examine 
the sex-proportion in deaths at diffeI'ent ages. The statistics are given in 
Subsidiary Table VI and the sex-ratio for each age-period for deaths recorded 
in the past decade are given below, together with those for England and Wales 
pertaining to the pre-War period 1910-12. 

The figures ale illustrated in diagram no. 51. 

00-1 
1~5 
50-10 
IQ.-15 
150-20 
2Q.-30 
30.-40 
4()"'SO 
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Number of fomale deaths per 1,000 male deaths at each age. 
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Di a[ram: 51. 
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These curves are very striking. Fem~les outnumber males in this prov
ince only at ages 0-5 and over 60, and the sex-ratio whioh averages 902 is at 
a minimum between the ages of 10-15 and 15-20. Yet from the above 
'CUrves we see that the proportion of female to male deaths keeps well below this 
figure except at two point.s. It slightly exceeds it in early childhood between 
1 and 5 (byt here living females actlially exoeed males), and then between 15 and 
30 the ratio passes far above it, aotually more women dying than men and thiE 
in spite'<1f the fact that the sex-ratio of the living is at an absolute minimum 
between the ages of 10-20. Nothing could demonstrate more plainly the 
dan.gers to whioh the women of this province are exposed owing 10 the 
conditions un.cler which they bear 'Children; and the fact that the curve rises 
between 20 and 30 'Shows that those dangers are not limited to the birth of 
the first-burn, out continue as the result <>f subsequently bearing too many and 
000 frequent children, ()r as the result of disorders and. diseases alising from 
child-birth. The Englal1d and W.ales 'Curve reveals a very different state <>f 
a.ffairs. 

Sex-ratio in 
deaths at 
various agc.~. 
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In the margin I give the sex-ratio at the various age periods for 1921 and 

Age. 

Number of female deaths \ 
per 1,000 male deaths. 

1931. I 1921. 

838 
916 
871 
847 

1,000 
1,070 

877 
981 
910 
865 

981 
1,044 

1931. They are most striking. Here 
we see at once that whereas the sex
ratio in deaths has fallen since 1921 
at all other agf.s, it has risen at the 
reproduotive ages of 15-30. This 
bears out what I have said elsewhere, * 
viz.,-that in tho absence of selec
tive epidemic diseases the effeot of 
the usual very high mortality of 
females at the reproductive ages be
comes more noticeable, and so the 
sex-ratio in deaths rises. 

50--60 .. 
60 and over .. 

912 
758 
784 
877

1 

935 
816 
834 
936 

12. As the sex-ratio in births and at death, and tho balance of migration 
all influence the sex-ratio of any given population, it is clear that factors 
which affect any of these will have some bearing on the proportion of the F,exc~ 
found in that population. These factors fall under three main heads (I have 
omitted sex causation by design of the parents, as at present it is certainly 
not a factor to be reckoned with in this or any other country, and in India it 
may safely be assumed that it will not influence the figures of next census) 
viz :-

(1) Racial. 
(2) Territorial. 
(3) Temporary. 

By racial is meant the inherent physical characteristics of the particular 
race or population, which may of course be influenced by social customE:. 

In territorial are inoluded such factors as geographical situation, climate, 
water, etc. 

Under temporary come such factors as famine, migration and the selEC
tive nature of certain diseases. 

It is apparent that more than one of these factors 'may operate together, for 
instance if a tribe divides up and the separate parts live under different climatic 
or geographical conditions their sex-composition may be modified as a result. 
Again famine may be more frequent in oertain areas than in others, or selective 
diseases may appear more frequently in some tracts. 

Any attempt at deciding which of these faotors plays the more pro
minent part in determining sex-ratio in this province is rendered especially 
difficult beol1use here racial differences are not at all clearly marked. The 
best that can be done in this direction is to study the sex-ratios by religion and 
caste. There is the further handicap of the unreliability of the vital statistics, 
and a further source of possible information was closed because, in view of the 
diffioult political situation at the time of the census, it was not found possible 
to carry out any local investigations on such delicate matters as the size and 
sex oonstitution of families. 

Let us first examine the variations of the sex-ratio in the smaller units of 
area. 

13. As seen in paragraph 3 supra, migration appreciably affects the sex
ratio in the actual population, and when we consider smaller units of area, such 
as the natural divisions, distriots and states, this effect is far more marked 
espeoially in view of the large volume of internal marriage migration (which is 
all female) referred to in Chapter III. It is therefore of greater interest to 
study for suoh smaller areas the sex-ratio of the natural population. Unfortu
nately, as explained in paragraph 2 of Chapter III, as birth-place has not been 
tabulated by districts at this census the natural population of districts is not 
available, so that I must content myself with a brief discussion on the sex-ratio 
of the actual population for these smaller units of area. 

* Vide paragraph 9 supra. 
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In diagram 52 the sex-ratios in the actual population shown in Subsidiary 
Tablo I arc illustrated. 

Dia.gram 52 
MAP 

SHOWING THE PROPORTION OF THE SEXES 
IN THE ACTUAL POPULATION. 
BY DISTRIOT$ AND 8TATE8. 

less than 700 females per 7.000 ma/es __ c:::J 
700-800 II II ,, ___ Y;:':I 
800-850" "" ,, ___ E3 
850-900 "" ____ DID 
900-950 "t- ___ ~ 
950-1,000 01 Ol"~ ___ ELZ2l 

1,000-7,700" I' "I- - _:- Emffil 

From this it will be seen that females are in excess of males only in district 
Garhwal and Tehri-Garhwal State, districts Sultanpur, Partabgarh and Jaunpur 
and Benares State, and they are most in defect in districts Dehra Dun and Naini 
Tal. In no single natural division does the number of females equal the number 
of males, though in East Satpuras (the single district of MJrzapur) the ratio 
reaches 999. After this come Indo-Gangetic Plain East (967), Sub-Himalaya 
East (945) and Central India Plateau (934). At the other end of the scale are 
Indo-Gangetic Plain West (841) and Sub-Himalaya West (855). 

It is notey,lOrthy that the proportion of females in the actual population 
is greater towards the east and decreases paEsing from east to west; and that 
it is higher in the hilly tracts of Himalaya West and East Satpuras, and in the 
Central India Plateau than in the Gangetic Plain. 

The low sex-ratio in Dehra Dun and Naini Tal districts is in large measure 
due to the large proportion of male immigrants (and in the former distriot partly 
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to the dearth of females among the Jaunsaris of Chakrata tahsil}. Such 
is the case also in districts Cawnpore and Lucknow. On the other hand the 
proportion is raised in Indo-Gangetic Plain Ea~t, district Gorakhpur, and the 
eastern districts of Oudh on account of the greater proportion of male 
emigrants. 

The high ratio in districts Garhwal and Almora is chiefly the rEsult of low 
mawulinity at birth. In the province as a whole during the last decade there 
were 112 male births per 100 female, but in these two districts the figure was 
103, far lowE..r than in any other district ot the province. 

In considering the sex-ratio for any diEtrict or E,ta'te the effects of migra
tion must always be borne in mind. 

The marginal figures show the deficiency of females by natural divisions 
------ --- at each of the last three censuses. 

, Defioienoy (-) and excess (+) They show that in the laf:,t 20 
of females per 1,000 males of years the deficiency has grown 

Natural division. aotual popUlation. 
__ . .....,.....___ ___ considerably in Indo-Gangetic 
'1931. 1921. 1911. Plain Central, Central India 

_______ I Plateau, Sub-Himalaya East and 
I _ Indo-Gangetio Plain East; that 

United Provinces (British! -98 -92 -85 in East Satpuras an excess of 
territory). I females has turned to a very 

Himalaya, West .. \ -88 -88 -97 d S Hi 
Soo-Himalaya, West .. -145 -135 -144 slight eficit; that in ub- 'ma-
Indo-Gangetio Plain, West -159 -156 -159 I W t dId G t' 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central I -82 -79 -67 aya, es an n 0- ange lC 
ContralIndia Plateau .. ! -66 -64 -41 Plain, WesHhere has been practi-
~:~~J::~~!:East :: 'I -=-5§ j~ +~~ cally no change; while in Hima-
Indo-Gangetio Plain, East.. -33 -29 -5 laya, West the deficit has ~een 

i reduced. Further between 1911 
and 1921 the general tendency of the changos in thEJ sex proportion within 
the provi~ce was towards a levelling up 01 the differences between East and 
West. The changes between 1921 and 1931 have been in the same direction 
but to a far smaller degree. 

14. This subject has becn dealt with in paragraphs 14 and 15 of Chapter 
II, to Which the reader is referred. 
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15. The sex-proportions for all religions together at certain ages for the The sex-rati() 
last three censuses will be found in 'columns 1 to 4 of Subsidiary Table II. The at different agea. 
figures arf; illustrated in diagram 110. 53. 
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Something has already been said on this matter in paragraph 3 of Chapter 
IV. In comparing the figures with those of previous censuses it is essential to 
take into account the effects of the smoothing of ages, referred to in paragraph 
2 of that ohapter. 

Here it is unnecessary to do more than indioate the general variations 
of the sex-ratio at different ages. In 1931 at age 0-1 females slightly exceed 
males for the first time, due entirely to the process of smoothing ages and not 
to any decrease in masoulinity at birth (vide paragraph 8 supra) nor to any 
very marked variations in the sex-ratio of infantile mortality (vide paragraph 
18, Chapter IV). More males are born than females, but the former being more 
delioate a greater proportion die under one year of age so that females become 
in excess by the second year of life and remain so till the age-group 4-5. After 
that the female proportion declines especially between 10 and 15, when it is 
always at its minimum throughout life due to the dangers attendant on the birth 
ot the first child. From 15 to 25 the ratio moves in favour of females, from 25 

. to 50 in favour of males (the results of women bearing too many children at too 
frequent intervals) and from 50 onwards in favour of females, slowly at first and 
then more rapidly. After 60 females are in excess. This series of variations 
has been the same in every decade; it has varied in degree but never in natuI'e. 
There is one apparent exception to this latter statement. In 1931 instead of 
the ratio increasing between the age-groups 2-3 and 3-4, it has decreased. 
This apparent exception is, however, entirely due to the process of smoothing 
ages, for now the group 3-4 inoludes only half those who returned age 3 plus 
one-sixth of those who returned ages 4-6. At these latter ages girls are and 
have always been in defect, so the result has been to reduce the ratio at the 
present age-group 3-4. The ratio at age-group 4-5 has gone down for a similar 
reason. 

Below I give the sex-ratio for England and Wales for the first four quin
quennial age-periods in 1921 and 1911 and the corresponding figures of this 
province. 

1921. 1911. 
Aie·period. England and United En!rland and I United 

Wales. Provinces. Wales. Provinces. 

0-5 .. .. .. .. 976 1.013 991 999 
5-10 .. .. .. " 992 907 1.001 906 
0-15 .. .. , . .. 992 758 

I 
1.003 767 

5-20 .. ,. .. " i 
1,027 789 1.016 SO, 

The 1911 figures of England and Wales are more normal than those of 
1921. From .1915 onwards there was a marked increase in masculinity in births 
which appears to have been associated in an imperfectly understood manner 
with the conditions engendered by the war. So great was this that in spite of 
the usual higher infantile mortality among males, females were not in excess 
until the age-group 15--20 instead of 5-10. The figures for 1931 are not 
available yet but they should show a retutn towards the more normal figures 
of 1911. Owing to casualties among males in the Great War the variations 
at the later ages are even more marked, so that no further comparisons are worth 
while, though it may be mentioned that in 1911 from age 5 and onwards and in 
1921 from 15 onwards females were always in excess, a very differt1nt state of 
affairs from that which obtains in thib province. 

The sex-proportions in oertain age-groups by natural divisions will be 
found in Subsidiary Table III. Generally speaking the variations are similar 
in character to those for the province as a whole, though 'as we have seen in 
paragraph 11 supra the actual proportions vary. 

16. The sex-ratio among Brahmanio Hindus, Aryas and Muslims at 

Religion. 

BraJunanic Hindu .. 
Aryo. .. .. 
Muslim .. .. 

Sex. ratio in actual population. 

1931. 1921. 1911. 

904 908 913 
820 BII 792 
900 912 921 

each of the last 3 oensuses in the 
British territory of this province 
are sho'wn in the margin. The 
figures of Aryas are necessarily 
affected by oonversions, and it 
seems that these are now taking 
place more freely among emalel1 
than hitherto. -
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As between the two major communities it is noteworthy that the sex
ratio has falJen in both cases at each census since 1911, but the fall has been so 
muoh greater in the case of Muslints that at this census for the first time the 
dElficit of females is greater than in the case of Hindus, though the actual differ
ence is now very slight. 

In diagram number 54, I have illustrated the sex-ratios (at all ages Natural 
together) in each natural division for Brahmanic Hindus and Muslims separ- divisions. 
ately. 
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The first point of note is that the Muslim ratio is higher than the Hindu 
ratio in every natural division save Himalaya West, Central India Plateau 
(very little difference) and East Satpuras. In these three natural divisions 
Muslims ale relatively few in number and include (especially in Himalaya 
West), a considerable number of immigrants without their families. In ordeJ;' 
to study the figures closer in diagram no. 55) I have omitted these three 
exceptional divisions. 
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Diagram 55. 
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At once the effect of the racial factor on the sex-ratio becomes apparent. 
The .differences-betw~e Hindu and Muslim·ratios· are small but 'persist in 
the same direction, viz.:-in favour of Muslim females. This difference is 
more marked in the' west than in the east due to the prevalence of the 
higher Hindu casteS in the west, which has already been commented on. 
Whey. this factor is eliminated, in other words as we pass from Indo
Gangetic Plain, West to Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central and then still farther 
east, it is noticeable that the difference in the ratios of the two' communities 
in any natural division, is much smaller than the differences in the ratio of 
either religion as we proceed from di~sion to division, for the differences 
between the Hindu and Muslim ratios in the last four natural divisions 
are 28, 6, 2 and 20, whereas the differences in the ratio for Hindus between 
these natural divisions are 82, 27, and 20, and for Muslims 60, 23, and 38. The 
same thing is evident from the fact that as we pass from west to east 
acroslfthe Indo-Gangetic Plain the Hindu sex-ratio in each division is higher 
than the Muslim ratio in the last division. We may state this in other words 
uhus-throughout the province as a whole although the racial factor (which 
includes physical characteristics as modified by social customs) has some influ
ence on the sex-ratio, the other factors referred to in paragraph 12 supra, vito 
territorial and temporary, have a far larger influence. : 

In diagrams.nos. 56 and 57 are shown for Brahmanic Hindus and Muslims 
the departures of the propor~ions of the numbers of each sex in each age-period 
from 50 per cent. of the total persons returned in that age-group.' . 
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These diagrams may be studied in .conjunction with the figures given in 
Subsidiary Table II. 

According to the vital statistics the sex-ratio at birth in the past decade 
has been Hindus 893, Muslims 887, the proportion of Hindu girls born bting 
slightly higher than the Muslim figure. From 0-1 the ratio is appreciably 
highel for Muslims than for Hindus and it always has been; from 1-3 the 
Hindu ratio is higher though in the past there have been variations in this 
state of affairs; from 3-4 the Muslim ratio has always been higher than 
the Hindu; from 4-5 the Hindu ratio is higher, a reversal of the usual position; 
taking the group 0-5 as a whole the Hindu ratio now exceeds the Muslim for the 
first time. In 1911 Mr. Blunt~ pointed out that the lower ratio for Hindus in the 
age-group 0-5 was due to the neglect of female babies among Hindus. If 
this was true then the converse argument would now apply and the increase in 
the Hindu sex-ratio may point to less neglect 01 girl babies than in the past. We 
have seen that the effect of smoothing the age-groups at this census has been 
to reduce the sex-ratio in age-group 0-5, the fact that the reduction has been 
so mueh less in the case of Hindus than of Muslims lends strength to the argu
ment that this wilful neglect of Hindu girl babies is decreasing. From ages 
5-25 the M:uslim sex-ratio is (and always has been) higher than the Hindu, 
especially at the ages 10-15 and 15·-20; this is due chiefly to the later marriage 
age of Muslims. Thereafter, howev6r, the Muslim ratio becomes inorea$ingly 
lower than the Hindu, partly beoause Muslim widows remarry and again be
come exposed to the dangers of child-birth, and partly because Muslim women 
are generally more prolific than Hindu women and repeated chUd-bearing dimin
ishes their longevity. 

It is noteworthy that in the case of both religions females exceed males 
at the ages 0 .... 4, parity between the fiexes being reached in both communities 
between 3 and 4; but wherea& in the case ot Muslims males thereafter excEed 
females at every age-group, Hindu females arrive at parity with Hindu males 
between 60 and 65 and thereafter are always in excess. 

To sum up. Both communities have an 'equality of the sexes at the age 
ot 4. Hindus lose far more females at the early reproductive ages, but this is 
set off in later life by the fact that Muslim widows remarry wh6reas Hindu widows 
cannot, and as a result the ratio for all .ages is brought very close together for 
tho two communities. 

17. Statistics of the.sex-ratio for certain castes by age-periods are exhibited 
in Subsidiary Table IV. I would warn the reader that those statistics are based 
on unsmoothed age-groups, a fact it is important to bear in mind. In the margin 

Caste. 

Mallah .. .. 
Bhat .. .. 
Dusadh .. 
Bhar .. .. 
Dom (plains) .. .. 
Luniya .. .. 
Kewat .. .. 
Pasi .. .. 
Chamar .. .. 
Brahman .. .. 
Rajput .. .. 
Sonar .. .. 
KaylJi!tha .. " 
Taga .. .. 
Gujar .. .. 
Jat .. .. 
Saiyid .. .. 
Pathan .. .. 
Shaikh .. .. 
Julaha .. .. 

Number of females per 1,000 
males of all ages. 

-
1931. 1921. 1911. 

1,054 1,068 1,143 
1,051 913 815 

992 1,033 1,079 
985 1,000 1,026 
979 904 938 
911 986 984 
970 997 985 
957 946 957 
957 960 958 

882 895 899 
866 877 873 

848 840 861 
835 865 871 
805 783 786 
786 785 755 
776 763 769 

900 937 928 
889 878 922 
867 890 895 
919 92.2 945 

I have shown the sex-ratio for all 
ages of seleoted aastes, at the 
last three censuses. Speaking 
generally it will be seen that the 
lower castes have a larger pro
portion of females than the 
higher. The Mallah and Bhat 
have figures which (save for the 
ages 7-16) are comparable with 
those of Western Europe. The 
Brahman and Rajput figures are 
low, but high compared with 
those of Tagas, Gujars and Jats. 
As regards the Muslim castes, the 
sex-ratio for Julahas is high but 
nothing like so high as in the case 
of the lower Hindu castes. The 
Saiyid figure is much higher than 
that for high Hindu castes; that 
for Pathans is somewhat higher 
than for Brahmans; and the 
Shaikh figure is approximllttely 

~ Vide Census Re~ort 1911, fart I, page 18~. 
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the Sl1mtl as for Rajputs. R{lgal'ding (lhanges.sinOe 1911, the fema1e proportions 
among the lower castes have followed no special rule, some show increases, 
others deoreases, while yet others have remained unohanged. The higher 
castes show a decrea.se in the sex-ratio; 80 do the Muslim castes without 
exception. . 

It is of interest to study the variations of thE'- sex-ratio at different ages 
in the case of certain castes. rhe aotual figures are, as mentioned above, given 
in Subsidiary Table IV. They are illustrated for seleoted castes in diagram no. 
58. 
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Caste· wise figures of births and deaths are not available; but the census 
statistics show us the proportion of the sexes alive at age 0-6. This ratio is 
determined by the proportion' of the sexes at birth and by the relative rate of 
infantile mortality as between the sexes, the majority of deaths at age 0-6 
occurring at age 0-1. Neither of these is known, but it is evident that there is 
relatively less female than male infantile mortality (whether through less neglect 
or otherwise) where the proportion of girls to boys at the age 0-1 is greater, 
i.e., the higher the ourve in diagram no. 56 starts. It is at once notable that, 

36 

Sex-proportion 
at variou8 ages 
in different 
caste8. 
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speaking generally, the curv€s of the lower castes start higher, and further that 
in all cases where the sex-ratio for all ages together is high the ratio at age 
0-6 was relatively high. The latter point illustrates the axiom that if a suffi
ciency of females is required at all ages, more care must be taken of female babies 
(or less care of the male babies). Although, in the absence of statistics, it is 
not possible to say definitely whether a larger proportion of boy babies are born 
to the higher castes than to the lower, I should expect the truth to be otherwise. 
In any case the low proportion of females to males at the age 0-6 in the case of 
Tagas and Jats, does suggest the possibility that these castes still do not give 
all the oare and attention they might to their female babif,s. The sex-ratio at 
ages 0-6 in the case of Brahmans and Rajputs is not remarkably low. A 
comparison with the figures of 1921 forthe sex-ratio at ages 0-5 (Brahmans 947, 
Rajputs 940, and Jats 848) suggests that neglect of girl babies has decreased 
considerably in all these castes especially in the case of J ats and Raj puts. 

Passing on to the age group 7-13 we find a very material drop in the 
sex-ratio due to the dangers of child-birth to which females then become 
exposed. The drop occurs in the case of every caste though the extent varies. 
It is greatest with Rajputs, Jats, Mallahs and Brahmans, and least with Kayas
thas, Doms and Bhats ; among Muslims tlhe drop is least in the case of Saiyids 
(less in fact than for any other caste) and most for Pathans. The drop depends 
largely on the relative ages at which females are married in each caste. 

For most castes the sex-ratio drops further still at the ages 14-16, the 
drop being most marked in the case of Kayasthas, Gujars (where figures have 
not been plotted, but who return the lowest sex-ratio at this age that appears 
in the whole table at any age), Tagas and Raj puts. In the case of Muslims 
(excluding Pathaus) the ratio rises. 

At ages 17-23 the proportion of females rises for every caste Hindu 
and Muslim. This increase in most marked in the caSe of Mallahs, Bhats, 
Luniyas, Dusadhs, Rajputs, and Julahas. But it has to be remembered that 
it is at these ages that emigration outside the province begins to aHeot the 
figures, and far more males go than females. All the above castes are those 
from whom the emigrant class is largely recruited and this in no small measure, 
accounts for the greater rise in their sex-rati~s at this age. 

III the next age-group 24-48 the influenoe of emigration is felt to a smaller 
extent and women are beginning to feel the eHeots of the continual bearing of 
children with the result that the ratio usually falls or else remains steady. The 
only notable exception to this is in the case of Brahmans where there is a very 
marked rise, due to the greater emigration of males at these ages and the large 
proportion of Brahman widows. 

At the ages of 44 and over the movement of the ratio is determined by 
the relative hardness of the lives that are lived by men and'women, and their 
relative physique. Emigrants who have not died abroad are returning and this 
factor no longer aHects the figures. In most Hindu castes, especially those who 
refuse to allow widow re-marriage, the ratio rises, e.g., Brahmans. The 
decrease in the Rajpllt ratio is due to some extent to the stronger physique 
of the men, but largely to the return of male emigrants from outside the prov
ince. In the case of all the Muslim castes the ratio declines at this age, partly 
the result of the return of the emigrants but chiefly due to the fact that Muslim 
widows are allo-wed to remarry and so are again exposed to the dangers 
attendant on child-birth. 
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In the margin are given for all age& together the sex-ratios of tho castes 
included in the table atthe begin
ning of this paragraph, in the 
natural divisions of Indo-Gange
tic Plain West, Central and East. 
The effeot of the territorial and 
temporary factors is here again 
very apparent, and (as in the case 
of religions we find that. within 
the same caste as we proceed 
from west to east the sex-ratio 
rises in almost every case; and 
further, generally speaking, the 
variations within the same caste 
in proceeding from west to east 
are greater in magnitude than the 
differen~es between the various 
castes within the same natural 
division e.g., the sex-ratio of 

Natural division, 

OaR(;n. Indo·Gangetic Plain-

West, Central. East. 

Mallah .. " 875 974 1,297 
Bhat .. " 930 1,117 1,137 
Dom(plains} .. ,. 899 954 940 
Luniya .. " 920 959 991 
Pasi " 

,. 988 951 1.020 
Chamar .. " 882 992 1,049 

Brahman .. " 789 894 934 
Rajput ., 780 850 899 
Sonar .. " 808 814 898 
Kay!lStlia .. " 802 819 925 

Saiyid .. .. 884 924 900 
Pathltn " .. 860 911 1,026 
Shaikh .. .. 857 871 943 
Julaha .. .. 870 950 976 

-
Mallahs in the Western Plain is lower than that of Brahmans in the Central 
or Eastern Plain, though in' each of the latter natural divisions the Mallah 
ratio is much higher than the Brahman ratio. Here again then we get evidence 
of the fact that the racial (if caste differences can in any way be considered 
as such) factor has less effect on the sex-ratio in this province than territorial 
and temporary factors. Dusadhs are found almost entirely in the east, and 
Tagas, Gujars and Jats in the west, so their figures have J;lOt been shown above; 
but here again the territorial factor appears to have some effect, the sex-ratio 
of Dusadhs being very high compared with those of the three western castes. 

To sum up. Statistics of births are not available from which to ascertain 
whether the sex-ratio at birth varies materially from caste to caste, but there 
still appears to exist differential treatment of girl babies between castes. It 
is only by preserving the girl babies that a sufficiency of females will remain at 
all ages. The dangers of child-birth (dependent in large measure on the cus
toms of the caste in respect of the age of the consummation of marriage) largely 
control the ratio of the sexes in the total population of every caste. Migration 
has its effects.as between certain castes. The custom in regard to re-marriage 
of widows largely affects the sex-ratio in later life. 

18. We have seen that the effects of the racial factor are apparent as Conclusions. 
between Hindu and Muslim and as between different castes, but that the terri-
torial and temporary factors have a greater effect. Actually the factors under 
the latter two heads often merge. Migration probably plays as large a part 
as any factor in determining the sex-ratio in the smaller areaS such as districts, 
and it has a marked effect on the sex-ratio of the province as a whole, though 
the variations in the voluIlle and sex-composition ot the balance of migration 
have not appreciably affeoted the ratio of the province since 1901. Famine 
has had no appreciable share in determining the present sex-composition of 
the people as the effects of the last serious famine (1908-9) have disappeared. 
During the past decade selective diseases have been far less active than in 
either of the previous two decades, ilhough the effects of plague between 1901 
and 1921, and the influenza epidemic of 1918-19, both of which were more fatal 
to females than to males, are still noticeable. In the absence of selective 
epidemics during the past· decade, the factor which has caused the decrease in 
the sex-ratio since 1921 is the usual extremely high death-rate of females at the 
reproductive ages owing to the perils of child-birth and the primitive methods 
of mid-wifery practised in the province. 

If the decline of the proportion of fe:rn,ales to mal6s, noticeable since 1901 
is to be arrested, more care and attention must be bestowed on the female babies 
and to the mother a"t and a"fter child-birth. 
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SUBstDIARY TABLE' I. - General proportion of the sexes by natural divisions 
and districts. 

Number of females to 1,000 males. 

Distriot and natural 
1931. 1921. 1911. 

divisio)l. 
Actual Natural A.ctual NatU,TI;ll Actual Natw:al 

population. population. population. population. population. population. 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

UNITED PROVINCES. 
(British Territory) .. .. 902 890 90S 896 915 903 

Himalaya, West 912 * 912 960 903 949 .. .. 
DehraDun .. .. 674 .. 6n 789 697 830 
NainiTal .. .. . . 708 .. 722 853 770 880 
Almora .. .. .. 998 .. 999 957 970 962 
Garhwal .. .. .. 1,069 .. 1,084 1,043 1,036 1,009 

Sub.Himalaya, West .. .. 855 .. 865 868 856 860 
Saharanpur .. .. 8J9 .. 817 811 823 823 
Bareilly .. .. . . 849 .. 861 866 843 850 
Bijnor .. .. . . 883 .. 900 882 887 873 
Pilibhit .. .. .. ~ft " 884 891 861 881 
Kheri .. .. . . " 884 913 875 887 

Indo·Gangetic Plain, WeBt .. 841 .. Q44 832 841 832 
Muzaffarnagar .. .. 828 .. 829 800 817 779 
Meerut .. .. 8'39 .. 852 84l 848 832 
Bulandshahr .. .. 882 " 896 862 897 878 
Aligarh .. .. .. 842 " 847 84') 852 843 
Muttra .. .. .. 834 " 815 812 ; 81~ 818 
Agra .. .. .. 830 .. 818 787 834 826 
Mainp'uri .. .. .. 817 .. 816 810 817 787 
Etah .. .. .. 845 " 848 839 837 825 
Budaun .. .. .. 848 " 848 835 823 825 
Moradabad .. 883 .. 877 875 867 . 871 
Shahjahanpur .. .. 836 .. 853 867 843 864 
Farrukhabad .. .. 827 .. 826 796 822 829 
Etawah .. .. .. 806 .. 815 796 824 824 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, OeJY!tral .. 918 .. 921 905 933 907 
Cawnpore .. .. .. 810 .. 80Z 841 832 849 
Fatehpur .. .. 906 .. 911 880 933 920 
Allahabad .. .. .. 944 .. 945 947 972 967 
Lucknow .. .. .. 819 .. 845 839 856 885 
Unao .. .. 889 . . ~90 881 903 901 
Rae Bareli •• .. .. 973 .. 72 925 991 959 
Sitapur .. .. .. 876 .. 873 862 878 873 
Hardoi .. .. .. 853 .. 850 860 833 868 
Fyzabad .. .. .. 974 .. 991 956 1,005 983 
Sultanpur j. .. .. 1,024 .. 1,031 973 1,032 972 
Partabgarh .. .. 1,050 .. 1,049 962 1,059 1,007 
BaraBanki .. 917 .. 918 003 921 903 

CeJY!tralIndia Plateau .. .. 934 .. 936 946 959 966 
Jhansi .. .. .. 931 " 922 961 954 939 
Jalaun .• .. .. 908 .. 901 871 932 901 
Hamirpur .• .. .. 956 .. 962 969 981 976 
Banda .. .. .. 938 .. 955 963 980 1,024 

East Satpuras .. .. 999 .. 1,003 970 1,020 1,002 

Mirzapllr .. .. .. 999. .. 1,003 970 1,020 1,002 

Sub-Hinw,laya, East .. .. 945 .. 958 942 . 975 961 

Gorakhpur .• .. .. 949 .. 970 957 995 977 
Basti .. .. .. 947 .. 955 939 976 967 
Gonda .. .. .. 954 .. 957 932 965 947 
Bahraich .. .. .. 917 .. 922 915 924 923 

Indo-Gangetic prain, EaIl! .. 967 .. 971 937 995 966 
Benares •• .. .. 936 .. 953 961 984 969 
Jaunpur .. .. .. 1,017 .. 1,011 983 I,fJ07 .1,003 
Ghazipur .. .. .. 951 .. 960 903 998 ,965 
Ballia .. .. 947 . . 949 892 995 \ 922 
Azamgarh •. .. .. 969 ' .. 969 934 991 965 

'States- -
Tehri-Ga.rhwal (Himalaya, West) •. 1,017 .. 1,035 1,019 1,026 1,017 
Rampur (Sub-Himalaya, West) .. 856 .. 867 864 877 875 
Benares (East Satpuras) .. 1,014 .. 997 924 j t 

* The natural population for 1931 by districts, states and ni>tural divisions is not available 8S birthplaoe w~ 
not tab ulated by districts and states. 

+ These fiFes are iqcI~ded with t!lose of Mirzapur. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE II-Number otfemales per 1,000 males at (!lIferent aye-periods 
by religions at each of the last three censuses. (British Territory 'only. ) 

All religions. Brahmanic Hi,ndus Muslims. Aryas. 

Age. 
I 

1931. 1921. 1911. 1931. 1921. 191 L. 1931. 1921. 1911. 1931. 1921. 191 J. 

I --
~-;-I~ 

----- - - ~ -
I 21~ 7 8 9 10 11 [2 13 

-----_-- -
996 [ , 

. 
0-1, .. 1,002 944 960 942 957 1,020 957 979 949 899 881 

1-2 .. 1,040 1.010 1,011 1.043 1,010 1,013 1,027 (,033 1,003 971 860 947 

2-3 .. 1,060 1,052 1,030 1,062 1.053 1,029 1,054 1,059 1,041 984 892 929 
. . 

3-4 .. 1,007 1,081 1.04t COO6 LoM r,O~ 
...... ~ .. ~ 

1,091 1,024 1,013 1,058 918 975 

4-5 .. 931 998 970 941 992 967 886 1,041 996 838 '913 850 . 
Toea!,0-5 .. 1,007 1,013 999 1,010 1,012 997 994 1,029 1,013 932 912 916 

5-10 .. 862 ! 907 906 861 903 9Q4 870 930 918 784 880 814 
-; 

10-15 .. 815 758 767 809 757 765 854 760 779 739 692 687 

15-20 .. 874 789 805 871 784 799 906 821 843 799 
, 
735 722 

946 
: 

20-25 .. 925 975 979 924 974 980 1,010 1.017 881 913 837 

25-30 .. 919 921 929 923 918 928 909 951 958 862. 779 768 

Tola!,O-SO .. 903 892 896 902 890 894 916 913' 917 834 818 788 

30-40 .. 8921 921 931 895 921 933 885 931 930 781 759 731 

40-50 .. 867'1 908 914 871 912 91'5 851 897 913 781, 785 769 . 
S0-60 .. 909 911. 932 92l 916. 94~. , 847 888 913 793 803 838 

6Qandover .. 1,012 1,052 1,085 1,042 1,077 1,112 875 926 968 856 910 1,003 

Total 30 ana over 901 934 948 908 938 9~i 867 913 927 792 796 798 

Total of all ages, 902
1 

908 915 904 908 913 900 912 921 820 811 792 
actual popula. - .. 
tion. 

Total of all ages, 890. 896 903 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . : . . 
natural popu1a-

I .j tion. 
, 
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SU:BSIDIARY TABLE IV.-Number of females per 1,000 males for certain 
selected castes. 

Number of females per 1,000 males. 
.. _- -.. 

Castr. 

All ages. 0-6. 7-13.' 14-16. 17-23. 24-43, 44 and 
over. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

I. Kewat .• ., .. 970 1,005 845 805 1,061 1,019 1,007 
2. Nan·Muslim .. .. 941 1,028 903 788 832 988 948 
3. Bhar .. .. ., 985 1,040 876 842 1,064 1,036 964 
4. Kurmi •. - .. 918 ,. 979 856 792 906 918 974 .. .. 
5. Earai .. " " 928 1,016 878 844 919 923 934 
6. Ahir .. .. 895 975 812 804 915 891 926 
7. Dom (Plains) .. .. 979 1,044 921 919 1,006 979 968 
8. Luniya .. ., 971 986 848 821 1,013 ' 1,025 1,054 

9. Kumhar .' .. 928 1,007 855 850 940 915 967 
10. Pasi .. .. 957 1,007 832 837 1,007 1,003 969 
II. Chamar .. .. 957 1,011 852 867 999 972 989 
12. Koeri •. .. .. 916 1,003 871 842 915 947 846 

. 
13. Jul&ha .. .. " 919 977 850 858 1,021 944 831 
14. Dusadh .. " 992 1,014 891 884 1,058 1,019 1,040 
IS, Tali ., 

" 910 1,013 851 820 960 . 879 921 
16. Gadariya . ' .. 902 1,007 827 819 944 881 910 

17. Lohar .. .. , . 887 975 907 777 919 847 865 
18. Kalwar .. .. 913 998 845 796 928 906 944 
19. Dhobi .. .. ., 932 995 837 838 988 934 961 
20. Murao .. .. .. 899 965 802 819 922 894 948 --
21- Halwai .. .. .. 852 982 835 759 910 788 846 
22, MalJah .. .. .. 1,054 1,062 877 909 1,166 1,126 1,119 
23, Khatik._ .. -,- .. 909 1,000 854 863 960 887 878 
24. Eharbhunja .. .. 880 989 865 794 880 '856' 859 

25. Nai .' .. 90) 996 821 753 935 910 928 
26, Lodh .. .. " 892 989 812 871 934 858 907 
27. Bhat .. .. 1,051 1,053 928 884 1,093 1,097 1,133 
28. Silpkar .. .. .. 934 1,061 884 877 980 954 ' 800 

29. Tamboli " ., 896 1,019 847 855 958 855 883 
3~. Kahar .. " .. 918 ,1,009 829 818 958 913 931 
31. Bhuinhar .. .. 937 987 889 730 960 964 953 
32. Kachhi .. .. 881 992 789 830 949 863 850 

33. Pathan . ' .. 889 995 829 795 870 896 876 
34. Barhai .. .. , . 875 1,008 825 783 907 842 857 
35. Sonar .• .. .. 848 1,002 865 775 832 796 804 
36. Mali .. .. .. 890 1,004 873 776 882 894 829 

37. Bhangi .. .. 897 982 817 822 958 899 851 
38. Kisan .• " " 857 963 739 761 841 814 1,002 
39. Vaishya " " 850 980 854 775 865 807 817 
40. Shaikh " .. 867 986 840 862 907 841 786 

41. Gujar .. .. ., 786 916 713 635 797 791 776 
42. Bralunan .. .. 882 968 807 739 801 896 908 
43. Rajpnt ., 

" 866 981 785 703 878 891 851 
44. Indian Christian .. .. 929 975 872 849 1,054 942 844 

45. Mughal .. .. 888 1,044 905 847 889 841 819 
46. Saiyid ., " " 900 953 '863 923 971 908 813 
47. Kayastha " .. 835 1,009 901 724 777 786 802 
48, Jat .. .. .. 776 938 764 703 780 715 755 

49. Taga .. " 
,. 805 932 814 717 809 810 711 

50. Anglo.Indian " .. 921 882 860 828 932 925 1,061 

NeTE.-l'he casbes are arranged according to the froquency of infant marriage, i.e., according to the proportion 
which the number of married and widowed femllles under 14 years of age bears to the total femalo population. 
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SUBSlDIAlty 'fABLE V.-Actual number of births and deaths for each sex during tke 
decades 1901-10, 1911-20, and 1921-30 . 

. 

L 
~j! CD CD 

Number of births. Number of deaths. j! "d"; 
Difference Difference Difference J! between between between 0 q columns 2 columns 5 columns 4 0 

and 3. and 6. and 7. .... - .... -o ... 0 ... 
Year. Excess of Excess of Exces50f CP CP 

~ ~ 
Males. Females. Total. Males. Females. Tota], latter ave r latter over former over 

r..11l00 ...~m 
former+, former+ latter+, ..1l:Ei:S <I>:S :S 

l defect;-. defect;-. defect,-. 
~;5 ;E ~ an~ 'tl'tl 

Z Z 
----

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

-- --
1901 .. 1,022,769 949,362 1.972,131 752,949 692,086 1,445,035 -73,407 -60,863 +527,096 928 919 

1902 .. 1,131,319 1,054.882 2.186,20] 801,046 751,000 1,552,046 -76,437 -50,046 +634.155 932 937 

1903 .. 1,140,228 1.059,803 2,200.031 988,354 932,549 1,920,903 -80,425 -55,805 +279.128 929 944 

1904 .. 1,154,988 1,070,769 2,225,757 825,100 829,849 1,654,949 -84,219 +4,749 +570,808 927 1,006 

1905 " 1,023,092 943,917 1,967,009 1,049,708 1,048,592 2,098,300 -79.175 -1.116 -131,291 923 999 

1906 " 993.311 919,114 1,918.425 953,309 910,027 1,863.336 -80,197 -43,282 +55,01'.9 920 955 

1907 .. 1,022,318 941,645 1,963,963 1,049,012 1,023,524 2,072,536 -80,673 -25,488 -101'..573 921 976 

1908 .. 932,276 854,426 1,786,702 1,274,966 1,239,795 2,514,761 -77,1'.50 -35,171 -721'.,059 916 972 

1909 " 827,732 761,464 1,589,196 922,189 851'.,880 1,781,069 -66,2GB -63,309 -191,1'.73 920 931 

1910 .. !,017,065 938,359 1,955,424 963,480 880,698 1,844,178 -78,706 -82,71'.2 +111,246 923 914 

--- -r -
Total, 1901-10 10,271,098 9,493,741 19,764,839 '1),580,113 9,167,000 18,747,113 -'1'1'1,357 -413,113 +1,01'7,'126 924 957 

----
1911 .. 1,068,248 985,076 2,053,324 1,082,162 1,023,130 2,105,292 -83,172 -59,032 -51,968 922 945 

1912 .. 1,105,707 1,019,878 2,125,585 733,254 667,553 1,400,807 -85,829 -65,701 +124,778 922 910 

1913 .. 1,160,280 1,072,719 2,232,999 857,767 773,926 1,631,693 -87,561 -83,841 +601,306 925 902 

1914 .. 1,094,842 1,009,712 2,104,554 816,149 751,117 1,567,266 -85,130 -65,032 +537,288 .922 nO 
1915 .. 1,060,779 975,342 2,036,121 732,610 674.133 1,406,743 -85,437 -58,477 +629,371'. 919 920 

1916 .. 1,050,532 967,224 2,017,756 720,097 661,202 1,381,299 -83,308 -58,895 +636.457 921 918 

1917 .. 1,122.101 1,035,541 2,157,642 933,723 841,173 1,774,896 -86,560 -92,550 +382,746 923 901 

1918 .. 977,044 890,800 1,867,844 2,006,883 1,849,879 3,856,762 -86,244 -157,004 -1,988,9.18 912 922 

1919 .. 795,870 720,627 1,516,497 1,017,335 934,327 1,951,662 -75,243 -1'.3,008 -435,165. 905 911'. 

1920 .. 812,094 792,098 1,664,192 913,899 828,936 1,742,835 -79,996 -84,963 -78,643 908 907 

-- --
Total, 1911-2C 10,307,497 9,469,017 19,'176,514 9,813,8'19 9,005,3'16 18,819,255 -838,480 -808,503 +95'1,259 919 918 

- --
1921 .. 819,854 740,748 1,560,602 952,243 843,202 1,795,445 -79,106 -109,041 -234,843 904 885 

1922 .. 769,516 690,272 1,459,788 610033 524,847 1,134.880 -79,244 -85,186 +324,908 897 860 

1923 .. 864,154 771,296 1,635,450 566,807 493.497 1,060,304 -92,858 -73,310 +575,[46 893 871 

1924 ., 833,889 741,421 1,575,310 61'.1,719 602,153 1,283,872 -92,4GB -79,566 +291,438 889 .883 

1925 .. 785,661 699,614 1,485,275 603,493 520,755 1,124,248 -86,047 -82,738 +361,027 890 863 

1926 ., 820,921 731,133 1,552,054 610,233 528,651 1, 138,884 -89,788 -81,582 +413,170. 891 866 

1927 .. 881,412 785,067 1,666,479 5;0,457 474,618 1,025,075 -96,345 -75,839 +64l,404 891 862 

1928 .. 916,760 818,399 1,735,159 578,600 517,136 1,095,736 -98,361 -61,464 +639,423 893 894 

1929 .. 824,281 733,445 1,557,726 583,720 516,964 ]'100,684 -90,836 -66,756 +457,042 890 886 

1930 
# 

.. 895,508 797,665 1,693,173 656,680 577,440 1,234,120 -97,843 -79,240 +459,053 891 879 

-794,;22 ( +3,927,768 
--

Total, 1921-3G 8,411,956 7,509,060 15,921,016 6,393,985 5,599,263 11,993,248 -902,896 893 876 

NOTE.-Seo note 3 to Subsidiary Table VII of Chapter IV. 
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Chapter VI.- CIVIL CONDITION. 

1. Imperial Table VII gives the number of unmarried, married and The statistics: 
widowed persons according to age, by sex and religion, in each district and where found. 
state. Imperial Table VIn gives statistias of Civil Condition by somewhat 
different age-periods, for certain selected castes in the province as a whole 
(including the states). 

At the end of this chapter will be found five sub&idiary tables which exhibii 
proportionate figures based on the ImperIal Tables mentioned above, as 
follows: - . 

Subsidiary Table J- Distribution by Civil Condition of 1,000 of each 
sex, religion and main age-period, at each of the last five censuses. 

Subsidiary Table 11- Distribution by Civil Qondition of 1,000 of each 
sex at certain age~, in each religion and natura] division. 

Subsidiary Table IIl- Distribution by main age-periods and Civil 
Condition of 10,000 of each sex and main religion. 

Subsidiary Table IV-Proportion of the sexes by Civil Condition at 
certain ages, for religions and nat1lra.l rlivisions. 

Subsidiary Table V - Dietribution by Civil Condition of 1,000 of oach 
sex at certain ages for selected castes. 

2. The question asked by enumerators with reference to Civil Condition The statistics: 
was simple: "Are you mnried, unmarried or widowed 1" The word used how obtained 
for married wa,s biyaha. No~ biyah "means marriage by the full legal rite, and 
doubt might arise as to the proper entry where marriage had beweontracted 
by such rites as dharewa, sagai or karau, which are recognized generally speak-
ing only by th" castes that permit widow re-marriage. In ordor to resolve any 
such doubts the imtructions given to enumerators wore as follows :-

" Enter each person, whether infant, child or grown up, as either unmarried, 
married or widowed. Divorced persons, who have not re-married, should be 
entered as widowed. If a woman is generally considered a married woman by 
the custom of her caste, enter her as married even if the marriage is not recog
nized as valid by high-caste Hindus." 

This was further amplified by the following instructions :-
" Prostitutes, concubines, and any woman who has never been married by 

proper form, should be entered as unmarried, whether they are living with a 
man or not. <> 

In some castes tho widow of the jeth (elder brother) bocorhes tho wife of the 
dewar (younger brother). In such a case the woman should be entered as 
married." 

It will be noticed that separate figures were not collected for divorced 
persons. These are negligible in numbers, divorCE being practically unknown 
among Hindu:; and comparatively rare among Musli,nLs. They were under the 
above instructions included among the married if they' had re-married eince 
divorce, or among the widowed if thtlY had not. 

It is necessary, bofore dealing with the figures, to emphasize that they 
are not exactly compara ble with those of any country outside India. Marriage 
especially among Hindus often means no more than irrevocable botrothal. In 
the case of child-marriages the parties do not begin to cohabit immediately 
after the ceremony, but wait till the bride attains puberty. 

donjuga.I I elations are then precoded by a second ceremony known at' gauna, 
rukhsat, or vida. Provided the gauna ceromony is postponed thE< only harm done 
by the Gustom of an early biyah is that it must obviously swell the number of 
widows condemned by convention to lifelong ceHbacy and the drudgery and 
humiliation kno~n to be assooiated with widowhood. Among the upper and 
educated cIas8es there is now a tendency to later rr.arnages, and in such CaI?E~ 
the gauna or some eimilar ceremony is performed at the same time as the biyah 
ceremony, or mlty be dispensed "it,h altogether, the parties cohabiting 
immediately after the :rr..arriage. This change is ref~rrl;ld to in Appelldix A of 
this Chaptel'. 
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3. There may have been some omissions from tho married by very strict 
Hindu enumerators refusing to regard re-married widows as married, but such 
omissions would be more than counter balanced by the inclusion among the 
married of unmarried or widowed fema]6s living in unregulated relations with 
men. At the younger- ages, on account of the Sarda Act some concealment of 
marriage might be expected ; but seeing the large increase in both married 
males and females aged 0-10 I do not think that this amounted to very much. 
The statistics may, in my opinion, be taken as an accurate and complet6 classi· 
fication of the three prescribed categories of Civil Condition, though the 
distribution of the civil conditions by age (especially at the lower ages) is not 
altogether accurate as we shall ~ee later, on account of the smoothing of ages. 

4. The subject of marriage customs in this province was very fully dealt 
with by Mr. Blunt in 1911 *. Efforts were made to secure further information 
at this census in order to al'lcertain as. far as possible what changes and mcdi" 
fications had occurred in these customs in the last 20 years. Unfortunately the 
politic!'} situation in the province rendered it undesirable to inE'titute much in 
the way of inquiries on these somewhat deHcate subjects and further the Civil 
Disobedience Movement, coupled with the agricultural situation, deprived those 
who would have made most of the inquirie& for me, of the spare time in which 
to coHect the facts. What information r have been able to secure is given in 
Appendix A to this Chapter. . 

The Chapter itself will be confined to an eXamination of the statistics col. 
lected at the enumeration. 

5. Diagram no. 59 illustrates for males and females separately, the pro· 
portion in each main age-group of the unmarried, married and widowed, fcr the 
British territory of this province, all religions together. 

AGE. 

60 & 
OVER 

40-00 

20-40 

15-20 

10-15 

5-10 

0-5 

1,000 sao 

NUMBI;'R· PER MILLE AT EACH AGE PERIOD 

WHO ARE UNMARRIED, MARRIED DR WIOOWED,1931 . 

. ALL RELIGIONS-UNITED PROVINCES (BRITISH TERRITORY) 

UNMARRIED •••• O MARRIED. __ ~ WIDOW£D~ •• II 
MAI.ES. 

600 400 
PER MILLE. 

200 D zoo 

FEMALES. 

400 600 
PER MILLE. 

Diagram /is. 

AGE. 

60.{. 
OVER 

40-60 

20-40 

15-20 

0-5 

If the&e figures .are compared with those of any western country the same 
main features observed at previous censuses in this province will be remarked, 
VlZ.:-

(a) the universplity of marriage, especially among females ; 
(b) the early age of marriage; 
(c) the large proportion of widows. 

>I< Vide Ceqsus Report, 1911, Part I, page 207 et s~. 
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Let us deal with each of these in turn, and see what changes have occurred 
in the last forty years. 

6. In the margin the proportion of unmarried :males and females to total (a) The 

Country and year. 

United Provinces (Briti8h 
territory) . 

1931 .. .. 
1921 .. .. 
1911 -. .-
1901 _. .. 
·1891 .. 

EnJland and Wale8. 
1921 '. .. 

Numb~r unmarried 
per mille of population 

of each sex. 

Males. Females. 

r 
438 317 
452 317 
449 305 
449 308 
450 308 

550 535 

population of each sex is shown for this universality of 
province for the last five censuses and is marriage. 
contrasted with the figures of England and 
Wales for 1921*. In wef2tern countriES 
the proportion for each sex ranges 
betwEen 500 and 600; in Japan it i& 
between 600 and 700. The proportion 
of the young in the population is 
variable which influences these figures, 
the higher the proportion of 0hildren 
the higher the proportion of unmarried. 
In this province thE proportion of children 
is higher than in most other countries so 
that this factor would tend to soften rather 

than to exaggerate the contrast. Another factor which affects the proportion 
of unmarried persons is the sex-ratio. In 'Western Europe, where females 
outnumber males at all ages after infancy it is cleaT that, in the absence Df poly-
gamy, the percentage of unmarried females will be higher. But this in itself 
is quite insufficient to account for the marked difference between the female 
proportions of unmarried of this province and of West ern Europe, and of course 
it merely serVes to accentuate the difference in the case of the male proportion 
of unma;rried. 

By the age of 15 the number of unmarried girls in this province is already 
as low as 516 pElr mille, i.e. lowor than for females at all ages in England 31nd 
Wales; between 15 and 20 the proportion of unmarried females falls to 81 per 
mille; while after twe:q.ty practically every female who doe8 not suffer frorr.. 80me 
infirmity or disfigurement, or who if:: not a concubine or a prostitute, has bee.n 
married. This fact is well illustrated in diagram DO. 60 (infra). Among male::: 
the usual age of ma.rriage is\, higher, husbands normally being older thlm wives. 
In the !JgE-group 10 -15 roughly half the living females are married, but only 
a qUHter of the living males. In the group 15-20, when only 81 per "'ll.ille 
of living ftmales have not bfen marrifd therE are still almc-st half the males 
unwed. By the age-group 20-40 by far the majority of meD are rr.arried, but 
50 per mille remain bachelors to the end_. Palents are less anxious a.bout marry
ing off their sons thaD their daughters and the older a man gets the halder it is 
for him to find a wife. This fpct ccmbined with th( preponderante of males at 
all ages after infancy, and with a certain amount of polygamy, accounts in part 
for the number, small as it is, of elderly bachelors. The rest comprise the 
infirm, beggal'&!, religious devotees and mendicants and a few members of 
certain hypergamous groups who have been unable to effect alliances of the kind 
which alone are permitted to them by the rules of their community. This 
universality of marriage constitutes one of the most striking differences between 
the social practices of India (for it is not only confined to this province) and those 
of Western Europe, but, in so far as the proportions in the reproductive ages 
are concerned, it is the western not the Indian figures which are abnormal. 
Marriage is a natural condition for both men and W(lmen and celibacy and 
maniage later in life are the result of artificial circumstances and are rare in 

• Asiatic countries. Added to this, in the cate of Hindus and Jains the precepts 
of their religion make marriage a duty incumbent upon all. 

Looking at the figures of past censuses in this province, shown above, and 
comparing them with those by age-periods shown in Subsidiary Table I, the 
following facts emerge. 

The male proportion of unmarried at all ages was steady from 1891 to 1911, 
rose slightly in 1921 and then fell markedly in 1931. The increase in 1921 was 
due almo~t entir6ly to the increased proportion of the unmarried at ages 15-20. 
Thj~ is the age when males start to marry and the reduction in marriage~ wa.s 
largely the outcome of the disorganization in family life occasioned by the in
fluenza epidemic, and in part was due to economic causes, the abrupt rise in the 

• ~he figure3 for England anq Wale!! of 1931 are not available at the time of writin~. 
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cost of living neoessitating the postponement of marriages, especially among 
the professional classes. When considering the changes in the proportion at 
various ages between 1921 and 1931 the effect of the smoothing of agES in 1931 
has to be considered. It seems that although the methcd of smoothing ages that 
has been adopted at this census yields increased accuracy in the case cf the total 
of all civil conditions the same is not true in the case of the unmarried and 
married especially in the lower age-groups. Thus, p6rsons are arranged in the 
ternary and septenary groups 4-6, 7-13, 14-16, 17-23, etc., and then to get 
the groups 5-10, 10-15, etc., half group 4-6 is added to half group 7-13, 
half group 7-13 is added to half group 14-16, and 80 on. This is correct for 
all civil conditions together, but the margin of error is great in the case of 
the unmarried and manied separately because there are a.lways fewer 
unmarried at the latter ages of each ternary or septenary group than at 
the earlier ages, and the ~djusted age-groups take no accotmt of this. So we 
find a smaller proportion of unmarried in the lower ago-groups than there should 
be. This is especially noticeable at ages 5-10 and 15-20 because by 
roason of the concentration on the ages of 10 and 20 more people have been trans
ferred from groups 10-15 and 20-25 to groups 5-10 and 15--20, resptctively. 
and among thEse a far larger proportion of married and widowed than is correct. 
This has madE. the matter of comparisons with the figures of previous censuses 
very difficult indeed, but neverthEless it may safely be said that at any rate 
part of the decroase in the unmarried at the younger ages ma.y be ascribed to the 
large crop of infant marriages pushed through before tht commencement ot._the 
Sarda Aot, and to the prJsperom~ firf't seV€ll yoars of the past decade. 

As regards the female figures the percentage of unmarried at all ages was 
steady from 1891 to 1911, rose abruptly in 1921 and remained steady in 1931. 
The rise in 1921 was remarkably large at the age-period 10-15 and occurred 
almost entirely at the ages of 10-20. The reasons were the same as for males. 
As between 1921 and 1931 although the proportion of unmarried females at all 
ages has undergone no change there are marked variations at the various ages, 
due to the same cauees as in the case of males. Below I give the unsmoothed 
figures for civil condition at ,the lower ages, for all r~ligions together. 

U nsmoothed figures of civil condition. 

United Provinoes. 
-

Brit,ish territory. States. 

group. Unmarried. I Married. Widowed. Unma,rried. lI:Iarried. Widowed. 

Males. Females., Males. Females. :ll:ales. 'emBI()~. MaIeR. FemaleB, ~r!lles. Females • . Males. Females. 

--- -- -------_ ------
4-6 .. 2.114.541 1.9'32;240 109,467 134.781 2.931 6.132 52.431 49.893 1,845 3,546 66 

H3 .. 3,476.043 2,302,368 772,141 1,200,133 17,413 21.470 84,741 57.753 17.259 33.670 400 I 
14--16 .. 1,013,779 227,9661 714.731 1,132.167 22.819 21,728 24,843 7,005 16,085 22,870 564 

17-23 .. 937,429 97,080 1,829,759 2,473,115 38.553 76,826 25,743 5,203 41,773 72,022 2.316 1 

For the sake of comparIson I give for BntlSh terrItory the number per 
mille of each sex in each of the abov0 ag3-groupa returned under each civil 
condition. 

Males. Femalos. 

Age·group. 

Unmarried. Married. Widowoo. Unm9.rried. Married. Widowed. 

4--6 
, 

950 49 1 932 65 3 .. .. .. 
7-13 .. .. .. 815 181 4 653 341 6 

14-16 .. .. .. 579 408 13 165 819 16 

17-23 .. .. .. 328 641 31 37 934 29 

. -

150 

592 

572 

2.050 

• 
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7. In the margin are compared the proportions of married and widowed 

United Provinces (British territory), 1931. England and Wales, 1921. 
together, of each se:x, 
at various ages in the 
British territory of this 
province in 1931, and 
in England and Wales 
in 1921. These figures 
are illustrated in dia
gram no. 60. 

Number per mille Number per mille 
of each sex returned of each sex returned 

as married or as married or 
Age. widowed. Age. widowed. 

Males. Femalos. Males. Females. 

0--5 .. 24 30 Under 15 Nil Nil 
5-10 .. 139 243 15-19 4 18 

10-15 .. 254 484 20-24 178 274 
15-20 .. 576 919 25~34 659 663 
20-40 .. 845 983 35-44 850 808 
40-60 .. 940 993 45-54 880 836 
60 and over .. 950 993 55-64 896 847 

65 and 913 862 
over. 

·----;;;;;;;1 PROPORTION OF MARRiED PLUS WIDOWED AT VARIOUS AGES. 

UNITED PROVINCES (IJRITISH TERRITORY), 1981 ______ FIRM LINE. 
ENGLAND_&. WALES, 1921 _______ • _____ _ DonED LINE. 

Although as a rPAmlt of the War the age of marriage in England and 
Wales was lower than normal in 1921, this diagram reveals at a glance the 
comparatively early ages at which marriage takes place in this province. 

(b) The early age 
of marriage. 
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In 1931, there were no less than 5,912 males and 6,588 females living in the 
British territory of this province aged less than one year, who had been married! 
of whom 89 males and 194 females were already widowed. The numbers in
crease with age until in the group 0~5 there were altogether 88,158 males and 
111,336 females living who had been married, of whom 2,043 males and 4,135 
females were already widowed. At age 5-10, 14 per cent. of males and 24 
per cent. of females had been married. At 10-15, one quarter of the males 
and almost half the females had been married, and the age-group 15-20 sees 
w:ell over half the males and 92 per cent. of the females married (or widowed), 
the corresponding figures for this age-group in England and Wales being males 
0'4 per cent., females 1'8 per cent. 

It may be noted that this Indian custom of early marriage is not by any 
means exceptional, and that it is only amongst the races of Western Europe 
that marriage is postponed until a very much later period in life. 

Incidentally diagram no. 60 illustrates very clearly the universality of 
marriage, especially among females, in this province. 

The changes since 1891 in the number of unmarried at different ages have 
been dealt with in paragraph 6 supra, and this naturally covers the ohanges 
in the married plus widowed. In diagram no. 61 the proportions married or 
widowed at various ages are compared with the proportions in 1891, for the 
province as a whole. 

---------------~-------------------------~ 

PtFl 
MILLE. 

PROPORTION or MARRIED PLUS WIDOWED AT VARIOUS AGES. 

UNITED PROVINCES (BRITISH TERRITORY). 
198t ;:::'':''- _FIRM LINE. 1891- _ -,-'.!DOTTED UN£. 

MALES. FEMALES. 
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Tho large number of infant marriages contracted juet before the com
mencement of the Sarda Act has reEulted in a very noticeable upward bending 
of the curves in 1931 at ages 0-15 in ·the case of males and 0-10 in the 
case of females. The figures for intermediate oensuses up till 1921 showed a 
very slight tendency for marriages of both males and females between 0-10 
to inorease, but the last decade has witnessed a tremendc·us inorease in the 
number of both seXes married below 10. The figures therefore show no sign of 
improvement m the matter of infant marriage in the pro'9'ince as a whole. 

8. The previous two main characteristios of the figures for civil condi- (0) The large 

United Provinces (British territory), 1931. 
Number per mille of 
eaoh sex returned as 

Age. 
widowed (inoluding 

divorced*). 

lIWes. Females. 

All ages .. 79 151 
0-5 .. .. 1 
HO .. 3 5 

10-15 .. 7 ·9 
15-20 .. 24 24 
20-40 .. 74 113 
40-60 .. 223 491 
60 andover .. 422 805 

England and Wales, 1921. 
Number per mille of 
each sex returned as 

Age. 
widowed (including 

divorced*). 

Males. Females. 

A.I ages .. 36 82 
Under 15 .. Nil. Nil. 
15-19 " Nil. Nil. 
20--24 .. 1 4 
25-34 .. 10 32 
35-44 .. 23 62 
45-54 .. 49 115 
55--64 114 247 
65 andover 312 536 

tion in this province proportion of 
are not peculiar to this widow8. 
province nor to India 
as a whole, but the 
third feature certainly 
is. In the margin are 
shown by age-periods 
the proportion of 
widowers and widows 
for the province as a 
whole (excluding the 
states) in 1931, and simi-
lar figures for England 

-The figures o~ d.ivorced persons are too small to affect the proportions per mille. and Wales in 1921. 
These figures are illustrated in diagram no. 62. 
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The proportion. of widowers at all ages in this province is more than 
double that in England and Wales, due undoubtedly to the heavier female 
mortality at the reproductive ages. This is clearly evidenced by the fact 
that widow'ers outnumber widow's at the age-groups 15-20 and 20-25 and 
at no other ages. The proportion of female widow's at a.ll ages in England 
a.nd Wales in 1921 w'as abnormally high on account of the heavy casualtie~ in 
the War. It is safe to Say that at normal times the proportion of widows in 
this province-is double that in England and Wales, and in fact, in any Western 
"Country. But more striking still is the distribution of widows by age. In 
England and 'Wales only 17 per cent. of the widows are below' 45 years of age, 
whenas in this province no 13ss than 39 per cent. are below this age, and 1'1 
per cent. (the actual number is 39,535) are under 15, an age at which in Europe 
no one is even married. When one remembers the lot of a Hindu widow, some
thing of the nature of the tragedy that these figures reveal may be appreciated. 
The large number of widows in India is due partly to the early age at which 
girls are married, partly to the disparity of age that often exists between man 
and wife, .but most of all to the prejudice against the remarriage of widows. 
The higher Hindu castes forbid it altogether and, as the custom has, until 
now', been held to be a mark of social respectability, many of the more ambi
tiou~ of the lower castes have adopted it by way of raising thE-ir socia] status; 
while Muslims who are brought into close contact with their Hindu neighbours 
are apt to share the prejudice although widow remarriage is permitted by their 
religion and the Prophet himself married a widow'. 

In the years 1911 and 1921, the percentage of widowers showed marked 
increases due to the selective nature of plague and influenza, which are known 
to have been more fatal to females than to males and especially to those at the 
reproductive ages. The fall in the percentage between 1921 and 1931 is partly 
due to the absence of these epidemics in the decade, and partly to the larger 
proportion of children in the population in 1931. But the general run of the 
statistics since 1891 shows an increasing proportion of widowers, especially at 
ages 40 and over. This suggests that widowers especially elderly widowers 
are not re-marrying so frequently as they were 40 years ago. The reasons may 
be partly economic and partly due to the reduction of the proportion of females 
to males in the total population, making it harder for an elderly man to secure 
another bride. As regards the percentage of widows of all ages, there was a 
slight but steady increase between 1891 and 1921 followed by a. large fall in 
1931, -due partly to the lower death-rate of the past decade and partIy to the 
larger proportion of children in the population. Since 1921 at ages 0-10 
the proportion of widows shows a slight increase due to the increase in infant 
marriages. From 10-40 the percentage of widows has declined, owing to the 
absence of epidemics. At 40-60 there has been an increase and at 60 and over 
a decline; both results produced, at any rltte in part, by the I:lmoothing of age
groups. The IfGatisticf! as a whole suggest that in view of the greatly increased 
number of infant marriage~ in the past decade the proportion of widows in the 
population will increase very materially during the next decade. As a result 
of the reduction in the proportion of females in the total population and the 
attempts at BociR.1 reform in the rrlatter of widow re-marriage which are on toot 
at the present time, if the economic situation improves this increase in the 
number of widows may be somewhat lessened. 

9. Before proceeding to examine the figures by smaller units of area 
such as the natural divisions, districts and states, it is necessary to point out 
that migration may affect the figures of civil condition in such areas to an 
appreciable extent, tspooially in large cities and the districts which contain 
them. For example, immigra.nts to indmtrial cities like Cawnpore are largely 
married males at the working ages, unaccompanied by their wives. This in
creases the percentage of married males at all ages and especially at the work
ing ages, and increases the proportion of married male~ relative to the married 
females. Again where emigration outside the province is considerable, as in 
the Eastern Plain, as males predominate a.mong such emigrantB and they are 
mostly IDanied and at the working ages, the proportion of married males 
at all ages will decreast'l the decreases being more noticeable at the working 
ages, 



bim CONDITION BY NATURAL DIvisIONS. 

10. The statistics ot civil condit.ion by age for all religions together will be 

Natural division. 

Un· 
married. 

United Provinces (British 438 
territory) 

Himalaya, West .. 450 
Sub·Himalaya, West 466 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, West 486 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, Cen- 412 

tral. 
Central India Plateau .. 441 
F..ast Satpuras .. 420 
Sub· Himalaya, East 407 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, East 402 

Number per mille of-

Males. Females. 

i[arried. Widow- Un- Married. ed. married. 

--------
483 79 317 532 

497 53 316 540 
450 84 345 509 
426 88 359 499 
506 82 295 550 

486 73 301 521 
517 63 312 520 
531 62 302 554 
517 81 285 553 

Widow-
ed. 

--
151 

144 
146 
142 
155 

178 
168 
1~ 
162 

found in Sub~idia~y 
Table II. In the 
margin I reproduce 
the figures for 
all ages and all 
religions together, 
per mille of each 
seX. It is at once 
evident that there 
are consid era ble 
local valiations, 
and the first point 
of note is that 
the proportion of 
unmarried malee 
and females is 

greater in the west and decreases steadily towards the east; this is especiaily 
noticeable in the figures of Indo-Gangetic Plain West, Central and East. 
Conversely, the proportion of those who are or have bebn married if: less in 
the west and increases as we procfed eastwards. 

The main factors that affect the proportion of the unmarried are
(1) the age-distribution of males and females, 
(2) the proportion of males to females at the marriageable ages, 
(3) marriage customs, and 
(4) migration. 

Number pel' mille of 

I 
Number per mille of Let us see how 

each of these 
factors has affected 
the statistics as 
between natural 
divisions. In the 
margin is shown 
the age-distribu
tion in three groups 
by natural divi
sions . 

males of aJl ages who females of all ages who 
arouged- are aged-

Natural division. 

0-15 15-40 40 and 0-15 15-40 40 and 
6ver. over. 

-.----- -- ----
United Provinces (British 389 414 197 389 413 198 

territory). 
Himalaya, West .. 357 430 213 314 427 199 
Sub·Himalaya, West 382 428 190 392 415 193 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, West 384 425 191 397 419 184 
Indo·Gangetio Plain, 380 414 206 376 416 208 

Central. 
Central India Plateau .. 390 431 179 383 423 194 
East Satpuras .. 412 410 178 399 418 183 
Sub·Himalaya, East 403 403 194 389 405 206 
Indo·Gangetio Plain, East 418 .380 202 402 398 . 200 

Speaking generally the distribution is such that there are more propor
tionally of each seX' at the marriageable ages of 15-40 in the west than in the 
east. This would tend to decrease the proportion of unmarried males and 
females in the west, but as marriage migration is from east to west and the 
men of the west seek their brides from the east the effect of the larger pro
portion of marriageable males in the west depends on whether they can secure 
sufficient brides from the east. 

Number 
of females 

Natural division. per 1,000 
males of 
all ages. 

---------- ----
United Provinces (British territory) .. 902 

Himalaya, West .. 
Sub.Himalaya, West .. 
Indo.Gangetic Plain, West 
Indo.Gangetio Plain, Central 
Central India Plateau .• 
East Sapturas .. 
Sub.Himalaya, East .. 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, East 

912 
855 
841 
918 
934 
999 
945 
967 

The next table shows the s0x-ratio by 
natural divisions, from which it will be 
seen that the propOltion of the females 
in the total population is far greater in 
the east than in the west of the province. 
This factor tends to decrease the propor
tion of the unmarried in the east. 

The statistics oj 
civil condition 
by natural 
divisions. 
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As regards oustoms, by far the most important is the age at whioh 

Natural division. 

0 

United Provinces (British 
territory), 

Himalaya, West •. 
Sub.Himalaya, West .. 
Indo-Gangetio Plain, West 
IndO-Gangetic Plain, Cen. 

tra!. 
Central India Plateau .. 
East Satpuras 
Sub-Himalaya, East .. 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, East 

Number per mille of each sex married or widowed 
aged-

Males. I Females. 

0-5. 5-10. IO-IS. 0-5. 5-10. 10-15. 

-------_ ----
24 139 254 30 243 484 

6 49 116 8 194 443 
6 71 170 10 163 401 
7 50 135 8 134 379 

37 187 309 42 287 522 

55 114 256 13 247 531 
24 144 301 34 276 543 
37 186 322 48 289 516 
45 241 401 60 368 622 

I marriages are con
tracted. The mar
ginal figures show 
at once that the 
normal age of 
marriage is lower 
in thE east than 
in the west. The 
figures of Ind 0-

Gangetic Plain 
West, Central and 
East bring this out 
very clearly. This 
has a very great 
effect on the pro
portions in the 

various civil conditions. Another custom which affects the proportion of the 
unmarried to a slight extent is polygamy. There sre more married females 
as compared with married males in the east than in the west. The figures are 

Natural division. 

United Provinces (British Territory) " 
Himalaya, West . . . . 
Sub-lIimalaya, West .• 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, West 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, Centirai 
Oentral India Plateau •• 
East Satpuras .• 
Sub.Himalaya, East .. 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, East 

Number of 
married 
females 
per 1,000 
married 
males of 
all ages. 

994 
991 
965 
985 
997 

1,000 
1,004 

988 
1,036 

shown in the margin. The increase in the 
proportion of females in passing across 
the Indo-Gangetic Plain from West to 
East is very noticeable, and, although thE: 
bulk of this is due to emigration of married 
males, some part may be ascribed to the 
fact that polygamy is more preva16nt in 
the east than the west. The subject of 
polygamy is referred to in Appendix: A. 
Migration of males usually takes place at 
the working ages, by which time most of 
them are married. The proportion of 
unmarried males in those natural divisions 
which lose most by male emigration will 
therefore be raised to some extent. This 

factor tends to increase the proportion of unmarried males in the east as against 
the west for male emigration is greater in the eas~. Again, as the western 
districts gain on the balance of female migration and the eastern districts lo~e, 
it follows that marriage migration must to some extent increase the propor
tion of the married and widowed in the west at the expense of the east. A 
few words may now be said about the figures of each natural division. 

Himalaya, West- In the hills marriage takes place much later than else· 
where, especially among males, but in the end is much more universal, only 
20 per mille males and 5 per mille females remaining unwed by 40. The pro
portions of both males and females at the marriageable ages are somewhat above 
normal due partly to immigration, especially in the case of males. The number 
of females to males of all ages is also somewhat above average. The high 
marriage age is the most powerful factor, and the result is that the propor
tion of unmarried males is somewhat above normal and that of females is 
average. It may also be observed that as a reeult of the later marriage age the 
proportion of widowers is very low and of widows is lower than usual. 

Sub-Himalaya, West-Marriage, especially of females, is also relatively 
late in Sub-Himalaya, West. The proportio~ of males at the marriageable age 
is above normal and tliat of femalbs practICally average, but the sex·ratio 
at all ages is very low. The net result is a high proportion of unmarried people 
of each sex. ,Widowers are slightly over average and widows somewhat below. 

Indo·Gangetic Plain, West-The marriage age of females in this division 
is higher than in any other; that of males is higher than anywh61e except 
Himalaya, West. 'Ibe proportion of males and females at the agts 15-40 are 
somewhat above average (due partly to ·immigration) but here we find the 
lowest sex-ratio of the province. The result is the largest proportion of 
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unmarried males and females found in any natural division. The proportion of 
widowers is higher than elsewhere in the province, but that of widow& is the 
lowest. 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, Oentral-Here the marriage age is distinctly lower*, 
the proportion of each sex: at the marriageable ages is average, and the sex
ratio is somewhat above average. The net result is a distinctly lower pro
portion of bachelors and spinsters. The proportion of widowers and widows 
is normal. 

Oentral India Plateau-The infant marriage (0-5) figure for males is 
surprisingly high though at ages 5-15 the proportion of married is somewhat 
low. The infant marriage (0-5) figure for females is lower than usual but at 
ages 5-15 increases to above the average. The numbers of males and females 
at ages 15--40 are somewhat 'above average and the sex-ratio is high. The 
net result is an average proportion of unmarried males and a low proportion 
of unmarried females, some of the difference between the male and female 
proportions being due to polygamy, which is more practised in thjs than the 
north-western and western areas of the province. Widowers are somewhat 
below average and widows more numerous than in any other natural division. 

East Satpuras-The ,marriage age for both sexes is low; the proportion 
of males 15-40 is a little below average and of females a little above; the 
sex-ratio is the highest in the province. The result is a low proportion of un
married especially among males. Widowers are relatively less numerous and 
widows more numerous. 

Sub-Himalaya, East- The marriage age is low; the number at the 
marriageable ages (15-40) is somewhat below average partly OJ! account of 
emigration and partly because of the large proportion of children in the present 
population. The sex-ratio is high. The net result is a very low proportion 
of unmarried either males or females. Widowers are fewer than anywhere ~av~ 
Himalaya West, so that remarriage amongst them must be very frequent, the 
marriage age being low. The proportion of widows is also somewhat below 
normal. 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, East-The marriage age is lower here than in any 
other natural division, two-fifths of the males and over three-fifths of the 
females being married before 15 years of age. The proportion of males and 
females aged 15-40, is, however, lower than anywhere else partly due to the 
large number of ohildren in the population and in the case of males due to 
losses by emigration. The sex-ratio is second highest in the province. The 
net result is the lowest proportion of unmarried males and females in any 
natural division, EJ,nd a high proportion of widowerB and widows. The rela
tively lower figure for unmarried females may be ascribed partly to polygamy. 

As regards changes in the last 20 years, the following figures show that 

Natural division. 

Himalaya, West .. 
Sub.Himalaya, West .. 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, West 
[nde-Gangeti" Plain, Cen· 

tral. 
Central India Plateau ., 
East Satpuras ., 
Sub·Himalaya, East 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, East 

Number per mille of all ages unmarried. 

Males. Females. 

1931. 1921. 1911. 1931. 1921. 1911. 

------ ----
450. 457 466 316 308 324 
466 465 467 345 326 323 
486 482 472 359 338 318 
412 426 431 295 297 292 

441 457 454 301 299 286 
420 437 435 312 313 294 
407 442 439 302 325 317 
402 439 427 285 313 286 

I 

between 1911 and 
1921 the percen
tage of unmarried 
males decreased 
in Himalaya 
and Sub-Himalaya 
West and the 
Central Plain, but 
increased elsewhere. 
The .proportion of 
unmarried females 
increas6d every
where except in 
Himalaya, West. 
This was ascribed 

by M1'. Edye to economic causes. Between 1921 and 1931 the maJe percentage 
of unmarried has decreased everywhere except in Sub-Himalaya, West and 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, West where it is practically stationary. The female 
proportion has increaEied materially in Himalaya West, Sub-Himalaya West 
and Indo-Gangetic Plain West; is stationary in Indo-Gangetic Plain Central, 

• From the figures and diagram in paragraph 15 infra it will be seen that the marriage age is lower to the 
east of this natural division. 
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Central India Plateau and East Satpuras; and has decreaseU materially in 
Sub-Himalaya East and Indo-Gangeti<l Plain Eaet. The natural result we 
should have expected was an increase everywhere on account of the large pro
portion of children in the population, but this factor hlJ,s been neutralized by 
the prosperity of the first seven years of the decade anp, the large number of 
infant marriages <lontracted before the passing of the Sarda Act, especially in 
those natural divisions where infant marriage has been more commonly the 
practice in the past. Below are given the proportions of the widowed at 

Number per mille of all ages who are widowed. 
the last three 
censuses. Between 
1911 and 1921 
there was an in
crease in widows 
and widowers in 
almost every na
tural division 
owing to the heavy 
mortality towards 
the close of that 
decade, especially 
from influenza. At 
this (lensus the re
verse is the case'-

Males. Females. 

Natural division. 

1931. 1921. 1911. 1931. 1921. 1911. 

------------
Himalaya, West .. 53 55 S'O [44 [52 [47 
Sub·Himalaya, West .. 84 98 84 [46 168 156 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, West 88 10[ 89 142 171 [63 
Indo'Gangetic Plain, Cen. 82 97 80 155 179 177 
tral. 

Central India Plateau .. 73 88 68 178 201 207 
East Satpuras .. 63 eo 68 1GB 182 197 
Sub.Himalaya, East .. 62 69 58 144 162 160 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, East 81 94 84 162 183 197 

on account of the relatively light mortality during the 
of the widowed is now muoh smaller. 

decade the proportion 

11. In the marginal table are compared the figures for civil c~dition 

Civil condition. 

Unmarried .. 
Married .. 
Widowed .. 

Number per mille of each sex in-

British territory. The 23 cities. 

Males. Females. Males. Females. 

-

438 317 435 354 
483 532 487 509 
79 151 78 137 

in the 23"l:lities of the province 
with those for the British terri· 
tory of the province as a whole. 
As regards males there is little 
difference between the city and 
total figures, the slightly lower 
proportion of unmarried in 
cities being due to the married 
immigrants. But the female 

unmarried figure is distinctly higher in CIties than in the rural area. In the 
margin I compare the proportions of unmar
ried females in the various age-groups. It 
will be seen that the proportion of unmarried 
females is higher at every age, but especially 
at the ages 0-15. The explanation ifS 
two-fold, firstly there is a far greater pro
portion of Muslims in the cities than in 
the province as a whole, and secondly most 
of the cities lie in the west of the province 
where the age of marriage is higher and 

Number of unmarried 
females per mille of total 

females in-
Age. 

British The 23 cities. territory. 

0-5 .. .. 970 983 
5--10 .. 757 876 
10-15 .. 516" 681 
15.-40 .. 31 65 
40 andover .. 7 19 

the percentage of unmarried is greater. 
12. The highest proportion of unmarried folk is found among Christia.ns 

(551 males and 433 females per 1,000 of each sex),. The male figure is dis
turbed by the army which is largely celibate. There are comparativtly' few 
European spinsters in the country and the unmarried figure for females would, 
therefore, be much lower than it is but for the Indian Chrishan and Anglo
Indian (lommunities. The figures of widowed are also very low (58 males and 
97 females per 1,000 of each sex) ; this is partly due to the fact that European 
widows rarely stay in the country and partly to the possibility of the 
remarriage of widows amongst the other Christian communities. One po~nt 
may appear curious, namely the fact that among male Christians 5 pe"!' mille 
are married at age 0-5, and 58 have been married by 5-10, and among female 
Christians 8 and 112 respectively. This shows that although returned as 
Christians many Indians cling to their old customs, and it is noteworthy that 
the proportion of those who have been married before the age of 10 years has 
increased materially at this census in order to forestall the Sarda Act. 
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The Jains show the ne:x:t highest figures of unmarried (523 males and 383 
females per 1,000 of each sex). These figures have steadily increased during 
the last twenty or thirty years. Their marriage age is high esp~cially for males, 
and the figures of past censuses show that it is growing higher. This, to a large 
extent, aecounts for the high percnetage of unmarried and for its tendency 
to increase. There has also been some increase in the proportion of those 
Who go through life unmarried. As observed at previous censuses their widowed 
figures exceed those of any other religion, but it is noteworthy that the pro
portion of Widowers and especially of widows has materially decreased. 

AIya Samajists have the next highest proportion of unmarried (485'males 
and 371 females) dne to their relatively high marriage age. Out of 10,000 Arya 
males of all ages only 211 are married or widowed by 15 years of age as against 
528 Brahmanic Hindus, and for females the corresponding figures are Aryas 
443, Brahmanic Hindus 875. The figures for ages 0-10 are still more striking. 
Arya males 72, females 125; Hindu, Brahmanic males 217, females 348 per 
10,000. Aryas are, however, a somewhat less married community at the later 
ages also than Hindus. Here too we find that practice is not always in accord· 
anc~ with principle, because the Arya proportions of those married before 10 
years of age have also increased at this census. 
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13. Coming to the two main religions the figures may be dealt with 

Age. 

All ages .. 
0-5 " 
5-10 .. 

10-15 .. 
15-20 .. 
20-40 .. 
0-60 4 

6 0ll'lldover .. 

PER 
MILLE. 

f,OOO 

900 

800 

700 

600 

500 

400 

800 

200 

100 

ill I 
j 

o 
/' 
0 10 

Number per mille married or widowed. 

Brahmanic Hindus. ll'luslims. 

Males. Females. Males. Females. 

565 690 550 652 
24 29 25 36 

143 249 122 224 
263 497 211 429 
587 932 535 869 
845 986 855 968 
936 994 967 986 
947 995 971 987 

, in more detaiL In the margin are 
given the proportions of married 
plus widowed at certain age-periods 
for Brahmanic Hindus and Muslims 
in 1931 {British territory only}. 
The figures are illustrated in 
diagram no. 63. 

PROPORTION OF MARRIED PLUS WIDOWED AT VARIOUS AGES. Diagram 63. 

UNITED PROVINCES (BRITISH TERRITORY), 1931. 
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At all ages together there is a. greater proportion of Hindu males and 
fema.les who ha.ve been. m~rrie<l th~n of Muslims. This is due to the higher 
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age at whioh the latter marry, for it will be Been that exoluding the age-group 

Year. 

1931 .. 
1921 .. 
1911 .. 

Number per mille of oach sex married or 
widowed in age-group 0--5. 

Brahmanic Hindus. Muslims. 

Males. Females. Malos. Females. 

24 29 25 36 
5 7 4 6 
8 il 5 9 

0-5 there is it larger proportion of 
those who have been or are marrjed 
among Hindus up to the age of 
20. The exception of the lowest 
age-group is noteworthy. The 
figures of this group for 1911 and 
1921 are compared with those 
of 1931 in the margin. In 1911 
and 1921 the Muslim proportions 
were lower than the Hindu for both 

males and females, and the figures for both religions showed a decline between 
1911 and 1921. The increase in the 1931 figures is due to a small extent to 
the smoothing of ages, but chiefly to the desire to forestall the Sarda Act, and 
we find that the increase in infant marriages (0-5) both male and female has 
been so much greateF in the case of Muslims than of Hindus that now the Muslim 
figures of infant marriage are proportionally higher than the Hindu figures, 
espeoially in the case of females. It would follow, therefore, that Muslims as 
a whole made a bigger attempt to forestall tho Act than Hindus. In view 
of the normally later age at which Musli\ills marry this is surprising and needs 
a littlo further investigation. 

In the margin I give by natural divisions the proportions of Muslims 

Natural division. 

imalaya, Wost .. 
ub·Himalayn, West 

.. 
ndo.gangetic Plain, West .. 

H 
S 
I 
I 
Ce 
E 
S 
In 

ndo.gangetic Plain, Central . 
ntral India Plateau .. 

list Satpuras .. ., 
ub.Himalaya, East ., 
do.gangetic Plain, East .. 

Number per mille of Muslims aged 0-5 married or 
widowed. 

Males. Females. 

1931. 1921. 1911. 1931. 1921. 1911. 

------------
4 I 4 13 4 6 
7 2 4 13 5 7 

II 3 3 18 4 5 
23 5 5 34 7 9 
4 10 12 6 13 14 

24 12 25 31 17 21 
58 7 8 88 6 9 
45 5 13 67 8 20 

aged 0-5 who 
Wer6 married or 
widowed at each of 
the last three cen
suses. At once it 
becomes evident 
that the bulk of 
the inorease has 
occurred in Sub
Himalaya, East 
and Indo-Gangetic 
Plain, East, the two 
natural divisions 

where the marriage age has always been lower, and where the Muslims inch,lde 
a large proportion of the descendants of converted Hindus (who still cling to 
their Hindu customs) and of the lower Muslim classes. 

To return to the figures at tho beginning of this paragraph, although for 
both sexes marriage takes place among Muslims later throughout than among 
Hindus, yet in the end marriage is even more universal for Muslim than for 
Hindu males and almost as universal for Muslim females as for Hindu females. 
This was the case also in 1921. 

The figures for the widowed in 1931 are shown in the margin. There are 
fewer Muslim widows and widows 
of all ages than Hindu. This is 
due, in the case of widows, to the 
later marriage age of Muslim 
males, as in late marriage the 
wife is usually younger tha!l her 
husband. The smaller number of 
Muslim widows is due to the fact 
that widow remarriage is permit
ted to all Muslims but only to some 
Hindus. In the case of the age
group 0-5 there are proportion
ally more Muslim widowers than 

Number per mille of each sex returned 
as widowed. 

Ag(). Brahmanic Hindus. 'Muslims. 

Males. Females. Males. Females. 

All IIJes .. 80 157 73 123 
0--5 .. 0 1 1 I 
5-10 .. 3 5 3 3 

10-15 .. 7 9 5 6 
15--20 .. 25 26 23 17 
20-40 .. 75 118 71 82 
40--60 .. 227 501 199 430 
60 andover .. 427 813 398 763 

Hindu, due to the fact that they have in the last decade indulged more freely 
than Hindus in marriages at this tender age. There has been a decrease in 
both Hindu and Muslim widowed of both sexes since 1921 owing, of ceurse, 
to the lighter mortality of the past decade. 

S9 
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In Subsidiary Table III of this chapter 10,000 of each sex: of Brahmanic 
Hindus, Aryas and Muslims, arc distributed in t-weive groups, that h; by cross
division into four age-periods and the three eivil conditions. The figures aro 
illnstratod in diagram no. 64, and bring ont thc ::;alicnt points reforred to above. 
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Statistics by natural divisions are, in Subsidiary Table II of this chapter, 
differentiated only for the two main religions. These show the same differ· 
ences in each division as in the whole province, save that there are fewer 
unmarried Muslim males than Hindu in Himalaya West, East Satpuras and 
Sub-Himalaya East; and fewer unmarried Muslim females than Hindu in Sub· 
Himalaya East. In Himalaya West, as explained elsewhere, Muslim males 
are largely adult immigrants who are naturally married and hence the pro· 
portion of married males is artificially high. Another factor that influences 
the figures in this division is the relatively higher age of marriage among 
Hindus. In East Satpuras again We see the effect of a considerable pro
portion of Muslim adult immigrants in the population. In Sub-Himalaya 
East the case is d.ifferent. Here it is very noticeable that the proportion of 
both sexes married and widowed at the lower ages, is much greater in the case 
of Muslims than of Hindus. This points to a lower marriage age of Muslims 
in this natural division. This phenomenon is due to the fact mentioned 
above, viz., that a large proportion of Muslims in these parts are the de· 
scendants of converted Hindus who still cling to their Hindu customs. 

14. Tho statistics for civil condition in different castes is chiefly important Oivil condition 
as thrOWing light on the age of marriage and on the extent to which widow by caste. 
remarriage prevails in different classes of the community. The figures for 
representative castes will be found in Subsidiary Table V of this chapter,* 
arranged in descending order of magnitude of the proportion which the number 
of married and widowed females under 14 years of age bears to the tota.l female 
population. (There arc only minor changes if these castes are put in descend-
ing order of magnitude of the proportion which the number of married and 
widowed females bears to the total married female popUlation.) The same 
features are noticeable now as were observed by Mr. Blunt in 1911, viz.t : --

(1) The marriage age is, generally speaking, lower among the lower Hindu 
cast~s. Doms (plains) Luniyas, Kumhars, Pasis, Chamars, Ahirs 
and Bhars, are all found high up in the table, whereas Brahmans, 
Rajputs, Kayasthas, Vaishyas, Jats, Tagas, etc., are all found 
at the other end. In comparing the figures of this census with 
those of previous censuses it should be noted that the age-groups 
are slightly different, those for 1931 being 0-6, 7-13, etc., against 
0-5, 5-.I2, etc., at former censuses; but allowing for this it is 
evident that there has been an all-round increase in infant marriage 
since 1911 and 1921. This is slight in the case of the higher castes 
but is very marked with the lower castes. Its reason we have 
already seerr. Among Muslims a similar state of affairs prevails. 
Nau-Muslims (comparatively recent converts to Islam, often from 
among the lower Hindu castes) have a low marriage age, Julahas 
come next, then Pathans, Shaikhs, Mughals and lastly Saiyids. 
Among Muslims also it is notable that the increase in infant 
marriage is far m.ore marked among the lower classes than the 
upper. 

The reason for the lower marriage age the lower we go in the social 
scale is that the lower castes have clung to or have adopted the 
practice of infant marriage in an endeavour to raise their social 
status, as in the past the practice has been regarded as a badge of 
Hindu social respectability. Further as education spreads, early 
marriage interferes with the studies of children and youths, so that 

_ it becomes more and more inconvenient as a community indulges 
more and more in edu~ation, especially higher education. This 
at present has no effect on the lower castes and classes. 

(2) There are more widows among the upper classes. Here we have two 
main factors at work, viz., the attitude of the caste concerned 
towards (i) child-marriage and (ii) widow-remarriage. The lower 
the marriage age the more widows are likely to result. Again some 
castes absolutely forbid widow remarriage, some permit but 

* It may be noted that these are based on the uDsmoothed age·groupe. 
t Vide Census Report 1911;PartI, page 232. 
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discountenance it, and others accept it as the rule. The factor of 
remarriage is usually the stronger, for in spitE. of thE- low~r mar
riage age of the lower claeses they have, gEnerally speaking, a 
smaller proportion of widows. The actual proportion of widows 
has diminished very markedly in all castes since 1911, due of course 
to the light mortality in the last decade. An examination of those 
reductions in the various castes does not suggest that material 
c:hanges have occurred in the attitude of high or low castes to 
widow remarriage in the last 20 years. 

As between the Muslim castes the proportion of widowe is lower among 
Julahas and Nau-Muslims, and higher among Shaikhs, Pathans, 
Mughals and Saiyids. The decreases in the various proportions 
since 1911 are as marked as in the case of the Hindu castes, though 
they are somewhat greater in the case of the upper Muslim castes. 
It does not therefore appear that the prejudice against widow 
remarriage is. growing among Muslims and certainly not among 
their upper classes. 

(3) Generally speaking, the upper Hindu castes have the fewest married 
males. This is partly due to the fact that the upper castes have 
proportionally fewer females, and partly to their higher marriage 
age. 

15. The number of girls married or widowed per mille aged less than 10 
in each district and state of the province is as follows :-

District or State. 
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Indo-Gangetic Plain, Oentral •. 

Cawnpore .. .. 
Fatehpur .. ., 
Allahabad .. .. 
Lucknow .. .. 
Unao ., .. .. 

I Number 
per mille 

females 0-10 
married 

or widowed. 

.. 123 

.. 122 

88 

88 
.. 76 
.. 115 
.. 63 

.. '14 

.. 95 

.. 73 

.. 65 

., 88 

.. 53 

.. 60 

.. 76 

.. 70 

.. 54 

.. 49 

.. 50 

.. 56 
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.. 53 
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.. 150 
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.. 237 
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Number 

District or State. 
per mille 

females 0-1 o 
married 

or widowed 

Indo-Gangetic {,lain, Oentral-(concld.) . 

Rae Bareli .. .. .. 163' 
Sitapur .. .. .. . . 53 
Hardoi .. .. .. 50 
Fyzsbad .. .. .. 276 
Sultanpur .. .. .. 223 
Partabgsrh .. .. .. 274 
BaraBanki .. .. .. 132 

OentralIndia Plateau .. .. 11'1 

Jhansi .. .. .. .. 94 
JsJaun .. .. .. .. 100 
llamirpur .. .. .. 112 
Banda .. .. .. .. 160 

East Satpuras .. .. .. 139 

Mirmpur .. .. .. 139 

Bub. Himalaya, East .• .. .. 156 . 125 Gorakhpur .. .. .. 
Basti ., .. .. .. 239 

.147 Gonda .. .. .. .. 
Bahraich .. .. .. l12 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, East .. .. 197 

Bena:res .. 185 .. .. .. 
Jaunpur 240 .. .. 

168 Ghazipur . , .. .. 
124 Ballia .. .. .. . . 

Azamgarh _. .. .. 227 

states .. .. .. " 131 

107 Rampur .. .. .. 
Tehri-Garhwal .. .. " 71 

200 Benares •. ., .. .. 
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Those figures are illustrated in diagram no. 65, whioh clearly brings out 
the greater prevalence of child -marriage in the east of the province. The 
figure& are highest in the group of districts Fyzabad, Sultanpur and Partabgarh 
of Eastern Oudh, Basti and Allahabad, and Jaunpur and Azamgarh of Indo
Gangetic Plain, East. Proceeding to the extreme eastern border the propor
tion decreases somewhat again. 

Diagram 65. 
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16. We may briefly summarize the results of the discussion in this Summary. 
chapter :-

(1) Marriage is almost universal in this province especially for women, 
and the posiGion ir thi8 respect has not appreciably changed in the 
last 40 years. 

(2) Infanp and child-marriage is still prevalent especially among the lower 
castes of both Hindus and Muslims. Owing to an attempt, more 
especially on the part of the lower castes of both religions, especially 
in the east of the province, to forestall the Sarda Act, there are 
now proportionally more married and widowed of both sexe& below 
the age of 10 than at any time during the last 40 years. Part of 
this increase may be ascribed to the prospeIity of the first seven 
years of the last decade. 
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(3) The proportion of widowed h88.decre9sed in all religions and localities 
owing to the relatively light mortality 01 the last ten ye9rs. The 
recent movement by certain s:>cial reformers to populDrize widow 
rem~Jfriage has, as yet, had no effect on the figures. 
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APPENDIX A. 

Changes in marriage customs. 

1. In Chapter VII (Civil Condition) of the 1911 Report Mr. Blunt gave a detailed Introductory. 
account of various marriage customs then prevailing in this province. The following 
paragraphs contain information as to changes that have occurred in the intervening 20 
years, or give further information since collected :-

2. I have been unable to trace any changes in the attitude towards exogamy as por- Exogamy. 
trayed in Chapter Vof Crooke's" Tribes and Castes of the North-Western Provinces and 
Oudh" and elaborated in paragraphs 216 to 219 of Mr. Blunt's Report of 1911, save that 
in the case of the lower castes the practice of territorial exogamy is decreasing somewhat. 
This is largely economic, for marriage within the district means less expenditure when 
visiting, mutual assistance at harvest time and so on. In Hamirpur district a Chamar 
will marry in his own village if possible, avoiding only the daughters of the same parental 
lineage which are distinguished by chint. The chints go by means of places and not of 
persons, e.g., Rath ka chint, Bilgaon ka chint, etc. These Chamars cannot tell how and 
when the names of the chints came into existence, but according to them no new ones are 
now created. Presumably they were attached to families who immigrated many 
generations back. I 

3. Endogamy within the caste is still almost universal. The Arya Samaj preaches Endogamy. 
the doctrine of no ca.ste which has latterly been taken up by Congress. Within the Aryan 
faith there have been many marriages between persons originally of different castes, and 
there have been cases of inter-caste marriages outside that faith, also of marriages between 
sub-castes normally endogamous. We hear a good deal about such marriages but they 
are proportionally negligible. 

Kayasthas, our most literate caste, place high value on an educated bridgeroom and 
have as a result contracted inter-caste and inter-sub-caste marriages in some cases. 
Orthodox Hindus occasionally marry Arya girls who were not Brahmans before conversion. 
Instances of maniages between Vaishyas of normally endogamous sub-castes have also 
come to my notice. 

The graduates of the various Arya. Samaj gurukul8 frequently marry girls of other castes. 
The daughter of the principal of one of these gurukuls was married to a Chamar graduate 
from another province. But the very fact that we hea.r of such happenings shows their 
infrequency, and as yet the ancient practice of endogamy as between castes and sub-castes 
(exoept Rajputs of course) has not been shaken. 

It is not uncommon for persons of high caste to keep women of lower castes, but the 
children are not admitted to the cas~es of the fathers. 

Among Berias a wife of another caste is reoeived as a member of their caste prOVided 
she was formerly of a good Hindu caste, if the husband pays Rs. 10 to Rs. 20 to the pan
chayat and gives two OJ: three caste dinners. Cases of a Brahman and a Ra.jpun woman 
being so admitted came to my notice. 

4. Marriages between Jains and Hindus are decreasing. In 1911 * Mr. Blunt recorded Marriages 
the fact that Jains were apathetic about religion and that inter-marriage with Hindus was between Jains 
inoreasing. Such is no longer the case. With the progress of education Jains have become and Hindus. 
separatist and educated Jains take pride in describing themselves as such, so much so that 
Jain or Jani is now frequently added to their names. With this development inter-
marriage with Hindus has grown unpopular, though Jains as a rule are not so averse 
from marrying their sons to Hindu girls as they are from giving their daughters to Hindu 
husbands. 

5. The position has scarcely changed in the last 20 years and hypergamy prevails Hypergamy. 
as extensively as it did then. 

6. Full details of the marriage ceremonies of the various castes oan be found in Changes in 
Crooke's" Tribes and Castes of the North-Western Provinc8's and Oudh ", and Mr. Blunt marriage 
indicated the essentials of Hindu and Muslim mal'riage ceremonies on pages 221 to 224 of ceremonie8. 
the 1911 Report. It is only necessary here tco refer to subsequent changes. 

As in the past the majority of marriages wera betwean children, 01' at lea.st the bride The gauna 
had not attained puberty, cohabitation did not begin immediately a.fner the biyah cere- or rukhsati 
mony. Sufficient time was allowed to elapse for the girl to attain maturity, after which ceremony. 
the gauna oeremony was performed and then conjugal relations began. If, however, the 
biyah ceremony does not take placa till both the part,ies have attained puberty this delay 
becomes unnecessary. The statistics produced in this Chapter show thai at the present 
time there is a grea.ter proportion of married children than at any time during the last 40 
years, owing to the forestalling of the Sarda Act. But among educated people, especially 
in the larger towns, partly as a consequence of education and partly as a result _of the move-
ment for social reform (so stoutly championed by the Arya SamaJ) which has led to the 

* V ide O~n3u9 Report 19 J I, Part I, paragraph J 42. 
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passing of the Sardn. Act, there is a growing tendency for the biyah ceremony to 
be postponed until both parties have attained puberty. In such cases the gauna 
ceremony is either performod at the same time as the biyah ceremony, is replaced by 
somo other ceremony performed with the biyah, or is dispensed with altogether, and the 
parties then live together at once. It must, however, be borne in mind thn.L the 
urban population and still more so the {)ducatoo and enlightened urban residents of this 
province form but a very small fraction of the total inhabitants, so that this change affects 
only a. very s.mall part of the community and this is evidenced by the figures of civil con
dition by age. The more backward districts report no change at all and even in the more 
advaw:ed parts of the province the movement is still almost cenfined to the educated and 
more advanced residents of towns. Like every other advance it will probably spread, 
though very slowly of course, to the rural and morc backward parts of the province. It 
is a very noticeable habit among roformers in this country to point to progress in any direc
tion by the advance am.ong the select educated and enlightened few, and to hold up this as 
the measure of advance secured throughout the length and breadth of the land. 
This is a positive danger, and often a great misrepresentation of facts. Advance is 
naturally to be expected from the educated section of the community first of all, but its 
permeation to the masses in a lasting form is in every case a slow affair. Reformers would 
have us believe that child-marriage (and with it the gau[ba) is so rapidly disappearing that 
it will be a thing of the past in a few years. My inquiries reveal that the rural areas and 
many urban areas are as yet untouched in this matter and that in spite of the Sarda Act 
the bulk of the marriages contracted in the past year in most localities were the usual child
marriages which will be followed by the gauna. The change is not connected with caste 
except in so far as we have seen that education is still largely the monopoly of the higher 
castes. The gauna still remains where it was among the higher c<tstes when they are illiter
ate or less advanced. 

In Moradabad and Aligarh districts and probably elsewhere when the bridegroom 
and bride are of mature years the higher Hindu castes, the twicc"born and literate castes 
such as Kayasthas, substitute another ceremony known as patapher for the gauna, which 
is performed immediately after the biyah. The name is derived from pata (a low wooden 
platform) and pher (exchanged). During this ceremony the bride wears bickhuas (metal 
toe-rings) which normally are worn for the first time at the gauna ceremony and are a 
symbol of ma.rriage. The mantras which form part of the gauna are recited, and the 
dowry is given. The bride and bridegroom sit upon the patas and during the course 
of the ceremony they exchange patas. Hence the mUlle. 

In some places; the bride and bridegroom go outside the house after the biyah 
ceremony and then enter it again and the gauna is dispensed with. 

Among Muslims of the higher castes the age of marriage has always been highOl' than 
among Hindus, and among the more enlightened child marriages are growing less frequent 
still. But here again the lower and more backward classes stilI marry their children young 
(the girl going to her husband when she attains puberty). 

The practice of magna (betrothal) continues among large sections of Muslims, and the 
girl is engaged long before she is married. The betrothal, however, is not. legally binding 
though it is usually observed as a matter of honour. 

A general tendency is noticeable among the more educated Hindus to omit the less 
important ceremonies in connexion with marriage, and to spend less on the celebration 
of marriages and other social events. This is largely economic. For instance, the thauna 
(third and final visit of husband to bring his bride from her house to his) and ala chala 
(after which the wife is free to go backwards and forwards between her parents' house and 
her husband's without ceremony) are often omitted by Hindus; and those Muslims who 
formerly practised them now pay less observance to manjha or kona baithana (the segrega
tion of the bride from her parents and elders just prior to the wedding), chauthi (the first 
visit of the wife to her parent's home after the rukhsati and her subsequent return with 
her husband), and chala. The commonest form of marriage among ordinary castes is 
paupujia or dola. This differs from the charhawa marriage of the higher castes only in 
that the blide and her people come to the bridegroom's house for the biyah rites to be 
performed instead of those ritos taking place at the bride's home. The bridegroom goes to 
fetch her at the gauna. 

A variation of the paupu,iia custom occurs in the case of certain Vaishya sub-casteEl. 
After the marriage has been arranged and the date fixed, the bride's parents go to the town 
or village where the bridegroom's family lives, takes a house on rent and all the ceremonies 
are performed in this rented house instead of at the bride's home. This variation is known 
as utha biyah. Rajbhat -gmars, a. sub-class of the Umar Vaishyas, practise yet another 
variation. When the marriage has been settled the bridegroom's father with some of his 
:relatives visit the bride's home for two or three days. Then they depart with the bride to 
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their home and all the pre-marriage ceremonies which are normally carried out at her 
home are performed at the bridegroom's. The bride's people come two or three days 
before the marriage and stay at the blidegroom's house and then the marriage takes 
place on the appointed day. This practice is, howevel', falling into disfavour. 

7. In paragraph 231 on page 220 6f the 1911 Report Mr. Blunt refers to Beena Ghar damadi, 
marriage. Here the suitor goes to live with the girl's family and works there, in a Gharjawai, err 
capacity which is pa.rt serva.nt, part debtor, for a oortain period before he marries her. Gharjamai. 
Mr. Blunt gave two views as to its origin which were not mutually exclusive and added 
" At the present day, whatever the original object of the custom, it is used as a means 
of getting a wife without paying a dowry in cash or kind. It is restricted to poor people 
who work out the dowry in labour. Nominally at all events, conn~bial intercoUIse is 
forbidden, the son-in-law in futuro gets maintenance, but has no 'Claim on the father-in-
law's property. The custom is found among the Bhuiyar, Bind, Chero, Ghasiya, Kharwar, 
Majhwar, Gond, and Parahiya castes; its usual name is gharjawai, gharjaiyan, or 
ghardamada. The normal period appears to be three years." 

This practice, which has in it the elements of marriage by purchase, still continues 
among not only the above castes but also among Kuchbandia, Kanjars, and Kalabaz Nats. 
There is no fixed period of service. Among Brijbasi Gual Nats of Sahaswan tahsil in dis
trict BudalID, a bridegroom married in this way cannot leave his father-in-Iaw's home 
even after serving the agreed period and marrying the girl but must stay and serve after 
marriage so long as his wife's parents are alive. If he wishes to leave earlier he must 
pay the parents a bride-price which is then fixed by the tribal panchayat. 

But this practice in a somewhat modified form is now to be found among most Hindu 
Cl>stes and even among Muslims. Formerly a man who lived in his father-in-law's house 
or in his sister's husband's house was very much looked down upon, so much so that there 
was a more forcible Hindi proverb than that quoted by Mr. Blunt at the foot of page 220 
which ran-" Kutta pale so kutta, sas gharjamai OJUr bahin ghar bahai" (he who tames a 
dog is a dog, a man living in his mother-in-Iaw's house and a man living where his sister 
is married are the other two dogs). 

There has, however, been a perceptible change in the social ou~look and although such 
arrangements are still not regarded with much favour the three" dogs" are not treated 
with quite such contempt as in tho past. Almost everywhere some cases are met with of a 
son-in-law going to live with his wife's parents, under the following circumstances ;-

(i) when the girl's father is well-to-do and has no sons; . 
(ii) when the gill's family is very poor and wants the help of a strong man; and 
(iii) when the son-in-law is a poor man and cannot pay a dower. 

In such cases the man usually settles permanently with his" in-laws. " If the girl's 
fa.mily is well-to-do and the bridegroom is in fair circumstances the bride's father often 
has to pay a large sum to the latter to induce him to accept the stigma attaching to a ghar
.iawai; otherwise there is no payment, the suitor being treated as the debtor. In this form 
the practice is not at all uncommon being found chiefly among the lower Hindu castes and 
poor members of the higher castes, reported from districts as far apart as Bahra.ich, BaHia, 
Hamirpur, Budaun, etc. As regards actual numbers Rae Bareli district reports the follow
ing 2,490 instances :-

Chamar 433 Brahman. . 125 
Ahir ., 373 Koeri 87 
Pasi 371 Rajput 85 
Lodh 174: Gadaria 80 
Kurmi .. 155 Muslim 62 
Murao .. 135 Others 4:10 

Etawah district reports some 2,000 instances of gharjawai and of a man living at his 
brother-in-Iaw's house. These together included roughly Rajputs 800, Brahmans 400, 
Ahirs 300, and Chamars 100. 

Bara Banki district reports the following 100 instances ;-
Kurmi . . 18 \ Ahir 11 
Brahman . . 16 Chamar. . 8 
Pasi . . 16 Rajput.. 6 

Others 25 
Other districts reported fewer numbers, 

From Gonda comes ~he following :-
One father with an only daughter entertained a succession of gharjawais. The first 

actually married her and died. Another man was brought to take his place. He proved 
unsuitable and was turned out after 18 months, before marriage. The same fate over
took the next suitor. When yet another hopeful took up residence the panclw,yat thought 
matters had gone far enough and intervened. It cost the father a fine of Rs. 46 and a 
goodly feast for the panches. 

40 
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8. Somewhat allied to the custom of ghar-jawai is the practice of ghar-baithna. 
Here the woman is usually a widow and mistress of her own house and property with no 
male collaterals or other relations of her husband. As a result tho ma.n who marries her 
usually belongs to a. religion or caste that permits widow re-marriage. The husband pro
ceeds to live in his wife's house. Gonda District reports this as'Iuite common. From 
Rae Bareli District the following figures were collected :-

Ahir 414 Nai 47 
Pasi 369 Kachhi 46 
Chamar 353 Bharbhunja 41 
Lodh 232 Vaishya. 37 
Murao 135 Lohar 3.3 
Koeri 131 Kumha.r· 31 
Gadaria 107 Goriya 28 
Kurmi 89 Tamboli 27 
N 72~~ ~ 
Brahman 60 Kahar 22 
Muslim 60 Others. 190 

Tota.l .. 2,552 

This practice is viewed with dislike and among the higher castes the ghar-baitha is 
despised and outcasted. It is therefore most common among the lower casnes : Brahmans, 
Rajputs, and Vaishyas would only contract such an alliance if they wero very poor men 
and the widow's possessions attractive. 

9. Marriage by capture is non-existent, though as Mr. Blunt mentioned there are 
traces of its past existence in some of the marriage rites. Quite different in nature is the 
curious custom observed by Gorivas of the Gorakhpur District (who appear to be the out
come of fusion between a sub-caste of Mallahs and a sub-caste of Kahars). Before the rite 
of sendhurdan (marking nhe parting of the bride's hair with red lead) is performed t~e bride
groom leaves the wedding parny in assumed umbrage and goes and sits on a roof erected 
specially for the purpose. The bride then goes to him and entreats him to mu,rry her 
saying " My lord, come and marry me. Yon need do no work as I will work and earn 
money for you." The bridegroom and hride then descend from the roof and the marriage 
proceeds. The origin of this peculiar rive is unknown. 

10. From marriage by capture to marriage by purchase is a natural sequence, 
though in many parts of the world including parts of India, the latter has arisen from 
an entirely different origin. Mr. Blunt* noted that the custom of buying a bride was in 
1911 limited to the lower castes and that the purchase was no longer in the nature of a 
businoss transaction, the price baving no reference to the" value" of the bride, nor to the 
ease or difficulty of obtaining one t. Tho purchaso price in such cases was fixed bv tribal 
custom, and often the so-called price was only a contribution from the bridegroom's 
family towards the expenses of the marriage feast on which it was usually expended. 

10. addition to the castes mentioned by Mr. Blunt this custom is to be found among 
Berias, Kanjars, Banjars, Kahars, Muraos, and Lodhs. 

Among Kuchhband Kanjars tho bride-price was formerly Rs. 200 as fixed by tribal 
custom, bub now it ranges between Rs. 300 and Bs. 400 and is fixed by the panchayat for 
each marriage. The entire bride-price plus a contribution from the bride's family is spent 
in tribal feasts. Among Gual N ats the price varies from Rs. 300 to Rs. 600. Here again 
the panchayat fixes it in eaoh case, having regard to the youth and beauty of the bride hut 
not the sweetness of her voice. The whole sum is usually spent on marriage feasts, six 
of whioh are oustomary. Only the poorest of Jogila Nats give their daughtors in marriage, 
the bride-price is usually Rs. 100 to Rs. 200, and is settled not by the panchayat but by the 
parties concerned. 

Am.ong the other castes there is a tendency for the price to bo fixed by negotiation 
of the parties who do not adhere to the price fixed by custom. Even the panchayat does 
not as a rule intervene in the negotiations but merely approve the amount finally sottled. 
Amo~g Kahars, Muraos, Chamars and Lodhs the caste panchayats have fixed Rs. 15 
as minimum and Rs. 40 as maximum and the parties are free to settle upon an)thing 
between these limits. 

Among Berias, who habitually prostlitute their wo.men, it is a luxury to take a wife from 
their own caste 80 a bride-price has always to be paid in.such cases. 

In Chakrata tahsil of Dehra Dun (Jaunsar-Bawar) the bridegroom has to pay a small 
sum to the brid6's father as jeodhan (a ceremonial gift) which is intended to cover the 
expenses of the marriage. 

Vide Census Report, 19l [, Part I, paragraph 232. 
t An exception to this was given in the case of Sausias a1,llong whom females were scarce and the brid~·price 

was as high as Re. 500. 
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As regards the higher castes the payment of a bride-price is forbidden b~ Manu's dic
tum *. " Let no fathel' who knows the law, receive a gratuity, however small, for {Siving 
his daughter in marriage: since the man who, through avarice, takes a .gratuity for that 
purpose, is a seller of his offspring." In 1911 Mr. Blunt wrote that pa.yment for a bride 
among the higher classes was probably an uncommon occurrence. Owing to the stress 
of economic conditions such marriages by purchase are undoubte'dlY on the increase, 
although they are looked down upon by those in better circumstances. The increase is 
most marked among poor Brahmans and Rajputs. Again, if the bridegtoom is Md or 
suffers from some defect or other he has to pay a bride-price. In some parts Sonars take 
a bride-price either through poverty, or because of the relatively fewer women in their 
community. 

Hyperga'llly is sometimes responsible for bride-purchase. The lower Brahm.,ans and 
Rajputs find it difficult to secure brides for their sons and have to pay between'Rs. 100, 
and Rs. 500, to secure them brides from tIre somewhat higher branches of their commu
nities. In some parts very large sUlns are said to have been paid as bride-price among 
Vaishyas. In all such cases the amount is fixed hy negotiation between the parties, occa
sionally through a private intermediary. 'The panchayat (if there be one) or the commu
nity has no hand in the matter. 

When the bride-price is paid openly the marriage is celebrated at the bride-groom's 
house and the arrangement is known as dola kadhana. This is considered very derogatory 
so that among the higher castes the money is usually paid over to the bride's family and 
the marriage is celebrated at her house as usual. 

Bride-price in this province may be accepted as a con tribution towards the 'marriage 
expenses in the case of the lower castes, and sometimes in the case of the higher castes, 
out mOre usually with the latter it cannot be so regarded, nor does it partake Df the 
nature of a gift or of caution money. . ' 

II. By far the most prevalent c,:stom is that of the bri~e's ~a:l'uily 'providi~ the Marriage 
dowry. Mr. Blunt wrote that the dowrIes are normally proportlOnate to the 'means of the dowries. 
bride's family and the greatest expense is connected with the wastefulness ~hich a.cco~-
panies thb marriage ceremonies. There exists some tendency to r~duce the latter but 
the enquiry into the causes of indebtedness of agriculturists revealed hOYI many high caste 
families incur heavy debts in connexion with ruarriage ceremonies whether for the dower 
or for other expenditure. Economic conditio~s l'uust be reducing dowers at the p~esent 
time but they are still frequently well beyond the means of the families concerned. There 
has been little change in attitude of Brahmans, Rajputs, Kayasthas, etc. towards this 
practice in the past 20 years, though among an enlightened few the amounts are dec~ini~. 

AIDo.ng Muslims the mahr or dowry the bridegroom has to settle on the 'bride is stIll 
impossibly large, and usually out of all proportion to his income an~ prospects. 

12. This brings us naturally to marriage by exchange, for the first result of such Marriage by 
an arrangement is that the giving of bride-price or dower is obviated. It contains, exchange. 
however, the elements of marriage by purchase, for barter is a form of purchase, though 
this may be taking an extreme view. . 

The arrange~ent is sometimes found where the females of a caste are relatively 
few, e.g. Sonars. In this province the practice is found in two forms: The first is adfl:la 
badala, 8anta or golawat, in which form the son of one man marries the daughter of the 
other, and the second's man's son marries the first man's daughter. Thi~ form is found 
chiefly among the ordinary castes such as Kuchband ~anjars, Gnal Nats, DMrkars, Tarki
hars, Chipis, Khatiks, Gadarias, Barhais, Lohars, Kurmis and kah:ars. In som.e parts 
Sonars adopt it, and it is quite common among MathuHa Chaube Brahmans. Jains som.'e
times arrange such marriages. This form, however, is not popular and is often looked down 

upon. 1 f . k . dd . h h' h . t' I . The more popu ar orm IS nown as t~ga a, or t~pt a; w Ie IS a nangu ar arrange-
ment, thus-

daughter: Bon 

A 
Bon: daughter 

I} 

----~ daughter: SO~ 

* ~a.nu's Institlltes IIII 15, 
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This arrangement is common everywhere among the ordinary castes and often among 
the higher, including Vaishyas. In the east of the province where Muslims are largely 
descendants of converts from Hinduism who have retained many Hindu customs, they 
too practise the custom. 

13. Cousin marriage is nowhere imperative in this province and the position among 
the castes mentioned in paragraph 229 of the 1911 Report is the same now as then. These 
are all small Munda tribes. Among the higher Hindu castes cousin marriage is expressly 
forbidden, but in Jaunpur district where the Kamlapuri Vaishyas have but a small com
munity they permit a man to marry any of his cousins save the daughter of his father's 
brother. 

Cousin-marriage is of course very common among Muslims, for a Muslim may 
marry any of his cousins. In practice his wife is usually chosen from among a very 
limited circle of relations, on account of the nature of the laws of inheritance. 

14. Polyandry is still practised among all classes and castes in Jaunsar-Bawar 
(district Dehra Dun). A few of the more educated have taken to monogamy themselves 
but at the same time have no objection to giving a daughter in marriage to all the brothers 
of one family. The reason given by these folk is economic. Separate marriages of 
brothers may lead to division of the family property which when broken up would not suffice 

. to maintain individual members of the family with their own separate establishments. 
That polyandry does not continue in Jaunsar-Bawar entirely on account of the dearth of 
females is shown by the fact that many girls from there are married into the Punjab. 

15. Polygamy though legal for both Muslims and Hindus is even less common now 
than it was 20 years ago for economic reasons. 

16. The attitude to divorce remains unchanged. It is forbidden among high caste 
Hindus though the lower castes can secure it for certain reasons through their panchayats. 
They sometimes symbolize the breaking of the marriage contract by smashing tiles, and 
the divorce proceedings are occasionally reduced to writing before the panchayat. 

Ohhut (divorce) is practised in Jaunsat-B!1war. A husband can at any time divorce 
his wife either verbally or in writing provided the next man who takes her to wife pays 
double the jeodhan (referred to in paragraph 10 8upra). Divorces without serious reasons 
are, however, growing less common. 

Muslim divorces are no more frequent than in the past on account of the large 
dowries still settled, which of course have to be paid up in the event of divorce. 

17. The levirate as it existed among the Jews and in the niyoga custom allowed by 
Manu", viz. the practice of a younger brother raising up seed for his deceased elder 
brother who has left a childless widow, is not found in this province. It is nowhere com
pulsory for a younger brother to marry his elder brother's widow, but among all savo the 
twice-born castes such marriages are common throughout the province, but it is always a 
permanent marriage. If the younger brother is a bachelor the full marriage ceremony 
is performed except that the sendhurdhan rite (marking the parting of the bride's hair 
with red lead) is done on a hcundi (earthen pot). If he is a widower the dharewa marriage 
ceremony only is performed. 

As regards ordinary re-marriage of widows the practice is still quite common among 
the lower castes by the marriage rite known as dharewa, sagdi or karao. This is a legal 
ceremony and the offspring are legitimate. 

Of late, social reformers have striven valiantly to remove the ban on the re-marriage 
of widows among the higher castes, especially is this the case with the Arya Samaj who 
among their other activities have started a " Widow Re-marriage Society." Aryas them
selves marry widows and are doing their utmost to persuade orthodox high caste 
Hindus to follow suit. Jhansi District reports that over 250 such marriages have taken 
place in the last 30 years. Instances of orthodox Hindus contracting such alliances 
come from various districts but it is significant that usually Brahman pandits refuse to 
take part in these ceremonies. There is still stubborn opposition from the orthodox 
school, so that many of the higher castes who might otherwise countenance the change, fear 
to incur censure by so doing. Like all other reforms it is at present confined almost entirely 
to a few enlightened folk to be found in the towns. Among those who belong to the 
ordinary castes which hitherto forbade the practice there are still no signs of a change of 
attitude, due presumably to the fact that they fear to lose social prestige. These people 
will not adopt the practice until Brahmans and Rajputs have done so. Although the 
number of widow re-marriages is small as yet, public opinion will gradually vere towards 
them and two other factors may hasten the change, viz. the gradual awakening of 
Indian womanhood to active self-consciousness with a claim. on their part for equality 
with men, and the economic fact that the re-marriage ~f their widows will considerably 
lighten the burdens of the heads of many poor high caste families. The movement is 
but beginning and will only at first affect the educated town-dwelling few. It will never 

. become widespread until the orthodox high caste school adopts and practises it. 
'" Jl4anu'~ Institutes, IX, 59 and 62. 
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Due to contact with Hinduism the higber Muslim classes likewise deprecate widow 
re-marriage although it is permitted by their law. Their lower classes practise it. 

18. Motherkin or matriachate, the system wherein descent and inheritance are Motherkin. 
traced through the mother, appears nowhere in the province. 

19. I tried to S[1cure figures to show the frequency of adoption but failed. The Adoption. 
position does not seem to ha.ve changed materi811y in the last 20 years, though what chauge 
there is has probably been in the direction of a decrease, for the latter yea.rs have 
witnessed a decline of faith in the spiritual benefit of the 8raddka ceremony to the adoptive 
father and his ancestors, and Vasistha's dictum th2t "there is no heavenly region for a. 
sonless man. " 

Undel' the Hindu law, a son may be adopted but not a daughter. Among Jogila. 
Nats, Kha,lk4or Nats (reported from Budaun) and Kuchhband Kanjars, however, the 
custom of adopting a daughter also exists. 

A curious case was found in Gonda District where a father adopted a young man as 
his son in order to provide a husband for his widowed daughter-in-law. Adoptiorl is most 
frequent amongst Brahmans and Rajputs. 

In the east of the province, where Muslims as already mentioned are the descendants 
of converted Hindus and retain m?uy Hindu customs, the practice of adoption is common 
9mongst them also. 

20. On the whole then there has been very little i.ndeed to record in th'e wa.y Oonclu8ion. 
of cbange in marriage customs and the general attitude towards marriage in the past 
20 years, though of late there a.re indications of some reforms amongst the educated 
classes. But changes in marria.ge customs must necessarily be the last changes of all to 
occur for they go to the heart of things, to the very home of the individual, to the 
primeval thoughts of man. Changes ma.y be slow in respect of other social customs huh 
they will be slowest of all in respect of man's attitude to his womenfolk. Inter-dining 
and other caste customs may be modified, even these changes will be slow throughout the 
vast countryside where the bulk of the people of this province live, but marriage customs 
will take longer still to modify. Nor can it be expected that the age-long traditions of 
this country can be revolutiOlrized in the twinkling of an eye. Even if they could it is 
dubious whether it would be advisable. Revolutionary changes are a.lways to be depre-
cated. They are always unsettling, seldom lasting, and in the case of the marriage customs 
of this country, so wrapped up are they with religion that to change them root and branch 
would imperil the very religion and stability of the illiterate masses. Changes will come 
of their own accord with the advance of education, but both will proceed slowly and for 
the sake of stability, sound, ~easured and consolidated progress is the safest plan. One 
of the factors that will probably bring marriage reform more speedily than any other will 
be the abolition of parda, for when men and women move about freely togethe1' the ele-
ment of personal attraction will enter, which will overcome many caste and even religious 
obstacles, and in any case women will then begin to press their claims to equality with 
men and for marriage reform of various kinds. -This will all take time. 

On the, other hand, I have spoken to more than one person in this country who view 
the present marriage conditions in Western countries as anything but an improvement 
on those obtaining here today. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.-Distribution by civil condition of 1,000 of each sex, religion, and 
main age-period at mch of the last five censuses. (British Territory.) 

, 
Unmarried. ~farried. Wido~ed. 

Po eligion, sex and age. 

1931. 1921. 191 ]. 1901. 1891. 19.31. 1921. 191 I. 1901. 1891. 19.31. 1921. 1911. 1901. 1891. 

------------ ---------- __.__ ......._ -
1 1-;- 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 \3 14 15 16 

--
. 

All Religions. 

Males (all age8) .. 438 452 449 449 450 483 457 472 484 486 79 91 79 67 64 

0-5 .. " 976 995 993 993 996 24 5 7 6 4 .. 0 0 1 0 

5-10 .. .. 861 946 950 944 955 136 51 48 54 43 3 3 2 2 2 

10-15 .. " 746 778 778 755 T52 247 . 212 214 238 242 7 10 8 7 6 

15-20 .. .. 424 514 ~01 487 483 552 459 475 495 501 24 27 24 J8 16 

2()-40 .. " 155 166 168 166 166 771 743 758 775 778 74 91 74 59 56 

40-60 .. .. 60 65 67 73 60 ?l7 717 745 762 785 223 218 188 165 155 

60 and over .. 50 55 56 57 45 528 534 563 591 614 422 411 381 352 341 

Females (all ages) .. 317 317 305 308 308 532 510 523 522 525 151 173 172 170 167 

0-5 .. .. 970 993 989 990 993 29 7 10 9 6 I 0 I· I I 

5-10 .. ., 757 894 894 887 898 238 102 101 110 99 5 4 5 3 3 

10-15 .. .. 516 488 465 448 415 475 496 521 540 574 9 16 14 12 11 

15-20 .. .. 81 95 81 99 62 895 870 886 873 912 24 35 33 28 2E 

20-40 .. .. 17 16 16 23 12 870 862 868 8112 885 113 122 116 115 103 

4()-60 .. .. 7 10 11 12 7 502 522 518 528 539 491 468 471 460 454 

60 and over .. 7 9 II 10 5 188 179 169 179 169 805 812 820 811 826 

Brahmanic Hindu. 

Males (all agea) .. 435 449 446 446 448 485 459 475 486 488 80 92 79 68 64 

0-5 .. .. 976 995 992 993 996 24 5 7 6 4 a a I I 0 

5-10 .. .. 857 942 947 944 952 140 55 51 56 46 3 .3 2 0 2 

10-15 .. " 737 764 767 743 741 256 226 225 250 253 7 10 8 7 6 

15-20 .. .. 413 499 488 475 470 562 473 489 507 514 25 28 23 18 16 

2G-40 .. .. 155 166 169 166 166 770 742 757 775 777 75 92 74 59 57 

40-60 .. .. 64 69 71 76 63 709 709 738 755 779 227 222 191 169 158 

60 and over .. 54 59 61 60 48 519 527 556 582 607 427 414 383' 358 345 

Females (aU age8) .. 310 310 299 301 302 533 511 525 524 528 157 179 176 175 170 

()-S .. .. 971 99.3 989 990 994 28 7 10 9 6 I a I 1 0 

5-10 .. .. 751 889 889 881 894 244 107 106 115 104 5 4 5 4 2 

10-15 .. .. 503 463 444 426 395 488 520 541 562 594 9 17 15 12 11 

15-20 .. .. 68 81 70 89 53 906 882 896 8S1 920 26 37 34 30 27 

2()-4Q .. .. 14 14 14 21 9 868 859 865 860 884 118 127 121 119 107 

40-60 .. .. 6 9 9 12 5 493 513 510 519 535 501 478 481 469 460 

60 and over .. 5 8 9 8 4 182 172 165 175 166 813 820 826 817 830 
I 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE L--lJistribution by civil condition of 1,000 of each sex, religion, and 
main age-period at each of the last five censuses. (British Ter1'itory)-(concluded). 

Unmarried. J Married. Widowed. 

Religion, sex and age. 

1931. 192], 1911. 190], 1891. 1931. 1921. 191 I. 1901. 1891. 1931. 192], 191 I. 1901. 1891. 

-- -- -_ --------------I-------
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 

-- ---- -- ._ -- ----------------
Arya. 

Males (all ages) .. 485 476 467 445 434 426 420 445 4'18 495 89 104 88 77 71 

0-5 .. .. 990 996 997 999 988 10 3 3 I 12 0 I 0 0 0 

5-10 .. .. 951 983 980 951 970 46 15 19 47 29 3 2 1 2 I 

10-15 .. .. 878 878 858 8'23 789 116 I!I :37 173 203 6 11 5 4 8 

15-20 .. .. 548 583 516 450 417 433 398 461 535 566 19 19 23 15 17 

2D-40 .. .. 198 187 191 192 177 727 719 729 756 755 75 94 80 52 68 

40-60 .. .. 78 85 96 90 88 657 650 675 691 715 265 265 229 219 197 

60 and over .. 57 68 84 74 104 442 435 I 453 477 473 501 497 463 449 423 

Females (all Gges) .. 371 344 322 341 287 482 487 505 496 529 147 169 173 163 184 

D-5 .. .. 994 995 994 993 1.000 6 5 5 6 0 a a 1 1 a 
5-10 .. .. 899 962 963 939 964 98 35 33 58 36 3 3 4 3 0 

lD-15 .. .. 694 680 616 567 545 300 308 373 427 445 6 12 11 6 10 

15-20 .. .. 227 117 88 90 38 748 845 811 888 927 25 38 41 22 35 

20-40 .. .. 54 20 20 33 5 829 841 851 849 868 117 139 129 118 127 

40~60 .. .. 10 9 9 23 3 50"7 534 520 527 489 483 457 471 450 508 

60 and over .. 10 4 8 27 5 192 219 179 222 129 798 777 813 751 866 

Muslims. 

Males (all ages) .. 450 470 463 467 460 477 ' 447 462 473 480 73 83 ~5 60 60 

0-5 .. .. 975 996 994 995 996 24 4 5 4 4 I 0 I 1 0 

5-10 .. .. 878 970 968 959 973 119 29 30 39 25 3 1 2 2 2 

10-15 .. .. 789 848 838 825 826 206 145 155 170 170 5 7 7 5 4 

15"20 .. .. 465 598 580 566 561 512 379 398 419 425 23 23 22 15 14 

20-40 .. .. 145 153 153 156 149 784 763 774 790 797 71 84 73 54 54 

40-60 .. .. 33 35 42 54 32 768 771 787 807 827 199 194 171 139 141 

60 and over .. 29 33 34 43 24 573 576 600 640 658 398 391 366 317 318 

Females (al~ agl\8) .. 34R 356 342 341 333 529 501 S13 510 514 123 143 145 149 153 

0-5 .. .. 964 994 992 992 993 35 6 8 8 6 1 0 0 0 1 

5"10 .. .. 776 925 919 916 925 221 72 77 82 73 3 3 4 2 2 

10~15 .. .. 571 611 572 572 538 423 379 419 419 456 6 10 9 9 6 

15-20 .. .. 131 164 137 150 115 852 812 840 830 867 17 24 :.l3 20 18 

20-40 .. .. 32 24 27 35 22 886 887 888 879 896 82 89 85 86 82 

40-60 .. .. 14 15 18 18 14 556 580 573 576 570 430 405 409 406 416 

60 and over .. I 13 15 18 18 12 224 217 198 200 186 763 768 784 782 802 
I 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE H.-Di8tribution by civil condition of 1,000 of each 8ex at 

--
Males. 

All ages. 0~5. 5-10. 10-15. 15-40. 

Religion and nat.ural division. 
't! 't! 't! h 't! 't! 
(]) "l:i ,ill "l:i (]) 

J 
.,; .~ 

.,; 
' .. .,; (]) '" .,; (]) '§ .,; .,; " 'd j ~ " ~ ~ (]) il' " , ~ ,~ ~ j ~ '" 0 

~ '" 0 

~ 'S I.§ ~ S 
~ 

oj '" '0 :'Sl 
~ ~ ~ ,.:: ~ :5 ~ ~ "" ;;:: ~ ---- -_ -- - ---- - -- - - --- -

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
------ -- - -- -------- - --- -, 

United Frovinces (British 'lerri-
I 
1 

tory) I 
All religions ., " 438 483 79 976 24 .. 861 136 3 746 247 7 213 723 64 

Brahmanic Hindus .. 435 485 80 976 24 ., 857 140 3 737 256 7 211 725 64 

Aryas ,. .. .. 485 426 89 990 10 .. 951 46 3 878 116 6 278 660 62 

Muslims .. .. 450 477 73 975 24 1 878 119 3 789 206 5 217 723 60 

Christians ,. 551 391 58 995 5 ,. 942 57 1 852 143 5 428 526 46 

Jains '. .. " 523 368 109 989 10 1 965 33 I 2 931 65 4 351 581 68 

Himalaya, WeNt 

All religions " .. 450 497 51 994 6 , . 951 48 1 884 113 3 250 713 37 

Brahmanic Hindus .. 451 499 50 994 6 ' . 951 48 1 886 112 2 246 721 33 

~luslims . , .. 417 492 91 996 4 .. 931 66 3 843 148 9 256 654 90 

Sub-Himalaya, West 

All religions ,. .. 466 450 84 994 6 , . 929 69 2 830 164 6 239 690 71 

Brahmanic Hindus .. 464 449 87 995 5 .. 928 70 2 824 170 6 238 687 75 

Muslims .. .. 470 455 75 993 7 .. 929 69 Z 843 152 5 235 701 64 

Indo.Gangetic Flain, West 

All religions .. " 
486 426 88 993 7 .. 950 48 2 865 130 5 261 670 69 

Brahmanic Hindus " 
485 425 90 994 6 .. 953 46 1 863 132 5 257 613 70 

Muslims .. .. 486 434 80 989 11 .. 937 61 2 870 125 5 269 668 63 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central 

All religions .. .. 412 506 82 963 36 1 813 183 4 691 300 9 203 731 66 

Brahmanic HindU.9 .. 407 509 84 961 .38 1 799 196 5 673 318 9 199 734 67 

Muslims .. .. 441 487 72 976 23 1 895 103 2 806 189 5 217 726 57 

Central India Plateau 

All religions ,. .. 441 486 73 945 55 .. 886 III 3 744 248 8 198 742 60 

Brahmanic Hindus .. 438 488 74 991 9 .. 883 114 3 737 255 8 194 745 61 . 
Muslims .. .. 451 483 66 996 4 .. 932 66 2 832 164 4 209 735 56 

East SatpurGS 

All religions .. .. 420 517 63 976 24 .. 856 141 3 699 293 8 149 796 55 

Brahmanic Hindus '. 420 518 62 976 24 .. 852 145 3 694 298 3 149 796 55 

Muslims .. .. 414 512 74 976 24 .. 914 85 1 766 229 5 145 792 63 

SIIb·Hirnaiya, East 

All religions .. .. 407 531 62 963 36 1 814 183 3 678 316 6 164 784 52 

Brahmanic Hindus " 
411 526 63 961 32 1 829 168 3 693 301 6 172 776 52 

Muslims .. .. 386 .559 55 942 57 1 736 260 4 587 406 7 119 832 49 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, East 

All rBligions .. .. 402 517 81 955 44 1 759 236 5 599 391 10 170 765 65 

Brahmanic Hindus " 
399 519 82 955 44 I 750 245 5 586 404 10 171 764 65 

Muslims .. ., 428 496 76 955 44 1 833 164 3 712 282 6 159 781 60 
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oertain age8 in eack religion and natural division. (British territory only.) 

-(cmtmued). Female3. 

40 and over. All ages. I 0-5. I 5-10. I 10-15. I;~O. 40 and over. 

'1i 
1 

'1i 
o-d 

'ti 
-d 

-d 
-d -d 

-oJ a! , 'ti -d " " '~ '" '" ~ ./:: -d 'j: -d 

~ ~ '" '~ -d " 'S -d " ';:: -d " 
.;:: -d " ~ .!l ~ :J '5 ~ <!l 

,~ .:£ ... 
" i:< j " I!: oj! 

~ ~ 
0 

~ ~ 
'E; 0 

~ 
.;:: 

E t: 0 .;:: 0 .§ 
~ "CI ~ 31 ~ 2 ~ 

."0 

~ 
oj oJ § ~ :5 ~ f:> ::a ::a t::: >l ~ :;;; ;; :::: "" :s:l - --I-------f----- - -_ -- - _ - -- -- - - -- -

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 - ------ -- -,--- - 1- -_ - - _- - - - _- - - -- --
, 

58 681 261 317 532 151 970 29 1 757 238 5 516 475 9 31 875 94 7 435 558 

62 673 265 310 533 157 971 28 I 751 244 5 503 488 9 25 876 99 6 427 567 

74 614 312 371 482 I 147 994 6 .. 899 98 3 694 300 6 93 811 96 10 440 550 

32 726 242 348 529 123 964 35 1 776 221 3 571 423 6 55 878 67 14 483 503 

47 734 219 433 470 97 992 8 .. 888 110 2 721 275 4 167 783 50 51 513 436 

148 495 357 383 427 190 986 13 1 929 66 5 775 220 5 101 750 149 10 380 610 

20 809 171 316 540 144 992 8 .. 806 191 3 557 435 8 25 ' 891 84 5 459 536 

19 815 166 313 542 145 992 8 .. 805 192 3 553 439 8 23 893 84 4 461 535 

32 728 240 347 530 123 987 12 1 821 174 5 595 394 II 41 883 76 8 427 565 

I 
60 666 274 345 509 146 990 9 1 837 lEO 3 599 394 7 37 879 84 7 434 559 

68 649 283 335 510 155 991 8 I 837 160 .3 585 407 8 .30 874 96 6 421 573 

36 714 250 368 508 124 987 12 1 833 163 4 624 369 7 50 879 71 9 469 522 

74 624 302 359 499 142 992 8 .. 866 132 2 623 372 5 103 833 64 9 425 566 

81 610 309 350 501 149 994 5 1 868 130 2 610 384 6 30 875 95 6 414 580 

43 687 270 387 496 117 982 17 1 850 147 3 657 338 5 74 864 62 22 467 511 

59 680 261 295 550 155 958 40 2 71) 280 7 478 512 10 29 876 95 8 442 550 

64 670 266 288 552 160 957 41 2 699 294 7 458 531 II 25 877 98 7 434 559 

28 743 229 337 534 129 966 32 2 800 196 4 593 401 6 56 877 67 14 496 490 

68 675 257 301 524 178 987 1.3 .. 753 244 .3 469 522 9 21 852 127 3 365 632 

71 670 259 297 524 179 987 13 .. 744 252 4 460 5.30 10 19 853 128 2 365 633 

26 750 224 347 489 164 994 6 .. "850 148 2 618 378 4 39 854 107 12 374 614 

34 746 220 312 520 168 966 .33 1 724 720 6 457 530 13 28 847 125 7 376 617 

36 746 218 311 520 169 966 33 1 722 272 6 454 532 14 28 845 127 7 373 620 

5 751 244 318 531 151 969 30 1 747 249 4 497 496 7 18 885 97 I 427 572 

29 765 206 302 554 144 952 46 2 711 284 5 484 507 9 27 889 84 6 471 523 

42 748 210 303 548 149 960 39 I 732 263 5 502 489 9 25 887 88 .6 462 532 

20 788 192 294 591 115 912 86 2 604 391 5 392 601 7 38 898 64 7 52~ 468 

55 676 269 285 553 162 940 58 2 632 360 8 378 610 12 19 872 109 6 411 583 

59 670 271 281 553 166 ~I 57 2 624 368 8 366 621 13 18 870 112 G 404 590 

18 726 256 316 556 128 933 6) 2 700 295 5 471 522 7 30 897 73 7 475 518 

41 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE III-Distribution by main age periods and civil condition 
of 10,000 oj each sex and main religion. (British Territory.) 

Males. I Females. 

Religion and age. I Widowed. Unmar- Married. Unmar- Married. Widowed. ried. ried. 

---
I 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

---

AU religions. 

All ages .. .. .. .. 4,381 4,830 789 3,168 5,323 1,509 

0-10 .. .. .. . . 2,501 207 5 2,476 338 8 

1(}-15 .. .. .. .. 882 292 8 551 508 9 

15-40 .. .. .. .. 884 2,992 262 127 3,617 389 

40 and over .. .. .. .. 114 1,339 514 14 860 1,103 

Brahmanir. Hindus. 

All ages .. .. .. .. 4,348 4,853 799 3,101 5,337 1,562 

0-10 .. .. .. .. 2,478 212 5 2,452 340 8 

1(}-15 .. .. .. .. 872 303 8 532 517 10 

15-40 .. .. .. .. 875 3,012 265 105 3,627 409 

40 and over .• .. .. .. 123 1,326 521 12 853 1,/)5 

Aryas. 

All ages .. .. .. . . 4,848 4,266 886 3,710 4,820 1,470 

0-10 .. .. .. . . 2,479 68 4 2,562 120 5 

10-15 .. .. .. .. 1,013 134 7 721 312 6 

15-40 .. .. .. .. 1,214 2,875 271 408 3,558 421 

40 andover .. .. .. .. 142 1,189 604 19 830 1,038 

M!(slim8. 

All ages .. .. .. .. 4,499 4,774 727 3,483 5,292 1,225 

0-10 .. .I .. . . 2,628 194 5 2,596 343 7 

10-15 .. .. .. .. 932 243 6 640 475 7 

15-40 .. .. ., .. 877 2,914 241 222 3,574 273 

40 andover .. .. .. . . 62 1,423 475 25 900 938 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.-Proportion oj the sexes by civil condition at certain 
ages for religions and nat1M'al divisions, (British Territory only.) 

, 
Number of females per 1,000 Ill8les. 

AJlages. I 0-10. I 10-15. I 15-40. I 40 and oyer. 
Religions and natural 

divisions. 'tl 
, 

'tl 'tl 'tl 'tl 
" "Ci " 1 .!l "Ci " .,j " "j 'e ,:J " 'Ii -d ~ -d 

~ ·s -d " .~ -d j I '6 
~ 

'6 .S " ~ " .g to .g ~ 
.... 

.~ S ~ ~ 
... 

~ "d ... "d 

~ ~ 5 oj 

~ ." to .... 
~ :;;: p :;;: ~ p :;:: ~ :;a 

-- - r- --------I-_- --I--- ----
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 

----- -------------- - -- --r-----
Unitea l'rolJinces (British 

territory J. 

All religions " 653 994 1,727 894 1,470 1,468 564 1,569 1,074 130 1,091 1,340 1I3 580 1,936 
Brahmanic Hindus .. 645 994 1,767 895 1'.451 1,497 552 1,540 1,090 108 I,OS9 1.394 87 582 1,970 
Aryas .. .. 627 926 1,358 847 1,452 803 584 ['909 730 275 1,015 1,272 112 572 1,409 
Muslims .. .. 697 997 1,517 889 1,586 1,330 617 1,759 977 228 1,104 1,021 370 569 1,778 
Christians .. .. 657 1,007 1,381 909 1,693 1,526 725 1,650 672 300 1,145 836 924 602 1,716 
Jains .. .. 619 981 1,476 889 1,615 1,3]3 711 2,886 1,214 242 1,082 1,841 54 605 1,341 

Himalaya, West. 

All religions .. 640 991 2,474 926 3,350 2,921 551 3,365 2,683 91 1,133 2,020 228 3,18.6 2,672 
Brahmanic Hindus .. 648 J,368 2,699 930 3,420 3,356 551 3,473 3,268 86 1,166 2,416 19 492 2,803 
Muslims .. .. 546 705 880 876 2,275 1,200 525 1,972 865 90 768 484 135 324 130 

Sitb-Himalaya, West. 

All religions .. 633 965 1,492 884 1,900 1,683 563 1,875 1,051 128 1,050 1,030 105 564 1,767 
Brahmanic Eindus .. 614 963 1,512 875 1,861 1,655 545 1,838 1,065 103 1,040 1,052 82 574 1,793 
Muslims .. .. 682 972 1,438 907 2,009 1,644 604 1,976 1,053 183 \,076 953 215 539 .1,717 

I nao.Gangetic Plain, West 

All religions .. 620 985 1,360 881 2,068 1,242 555 2,199 917 129 1,077 1,066 102 551 1,513 
BrahmElnic Hindus .. 604 985 1,382 876 2,111 1,374 536 2,208 936 97 1,070 1,107 64 553 1,526 
Muslims .. .. 686 989 1,266 905 2,015 994 626 2,235 872 236 1,114 843 398 530 1,479 

I ndo.Gangetic Plain, 
Oentral. 

All roligions .. 657 997 1,732 904 1,306 1,484 568 1.406 ('031 133 1,104 1,332 118 602 1,948 
Brahmanic Hindus .. 650 995 1,743 904 1,285 1,473 557 1,370 1,026 114 1,099 1,360 93 604 1,954 
Muslims .. .. 707 1,012 1,647 904 1,642 1,637 625 1,802 1,090 242 1,141 1,113 463 595 1,906 

Oentral India Plateau. 

All religions .. 639 1,000 2,264 885 1,905 1,109 544 1,817 1,011 98 1,053 1,925 41 548 2,491 
Brahmanic Hindus .. 635 1,005 2,261 882 1,902 1,104 534 1.782 1,012 92 1,054 1,936 30 553 2,481 
Muslims .. .. 714 939 2,309 928 2,008 1,118 658 2,038 917 167 1,034 1,687 464 493 2,704 

JiJa8t Satpufas. 

All religions .. 742 1,004 2,660 933 1,720 1,864 584 1,611 1.481 193 1,084 2,309 204 519 2,902 
Brahmanic Hindus .. 744 1,006 2,721 935 1,694 1,807 584 1,596 1,493 196 1,086 2,373 202 52Q 2,967 
Muslims .. .. 723 976 1,894 9J 1 2,364 5,000 574 J,918 1,133 118 1,047 1,447 273 517 2,126 

SubBimalaya, JiJast. 

All religions .. 700 988 2,181 895 1,340 1,565 596 1,341 1,172 155 1,077 1~562 159 628 2,527 
Brahmanic Hindus .. 697 985 2,213 909 1,355 1,648 592 1,332 1,220 136 1,082 1,607 143 623 2,547 
Muslims .. " 720 1,001 1,978 819 1,297 1,255 623 1,382 928 311 1.052 1,276 365 658 2,401 

Indo·Gangetic Piain, 
EMt. 

All religions .. 684 1,036 1,932 912 1,365 1,420 537 1,332 1,108 115 1,155 1,697 101 

""'1"063 Brflhmanic Hindus .. 679 1,028 1,960 903 1,345 1,423 530 1,307 1,110 105 1,144 1,730 91 580 2,092 
Muslims .. .. 728 1,104 1,6% 887 1,604 1,381 587 1,645 1,055 210 1,260 1,344 357 580 1,793 . .. 

, , 



322 CHAPTER VI.-OIVlL CONDITION. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.-Distribution by civil condition of 1,000 of each sex at 

Distribution of 1,000 males of each age by civil condition. 

~'" All agew. 0-6 7-13 14-16 17-23 24-43 44 and over. 
~ Caste. 
(l) 

-~ ," 'ti 
'tl 

'tl 'tl 
'tl 

'ti -'tl 
'ti 

'ti ] 'tl 
(l) " (l) .~ Q) 'tl "Cl (l) "Cl E '8 'tl (l) '8 'tl " '§ 'tl 

~ ~ 'tl ~ 'i 'tl ! ~ ~ (l) '§ 'tl j (l) 

~ ,9 ~ Q) (l) 

l ~ ,!l 
~ m '8 s j 'C ~ J ~ j 0 

~ 
'8 

~ J 'C 

~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (l) 
[[J p -- - --- - _- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 _9_1~ 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

- 1-_--
~I--; 

l- I-

1 Kewat 364 1 572 64 938 5981394 8 321 655 24 162 801 37 46 876 78 20 741 239 
2 Nau,Muslim 403 529 68 925 73 2 653 343 4 539 450 ]] 298 671 31 99 804 97 34 745 221 
3 Bhat " 390 546 64 936 62 2 671 322 7 322 659 19 174 790 36 47 877 76 22 728 250 
4 Kurmi .. 368 538 94 916 83 1 623 1368 9 391 585 24 256 698 46 121 768 III 67 625 308 
5 Barai .. 377 541 82 945 54 1 7041290 6 404 578 18 214 751 35 81 825 94 31 677 292 

6 Ahir 406 509 85 956 43 1 724 270 6 467 514 19 279 686 35 104 796 100 42 651 307 
7 Dom (Plains) 392 534 74 958 40 2 740 251 9 ~49 522 29 213 733 54 53 865 82 42 697 ?61 
8 Luniya ., 424 514 62 957 42 I 742 253 5 444 540 16 229 739 32 64 86] 75 29 719 252 
9 Kumhar .. 390 532 78 964 35 1 725 268 7 428 551 21 209 75] 40 64 843 93 30 682 288 

10 Pasi ,. 397 542 61 958 41 1 706 288 6 443 540 17 225 742 33 55 875 70 28 735 237 

II Ohamar " 399 534 67 961 38 1 741 252 7 423 553 24 199 760 41 52 867 81 27 719 254 
12 Koeri .. 375 541 84 953 46 1 71 0 '285 5 387 r95 18 232 737 31 79 821 100 31 690 279 
13 Julaha .. 424 498 78 962 35 3 780 !213 7 498 477 25 259 699 42 61 841 98 26 700 274 
14 Dusadh .' 4Q6 529 65 950 46 4 764 231 5 418 554 28 222 746 32 52 867 81 25 742 233 
15 Teli .. 410 508 82 969 . 30 1 790 203 7 488 495 17 252 706 42 75 823 102 3l 674 289 

16 Gadariya .. 413 502 85 975 24 I 793 1202 5 494 487 19 243 718 39 75 823 102 32 645 323 
17 Lohar .. 416 495 89 968 30 2 790 202 8 518 463 19 286 673 41 91 797 112 40 661 299 
13 Kalwar " - 409 504 87 963 36 I 804 ISO 6 518 459 23 290 669 41 99 801 100 46 666 288 
19 Dhobi .. 426 500 74 973 26 1 808 187 5 516 469 15 245 718 37 67 844 89 29 682 289 
20 Murao .. 403 506 91 976 24 .. 7951199 6 514 464 22 277 678 45 88 804 108 38 662 300 

21 Hahrai 415 488 97 960 38 2 840 150 ~ 0 ~~5 444 21 296 659 45 88 794 118 41 647 312 
22 MaIJah .. 416 491 63 969 30 I 825 171 4 25 451 24 229 740 31 58 868 74 28 716 256 
23 Kbatlk 442 485 73 972 

271 
1 843 150 7 539 436 25 257 699 44 75 840 85 36 686 278 

24 bharbhunja 429 477 94 972 27 I 837 1 151 6 590 390 20 319 634 47 99 789 112 51 627 322 
25 Nai ., 440 477 83 975 24 1 843 152 5 593 390 17 304 654 42 90 811 99 42 653 305 

26 Lodh .. 424 493 83 987 II 2 842 154 4 513 470 17 274 684 42 82 818 100 37 654 309 
27 Bhot .' 479 427 94 964 34 2 842 152 6 635 344 21 4(0 553 47 173 717 110 87 602 311 
28 Silpkar ,. 431 528 41 989

1

10 1 913 fl6 I 714 282 4 403 584 13 62 898 40 II 838 151 
29 Tamboli .. 417 I 481 !OJ 981 18 I 865 130 5 590 398 12 348 666 46 121 761 118 54 635 311 
30 Kahar 450 470 80 981 18 1 869 128 .3 615 369 16 306 653 41 79 821 100 37 671 292 

31 Bhuinhar •• 496

1 

408 96 962 37 1 505 92 3 657 331 12 404 574 22 243 662 95 117 549 334 
32 Kachhi .. 444 470 86 991 9 .. 502 95 3 606 378 16 284 676 40 84 813 103 39 632 329 
33 Pathan 472 458 70 969 29 2 866 131 3 710 280 10 475 491 34 115 804 81 32 721 247 
31 Barhai .. 440 469 91 982 18 .. 875 121 4 626 358 16 335 626 39 105 788 107 54 635 311 
35 Sonar .. 453 453 94 973 25 2 884 III 5 657 325 18 376 591 33 138 751 III E6 619 315 

36 Mali .. 437 468 95 975 25 .. 882 114 4 612 364 24 308 644 48 86 800 114 41 642 317 
37 Bhangi .. 461 462 77 989 II .. 8S0 106 4 593 384 23 288 663 49 81 822 97 36 667 297 
38 Kisan .. 455 455 90 996 4 .. 892 103 5 548 420 32 308 642 50 112 771 117 45 631 324 
39 Vaishya .. 455 446 99 979 70 1 ~95 101 4 658 320 22 375 592 33 148 743 109 77 586 337 
40 Shaikh .. 460 462 78 979 19 2 891 103 6 693 288 19 427 534 39 97 814 89 44 693 263 

41 Guiar .. 512 402 86 992 8 .. 910 88 2 686 302 12 427 540 33 197 705 98 11O 566 324 
42 Brahman .. 492 413 95 980 19 1 907 89 4 698 289 13 458 515 27 214 689 97 119 564 3]7 
43 RaiiJUt ., 496 423 81 985 14 I 923 74 3 740 246 14 465 510 25 198 721 81 106 614 280 
44 Indian Christ- • 498 431 71 995 5 '. 914 84 2 662 323 15 419 545 36 97 811 92 27 697 276 

ian, 
45 Mughal . , 482 435 83 979 21 .. 935 63 2 781 208 11 541 429 30 133 778 89 44 677 279 

46 Saiyid .. 501 428 71 976 22 2 929 68 3 820 171 9 583 396 21 131 796 73 35 713 252 
47 Kayastha .. 504 400 96 977 22 1 942 55 3 811 173 16 579 389 32 199 704 97 100 582 318 
48 Jat .. 50! 395 101 995 5 .. 940 58 2 743 247 r 10 422 548 30 186 697 J 17 90 540 370 
49 Taga 519 383 98 994 6 .. 924 75 1 785 207 8 476 501 23 231 675 94 149 508 343 
50 Anglo-Indian 637 322 41 993 7 .. 978 22 945 55 .. 881 110 9 301 653 46 126 704 170 

NOTE.-"![,he castes have been llJ'l'anged in serial order IlcoorCling to the 4'equencr of i¢811t ~rri!lg~, i.e.,llccordins to the 



(iwtain ages for selected castes. (United Provinces including the States.) 
XU.lliB , ,. M .... t J ~ &" (au _ : .• ; $ 6 4 •• on - • 
Distribution of 1,000 females of eacb age by clvil condition, 

All ages. 0-6. I 7-13. _I 14-16. I 17-23. 24-43. I 44 and over. 

.-d -d 
-d 

-d 
-d 

-d 
-d 

-d 
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-d 
.-d -d .-d 

III 
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S " 
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:Q ... :Q :Q ~ :s s "d 

~ ~ ~ oj >l oj 

~ ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::;: ~ ~ ~ p ~ ~ 
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24 25 26 ~I~ 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
~~ 43 44 

I-
283 582 135 919 78 3 443 545 12 82 880 38 22 938 40 12 858 130 11 411 578 
296 579 125 890 108 2 498 497 5 151 840 9 42 936 22 22 867 III 14 449 537 
312 567 121 931 67 2 486 505 9 115 859 26 23 949 28 10 864 126 10 447 543 
254 576 170 907

1

91 2 456 528 16 102 863 35 26 929 47 8 821 171 6 386 608 
287 577 136 931 65 4 503 486 11 117 859 24 37 917 4E 13 857 130 16 437 541 

293 559 148 950 48 2 535 455 10 110 861 29 28 934 38 11 846 143 9 388 f03 
30B 564. 128 943 I 55 2 553 439 8 159 810 31 52 907 41 15 851 134 23 444 533 
316 546 I 138 952 45 3 559 430 II 119 849 32 33 934 33 10 851 139 6 407 587 
301 563 136 952 47 1 538 452 10 120 853 27 33 931 36 12 855 133 7 420 573 
304 568 1211 945 53 2 554 4:37 9 120 855 25 30 942 28 9 871 120 10 413 577 

305 563 132 954 44 2 541 451 8 94 883 23 26 944 30 10 858 132 7 398 595 
295 562 143 952 47 1 556 436 8 103 875 22 26 947 27 12 854 134 8 397 595 
333 557 liD 944 55 I 603 391 6 170 807 23 55 921 24 22 . 876 102 8 461 531 
322 534 144 945 54 I 628 356 16 190 762 48 35 920 45 13 835 152 5 439 556 
317 549 134 963 36 I 615 377 8 134 844 22 31 936 33 13 855 132 9 406 585 

315 548 137 971 28 I 605 389 6 106 870 24 29 938 • 33 12 849 139 7 392 601 
327 539 134 961 36 3 651 343 6 159 816 25 35 929 36 13 854 133 8 420 572 
299 542 159 952 4~ 3 639 353 8 166 802 32 43 912 45 15 839 14G 7 396 597 
326 546 12B 964 35 I 637 356 7 148 830 22 37 931 32 13 861 126 9 426 565 
289 558 153 963 36 I 606 383 11 123 852 25 31 979 40 9 861 130 7 391 602 

330 534 136 954 43 3 666 324 10 205 770 25 62 895 43 20 845 m 18 451 531 
330 525 145 959 39 2 657 333 10 147 820 33 32 929 39 12 839 149 8 381 611 
m 523 123 971 29 .. 677 315 8 156 816 28 44 919 37 24 850 126 22 409 569 
330 530 140 964 35 I 687 307 6 195 784 21 55 905 40 14 848 138 15 402 583 
331 530 139 966 32 2 697 297 6 183 796 21 44 920 36 14 848 138 12 399 589 

323 532 145 983 16 I 670 324 6 137 824 39 38 915 47 8 845 147 5 378 611 
317 482 201 957 .'l9 4 710 281 9 234 727 39 58 876 66 19 759 222 14 332 654 
314 569 117 987 13 .. 672 325 3 158 831 11 34 948 18 7 889 104 5 452 543 
302 532 166 976 21 3 697 297 6 207 758 35 52 900 48 16 830 154 11 379 610 
344 520 136 976 23 1 724 270 6 181, 797 22 37 928 35 13 849 138 10 404 586 

310 467 214 972 27 I 140 254 6 219 746 35 41 899 60 12 740 248 6 333 661 
331 524 145. 9118 12 ,. 705 289 6 115 862 23 25 937 38 12 834 154 11 339 650 
359 503 138 961 37 2 767 229 4 336 648 16 78 894 28 21 852 127 9 413 578 
336 520 144 975 24 I 743 250 7 190 789 21 49 915 36 16 842 142 8 411 581 
346 501 153 970 29 1 761 232 7 231 732 37 40 907 53 16 815 169 II 403 586 

345 512 143 975 24 1 757 237 6 188 707 105 40 928 32 13 852 135 6 403 591 
360 525 115 986 13 1 741 254 5 168 814 18 43 930 27 16 864 120 10 423 561 
330 521 149 994 5 1 702 292 6 105 867 28 29 931 40 12 835 153 10 388 602 
338 491 171 975 2.3 2 176 215 9 243 724 33 49 902 49 16 801 183 7 363 , 630 
370 501 129 976 23 I 780 216 4 333 634 33 86 891 23 32 848 120 13 407 580 

354 507 139 984 15 1 786 211 3 249 741 10 37 9'36 27 26 831 143 5 411 584 
311 473 216 977 , 21 2 787 205 8 240 726 34 36 899 65 12 7411 240 7 326 667 
319 492 189 983 16 1 785 209 6 249 714 37 45 903 52 II 785 204 8 356 636 
426 475 99 987 13 .. 822 175 3 360 632 8 192 793 15 74 830 96 22 446 532 

386 473 141 975 24 I 847 152 I 421 565 14 124 832 44 34 838 128 23 401 576 

396 466 138 981 18 1 862 134 4 527 459 14 162 807 31 35 832 133 10 421 569 
370 448 1112 957 42 I 897 99 4 476 491 33 81 869 50 16 786 198 9 361 630 
383 490 127 995 4 1 853 145 2 335 638 27 72 896 32 13 869 118 14 438 548 
366 461 172 993 7 .. 863 134 3 375 601 24 77 877 46 15 786 199 9 376 615 
542 374 114 992 8 .. 955 45 .. 910 90 .. 638 357 5 192 738 70 Il3 540 347 

proportion whioh the I:Iumber of m:l.rried and widowed females ~der 14 years of age bellfs to the total female populv.tiop, 





Chapter VII.- INFIRMITIES. 

1. As at former consuses, four infirmities were recorded, viz., insanity, 
deaf-mutism, total blindness, and leprusy. 'rhe statistics are to be found in 
Imperial Tahle rx, which consists of two parts. 

Pn,rt r gives tho total afflicted. by 0<1\)11. infirmity ll~ (i) British territory 
and (iil the 8ta,tos, by age-poriod!:); and Part II gives the total of all age::; 
affiicted hy each iniirmity in mwh district and stato. As a measure of 
retrenchment, infirmities were not tn,bulatcd for any selectod castes, tribes 
or races at thifl cemus. 

At the end of thIS chapter are three rmhsidiary tables, based on Imperial 
Table IX, which pres~nt the following information :-

8ubsidi(JJry Table I.-The number per ]00,000 of each sex, afflicted 
by caeh infirmity in bach natural d.ivisioll, district and state, 
at ea('.11 of tho la.st six censuses. 

Sub81:dia'l'Y Table Il.- -The number per 100,000 of each SGX at certain 
ago-periodA, affiiuted by each infirmity; and tho number of 
fem.alos per 1,000 males of tho afflicted at each age-period. 
(BTiiish territory only-Uensus of 1931.) 

Subsidiary r['able IIl.- -The d.istribution of those afflicted by each 
infirmity by ago, per 10,000 of each sex, at each of the last six 
rensuses. (British territory.) 

2. 'rhe enumerators were given precisely the same instructions as in 
1921. Thoy ran as followcl :-

" If a pOl'&on he blind of both eyes, or insane, or suffering from corrosivo 
loprosy, 01' deaf fl.nd dumb, enter the nallle of tho infirmity in 
this column, otherwise put a cross (X). Do not enter those 
w"ho arc blind of one eYG only or who are suffering from white 
leprosy only." 

ThiH waR further amplified by tho following instructions :-
" (1) PersonR whORe skin becomes whIte should not be entered in 

column 18 as lepols, but only those suffering from the grievous 
discaRe in which the fingers and toes corrode and fall off. 

(2) Persons who are both deaf and dumb are. to bo so entered in this 
colnmH. But not those who are deaf only or dumb only." 

If a. person suffered from morc than one of the four specified infirmitibs, 
all such im'irmities from which he or she was suffering were to be recorded. 

It may hore be mentioned that tho only change in the instru(,tions for 
recording in'[irmities that has occurred during the last five censuses (for which 
figureE' are given in the subsidiary tables at tho ond of this chapter) was that 
prior to 1921, in the case of deaf-mutes, only those who were deaf and dumb 
from birth were to he entered. As truo deaf- mutism iR a congenital defect 
this change in the instructions should not have affected the figures collected, 
at any rate not to any approcia,ble extent. But there was one way in which 
the figures for other infirmities might have been affected by the chango made 
in 1921. In 1901 tho instrnctions were so word(,d that it was not clear that 
the words •• from birth" applied to d.eaf-mutism only, and. in spite of a 
rearrangement of the wording in 191 I which made ib clear that these words 
applied unly to deaf-mutism, Mr. Edye~ in 1021 pointed out that to his own 
knowledge in Hnl enumerators found it difficult to remember to which 
infirmity the words "from hirth" applied and Mr. Edyo came to the con
clusion that omissions of infirmities, especially of blindness, occulTed in 1911 
as a result. The change made in the instructions of 1921, which has been 
continued in 1931 has therefore resulted in a somowhat fuller record. of the 
insane, blind and leprous. 

3. There are fow census heads under ~which trustworthy figures are morc 
difficult to obtain than" infirmities". This is the case not only in India but in 
other countries also, so that thert) is a vtiry strong feeling among statisticians 

* Vide Census Rrport [92[, Part I, page !~5. 

The figures, 
where found. 

The fignres, 
how obtained. 

The figures, 
their accuracy. 



The number of 
the afflicted. 
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that enquiries of this sort should no longer bo attempted in connexion \I- ith a 
population census. Tho ret urn of infirmities has actually been omitted from 
the C6nsus of Great Britain since 1921* 

Mistakes and inaccuracies arc due to various causcs- llnintentioTI!l.1 
omissions, imperfect. diagnosis and int('ntional suppression of th(' infirmitiC's 
lJY thoso afflicted and their friends. Tho affiictfd foun a wry small pro· 
portion of the population onumera.ted and tl'ds in itsoli mak(ls for more omit'
sions. Tho column for infirmities i::; the last on tho schedule, and entric,R Loing 
few, a cal'eless enUlllcrator is vC'ry likely to scamp his work in r6s11cct, of th!'m 
and efit)c(ive chocking of the enumcraturs' ('ntrioH in thi~ column is a llHtttl r 
of considorable difficulty. There if{, howeYLT, no reason to suppose that there 
have ueen any greater omission::; from negligence than usual at this Ct'llllllS, 

on the contrary, the increases in all infirmities suggest, if anything, a fuller 
record. 

The probable eITors from the other causes referred to above "\\;ll llest be 
dealt with separately under each infirmity. 

Admitting, however, that the degree of accuracy of the CenSli? infirmity 
returns is by no means all that can be desired, still there exist very stl'ong 
reasons for their retention in India. There are, in this country, few ordina.ry 
means of obtaining statistics of any kind on these 8ubjectR, and aH the CI'Y01'S 

in the stH.tistics arc to some extent constrmt from ccmSllH to (,C118118, thc figureH 
give somo indication of the distribution of the iniirmities and their quantitative 
variation. 'fhe marked continuity of the figures of this and other provinccR 
and stateH since 1881, in respcot of sex-ratio, age distribution, and to a le~ser 
extent di8tribution by locality (the absoluto figures of districts are too small 
in most oases to give much continuity) suggest a greater degree of accuracy 
than is usually attrihuted to the infirmity Rtatistics. 

4. The tota.l number of affiic:ted per~onst returned at each census Hince 
1881 are shown below. (Briti::;h territory only.) 

Intirmity. 1931. 1921. 1911. 1901. 1891. 1881. 

In~anr .. " .. 11.219 7,175 8,324 6,849 5,:'81 6,347 
Deaf·llluto " " 25,3[5 22,678 26,562 17,758 32,896 27,649 
Blind .. " " 141.978 105,0/2 104,566 82,551 109,913 129,838 
Leper " " .. 14,485 12,296 14,143 11,328 IG,895 17,822 

Total .. 192,592t 147,221 153,595 1 [8.486 165,285 181,656 

In the marginal table are shown for British territory the percentage 

p"rcentagc variation-

Infirmity, 

1921-31. 188[ -1931. 

Insane .. ·.·56'4 +76'8 
Dcaf·mute " .. +11'6 - 8'4 
Blind .. .. +35'[ +9'4 
Leppr .. ., +17'8 -IS'7 
--- - ---_ -

Total infinn .. t 30'S t 6'0 -- --- ._------
Total popUlation +6"7 +10'6 

variations under each infirmity (hoth 
sexes togethet) Hince 1921 and since 
1881, and the percentage increase in 
t.otal population in each case for com
parison. The first point of note is the 
remarkable increase in the affiicted 
lillder Rill heads sinco 1921, especially 
under insano Itnd blind. 1'110 total 
afflicted with one or morc of the four 
infirmities haR increased by nearly ono
third, aR agaiDst an increase of only 6' 7 
per cent. in th" total popUlation. Deaf

mutes and lepers show a decline since 1881, eHpecially the ll:ltter. 'rhe insane 
show a very ma.rked inorease, over soven times tho p~rcentage increase in total 
population. The blind have increased less than the total population. The 
increaso in the infirm as a whole has not kept pace with the increase in total 
population bince 1881. 

• Vide (loneral Report on the Census of England and Wales, [921, ra~e 2, which reads : 
"It wa·, decided to omit the rnquirr as to 'infU'mitio" includrd in previous crnsuSt~, in ,iew of the 

generally recognized fact that reliable information upon these subjects oannot Ue expeoted in returns made by or on 
bebalf of the individuals 8fflicted," 

tThe £gurcs for afflicted under each infirmity in 1931 arB more 1 rorrrly 51 eahingfnr" cas€s," becau8(j these 
a.fflicted by morc than one infirmity have been shown soparat"ly nUt!"r eaoh such infirmity. Prior to 1931 no instancrs 
of more than one infil'tnity were recorded, so the figures for phobe years reI ITSent persons affiictcd. 

tThls is the numOOr of aotuaI p~rBons afflicted with Ono or more infirmities, and hence is l"ss than tho total of cases 
under each infirmity. 
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6. Below are shown for British territory the number of infirm per 
100,000 of the total population at each of the latlt six censuses: --

In ane 
Deaf·mute 
Blind .. 
Leper .. 

I 
- Number per 1 ~;ach seX of the total Po1W~ -- ---

Infirmity. _____ ~ales. ___ ~ I'emal_{-",s~. __ _ 

_____ ====1 189
1. ~=, 1921. ~1~I~i 1881. 

.. 29 20 23 19 16 19 16 11 121 10 81 9 

.. 62 60 67 46 87 77 42 39 451 27 52 47 

.. 260 21'{ 209 168 228 269 330 252 236 178 241 I 322 

. . 47 43 48 36 57 63 11 11 11 11 13 16 
---- ---- --' 

These figures are illustrated in diagram no. 66. 

NUMBE? PER 100,ODO OF EACH S[X AFFLICTED 
Diagram 66. 

WITH EACH INFIRMITY-UNITED PROVINCES (BRITISH TERRITORY), 1881-1931. 
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Insanity has inoreabcd with minor fiuciuatilln;-, since 1881 until tho male 
proportion is nuw half a~ lllUllh again and the fomale proportion is J1f'arly 
doubtf' what it was. 

De(],f-mlltism ou the othol' hand has shown greater fiuctuatiol1l::1 and tht, 
malo proportion is one-fifth lower than it was in l~81, the fema,lo being ono
ninth lower. 

Blindness also has shown considerahle variations and now the male pro
portion is shghtly less and the f01Un.le proportion R1ightly morc tlum it was 
50 yoars ago. 

Loprosy ho.s undergone minor tinctnationR. The male proportion is now 
one quarter lowor than ;)0 YOi1l'tl baek, and t.hn female proportion one-third 
lower, having been remarkably skady over the paf't four censuses. 

The effoot of t,hc famine of 1896 7 is very clemly marked by tIw l'edlW

tioll in the proportion of those affii('kd in ] 901 ~ (except in the ('US( of 
the insano where thero was a. slight riso for both sexes). The infirm are 
naturally the first to suffer in such periods of diHtrcRs. They cannot leave 
the stricken area as the able-bodied can, but have to stay behind and take 
their chance. They are usually dependent on others and when their suppor" 
tel'S perish they become tJependent on the charity of others, and the result 
must be that they die in proportionally greater numbers than the fit. 
Influenza would not at firEt sight appear to have produced this result, 
thol1gh decreases o('(;urred in 1921 for hoth mn lOll and femalos oxeopt among 
the blind (the female lcpor figure W(1.F, sta.tionary). But tho natural thing 
would have heen an incl'ease undor all }l{,adH in continuation of the upward 
trend observed in 1911, a. roturn to more normn,l condItions ... ft(:;I' the dis
turhancc in the propOltions of the infirm causcd by the famine of ] 89& 7. 
As i.hero w(;re only small incrcaEcs in tlw proportion of the blind of both 
sexes and roductions unnu the other infirm iti8S in 1921 it iq clear that the 
influenza epidemic did directly 01' inrlireGtly kill off relatIvely mJro of the 
infirm and was fa.r more Relective in this son&o than the fignroH would at 
first sight suggest. Thh, then may be stated almost as an axiom, that in times 
of famine, scarcity, pest.ilonco a.nd epiriomicH, t.be infirm tlie off in propor,tioB
atdy larger numbers than the ahle-hoclied. BebH}t.n 1921 and J931 \Ve see 
thJ reverse otlc(t at work. There wa::, no famine, and scarcity was limited to 
a few very short pOl'iods in reRtricted t1rl)a.s; there wore no 1:\00'i011S cpidcmic~. 
AK ti, result the infirm have multIplied arrl that 011t of all proportion to the 
increase in tho total population. It is, howover, oviucnt, that the whole of tho 
llll'rCaSe cannot be attribnted t,o this eausc. 

This increase is not limited to this proyince aH the followlTlg figurefi will 
show. tncreasfs have o(:currrd under all four infirmities in Tndia as a wholo. 

Provinco or Staj,e, 

-----------
India 
Assam 
Baluchistan 
Bengal .. 
Bihar anoilJrissa ., 
Bombay 
Burma ., 
Central InClia Ageucy 
Gwalior " 
Central Provinces and Berar 
lI:vd"rahad 
K.8.'!h·"ir 
Mad,'1lS 
MySOfft •• •• 
~orth.W(',st Frontier Provinc!' 
Punjab 
Dfolhi •• 
Rajplltana Agency 
Ajmer.Merwara 
United Provinces 

Numbl'rper 100,000 p,'rsons (bot!) srxl'8) aftiirk<i. 

Insane. lkaf'Jnllt<', Blind. Leper. 

_. ;,,1. 1_1921. . 1931:- .•• 1921. 'I_=:_I~ 1931. - _ 1921. 

.. 34 28 65 60 170 I 150 1 42 32 

.. 59 I 5: I 75 70! \ 07 97 1 €O I 56 
48 5:; 67 85 195 I 262 6 13 
44 41 7() G7 13 72 42 33 
21 I \Q 1 63 53 126 82 I 54 32 
4q 42 78 55 179 186 41 36 
88 88\ IIG I 90 189 186 76 74 

T~ I; 14 t ~~: 34 ~ I' T~~ 183 ~ I ~ j 15 
28 22 78 ~ 88 262 256 fO I 50 
15 20 2( ~7 87 154 26 34 
39 39 ~59 138 156 143 56 46 
33 20 71 51 110 8'1 71 37 
27 15 60 W I 10C I 87 II 5 
31 37 (/(j 84 102 132 10 9 

f~ l 28 t ~5 89 i Ici~ l 257 f 1 ~ } 11 

~~ J 13 f ~~ 26 i I ~~~ I ~ 203 { ~ ; 4 
23 16 52 50 293 230 30 27 

---_._- -~----. ----
"Part of this rocluction may be asoribed to a dofl'Otive method of oompilation adopttd at that CLD6U8, 'I1hich 

fosulterl in manv omissions in the cour~e of tabulation. 
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6. No record was kept at past cllnsnseB of those who returned mOTe than 
one infirmity. Tn 1931 in British territory 267 males and 123 females returned 
two infirmiti"s, of theSE; 109 males and 51 females \\ere insane deaf-mutes, 
32 males and 17 females were inl:lane and blind, 2 males and 1 female were 
insane lepers, 72 malos and 4,1 fOlnales were blind deaf-mutos, 1 malo and 1 
female. wore leprous deaf-Illutes, 43 males and 7 fcma16s were blind lepers. 
10 ;males and 6 fomales were returned as inHane blind deaf-mutes. One malo 
in Lucknow was returned as. suffering from all four in l1rmities. I accidently 
discovered after th0 table was printed that this was tho opinion that a ('ertain 
young lady in cantonments held of her husband wlios(:) schedule shG fillod up 
in his absence. If I had heard earlier I would havo deleted the gentleman
and adjusted the table in respeot of the young lady, though I should have been 
puzzled to knoW' whether to class hoI' under tho fu't;t 01' third infirmity. Any
way the incident testifi('d to good sorting and tabulation. We may now treat 
each infu'mity separately. 

INSANl'f¥. 

Multiple 
infirmities. 

7. The term insanity as lHled at this and previous eel1suses of this prov- Nature of the 
mee inoludes. not only oongenital idiot;.! and raving luuati,"s but also the weak- figures, sourceS 
minded, who are no~ actually insane. In SOUle; eOllntries an attempt is made of error. 
at the census to distinguish between the violent feJl'lus ot mental derangtJl1lent 
or insanity properly so called, and idiocy. .BJven in Europe, however, it has 
been found impossible to ooparate the two classes of mental diseast and in 
India the difficulties would be far greater, a" the enumerators are usually im-
perfeotly educated persons and can scarooly be expected to arrive at an accurate 
diagnosis of cases which would often puzzlo an eXPlJl't, for of all infirmitios 
insanity is the most difficult to diagnose, mental derangements varying so 
enormously both in degree and in kind. Idiocy, hmvever, is usually a congeni-
tal defeot and from the faet that the numher of inl:lane per~ons returned in the 
earlier age-periods is small, two inferences Illay be drawn. :First} parenti') 
are not usually willing to admit that their offspring arc insane so long as thore 
is any hope that it is m(,l'cly a case of reta,rdod d('volopment, and this must 
lead to many omissions at tho younger ages. Secondly, the percentage of 
weak minded amongst t.hose recorded as insane is not high, flo we may take it 
that the statistics refer principally to imanity proper, 'rhe latter iuference 
is also supported in another way. Tho weak minded are frequently cretins and 
often also deaf and dumb; had many of them been shown as insane we should 
have found a, far largor numbcr of persons recorded as Huffering from both 
infirmities than is actually the caS6. 

8. At the present conSllA in the British telTitory ot the province 23 in a The provincial 
hundred th-ollsand pemons (29 pel' 100,000 males, 16 per 100,000 females) ·were figures, ana, 
returned as insano, the corresponding figures for 1921 being 16 (males 20, variations 
females 11). This very remarkable increase by almost half the proportion at therein. 
last census is practically the Same for malelS and females, and proportionally 
!lind absolutely far more insano of both sexes haVb been rctnrnE,d at this census 
than over before. 

Even so tho differ6nce botweon .E;urope and India in the proportion of 
officially insane persons is still most striking. In 1911 (the last census in 
whioh infirmities were rotmned in England and Wales) the proportion was 
448 per 100,000. Other Europ6an countries return even higher figures. This 
is partly due to the fact that those statistios include thG weakminded as w('ll 
as those who aTe act.ively insane, whereas in this province fe\\- sueh 11,1'0 

included; and wso to the greater completeness of the raturn in a country where 
the majority of the mentally afflicted are confined in mental hospitals or 
similar institutions. But the main reason is to be found in the comparatively 
tranquil life of the average inhabitant of this provin~Jc. It is woll known that 
insanity incroases with the spread of civilization, owing to the greater wear 
and tear of nerve tissues under modem conditions. fhis fa(lt wa.s well illm,
trated by the Rtoady incroaRe in thE, proportion of tho insane in England and 
Wales from 1859 till Wll. It it;, however, difficult to estimate whether thero 
has been quite slloh a large real increase in insanity in thi!> province in the past 
decade as tho figur.:ls :mggObt 01' whother thero is SOllle other explanatioll. Tlho 
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statistics were collected and compiled under precisely the salle in&tructions a~ 
in 1921, and tho increa&e has occurred in both seXes- and in mOf5t localities. 
Better abstraction may account for part of the incl'easB but personally I am 
of opinion that there has been a considerable real increase in this infirmity, 
part of which is attributable to the absence of epidem~cs a.nd 'famine in the 
past decade w'hich have taken a heavier toll of the infirm in past decades than 
of the able-bodied, and part of which may (I only offer this as a suggtjstion) 
be the aftermath of the influenza epidemic. 

From the sttl.tistics it j:\'ould appear that lunacy is more prevalent amor:g 
men than among women in the proportion of nearly two to one. l'his has 
been the case at all censuses in this provinc€, in the last fifty years. As my 
predecessor wIote:* "It is quite impossible to say whethel' it is rrally more 
prevalent (among males than females} or not~ although it is kno\vll to be more 
prevalent in most countries except England. No family is proud of an insane 
membor, and ,vhile it can hardly conceal the existen<l(3 of one if he be a male, 
concealment is obviously often possible in respect of a _f6male; and would 
genel'ally be attempt(id, especially if the female .had not yet been married." 
Nevertheless, in view of the consistency of the sex-ratio in the last fifty years 
it is most probable that insanity i~ more prfvaJent among males than females 
though the degree may not be so great as the figures sugg(jst. In addition to 
the other causes of insanity the excessive use of int'oxicants and drugs suoh as 
alcohol, opium and bhang is an important factor, and as men are more addicted 
to the use of 'Lhese than women part of the difference in the proportion may well 
be attributed to this. - . 

9. In the ma.rgin aTe shown for the purpose of comparison the proportion 
of insane returned at this census in the o~her large provinces and states of 
India., and in Indilh as a whole. 

It will be seen that in spite of the large increase in the pl'oportion of 

Province or State. 

India .. .. 
B.urma .. .. 
Assa.m ., " 

Baluchistan ,. .. 
Bombay ., .. 
BeDgal . , .. 
Kashmir .. . . 

jmer.Merwara ., 
dras . ~ A 

MIl 
N erth-WeRt Frontier Province 
Punjab •. •. 

entral1>rovinces a.nd BeraI' c 
Mysore _. 
H jputana Agency .. 

I Number per 100,000 return&d 
asinsane.t 

Persons, l\{ales. Females. 

34 41 27 
88 99 77 
59 65 52 
48 

I 
60 33 

48 59 36 
44 49 3B 
39 49 28 
35 19 27 
33 39 27 
31 41 18 
29 36 21 
23 35 21 
27 31 23 
23 29 16 

insane at this census the figures 
of this province are still roughly 
only two-thirds those for India 
as a whole, and are lower than 
those in most other provinces and 
states. The uniformity in the 

- figures of the provinces and statee 
of Northern India is very strik
ing, viz., Punjab 29, Rajputana 
Agency 23, United Provinces 23, 
Bihar and Orissa 21, Central 
Provinces and Berar 28, Central 
1nwa Agency 23. It would thus 
appear that whatever errors occur 
are roughly the same throughout 

c this area. Further the relative United Frovinces .. 23 29 16 
'()n~ral India Agency .. 23 28 18 

~y<1erallad '15 18 12 prop01'tions of tbe sexes are 
Delhi :: I 14 16 11 amazingly uniform throughout 

iliar and Orissa .. 21 28 15 -

this part of the count·ry. This 
suggests more acouracy in thE; statistics than is usually credited to them. 

10. The marginal table sbows the proporGion of the insane returned in 
Number of 
insane per 

Natural division. 100,000 
of total 

population. 

UnIted Provinces " 23 
(British territory). 

Himalaya, West 25 
Sub-Himalaya, West ... 32 
Indo.Gangetic Plain, West 21 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, 21 

Central. 
Central India Plateau 20 
East Satp~s .. 24 
Sub-Himalaya, East _. 24 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, East 20 

Serial 
order. 

.. 
2 
1 
5 
6 

8 
3 
4 
7 

Number of 
f.emale 

insane per 
mille insane 

males. 

510 

681 
554 
496 
509 

529 
488 
524 
460 

1931 and the s6x-l'atio, by 
natural divisions. In these 
figures the inmateE of the 
ment,al hospitals of thtJ province 
have been distributed accord
ing to their birth-pla.ces, so as to 
eliminate the disturbance in the 
figures ca.used by the concentra
tion of insane persons in the 
districtE -where the mental hos
pit aIEl are situated. 

., Vide Census&port 1921, PartI, pages 136-7. 
t Th~ pro}lortion for males and fnnaJea is calculated on the total d the sex concerned and till propertioD for 

PffSons on thll total population of both Sexes. 
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In the third column is shown the serial order in point of prevalence of 
in.;anity (where the figure for both sexes together is the same then in order 
of prevalence among malEs). Insanity has been most prevalent in Sub
Himalaya, West sinoo 1881, and has always been very conspieuous in Himalaya, 
West. Next come East Satpuras and Sub-Himalaya, East. The proportions 
in the remaining divisiol1s are very close tog6ther. At previous censuses the 
effects of the presence of mental hospitals have not been eliminated and as they 
have varied in size and locality they have greatly influenced the figures. Th(' 
distribution shown above for this census is the natural distribution. It suggests 
that, generally speaking, insanity is more prevalent in hilly or montane and sub
montane trlWts. It i~ also noticeable that there is a higher proportion of 
female insane in Himalaya and Sub-Himalaya, West than in the other 
natural divisions. 

Below are shown the proportion of the insane (both sexes) returned III 

1931 by districts and states after the inmates of the mental hospitals have 
been distributed by thl'lir birth-places. These figures a.re illustrated in 
diagram no. 67. 

(ii) by districis 
and states. 
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District or Stak 

Himalaya, WMt. 

Naini Tal 

Alnlora 

Garhwal 

Sub.Himalaya, lVest. 

Bareilly 

Bijnor 

Pilibhit 

Kheri 

Bulandshahr 

Aligarh 

Muttra 

Agra 

MlIinpuri 

Etah 

Burlaun 

Moraclabad 

Shahjahanpur .. 

FB.lTIlkhabad 

~~tawah 

lrulo.(J"ngetir Pltdn, Central. 

Cawnpore 

Fatohpur 

Allahahad 

Luoknow 

lllllw 

CllA.PTER V n.-~INFTRMITIES. 

I Sumber of 
, m,ane ppr 

100,000 of 
total 

pIJplllalioll. 

--,---

•• I 

"I 
I 

GO 

21 

17 

27 

35 

26 

31 

37 

19 

17 

23 

19 

30 

17 

19 

21 

21 

22 

17 

21 

18 

23 

21 

24 

26 

Indo·Gan letk l'lain, (I, ntr'll-:c '1lI'ld.). 

Hili BardI 

t-.itapUJ' 

llarri()i 

J'yz,\harl 

t'ultallpur 

l'al'i!lugarh 

Bara Banki 

Omiral I nd£'i Plater/u, 

.Jhall~i 

.Jalliull 

Hamirl'Uf 

Bnnda 

MifLSPUt' 

tturakhpUl' 

llon<ia 

llahraiclt 

lrul~·(jangflic Plain, Hust, 

Benn.r<'S 

Jauupur 

Ghazipur 

BaHia 

AZIl'r1garh 

nampur 

• --. -- _~ ____ I 

Number of 
insan" prr 
100,000 (Ji 

to~al 
pupulatioll, 

25 

:/6 

18 

20 

20 

16 

20 

27 

24 

lG 

14 

24 

19 

21 

24 

43 

22 

17 

21 

24 

19 

56 

15 

16 
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MAP 
SHOWING THE NUMBER OF 

INSANE (BOTH SEXES) 
PER 100,000 TOTAL POPULA TlON. 
BY DISTRIOTS AND STATES, /931. 
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The actual figUIes for each district and state are relatively so smaH that 
no conclusions nor generalities can be expected from them, and the fact that 
at previous censuses the inmates of mental hospitals were not distributed over 
the districts and states of their birth renders comparison difficult. Dehra 
Dun (60) and Tehri·Garhwal State (56) return far and away the highest pro. 
portions in the province as they usually have done in the past. .After them 
comes Bahraich (43), then Kheri (37), Bareilly (35) and Pilibhit (31). These 
it will be noticed, are all montane o[ sub-monta.ne areas. At the other end 
of the scale come Banda (14), Rampur State (15), Hamirpur (16), Partabgarh 
(16) ar.d Benares State (16). I can perceive no further generalities from the 
district and state figures than that noticE;ab16 from the figures for the natural 
divisions, and enunciated in the preceding paragraph. 

Regarding the various causes of insanity, as expert~ themselv<;ls hold 
different views I, as a layman, leave the ml1tter in thbir hands. 
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11. Tl10 distribution of tho insa.ne by quinquEnnial age-periods is shown in 
Suhsidiary Tablo III, for th,; last six censusos. The proportions by decennial 
age-periods are illustrated ill diagram no. 68. 
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The first point that strikes one is tho relative uniformity exhibited in the 
curves, and, as a matter of fact, this unifOl'mity is found in the curves of all 
provinces and from census to census. The only material change occurred in 
1901 when the peak of the male curve shifted from age group 20-30 to 30-40, 
suggesting that the famine of 1896-97 caused relatively more deaths among insane 
males, aged 16-26, or more deaths among the sane at agcs 26-36 at the time 
of the famine. The defective compilation of the 1901 census may, however, have 
had something to do with this Jhange as the biggest pI'cportion of the insane are 
returned at ages 20-40, so omissions were likely to be greater at these ages and a 
change over became quite po~sible. 

The statistics show that insanity is not determined till the age of ten, or if 
determinl:ld is concea.led. 

43 
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These figures should, however, be :;tudied in conJunction with those exhi
bited in Subsidiary Tabl(l II, viz., the number of insane per 100,000 of each sex 
in the quinquennial ag~-periods. Similar figures for i911 and 1921 are shown 
below' :-

- -

Number per 100,000 of eaoh Sex returned a8 insane in British territory in-

- -
Age-periods. 1931. 

I 
1921. I 191 I. 

t 

Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. 

-_ --
0-5 .. .. .. 3 2 2 I 2 2 

5-10 .. .. . . 14 10 6 4 1l 6 

10-15 .. .. .. 20 14 13 10 16 9 

15-20 .. .. ,. 32 18 19 13 24 16 

20-25 " .. .. 36 18 25 12 29 14 

25-30 ,. .. 41 19 33 14 31 12 

30-35 ,. .. 45 21 32 12 34 15 

35-40 .. .. ., 47 24 35 15 32 12 

40-45 .. .. . . 45 26 31 17 29 16 

45-50 40' 27 35 17 
I 

31 ., .. .. 17 

50-55 .. .. .. 37 27 27 16 22 15 

55-60 ., .. .. 40 24 27 

I 
16 29 23 

60 and over .. .. 41 26 24 17 28 18 

These figures are illustrated in diagram no. 69. From this it will be seen 
that there is a steady rapid risE. in the proportion of insane males from 10 to 40 
and thereafter a decline till 55, then a gradual increase. In females tho increase 
aftar 10 is more gradu81, arid from 20 onwards 13 still more gradual rising to a 
maximum at 50 and therea.fter declining till 60 to rise slightlJ' at ages above this. 
The maximum difference between tbt~ male and female proportions is found at 
ages 25- 40, the working ages of man. Lastly the figures suggest that after 40 
in the cas€! of males, and'55 in the case of females, fewer become insane and the 
insane die off more rapidly than the able-bodied; this tendency is less noticeable 
ill the case of females than of males. 
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INSANE PER 100,000 OF EACH SEX AT 

CERTAIN AGE PERIODS-U. P. (BRITISH TERRITORY). 

MALES--FIRM LiNE. FEMALES- -DOTTED LINE. 
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12. There have been some noteworthy chapges in the age-distribution of Variatioft8 ~n 
the insane in the last 50 years. The proportions at ages 20-40 have been subject the f1{Je-
only to minor fluctua.tions and are still roughly what they were in 1881. But the distribution .of 
proportion in the -lowest age-group 0-10 has increased to well over double what the insane. 
it was then in the e3Jse of males and to two and a half t,imes in the case of females. 
A smaller increase has occurred in the case of both sexes at ages 10-20. At ages 
40-50 the proportion of both males and females is distinctly lower than in 1881, 
and at ages above this the percentages have declined still more. But these changes 
al'6 to a very large extent dependent on the changes in the age-distribution o± the 
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total population as a glance at. the figures in the table in paragraph 11 supra win' 
show. For example, in 1911 the proportion of insane males aged 0-10 was 82'2 
as agaimt 77'3 in 1931, but the proportion of insane males to the total male popu
lation at that age was nevertheless higher in 1931 than in 19l1. The figures in 
paragraph 11 show that there has been an increase in insanity at all age-periods 
for both sexes since 1911 and that the greatest proportional increases have occur
red after the age of 35 in the case of males and between the ages of 5 and 15, but 
especially over 35 in the case of females. The 1931 figures have been affected to 
~ome extwt by the smoothing of age-groups adopted at this cemus for the first 
time. This is clearly seen from the more regular shape of the 1931 curve in 
diagram nQ. 69, the effeets of the heavy grouping on ages which are an 
even multiple of 5 and to a less extent on those which are an odd multiple 
of 5 having been eliminated. This has had its effect on the proportions in 
the lower age-groups (especially in the case of females whose ages have 
always been more approximate) because part of the next higher age-group 
finds its way into each group and of course in the case of insanity brings 
more insane into the lower age-groups. At the other end of the age scale 
where the proportions of the insane vary le8l;, the effect is far less. As the 
proportion of the insane decreases aft6r middle age the effect of smoothing 
on these groups is slightly to reduce the proportion. We find, howev6r, that 
in spite of this the proportions at the higher ages show the greater increaoos. It 
is thus clear that the increase in the proportIOn of thu insane is not due to the 
inclusion of more congenital-idiots at the lower ages, but represents a real increase 
in the proportion of actual lunatics at the higher a.ges. 

13. There are three mental hospitals in the )rovince (as at last cemus), 
at Agra, Bareilly and Benares. The num
ber of inmates at the time of the census is 
shown in the margin. Only 1,557 out of 
11,219 persons returned as insane, i.e., 
14 per cent. were being cared for in such 
institutions. In England and Wales in 
19l1 (the last occasion on which statistics 
were collected) th~ corresponding figure 
was 99'2 per cent., a very striking differ-

----, 
Inmates on February 26, 1931. 

tal hospital 
at-

Persons. Males. Females. 

Agra .. 831 621 210 
Bareilly .. 422 318 104 
Benares .. 304 264 40 

ence. 
Total .. 1,557 1,203 354 

Out of the above 704 (males 531, females 173), 366 (males 281, females 85) 
and 287 (males 249, females.38) respectively were born outside the districts in 
which the hospitals a.re situated. Annual returns of these hospitals are published 
each year and a triennial report is prepared which deals with the figures of admis
sions, discharges and casualties; the causes and types of insanity ; the treatment 
and results obtained; and which gives figures by age, religion, occupation and so 
forth. To these reports I would refer the seeker after detailed information. One 
point I would note, viz., the above figures are for the actual population on census 
night and the total numbers treated in anyone year are naturally greater. The 
figures for admissions declined till 1924 and after that rose steadily. The number 
of inmates at the beginning of 1921 was 1,1l7 so that by 1931 the figure had risen 
by 39 per cent., which may be taken to s9me extent as confirmation of the fact 
that the proportion of the insane did increase in the decade. 

DEAF-MUTISM. 

14. As seen in paragraph 2 supra the return was to inalude, as in 1921, 
those Who at the time of the enumeration Were· both deaf and dumb. As deaf
mutism is almost invariably, as far as is known, congenital the return should 
more or less con-espond with those of the censuses previous to 1921. 

Errors may occur as in the case of insanity, from carelessness on the part of 
enumerators and heads of families, from-wilful concealment, or the unwillingness 
of parents to acknowledge the infirmity 80 long as there is any hope that it is 
merely a case of retarded development. Omissions at the earlier ages have un
doubtedly recurred at this census, though the age at which this infirmity is n.cog
nized and admitted seems to be getting lower at each succeeding census. There • 
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a.re still some cases of senile deafness included in the returns, but these are not 
considered sufficient to vitiate the figures and anoth~r explanation of the increase 
in the proportion of deaf-mutes at ages over 60 is advanced in a subsequent 
paragraph. 

The figures are certainly more accurate than they have been at SOllie past 
censuses and those a.t ages 15-60 may be taken as fairly near the truth for both 
sexes. 

15. At the present census in the British territory of the province 52 per The provincial 
hundred thousand of the total population (62 males, 42 f(males) were retumed figure8 ana 
as deaf-mutes, the corresponding figures for 1921 being 50 (males 60, females 39). variation8 
The increase is small, but the female increase is double the male. There therein. 
has, however, been a materia.l decrease in both the actual and the proportional 
figures of deaf-mutes since 1881, the decrea,se beiLg relatively about twice as 
great for males as for females. 

16. In the margin are shown for the purpose of comparison the proportions Oomparison of 

I Number per 100,000 returned as 
deaf-mute_* 

Province or state. 

of deaf-mutes returned at this the provincial 
census in the other large provinces figure8 with 
and states of India, and in India those of other 
as a whole. It will be seen that provinces. 

Persons. Males. Females. 

India .. .. 65 76 55 
Kashmir .. .. 159 180 135 
Burma .. .. 116 122 110 
Bombay.. .. 78 93 63 
Central Provinces and Berar 78 92 63 
Assam .. 75 82 68 
Ajmer-Me!'Wara .. 73 88 56 
Madras .. " 71 81 62 
Bengal .. .. 70 81 58 
Punjab .. .. 69 79 56-
Baluohistan .. 67 81 49 
Norbh-West Frontier Province 66 82 47 
Bihal' and Orissa .. 63 77 49 
Mysore .. 60 67 53 
United Provinces .. 52 62 42 
Central India Agency .. 29 32 25 
Rajputana Agency .. 28 32 23 
Hyderabad •• .. 26 30 22 
Delhi .. .. 23 28 16 

*The proportion of males and females is calculatEd on the total 
of the sex concerned 8J1d the proportion for persons on the total 
population of both sexes. 

the proportion of this province is 
about four-fifths. that of India as. 
a whole and is lower than ill most 
other provinces and states. Again, 
there is considerable uniformity in 
the figures excluding Kashmir and 
Burma. There is also a close cor-
respondence in the relative propor-
tions of the sexes in Northern 
India. 

17. The margina.l table shows the proportion of deaf-mutes returned in 

Number Number 

of of 
deaf-mutes female 

Natural division. per 100,000 Serial deaf-
order. mutes of total per mille popula. 

male deaf· tion. mutes. 

(British I • 
United Provinces 52 ., 607 
territory). 

Himalaya, West .. 56 3 687 
Sub-Himalaya, West •. 38 7 579 
Indo-Gangetio Plain, West 28 8 499 

1931 and the sex-ratio, by natutal 
divisions. In the third column is 
shown the serial order in point of 
pr6valence of deaf-mutism. It is 
far and awa,y most prevalent in 
Sub-Hima,la,ya, East. It is usually 
accepted that deaf-mutism is 
closely connected with goitre and 
the latter disease is well known to 
_be exceptionally prevalent in 
that natural division. A long 

I way after Sub-Himalaya, East ndo-Gangetic Plain, Central 53 5 641 
Central India Plateau 54 4 685 .. 
East Satpuras " 52 
Sub-Himalaya, East .. 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, East.. I 91 

59 

6 
1 
2 

707 
610 
606 

comes Indo-Gangetic Plain, East . 
Then come Himalaya, West, Cen
tral India Plateau, Ind9-Gangetic 
Plain, Central and la,st Satpuras 

close together, and a long way below these Sub-Himalaya, West and last of 
all Indo-Gangetic Plain, West. The infirmity is markedly more prevalent in 
the east than in the west of the province, and in the north than in the south. 

The figures show remarkable changes in some respects from those of last 
census and of previous censuses. In the next table are given the proportions 
of male and female deaf-mutes in 1931, 1921 and 1881 for comparison. 

Distribution of 
deaf-mutes by 
locality: 
(i) by natural 

divisions. 
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Number of deaf·mut€s per 100,000 of (nch sex. 

Natural division . 
Males. Females. 

• 
I I 

I I 1931- 1921. 188!. 1931. 1921. 1881. 
I 

United Provinces (British territory) .• .. 62 60 77 42 39 47 
Himalaya, West .. .. .. 63 155 250 48 110 167 
Sub.Himalaya, West .. .. .. 45 46 81 30 26 53 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, West .. " 35 42 61 21 27 37 
Indo.Gangetic Plain, Central .. .. 61 57 58 43 38 36 
Central India Plateau .. .. .. 62 65 56 45 42 38 
East Satpuras •• .. .. 61 40 56 43 27 31 
Sub-Himalaya, East •• .. .. 110 79 151 71 55 88 
Indo·Gangetio Plain, East .. " 73 55 40 I 46 35 

1 
23 

Himalaya, West which has always returned the greater proportion of deaf
mutes shows a very remarkable decrease in both males and females since 1921, a.s 
1921 did from 1881. It has now fallen to third place. It is difficult to account 
for this very large fall in Himalaya, West but I have no reason to doubt the returns 
of 1931 and there had already been a marked reduction in the proportion between 
1881 and 1921. The decline has only been very much accentuated. Sub-Hima
la.ya, East shows a considerable increase for both seXes over 1921 but a marked 
improvement over the figures of 1881. It has now moved up to the first place 
from the second. Indo-Gangetic Plain Central, Central India Plateau and East 
Satpuras show small increases in male deaf-mutes and somewhat larger increases 
for females. On the other hand Sub-Himalaya, West and Indo-Gangetic Plam, 
West show a marked improvement for .both sexes. Indo-Gang6tic Plain, East 
has shown a steady increase since 1881 and the proportion is now nearly dQuble 
what it was fifty years ago. 

To sum up, the north-west and north-east of the province shows very mate
rial improvement while· in the centre, south-west, south-east and particularly 
east the proportion of deaf-mutes has increased. 

In Subsidiary Table I at the end of this chapter will be found the number 
of deaf-mutes per 100,000 of each sex in each district and state. Below are given 
the figures of both sexes together per 100,000 of total population ;-

Number per Number per 
100,000 of 1-00,000 of 
total total 

District or state. population I District or state. 
population 

returned returned 
as deaf- as deaf· 
mutes in mutes in 

1931. 1931. 

Himalaya, West. Indo· Gangetic Plain, Oentral-(concld.). 
DebrsDun ., .. .. 165 
NainiTal .. .. .. 25 Rsc Bareli .. .. .. 81 
AImors .. . , .. .. 56 Sitapur .. .. .. . . 56 
Garhwal . , " .. 24 Hardoi .. .. .. .. 48 

Sub.Himalaya, West. Fyzabad .. .. .. 50 
Saharanpur . , .. .. 29 Sultanpur .. .. .. 47 
Bareilly .. ., .. .. 16 Partabgarh .. .. .. 49 
Bijnor .. ., .. . . 33 BaraBanki '0 " .. 55 
Pilibhit •• ., .. .. 53 Oentral India Plateau. 
Kheri .. o. .. .. 70 Jhansi .. .. .. .. 48 

Indo·Gangetic Pln,in, West. Jalaun .'. .. .. .. 66 
Muzaffarnagar .. .. 20 Hamirpur .. . . .. 56 
Meerut .. .. .. .. 15 Banda .. .. .. .. 50 
Bulandshahr .. .. .. 28 East Satpuras. 
AJigarh .. .. .. .. 16 Mirzapur .. . . .. 53 
Muttra .: .. .. . . 33 Suh-HimalayfJ, East. 
Agra .. ., .. .. 37 Gorakhpur .. . . .. 80 
Mainpuri .. .. . . 39 Basti .. .. .. . . 101 
Etah .. .. .. .. 37 Gonda .. .. .. . . 104 
Budaun .. .. .. .. 38 Bahraich .. .. . . 89 
Moradabau. .. .. . . 40 Indo·Gangetic Plain, East. 
Shahajhanpur ., .. .. 16 Benares ' .. .. " .. 51 
Farrukhabad ., .. ,. 36 Jaunpur .. .. .. .. 48 
Etawah ., .. 22 Ghazipur .. .. .. 61 

Indo.Gangetic Plain, Central. Ballia .. .. .. .. 59 
Cawnpore . , .. .. 42 Azamgarh .. .. .. 73 
Fatehpur ., .. .. 26 States. 
Allahabad .. .. .. 51 'l'ehri·Garhwal .. . . 3D 
Lucknow .. .. .. .. 52 Rrunpur .• .. .. 30 
Unao .. . , .. . . 70 Benares .. .. .. .. 47 

-
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These figures are illustrated in diagram no. 70. 

Dia.gram 70. 

MAP 
SHOWING THE NUMBER OF 

DEAF-MUTES (BOTH SEXES) 

PER 700,000 TOTAL POPULATION. 

BY DISTRIOTS AND STATES, 1931, 

Under 30 Per 100,000 - - - - - - -D 
80-40 IJ I} --------~ 
40-50" II -------8 
50-60 II " - --- ---OTI] 
60--.80 II " -------~ 
80-700 I, " -------~ 

O(ler 100" " -------Em 

The actual figures for each district and state are relatively very small and 
errors therein are consequently much exaggerated, so that no conclusions are to 
be expected from the figures. Dehra Dun (165) ea&ily heads the list, followed by 
Gonda (104) and Basti (101). Far behind these come Rae Bardi' (81), Gorakhpur 
(80), Azamgarh (73), Kheri (70) and Unao (70). At the other end of the list are 
Meerut (15), Aligal'h (16), Bareilly (16), and Shahjahanpur (16). Diagram no. 70 
at once reveals th~ _prevalence of this infirmity in the districts of Sub-Himalaya, 
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East and Dehra Dun. The great decrease in the proportion in Himalaya, West 
is shown to be due to a heavy decline in districts Naini Tal, Almor8l and 
Garhwal and in Tehri-G8lrhwal State. The Dehra Dun proportions have actually 
increased; they have always been high. So have the' figures of the districts of 
Sub-Himalaya, East. Rae Bareli and Unao Were high in 1921. AZ8lmgarh was 
high in 1911. Kheri has become high for the first time. 

As to the causes of deaf-mutism experts are not of one mind, and under such 
circumstances a mere layman can scarcely be expected to hazard an opinion, 
even if he had one. 

18. It must be a matter of considerable difficulty for an enumerator (or 

Natural division. 

n1ted Provinces (British territory) .. 
alaya, WeBb 

U 
Him 
S 
In 
I 

ub-Himalaya, West _ .. 
do·Gangetic Plain, West 

ndo.Gangetic Plain, Centra.! 
ntral India Plateau 

ast Satpuras 
Ce 
E 

.. .. 
S ub.Himalaya, East .. 
In do-Gangetic Plain, East 

.. 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

Number per 
100.000 of 

total 
population Serial order. returned 

as insane 
or deaf-
mute. 

75 
81 2 
70 7 
59 8 
74 5 
74 5 
76 4 

liS 1 
79 3 

for the head of a family) accurately 
to decide whether a person who is 
dee.f and dumb is insane or not. 
Deaf -mutism is almost entirely con
genital, and unless a deaf-mute is 
violent, it must be to some extent 
a matter of chance whether such 
a person is recorded as insane or 
deaf-mute. It is therefore of in
terest to study the figures for the 
two infirmities together. In the 
margin they are given by natural 
divisions. Sub-Himalaya, East 
heads the list, followed at a con
siderable distance by Hil1}alaya, 

West. The proportions in the other natural divisions are fairly close together, 
with Indo-Gangetic Plain, West well in the rear. 

The district and statewise figures are as follows :-

Number per Number per 
100,000 

100,000 persons 
District or state. persons District or state. returned 

returned as as insane 
insane or or deaf-

deaf·mute. . 
mute. 

Himalaya, West. Indo-Gangetic Plain, Oentra!-(concld.). 
82 

DehraDun .. .. .. 225 Sitapur .. .. .. .. 66 
Naini Tal .. .. .. 44 Bardoi .. .. .. .. 70 
Almora .. .. .. .. 77 Fyzabad .. .. .. 67 
Garhwal .. .. .. 41 Sultanpur .. .. .. 65 

Partabgarh .. .. .. 75 
Sub-Himalaya, West. BaraBanki .. .. .. 

Saharanpur .. .- 56 Central India Plateau. 
Bareilly .. .. 51 75 
Bijnor .. .. .. .. 59 Jhansi .. .. .. .. 90 
Pilibhit .. .. " 84 Jalaun .. .. .. .. 72 
Kheri .. .. .. .. 107 Hamirpur .. .. .. 64 

Banda .. .. .. .. 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, West. 

East Satpuras. 
I 77 Muzaffarnagar .. .. .. 
I 

41 
Meerut .. .. .. .. 34 Mirzapur .. .. .. 
Bulandshahr .. . , .. 45 

Sub-Himalaya, East. Aligarh .. .. .. .. 39 
Muttra " 52 99 . , .. 

122 Agra •• .. .. .. 67 Gorakhpur .. .. .. 
Mainpuri " 56 Basti .. .. .. .. 128 .. .. 

Gonda 132 Etah .. .. . . .. 56 .. .. .. .. 
Budaun .. .. .. 59 Bahraich .. .. .. 
Moradabad .. .. .. 61 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, East. Shahjahanpur .. .. .. 38 
73 Farrukhabad .. .. .. 53 
65 Etawah .. 43 Benares •. .. .. .. .. .. 
82 Jaunpur •. .. .. .. 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, Oentral. Ghazipur .. .. .. .. 83 
Ballia •• ... .. .. 92 

Cawnpore .. .. . , I 60 Azamgarh .. .. .. 
Fatehpur .. .. .. 49 States • 
Allahabad .. .. .. 72 

86 Lucknow .. 76 Tehri-Gsrhwa.! " .. .. .. .. 
45 Unao .. 96 Rampur ., .. .. .. .. .. .. 
63 RaeBa.reli .. .. .. ID6 Benares .. .. .. .. 

-
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These figures are illustrated in diagram no. 71. 

Diagram 71. 

MAP 
SHOWING THE NUMBER OF 

INSANE AND DEAF-MUTES (BOTH SEXES) 

PER 100,000 TOTAL POPULATION. 

BY DISTRIOTS AND STATES, 1937. 

Under 50 Per 100,000 - - - - - 0 
50-60 - - - - - rr.--oI 

~ 

60-80 " - - - -- [ffiJ 
80-100 - - ---~ 

Ouer 100 -----._ 

The preponderance of these infirmities is very marked in the submontane 
tracts extending from Pilibhit eastwards to Gorakhpur and in AzamgaJ h, Ghazipur 
a.nd B.111ia of Indo-Gangetic Plain, East. Roo Bareli, Sitapur and Unao of the 
Ct}ntral Plain rank high and so does Jalaun of the Central India Plateau. Dehra 
Dun of Himalaya, West easily heads the list whh almost double the proportion 
of any other district or state. Tehri-Garhwal State shows a high proportion, 
but owing to the great falling off in deaf-mutes in Kumaun the figures for the 
three districts of that division are comparatively low. Meerut and Shahjahan
pur districts have returned very low proportions. 

44 
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19. The distribution of deaf-mutes by quinquennial age-periods is shown 
in Subsidiary Table III for the last six censuses. The proportions by dectnnial 
age-periods are illustrated in diagram no. 72. 

NUMBER .PER MILLE OF THE DEAF-MUTES OF EACH SEX Diagram 72. 

IN EACH AGE-PERIOD-UNITED PRDVINCES (BRITISH TERRITORY), 1881-1931. 
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Here agajn, as in the case of the insane, there is a striJring uniformity between 
the curves of each census. Variations there have been, but they are of degree 
not of kind. l'he greatest number of deaf-mutes has at every census been found 
between the ages of 5 and 10, or 10 and 15, or taking the decennial periods the 
peak of the curve is always at the group 10-20, and the numbers then decline 
to the age-group 50-60, after that sometimes slightly rising and at others slightly 
falling. As deaf-mutism is usually a congenital defect and deaf-mutes usually 
die at YOlUlger ages than those not so afflicted, the proportion should be highest 
at the lowest age-group and decline continually thereafter. The fact that the 
peak of the curve comes at a later age-group shows that many cases of deaf-mutism 
are either not recognized at the younger ages, or at least are not returned so long 
as there is still hope that the defect is due merely to backwardness. The fact that 
the percentage at ages 60 and over sometimes rises suggests at first sight that at 
those ages some cases of senile deafness still find their way into the returns, though 
later on I have suggested another possible explanation. The general shape of the 
curves nevertheless does show that apart from omissions in infancy the returns 
include in the main those congenitally deaf and dumb which it is intended should 
be included. 
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These figures should, however, be studied side by side with those exhibited 
in Subsidiary Table II for the number of deaf-mutes per 100,000 of each sex: in 
the quinquennial age-periods. Similar figures of the previous two censuses 
a,re also added below for comparison :-

I ---------
Number per 100000 of each sex returned as deaf mute in British territory , . 

1931. 1921. 1911. 
Age.period. 

Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. 

--
0-5 ., .. .. 18 15 10 8 22 15 

5-10 .. .. .. 56 42 48 33 68 49 

10-15 .. .. .. 71 50 68 55 75 54 

15-20 .. .. .. 83 47 73 48 83 61 

20-25 .. .. .. 80 44 74 39 94 50 

25-30 .. .. . . 69 42 68 39 83 48 

30-35 " .. .. 64 42 69 40 72 49 

35-40 .. .. .. 62 44 67 39 63 41 

40-45 .. .. .. 65 44 62 42 59 46 

45-50 .. .. . . 62 46 55 38 55 . 37 

50-55 .. .. . . 61 49 54 39 56 44 

55-60 .. .. .. 66 56 64 62 63 44 

60 and over .. .. 101 73 114 67 69 54 
J I 
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These figures are illustrated in diagram no. 73. 
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From this it will appear that deaf-mutism is at ,8111 ages mort' prevalent 
among males than among females. My p~'edecessor asoribed the difference to 
more extensive concealment amongst females and assumed that both ·sexes a1"e 
equa.lly afflicted. * I cannot endorse this opinion. In all countries males 
suffer to a greater extent than females from this infirmity, as from all other 
defects of a congenital nature, and I see no reason why India or this province 
shouldoe an exception. Further, the figures are remarkably continuous from 
census to census. 

The next point of note is that whereas in 19B .and 192·1 the tnaximum 
proportion of male deaf.mut~s was found in !l-ge-gI'oup 2(b-25, in 1931 
it occurs in age-gr:oup 15-20. This is, 'at any rate, partly due to ihe 
smoothing of a.ges at the ptesent oenSus which,has brollgl1t som~ of th~ ,deaf
mutes who are normally decl~red 'as suoh 'at, the-later· ages intv.the low..er-age
group, but it canbo't altogether ~e ,asoribed te this bwltruse _tlte ~ma':rilntJ.m 
proportion for females (who 'would be more affected by the smoothing of ages) 

• Vide Census Report, 1921, Part I, page 139. 
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is found at the same group as in 1921, though it shifted from tho age-group 
15-20 in 1911 to 10-15 in 1921. We are thus forced to the conclusion 
that deaf-mutism is being recognized and admitted earlier than in the 
past. Deaf-mutism has always been recognized and admitted at earlier 
ages for fomales than for :males, e.g., the maxi.mum comes in 1931 for males 
in age-group 15 -20 and for females at ages 10-15. It may be argued 
that the proportion of female deaf-mutes is at a maximum at 10-15 because 
this is the age-group in which tho total fema-Ie popUlation is at a minimum on 
account 6f the dangers attendant on child-birth to which dangers the d{jaf
mutes are not so likely to bo subjected, but in 1911 the female maximum 
came at age-group 15-20, so such an argument is without forco. The 
maximum has moved to ill lower age-period for both males and femalel3 since 
1911, and the maximum age-group has always been and still is at a young6r 
age for females than for males. This certainly does not I::iupport the view that 
females suffer just as much as males from t,his infirmity, and concealment 
is greater in the case of females. 

Other interesting points can be seen from the curves as follows. If the 
statistics were accurate, and if deaf-mutes lived as long as and no longer than 
those not so afflicted the curve would be a horizontal straight line. If deaf
mutes are relati vely shorter lived the curve would descend with age, and con
versely if they are longer"lived the curve would rise. Let us look at the ma,le 
curves. Once the maximum has beEln reached there is a decline, very marked 
in 1911 and well marked between the ages of 15-20 and 30-35 in 1931. In 
1921 the drop was gradual. The CUl've for 1931 represents tho state of affairs 
in a decade when epidemics, famines and suchlike calamities which have a 
selective offect, were at a minimum, and suggests that male deaf-mutes normally 
die off more rapidly than the able-bodied between the ages of 15 and 35. 
From then till 60 they hold·their own and after that more than hold tneir own. 
The more gradual decline after 35 in 1921 was probably the reE.Ult of the 
influenza epidemic which is well known to have been more fatal to the whole 
population at ages 20-40 and in reduoing the number of people at these ages 
may well have produced this effect. The striking inorease in the proportions 
of both male and female deaf-mutes at 60 and over is usually attributed to 
the inclusion of oases of senile deafness but it :may also be explained to some 
extent as follows. Doaf-mutes die younger than the average person, and those 
who survive age more rapidly. They can give no account of themselves, so 
their ages are invariably estimated and by reason of their appearance their 
ages are likely to be iar more over-estimated than those of normal persons. 
Coming to the female curves it is very noticeable that they are far more hori
zontal than the malo. In 1931 the decline is very gradual after the age-group 
10-15 and from 20-45 it is almost a straight line. This appears to be the 
result of the fact that although female deaf-mutes die young they die no faster 
than females not so affiicted because the latter are subject to tho perils of 
motherhood to which deaf-mutes as a rule are not. Even in 1921 when the 
initial fall from the peak of the curve was steeper at ages 10-25 it is very 
noticeable how the curve flattens out thereafter whereas the male curve 
continues to descend. 

20. The variations ill the age composition of tho deaf-mute population 
sinoe 1881 have not been very striking. Generally speaking there aro slight 
increases at the ages 10-50, with decreases at ages over 50. These cha,nges 
are in part due to the smoothing of ages and call for no special commont_ 

BLINDNESS. 

21. The record for blindness includes both those who were born blind 
(?I both eyes) and .those.~ho have become 81fflictod with this infirmity during 
~Jf~. Of. the f~ur lll~rmlties blindness is the most easy to diagnose and as 
It I~ an InfirmIty WhIch excites neither shame nor disgust there is no temp
tatlOn to .conc~al it. Some few persons may be included whose sight has 
beoome dIm WIth age or who are blind only jn one eye. These must be negli
gible as the instructions are clear and well understood, and moreover there 
is a special ~dustani :word (kana) for those blind in one eye, which renders it. 
easy at the tIme of abstraction to eliminate any persons so returned.. So 
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far therefor6 as this infirmity is concerned the statistics may be accepted 
without qualification. 

22. At the present census in Brjtish territory 293 in 100,000 persons 
(260 per 100,000 males, 330 per 100,000 females) were returned as totally 
blind. The corresponding figures for 1921 were 232 (males 213, females 251). 
BlindnesE' is by far the most prevalent of the four infirmities dealt with, a.nd 
it is very regrettable to have to record such a large increase in the proportion 
of the totally blind as 26'3 per cent. The proportion is far ]arger here than 
in European countries and the United States of America, where it is usually 
in the neighbourhood of 80 or 90, but it is a matter of common observation that 
blindness is ordinarily far more prevalent in tropical countries than in those 
with a more temperate climate. As has always been the case blindness is more 
common among females than among males, and the increase in the proportion 
since 1921 has been less in the case of males (22'1 per cent.) than tor 
females (31'5 per cent.). The figures in Subsidiary Table I of this chapter 
show that the proportions for both sexes declined steadily till 1911 (omitting 
the figures of 1901 which were exceptionally low partly as the result of heavier 
mortality among the infirm during the famine of 1896-97 and partly as the 
result of a defective method of compilation which has already been referred to) 
and since 1911 have risen, slowly between 1911 and 1921 and very rapIdly in the 
last decade, so that the female proportion in 1931 was above that in 1881 
and the male proportion only 8lightly below the 1881 figure. The explanation 
offered in paragraph 6 supra holds good here and the increase in proportion 
may at any rate in part be attributed to the favoUl'abie decade in which 
the blind, as the rest of the infirm, have had a better chance of survival. 

23. In the margin are shown for the purpose of cQmparison the propor

Province or stare. 

India •. 
Ajmer.Merwara 
United Provinces 
Rajputana Agency •• 
Central Provinces and Berar 
Punjab .. 
Central India Agency 
Baluchistan .. 
Burma 
Bombay 
Kashmir .. 
Bihar aud Orissa 
Madras 
Assam 
Delhi .. .. 
North-West Frontier Prov-
ince 

Mysore 
Ryd~rabad •• 
Bengal 

Nwn ber per 100,000 returned 

Perso ns. 

0 
6 
3 
2 
2 
5 
6 

17 
38 
29 
28 
26 
24 
20 
19 
18 
17 
15 
12 
1 
10 
10 

5 
9 
9 
6 
6 

10 
7 
3 

10 
100 
8 
7 

2 

7 
3 

as blind.' 
-------

Males. Females. 

- --
157 185 
327 452 
260 330 
234 334 
210 313 
239 252 
166 248 
201 187 
170 209 
167 193 
149 165 
121 131 
105 116 
101 114 
93 118 

103 100 
106 94 
88 85 
76 70 

tion of blind returned at this cen
sus in the other large provinces 
and states of India, and in India 
as a whole. It wHl be seen that 
the proportion is higher in this 
province than in any other part 
of India Save Ajmer-Merwara, 
and blindness is no less than four 
times as prevalent in the United 
Provinces as in Bengal. The 
provincial figures are 72 per 
cent. above the average for the 
whole of In.dia. 

24. The marginal table shows the proportion of the blind returned in 

Natural division. 

United Provinces (British 
itory). 
laya, West .. 
imalaya, West .. 

jerr 
Rima 
Sub-R 
Indo-G 
Indo-G 
Centra 
EastS 
Sub-Hi 
Indo-G 

angetic Plain,. West .. 
angetic Plaia, Cfntral 
I India Plateau .. 
~tpuras .• .. 
malaya, East .. 
angetic Plain, East .. 

\

Number of 
blind per 

100,000 

I 
of total 
p~PlJla-
tlOn. 

293 
249 
340 
314 
358 
438 
232 
182 
194 I 

Serial 
order. 

.-
5 
3 
4 
2 
I 
6 
8 
7 

Nwnber ofl 
blind fe

males pel' 
mille 
blind 

males. 

1,144 
1,344 
],079 
1,019 
1,209 
1,679 
1,296 
1,113 
1,039 

1931 and the sex-ratio, by na
tural divisions. The Central India 
Plateau r6turned by far the high
est proportioD as it always has 
dOllt except in 1881 when it was 
only a tew points from the top. 
Indo-Gangetic Plain Central comes 
nex"t, a position it has held since 
1881, with Sub-Himalaya West 
close behind. ThE! proportion in 
Sub-Himalaya East and Indo
Gangetic Plain East is very low 
being well under half that in the 
Plateau. This also has been a 

I 

* The proportirlll of ma.hs and females is calculated on the total of the sex concerned and the proportion for 
parsons on the total popUlation of both sexes. 

The provincia' 
figures and 
variations 
therein. 

Odmparison of 
the provincial 
figures with 
those of other 
provinces and 
states. 

Distribution of 
the blind by 
locality. 
(i) by natural 
divisions. 
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feature of the figures ever since 1881. The remarkably few changes in the 
older of the natUlal divisions in the last 50 years points to blindness being 
determined by locality. During the half.century there has been f.ome slight 
improvement in the proportion 01 the blind in Sub-Himalaya, West and Indo
Gangetic Plain, West and Central, but there havb been substantial increases 
in all the remaining naturdll dIvisions, especially in East Satpuras. 

BeJoW' are shown the proportion of the blind (both sexes) returned in 
1931 by districts and states. Thefle figur~s are illustrated in diagram no. 74 :-

District or state. 

Himalaya, West. 

DehraDun .. .. 
Naini TaJ .. .. 
Almora .... .. 
Garhwal .. .. 

Sub.lli~ya, West. 

Saharanpur .. .. 
Bareilly .. .. 
Bijnor .. .. .. 
Pilibhit .. .. 
K heri .. .. .. 

Indo. Gangetic P1ain, We8t. 

M uzaffaruagar 

Meerut 

ulandshabr B 

.Aligarh 

Muttra 

Agra .. 
puri Main 

E tah .. 
udaun B 

Mo 

Shah 

F 

radabad 

jahanpur 

arrukhabad 

E tawah 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

Indo· Gangetic Plain, Oentral. 

mnpore .. .. 
Farehpur .. .. 
.Allahabad .. .. 
Lucknow .. .. 

Number of 
bliIld pro,: 
100,000 of 

total popu. 
lation. 

.. 277 

.. 287 

.. 244 

.. 221 

. . 271 

.. 358 

.. 290 

.. 376 

.. 424 

.. 286 

.. 298 

.. 292 

.. 328 

.. 422 

.. 301 

.. 229 

.. 235 

.. 391 

.. 335 

.. 402 

.. 284 

.. 262 

.. 350 

.. 470 

.. 225 

.. 301 

Number of 
blind per 

District or state. 100,000 of 
total popu. 

lation. 

Indo·Gangetic Plain, Oentral-(concld.). 

Unao .. ' .. .. .. 435 

Rae Bareli .. .. ., 442 

Sitapur .. .. .. .. 482 

Hardoi .. .. .. . . 452 

Fyzabad .. .. .. .. 249 

Sultanpur .. .. . . 280 

Partabgarh .. .. .. 254 

BaraBanki .. . , . . 436 

Centra1 India Plateau. 

Jhansi .. .. .. .. 465 

Jalaun .. .. .. .. 498 

Hamirpur . . .. .. ~QO 

Bandjt .. .. ._ . .. 318 
East 8atpuras. 

Mirzapur .. .. .. 232 

Sub-Himalaya, Eaef •. 

Gorakhpur .. .. .. 112 

Basti .. .. ._. .. 208 

Gonda .. " .. .. 232 

Bahraich .. '.' .. 287 

Inao·Gall1letio Plain, JplJat. 

Bonares .. .,. 171 

Jaunpur .. .. .. 151 

Ghazipur .. .. .. 253 

Ballia .. .. .. .. 176 

Azamgarh .. .. .. 220 

States. 

Tehri-Garhwal .. .. .. 351 

Rampur .. .. .. 124 

Benares .. .. 189 
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A/mora 

Diagram 74. 

MAP 
SHOWING THE NUMBER OF 

BLIND (BOTH SEXES) 
PER 700.000 TOTAL POPULATION: 

BY DISTRICTS ,4ND STATES. 1931. 

100-750 Per 700,000------0 
750-200' " " ------~ 

200-300 " 
------~ 

300-400 " " 
------DJI] 

400-450 " " ----- EZ2Zl 
Ouer 450 " " ------mm 

Blindness is most prevalent in Ramirpur, J alaun and Jhansi districts 
of the Central India. Plateau, in Muttra Df the Western Plu.in, and in a block d 
districts including Shahjahanpur of the Western Plain, Kheri of Sub.Himalaya 
West, and Hardoi, Sitapur, Bara Banki, Rae Bar6li, Unao and Fatebpur ot the 
Central Plain. These are all districts in which blindness has prominently 
featured at past censuses. The lowest proporbions are found in Gorakhpur, 
Rampur State, Jaunpur, Benares and Benares State, and Balliat, which have 
likewise returned 10w fig11res on previous occasions. 

45 
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As regards the causes of blindness much has been written in the past and 
here again experts disagree. Suffice it to say, that as pointEd out by my pre
decessor,* the distribution in this province discredits oertain conclusions 
generally accepted. 

Tra.choma, smallpox, cataract, glaucoma and lack of early treatment of 
eye diseases, are some of the more important causes of post-natal 1lindnesf! ; 
the latter more bO in the case of females, because they rosort less freely to the 
Government hospitals and when they do go are more difficult to treat especial
ly in the case of operations for cataract. Of these trachoma beems to be 
responsible for a very large proportion. It is a disease. associated with dust and 
dirt, neglect, ill-nutrition and a low standard of civilization generally. But 
the investigation is naturally a matter for the medical experts of the province. 

I give beloW' statistics of operations for cataract in the dispensaries in 
British territory for the last 30 years. It will be seen that they rose to a maxi
mum about 1912-13, rapidly declining till 1921, since when they have steadily 
risen, though at the close of the last decade they were not so numerous as in 
1912-16. The explanation of these varIations lies in the fact that the Civil 
Surgeons and Assistant Civil Surgeons of this province proceeded In large 
numbers to the various theatres of wa.r from 1914 onwards. They returned 
abou11921-22, but the figures have never regained their pre-war level because 
many of the residents of the western districts now go to Delhi for such opera
tions. Some improvement in the percentage of succes~ful operations occurred 
between 1911 and 1921 which has b!len maintained in the past decade:-

Number of operations for 
cataract performed in the year. Result of operations on patients. 

Number 

Year. 
of persons Actuals. Peroentage. operated 

Principal. Secondary. Total. on. 

Cured. Relieved. Cured. Relieved. 
---- -- ---

1930 .. .. 7,747 28 7.775 7,133 6.767 100 95 I 
1929 .. .. 7,899 23 7,922 7.233 6,966 156 96 2 
1928 .. .. 7,243 32 7,275 6.778 6,265 174 92 3 
1927 .. .. 7,055 III 7,166 7,022 6,250 457 89 7 
1926 .. .. 6,441 II 6.452 6,205 5,854 89 94 1 
1925 .. .. 6,116 28 6,144 5.949 5,635 145 95 2 
1924 .. .. 5,796 54 5.850 5.472 5,129 114 94 2 
1923 .. .. 6,066 22 6,088 4.881 4,457 148 91 • 3 
1922 .. " 5,237 40 5,277 5.233 4,887 136 93 3 
1921 .. .. 4,174 5 4,179 4,165 3,852 96 92 2 

----
Total 1921-30 " 63,774 354 64,128 60,071 56,062 1,615 I 93 3 

- ----

1920 .. .. 5,741 48 5,789 5,508 5.231 100 93 2 
1919 .. " 6,885 97 6,982 6,355 5,876 162 92 3 
1918 .. " 7,909 155 8,064 6.968 6,605 167 95 2 
1917 .. " 7,525 222 7,747 6,894 6,594 131 96 2 
1916 .. " B.073 33 8,106 7,329 6.752 188 92 3 
1915 " " 8,331 47 8,378 7,562 7.083 198 94 3 
1914 .. " 8,731 43 8,774 8,008 7,336 219 92 3 
1913 .. " 9,918 44 9,962 9,148 8,501 246 93 3 
1912 .. " 9,058 80 9,138 8,362 7,500 214 90 3 
1911 .. " 6,885 95 6,980 6,616 6,095 146 92 2 

---
otal1911-20 T " 79,056 864 79,920 72,750 67,573 1,771 93 2 

910 .. " 6,237 77 6,314 6,138 5,558 126 91 2 
909 .. " 5,608 70 5,678 5,511 5,053 168 92 3 
908 .. " 5,487 159 5,646 5,406 4,964 123 92 2 
907 .. " 5,603 113 5,716 5,502 4,952 190 90 3 
906 .. " 6,475 109 6,584 ' 6,376 , 5,722 159 90 2 
905 .. " 5,089 62 5,151 I 5,049 4.414 162

1 

87 3 
904 .. " 5,033 30 5,063 , 5,010 4,463 131 89 3 
903 .. " 5,220 17 5,237 5,092 4,545 1~1 89 .3 
9.02 .. " 5,571 32 5,603 5.427 4,913 91 3 
901 " " 5,913 60 5,973 5,646 5,112 , 103

1 
91 3 

'56,236 1 49,69fi I otal 1901-10 " 729 56,965 55,157 1,545 I 90 3 

~ Census Report, 1921. Part I, page 141. 
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25. The distribution of the blind by quinquennial age-periods is shown Distribution by 
in Subsidiary Table III, for the last six censuses. The proportions by age and sex. 
decennial age-periods are illustrated in diagram no. 75. 

NUMBER PER MILLE OF THE BLIND OF EACH SEX, 
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The chief feature that is noticeable is the effect of smoothing ages at this 

census. Both the male and female curves now show increased proportions 
of the blind at each successive age-group, which is as it should be with an 
infirmity chat is mainly acquired after birth. The female curve has always 
shown this but the male curve did not till 1921. Now the shape of the two 
curves is very similar. But whereas at all previous censuses there has been 
a smaller percentage of females blind at the earlier ages than males the smooth· 
ing of ages has had the effect of making the reverse appear the case. 
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These figures should, however, be studied in conjunction with those 
exhiblled in Subsidiary Table II, which are for the number of blind pel' 
100,000 of each sex in the quinquennial age-periods. Similar figures for 1911 
and 1921 are shown below, and illustrated in diagram no. 76 :-

Number per 100,000 of each sex returned as blind in British territory-

Age-poriod. 
1931. 192], 1911. 

Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. 

---
0-5 .. .. " 56 44 41 31 44 29 
5-10 .. .. .. 95 74 77 53 80 54 

10--15 .. .. .. III 87 98 79 100 81 
15-20 .. .. .. 132 105 116 89 138 107 
20-25 .. .. .. 145 'LO 135 91 170 119 
25-30 .. .. .. 159 168 142 124 183 142 
30--35 .. .. .. 177 212 175 179 202 195 
35-40 .. .. .. 249 338 193 233 213 232 
40--45 .. .. .. 309 435 258 328 273 312 
45-50 " .. .. 483 700 317 425 291 397 
50--55 .. .. .. 625 885 452 607 423 566 
55-60 .. " " 1,041 ]'538 556 765 746 
60 atld over .. " 1,931 2,600 ]'270 1,618 4771 1,011 1,333 

BLIND PER 100.000 OF EACH SEX AT CERTAIN 

I'(][·PERIOOS-IJNITEO PROVINCES (BRITISH TlRfIITOflY). 

MALES ___ ffRM LINE. FEMALES __ _ DOTTED LINE. 
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Here again there is remarkable uniformity in the figures as between 
censuses, variations being of degree and not of kind. Blindness is seldom conge
nital but when it is congenital boys suffer more than girls, which is the case with 
all congenital afflictions. There is a continuous rise in the proportion of the 
blind of each sex: at each subsequent age "group, small until about the age of 
35-40 and thereafter rapidly increasing with age, shoWing clearly that blind
ness is an acquired defect which comes increasingly with advancing years. 
The female curv.e is below the male curve until the age-group 25-30, from 
which point the female proportion grows more and more above the male pro
portion, illustrating hoW' females are fa.r more prone to become blind in old 
age than males. The age at which the male and female curves cross advanced 
from 35 in 1911 to about 32 in 1921 a.nd then to about 26 in 1931. B6tween 
1911 and 1921 there was a decrease in the proportions of blind males at all 
ages up to group 45-50 and thereafter increases. For females the propor
tions decreased up to the age of 35-40 and therea.fter increased. The forward 
movement of the crossing point Was due to the fact that the improvement in 
blindness of males at the younger ages was greater than in the case of females. 
Between 1921 amd 1931 there has been an increase in the proportion of the 
blind at every age-group for both sexes, being especially marked for males at 
ages after 45 and 0-10, and for females after 35 and at 0-10. Some of the 
increase at ages 0-10 may be ascribed to the smoothing of ages at this 
census but not all, because the proportion in most of the lower age-groups has 
moved up very close to the figure of 1921 for the next higher age-group, e.g., 
the male proportion a.t a.ges 5-10 in 1931 is 95 whereas th.e 1921 figure for the 
the next higher age-group 10-15 in 1921 Was only 98. Moreover, the effect 
of smoothing !lit the lower !lIges is not great because the proportions are fairly 
close together for consecutive. a.ge-groups. But at the higher ages the effect 
is fat greater. The differences in the proportions of consecutive age-group 
are very large and smoothing has resulted in marked increases at these ages. 
Yet here again we find that in the proportion of blind aged 60 and over a very 
large increase has occurred and this in spite of smoothing. We are forced 
therefore to conclude that there has been some increase in congenital blindness 
since 1911 and a very considera.ble increase in blindness acquired later in life 
more especially at a.ges over 60. 

The point at which the proportion of blind of each sex is the same has 
moved forward since 1921 partly as a result of smoothing ages which has brought 
relatively more blind into the lower age-groups of females than 9£ males on 
account of the greater inaccuracies in female ages and partly because blindness 
during the first half of life has increased more in the case of females than for 
males_ 

How far blindness is a matter of age is seen from the fact that the pro
portion of blind at 60 and over is 35 times as great as a.t age 0-5 in the case 
of ma.les and nearly 60 ti:mes in the case of females. Further, of the total 
blind nearly three-fifths are over 45 years of age and nearly one-third are 
over 60 .. 

LEPROSY. 

26. The returns of leprosy are subject to many sources of error. Pro- Nature of tke 
bably the greatest of these is wrong diagnosis. A la.yman cannot detect the figures, source! 
disease at all in its earlier stages, and when more fully developed it is still of error. 
exceedingly difficult for an amateur to distinguish..leprosy from other diseases 
such as yaw's or syphilis. The returns from the ,hospitals are quite accurate, 
but the others consist chiefly of those With conspicuous lesions on their 
bodi.es, the majority of whom are burnt-out cases, and though disagreea.ble 
to look upon ate said to be non-infectious. The cases of other diseases record-
ed as leprosy to some extent counteract the effects of omissions. The difference 
between white leprosy (leucoderma) and leprosy proper is now wellunderstdod 
a.nd the errors from this source must be negligible. The other big factor in 
causing omissions is deliberate concealment. Praciicatlly no one but a beggar 
will wlllingly admit that he is a leper; the disease is looked upon with shame 
and disgust. The omissions are probably high on this score, and especially 
so in the case of females as the big disparity in the male and female figures 
suggests. 
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21. At the present census in the British territory of the province 30 in 
a hundred thousand persons (47 per 100,000 males, II per 100,000 females) 
were returned as lepers, the corresponding figures for 1921 being 27 (males 43, 
femalos 11). The actual figures are small as in the case of the iYlSane. There 
has been an increase of about 9 per cent. in the proportion of male lepers since 
1921 though it is still about 25 per cent. below the ] 881 proportion. Th8 
proportion in.the case of females has been the same since 1901, and is nearly 
one-third less than it was 50 years ago. From the figures of the last haH-century 
it would appear that leprosy is four times as common among mal6s as among 
females. Tho disease is undoubtedly more common among males, probably 
because they travel about ~ore and are thus morEl likely to contract it; 
but how much greater it is difficult to estimate, because conuealment is far 
easier among women who are in this country surrounded by greater privacy. 

28. In the margin are eh01,n for the purpose of comparison the PIO

Province or State. 

India .. " 
Bunna .. .. 
Madras .. ., 

Central Province sand Berar 
Assam .. .. 
Kashmir 
Bihar and Orissa .. .. 
Bengal .. .. 
Barr. bay .. .. 
United Provinces .. 
Hydcrabad .. .. 
Central India Agency .. 
Mysore .. .. 
Pnnjab 
North·West ll'rontier Pro-
vinco .. .. 

Baluchistan .. .. 
Rajputana Agency .. 
Ajmer.Merwara .. 
Delhi .. .. 

Number pur 100,000 returned 
as lepers. ~ 

Persons. Males. Females. 

---
42 59 26 
76 102 49 
71 107 35 
70 88 51 
60 83 32 
56 71 38 
54 79 29 
42 59 23 
41 55 26 
30 47 II 
26 36 16 
16 22 10 
II 16 6 
10 13 6 

10 12 8 
6 8 3 
5 6 3 
3 4 2 
1 2 . . 

portion OI lepGrs returned at this 
Ci:\nsus in the other large plOV
mces and states of India, and in 
India as a whole. It will be seen 
that the pr(portion in this prov
ince i~ only three-quarters that 
of India as a whole and is less 
than 1 hat of nearly a,ll the other 
la1ge pIO'Vim6s. The proportIon 
is markedly higher in the east and 
J;1outh of India, growing le~s and 
less to the nOl'th-west. 

* The proportion of males and females is calculated on the total of the sex concerned and the proportion for 
persons on the tot.1 popula tion of both sexes. 

29. The marginal table shows the proportion of lepers returned in 1931 
and the sex-ratio, by natural 
divisions. In these figures the 
inmates of the 13 leper hospitals 
of the province have been distri
buted according to their birth· 
places, so as to eliminate the 
disturbance in the figures cau86d 
by the concentration of lepers in 
the districts and states where the 
hospitals are situated. In the 
third column is shovm the seria.l 
order in point of prevalence of 
IfJprosy (when the figure for both 
sexes together is the same then in 
order of prevalence among males). 

Number Number 
of lepers of female 

Natural division. per Serial lepers 
100,000 order. per mille 
of total male 

population. lepers. 

United Provinces (British 30 .. 206 
territory). 

Himalaya, West .. 73 I 331 
Sub· Himalaya, West •. 17 7 164 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, West 9 8 161 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central 36 3 210 
Central India Plateau .. 28 6 412 
Ea.st SatPUJ'8S .. .. 31 5 452 
Suh·Himayala, East .. 46 2 

I 
166 

Indo-Gangetio Plain, East .. 31 4 137 

As at past censuses leprosy is most prevalent in Himalaya. West though 
the proportion has been steadily reduced to half what it was 50 years ago in 
the case of both /!6xes. Sub-Himalaya, East comes next and shows a con· 
siderable increase in all distr;cts since 1921 (especially in Basti where the pro
portion has increased from 66 to 110 in the ,case of males and from 14 to 20 
in the case of females), the proportion for the division now standing more than 
a quartor higher than it did 50 y6arS ago. Lepro~y js least prevah:nt in Indo
Gangetic: Plain, West (9) and Sub-Himalaya, West (17). Thes? divisi?LS have 
always returned the lowest figures, and both have shewn a contmuous Improve
ment during the past 50 years, the proportion of Indo-Gangetic Plain, West 
now standin~ at a third of what it was in 1881 and that of Sub-Himalaya, 
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West at one-half, the improvement being noticeable for both sexes, Leprosy 
is about the same as it was 50 years ago in Indo-Gangetic Plain Central and 
Ea,st for both sexes; it has improved for males and become worse for females 
in East Satpurtlts; 'and has imp-ro\'e"d materially for both r;;exes in Central 
India Plateau. 



(ii) by district8 
and stateS. 
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Below is shown the proportion of lepers (both ~exes) returned in 1931 
by districts and states aftill' the inmates of leper hospitals have been distributed 
by their birth-places. These figures are Hlustrated in diagram no. 77 :-

Number of Number of 
lepers per lepers per 

District or State. 100,000 District or State. 100,000 
of total of total 

population. population. 

Himalaya, West. InrIo. Gangetic Plain, Oentra!--( concluded). 

DehraDun .. .. .. 112 
Rae Bareli .. .. .. 42 

Naini Tal .. .. .. 30 
Sitapur .. .. . . 43 

Almora .. .. .. Ito 
Hardoi .. .. .. 34 

Garhwal .. .. .. 38 
Fyzabad .. .. .. 51 

Bub.Himalaya, West. 
Sultanpur .. .. .. 41 

Saharanpur .. .. .. 5 
Partabgarh .. .. .. 13 

Bareilly .. .. .. 15 
Bara Banki .. .. .. 80 

Bijnor .. .. .. 10 

Pilibhit .. .. .. 17 Central India Plateau. 

Kheri .. .. .. . , 40 Jhansi .. .. .. 27 

Indo· Gangetic :Plain, West. Jalaun .. .. .. 23 

lI1uza£farnagar .. .. .. S Hamirpur .. .. .. 38 . 
Meerut .. .. .. 4 Banda .. .. .. 24 

Bulandshahr .. .. .. 6 East Satpuras. 

Aligarh .. .. .. 7 Mirzapur .. .. .. 31 

Muttra .. .. 9 Sub.Himalaya, East. 

Agra .. .. .. .. 9 Gorakhpur " .. .. 36 

Mainpuri .. .. .. 3 Basti .. .. .. 67 

Etah .. .. .. .. 8 Gonda .. .. .. 51 

Budaun .. .. .. 7 Bahraich " .. .. 33-

Moradabad .. .. .. 22 Indo·Gangetic Plain, East. 

Shahjahanpur .. .. .. 23 Benares .. .. .. 31 

Farrukhabad .. .. .. 9 Jaunpur " .. .. 28 

Etawah .. .. .. 5 Ghazipur .. .. .. 34 

Indo·Gangetic Plain, Central. Ballia .. .. .. .. 26 

Cawnpore .. .. 11 Azamgarh .. .. .. 34 

Fatehpur .. .. 14 Btates. 

Allahabad .. .. .. 38 Tehri·Garhwal .. .. .. 38 

Lucknow .. .. .. 27 Rampur .. .. .. 5 

Unao .. .. .. ., 29 Benares .. .. .. 18 
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A/mora 

Diagram 77, 

MAP 
SHOWING THE NUMBER OF 

LEPERS (BOTH SEXES) 

PER 100.000 TOTAL POPULATION. 

BY DISTIIIOTS AND STATES, 7987. 
Under 20 Per 100,000-------0 

20-80 " " 
-------~ 

80-40 ,. -------~ 
40-50 " " 

-------[IIO 
50-75 ., 

" 
-------r222] 

OVer 75 " 
,. ------;m:lI 

The actual figures :for each district and state are relatively so small that 
no generalities can be expected from them. The highest proportions are 
found in Dehra Dun (112), Almora (110) and Bam Banki (80), followed by' 
Fyzabad (51) and Gonda (51). Leprosy is noticea.bly ;more prevalent in the 
east than in the west of the province, very low figures being returned by all 
the western _districts especially Muzaffarnagar (3), l\fainpuri (3), Meerut (4), 
Saharanpur (5), Etawah (5), Ra~pur State (5), and so on. The part of the 
province most free trom the disease is the Ganges-Jamna Doab. The 
distribution is much the same as at previous censuses, which shoW's that whateVf'f 
errors exist in the statistics they have been constant at each census. The 
figures shoW' that outside the leper hospitals th~e is not sufficient roigratioI' 
of lepers to the religious centres of the province to have appreciably affected 
the distribution, e.g., the proportion in Bonares district is 31, the same as in the 
neighbourjng district of Mirzapur and less than in Ghazipur, and the Muitra 
figure is only 9 which is in keeping with that of its neighbours. 

The causation of leprosy is still a moot point; a.nd the only accepted 
method of checking it is by' segregation. 

4~ 
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30. The distribution of lepers by quinquennial age-periods is shown in 
Subsidiary Table III for the last six censuses. The proportions by decennial 
age-groups a.re illustrated in diagram no. 78. 

(Jj ... 

NUMBER PER MILLE OF THE LEPERS OF EACH SEX IN EACH Diagram 78. 
AGE-PERIOD-UNITED PROVINaES (BRITISH TERR1TO{lY), 1881-198(, 
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Again we find a. striking similarity in the curves of different censuses and 
changes are only of degree (except in the case of females where in 1881 and 
1891 the proportion at ages of 60 and over was higher than at ages 50-60). 
The proportion at ages under 10 has alway's b~n small, showing that congenital 
leprosy is jnfinitesimal. There is a steep rise from the age of 15 which can: 
tinues to a maximum whicn has invariably been found for males and females at 
ages 40-50, though in view of the fact tha.t m.ost cases of incipient leprosy pass 
unnoticed if:, it probable that the ag.1. at which. people are chiefly attacked by 
this dis6ase is somewhat earlier. After 60 years of age th6 fall is steep, 
especially for males, as. a tesult w the known foot that a, leper rarely survives 
20 Y6ars after contracting th€ disease. 
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The age-distribution of 16per& is, however, affected by the age-distribution 
of the populatIon as ill whole, so the8e figures should be studied in conjullction 
with those exhibited in Subsjdiary Tabltl II for the number of lepers per 
lOO,OOO of each se~ of the total population in the quinquennial age-periods. 
Similar figures for 1911 and 1921 are shown below:-

. Age.poriods . 

0-5 .. 
5-10 .. 

1()'-15 .. 
15~20 . , 
20-25 .. 
25-30 .. 
30-35 .. 
5-40 .. 
0-45 .. 
5-50 .. 
0-55 .. 
5-60 .. 

3 

4 

4 

5 

5 

6 o andover 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

., 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
, . 
.. 
.. 

Numb\ll' per 100,000 of each sex returned as lepers in British territory in-

1931. 1921. 1911.-

Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. 

----
I .. I 1 I .. 
2 I 3 1 I 1 

3 2 4 2 3 3 

11 5 8 4 10 7 

18 7 12 5 19 7 

35 II 25 8 33 9 

53 13 45 14 57 14 

94 19 70 18 85 15 . 
120 22 105 20 118 23 

158 29 124 22 147 27 

175 33 151 30 156 39 

179 38 149 30 162 39 

167 37 148 28 150 32 
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These figures are illustrated. ill diagram no. 79. 

LEPERS PER 100,000 OF EACH SEX AT CERTAIN AGE-PERIODS. 
Diagram 79. 

UNITED PROVINCES (BRITISH TERRITORY). 
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These curves again show how negligible is congenital leprosy. Further, 
although according to the age-distribution of lepers shown in diagram no. 78 
there is always a greater pIOportion of them at ages 40-50, in actual fact 
lepers are more numerous relative to the total population at ages 55-60. The 
1921 curve is remarkable. There were less lepers. at all ages then than that in 
either 1911 or 1931, but the difference is. especially marked at ages of 40 and 
over. This suggests that the influenza epidemic was more seveIe on lepers than 
on the gen.eral population and especially at the higher ages, a similar result 
to that found in the cast) of the other infirmities. The famine of 1907-08 seems 
to have had a similar effect on the figures of 1911 though the degree is less, 
so that here again Wf::, find the theory enunciated in paragraph 5 supra supported, 
!lind the increase in lepers in 1931 may be attributed, at any rate in part, to the 
absence in the last decade of epidemics and famine which have a selective 
effect against the infirm. 

Another interesting feature of diagram no. 78 is that at each of the six 
cenSuses the female proportion exceeds the male up to about the age of 30 or 
35, at some of the younger ages in the proportion ot 2 or even 3 to 1. After 30 
or 35 the male proportion exceeds the female until about 60 when they become 
equal. At ages over 60 the female proportion is usually somewhat greater 
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than the male. Similar results are found in India. as a whole, and in this con
nexion the following a.bstract from the India Report of 1921* is of interest :-

"This is very probably due (1) to the greater tendency for girls to 
become infected by parents and relations by their mor", constantly 
remaining in the bouse, seeing the probability is that in most 
cases infection takes place from infected clothes and especially 
bed-Clothes, and (2) to the fact that women arc more confined 
and do not gbt so much sunlight and exercise as men. This 
would load to the disease developing at an earlier age, as sunlight 
and exercise are two of the most effective preventers of the 
development of the disease. By the age of 30t the eXcess of 
female~ infected in childhood will have died off, while the 
disease developing later in males will lead to the~!' number 
exceeding that of the females above 30." 

LepeJf' Mspitals. 31. In 1911, 538 out of the 14,143 returned were lodged in 18 leper 

I 

Leper hospital ot-

Munikerti (Tehri·Garhwal I 
State). 

MacLaren Hospital (Debra 
Dun). 

Almora .. 
Srinagar (Garhwal) .. 
Roorkee (Sa,hatanpur) .. 
Meerut; .. .. 
Agra .. .. . . 
Moradabad .. .. 
Shabjahanpur .. .. 
Naini (Allahabad) .. 
Lucknow " .. 
Bahraich ... .. 
Raja Kali Shankar Leper 

Hospital (Be.nares). 

Total 
" \ 

Inmates on February 26, 1931. 

Persons. Males. Females. 

---
40 36 4 

83 78 5 

70 39 31 
31 13 18 
55 29 26 
51 31 20 
42 32 10 
25 17 8 
3 3 .. 

540 258 282 
13 11 2 
17 15 2 
21 18 3 

991 580 411 

hospitals. In 1921 of the 12,296 
lepers 919 were lodged in 14 leper 
hospitals. In 1931 there were 12 
l@er hospitals in the British terri
tory of the province and one in 
Tehri-Garhwal State. The num
ber of inmates in each on census 
night is shown in the margina.l 
table. Excluding the Tehri
Garhwal hospital, the inmates of 
whioh were all born in tha..t State, 
951 out of the 14,485 lepers re
turned in British territory were 
found in hospitals, i.e., only 6'6 
per eent. The only big hospital 
is at Naini, district Allahabad . 
These institutions are supported 
by Government., local bodies, the 
Mission to Lepers, the Red Cross 
Society and private charity. 

I give in the margin the a.ge-distribution of the inmates of these 13 hos
pitals. The actual numbers are small, 
being I'oughly one-fifteenth of the total 
lepers enumerated in the province, but 
their ages are likely to be nearer the 
truth as a rule. These figures are illus
trated in diagram no. 80. 

Age. 

-
0-5 .. .. 
5-10 .. .. 

10-15 .. " 
15-20 .. .. 
20-25 . , .. 
25-30 ., 

"I 30-35 . , .. 
3HO .. 
40-45 .. 
45-50 " "I 50-55 .. .. 
55-60 .. 
60 andover .. I 

Number per mille. 

I 

Males. 

78 
12 
22 
29 
81 

148 
140 
173 
100 
83 

I 62 
53 
19 I 

l!'emales. 

--_ 
109 
22 
19 
34 

109 
188 . 
146 
148 
71 
83 
32 
29 
10 

* India Report 1921, Part I, pago 214. 
t In the United Provinces 30-35. 
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The proportion at ages 0-5 is high for both boys and girls presumably 
because grown-ups are more iVilling to leave their clrildren in hospital-t-ha.n.they 
are to stay there themselves, or maybe because the parents from whom the 
children inherited or contracted the disease are dead. They probably include 
a few untainted children whose parents are in hospital. Apart from this and 
a few minor Vllsriations caused by the small numbers involved and the chance 
na.ture of the collection, the figures bear out in a very striking manDer the main 
features noticed in the age-distribution of the total leper populatiol). of the prov
ince, e.g., the proportion of female lepers exceeds the male proportion up to 
30-35 and thereafter is less, and the male proportion is at its maximum in the 
neighbourhood of 40, and the female a little earlier. These figures thufl to 
some' extent confirm the general age-distribution figures of tho province. 

The immedid. te cause of leprosy is the lepra bacillus (B. Zeprae) or myco. Oauses Of 
bacterium of leprosy, but just ThB jn tubmulosis there are many"Contribut-ory leprosy and 
causes which lower an individual's general resistance, and thus give the infec- treatment. 
tion, once implanted, a chance to produce the disease. Inter-current diseases 
such as syphilis, filariasis, malaria and intestinal paraSites, constitute the 
grea.test contributory causes;.others areill-nutrition.and lack of personal hygiene. 
Again, certain conditions facilitate the implantation of the organism in a healthy 
or lminfected person. The use of infected clothing, especially bed-clothes, 
infected domestic utensils, and close body contact naturally facilitate infection. 
Once the disease appea.rs in an area the speed at which it spreads depends 
largely on t,he general habits of the people living in thllIt area. The prevalence 
of leprosy in the hills is probably due to the fact that the hill folk for several 
months in the ycar live huddled together in small dwellings for the sake of 
warmth. The various hospitals and leper workers report that so far as they 
have observed the disease does not attack some castes more than others, but 
the matter is more closely connected with personal hygiene and the standard 
of living. 

There has been no new departure-in the way of treatment during the past 
decade, though va,rious modificatiom 'of the prepaIation~ of chaulmugra and 
hydrocarpus oils have been introduced. Opinion seems'to be gaining ground 
that loprologists have reached the limits of the possibilitie$ of the derivatives 
of these oils and that further flIdvance will be dependmt upon discove.ring 
sorr:..e entirely n6W remedy. The hospitals whilst treating tbB leprosy itself 
treat In addition all inter-current diseases. The Naini hospital (Allahabad) 
reports 80 per cent. of cures amongf!t children and 7t per cent. among adults, 
with a marked improvement a.mong a fUl'ther 70 per cent. of adults. It seems 
to be definit01y accepted that provided the disease is treated early a cure is 
possible, but that treatment at later stages can only, at present, result in alle
viating the sufferings of the affiictE.d. Most of the hospitals issue annual reports 
showing admissions, methoas of treatment and results, to wbicn t'he sMkf,r 
after detailed informa.tion is referred. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE H.-Infirm per 100,600 of each sex, and female infirm 
per 1,000 infirm males, at certain age periods. (British Territory.) 

Number afflioted per 100,000. 
I Number of females afflioted 

per 1,000 males. 

Insane. I Deaf.mute·1 Blind" I Leper. 

Age. 

iMaIes. 
In· Deaf· Blind. Leper. 

Fe· Males. Fe· Males. Fe" fMales. Fe· Sane. mute. 
males. males. males. males. 

-- - -- ----

9 110 

- -- -
1 234 5 6 7 8 11 12 13 

-- - --
AIl ages .. .. 29 16 62 42 2W 330 47 11 510 607 1,14.4 226 . 
0-5 .. ,. 3 2 18 15 56 44 I .. 688 857 788 276 

5-(0 .. .. (4 (0 56 42 95 74 2 1 602 654 675 667 

10-15 .. .. 20 14 71 50 III 87 3 2 559 581 641 596 

15-20 .. .. 32 18 83 47 132 105 11 5 498 494 691 397 

20-25 .. .. 36 18 80 44 145 120 18 7 464 506 767 343 

25-30 .. .. 41 19 69 42 159 168 35 II 430 561 971 277 

30-35 .. .. 45 21 64 42 177 212 53 13 415 593 1,078 226 

35-40 .. .. 47 24 62 44 249 338 94 19 463 634 (,202 179 .. 
" 

40-45 .. .. 45 26 65 44 30S 435 120 22 514 597 (,228 161 

45-50 .. .. 40 27 62 46 483 700 158 29 575 635 J,244 156 

50-55 .' ,. 37 27 6J 49 625 885 (75 33 653 72( 1,260 167 

55-60 .. .. 40 24 66 56 J,041 (,538 179 38 561 797 1,385 197 

60 andover .. 41 26 101 73 1,931 2,600 167 37 652 731 1,362 223 
I 

.~ 
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Chapter "Ill. - OCCUpATION. 

1. The statistics regarding occupation wHI be found in Imperial Tables The atatiatic8 : 
X, XI, XII and Provincial Tab]e III. where found. 

Table X is divided into three parts. Part I is the provincial summary which 
shows separately for British territory and the States the number of persons 
of each sex following each occupation as (i) principal occupation, (ii) working 
dependent, or (iii) subsidiary to any other occupation; the occupations being 
arranged according to the standard scheme of classification prescribed for 
India as a whole. In Parb II similar figures are given for each district and 
state, but the earners as principal occupation have in each case been sub
divided into those with (i) no subsidiary occupation, (ii) an agricultural subsi
diary occupation or (iii) a non-agricultural subsidia,ry occupation. This is a 
departure from the all-India arrangement and has, of course, considerably 
lengthened the table, but is, in my opinion, justified by the important part 
that subsidiary occupations, especially of agriculturists, play in determining 
the economic condition of the people. By this means the offects of the omission 
of the table of mixed occupations (Table XIX of 1921) on the score of economy 
has been somewhat mitigated. la Part III similar ngure& to those in 
Part I are given for each of the 23 cities of the province. Table XI shows the 
principal occupations of certain selected castes in the province as a whole, and 
also provides statistics showing how far such castes as have traditional occupa
tions are leaving those occupations and taking to others. Table XII exhibits 
the results (not very satisfactory I fear) of a special inquiry into the number of 
personS' literate in EngJish and unemployed. It shows them by community 
and by educational qualifications. 

Provincial Table III shows the subsidiary occupations of agriculturists. 
The table is divided into six parts, one for each of the six heads under which 
agriculturists have been classified at this census. This table, in a somewhat 
modified form, has hitherto been an Imperial Table, but as a measure of retrench
ment has now been omitted for India as a whole. As the information therein 
contained is of such special importance in this province it has been retained as 
a provincial table. The Imperial TabJe which exhibited occupation by reli
gion has been omitted as a measure of economy, as it is certainly of secondary 
importance. Further, the table of mixed oC'cupations has not ~een prepared 
though the omission has been to some extent made good by expanding the 
column for earners as principal occupation in Parts II and III of Table X as 
already explained. 

The above tables give the actual figures. At the end ~f this chapter are 
six subsidiary tabJes the first five of which give oertain statistics based on the 
Imperial and Provincial Tables, and the sixth some further information. The 
contents of these subsidiary tables are as followE :-

Sub8idiary Table I.-The general distribution, (proportional) of occupa-
tion by orders--

(a) Earners (principal occupation) and working dependents. 
(b) Earners as subsidiary occupation. 
The proportion of the returns under each occupation that came from 

the 23 {iities of the province is also shown. 
Subsidiary Table II.-The distribution (proportional) by sub-classes jn 

1{he natural divisions, districts and states. 
(a) Ea.rnars (plincipal occupation) and working dependents. 
(b) Earners as subsidjary occupation. 

Subsidiary Table III.- Occupations of females by sub-class6s and by 
certain seJected orders and groups (for the provinoe as a whole). 

Subsidiary Table JV.-Selected occupations, showing the actual num· 
bers (by sub-classee, orders and certain selected groups) of earners 
plu8 working dependents, i.e., actual workers, at each of the la.st 
three censuses; and the percentage intercensal variations. 
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Subsidiary Table V.- Occupation of selected castes, showing for each 
caste concerned the proportional distribution of earners plus working 
dependents between the various occupations and the number of 
female workers per mille of male workers at each occupation. 

Subsidiary Table Vl.-The number of persons employed at the time of 
the census in the following Government Departments ;-
(i) Railways, 
(ii) the Irrigation Department, 
(iii) Posts and Telegraphs. 

These figures were supplied by the departments concerned. 
2. In point of interest and importance the statistics of occupation rank 

as high as any obtained at the census; but of all the subjects dealt wIth it ie un
doubtedly the most complicated and troublesome. Thc facts arE:; very difficult 
to collect with accuracy, often difficult to classify and exceedingly laborious 
to compile. In order fully to comprehend a,nd appreciate the statistics it is 
essential at the outset to arrive at a clear idea of the basis on which they have 
been collected. This is more than usually the case at the preswt census because 
of certain innovations which must be fruly comprehended before any attempts 
are made at comparisons ",'ith the figures of previous censuses. Some idee. of 
the difficulties of enumerating and classifying occupations may be gath6red 
from the accounts of the changes introduced from census to census between 
1881 and 1911 outlined on pages 397--402 of Part I of the India Report 
1911. As I do not propose to compare the results of the present census 
with anything prior to those of the 1911 census I leave the reader to peruse 
those pages. 

At the present census thero were four columns dealing with occupation in 
the genera] schedule. They were 8S below ;-

Principal ocoupation (put Subsidiary occupation Industry in which employed 
Earner or dependent. a cross for dependents). (occupation of dependents ({or organized employees 

may be given). only). 

9 10 II 12 

Xo attempt was to be made in 1931 at an i,ndm,trial cmsus on the lines of 
those in 1911 and 1921, so instead column 12 was provided from which certain 
statistics were to be preparod and embodied in a prescribed Imperial Table. (I 
have dealt with the difficulties of defining an organized industry in paragraph 
31 of Chapter I of the Administrative Volume). Retrenchment, however, 
intervened, and after the enumeration was over it was decided to abandon this 
Imperial Table among others, so the information collected in column 12 has not 
been abstracted. 

Column 9 also was new. Formerly the population Wj1S divided into workers 
and dependents; for the latter the columns of principal and subsidiary 
occupation were 16ft blank but in a third column was entered in each case the 
plincipal occupation of the worker who supported the dopendent, in other 
words dEpendents were distributed among the occupations on which they 
were dependent. In 1931 for the first time workers were divided into 
earners and working dependents, and only these were distributed by occu
pation; non-working dependents (corresponding to the old dependents) were 
no longer distributed among the occupations at which their support~rs worked. 

The following were the instructions issued for filling up columns 9-11 
based on those contained in the Imperial Code of Census Procedure, 1931. 

" Oolumn 9 (Earner or dependent).-Enter "earner" or "dependent." 
NOTE.-Women and children who are working and who are paid wages 

for their work, should be entered here as. " earner". Women and children 
who are working but who are not paid wages should be entered as" depen
dents". Women and children who are doing no work will also be entered as 
" dependents". 
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For example, a boy who sells the vegetables his father grows, or a boat
man's wife who sells the fish hor husband catches will be shown in this column as 
"earner*," and their occupations will be shown as vegetable-seller and fish
seller respectively in column 10. A son working as a farm-hand and receiving 
wages for his work is an " earner." Women and children who help in the family 
cultivation will be shown as " dependents" and for them a cross will be put in 
column 10 but under column 11 their occupation should be shown as zamindari 
kasht or kashtkari kasht as thf case may be. 

Earners temporarily out of employment will still be shown as "earners." 
OJlumn 10 (Principal occupation of " earners ").- Enter in this column 

the principal means of livelihood of all persons who have been shown as 
"earners" in coZumn 9, i.e., all persons who actually do work or carryon 
business whether personally or by means of servants, or who live on house-rent, 
agricultural rents, pensions, interest, etc. If a person has more than one means 
of livelihood, enter in this column the most lucrative, and in column 11 the next 
most lucrative. In no case are more than two means of livelihood (i.e., the two 
most lucrative) to be entered in this schedule. Enter in clear words the exact 
occupation. Do not write vague words like "service" or "writing" or 
"labour." Replies such as are given to a Magistrate in Court are not enough. 
For instance, in the case of private servants wTite khidmatgar, cook, lawyer's 
clerk, etc. In the case of Government servants wTite both their rank and their 
department, for instance-Reader, Civil Court; Clerk, Municipal Office; etc. 
In the case of labourers say what labour they do, for instance-plo"\lghman, 
cowherd, etc. When a labourer works in a factory wTite what kind of factory, 
for instance-leather factory, cotton mill, lac factory, etc. Do not write the' 
more word "shopkeeper," but write what sort of shopkeeper, for instance
green-grocer, cloth merchant, etc. If a person makes the articles he sells he 
should be entered as "maker and seller" of those articles. In the case of 
pensioners, write the kind of pension-military, police, civil, etc. 

In the case of agriculture if a landlord (either zamindar, or muafidar, or 
in Oudh an under-proprietor) lives only by the rents he collects, write zamindari 
lagan. If a tenant lives only on the rents of his sub-tenants write kashtkari 
lagan. If a landlord lives only by actual cultivation of his own land either by 
himself or by his servants, write zamindari kasht. If a tenant or sub-tenant 
lives. only by actual cultivation, either by himself or his. servants, write kasht
kari kasht. If a landlord lives both by collecting rents and by actual culti
vation' find out from which source he gets most income, if from rents, write 
zamindari lagan in this column and zamindari kasht in column 11. In the same 
Wf1y if a tenant lives by both rent-receiving and actual cultivation find out from 
which source he gets most income-if from actual cultivation, write kashtkari 
lcasht in this column and kashtkari lagan in column 11. If any person has some 
other occupation a.s well as agriculture, for instance money-lending, pension, 
petition-writing, etc., you must find out from which of his occupations-any of 
the heads of agriculture, money-lending, pension, petition-writing, etc.-he 
gets most income, and write the most profitable in this column 10, the next 
most profitable in. column 11, and do not enter any other occupation. For 
instance, if such be the case, write money-lending in this column, zamindari 
lagan in'column 11, and omit zamindari kasht. Do not enter gardeners or vege
table gardeners as cultivators but as fruit cultivators, vegetable cultivatorB, 
etc. For earners temporarily out of employ:ment write their previous occu
pation. 

A cross will be put in this column for all dependents. 
Oolumn 11 (Subsidiary occupation).-If an " earner" has more than one 

occupation enter here the second ~ost lucrative occupation. T~is should be 
entered even if he does not pursue It all through the year. Thus, If a boatman 
lives chiefly as a boatman, but sells fish in the rainf, he should be entered as a 
boatman in column 10 and as a fish-seller in column 11. If an earner has no 
additional occupation put a cross. The occupa.tion of women and children 
who are working but who are not paid wages, i.e., who have been shown as 
"dependents" in column 9, will be shown in this column 11. 

• It i~ assulIIld that their wage3 are inclilded in the ollSh they seoure for the artioles sold, 

4:8 
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Por dependents who do not work put a cross. n 

The earners and working dep~ndents of thid census correspond exact y to 
the workers of formN censu:-;os, for tho latter included any wh<. rf'gular]y aug
mented the family income, including women and children of any ag&, irIesp(l(~
tive as to "whether they received separate w'ages or not. Although the words 
worker or dependent were not actually written in any column of the schedule 
at past censuses, a decision had in each case to be made before thc columm for 
occupation were filled in. It is. thus evident that the difficulties over marginal 
cases, chiefly in the case of women and children, existed at pabt ncnsuses. Tho 
enumerator always had to decide whGthrr the work dono w'as sufficient to make 
a person a worker or not, and the same difficulty existcd at tho prosent census. 
In tho majority of cases tbere was no difficulty, but in somo CflRCR there was 
very real difficulty. 

The dividing up of workers into earners and working dopendents caused 
little trouble. Owing to the Hindu joint family system, it of ton happrns in 
this country that adult males work at the joint family occupation and get no 
separate wages. These are obviously earners in the full sense of the word and 
so all worlring male adults have been classed as earners whether they receive 
separate wages or not. For women and children tho matter was dealt with 
otherwise. The criterion was that if they worked regularly and received 
separate wago[' in cash or in kind, they were to he recorded as oarnerb, but if thoy 
did not receive separato wage~ or WUlkcd only oocasiunally they '1vere to he 
shown as working depondent.s. ThiR is a clear eut distinction and gave no trouble, 
but it was necessary to define a child. Acting on tho suggestion contained in 
Chapter VII of the Imperial Code of Census Procedure 1931, in order to secure 
uniformity T defined a child as anyone under 10 years of age. Children work.. 
ing regularly and receiving fleparate wages were classed as earncrs. ThEir 
numbers must have been very few. If they worked regularly but did not get 
slparllte wages they went down a[; working dependents. At prEvious censuses 
either of these would have gone among workers, so the fixing of this ago limit 
has not upset the comparison. 

Other djfficultiee arose, as they must have dono at pr8vious rensusf'S, in con
nexion with agricultural occupations, due to the fact that our definition of an 
earner (or at previous censuses of a worker) is to some extent paradoxical in 
that it includes as earners (or workers) all persons who have a source of income, 
Whether earned or unearned. For example, a person may live entirely on 
unearned income, which may take the form of agricultural rents. Strictly 
speaking thereforo any member of a joint Hindu family is an earner at what
ever ocoupation supports the family as a whole. An acceptance of this extreme 
view would, however, vitiate the whole of the occupational Rtatistics. In order 
to secure uniformity and to know exactly what our figures represent, the 
following subsidiary instructions were issued, which eover the points mentioned 
above :-

(1) Males of 10 years and over who participate regularly jn the family 
occupation are earners whether they receive separate wages or not. 

(2) Women and minors whose names are recorded in the village papers 
as sole proprietors or tenants are earners wh0t,hor they themselves 
actually work or not. 

(This is essential as they have a separate souree of income, and by 
definition those who cultivate or carryon zamindari through their 
servants are earners). 

(3) Women and minors whose names are recorded along with that of 
the male head of the family a~ co-sharing proprietors or tenants, are 
ea.rners only if they actually wm'k regularly at the zamindari or 
tenancy. If they do not actually work they will be entered as 
dependents. (This iR because the entry of their names in such 
cases is usually only for appearance sake or to avoid l:lUccession 
disputes and does not give them any separate rights during the life
time of the head of the family). 

(4.) All other females, and boys of less than 10 ypars of age are earne:r,:s 
only if they receive separate wages in c&Rh or kind for their labours. 
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The non-working dependents of the present census are therefore exactly 
comparable with the dependents of previous censuses though they have not 
been distributed by the occupations at which their supporters work. 

Very thorough instruction was also imparted verbaJly on those changes in 
tho return, and the entries wer.e thoro.ughly checked. Speaking generally the 
returns under tho three head~ glve a faIrly accurate representation of the distri
bution of the population in accordance with the definitions and instructions 
mentioned above, though I believe that ~ome women who work were not return
ed as working depcndents because the heads of families thought it undigni
fied to admit that their womenfolk worked. 

The terms used for earner and dependent were kamanewala a·nd na-kamane
wala respectively. The former may be regarded as paradoxi{lal in the case of 
those living on unearned income, but no more than the word" earner "; and the 
latter in the case of working dependents. The terms are, however, well under
stood and lead to no confusion in actual practice; moreover, no other terms 
(ould be found. 

As in 1921, the principal occupation was defined as the most lucrative. In Principal 
19I1 if a person had two sources of income then where one of thoso occupations occupation. 
took up the greater part of the worker's time this was to be deemed the princrj-
pal occupation. This rule was confusing and illogical so Wilt abandoned in 1921 
but the omission made littlE or no difference to the returns. There is a natural 
tendency for people to return their most respectable occupation as their princi-
pal occupation, but this is not likely to have influenced the figures very much. 

This is the second most lucrative occupation as in 1921. The districtwise Sub8idiary 
figures reveal that the filling up of this column was largely dependent on the occupation. 
zeal or otherwise of the District Census Officer, and I fear that the proportion 
of subsidiary occupations as between districts is a fairly safe index of the in-
dustty of that officer. Luckily the conscientious District Census Officers were 
evenly distributE.d over the province so that the ligures by natural divisions still 
form a safe relative guide to the actual conditions ohtaining in those areas. 

As usual, difficulty was experienced in persuading the enumerating staff Jl;Iiscelianeou8 
to record a full doooription of each occupation, but much attention was devoted ptlini8. 
to this point and as a result there are very few unclassified return!!' at this census. 

While on this question of occupatiollE it may be pointed out that the purely 
agrioultural headings have at this census been considerably increased. As only 
two occupations including any of these headings are recorded it has probably 
resulted in the exclusion of certain non-agricultural subsidiary occupations. 
This is unfortunatc because it is tho non-agricultural subsidiary occupations 
of agriculturists which are important for an analysis of their economic condi
tion. It is for consideration whether at next {lonsus it might not he dcsirable 
to include all six: agricultural hea.ds under on8 return--agriculture-and so 
obtain fuller information regarding the non-agricultural subRidiary oocupations. 
As an alternative if any of the six agricultural heads is returned as principal 
occupation tht: subsidiary oocupation to be returned might be the most lucra
tive non-agricultural occupation if there is one, otherwise the next most lucra
tive agricultural head. 

It may also be mentioned that as somo earnors follow more than two occu· 
pations and only two are recorded, and some working dependents follow moro 
than one occupation but only one is recorded, the numbers shown in the occupa
tional tables as employed on each occupation are not completely exhaustive. 

There is one point of divergence in the classification of working dependent.s 
in this province from that in the rest of India. I refoJ' to those dependents who 
assist in the family cultivation. Here a woman 01' child so employed has been 
classified as a working dependent under cultivating landlord or tenant accord
in(1 as the head of the family is a landlord or tenant. In most other provine os 
su~h working dependents have been shown under agricultural labourers. I did 
not read this meaning into the original instructions and by the time the fact 
came to my not.ice it was too late to alter my instructions to the enumerating 
staff without risking confusion. In any case I am not certain that the classi
fication of such working dependents as agricuiturallabourol's is logical and in 
conformity with the classification for other occupations. The male and female 
working dop(,tlldents shown in Imperial Table X under cultivating owner and 
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tenant are all people of this category, so their numbers are known and they 
may be added to the working dependents under agricultural labourers if thought 
desirable. On the other hand there are already some working dependents 
under agri6ultural labourers in Table X. These represent what are usually 
meant by agricultural labourers, and are persons working occasionally as such 
or not getting separate wages from the head of the family who is similarly 
employed. The method of classification employed in other provinces does not 
permit of any distinction between these true agricultural labourers and those 
women and children who assist at the family cultivation. I mention the 
point because it should be borne in mind when the figures of this province are 
compared with those of the rest of India. 

One other point may be mentioned. As in previous censuses a woman who 
only looks after her house and cooks the food has not been considered as an 
earner nor as a working dependent but as a non-working dependent. The 
latter is defined as a porson who does nothing regularly to augment the family 
income, 'either by earning or by saving the expense of employing a hired servant. 
A wife who serves customers in her husband's shop, or a son who helps in the 
family cultivatioll increases the family income in the latter way. But the wife 
who attends to nothing but the house-keeping does nothing to augment the 
family income. As pointed out by my predecessor* the distinction here involved 
is not as arbitrary as it may at fir~t sight appear. In praotice, if a man ceases 
to have a son to help in the fields, he either employs a servant or cultivatos less. 
n he has no ono to look after his house, he looks after it (and cooks) himself. 

3. The scheme of classification used at this census is the same as that 
adopted in India for the first time in 1911 and continued in 1921. It is the in
ternational scheme of classification devised in 1889 by M. Jacques Bertillon, 
Chef des Travaux Statistiques de la ville de Paris, with a few modifications to 
suit Indian' onditions. Mr. Blunt gave a full description of it in 1911, t to which 
the reader is referred. Like every other scheme that has ever boen devised it 
has some drawbacks which were referred to by Mr. Blunt and Mr. Edye,t but 
these are of minor importance and it is obviously advantageous to classifyoccu
pations in this country as closely as possible on the lines of the international 
scheme. Only a few minor changes have been made in the scheme at this 
census, some groups have been sub-divided or separated, and others have 
been combined. The most important changes are under the agricultural 
heads. Group 1 of 1921-Income from rent of agricultural land--has been 
expanded (in this province, not in India as a whole) into two groups, viz. : lA
Non-cultivating proprietors taking rent in money or kind; and IB-Non
cultivating tenants taking rent in money or kind. Group 2 of 1921-Ordinary 
cultivation -has boen split up into two groups, viz.: 5-Cultivating owners, and 
6-Tenant cultivatore. Group 3 of 1921-Agents, managers of landed estates 
(not planter&), clerks, rent oollectors, etc.- has beon separated into three groups 
viz.: 2-Estate agents and maIUlgers of owners (private), 3-Estate agents 
and managcrs of Guvernment, and 4-Ront collectors, clerks, etc. Groups 4 
and 5 of 1921-:b'arm servants and field labourers respectively'-have been 
combined to form one group, viz.: 7-Agriculturallabourers. Groups 6 and 7 of 
1921, which dealt with speoial crops, have now been expanded into eight groups, 
viz. : 9 .. -16 (though entries under only three of those \\crc aCiually found at 
this census). Other cbanges in the groups are of similar nature but of no great 
importance. 

There has been a little re-classification also. 
'rhus, perf;ons empl9yed in public entertainment appeared in Group 101, 

Order 18 at laet census but are clasEified now in Group 183, Order 49; 
saddle-cloth makers have been transferred from leather-work to embroidery, 
and saddle-cloth sellers in means of transport (I) to tra de in textilee; 
witches and wizards have been moved up from Sub-class XII-Unproductive) 
to Sub-class VIII--ProfeEsions and liberal arts (Group 181) where tbey arc at 
least as suitably kennelled as astrologers and mediums. "Glasshopper seHers," 
classified last time under" Trade of otber ~Olt8," now appear under ,. Trade 
in IooJl:ltuffs." 

" Census l~cport 1921, Part I. page 168. 
t Census RC}lort 1911, Part I, page 381 et •• eg. 
~ Census Report 1921, Part J, pago 158. 
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Tbe net result of the changes at this census has been to increase the number 
of groups frerr.. 191 to 195. (In this province in addition Group::! 1 and 65 have 
been sub-divided ea,~h ini0 A and B.) 

The scheme divides all occupations into 4 main classes which are further 
sub-divided into 12 sub-classes, 55 orders, and 195 groups. The classes and sub
classes are as follows: 

Class A-Production of raw mate1'ials. 
Sub"class I--Exploitation of animals and vegetation. 

"II-- " minerals. 
Cla88 B-Preparation and 8upply of mineral 8ubstances. 

Sub-class III-Industry. 
" IV-TranEiport. 

" 
V-Trade. 

Glass G---Public administration and liberal arts. 
Sub-class VI-Public force. 

" VII-" administration. 

" 
VIII-Professions and liberal arts. 

Glass D -Miscellaneou8. 
Sub-class IX-Persons living on their income. 

" X-Domestic service. 
" XI-Insufficiently described occupations. 
" XII-Unproductive. 

The following important principles which have been followed in classify
ing the occupations returned, under the various groups are noteworthy: 

(1) When a person both makes and sells he is classed as a "maker". 
On the same principle, when a person abstracts some substance 
such as saltpetre, sulphur, carbonate of soda, et<l., from the ground 
and also refines it, he is shown in Sub-class II--E:X:ploitation of 
minerals, and not in Sub-oI9ss III-Industry. 

(2) Industr1aI and trading occupations are divided into two main 
oa tegories : 

(a) those where the occupation is classHied according to the material 
wor ked in, and 

(b) those where it is classified according to the use it serves. 
As a general rule the first category is reserved for the manufacture or sale 

of articles the usc of which is not finally determined, but it also in
cludes specifiEd articles for which there is no appropriate head in 
the second category. For e:x:ample, while shoe-makers are included 
in the second category (Group 82, Order 12), the makers of water
bags, saddlery, leather portmanteaux and the like are included in 
the first category (Group 51, Order 6). 

In a few cases oooupations have been classed according to the material 
worked in, even though certain articles made of it are specified, 
because tho material used is more chara cteristic of the occupation 
than the article made. Thus, makers of palm-leaf fa.ns have been 
shown in Group 56 -BaskEt-makors and other industries of woody 
matHial~ including loaves, and thatch~rs and builders wOIking with 
bamboo, leeds or similar materials -rather than Group 99- Other 
miso€llaneous and undefined industries (toy-making, taxidermy, 
etc.); makers of bamboo screens, haf-plates, etc., havo also bEon 
sho\"\'n in Group 56. 

(3) Persons employed in railway carriage factories have been shown 
in Group 112 -R9ilway employees of all kinds othEr than porters 
and coolies -instead of under Order 15 -Constluction of means 
of transport -because these factories in India are always worked 
direot by the railways. The manufacture and repair of railway 
trucks and carriages is an integral part of the operations of the 
railway authorities. The principle on which the classification 
is made is analogous to that followed in the case of "makers and 
sellers,» or " diggers and refiners," referred to in (1) above. 
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(4) -On the other hand, railway police and railway doctors are classified 
in Groups 157-Police, and 169-Reglstered medical practitioners 
including oculists -respectively, because the primary duty of per
sons thus employed is, in the one case the prevention and detection 
of crime, and in the other the healing of diEeas~. The fact that their 
pay is derived from the railway is m6rely an incident, and does 
not affect the character of ,the occupation. As a general rule it 
may be said tha.t wherever a man's personal occupation is one which 
involves spooial training, e.g., that of a doctor, engineEr, rmrveyor, 
etc., he is classed under the head reserved for that occupation. 
Exceptions have been made, however, in cases where the work in 
which he is employed involves further specialization. For this 
reason a marine engineer is Glassed in Group 102 and a river sur
veyor in Group 103. Officers of Government whose occupation is 
covered by some other group (e.g., doctors, clergymen, professors, 
postal, forest, and raHway officers and other establishments, etc.) 
have been included in that group and not under Group 159-
Service of the State. Government peons and chaprasis other than 
those in the abovementioned establishments are included under 
Group 159 and not in Group Ill-·Porters and messengers. 

4. It has been seen that the raw material for the occupational statistics 
provided by the schedules was sound, and the scheme of classification clear. 
To facilitate classification a very comprehtlllsive index: of possible occupations 
was provided by the Census Commissioner showing the groups into which each 
should go. This printed index: made classification simple but evE.U so, owing 
probablJto the pace at which classification W3,S carried through in order to cut 
down ex:penditure, there was-a certain amount of mis-classification. This was 
rectified in my Head Office_a.s it was a simple though somewhat lengthy matter 
to get occupations into their correct groups from jjhe claE'sification sheets, which 
show€d the actual occupations returned and the groups into which they had been 
put. All these sheets were carefully scrutinized and the errors set right, so that 
I think very few errors remained in the co:mpilaticn. To illustrate the_ care 
with which compilation was carried out it may be instanced that although 
Imperial Table X runs to 285 printed pages and 3,500 columns, the check applied 
by the Census Commissioner's office revealed only some ten copying errors. I 
have no hesitation in saying that the accuracy of the ocoupational statistics 
at this confiUS is at least comparable to that attained in 1911 and is decidedJy 
greater than that of the figures for 1921, when owing to certain misfortunes, at 
leafit that part of the table which concerns Fyzabad revenue division, Mirzapur 
and Jaunpul' districts, and BenalCS Statc is incomplete and inaccurate. For 
this reason comparisons with the 1921 statistics fot the province as a whole are 
unrelia.ble. 

It is necessary to state that the statistics are an analysis of the I2tate of 
affairs found on a single day. NeverthelesE they represent the normal func
ti6nfll distribution of the people except to I.l trifling degree. Owing to the 
cenEUS day falling at the beginning of harvest c,perations agricultural labourers 
may gl.lin unduly at thf: expense of labourers of other kinds, but because of the 
adverse agricultural conditions provailing at the close of tho decado, and the 
move:ment of agricultural labourers into the larger towns in search .of work as 
general labourers this has to a great extent bef'n neutraHzed. Certain hot 
weather occupations can hardly appear at all. Again, the jails were fuller than 
usual on account of the Civil Disobedience Move:ment. But in the aggregate 
such deviations from the normal amount to very httle and the stati&tics may 
be accepted as a ver~ close approximation to the normal distribution of the 
population by occupatIOn. 

5. Out of the total population of 49,614,833 in the province as. a whole 
including the states 20,708,974* (42percent.) were returned as earners and 
3,441, 300'1' (7 P(}l cont.) as working dependents. The remaining 25,464, 559 
(51 pOl! cent.) ",ero returntd :1's non-working dependents. 

* This figure excludes all inmates of jails and asylums. 
t This figure includes i1l.lllates of jails undergoing rigorolls imprisomnent. 
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Workms (earners and working dependents) formed 52 per cont. of the popu
lation in 1911 and 53 per cont. in 1921. The figure is now 49. This deorease 
and the corresponding increase in the porcentage of non-working dependents 
is due to several factors. In 1921 non-working dependents numbered 
21,684,626 as against 25,464,559 in 1931. But in the latter year there were 
2,094,068 children under 10 Yfars of age more than in 1921. This alone accounts 
for well over half the difference. Again, the past decade was on the whole a 
very prosperom, one, and whereas in 1921 owing to the dep16tior of mall-power 
by the influonza epidemic, every availa ble man, woman, and child was working, 
the conditions of 1931 were such that the young and the old and women generally 
were working in far fewer numbers. 

Another factor which must have some effect is the spread of education and 
especially of higher education. This rewlts in gradually raising the age at 
which people begin to work. 

In 1931 the earners consisted of 16,395,953 males and 4,313,021 females 
giving a proportion of 263 fomales per mille males. The working dopendents 
consisted of 570,4 79 male~ and 2,870,821 fomales., i.e., 199 males per milk females. 
Taking earners and working dependents together there are 423 females per 
1,000 males. The figure was 514 in 1921, and 467 in19U. The risc in 1921 
was the result of the influenza epidemic when more women had to work to 
replace the casu.alties due to that calamity. Conversely with more normal 
oonditions restored the proportion of working ,,/oroen gotls down. Again, the 
proportion of girls under 10 years of age has incrt'ased much more than the 
proportion of boys. 
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6. Subsidiary Table I(a) give8 the general occupational distribution. 
The following table shows the number of porsons (both sexes together) following 
each occupation as eamer or working dependent, by sub·clas~es, and compares 
the proportion of workers under the various sub·classes at the last three censme~. 

Occupation (by sub-classes). 

A II occupations .. .. 
I-Exploitation of animals and vogetation 

II-Exploitation of minerals 

II-Industry I 

I V-Transport 

V-Trade . , 
I-Publio force 

.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 

[I-Public administration 

II-Professions and liberal arts 

.. 

.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 

V 

V 

VI 

I X-Persons living on their income •• 

X-Domestic service .. .. 
x 

X 

r -Insufficiently described occupations 

II -Unproductive .. .. 

-

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

. . .. 

.. .. 

. . ., 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. " 

.. .. 

Number of Number per mille of total workers. 
earners and 
working de· 

pendents, 1931. 1931. 192[, 1911. 

24,150,274 1,000 1,000 1,000 

18,370,739 762 779 732 

6,637 " .. .. 
2,670,166 III 107 125 

201,931 8 7 8 

),137,691 47 40 41 

98,478 4 5 6 

81,174 3 3 4 

273,346 11 8 10 

23,854 I I I 

486,279 20 19 
. 

22 

602,399 25 21 38 

197,580 8 10 13 
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he figures for 1931 are illustrated in diagram no. 81. 

NUMBER PER MILLE OF TOTAL EARNERS AND WORKING DEPENDENTS 
RETURNED UNDER EACH SUB-CLASS OF OCCUPATION. 

UNITED PROVINCES (INCLUDING THE STATES), 19B1. 

Diagram 81. 
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Nearly three-quartors of the earners and working dependents (736 per 
mille) are dopendent in the main or ontirely on ordinary cultivation (including 
rents from agricultnri.ll1and) for their living. The cultiv8tion of special crops, 
forestry and pasture bring the proportion of Sub-cliiss I-Exploitation of 
animals and vegetation-to somewhat over three-quarter8 (762). The propor
tions of workers occupied at ordinary agriculture in 1911 and 1921 were 704 and 
753 respectively. Owing to the great rise in the prico of agricultural produce 
between 1914 and 1921 the cultivatoI found himself comparatively well off and 
not only did industrial wag6s not attract him from his land but he was in a posi
tion to employ labour t.o 8 ssist him. Further the influonza epidemic so reduced 
m .. npower on the land that many emigrants to the towns of the provjncE. had to 
return home to attend to their own cultivation, and finding it profitable were 
natmally not willing to return to industrial labour which was not so profitable 
and whioh also involved long absences from their vi1l8ges. The reeult was a 
marked movement back to the land, and this can be seen from the fact that 
agriculture between 1911 and 1921 gained in workers at the expense of industry 
(18 per mille), transport (1 per mille,) trade (1 per mille), the professions and 
liberal arts (2 per mille), domestic service (3 per mille), and from the insuffi
ciently described occupations, which include general labourers and others in 
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industrial and commercial concerns (17 per mille). In the last decade we have 
seen the turn of the tide. During the laet three years agricultural calamities 
came thick and fast. Floods, drought and pests were followed by the collapEe 
in the level of agricultural prices, and a movement of both agricultural labourers 
and small tenants set in towards the larger towns of the province. So agricul
ture has lost now chiefly to industry (4 per mille), trade (7 per mille), th6 
professions and liberal arts (3 per mille) and to the insuffici6lltly described 
occupations which are of a commercial or industrial nature. 

After agriculture, a very long way after, comes industry. This includes 
people occupied under two very different systems. There is the indigenous 
system-still scarcely affected by Western methods-under which ea.ch small 
community is self-contained, and the village needs are supplied by the village 
artisans. Then there is the European system, whereby each particular require
ment of the community is distributed from some manufacturing centre. Our 
classification does not differentiate between those employed under each system. 
This would to a great extent have been remedied had the leturns made in column 
12 of the gt-lleral schedule been abstraoted (organized industry); but retrench
ment intervened. It can, however, be seen from the statistics exhibited in 
P3J'agraph 53 'of Chapter I, that although some extension in organized industry 
has taken place since 1921, the effects on the indigenous system have bem n6gli
gible and the vast majority of those returned under indmtry aro still working 
under the indigenous system. 

After Industry comos Trade, which has sho'l'u a remarkable proportional 
increase since 1921. 

Public force and administration continue to decrease. 
Professions and the liberal arts show a marked rise since 1921. 
The movement of agricultural labour to the large towns in search of work 

as general labourers has resulted in the inorease under" Insuffioiently deEcribed 
occupations. " 

There has been a steady and gre,tifying reduction under "Unproductive" 
since 1911. 

6. . Below are shown the proportion of working dependents to e!:t.rn€l'S 
in each of the twelve sub-olasses of occupation. 

1 
Earners who reo Working de· !I umber of work-

Ocoupation (by sub.classes). turned this as pendents who ing'dependents 
their principal returned this permillp of 

occupation. occupation. earners. 

I 

All ooeupations •• 

"I 
20,708,974 3,441,300 166 

I-Exploitation of animals and vegetation " 15,256,228 .3,114,511 204 

II-Exploitation of minerals 
1 

5,780 857 148 I 

III~Industry .• 2,515,131 155,035 62 

IV-Transport .. 199,935 1,996 JO 

V-Trade 1,067,707 69,984 66 

VI-Public force 98,119 359 4 

VII-Public administration 80,241 933 12 

VIII-Professions and liberal arts 264,864 8,482 32 

IX-Persons living on their income " 23,854 Nil. Nil. 

X-Domestic service '" 470,128 16,151 34 

XI-Insufficiently described occupations " 563,223 39,176 70 

XII-Unproductive "j 163,764* .3.3 816t 206 

.This figure excludes all inmates of jails and asylums. 
tThis figure inoludes inmates of jails undel'goiug rigorous imprisonment. 
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These figures arc illustratod in diagram no. 82. 

NUM8ER OF WORKING DEPENDENTS PER MILLE EARNERS, 
(BOTH SEX.ES). BY SUB· CLASSES. 

UNITED PROVINCES (INCLUDING THE STATES), 1931. 

EARNERS ____ ~ WORKING DEPENDEN TS ____ .D 

Diagram 82. 

The proportion in Sub-class XII-Unproductive, is high because whereas 
persons undergoing rigorous impriEOnment in jails have been treated as working 
dependents, all other inmates of jails and asylums have been treated as non
working dependents. If persons undergoing rigorous imprisonment were 
omitted from working dependents the figure would be reduced to 37. ThiE is 
the figure illustrated in the diagram. 

As we should ex.pect, the vast majority of working dependents are found 
in Sub-class I under Agriculture, which is almost invariably a family occupation 
at which the women and childron assist. No less than 90 per cent. of the total 
working dependents arE; found in Sub-claEs I, and 88 per cent. actually under 
ordinary cultivation. There is one working dependent to every five earners 
under agriculture. 

The next highest proportion of working dependents to earners is found under 
Sub-class II-Exploitation of minerals, chiefly employed in E:;xtracting salt, 
saltpetre and other saline substances; but here the absolute figures are very 
small. 

Sub-class III-Industry includes the next greatest number of working 
dependents (4! per cent. of the whole), though the proportion of working 
dependents to earners is not so great as under Trade, and "Insuffioiently 
described occupations." It is clear that these are all working at home under 
the indigenous system, as workels in organized industry draw separate wages. 

Sub-class V-Trade returned roughly 2 per cent. of t.he total working 
dependents. 

The worlci.ng dependents returned under Sub-class XI-Insufficiently dec.
cribed occupations, are as a matter d fact almost entirely to be found und61' 
gentrallabourere, and the majority are females. 'lhese ate probaNy women 
Q,nd chil<hen who work occasioDally but D:.>u regularly. It may be that a few 
women and children who work with the h6ad of the filmily and whose wages 
are drawn by the head ,of the family have come under working dependents. 
This would be a literal interpretation of the instruction that women and children 
who work regularly but do not get separate wages are working dependents. 
In view, however, of the large number of such working dependents (some 39,000) 
r thi~ it far more probable that they are not regular workers~ 
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There are naturally no working dependents under the head "Person& living 
on their income," and the proportions under Public force and administration 
and Transport ale, of course, negligible. 

7. From the definition of a working dependent it is natural to find 
the bulk of them are females. In the 
margin are shown the number of female 
working dependents per 1,000 male. In 
all occupations together there are five 
female working dependents to every male 

Occupation (by sub·classes). 

All occupations .. . . . . 
I-Exploitation of animals and 

vegetation. 
II-Exploitation of minerals 

III-Industry •• 
IV-Transport .• 
V-Tmde .• 

• VI-Public force •. 
VII-Public administration 

vn I-Professions and liberal arts 
X-Domestic service • • • . 

XI-InsuffICiently described occupation~ 
XII -Unproductive 

r\umberof 
female per 
mille male 

working 
dopendent' 

5,032 working dependent. The greatest pro-
5.753 portion of female working dependents is 

found under Sub-class 1. Under ordi
nary cultivation the proportion rises to 
6,105, in other words there are six female 
to every male working dependent engaged 
on cultivation. The other figures call 
for no special comment. These statistics 
are illustrated in diagram no. 83. 
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It ma.y be mentioned in passing that the se:x:-ratio in the total number of 
dependents both working and non-working is 1,990 females pel' 1,000 males, 
i.e., roughly 2 to 1, and that of all female dependents 15 per cent. were returned 
as working dependents. . 

8. Out of the non-working dependents 9,096,745 are males and 16,367,814 The sex of 
are females, giving a proportion of 1,799 females per mille males. As there are non-working 
8,658,119 ma.les aged less than 10 years or over 55 yearb it will be seen that dependents. 
pr.a.ctically every male between 10 and 55 years of age has an ocoupation. There 
are 8,209,976 females aged less than 10 years or over 55, leaving 15,341,680 
between the ages of 10 and 55. This means that 468 per mille of females aged 
10-55 returned occupations, and if to these we add fem!lles engaged upon 
domestic duties, work will be found almost as univ~rsal among women as among 
men. 

9. The next table shows the distribution of 1,000 of the population of Distribution of 
both sex:eE between male and femalE' earnerE, working and non-working depen- population 
dents jn this and other provinces and states for the sake of comparison. among earner8, 

working and I Number per mille of the total population. non-working 
dependents 
compared with 
that in other 
provinces and 
8tates. 

I 
I 

Earners. Working dependents. Non-working dependents. 
Province or State. 

Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. 

Delhi .. .. .. 348 30 16 28 217 361 
Baluchistan .. .. 336 6 13 13 213 419 
United Provinces .. .. 331 87 11 58 183 330 
Central Indil'l Agency .. 315 151 18 21 180 309 
Rajputans. Agenoy . _ •. 308 67 35 118 181 291 
North·West Frontier Province .. 304 10 30 10 209 437 
1tysore .• .. .. 295 63 19 78 197 348 
Central Provinces and Berar .. 284 135 29 80 187 285 
Bihar a.nd Orissa .. .. 282 118 7 9 - 209 375 
Pnnjab .• _. .. 280 19 36 33 230 402 
Assam .. .. .. 274 61 46 71 203 345 
Madras •• .. . . 273 110 20 152* 201 244 
Bombay .• .. .. 265 65 24 38 235 373 
BIll'ttla .. .. . . 258 97 32 37 220 356 
Bengal .• .. . . 244 31 6 7 270 442 
Hyderabad .. .. 225 108 68 69 217 313 
Kashmir .• .. .. 206 15 61 245 265 208 

• rna 0.e[l91l9 Sllp'lrintendent, Madras, ~orm8 me that thi~ fi~e is large~ th~n it s~ould be b~ause many oro!. 
n~ry houBwives returned themselves as working dependents wlth housekeepmg as theIr occupatIOn. The KashmIr 
and R~jputana Agenoy figures suggest a similar state of affairs. 

The percentage of male earners is well above average in this province, 
- and that of female earners is also on t'he high side. Male working dependents 

form a low proportion whilst :females are average. Male non-working depen
dents are rela.tively fewer, and female non-working dependents about the 
average. 
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10. In columns 2-4 of Subsidiary Table Il(a) will be found the distri

Natura' division. 

United Provinces (British terri. 
tory). 
imalaya, West •• H 

S ub·Himalaya, West 

.. 

.. 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, West' •. 

ndo.Gangetic Plain, Central .. I 

C 

E 

S 

entral India Plateau .. 
~st s!\~puras . , .. 
ub.HimqJaya, East .. 

Indo·Gaqgetic Plain, East .. 

Number per mille of total population 
retumedas-

Working Earners Non.work. plus work· Earners. depen· ingdepen· ingnepeno 
dents. dents. dents. 

418 68 486 514 

365 263 628 372 . 
403 32 435 565 

3821 22 404 596 

434 76 510 490 

473 70 543 457 

45f 75 527 473 

442 99 541 459 

430 83 513 4&7 

bution of the popu
lation (both sexes 
together) into earner!:, 
working and non-work
ing dependents by 
districts and natural 
divisions. The latter 
figures are reproduced 
in the margin. They 
are illustrated in dia· 
gram no. 84 . 
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NATURAL DIVIS~ONS. 

NUMBER PER MILLE OF TOTAL POPULATION WHO ARE EARNERS, 
WORKING DEPENDENTS, AND NON-WORKING DEPENDENTS" 

BY NATURAL DIVISIONS, 1931. 

Diagram 84. 
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These figures are of considerable interest as they reflect to some extent tne 
economic position in various parts of the province and the extent to which 
women and children help to augment the family income: 

The proportion of earners and working dependents is determined by several 
factors, among which may be mentionea-

(1) the proportion of women and chi1dren in the population; 
(2) the influence of caste or socjal custom; 
(3) the prevalence of occupations at which women and children can 

assist; and 
(4) the effects of migration. 

Each of these factors plays its part. If the proportion of womon is large 
the proportion of earners will fall and that of dependents both working and 
non-working will rise. If the proportion of children is large the proportion of 
non-working dependents will rise. 'Where parda is observed women cannot 
as a rule do much to augment the family income and even if they do wO.rk 
their high caste husbands are not likely to admit the fact to enumeratGrs. On 
the other hand the women and children of the lower castes usually work either 
for separate wages or at the family occupation. In the rural areas women and 
children usually assist at the family cultivation, whereas in the large towns 
they perforce more frequently become non-working dependents. Where mlae 
emigration js considerable as from the east of the province and from Oudh, 
the tendency is for the proportion of earners to diminish and working de
pendents to increase. Where immigration, espcially of males unaccompanied 
by their 1a.milies, is considerable as in Cawnpore and Lucknow cities and 
Dehra Dun district, the proportion of earners tends to rise. The actual pro
portion of the population of any area falling into each category is the result of 
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the interplay of all such factors, and the economic condition of the population 
is naturally determined to a very great extent by its distribution under the 
three heads. 

Himalaya W.cst returns the lowest proportion of earners, by far the 
greatest proportion of working dependents, and easily the lowest proportion 
of non·working dependents. In this natural division there is an unusually 
high proportion of both males and females at the working ages (vide paragraph 
10 of Chapter IV); the proportion of females is comparatively high (vide para
graph 13 of Chapter V); ocoupation is more than usually confined to agriculture 
[vide Subsidiary Table II(a) of this Chapter] at which the women and children 
almost invariably work, there is no parda and no attempt at concealing the 
fact that they do work; employment of outside agricultural labour is unusual 
as there are no big landlords (the system of land tenure being quite different 
from that in the plains), the result is that few women and children come within 
the definition of earners but they rally in great numbers under the head working 
dependents. In this division it often happens that the head of the family is 
away, at any rate for part of the year, engaged on other work and the family 
cultivation is carried on entirely by the women and children left ~t home. 
Under such conditions the women might be considered as earners in the fullest 
sense of the word, but in order to preserve uniformity they have been olassed 
as working dependents, the holdings in. those cases being almost invariably 
recorded in the name of the male head of the family. In this natural division 
the effects of im:gtigration (which is considerable) are completely eclipsed by 
the other factors referred to above. 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, West has the next lowest proportion of earners, the 
lowest propOItion of working dependents, and thE highest proportion of non
wOlking dependents. This is the outcome of a low proportion of females; an 
average number of people at the working ages; the prevalenc6 of high castes 
and higher branches of other castes whose womenfolk either do no work apart 
from housekeeping or the heads of the families do not disclose the fact that 
they work, for the sake of respectability; and the largor urban popUlation a 
considerable proportion of whom are engaged on occupations at which the 
women and children cannot assist. The low proportion of earners and working 
dependents must adversely affect the economic position of the population in 
this natural division, for it means that outside labour has to be employed espe
cially for agricultural purposes, and the total family income is naturally lower 
than if more family members were employed. It is noteworthy that as we pro
ceed across the Indo-Gangetic Plain to Central and on to East the number of 
earners plus working dependents increases. The number of earners in the 
Eastern Plain is slightly lower than in the Central Plain as the result of greater 
emigration of males at the working ages, but the bigger proportion of women 
a.nd children who work at the family cultivation brings the total number of 
workers to a. slightly higher level in the East than in the Central tract. The 
effect of emigration is not so great on the figure for earners jn Sub-Himalaya 
East as in the Eastern Plain, and there are more working dependents, a.s a 
result of the former being more essentially agricultural. 

The figures of the other natural divisions call for no special comment. 
When examining the figures for districts the above-mentioned fact·ors 

have to be carefully considered and in addition a personal factor- the zeal 
and views of the District Census Officer- comes jnto play_ For this reason 
the figures as between districts and stat6s do not form quite such a reliable 
guide to the rolative stato of affairs as do the figures for natural divisions. 
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11. In Subsidiary Table II(a) workers and dependents per mille of total 

Natural division. 

United Provinces (British 
territory). 

Himalaya, West .. 
Sub·Himalaya, West 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, West 
Indo· Gangetic Plain, 

Central. 
Central India Platoou .. 
East Satpuras .. 
Sub.Himalaya, East .. 
Indo.Gangetic Plain, East 

Number per mille of all earners and working 
dependents working at-

Exploita. I 

t100", I Pro!ea· Other 
animals Industry. Trade. sians.- occupa· 

and agri· tiona. 
culture. 
--1-- --

757
1 

III 47 21 64 

879 I 40 19 21 41 
667. 166 53 23 91 
663 IE8 62 25 82 
771 104 41 20 64 

7~8 122 53 26 01 
757 93 57 19 74 
884 48 28 7 33 
731 117 68 18 66 

population are 
Ehown by sub
classes of occupa
tion by districts, 
states and natural 
divisiomJ. In the 
margin are shown 
for ea.oh natural di
vision the number 
of earners and 
working depen
dents at clrtain 
occupations per 
rome of all ea rnm 
and working depen-

• Ineluling Pablie force, administration, professiol1S and the liberal arts. dents. TheSe figures 
are illustrated in diagram no. 85. 
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Diagram 85. 

The prevalence of agricultural and pastoral occupations is especially 
marked in Sub·Himalaya East and Himalaya West. The proportion is lowest 
in Sub.Himalaya West and Indo-Gangetic Plain West, where industry and 
trade occupy a larger proportion of the people. The agricultural proportion 
increases as we pass across the Gangetic Plain from west to east. The low 
figure for the professions in Sub-Himalaya, East is striking. 

l?Q 

Occupational 
distribution 
of earners and 
working 
dependents by 
natural 
divisions, 
districts and 
8tate8. 
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Almora district and Tehi'i·Garhwal State have tho enormous proportion 
of workers at agricultural and pastoral pur&uits of 96 per cent.; districts' 
Garhwal (94), Basti (91) and Gorakhpur (88," come next. 

As in 1921 Bijnor returns the highest proportion of industrial workere 
(25 per cent.); Muzaffarnagar (22), Saharanpul' (21) and Meerut (21) come nex.t. 
They Ml returned high proportions in 1921 alse. 

Lucknow (nearly 4 per cEnt.) returned the greatest proportion of transport 
workers, followed by Jhansi (nearly 3 per cent.). 

Muttra has the highest proportion employeJd in trade (8'9 pOl' cent.), 
followed by Agra (8'7), BaHia (8'5),' Luoknow (8'4) and Benares (8'4). 

The remaining district and stat,ewise figures call for no special comment. 
12. In Part III of Imporial Table X will be found the statistics of occu

pation for the 23 cities of the provinoe. Out of the total population of these 
citiel? (2,490,698), 925,524 (37 per cent.) were returned as earners, 32,031 as 
working dependents (1 pH cent.), and the remaining 1,533,143 as non-working 
dependents (62 per cent.). 

In 1921 the proportion of workers (i.e., earners plus working dependents) 
was 43, and in 1911 it was 44. The decreaso in tho percentage to 38 has boen 
produced by the factors mentioned in paragraph 5 8upra. The proportions of 
earners and working q;ependents are lower in the cities than in the rest of the 
province because many town occupations are such that women and children 
cannot follow them. This factor more than obliterates the increase in the 
proportion of earners that might have boon anticipated as the result of exten
sive immigration of labour into the larger towns of the province. The earners 
consist of 813,962 males and 111,562 females, giving a sex-ratio of 137 female 
earners per mille male, which is roughly half that in the province as a whole. 
The working dependents consist of 25,125 males and 6,906 fema.les, i.e., 275 
female working dependents per mille male, whereas in the province as a: whOle 
there are 5,032 female working dependents per mille male. The bulk of work
ing dependents are boys who assist tho head of the family. 

Taking earners and working dependents together there are 141 females 
per mille males, as against a ratio of 433 in the province as a whole. 

The sexcratio in non-working dependents is 1,721 as against a ratio of 
1,799 in the province as a whole. 

Below is shown the distribution of ea.rners and working dependents (both 
sexes) in the 23 cities of the province, by ocoupational sub-classes, the distri
bution for the province as a whole is added for the sake of comparison. 

Total of 23 cities. Wholo province. 

Occupation (by sub·classes), 
Actual uumber of Nurnberper mille "umbpr per mill 
eaxners and work. of total earners of total earners 
ing dependents. and working and working 

dependent,e. dependents. 

e 

All occupations .. .. " .. 957,555 1,000 1,000 

l-Exploitat,ion of animals and vegetation .. .. 135,480 141 762 
II-Exploitation of minerals .. .. .. '515 1 .. 

III-Industry .. .. .. .. 258.988 270 III 

IV-Transport .. .. .. .. 63,031 66 8 
V-Trade .. .. .. .. 165.779 

v 
173 47 

VI-Publio force .. .. .. .. 40.045 42 4 
VII-Public administration .. .. .. 21,726 23 3 

VITI-Professions and liberal arts .~. .. .. 53,592 56 II 

Dt-Persons living on their income •• .. .. 8.592 9 I 
X-Domestic service .. .. .. .. 99,127 104 20 

XI-Insufficiently doocribed occupations .. .. 87.615 91 25 

XII-t'nproduotive .. .. " .. 23,065 24 8 
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It will at once be seen that the distribution of occupations in urban com
munities differs radically from the provincial distribution, which of course 
reflects chiefly the rural distribution. In the· cities agrioultural and pastoral 
pursuits naturally give place to industry and trade. Transport, pu bUc force 
(12 of the cities include cantonments), public administration, professions and 
the liberal arts are all more prominent. Persons with private incomes are 
more numerous and so are domestic servants. The returns under" Insuffici
ently described occupatioTIf: " are higher because they include general labourers 
and unspecified business men, clerks, etc., who are naturally found in groater 
numbers in towns. The figures are what would be expected. 

In the next table is shown the proporticnal distribution of earners and 
working dependents in cities at each of the last threo censuses. 

OecuPlltion (by sub-cJa9~es). 

Number per mille of total earners and working 
dependents. 

1931. 192!' 1911. 

All occupations " .. .. . . 1,000 J,ooO 1,000 
I-~xploitation of animals and vegetation .. " 141 177 106 

H-Exploitation of minerals .. .. .. 1 " .. 
III-rndustry .. " .. .. . . 270 251 311 
IV--Transport. . .. .. .. .. 66 56 59 
V-Trado . , .. . . .. .. 173 140 140 

VI-Public force " .. .. .. 42 35 43 
VII-Pllbli(l admini.~tl'ation .. .. .. 23 22 21 

Val-Professions and liberal arts ., .. .. 56 43 49 
IX-Persons living on their income .. .. .. 9 7 13 
X-Domestio service .. .. .. ., 104 107 125 
XI-Insufficiently desoribed occups.tiona ., .. 91 143 103 

XII-Unproductive .. " .. .. 24 19 30 

Between 1911 and 1921 the proportion employed on industry, transport, 
the professions. and Jiberal arts and domestio ~ ervioe declined materially and 
agriculture and insufficiently described occupations gained (tbe latter pHtly 
as a result of incomplete olassification). Between 1921 and 1931 there has 
been a movement in the reverse direction. Agriculture and insufficjently des
cribed occupations have lost to industry, transport, trade, the professions and 
liberal arts. Industry has. not increased to the 1911 figure, but trade shows 
a remarkable increase. Domestic service shows a further slight decline, while 
the proportion of persons of independent means and those classed under 
unproductive occupations has increased. 

The distribution naturally varies to a considerable extent from city to cit.y. 
Below I give the figures for four cities separately, viz. :-Cawnpore (the largest 
indu~trial centre in the provinco), Bonares (which is of religious, industrial 
and commercial importance and where machinery is used in industry to a less 
extent than in Cawnpore), Budaun (a growing country town), and Sambhal 
(an undeveloped country town). 

Number per mille of earners and working 
dependents employed und",r each occupation. 

OC0upation (by Rub.classes). 

Cawnpore. Henams. Hudaun. Rambhal. 

All occupations .. .. .. ., 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 
I-Exploitation of animals and vegetation .. " 57 232 168 296 

II-Exploitation of minerals .. .. " .. I .. 
III-Industry .. ., .. " 341 320 279 268 
IV-Transport .. .. .. " 51 48 55 16 
V--Trade .. ., ., 

" 199 127 156 158 
VI-publir) force .. .. .. .. 32 17 27 10 

VII-Public administration " .. .. 16 21 38 32 
VUI-Profossions and liber:;l arts .. .. .. 35 80 72 44 

IX·-Persons 11 ving on their income .. .. .. 20 8 12 1 
X-Domestic service _. '- .. .. 99 40 125 87 

Xl-Insufficiently described opcupations .. .. 140 68 31 74 
XII-Unproductive .. " .. .. 10 38 37 14 

---
Cawnpore is the most industrialized though the proportion in Benares is 

not very materially less, due to tho fact that more industries are carried on by 
hand in Benares while maohinery is employed to a greater extent in Cawn
pore; further in the ease of the latter town many operatives now live in newly 
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developed areas outside the city limits. The country towns of Budaun and 
Sambhal are far less industrialized. Again, Cawnpore has very little to do 
with agriculture, but shows a considera.bly larger proportion employed in com
merce than the other cities selected. The professions and liberal arts are 
represented by a smaller proportion in industrial Cawnpore than in the other 
cities. The proportion failing under "Insufficiently doscribed occupations" 
is very high in llawnpore as this clas& includes general labourers who formed 
88 per cent. of tho total. 

The proportion of earners and working dependents at oach occupation 
who were returned in the 23 cities of the provinw WJll be found in column 3 of 
Subsidiary Table I(a). The fact that less than 10 per cent. of industrial 
workers were enumerated in tho 23 cities of the province show how little organ
iZEd industry as understood in the West has replaced tho indigenous system of 
this country. It is also noteworthy that less than 15 per cont. of those 
omployed in trade were enumerated in the cities. 

The development in industry during the past decade has been dealt with 
in paragraph 53 of Chapter I, and brief notes on the various cities have been 
made in paragraph 17 of Chapter II. In appendix A to the present Chapter 
will be found some information about tho organized industrial workers who 
were enumerated in Cawnpore City. This inaludes thoir distribution under 
the various industries into supervisory and welfare staff, and operatives; their 
distribution by birth-place; and their distribution by caste. 

It was unfortunate that, as already mentioned, owing to retrenchment the 
information recorded under organized industries in the schedules throughout 
the province could not be tabulated. . 

13. Something may now be I?aid about the more important occupations, 
and incidentally it may be montioned that figur6s for earners and working 
dependents (workers) under each occupation at the last three censuses, and the 
proportional changes therein; will be found in Subsidiary Table IV. 

14. The headings under which agricultural occupations were returned at 
this census were quite different from th~se adopted in 1921, though the present 
classification can be adjusted by adding together certain groups in order to 
secure comparisons with the figures of that census. (Vide Subsidiary Table IV.) 

Below are shown the actual figures of earners and working dependents 
(both sexes) and the proportions, falling under the main agricultural headinge. 

Agricultural heading. 

All_Agricultural heads " .. .. .. 

Landlords, non.cultivating .. .. .. 
Tenants, non-cultivating .. .. .. " 

state agents and managers of private owners and of C overn· 
ment ; rent collectors, clerks, etc. 

E 

Landlords, cultivating .. .. .. 
enantR, cultivating .. .. .. 
griculturallahourers .. .. .. 

T 

A 

au , Itivators of special crops, market. gardeners, etc. 

. . 

.. 

.. 

.. 

ActUBI I Number per mille of totlll 
number agriculturists. 

returneda8 
earners or 

I working 1931. 1921. 1911. 
dependents. 

17,765,431 1,000 1,000 1,000 

260,610 15 

.~ IS{ 9 

193,877 II II 

52,463 3 3 5 

1,795,536 fOI 

J 844 ) 
79 

12,011,621 676 723 

3,419,185 19Z 134 171 

32,139 2 I 2 

In Oudh and Kumaun there are speClal tenures, and lt may be as well to 
state how they werE clatsified. The Oudh pukhtarktr (sub-settlement holder) 
and matahatrktr (under-proprietor) were clat'eed as landlords. The muafidar 
(rev6nue-free grantee) was classed as a landlord, the muafirktr dad-i-zamindar 
(a grantee holding rent-free from a landlord) was class~ as a tenant. In 
Kumaun thE khaiJcar W/JI:I classed as a landlord, and th< 8trtan as Il tenant. In 
Tehri-Garhwal Statc where the land belongs to His Highnoss the Mahare ja, 
those bolding direct from the State were classed as landlords, those holding a& 
Bub-tena.nts were classed a,s tenants. As a general rule any right that was 
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hereditary and transferable was regarded as a proprietary right, and all others 
as tenancy rights. This was on the same lin es as in 19 U except that no differ
entiation was made in 1931 between occupancy and other tenants, the kkaikar 
of Kumaun was classed as a landlord whereas he was classed as an occupancy 
tenant in 1911, and those holding direct from the Tehri-Garhwal State havo 
been classed as landlords now for the first time. In 1921 the cla~sification only 
distinguished between persons roceiving ront from agricultural land and those 
who actually cultivated it, the result being that both landlords and tenants 
were found in eaoh category. 

In 1921 the total workers returned under all agricultural heads numbered 
18,720,761 and in 1911 the figure was 17,325,438. The increase between 1911 
and 1921 was due chiefly to the rise in priccs of agricultural produce between 
1914 and 1921. This caused a movement of labour back to the land, and also 
resulted in such an appreciation in agricultural incomes that in 'many case5 
where the agricultural income had formerly been subsidiary it now rose to 
be the principal income. Between 1921 and 1931 the reverse process has been 
at work. Although crops were good until 1928 and prices ruled high until 
1930, the adverse seasons and collapse of the price-level at the end of the 
decade drove people from tho land back to the towns, and so reduced agricul
tural incomes that often they were no longer the principal source of livelihood. 
The total workers under agriculture in 1931 are about 2t per cent. more than 
they were 20 yeart; ago. 

Of all agriculturists nearly 12 per cent. were returned in 1931 as land- (a) Landlords. 
lords as against about 9 per cent. in 1911. 
The actual figures of 1931 and 1911 are 
given in the margin. This apparent 
inorease is the outcome of the different 

Lau-ilords. 1931- I 1911. Increaso 
1911-31. 

Pel' cent, 

classification of khaikars in Kumaun and 
of those holding direct from His Highmss 
the Maharaja in Tehri-Garhwal State. In 

N on.cultIvating 260,610 147,616 77 
Cultivating .. 1.795.536 1,368.995 31 

--
Total ., 2.056,146 1,516,611 36 

order to eliminate the effects in this differ-
ent method of classification I give in the 
margin the figures for the province exclud-Landlords. 1931. 1911. Variation 

1911-31. 

Pf'Jr cent. 

ing Tehri-Garhwal State and Kumaun. It 
will be seen that landlords have in the 
last 20 years increased by 6 per cent. 
This is due ohiefly to the continued 
dividing up of estates by partitioning as 
it result of the existing laws of inheritance, 
and partly to the selling piecemeal of the 
estates of indebted landlords. Coming 

to the cross division between those landlords who derive most income from 

Non·cultivating 259,836 145,711 +78 

Cultivating .. 1,015,596 1,057,736 -4 

Total .. 1,275,432 1,203,447 +6 

letting land or from actual cultivation, it is noticeable that although in 
the province as a whole the proportion who derive most from their own cul-
tivation has gone up materially, this is solely the result of including as land-
lords the khaikars of Kumaun and those in Tehri-Garhwal StatE who hold direct 
from His Highness the Maharaja, for, omitting these areas, the actual number 
of landlords whose principal source of income wae tenants' rents has increased 
by no less than 78 per cent. in the past 20 yoars, whereas those who derive 
most income from their own cultivation have declined by 4 per (Jont. This is 
the outcome of high prices of agricultural produce and good seasons, whioh has 
enabled tenants to extend their holdings. The landlords finding they could 
get good rents have been encouraged to let or sublet the land they were for-
merly cultivating themselvtE. A furth€r explanation is that the fall in agri-
cultural pricee at the close of the decade resulted in a great dopreciation in the 
produce of cultivation, whereas rents had not been permanently reduced, w 
that a landlord's income from his own cultivation often fell below the income 
repr~sented by the recorded rent!: of the land ho wa~ letting. A third contrj· 
butory factor has been that professional men have bought land as opportunity 
offered and they them:selves rarely cultivate any p8rt of the land they a(;quire 
-even jf they do, the part they cultivate would only yield an income eubsi· 
diary to that from their oth(:;r occupations. 
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The prevalencE: of large cstatee in Oudh is reflected in the relatively fewo 
landlords revealed in the Oudh districts. They would have been fE-weI" still 
but for the inclusion of sub-settlement holders and under-proprietors. 

Coming to tenantt, the same factors have rendered any comparison of the 

Tenants. 1931. 1911. Variation 
1911-31. 

Pel' cent. 

N on.cultivating 187,578 188,690 -1 

Cultivating ., 11,775,664 12,201,520 -3 

Totsl ., 11,963,242 12,390,210 -3 . 

present figUlee for the province as a whole 
with those of 1911 misleading, so in the 
IIlaIgin I give the figures for the province 
le2s Tfhri-Garhwal StatE: and KumauD. 
Tenants have decreased in numbers since 
1911 by 3 per cent., the decrease being 
Je~s pronounced in the case of those who 
sublet. The latter result is not surpris
ing. Those tenants who derive m.ost 
from sub-Jetting theil land still regarded 

therecordedrentsin 1931 asthejrincomeonthisaccount; those r~nts had not 
been permanently reduced so their income had not declined (except those sub-. 
letting on grain rents). On the other hand many CUltivating tenants (and 
sub-tenants who are included among tenants) have subsidiary occupations, 
including agricultural and general labouring ; their incomes from their own 
cultivation had fallen very' heavily and often what had formerlY been their 
subsidiary sources of income mUf3t have become their principal means of 
livelihood. A few successful tenants have in the early prosperous years of 
the decade acquired proprietary rights and may have passed into th~ landlord 
class, but the larger proportion of the tenants who have disappea.red since 
1911 will be found under agricultural labourers, either having lost their hold
ings altogether or deriving more income from labouring than from their- own 
cultivation. They number somewhere about 400,000, or 3 per cent. of the 
tenants returnoo 20 years ago. 

Taking iandlords and tenants together the figures for thC:o last three censuses 

PerJentage variation. 
Landlords and 

1931. 1921. 1911. tenants. 
1921- 1911- 1911-

31. 21. 31. 

--- --- --
Non.cultivating ., 454,487 333,065 346,658 +36 -4 +31 

Cultivating .. 13,807,157 15,804,983 13,894,178 -13 +14 -1 

--_ ------
Total .. 14,261,644 16,138,048 14,240,836 -12 +13 +0 

for the whole prov· 
ince are in the 
margin. The re
markable increase 
in landlord.& and 
tenants observed 
in 1921 has now 
dif'appeared and 
the total 1931 
figure is very olose 
to that of 1911. 
Many who took up 

holdings during the boom period of 1914-21 have since relinquished them, 
largely as the result of the agricultural calamities at the end of the decade. 
Those people who took up the land when prices were at their highest naturally 
had to pay high rents which they could not continue to pay when prices crashed. 
Further, in 1931 a larger proportion returned their ohief inoome from renting 
land than in either 1921 or 1911. An explanation of this has already been 
given above. 

In the margin are shown the actual figures for agricultural labourers 

Year. Agricultural General 
labourers. labourers. 

1931 .. .. 3,419,185 580,106 
1921 .. " 2,508,671 483,943 
1911 .. .. 2,964,552 917,861 

(which include farm-hands, ploughmen 
and all other classes of agricultur~llabour) 
for the last three censuses. I have all':O 
shown the figures for general labourers 
(Group No. 191) as many of these work 
as agricultural labourers or general 
labourers as occasion offers, and the rela

tive figures produce to some extent an index of the prosperity or otherwise of 
agriculture. Between 1911 and 1921 general labourers were reduced by almost 
half, but agricultural labourers WOle reduced by almost as large a number. 
UnfOItunately the 1921 figure~ for occupation are not very reliable,* but it is 

* Vide Census Report, 1921, yart I, page 158. 
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known that owing to the agricultural boom and the influenza epidemio thero 
was a distinct movement back to the land at the end of tho decade 1911 
-21, and in addition the incomes of small tenants from their holdings wer6 so 
enhanced that they often became the principal sourco of incomo, whereas 
labouring had formerly occupied that place. The end of the decade 1921-31 
saW the reverse processes at work and in 1931 agri (;ultur al labourers were more 
numerous than in 1911 and this at the expenso of t6nants. The total number 
of labourers agricultural and general is muoh tho samo in 1931 as in 1921. Sime 
1931 the movement of agricultural labour into the towns, which was then 
beginning, must havo continued apace. 

Agricultural labourers Ine, however, of leE's economic importance than tenants, 
forming as they did in 1931 c·nly 19 p6l' c(jnt. of the agricultural population as 
against 69 per cent. tenants. Nevertheless these arc the people who fed 
the pinch first w hw agrioult ural disasters occur, for they b ave no reserve and are 
tha first to be thrown out of employment. 

For a fun account of th.:> economic condition of landlcrds, tenants (occu
pancy and statutOlY) and agricultural labourers in the past decade thE read~r 
i& referred to Ohapter I, paragraph 40 et seq. Moro will bo sajd on this subject 
later when dealing wit}1 the subsidiary occupations of agI'lculturist8. 

Those who returned themselv6~ as market gardeners, or producers. cf special 

Year. 

----
193[ .. .. 
1921 .. .. 
1911 .. .. 

Actualnum· 
ber. 

32,[39 
15,852 

33.314 

Percentage 
variations. 

11-103 I 
} -52 J-4 

crops form but 2 per cont. of agri
('ulturists, as they did in 1911. In 1921 
their numbers were more than halved, 
but they have almost recoverE,d in 1931. 
The figures are in the margin. Indigo 
cultivation has ceas(d, and only a few 
persons were returned from districts 

Dehra Dun and Almora undor tea. Tho figuros under pan-vine cultivation 
are very few and by their scattmed nature Fuggest incompleteness. The 
bulk under this head are returned under "Market gardeners, flower and 
fruit growels," and were returned chiefly from ditMicts Allahabil.d, Meerut 
and BalJia, but here again the figUles suggest that the returns are none too 
reliable. vvnen a man cultivates special crops as well as ordinary crops 
it must often be difficult fur an enumerator to ascertain from which head the 
man deIives most income, and it certainly might be very diffioult to decide under 
which head to put any working dependents. The decrease in 1921 may have 
been due to the fact that many engaged on growing cereols as wEll as special 
crops found their principal income then derived from the cereals on account of 
their greatly enhanced prices. 

The figures are, however, too small to be of much importance. 
The figures under this head which 

showed a remarkable decline in 1921 
show a further though smaller decline in 
1931. The actuals are in the margin. 
The greatest faU since 1911 has occurred 
in Oudh, where presumably the taluqdar8 
have beon cutting down expenses. 

Year. 
Actualnum· Percentago 

ber. variations. 

1931 .. .. 52,46'3 !-IOl 1921 .. .. 58,190 
-40 

1911 .. .. 86,736 (-31j 

In the next table are shown by revenue* divisions the number per mille of 
earners (principal occupation) and working dependents (both sexes together) 
who returned the chief agricultural occupations. 

I 
Revenue division. 

United Provinces (British territory) 
Meerut .. 
Agra .. 

ohi!khand R 
All ahabad 
Jhansi .. 
Benares .. 
Gorakhpur 
Kumaun .. 
Lucknow " 
1<'yzabad .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 
" .. .. .. .. ", .. '" 
" '. .. 
.. .. .. 

I 

Sub. 
letting. 

II 
12 
14 
II 
14 
14 
14 
9 
I 

II 
9 

Landlords. I T'ena.nts. 

Cultivat- , 
I Sub- I C~t1vat-I Total. Totul. 

ing. letting. mg. ---
I I I 

64 , 75 8 500 508 I I 
103 115 I 5 I 279 284 
36 50 19 

. 
456 475 

I 
I 

15 26 8 I 568 576 
25 39 14 455 469 
51 65 I 4 386 390 
52 63 26 396 422 
61 70 . 3 609 612 , 

641 642 7 246 253 
II 22 4 . 573 577 
46 55 

. 
3 624 627 

I I -- -- ----
• I think these will be found more useful than figures b~ natural divisions. 

Agricul. 
tllral 

labourers 
--

144 
139 
106 
70 

172 
241 
173 
180 
II 

130 
144 

Economic 
condition of 
agriculturi 8tS. 

Oultivators of 
special crops. 

(f) Estate agents 
and managers 
(private and 
Government) , 
rent collectors, 
clerks, etc . 

Local variations 
in agricultural 
occupation. 
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Excluding Kumaun and Oudh, it wilJ be seen that most landlords are found 
in Meerut and Gorakhptrr, and fewest in Rohilkhand ; tht latter is a divi~ion of 
large estates for Agra Province. In Meerut thE, landlords hold small shares 
and there are proportionally more of them. In Gorakhpur shares are likewi~e 
very small. The case of Kumaun has already been dealt with. The number 
of large estates in Oudh keeps down the proportion of landlords, especialIy in the 
Lucknow division. The Jarge proportion of under-proprietors in Gonda, 
Fyzabad and Sultanpur districts has resulted in a higher figure for Fyzabad 
Division as a whole. A greater proportion of landlords derive their principal 
income from renting their lands in Lucknow and Rohilkhand Divisions than 
elsewhere; the smallest proportion iB found in Meerut, followed by Gorakhpur. 

Spb-letting among tenants is mOl:t common in the Benares Division, and 
least common in th6 Fyzabad, Gorakhpur and Lucknow Divisions. 

The greatest proportion of agricultural labourers to tenants occurs in 
Jhansi wher6 ther.:l ar6 2 to every 3 tenants, the next is in Me('rut where the 
proportion is 1 labourer to 2 tenants. Tn Kumaun on the other hand the pro
portion of 8,grioultural1aboureIs js very low jndeed, for bere cultivators (both 
landkrds and tenants) and their fam.ilifs do their own work, being fOl the most 
part poor and their holdings ",malI. 

15. Th& foreEts of the province in addition to yielding substantial revenues 
to Government provide occupatIOn and the principal means of 8ubsiE.tence for 
27,465 perecns; in addition 4,145 leturned one of t,he foreftry group::: as their 
subsidiary source of livelihood; and of COUl'Ee there are thousands who rely on 
the handling of forest produce for their living. It is impGssible to estimate tbe 
number dep~n(ent directly or indirectly on forestlY for a Hving, bllt it is far 
greater than the figures in Table X would sugge&t. 

16. First a WOld on the classification under trus bead. Group 21 iii for 
"Cattle and buffalo breeders and keepeIs." GIOUp 22 is clear mough
"Breeders of transport animals." Group 23 iE "Herdsmen, shepberds and 
breeders of other anhnals." In this pI:)vince the wcrd "keeper" in Group 21 
has at past cellbuses been reBd as " owner," and cattle herdsmen have bem 
classed with the herdsmen of an oth(:'r animals in anotber group. I discovered 
when too late to make any change that thb intention at this census was to 
include cattle herdE'men under "keeper~ "in Group 21, so that my figures undt-I 
this group may not be comparable with those of other provinces. Personany 
I think it will always be difficult for 3n enumerator to distingui~h betwem a 
cattle herdsman and one who tends other animals because in actual practice 
herds are almost invariably mixed. But if it is decided to classify herdsmen by 
the animals they look after, the head.ings of these groups should be mad.e clearer, 
say" Group 21.- Breeders and herdsmen of cattle and buffaloes, and Group 
23-Breeders and herdsmen of other animals." 

Coming to the actual figures, cattle and buffalo breeding is rarely carried 
on as an organized industry, but practkally every cultivating family has r,t, 
leas1 a pair of bul10cks for the plough, and to breed these cows are kept all over 
the country. To provide mHk, which with its preducts, is 8,n important it('m 
in tho diet ofthe people: buffaloes are bred and kept in large numbers. In addi
tion goats and sometimes Eheep are included in the family berd. The care of 
the herd is the common concern of the family, and the younger m6mbers uBu811y 
graze them. Apart flOm c~rtain forest tracts stock is for the lliost 'Part stall-fed 
on the bye-products of the crops, grazing in the average village being totaily 
inadequate. Income from livestock is thus generally fat too sma.n to rank even 
as a subsidiary source, and for this reason the figures under stockraising'are 
lower than might have been expected. There bas been a smaU steady decline 
in the numbfl'~ retUlD&d under thi& head since 1911. Though tne actual figure& 
are small the importance of stock-raising to this agricultural province can well 
be imagined. , 

Statistics of the last three cattle censuses are given in paragrapb 37 6f 
Chapt6r T. 

17. The actual number of workers at industrie&: of all kinds shows a slight 
increase since 1921 though it is still welJ below the 1911 actuals. Material 
decreases have occurred eince 1911 under textiles. wood, food, dress and the 
toilet, building, miscellaneous and undefined industries; and increases under 
hides, skins an~ hard l,lla,terials from the animal kingdom, 
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In 1911 out of every 1,000 workers 125 were returned under industry; the 
figure fell to 107 in 1921, and rose to 111 in 1931. . 

Bolow I give the actuals of 1931 and the numb6r per mille of earners and 
working dep~ndents under industry engaged on each of the main industriee at 
the bst three ct'nSUEles. 

Actual 
Number per mille of carners Mld work. 
ing dependents employed on industry 

number engaged in various industries. 
returned 

lndustry (by orders). as earners 
or working 
dependents, 1931. 1921. 1911. 

1931. 

All industries .. .. .. .. .. 2,670,166 1,000 1,000 1,000 

Textiles .. ., .. .. .. 499,559 187 209 199 

Hides, skins, and hard materials from the animal kingdom .. 94,156 35 31 19 

Wood .. .. .. .. .. 182,933 69 64 71 

Metals .. .. .. .. .. 111,207 42 41 37 

Ceramies .. .. .. .. .. 204,837 77 64 65 

Chemical products, properly so-called and analogous .. 233,736 88 87 80 

Food " .. .. .. .. 338,111 126 137 161 

Dress and toilet '; .. .. .. 641,518 239 230 229 

Furniture .. .. .. .. . . 1,919 1 1 1 

Building " .. .. .. .. 42,031 16 14 20 

Construction of means of transport .. .. .. 1,138 .. .. .. 
Production and transmission of physical force .. .. 1,338 1 .. .. 
Miscellaneous •• .. .. .. .. 317,683 119 122 118 , 

The largest proportion has always fallen under industries of the dress and Dre8s and toilet. 
toilet, which includes chiefly washing and c16aning, barbers and hoirdre&sers; 
bailOls, milliners, dress-makers ond darners. The propcrtioD has steadily 
increased since 19B, though the actual figures all show decreases excepting 
under the head wa,shing and cleaning. The m:mufaoture of boots, shoes, etc., 
and making of clothes appear to be suffering from fOleign competition. 

Agra, Saharanpur, Meerut, Cawnpore, and Etawah districts return large 
numbers of boot and shoe makers; the other industries under dress and toilet 
are more evenly distributed. 

Next come the textile industries, of which the proportion is lower than in Tea;tiles. 
1921 or 1911. Decreases a.re found under every head but particularly under 
cotton ginning, cleaning, pressing, spinning, sizing and weaving. A larger 
number spin as a subsidiary occupation than the figures suggest, as a result of 
the artificial impetus given to this occupation by Mr. Gandhi. The textile 
indmMies have to some extent suffered from foreign competition, but part of 
the decrease in the figures is due to the extension of Western mothoas and 
machinery which are to some extent replacing indigenous methods and which 
necessitate the employment of fewer operatives. Cotton processes employ larger 
numbers in th6 west of the province, particularly in the Meerut and Rohilkhand 
divisions; Bijnor and Met'rut districts return large figures. The jute industry 
is nowhere important. Other fibres (includin_g rope) employ considerable numbCIs 
in districts Saharanpur, Muzafiarnagar, Meerut, Bijnor, Budaun, Morad abad , 
Fa rrukhabad , BenareE., Azamgarh, and Sultanpur. The wool indu~try is im· 
portant in districts Mirzapur (including carpets), Almora and Rara Banki. Silk 
spinning is confined almost entirely to Benares district. The marked deoline 
in the embroidery industry between 19] 1 and 1921 has continued in 1931 though 
to a leSE extent. Farrukhabad, Lucknow, and Agra districts alone return 
considerable numbers. The distribution of dyers naturally foHows that of 
te~tiles generally; they ate most numerous in the three western reve:Que (Hvision~ 
an d Allahaiol),(L 

t.>l 
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_Next come food industries, which show a steady and material decline s~noe 
1911. The bulk of those returned under this head are found to be grain parch
ers or rice-pounders, huskers, or flour-grinders. The lattier occupation js carried 
on almost entirely by females, and high figures occur in the three western and 
Lucknow revenue divisions. Tht figures of each sex under this head show a. 
decline sinu last census. There are also moro women working as grain parchors 
than men, but this is due entirely to their prevalence in the eastern divisions 
of Gorakhpur, Fyzabad, and Benares. There has been an increase for both 
sexes under this head. 

Butchers have declined; they are naturally more numerous where Muslims 
are in larger numbers. 

The bulk of suga.r·makers are found in Rohilkhand, a great Imgarcane
growing division. 

, The somewhat uneven nature of the figures for sweetmeat and condiment 
makers suggests that both at past a:pd present censuses in some districts 
"makETs " have been returned as " sellers" in spite of the clear instructions on 
the point. 

The other figures call for no special comment. 

The ,bulk of those returned under this head are employed in scavenging (this 
excludes sweopers employed as private servants). The number!:> are evenly divi
ded between maleE. aDd females, a,nd are notably higher in thE three western and 
Allahabad and Lucknow DiviEions than elsewhere as has always been the case. 

There has been a marked decrease in the number of those employed on 
making jewellery and ornaments. They are evenly dhtributed over the 
province. 

The extension of the leather industry noticed in 1921 has continued during 
the last decade. It is fairly evenly distributed. 

.Furriers and ivory or bone carving are alike rare, more so than in 1911 
or 1921. 

Sawyers (mostly found in foreEt areas), carpenteIs, turners and joiners 
liave increased since 1921 but are still much fewer than in 1911. Such is the case 
also with those working in other woody materials. 

Workers under this head show but little change, though blacksmiths and 
makers of iron implements have increased somewhat. 

Workers in brass and copper are found chiefly in Moradabad (where the 
famous industry is reported to be floUlishing), Farrukha bad and Benares. 

Workers in other metals are unimportant everywhere. 

The bulk of those returned under this head are the ordinary village potterE< 
found everywhere. 

Brick and tile makels ha,ve increased very materially since 1921 and are 
50 per cent. above what they were twenty years age. 'lhele bas been some 
increase under the manufacture of glass bea,ds, ;necklaces, etc., which occl1piel' 
many people in Agra district. 

The majority under this head ale employed on manufacturing and refining 
vegetable ailf;, in which oC(lupation wemen also largely share. 

There are noteworthy increases since 1921 in the numbers employed en the 
manufacture of matches and explosivee, of aerated and mineral wateIs ano ice. 

The number employed under building industries has increased since 1921 
but is still below the 1911 figure. 

, A marked increase has taken place in those employed en the production 
and transmission of physical force, chiefly due to the extension of the electlical 
supplies of the province. 

Industry, as a whcle, employs far more people in the west than in the 
east of the province. 

Some account of the economic condition of industrial workers will be found 
in paragrapb 5~ of Ohapter I. 

18. Earq.ets and working dependents (worker~) under transport show a 
marked increase since 1921 and are now 2 per cent. above what they were in 
1911. B~loW ~re show:u th~ act"\lals of 1~31 and tb~ DlJmber -per miUe of aU 
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earners l)nd working dependents under transport engaged on each of the main 
occupatiom falling under this head at the last three censuses. 

Actual 

I Number per mille of earners and 
number working dependents omployed on 
returned 

Tran.sport (by oruers). as earners transport engaged under each head. 

or working 
dependents, 1931. 1921. 1911. 

1931. 

Transport .. .. .. .. .. 201,931 1,000 1,000 1,000 

T rampart by water .. .. .. .. 17,005 84 62 82 
• 

" " 
road .. " .. .. 112,216 556 522 594 

" " 
rail .. ,. .. .. 61,763 306 S75 275 

p ()St office, telograph and telephone services .. .. 10,947 54 41 49 

Tl,13.nsport by water occupies a few more people now than twenty yp3rs 
ago. Boatmen are naturally most numerous in Allahabad, Ben ares, and 
Gorakll.pur divisions where the great rivers Ganges, Ghagra and Gandak are 
navig(l,blo; their numbers' rave; declined slightly since HHl. Persons, other 
than labourers, employed on ca.nals are naturally to be found where the canals 
exi&t. 'Ihero has been an increase under this head owing to the construction 
of the Sarda system. Labourers on canal work are chiefly employed at the head
works of the Sarda Canal. Figures for employees (both direct and indirect) 
of the Irrigation Departmont will be found in Subsidiary Table VI at the end 
of this chapter. 

Over half those employed on transport are to be found under this head, 
the actual numbers showing a marked increase over uhe dubious figures of 1921 
and a slight decline from the 1911 level. The number of persons ouher than 
labourers employed on roads and bridgos soems low and I suspecli so;me have 
been returned as servants 01 the state or of local bodies. Including labourers 
the returns are considerably higher than ten years ago but lower than in 1911. 

There are now four times as many persons (excluding per$onal servants) 
returned under mechanically driven vehicles as there were ten years ago, and 
the total employed on all vehicles is 26 per cent. hjghcr than in 1911, showing 
the extent to which road travel has increased, especially in respect of non
mechanical conveYtLnces. Palki be~rers and owners ha.ve naturally decreased 
considerably in the last twenty yeaTS, and pack animal owners and drivers havo 
been reduced by half. The latter are found chiefly in the Meerut, Agra. and 
KU'rrl3lun divisions. 

Porters and messengers show a substa.ntia1 decline since 1911. They are 
found where there are large towns, especially in the Agra and Rohilkhand 
divisions. 

The actuals are almost identical with those of 1921, some 13 per cent. 
higher than twenty years ago. 

The figures in Subsidiary Table VI (supplied by the railway authorities) 
of those employed direct by thc ra.ilways amount to 89.,454 as against 63,711 
returned in rra.ble X. The differenoe ig mainly due to classifioation, gome rail
way employees finding their way either designedly or by accident under other 
he3.ds, e.g., doctors, state servants, sweepers, bhistis, coolies, general labourers, 
etc., and ouhers yet again being on leave out of the province or having two more 
luora.tive oc:cupations (these will be few). The distribution appears normal, 
large numbers of railway employees occurring at big railway centreS like 
Lucknow, Jhansi, Agra and Sa.haranpur. 

There has been some increase under this head since 1911. The distribution 
is normal. Figures of those employed in the Post Office and Telegraph 
Departments, as supplied by those depa.rtments will be found in Subsidiary 
Table·VI. The difference between them and those exhibited in Table X are 
due to the same causes as in the case of the railway returns. 

19. The number of workers in trade are 12 per cenu. higher than twenty 
years ago, and 15 pel' cent. higher tha.n in 1921, the actual figures being, 1911-
1,018,217; 1921-985,819 ; 1931-1,137,691. Below are given the actual number 
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.of ~arners and working dependynts returned under ea.ch order in 1931 and the 

• number per mille of all earners and workers at trade returned under each orde!'. 
- .. -

Actualnum· Number per mille of earners and work· 
ber of earnerf ing dependents employed in trade 

Trade (by orders). and working 
dependents 

returned under each order. 

returned in 1931. 1921. 1911. 1931. 
. - . 

Trade .. " .. .. .. 1,137,691 1,00q 1,000 1,000 

l;IlInks, establishments of credit, exchange and insurance .. 35,279 31 44 50 
• 

Brokerage, commission and export .. .. .. 5,209 5 10 10 

1'rOOe in textiles .. .. . . .. 59,244 52 56 49 

" skins,leather and furs .. ., .. 4,562 4 4 4 

" wood (not firewood) .. .. .. 7,680 7 2 4 

" metals .. .. .. .. I 
2,004 2 I 3 

" pottery, bricks \lnd tiles .. .. .. 1,342 1 1 2 

.. chemical producte .. .. .. 6,067 5 5 8 

Hotela, cafes, restaurants, etc. .. .. .. 19,723 17 10 [3 

,O~er trade in foodstuffs •. .. ., .. 831,419 730 723 704 

Trade in clothing and toilet articles 13,425 [2 . 
10 22 .. .. .. 

, 

" furniture .. " .. .. 6,444 6 5 7 

" building materials .. .. .. 871 I I 1 

.. means of transport .. .. .. 25,876 23 26 . 17 

,. fuel .. .. .. .. .. 44,805 39 49 55 

,. .articlesof lmmry_andthose pertaining to letters and 30,491 27 19 28 
the arts and sciences. 

'].'rade of other Borts .. .. " .. 43,250 38 34 23 

No less than 73 per cent. of workers in trade are concerned with food
f~tuffs, and if to these we add those employed in hotels, cafes, etc., and hawkers 
of dlink and foodstuffs the figure rises to 75 per cent. The figures under other 
trade in foodstuffs show an actual increase of 16 per cent. since 1911, large 
il_lcreases occur,ring under grain and pulse dealers, dealers in sweetmeats, etc., 
(here I suspect some" makers "may have been wTongly returned as "sellers" 
.only) dealers in dairy products, eggs and poultry (a most remarkablE. and steady 
inc~ease since 1911), and dea.lers in fodder for animals. Although there is a 
ma.rked increase under the head " Owners and managers of hotds, cook-shope., 
sa'l'ais, etc., and their employees" I suspect that Btill many who should 
appear here have been returned under the particular work they do, such as 
domestic service, clerk, sweeper, watahman, etc. Again the comparatively 
small numbers returned as hawkers of drink and foodstuffs suggest that 
enumerators often failed to distinguish between those who" hawked" and 
those who .sold. from a shop. Dealers in tobacc9, opium and ganja have 
fallen to half their numbers since 1911. 

The decreases under banks, establishments of credit, exchange and 
insurance, brokerage, commission and export, reflect the trade depression that 
spre~d over the country towards the end of the decade. The other figures call 
for no particular comment. 

As ,obs(frved in the la~t report* in the Grdinary way in thic province the 
maker of a commodity 81so ~el1s it; and the organization of rural trade is still 
a8 primitive as ever. The great bulk of the population is served commercially 
by small rural ma.rkots held once or twice a week, supplemented by the 
permanent bazars of country towns. To these mal:kets the agrioultural popu
lation bling8 its surplus grain for sale, and buye with the proceeds those neces
saries whiC'h it does not provjde for itself-mainly cloth, salt and oil. In 

II Vide Census &port 1921. Part I, pa.ge 165. 
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the ordinary way the wholesale or even the retail trader who deals in articles 
other than of local origin, himself journeys to the place of manufacture and 
there obtains his stock. The rural merchant has little idea of seeking for new 
commodities and the manufacturers have no idea of advertising their wares 
in new places. The present state of affairs is much the same as in 1921, and 
there is little or no sign of any development of organizations for collecting, 
advertising and distributing the simple useful commodities such as the rural 
community cannot provide for itself. On the other hand the old system to 
a large extent cuts out the profite of middlemen. 

20. Tho total number of earners and working dependents in this class 
are 452,998 as against 414,607 in 1921 and 486,279 in 1911. The prGPor
tions to all eamers and working dvpcndcnts and to those who work 9t 
pastoral and agricultural occupations (Order 1) are ~hown for the last three 
ceneuees below. 

Earners and working de-
pemlents in Class C per 

mille of workers at-
Year. 

.'\II aeou- PastUl'A and 
pations. 8gri0ulture. . 

1931 .. .. 19 25 
1921 .. .. 17 21 
1911 .. .. 20 27 

There has been an increase in the actual numbers since 1921 though 
they are still below the 1911 figures. The same is true of the proportional 
figures, but in their case the movements are exaggerated by the large tEm
porary increase in agriculturists (especially women) in 1921 and subsequent 
decline in 1931. As a result of tho decline in agricultural prosperity after 
the elose of the decade the number of unproductive employed under this 
head will have decreased and this must have resulted in further educated 
unemployment both of those formerly employed and of those subsequently 
qualifying for employment. 

21. The figures nnder Public Force show a material decljne, mainly 
owing to the great reduction effected in chaukidars (village watchmen), and 
this in spite of the fact that some ordinary chaulcidars (watchmen) appear to 
have been included wrongly under this head, for some of the cities show un· 
usua.lly large figures. 

22. The figures call for no special comment. I would mention that it 
seems the Fyzabad Central Office may ha ve confused some "Estate" servants 
with" State" servants, though the figures include some servants of the Kapur
thala and other States which own land in that division, rightly so classified. 

23. Under this head were returned 273,346 earners and working 
dependents in 1931, as aga.inst 206,409 in 1921, and 239,319 in 1911. 

Below I give the actual numbers of workers returned under each order 
in 1931, and the number pEr mille of all workers returned under the sub-class 
by orders. 

Actual N ulIlber per mille of all earners and 
number 01 working dependents under this sub-

earnorsand class, by orders. 
Profe.sions and th~ liberal arts (by orders). working 

dependents 
returned in 1931. 192!. 1911. 

1931. 

All professions .. .. .. .. 273,346 1,000 1,000 1,000 

Religion .. .. .. .. .. 131,83, 482 518 515 

I..aw .. .. .. .. .. 22,401 82 57 43 

Medicine .. .. .. .. .. 30,920 113 116 129 

Instruction .. .. .. .. .. 52,064 191 167 116 

19tters, arts and sciences (other than those who fall under pub. 36,129 132 142 197 
lie administration). 
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Religion claims almost half, and although its proportion has dEclined 
the absolute figures show an increase of 14 pel' cent. above the 1911 figure. 
The considerable increase in pricsts, etc., and fall jn religious mendicants 
suggest that some of the latter have been included with the former. The low 
figures under Group 166 (servants in religious edifices, etc.) suggest that 
this group has been confused with Groups 163 and 165. I notice tbis was 
suspected in 1921 a1so.* 

It is regretta ble to note that there are now more than double the number 
of lawyers, mukhtiars, etc., than there were ten years ago. That profession is 
terribly over-crowded. Petition-writers, lawyers' clerks, etc., show a corre· 
sponding rise. 

Medicine does not appear So attractive, for although the figures are higher 
now than in 1921, they are approx:imately the same as in 1911. The figures 
for dentists and veterinary surgeons do not look very reliable (the latter have 
in many cases probably gone undor state or local service), nor would I put 
much ~aith in the distinction between registered medical practitioners and 
others. The somewhat low figures of midwives, vaccinators, compounders, 
nurses, masseurs, etc., suggest that some who should rightly have come into 
this group have found their way under domestic servico (Group 187). 

The number of persons empl9yed in connex:ion with education has risen 
rapidly since 1911 and is now almost double what jt then was. The uneven 
nature of the district figurES for clerks and servants connected with education 
suggests that Some of those who should have appeared here have gone under 
other clerks and domestic service. 

The only important occupation under this heading is " Musicians, actors, 
dancers, etc." The great decline in 1921 has in part, been made good again. 
They are found in greatest number in the Meerut and Rohilkhand revenue 
divisions. 

24. The heavy decline in this group in 1921 wa,s ascribed to the fact 
that the CO&t of living had so incrtased that pensioners could no longer eubsist 
upon their pensions but had to find employment of some kind. It may also 
have been due to the fact that cultivation, in which most pensioners indulge, 
became the most lucrative source of income on account of the rise in the price 
of agricultural produce. With the recent f911 in prices and drop in the cost 
of living it is natural to find a very substantial increase in the figures under 
this head, though they are still 13 per cent. below the 1911 level. 

25. There has been an increase under this head since 1921, but the 
figure is still a long way below the 1911 level. Private motor-drivers and 
deaners have inerea~ed nearly sevenfold in the last ten years. They are more 
numerous in the revenue divisions of Agra, Rohilkhand and Lucknow than 
elsewhere. Other domestic servants a1'e more numerous in the west than the 
east, as might be expected. 

26. The heading of this sub-class is somewhat of a misnomer, consist
ing ab it does mainly of general labourers rightly eo classed. As has already 
been explained the number of general labourus is largely dependent on ag
ricultural conditions. The very material decrease between 1911 and 1921 
was partly due to the rise in prices of agricultural produce which resulted in a 
movement of labour to the land because of increased agricultural prosperity. 
The collapse in prices at the end of the past decade caused a movement the other 
way and this is reflected in the increase in generallaboure1's of 20 per coot. since 
1921. General labourers are naturally more numerous where there is a larger 
urban population. 

27. The numbers under this head have fallen very materially at succes· 
sive censuses. In 1931 owing to the Civil Disobedience Movement the jails 
were fuller than usual, otherwise the decline would have been dill greater. 
The figures for procurers and prostitutes are for obvious reasons, not reliable. 
Taking beggars, vagrants, prostitutes and procurers altogether there has been 
a large decline at each census, the decrease on the present occasion being in 
no way due to the fact that wizards and witches have for the first time been 
transferred to the" arts and sciences" (under Group 181 into which they have 

• Vide Census Report 1921, Part I, page 166. 
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gone, only 208 persons were returned most of whom would be astrologers, 
etc.). Some may have gone into Group 182 (Musicians, actors, dancers, etc.,) 
but even so there appears to be a considerable decrease in beggars and 
vagrants, a eatisfacliory point to note. They are more numerous in tho west 
than in the east of the province. The high figure in district Sitapur is account
ed for by the considerable number who had congregated with the Pa,ikarma Fair 
which was enumerated at Nimsar on census night. 

28. As a measure of retrenchment occupation he,s not boon tabulated by 
religion at this cemus, but it is not likely that any material changes havo 
ocourred in the distribution since 1921 or even 1911. ]?or information on this 
point the reader is referred to the Census Report 1911, Part I, pages 411-4l2. 
Such tabulation would still as Mr. Blunt then wrote "reflect faithfully the 
well known characteristics of the various communities." The most impor
tant feature is that as a largor proportion of Muslims than Hindus reside in 
towns, Muslims follow urbi;,:J. pursuits to a greater ex'tent than do Hindus. 
The figures in the next few paragraphs throw some light on this eubject. 

29. Imperial Table XI gives the statistics of the occupations of certain 

Number per millo (of ~)oth 
sexes togethor) who were 

returned as -

Oaste. Non· 
Workin~ working 

~arners. depend· 
ents. 

depend· 
ent8. 

---------
Brahman .. 365 50 585 
Raj put .. 369 98 533 
Bhuinhar .. 355 29 616 
Kayastha .. 323 24 653 
Vai.~hya .. 378 28 594 
Jat .. 370 43 587 
Taga .. 356 19 625 
Bhat .. 386 40 574 

Kurmi .. 432 122 446 
Ladh 405 106 489 
Gujar .. 378 59 56'3 
Qadariya .. 422 84 494 
Ahir .. 428 129 443 

Sonar .. 372 37 59[ 
Ralwai .. 409 38 553 
Teli .. 456 58 48( 
Barhai .. 380 45 575 

Caste. 

I 
Lohar .. 
Kumbar .. 
I,uniya .. 
Dhobi .. 

Pasi .. 
Chamar .. 
Bhangi .. 

Saiyid " 
Pathan .. 
Shaikh .. 
Darzi .. 
Julaha .. 

,\ nglo· Tnrlinn 

Number per mille (of both 
sexes togfther) who were 

returned as-

Non. 
Worlcing working 

Earn'ls. depend-
ents. depend· 

ents. 
----

386 72 542 
450 80 470 
452 129 419 
496 64 440 

446 121 433 
499 61 440 
408 59 533 

329 21 650 
341 55 604 
349 30 621 
433 65 502 
407 61 532 

273 5 722 

selected castes 
(no matter what 
religion they re
turned) for the 
province at a 
whole including 
the states. In 
the margin I ghe 
for certain of 
those castes the 
number per mille 
(of both sexes 
together) who 
returned them
selves as earners 
working and non
working depen
d ents. The pro-
portions are 
dependent on 
three main fac
tors-

(i) the extent to which women and children are allowed to work at any
thing except the ordina.ry household duties, which depends on the 
social position and custom of thE caste, 

(ii) the proportion of females and children to male adults in the caste, 
and 

(iiD the nature of the occupations that the caste chiefly follows. 
Each of these factors has to be taken into account when considering the above 
figuree. 

It will be seen tha.t gensrally speaking the higher castes (both Hindu and 
Muslim), in spite of including a smaller proportion of females and of children,* 
and hence a greater proportion of males at the working ages, and in spite of th~ 

01< Vids pa,ra.graph 17 of Chapter V, ~d ~agraph [201 Chaptef IV. 
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working and 
non-working 
dependents. 
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fact that the oooupations at which those castes are mainly employed are often 
suoh as could be followed by women and children, include lower proportions of 
earners and working dependents. This is duo to their social customs, they 
are stricter about parda and consider it derogatory to their social status to 
allow their women and children to work (or to admit it if they do work). In 
the case of Kayasthas the proportions are very low due to the large proportion 
of this caste who are engaged in their traditional oc'cupation of clerioal work 
of all kinds in which women can take no appreoiable part. Agriculturists and 
pastorals although including a larger proportion of women and children, because 
their oooupations are suitable to the latter and beoause their social customs 
permit them to work, return a much larger proportion of earners and working 
dependents. The Gujar figures are strikingly low. This caste consists mainly 
of Hindus in the west of the province and of Muslims in Oudh and the east of the 
province. As is the case of all the western people the Hindu Glljar Women 
and children take less part in the family occupation than HiI1;du females el€e
Where in the province, and with the Muslim Gujars women and children work 
no more than is the case with the other Muslim castes. Hence the low figures. 

The highest proportions of earners and 'Working dependents are to be found 
among the lower castes, but the figures are naturally affected by the nature of 
the occupation. Thus earners and working dependents are relatively low among 
Ba.rhais and Lohars a large proportion of whom are carpenters and blaoksmiths 
by profession, which occupations women as a rulo cannot be expocted to follow. 
On the other hand the figures of both earners and 'Working dependents for Luniyas 
are high as they are largely agriculturists and labourers and their women and 
children assist or work on their own at these occupations. 

Anglo-Indians, a.s would be expected, return a low proportion of both 
earners and working dependents. 

30. In column 3 of Subsidiary Table V of this chapter will be found the 
proportion of females to males who were returned as earners (principal occupation 
Qnly) at any occupation and at the chief occupations at which each caste works. 
Below I give the highest and lowest proportion& of females returned as earners 
(principal occupation only) at any occupation. 

, 

High proportion of female earners. Low proportion of female earners. 

Number of Numberoi 
female female ~ 

Oaste. earners per Caste. earners per li 
mille male mille male j 
earners. earners. ~ 

Sa.haria . , .. 860 Tags. . . .. 46 

Gidhiya .. .. 755 Khattri .. .. 47 

Bhangi .. .. 600 Jat .. .. 51 

Kanjar .. .. 598 Kayastha .. .. 65 

Indian Christians .. 580 Rajput .. .. 1:8 

Nat .. .. 554 Bhuinhar .. .. 84 

Barwar .. .. 548 Brahman " .. 88 

Chamar .. " 529 Gujar .. .. 90 

Khangar .. .. 503 Barhai .. .. 98 

Dhobi .. .. 487 Saiyid .. .. 102 

Kewat .. .. 450 Pathan .. .. 104 

Kuhar .. .. 421 Shaikh .. .. lIt 

Pasi .. .. 406 . Sonar .. . . 112 

Koeri .. .. 395 Mochi .. ., 130 

Luniya .. .. 373 Vaishya .. .. 135 
. .. 
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The factors mentioned in paragraph 26 supra are largely instrumental in 
determining these figuree also. A~ would be expected the lower castes and tribes 
and those with occupations at which wOnlen and children can work are found 
with the highest proportion of female earners. The figures for Na.ts and Kanjars 
are influenced by the large proportion of female beggars, prostitutes, etc. It 
is, however, of more interest to examine the proportion of female earners plu8 
working dependents at all occupations to males. Below I give the figures of 
r'Wresentative castes and tribes and compare them with the corresponding 
figures (of workers) for 1921 and 1911 where these are available. 

Number of female workers per Number of female workers per 
mille male workers ~t all occupa- mille male workers at all 

Caste. 
tions. 

Oaste. 
oocupations. 

1931. 1921. I 1911. 1931. I 1921. 191I. 

-
Barwar .• " 908 " " Gadariya .• " 445 518 493 

Sabaria .. " 903 " .. Nai " " 437 488 519 

Kewat •. " 767 " 913 Dhunia •. " 422 " .. 
Gidhiya " 750 .. " Khatik .. .. 415 304 290 

Thal'll .. " 717 .. .. .Julaha " .. 399 521 543 , 

Knaugar " 703 .. " Bhat " " 328 434 362 

Pasi " " 701 707 706 Halwai " " 317 348 332 

Luniya .. " 700 839 812 Loh~,r " .. 309 373 389 

Koeri .. .. 669 842 834 Rajput .. .. 307 243 186 

Chamar .. 654 673 660 Anglo-Indian " 257 390 265 

KaniM .. .. 633 .. .. Gujar " " 222 127 99 

Bhangi .. " 628 735 "129 Pathan " " 209 242 238 

Dhohi .• " 628 620 643 Barhaj • .. " 202 239 244 

Nat .. " 621 " .. Brahman " 198 187 184 

Arakh .. " 587 .. " Vaishya •. " 191 .. 272 

Ahir .. " 558 646 598 Sonar .. " 174 139 138 

Kabat .. " 558 602 616 Shaikh .. " 170 258 236 

Kumhar " 536 646 646 Saiyid .. " 144 194 192 

Kurmi .. " 524 545 539 Jat " " 133 78 75 

Teli .. " 493 588 624 Bhuinhar .. 120 .. 188 

Kachhi, Mali. Murao, 483 486 488 Kayastlm .. 110 98 104 
Rain and Saini. 

Lodh .. " 464 491 491 Khattri .. " 89 " " 

Dal"zi .. " 453 .. " Tagr. " " 79- " 66 

The greater extent to which women assist in thc support of the home is 
very appa,rent among the low~r and agricultural ca,stes and tribes. 

In view of the decrease since 1911 * in the sex-ratio at all ages in the higher 
castes and among Mmlims, the sex-ratio in femaJe earners and working depen
dents might bfl expected to show a decline. This is found in tho case of Bhuin
hars and Vaishyas, and all the Muslims castes, but for Brahmans, Rajputs, 
Kayasthas, Jats, and Tagas the sex-ratio has increased, showing that the 
women-folk are gradually taking a larger share in augmenting ~he family 
income. Khatiks, Gujars and Sonars all show substantial increases in the 
sex-ratio of workers,but every other caste shows a decline, in the case of 
some of the 'lower castes the decline being very marked. 

In 1921 owing to the influenza epidemic and the rise in the cost of living 
there were in most ca~tes a greater percentage of women working than either in 
1911 or 1931. 

• Vide paragraph 17 of Chapter V. 
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31. Imperial Table XI shows to what extent any particular caste still 
follows its traditional occupation. As in previous censuses traditional has been 
somewhat freely interpreted to mean the occupation with which a caste has been 
particularly associated in the past. There is for instance nothing to show that 
the castes which have been mostly agricl,l.ltural in the last three or four decades 
are agricultural by "tradition." It is certain that they were never so in the 
same 'way as Barhais are "traditionally" carpenters. They were probably 
never tied down by custom and caste to agriculture as Barhais Were to wood
work, Lohars to working with iron, Sonars to working in precious metals. In 
the majority of cases, however, the occupation assigned in Imperial Table XI 
a,s" traditional" repIesents faithfully enough the really" traditional" oceu
pation of the caste. 

Subsidiary Table V of this chapter shows the proportion of earners (prin
cipal occupation only) who are still working at the traditional occupation of 
their caste. The list is headed by Bhuinhars (landowners and cultivators), 94 
per cent. of their earners returning the trMlitional occupation as thtir principal 
source of income. Next come Sainthwars (cultivators-92 per cent.), Tagas 
{landowners and cultivators-gO per cmit), Arakhs (cultivators, agricultural and 
generallabourers-88 per cent.), Lodhs (cultivators and agriculturaJ labourers-
88 per cent.), Jats (landowners and cultivators-87 per cent.), Kurmis (culti
vators-84 per cent.), Koeris (cultivators- 83 per cent.). All the high figures 
are for agriculturists, which is not a matter for surprise seeing the part that 
agriculture plays in this province and the love of the soil that is in-born in most 
Indians. If to the above occupations we add the other agricultural and pastoral 
pursuits the percentages become even more striking-Bhuinhars 96, Sainthwars 
98, Tagas 96, Arakhs 92, Lodhs 91, Jats 94, Kurmis 95, and Koeris 94. 

Next come the artisan and trading classes the first of whom are Sonars 
(goldsmithe, silversmiths and jewellers- 71 per CEllt.), then come Darzis (taHors-
69 per cent.), Bhangis (scavengers-56 per cent.), Vaishyas (traders-61 per 
cent.), Mochis (shoemakers and cobblers-61 percent.), Halwais (confectio~ers-
59 per cent.), Dhobis (washermen-56 per cent.), Gidhiyas (bird-catchers-55 
per cent.), Nais (barbers-54 per cent.) In the case or each of these castes, of 
whom more than 50 per cent. of earners returned their traditional occupation as 
their principal source of income, by far the greater proportion of the remaining 
earners returned some agricultural or pastoral employment as their principal 
source of livelihood. 

Between 40 and 50 pET cent. of the earners of the following castes returned 
their traditional occupation as their principal source of income- Khattris 
(traders)) Julahas (weavers), Rajputs (soldiers, Government servants and land
owners), Barhais (carpenters), Telis, (oilmIDl) and Kumhars (potters). Of these'
again the vast majority of those who did not return their traditional as 
principal occupation returned some agricultural or pastoral head. 

Kayasthas (clerical workers), Lohars (blacksmiths), Kahars (person91 
servants), Khatiks (fruit and vegetable sellers and butchers), Gadariyas (shep
herds, goatherds and blanket-weavers), Kachhis etc., (market gardeners), 
Dhunias (cotton carders), Luniyas (salt-petre workers and earth-workers), and 
Gujars (cattle and sheep-breeders, herdsmen, etc.) returned between 20 and 40 
per cent. of their earners as principally supported by their traditional occu
pations, and again the vast majority of their other earners returned agrjcultural 
or pastoral occupations. 

At the bottom of the list come Bhats (bards and genealogists- 9 per cent.), 
Brahmans (priests- 8 per cent.), Kalwars (liquor distillers and sellers- 6 per 
cent.), Chamars (leather-workers- 5 per cent.), Kewais (boatmen, fishermen 
and riverain occupations- 5 per cent.), and Pasis (tari-makers- 2 per cent.); 
and here again the great majority of the remaining earners returned as principal 
occupation some agricultural or pastoral head. 

But to all these figures must be added considerable numbers of those who 
l'etumed their traditional occupation as their subsidiary source of income, which 
as will be seen from c91umns 11 and 12 of Imperial Table XI were often very 
numerous. In the case of Bahelias, Barhais, Dhobis, Kachhis etc., Kumhars, 
Lohars, Luniyas, Nais, and Telis such persons exceeded one-third of the number 
who returned the traditional occupation as principal. 
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In order to ascertain what changes have occurred since previous censuses 
the working dependents who returned the traditional occupations must be added 
to thos~ who returned this as their principal occupation at this census befqre 
comparlSons can be made with the workers of 1921 and 1911 for they were then 
included. 

Below I give for selected castes the proportion to aU workers of earners 
(principal ocoupation) plu$ working dependents, and of eamers (subsidiary 
occupation) who returned their traditional occupation in 1911 and 1931. 

1931- , 1911. 

Number per mille of workers who returned their traditional 

Caste. caste occupation as--

Principal Subsidiary Principal or Principal Subsidiary Principal or 
occupation. * ocoupation. subsidiary. occupation. • occupation. subsidiary. 

Bhuinhar .. .. 995 27 932 896 1 897 

Taga .. .. .. 871 8 879 896 .. 896 

Jat .. .. .. 834 10 844 848 2 850 

Koeri .. .. .. 774 28 802 879 1 880 

Looh .. .. .. 788 13 801 861 3 864 

Kurmi .. .. .. 729 20 749 843 2 845 

Sonar .. .. .. 654 63 717 740 9 749 

Bhangi .. .. .. 647 14 661 767 21 788 

Dhabi .. .. .. 526 113 639 527 74 601 

Nai .. .. .. 501 134 635 532 66 598 

Halwai .• .. .. 553 36 589 678 5 683 

Barhai .. .. .. 403 141 544 415 116 531 

Teli .. .. .. 408 80 488 436 82 518 

Rajput .. .. .. 462 24 486 482 10 492 

Julaha .. .. .. 428 38 466 505 14 519 

Kumhar •• .. .. 365 95 460 432 79 511 

Lohar .. .. .. 313 126 439 318 100 418 

Kayastha .. .. 361 16 377 327 10 337 

Kahar .. .. .. 302 45 347 349 44 393 

Gadariya •• .. .. 216 46 262 229 59 288 

Khatik .• .. .. 227 24 251 145 8 153 

Luniya .• .. 107 32 139 58 53 III 
~ 

Ahir .. .. " 111 21 132 92 20 112 

Gujar .. .. .. 95 16 111 128 9 137 

Brahman .. .. 77 20 97 79 35 114 

Chamar ., .. .. 48 9 57 37 11 48 

Kewat .. .. .. 40 9 49 11 2 13 

Pfosi .. .. , . 22 4 2.6 5 .3 8 

*Inc'ludes working dependents as well. 

Comparing the fourth and seventh columns it will be observed that 
speaking generally those castes who have the. lower proportipn working at 
their traditional occupation show some increase in the proportion in the 1ast 20 
years, and those who have higher proportions show some decrease. A very 
notable decrea&e occurs in the case of Bhangis, who are taking up other 
occupations. Chamare, Luniyas, and Dhobis on the other hand show 
some increase, as also do Lohaw and Barhais. Khatiks show a VEry [strirung 
increa.se. The K.umhar is being ousted from his traditional Qccupation to some 
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extent by the introduction of metal utensils, and the Teli by the modern 
product, but the changes Hre small. Taken as a whole the figures reveal a 
remarkably small change in the state of affairs that existE'd 20 years ago. 'When 
comparing the figures of columns 17-66 of Imperial Table XI with those of 
1921 and 1911 it must be borne in mind that the 1931 figures do not include 
working dependents whereas the others do. 

Columns 15 and 16 of Imperial Table XI show the extent to which those 
who returned the traditional occupation of their caste as their principal source 
of income sUflplement that income by following some Elubsidiary occupation. 
The proportions are large in the case of Ahirs, Barhais, Bhats, Bhuinhars, Brah
mans, Chamars, Darzis, Dhobis, Dhunias, Gadariyas, Kalwars, Kewats, Koeris, 
Kumhars, Lohars, Luniyas, Nais, Pasis, Rajputs, Sonars, and Telis. It will 
be observed that with the exception of Koeris and Rajputs the traditional occu
pation is other than actual cultivation. The bulk of the subsidiary occupations 
of all these ca~tes are 3 gricultura1 or pastoral. 

32. In paragraph 5 supra we saw the proportion of female t~ male workers. 
In 1931 there were in the whole province including the states, 7,183,842 
females returned as earners or working dependents, as against 8,429,755 in 
1921, and 7,840,190 in 1911. These figures represent 305, 381, and 342 
;respectively' per mille of the female population. Female earners and working 
dependents are thererore actually and proportionally lower now than they have 
been at the last two censuses. The large proportion of child.ren in the present 
population has kept down the proportion but this is not the explanation of the 
decrease, for based on females aged 15 years and over the proportions become 
499, 605, and 536. The exceptionally high figure in 1921 is explained by the 
rise in the cost of living and the heavy mortality caused by the influenza epide
mic. These two factors necessitated every available woman lending a hand 
in the fields and it will be seen that the increase took place solely under the agri
pultural heads of occupation. In the same way now in 1931, on the return ~o 
more normal conditions it is the falling off in female agricultural workers that is 
responsible for almost the wholo decrease. • 

The occupations of females (omitting, of course, household duties) may 
be studied from Subsidiary' Table m, which shows for all sub-classes and for 
selected orders and groups the actual number of female earners and working 
dependents, and the number of female per mille male earners and working 
dependents under each of those occupations. 

Below I give the number of female earners and -working dependents re
turned under each sub-class per mille of all female earners and working depen
dents based on the actual figures shown in column 4 of that subsidiary table, 
and the corresponding figures for 1921 and 1911. 

Number of fem~le eamer~ and working dependents 
per mille of all female earners and working 

Occupation (by sub.classes). dependents in--

1931. I 1921. 1911. 

All occupations •. .. .. .. .. 1,000 1,000 1,000 

I.-Exploitation of animals and vegete.tion .. " 754 784 711 

rI.-Exploitation of minerals .. .. " .. .. .. 
lrI.-Industry .. ., .. " 126 122 154 

IV. -Transp'1:lrt .. .. .. .. 1 1 1 

V.-Trade .. .. .. .. .. 48 35 42 

VI.-Public force .. ., .. " .. .. .. 
VII.-Public administration . , .. " .. .. .. 

VIII.-Professions and liberal arts ., .. " 7 5 8 

IX.-Persons living on the!r !neome .. .. 1 .. 1 

X.--Domestic sorvice .. ., .. .. 26 23 29 

XI.-Insufficiently described occupations .. " 29 20 41 

XIL-Unproductive .. .. . . .. 8 ro 13 

-~ 
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Three-qua.rters of all female workers are engagbd on the expJoitation 0.£ 
animals and vegetation, the bulk of them on agri( ulture pure and simple. In
dustry employs one-eighth, and trade one-twmtieth ; for the rest they are 
chiefly domestic servants and general labourers. Between 1911 and 1921 all 
occupations lost to agriculture. Since 1921 they have regained ~ome of the lost 
ground though only trade has reached, and in fact exceeded, its proportion of 
1911. 

The actual figures of female agr;culturistt returned under the main heads Agriculture. 
are shown below together with the proportions at the last three censuses :~ 

Actual numher of fema.les returned 
N urn ber per mille of all fornate as ea·roers or working 

Agricultuml hendmg. 
dependents. agriculturists. 

1931. 1921. 1911. 1931. 1921. 1911 •. 

All agricultural heads .. .. 5,282,ZZ8 6,449,745 5,437,749 1,000 1,000 1,000 

Landlords, non.cultivating .. .. 42,324 1 84.194{ 
:30,168 8 } 13J -6 

Tenants, non.cultivating .. .. 59.238 j 56.805 11 l 10 

Estltte agents and managers of private 
owners and of Government, rent collec· 

1,564 2,248 858 " .. .. 
tors, clerks, etc. 

I,andlorLls, cultivating .. .. 556,015 
}5,301,401{ 

252,168 .105 ! r 46 

Tenants, cnlti I'ating " .. 3,069,921 3,728,796 582 J 822l 
~6 

Agriculturallabourera .. .. 1,543,307 1,056,876 1,357,760 292 164 250 

Cliltivators of special 
gardeners, etc. 

crops, market 10,359 5,026 11,194 2 J 2 

Female landlcrds (both cultivating and nen-cultivating) appear to have 
more than doubled since 1911, having increased from 282,336 to 598,339 but 
this is only the result of the difference in clas.sification of the khaikars of 
Kumaun and of those holding direct from His Highness tbo Maharaja of Tehri
Garhwal State as explained in paragraph 14 supra. The figures of tenants 
have been disturbed by the same factor. AgriculturallaboUlers have increased 
beyond the 1911 figures. 

As already mentjoned taken as a whole female agriculturists have decreased 
by over a million sjnce 1921 and are now slIghtly fewer than in 1911. Tenants 
(cultivating and non-cultivating) account for 59 per cent., agricultural labourers 
for 29 per cent., and landlords (cultivating and non-cultivating) for 11 per 
cent. 

Some 84 thousand females are engaged on stook-raising or work as herds- Pasture. 
men, etc. The oorresponding figure in 1921 was 139 thousand, and in 1911 it 
was 111 thousand, so there has been a very marked dbcline. 

Industry accounts for the next largest proportion nearly (13 per cent.) to Industry. 
agriculture. This, needless to say, does not represent orga.nized industry, but 
the indigenous system. The industries at which the gr8ater number of femDles 
work are shown below together with the number per mille of all females engaged 
on industry, at each of the la.st three censuses·:, 

Number of femaleworl,ers. Number pOl' mille o~ l!Jmales 
engaged on an industries. 

Industry. 
1931. 1921. 1911. 1931. 1921. 1911. 

-
AU industries .. .. .. 901,845 1,029,966 1,208,172 1,000 1,000 1,000 
Cotton industry .. .. 131,664 216,305 187,164 146 210 155 
Rice pounders and huskers, and flour !2a,138 159,154 227,568 133 154 188 

grinders. 
102 Scaveng~rs " .. .. 113,223 114,972 123,012 126 112 

Manufaoture and refining of vegetable oil~ 105,203 106,023 112,519* 117 103 93 
Washing and cleaning . . . • [04,096 96,853 100,286 [15 ~. 94 83 
Grain pRrchers, etc. . . " 73.358 70,083 90,699 81 -} 68 y? 
Potters and makers of earthenware " 60,983 57,578 73,125 68 56 61 
Barbers, hairdressers, etc. •. .. 50,544 37,175 66,722 56 36 55 
Other industries .. " 142,636 171,823 227,077 158 167 188 

·'l'his includes mineral oils, but the 5g'lril3 lor then::) are UIl!;figible. 
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The number of females employed on industry has doolined steadHy sinoe 
1921, in spite of the increase in population. Of all indu~tries cotton ginning, 
cleaning, pressing, spinning, sizing and weaving oocupies the greatest number 
of females, though on account of the increase in the number of mills there has 
been a marked decrease in the number of females so employed. Again because 
of the growing number of flour mills the number of females employed on rice 
pounding and husking and flour grinding has decreased by almost half in the 
past 20 Y6ars. 

Scavengers show a much smaller decrease, and 80 do those employed with 
vegetable oils. Grain parchers, potters and hairdressers show an increase since 
1921 but the figures are still well below those of 1911. Waaherwomen show an 
increase on both the 1921 and 1911 figures. 

Trade. Trade occupies less than 5 per cent. of female earners and working depen-

Professions and 
liberal arts. 

Domestic 
service. 
General 
labourers. 

Unproductive. 

dents, and this consists very largely of women selling the articles made or 
produced by their husbands. Below I give the figures for the last three censuses 
of the main headings of trade under which females were returned. 

Actual number of females returned as Number per mille of all female 
earners or working dependents. traders. 

Trado. 

1931. 1921. 1911. \931. 1921. 19\1. 

-
All trades .. .. .. 345,689 295,338 327,217 1,000 1,000 1,000 

o ther foodstuffs .. .. 109,699 98,770 125,492 318 334 384 

G rain and pulse dealers .. .. 69,496 49,265 61,635 201 167 188 

aIers in dairy products, eggs and 67,815 43,153 37,867 196 146 116 
poultry. 

ers in fodder rOf IlDimaL~ .. 24,691 25,380 15,042 71 86 46 

a in fuel .. .. .. 24,187 25,458 32,451 70 8~ 99 

Other trades .. .. .. 49,801 53,312 54,730 144 181 167 

The number of females employed on {rade fell in 1921 but has now risen 
to a higher figure than in 1911. The sale of foodstuffs of all kinds takes 
pre-eminence, and there has been a remarkable increase under I!ale of (lhi, milk 
and other dairy products. Trade in fuel shows a decline. 

The figures under this head are small, totalling only 48,804, which include 
mostly religious workers, midwives, and dancing girls. The correeponding 
figure in 1921 Was 44,170, and in 1911 it was 60,193. 

Domestic service accounts"for 187,459 females as against 189,604 ill 1921 
and 227,451 in 1911. 

Female general labourers numbered 209,225 as against 163,825 in 1921 and 
321,236 in 1911. 

Female beggars, vagrants, prostitutes, eto., continue to show a satisfactory 
Moline from 103,629 in 1911 to 82,003 in 1921, and now to 55,482. 

To sum up as far as we haye gone then, female workels show a marked 
decline. sine'a 1921, ('hiefly at the moat general occupaMon of agriculture. 
Nevertheless three-quarters still follow that occupation and the lest are employ
ed in industIy, trade, domestio' selvice and general labom. Apalt from the 
decr&ase in agriculturists the only notable change sinCE: 1921 has been the 
increate in those engaged in trade in foedstuffs. 

Before leaving this subject it may be of inter6,st to trace how far the pro
portions of felllale~ to males iJre cbanging in cert?iJi' occUPl:)tiollS. Below I give 



the occupations at which women work most and least relatively to men, tcge.
ther with the corresponding figures for 1911. 

Female workers lcemale workers 
per 1,000 male per 1,000 male 

Occupation. 
workers. workers. 

Oooupation. 

1931. I 1911. 1931. 1911. 

I Wool industry 
--- ---

Collectors of 1M .. .. *170,500 .. . . " 687 877 

Rice pounders and huskers and 13,735 ]'977 Basket.makers and other industries 628 691 
flour grinders. of woody materials. 

Midwives, vaooinators, etc. .. 6,177 5.606 Domestic service .. .. 627 752 

Embroiderers, etc. .. .. 2,116 786 Public force .. .. I t5 

Collectors of forest produce .. 1,401 .. Law .. .. .. I 8 

Dealers in fodder for animals .. 1,395 949 Public administration .. 9 6 

Rope, twine, string, etc. .. 1,264 1,880 Makers of sugar, etc ... 
" II 42 

Trwle in fuel .. .. 1,173 1,353 Brokeragf', etc. .. .. IS 43 

Grain parchers, etc •.. .. 1,133 ]'249 Trade in means of transport .. 17 89 

UpholstArers, etc. .. .. *1, 132 Nil. Tmusport (all kinds) •. .. 26 51 

Dealers in dairy ptoducts .. 1.115 1.293 Proiuction and transmission of "35 14 

Servants in religious edifiJes, etJ. *1,049 125 
physical force. 

Makers of jewellery and ornaments 35 47 

Soavenging .. .. 1,031 1,340 Inmates of jails, almshouses, etc ... 36 54 

Other religious workers .. *945 331 Trado in precious stones, etc. .. *38 148 

Bone, ivory, horn, shell, eto., work· *879 1.345 Trade in skins, etc. .. .. 42 134 
era (oxcept buttons). 

!\Jetal industries .. 46 78 
Manufacture and refining of vege· 845 893 
table oils. Trade in pe>ttery .. .. "55 366 

Washing and cleaning .. 835 825

1 

Construction of means of transport *58 22 

Daalers in othor food· stuffs .. 826 934 General storekeepers, etc. . . 59 78 

Agricultural labourers .. 823 845 Trade in textiles .. .. 63 111 

Trade in thatches and other forest 823 .. Medical practitioners •. .. 66 56 
produoe. 

Butchers .. .. 67 165 
Dealers in common bangles and 697 788 
small articles. Inst-ruction .. .. 76 71 

Trade in bamboos and canes .. t688 .. Trade in furniturf' .. . . 91 197 

*rhe actual numbers are very small. 
tIn 1911 Army nurses were included under this head, but in 1931 they went into Group 172 (under profes. 

siens and liberal arts). 

Lac.collecting is doue entirely by females. Flour grinding by hand, always 
largely a female oocupation, has heeD made over almost entirely to women. 
and so to a large extent has EmblOidory work. Collecting forest pro
duce, firewood, grass, reeds, etc., has always been largely woman's work, and 
selling the same as well, though whereas more women than men havo taken 
up selling fodder for animals, moro females than males have given up sell
ing fuel including firewood, cowdung, etc. Rope and twine·making has 
always attracted more women than men though now more men and fewer 
women work at it. Women appear to have taken to upholstery work 
and tent·making since 1911 when none wero returned at this occupation. 
The figures for other religious workers and servants in religious edifices are 
small and none too reliable. The change is insignificant. More women than 
men have abandoned the occupations of scavenging and of the manufacture 
and refining of vegetables-oils. On the other hand more females than males 
have taken up washing and cleaning. Agricultural labourers have increased 
by more males than females. The wool industry has lost far more females 
than males, and so strangely enough has domestic service. The occupations 
in which women workers are uncommon need no comment, the names of the 
occupations themselves explain the position. 
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The following points may be noted :-
(1) Women, as is natUl'al, are occupied in the simpler and lighter forms 

of employment. For instance, those who work at agriculture 
neither dig nor plough, and those engaged on earthwork do not 
dig. Much of their work is carrying work and even then their 
loads are usually lifted on to their heads by the menfolk. 

(2) Women workers form a valuable supplement in agriculture, and 
the numbers can be swelled at necessity very considerably, to 
shrink again when the need is past. ~ 

(3) Women industrial workers are employed almost without exception 
under the old indigenous system. Organized industry has little 
or no attraction for them. (Vide paragraph 53 of Chapter 1.) 

(4) There is no tendency for females to U&urp the work of males in this 
province, a tendency so insistent ·in Western countries. Nor is 
there any likehhood of such a development for some time to come. 
The vast majority are marrjed and married young. They have 
their domestic duties to .perform and other work has to be done 
at home or nearby. Their general lack of education excludes 
them from engaging in any but the simplest forms of labour. 

33. Most people follow more than one occupation from the point of view 
of the scheme of classification. In many cases, however, combined callingE 
which have been so analysed for purposes of the classification would normally 
be regarded as different aspects of the same calling. For inetance, the land
lord who cultivates part of his estate and lets the rest, the cultivating and 
sub-Jetting tenant, the man who tans Jeather and makes shoes out of it, and 
the man who truthfully returned his occupations at this census as "ekka 
driver-horse-breaker." On the other hand there are many who follow dis
tinct occupations, such as grain-dealing and money-lending, cultivation and 
some cottage industry, Government serviae and cultivation. In this province 
there is only one really important combination of occupations and that'-is ag
ri.uclture (in some form or other) with any non-agricultural occupation. This 
combination may be divided into two, those for whom agriculture provides 
the principal source of income and those for whom it provides a subsidiary 
income to that derived from a non-agricultural occupation. Economically 

.the former class is far more important in this province so in Provincial Table 
III havo been tabulated the subsidia.ry occupations of agriculturists. The 
latter have been divided into six classes, viz :-Iandlords who let tbeir land, 
landlords who cultivate, tenants Who sub-let, tenants who cultivate, agricul. 
tural labourers (including ploughmen), and cultivators of special crops, mar
ket gardeners, etc. As the non-agricultural income may, as a result of 
outside factors like the fall or rise of agricultural prices, become secondary to 
the non-agricultural income it is important to have statistics of those with a 
non· agricultural principal occupation and an agricultural subsidiary occupa
tion. The information is considered so important for this province that, with 
the agreement of the local Government, Imperial Table X has been expanded 
to show for each occupation in the classification scheme the numbers who 
returned such occupation as principal occupation with-

(i) no subsidiary occupation of any kind, 
(ii) an agricultural subsidiary occupation, and 

(iii) a non-agrioultural subsidiary occupation. 

Tills has made the table longer, but it is hoped that tho extra informa· 
tion so provided will be found of considerable assistance to economists in the 
p,rovince. 

34. In Subsidiary Tables I(b) and II(b) will be found proportional figures 
showing the distribution of the subsidiary occupations retumed bctwoen the 
various orders of occupation, and between cities and the rest of tho province, 
and the distribution by sub-classes for natural diviSions, districts and states. 

Out 6f every 10,000 total population of t.he province as a whole including 
the state~~ 4,174 were returned as earners, and out of these 595 (or 14 pOI' 

cent.) returned a subsidiary oQcupation. Of these 364, i.e., three-fifths 
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returned an agricultural or pastoral head, which was only to be. expected from 
the natura of those heads; 104 returned an industrial head; 50 returned trade; 
and 31 general labour. The bulk of subsidiary occupations Wtre naturally 
returned from outside the 23 cities of the province, the only exceptions being 
those who returned the Army, and the production and transmission of physical 
force as their subsidiary occupations. 

The proportions of earners by sexes who returned subsidiary occupations 
can be seen from the following table !-

Earners with- Persons. Males. Females. 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 

Total .. 100 100 100 

No subsidiary occupation .. 86 85 89 

An agricultural subsidiary 
occupation .. 8 8 7 

A non.agrioultural subsidiary 
6 oocupation .. .. 7 4 

Relatively fewer females returned subsidiary ocoupations and they 
returned proportionally less of the non-agrioultural pursuits. 

As regards natural divjsions the greatest proportions of earners Who (ii) By locality. 
returned subsidiary occupation!:' are to be found in Indo-Gangetio Plain East 
(209 per mille of ea.rners), Sub-Himalaya East (182), Indo-Gangetic Plain 
Central (141), and the Central India Plateau (140) whilst the lowest was Indo-
Gangetic Plain West (104). The district figures are none to reliable, for they 
reflect to a very large extent the views and personal zeal of the local officials 
Who were responsible for the enumeration. These factors even out in the 
larger areas. 

35. Of the 14,673,510 persons (males 12,003,696, females 2,669,814) Subsidiary 
who returned a purely agricultural head as principal occupation 12,514,584 occupations oj 
(males 10,149,674, females 2,364,910) returned no subsidiary occupation at agriculturists. 
all, i.e., 85 per cent. (males 85, females 89). 

Below I give for the whole province inoluding the states the propor
tion of earners returned under the six agricultural heads who returned no 
subsidiary oooupation, an agricultural*, or a non-agricultural subsidiary 
occupation:-

-_. -
Number per mille of eal'ners who returned subsidiary oooupations-

Oocupation. Non!:). Agricultural. Non-agrioultural. 

Persons. Males. Females. Persona. Males. Females. Persons. Males. Female 

---- ---------- --I 
All agricultural occupations .. 853 845 8851 76 76 77 71 79 38 

Non-oultivating landlords .. 587 553 798 342 370 • 171 71 77 31 

Cultivating landlords .. 803 802 816 147 148 139 50 50 45 

Non-oultivating tenants .. 789 770 853 145 161 92 66 69 55 

Cultivating tenants .. 854 852 870 58 56 73 88 92 57 

Agricultural labourers (including 893 883 908 77 80 72 30 37 20 
ploughman). 

Growers of speoial crops, market 817 808 841 130 
gardeners, etc. 

130 129 53 62 30 

Landlords taking rent returned the greatest proportion of subsidiary 
oocupations beoause many (especially males) derive income as w.eIl from 
their own cultivation as landlords or tenants. Next oome those who re
turned sub-letting their tenanoies as their most profitable occupation, among 

• I have included in this oategory both here aud in Imperial Table X and Provincial Table III ouly the 
six occupations shown in the above table. 

53 -
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Whom many cultiv:ate part of their holdings and others work as ploughmen 
or labourers. AgrIcultural la~ourers returned fewest subsidiary occupations, 
by far the most frequent subSIdiary occupation being that of cultivating 
tenant. Ploughmen mostly fall under this category. 

Cultivating tenants return the smallest proportion of agricultural sub
sidiary occupations, as is but natural; it may also be noted that they return 
the greatest proportion of non-agricultural subsidiary occupations among 
both males and females. 

Agricultural labourers return the lowest proportion of non-agricultural 
subsidiary occupations for each sex. 

36. Little need be said on this subject as the figures in Provincial Table 
III are self-explanatory. 

Among non-cultivating landlords the chief subsidiary non-agricultural 
occupations are money-lending, grain-dealing and other forms of trade; among 
cultivating landlords-the above occupations and in addition cattle-"Qreeding, 
Government service and penElioners (the figures for blacksmiths and carpenters 
and for general labourers are swollen by tho inclusion as landlords of the 
khaikars of Kumaun and those who hold land direct from the State in Tehri
Garhwal); among non-cultivating tenants-trade, money-lending and grain.
dealing, stock-raising, village artisans and priests; among cultivating tenants 
-the above occupations and in addition general labourers, and a much larger 
proportion of village artisans such as blacksmiths, carpenters, barbers, oil
pressers, washermen, potters, etc.; among agricultural labourers-general 
labourers, cattle-breeders and milkmen, traders and village artisans; and among 
market gardeners-traders and general labourers. 

37. Of all agriculturists the most important economically are the actual 
cultivators, especially the cultivating tenants. Below I give for cultivating 
owners and tenants proportional figures for subsidiary occupations bJ natural 
divisions. 

Cultivating landlords. Cultivating tenants. 

---

Natural division. 

Number per mille of earners (principal 
occupation) who have-

Number per mille camers (principal 
oeoupation) who have-

No An Anon· No An Anon· 

subsidiary agricultural agricultural subsidiary agricultural agricultural 

occupation. subsidiary subsidiary occupation. subsidiary subsidiary 
oooupation. occupation. occupation. occupation. 

-
United Provinces (British territory) 789 161 50 853 59 88 
Himalaya, West .. .. 893 7 100 813 24 163 
Sub-Himalaya, West .. 768 204 28 874 37 89 
Indo.Gangetic Plain, West .. 803 173 24 897 41 62 
Indo·Gangetio Plain, Central .. 725 241 34 857 59 84 
Central India Plateau .. 617 339 44 853 44 103 
East Satpuras .. .. 817 162 21 871 67 62 
Sub·Himalaya, East .. 789 185 26 818 66 116 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, East .. 681 257 62 803 108 89 

I 

The. figures in the fourth and seventh columns (proportion of cultivators 
who have a non-agricultural subsidiary occupation) are of considerable import
ance in determining the economic condition of cultivators. (V ide page 46 of 
Chapter I.) These figures would have been greater but for tho numerous agri
cultural heads of occupation and the fact that only the two main occupations 
were recorded. Nevertheless this affects the natural divisions much about the 
same and so the above figures illustrate the relative position in the different 
divisions. 

As regards cultivating landlords the high proportion with non-agricultural 
subsidiary occupations in Himalaya, West is due to the inclusion of khaikars 
and small landholders of Tehri-Garhwal State. Conditions in this natural 
division (and also in East Satpuras) are different from elsewhere in the prov
ince, there being no big landlords. W~ need .co,nsider .these figures .no f~rt~er. 
The high proportion in Indo-Gangchc Plam East IS, however, Illummatmg 
and largely explains the high proportion of debt-free landlords in this natural 
division (vide tho second table on page 42 of Chapter I). 
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Turning to cultivating tenants, the high proportion of non-agricultural 
oucupations in Sub-Himalaya, East largely explains the fact that in spite of the 
great density in population and the increase therein in the past decade, and 
the fact that a largc proportion of tenants cultivate less than the economic 
holding (vide; page 45 of Chaptor I), still there is in this natural division a larger 
proportion of unindebted tenants than in Indo-Gangetio Plain, West where 
the average holding is well above the oconomic holding, but subsidiary occupa
tions are le3s frequent. The chief non-agricultural subsidiary occupations in 
Sub-Himalaya, East are-blacksmiths and carpenters, barbors, washormen, 
oil'pressers, stock-raising, general labourers, potters, grain-dealers and other 
traders, weavors, fishermen and boatmen. These subsidiary sources of 
income and remittances from emigrants havo made it possible for the fami
lies of this natural division to make ends meet in spite of the large size of their 
families and their uneconomic holdings. The same is true to a less extent of 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, East and Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central. 

From this state of affairs it is evident, as mentioned on page 48 of Chap
ter I, how important it is in this provinco to foster existing villago industries 
and to introduoe now ones in order to employ the 4! idle months of the agricul
tural year and tho other intermittent spare time of cultivators in subtlidiary 
occupations which {Jan be followed at home, so augmonting the family income. 

38. Below I give for the province as a whole including the states, the 
proportion of earners by sex returning a non-agricultural principal occupa
tion who returned no subsidiary occupation, an agricultural subsidiary 
occupa.tion, or a non-agricultural subsidiary occupation. 

Earners with It non.agriculturfll II I 

principal occupattun who Pdl"SOns. Males. Fomales. 
roturnBd-

Tota! Per cent. Per cent. Per c,nt. 

No subsidiary occupation .. 87 86 90 
An agricultural subsidiary oc· 9 10 7 

oupation. 
4 4 A non· agricultural subsidiary 3 

occupation. 

Proportionally more persons returned no subsidiary occupation than in 
the case of agriculturists (85 per cent. with no subsidiary occupation), more 
returned an agricultural subsidiary occupation and fewer a non-agricultural. 

39. An attempt was made at this census for the first time to collect 
statistics of the educated unemployed, and the results are given in Imperial 
Table XII. The return waE confined to malos who could road and write 
English, and who were out of employment and seeking it, or unsuitably omployed 
in view of their educational qualifications. Tho innovation fancd to a large 
extent, as many people refused to fill in the forms for various reasons, among 
which may be mentioned the following :-

(1) Some thought it undignified to fill in the forms. 
(2) Others were apathetic and thought that no good would rosult from 

so doing. 
(3) Congress was, at the time of the Census, employing and paying as 

volunteers many who would otherwise have been unemployed. 
(4) The political boycott of the Census in general was especially strong in 

towns where most of the educated unemployed were to be found. 
In some parts Congress volunteers spread a rumour that thiff was a 
ruse on the part of Government to secure the names of those unem
ployed and so probably taking part in the Civil Disobedience 
Movement, with a view to barring them from future employment 
in Government service, or to meting them out punishment in some 
form or other later on. Another rumour had it that Government 
was trying to win over the unemployed by falsely raising their 
hopes of seouring employment. 

The return of those unsuitably employed was not worth tabulating 
though after scrutiny and rejection of absurd entries tho number of those 
who had passed the S. L. C, or higher examination and returned obviously 
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unsuitable occupations was abstracted and shown; they total 208. The 
present employment was to be given and then came the query" Employment 
for which fitted by education." This, as can readily be imagined, evoked 
some refreshing replies. One S. L. C. man thought he was fit to be a Collector. 
Personally I should not have been surprised to find an "S. L. C. plucked" 
who thought himself fit to be a "Lard Sahib", but the highest aspiration 
from this qualification was to be a "Tahsildar". One man with no 
qualification save an almost illiterate scrawl replied" Fit for all if luck help". 
Those already employed in Municipal and other local service seem one and a]] 
convinced that they are far better fitted for Government service. Another 
man's opinion of commercial life was summed up by his entry that he is at 
present "Employed in trade by reason of unemployment". Yet another 
returned his present occupation as "Reading novels and newspapers." It is 
qUite evident that the results of such a query arc very difficult to tabulate, and 
I thi.nk in future, full of possibilities (or impos&ibilities) as it is, this query might 
be omitted. 

As regards the unemployed proper, their chief aim seemed to be 
Government service, clerical work or any post carrying a specified minimum 
pay. In one case the minimum was a modest Rs. 3 per mensem. Another 
modest entry: was by a man who had passed no examination and realizing his 
short-comings expressed the view that the employment for whkh he was suited 
should be "simple". He probably had grown to appreciate the peace and 
quiet of the local jail. 

One point that struck me in scrutinizing the filled-in schedul€s was the low 
standard of literacy that the S. L. C., and sometimes even tho Intermediate 
Exa.minations, seem to demand. The writing was often almoet illegible and 
spelling execrable, and the number who entered their father's name on the 
line provided for father's occupation was incredible. One man nlled ip.to this 
column "He breathed his last on . . . . . ." 

The educated unemployed have been tabulated by community in Part I 
of Table XII, and those statistics probably represent the relative state of 
affairs as between communities though the actuals are in my opinion low. 
It is estimated that an addItion of 25-30 per cent. to the figures of the S. L. C. 
passed, and below S. L. C. groups would give figures more nearly approximatmg 
to the aotual facts as they stood in February 1931. 

The "Other Hindus" include a very large proportion of Kayasthas, as 
would be expected, they being the most literate caste. Under this head also 
were placed the unemployed reformed Hindus, such as Aryas, Radhaswamis, 
etc. The total unemployed in Table XII is 2,414 of whom 1,272 had passed 
the S. L. C. Examination and' were aged 20-39 years. The unemployed 
are mostly sons of agriculturists and traders. 

!iii In Part II of Table XII the unemployed aged 20-39 are tabulated by 
their educational qualifications. They include 91 gTaduates (50 B.A.'s), of 
whom 49 (26 B.A.'s) had been unemployed for over a year. 

The bulk of the unemployed were returned from cities and towns as would 
be expected. 

Throughout Table XII the unemployed have been tabulated according 
as their period of unemployment is under or over one year. Of those aged 
20-39 years one quarter have been unemployed for less than a year and the 
other three-quarters for over a year. I noticed from the schedules that many 
of the returns, eBpecially at the higher ages, were from men who had been 
empl(}yed but lost their employment. These probably represent" unemploy
abIes". 

A pathetic note was struck by a man -52 years of age Who returned 
himself as unemployed "since ever". 

40. An industrial survey of this province was undertaken districtwise in 
1922-3 and the results published in a series of reports in 1923-4. These reports 
embraced both centralized and cottage industries, described the various pro
cesses, and included suggestions for resuscitating and developing both forms of 
industry. There is no need for me to go over the same ground but in Appendix: 
B are given a few notes on the ~t~te of cottage an~ other sll].all industries 
eoUected from various districts. . 
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APPENDIXA. 
A note on the organized industrial workers of Cawnpore City. 

1. Information concerning 'those employed in organized industries Was collected Introductory. 
for the whole of the province in a column introduced into the general schedule for the first 
time at this census. Much thought and energy was devoted to securing returns as exhaus-
tive and accurate as possible but after the enumeration, on account of the financial crisis 
and consequent retrenchment, it was reluctantly decided by the Government of India that 
this information should not be abstracted and tabulated. As, however, Cawnpore City 
(i.e. Cawnpore Municipality plus Cantonment) is the industrial centre of the province, 
I felt that at least some figures should be prepared for that area. Below are produced the 
few figures it was financially possible to abstract. In considering them it must be borne 
in mind that they are the figures for persons who were enumerated within the limits of 
Cawnpore Municipality and Cantonment on the night of February 26, 1931. As such they 
exclude many who reside outside the city and work in factories or other industrial con-
cerns either in or on the outskirts of the City, and so the figures are lower than those of 
"Greater Cawnpore," e.g. the railway workshops are situated at Juhi outside municipal 
and cantonment limits, the water-works and many brickworks are likewise outside, and 
many of those employed therein liv~ outside the city proper. 

2. For the purposes of this enquiry workers in organized industries were defined by Definition of 
the Government of India as those persons (including managers, clerks, operatives, and work- organized 
people of all kinds) who are employed by other persons or by a company or firm, and paid industry. 
wages for the work they do, and who work together with others similarly employed and 
paid. The minimum number of employees in one company or concern in the case of these 
figures for Cawnpore was taken as 20. It was further laid down that if the owner himself 
worked in the concern in any capacity he too would be included. Immature operatives 
were defined as those under 17 years of age. The differences between the definitions here 
used ap.d those of the Indian Factories Act referred to in paragraph 53 of Chapter I must 
be borne in mind when comparing the figures. 

3. Table I shows by sex the numbers employed in each industry (i) in supervisory and Distribution by 
welfare work (by race); and (ii) as operatives adult and immature (the latter being under industries. 
17 years of I1ge). 

TABLE 1. 

Industrial comm~mity enumerated in Oawnpore Oity distributed by industry, race and sex.* 

Supervisory and welfare staff. Operatives. t 

I I 
Total. 

Industry. Indians. Others. Adult. Immature.! 
J -

Jtfales. Fe. 
W I Fe- ~~ F, 

Males. Fe-
males. ~~~ Males. =-_:_ males. 

males. 

I--
I ' 2 3 4 5~ 8 9 10 II 

------ ---
A II industries .. .. 2,318 2 6{) 1 20,255 459 1,019 7 23,652 469 

). Dairy farms .. .. 9 .. .. .. 65 .. 8 .. 82 .. 
2. Grass farms .. - .. 1 .. .. .. 5 ., .. .. 6 .. 
3. Lac cultivation .. .. 3 .. .. .. 2 .. .. .. 5 .. 
4. Cotton weaving mills .. 1,002 1 16 .. 11,955 162 539 6 13,512 169 

5. Cotton carpet factories " 1 .. .. .. 19 .. .. .. 20 .. 
6. .Jute weaving mills. _ .. 7 .. .. .. 183 2 15 .. 205 2 

7. Woollen mills .. .. 275 .. 35 .. 1,467 lIB 105 .. 1,882 118 

8. Dye works .. .. 1 .. .. .. 86 .. .. .. 87 .. 
9. Cotton printing works .. .. .. .. .. 2 .. .. .. 2 .. 

10. Leather and leather dyeing 192 I 
. works. 

4 .. 1,396 86 66 .. 1,658 87 

II. Saddlery a.nd harness factories 15 .. 1 .. 48 23 I .. 65 23 

12. Brush factories .. .. 5 .. .. . . 26 .. 4 .. 35 .. 
13. Timber yards .. .. 2 .. .. . . 18 .. .. .. 20 .. 

-
* For notes on indilltrial ftgu.re3 for the province as a whole see paragraph 53 of Chaptef I. 

t :nasa lU'O all Indian. t Under 17 yet)l'S of age. 
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14. 

15. 

t6. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25, 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

320 

33. 

34. 

39. 

3ft 

31. 

38. 

39. 

4(]. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

TABLi!l I. 

Industrial community enllmc'I'ated in Oawnp'O'ro {lity distributed by ind'MtrY, race and 
sex* -( conoluded). 

Supervisory and welfare staff. I Operativest· 

I 
Total. 

Tn<1.ians. Others. Adult. Immature). 
Inllustry. -

Mnies. Fe· Males Fe- Males. Fe· Males. Fe- Males. F&-
males. males. males. males. amles. 

--- --------
9 I 10 

--
I I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 11 

r-- --"-

Sawmills .. .. .. .. . . .. S " .. .. S .. 
fron and stool works .. 29 .. .. .. 205 .. 6 .. 240 .. . 
Iron piping, mAchinery and engi. 
nearing workshops. 

74 .. " " MO I 59 " 773 I 

Brll.ss, copper, bronze and tin I .. .. 
" 3 " .. .. 4 .. 

foundries. 

Brickworks .. .. 41 .. " .. 453 .. 23 .. 517 .. 
Sodawater factories " 1 " " .. 3 " .. .. 4 .. 
Ice factories .. .. 7 .. " " 51 .. .. .. 58 .. 
Oilmilla .. .. 84 .. " " 44(] 22 40 .. 564 22 

.,soap factories .. .. I .. .. .. 4 .. .. .. 5 .. 
Cherllicals, drugs, antiseptic and 19 
pharma.ceutical works generally. . 

.. .. .. 42 I .. .. 61 I 

Flourmilla .. .. 93 .. " 1 416 33 53 .. %2 34 

Biscuit factories .. .. .. " " .. 2 .. . . .. 2 .. 
Bakeries, confectionery 
'Chocolate factories. 

and 10 .. .. .. 13 .. .. .. 23 .. 
Sligar factories and refin\lries .• 63 .. .. .. 141 2 2 .. 206 2 

})istilleries " .. 1 .. .. .. 13 " I .. 15 ., 

Tobacco, snll£!, l-iri and cigarettp 15 .. .. ., 37 " S .. 57 
factories. 
Waterworks .. .. I .. .. .. 7 .. . . .. 8 .. 
Boot and shoe factories .. 22 " .. .. 576 3 3 .. 601 3 

Hosiery factories .. .. 3 " .. .. 57 2 3 .. 63 2 

TailOring works .. .. 21 .. .. .. 42 .. 4 .. 67 .. 
J!'urniture factories .. .. 2 .. .. .. 30 .. .. " 32 .. 
Toot factoriea .. .. .. .. .. .. 48 .. 1 " 49 .. 
Ilimeworks .. .. .31 .. .. .. 152 .. 18 .. 201 .. 
Bicycle workl! .. .. 10 .. .. .. 28 .. 2 .. 40 .. 
ltotOJ.' car works (Including molo 
cycles). 

11 .. .. .. 32 .. .. 1 43 1 

Railway workS .. .. 174 .. .. .. 1,226 .. 46 .. 1,446 .. 
Eloot.rio light and power works 25 .. .3 .. 1I8 .. 3 .. 149 .. 
Printing prosMs .. .. 49 .. .. .. 145 .. 12 .. 206 .. 
Electro-plating .. .. .3 .. .. .. II .. .. .. 14 .. 
MakerS of jewellery, gold and .. .. .. .. 1 .. .. " 

j .. 
$ilver ornaments, etc. 

Motor tranaport .. .. .. .. I .. 4 .. .. .. S .. 
Tramways .. .. 10 .. .. .. 32 .. .. .. 42 .. 
Unspecified .. .. 4 .. .. .. 6 4 .. .. W 4 . I • . -- .. - -"For notes on industrial figures for the pfOvlnce Ilii a whole see paragraph 53. of Chapter I, 

tThese are ~IJ"Q4ian, ~ . ~under 17 years bf attl, 
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The only important figures are those for cotton mills including ginning, baling, spin
nillg and weaving (13,681) ; woollen mills (2,000) ; leather and leather-dyeing works (1,745); 
and railway workshops (1,446), 'I'he figure for cotton mills is far lower than those shown 
on pages 22 and 28 of the Annual Reports on the working of the Indian Factories Act for 
193.0, due p!lltly to the fact that the latter figures are fot the wholtl of Cawnpore disttlct, 
and partly to the boycott that was in progress at the time of the enumerat:on. Never
theless a consJde: able increase is shown under this head since 1921. 

The number &mployed in woollen mills shows a marked decline. 
Of every 1,000 operatives 932 are male adults, 21 are female adults and 47 are boys 

aged less than 17 years. 
For further information on this subject the reader is referred to the Annual Reports 

on tho working of the Indian Factories Act, 
4, The next table shows the birthplaces of these industrial workers, keeping the 

supervisory and welfare staff separately from the operatives, 

TABLE II. 
I ndu.slrial community ~n'umerated in Oawnpore Oity distributed by birth-place. 

(a) Males, 

Nature of work, Xature of work, 

-

Iljrth,plac~, 

Supervisory and I 
welfare, Operatives, Supervisory and OperativeH, 

Birth·place, welfare, 

1 

Percent, Percent, Percent, Per~Alnt, 
Actuals, age of Actuals, age of Actuals. age of ActUJl18. age of 

total, total, total, total. 

----1--
1
-- -- ------

I 2 3 I 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 

-- -- -- -_.- ---1'- --
Totll1 .. 2,378 100'0 21,274 100'0 llI,-Rest of United 

Pl'OviIWe8-(concId.), 
0'9 I I,-Oawnpore di8triot 1,231 51'8 10,998 51'7 Sultanpur .. 22 269 1'3 

(a) Municipality, , 1,159 48'S 10,334 48'6 Partahgarh .. 21 0'9 432 2'0 

(b) Rest 01 district 72 )'0 664 3'1 Barn Banki .. 31 1'3 586 2'7 

Il,-Oontiguol18 Ilis· 423 17'8 4,299 20'2 Other distridl! .. 106 4'5 682 3'2 
lriets. 

Stale8 " .. .. .. 8 0'0 
Unao ,. .. 139 5'8 1,858 8'7 

IV,-Oontiglw'U8 77 3'2 221 1'0 
Fatehpur .. 94 4'0 570 2'7 province8 and 

states, 
Hamirpur .. 30 [.~ 211 J'O Bihar and Orissa ., 11 0'4 53 0'3 

Jalfl,un .. 20 0'8 274 1'3 Central Prov:inces .. .. 7 0'0 
and Berllr. 

Etawah .. 42 1'8 181 O'S 
Delhi .. .. 7 0'3 9 0'0 

Farrukhabad .. 67 2'8 399 1'9 
Punjab .. 38 1'6 45 0'2 

Hardoi .. 31 1'3 806 3'8 
Central India Agency 2 0'1 30 0'1 

TII.-Res! of United 502 21'1 5,647 26'S 
PromM's, Rajputana Agency 3 0'1 1 0'0 

British districts " 502 21'1 5,639 26'S Gwalior .. 14 0'6 52 0'3 

A~ra .. .. 20 0'8 109 0'5 OtherStaws .. 2 0'1 24 0'[ 

Bareilly .. II 0'5 231 1'[ V,-Other provincea 64 2'7 97 0'5 
and 8tates, 

Allahabad .. 36 1'5 328 1'5 Ajmer·MerwllJ'a .. .. .. 3 0'0 

Jhansi .. 8 0'3 203 I'D Bengal, , .. 48 2'0 56 0'3 

Jaunpur .. 9 0'4 312 1'5 Bombay .. 7 0'3 [7 0'1 

Basti .. 2 0'1 139 0'7 Burma., .. 1 0'0 1 0'0 

Lucknow .. 60 2'5 495 2'3 Madras .. 6 0'3 6 0'0 

Rae Bareli .. 104 4'4 872 4'1 States .. .. 2 0'1 14 0'1 

Sitapur .. 10 0'4 400 1'8 VI.-Outaide India 81 3'4 12 0'1 

Fyzabad .. 35 1'5 245 1'2 Nepal .. 33 1'4 12 0'1 

Gonda .. 27 1'1 336 1'6 Elsewhere .. 48 2'0 .. .. 

Birth-place of 
industrial 
community, 



Males. 

Female$, 

Oaste of 
industrial 
community. 
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(b) Females. 

Nature of work. NatUrc of work. 

Supervisory and Operatives, Superv,sory and I Operatives. welfare. wrlfare. 
Birth·place, Bi I,th· plac~. 

Percent· Percent· rcrcen· Percen. 
Actuals, ageo! Actuals. all'e of Actuala. tage of Actual<. tage of 

rotal, total. total. total. 

'------- ---------
I 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

--- ------- ---_ ----
Total, . ., 3 100'0 466 100'0 lII.-Rest 0/ United 

P,ovinlJe8. 
1 33'3 86 III'S 

l.-Oaumpore dill· 2 66'6 156 3.1'4 Allahabad " .. " 7 1'5 
triet. MirzapUr ,. ,. ,. 6 1'3 

Jaunpur .. .. .. 8 1'7 
(a) Municiplllity , . 2 66'6 140 30'0 I,uoknow ., 1 33'3 9 1'9 

RaeBareli .. ,. .. 17 3'7 
(b) Rest of district .. .. 16 3'4 Gonda .. .' .. 7 1'5 

Other di'ltri~-ts ., .. .. 32 6'9 
1I,-Oontig!l.O!ls dis· .. " 216 46'4 I V.- Gontiguo'U8 " " 5 1'1 

tricts, prot'inres and 
states, 

Unao .. .. .. 61 13'1 Central Provinces . . .. 4 0'9 
Fatehpur .. , .. " 49 10'5 and Berar. 
Harnirpur " .. " I 16 3'4 States .. .. .. I 0'2 
Jalaun " .. " II 2'4 V.-(lther prOI'incc-. .. .. 3 0'6 
Btawah .. .. " 9 1'9 and 8tatu. 

I 
Farrukhabad .. .. " 38 8'2 Bengal .. .. .. \ 0'2 
Hardoi .. .. .. 

I 32 [ 6'9 Bombay .. . . .. 2 0'4 
I 

Slightly over half the maId workers of both classas Were born in Cawnpore district, 
the bulk of them actually within municipallimils. Contiguous districts supplied one-sixth 
of the supervisory and welfare workers and one-fifth of the operatives j of these Unao 
provided one-third of the former and over two-fifths of tho latter. . 

Other districts of the province supplied ov&r one-fifth of the supervisolY and welfare 
male staff and over one-quarter of the male oPGrativ-es ; Oudh (especia.lly Rae Bareli) and 
the eastern district3 figuring very prominently. 

Altogether nine-ten~hs of the supervisory and welfare male staff were born in the 
province and no less than 98' 4 peJ' cant of the male operatives. 

As regards females the actual figures are very small. Only (ne-third of the operatives 
were born in the district of Cawnpore, the majority of these within municipal limits. The 
lower percentage of female than male op,ratives born in the district is presumably due to 
marriage immigration. This is borne out by the fact that nearly half the female operatives 
corne from neighbouring districts, The whole of the United Provinces claims 98' 3 per 
cent. of the female operatives, practically the 'lame as in the case of males. 

It is obvious that Cawnpore can still secure all the industrial labour it requires 
from within the province. 

5, Table III shows the distribution of the industrial community by race, tribe or caste. 

TABLE III. 
Industrial communitjJ enumerated in Oawnpore Oity distributed by race, tribe or caste. 

(a) Males. 

Nature of work. N sture of work. 

Supervisory and Operatives. ~uperlrisory and Operatives. 
welfare. welfare. 

RGee, tribe or oaate, Race, tribe or caste. 
Percent· Percent. Percent· Percent. 

Aotuals. age of Actuals. age of Actuals, ageo! Actuals, age of 
total. tat~l, total, total. 

-- ------ --------
I 2 3 4 5 I 2 3 4 5 

-- --- ------ -
Total .. 2,378 100'0 21,274 100'0 KhaUri .. 65 2'7 114 0'5 

Kori .. " 37 1'6 2,717 12'8 
Ahir .. 52 2'2 483 2'3 Lodh .. 9 0'4 243 1'2 
Brahman .. 561 23'6 2,048 9'6 lIfughal .. 26 1'2 86 0'4 
Chrunar .. 29 1'2 2,923 13'7 Pasi " " II 0'4 483 2'3 
EUrOpean .. 60 2'5 10 0'0 Pathan " 164 6'9 1,391 6'5 
Indian Chl'istian , . 7 0'3 225 1'1 Rajput " 202 8'5 781 3'7 
Julaha .. I 0'0 241 \'1 Saiyid " .. 71 3'0 640 3'0 
Kachhi .. 10 0'4 254 1'2 Shaikh .. .. 333 14'0 5,073 23'8 
Kahar .. 24 1'0 206 1'0 Vaishya .. 74 3'1 262 1'2 
Kayastha .. 555 23'3 1,19 5'6 Others* ., 87 3'7 1,904 9'0 

~ Includes castes for which tho figuros in both columns lloI'e less than I per cent. 
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(b) Females. 

Nature of work. Nature of work. 

Supervisory and 
Operatives. 

"Ilpervisory and Operatives. welfare. welfare. 
Race, tribe or caste. Race, tribe or caste. ------

Peroent- Percent- Percent- Percent-
Actuals. agEl of Aetuals. age of .lcctuals. ageol ·\ctuals. ageo! 

total. total. total. total. 

--- ------ --- --- -
I 2 3 4 5 

f 
I 2 3 4 5 

--- - - --- ------ -
Total .. 3 100'0 466 100'0 Kori .. .. .. " 86 18'5 

Lahar " .. .. II 2'4 
Rhangi .. .. .. 33 7'1 lI1allah .. . . .. 7 1'5 
Chamar .. .. . . 79 17'0 lI1anihar .. .. .. 5 1'1 
Darzi " .. .. 9 1'9 Mughal .. .. .. 7 1'5 
Dom (plains) .. .. . . 25 5'3 Pasl .. " .. 29 6'2 
European .. I 33'3 2 0'4 Pathan .. .. " , 7 1'5 
Iniian Christian .. .. .. II 2'4 Saiyid .. I 33'3 3 0'6 
Kachhi .. .. " 7 1'5 Shaikh .. J 33'3 34 7'3 
Kayastha .. .. " 16 3'4 Others* ., " .. 84 18'0 
Khatik .. .. .. II 2'4 

Of the male supervisory and welLIe WOl'kOLS Brahmans and Kayasthas each amount Males. 
to nearly one quarter; Shaikhs, Rajputs and Pathans are also prominent; thes(' five castes 
between them claim just over three-quartels of the total. As regards mn.le o}leratives Shaikhs 
are by far the 'most numerous, amounting to nearly one qUal'ter of the total; then come 
Chamars Ceather-workers), Koris (weavers), Brahmans, Pathans and Kayasthas ; these six 
castes between them claim nearly three quarters of the total. The considerable percentage 
of Brahmans (9' 6) is noteworthy; also the .fact that three-tenths of the operatives are un
touchables. Only a further O' 3 per cent. be10ng to the depn'lssed out touchable classes. 

As regards the three females employed in supervisory or welfare work one is a Females. 
European, one a Saiyid arid one a Shaikh. 

Of the female operatives Koris (weavers) are most numerous (18'5 per cent.) followed 
by Chamars (17'0 pElr cent.), 

It is noteworthy that nearly three-fifths of the female operatives belong to untouch
able castes. IIe-re again only a further 0 '2 per cent. of them belong to castes which are 
touchable but depressed. 

• InclUdes castes fer which the fiJures in both columns are less than 1 per cent. 
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424 CHAPTER vIII.-OCCUPATION. 

APPENDIX B. 

Indigenous industries, 
1. For a full account of these the reader is referred to the Reports of the Indust. 

rial.Survey of the Province printed in 1923-4, which al80 give some account of the 
vanous processes employed, many of which are fast disappearing. 
. 2. Generally speaking the indigenous industries of the province are rapidly declin-
mg for the folloWing among other reasons.-

(1) Competition from machine-made articles both from within India and from 
outside. Machine-made articles are usually cheaper and often have a 
more showy if not a better finish. They are better advertised and present 
a wider range of choice. 

(2) Small industries in articles of luxury are subject to c4anges of fashion and 
ideas. 

(3) Both the former patrons and producers are, for various reasons, poorer than 
they used to be, or to put it another way, as regards patrons owing to the 
rise in cost of living the purchasing power of their money has fallon, and as 
regards producers they have often failed on account of improvident and 
intemperate habits. 

(4) Lack of co-operation among workers which results in under-cutting in prices, 
and the selling of the products of these small industries at rates which 
scarcely represent the bare wages of the producers. As the latter are 
mostly poor lJ1,en they have to sell for what they can get to keep body 
and soul together. The price at which the neediest worker sells generally 
rules the market. If the workers could have combined a little they might 
have succeeded in keeping prices up and fewer would have failed and 
abandoned these industries. 

(5) Loss of skill and knowledge. In the past knowledge of the processes in these 
industries WaS handed on as a valuable possession from father to son. Partly 
because of the falling off in the demand for ·the products and partly as a 
result of the present views about education held by many in this country, 
prosperous workers now prefer to educate their sons for cleric!!,l work. The 
business thus passes out of the hands of the family with the knowledge 
and skill, into the hands of others less well trained and probably without 
the secrets of the industry. ~ 

The improvement and extension of the cottage industries of the province is of vital 
importance. It would seem, that the only remedy is for commeroial men to piok out the 
cottage industries the products of which are likely to meet with a demand in this country, 
improve the processes as far as possible, and advertise and make arrangements for distri· 
bution. If there arc any products of cottage industries that are likely to find profitable 
markets outside India, so much the better; these markets also can be attempted. But in 
the fac_e of cheap machine-made products there is little hope abroad for the cottage indus
tries of this province. Oompetition with machine-made goods in other countries can only 
be considered by the organized industries of this province. This is, however, of secondary 
importance to the development of cottage industries. 

3. The following notes were received from districts :-

Bijnor reports that cloth-printing in Sherkot, ebony work at Nagina and cloth
weaving at Najibabad and Afzalgarh are progressing fairly well. 

The papier mdche industry in Budaun Oity has fallen on evil times. The crude articles 
manufactured there cannot find even a local sale in the face of the showy Japanese and 
German goods sold everywhere. The perfume industry of Sahaswan is reported to be doing 
well, though it suffers from lack of advertisement and capital. The manufacturers, who 
employ indigenous methods, are of opinion that machinery appreciably destroys the 
perfume. 

Moradabad reports that many small industries have been destroyed by money
lenders. The workers have usually been improvident. In a period of prosperity they have 
spent freely and have continued this standard of living when slumps occurred by borrow
ing. Ultimately they have either had to sell up and take to other occupations or have fled 
without meeting their liabilities. The cotton pile carpets of Amroha City enjoyed a 
great reputation in the past and adorned palaces at Delhi and Agra. The decline of Muslim 
court life saw a decreased demand. In more recent times the products of Min'zapur and 
Shahjahanpur have deprived Amroha of the market of Agra. Where 1,000 carpets went 
to Agra 20 years ago, not 10 go now. Most of the former workers (chiefly Muslims) 
became indebted and have been sold up or have decamped. One of the most famous firms 
was bought up by a bania when the proprietor died. The purchaser promptly proceeded 
to destroy his rivals by advancing them loans which they were unable to repay or by 
\lIldercutting their prices with a view to securing a monopoly a.nd thcn ruling the ma.rket. 
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lie succeeded in destroying his rivals only to find that he could obtain quicker and more 
substantial returns for his invested money from his original business of money-lending. 
So he gave up the carpet business which he had ruined. 

Amroha also produces durries, but here again the output has seriously declined owing 
to the cheapness and better appearance of the machine-made article. In this industry prices 
were low due to individual undercutting and lack of advertisement, and the present product 
is'nothing like so good as in the past. The workmanship is poorer and grows worse with a 
decreasing demand. Aniline dyes have been substituted for vegetable dyes with the result 
that the colouring is neither so good nor so lasting as hitherto. Caps embroidered with 
silk and gold were formerly exported from Amroha in large quantities especially to Lahore 
and Amritsar. The demand has declined partly as a result of the fez becoming more 
fashionable and partly because of their costliness. Money-lenders have played havoc in this 
industry also. Embroidered waistcoats are still fashionable and in demand. Silk 
embroidery was formerly carried on in the zenanas on a considerable scale. Cloth was 
embroidered and stocked for sale or cxported, likewise saris and dressos. Now this is only 
done to order and the indus~ry has greatly declined, partly because the workmanship has 
deteriorated ~nd designs have grown poorer lacking the incentive of a brisk demand in the 
absence of advertisement and marketing facilities. Another small industry in Amroha Was 
the making of brass fittings for carts and palanquins. Only 15 years ago there were 
many as 30 shops employing 150 workers, now there !lire ten shops employing 30 workers. 
The decline is in part due to the advent of trains and motor lorries. Maniage parties usually 
travel by these now and so do zamindars. In village Rahrai a famous glass industry 
flourished 25 years ago, which has completely disappeared due to imported articles from 
Bombay and Japan, and from other nearer centres. This local industry disappeared by 
degrees. One manufacturer bought somo land with his savings and finding that it paid 
better than glass-making abandoned the latter completely. Others followed rns example, 
but at first retained glass-making as a subsidiary source of income. Ultimately they 
abandoned it altogether in favour of agriculture. 

The one industry which continues to flourish in Moradabad is brassware, which 
extended its foreign ma,rkets very considerably as a result of the pUblicity it was given at 
the Wembley Exrnbition. Electrical macrnnery is now being used to fashion the vessels 
and it is reported that mass production methods a,re resulting in a deterioration from the 
rngh standard of the hand-made products. Sheet brass from ontside is displacing bharat 
brass or the brass formerly bought from pedlars and villagers. Kalai (tinning) is being 
displaced by "yellow polish." These changes are causing a reduction in the number of people 
employed in the industry. 

Other small industries which are fast disappearing in the Moradabad district are the 
making of sWOlds in Moradaba.d City, dholaks (a musical instrument) and pottery in 
Amroha, combs and other horn articles in Sam bha1. 

Etawah reports that whereas trnrty years ago almost every village had its shoemaker, Etawah district. 
oil presser, cloth weaver, Cham3r, etc., owing to the supply of maohine-made articles at 
cheaper rates such village artisans are becoming fewer and fewer and are taking to agri-
culture for a livelihood. Glass bangles are still made in Bidhuna tahsil but the industry is 
not doing'a.t a.11 well. Etawah silk and cotton cloth is said to have some reputation at 
present in the market. 

The pkul ware industry is still carried Oll at Turtipar in Ballia mstrict. Phul is a Ballia district. 
special alloy of copper and tin and certain other metals. The actua.I composit.ion is gene-
rally a well guarded secret. As the proportion of oopper increases the quality of the 
pkul deteriorates, and becomes in turn kuta, sa,u-satais (127), bedha and kansa. Sau-satais 
is a speciality of Turtipar and is said to include some silvcr in its composition. Phul ware 
is produced hy casting the metal in earthen pots and turning and polishing the rough ware 
on crude lathes. Turtipar also produces some well-known brassware. Both industries 
are at present suffering aoute depression. 

The Kumhars of village Nagpur (tahsil Rasra.), in addition to their ordinary produc
tions, make polished earthenware jars which are used for storing jam and pickles. These 
jars a.re decora.ted with geometrical designs or flowers and the art .l).as been handed down 
from generation to generation in these families. They also prepare earthenware wall 
brackets on which to put ornaments, often adorning them with figures chiselled out of the 
earthenware. The industry is declining and has only been kept alive so long through the 
local fairs at wrnch they are sold. Some are sent to neighbouring districts. 

Sikandarpur is the centre of a perfume industry which employs the usual indigenous 
methods. Keora, chameli, bela and roses are grown locally and the leaves interpressed with 
til seeds. The oil is then pressed out and scent prepared therefrom. This industry is 
reported to be losing ground in the face of competition from imported chemically-prepared 
perfumes. 

Sahatwa.r h98 a oottage industry of making palanquins. They are made of semal' 
wood and noted for their lightness, strength and artistic designs. 

Garhwal reports that cotton growing .and spinning has died out completely in the Garhwal 
last 50 years in the face of outside competition. The preparation of jute was almost a. district. 
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hereditary occupation of the Khasiyas living in Rath and Chandpur, bu~ they nOw look doW'n 
upon this occupation and it is consequently dying out. Another local industry which is 
disappearing is the manuf!1cture of wooden cooking and drinking utensils, as a result 
of the import 01 metal wares. Basket-making is also dying as a result of outside com
petition. 

Crude glass phials are made in the Rae Bl\reli· district for containing Ganges water 
which the pilgrims to Dalmau take back to their homes and which others carry away for 
sale in this and other districts. Domestic utensils are made from kasltut (a bronze alloy) 
for local sale. A curious produot is iron nut-craokers. The fine muslim weaving of Jais, 
Nasirabad and. other places is now reported to be extinct, as a result of the spread 
of the cheaper machine-made varieties. Jais Was in the past very famous for this 
industry. 

Weaving has much declined in the face of cheap imported machine-made oloth. 
Tanda is still the centre of this industry. The cloth is also dyed or printed and exported, 
mainly to Nepal where the Tanda people have some nine regular shops in which 75 to 80 
emigrants from Tanda permanently reside and work. Steel trunks are made in and 
exported from Fyzabad City, likewise phul ware (mostly gagmas). 

The Chippis of Katra are still famous for calico printing and chintz stamping and 
export the finished products to Nepal. Calico printing is also carried on at Tulshipur, 
Balrampur and Colonelganj, but at Gonda it is fast disappearing. Gadarias make blan
kets and lois (a light kind of blanket). The phul ware industry at Khargupur is flourishing 
but produces only ordinary articles suitable for village oonsumption. The export to sur
rounding districbs is considerable. The Chhais collect catechu in large quantities, both 
men and women work on the trees, and export it to Cawnpore. 

Bankas grass, found in the forest near the hills, is cut every year by thousands of 
l!lbourers, brought into various centres such as Kawapur, Tulshipur, and Pachperwa, tied 
into bundles and exported to paper mills. Patwa fibre is pressed and exported irom 
Colonelganj and Nawabganj. 

Cloth weaving as a co tage industry in Bahraich is reported to ha.ve declined as a 
result of the cheap imported maohine-made article. Calico prinjng has declined for a 
similar reason. 

Kaisarganj and Nanpara tahsils still make good printed razais (quilts) some of, which 
are exported to Nepal. Gctdarias weJ.ve some blankets but not enough to supply even 
local needs. This industry might expand under organiza.tion. Phul wa.re is made in 
Bahraich and Bhinga and the indus,ry is said to be flourishing and capable of expansion. 
There has been a slump in the better kinds of earthenware platters made by Kumhars 
owing to the decline in the practice of giving feasts in connexion with religious and social 
ceremonies. Babka grass is made into ropes and exported. Patwa fibre is preEsed and 
exported. 

Nearly all districts comment on the decline in the indigenous sugar industry. Fac
tories have replaced the village workers and the upper classes seem to prefer the imported 
Java sugar. Flour mills have replaced hand grinding in most towns though the women 
still grind by hand in the rural areas. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.-General distribution of occupation. 

(a) Earners (principal occupation) and working dependents. 

Class, sub.class, and order. 

Number 
per 

10,000 
of 

total 
popu· 
lation. 

Number per 
mille recorded-

In Else-
cities. where. 

Class, sub·c1ass, and order. 

Numbel 
per It 

10,00 
of 

total 
popu· 
lation. 
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Number per 
mille recorded-

In Else· 
cities. where. 

---------------------1------------ --------
2 3 4 2 3 4 

------------------1--------------------
Non-working dependents 

All occupations 

(i) Earners (principal occupation) .. 
(ii) Working dependents .. 

A.-PRODUOTION OF RAW MATE
RIALS. 

1. E~ploitation of t;nimals and 
'Vegetation. 

1. Pasture and agriculture .. 
(a) Cultivation . . . . 
(b) Cultivation of special crops .. 
(c) Forestry . . . . 
(el) SLock-raising . . . . 
(6) Raising of small animals and 

insects. 
2. Fishing and hunting 

II.-liJxploitation oj minera18 

3. Metallic minerals 
4. Non·metallic minerals 

B.-PREPAl.l.A:rION AND SUPl'LY all' 
MATERIAL SUBSTANCES. 

III.-Ind'lstrg-

5,132 

4,868 

4,174 
694 

3,704 

3,703 

3,698 
3,574 

6 
6 

112 
t 

5 

1 

807 

537 

5. Textiles .. 101 
6. Hides, skins and hard materials 

from the animal kingdom .. 19 
7. Wood.. .. " 37 
8. Metals.. .. .. 22 
9. Ceramics .. " 41 

10. Chemical products, properly 
so·calljd and analogous . . 47 

11. Food industries . . . . 68 
12. Industries of dress and the toilet 129 
13. Furniture industries . . Ii 

14. Building industries 8 
15. Construotion of means of trans-

port... .. .. * 
16. Production and transmission of • 

phrsical force 
17. Mlscella.neoUS and undefined in. 

dustries .. .. • . 64 

I Y.-Tran8pOrl 

18. Transport by air .. 
19. Transport by water 
20. Transport by road 
21. Transport by rail .. 
22. Post office, telegraph and 

phone services .. 
tele-

V.-Trade 

23. Banks, establishments of credit, 
exchange and insurance . .. 

24. Brokerage, commission and ex· 
port .... 

25. Trade in textiles . • • . 
26. Trade in skins, leather and furs 

41 

3 
23 
13 
2 

229 

7 

1 
12 
1 

60 

40 

45 
9 

7 

7 

7 
7 

175
1 70 

16 
133 

112 

78 

78 

122 

97 

112 

150 
84 

145 
60 

42 
73 
85 

527 
275 

629 
593 

131 

312 

140 
280 
411 
348 

147 

184 

311 
261 
189 

940 27. Trade in wood.. .. 
28. Trade in metals . . . . 

960 29. Trade in pottery, brioks and 
tiles.. .. .. 

955 30. Trade in chemical products .. 
991 31. Hotels, cafes, restaurants, etc. .. 

32. Other trade in foodstuffs .. 
993 33. Trade in olothing and toilet arti

oles. 
34. Trade in furniture .. 

993 35. Trade in building materials .. 
36. TradE' in means of transport .. 
37. Trade in fuel . . .. I 

993 38. Trade in articles of luxury nnd 
993 those pertaining to 1etters and 
825 the arts and sciences .. 
930 39. Trade of other sort!! .. 
984 
867 

C.-PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND 
888 LIllERAL ARTS. 

922 Vl.-Public force 

922 

878 

903 

888 

850 

40. Anny .. 
41. Navy 
42. Air Force 
43. folice 

V Il.-PtI.blic administration 

44. Pu1Jlio administration 

VIII.-Projesaion8 and liberal arts .. 

916 45. 
855 46. 
940 47. 

Religion •. .. 
Law.. .. .. 
Medicine .. .. 

958 
927 
915 
473 
725 

48. 
49. 

Instruction . . • . 
Letters, arts and sciences (other 

than 44). .. .. 

D.-MISOELLANEOUS 

371 IX.-Person8 living on their income .• 
407 

869 

688 

.. 
860 
720 
589 
652 

853 

816 

689 
739 
811 

50. Persons living principally on 
their income •. 

X. Domestic service. 

51. Domestic service .. 

XI.-ImujJiciemly 
pationa •. 

described occu-

52. General terms which do not in-
dioate a rlefinite occupation. . . 

53. Inmates of jails, asylums and 
alms houses . . . . 

54. Beggars, vagrants, prostitutes .. 
55. Other unclassified non-produc· 

ti ve industries. . . • . 

t; Indicates that the number per 10,COO of population does not exceed O' 5. 

2 
• 

I 
4 

168 
3 

I 

5 
9 

6 
9 

91 

20 

7 

13 

16 

16 

5S 

27 
5 
6 

10 

7 

266 

5 

5 

98 

98 

121 

121 

42 

7 
34 

222 
389 

128 
182 
266 
177 
275 

500 
503 
126 
149 

145 
310 

255 

407 

650 

264 

268 

268 

196 

162 
394 
194 
219 

166 

169 

360 

360 

203 

203 

145 

145 

131 

501 
51 

778 
6Il 

872 
818 
734 
883 
725 

500 
497 
874 
851 

855 
690 

745 

593 

350 

1,000 
736 

732 

732 

804 

838 
606 
806 
781 

834 

831 

640 

640 

797-

797 

855 

855 

869 

499 
949 

1,000 



42S CHAPTER vTII.--OOCuP ATION. 

SUBSIDIARY TABU] I.-General distribution oj occupation-(concluded). 

(b) -Earners as sl!-bsidiary occupation. 

1 Number per mille Number 
Number per mille 

recordcd- recorded-
Number ptlr 

per 10.000 
10,000 Claos, sub-class, and order. of total 

Class, su}>.cIa~s, and order. of total J<Jlse-
popula-

Else· popuJa. In cities. where. 
tion. In cities. where. 

tion. 

--~-- --- ---- --- --- ---
I 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

--- -- __ -
---- ------ ---

Ali occupations (Earners 3S subsidiary 595 17 983 
occupation ). 30. Trade in chemical products ., * 64 936 

31. Hotels, cafes, restaurants, etc ... * 22 978 
A.-PRODUCTION 011 RAW ~UT~RIALR 366 12 988 32. Other trade in foodstuffs .. 35 23 977 

33. Trade in clothing aud toilet arti· * 263 737 
I.-Exploitation oj (.nimc.ls and 364 12 988 c1es. .. .. 

vegetation. 34. Trade in furniture " * 210 i90 .. .. " 
35. Trade in building materials .. * 222 778 

I. Pasture anc! agriculture .. 364 12 98B 36. Trade in means of transport .. I 49 951 
(a) Cultivation " .. 340 12 988 37. Trade in fuel .. .. 2 47 953 
(b) Cultivation of specirol crops " 3 27 9i? 38. Trade in articles of luxury and 
(0) "Forestry .. .. 1 1 9S9 those pertaininf( to lett,ers and 
(n) Stock'l'lIlsing .. .. 20 i:! 992 the arts and sciences .. 1 10 990 
(e) Raising of sman animals and in· 39. Trade of other sorts .. .. I 64 936 

sects .. .. .. * " 1,000 
2. Fiching anrr hunting " 2 14 986 

C.- -P:IllLIO ADMINISTRATION AND LI· 16 49 951 
II. EXploitation oj minera~~ .. * 3 997 BERAL ARTS . 

3. Metallic minerals " .. .. " VI.-PubliJ force .. " 3 155 845 
4. N on·metallic minerals .. • 3 997 

40. Army .. .. I 659 341 
B.-PREFARA·rIoN AND SUl'PLY OF 161 17 983 41. Navy .. .. .. .. " .. 

MATERIAL SUBSTANCES. 42. Air Force .. • .. 1,000 .. 
43. Police .. .. . . 2 24 976 

III.-Industry .. " 104 10 990 

5. Textiles 9 31 969 VIT.-Public administration .. 2 54 946 .. .. 
6. Hides, skins and hard mat,erials 

from the animal king.dom .. 3 5 995 44. Public administration . . 2 54 946 
7. Wood .. ., .. 14 9 991 
8. Metals . , .. 10 6 994 fUI-Professions ana l'iberal arts. .. 11 24 9'16 
9. Ceramics .. .. 11 2 998 

10. Chemical products, properly so· 45. Religion .. " 8 11 989 
('.tilled anrl analogous .. 12 2 998 46. Law .. * 126 874 " " 

11. "Food industries 8 17 983 47. Mer-!icine " " 1 44 956 
12. Industries of dresR and tbe toilet 32 5 995 48. Instruction " " 1 74 926 
13. Furniture industries .. " 20 980 49 . Letters, arts, and sciences (other 1 40 960 
14. Building industries .. 1 59 941 than 44) . 
15. Construction of means of tram3' * 83 917 

port. 
D.-AfISCllLLAl'lEOrrS 51 36 964 16. Production and transmission of .. . . 

physical force . .. .. * 700 300 
[7. Miscellaneous and undefined in· IX. Per80ns !ij·ing on their income .. 2 90 910 

dustries .. .. 4 24 976 
50. Persons living principally on their 2 90 910 

1 V.-Tral18'l,ort .. " 8 39 962 income. 

18. Transport by air .. .. .. " .. X.-Dmnes!ic sBT1:ice .. .. 13 33 967 
19. Transport by water .. • 14 986 
20. Transport by road .. 7 36 964 51 . Domestic service .. 13 33 967 
21. Transport by rail .. .. * 108 892 
22. Post office, telegraph and tele· XI.--InefJjficicntly deMribr( occuT'a· 31 3'1 9q3 

phone senices .. .. * 14 986 tians . 

V.-Trade .. .. SO 30 970 52 . General terms which do not in· 
dicate a definite occupation .. 31 37 963 

23. Banks, establishment.s of credit, 
exchange and insurance " S 39 961 XIl.- Urtprodur,t,ve .. .. S 13 987 

24. Brokerage, commission and ex· * 62 938 
port .. .. .. 53 . Inmates of jails, !lSylums and 

25. Trade in textiles .. " 2 26 974 almshouses " .. .. .. .. 
76. Trade in skins, leather and furs * 35 965 
27. Trade in woad .. .. * 38 962 54 . 13eggars, vagrants, and prost.itutes 5 -13 981 
28. Trade in metals .. * 92 908 55 . OtherUDclassified non.productive .. 
29. Trade in pottery, hricks. and tiles * 318 682' industries .. " .. " " 

" - . -* Indioates that the number per 10,000 of total popUlation does not exceed O' 5. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE H.-Distribution by sub:classes in natural divisions and districts. 

(a) Earners (principal occupation) and working depondents. 

Permille-- I - Number per mille of the totel popvlation recorrled as p,armrs (principal 
occilpation) and working dependmts in-

Ii '0 '0 i7l 
00 bJl 0: 

Ii' ~ .~ .~ :§ .S " 0 ~ 'f; ·z " " S i7l :.:< ... ! .~ ..., 
ttl 

o • 0 
8 .B " I ~ A 

8 ~ 
.~ p .~ ;;:. ~ 

'ti OJ ;0. ""0 :; ttl·,., .8 ttl 0 " " ;:s I'i '8 . ~~ .j; ... !; § ·z District and natural .g '" 
~ "" ~ ~ '" 0 ... " 0" 0 :!l ,; ~ ?; 

til ~:a P< ti 0 

e.~ P., " division. ..s I S la § <!l OJ 'U ~ .. ; " . '" ~ 

" j , '" ;0. "0 J 
::; 

1 ~ :=t: I§ 0 
OJ I'i P. II< I> 

"''' 
... 

1 
... g J "0 

~ 
'8 1"2 J 

E-; >01 
tj .S Kg 

~ § J '"' ~ I-< ~ ~ H H 

" '-< ,; h P- P- ix! "0 l>< :fa ." C H ... <!l 
~ 

",.!!l ~o; i7l <IJ '" '" ~ g 'r ,to '" .~ rn "'..0 00 ... OJ til ce 00 l '" ~ ~~ '" OJ 
1/1 tn ... .. c 

~ I ~.§ til ~ ~ " .:j:;; ..!~ ~ ce'" " ~ l§ '0 "9"g ~" '9 " ~ ~ 9 " 
'" en ~ ... j, j, ~ ~ ~ . " 

Z .~ -;d :l :; " 
'§;> '§" .go .g." .g 

f'l1 w. rtl UJ UJ rtl [f1 rtl [f1 [f1 III 
I----~ --~~ j--- ---- -- --_- -- -------

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
f--- ------ - -- _--- ---- - -

-21~1-12 -United Provinces .. 513 69 418 370 .. 54 4 22 2 2 5 4 

British Territory .. Sl4 68 418 368 .. S4 4 23 2 2 6 1 10 I 12 4 
Himalaya, WeBt .. 372 263 365 ' 552 .. 25 4 12 6 2 j 1 7 11 3 
DehraDun .. 484 103 413 317 .. 51 8 29 25 4 12 3 28 33 6 
NainiTal .. 428 154 418 441 .. 43 II 24 2 2 5 3 9 23 4 
Almora .. .. 314 318 363 652 .. 12 I 6 I I 4 I 3 2 3 
Garhwal .. 358 330 312 602 .. 15 2 4 5 I 4 .. 3 3 3 
Sub-Himalaya, West .. 565 32 403 29() .. 72 5 23 2 2 6 .. 13 17 S 
Saharanpur ,. 578 12 410 236 .. 88 7 26 2 2 10 .. 18 28 5 
Baroilly .. .. 597 29 374 269 .. 57 6 23 4 2 5 I 10 20 6 
Bijnor .. .. 592 ?4 384 234 . , 101 4 26 ! 3 7 . . 14 12 6 
Pilibhit .. .. 542 50 408 345 .. 59 4 ?1 1 2 6 . . 9 8 3 
Khen .. 500 57 44'3 399 .. 51 2 '8 1 1 3 . . 10 9 4 
Indo-GanyeUc Plavn, 596 22 382 268 ., oR 5 25 2 2 6 1 12 11 4 

West. 
Muzaffarnagar .. 601 71 378 225 .. 86 4 28 I 2 7 .. II 29 6 
Meerut .. .. 606 19 375 223 .. 82 5 29 5 2 6 .. 11 26 5 
BulandRhahr .. 596 25 379 264 .. 80 4 25 2 1 5 .. 13 5 5 
Aligarh " .. 600 22 378 244 . , 77 7 31 2 2 6 .. 17 10 4 
Muttra .. .. 584 33 383 269 .. 61 7 37 3 2 11 I 9 6 10 
Agra .. 622 10 368 218 .. 73 9 33 4 2 7 I 15 11 5 
Mainpuri .. .. 602 12 386 297 .. 51 3 19 I 2 6 I 10 4 4 
Etah .. .. 6I~ 4 384 282 " 56 4 21 I 2 6 .. 10 3 3 
Budaun .. 526 50 424 370 .. 61 2 20 I 2 4 . . 8 2 4 
Moradabad .. 622 14 364 252 " 65 5 21 2 2 5 " 14 8 4 
Shahjahanpur .. 594 23 383 304 .. 48 5 18 2 2 4 I 8 II 3 
Farrukbabad .. 609 16 375 283 .. 56 4 19 2 2 5 I 10 :3 6 
Etawah . .. 546 42 412 323 64 4 20 :3 2 10 .. 13 12 :3 .. 
Indo ·Gangetic Plain, 490 76 434 393 .. 53 4 21 2 2 6 1 9 14 5 

Central. 
Cawnponl .. 552 45 403 287 .. 65 6 32 4 2 8 2 15 24 :3 
Fatehpur .. .. 459 100 441 433 .. 57 2 18 I I 4 I 9 10 5 
Allahabad .. 467 77 456 387 .. 55 6 35 2 2 12 I 10 17 6 
Lucknow .. 525 83 3<)2 253 .. 64 17 40 8 4 11 2 24 41 II 
Unao .. .. 481 103 416 406 .. 60 3 18 I I 5 I 6 14 4 
Rae BareH .. 452 110 438 452 .. 45 2 18 I I 3 I 8 13 4 
Sitapur .. .. 489 76 435 402 .. 53 2 16 2 I 6. .. 10 13 6 
Hardoi .. 528 48 424 366 .. S5 2 19 2 1 5 .. 9 '9 4 
Fyzabad .. .. 461 101 438 448 .. 40 2 16 2 2 4 .. 8 t4 3 
Sultanpur .. 527 56 417 405 .. 39 1 9 I I 2 I 4 7 :3 
Partabgarh " 463 j 21 516 458 .. 42 2 13 1 2 2 I 6 6 4 
BaraBunki .. 472 99 429 429 .. 60 3 15 I 1 4 " 5 5 5 
Oentrallndia Plateat. 457 70 473 401 .. M f. 29 .1 2 q .. 13 10 4 
Jhansi .. .. 453 94 I 453 389 .. (5 14 31 7 2 7 .. 16 12 4 
.Talaun " .. 438 61 501 424 .. 64 3 26 2 3 7 .. 13 15 5 
Hamirpur .. 471 35 494 408 .. 65 2 25 2 2 5 .. 11 5 4 
Banda " .. 460 80 460 393 .. 68 3 34 2 2 14 .. 12 9 3 
East Satpura8 .. 473 75 452 399 1 49 8 30 1 1 8 .. 14 13 3 
Mirzapur " 473 75 452 399 I 49 8 30 1 I 8 .. 14 13 3 
Sub-Hi1l{Jlaya, East " 4S9 99 442 478 .. 26 2 15 1 1 2 .. 5 7 4 
Gorakhpnr .. 453 76 471 484 .. 26 2 15 " I 2 .. 5 10 2 
Rasti .. .. 435 117 448 512 .. 24 I 12 .. I 2 .. 5 4 4 
Glda " .. 492 .115 393 441 .. 26 3 16 1 2 3 .. 6 5 5 
B lraic!i 479 117 404 448 .. 31 2 17 I 2 3 .. 5 8 4 
Indo·Ga~getic Plain, Ea6t 487 83 430 37$ .. 60 4 35 1 1 7 .. 10 Iii 4 
Benares .. .. 502 89 409 316 I 72 9 42 2 2 15 I 13 21 4 
Jaunpur .. .. 443 110 447 390 " ,0 3 45 I " f .. 9 27 6 
GhBf'ipur .. 514 80 406 353 1 52 6 35 I I 7 .. 14 13 3 
Ballm .. .. 517 40 443 338 I 63 4 41 I I 7 .. 11 14 2 
Azamgarh .. 480 85 435 433 .. 46 I 19 1 I 2 .. 8 6 3 
States .. 494 116 m, 421 .. 34 2 19 2 3 5 . . 8 9 3 
Rampur .. 1103 19 378 292 .. 40 3 25 4 6 2 .. 10 12 :3 
Tebri·Garbwal .. 347 296 357 630 .. 10 .. 2 .. .. 5 .. 2 2 2 
Benaros .. .. 497 70 433 389 I 48 3 27 2 I 7 .. 10 12 3 . 



430 OHAPTER vm.-occUP ATION. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE II-Distributilm by sub-classeB in natural divisions and 
districts-( concluded). 

District aud natural 
division. 

2 

(b) Earners (as subsidiary occupation), 

Number pel' mille 
of earners who 

returned a subsi
diary oouupation. 

3 4 5 6 7 

Number pel' mille of the tot.al population, recorded 1\ 
Bllfne,s (&.9 subsidi!ll'Y oocupation), 

8 9 10 [1 12 13 14 15 16 17 
--------/---- ---1---1--- -- - - - ---- -- - _____ _ 

United Provinces .. 
British Territory .. 
Himalaya, W 88t •• 
DehraDun .. 
Naini Tal .. 
A1mora .. .. 
Garhwal.. .. 1 

Sub·Himalaya, West .. 
Saharanpur .. 
Bareilly .• . . 
Bijnor .. .. 
Pilibhit ., ., 
;Rheri.. .. 
J:nJ.o-Gangetio Plain, 

We,9t. 
:M:'uzaffarnagar 
Meerut .• 
Bulandshahr 
Aligarh •• 
Muttra .• 
Agra ., 
Mainpuri .. 
Etah .. 
Budaun •• 
Moradabad 
Shahjahanpur 
Farrukhabad 
Etawah .. " 
Inrl7-Gangetic Plait'. 

Gentral. 
Cawnpore .. 
Fatehpur .. 
Allahabad •. 
Lucknow .. 
Unao.. .. 
Rae Barali .. 
Si£apnf .. ., 
Hardoi .• ,. 
Fyzabad ., 
Sultanpur .. 
Partabgarh .. 
BaraBanki .. 
Dentral India Plat3au 
Jhansi.. .. 
.lalaun ., .. 
Hamirpur ., 
Banda .• " 
East SatpuTaa .• 
Mirzapur .. 
Sub-Himalaya, EMt .• 
Gorakhpur •. 
Basti.. .. 
Gonda.. .. 
Hahraioh •. 
Inrlo.Ganaetil) Plain. 

EMt .. 
Benf\r6s " 
Taunpur •. 
Ghazlpur 
BaUia .• 
Azam.51arh 
states .. 
Ram pur 
Tahri-Garhwal 
Beoares 

,,9 
60 
48 
40 
63 
36 
57 
44 
25 
59 
25 
57 
59 
40 

31 
28 
28 
34 
36 
39 
40 
48 
9[ 
37 
40 
36 
37 
61 

26 
42 
57· 
42 
59 
46 
70 
53 

101 
67 
74 
84 
66 
63 
80 
66 
6[ 
52 
52 
8f) 
81 
84 
71 
83 
89 

44 
134 
80 
85 
92 
34 
19 
42 
43 

143 
144 
131 
97 

150 
97 

182 
109 

60 
159 
64 

140 
133 
104 

81 
74 
73 
89 
95 

106 
102 
125 
214 
102 
104 
97 
89 

141 

65 
94 

125 
lOS 
143 
104 
I6[ 
128 
230 
163 
144 
195 
140 
139 
160 
134 
132 
115 
115 
182 
173 
188 
182 
205 
Z09 

112 
300 
198 
191 
211 
87 
84 
72 

100 

m 
153 
134 
106 
148 
101 
182 
119 

67 
169 
70 

150 
148 
112 

89 
86 
82 
95 

104 
110 
106 
131 
230 
108 
III 
104 
98 

155 

71 
115 
127 
[06 
162 
1 [8 
174 
[40 
248 
181 
183 
220 
1(4 
160 
197 
174 
135 
121 
121 
194 
185 
207 
190 
205 
223 

120 
300 
202 
212 
243 
87 
88 
75 
97 

108 37 
/08 37 
1n3 16 
22 14 

171 28 
31 12 

179 16 
46 23 
21 15 
69 27 
29 II 
70 23 
60 36 
42 23 

33 18 
19 17 
23 17 
48 20 
32 23 
61 22 
68 23 
53 29 
43 59 
43 17 
40 .... 2[ 
36 20 
39 19 
96 39 

35 15 
38 23 

122 29 
109 27 
61 39 
68 28 
97 42 
62 3J 

177 67 
109 42 
88 47 

109 54 
89 40 
84 37 
86 47 
50 42 

126 37 
1(13 36 
!O3 36 
146 49 
142 53 
121 50 
!57 41 
206 43 
174 64 

9Z 
300 
186 
137 
liB 
85 
48 
30 

106 

32 
96 
60 
55 
67 
19 
6 

18 
35 

10 I 
II I 
12 1 
5 2 

12 1 
9 I 

18 .. 
10 1 
4 

14 2 
7 .. 

[7 3 
11 1 
7 1 

5 1 
5 I 
4 .. 
5 1 
4 I 
6 1 
8 I 
8 I 

16 I 
II .. 
10 I 
7 1 
9 .. 

10 1 

5 / 
8 I 
5 1 
4 1 
8 1 
7 .. 

12 I 
9 .. 

17 1 
13 I 
14 .. 
14 I 
13 .. 
12 I 
16 .. 
13 .. 
13 .. 
4 1 
4 1 

18 1 
16 1 
22 1 
16 I 
20 2 
8 1 

3 .. 
II 1 
5 1 
8 1 

12 [ 
7 .. 
5 .. 

12 .. 
3 .. 

5 
5 
4 
8 
6 
2 
4 

·4 
3 
7 
3 
7 
4 
4 

3 
3 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 

10 
4 
3 
3 
4 
4 

2 
4 
6 
4 
5 
4 
5 
4 
5 
2 
4 
5 
6 
6 
8 
5 
5 
4 
4 
6 
5 
6 
5 
7 
9 

5 
15 
7 

11 
5 
3 
1 
5 
3 

I 
I 
S 
3 
4 
6 
6 
1 
1 
I 
[ 

2 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
( 
1 
2 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 

•• I " 

I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
2 
I 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
I 
2 
1 
I 
2 
I 
I 
2 
I 
1 

2 .. 
1 " 
2 " 
2 .. 

}I : 

I 
2 

1 
I 
1 
2 
3 
I 
[ 
2 
1 
2 
1 
I 
1 
1 

1 

1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 

-I 
I 
1 

I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
I 
I 
3 
2 

1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 

2 

3 
3 
,I 
4 
8 
3 
1 
3 
1 
6 
2 
4 
4 
2 

2 
I 
1 
I 
1 
2 
I 
I 
I 
3 
:3 
:3 
3 
4 

2 
4 
4 
3 
4 
4 
5 
:3 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
5 
4 
3 
5 
5 
3 
3 
2 
3 
6 
4 

:3 
5 
5 
~ 
3 
1 
2 

• 3 
2· 

I 
2 
I 
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SUBSIDIARY ri'ABLl~ III. -Occupations oj females by .sub-classes and 8oh.cted 
ol'de'r8 and gl'oups (whole provin(',e including the states). 

I 
1 

Seleoted order" nnd I 
groupR. Occupation. 

Number of earners 
(principal occupation) 
and working clepen

donts. 

::IIole8, Females. 

Number 
of 

femaleR 
per 1,000 
males. 

_.,.-1 ---11-----------2------ _____ 11-__ 3 __ 
1 
___ 4 __ 

1 
__ 5 __ 

All occupations . . . . . . . , 16,966,432 7,183,842 423 

Order 1 
Sub-ardor l(a) 
Group 1A 

111 
2 
5 
6 

" 7 
Sub-order 1 (b) 
Group 16 
Sub·order l(e) 
Group 18 

19 
" 20 

Sub·order \ (d) 
Order 2 
Group 27 

Order 4 
Group 37 

40 

Order 5 
Group 42 

43 
45 
46 
47 
49 

50 

Order 6 
Group 51 

.. 53 
Order 7 
Group 55 

.. 56 
Order 8 
Group 59 

.. 60 
Order 9 
Group 63 

64 
65A 

Order 10 
Group 67 

" 68 
Order 11 
Group?1 

72 
73 
74 

" 75 
Order 12 
Group 82 

83 
84 

" 85 

" 86 

CLASS A.-PRODUCTION OF RAW MATERIALS •• 

Sub-classl.-FlxploitaJion of animal8 and vegetation 

Pasture and agriculture . . . . . . 
Oultivation . . . . . . . . 

"1 Non-cultivating proprietols taking rent in money or kiwi 
. . Xon·eulth sting tenants taking rent in money or kinrl .. 
.• };state ag<'r ts and manager B of nWnel'R • • •. I 
. . Cultivating "worl S • • • • • • • • 

, . Oultivating tenants . . . . . . . . 
Agricultural labourers . . . . . , 
Oultivation of special crops, fruit, etc. . . . , 
l\farket gardeners, flower a,nd fruit grOWElr" .. . . 
Forestry.. .. .. .. .. 
Wood-cutter~ and charcoul·burnel'H . . . , 
Oollectors of forest produce . . . . . . 
Oollectors of lac . . . . . . . . 
Stook-raisillg . . . . . . . . 

I 

.~'ishing and hunting ., . . . . . . 
l?ishing and pearling .. . . . . . . 

I 
8nb·class It. -./iJxploitaUon of minerals 

•• 1 Non-metallio minerals. . . . . . • . 
Building materials (including stone material~ for ,'emellt 

manufftcture and clays). 
Salt, saltpetre and other saline substances .. 

OLA.SS B.-I'REPARATION ANn S{),PPLY OF M_4TF.:RJAL ~un
S'rA.NeES. 

Sub-class II1.-lrll];ustri€lJ 

.. Textiles ...... .. .. I Ootton ginning, cleaning and pres~ing . . . . 
· . Ootton spinning, sizing and weaving , . . . 
"1 Rope, twine, strtng and other fibres , . . . 
· . Wool carding, spinning and we~dng . . . . 
· . Silk spimdng ann. weaving . . . . .. ' 
• . Dyeing, bleaching, printmg. preparation and ~ponging of 

I 
textiles. 

· . LMe, crape, embroideries. fringes, etc., and insufficiently 
described textile industries. .. I Rides, skins and hard materials from the animal kingdom 

· . Working in leather . . . . . , , . .. I Bone, ivory, horn, sbell, etc., workers (except buttons) .. 
.. Wood.. .. .. " ,. 

Oarpenters. turners and joiners. etc. . . , . 
.. : Basket-makers and other industries of woocly materials .. 

Metals ., .. .. " .. 
Blacksmiths, otberworkers in iron, makers of implements 
Workers in brass, copper and bell metal . . , . 
Ceramics . . . . . , . . . . 
Potters and makers of earthenware . . , . 
Brick and tile makers .. . . . . . . 

•• I MakerA of glass bangles, glass beads and neckla('es, glass 
, . ear-studs, etc. 

Ohemical products, properly so-called and analogous 
•• I ~anufacture of aorated and mineral waters and ice 
•• I Manufacture and refining of vegetable oils .. 

I 
Food industries . . . . . . 
Rice po<znders and huskers, and flour grinders 
Grain parahers, eto. . . . . . . 
Butchers 
Makers of sugar, molasses and gur .. 
Sweetmeat am! condiment makers .. 
Industries of dress and the toilet .. 
Boot, shoe, sandal and clog makers 
Tailors, milliners, dress-makers and darners 
Embroiderers, hat· milkers, and makElrs of othpf article~ of I 

wear. I 

Washing imd cleaning, . ., I 
Barbers, hair-dressers and wig· makers .. 

55 

11,953,138 5,424,238 419 

12.948,396 .5,422,343 

12,929,507 
12,460,923 

218.286 
\34,639 

5,020 
1,239,521 
8.941,700 
1,875.878 

21,780 
21,501 
16,190 
7,309 
5,860 

2 
430,572 

18,889 
16,660 

4.742 

4,742 
1.270 

3,372 

5,417,942 
5,272,369 

42.324 
59,238 

]'191 
556,015 

3,069,921 
1,543,307 

10,359 
10,241 
11,275 
2,722 
8,2(2 

341 
123,936 

4,401 
4,317 

1,895 

1,895 
278 

1,617 

1,757,061 1,151,717 

1,768.321 

336,174 
27,845 

260,917 
13,339 
11,573 
4,771 

13,488 

3,685 

77,720 
76,852 

788 
158,152 1 
119,560 
35,735 

106,321 
91,323 
12.632 

135.851 
116,631 
10,588 
8.504 

128,079 
960 

124.460 
138.368 

8,747 
64,745 
31,088 
6,952 

20,821 
444,823 
56,288 
92.513 

430 

124,665 
169,702 

901,845 

163,385 
10.381 

121,283 
16,858 
7,954 
1,09( 
3,748 

1,511 

16,436 
15,741 

693 
24,781 
2,320 

22,449 
4,886 
4,243 

495 
68,986 
60,983 
3,222 
4,772 

105,657 
337 

105,203 
199.743 
120.138 
73,358 
2,083 

74 
3,102 

196,695 
7,111 

33,071 
910 

104,096 
50,544 

419 

419 
423 
194 
440 
237 
449 
343 
823 
476 
476 
696 
372 

1,401 
170,500 

288 
233 
259 

400 

400 
219 

480 

454 

510 

486 
373 
465 

1,264 
687 
229 
278 

410 

211 
205 
879 
157 
19 

628 
46 
46 
39 

508 
523 
304 
561 

825 
351 
845 

1,444 
13,735 
1,133 

67 
!I 

149 
442 
126 
358 

2,116 

835 
298 



432 CHAPTER vrn.---OCCUPATION. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE I1r.·_-Occupations Of females by sub-classes and selected 
. orders and groups (whole province including the states)-(continued). 

Selected orders 
and groups. 

Order 13 
Group 89 
Ordor 14 

15 
16 

" 17 
Group 98 

lOO 

Order 19 
" 20 

Group 106 
lO8 

" III 
Order 21 
Group 112 

" 114 

Order 23 
24 

" 25 
.. 26 
" 27 

Group 119 
121 

.. 122 
Order 28 

29 
30 
31 

" 32 
Group 129 

130 
f51 
133 
134 

" 135 
Order 33 

34 
36 

.. 37 
" 38 

Group 146 

147 

Order 39 
Group 150 

151 

Order 40 
42 

.. 43 

Order 44 

-
Occu petion. 

2 

CLASS B. Sub·claSB II I -l ndustrie8-( conoluded '1. 

.. .. 
etc. .. .. 

.. .. 
ansport .. 
n of physical force 
d industries .. 

Furniture industries .. 
Upholsterers, wnt makers, 
Building industries 
Oonstruction of means of tr 
Production and transmissio 
Miscellaneous and undeBne 
::IIakers of jewellery and or naments .. 
Scavenging .. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. .. .. 
ds and bridges .. 

.. 

. . .. .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

. . 

. . 

.. 

Sif,O-clas8 I V.-Trull8port 

Transport by water 
Transport by l'oad 
Labourers employod on roa 
Owners, ffia.uagers and em ployoos, connected with other 

vehicles. 
" .. .. 
" .. .. 

Poners and messengers 
Trausport by rail 
Railwayemployees of all kinds, othor than portl·rs and 

coolies. 
Post office, telegraph and t <llephone services .. 
Sub-clas8 V.-Trade " " .. .. 

Adit. exchango and. insurance .. Banks, establishments of or 
Brokerage, commission and export 
Trade in textiles " 
Trade in skins, leather and furs " 
Trade in wood " 

d) " 
os " 

Trade in weod (not Brewoo 
Trade in bamboos and can 
'!'rade in thatches and othe r (orest produce 
Trade in metals " 

d tiles .. Trade in potrery, bricks an 
Trnde in ohemical product 
Hotels, caf ;6, restaurants, 
Other trane in food·stuffs 
Grain and pulse dealers 
Doal~rs in Aweetmeats, sug 
Dealers in dairy products, 
Dealers in fodder for anima 
Dealers in other foodstuffs 
Dealers in tobacco 

B " 
etc. " 

" 

" 
ar and spices 
eggs and poultry 
Is .. 

" 
" 

Trade in clothing and toile 
Trade in furniture 

t articles 
,. 

Trade in means of transpo rt ,. 
Trade in fuel ,. 

.. .. 

.. .. 
" .. 
.. .. 
. , .. 
., .. 
" .. 
" .. 
" .. 
" .. 
" .. 
" .. 
.. .. 
" .. .. .. 
" .. 
" .. 
" .. 
" " 

" .. 
.. .. .. .. 

Trade in articles of luxury and those pertaining to letwrs 
and the arts and sciences 

Dealers in preoious stones, 
olocks, optical instrumen 

Dealers in common bangles 
artioles, toys, hunting an 

Trade of other sorts 

iewellery (real and imit,ation), 
te, etc. 
, bead neoklaces, fans, small 
d fishing tackle, flowers, etc. .. " ., 

. General store· keepers and s hop· keepers otherwise unspeci. 
fled. 

Itinerant traders, pedlars and hawk()rs (of other than 
food, eto.). 

CLASS C.-PUBLIO ADMINlS TRATION ANn LIBERAL AnTS " 

8gb·class VI.-Ptlhlicforce 

Army 
Air Force 
Police 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

Sub·class Vll.-Public adrm '1lI1~stration 

Public administration .. .. 
-

.. .. 
" " .. " 

" .. 

,. " 

.. . . 
..-

... 
Number of earners 

(principal occupation) 
and working 

Number of dependents. 
females 

per 1,000 

"fales. Females. males. 

3 4 5 

1,549 370 239 
265 300 1,132 

38,118 3.913 103 
1,076 62 58 
1,293 45 35 

200.797 116.886 582 
82,226 2.846 35 

109,779 113.223 1.031 

196,738 5,193 26 

16.059 946 59 
108,794 3,422 31 

5,223 1.090 209 
70,964 1,228 17 

12,979 891 69 
60,947 816 13 
50,630 675 13 

10.938 9 'I 

792,002 34,;,6S9 436 

30.892 4,387 142 
5,130 79 15 

55,759 3,485 63 
4,377 185 42 
5,738 1.813 316 
4,561 I ,097 241 

889 612 688 
283 233 823 

1,804 200 III 
1,272 70 55 
5,282 785 149 

17,487 2,236 128 
5.43,095 288,324 531 
271,446 69,496 256 
46,751 13,949 298 
60,795 67,815 1,1l5 
17,697 24,1i91 1,395 

131,558 109,699 826 
12,331 2,481 201 
10,925 2,500 229 
5,906 538 91 

25,444 432 17 
20,618 24,187 1,173 
19,097 11,394 597 

1,808 68 38 

16,170 11,275 6 .. 7 

38,397 4,853 126 
25,714 1,521 59 

11,556 3,284 284 

403,345 49,653 123 

98,350 128 1 

36,414 .. .. 
2 .. .. 

61,934 128 2 

80,453 721 9 

80,453' 721 9 

- -.- .-



SUBSIDIARY TABLES. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE HL-Occupations oj females by sub-classes and selected 
orders and groups (whole province including the states)-(concluded}. 

801ected orders and 
groupe. Occupation. 

N lllnbRf of earner8 
(principal cccupation) 

awl wJlking 
dppentlent,rl. 

MaJes. Females. 

Number 
of 

females 
per 1,000 

males. 

-----------I-----------------~~-------------- -------------1-------
2 3 

--------- -------------------- - -1----

Order 45 
Group 163 

" 165 
" 166 

Order 46 
" 47 

Group 169 
" 170 

" 172 
Order 48 
Group 174 
Order 49 
Group 182 

184 

Order 50 

Order 51 
Group 186 

" 187 

Order 52 
Group 191 

Order 53* 
" 54 

Group 193 
" 194 

Order 55 

Sub·class VIII.-ProfessioM and liberal arts .• 

Religion.. .... I 
Priests, ministers, etc. •• . . : : : : 
Other religious workers .. 
Servants in religious edifices, burial and bnrdi~g grourl(i~, I 

pilgrim conductors, ciroumc;sers, etc. 
Law.. .. .. .. 
Medicine .. .. .. •. 
Registered mudioal praetitioners including o~u1iRts 
other persons practising the healing arts wi~hout JlE'ing 

registered. 
Midwivos, vatIcinators, oompounders, nurses, masseurs, etl'. 
T nstruction . . . . . • . . 
Professors and teachers of all kinds . • . . 
Letters, arts and sciences (other than 44) . . . . 
Musician" (composers an,l perfonners other than military), 

actors, danc.ers, etc. 
Oonjurors. acrobats, recitors, exhibitors of curiosities and 

wild animals, etc. 

CLASS D.*- 1IflSOELLANEOUS 

Sub-class 1x..-PersM8 living on. their imome .. 

Persons living principally on their income 

S!W·elas8 X. -Domestic service 

Domestic s<Jl'vice . • • . 
Private motor-drivers ana cleaners 
Other domestic service .. 

I 
"I 
.. I 

Rub.<Jlas8 X T. _[ nsufficiently described industriec. . . 

General terms which ao·not indicate a definite occupation I 
Labourers anel workmen otherM,se unspecified " I 

1 

Sub·class XlII*-Unpro4uctive .. 

Inmates of jails, asylums and alms houses .. 
Beggars, vagrants and prostitut\)s. . . . 
Beggars and vagrants .. . • . . 
Prostitutes and procurora . . . . 
Other uncbssifioo non-productive industries .. 

:: I 
"I 

224,542 

112,148 
107,560 

1,822 
2,365 

22,371 
15,08Q 
5,043 
6,301 

2,439 
48,377 
37,302 
26,563 
21,864 

[.956 

861,193 I 
19,176 

19,176 

298,820 I 
298,820 

5,599 
293,221 

393,174 

393,174 I 
370,926 I 
150,023 I 

35,675 
114,332 
114,216 

116 
16 

4 

48,804 

19,684 
15,409 
1,722 
2,480 

30 
15,837 

477 
292 

15,065 
3,637 
3,327 
9,566 
8,660 

814 

4S8,lJ7 

4,678 

4,678 

187,459 

187,459 

187,459 

209,?25 

209,225 
209,180 

56,755 

1.273 
55,482 
51,296 
4,136 

5 

217 

176 
143 
945 

1,049 

I 
1,050 

95 
46 

6,117 
76 
89 

360 
396 

416 

532 

244 

244 

627 

627 

532 

532 
564 

378 

36 
485 
449 

36,08~ 

'" The.'s figures include all inru<l.tes of jf\ils, asylums and alms houges, whereas the figures sho,m against, 'All 
DCoupa.bioU3 ' at the beginning of this table include from Order 53 only those undergoing rigorous imprisonment in 
jails. 



434 OHAPTER vrif. --ooOUP ATlciN. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.-Selected occupations, 1911-1931. (Whole provin~e 
including the states). 

- Percentage 
1931.t 1921. 1911. variation 

between-

Group. Ocoupation. 
}~arners As 

number. (principal subsidiary Columns 
0C0upa,tion) to some Actual Actual :::'olumlls 

and working other workers. \yorkers. 5 and 3. 6 and 3. 

dependents occupation. 

--- ---
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

---------

Sub-class 1.-Exploitation oj animals and 18,370,739 1,812,937 19,348,521 18,018,081 --5 +2 

vegetation. 

Order I.-Pasture and agriculture ., 18,347,449 1,803,890 19,334,802 17,995,031 -5 +2 

Sub-order l(a)_-Cultivation .. .. 17,733,292 1,6>15,926 18,704,909 17,292,124 -5 +3 

IA Non-cultivating p~oprietors t.aking rent in 21'0,610 170,143 } ( 147,616 

}+36~ +77 
money or kind. 333.065~ 

IB Non-cultivating tenants taking rent in mone~ 193,877 74.976 L 199,042 -3 

or kind. 
2-:-4 l'~stat~ agents and managers of owners; 52,463 10,779 58,190 86,736 -10 -40 

estate agents anri managers of Government. 

5 
rent-collectors, clerks, etc. 

~ 15.804,983{ 
1.%8,995 Cultivating owners .. 1.795,)% 147,182 t +31 .. .. ;-13 l 

6 Cultivating tenants .. .. .. 12,011,621 190,278 12,525,183 -4 

7 Agrioulturnllabourers .. ., 3,419.185 492.568 2,508.671 2,964,552 +36 +15 

Sub-order 1(b).-Cultivation of special crops, 32,139 14,616 15,852 33,314 +103 -4 
fruit, eto. (planters, mana,gers, clE'l'ks and 

9-12, 14 
In bourers). 

387 1,826 
Cinchona. coconut, cofiee, ganja: rubber 41 II -89 - 98 

and 15 and tea. 
13 and 16 Pan.vine, market gardeners. flower and 32,098 14,605 15.465 31,488 t-l0S +2 

fruit growers. 
Sub-order l(e).-Forestry .. ., 27,465 4.147 19,755 36,285 +39 -24 

17 Forest officers, rangors, guards, etc. . . 3,019 875 3.766 4.370 -22 -31 

18-20 Wood-cutters and aharooBJ-burners, collectors 24.446 3,270 15,989 31.915 +53 -23 

21-23 
of forest produce and collectors of lae. 

99,190 594.132 G32,681 Sub-order l(d).--Stock-raising (all kinds) .. 554.508 7 -12 

24-26 Sub-order l(c).-Raising of small animals and 45 13 154 627 -·71 
. 

-93 

inseets. birds, haes, silkV<'orms and lac cul-
tivation. 

Order 2.-Fishing and huntin!!, .. .. 23,290 9,047 13,719 23,050 +70 +1 

27 Fishing and pesrling .. .. 20,977 8,671 11,579 20,277 +81 +3 

28 Hunting .. .. .. .. 2.313 376 2,140 2,773 +8 -17 

Sub-class 1I.-Exp'loitation oJ minerals .. 6,637 960 4,8'10 4,612 +36 +44 

Order 4.-Non-metallic minerals -' 6,637 960 4,303 4,585 +54 +45 

35 Coal .. 100 134 31 -25 +2:13 

37-41 Bllildingmateria.ls (i~~luding sto-;e. materi~~ 6.537 960 4,169 4,554 t-57 +44 
for cement m!mufacturo and clays,) mica, 
preJious and semi-preoious stones, salt, 
saltpetre and other saline substances and 
other non-metallic minerals. 

Sub-clcuia III.-Industry .. ., 2,670,166 518,130 2,6~0.863 3,084.667 +1 -13 

Order 5.-Textiles ., 499,559 46.017 553,958 613,853 -10 -19 

42 Cotton ginning. cleani;g, presBi~~ .. 38,226 6,902 52,763 59,240 -28 -35 

43 Cotton spinning, sizing and w~aving .. 382,200 25.833 442,090 443,955 -14 -14 

44 Jute pressing, spinning and weaving .. 1,087 113 1,388 3,883 -22 -72 

45 Ropo, twine, string and other fibres .. 30,197 8,9tl9 22,461 34,423 +34 -12 

46 Wool carding, spinn:ng and weaving .. 19,527 2,785 14,393 23,474 +36 -17 

47 Silk spinning and weaving . . . . 5.862 6 1,999 7,614 t-193 -23 

48 Hair (horse-hair, etc.) .. . . 28 2 139 601 -80 -95 

49 Dye~g. bleachin!!. printing, preparation and 17.236 943 10,433 23,685 +65 -27 

sponging of textilos. 
Order 6.-Hides, skins and ha.rd Iltaterials 94,156 16,301 83,294 57,978 +13 +62 

51 
from the animal kingdom. 

16,205 82,705 Working in leather . . • . 92,593 56,410 +12 +64 

52 Furriers and persons ocoupied with feathers 82 3 191 623 -57 -87 
and bristles, bmsh-makers. 

53 B~ne, ivory, horn, shell. etc. workers (except- 1,481 93 398 945 +3 +57 
mg buttons). 

Order 7.-Wood . . . . . . 182,933 69,203 170.470 220.549 +7 -17 

54 and 55 Sawyers, carpenters, turners and joiners. etc. 124,749 55,647 117,83.3 139,667 +6 -II 
56 Basket-makers and other industries of woody 58.184 13,556 52,637 80.882 +11 -28 

materill;ls including leaves, and thatchers 
and buildors working with bamboo reedfl 
or similar materials. ' 
Order 8.-Metals .. 111,207 49,182 108,389 115.448 +3 -4 

59 Bl~miths, other workers in n:dn, makers ~f 95,566 48,016 91,252 95,278 +5 +0 
lmplement<1. 

60 Workers in brass. copper and bell metal .. 13,127 813 12,638 15,153 +4 -13 

Order 9.-Ceramics .. . . .. 204,837 54.742 170.849 202.055 +20 +1 

t The ligures in column .3 for 1931 al'O oxactly comparable "'ith thoso in columns 5 and 6 for 1921 and 1911. 
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~UBSJVIARY TABLE IV.-Selecled occupations, 1911-1931. (Whole province 
including the states) -(continued). 

Group 
numb~r. 

OCO:rputiUll. 

1931.t 1921. I 
- ......... ""'·Pei~:i"ge 

191 J. variation 

--I-- between-

J<Jarner8 1 As 
(pl'incipal I subsidiaQ Actual 

occupation) to som~ workers. 
and working other 
dependents. occupation. 

I Adual 
workers. 

Jolumns Oolumna 
5 Illld 3· 6 and 3. 

-- - --------------1----1 
2 3 4 6 7 8 

----1---------------1----- ----- ----- -- -- ---
63 Potters alld makers of earthonwaro .. 
64 Brick and tile makers - . 

65A !tlakersofglass bangles, glass beads and neck
laces. glass ear-studs, etc. 

Order 10.-0hemical products, properly 
so-called and analogous. 

68 ~L1nufactme and refining of vegetable oils 
')der Il.-~'ood indnstrios . . .. 

{! /1 R ieB pounders and huskers and flour grlllders 
72 Grai n parchers, ct.>. .. . . 
73 I Butcihers .• . . . . . . 
74 I 'I1J,I{GfS of sugar, lll<llasRes and gul' .. 
75 ~we3tmeat ann condiment makers .. 
76 I 'J'u,ldy drawers . . . . . . 

Ord~r 12.- ·:ndustries of dress and tht\ tDilet. 
82 . Boot, ~hoe, sa,ndal and clog makers .. 

83 II Tailors, millinors, dm3d-ffi'l.kors anei (larners 
85 Washing and oleaning . . . . 
S6 Bs,rbers. ha\r-dressers and wig-makerfl .. 

I Order 13.-Furnitu"e industrins .. 
I Order 14.--Building indw;tries " .. 

I 
Ord~r 15.--0on.otruot;on of means ()f tran;,· 

port. 

I 
Order 16.-Produc[,ion and transmission of 

physical force (hoot, Jight, electrici ty, 

I motive-power, etc., gas works and eleotric 
light and power). 

I Order 17.-YIi~rellaneouH and un,IeJinpr1 
industries. 

95 \ Prmters, engravers, book.binders, etc. . . 
93 Makers of jewellory and Ol'uanlf'UtH .. 
991 Other miscellaneous and undefinod industl·ics 

(toy.m'tking, taxidermy, f'tr.). 
100 Smwenging . . . . . . 

\ Sub-class IV. - 'l'raf!3port . . . . 

I Order 19. 'fransport by water .. 
102 I Ship-owners, hoat-owners and t.heiJ omplo)

et's, offioorB, m'tl'iners, nte., ship-br<Jkt!rs, 

I boatmen and tow men. 
103 PersouB (other than labourers) employed m 

I 
harbours, dooks, rivers and canals including 
pilots. 

104 Labourers employed on harbonrs, dooks, 
rivors and canals. 

Order 20.-Transp01·t by mad .. . . 
105 a.nd Persons (including lahlJtlrers) employen on the 

106 construction and maintonance of roads and 
bridge3. 

107 Owners. managers and employoGS (exclud. 
ing personal servants) connected with 
m,chanically driven vehioles (including 
trams). 

108 Owners, managers anrl employees (excluding 
personal servants) connected with other 
vehicles. 

109 Palki, etr. bearers and owners ., 
110 Pack elephant, camel, mule. ass and bullock 

owners and drivers. 
II 1 Porters Illld messengers .. 

Orner 2J..-Transport by rail _. 
Order 22.-P08t office, wlegraph and tel,,

phone services. 

Order 23.--Banks, establishments of I}l'edit. 
exchange and insmance (bank managers, 
money-lenders, exchange and insurance 
agents, money ohangers, and brokers nnd 
their employees). 

177,614 
]3,8]0 
13,276 

233,736 

229.663 
338,111 
; 28.885 
138,]03 
33,171 
7,026 

23,923 
1,901 

641,518 
63,399 

]25,584 
228,761 
220,246 

1,
919

1 4~031 
1,]38

1 1,338

1 

3)7,683 1 

3,494 1 

85,072 1 
4,636 

223,0021 

201,931 

17,005 
9.81E 

5,
765 1 

],424

1 112,216

1 
6,727 

4,661 I 

72.",1 
I 

6,598,1 
8.168 

13,870 I 
61,763 
10,947 

1,137,691 

35,279 

50.386 
2,543 
1,805 

58,174 

57,944 
40,480 

{,281 
23525 
3,125 
1,513 
7.703 

38 
157,945 

9,259 

23.861 
60,244 
64,268 

153 
5,620 

24 

10 

20,279 

45 
10.175 

'311 

9,727 

37,997 

2,057 
1.463 

352 

242 

33.26'3 
1,033 

191 

23,6SS 

3,135 
2,941 

2,275 
1,948 

729 

249,899 

37,951 

151.798 
5,395 

12,042 

229,767 

224,164 i 
361.916 
172,578 
1')2,280 
40,429 

7,012 
7.421 

124 
610.474 
74,696 

138,317 
210.152 
ISS,OH 

1,737 
37,119 1 

357 

256 1 

I 
3'l2,277 1 

2,519 1 
1]0,736 

1,404 

216.098 

165.256 

10,226 
4,294 

5,088 

844 

86,370 I 
4,830 I 

"'081~ 
56,815\J 

3,773 
10,506 1 

9,338 
6J,891 
6,769 

985,819 

43,098 

184,800 
9,111 
7,300 

247,493 

2:18,523 
492,181 
238,977 
163,450 
41,778 
14,704 
:n.9]:? 

607 
703,853 
70,745 

161,898 
22J,838 
242,863 

2,640 
62,2C9 

1,379 

290 

3G4,739 

5,227 
115,215 

3,927 

235,904 

19~,942 

16,289 
10,564 

112 

5,613 

118.165 
10,)96 

60,759 

10,863 
17,312 

18,635 
54.644 
9,844 

1,018.217 

50,704 

+17 
+]56 
+10 

-j 2 

t2 
·-7 

--25 
+4 

-18 
'to 

-f 222 
i 1,433 

+5 
--15 

-9 
+9 

+19 
-rIO 
+13 

+219 

-+ 423 

-1 

f-28 
-23 
-1-230 

+3 

-4 
+52 
t82 

-6 

-4 _ "Jd 

-46 
-- If 
--21 
--52 
- -14 

+213 
-9 

-10 

--22 
i 3 
--9 

- -27 
--32 
--17 

+361 

-13 

-33 
-26 
-H8 

'-5 

i-66 'T 4 
+129 -7 

"t 13 +5,047 

-t 69 -75 

+30 -5 
+39 --37 

+3'1 +26 

+75 -39 
-22 --53 

+49 --26 
-0 f-13 

-+62 +11 

+1S 

-18 

-1-12 

-30 

t The figures in column 3 for 1931 are exa~tly comparable with chose in colunms 5 and 6 for 1921 and 1911. 



CHAPTER Vln.-OCCtrP ATloN. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.-Stlected occupations, 1911-1931. (Whole province including 
the'states)-(continued) . 

. 
1931·t 1921. 

1 
19l1. 

Percentage 
variation 
be~ween -

Group 
lIwu patiou. Earners As 

I number. (principal Bubojdisry Actual Actual Columns Columns 
occupation) to somo workers. workers. 5 and 3. 6 and 3. 
and working other 
dependents. occupation. 

--
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

- ---------~ 

O,'.1d" 2-l.-Bru:tora,ge, comIUissioll tinct export, 
(brokers, commission agents, cOlllll'ercial 

5,209 1,017 10,154 10,599 -49 -51 

travellers, warehouso owners, ann their 
employees). 

Order 25.-Trade in textiles (trade in piece- 59,244 10,926 56,208 49,838 +5 +19 
goods, wool, cotton, silk, hair and other 
te .. -tiles). • 

Order 26.-Trade in skins, leather and furs. 4,562 400 3,612 4,0315 +26 +13 
(Trade in skins, leather, furs, feathors, horn, 

etoJ., and the articles made from these). 
1,664 Order 27.-Trade in wood (not firewood) .. 7,680 703 4,273 +362 +80 

Order 28.-Trade in metal~ (trade in mot<lle, 2,004 87 1,076 3,393 -1-86 -41 
m9,chinery, knives, tools, ete.l. 

Order 29.-Trade in pottery, bricks and tiles 1,342 22 95.5 1,696 'HI -21 
Order 30.-Trade in chem'cal produotR 6,067 976 5,20? 8,569 +17 -29 

(clrugs, dyes, paints, petroleum, explosives, 
etc.). 

Order 3l.-Hotels, cafes, restaurants, etc ... 19,723 2,229 9.520 12,882 -+ 107 +53 
Order 32 -Other trade in foodstuffs .. 831,419 172,105 713,429 716,985 +17 +16 

129 Grain and pulse dealers .. .. 340,942 58,903 254,014 305,518 +34 +12 
130 Dealers in Rweetmeats, sugar and spioes .. 60,700 9,161 52.313 33,002 +16 +84 
131 Dealers in dairy produots, eggs and poultry 128,610 36,2,0 95,819 67,155 +34 +92 
133 Dealers in fodder for animals . . . . 42,388 G,46E 42,32~ 30,895 -1 +37 

135-7 Dealers in tobacco, opium and ganja " 
15,576 ],941 26,682 33,330 -41 -50 

Order 33.-Trade in olothing and toilet 13,425 1,253 9,372 22,510 -1-43 ---40 
articles. 

Order 34.-Trade in furniture .. 6,444 404 4,638 6,714 +39 --4 
Order 35.-Trade in building materials ., 871 45 765 1,511 +14 -42 
Order 36.-Trade in means of transport " 25,876 2,664 25,216 16.932 +3 +53 

144 Dealers and hirers of elephants, camels. 23,783 2,492 24.702 16,932 -4 +40 
horses, cattle, asses, mules, etc. 

44,805 48,469 56,433 -21 Order 37.-Trade in fuel .. " 8,819 --8 
Order Sa.-Trade in articles of luxury and 30.491 3,040 19,069 28,057 +60 +9 

th~)3e pertaining to letters and the arts and 
sClences_ 

147 Daalers in common bangles. bead necklaces, 27,445 2,881 16.327 25,201 +68 +9 
fans, small articles, toys, hunting and fish-
ing tackle. flowers, eW. 

23,085 Order 39.-Trade of other sorlB ., 43,250 7,258 33,392 +30 +87 
150 General store-keepers and shop-keepers 27,235 4,637 18,899 10,914 +44 +150 

otherwise unspecified. . 
Sub-c"[aQs VI.-Publw Jor~ .. .. 98,478 13,517 123,181 159,815 -20 --38 

Order 4O.-Army .. ., .. 36.414 2,628 42,549 41,213 -14 -12 
1=3 Army (Imperial) .. .. . . 34,350 2,537 40,356 38,450 -15 -II 
154 Army (Indian States) ., .. 2,064 91 2,193 2,763 -6 '-25 

Order 42.-Air Force .. .. 2 .. 149 " -99 .. 
Order 43.--Police .. '. .. 62,062 10,889 80,388 118,598 -23 -48 

157 Police .. ., .. .. 39,314 3,892 39,511 40,279 --{) -2 
158 Village watchmen .. .. .. 22,748 6,997 40,877 78,319 --44 -71 

Sub·class VII.- -Publio administration .. 81,174 8,02.1 85,017 87,145 -5 -;-7 

Order 44.-PubJio administration .. 81,174 8,023 85,017 87,145 -5 -7 
159 Service of the State .. .. 35,895 2,939 43,279 41,959 -17 -14 
160 Service of Indian and Foreign States .. 5,010 574 1,797 5,830 +179 -14 
161 Munioipal and other local (not villago) service 14,480 946 7.289 7,932 +99 +83 
162 Village offioials and servants other than 25,789 3,564 32,652 31,424 -21 -18 

watchmen. 

Sub-olass VIIl.-PruJe,ssiortli and liberal arts 273,346 59,074 206,409 239,319 +32 +14 

Order 45.-Religion .. ., 131,832 41,755 106,967 123,430 +23 +7 
163 Priests, ministers, etc. .. .. 122,969 40,607 101,669 90,447 +21 +36 

Order 46.-Law .. .. .. 22,401 894 11,702 10,257 +92 +118 
167, Lawyers of all kinds, including ~'azi8, lAw 10,3~7 444 4,406 4,383 + 135 +136 

agents and mukbtars. 
12,064 450 7,296 +105 168, Lawyers' clerks, petition. writers, etc. .. 5,874 +65 

Order 47.-Medidne .. .. 30,920 3,520 23,983 30,764 +29 +1 
169-171 Ragistftred medical practitioners inoluding 13,416 2,099 10 .• 125 9,300 +33 +44 
and 17~ ooulists, other persons practi~ing the heal· 

ing arbs without being registered, dentists 
lind veterinary aurgeons, 

II In these oases tile inOJ.'e6Se is from nothing to something so the percentage inorease is izlfinity. 
t The figures in columll 3 for 1931 a.re exactly comparable with those in columns 5 and 6 for 1921 and 191 J. 
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ISUBSIDIARY TABLE TY.-SeZerted occupat·ions, 1911-1931. (Whole Jlrol'inre inclwlillg 
the states) -(concludrd). 

---""""",.......-, ... -----~-.---""""'--..."""-~---...... --?---...... ----w-I)er_;ntago 

Group 
number. OccupatiCill. 

193I.t 

Eamers 
(prinoipal 

occupation) 
and working 
dependents. 

As 
subsidiary 
to Bomo 
other 

occupation. 

1921. 191 1. variauon 

Actual 
workers. 

Actual 
wurktrs. 

between -

Columns Columns 
5 and 3. 6 and 3. 

---·1------------- 1----1---- --~-I-------
2 

---1----- - -- .. --~----

! 72 Miclwivas, vacnlnators, eompounders, nurqps, 
mus3curs, otc. 

Order 48.-Instruction . . . . 
Order 49.-Letters, arts and sciences (othor 

than 44). 
182 Musicians (composers and performors other 

than military), actoI'<I, dancers, etc. 

Slw·clas,q IX.--P6T8on8 lil'ing nn theJ/' ill. 
come. 

Order 50.-Persons living priJll~ip911y on their 
incoma. 

Slw·cla8.q X.-DQmestie semite 

Order 5!.-Domostic service .. 

Sub·class XI.-InsujJicil nlly dl8crilild OC('U· 

paliot18. 

Order 52.-General terms which do not indio 
cate a definite oooupa.tion. 

188 Manufacturers, businessmen and contractors 
otiletw,sc unsperified. 

189 Cashiers, accountants, book-keepers, clerkR, 
and other employe~s in ullspecified offices, 
wllJ'chouses and shops. 

191 Labourors ann workmen uth(1rwise unspecified 

Sub· class XII.-Unproutwlit'e •. 

Order 53.-·Illmates (if jailp, asyh.nw, and 
alrrs hOUEes. 

Order 54.-BE'ggars, vagrants, pro~titutes 
Order 55.-0thrr unclassifierl non· pro. 

rluctive induhtriep. 

3 

17,504 

52,064 
~6,129 

30,524 

23,854 

23,854 

486,279 

486,279 

602,399 

602,399 

7,662 

13,979 

580,106 

206,778 

36,948 

169,814 
16 

4 

1,421 

4,720 
8,185 

7,886 

10,116 

10,116 

64,572 

64,572 

151.627 

151,627 

1,703 

1,039 

148,857 

24,644 

24,644 

5 

13,858 

34,469 
29,288 

23.949 

15,17·J 

15,174 

472,932 

472,932 

524,239 

524,239 

8,484 

30,978 

483,943 

248,154 

16,193 

231,631 
330 

6 

21,464 

27.834 
47,034 

42,271 

27,284 

27,284 

55U, 770 

550,770 

7 8 

t 26 -18 

t 51 + 87 
t 23 . ·23 

t 27 .. 28 

57 -13 

-1'57 --13 

+3 --12 

1 3 - ·12 

?40,090 +15 . ·]6 

940,099 of 15 -36 

6,243 - 10 +23 

15,191 -55 - 8 

917,861 +20 --37 

312,495 -17 -34 

23,365 

289,130 

"t 128 

-27 
-95 

+58 

-41 
* 

--- .. --------------------------------------------~----~--~----* In these cases the Derease is from nothing to something so the percentage in('reas(' is infhiity. 
t The fi.;5Ures in coiumn 3 for 1931 ar~ exactly cllmpall~blowith thos(' III columns 5 and 6 for 1921 and 191], 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.-Vccupation Of selected castes. 

Number Number 
Number of femal! Numbel Jffemal e 
per 1,000 earners per 1,000 earners 

earners (1) (1) (prin· earners (1) (1) (prin 
(principal oipal 

Caste and occupation. 
(principal cipal 

Caste and occupation. occupation occupa· occupation occupa. 
onlS) tion only) tion 

engaged only) engaged only) 
in each per 1,00( in each per 1.00 

oecupation . male occupation, male 
o 

eM'ners. earners. 

1 2 3 1 2 3 

1. Ammu .. .. .. 1,000 161 8. BllANot .. .. .. 1,000 600 

Cultivators .. .. .. 376 26 ScavengerA .. .. . . 661 908 
Agriculturallabourers .. .. 213 55 Cultivat<ll'B .. .. .. \24 71 
Cattle and sheep breeders, hfrrlpmen, 31 89 Agricultural labourers . . . . 71 \87 

etc. Cattle anu sheep breeder~, herdsmen, 21 III 
Industries, transport, etc .. 148 436 etc. 
Trade " .. .. 200 483 fndustry, transport, tra,l~, nn!l general 54 259 
Others .. .. .. 32 221 labourers. 

Domestic service .. .. 23 318 
2. ARm .. .. .. 1,000 263 OtherR .. .. .. 46 955 

Cattle·owners and breeders, seUers of 121 562 9. BBAT .. " .. 1,000 240 
produce of cattle (milk, ghi, etc.). 

Cultivators . . . . . . 711 159 Bards anrl genealogistR .. .. 91 382 
Agricultlll'llilabourers .. III 937 Cultivators .. .. . . 584 165 
Industries, transport, and labouNJ:8 .. 21 361 A griculturallabour,ers .. .. 83 507 
Others .. .. .. 36 223 Industry, t.ransport, and general la· 48 376 

bourers. 
3. ANGLO·INDIAN .• .. .. 1,000 256 Trade .. .. .. 32 127 

Agriculture (aU kinds) .. .. 42 173 Arts and professions .. . . 19 139 
Industry .. .. .. 62 226 Domestic service .. . . 17 252 
Transport .. .. .. 407 32 Beggars, prostitntea, etc ... .. 77 575 
Trade ., .. .. 53 87 Others .. .. .. 49 174 
Public force and administration .. 84 75 
Arts and professions .. .. 216 1.115 10. BnmNHAR .. . , .. 1,000 84 
Persons livin~ on their income .. 70 6!2 
Others .. .. . . 66 538 Landholders and cnlti \,awr_ " 942. 83 

Agricultmallabcurers .. " 9 222 
4. ARAKH . , .. .. 1,000 332 ('_,attle and shoep breeders, lwrrhmen, 5 40 

Cultivators, agricultural and general 878 315 et<. 
labourers. Trade, arts and professions " 17 73 

Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 42 299 Domestic service .. " 5 401 
etc. Others .. .. " 22 53 

Artisans .. .. .. 20 4,193 
Transport .. .. .. 10 70 11. BRAHMAN .. .. .. 1,000 88 
Trade .. .. .. 12 1,470 
Pnblic force and administration " 10 ,. Priesthood .. .. .. ~O liD 
Arts and professions .. .. 3 43 Non, cultivating landlords and tenants 42 191 
Dome.stic service .. " 12 198 Cultivators .. .. 718 71 
Others .. .. .. 13 253 Agents and managers of lA.lldeu estates 7 13 

Agricultural labourers .. • . 22 197 
5. BARELIA .. .. " 1,000 213 InJI1Qtries, tmnsport, and general 22 161 

Bunting and bird·catching .. 116 118 labourers. 
Cultivators .. .. .. 585 118 Trade .. .. .. 29 73 
Agricultural labourers .. .. 164 452 Public force and fldminis~ration .. J2 . . 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 18 138 Arts and professions (exclurling religion) 16 43 

etc. Domestic service . . • . 20 207 
Industries and transport •• .. 46 1,125 Others .. .. . . 32 249 
Trade .. .. . . 27 713 
General labourers .. .. 18 541 12. CRAM An ., .. .. 1,000 ;29 
Others .. .. " 26 431 I.eather·workers ., .. 51 223 

Cultivators .. .. . . 355 251 
6. BA&RA.l .. .. .. 1,000 98 Agricultural labourers . . . . 469 830 

Carpenters and wood workers .. 442 17 Cattle anrl sheep hreeders, herdsmen, 24 229 
Cultivators .. .. 427 103 etc . 
Agricultural labourers .. .. 50 720 T ndustries, transport, and general 74 965 

, Cattle and s beep breeders, herdsmen, 11 142 labourers, 
etc. Trade " .. 11 1,489 

fnduqtry, transport, trade, and general 45 515 Domestic serdee .. .. 3 649 
labourers. Others .. .. .. 13 367 

Others .. .. .. 25 204 
13. DARZI .. ., .. 1,000 292 

7. BARWAR .. .. .. 1,000 ';48 Tailors .. ., .. 688 343 
Oulti VlltOrs .. .. .. 682 346 Cultivators .. . , .. 217 \24 
Agricultural labourers .. .. 153 5,711 Agricultw'allabourers .. ~. 35 477 
lndllstry, transport, t~ade, and general 103 265 Other industries, transport, trade, and 30 360 

labourers. g~neral labour~rs. 
Others .. .. .. 62 763 Others .. ., .. 30 307 

NOTEs.-l. The figures in this table are calculated from Imperial Table XI and aro based on the princ:pal occupa· 
tions of earnerS only. As t~e corresponding tabla of last census was based on \>;orkers which included both the earners and 
wor!<.ing dependents of the present census, the figures are not comparablo. 

2. The first occupation shown for each caste or race is the" traditil,nal occupation" except in the Cluse 
9f nos. 1,3,7, 16,20,22,28,31,35,43,45,47,49-51 and 55, wbere thero is none, 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.--Occupation Of 8elected caste8-(continued}. 

I 
Numb,r :~:!=~ Number ~f=e 
per 1,000 earners per 1,000 earners 

earners (I) (1) (prin. earners (I) (I) (prin. 
(principal cipal (principal cipal 

oecupation Occupa- Ca,te aud oLCupatiOlJ. occupation oecupa. 
only) tion only) tion 

cngElged in only) per engaged in only) 
eM)! 1,000 each ~er 1,000 

Oas~" ano Occllputiun. 

occupation. male occupation. male ______________ I earner •. 1_. _________________ : ____ ~ 

_______ 1 ________ -1 __ 2 _. ___ 3 __ 
1
----

2 3 

-----------'-----------1-------·,-----
14. DnoJJI 

Washing clothes . . . . 
Cultivators •• . . . . 
Agriculturallabollrel'S . . . . 
Cattle and sheep breeders, hel'dsmrn, I 

etc. 
Tndustries, transport, trade, ani! ,iSene. 

ral labourers. 
Others •. 

15. DHUNIA •• I 

Ootton carders . . . . 
Cultivators . . . . 
Agriculturallabonrers . . • . 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 

etc. I 
Tndustries, transport, trade, and general 

labourers. 
Public force and administration .. I 
Arts and professions . . . . 
Domestio service . . .. [. 
Others " .. .. 

16. EURI')PEAN (rNO]oU,'INO ARMENIAN) •• 

Tndustrv .. .. 
Transport " .. 
'I'rade .. .. 
Pllhlic force and admil1istr~,tion 
Arts and professions . , 
Porsons living on their inOOUl e 
Gorlt.ractllrs· clerks, ~.1shiers, et~. 
Others .. .. 

17, GAOARIYA " 
8hoph'lrd8, gOEltherd~ and blanket 

w"lavern. I 
Cultivators . . . . ' . 
Agricultural labourers • . . . 
Industries, transport, trade, and gene. 

rallabourers. 
Domestic service 
Others .. 

18. GVlmYA 
Bird·catchers 
Cultivators .. 
Agriculturallabomers •• 
Industries, trade, and 

labourers. 
Beggars, prostitutes, et~. 
Others •. 

19. GUJAR •••• 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 

N;!~~ltivAti~g owners ;dd tenants:: I 
Cultivators .. . . . . 
Agrioulturallabourers . . . . 
Industries, transport" trado, and ge'l 

nerallabourers. 
Domestio servioe . . ., . 

Others " .. "I 
20. HABUlIA • • • . . , 

Cultivators . . . . " I 
Agricultumllabourers . , .. 

1,000 

556 
329 

71 
14 

19 

II 

1,000 

191 
466 
166 

18 

121 

5 
3 

16 
14 

1,000 

12 
49 
14 

812 
76 
16 
8 

13 

1,000 
240 

567 
126 
45 

8 
14 

1,000 
549 
94 

107 
143 

90 
17 

1,000 

106 
27 

791 
38 
22 

5 
11 

1,000 
265 
139 

487 HAIlU!I!-(concluded). 
.Industries . • • . 

758 Trade .. •. 
167 Domestic service .. 
724 Generallabourcrs .. 
169 Beggars, prostitutes, etc ... 

133 

418 

260 

297 
143 
684 
135 

303 

Others .. .. 

21. HALWAI •• 
Confectioners 
Non·cultivating lalllllol'dh and ten· 

ants. 
Cultivators .' 
Agriculturalla bourers ., 
Indnstries .. 
Transport .. 
Trade .. 
Domestio servioe 
General labourers 
Others .. 

74 22, 
443 

INDIAN CHRISTIAN • • • • 

Cultivators " • . .. , 
176 

74 

73 
33 

247 
8 

1,484 
732 

37 
766 

244 
371 

134 
525 
546 

313 
246 

7:;" 
2,268 

29 

692 
1,000 

90 

107 
147 
73 

285 
389 

98 
44 

340 
52 

J26 

Agents and managera of landed estatesl 
Agrioulturallabourers .. • . 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herda'l 

men, etc. 
Industries • • . . 
Transport .. .. 
Trade .. .. 
Public force and administration .. 
Arts and professions .. 
Domestic service .. 
Oenerallabourers .. 
Others ., 

23. JAT .. .. .. 

Landowners ann cultivators .. 
Agricnltnralla bourers .. 
Cattle and shoop breeders,. herds· 

men,etc. 
Industries, transport. t~ade, and 

generallabourel's. 
Police force and anministration .. 
Others .. ., 

24. JULAlIA • . • . • '1 
Weavers .. .. ., 
Cultivators .. . . . . 
Agriculturallabonrers •• . '1 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 

etc. 
rndustriel; .. . . . . 
Transport.. .. .. I 
Trade " .. '" 
Domestic service . . . . 
General labourers . . . . 
Others .. .. .. 

25. KAOHllI, MALI, ,,11TR.W, RAIN AND I 
SAINI. 

Opium, vegetablo and flower pro
ducer s and sellers, market gardene!'>' 

Non.()ultivating landlords and ten-
ants. 

Cultivators (excluding special crops) 
Agriculturallabourers .. . . 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 

eto. 

140 
152 
83 
48 

135 
38 

1,000 
586 
II 

189 
46 
14 
14 

108 
7 
8 

17 

1.000 
151 

5 
98 
32 

496 
14 
15 
21 
62 
62 
25 
19 

1,000 
875 
50 
17 

32 

11 
15 

1,000 
449 
278 
101 

11 

61 
13 
39 
13 
18 
17 

1,000 

206 

8 

598 
112 

18 

918 
427 
169 
250 

1.897 
67 

239 
27.5 
169 

148 
342 
287 
36 

235 
177 
180 
185 

580 
55 
35 

277 
94 

1,304 
38 

155 

1,110 
189 
345 
233 

51 
44 
45 

121 

246 

7 
63 

248 
263 
167 
557 
121 

305 
15 

147 
432 
229 
147 

245 

626 

289 

114 
458 
189 

NOTES. -1. The figures in this table are calculated from Imperiall'able XI and are based on the principal occupa. 
tions of earners only. As tho corresponding table of last oensus was based on workers which inoluded both the earners and 
working dependents of the pI'esent census, the figures are not oom.parable. 

2. The first oMupation sho wn for each clste orriLoe is the "traditional oocupation" except in the Cl1~e 
Qf 1\0S. 1,3,7, J6, 20. ~4' 4~' 31, 35, 43, 45, 47, 49-51 and 55, where there is none, 

()6 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.- Occupation of selected caste8-(continued). 

Ca~te and occupa.ion. 

Number 
Number of female 
per 1,000 earners 

eArners (1) (1) (prio. 
(principal cipal 

occupation occupa.· 
only) tion 

engaged in only) 
each per 1,000 

CaHte and oceul,aLion. 

I Number 
Number of female 
per 1,000 earnere 

earners (1) (I) (prin· 
(princ:pal cipal 

oCllupation oecupll· 
only) tion 

engag(d in only) 
each per 1,000 

occupation. male occupation. male 
earners. 

�--·----------·1---2---1--;--·~1------------1--.-----------1---2---
earncrp. 

3 

KAClHU, ETC. -(concluded). 

.26• 

Industries .. 
Transport .. 
Trade .. 
Domestic service 
General labourers 
Others .. 

KAR<111 •• •• •• 
Personal servants and palanquin bearer8 
Non·oultivating landlords and tenants 
Cultivators . . . . 
Agriculturallabourers . . . . 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 

etc. 
Industries .. 
Transport ... 
Trade .. 
General labourers 
Others .. 

27. KALWAlI .. .• •• 
Liquor distillers and sellers .. 
Non·cultivating landlords and tenants 
Cultivators ., . . . . 
Agrioulturalla bourers . . . . 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 

etc. 
Industries .. 
Transport .. 
Trade ' .. 
Domestio service 
General labourers 
Others .. 

28. KANJAlI . • • • • • 
Oulti vators .. . . . . 
Agricultural labourers . . . . 
Cattle and sheep breedors, hordsmen, 

etc. 
Fishing and hunting 
Industries and transport 
Trade .. .. 
Arts and profe~ions .. 
General labourers .. 
Beggars, prostitutes, etc. 
Others .. ~ .. 

29. KAYASTRA • • • • . • 
Clerical work. . . . . . 
Non.cultivating landlords and tenants 
Cultivators .. . • . . 
Agents andmB.nagers of landed estates, 

planters, forest officers, etc. 
Agricultural labourers .• 
Industries . . . • 
Transport .. .• 
Trade .. .. 
Publio force and administration 
Arts and professi ons .. 
Domestic service .. 
Others .. " 

30. KEWAT •• .. " 
Boatmen, fishermen and riverain 00· 

cupations. 
Cultivators . . . . . . 
Agrlculturallabourers . . . . 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 

·etc. 

12 
6 
9 
9 

12 
10 

1,000 
329 

5 
427 

99 
15 

43 
13 
24 
23 
22 

1,000 
63 
15 

475 
56 
7 

17 
25 

297 
15 
II 
19 

1,000 
198 
79 
16 

15 
257 
161 
28 
32 

194 
21 

1,000 
383 
69 

309 
17 

9 
32 
17 
38 
39 
43 
18 
26 

1,000 
48 

634 , 
241 

13 

1,154 
. 48 
408 
381 
402 
155 

421 
1,043 

180 
139 
434 
146 

1,366 
81 

607 
376 
129 

223 
186 

14 
187 
744 
180 

207 
113 
229 
363 
665 

95 

598 
232 
444 
196 

151 
937 
403 
822 
560 

1,243 
445 

65 
12 

221 
108 

13 

227 
110 

10 
64 

63 
83 
44 

450 

KEwAT-(concludedl. 
Industries, transport, trade, and gene· 

ral labourers. 
Domestic service 
Others .. 

31. KHANGAR •• •• •• 
Oultivators . . . . . . 
Agricultural labourers . . . . 
Cattle and sheep broaders, herdsmen, 

etc. 
Industries, transport, trade, and ge. 

nerallabourers. 
Public force and administration 
Domestic service .. 
Others .. .. 

32. KHATTRI • • • • • • 
Trade .. .. ., 
Non'l'Ultivating landlords and tenants 
Cultivators .. . . . . 
Agents and managers of landed estates 
Industries . . . . 
Transport .. .. 
Public force and administration 
Arts and professions .. 
Persons living on their income 
DJmeJtic 8ervice .. 
Contractor's clerks, etc. .. 
Others .. .. 

33. l(nATIK 

.. 
FrUIt, and vegetable sellers anrl 

butchers. 
Cnltivators .. . . • . 
Agri,mlturallahourers . . . . 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 

etc. 
T ndustries .. 
Transport .. 
Trade .. 
Domestic service 
General labourers 
Others .. 

34. KOfi,RI •• •• 
Cultivators .. . . 
Agricultural labourers .. 
Cat.tle and sheep breeders. herdsmen, 

etc. 
Industri~g, transport, and genera] 

labourers. 
Trade .• 
Domestic service 
Others .. 

35. KORWA ., 

Oultivators .. 
Agricultural labourers 
Trade .. 
General labourers .. 
Beggars. prostitutes. etc. 
Others .. 

247 36. Kt'MRAR •• •• •• 

248 
1,516 

300 

Potters .. .. .. 
Non.cultivating landlords and tenants 
Cultivators . • . • . . 
Agriculturallabourers . . . . 

48 

9 
7 

1,000 
386 
414 
67 

68 

26 
17 
22 

1,000 
473 

55 
105 
26 
56 
46 
54 
57 
22 
53 
21 
32 

1,000 
247 

316 
160 
82 

57 
21 
51 
15 
21 
30-

1,000 
826 
100 
II 

20 

29 
7 
Z 

1,000 
556 
172 
}59 
40 
59 
14 

1,000 
401 

3 
·373 
106 

763 

713 
521 

503 
164 

1,383 
137 

561 

248 
234 

47 
27 

lID 
80 

69 
12 
4 

37 
303 
69 

14E 

301 
521 

139 
407 
lSI 

701 
67 

248 
169 
410 
3(6 

395 
319 
991 
343. 

465 

2,716 
756 
151 

208 
151. 
368 

500 
2,000 . 

348 
463 
311 
182 
805 

NOTlls,.-I. The figures in this table are calculated from Imperial Table XI and are based on the -principaloccupa. 
tions of earners only. As the corresponding table of last census was based on workers which included both the earners and 
w;orking dependents Qf the present census, the figures are not comparable. ' 

2. The first occupat;on shown for each caste Or race is the "traditional occlJpa~:on" except in th(/ ca,s~ 
of nos. I, 3 7~ 16, 20, 22, ?~, 3!, 3:>,43. 45, 47. 49-51 and 55 ,wll.e:re there i,s none .. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.-Occupation Of selected castes -( cont,inued). 

Number j~~:~:€1 I Number ~f=~e 
per 1,000 earners I per 1,000 earners 

earners (1) (Il (prin- earners (I) (1) (prin. 
(principal cipal ~ (principal cipal 

occupation occupa. i Caste and occupation. occupation occupa· 
only) tion only) tion 

engaged only) engaged only) 
in each pcr 1,000 in each per 1,000 

occupation. male occupation. male 

Caste and occupation. 

________________________________ I ________ II_e_ar_n_e~r_s·l----------------------------- _________ ~ 

KUMllA1\-(ooncludedJ. 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmon. 

etc. 
Indnstries .. 
Transport •• 
Trade .. 
Domestic service 
General labourers 
Others .. 

37. KUR~U •• " .. 
Cultivators .. . . • . 
Non.cultivating landlords and tenants 
Agrioulturallabollrers . . . . 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 

ete. 
Industries, transport. trade, and general 

labourers. 
Domestic service 
Others .. 

38. LODa .. .. .. 
Cultivators and agricultural labourers 
Non-CUltivating landlords and t<lnants 
Wood-autters, ete. . . . . 
Cttttle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 

etc. 
Industries, transport, trade, and generR 1 

labourers. 
Others 

39. LOBAR •• " •• 
Blacksmiths and v;orkers in iron .. 
~on.r.ultivatin!llandlor(19 ani! tenants 
Cultivators . . . . 
Agriculturallabourers . . . 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 

etc. 
Indnstries •• 
Transport and trade 
Generalla bourers 
Others .. 

40. LUNIYA .. .. .. 
Saltpetre-makers and oarthwork .. 
Cultivators ., . . . . 
Agricultural labourers . . . . 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmon. 

etc. 
Industries, transport, trade, and gello

ral labourers. 
Others •. 

41. MOOHI .. .. " 
Shoemakers and cobblers .. 
Cultivators . . . . 
Agricultural labourers . . . . 
Industries, transport, trade, and gene. 

rallabourers. 
Others .. 

42. NAl •• •• " 
Barbers.. .. .. 
Cultivators ., . . . . 
Agriculturollabourers . . . . 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 

ete. 
Indnstries, transport, trade, and gene

rallabourers. 
Domestic service 
Others .. 

2 

18 

13 
19 
14 
6 

12 
35 

1,000 
837 

11 
95 
12 

31 

7 
7 

1,000 
877 

10 
25 
22 

54 

12 

1,000 
357 

7 
484 

73 
11 

32 
14 
10 
12 

1,000 
131 
596 
200 

19 

40 

14 
1,000 

60E 
121 

61 
174 

38 
1,000 

536 
319 

41 
11 

27 

50 
16 

3 

265 

654 , 

43. NAT .. ., .. 

66 
263 
707 
695 
188 

241 
190 
186 44. 
751 
299 

590 

776 
165 

Cultivators . . . . 
Agricnlturallabourers . . . . 
Oattlo and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 

et~. 
Indnstries .. 
Tmde " 
Arts and professions 
General labourers 
Beggars, proatitutes, etc. 
Others .. 

PASl .. .. .. 
Tari·makers .. . . . . 
Non-cultivating landlords and tenants 
Cultivators .. .. .. 
Agricultural labourers . . . . 
Oattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 

etc. 
Industries, transport, trade, and gene-

ral labourers. 
Fubllc force 
Domestic service 
Others ., 

194 
166 
343 
656 
2[0 45. PATUAN •• •• •• 

529 

269 

153 
43 
83 

167 
768 
218 

217 
127 
548 
344 
373 
322146. 
239 
982 
533 

578 

445 
130 
59 

164 
558 
246 

282 

:1401 47• 371 
144 
727 i 
[49 

535 

3,086 
206 

)Jon-cultivating landlo~ds and tenants 
Cultivators . . . . 
\gents amI managers of landod estates, 

forest officers and their clerks, ete. 
Agriculturalla b0urers • . • . 
Cattle and sheep broeu()fs, berdsDlen, 

etc. 
I ndusl:ries .. 
Tro.nsport .. 
Trade .. 
Public foree ., 
Public administration .. 
Arts and professions 
DomE'stic service 
Genorallahourers 
Others .. 

RAJP(TT •• •• •. 

Military service, Government service, 
and landholners. 

Cultivators • . .' , 
Agents and managers of landed estat8s.1 

et{). 
Agriculturallabourers . . • . 
Cattle and sheep breeders, hel'dfmen, 

etc. 
Industries .. 
Transport . , 
Trade .. 
Dam estio service 
General labourers 
Others •. 

SAHARIA •• •• •• 
Cultivators .. • . . . 
Agricultural labourers • . . . 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdAmpn, I 

etc. 
Trarle .. .. .. I 
Domestic service • . . . 
Generallilbourers . . . . 
Beggars, prostitute,s, ak. . , 
Qthers .. .. ._ 

2 

1,000 
293 
95 
24 

29 
31 
93 
39 

369 
27 

1,000 
23 
8 

559 
307 
26 

24 

3 
8 

42 

1,000 
44 

498 
18 

80 
13 

81 
38 
56 
33 
16 
17 
56 
33 
17 

1,000 
448 

440 
5 

27 
12 

16 
7 

13 
10 
7 

15 

1,000 
98 

783 
57 

17 
10 
18 
6 

11 

3 

554 
IB3 
643 
273 

574 
312 
773 
373 

1,072 
470 

406 
239 

17 
223 
992 
368 

47& 

265 
491 

104 
198 
97 

1 

175 
80 

167 
17 
53 

58 
186 
88 

170 

68 
64 

55 
15 

126 
70 

452 
15 

146 
120 
82 

141 

860 
43 

1,049 
1,081 

1,703 
260 

1,475 
1,333 

88 

-----~----------------------------~-----~---
NOTEs.-I. 'rhe figures in t\is table am oalcuhted from Imperial Table X rO.o 1 are based on the prillClpuJ occupa

tions of o.uners only. Ai the correspolliling tlblo 01 last census was based on workers which inoluded both Lhe (\arn~rs and 
working dependents of the present censns. the figures are not comparable. 

2. 'rhe first ocoupation shown £01' each caste or race is the .. traditional occupation" Oll.c('pt in tho case 
01 nos. I, 3, 7,16,20,22,28,31,35,43,45,47, 49-5[ an 155, where there is none. 



CnAPTER vITr.-OCCUPATION. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.--Occupation of selected castes-(concluded). 

Number Number 
Number of female Number offemal 
per 1,000 earnera per 1,000 earners 

eamars(l) (1) (prin- earners (I) (I) (prin 

Caste and occupation. 
(principal cipal (principal cipal 

occupation occupa- Caste and occupation. occupation oocupa-
only) tion only) tion 

Jngaged in only) engaged in only) 
each per 1,000 each per 1,00 

occupation male occupation . male 
earners. I earners. 

o 

I 2 3 I 2 3 

48. SAINTHWAR .. " " 1,000 212 52. SONAR .. .. .. 1,000 112 

Cultivators .. .. .. 920 197 Goldsmiths, silversmiths, and jewel. 707 63 
Non.cultivating landlords and tenants 17 67 lers. 
Agricultural labourers " .. 36 976 Non.cultivating landlords and ten· 7 295 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 7 197 ants. 

etc. Cultivators .. ., .. 191 205 
r ndustries, transport, trade, and gene· 9 121 Agriculturalla bourers .. .. 18 682 

ral labourers. Industries .. ., .. 21 349 
Others .. .. " II 231 Trade .. .. .. 22 268 

Domestic service ., .. 6 501 
Generallabourets .. .. 6 228 

49. SANsa .. .. .. 1,000 291 Others . . ., .. 22 194 

Non-cultivating landlords and tenants 27 .. 53. 'rAGA " .. .. 1,000 46 
Cultivators .. .. .. 199 .. 
Agricultnrallabourers .. .. 236 127 Landholders and cultivators .. 902 41 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 106 .. Agricultural labourers ., .. 37 43 

etc. Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 12 31 
General labourers .. .. 85 185 etc . 
Beggars, prostitutes, etc. " 324 1,346 Industries, transpOl-t, trade, and gene· 26 266 
Others " " .. 23 .. rallabourers .. 

Arts and professions .. .. 5 9 
Domestic service .. .. 5 55 

50. SAIYID .. " .. 1,000 102 Others .. .. .. 13 98 

Non-cultivating landlords and tenants 109 247 54. TELl .. .. .. 1,000 369 
Cultivators " " .. 319 123 
Agents and managers of landed estates, 31 4 Oil-pre3sers and oil·~ellerB .. 462 764 

forest officers, etc. Cultivators " .. .. 390 132 
Agrioulturallabourers .. .. 53 94 Agricultural labourers ., .. 67 358 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 11 48 Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 12 115 

etc. etc. 
Industries .. .. .. 81 139 Industries .. ., .. 26 366 
Transport .. .. .. 51 5 Transport .. . . .. 12 50 
Trade .. .. ., 75 64 Trade .. ., .. 33 195 
Public force " .. .. 52 .. Generalla boursrs ., .. 12 263 
Publio administration " .. 38 .. Others .. .. .. 16 186 
Arts and professions .. .. 65 37 
Domestic serv:ce .. .. 51 17 55. TlIARU .. " .. 1,000 120 
General labourers .. .. 28 81 
Others .. .. .. 36 144 Cultivators .. . . .. 837 85 

Agricultural labourers .. .. 92 298 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 19 9 

51. S!!AlKH " .. .. 1,000 111 etc. 
Beggars, prostitutes, etc. .. 37 1,026 

Non-eultivating landlords and tenants 43 I~{ Others .. .. 15 50 
Cultivators .. .. .. 337 101 
Agents, managers of landed estates, 12 3 56. VAISRYA .. .. .. 1,000 135 

forest officers. eto. 
Agrioulturallabourers .. .. 67 192 Traders, merchants, brokers and 611 122 
Cattle and sheep breeders, herdsmen, 12 240 shop·keepers of all kinds. 

eto. Non-cultivating landlords and ten· 30 164 
Industries .. .. 169 132 ants • 
1'ransport . , ., .. 48 14 Cultivators .. .. .. 230 121 
Trade .. " " 129 87 Agricultural labourers .. .. 25 504 
Publio force . , " .. 17 " Industries .. . . .. 21 539 
Publio administration " " 15 .. Transport .. .. .. 14 58 
Arts and professions " " 31 79 Publio administration .. .. 8 .. 
Domestic semoe .. .. 55 205 Arts and professions . . .. 13 75 
General labourers .. " 35 77 Domestic service .. .. 17 110 
Beggars, prostitutes, etc ... .. 11 495 General labourers .. . . 9 198 
Others .. .. .. 19 82 Others .. . . .. 22 103 

NOTEs.-I. The figures in this table are calculated from Imperial Table XI and are based on the prinoipal occupa· 
tiqns of earners only. As the corresponding table of last census was based on workers which included both the earners and 
working dependents of the present census, theJigures are not comparable. 

2. The first occupation shown for each caste or race is the "traditiollal occupation" except in the case 
of nos. 1,],7, 16, 20, 22,28,31,35,43, 45,jJ, 19-51 and 55, where there ie none. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI. -Number of persons employed on February 26, 1931, 
(1) on RailwaY8, (2) in the Irrigation Department, (3) in Posts and Telegraphs. 

~ 

Class of persons employed. 

Total persons employed 

Per80ns directly employed 

Officers •• •• •. • . ., •. 
Subordina.tesonscalesofpayrising to Rs.250 permensemorover •. 
Subordinates on Bcales of pay rising from Ra. 30 to Ra. 249 P(;lf mensem 
Subordinates on scales of pay under Es. 30 per mensem . . • . 

'rotal persons employed .. 

PerSQns direct"6y employed 

Officers .. 
Upper subordinares 
Lower subordinates 
I.Jlerks .. ., 
Peons and other servants 
Coolies .• 

Pers01l8 indirectly employed 

Contractors •• . . 
Contractl)rs' regular employef)s 
Coolies .. .. 

Total persons employed .. 

(1) P08ts and Telegraphs .. 

Supervising officers including Probationary Superintendents and Ins
pectors of Post Offices and Assistant and Deputy Superinrendents of 
'relegraphs and all officers of higher rank than these. 

P03tm'1sters, including head clerks to Superintendents, Deputy 
Assistants, Sub and Branch Postmasrers. 

Signalling establishment, including warrant officers, non-commis· 
sioned officers, military telegraphists and ot,her employees. 

Miscellaneous agents, school-masters, station-masrers, etc. _ . 
Clerks ofal! kinds . . . . .. .. .. 
Postmen .. .. .. .. •. 
Skilled labour establishment, including foremen, instrument'makers, 

carpenters, blacksmiths, mechanics, sub.inspectors, linemen, 
line·riders and other employees. 

Unskilled labour establishment, including line coolies, cable guards, 
batterymen, telegraph messengers, peons and 9ther employees. 

Road establishment, oonsisting of overseers, runners, clerks and book
ing agents, boatmen, syces, coacbmen, bearers and others. 

(2) Railway Mail Seroice 

Supervising officers, including Superintendents and Inspectors of 
Sorting. 

Clerks of all kinds . . . . • • 
Sorrers.. .. .. .. 
lIfuiJ gu~rds, mail agents, van peons, porters, etc. 

(3) Oombined offices 

Signallers • • • • . . 
Messengers and other servants .. 

Europoom B;uropeans 
and Anglo. Indians. and Anglo fndians. 
Indians. Indi.ans. 

2 

1,883 

1,883 

121 
687 

1,053 
22 

3 4 

(1) RAILWAYS. 

87,571 

87,571 

47 
209 

20,922 
66,393 

(2) IRRIGATION DEPARTMENT. 

74 

62 

58 
I 

1 
2 

12 

8 
4 

32,170 

9,035 

126 
4 

414 
1,606 
5,472 
1,413 

23,135 

2,049 
1,470 

19,616 

(3) POSTS AND TELEGRAPHS. 

5 

PostaZ department. Telegraph department. 

40 

40 

12 

17 

1 
10 

15,123 

13,224 

104 

276 

1,968 
2,259 
4,631 

3,986 

1,123 

* 

729 
394 

776 

490 
286 

329 

329 

18 

276 

5 

30 

1,106 

1,106 

13\ 

144 

561 

267 

oil Included among supervising officers under (J). 





Ohapter IX.-tITlllllACY. 

I.-INTRODUC'rORY. 

1. The statistics of literacy are exhibited in Imperial Tables XIII and The figures: 
XIV. The former table is divided into three parts: Part A gives provincial where found. 
totals (for British territory and the States separately) of literates for each 
religion for the age-groups 5-10, 10-15, 15-20, 20 and over, by sex: Part 
B gives similar figures for each district and state for (1) all religions together, 
(2) Brahmanic Hindus, and (3) Muslims: Part C gives similar figures to those 
in Part B for each of the 23 cities of the province. Table XIV shows the 
number of literates aged 7 years and over in certain selected castes for the 
province as a whole including the states. Both tables show as well the figures 
of those literate in English. In Provincial Table II will be found the popula-
tion of districts, states, and tahsils by religion and literacy. At the end of 
this chapter will be found the following subsidiary tables :-

Subsidiary Table I.-The number per mille of each sex and of both 
sexes, in certain age-periods, of each religion, who are literate in any 
language, and the numher per 10,000 who are literate in English. 

Subsidiary Table n.-The number per mille of each sex and of both 
sexes, all religions together, in certain age-periods, in each natural 
division, district and state who are literate in any language or 
script. 

Subsidiary TableIII.-The number per mille of each sex of Brahmanic 
Hindus, Muslims, Aryas and Radhaswamis, who are literate in each 
natural division, district and state. 

Subsidiary Table IV.-The number per 10,000 of each sex at certain 
ages, ~iterate in English in 1931, and at all ages for the last four 
censuses, by natural oivisions, districts and states. * 

Subsidiary Table V.-The proportion of literates of each sex aged 7 
years and over in 1931 in selected castes, and of literates at an 
ages in 1931 and 1921 ; similar figures for the literate in English 
per 10,000. 

~ Subsidiary Table VI.-The number of literate per mil).e of each sex at 
all ages together since 1881, and at ages 15-20, and 20 and over 
since 1911, by natural divisions, districts and states. * 

Subsidiary Table VII.-The proportion of the literate, by sex, at ages 
7-13, 14-16, 17-23, 24 and over in British territory, and in 
the states; similar figures fat those literate in English. 

Subsidiary Table VIII.-The number of educational institutions and 
pupils in British territory according to the returns of the Education 
Department, at each of the last 4 censuses. 

It may be mentioned here that a few entries of "literate" that occurred 
against children aged less than 5 years were rejected, and that the age-groups 
of literates were smoothed like those of the general population (vide paragraph 
2 of Chapter [V). 

2. In the case of literacy possibly more than of any other census return The figures: 
it is essential to understand at the outset the basis of the figures before how obtained. 
examining them. There are probably few census statistics more eagerly anti-
cipated by those interested in the progress of this province and of India in 
general than those of literacy, and the extent to which the enormous mass 
of illiteracy in this country is being reduced is very naturally a matter of great 
interest. Unfortunately comparisons with the statistics of past censuses are 
rendered unusually difficult by the changes that have occurred from time to 
time in the method of collecting and presenting the returns. 

In 1881 and 1891 the population was divided in respect of literacy into 
three categories-Learning, Literate and Illiterate. The definition of these 
was as follows :-

" Learning l' included those under instruction, either at home, at school 
or at college. 

* Bafore IIt(;elI!ptin~ r.omparisons with the fi~ures priOr to J91J the reader should refer to paragraphs 2,3 and & 
of this chapter, . 
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446 CRAPTER IX.-LITERACY • . 
" Literate" included those able to read and write any language, but 

not at the moment under instruction. 
" illiterate" included the rest, viz., those not under instruction, and 

not able to read and write any language. 
It was found, however, in tabulating the results that the returns were 

vitiated by the omission from tho" Learning" at the one end of children who 
had not long been at school and were consequently returned as "Illiterate," and 
at the other, of the more advanced students who were classed as " Literate. " 
There were thus great discrepancies between the census return of the number 
of "Learning" and the corresponding statistics of the Education Depart
ment, which were obviously increased by the fact that " Learners" at home 
or in private scho01s were not included in the returns of that Department. 
It was therefore decided in 1901 to confine the entries in the enumeration 
schedules to the two categories of "Literate" and "Illiterate." But in 
that year unfortunately no degree of proficiency in reading and writing was 
laid down. A clear definition was first adopted in 1911, and ran as follows :
" Those only are literate who can write a letter to a friend and read the answer 
to it." In the opinion of Mr. Blunt* this affected the figures in the direction 
of excluding many who could perhaps with difficulty piece together their 
signatures. This test was continued in 1921. At the present census the 
same two categories remain-Literate and Illiterate, and the 1911 degree of 
proficiency in reading and writing has been maintained. It follows that the 
statistics of 1911, 1921 and 1931 are exactly comparable while those of 
previous censuses are not. 

Since 1911 the practice of recording the language or script in which any 
person is literate has been abandoned, and I think wisely, for language or script 
of literacy is immaterial and discrimination between Urdu and Hindi in this 
province has in the past led to bitter controversy. There is, of course, a 
separate column for those literate in English, for which the same standard of 
efficiency in writing and reading is prescribed. Those literate in English have 
also in the statistics been included everywhere among the general literates. 

To obviate accidental omissions enumerators were instructed to put a cross 
in the literacy columns against the illiterate and those illiterate in English. 

3. The statistics may safely be accepted as accurate. The definition was 
simple and eVEjrywhere well understood. Human nature tends to make a 
person who can merely scrawl a signature, or who can with difficulty spell 
out a clearly written sentence prefer a claim to literacy but the' enumerator, 
who does not wish to cheapen his own literate status, just as naturally resists 
it, and the latter has the last word. 

There is, however, one point that may be noted. The smoothing of age
groups bringing as it does some of each group into the next lower age-group 
has brought into the groups 5-10, 10-15 a greater proportion of literates 
than is correct, because there are more literates towards the latter years of the 
groups 7-13 and 14-16 than in the earlier years. This has to be remembered 
when comparing the literacy in these age-groups with the statistics of previous 
censuses. 

n.-GENERAL LITERACY. 

4. The number and proportion of literates in British territory at each 
of the last three censuses are given below :-

Number of 
Actual literates 

number of per mille 
Year. literates of total 

(British population 
territory) • (Briti<Jh 

territory) . 

1931 .. 2,259,638 47 

1921 .. 1,688,~72 37 

1911 .. 1,618,465 34 

--
'" Viae Census Report 1911, Part I, pages 247 and 25Q, 
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The increase in the actual numbers in the last decade has thus been 34 
per cent. as against 4 per cent. between 1911 and 1921. To some extent the 
small increase between 1911 and 1921 was the result of the fact that the 
influenza epidemic of 1918-19 discriminated markedly against persons between 
20 and 35 years of age, which period may be expected to contain a greater 
proportion of literates than the average at all ages. * The increase in the 
proportional figures was by 27 per 0ent. between 1921 and 1931 as against 9 
per cent .. in the previous decade, i.e., three times as great. The progress of 
education since 1921 must be a source of some gratification to the many who 
have devoted their energies to its furtherance. Nevertheless the fact that 
still less than 5 per cent. of the total population of the province are literate 
shows that primary education has as yet but touched upon the fringes of the 
population. 

To form an accurate estimate of the progress of education it is, however, 
necessary to study literacy in the younger age-groups, preferably 15-20 years 
of age, for it is evident that illiterate people above this age will not attend 
primary schools nor are they very likely to become literate by any other means. 
This matter will be dealt with later. 

Taking the figures by sex, the actual male lit,erates and proportions are (U) Males. 
shown below :-

I Number of 
Aatual male 

number of literates 
male per mille of 

literates total male Year. 
(British populatIOn 

(territory). (British 
territory) . 

19.31 2,043,410 ! 80 
1921 1,556,626 I 65 
1911 1,505.9451 61 

The increase in the actual number of literate males since 1921 has 
been 31 per cent. against an increase of 3 per cent. in the previous decade. 
The increase in the proportional figures was 23 per cent. between 1921 and 
1931, as against 7 per cent. in 1911··21, i.e., three times as great. Yet 8 
per cent. of literates among males is extremely low. 

The female figures are- (iii) Females. 

:Numb!'r of 
Actual f",male 

number of literates 

Year. female per mille of 
literates total female 
(Briti8h population 

territory) • (British 
territory) • 

1931 .. 216,228 10 
1921 I 32,24E 6 
1911 112.520 5 

Here the increase although absolutely small is proportionally far more 
considerable than in the case of males, being 64 per cent. between 1921 and 
1931 as against 18 per cent. in 1911 ·21. The increase in the proportional 
figure was 66 per cent in 1921-31, as against 20 per cent. in 1911· ·21. 
Again the proportional increase is remarkable but any increase must be 
proportionally large when still on1y 1 per cent. of females are literate. This 
proportion is double what it was twenty years ago. 

There are no literates under the age of 5 years. The proportion of 
literates per mille of the population aged 5 years and over are persons 55, males 
94, females 11. 

* Vide Census Report 1921, Part [, page 113. 

57 
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In the margin I give for each of the states the proportions of the literat l 

State. 

Rampur .. 
Tehri-Garhwal 
Benares .. 

Number per mille of the population aged 5 yeara 
and over who were returned as literate. 

1931. 1921. 

Persous. :1vfales.lFemales. Persons. I_Mal:. Females. 

-----
20 34 3 ')'} 37 5 
67 136 4 36 71 2 
66 126 5 32 59 4 

per mme of the population 
aged 5 years and over in 1931 
and 1921. Tehri-Garhwal and 
Benares have made striking 
progress both in male and 
female literacy in the decade, 
but Rampur shows retrogres
sion in the case of each sex. 
In 1911, Mr. Blunt* ascribed 
the low figures of Rampur 

State to inaccuracies in the returns, stating that accuracy had been sacrificed 
to speed. It is true that the State has always prided itself on getting in its 
provincial totals first after the final enumeration, but the actual entries in the 
schedules are made at leisure during the preliminary enumeration stage and on 
census night only such entries have to be made as relate to the small proportion 
of the population who are enumerated away from their homes. These can scarce
ly affect the figures, so that I think the low proportion of literacy in the 
State cannot be ascribed to inaccuracies born of speed._ Moreover this low 
proportion has been maintained at all censuses. On the present occasion 
the Rampur schedules were very carefully prepared and I have no reason to 
doubt their accuracy, yet we find a decline in the proportion of those literate 
aged 5 years and over from 22 per mille in 1921 to 20 in 1931. From para
graph 8 of Chapter III it will be seen that there has been considerable emig
ration from the State in the past decade and the conclusion is forced upon us 
that a large part of this emigration is of literate persons. 

5. Below I give for both sexes together and for each sex separately, 
for all religions together, the number per mille aged 5 years and over w~o are 
literate, in the larger provinces .and states of India. In each case the figures 
of the independent states are lllcluded. 

Number per mille of 
population aged 5 years 

and over who are 
Province or state literate. 

---
Persons. Males. Females. 

-------
India 95 156 29 

Burma 368 560 165 
Delhi 163 226 72 
Ajme!'-Merwara 125 203 35 
Bengal lID 180 32 
Madras 108 188 30 
Mysore 106 174 33 
Bombay 102 167 29 
Assam ., .. 91 152 23 
Central Provinces and Berar 60 110 11 
Punjab .. 59 95 15 
United Provinces 55 94 11 
Bihar and Orissa 52 95 8 
Central India Agency .. 52 91 9 
Hyderabad .. .. 50 85 12 
North-West Frontier Province 49 80 12 
Gwalior 47 78 II 
Rajputana 43 76 6 
Kashmir 40 70 6 

It will be seen that this province is only about three-fifths as literate as 
India as a whole and takes a very low position relative to the other large 
provinces. Burma as usual easily holds first place as regards literacy, thanks 
to the traditional free instruction imparted in the monasteries and the absence 
of the parda system which hampers the education of females in other parts of 
India. The increase in the proportion of lit~rates aged 5 years and 'over in 
the United Provinces in the last decade has been 31 per cent. as against an 
increase of 16 per cent. in India as a whole. This is gratifying especially as 
the increase is greater than in any of the other British provinces in India. 

* Vide Census Report 1911, Part I, page 249. 
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6. The proportions by sex of those aged 5 years and over who arc Literacy by 
literate in each natural division are shown in columns 2-4 of Subsidiary Table locality. 
II. These statistics are illustrated in diagram no. 86. 

NUMBER LITERATE PER MILLE OF EACH SEX 

AGED 5 YEARS & OVER, BY NATURAL DIVISIONS. 

MALES- _____ c=J FEM ALES ______ IiI!3."lS1 

UNITED PROVINCES 
(BRITISH 
TERRITORY). I----r------r---,--___..J 

HIMALAYA, 
WEST. 

SUB-HIMALAYA, 1"""''''_-'-_--<_--, 

WEST. 

INDO-GA NGETIC ,_ ___ ...J._ __ '--_...J.__-., 

PLAIN, WEST. 

INDO-GANGETIC 
PLAIN, CENTRAL. 

~-~-~---~~ 

CE NT RA L INDIA ,......._...J._ __ '--_...J.__---''--_~ 

PLATEAU 

EAST 
SAT,oURAS. 

INDO-GA NGETIC 
PLAIN, EAST. 

a t50 175 

LITERATE PER MILLE OF EACH SEX AGED 5 YEARS AND OVER. 

Diagram 86. 

zoo 

As at past censuses Himalaya, West easily leads the way in both male and 
female literacy (170 and 16 per mille respectively). This is partly due to the 
larger European population and European schools, but part is due to social 
reasons. All the people of the hills except the labouring community are of 
approximately equal and fairly high social status, and the absence of parda 
facilitates female education. 

After Himalaya, West comes Indo-Gangetic Plain, East in point of male Male literacy. 
literacy (127), closely followed by Central India Plateau (125). East Satpuras 
(116) leads both Indo-Gangetic Plain, West (97) and Central (88). Sub-
Himalaya, West (71) and East (63) bring up the rea,r. 

Although Indo-Gangetic Plain, West is only fifth in point of male literacy Female literacy. 
it holds as at previous censuses sccond place in respect of female literacy (15), 
then come Indo-Gangetic Plain, East (12) and Sub-Himalaya, East (12), fol-
lowed closely by Central India Plateau (11), Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central (10) 
and East Satpuras (9). Far behind lags Sub-Himalaya, East (4). Female 
literacy is noticeably lower in the east than in the west, the outcome of the 
larger proportion of lower castes and classes in the east of the province. 
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7. The figures for male literacy by districts and states shown in column 
3 of Subsidiary Table II are tUustrated in diagram no. 87. 

arhwal 

mora 

Diagram 87. 

MAP 
SHOWING THE NUMBER PER MILLE 

OF MALES AGED 5 YEARS AND 
OVER WHO ARE LITERATE 

BY DISTRICTS AND STATES. 

Under 60 per mille aged 5 years and ouer ---0 
60-90 .. .. ---0 
90-720 .. 

120-750 " 
150 and ouer " 

.. ---ern 
" - --tzZZZl 
., ---mm 

The highest proportions of males aged 5 years and over who are literate 
are to be found in districts Benares (192), l)ehra Dun (190), Garhwal (173), 
Almora (167) and Naini Tal (159). Mter these come Jalaun (145), Agra 
(143), Muttra (140), Cawnpore (139), Jhansi (137) and Tehri-Garhwal State 
(136). Other high figures are Ghazipur (130), Benares State (126), Ballia (124) 
and L1,lcknow (123). 
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The high proportion in Dehra Dun is not due to the number of Europeans 
living in the district because the figures for HinduR and Muslims are excep
tionally high. The explanation lies in the fact that over a quarter of the 
population is urban and the Dun attracts many immigrants who go there for 
economio purposes, most of whom are enterprising and progressive. Outside 
Himalaya, West it is very noticeable i,hat the proportion is higher where there 
is a larger proportion of urban population, and the effect is especially marked 
in the case of districts small in area which possess large towns such as Bonares, 
Agra, Muttra, Cawnpore, Jhansi and Lucknow. Jalaun has a remarkably 
high proportion considering its rural character. 

Rampnr State is more illiterate than any district (34). Of the districts 
the most illiterate are Kheri (49), Budaun (52), Bahraich (53), Pilibhit (54), 
Sitapur (54), Bam Banki (57), and Gonda (59). It is very noticeable how low the 
proportion is in a belt including all the submontane districts across the pro
vince (excluding Dehra Dun and Naini Tal) and the neighbouring districts to 
the south, the belt widening very markedly in the centre to include the whole 
of Oudh except Lucknow where the large city ann small district have raised 
the proportion. 

I would warn the reader to be careful in comparing diagram no. 87 with 
that produced on page 117 of the 1921 Report, Part 1. Although not made 
clear on the latter diagram it refers to male literates aged 5 years and over, 
but even so contains many inaccuracies. 
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The figures for female literacy from column 4 of Subsidiary Table II arc 
illustrated in diagram no, 88, 

Diagram 88. 

MAP 
SHOWING THE NUMBER PER MILLE 
OF FEMALES AGED 5 YEARS AND 

OVER WHO ARE LITERATE 

BY DISTRICTS AND STATE8. 

Under 5 per mille aged 5 years and ouer - - - --c::::J 
5-10.. ".... -----~ 

70-75 .. 

15-20 " 
20 and ouer >. ".. " 

., -- -- - [[[[]I 
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.. -------~ 

Female literacy reaches its maximum in Dehra Dun (54-twice that in any 
other district or state) where the male level of literacy is also very high. Naini 
Tal (26) also returns a relatively high proportion. Apart from these districts 
it is most noticeable how the female literacy figure depends on the presence 
of large towns, for the next districts in orner of female literacy are Lucknow 
(27), Agra (26), Benares (26), AJiahabad (20), Meerut (19), Muttra (17), Farrukh
abad (17), Jhansi (16), and Bijnor (J6). At the other end of the list come 
Rampur State (3), Tehri-Garhwal State (4), Sultanpur (4), Partabgarh (4), 
Basti (4), Gonda (4), and Bahraich (4). 
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The map shows very clearly the effect of large towns, and the fact that 
female illiteracy is greater towards the east especially in the submontane and 
neighbouring districts and Oudh. 

8. The progress in literacy in the province as a whole since 1911 has 
been referred to in paragraph 4 supra. Below I show for the natural divisions 
the proportions by sex of those aged 5 years and over who were returned as 
literate in 1921 and in 1931, and the variations in those proportions. 

-- -- - -----,:--N"'Tu-m-;-ber per mille aged 5 years and 
over returned as literate. 

Incroase 1921 31. 
Natuml divi.!ion. ---]lyl-al-es. --I ~ru-a-Ies-.-

1931. 1921. 1931. I 1921. "[alas. 1 }~omales~ 
---- --- -1-------_·_----
United Provinces (British territory) 94 74 11 7 20 4 
Himalaya,West 170 143 16 14 27 2 
Sub-Himalaya ,West 71 59 12 8 12 4 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, West 97 73 15 9 24 6 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central . . 88 72 10 6 16 4 
Central India Plateau 125 103 11 6 22 5 
East Satpuras .. 116 80 9 6 36 3 
Sub· Himalaya, Rast . . 63 49 4 3 14 1 
Tndo·Gangetic Plain, 1<:ast ,127 91 12 8 30 4 

-- - ---- ---'---~-----
Progress has occurred in every natural division for both scxes. The greatest 

increase in male literates per mille males aged 5 years and over has occurred in 
East Satpuras ( t-36), and least in Sub-Himalaya, West (-t-12) and East (+14). 
The greatest increase in the female proportion has occurred in Indo-Gangetic 
Plain, West (+6) and least in Sub-Himalaya, East (+1). 

The smoothing of ages has somewhat increased the proportions in 1931, 
for it has brought some of those returned at ages 5 and 6 (very few of whom are 
returned as literate) into the age-group 0-5, leaving less persons aged 5 and 
over whilst affecting the numbrr of literates only to a negligible degree. The 
actual cliect on the proportions is, however, very small indeed. 

Below I give for 1931. and 1921 the proportion of literate males and females 
separately, aged 5 years and over, and the intercensal variation, by districts 
and states : -

J)i8tri~t and natural diVIsion. 

United Provinces (British territory) 
Himalaya. West 
DehraDuu .. 
Naini Tal .. 
Almora .. 
Garhwal .. 
Sub-Himalaya, West .. 
Saharanpur .. 
Bareilly 
Bijnor 
Pilibhit 
Khen 
Indo.Gangetic Plain, West 
Muzaffarnagar 
Meerut .. 
Bulandshahr 
Aligarh 
lIiuttra 
Agra 
Mainpuri .. 
Etah 
Budaun ., 
Moradabad •. 
Shahjahanpur 
Farrukhabad 
Etawah 

Indo·Gangetic Plain. Cfntral 
Cawnpore •. 
Fatehpur ., 
Allahabad .. 
Lucknow ., 
Unao .• 
Rae Bareli •• 
Sitapur 

I 
" 

"1 

"1 .. 

"1 " 

-------~~~-,-----------
5 years I ~ umber per mille of each sex aged 

and over. who were returned as Ii t~mte. Varifltion 1921-31. 

Males. 
----

1931. 1921. 

94 74 
170 143 
190 172 
159 126 
167 135 
173 148 
71 S9 
85 . 70 
75 62 
80 61 
54 56 
49 42 
97 73 

, 

79 61 

I 109 83 
94 74 

115 93 
140 90 
143 114 
96 55 
77 58 
52 42 
73 60 
70 60 

103 79 
107 77 
88 72 

139 103 
118 89 
118 81 
123 114 
85 71 
70 83 
54 53 

-
Fern ales. I 

193,. 
I 

---
11 

----;----
1921. I Males, I ~ 

-r4 

+2 
-12 
+5 
+3 
-II 

7 +20 
16 14 
54 52 
26 21 
[0 7 
5 4 

12 8 
14 9 
15 II 
16 9 
9 6 
6 2 

15 9 
15 7 
19 8 
11 5 
15 [0 
17 10 
26 18 
l5 14 
11 7 
10 
17 

6 
II' 

13 9 
17 10 
13 10 
10 6 
21 14 
9 5 

20 14 
27 13 
8 5 
!> 3 
7 5 

+27 
+18 
1-33 
+32 
+25 
+12 
+15 
+13 
+19 
-2 
+7 

+24 
+18 
+26 
-r20 
+22 
+50 
+29 
-141 
+19 
1-10 
+13 
+10 
+24 
+30 
+16 
+36 
'129 
+37 
+9 

+14 
-13 

+1 

+4 
+5 
1-4 
+7 
+3 
+4 
+6 
+8 

+11 
1-6 
+5 
+7 
+8 
-rl 
+4 
+4 
1-6 
+4 
+7 
+3 
+4 
17 
+4 
+6 

-1-14 
+3 
+2 
+2 

Progre88 ~n 
htemcy: 
(i) since 1921. 



(ii) 8ince 
1911. 

(i~i) 8ince 
1881. 
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Number per mille of each sex aged 5 years I 
and owr. who were returned as literate. Variation 1921-31. 

District and natural division. Males. I Females. I 
1931. 1921· 1931. 1921. Males. Females. 

--
Indo·Gangetic Plain, Gentra!-(concluded). 

Hurdoi .. .. .. .. 63 57 9 6 +6 +3 
Fyzabad .. .. .. 83 58 6 4 +25 +2 
Sultanpur .. .. .. .. 67 47 4 2 +20 +2 
Partabgarh .. .. " .. 68 68 4 2 +0 +2 
Bara Banki.. .. .. .. 57 51 5 3 +6 +2 

CBntratIndia Plateau .. .. .. 125 103 11 6 +22 +5 
Jhansi .. .. " .. 137 155 16 9 -18 +7 
Jalaun .. .. " .. 145 124 12 7 +21 +5 
Hamirpur .. .. .. . . 116 94 7 5 +22 +2 
Banda .. .. .. . . 107 83 8 4 +24 +4 

East Satpuras .. .. .. 116 80 9 6 +36 +3 
Mirzapur .. .. .. .. 116 80 9 6 +36 +3 

,/ 

Sub.Himalaya, East .. .. . . 63 49 4 3 +14 +1 
Gorakhpur .. .. .. .. 64 50 5 3 +14 +2 
Basti .. .. .. .. 69 54 4 2 +15 +2 
Gonda .. .. .. . . 59 48 4 3 +11 +1 
Bahraich .. .. .. .. 53 42 4 3 +11 +1 

Indo·Gangetic Plain, East .. .. 127 97 12 8 +30 +4 
Benares .. .. .. . . 192 151 26 24 +41 +2 
Jaunpur .. .. .. .. 113 87 7 4 +26 +3 
Ghazipur .. .. .. . . 130 96 13 6 +34 +7 
Ballia .. " .. .. 124 100 II 6 +24 +5 
Azamgarh .. .. .. . . 96 69 , 8 3 +27 +5 

states. 
Rampur •. .. .. 

"I 
34 37 3 5 -3 -2 

Tohri·Garhwal .. .. .. 136 71 4 2 +65 +2 
Bonates .. .. .. 126 59 5 4 +67 +1 

The' val'iations in districts and states have been more uneven. The changes 
in the male proportion vary between an addition of 67 per mille aged 5 years 
and over to the literate in Benares State and retrogression to the extent of 18 
per mille in Jhansi district. Other districts and states showing large increases 
are Tehri-Gathwal State (+65), Muttra (+50), Benares (+41), Mainpuri 
(+41), Allahabad (+37), Cawnpore (+36), Mirzapur (+36), and Ghazipur 
( +34'), 

Besides Jhansi district retrogression is revealed in the proportion in Rae 
Bareli (-13); Rampur State (-3), and Pilibhit (-2); while the figure for 
Partabgarh has remained stationary since 1921. 

One of the most noticeable features is that where the standard of literacy 
was low in 1921 the improvement (if any) is small in 1931. This is very· marked 
in the figures for the Oudh districts, which are very low, and which apart from 
Fyzabad (+25) and Sultanpur (+20) show very little improvement. 

The proportions of litera~es aged 5 years and over are not available for 
1911, nor can they be calculated, as literates were then only tabulated by the
age--group 0-10. If such a.comparison is desired it may be effected by assuming 
that allliter.ates fell in the age-group 5-10, and by using the figures of total 
p6l2'nlatiotr for this age-group taken from: Imperial Table VII of 1911. Th~ 
figures would be accurate to a very close degree. of approximation. 

In order to provide some comparison with the figures back to 1881 the 
proportion returned as literate at all ages, by sexes, has been shown in columns 
2-13 of Subsitiiary Table VI. In considering these figures it is essential to 
remember the changes in the basis of their collection, referred to in paragraph 
28upra. As explained by Mr. Blunt*, had the age-periods adopted in 1881 and 
1891 been the same as in 1901 and since, it would have been possible to obtain 
useful figures at the two age-periods 15-20, 20 and over by adding the number 
returned as "Learping." to the number returned as " Literate" at those two 
enumerations and comparing these figures with those returned as " Literate" 
in 1901 and since; but unfortunately the age-periods of 1881 and 1891 were 
15-25, 25 and over, so that not even so much is possible. To do this for the 
total figures would result in nothing of value as though doubtless all those 
returned as "Learning" above the age of 15 were really" Literate," so also 
would be some of those returned as under 15. Th$ figures for" Literate" in 

• V id, Census Report J 9! J. Part I, page 257, paragraph 258. 
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8ubsidiary Table VI fDr the years 1881 and 1891 merely include thDse returned 
as" Literate" in thDse years. To. this extent thDse figures are lo.w, but a greater 
cause of difficulty is the absence o.f any prescribed standard Df literacy prior 
to. 1911. Fo.r this reaso.n the figures o.f 1881--1901 all include many who. Wo.uld 
no.t have been co.nsidered as literate under the test that has been applied since 
1911, and the figures o.f 1901 are certainly tDo. high o.n this acco.unt. It is thus 
evident that comparisons with the figures prior to 1911 are to be attempted with 
the utmo.st cautio.n. 

Mo.re will be said later on the pro.gress Df literacy when co.nsidering the 
figures by age-periods. 

9. Literacy in cities needs very little comment. The figures for the 23 

Locality. I 

Numberreturnod as lite
rate per mille aged 5 years 

andover. 

cities of the province taken together are 
given in the margin and compared with 
those for the province as a whole. The 

!ensr-. Males. Fe- male prDPo.rtion is mo.re than three times 
_______ ___ ___ rrales. as high in the cities as in the province as 

82 a who.le, and the female pro.Portion is 
1 I seven arid a half times as great. This is 

but natural, fo.r the cities are better pro.-

23 cities.. .. 
United Provilloos 
(British territory). 

204 
55 

296 
94 

vided with schools than the rural area, 
and they contain mo.st o.f the higher educational institutio.ns at which perso.ns 
who have already acquired their primary education come to. pursue their studies. 
They contain the principal law courts and Government offices, and are a source 
of attractio.n to. commercial industries and professional men. They are the great 
centres o.f social and intellectual life. Further several municipalities have no.w 
introduced compulsory primary educatiDn. Lastly in large towns there are 
fewer o.penings fo.r the remunerative employment of children o.n wages, and they 
are required less fo.r herding cattle, scaring birds from cro.PS, and o.ther simple 
o.ccupations in which they jo.in at a very early age in the rural areas. 

Some idea of the difference in level of literacy in the larger cities and their 
surrounding rural areas can be gathered fro.m the fo.llo.wing figures :-

Number per mille aged 5 
years and over, who are 

literate. 
J.ocality. 

Per-. Males. Fe-
sons. males. 

------
Lucknow city .• • • 193 280 68 
Rest of Lucknow district .• 18 28 6 
Cawnpore city. . • • 184 258 72 
Rest of Cawnpore district •. 62 105 9 
Agraoity .• .. 167 247 62 
Rest of Agra distriot .. 69 113 16 
Benares city .. .. 232 336 96 
Rest of Benares district .. 81 149 10 
Allahabad oity. . • . 292 393 156 
Rest of Allahabad district 39 74 3 
Bareilly city •. .. 179 262 74 
Rest of Bareilly district .. 27 45 6 
Meerut city .. .. 231 301 128 
Rest of Meerut district .. 53 89 9 
Moradabad city .. 174 239 91 
Rest of Moradabad district 35 56 10 

In the margin I give the proPo.rtions fo.r the cities of this and last census. 

Year. 

23 cities, 1931 .. 
24 oities, 1921 .. 
Increase .. 
----

Number returneti as lite-
rat" per mil:e aged 5 

year. and over. 

Per- Males. Fe· 
sons. males. 

-------
204 296 82 

157 236 55 -------
47 60 27 

The additio.n to the proPo.rtion o.f male 
literates per tho.usand aged 5 years and 
over is four times that in the province as 
a wqole, the percentage increase being 
ro.ughly the same. The addition of female 
literates per mille aged 5 years and over is 
nearly 7 times that in the who.le province, 
tho.ugh the percentage increase is slightly 
less than that in the pro.vince a.s a whole . 

58 
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Literacy by age. 10. For the province as a whole excluding the states I give below the 
number per mille of each sex at certain age-periods who were literate in 1931 and 
1921. Similar statistics for 1931 by districts and states will be found in Subsi
diary Table II. 

Number per mille who are literate aged·-

Year. 1 __ 5_a_nd_o_ve_r. __ I~~-_JO_. __ 1 ____ IO_-J~5 ___ --I----J~~2-0·---I---~-a-nd~o-~-r.-

_________ !_M_a_le_', F_",,", M.""'IF"""~' ,",,00, "_ Mako. F""""~'I Mol .. F=,I~ 
94 11 37 I 7 71 13 120 18 108 11 193J 

192J 74 7 14 I 3 62 9 92 12 90 7 

Increase J921-31 " ,~1--4---;- --4 -1-9--1-4- -28-1--6 -I~ -4-

These figures are i11~strated in diagram 110. 89. 

NUMBER PER MILLE OF EACH SEX LITERATE 

IN CERTAIN AGE-PERIODS, 1931 & 1921. 

UNITED PROVINCES (BRITISH TERRITORY). 

1931-SHADED eJ",ill UNSHADED PORTIONS. 

1921-SHAOED PORTIONS. 
MALES. 

12J 100 75 50 25 
FEMALES. 
o 25 

125 100 75 50 25 
LITERATE PER MILLE, 

o 25 

Diagram 89. 

AGES'. 

5 ANO OVER, 

5-10. 

10-15. 

15-Z0. 

20 AND OVER. 

The same variations in the proportions of literates in the various age-periods 
that have been noticed at previous censuses are still present. For each sex the 
proportion rises between age-groups 5-10 and 10-15, 10-15 and 15-20. falling 
somewhat at ages 20 and over. These variations are natural. By 15 school 
children are generally sufficiently advanced to read and write, whilst presumably 
relatively few who have not learned to read and write by 20 wiIl do so later in 
life, and in any case the age-group 20 and over includes those who were children 
when education was not so widespread and consequently a greater proportion 
of illiterates than are found in the present group 15-20. It will be seen that 
increases have occurred since 1921 in the proportion of literates both male and 
female at all age-groups. The large increase since 1921 in the proportion of 
literates aged 5-10 is due chiefly to the smoothing of ages which has moved 
from this age-group into the group 0-5, many of the general population whilst 
not reducing the literates contained in the group 5-10 by any appreciable 
amount as it took only some of the few returned as literate aged 5. and 6 years. 
At the other end some of the literates aged 15 and 16 (where literates are more 
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numerous) have come into the group. The age-group 15-20 is nsually consi· 
dered to he the most representative period from which to judge the extent 
of literacy in the population. Persons in this group were children aged 10-15 
in 1926, and the literates among them are those who have been under instruction 
during the previous five years 1921-26. It is in this group that the greatest 
increase is found in the proportion of literates for both males and females, the 
rise being from 92 to 120 in the case of males, and from 12 to 18 for females. 
The increases which are not affected to any appreciahle extent by the smoothing 
of ages, are material, but even at this period of maximum literacy only 12 per 
cent. of males and less than 2 per cent. of females can read and write. Since 
1911 the proportion of male literates at ages 15-20 has increased by 50 per cent. 
and the females proportion has doubled (vide columns 14 to 19 of Subsidiary 
Table VI). Below I give the variations in the proportions at this age-group 
since 1911 for the natural divisions ;-

Natural uivision. 

nlted Provinces (British territory) •. U 
Him 
S 

. alaya, West .. 
ub-Him.alaya, West .. 

In 
In 

do-Gangetio Plain, West 
do-Gangetio Plain, Central 

C antral India Plateau .. 
ast Satpuras .. 
b-Himalaya, East ., 

E 
Su 
In do-Gangetic Plain, East 

.. .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

[931. 

.. 120 

.. 212 .. 85 

.. 120 .. 116 .. 155 .. 139 .. 8[ 
"I [71 

Number per mille aged [5-20 returned as literate. 

Males. Females. 
- -----

1921. 19[ I. 1931. 

--- I 
1921. 1911. 

92 83 18 12 9 
166 167 22 lB 15 
68 61 20 12 9 
90 81 23 16 II 
88 79 16 11 8 

137 109 16 12 9 

I 
100 89 12 8 6 
64 72 8 5 4 

106 100 [9 5 9 
-

Male education has made the greatest advance in Indo-Gangetic Plain, 
East and East Satpuras and least in Sub.Himalaya, East and West. Female 
education seems to have advanced most in Indo-Gangetic Plain, West and East, 
and Sub-Himalaya, West and least in Sub-Himalaya, East and East Satpuras. 

Coming to the districts and states the greatest advanced in male literacy 
in this age-group in the last 20 years has occurred in BaHia ( t-90), Ghazipur 
(+ 78), Fatehpur (+73), and Benares (+70). Rae Barcli is the only district 
or state to show retrogression at this age (--2), but little improvement is shown 
in Pilibhit (+1), Gorakhpur (+4), Gonda (+5) and Bahraich (+5). .As regards 
females at these ages the greatest increases are to be found. in Dehra Dun ( +26), 
Meerut (+19), Bulandshahr (+18), Agra (+18), Cawnporc (+18); and the least 
in Rampur State ( 1-2), Banda (+2), Garhwal (+3), Tehri-Garhwal State (+3), 
Pilibhit (+3), Sultanpur (+3), Gorakhpur (+3), Basti (+3) and Bahraich 
(+3). 

In Subsidiary Table VII are shown for all religions together for British 
territory and the states separately, the proportion of literates at ages 7-13, 
14-16, 17-23, and 24 and over. These statistics are based on the ages actually 
returned (to nearest birthday) and have not been subjected to the smoothing 
process. 

n. The proportions of the literate in British territory at certain ages Literacy by 
are shown for each religion in Subsidiary Table I. Below I reproduce those religion. 
of the main religions for ages 5 years and over together with the corresponding 
figures of 192] ;-

I religions .. AI 
H 
Ar 
J 
S 
M 
C 

indu Brahmanic 
ya .. 

ain .. 
ikh .. 
uslim " 
hristian* " 

Religion. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

. . 

. . 

.. 

.. 

Number per mille aged 5 years and over who were literate. 

Pe~sons. I ;\[ales. Females. 

1931. 1921. 1931. f921. 1931. :921. 

-- ---- -------
.. 55 42 94 74 11 7 .. 51 39 89 70 8 5 
.. 200 229 293 337 84 93 .. 380 345 590 568 12B 77 
.. 118 230 

I 
176 327 37 56 

.. 59 43 97 

l 
74 16 8 .. 2B9 269 I 317 318 241 209 

* Inoludes IlldiaI:\ a,nd aU other Christians. 
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These figures are illustrated by sex in diagram no. 90. 
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Of the two main religions Muslims have, as in 1921, a larger proportion of 
both male and female literates aged 5 years and over than Brahmanic Hindus, 
and they have in the: past decade added more absolutely and proportionally to 
these figures for both sexes than the Hindus have. This is natural as Muslims 
are more largely town-dwellers. The improvement in the age-group, 15 -20, is 
half as much again for Muslim males as for Hindufl, and three times as much 
in the case of females. 

As in 1921 the Arya figures show a decline for both males and females, which 
is also found in the age-period, 15-20. This is not due to retrogression in that 
community but is the result of conversions which have been taking place more 
freely among the illiterate. Their general level of rq.ale literacy is still over 
three times as high as that of Brahmanic Hindus and offemale literacy ten times 
as high. 

The Jains, as always in the past, have the highest proportion of mv,le literates 
in the province. This is only to be expected as they are chiefly wealthy traders 
and business folk. Nevertheless, the general impetus given to education in the 
past decade has resulted in quite a substantial addition to their proportions, 
especially in the case of females. They have the second greatest proportion 
of female literates (out of the religions selected) to Christian. 

The Sikh figures show a marked decline since 1921. Here again it is not 
due to a loss of literacy, but to the fact that the number of Sikhs in the province 
was more than trebled at this census by a large body of Jats (mostly from 
Moradabad district) returning themselves as Sikhs for the first time. These 
include a big proportion of illiterates.* 

The Christian figures shown n,bove include both Indian and other Christians. 
They show a slight increase for males and a larger increase for females, the 
female literacy proportion heing greater than for any other religion. Unfor
tunately separate figures of Indian and other Christianfl for the age-group 
5-10 are not available so it is not possible to obtain an ahRolute comparison of 

Christians. 

N UlD ber per mille of all 
ages literate. 

sons. males. Per- ll\fuI8S.1 Fe-

---- --- ._--------

Indian and other Christians separately 
at ages 5 and over with those of the 
other religions. The marginal figures, 
however, afford some idea of the state of 
affa.irs as between Indian and other 
Christians. Further light on the relative 

Ind ian Christians .. 152 156 

Other Christians . . 701 756 587 

148 spread of education among the Indian 
Christian community as complered with 
other religions is afforded by the follow
ing figures for the age-group 15-20 :-TomIChristians .. ~I _~2_T __ ~~J 

----- 0_0 __ -

Number per mille aged 15-20 who were literate. 

Religion. Persons. 

-
1931. 1921. 

-----
AlI religions . - .. . . 72 57 

Rindu Brahmanic .- ., ., 67 54 . 
Arya .. .. -' .. 255 288 

Jain .. .. ., .. 439 430 

Sikh .. .- . - .. 154 196 

Muslim .. ., .. ., 77 54 

Indian Christians .. .. .. 237 163 

Other Christians ., .. ., 776 958 

:lfales. 

1931. 1921. 

---
120 93 

114 89 

3115 397 

672 650 

222 251 

124 87 

244 170 

815 994 

-' 

Females. 

1931. 1921. 

18 

13 

118 

174 

49 

26 

229 

627 

I 2 

9 

o 14 

141 

7 

I 

5 

4 

155 

89 6 

*Vide the figures for Moradabad district (serials 61 65) in columns 35 38 of Provinoial Table II. Out 
of 12,051 male and 9.865 female Sikhs in this district (nearly all Jats) onl~ 310 males and 31 females wef'} 
returned as literate. . ' 

Brahmanio 
Hinaus and 
Muslims. 

Aryas. 

Jains. 

Sikhs. 

Ohristiana. 
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One might have expected to find almost every" other Christian" over 15 
years of age literate, whereas there has been a distinct drop since 1921. These 
do not, of course, inclune only Europeans but Anglo-Indians, Asiatics other than 
Indians, and so on. There may he illiterates aged 15-20 among the poorer of 
these, but I suspect the greater proportion of these illiterates are Indian Chris
tians who returned themselves as Anglo-Indians. The absolute numbers of 
other Christians are small, especially in this single age-group, and the addition 
of a few illiterate Indian Christians would easily account for a considerable 
change in the proportions. 

It is noteworthy that among Indian Christians the proportion of female 
literates aged 15-20 approaches parity with that of males, a direct result of 
missionary effort. • 

Regarding the other religions, the figures of Brahmos, Devs, Radhaswamis, 
Buddhists, Zoroastrians, and Jews mean little, the ahsolute figures being very 
small and the people concerned (apart from Radhaswamis) being almost invari
ably immigrants. Radhaswamis include a high proportion of literates of both 
sexes as is natural in a small progressive community. Jews and Zoroastrians 
are naturally highly literate. 

Subsidiary Table III gives the proportions of literate per mille of each sex 
aged 5 years and over for Brahmanic Hindus, Aryas, Radhaswamis, and Muslims 
by natural divisions, districts and states, a d for the 23 cities of the province 
together. 

Muslims are less literate than Hindus in Himalaya West, Sub-Himalaya 
East, Benares State, and, curiously enough, very much less literate in the cities 
(though because Muslims have a greater proportion of town-dwellers-among 
whom the general level of literacy 'is higher-in their community they are more 
literate in the province as a whole) ; in Indo-Gangetic Plain West, the male 
proportions are the same though Muslim females are more literate; elsewhere 
Muslims are more literate than Hindus. 

12. The absolute figures of literates aged 7 years and over (unsmoothed) 
by sex are given for certain castes for the province as a whole, including the 
states in Imperial Table XIV. The 95 castes for whom figures are exhibited 
were chosen to represent the various strata of society all over the province, 
and to include the more numerous castes and certain small castes of special 
interest. The percentage figures of literates for males and females separately 
are also given and the selected castes have been arranged in descending order 
of male literacy and divided into three groups, viz. :-

Advanced-Where the percentage of male literacy is 50 or over, 
Intermediate-Where that percentage is 10 but less than 50, and 
Backward-Where the percentage is less than 10. 

In Subsidiary Table V to this chapter the proportional figures for a repre
sentative selection of those 95 castes have been shown and compared with 
similar figures for 1921 (when available) ; but as the proportions of literates 
for 1921 are based on those aged 5 years and over and those for 1931 on persons 
7 years and over the propor.tions are not exactly comparable, the 1931 figures 
being higher by reason of the changed basis of calculation. This factor has 
to be allowed for when making comparisons. To assist in comparisons I have 
added columns showing the proportion litera\e at all ages and the variations in 
those proportions since 1921. 

Kayasthas alone fall into the advanced group, the natural outcome of their 
traditional occupation as scribes. Seventy per cent. of their males aged 7 years 
and over are literate and 19 per cent. of their females. Their level of literacy 
is far and away higher for both males and females than that of any other caste 
in the province. 

The intermediate group is headed by Vaishyas of whose males aged 7 years 
~nd ov~r 38 per cent. a.re literate and of females between 5 and 6 per cent. This 
IS the outcome of their traditional occupation as traders and businessmen. 

Close upon Vaishyas come Saiyids with a few decimal points less in ~he 
percentage of male literacy, but with nearly 9 per cent. of female literates (u. 
half as much again as among Vaishyas). 

- . 
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Next coine Bhuinhars with a male percentage of 31 and female nearly 3, 
followed by Brahmans (males 29, females between 2 and 3). 

Mughals come next (males 26, females 5). 
, Sonars and Kalwars come next close together, with Shaikhs at an appre

ciable interval (males 19, females 3). Rajputs closely follow Shaikhs' except 
in respect of female literacy which is only a little over 1 per cent. 

Pathans have males nearly 15 per cent. and females .2 per cent. 
All the higher Hindu andMuslim castes find a place in the intermediato 

group. It is surprising to find Tatheras, Kotwars, Korwas and Tambolis so 
high up, but they are relatively small c~stes and a few literates in actual 
numbers become large in proportion. 

Studying the backward group it is very noticeable how close together the 
artisans come. Mochi, Julaha, Bharbhunja, Darzi, Lohar, Barhai, Teli, are 
all to be found with proportions of male literates in the neighbourhood of 5 
per cent. The majority of cultivating and pastoral castes are lower than the 
artisans, e.g., Lodh (a little over 2 per cent. male literates), Ahir (2), Kachhi 
(2), Kisan (a little over 1 per cent.), Murao and Gadariya (each about 1 per 
cent.). At the very end of the list come the aboriginal and gypsy tribes. 

The untouchables and depressed classes are almost without exception 
found at the end of the list. 

Reference may here be made to Provincial Table II of the Tables Volume, 
which has been elaborated since 1921. In it will be found by districts, states, 
and tahsils, statistics of literacy by religion, for all religions together by certain 
age-periods, and for those of all ages literate in English. Brahmanic Hindus 
have been sub-divided into Brahmans, depressed classes; and other Hindus 
and literacy figures for all ages have been shown. Under depressed classes have 
been included all the castes shown as depressed in Appendix No.2 at the end 
of this Report who returned their religion as Brahmanic Hinduism. The itali
cized words are important because they explain the differenee between the 
figures of the depressed classes given in Appendix No.2 (which include certain 
Aryas who returned depressed castes) and those shown in Provincial Table II. 

Taking the depressed classes within the Brahmanic ffindu fold, their low 
level of literacy compared with other Hindus (and of course with those of other 
religions) is patent from the following figures for, the province as a whole includ. 
ing the states :-

Community. 

Depressed classes .. 

Brahmans 

Other Hindus 

-----

Number per mille of each 
Belt of all ages who were 
returned as literate in 

1931. 

Persons. Males. Female!. 

-- -
3'3 5'9 0'6 

139 245 20 

47 82 8 

'1.'he provision of separate schools for the depressed classes has 'not been 
an unqualified success. In 1931 there were 25,000 scholars attending such 
schools in the province, while 88,000 depressed classes scholars were attending 
the ordinary schools*. The recent political movement may improve matters 
though until the demand for education from the masses of the depressed classes 
increases their literacy figures are not likely to show much improvement. 

Some improvement in male literacy has occurred in all the selected castes 
since 1921, but Subsidiary Table V shows that the improvement is much 
smaller in the case of the very backward than in the more literate castes. 

Measurable advance in female literacy has taken place among Kayasthas, 
Saiyids, Bhuinhars, and Vaishyas, but little among most of the other castes. 
The Rajput proportion is stationary, and there has been no perceptible change 
among Lodhs, Mallahs, tuniyas, Koris, Kumhars, Chamars, and Pallis. 

24,1931. 
*Shtement by the Director of Public Instruction in the United Provinces Legislative Council on July 

Backwm·d. 

Diteracy 
among the 
depressed 
classes. 

Variations in 
literacy by 
caste since 
1921. 
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The proportion of literacy among males of selected castes is illustrated in 
diagram no. 91 :-
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lII.-LITERACY IN ENGLISH. 

13. Out of every 10,000 males aged 5 years and over in the British terri
tory of the province 110 (roughly one in a hundred) are literate in English, the 
corresponding figure for females being 13. This is a marked advance since 
1921 when the figures were 75 and 10, respectively. To obtain comparisons 
with the statistics of earlier censuses (which incidentally except for 1911 are 
open to the same objections as those for geneml literacy referred to in para
graph 2 supra) it is necessary to consider the proportion literate at all ages. 
These statistics back to 1901 have been shown in Subsidiary Table IV. The 
increase in the case of males has been larger in the last decade than in any other, 
while that for females has been steady from decade to decade. 

14. If we exclude European and allied races and Anglo-Indians from the 
figures the proportions of English literates for the remainder at all ages for 
the last three censuses become--

1931 
1921 
1911 

Year. 

Number per] 0,000 of 
total population (excluding 
Europeans, etc.) returned 

as literate in En_glish: 

Males. Females. 

88 
56 
35 

9 
4 
2 

From these figures it is evident that although the proportion of Indians who 
can read and write English is still very small it has risen rapidly amongst both 
males and females in the last twenty years, and especially dnring the last decade. 

15. In order to afford comparisons below I give the proportions literate 
in English returned in the other large provinces and states of India in 1931. 
The figures of each province include those of their independent states :-
----- Number per 10,OCO of I Nun.ber leI' 10 000 of 

popUlation aged 5 years population aged 5 years 
and over who IlJ'6 

Province or sbat.e. 
and over who are 

Provinro or stut0. literntp in English. literate in Engli,h. I 

Persons. I Males. Females. I I I }'e Persons. Males. I -maea. --- ----- ----1------

India .. .. 123 212 28 Assam .. . . 124 I 220 15 
Delhi .. .. 605 896 183 Punjab . . 

1121 188 ]9 
Ajmer.Merw8T11 .. 272 446 71 United Provinces ., 64 109 I3 
Bengal .. .. I 247 427 48 Kashmir .. 63 113 • 6 
Bombay .. .. 177 284 56 Central Provinces and Berar 62

1 111 I 13 
Mysore " .. 164 271 50 Hyderabad .. .. 61 I 105 13 
Ms.dras .. .. 145 257 I 35 Central India Agenoy .. 53 92

1 

10 
Burma .. 128 202 50 Bihar and Orissa .. 50 92 8 
North·West Frontier Prov- 126 2141 20 Gwalior .. ,. 39 68 1 5 

ince. 
I 

Rajputana .. .. 31 56
1 

4 
I 

Literacy in English in this province is only half that in India as a whole. 
The male proportion is lower, in most cases far lower, than in any of the other 
provinces save Bihar and Orissa. The female proportion is lower than in 
any other province save Central Provinces and Berar (where the proportion is 
the same) and Bihar and Orissa. 

16. The proportions literate in English will be found by natural divisions, 
districts, and states, in Subsidiary Table IV. Below I give them for males and 
females aged 5 years and over by natural divisions for 1931 and 1921 :-

Number per 10,()()O aged 5 yoor;;and 
over returned as literate in E_!lglish. 

Natural division. Males. Females. 

I" 

1931. I 1921. 1931. I 192~ 
--'------

United Provinces (British territory) 110 75 13 10 
Himalaya, West .. 187 150 36 49 
Sub·Himalaya, West .. III 69 11 9 
Indo-Gangetio Plain, West .. 124 79 15 9 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central " 132 90 19 13 
Central India Plateau .. 101 68 13 9 
East, Satpuras .. .. 91 41 7 9 
Sub· Himalaya, East .. 40 29 3 2 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, East " 115 82 9

1 

6 

1?9 

Literacy in 
Engltsh, in the 
British territory 
of the province 
as a whole. 

English literacy 
among Indians, 
since 1911. 

Engltsh literacy 
in other 
provinces and 
states, 1931. 

English literacy 
by natural 
dwisions. 



English literacy 
by districts and 
states. 
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As these figures include Europeans and allied races and Anglo-Indians as 
well as Indians it is but natural to find the highest proportions where there is a 
higher European or Anglo-Indian population. The proportion is also higher 
where the urban population is greater. It il? highest for both sexes in Himalaya 
West, where the proportion of Europeans is greater and there is a. larger pro
portion of literate immigrant traders and businessmen. Then come Indo
Gangetic Plain, Central, West and East. Sub-Himalaya East, a vast rural 
tract, is easily last. The order is the same for females oxccpt that Central 
India Plateau changes places with Indo-Gangetic Plain East, owing to the 
relatively larger number of European and Anglo-Indian females in Jhansi City, 
a.nd the small population of that natural division. 

Since 1921 thero has been an increase in all divisions in the male 
proportion, the greatest increases having occurred in East Satpuras (+50) and 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, 'West (+45) and the loa'3t in Sub-Himalaya, East (+ 11). 
Himalaya) West (-13), and East Satpuras (·-2) show apparent retrogression 
in the female proportion but this is entirely due to the decrease in the number 
of Europeans ana Anglo-Indians in these divisions; among Indians here too the 
proportion has increased. All other divisjons show improvement which is 
especially noticeable in Indo-Gangetic Plain, West and Central (+6). 

I 

These figures are illustrated in diagram no. 82 :-. 

NUMBER PER 10,000 OF EACH SEX AGED 5 YEARS & OVEIi 

LITERATE IN ENGLISH, 1931 & 1921, 

BY NATURAL DIVISIONS. 

1931-SHOWN BY FIRM LINE. 

tg21-SHOWN BY DOTTED LINE. 
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17. In the distriots the highest male proportions are found in Lucknow 
(524), Dehra Dun (491), Benares (332), Allahaba.d (290), Agra. (257), Cawnpore 
(212), and Jhansi (206) ; and lowest in Rampur State (27), Gorakhpur (33), 
Sultanpur (35), Kheri (41), Bara Banki (41), and Bahraich (41). As would 
be expected, districtfJ with big cities, civil li~es, a~q cantonme:qte, or large 

" . 
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European colonies (like Dehra Dun) show larg.e proportions whereas the purely 
rural districts rank low in the list. . 

Tlro female proportions are higlr where the made proportioRIY M& high,.. 
and vice versa. The European colony in Dehla Dun results in the unusually 
high proportion of 178 among females. 

For the sake of comp~risons wi~h the fig~res back to 1901 the proportions 
at all age3 are giveR in columns 12-19 of Subsidiary Table II. In using 
them the defects of the 1901 figures referred. to in paragraph 2 supra must be 
allowed' for. 

18. Below r cOillpare the proportion literate in English III the 23 cities 
of the province with that for the province as a whole :-

Locality. 

Number per 10,000 aged 
5 years and over 
returned as literate 

Per· 
sona. 

in English. 

Males. Fe· 
males. 

-------------:------------
23 cities .. .. I 
United Provinoes (Bri·1 

tish territory). 

~28 

65 

959 186 

110· 13 

The difference is far more marked than in the ca.se of general litera51Y 
(vide paragraph 9 supra) partly because Europeans and Allglo.Indians are 
largely congrega.ted in the cities, but also because, for the 'reasons given in 
paragraph 9, the proportion of Indians literate in English found in the cities 
is larger than elseWhere. This will be seen later when dealing with English 
litemc:y by religion. 

English literacy 
in cities, 

19. The proportions literate in English by age are exhibited in columns Engllsh literacy 
2-9 of '!Subsidiary Table IV.. Below r give the number per 10,000 of each by age. 
sex at certain age-periods who were returned as literate in English In 1931 
and 1921, in the British territory of the province :-

Numbsrpe! 10,000 rsturnea as literate in English aged-

Yflar. 
5 andover. 5-10. 10-15. 15-20. 20 andover. 

-----
Males. 

I Fe. 
Males. Fe· Males. Fe· Males. Fe· • Males. Fe. 

males. males. males. males. males. 

- --. -------- ---- -_ ----

1931 .. .. 110 13 28 8 67 . 13 176 19 129 14 

1921 .. .. 75 10 9 5 47 II 125 16 90 to 

-- ------------------
Increase 1921-31 .• 35 3 19 3 20 2 51 3 39 4 

The same variations at the different age-groups are present a,s in the case 
of general literacy. For each sex the proportion rjses from ages 5,-20 and 
declines in the group 20 and over. 

Since 1921 increases have occurred for males and females under each 
age-group, and the greatest increases have occurred at ages 15-20 and 20 and 
over. This reflects the very large increase in secondary education that has 
taken place in the- province in the last decade. 
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Below I give for the natural divisions the proportions returned as literate 
in English aged 15-20 at the last three censuses :-

.Number per 10,000 aged 15-20 returned as literate in 
English. 

Natural division. Males. Females. 

1931. 1921. 1911 . 1931. 1921. 1911. 

. ---
United Provinces (British territory) .. .. 176 125 85 19 J6 II 
Himalaya, West .. .. .. 292 218 170 39 61 52 
Sub· Himalaya, West .. .. .. 157 96 76 17 13 9 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, West .. .. 205 [41 89 21 13 9 
Indo.Ga.ngetio Plain, Central .. .. 211 [35 95 30 24 17 
Central India Plateau .. .. .. 151 101 73 15 12 10 
East Sa.tpuras .. .. .. 124 49 45 

I 
9 8 4 

Sub· Himalaya, East .• .. .. 54 55 44 4 3 3 
Indo.Gangetic Plain, East .. .. 201 141 102 15 13 6 

In the last twenty years the greatest advance in male English literacy 
has occurred in. Himalaya West, followed by Indo·Gangetic Pla;in. West, and 
Central, and then East. Very little progress bas occurred in Sub-Himalaya, 
East. Among females the increase is most marked in Indo-Gangetic Plain 
West, Sub-Himalaya West and Indo-Gangetic Plain East; and again least in 
Sub-Himalaya .West. 

Since 1921 there has been retrogression among males in Sub-HimaJaya 
East, and among females in Himalaya West. 

In columns 8-10 of Subsidiary crable VII are shown for all religions 
together for British territory and the states separately, the proportions retmned 
as literate in English at ages 7-13, 14-16, 17-23 and 24 and over. They 
represent the unsmoothed age-groups. 

20. The proportions of the literate in English in British territory at 
certain ages are shown for each religion in columns 5-·7 of Subsidiary Table 
1. Below I reproduce those of the main religions for ages 5 years and over, 
together with ·the corresponding figures for 1921 :-
-. Number per 10,000 aged 5 years and over who were literate 

in EngliBh. 

Religion. Persons. Males. Females. 

1931. In!. 1931. 1921. 1931. 1921. 

--- ---
All religions .. .. .. .. 6S 44 110 7S 13 10 
Hindu Brahmanio .. .. .. 47 29 84 53 5 2 
Arya .. .. .. .. 347 384 583 643 52 58 
Jain .. .. .. .. 404 245 707 430 45 23 
Sikh .. .. .. .. 342 441 541 630 66 95 
Muslim .. .. .. .. 81 50 148 92 6 4 
Christian * .. .. .. .. 2,320 2,220 2,688 2.649 1.869 1,704 

Of the two main religions the Muslim male proportion is far higher than 
the Hindu, and the female is slightly higher. Tho Muslim male proportion 
has increased to a greater extent than the Hindu in the last ten yean, and the 
female to a slightly less enent. 

The decreases in the Arya and Sikh proportions are due to the factors 
mentioned in paragraph II supra. 

The Christian figures are naturally influenced by the presence of Europeans 

Christians. 

ndian Christians I 
o ther Christians 

Total Christians 

.. 

.. 

.. 

Number per 10,000 of all 
ages literati) in English. 

Per·sons. Males. Females. 

. -
1.011 1,016 1,006 
6,676 7,191 5,570 

1,973 2,313 1,566 

and Anglo-Indians, but the 
margiJ.lal figures will show 
the relative position as 
between Indian and othor 
Christia ns . 

·Jncludes Indian and all other Cbristi&ns. 
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In the margin I give the proportion of Brahmanic Hindus aud lVIuslims 

Religion. Locality. 

Brahmanio 22 cities 
IDndu. Rest of British terri· 

tory. 

Muslim .. 22 cities .. 
Rest of British terri· 

tory. 

Number per 10,000 aged 5 
years and over returned as 

literate in English. 

Persons. I I 
Males. J Females. 

610 9611 I 120 
26 48 2 

345 594 2') 
42 78 3 

aged 5 years and over, 
literate in English in the 22 
cities in the British terri
tory of the province and in 
the rest of Briti~h territory. 
As mentioned in pnagraph 
18 supra the proportion of 
both Hindus and Muslim~ 
literate in English is far 
greater in the cities than in 
the rest of the province. 
This is espedaJIy so in the 

case of Hindus, where the city proportion is 20 times that in the rest of the 
province for males and 60 times for fem.ales. The Muslim proportions are 
noticeably greater than the Hindu outside the citiES. 

21. The proportional figures for those aged 7 yoars and over and for all 
ages will be found in columns 10, 11, 14 and 15 of Subsidiary Table V, and the 
variations since 1921 in columns 12, 13, Hi and 17 oE that table*. English 
literacy is still practically a monopoly of Kayasthas (1,964 per 10,000 males 
aged 7 years and over and 215 females per 10,000 females of that age), Saiyids 
{males 895, females 36}, Mughals {males 560, females 20}, Shaikhs (males 4:34, 
females Il), Vaishyas (males 424, females 25), Brahmans (maJes 244, femaJes 
19), Pathans (males 215, females 9), Bhuinhars (males 167, females 3), and 
Rajputs (males lI8, females 4). 

Progress has been almost general, bui. as in the case of general literacy 
is only pronounced in those castes who were more literate in English before. 
The phenomenal increase in the case of Saiyids is, I think, due to faulty returns 
for this oaste in 1921, when the proportion at all ages fell in the ease of males 
from 361 in 1911 to 227, an incredible happening. The figure £01' all ages 
now comes to 732. 

22. Below I give the proportion of general male literates of all ages who 
are literate in English, by natural divisions and for the 23 cities of the province, 
among Brahmanic Hindus and Muslims :-

Natural division. 

United Provinces (British territory) .. 
Himalaya, West 
Sub-Himalaya, West .. 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, West 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, Central 
Centrallndia Plateau •. 
East Satpuras 
Sub-Himalaya, East .• 
Indo-Gangetic Plain, East 
230ities 

I Number per mille of 
males of all ages returned 

as literate who were 
also returned as literate 

in English. 

Brahmanic 
Hindu. 

94 
84 

140 
104 
114 
57 
67 
54 
85 

299 

Muslim. 

153 
176 
147 
166 
201 
136 
127 
83 

106 
255 

The proportion of the literate who can read and write English is naturally 
larger in the oities, where Incidentally tho Hindu proportion exceeds the 
Muslim. A8 regards the natural divisions tho Muslim proportion invariably 
exceeds the Hindu proportion though the dogroe varies comdderabJy. In the 
province as 11 whole the :Muslim proportion exceeds the Hindu by more than 
5'0' per cent. 

In Himalaya, West the Muslim l)roportion is moro than double the Hindu 
because the Muslims are rhirfly immigrant trr.dors and businessmen. Thi& 
also explains the big differences in Uentral India Plateau and East Satpuras. 
In Sub-Himalaya West, the proportions are almot;t the sarno. In Indo-Gangetic 
Plain West and Central the Muslim eXcess is very great owing to tho large 
proportion of Muslim town-dwellers. In Sub-Himalaya East and Indo·Gangetic 
Plain East the excess is smaller on account of the larger rural element in tho 

.. Whon studying the variations in columus 12 and 13 the difference in the ages reforreu to in the second 
!ootnote to that table should be allowed for. 

English literacy 
by caste, 

Pro portion of 
English to 
general literate 
males by 
religion and 
locality. 
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Muslim population. The greater number of cities and large towns in the West 
of the province explains the higher Hindu and Muslim proportions found in 
the 'Western divisions. 

IV.- EDUOATION. 

23. The census is directly concerned only with literates, i.e., those 
who have reoeived primary education and havo not subsequently lapsed back 
into illiteracy. But indirectly the Census is concerned with education in that 
it seeks to provide figures by which the Educational AuthoritiEs can in some 
measure gauge the extent to which the public are served with schools, and t.he 
success attained towards reducing illiteracy in the province. 

In Subsidiary Table VIn of this chapter will be fGund for the BritiEh terri
tory of the province thE statistics of educational institutiom. and of scholars 
attending them at each of the last four censuse~, kindly supplied by the 
Director of Public Instruction. The figures are complete except, of course, 
for studente studying privately at home. 

Below I summarize certain 'Of those figures :-

Number of Number of 

Number of Number of persons of persons age d 
Number of 5-20 Year. educational scholars. census school-going 

peredu-institutions. literates. age. cational (5-20). institution. 
'-- - ----

1901 .. 13,920 433,499 1.478,865' 15,562,743 1.IIS 
1911 " 15.525 645,787 1,618.465 5.447.359 995 
1921 .. 21,26B 1,047,761 1,688,872 15,134,557 712 
1931 ,,' 25,957 1,512,747 2.259.638 15,824.185 610 

These figures show rema.rkable improvement espech111y between 1911 and 
1921, and b6tween 1921 end 1931. In the last 30 years the numbet of imti
tutions has increased· by 86 per cent. and scholars have more than trebled. 
Meanwhile the .number of census literates has risen by more than 50 per cent., 
while the number of persons aged 5-20.haE va.ried only to a minor extent. 

In the last deoade institutions have increased by 22 per cent. while scholars 
have risen by 44 per oent. Schools have generally grown larger. Census 
literates have. increas"ed by one-third. 

24. The C6nsUS is dirwtly concerned with those who can read and write 
so the primary education figures are of greatest importance. Below I give 
for the last four censuses the main relevant statistics ;-

Number of 
census 

Number of literates 
Number of Number of census under 15 

Year. primary scholars. literates years of ag 
schools. under 15 per mille of . years of age. scholars i 

primary 
schools. 

e 

n 

1901 " 6.982 276.3Q6 191,7W 649 
1911 " 10.008 469,862 258,264 550 
1921 .. 16.368 848.356 256.429 302 
1931 .. 21.596 1,204,214 386.299 328 

These figures are interesting. The proportion was high in 1901 because 
no standard of literacy was prescribed. From 1911 onwards the test of litera
cy has remained the same, viz., the ability to write a letter and read the reply 
to it, in any language or script. The drop not only proportionally but in the 
actual number of literates aged less than 15 in 1921 is remarkable especially 
when the large increase in the enrolment in primary schools is considered. 
My predecessor explained the position thus :-

" Tills great expansion (in the number of pupils enrolled in primary 
schools) would be expected to have produced better results. 
That it has not done so is due to the fact that the enrolment of 
primary schools is largely fictitious. Every District Offioer 

• This figure was unduly high, vide paragraph 2 of this ch~pter. 
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knows that hoys who wi111eave these schools before they have 
learnt to read and write form a big proportion of the total 
attendance. The parents of such a boy never seriously intend 
that he should be educated. They send him to school and 
leave him there so long as he is in the " preparatory" or even 
the" lower" classes, because this is a eheap way of keeping him 
occupied and out of mischief: because they are pressed to do 
so by tho schoolmaster-or even by his superiors-who want 
to improve the look of their returns: or perhaps in case he 
shows a special aptitude for learning. Thoy take him away 
as soon as the expense increases, and he can make himself useful 
in field or at pasture. This attitude is natural enough. What 
has been emphasized in the last two reports (1911 and Hl01) 
is still true of the villager, if not of the townsman. He does 
not desire education for his children for its own sake, but only 
as a means of obtaining employment. There is thus no motive 
for educating the boy who is destined for the plough: and it 
is unlikely that there ever will be till the people are given a 
vcrnacular literature worth the name. Of this there is as yet 
no sign. Publications continue to be multiplied, but almost 
all, if not religious avowedly or otherwise deal with politics, 
and a large proportion are in verse. Religion and politics alone 
will not make a literature, and verse after all is the refuge of 
persons who cannot write prose. " 

But the position in 1921 was not so bad as the figures suggest, for it must 
be remembered that the largely increased expenditure on primary education 
foreshadowed by Sir James Mcston in 1914 only commenced towards the end 
of the decade 1911-20, and as a rcsult the greatest increase in rnrolment 
occurred at the younger ages where literacy could not be expected, and in any 
case there had not been time for the older children who were newly enrolled 
by 1921 to become literate. 

Further, the actual decrease in tho number of literates aged less than 15 
ycars was occasioned by mortality from influenza and othcr cpici?mics, for 
whereas in 1911 the census literates aged under 15 years were 22'2 per milk 
of persons aged 5, 15 years the corresponding figure in 1921 was 22'3. The 
increase in the number of literates aged less than 15 in 1931 is rendered greater 
than it otherwise would have been by the smoothing of ages at this census 
which has brought an undue proportion of the literate from the age· groups 
14.--16 into the group 10-15. The proportional increase in lih'rates aged 
less than 15 years per mille of scholars in primary schools has thus been very 
small indeed between 1921 and 1931. Here again the increase has been marked 
to a considerable extent by the fact that the increase in enrolment has occurred 
largely at the younger ages when literacy cannot be expected, and the actual 
increase in census literates aged less than 15 years has been no less than 51 per 
cent., the proportion of census literates aged less than 15 years per mille of 
persons aged 5-15 years having risen from 22' 3 in 1921 to 33' 6 in 1931. 
This denotes a marked advance. 

In the margin I give the age distribution by annual age-periods of the 

Age. 

5-6 " 
6-7 .. 
7-8 .. 
8-9 .. 

9-10 " 
11l-11 " 

Total 5-11 

Total enrolled. 

61,900 
179,288 
198,556 
195,328 
179,012 
152,389 

966,473 

scholars. at present in the primary schools of the 
province (British territory only), 

These figures show that some children begin to leave school from the age 
of 8 years, and more and more leave with each succeeding year of age. The 
~ttitude towards education, especially in the rural areas, explained in the above 
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n,bstract from my predecessor's report, still obtains to a considerable extent, 
but it is satisfactory to note that roughly 77 per cent. of the children who go to 
school at all remain there till the ago of 11 years. As about 80 per cent. of the 
children attending school pay fees it shows that among those who send their 
children to school the majority have the desire to keep them there till they 
become literate. On the other hand the fact that only 13 per cent. of children 
aged 5-10 years, and well under 25 per cent. of boys of that age are attend
ing primary schools shows that a very large section of the rural population does 
not send its children to school at all, either because they cannot afford to do 
so, because the nearest school is not within walking distance, or because they 
have no desire to educate them. We have already seen from the literacy 
figures by caste given in paragraph 12 supra that the only substantial increase 
in literacy in the last decade has occulTed among those castes ~ho have 
already sought education in the past, so that it seems the remaining popula-
tion has as yet been untouched. . 

In this connexion it may be mentioned that at the beginning of the last 
decade certain municipalities began to introduce compulsory primary educa
tion in selected areas, and district boards started to foJlow suit in 1926. At 
the present time primary education is compulsory in selected areas of 25 out 
of the ·48 districts of the province and in parts of 36 out of the 85 municipalities. 
The increased enrolment in primary f'tchools occasioned by this new departure 
amounts to roughly t lakh. Compulsion is still restricted to less than one in 
twenty of the boys enrolled and js still very imperfect in its organization 
and application, so that it is too early to expect any results or to venture any 
generalities or opinions as to its ultimate success or otherwise. 

But one point is deserving of notice. The present minimum school
leaving age under the compulsory primary education scheme is 11 years. Of 
the 152,389 pupils aged 10-11 years in primary sohools at the present time 
only some 10,000 are in class IV (by which time they may be presumed to 
have attained more or less permanent literacy) and a further 6,000 boys 
of this age are studying in higher sehools. That is, only one boy out of 
every ten who attends school till the age of 11 becomes permanently literate. 
This seems a low figure and suggests that expenditure on compUlsory primary 
education will be a waste of public money unless something can be done to 
improve the standard of instruction or to raise the minimum school-leaving age 
above 11 years. 

In the margin I give the average number of scholars on the rolls of 

Year. 

1901 .. 
1911 .. 
J921 .. 
1931 ., 

I 
Average 

numrer of 
schola! s on the 

attEndance 
roUs of pri

mary schools. 

40 
47 
52 
56 

primary schools at each of the last four censuses. 
The schools are gradually becoming larger. _In the 
last 30 years primary schools have more than 
trebled and scholars have more than quadrupled. 

The cost of primary education has risen by leaps and bounds. In the 

Ye.r. 

1900-01 
1910-11 
1920-21 
1930--31 

Expenditure 
on primary 
education in 

British 
territory. 

Lakhs of rupees. 

7 
18 
51 
92 

margin I show the figures for the last four census 
years. The increase in expenditure seems to have 
been altogether out of proportion to the increase 
in the number of literates, though this is partly 
due of course to the improvement in pay of the 
teachers. The cost of primary education per 
scholar has risen from Rs. 2-8-6 in 1901 to 
Rs. 7-10-3 in 1931. 

Out of the expenditure shown in the above table the amount met by 
school fees of students in 1920-21 was Rs.2,77,OOO, and in 1930-31 Rs.2,86,OOO. 
(There was actually a decrease in boys' fee~ whi.eh was set off by an increase in 
the amount received from girls' fees.) It IS evtdent therefore that the whole 
increase has fallen on 'public ftmds. 
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In the margin I give figures to show the expenditure on male and female Expenditure 
primary education in thc years on female 
1920-1 and 1930-1. ed'ucation. Expenditure on I . I 

primary education ncrease ill annual 

in- expenditure. 
Sex. -----

1920-1 1930-1 Actual. Percent· 
age. 

---
B.s.' Ra.· Rs.* Per cent. 

~oys .. 47.54 85,71 38,17 80 
tirls .. 3,91 6,12 2,21 57 --------40.381 Total .. 51,45 91,83 78 

ilOOO'S omitted. 

In spite of the backward state of female primary education expenditure 
under this head has increased even proportionally less rapidly than that 
on male education though the difference is not so great as the above figures 
suggest. In 1921 there were 32,780 girls attending boys' schools, and 
this number rose to 50,672 in 1931. The cost of primary education per head 
in ,1921 was Rs.6-0-2. In 1931 the corresponding figure was Rs.7-10-3. 
Transferring the amount spent on those girls studying in boys' schools from 
p-xpenditure on boys to girls the above figures become as under :-

Expenditure on primary Increase in annual 
education in- expenditure. 

Sex. 
I 1920-1. 
I 

1930-1. Actual. Percentag'. 

------
I Rs.~ 

I Rs.* Rs.- Percent. 

Boys .. .. 45,57 81.84 36,27 80 
Girls " .. 5,88 9,99 4,11 70 

Total .. r-~ 91,83 40,38 78 

* OOO's omitkd. 

The increase in expenditure on girls' primary education has thus been 
70 per cent., as against an increase of 80 per cent. in the case of boys. 

25. In the margin I give the figures which show the progress made with Secondary 
secondary education since 1901. education. 
In the last thirty years institu· 

Secondary 
education. 

English .. 
Vernacular .. 

Total .. 

Percentage increase. 
- ---- -----_ .. 

1921-31. 1901-31. 

I 
Institu· In~titu. I Scholars. Scholars. tlOns. tions. 

I I 25 73 65 240 

" I 1171 189 176 ---34-1--9'3-134 --204 

tions have more than doubled and 
scholars have trebled. English 
institutions have not multiplied so 
rapidly as vernacular but the 
number of scholars in the English 
schools has increased more. In the 
last decade vernacular secondary 
institutions and scholars have 
increased more than English, for 
District Boards have been keen 

on the expansion of vernacular secondary education and there has been 
increased pressure on these institutions on account of the greater output of 
students from the primary schools. In both classes together scholars have 
nearly doubled in the last 10 years. 

In secondary education the outstanding feature of. the past decade has 
been the progress of the Board of High School and Intermediate. This body 
began to fur!,ction in 1922 and has had a marked effect on se~ondarJ: educat~on 
in this prOVInce. The vernaoular may now be used as a medIUm of ll1stIUctIon 
in all classes up to the High Standard and in answering examination papers. 
Urdu and Hindi have been introduced as separa,te subjects in the Intermediate 
Examinntion*. High schools and Intermediate colleges have multjplied. The 

* And also, incidentally, in the B. A, andM. A. examinations. 

60 
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High S0hool Examination list rose to over 10,000 in the year 1931:32. In 
middle vernacular schools agricultural and manual tr3ining were introducE-d in 
1926 and have made rapid progross. English ha~ always been a popular mbject 
in these schools, and of late Y6ars ilE popu13rity has mucr. increased. 

Higher 26. The apparent fall in the number of Arts Colleges is not real but has 
education. been occasioned by a change in classification. Intermediate Colleges are now 

classified as secondary schools. The fall in the number of training schools is 
due to the closing of a number of small district board schools which used to 
train mastel'S for primary schools. Such training schools are gradually 
being replaced by larger ones under Government control. The proportionally 
large increase in the number and enrolment of training schools for mistresses 
reflects the awakening interest in the education of girls that has been notice· 
able in the past decade. The lack of qualified female teachers has in the past 
been one of the most serious obstacles to any progress in this direction. 

At the beginning of the decade there was considerable activity in the 
universities of the province. The Lucknow and Aligarh Universities had just 
come into being and the Allahabad University had been reconstituted. In 
1924 the system of block grants w?-s introduced to regulate the Government 
grants to the Lucknow and Allahabad Universities. The University of Agra 
was constituted by legislation in 1926. 

Female 27. The education of girls is progressing. There were altogether 95,827 
education. girls studying in 1921 ; by 1931 the figure had reached 153,497. A committee 

has been established to expedite progress in this section and a substantial 
advance is anticipated. 

Miscellaneous, 28. Recruitment ceased in 1924 for the Indian Educational Service which 
has been largely responsible for educational organization and advance. So 
far arrangements have not been completed for the replacement of the Imperial 
Service by a provincial service. 

The decade was marked by a general enhancement of the scales af pay 
for all classes of teachers, in aided schools, board schools and Government 
schools. Practically every aided school has now adopted the provident fund 
scheme for its teaGhers. 

Another departure of note is the introduction of music in secondary 
schools and the establishment of a music school in Lucknow. 

A Hindustani Academy was created in Lucknow in 1926 to which funds 
have been granted for the development of the Urdu and Hindi languag~s. 

In 1930 the Literacy Committee presented its report. This body, 
appointed by Government as the outcome of a resolution of the I ... egislative 
Council, endeavoured to formulate a period within which all the boys and girls 
of the province should be made literate and to state what funds were requisite. 
The financial requirements were needless to say far beyond the resources of the 
province, quite apart from the question wheth'er a demand for literacy on this 
scale has or has not yet arisen. Desirable though the ideal of general literacy 
undoubtedly is, its attainment will have to be gradual and more so b~cause at 
present the desire for literacy would seem to be by no means universal. 
Compulsory education means free education the cost of which has' t9 be met 
from the resources of the province, on which there are increa,sing and equally 
justified demands from all departments. This is but natural in all progressing 
communities. For these reasons progress should be gradual as in every other 
department, effective consolidation taking place as progress is made; and 
above all education should impart not mere literacy and knowledge, but the 
cult of self· discipline and self· control, so that the spread of education will 
mean the continued growth of a level·headed, reasonable, responsible and 
tolerant body of public opinion within the province. The close of the past 
decade was marred by an outburst of indiscipline in all kindE> of educational 
institutions from universities downwards. Authority was often flouted, schools 
were invaded and in one case set on fire, and work was interfered with to a 
very serious extent. This was chiefly organized by " educated" people from 
outside. Such happenings seem to indicate that progress has been too rapid 
for the position to be consolidated; that education has come the way of 
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people who can ill digest :it. One is forced to ask oneself whether the continued 
expenditure of increasingly large sums of public money is justified if these are 
to be tho results. 

Another problem that will probably have to be faced in the near future 
concerns the spread of secondary and higher education. The governments of 

Year. 

1931 •• 
1921. . 
1911.. 

I Number of 
scholars in 

I secondary and 
higher educa-
tional institu
tions per mille 

in primary 
schools. 

most civilized countries aim at securing universal 
primary education before they devote their time 
and resources towards the spread of higher edu
ca~ion. This does not appear to be the case in 
Il'\dia. In this province although only 92 out of 
every 1,000 persons aged 5-20 years arc attending 
recognized schools in the province, 16 out of 

206 that 92, i.e., over one-sixth are attending secon-
157 dary or higher institutions. It is true that the re-
220 lative proportion has decreased since 1901 (though 
276 it has risen since 1921) as the marginal figures 

---- show, yet the absolute figure of those undergoing 
secondary or higher training has increased from 76,182 in 1901 to 247,484 
in 1931, i.e., has more than trebled. The difl:iculty that this leads to is the 
finding of suitable employment for these students when their education 
ends. Openings are ,limited and not incre&~ing at anything approaching 
the same rate as those acquiring higher education, with the result that the 
ed.ucated vnemployment problem (concerning which an attempt was made to 
collect figures-vide paragraph 39 of Chapter VIII) is becoming more and 
more acute, and some remedy will need to be devised. 

1901 .. 

Mr. W. JI. Thompson, F.R.S.S., I.O.s., in his Ce:q.sus Repprt for 1921 on 
Bengal «: ascribed the reason to the caste system. He wrote-

" The reason for the comparatively advanced stage to which secondary 
education has been pushed in this country, while primary 
education has still not touched the gr~at mass eftectively, lies 
mainly in the caste system which divides the population 
between a section whose tradition requires in them a knowledge 
of letters, and whose traditional occupations are clerical, and 
the great mass whom caste jealousy in the past has helped 
to keep in utter darkness. The first and smaller section has 
had some education for a very long time and an enthusiasm 
for acquiring more. There is no possibility for an individual 
of it to slip down from his pedestal in time of adversity or fall 
back for a means of livelihood on one of the occupations 
which engage the great mass. He must follow an occupation 
becoming his social position or starve. He therefore receives 
primary education as early as possible, and to equip himself 
as well as he can for the competition which is daily becoming 
keener to find such employment as his caste traditions permit 
him to accept, he continues his education to the secondary 
stage. This is the key to the enthusiasm for secondary 
education while there is comparatively little enthusiasm for 
primary education among the masses. The smaller section is 
the vocal section and its importunities in the past have led the 
Government to devote a disproportionate eftort and expenditure 
to forwarding secondary education, disproportionate at least 
by comparison with the efforts of the Governments of other 
countries which have turned their attention first to ofter 
primary education to all their subjects, and only afterwards 
to assist private enterprise in fostering secondary education." 

The position seems very much the same to me in this province, as the 
proportion of those literate in English among the various castes referred to in 
paragrapp. 21 supra shows. But whatever the cause the problem exists and will 
eventually have to be dealt with. 

Ail educational policy directed mainly towards the reorganizati?n, 
improvement and expansion of primary education coupled with an advanc~ 
in the education of gil:ls may be expected before next census. 

!I Vide Ben~ Ce~us Re~lOrt, 19:11, Part I, page 29Q. 
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Publication of 29. Below I give statistics of the newspapers and periodicals published 
newspapers and in this province in the whole year preceding each census year since 1890 ;
periodicals . 

Detail. 193O. 1920. 1910. 1900. I 189O. 

_1 --- ---

Total newspapers and periodicals published " 626 427 278 142 i~i 

Frequency oj publication. 

Daily .. .. .. .. 36 11 4 Ii ~ 

Bi.weekly t 
9 12 -1 l I .. .. .. .. 

Weekly .. .. .. .. 202 88 ~ 59 59 

Monthly .. .. .. .. 263 219 164 !il 29 

Othtlf periods .. .. .. 116 97 ~~ 23 10 

Language in which printed. 

Hindi .. .. .. .. 253 175 86 34 24 

Urdu .. .. .. . . 225 151 II' 69 68 

English .. .. .. .. 84 71 56 34 .. 
Tri·lingual •• .. .. .. 20 ) .. .. .. 
Hindi-Urdu .. .. .. \4 1 2 6 

Hindi-English .. .. .. 9 1 .. 1 

Hindi.Gujarati .. .. .. 2 .. .. .. 
Sanskrit .. .. .. .. 4 4 ' .. .. 
Urdu in Roman script •• .. .. 1 3 .. .. 
Urdu in Persian and Roman script .. 3 2 .. .. 
Urdu·English .. .. .. 5 1 1 I 

30 
Urdu in Romanscript-Engliah .. .. .. I .. .. . 
Urdu·Arabic .. .. .. I I 1 . . 
Gmkhali (Nagari script) .. .. 1 .. .. 1 

Marathi .. " .. . . .. 1 .. .. 
Gujarati .. .. .. .. .. 2 .. .. 
Bengali .. .. .. .. 3 2 1 .. 
Bengali.English .. .. .. .. I 1 .. .. 
Tamil .. .. .. .. 1 J " .. . . 

These figures give some idea of the increased use that is being made of 
literacy in the province. Newspapers and periodicals published here are six 
times as nU¥lerous as they were 40 years ago, and have more than doubled 
in the last 20 years. The greatest increases have occurred in Hindi publications 
which are now three times as numerous as they were 20 years ago, whereas 
Urdu publications are twice as numerous. 

More information could be gleaned from the circulation figures but 
unfortunately they are not all available. Some idea of the enormous increase 
in the newspaper-reading public can, however, be gathered from the following 
facts. 

The circulation of the three English daily papers together has doubled 
in the last 10 years. The circulation of only the nine largest Urdu papers 
amounted to 26,000 in 1930 as against 19,000 in 192() and a total for all Urdu 
papers of 16,000 in 1890. 

The circulation of only the 18 biggest Hindi papers and periodicals was 
108,000 in 1931 as against 62,000 in 1921, and a total for all Hindi papers of 
8,000 in 1890. 

Besides the above papers and periodicals which are actually printed in 
the province many Hindi, Urdu, English and Bengali papers and periodicals 
pr!!lteg ~n 9ther parts of India have a considerable circulation here. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.-Literacy by age) seXs an'll reUgidn. {hritish di8trict~;' 
. ,. , - - -"""'--"::'t- ... - .... ~ ._._..,.... .- - -- -~~ 

Number per mille who are Numbe 'Iter 10,000 Jtb are 
- ____ litemte._ _~":_ f.... ." • .lite teJn..Ehgli :';.,,-.., 

Religion and age'period: I p ,', ~ l!'emai~s: erso . Males. Females. Persons. Males. 
_. - --... -- -. - . - . -*-- - .. -- -

\ 
, 

'1 2 3,._~ 4_-=_",- 5 6 
- -- -_._-- -. - - - - - .---- -

!Aii f~gions-"', - .. 
ages (5 alid ovet) .. .. 55 94 11 65 110 13 

~-IO I ~ .. .. .. 23 37 7 19 28 8 

to-I5 .. .. .. .. 45 71 13 43 (.7 13 

15-20 .. ., .. .. 72 120 18 103 176 19 

20 and over .. .. .. 62 108 II 74 129 14 

Brahmanic Hindu-
All ages (5 and over) .. .. 51 119 8 47 84 9 

!HO .. .. .. .. 22 35 S 12 20 3 

10-IS .. . ~ .. .. ~3 69 Ie 31 52 ~ 

1;-'29 .. ., .. .. 67 114 13 76 134 9 

l!e Md over .. .. 57 Ib3 8 54 97 ~ ., 

Atya- . tOO ~93 52 All ages (!> and civeT) .. .. 84 347 583 

5>-10 .. .. .. .. 109 J:43 65 130 198 43 

to-I!> .. .. . . .. 195 260 198 303 477 68 

15-20 .. .. .. .. 255 365 118 601 1,007 94 

2Cl and ovel' .. .. .. 210 320 76 355 612 4~ 

Brahmo-- :4,328 All ages (5 aIld over) .; .. 598 733 478 4,331 4,333 

$-10 .. .. " .. 562 667 500 5,625 6,666 5,btl{l 

10-15 .. .. .. .. 579 800 :m 4,737 7,00{) 2,222 

15-20 .. .. .. .. 583 1,000 166 3,333 '5,000 1,666 

20 and ovel' .. .. .. 612 68 548 4,125 3,158 5,000 

Dev-
All ages (5 and over) .. .. 135 147 .. 270 294 " 

5-10 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. 
10-15 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 
15-20 .. .. .. .. 143 166 .. .. .. .. 
20 andover ., .. .. 250 267 .. 625 667 . . 

Radhaswaml-
All ages (? and over) .. .. 617 705 494 2,955 4,519 801 

5-10 .. .. . . .. 461 502 407 1,833 2,440 1,049 

10-15 .. .. .. .. 650 712 547 3,416 4,425 1,752 

15-20 '. .. .. -. 705 773 590 4,930 6,977 ),567 

20 andover .. .. .. 624 729 487 2,714 4,436 466 

Jain-
All ages (5 and over) '. .. 380 590 128 404 707 4S 

5-10 .. .. .. .. 170 241 86 161 263 43 

10-15 .. .. . . .. 282 410 132 326 554 58 

15-20 .. .. .. .. 439 672 174 721 1,273 9) 

20 and over .. .. .. 436 685 129 422 737 34 

Sikh-
All ages (5 and over) " .. 118 176 37 342 541 66 

5-10 .. .. .. . . 38 47 26 96 133 50 

10-15 .. .. .. .. 66 90 35 167 266 38 

15-20 .. .. ,. .. 154 222 49 539 836 85 

20andowr .. ., . . 135 210 38 ~93 617 72 
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SUBsrntARY 'TABLE I.--Literacy by age, 'sex, a'nd r~ligion. (13rltish af8fricTs.) 
-( concId.). 

- -
Number'per mille who an' Numb!,!' per 10,000 who are 

literate. ~ -literat~.in Enklish. -- --

Religion and age-periorL 
Petsons. Ma1es. Ferilales. Persons. _, Males. Females. 

r - =~ - --- --w ... -
i 2 3 

1-
4 li 6 1 

-------- - ~-~ .-.-,..-~ _-- , ------ -- - - - - - - ~,-

Auiilihisi:.... 

Aii ages (5 and dver) .. ; . 116 iii' 1)(( 595 896 zli 
!HO .. .. .. . . 6b 4-4 ' 77 I i9 ., 256 

16-15 .. ;, .. .. 86 13b 29 247 435 .. 
15-29 ;. .. j, .. i82 283 35 1,169 1,957 .' 
20 and dve!' .. .. .. 121 182 45 655 955 282 

Muslini-

Ail ages (5 and o*,ei-) · , , , 59 97 16 81 148 6 

'HQ .. .. .. . . 23 35 9 20 34 ~ 

10-15 .. .. .. , . 46 69 17 48 84 7 

i5-20 . , .. .. . . 77 124 26 124 221 II 

20 and over .. . , .. 68 115 16 97 179 5 

Ohtistiab; all;....:. 

Ali ages (5 and over) · . .. 289 327 241 2,320 2,688 1,869 

5.:.i6 .; ., ., 
" WI 150 172 989 9'78 1,002 

10-15 .. .. . , .. 236 2211 254 1,523 1,474 1,580 

15-20 .. .. .. . . 353 415 271 2,929 3,591 2,(;)6;1 

::!G and over .. · . .. 317 371 249' 2,681 3,137 2,111 

Ohristian, Indian-

All ages •• .. .. .. 152 156 148 1,011 1,016 1,O()il 

0-10* .. .. .. ., 52 45 59, 249 225 27 5 

10-15 .. .. .. . . 180 155 210 971 839 1,124 

i5-20 .. " . , .. 237 244 229' 1,632 ),635 . 1,628 

20 and 'over .. . ' . . 190 207 173 1,361 1,426 1,304 , 
Ohristian, other-

AiIagos .. .. .. .. 701 756 587 6,6'77 7,106 5;-614 

'0-10* .. " .. " 295 317 268' 2,597 2,785 2,368 

10-15 .. .. .. . . 782 844 705 6,912 7,466 6,219 

15-20 .. . .. · . " 776 815 627 7,657 8,159 5,780 

20 and over .. .. . . 757 804 655 7,256 7,637 6,423 

Zoroastrlan-
All ages (5 and oyer) .. .' 816 884 725' 6,990 8,167 5,413 

5-10 .. .. '. " 542 673 36'6 3,854 5,091 2,195 

10-15 .. . , .. " 663 736 ':>77 5,408 6,415 4,222 

15-20 .. .. . ' . . 802 875 729 6,979 8,542 5,417 

20 and oyor .. · , .. 889 942 813 7,768 8,873 6,183 

Jew-
944

1 
All ages (5 and over) · . " 935 957 8,519 8,710 8,261 

5-10 .. .. " 
., 833 667 1,000 6,667 3,333 10,000 

10-15 .. .. .. " doo 667 500 6,000 6,667 5,000 

15-20 .. . , , . " 1,000 I~OOO 1,000 7,500 6,667 10,000 

20 andover .. , . ,. 1,000 1,000 1,000 9,230 10.000 8,235 

--- -NOTEl.-The figutes ib. oolumn's 2 to 4 are of thos~ literate in any language 01' script, and inolude those"",ziterato 
in English.,. < , ~ 1 • ~ 

to As the ligures of Indian arid' other ChriJtians of tlie' age.groutl 5-10 are not available. these filhtres (tfe based 
on the ags:group 0-10; though none of any religion aged 0-5 are lite1ate. 
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SUBSIDI,ARY TABLE Il. . ... -:{{iter.acy \by age, sex a'fltd locality. 

Number per mille who are literate. 

----
All ages (5 anef • 5-10. 10-15. I J5-20. 20 and over. 

District nd natura.\ division. over). 
) 

Tota1. }Iales. F". lVIales. Ife- Males. Fo. Males. ]<'e- Males. Fe-
males. malee. males. males. males. 

r-- --- -- -- -------r- --- ----
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 il 12 

-- _- -- ------ -- ------

United Provinces (British territory) .. 55 94 11 37 7 71 13 120 18 108 11 

Himalaya, West .. .. 98 170 16 78 11 145 18 212 22 188 15 

DehraDun " .. .. 137 190 54 77 34 132 57 238 71 208 55 
Naini Tal .. .. .. 105 159 26 71 19 125 30 174 34 176 25 
Almora .. .. " 89 167 10 78 7 149 12 217 14 185 9 
Garhwal · . .. 85 1?3 5 80 4 156 7 218 7 137 5 

Sub-Himalaya, West " · . 44 71 12 22 7 45 14 85 20 85 12 

Saharanpur · . .. · . 54 R5 14 25 8 53 14 105 20 104 15 
Bareilly .. .. · . 48 75 15 23 9 47 18 88 24 91 15 
Bijnor " .. 50 80 16 29 11 56 20 95 26 95 15 
Pilibhit .. .. .. 33 54 9 15 5 32 10 61 14 67 9 
Kheri " .. .. 29 49 6 15 3 31 7 61 10 59 5 

Inda·Gangetic Plain, }i'cs! .. 60 97 15 38 10 73 18 120 23 112 15 

l\{uzaffarnagar .. · . 50 79 15 28 6 59 12 99 18 92 17 
Meerut .. · . .. 69 109 19 40 II 76 18 136 27 128 19 
Bulandshahr .. .. .. 55 94 II 33 7 69 12 118 17 ! 10 II 
Aligarh .. .. .. 70 115 15 44 10 86 17 142 23 134 14 
Muttra " .. .. 88 140 17 65 11 116 19 175 24 165 17 
Agra " · . .. 91 143 26 54 19 108 31 192 38 162 25 
l\1ainpuri .. · . .. 60 96 15 51 9 86 17 114 23 106 14 
Etah " .. .. 47 77 11 25 7 52 14 89 17 93 10 
Budaun .. .. .. 33 52 10 17 6 35 12 59 14 62 9 
Moradabad · . .. .. 47 73 17 29 ]0 55 20 91 76 84 16 
Shahjahanpur .. .. 44 70 13 1'3 9 45 15 82 20 83 12 
Farrukhabacl .. .. " 65 103 17 45 13 86 22 131 26 115 16 
Btawah .. .. .. 66 107 13 50 J3 94 21 136 26 118 9 

Inita·Gangetic Plain, Gentral .. 51 88 10 32 7 65 12 ' 116 16 101 10 

Cawnpore · . .. .. 87 139 21 54 15 22 26 173 31 158 20 
Fawhpur .. .. . . 67 118 9 49 6 98 11 153 14 133 8 
Allahabad .. " .. 71 118 20 46 14 85 23 159 26 137 20 
Luoknow .. .. . . 80 123 27 44 15 87 28 188 42 134 26 
Unao .. · . .. 49 85 8 32 5 66 10 109 14 97 8 
Rae Bareli .. .. . . 38 70 5 26 3 56 6 77 8 83 4 
Sitapur .. .. . . 32 54 7 16 4 33 8 70 II 65 6 
Hardoi .. " .. 39 63 9 27 7 54 13 92 15 69 8 
Fyzabad .. " .. 45 83 -6 27 4 53 7 108 10 101 6 
Sultanpur " · . .. 35 67 4 22 2 59 4 84 6 78 4 
Partabgarh .. .. . . 35 68 4 25 2 52 4 99 7 78 4 
BaraBanki .. .. . . 33 57 5 17 3 34 6 68 10 69 5 

Gentral India Plateau .. " 70 125 11 47 8 90 13 155 16 147 10 

Jhansi .. .. .. 79 137 16 49 12 90 18 172 23 164 15 
Jalaun .. · . " 82 145 12 61 8 117 15 184 18 164 12 
Hamirpur .. .. . . 63 116 7 39 5 79 9 139 II 138 7 
Banda .. .. .. 59 107 8 42 6 79 9 129 10 125 8 

East Satptlra8 .. .. 63 116 9 49 6 91 10 139 12 136 10 

l\Iirzapur .. " .. 63 116 9 49 
. 

6 91 10 139 12 136 10 

Sub.Himalaya, East .. .. 35 63 4 24 3 >/8 5 81 8 74 4 

Gorakhpur .. " .. 35 64 5 26 3 50 5 85 8 74 5 
Basti .. " " 38 69 4 26 3 51 4 91 7 82 4 
Gonda .. .. . . 32 59 4 19 3 42 5 69 7 71 4 
Bahraich .. .. . . 30 53 4 20 3 38 6 67 7 62 4 -
Indo·Gangetic Plain, East " 

71 127 12 ')9 8 107 14 171 19 144 12 

Benares .. .. " 113 192 26 88 19 159 29 249 33 215 27 
Jaunpur .. .. " 60 113 7 52 4 94 8 152 12 130' 7 
Ghazipur .. .. .. 73 130 13 64 7 117 14 167 21 144 1~ 
Ballia .. .. ., 70 124 11 56 7 106 13 170 19 140 10 
Azamgarh .. .. . . 53 96 8 45 5 '82 9 132 13 108 7 

states. 49 90 4 36 3 66 5 104 6 106 4 

Rampur " .. .. 20 34 3 6 1 14 3 34 4 45 3 
Tehri·Garhwal .. .. 67 136 4 52 3 91 5 146 5 152 4 
Benares " .. .. 66 126 5 58 5 104 8 159 10 146 4 

Total of 23 Oities, .. .. 204 296 82 123 59 221 92 361 108 '330 80 

" 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IlL-Literacy by religion, sex and locality. 

Number per mille 5 years old and over who are literate. _- -
Brahmanic Muslims. Aryas. Radhaswamis. District and natural division. Hindus. 

Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. Males . Females. 

- --- --- ---. _- --- --- --- ---
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

--- ------

Unjted Provinces (British territory) " 89 8 97 16 293 84 705 494 

Himalaya, West .. .. 170 11 126 24 142 40 500 1,000 

DehraDun .. .. " 173 34 164 45 573 410 .. 1,000 
NainiTal .. .. 179 26 83 10 102 17 1,000 '" 
Almora .. .. 164 7 432 72 92 9 .. '" 
Garhwal .. ., 

" 170 4 131 18 209 37 * " 
S'flb.Himalaya, West .. · . 60 8 79 14 287 63 667 465 

Saharanpur · . " .. 74 9 85 14 262 42 545 500 
Ba.reilly .. · , 64 II 85 16 362 II? 667 588 
Bijnor .. · , 68 II 80 17 252 58 722 353 
Pilibhlt .. .. 46 6 72 13 334 99 .. '" 
Kheri .. .. 47 5 52 7 402 155 1,000 333 

Indo·Gangetic Plain, Wen " 92 12 92 17 267 74 706 514 

Muzaffarnagar .. " 74 10 61 12 154 55 200 .. 
Meerut .. · . " 106 14 88 17 214 46 833 500 
Bulandshahr . , .. 90 10 83 10 298 47 846 200 
Aligarh .. .. .. lID 13 121 20 321 77 92 30 
Muttra. .. .. . . 146 16 85 II 445 98 .. 1,000 
Agra .. .. " 131 17 149 32 410 139 783 592 
Mainpuri .. .. . . 89 12 129 30 270 82 .. '" 
Etah .. .. .. 71 9 86 13 383 88 500 ... 
Budaun .. .. . . 43 7 76 13 384 127 .. - '" 
Moradabad· .. .. .. 67 13 74 17 346 131 )'000 .. 
Shahjahanpur .. ' . 62 10 98 19 672 280 800 545 
Farrukhabad .. · 98 15 119 20 374 117 1,000 " 
Etawah .. .. 101 11 140 30 372 )40 176 .. 
Indo.Gangetic Plain, OentraZ · . 80 7 117 19 499 162 778 603 

Cawnpore .. .. 128 16 184 34 571 235 1,000 .. 
Fatehpur .. .. III 6 150 23 326 61 818 700 
Allahabad .. .. 101 14 187 29 -180 SOl 792 735 
Lucknow .. .. 112 14 100 35 628 282 750 300 
Dnao .. .. · . 81 7 115 17 834 560 ... ... 
Rae Bareli .. .. · . 67 4 100 II 726 308 .. .. 
Sitapur · . .. .. 51 5 65 II 602 258 250 
Rardoi .. .. . . 59 7 88 17 555 198 .. * 
Fyza1:Jad .. .. · . 74 4 135 18 678 211 1,000 .. 
Sultanpur .. .. · . 65 3 81 7 754 162 .. .. 
Partabgarh .. .. 63 3 101 8 593 240 .. * 
BaraBanki .. . , .. 51 3 8) 14 586 120 .. .. 
Oentral India Plateau .. " 116 8 181 26 722 926 516 469 

Jhansi .. .. .. III 9 264 42 752 'l91 ;67 333 
Jalaun .. .. " 146 11 114 22 722 378 667 1,000 
Hamirpm .. .. ., III 5 171 20 701 262 50C .. 
Banda .. .. , " 103 6 148 21 693 294 1,000 714 

East Satpuras .. .. 112 8 147 18 638 275 .. .. 
Mirzapur .. .. , . 112 8 147 18 638 275 .. .. 
Su'J.Himalaya, East .. .' 64 4 53 6 581 266 600 400 

Gorakhpur .. .. , . 66 4 39 9 581 279 600 400 
Bnsti . , .. 71 4 56 5 696 303 .. .. 
Gonda .. .. 57 3 63 4 684 313 .. .. 
Bahraich .. .. , . 52 3 57 E1 455 314 .. ... 

Indo·Gangetic Plain, East .. 121 10 177 28 537 141 735 222 

Benares .. .. .. 193 25 177 25 635 260 750 200 
Jaunpur " .. " lOB 5 155 22 597 188 * .. 
Ghazipur · . .. .. 120 9 223 38 617 243 694 264 
Ballia · . .. .. 116 8 240 43 498 150 625 . 67 
Azamgarh .. .. . . 87 5 153 25 500 95 929 235 

-states 100 4 5S S 82 17 600 455 

Rmnpur .. , . 23 2 47 3 66 11 .. .. 
Tehri·Garhwal .. " 130 4 148 1 1,000 .. .. * 
Benares .. .. 128 5 106 9 667· 286 600 455 

Totalof 23 Oities. .. " 321 81 221 49 530 296 594 460 . 
- .... 

• No population. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.-English literacy by age, sex and locality. 

District and natural division 

Literate in English pcr 10,QOQ. 

1931. 1931. 1921. 191 I. 190), 

II --- -------
5-10 /10-15 15-20 20and t5~s All ages. All ages. All ages. ADages. 

over. over). -----a _________________ _ 

~ ro 00 ro ~ ~ m 00 \ W . ~ . ~ .$ m .$ • .$ . .$ . ~ . .$1 . .$ 

~ S~ S1 a~ S~ S~ S~ S] ~ gj S 
~ ~ ~ & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

'-;-3 -4 -5 -6 7 -;-911011 12 13 14 15 1617ils 19 
------------_- _- --

United Provinces (British territory) .. 28 8 67 13 176 19 129 14 110 I3 94 II 66 9 49 7 36 S 

Himalaya, We8t 

DehraDun .• 
NainiTal .. 
Almora ., 
Garhwal •• 

Sub·Himalaya, West 

Saharanpur ., 
Baxeilly ., 
Bijnor .• 
Pilibhit ., 
!Cheri •• 

Indo·Gangetic Plain, West 

M:uzaffarnagar 
M:eerut ., 
Bulandshahr .• 
Aligarh •. 
M:uttra ., 
Agra ., 
Mainpuri ., 
Etah .. 
Budaun .• 
Moradabad •. 
Shahjahanpur 
Farrukhabad .. 
Etawah .. 

I ndo·Gangetio Plain, Oentrcil 

Cawnpore .. 
Fatehpur .. 
Allahabad .. 
Lucknow .. 
Unao .. 
Rae Bareli .. 
Sitapur .. 
Hardoi .. 
Fyzabad .. 
Sultanpur " 
Partabgarh .. 
BaraBanki .. 

Oemral India Plale6lu •• 

Jbansi 
Jalaun 
Hamirpur 
Banda 

East Satpuras 

Mirzapur 

Sub-Himalaya, East 

Gorakhpur .. 
Basti .. 
Gonda " 
Bahraich .. 

IncEo·Gangetio Plain, Eas~ 

Beuares 
Jaunpur 
Gbru:ipur 
Ballia 
Azamgarh 

states 

Rampur •• 
Tehri·Garhwal 
Benares •• 

.. 55 19 127 31 292 39 208 39 187 36 162 30 134 43 117 32 64 21 

" 166 
.. 64 

29 
.. 36 

., 29 

.. 32 
•. 39 
.. 43 
.. 15 
.. 10 

86 326 
14 34 
9 74 
8

1

97 

6 61 

10 175 7 95 
5 59 
3 33 
1 24 

137 i709 
17

1

'
229 

17 184 
15 196 

10 ,157 

15[197 
15 248 
8 136 
3 80 
3 56 

175 527 208 491 [78 443 151 385 245 309 [59 [62 99 
26 220 44 196 35 174 29 154 60 107 42 68 26 
24 113 17 103 16 87 14 63 9 101 12 50 9 
12 108 6 105 8 89 7 61 5 46 4 27 3 

17 134 12 111 11 95 9 62 8 49 5 40 3 

23 168 
27 208 
16 106 
4 104 
6 49 

18 138 17 119 14 82 13 71 12 
20 174 18 149 15 98 16 84 8 
8949807464272 
3 78 3 67 3 38 1 15 1 
3 41 3 35 3 23 1 15 I 

39 10 
87 5 
18 .. 
13 .. 
11 1 

.. 33 8 84 14 205' 21 139 16 124 15 106 13 70 8 50 6 37 4 

.. 29 
•. 40 
.. 34 
•• 44 
.. 34 
.. 69 
.. 20 
•• 11 
., 14 
.. 34 
.. 25 
.. 33 
" 28 

3 82 
11 103 
1 100 
5 109 
71 79 

421168 3 46 
1 36 
2 32 
7 88 
7 55 
6 77 
5 69 

4 166 
18 323 
2 204 

12 270' 
11 203 
63 414 
4 99 
2 88 
6 74 

19 203 
14 121 
13 162 
4 188 

6 93 
35 221 
5 113 

15 158 
27 161 
76 292 
7 76 
5 80 

II 67 
27 138 
19 90 
14 110 
4 114 

7 91 
'31 190 

4 109 
10 147 
13 136 
59 257 
5 66 
3 65 
5 56 

15 123 
8 80 
8 101 

35 104 

6 77 
27 163 
3 93 

10 125 
14 117 
59 221 
5 57 
3 55 
6 48 

16 104 
10 68 
9 86 

23 90 

5 36 3 26 I 18 .. 
22 124 15 82 12 69 9 
3 56 2 33 3 20 1 
8 86 8 54 5 47 2 

11 47 12 72 6 45 3 
49 196 39 152 23 81 18 
4 22 1 25 14 19 1 
2 32 2 17 I 13 1 
5 31 2 19 I 15 .. 

13 70 5 42 7 45 4 
8454283203 
8 60 5 43 3 41 3 

19 46 2 36 2 18 I 

· . 31 12 71 20 211 30 156 19 132 19 114 16 80 11 60· 10 45 7 

.. 46 

.. 13 

.. 89 

.. 113 

.. 16 

.. 13 

.• 17 

.. 13 

.. 18 

.. 8 

.. 8 

.. 10 

.. 26 

.. 51 
" 16 
.• 9 
.. 18 

24 109 
1 37 

42 178 
47 236 
1 39 
I 35 
4 I 44 
3 36 
4 47 

.. 22 

.. 21 
2 23 

81 S5 

20 98 
2 43 
2 22 
1 41 

40 308 
3 79 

70 1493 86 790 
2 83 
3 81 
7

1

'
103 

7 83 
6 181 
I 54 
1 68 
4 59 

54 251 
5 62 

81 331 
161 614 

4 65 
3 54 
8 73 

10 59 
9 128 
3 42 
2 53 
6 49 

42 212 
3 53 

% 290 
107 524 

2 56 
2 48 
3 65 
4 52 
8 105 
1 35 
2 42 
2 41 

41 186 34 138 
3 45 3 32 

59 249 50 180 
101 463 87 348 

2 48 2 30 
2 41 2 31 
4 55 4 38 
5 44 4 29 
7 91 6 51 
1 30 I 19 
I 36 1 27 
2 35 2 26 

24 98 21 
3 16 I 

35 124 29 
54 308 6 
2 23 I 
I 22 I 
4 27 I 
2 18 I 
4 49 4 
2 12 I 
I 15 .. 
1 16 1 

65 15 
I l' I 

116 26 
214 40 

12 .. 
13 .. 
17 1 
II .. 
37 3 
9 .. 

12 .. 
14'1 

11 151 15 121 14 101 13 87 11 60 8 51 8 40 3 

28 321 41 251 38 206 35 177 29 128 24 110 20 103 9 
;3 87 2 67 4 58 3 50 3 39 2 24 1 11 1 
2 52 3 52 3 42 3 36 2 23 2 18 I 12 1 
3 81' 5 72 4 61 3 52 ;3 32 2 27 2 15 1 

· . 25 4 60 6 124 9 110 8 91 7 77 6 36 8 24 3 36 3 

.. 25 4 60 6 124 9 ItO 8 91 7 77 6 36 8 24 3 36 3 

.. 10 2 24 2 54 4 49 3 40 3 34 2 25 2 20, 1 15 1 

9 2 19 
10 I 24 
15 2 37 
9 .. 24 

3 49 
1 52 
4 67 
1 57 

5 41 
1 56 
6 58 
2 50 

5 33 
I 44 
2 49 
2 41 

4 29 
1 37 
3 41 
I 35 

4 34 2 25 2 19 2 
1 16 .. II .. 7 o. 

3 24 2 21 2 19 I 
I 20 I 20 1 12 I 

• . 28 6 73 11 201 15 136 9 115 9 98 8 72 5 46 3 26 t 

" 84 
.. 19 
" 16 
.. 19 
.. 13 

.. I 

.. 1~ 

.. 31 

31 202 
1 47 
1 50 
1 56 
I 37 

10 
2

1

38 
3 76 

53 560 
I 117 
2 118 
3 134 
2 96 

34 
1 90 
:3 150 

62 383 
2 80 
3 95 
6 89 
4 % 

61 

35 
1 55 
3 87 

39 332 
2 68 
4 78 
2 77 
2 50 

2 27 
I 51 
3 82 

42 284 
2 58 
3 66 
3 65 
2 42 

1 23 
I 45 
3 69 

36 242 24 161 12 94 6 
1 37 I 23 r 13 .. 
3 49 2 31 1 11 1 
2 43 1 21 .. 15 .. 
2 25 1 16 •. 10 1 

1 28 
I 21 
3 30 

2 17 ., 12 1 
1 19 ., 14 •• 
1 ". • • "" ... 



480" CHA'PTER IX.-LITERACY. 

S'UBS'IDIARY T.A.13L~ V_.-Liter.acy by caste, 1931 and 1921. 

Number Number Numbcr 
literate per Increase Number Increase literate in Increase literate in Increase 
1,000 aged (+) or literate per (+) or English per (+) or English per (+) or de-

7 years and decrease (-) 1,000 of all decrease (-) 10,000 aged decrelllle(-) 10,000 of crelllle (-) - over in since 1921.t ages in since 1921. 7 years and since 1921. t all ages in since 1921. 
1931. 1931. . over in 1931. Caste:' 19)"1. 

-, 

ai ai ~ ai 
~ 

<Ii 
~ 

ai 
" <I> Jl -a 

Q) 

ai oa j OJ ,;, "i! rh a ~ ro rh ai "i! Q) 

S S ~ S ~ S ~ a Q) s ~ II 
~ <I> ~ " " 

OJ <I> Q) OJ Q) " J'<i ~ J'<i ~ J'<i ~ ~ ~ f:r.t ~ f:r.t f:.! 
~ - ------_------- _- -- - --- - -I 2 3 4 ~1_6_ 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 

I --.-- I-- ---
Alivanced. 

Kayastha .. 702 191 +117 +89 593 155 +70 +65 1,964 215 +708 +158 1,658 174 +536 +124 

Intermediate. 

Vaishyaj .. .. 384 57 +34 +17 318 46 -2 +10 424 25 +80 +5 352 20 +38 +2 
Saiyid .. .. 380 87 +144 +39 310 70 +100 +32 895 36 +640 +21 732 29 +505 +16 
Bhuinhar .. 310 28 +125 +17 258 23 +92 +13 167 3 +92 +3 139 2 +72 +2 
Brahman .. 293 25 +79 +10 245 21 +54 +8 244 19 +107 +10 204 16 +82 +8 
Sonar, , .. 2'35 18 +77 +9 195 14 +55 +6 89 6 +37 +4 74 5 +78 +3 
Kalwsr .. 224 II +80 +5 I75 9 +48 +4 79 3 -16 +1 65 3 -·19 +1 
Shaikh. , " 187 33 § § 153 26 ~ § 434 II ~ § 346 9 § § 
Rajput .. 183 14 +54 +1 153 II +39 -I 118 4 +54 -2 99 3 +42 -2 
Taga '. " 109 8 § § 91 7 -t22 +3 82 I § § 68 1 +30 +1 

Backward. 
> 

Jat .. 81 8 +23 +5 67 6 +16 +4 " 71 4 '+28 +.3 58 .3 +20 +2 
Nau·Muslim .. 59 4 § § 47 3 +7 -I 38 2 § § 31 2 +20 -4 
Julaha. .. 55 5 +21 +5 43 4 +13 +4 24 1 +13 +1 19 I +10 +1 
Kurmi .. 54 1 +20 +0 45 1 +15 +0 17 0 +6 +0 14 0 +4 +0 
Lohar •• .. 46 2 +23 +1 37 1 +17 +1 22 0 +15 +0 18 0 +12 +0 
Barhai .. 44 4 +13 +2 36 3 +9 +1 19 2 +2 -7 16 I· +1 -6 
Teli' .. .. , 43 2 +18 +1 35 I +13 +1 10 0 +5 +0 8 0 +3 to 
Habura .. 34 3 § § 27 2 +19 +2 Nil Nil ±O ±O Nil Nil ±O ±O 
Gujar .. .. 31 2 +9 +1 25 I +6 +0 1.3 0 +8 -0 II ' 0 +7 ±O 
Dhuniya .. 27 2 § § 21 1 +7 +0 12 1 § ~ 9 1 +6 +1 
Silpkar - 27 1 § § 22 I +10 +1 7 1 § § 6 0 +2 +0 
Lodh .. 24 1 +9 .. 19 I +6 -0 4 0 +1 -I 3 0 +1 -0 
Ma.llAh ,. 22 o·~ § § 17 0'2 +7 -0 5 Nil ~ § 4 Nil +2 ±O 
Luniya .. 21 0'3 +9 -0 16 0'3 +5 -0 6 0 +2 +0 5 0 +2 +0 
Ahir .. .. 2Q I +7 +0 16 I +4 +0 8 0 +3 -0 6 0 +2 -0 
Kachhi .. 19 2 +8 +1 16 2 +6 +2 8 0 +5 -"() 6 0 +3 -0 
Kori ,. 'r 19 I § § 15 0'5 +7 -0 16 I ~ § 13 I +9 +1 
Kahar .. 18 , 

+7 15 I +5 +0 8 I +1 +1 6 I " +1 .. 
Nat' .. .. 13 2 § § 11 2 +9 +1 28 Nil § § 24 Nil +23 -1 
Kumhar " II 1 +4 +1 9 0'5 +3 -0 6 1 +1 +1 4 I .. +1 
Gadariya .. II I +4 +1 9 1 +3 +1 5 2 -11 +2 4 2 -10 +2 
Bhangi. .. '10 1 +4 +1 8 1 +3 +1 6 2 +3 +2 5 2 +2 ,+2 
Dom (Plains) .. 10 I § ~ 8 0'4 +3 +0 2 Nil § § 2 Nil +2 ±O 
Chamll.r .. 6 0'4 +3 -0 5 0'3 +3 -0 2 0 +1 +0 2 a +1 +0 
Pasi' " .. 5 0'2 +2 -0 4 0'] +1 -0 2 0 +1 +0 I 0 +0 +0 

. • The castes for which figures are given are a selection of those shown in Imperial Table XIV, and are typical of all classos of 
sOCIety, _ They have been grouped as advanced, intermediate 01' backward, according as the proportion of literate males of 7 years and 
over exceeds 50 per cent., is between 10 and 50 pel' cent., or is bolow 10 per cent. respectively. 

~ t The 1921 figures were based on males and females aged 5 years and over, whereas in 1931 they are b84ed on those of 7 years 
and oVer as the age·groups were, in accordance with instructions received from the Government of India, not smoothed. The figures 
incolumns 6,7.14 and 15 arebased on males and females of all ages in order to give a closer comparison. Itshould be noted 
tha! the 1931 figures exclude a negligible number of males and females of the ages of 5 and 6 years who were returned as literate. 

t ThE' tigw-es of Vaishyas for 192{ include only Agarwalas and Agraharis: Those for 1931 include aIf Vaishyaa. 
§ Figures not available, 
NOTE.-The figure 0 in any column prefixed by a. + or a - or by no sign indicates tMt tlle actWlJ figure is 0' 5 or less. but not nil. 

If prefixed by *itmeans no-<)ha~e. 



SUBSiDIARY TilLES. 4si 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE Vr.-Progress Of literacy since 1881. 

Number literate per mille. 

Ali ages. 
District and 

natural 
Males. Females. division. 

1931. 1921. 191 (. 190J, 1891. 1881. 1931. 1921. 191 I. 1901. 1891. 1881. 

-------- ------------
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 -_ ---------------- - -

United ProvInces (British 80 65 61- 58 
tellitory) 

52 45 10 6 5 2 2 1 

Himalaya, We8t -' 147 127 124 105 70 61 13 12 9 5 3 :/ 

DehraDun .. " 172 150 142 107 100 76 46 46 31 20 15 10 
NainiTal . , .. 142 116 90 71 32 22 22 19 11 15 0'1 0'3 
Almon;! .. .. 141 117 125 109 59 66 8 6 6 :3 2 2 
Garhwal .. .- 145 124 143 128 95 72 4 4 3 1 I I 

Sub-Himalaya, Wect .. 61 S2 47 41 39 37 10 7 5 3 1 1 
Saharallpur .. ., 73 62 55 44 50 47 12 8 6 2 2 I 
BareiIly .. .. 64 55 49 47 39 35 13 10 5 5 2 I 
Bijnor .. 68 54 47 39 38 36 13 8' 6 I J I 
Pilibhit .. .. 46 50 46 41 35 31 7 5- 5 2 J 0'4 
Kheri ., ., 42 39 35 33 32 31 5 2' 3 1 1 0'4 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, West .. 83 65 58
1 

45 49 44 13 8 6 3 2 1 
Muzafiarnagar ., .. 67 53 52 47 54

1 

52 13 6. 4 I J 0'5 
Meerut . , .. 94 73 63

1 

56 I 61 55 16 6 6 2 2 2 
BulanJshahr .. .. 79 65 52 45

1 

51 41 9 4. 4 2 J O'S 
Aligarh . , .. 98 83 75 ' 52 41 47 12 9 7 2 I I 
Muttra .. .. 125 80 92 78 76 63 14 8. 8 3 2 I 
Agra .. .. 122 102 94 70 68 60 22 14 11 5 4 3 
Mainpuri . , .. 82 49 53 42 38 37 12 12 6 2 I I 
Etah . , .. 66 52 43 39 44 38 9 6 4 2 I I 
Budaun .. .. 44 37 33 28 29 26 8 5 4 2 I O'S 
Moradabad .. .. 61 53 44 37 36 33 14 9 6 3 2 I 
Shahjahanpur .• .. 60 54 I 47 44 40 37 11 8 5 3 I J 
Farrukhabad .. .. 88 70 55 54 54 41 14 8 7 3 2 I 
Etawah .. .. 92 69 I 63 53 49 40 11 9 7' 3 1 1 

lndo-Garl{/etic Plain, Central 76 64 59 60 55 49 9 6 5 2 2 1 

Cawnpore .. .. 121 93 84 72 71 67 18 12 8 4 2 I 
Fatehpur .. .. 102 79 55 72 59 56- 8 4 3 I 1 0'5 
Allahabad .. .. 102 72 70 80 .61 54 17 12 7 6 4 3 
Lucknow .. .. lOB lOl 95 82 79 72 23 II 15 8 6 4 
Unao .. .. 73 64 60 58 59 54 7 4' 3 I 1 0'1} 
RaeBareli .. ., 61 74 64 62 63 54 4 3' 3 2 2 1 
Sitapur .. ., 46 47 44 46 46 40 6 4 3 2 1 1 
Hardoi .. .. 54 51 46 33 36 35 8 5 4 1 1 0'5 
Fyzabad . , .. 72 51 53 63 49 39 6 3 3 2 1 1 
Sultanpur .. .. 58 41 50 41 46 37 3 2 2 1 0'5 I 
Partabgarh .. .. 57 60 46 61 46 I 34 3 2 2 1 1 0'5 
Bara.Banki .. .. 49 45 43 48 49 43 5 S' 3 1 1 1 

Oentral I nrlia Plate4u .. 108 91 74 71 64 53 9 6 4 2 1 0'5 
Jbansi .. .. 118 101 84 76 72 54 13 7 7 3 2 I 
Ja.la.un .. .. 124 109 \85 84 70 64 10 7 4 1 1 0'4 
Hamirpur .. .. 100 83 71 65 55 50 6 5 3 J 0'5 0'3 
Banda .. .. 91 74 61 61 58 48 7 4 3 1 1 0'4 

East BatpurM .. 98 69 60 70 58 54 8 -5 3 3 2 2 
Mirzapur .. .. 98 69 60 70 58 54 8 5' 3 3 2 2 

Bub·Himalaya, EMt .. 54 44 54 S6 44 37 4 2 2 1 1 1 
Gorakhpur .. .. 55 44 56 55 44 36 4 3 3 2 1 1 
Basti .. .- 59 47 52 54 40 37 4 2 2 1 1 1 
Gonda .. .. 49 42 53 60 48 39 3 4 2 1 1 0'5 
Bahraich .. .. 46 37 51 59 47 36 4 2 2 1 1 0'3 

Indo.Gangetic Plain, EaBt ., 108 as 69 71 58 .47 10 7 5 2 2 1 
Benares " .. 164 13.3 120 112 100 83 22 21 r6 8 5 4 
Jauupur .. .. 96 76 64 54 48 41 6 3 3 1 I 1 
Ghazipur .. .. 109 84 57 62 56 48 10 5 .3 2 2 1 
Ballia .. .. 106 88 58 66 65 41 9 5 2 1 2 I 
Azamgarh .. .. 81 60 55 68 42 34 6 3 3 2 1 0'4 
Sta1es. 
RB.ID;Pur •• .. 29 33 21 25 24 20 3 'I' 2 1 1 3 
Tehri.Garhwal ., .. 114 63 74 44 45 53 4 1 1 I 4 .3 
BenBre8 .. .. 106 SI .. .. .. .. S 4' .. .. .. ... 

. 



482 CHAPTER rX.-LITERACY. 

SUBS1DIARY TABLE Vr.-Progress Of literacy since 1881.-(concluded}. 

Number literate per mille. 

15-20. 20 and over. 

District and 
natural Males. .Females. Males. FeIl!ales • 

division. 

1931. 1921. 1911. 1931. 1921. 1911. 1931. 1921. 1911. 1931. 1921. 1911. 

-15 116 
-- -----i-

241 25 
-I--I 14 ~~__:_ 20 21 :?2 23 

f--

United Provinces (British 120 92 83 18 12 9 108 90 8? 11 7 9 
territory. ) 

Himalaya, West .. 212 166 167 22 18 15 188 166 163 15 13 10 
DehraDun .. .. 238 188 175 71 70 45 208 191 176 55 50 32 
Naini Tal .. .. 174 140 116 34 32 25 176 142 113 25 18 12 
Aim ora .. .. 217 175 177 14 10 10 185 158 164 9 7 6 
Ga.rhwal .. .. 218 162 192 7 5 4 187 171 197 5 4 3 
Sub·Hi·malaya, West .. 85 68 61 20 12 9 85 74 65 12 8 6 
Saharanpur .. .. 105 74 66 20 10 5 104 92 79 15 !O 8' 
Bareilly .. .. 88 76 67 24 18 11 91 76 69 15 10 7 
BijIior .. .. 95 75 64 26 16 10 95 77 63 15 9 6 
Pilibhit .. .. 61 67 60 14 10 11 67 73 62 9 6 6 
Kberi .. .. 61 45 45 10 4 5 59 53 49 5 2 3 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, West .. 120 90 81 23 16 11 112 88 79 15 9 7 
Muzaffarnagar .. .. 99 65 64 18 11 12 92 76 74 17 7 5 
Meerut .. .. L36 99 73 27 11 8 128 102 89 19 8 6 
Bula.ndshahr .. .. 118 86 79 17 8 9 110 92 70 11 5 3 
Aligarh .. .. 142 111 108 23 15 11 134 113 95 14 10 . 7 
Muttra .. .. 175 III 110 24 24 12 165 104 121 17 7 9 
Agra .. .. .. 192 146 125 38 27 20 162 134 118 25 17 12 
Mainpuri .. .. 114 69 76 23 24 11 106 64 68 14 13 6 
Etah .. .. .. 89 81 62 17 11 7 93 70 59 10 6 4 
Budaun- .. .. 59 48 50 14 II 6 62 52 43 9 6 4 
Moradabad .. .. 91 77 65 26 18 12 84 73 60 16 11 6 
Shahjahanpur .. .. 82 73 64 20 14 10 83 72 61 12 8 6 
Farrukhabad .. .. 131 102 84 26 21 14 115 93 70 16 8 7 
Etawah .. .. 136 104 91 26 18 II 118 87 79 9 '9 7 

Indo· Gangetic Plain, Gentral 116 88 79 16 11 8 101 87 79 10 6 5 
Cawnpore .. .. 173 123 117 31 23 13 158 118 J08 .20 14 8 
1j'atehpur .. .. 153 115 80 14 8 7 133 105 68 8 5' ' 4 
Allahabad .. .. 159 102 98 26 21 15 137 98 94 20 14 8 
Lucknow .. .. 188 144 130 42 25 29 134 135 124 .26 13 17 
Unao .. .. .. 109 89 81 14 9 5 97 36 80 8 4 3 
Rae Bareli .. .. 77 106 79 8 6 4" 83 99 87 4 3 3 
Sitapur .. .. 70 64 59 11 9 5 65 64 61 6 4 3 
Hardoi .. .. 92 77 68 15 10 7 69 67 61 8 5 3 
Fyzabad .. .. 108 69 69 10 8 4 101 72 74 6 4 3 
Sultanpur .. .. 84 51 55 6 4 3 78 60 72 · 4. 2 2 
Partabgarh .. .. 99 77 61 7 5 3 78 89 68 • 4 2 2 
Bara Banki .. .. 68 60 57 10 6 4 69 61 54 • 5 3 .3 

Oentrallndia Plateau .. 155 137 109 16 12 9 147 124 9S 10 6 4 
Jhansi .. .. 172 146 111 23 15 12 164 143 109 15 9 8 
Jala.un .. .. 184 165 131 18 14 7 164 144 106 .. 12 7 4 
Hamirpur .. .. 139 140 105 11 10 7 138 106 90 7 4 3 
Banda .. .. 129 J06 96 10 7 8 125 106 78 8 4 3 

East Satpuras .. 139 100 89 12 8 6 136 101 85 10 8 3 
M!_rzapur .. .. 139 JOO 39 12 3 6 136 101 85 10 8 3 

EfOO·Himalaya, East .. 81 64 72 8 5 4 74 62 76 4 3 3 
Gorakhpur .. .. 85 71 81 8 6 5 74 63 79 5 4 2 
Basti .. .. 91 74 72 7 4 4 82 66 72 4 2 3 
Gonda .. .. 69 53 64 7 5 3 71 61 77 4 3 2 
Bahraich .. .. 67 46 62 7 5 4 62 53 70 4 2 2 

Indo·Gangetic Plain, East .. 171 106 100 19 15 9 144 S3 93 12 2 6 
Benares .. .. 249 200 179 33 34 28 215 175 157 27 25 19 
Jaunpur .. .. 152 114 88 12 9 5 130 104 85 7 4 4 
Ghazipur .. .. 167 131 89 21 II 5 144 116 78 12 6 3 
Ballia .. .. 170 126 3D 19 11 5 140 117 81 10 5 3 
Azamgarh .. .. 132 93 8) 13 7 5 108 84 73 7 4, 3 
states. 

Ram~ .. .. 34 36 ?4 4 7 2 45 47 32 3 5 2 
Tehrl·Garhwal .. .. 146 73 95 5 3 2 152 93 104 4 2 1 
Benares .. .. 159 83 .. 10 6 .. 146 68 .. 4 5 .. . 

-- -- -



:SUBs"IDIARY TABLES. ~83 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII. - Proportion of literacy at 'c-enain -ages. 

Total population. I Total literate. I Total literate in English. 

Age groups. 
Persons. Males. Females. Persons. Males. Females. Persons. Males. Females. 

-
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

British Territory. 

7-l3 .. .. 7,789,568 4,265.597 3,523,971 277,260 238,532 38,728 22,192 17,926 4,266 

Percentage .. 100'0 100'0 100'0 3'6 5'6 1'1 0'3 0'4 0'1 

'4-16 .. 3,133,190 1,751,329 1,381,861 215,396 190,670 . 24,726 24,310 22,120 2,190 

Percentage " 100'0 100'0 100'0 6'9 10'9 1'8 0'8 1'3 0'2 

17-23 .. .. 5,502,762 2,855,741 2,647,021 409,176 362,896 46,280 64,800 59,153 5.647 

Percentage .. 100'0 100'0 100'0 7'4 12'7 1'7 1'2 2'1 0'2 

24 andover " 22,500,327 11.805.342 10,694,985 1,356,465 1,251,112 105,353 154,774 140,883 13,891 

Percentage .. 100'0 W:J'O 100'0 6'0 10'6 1'0 0'7 1'2 0'1 

States, 

7-13 .. .. 194,415 102,400 92,015 5,948 5,536 '412 248 .234 14 

Percentage .. 100'0 100'0 100'0 3'1 5'4 0'4 0'1 0'2 0'0 

14-16 .. 72,539 41,492 31,047 4,180 3,944 236 350 346 4 

Percentage .. 100'0 100'0 100'0 5'8 9'5 0'8 0'5 0'8 0'0 

17-23., .. ' 148,507 69,832 78,675 8,058 7,616 442 611 599 12 

, Percenta.ge " 100'0 100'0 100'0 5'4 10'9 0'6 0'4 0'9 0'0 

24 and over .. 553,452 287,477 265,975 31,423 30,461 962 1,552 1,500 52 

Percentage .. 100'0 100'0 100'0 5'7 10'6 0'4 0'3 0'5 0'0 



CHAPTER Ik.-tITERACY. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE Vin.--Number of institutions and pupils according to the 
returns ?f the Education Department. (British territory only.) 

1931. , 
1'921. 1911. I 1901. 

; Class of in~titution. 

S~OMI Institu· Institu. 
Sch?lars. Institu· Scholars. Institu· Scholars. tions. tiona. tiona. tions. 

- -. r ---
, I 

1 2 3 4 '5 6: 7 8 9 . . 

.I I 

.united Provinces (British Territory) .• 25,957 1,512,747 21,268 1,047,661 15,525. 645,787 13,920 433,499 
: 

A..-R~Jnizqd Instituticms .. ,23,661 1,451,698 18,158 981,644 10,884 573,407 7,620 352,578 

pniver~tie.s " .. .. 4(a) 4,173(b) } 20 5,467 35 4,231 28 1,691 
Arts co~eges .• .. .. 11 (c) 1,851 

~rofessipnal colleges .. .. 9 3,517 16 1,644 9 1,136 10 728 

Technical and indu,~trial education .. '762 24,508 802 15,591 220 5,593 54 3,487 

(i) Tra.ining schools for masters .. 89 1,621 509 4,195 \,4 1,085 4 445 . 
(ii) Training school for mistresses .• 45 393 27 175 17 313 2 103 

(iii) Ottter special schools .. 628 22,494 266 1),221 89 4,195 48 2,939 

Secondary educati'?ll .. .. 1,279 213,435 952 110,686 612 92,585 546 70,270 

(i) English .. 
. 400 104,663 320 60,619 232 47,324 242 30,820 .. .. 

; 
,~ii) Vernacular .. .. 879 108,772 632 50,067 - 380 45,261 304 , 39,450 , 

,Primary schools .. .. '21,596 1,204,214 16,368 848,356 '10,008 469,862 6,982 276,396 
; 

.B.-Untecognized Institution8 (d) .. 2,296 'fil,049 3,110 66,017 4,q41 72,380 6,300 80,921 

(a) In addition there is the affiliated University of Agra, which was constituted in 1926. 
(b) These inolude arts and science students. only. Members of the universities studying vocational subjects (i.e., law, commerce, 

anginee~g and me~cine) have been inoluded With the students under professional colleges. 

, -(c) 'rtiese iiiciude m 'degrM oo1reges ana the 13enares Sanskrit College. -

(d) No further details are available. 



Chapter X.-LANGUAGE. 

1. The statistics relatjng to language are set out in Imperial Table XV, 
which consists of two parts :-

Part I-Mother-tongue. 

Part II.-Bi-lingualism. 

At the end of this chapter are two subsidiary tables showing :~ 

Subsidiary Table 1.- The distribution of the total population of the 
province by mother-tongue arranged according to the classifi. 
cation adopted by Sir George Grierson in the Linguistio Survey. 
(Actual figures). 

Subsidiary Table II.- The distribution (proportional) by mother
tongue, of the total population of each natural division and 
district. 

Stati.rJtics oj 
language, where 
found. 

2. Two columns were provided for language in the general schedule. How the figUTC8 

In the first was to be entered the person's mother-tongue and in the second were obtained; 
any subsidiary language or languages commonly used. The actual instruc- Glnd their 
tions issued were, for the first column:- accuracy. 

"-Enter each person's mother-tongue. In the case of infants and 
deaf-mutes the language of the mother should be entered"; 

and for the second :-

" Enter any language or languages habitually spoken by each person 
in daily or domestic life in addition to his or her mother-tongue." 

To thjs was added the general instruction :-

" Enter the ordinary language of the province as Hindustani. Do not 
write' Urdu' or 'Hindi.' 'Pahari bali' should be entered as 
Hindustani. " 

The second column was an innovation at this census, and the results, as we 
shall see later, show that its repetition at another census is not desirable for 
this province. The space it occupies on the schedule could probably be used 
to better advantage for collecting other more useful information. The instruc. 
tions concerning the first column varied slightly from those of 1921 which were 
to the effect that fo1' people using the ordinary speech of the province" Hindu
stani" was to be entered: for others was to be entered the name of the language 
spoken as given by the speaker. For any who used more than one language, 
that language which he used in his own home was to be put down. Under 
these instructjons a person who at the time of enumeration did_ not regularly 
use his mother-tongue either outside or inside his home would not have his 
mother-tongue recorded at all. Such cases, however, must be very rare and 
would affect the figures of the province only to a negligible extent, so that 
the figures of mother-tongue at this census and for language at last census may 
be taken as exactly comparable. 

The instructions were well carried out at this census and the statistics 
may be taken as presenting an accurate account of the language distribution 
of the province, provided it is admitted that such variations as exist in the 
vernacular of the. province, are, with the exception of a few gypsy languages, 
purely dialectic. 

3. There is little of interest about the languages of this province. All The Linguistic 
that can be said q,bout them h::ts long since been written, and changes are Survey. 
negligible. . 
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According to the Linguistic Survey the province has four vernaoulars
Western Hindi, Eastern Hindi, Bihari and Central Pahari-distributed approxi
mately as shown in dia~ram no. 93. 

Garhwa/ 

I 11 
A/mora 

Sitapu 

Diagram 93. 

MAP 
SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE 

VERNACULARS OF THE UNITED PROVINCES 
ACCORDING TO LINGUISTIC SURVEY. 

OENTRAL PAHARI _ _________ CDIO 
WESTERN HINDI _________ C=::J 
EASTERN HlNDI __ ________ ~ 
81HA III _______________ ~ 

Bahraich 

Gonda 

8ara Banki 

It is admitted that these languages merge into one another and are not 
separated by hard and fast boundary lines. "When such boundaries are 
spoken of or are shown on a map, they must always be understood as conven
tional methods of showing definitely a state of things whlch js in its essence 
indefinite. It must be remembered that on each side of the conventional line 
there is a border ttact of greater or less extent, the language of which may be 
classed at will with one or other."* 

• ~~guistio Sqrvay 1)£ India, Volume I, Part I, p~e 31. 
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This classificatjon is wholly unfamiliar to the general pubUc, and the 
variations in cros~ing from one side of the province to the other, not to say hl 
crossing anr con.ventio~a,l. boundary line, are .so . gradual and imperceptible 
as t~ make It an uuposslblliby for any save a sClentlfic expert to adjudge which 
partICular vernacular of the four anyone speaks. It is for this reason that no 
attempt has ever been made in the province to differentiate between these four 
vernaculars in filling up the schedules. This classification can therefore be 

Variation [9[ [-31. 

Language. [931, [9[[. 

used only by the indirect 
method of assigning to each 
vernacular the population 
of the traot in which it is 
spoken, less those returning a 
foreign language. The figures 
thus obtained are compared 
in the margin with those 
of 1911. The conventional 
boundaries I have adopted 
coincide everywhere with -
those adopted by Mr. Blunt 
then, so the figures arc exactly 
comparable. 

Actual. Per 
cent. 

WestemHindi .. 21,078,746 20.946.486 +132,260 +0'6 

Eastern Hindi' .. 16,034,344 15,68[,245 +353,099 +2'3 

Bihari .. 10,766,300 9,835.070 +931,230 +9'5 

Central Pahari .. 1.576,937 1,402.586 +[74,351 +12'4 

Total Vernaculars \ 49.456,327 1 47.865.387 + 1,590.940 
I 

+3'3 

As will be imagined from the method in WhICh these figures have been 
calculated, they correspond very closely with the actual increases in total 
population in each of the areas concerned, and the total increase in all four 
vernaculars together is very close to the increase in total population between 
1911 and 1931 (1,618,475). For a full account of this classification of the 
provincial vernaculars the reader is referred to Mr. Blunt's Report, 1911, Part I, 
page 279, et seq, and to the Linguistic Survey. There is nothing fresh to be 
added, save that the absence of natural obstacles, such as mountain ranges, 
throughout the bulk of the province, coupled with rapidly improving means 
of communication and the splead of education, must gradually be removing 
even the former small distinctions between these four vernaculars. 

4. According to popular ideas the province has two vernaculars, Urdu Hindll stani, 
and Hindi. This matter also was fully dealt with by Mr. Blunt, to whose Urdl. and 
report* I would refer the reader. A still more detailed account is to be found Hindi. 
in Sir George Grierson's Linguistic Survey (page 162 et seq). From this book 
I would quote the following passage whioh puts the matter jn a nutshell. 

"Hindustani is primarily the language of the Northern Doab, 
and is also the lingua franca of India, capable of being written 
both in the Persian and the Nagari characters and, without 
purism, avoiding alike the excessive use of either Persian or 
Sanskrit words when employed for literature. 

The name ' Urdu' can then be confined to that special variety of 
Hindustani in which Persian words are of frequent occurrence, 
and which therefore can only be written with ease in the 
Persian character; and similarly 'Hindi' can be confined to 
the form of Hindustani in which Sanskrit words abound, and 
which therefore is legible only when written in the Nagari 
character. These are the dEfinitions whioh were proposed by 
the late Mr. Growsc, and they have the advantage of being 
intelligible, while at the same time they do not overlap ". t 

At this census with the approval of Government, as in 1921, no attempt 
was made, in filling up the schedules, to distinguish between Urdu and Hindi, 
firstly because the information so collected would be of no material use, and 
secondly in order to avoid a revival of the former bitter controversy referred 
to by Mr. Blunt in the 1911 Report. Of the population enumerated in thQ 

* Census Report 1911, Part I, page 280 et seq. 
t Linguistic Survey. page 167, 
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province including the states, no less than 997 per mille returned Hindustani, 
accepted in the above sense embracing both Urdu and Hindi, as their mother
tongue. 

5. The only other mother-tongues which find a home in the province are 
certain gypsy dialects. At this census only four were returned, the actual 

figures of which are given in the margin. They are 

Gypsy dialect. 
negligible. These gypsy languages were dealt 

Persons. with by Mr. Blunt in· 1911*, and a fuller account 
------- will be found in the Linguistic Survey, Volume I, 
Habnri 

Kanjari 

Kanphari (or Kanphati) 

Nati (or Natki) 

Total 

[02 Part I, Chapter XVI. The only point of note is 
[53 that these dialects are rapidly dying out in this 
73 province. These wandering tribes are taking to a 

more settled manner of living, cultivatitm amtthtr 
like, and with this change comes the need to use 
the language of their neig4bours. As a result the 
majority of the present members of these tribes have 
never learnt these dialects, but speak from their 

7[ 

399 

youth some form or other of Hindustani. This 
may be scen from the following figures. In 1911 no less than 8,804 persons re
turned their language as one of the gypsy dialects, wliich then included Banjari, 
Haburi, Kanjari, Kanphati, Kunchbandhi, Natki, Pachwi, and Sansia. In 1921, 
Banjari was returned by 109 persons and Kanjari by 28, but the figures appear 

Number-

Who 
Tribe. returned 

Enumerated. 
a gypsy 

language 
as 

mother· 
tongue. 

Kanjar .. .. 24,[26 [53 

Habura .. .. 1,916 [02 

Sarulia .. .. 914 Nil 

Nat .. .. 58,239 71 

Hindustani as subsidiary language. 

to be incomplete. In order to illustrate 
how far these mother-tongues are dyjng 
out I give, in the margin, the number 
enumerated in 1931 of those tribes who 
returned-gypsy dialects in 1911, to
gether with the number who returned a 
gypsy language as mother-tongue at 
this census. Banjaras, Kanphatas, 
Kunchbandhias and Pankhias have not 
been separately tabulated by caste at 
this census so their figures a!-,e omitted. 
The figures suffice to show how comple
tely Hindustani is overlaying and replac
ing these gypsy tongues. From para
graph 7 infra it will be seen that eVen 
those who returned a gypsy language as 
mother-tongue in every case returned 

6. As regards the other mother-tongues returned they give little more 
real information than the number and nationality of immigrants and visitors 
to the province who have not yet become merged in the resident population. 
Any changes that have taken place since 1921 are changes not of la.nguage but 
of pJpulation, and these have been dealt with in Chapters I and III. No further 
discussion is necessary here. One point may be mentioned in conne:loon with the 
unusually large number of persons who returned their mother-tongue as Scotch 
(Gaelic). There has been no revival in this language, nor is it likely seriously 
to overlay or replace Hindustani. The figures are due to the fact that the bulk 
of the Seaforths, who were stationed at Jhansi, returned Gaelic as their mother
tongue. The correctness of the enumeration was subsequently verified from 
the Officer Commanding himself. 

7. An attempt was made to ascertain how far the languages of this prov
ince and of neighbouring territory aI'e overlaying each other. The results are 
shown tahsilwise, where any figures were returned at all, in Part II of Imperial' 
Table XV. It should be noted that returns of English as either mother-tongue 
or subsidiary tongue have been excluded from this part of the table being irre
levant to the enquiry in hand. It may also be mentioned that no one. in the 
province returned more ·t~an one subsidiary language excluding English. 

* Cell,sus Report, 19)), Part I, page 289. 
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The most striking feature of these figures is the utter insignificance of the 
number of those who use regularly in their daily life a language other than their 
mother-tongue (excluding, of course, English). This will be found in striking 
contrast with some other parts of India. 

Bhatia is spoken as a subsidiary tongue by a few people in tahsil Maharaj
ganj of district Gorakhpur, in Pithoragarh tahsil of Ahnora, and Chamoli tahsil 
of Garhwal, presumably as a result of contact with Bhotia settler~ and itinerant 
traders; Rajasthani is used by a few in scattered areas, as a result of business 
contacts; Punjabi is spoken by some in Meerut and Bijnor districts as a result 
of contact with immigrants from the Punjab; and Nepali is used as a subsidiary 
language by a few in Benares, Pithoragarh tahsil of Almora and Gonda tahsil 
of Gonda, again as a result of contact with immigrants. 

Altogether of those who returned Hindustani as their mother-tongue 
only 1'0 per 10,000 returned a subsidiary language (males 1'6 per 10,000; 
females 0'9 per 10,000). 

Among those who returned Bhotia as their mother-tongue in the prov:il).ce 
643 per mille (males 614 per mille, females 679 per mille) also speak Hindustani. 
The bulk of these are found in Pithora.garh tahsil of district Almora. The 
higher proportion among .females is due to their inteNn.arriage with males 
whose mother-tongue is Hindustani. 

(i) Subsidiary 
lang! ages to 
Hindustani. 

(ii) Hindustani 
as subsidiary 
language to 
others. 
(a) To Bhotia, 

Everyone of the 399 persons who returned a gypsy dialect as mother- (b) To the gypsy 
tongl,le returned Hindustani as subsidiary language. languages. 

As mentioned in paragraph 2 supra these figures are too insignificant to 
warrant the labour and expense of collection in future. 
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'SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.-Distribution of total population by mother-tongile.t 

Family and sub-
family. 

1 

AU8lricfami{.y. 

Austro-Nesian sub· 
family. 

Karen family .. 
Tibeto-Chinese family. 

Tibeto-Burman sub-
. family. 

Dravidian family .. 

Indo-European 
family. 

Aryan sub-family 

l Population. 

Branch and sub· Group and sub- Language. branch. group. 
Persons. Males. 

--~ ______ I 
2 3 I 4 5 6 

A.-Vernaculars of India. 

Indo-Nesian brand Malay group .. Malay .. 21 9 

.. Karen group .. Paku .. 2 2 

Tibeto-Himalayan Tibetan group ., Bhatia of Tibet. or 4,000 2.221 
branch . Tibetan. 

Assam-Burmese Bara or Bodo group Garo .. 2 I 
hranch. 

Kachin group .. Kachin ., 40 17 

Kuki-Chin group .. Ml'ithei (Manipuri) 12 5 

Burma group .. Burmese .. 85 56 

.. Dravida group .. Tamil .' 941 627 

Malayabm ., 396 235 

Kana.rese .. 160 90 

Coorgi .. I .. 
Toda' .. :3 .. 

Intermediate group Malto .. 2 I 

Gondi .. I 1 

Andhra language Telegu .. 640 401 

North-Western Bratui .. 9 9 
language. 

Eranian branch Eastern group .. Pashto .. 2,048 1,8ll6-

Balochi .. 90 75 

Dardic branch Khawar group .. Khawar, Chitrali 3 3 

Dardgroup .. 
or Amiya. 

Kashmiri .. 182 143 

Indo-Aryan . , .. .. .. 
hranch. 

Sanskrit Bub- Sanskrit group .. 
branch. 

Sansl>rit .. 9 8 

Outer sub· branch North-Western Lahnda or West- 2 .. 
group. ern Punjabi. 

388 Sindhi .. 283 

Southern group .. Marathi .. 4,~98 2,603 

Konkani 112 74 

Eastern group .. Oriya .. 242 158 

Bihari .. 74 46 

Bengali .. 27,230 14,361 

Assamese .. 222 III 

Mediate sub- Mediate group .. Eastern Hindi 

} '49,456.321 
branch. 

Inner sub-branch Central group .. Western Hindi 25,958,612 

Pahari group .. Cen'tral Pahari 

Central group (con- Rajasthani 11,945 
tinued). (Marwari). 

• These were all included and returned unde}' " Hindustani." 
t These figures are for the Whole province inoluding the states. 

7.243 

Females. 

7 

12 

.. 

1,779 

I 

2.3 

7 

29 

314 

161 

70 

1 

.3 

I 

.. 
239 

.. 

202 

15 

.. 
39 

.. 
I 

2 

105 

1,695 

38 

84 

28 

12,869 

III 

23,497,715 

4.702 
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SUBSID"tARY TABLE t.-Distribution of total population by mother-tongue-(concld.) 

Population. 

Family and sub. Branch and sub· Group and sub· Language. 
family. branch. group. 

Persons. Males. Females. 

-- ---
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

----
Indo.European A.--Vernaculars 01 India-( c)'ncluxed). 

family. 
Aryan sub.family- Indo.Aryan Central group-- Rajasthani 6,475 3.930 2,545 (concluded). branch. (c~ncluded). (others). 

Inner branch- Gujarati .. 4,114 2.441 1,673 
(concluded). 

Panjabi .. 27,105 18.855 8,250 

Pahari group- Eastern Pabari, 31,067 24,322 6,745 
(concluded). Khaslrura or 

Nepali. 
Unclassified Ian· .. Gypsy languages .. Haburi .. 102 57 45 guages. 

Kanjari .. 153 75 78 

Khanphari .. 73 51 22 

Nati " 71 70 I 

B.-Vernaculars of other Asiatic 
Indo·European countries and Africa. 

family. 
Aryan sub.Family Indo.Aryan " .. .. .. .. 

branch. 
Outer sub·branch Southern group .. Singhalese .. 3 1 2 

Eranian branch .. Persian group .. Persian .. 582 383 199 

TibeJo·Ohineee 
Armenian group Armenian .. 4 4 .. 

family. 
Chinese branch .• Chinese group Chinese 80 48 32 Tai Chinese sub· .. .. 

family. 

Semitic family " .. .. Arabic .. 82 48 34 

Hebrew .. 1 1 .. 
Mongolian/amily .. .. Ural.Atlaic group .. Turkish .. 2S 23 2 

Japanese group .. Japanese .. 7 6 1 

Ma!ayo.Polyneaian " Malayan group .. Javanese .. 1 .. 1 
family. 

C -European Languages 

Ina-o.European .. Greek group .. Greek .. 2 .. 2 
family. 

Roman group Italian 49 36 13 .. .. 
French .. 44 21 23 

Spanish .. S 2 3 

Portuguese .. 124 96 28 

Celtio group .. Welsh .. 22 21 I 

Gaelic (Sootch) •. S3S 526 $) 

Irish .. 42 35 7 

Balto.Slavonic group Slavonic Russian 3 1 2 

Teutonic group .. Engli~h .. 34,443 22.847 11,596 

Dutch .. 8 3 5 

Flemish .. 2 .. 2 

Norwegian .. 9 1 8 

Swedish .. 36 18 18 

Danish .. 1 .. I 
., 

German .. 76 14 62 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE II.-Distribution by mother-tongue of the population 
of each district and state. 

Number per 10,000 with mother-tongue-

Distriot and natural ';:j . ~ ~ . ~ Remarks. 
diyision. " 1 of.> 

~ d ~ ~ ~ " . ,g :3J _'" 
o! ..... 

~~ '§ r o! ~ ]0 ~ 'cc ~ ·S g< ,g., ::1>' 
~ >'l ~ C!) Z r:Q I't1 0 

1 -2- -3- -4- 5- 6- -7- -8- -9- -lO- II 12 --- -- -- --

United Provinces (Bri- 9,967'5 5'5 5'6 3'8 0'9 0'8 6'4 0'8 7'1 "6 
1ish Territory). 

(') Inc.ludes 3 Paahto Himalaya, West ., 9,793 30 3 4 * * 124 19 19 (')8 
speakers per 10.000. 

1. DehraDun ., 9,372 129 15 12 1 3 325 12 105 (')26 (') Includes 10 Pashto 
and 4 Persian per 
10.000. 

2. NainiTal 9,627 40 1 * '" * 287 16 18 (')11 (') Includes7 Pashto ., 
3. Ahnora 9,917 3 • I 1 34 41 3 * per 10,000. .. .. 
4. Garhwal .. 9,928 12 1 5 • * 52 * 1 1 

Boo-Himalaya, West ... 9,965 13 3 1 * • 10 .. 6 2 

5 Saharanpur .. 9,931 44 7 2 I * 1 1 .. 8 (0)6 (') Includes3 Pashto 
6. Bareilly .. 9,975 7 3 

~ '21 

* • • .. 14 I pel' 10,000. 
7. Bijnor 9,999 I '" * • .. • * .. .. 
8. Pilibhit . , 9,984 2 1 • * 12 .. • 1 
9. Kheri 9.954 

~I 
* * 40 . . • 1 . , 

:1 
.. 

Indo-Gangetic Plain, 9,970 4 • 1 1 * 7 2 
Weat. 

10. Muzaffarnagar ., 9,993 3 • I): • 1 I .. .. 
II. Meerut . 9,948 23 5 * I • • 20 3 .. .. 
12. Bulandshahr ., 9.996 * 1 1 .* • • .. l!t 2' . 
13. Aligarh ., 

J 
9,985 3 1 6 • 2 • .. 1 2' 

..l4. Muttra 9,919 10 47 2 2 4 • , 3~ I 8 .. .. 
15. Agra .. 9,896 '20 5 31 2 6 1 .. 2 
16. Mainpuri .. 9,995 1 1 2 • • .. • 1 
17. Etah 9,994 .. • 4 '" • • 1 1 ., .. 
18. BUMun .. 9,987 2 • 10 * * * • 1 .. 
19. Moradabad .. 9,985 3 2 2 * 4 .. 4 '" 20. Shahjahanpur •. 9,992 3 I * * • * 2 2 .. 
21. Farrukhabad 9,987 5 * 5 * * • * 2 1 .. 
22. Etawah .. 9,925 2 2 59 .. .. * * 8 4 

Indo-GanfP-tic Plain, 9,972 3 8 1 1 1 1 * 11 2 
Or!raraZ. 

23. Cawnpore .. 9,949 5 9 5 5 2 1 * 21 3 
24. Fatehpur 9,999 * * '" '" * * '" "* 1 .. 
25. Allahabad .. 9.923 3 34 * :3 3 3 .. 27 4 
26. Luclmow .. 9,844 -28 37 2 * 2 5 '" 77 5 
27- UntlO .. 9,998 1 • • '" '" '" • 1 .. 
28. Rae BareH ., 9,998 1 1 * * • A * .. .. 
29. Sitapur .. 9.991 2 1 3 * I 1 .. • I 
20. Hardoi . , 9,999 * .. '" ... 

;i21 

1 .. .. 
31. Fyzabad .. 9,984 2 I • * * * .. I 
32. Sultanpur .. 9,998 • 1 '" '" * 1 .. 
33. Partabgarh .. 9,997 * • 2 * '" I .. . . 
34. BaraBanki .. 9.998 * '" '" .. '" '" 2 .. . . 
OenlraH nllia PZa;teau 9.962 7 2 4 6 1 '" '" 10 8 

35. Jhansi .. 9,898 22 4 III 14 4 * '" 32, (')13 (.) Includes 3 Pashto 
36. Jalaun .. 9,994 1 * :3 '" '" 1 per 10,000. .. .. 
37. Hamirpur .. 9,995 1 * 1 '" I 1 .. . . 
38. Banda .. 9,995 1 * * 2 1 1 '" .. . . 
East BaJtpuras .. 9,989 1 4 3 * '" * " 3 '" 
39. Mirzapur .. 9,989 1 4 31 '" .. * 3 '" .. 
SOO·Himalaya, East •. 9,988 1 1 3

1 .. * 4 1 1 1 

40. Gorakhpur .. 9,982 • 2 41 "* '" 7 2 2 I 
41. Basti .. 9,997 '" * I '" '" '" '" 2 .. 
42. Gonda .. 9,993 .. '" 3 • * 2 1 I .. 
43. Bahraich .. 9,983 3 * 5 * .. 8 '" 1 .. 
Indo·Gangetic Plain, 9,970 1 16 2' 2 2 1 .. 3 3 

East. 
:14. Benares .. 9,851 6 85 4 12 11 7 .. IS (6)9 (0) Inoludes 1 Tamil 
45. Jaunpur " 9,998 '" 1 '" • '" • • 1 and 3 Telegu per .. 
46. Ghazjpur .. 9,990 * 3 4 .. * 2 1 10,000. .. .. 
47. BaHia .. 9,998 .. 1 • .. * '" I .. 
4S· Azalllgarh .. 9,999 * .. '" * .. .. • 1 .. 

ta1es -_. .. !4992 _J 2 '" .. * '" * '" 2 

Ra.mpur .. .. 9,985 9 5 '" .. .. .. 1 
Benares .• .. 9,995 1 2 * .. .. '" '" 2 
Tehri·Garhwal .. 9,999 1 .. .. .. * * '" '" .. 
. "An asterisk means t~t the proportion with this mother· tongue is less than 1 in 10,000 and where asterisks appear 
ill any of columns 2 to 10, the figure 111 column 11 shows the ratio of the sum of thoso with mother·tongues represented by 
the columns with asterisks added to those of any "other languages." 



Chapter XI.-RELIGION. 

1. We are concerned in this chapter with the numbers of those who have 
been returned as professing certain religions, rather than with their tenets 
except in so far as these influence the figures. Imperial Table XVI gives 
the actual figures by sex of all the religions returned for each district and state. 
Imperial Table V gives the distribution by religion and sex in municipalities 
and other towns, and Provincial Table II gives the distribution by tahsils. 
Figures for age and civil condition, literacy, and race, tribe or caste are shown 
by religion in Imperial Tables VII, XIII and XVII respectively. Imperial 
Table VIII shows civil condition by age for Anglo-Indian and Indian Christ· 
ians, and Table XI shows the occupation of Christians. 

An analysis of the figures for religion is provided in the four subsidiary 
tables at the end of this chapter which show :-

SUbsidiary Table I-The general distribution of the population by 
religion at the last six censuses. 

Subsidiary Table II-The distribution of the population at the last 
six censuses of each district and state according to the main 
religions-Brahmanic or orthodox Hinduism, Islam, Arya 
Samajism and Christianity. 

Subsidiary Table III-The number of Christians at each of the last six 
censuses and the variations therein during the last 50 years. 

Subsidiary Table IV-The distribution by religion at this census of 
the urban and rural population. 

2. The instructions for filling in the entry of each person's religion 
were as follows :-

" Oolumn 4 (Religion)-Enter here the religion which each person returns) 
as Hindu, Muslim, Sikh, Jain, Arya, Brahmo, Dev, Buddhist, Christian, Parsi. 
In the case of aboriginal tribes who are not of the above religions, the name 
of the tribe should be entered in this column. In the case of Christians, the 
sect also should' be entered below the religion. No sect should be written 
for any other religion." 

This was amplified as follows ;-
"(1) You must be careful to see that Jains, Brahm os, Aryas, Devs 

and Sikhs are not entered as Hindus, even if they say they are 
Hindus; otherwise whatever religion the man himself mentions 
must be entered. Jains are sometimes called Saraogis. 

(2) It has been arranged that every illiterate Christian will have a small 
slip of paper with the name of his sect entered on it, in Urdu and 
Nagari. Enumerators should ask for this slip and copy the 
sect from it. Supervisors will ask to see the slips when testing 
such entries." 

It will be seen that sect was recorded only for Christians, but eventually; 
as 8, measure of economy the tabulation of even the Christian. sects was very 
much curtailed. 

Before proceeding to an analysis of the figures a word is necessary as to 
the difference in meaning of the word religion used in connexion with this 
Report and that usually accepted in Western countries. In the West religioR 
connotes a man's ideas as to God, the life hereafter and so on, in fact his creed· 
as to the superhuman. In this country (and in this Report) the word religion 
covers the whole field of social conduct and takes no account of small differences 
in personal belief which are too numerous in this country to be considered, 
for outside Islam and Christianity few of the religions met with have any dis
tinguishing central concept or doctrinal basis. Even in the case of Islam and 
Christianity there are on the fringes small groups who combine the forms and 
exercises of more than one community and are consequently difficult to place. 

The distinction of religion in this country is thus more social than 
religious in the Western sense of the word. This may be summed up in the 
words of the India Census Report, 1921* :-

" The census is not concerned witli personal religion but is an attempt 
to- record religion in its communal aspect, merely. distinguishing, 

• Vide ItJ.dia. Cell.sas Beport 1921, page 108. 

The figures : 
where found. 

The statistics: 
how obtained, 
their meaning 
and accuracy. 
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those who lay claim to one or other of the recognized sectional 
labels without looking too closely into the validity of their claims." 

The only difficulty met with at this census in securing an accurate enumera
tion from this viewpoint was the communal aspect. Pending constitutional 
reforms had accentuated the rivalry between tbe two main communities of 
this province, Hindus and Muslims, with the result that influences were 
at work to induce all non-Muslim communities to return themselves as 
Hindus. The influences were, however, not as strong in this province as in 
some parts of India and as between Muslims and non-Muslims had no effect 
at all. In the case of the reformed Hindu communities the difficulty was 
practically surmounted by allowing any who so desired to return themselves 
as Hindu-Arya, Hindu-Radhaswami, etc. Speaking generally, therefore, the 
statistics of religion may he accepted as thoroughly reliable. The value of 
the figures will be further discussed under each head. . 

3. The general distribution of the people by religion in British territory 

1931. 1921. 

Religion. Number Number 
Actual per 10.000 Actual por 10.000 

number. of total number. of total 
population. population 

I. Hindu .. 40.905.586 8,450 38.610.462 8.509 
(a) Brahmanic .. 40,585,338 8,384 38,405.624 8,464 
(b) Arya .. ~ .. 316.679 65 204.655 45 
(0) Radha8u'ami .. 3,382 1 * * (d) Brahmo .. 143 .. 183 .. 
(e) Dw .. .. 44 .. .. . . 

2. Jain .. .. 67.954 14 67.887 15 

only is noted in the margin. 
The Brahmanic or ortho
dox Hindus amount to 
nearly 84 per cent, Muslims 
to nearly 15 per cent. and 
the remainder to a little 
over 1 per cent. Muslims 
have during the past de
cade increased nearly twice 
as rapidly as Hindus, the 
percentage increases being 
Muslims 10'8 and all 
Hindus 5'9. Brahmanic or 
orthodox Hindus have to 
some extent lost to the 
reformed Hindu religions, 
though Radhaswamis, 
Brahmos and Devs are 

3. Sikh .. 46,500 10 ]4,234 3 4. Buddhist .. 730 " 488 .. 
5. MU!llim " .. 7.181.927 1,484 6,48['032 1,429 
6. Christian .. 205.006 42 200.706 44 
7. Zoroastrian .. 991 .. 925 .. 
8. Jew .. 66 " 41 .. 
9. Indefinite beliefs 3 .. 12 .. 

• Included with Brllhmanic Hindu. still of no numerical im-
portance in this Province. 

Likewise Buddhists, Zoroastrians, Jews and those of indefimte beliefs. 
are numerically unimportant. Jains have remained stationary, but Sikhs 
show a marked increase as the result of, a large number of Jats (chiefly in 
Moradabad District) returning their religion as Sikh instead of Hindu for the 
first time (vide paragraph 13 infra). 

The varIations under each head will be dealt with in later paragraphs. 
4. The classification adopted in Imperial Table XVI was prescribed for 

the whole of India. It differs from that of the last two censuses in the exclu
sion of the heading Indo-Aryan religions over Hindus (orthodox and reformed), 
Jain, Sikh and Buddhist. It has now become trailitional in this country for 
census to ride the crests of the successive waves of political agitation. 1911 
was no exception and as usual the communal aspect was then receiving its 
due share of attention. Hindu partizans were anxions to claim Aryas, 
Brahmos, Jains, Sikhs and Buddhists as their political allips, and asserted 
freely that they ought all to be classed as at the very least, Hindu sectarians, 
if not as .Hindus pure and simple. To meet this claim as far as possible and 
so smoothe the part of the enumerator the religions concerned were grouped 
under the heading Indo-Aryan religions, though the heading was not meant 
to imply that anyone of these religions is a sect of Hinduism or of any other 
of the religions grouped with it, nor that there is even any bond between 
them save that which is denoted by the term itself, viz., that they are all reli. 
gions whose origin was Indian and (with the sole exception of Buddhism) still 
have their home in India. The heading was continued at last census for 
similar reasons. At the present census, however, it has been dropped. 

Figures for the followers of those religions which are more recent off. 
shoots from Hinduism-Aryas, Radhaswamis, Brahmos, and Devs-are given 
separately from the figures of ~rahmanic -or orthodox Hindus, and total figures 
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for all of them together are given. It is extremely difficult to say when a sect 
attains the dignity of a separate religion, and personal opinion must largely 
enter into the consideration. The social and political aspect also complicates 
the matter. If a new sect or even a new religion from the point of view of its 
tenets and ritual, breaks off from one of the older religious communities, 
although it may from a religious standpoint wish to claim to be a separate 
religion, until its followers are sufficiently numerous and influential to be able 
to protect their own social and political interests it is but natural that they 
would not wish completely to sever their connexion with the parent body. 
To illustrate my meaning, although many Radhaswamis would from the religious 
standpoint claim to be non-Hindus, yet out of consideration for their social 
and political rights as against those of Muslims, most of them would un
doubtedly call themselves Hindus. The figures have, therefore, been shown 
separately for these so-called reformed Hindu religions and it is left to the 
reader to consider them as Hindus or not according to his own views. 

The figures of Radhaswamis have been separately tabulated for the first 
time at this census. 

Jains, Sikhs and Buddhists have all been shown separately from Hindus. 
The difference between Jains and Hindus is not very distinct, and in practice 
seems more social than religious. Closely connected as Jains are by race and 
profession with certain sections of the Hindu community, inter-marriages 
have, in the past, not been uncommon. _Latterly, however, Jains have adopted 
a more exclusive attitude and inter-marriages with Hindus have decreased. 

Sikhism and Buddhism are undoubtedly distinct from Hinduism. In 
the case of the former the heated triangular political contest which we see going 
on in the Punjah at the present time can leave no doubt at all on the point. 

In respect of the other religions no change has been made in classi
fication. 

5. The variations in the distribution of the population (of British terri- Variation8 
tory) between all Hindus, Muslims and those of oth('r religions at successive since 1881. 
censuses during the last 50 years are shown in the following table :-

Percentage of total population in-

Religion. I 

1881. 1891. 1901. 1911. 1921. 1931. 

AU Hindus " .. 86'27 86'15 85'46 85'32 85'09 M'50 

Muslims .. .. .. , 13 43 13'53 14'11 14'11 14'29 14'84 

Others .. .. ..I 0'30 I 0'32 0'43 0' 57 1 
0'62 0'66 

Eaeh eensus has shown a slight decline in the proportion which Hindus 
bear to the total community and an increase in the proportion borne by 
Muslims and those of other religions (excluding the years 1901-11 when the 
Muslim proportion remained stationary). This matter will be touched upon 
later. The proportional changes are, however, so slight that they do not 
permit of diagrammatic illustration. 

fi. In this Province the local distribution of religions is of small interest 

Natural division. 

u nlted Pr07inces 
territory. ) 

(British I 
imalaya, West .. H 
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940 59 

! I 848 151 
900 99 

* ~c1udes orthodox and reformed Hindus. 
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or importance and has, in any 
case, been fully dealt with in 
previous reports. The marginal 
table gives the percentages of 
the main religions in 1931 by 
natural divisions. The most 
noteworthy fact is the relative 
unimportance everywhere of all 
save Hindus and Muslims. The 
actual figures are illustrated in 
diagram no. 94. 

.Local 
distribution oj 
religions. 
(i) by natural 
divisions. 
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Brahmamo Hindus vastly outnumber those of all other religions taken 
together in every district and state. Only in the Rampur Stat~ are they 
ohallenged numerically by Muslims who there number 217,297 against 
243,838 Hindus. Muslims also form a powerful minority in the neigh. 
bouring districts of Moradabad (478,847 Muslims to 745',669 Hindus) and 
Bijnor (314,056 Muslims to 486,883 Hindus). In all other districts and states 
Brahmanic Hindus outnumber all religions put together by multiples varying 
between 3 and 10, while in districts Almora and Garhwal and Tehri. 
Garhwal State they claim 99 per cent. of the total population. 

Aryas are found chiefly in the three western revenue divisions of Meerut, 
Agra and Rohilkhand, more especially in the districts of Meerut, Muzaffarnagar, 
Bijnor, and Bulandshahr, which each return over 20,000. 

Jains are found mainly in the western revenue divisions of Meerut, Agra, 
and Jhansi, especially in the districts of Meerut, Jhansi, Agra and Muzaffar. 
nagar, which each return over 8,000. 

Nearly one-half of the Sikhs are returned from Moradabad district 
where, as already mentioned, a very large number of Jats returned their 
religion for the first time as Sikhism (see also paragraph 13 infra). Of the 
remainder one-half were returned from the Meerut revenue division where they 
have overflowed their natural boundary from the Punjab. The rest of the 
distribution of Sikhs is due largely to the accidents of military postings. 

Buddhism is found chiefly in Kumaun, and its existence there is due to 
its proximity to Buddhist Tibet. 

The local distribution of Muslims is due partly to historical and partly 
to economic causes. Muslims are found chiefly where Muslims held sway in 
the past; in th~ M~el\lt itlld ~ohiumitJld revenue divisiQllS and Ali~arh 

o 
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(the heart of the Mughal Empire) in Agra, Farrukhabad, Jaunpur and Oudh, 
aU centres of Muslim states or provinces. The Muslims' preference for 
urban life explains their presence in large numbers in Cawnpore, Allahabad 
and Benares. 

Christians, like Aryas and Jains, are found chiefly in the three western 
revenue divisions of Rohilkhand, Meerut and Agra, more especially in the dis
tricts of Moradabad, AIigarh, Meerut, Eudaun, BareiIIy, Bulandshahr, and 
Muzaffarnagar. In some of these distriots and in Lucknow, Allahabad, Cawn
pore, etc., the larger numbers. are due in part to the accidents of trade, and the 
postings of troops and Government servants. 

Radhaswamis are concentrated chiefly in Agra district where their head
quarters are situated at Dayalbagh. 

The other religions call for no special comment. 
Proportional statistics of the religion of urban and rural populations are 

exhibited in Subsidiary Table IV of this chapter. 
The subject has been dea~t with in paragraph 13 of Chapter II to which 

the reader is referred. 
7. The variations in each religion separately are exhibited in Subsidiary 

Table I to this chapter in two ways. Columns 4-9 show for each religion its 
proportion per 10,000 of population at each of the last six censuses and so 
reveals how each religion stood with respect to the others at each census. 
Columns 10-15 show the intercensal percentage variations in the actual 
numbers of the followers of each religion. 

The percentage increases in each of the main religions in the last 50 years 
and in the last decade are shown for 
British territory for the sake of conve
nience in the margin. Sikhs show the 
greatest proportional increases both in 
the last decade and the last half century. 
The l'eason for the recent increase has 
already been mentioned. 

Percentage variation, 

Religion. 

1921-31, 188H93J. 

I 
All rellglons .. +6'7 +10'6 
Brahr.Qanic Hindu ., +5'7 +6'7 
Muslim .. " +10'8 +21'3 
Arya .. " +54'7 • 
Christian, • " +2'1 +330'1 
Jain " " +0'1 -15'0 
Sikh .. " +226'7 +1,176'1 

• They were not separately tabulated in 1881, 

Aryas show a large increase in the past decade owing to conversions. 

Religion, Gain, Loss, 

--
All religions " .. 3,032,976 .. 
Brahmanic :H:indu .. 2,179,714 .. 
Muslim " .. 700,895 .. 
~, .. .. 112,024 " 

'stlan " .. 4,300 " 

Radhaswami* " 3,382 .. 
Jain " 

,. 67 .. 
Sikh ... 

" 32,266 .. 
ZoroEllltl'ian " . , 66 .. 
Buddhist ., " 242 " 
Brahmo .. .. " 40 
Jew - 25 " " .. 
Dev ,. " 44 .. 
Indefinite beliefs- " .. 9 

• l'hesa were not· -separntely tabulat.ed at last 
census, 

The increase in Christians (chiefly Indian), 
so rapid between 1891 and 1911, slowed 
down considerably between 1911 and 
1921, and in the past decade has not kept 
pace with the increase in the general 
population. Jains have remained sta
tionary since 1921 and show a material 
decline since 1881. Muslims have in the 
last 10 years increased nearly twice as 
rapidly as Brahmanic Hindus, and over 
the last 50 years their rate of increase has 
been three times as great. The marginal 
table shows the actual gains and losses of 
the various religions in the last decade. 

The, figures for each religion will be taken up in tll;rn in the following 
paragraphs. 

Ohristians. 

Radhas wamis. 

(iii) between 
urban and rural 
areas, 

Oause8 of the 
varia.tions in 
the difJtrent 
religions. 

8. The old problem" What is a Hindu? " has been discussed at length Brahnta,niG 
in past census reports and it is not considered desirable to continue this dis- Hindus. 
cussion at length here. The instruction given to enumerators was to record 
tpe religion named by the person enumerated. In this respect previous custom 
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has been followed. Very few difficulties were met with in practice. Some of 
the depressed castes returned themselves as other than Brahmanic Hindus, 
usually as Aryas, but the bulk of them made no claim to belong to any other 
faith. There was no desire evinced to return themselves as Adi-Hindus (lit. 
the original inhabitants of Hindustan) though I understand that in the Punjab 
the depressed classes are organizing themselves through 8abha8 and adopting 
this appellation in order to dissociate themselves politically from Brahmanic 
Hindus. My Brahmanic Hindus, therefore, include the bulk of the depressed 
classes. It is possible that a few Aryas, acting under the misapprehension that 
if they returned themselves as Arya they would be completely separated from 
Hindus in the census tables returned themselves as Hindus pure and simple, 
but in view of the fact that they were allowed to return themselves as Hindu
Arya the number is considered to be quite insignificant. Some Aryas wished to 
return their religion as Vedic, but Brahmanic Hinduism is also Vedic; the 
chances of confusion were pointed out to them and the difficulty was over
come by their being recorded as Vedic /Arya. 

The Hindu Brahmanic figures may, therefore, be taken as quite accurate. 
They have increased by 6'7 per cent. in the last 50 years, i.e. about two-thirds 
of the increase found in all religions. In the last decade they increased by 
5' 7 per cent. which is about five-sixths of the increase in all religions, and have 
lost to Aryas, Sikhs and to a slight extent to Muslims. 

One interesting community, which as in previous censuses has been 
included under Brahmanic Hindu, may here be referred to, :pamely the Sadhs 
of Farrukhabad. Appendix D to this chapter: gives a brief account of them, 
from which it will be seen that their tenets differ very materially from those of 
orthodox Hinduism. 

Another interesting community may here be mentioned-the Malkanas 
referred to on page lIS of the India Report for 1911. They consist of people of 
Rajput, Jat and Vaishya. descent and observe certain JUndu and Muslim 
ceremonies. In 1911 Mr. Blunt wrote that some of them had recently definitely 
abjured Islam. Inquiries in 1931 elicited the following information. 

A few such families, the descendents of Rajputs converted to Islam, live in 
villages Baghpur (tahsil Bhongaon) and Naunar (tahsil Mainpuri) in Mainpuri 
district, but a few years back as a result of the shuddhi movement were re-con
verted entirely to Hinduism and returned themselves as Hindus at this census. 

From Etah district it is learned that there are some 3,178 Malkana Rajputs 
living in Tahsils Aliganj (2,000), Etah (734) and Jalesar (444). The shuddhi 
movement resulted in the conversion back to Hinduism of some 50 in the last 
few years, but the rt_lmainder are still strongly inclined towards Islam, returned 
this as their religion at the recent census and their caste as Nau-Muslim. 

From Agra district it is learnt that 2,579 remain (tahsils Kiraoli 1,157, 
Fatehabad 1,000, Khairagarh 417, and Agra 5) and still profess Islam, and re
turned themselves as Muslims at this census with caste Malkana. The shuddhi 
movement has resulted in some decrease in their numbers in the last few years. 

In Muttra district there are some 7,800 Malkanas but they have been much 
affected by the 8huddhi movement and in some villages all have been re-convert
ed to Hinduism. Even the remainder practise many Hindu rites and are now 
definitely more inclined towards Hinduism than towards Islam. At this census 
they'returned themselves in various ways. Those who had been re-converted 
to Hinduism described themselves as Rajputs or Jats by caste and Brahmanic 
Hindus by religion. Others who still hesitate between Islam and Hinduism 
or 'who still profess Islam described themselves as Muslims with caste Rajput, 
Malkana Rajput or Nau-Muslim. The following figures for Muttra District 
show the extent to which re-conversion has taken place. 

Numbers returned in Mnttra district. 

;iluslirn 1tajputs. . Nan·Muslim, 
l:ensus, 

Persons. Males. Females. Persons, 1I1ales. Females. 

1911 " " " 6.915 3,965 2,950 68 43 25 
1921 '. .. .. 4,693 2,778 1,915 777 434 343 
1931 ,'. ., .. 437 243 194 346 232 114 
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It seems that the majority of the Malkanas are still somewhat uncertain as 
to what they are by religion. In 1926 when the shuddh'i and tMligh movement.s 
were at their height it was common for these Malkanas to be converted and re
converted to Hinduism, Islam and Christianity in rapid succession as the various 
bands of preachers visit.ed their villages on behalf of the different movements. 
They began to stand out for receiving money for conversion, which the zealots 
of the conflicting religions were then generally willing to give. It is said that 
many of these Malkanas made quite a lot of money out of their conversion and 
re-conversion. 

Another sect may be mentioned here known as the Sakhi Samaj. It is Sakhi Samaj. 
reported that members of this sect are now found in district Ballia, the samaj 
having been founded there by a Kayasth ascetic Ramaji Baba of Chapra (Bihar 
and Orissa) some 15 or 20 years back. They follow a form of bhakti cult pre-
ferring bhakti (devotion) to gyan (knowledge) as the method of attaining uni-
fication with the Supreme Being, or' salvation. This is on the lines followed 
and advocated by Swami Chayatanya of Bengal. The followers dance with 
veils on their faces in the tradition of gapis, the devotees of Lord Sri Krishna. 
Accurate statistics of this sect in BaHia were not obtainable. 

In Appendix E will be found a few notes on the changes in the religious 
beliefs of the lower Hindu classes. 

9. Though there is some diversity throughout the province in the Muslims. 
religious and social practices of Muslims, there is usually not much doubt 
as to who is a Muslim and who is not. 

Subsidiary Table I shows that Muslims have increased in the decade 
(in British territory) by 10' 8 per cent. and in the last fifty years by 21' 3 per 
cent. Tile former figure is nearly twice the corresponding Brahmanic Hindu 
figure and the latter is three times as great. 

Mr. Blunt in 1911 dealt very fully with the reasons for Muslims 
multiplying more rapidly than Hindus*. There is n9 need for me to go over the 
same ground in detail. The vital statistics exhibited in paragraph 21 of Chapter 
IV of the present report show that for various reasons the birth-rate and the 
survival rate of Muslims are higher than of Hindus, largely as a result of 
their social customs in r~lation to marriage. I refer to the later age of 
marriage in the case of Muslims and the fact that Muslim widows are 
allowed to marry again. Conversions have not affected the Muslim figures. 
The tabligh movement on the part of Muslims was countered by the shuddhi 
and sangathan movements on the part of Hindus and the exchanges have 
been negligible. 

10. Subsidiary Table I shows that Aryas have increased in the last Arya8. 
decade by 54' 7 per cent. and as already mentioned the true figure may be 
slightly higher. This is a striking testimony to their proselytizing efforts. 
At last census their number was only a shade higher than that of Christians, 
but now Aryas are half as numerous again as Christians. They were, at their 
own request, separately tabulated for the first time in 1891. 

Their greatest increases since 1921 are shown in districts Meerut, 
Muzaffarnagar,'Naini Tal (where the Silpkars or Hill Doms have largely adopted 
Aryaism), Bijnor, Fatehpur and Saharanpur. Losses are shown in a few dis
tricts notably Bulandshahr, Etawah, Mainpuri and Cawnpore, but they are 
unimportant relative to the increases. The net increase is of course mainly 
due to conversions which are facilitated by the active social side of the move
ment. (Some account of the samaj and its activities will be found in Appendix 
A at the end of. this chapter). Converts have been taken almost entirely 
from ,Bra~anic Hinduis~ with small, numbers from Islam and Christianity. 
In Bulandshahr District where the loss .to Aryas amounted .to .3,607:, Christians 
increased by 1,089, Sikhs by 441, and Jains by 155, so that at leastr2,000 Al'yas 
must have gone back to orthodox Hinduism; in the same way in Etawah at 
least 1,500 went back; in Mainpuri at least 900; and in Cawnpore at least 
1,400. Although these may be termed exceptional cases it seems clear that the 

* Vide Census Report I 911. Part I. page 109 ct Bt{l. 
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permanent nature of conversions to Aryaism is no more certain than to 
Christianity or any other religion. Evidence of the incomplete nature of 
these conversions to Aryaism is also indirectly furnished by the large pro
portion of Aryas who returned their caste in spite of the avowed doctrine of 
"no caste." It is true that the inclination of enumerators to record the 
known caste of a person is great, but they were expressly told not to press 
Aryas to state their former caste, yet no less than 94 per cent. of Aryas in this 
province returned their caste. Ingrained as the idea of caste is this is quite 
understandable, but it does show that the converts have not grasped one of 
the fundamental differences between the orthodox and reformed view-points, 
and this makes one wonder if they have appreciated the other tenets of their 
newly professed faith. 

It is of interest to see from which castes Aryas have drawn their con
verts. Below are given figures which show the caste constitution at each of 
the last three censuses as far as figures are available, and the percentage varia
tions since 1911 in the actual numbers of Aryas who returned each caste. 

Number per mille of Aryl> I community in-
Increase in 

Caste. actual number 

1931. 1921. 1911. 
returning raste 

1911-1931 

--- --
Per cent. 

Total Aryas .. .. (000 1,000 1.000 +141 
Brahman ,,' .. 94 125 137 +66 
Rajput .. • 160 194 248 +56 
Vaishya .. .. 95 108 166 +39 
Jat .. .. 148 143 74 +382 
Kayastha " 35 * 91 -7 .. 
Depressed castes 

I~} * 

'} 'J 
.. 

Bilpkars 61 * * * " " 
Ohamars .. .. 53 31 430 12 +991 
Others 22 468 * : 284 : +297 .. 
Other castes .. 268 * 
No caste or caste un· 64 * 

specified. 

* Figures not available. 

In 1931 half the Arya community had been recruited from the upper 
Hindu classes, one-quarter from ordinary 
Hindu castes, one-seventh from depressed 
castes and the remainder returned no 
caste. Substantial increases have occur
red under all the higher castes 'except 
Kayasthas, who have declined as the 
actuals in the margin show. This may 
be the outcome of the more advanced 
literacy of Kayasthas who may conse
quently have a greater share than the 
other castes among the 20,248 Aryas 
who returned no caste at this census. 

Number of Aryas who returned 
this caste. 

Caste. 
1931. 1921. 1911. 

Brahman .. 29.811 25.668 l7.97.rJo 

* ., Jats are being converted in strikingly 

Rajput .. 50,859 39.927 32.659 
Vaishya .. 30.203 22.228 21.804 
Jat .. 47,027 29,378 9,765 
Kayastha .. )1,204 * 11,992 
Silpkar .. 19.299 • * 
Chamar .. 16,929 1 6,398 1,551 

-
FIgures not avrulable. large numbers, and in the last decade 

many Silpkars and Chamars have adopted Aryaism. The increased propor
tions of Aryas who returned ordinary or depressed castes show that 
conversions are taking place more freely among these classes than in the past. 
We have already seen the effect of this on the literacy figures for Aryas (vide 
paragraph 11 of chapter IX). 

11. There are now 207,896 Christians in the province as a whole includ
ing the states, or 4 per mille of the total population. Of these 173,077 are 
Indian Christians, iIi other words there are 4 Indian Christians to every other 
Christian. Anglo-Indian Christians number 11,272, and Christians of 
European or allied race total 23,500. The accuracy of these figures will be 
referred to later in this paragraph. 

Statistics of all Christians together for each census since 1881 will be 
found in ,Subsidiary Table III to this chapter. In the British territory of the 
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province the increase in Christians has been only 2 per cent. in the last ten 
years, though they have more than quadrupled in the last half-century. 

I give below the figures of Christians of Europeans and allied races 
and Anglo-Indians in the whole province since 1911. 

Christians. 

Europeans and allied 
Anglo. Tndians. 

Year. 
races. 

Persons. Males. Females. Persons. MaleR.!FemaICS. 

I . ,------___ .-_1_-

1931 .. . . 23,500 17,558 5,942 11,272 5,8681 5,404 
1921 .. " 25,146 18,160 6.986 9,267 4.603 4,664 
1911 .. .. 33,411 24,747 8,664 8,094 I 4,044 I 4,050 

The decrease in Europeans is due partly to Indianization of the services 
and partly to movements of tlJ..e British garrison. It has been far less in the 
last than in the previous decade.. . . 

Anglo-Indians have increased. ThClr figures probably Include a few, but 
not many, Indian Christians who do occasionally return themselves as Anglo
Indians. In the same way Europeans include a few Anglo-Indians, but the 
errors in this respect are not likely to be serious. 

Those of European and allied races were all save 1,440 British subjects. 
Both Europeans and Anglo-Indians are naturally found chiefly in cities 

and the larger towns. The cities returned 18,227 (i.e. 78 per cent.) and 8,701 
(i.e. 77 per cent.) of them respectively. 

The district and statewise distribution by age of European and Anglo
Indian Christians can be seen from Imperial Table XIX, for only one European 
and no Anglo-Indian returned a religion other than Christianity. Etawah had 
a larger number of Europeans than usual owing to the fact that British troops 
at the time of the final enumeration were performing a flag-march through the 
district. 

Anglo-Indians are most numerous in the cities of Allahabad (2,691), 
Lucknow (1,525), Agra (1,274) and Jhansi (927). . 

In the margin I give for the whole province the number of IndIan 

Year. 

1931 .. 
J921 .. 
1911 .. 

Indian Christians. 

Porsons. Males. Females. 

-

173.077 89,706 83,371 

168,763 87,610 8J,153 

138,189 72,951 65,238 

Christians at each census since 1911. 
The rate of increase in Indian Christians 
between 1901 and 1911 was very great, 
but slackened materially between 1911 
and 1921. This was ascribed by my 
predecessor* to under-enumeration as 
the result of a deliberate and successful 
attempt made by Aryas to induce 
Christian converts from Hinduism to 
return their former religion. It was 
then estimated that a closer approxima
tion to the facts would have been 216,000 

Indian Christianf3. At the present census every endeavour was made to secure 
a full enumeration of this community. The missiofLS were asked and undertook 
to give their converts slips and at the same time to take an unofficial censns of 
them and let me have their results for comparison. Unfortunately they did 
not fulfil their undertaking. Very few converts received slips and no figures 
of their converts were sent to me. Similar influences to those of 1921 were 
probably at work, but so far as I am aware there is no reason to suppose that 
Indian Christians have been appreciably under-enumerated at this census 
though they show an increase of only 2' 6 per cent. as against an increase of 
22'1 per cent. between 1911 and 1921, and if the estimated figure of 1921 be 
accepted there has been a decrease of roughly 20 per cent. There are, how
ever, reasons for this apparent retrogression. In the past many returned as 
Indian Ohristians were imperfectly converted. They were mainly found in 

* Vi<{.l ae~Bus ReporU941 Part I, page 511 et Be'j. 
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'Small groups in towns and the larger villages, and the permanence of their 
conversion was not .!1ssured. During the last decade Christian missionary 
effort has for economic and other reasons noticeably relaxed, with the inevitable 
result that many of these border-line converts have gone back to Hinduism 
orthodox ot reformed. Another contributory cause is mentioned in the note 
on the progress of Christian missions to be found in Appendix C of the present 
chapter, vi~., the raising of standards for admission to the Christian body. 
Again, the Hindu shuddhi movement, directed to reclaiming those who had 
been converted to other religions and also to converting followers of other 
religions to Hinduism, must have taken back considerable numbers of the 
waverers. In Meerut district for example Indian Christians declined from 
27,481 in 1921 to 13,611 in 1931. This was the result of sweepers and Chamars 
who had returned themselves as Christians in 1921 returning themselves as 
Aryas in 1931. In Etah district Christians declined by 2,674 as a result of 
certain sweepers who were recorded as Christians in 1921 returning them. 
selves as Hindus in 1931. This also accounts for the reduction in the Pilibhit 
figures. Decreases appear in Cawnpore, Fatehpur, .Talaun, Hamirpur, Hardoi 
and Sultanpur districts as the result of the closing down of missions and of 
schools attached to missions. 

On the other hand Indian Christians increased in district Moradabad 
from 16,366 to 22,289 as the result of many sweepers returning themselves as 
Christians for the first time. In Muzaffamagar it was Chamars who were 
responsible for the increase from 6,400 to 10,034. 

Christian sects were enumerated as usual at this census, but on account 
of retrenchment Christians have not been tabulated in full by sect and race. 
Separate figures for the province as a whole, including the states, were compiled 
for (1) Roman Catholics, (2) Ramo-Syrians, (3) Other Syrians, and (4) Others, 
and these will be found in note 3 to Imperial Table XVI. From these figures it 
appears, that Roman Catholics have decreased by654 or 5'3 per cent., males 
having increased by 343 or 5-2 per cent. and females having decreased by 997 
or 17'4 per cent. In the previous decade the variations were persons +15'7 
per cent., males ---4-9 per cent. and females +54'6 per cent. Half the very 
large increase in females at last census has disappeared at this, and the decrease 
in males has been made good. The increase in other denominations since 
last census amounts to 5,362 or 2' 8 per cent. A movement is at present on 
foot to unite the various Christian sects into one fold to be named the United 
Church of Northern India. 

. 12. J ains are found chiefly in the Meerut and Agra revenue divisions 
and Jhansi district, and are mostly wealthy money-lenders and traders. Their 
figures have remained almost stationary in the last decade, having risen from 
67,887 to 67,954. They have been reduced by 15 per cent. in the last half· 
century, losses being most marked between 1901 and 1921. Mr. Blunt* 
explained the losses between 1901 and 1911 as due to a growing laxity. in reli
gious matters among Jains leading to more Qf them being enumerated as 
Hindus, to inter-marriages of J ains vnth Hindus, conversions to AryaisIfi .and 
migration of Jains out of the province for trade reasons. Mr. Edyet con
sidered the decrease between 1911 and 1921 to be due to the infrequency 
and short duration of marriage among this community. The rapid decrease 
has at this census been arrested. In paragraph 12 of Chapter VI it has been 
observed that the proportion of Jain widowers and more so of widows has 

Year. 

1931 .. 
1921 .. 

Number per 100 Jains 
aged-

0-15.1 15-50. I 50 and 
over. 

,-- -_ 
36 52 12 

35 51 14 

---

Sex. 
ratio 

of Jains. 

--
846 

844 

materially decreased, so the duration of 
their marriages has increased. On the 
other hand the proportion of Jains who 
go through life unmarried still shows a 
tendency to rise. The marginal figures 
show that the Jain community is more 
progressively constituted in 1931 than it 
was in 1921 and the sex-ratio has slightly 
risen, so that other things remaining 
equal the community snould increase 

* Vide Census Report 1911, Part I, pages 111·112. 
t Vide CemuB Report 1921, Part I, page 5S. 
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more rapidly in the next decade. Another point suggested by the figures in 
the third column is that the population is more accessive now than in 1921, in 
other words there are more .rain immigrants in 1931 than in 1921 and these 
new immigrants have probably been responsible at least in part for arresting 
the decrease in the community. The relative development of trade in this and 
other provinces is thus also a factor that will influence the trend of the Jain 
figures in the next decade. 

13. The striking increase in Sikhs from 14,234 to 46,500. since 1921 is 
due to the fact that a very intensive campaign was carried out among the Jats 
in the wes~ of the province to induce them to return themselves as Sikhs. 
This was most successful in Moradabad Districts where Sikhs increased from 
135 in 1921 to 21,916 in 1931. The campaign was conducted by the local 
Sikh gurus and printed hanabills wem broadcasted appealing to tp.e Jats to 
return themselves as Sikh by religion. Thf,3 movement originated from Delhi 
where a committee was forineq sp~cially to prganize this census propaganda in 
Delhi, the Punjab and the United Provinces. The PaQhlada Jats are really 
Sikhs and engage the services of Sikh gurus. They are scattered about in 
small numbers over a large area and by contact have become largely Hinduized 
and normally say they are Hindus. When more closely questioned they will 
say they are Sikhs. Those now included as Sikhs for the fi'rst time are probably 
all Pachlada Jats and their return of Sikhism is quite likely correct. The Sikhs 
found at previous censuses include mainly those in the extreme west where 
they have overflowed their natural boundary into this provin.ce and some 
scattered landlords who settled or were given grants of land in this province 
after the disappearance of ·the Sikh power. The rest enumerlLted here are 
semi.permanent immigrants, mostly employed in military or police service 
with a smaller number in public service of other kinds, or in private service. 
The latter include the servants of Punjab landowners who have estates in this 
province, as in Bahraich district. In Lucknow City the increase in Sikhs is 
due to high wages attracting labour. Many carpenters, masons and black
smiths from the Punjab have settled the:r;e and found employment in the 
railway workshops, and other concerns. 

14. Radhaswamis have been separately tabulated as a matter of interest 
for the first time at this census. Their numbers are still very small. Appendix 
B contains a note on ·this faith and the activities of its followers. 

15. There are now 731 Buddhists in the whqle province as against 448 
in 1921. They are found in considerable numbers only in Naini Tal and Almora 

• districts, the greater part of the increase having occurred in thc former. They 
are mostly traders and graziers from Thibet. 

16. The Zoroastrians (or~ Parsis) have increased from 925 to 991 in the 
past decade. They .are mostly merchants attracted by business prospects 
from the west of India to the larger cities and ca~tonments 'of this province, and 
are a very progressive commlinity. 

Jews have increased from 41 to 66, and are here on business, mostly in 
the cities and large towns. 

Brahmos have declined from 183 to 144, the chief decrease being among 
males. They and their faith are completely alien to this province, and fewer 
seem to be immigrating here now. 

Devs number only 44. There were none in 1921. 
17. Only three persons (all males) returned indefinite beliefs. Two were 

Agnostics and one a Deis_t-one European and two Indians. 
18. No tribal religions were returned at this census and it is a fact that 

the members of the few primitive tribes and wandering tribes of this province 
have embraced Islam or merged into Hinduism. The extent to which their 
conformity with Muslim or Hindu religious and social practices is complete 
varies considerably, as is the case with many of the older castes, but it is in all 
cases sufficiently advanced to justify their classification as Muslims or Hindus 
in view of the meaning attached to the word religion in this report. 

. The extent to which these primitive and wandering tribes have merged 
into the other religions of the province will be seen from Imperial Table XVIII
Varjation of Population of Selected Tribes. 

64 
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19. To sum up, the variations in the rate of increase or decrease as 
between religions are largely regulated by conversion (or subsequent lapsing) 
in the case of Indian Christians and Aryas, and by the corresponding losses 
or gains in the case of Brahmanic or orthodox Hinduism, though of course the 
proportional effect on the latter religion is extremely small. In the case of 
Islam the same influences are at work, but in addition their natural increase 
appears to be greater than that of Hindus. My predecessor *disagreed with this 
point of view, but the statistics exhibited in paragraph 21 of chapter IV do show 
that the survival rate of Muslims was somewhat higher in the last decade 
than that of Hindus as a whole. 

20. Religion has hitherto been used as a basis of classification of most 
of the statistics presented in the Imperial Tables, but some would now allege 
that whatever homogeneity of race, tradition and custom may have been 
connoted in the past by the terms Hindu, Muslim, Christian, etc., this 
has now ceased to exist to a sufficient degree to influence the statistics. It is 
argued that" so far as customs of demological importance are concerned, e.g., 
early marriage, seclusion of women, treatment of children, etc., the divisions 
of real significance are now not vertical sections of society by difference of 
religion, but horizontal divisions into st,rata differentiated from one another by 
social and economic conditions." 

As regards this province I would in the first instance not altogether accept 
the statement that the differences between the vertical sections of religion have 
been so reduced as to make them less important than the differences likely 
to he met with in a lateral classification by social strata. For the bulk of the 
followers of the main religions of Hinduism and Islam the vertical distinctions 
by religion are still very pronounced as we have seen in the chapters on the dis
tribution of the population between towns and villages, age, sex, civil condition, 
and literacy. Again would Aryas and other reformed Hindus agree to this 
contention? 

Another initial difficulty is the selection of a satisfactory horizontal classi
fication by social position to replace the religious differentiation. How can we 
decide the equivalent social strata in each religious community? Differences 
of race as we have already seen are so indistinct in this province that they 
would afford no basis for classification. Caste is so complex, local and con
troversial that it could scarcely be used as a basis for the social and economic 
division even of Hindu society. The occupational statistics are so difficult 
to collect and compile and the classification is so intricate that they cannot 
at any rate at present, form a satisfactory basis for determining social or 
economic levels. On the other hand when it is realized that the word religion 
as used in this report refers to communities, and that the public mind in this 
province is still, to say the least, deeply tinged with communalism, it will be seen 
that, in order to facilitate administration, religion in the sense of community 
will still have to be used as the basis, however unsatisfactory, of statistical 
classification. In my opinion the time has not yet come in this province for a 
change to be made. It cannot come till communalism is dead and the various 
communities have merged into a fuller homogeneity. Then the religious classi
fication may be dropped, and probably no vertical or horizontal classification 
would be needed. But this is idealizing. By then we shall have reached 
Utopia and the census itself will be unnecessary. 

* Vide Census Report 1921, Part T, page 59. 
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APPENDIX A. 

A note on the progress and activities of the Arya Samaj during the. past decade. 

(Prepared from material supplied chiefly by PANDIT RAHAS BEHAR! TEW ARI SAHIB, Secretary 
of the Arya Pritinidhi Babha, United Provinces, Lucknow.) 

,1. The Arya religion, or Arya Samajism, is the result of one of the most important Introductory. 
religious and social movem,ents in India of the nineteenth century, and its influence has con-
tinued to grow very rapidly in the past decade. A full description of its tenets and rites 
is given on pages 82-92 of the Census Report, Volume Iof 1901, and this was added to on pages 
132-140 of the Census Report, Volumelof 1911. Ishall,therefore,contentmyselfwitha 
brief recapitulation only of so much as is essential to an understanding of the activities of 
the Samaj in the past decade and the influence that the Samaj doctrine has had on 
orthodox Hinduism. 

2. When, in 1865, Swami Dayanand Saraswati, the founder of the Arya Samaj, com- Brief account of 
menoed preaohing this new dootrine he admitted that he was not founding a new religion the doctrine and 
and that his sole aim was to purge the prevailing Hinduism of the evils that had crept into literature of the 
the pure form of Vedioism, and to rehabilitate the Vedic theology. He maintained that he Arya Samaj. 
wanted the Aryas (the name he gave to the Hindu community in general) to follow the correct 
interpretations of the Vedas, and the philosophy professed by Gautam, Kapil, Vyas 
Harish Chandra and Krishna. To him the true religion was the' Vedas,' and he believed 
that the Vedas are the revelation of God which He sends at the time of every cosmos, 
through the four Rishis, Agni, Vayu, Aditya and Angirah. The Arya Samaj follows this 
doctrine and, in fact, it forms the sheet-anchor of the Samaj. Anything and everything 
pertaining to religion is to be tested on this touchstone of the Vedas, the interpretation of 
the Vedic hymns as accepted by the Samaj being different from that accepted by several 
western and eastern scholars. Other parts of the literatUre of the Arya Samaj are the 
Shastras, the Upanishads, the Brahman Granthas, the Veda~as, and the Smritis, the 
last of these being acceptable only in so far as they are in consonance with the Vedas. 
In short, the Aryas reject everything that is not in conformity with the Vedas. 

While founding the first Arya Samaj at Bombay in 1875, Swami Dayanand laid down 
the following ten principles, which all the members of the Samaj are required to subscribe 
to and act upon ;-

(1) God is the primary cause of all true knowledge, and of everything known by its 
means. 

(2) God is all truth, all knowledge, all beatitude, incorporeal, almighty, just, merciful, 
unbegotten, infinite, unchangeable, without a beginning, incomparable, the 
Support and the Lord of all, all-pervading, omniscient, imperishable, immortal, 
exempt from fear, eternal, holy and the cause of the universe. To Rim alone 
worship is due. 

(3) The Vedas are the books of true knowledge, and it is the paramount duty of every 
Arya to read and hear them, to teach and preach them to others. 

(4) One should always be ready to accept truth and renounce untruth. 
(5) All actions should be done conformably to virtue, i.e. after a thorough considera

tion of right and \\Tong. 
(6) The primary object of the Samaj is to do good to the world by improving the 

physical, spiritual and social condition of mankind. 
(7) All should be treated with love, justice and due regard to their merits. 
(8) Ignorance should be dispelled and knowledge diffused. 
(9) NODe should be content with his own good alone; but everyone should regard his 

prosperity as included in that of others. 
(10) In matters which affect the general social well-being of the Samaj one should 

discard all differences and not allow his individuality to interfere; but in strictly 
personal matters everyone may act with freedom. 

The Arya Samaj is essentially a body of peaceful citizens who do not believe in spread
ing religion by force. This is very well illustrated by the Bhanti Path with which they 
finish all their ceremonials and rituals : "May there be peace in the sky, peace in mid-air, 
peace on the earth, peace in waters, peace in medioines, and peace in vegetables. Mayall 
the powers of nature bring us peace. May God vouchsafe us peace. May peace and peace 
alone reign everywhere. May that peace ,come unto me." Yajurveda, XXXVI-17. 

3. In theory these principles do not differ very materially from orthodox Hinduism. Differences 
In practioe, however, there is a great difference; but during the last decade the great awaken-between the 
ing movement among the Hindus, resulting in the establishment of the Hindu Mahasabha, Samaj and 
has gone a long way towards removing the differences. At first the Hindus opposed prose- orthodox 
lytism, widow remarriage, and removal of untouchability. But now these are accepted by Hinduism. 
many Hindus as not being opposed to their doctrines. There are, however, two great 
differences between the doctrines of the Arya Samaj and orthodox Hinduism. Firstly, the 
Aryas do not believe in the incarnation of God, while orthodox Hindus do. And for this 
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reason there have arisen great differences among these two sections of the vast Hindu com
munity, particularly regarding the Tirthas (holy places), which orthodox Hindus consider 
as being the specially favoured spots of God on the earth, whereas the Aryas oppose this 
view. Secondly, the interpretation o£ the Vedio Hymns as acoepted by the Arya Samaj 
is in many respeots different from that of orthodox Hindus. Unlike the latter Aryas oppose 
ohild-marriage and the prevalent form of the caste-system as not being in consonance with 
the ancient Varnas of the Vedic Age. The Arya Samaj lent its powerful support to the 
passing of the Child Marriage Restraint Act (commonly called the Sarda Act) in the teeth 
of bitter opposition from an influential section of orthodox Hindus. Aryas oppose marriages 
at unequal ages as being contrary to the Shastras, willIe among Hindus of t,he orthodox 
school such marriages are still going on. Aryas do not believe, while orthodox Hindus do, 
ill idol-worship and for this reason the Arya Samaj is against priesthood. Orthodox Hindus 
are against interdining, sea-voyages and illtermarriages, but Aryas consider these as essen
tial to the fulfilment ·of their avowed aim of bringing about love and peace between man and 
man. Aryas do not believe in astrology, whereas orthodox Hindus do. 

4. The organization of the Arya Samaj is democratic in all its essentials. Every 
adult member of the Samaj, without distinction of caste or sex, has equal rights of voting, 
etc. The local Samajes in the province elect their representatives to the provincial Priti
nidhi (representative) Sabha, and the provincial Pritinidhi Sabhas elect the Sarvdeshik 
Sabha, the Central Organi~ation of the Faith. The Paropkarini (lit. doing good to others) 
Sabha is in charge of Swami Dayanand's Trust and through the Vedic Press at Ajmer 
publishes the Swami's works. Aryas gather regularly in their annual meetings to 
transact their provincial business. In 1925 they celebrated the Dayanand Centenary at 
Muttra where they gathered from all over the world. 

At this census the number of Aryas in the United Provinces (including the SLates) 
increased from 205,570 to 317,738, i.e. by 54·6 per cent., though there are reasons for 
supposing the true figure to be somewhat higher. Under the United Provinces Arya 
Pritinidhi Sabha, there were 12 branch Pritinidhi Sabhas, and 497 local Samajes on 
December 31, 1930, as against 5 and 311 respectively on December 31, 1920, and 1 and 260 
respectively in 1910. '1here were 126 preachers of whom 28 were paid and 98 unpaid. The 
Pritinidhi Sabha has its own press, the Arya Bhasker Press at Agra, and maintains its 
weekly organ the 'Arya Mitra.' There are also five more newspapers, maintained by 
local Samajes or individuals, making a total of six in all. The Pritinidhi Sabha has a 
tract department which publishes tracts dealing with religious and quasi-religious subjects. 
The Allahabad Arya Samaj too has a tract department and has made several publications. 
The local Samajes hold weekly meetings, generally on Sundays in which they offer 
congregational prayers, perform havan, recite portions of their scriptures and debate on 
religious matters. They also celebrate anniversaries and preach at all important fa~ and 
other similar gatherings. Youths, prior to becoming members of the Samaj, usually 
receive training in special associations, called the Arya Kumar Sabhas, which number at 
present 33 in this province with a provincial organization, the Arya Kumar Prachar. The 
very marked progress of the Samaj during the past decade is patent from these figures. 

5. The eighth principle of the Arya Samaj enjoins its followers to dispel ignorance and 
spread knowledge. In pursuance of this principle the Samaj has em barked upon wide 
educational activities. Swami Dayanand's aim was to impart education on an,cient Vedic 
lines. For the a<Jhievement of this aim the Samaj has established no less than nine gurukuls 
for boys in the United Provinces alone (there were 5 in 1911), the more important of them 
being that at Brindaban, district Muttra, which is maintained by the United Provinces 
Pritinidhi Sabha, and that at Kangri, district Saharanpur, which is maintained by the 
Punjab Sabha. Two gurukuls have been opened for girls, where education is given on 
ancient lines, Sanskrit being the chief -language taught. There are also nine Sanskrit path
shalas controlled by the Samaj. In addition to this kind of education the Arva Samaj 
has done a great deal, undoubtedly out of all proportion to its numerical' strength and means, 
to impart education on modern lines. '1hey have in the United Provinces 2 colleges, 
10 high schools, and 33 vemacular and middle 8chools for boys. They also maintain 
64 girls' schools, and have rendered excellent service to the Hindu community in general 
in their e,fiorts to sweep away the old prejudice against female education. Lastly, there are 
497 libraries in the various Samajes. 

These educational activities of the Arya Samaj have materially assisted in the diffusion 
of education throughout the province, and the result is that while the Aryas are imparting 
education to boys of all castes and creeds by freely opening the doors of their educational 
institutions, literacy alllOng the Aryas themselves has increased considerably. 

6. But the most important work oithe Arya Samaj has undoubtedly been done in the 
soo:al field. Swami Dayanand fought hard ag<1inst the barriefd set up by the carte system 
and untouchability among the Hindus. Orthodox Hindus never took into their fold alfY' 
one who had once embraced Christianity or Islam. This was a source of great w~lmess. 
in -the community. But the. proselytizing work -begun by the. Arya 'Samaj, though once 
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bitterly opposed by orthodox Hindus, met with such success that it has captured the imagi
nation of even the Hindu Mahas.abha and now all Hindus freely take into their fold not 
only those who themselves had embraced another religion but also those whose fathers and 
grand-fathers were non-Hindus. This is reported unfortunately to have created antago
nism in some places amongst Muslims against the Arya Samaj. 

Aryas were the first among Hindus to take up the work of removal of untouchability 
and this from social as opposed to poIitical motives. The movement has since been taken 
up by some orthedox Hindus, who are now beginning to open the doors of their temples of 
worship to them, though in their case it has to be admitted that the change in attitude is 
prompted chiefly by the political aspect. The Samaj has opened 43 schools in this prov
ince for the education of the children of untouchables wherein 1,296 boys and 147 girls 
are receiving education. 

In the Kumaun division the condition of the girls of the Naik community was deplor
able. They were compelled to adopt the profession of prostitution and the evil of girl
trading was prevalent among that community. The Arya Samaj first drew the attention 
of th{) people to this evil. It succeeded in getting an Act* passed by the United Provinces 
Legislative Council (tho Naik Girls' Protection Acl, Act No. II of 1929). According to the 
provisions of this Act girls of the Naik community under 18 years of age cannot engage 
themselves in prostitution. The ground had already been prepared for a favourable recep
tion of the Act among the ~aiks by the Samaj, which had been carrying on its propaganda 
in those districts and had established schools for their education. Two Naik boys have 
graduated from gurukuls a.nd 23 are receiving educat:on in various Samajic institutions. 
It bs also succeeded in bringing about the marriage of 23 Naik girls according to Hindu 
rites. But the most important part of the work is the establishment of a rescue home for 
the Naik girls. The Samaj has now acquired 42 acres of land at Takula in Naini Tal district 
and hopes with the help of Government and the public to rescue many unfortunate girls 
from the evils of prostitution. 

Another very important work which has recently been taken up by the Samaj is the re
clamation of criminal tribes. Hitherto this work has been carried on almost entirely by the 
Salvation Army which had established several Criminal Settlements. In November, 1929, 
the United Provinces Arya Pritinidhi Sabha started a settlement, known as the Aryanagar 
Settlement, in Lucknow district, for the reclamation of the Karwals (an off-shoot of the 
Bahelia tribe) of that district. Government gave the Sabha about 232 acres of land free of 
rent and other encumbrances, and a large sum of money for the construction of the necessary 
buildings. The Settlement is now working well and 238 Karwals are there employed at 
agriculture, weaving and other useful arts. 

Swami Dayanand also began the work of bringing up Hindu orphans. At present 
there are 16 orphanages maintained by the Samajes in this province where hundreds of Hindu 
orphans are being cared for. 

The position of Hindu widows is well known. The Samaj started the remarriage of 
young widows and this movement has now to some extent been adopted by orthodox Hindus 
as well. The Samaj at present maintains seven homes for widows where they receive 
education and learn the useful arts. 

The Samajes have s·tarted twelve hospitals in the province on Ayurvedic lines. 
For the development of physique, so very rightly required in their sixth principle, 

Samajes, have started several gymnasiums for the public, in addition to those in their 
educational institutions. 

They have also an Arya Co-operative Bank with its head office at Lucknow and a branch 
at Agra, which is doing useful work. 

Propaganda is also carried on against intemperance and in favour of vegetarianism. 
7. Started, as it was as a crusade to purge the old Sanatan Vedic religion of the idola,- Conclusions. 

trous impurities which had crept into it, and at the same time to break the superiority of 
Brahmans, Aryaism, like other missionary religions, has found it difficult to make much 
impression on the stubborn rock of Hinduism, and there is nOw a noticeable weakening in 
their campaign against the priestly Brahman. Although their numbers have increased 
proportionallY in this province to a very considerable extent, the actual total of those who 
follow its doctrines is still infinitesimal compared with the Hindu community as a whole. 
But fortunately the religious objects of the Samaj were accompanied by enlightened, well-
conceived and ambitious schemes for the promotion of the social welfare, not only of those 
who embraced their doctrines, but of others outside their fold. Of late years not only have 
their own schemes, as has been seen above, been very materially advanced, but the Samaj's 
influence on the views and social activities of the orthodox Hindu community has been most 
marked, and has made for the amelioration of the lot of considerable numbers of the popu-
lace, which redounds greatly to the credit of the organizers and followers of the Samaj. 
Lastly, the Samaj still disclaims any political connexions. It is, howcver, reported from most 

* Rai Bah'Ldur Thakur Maahal Singh, the present Pre3ident of the United Provinces Arya Pritinidhi Sabha, was 
re3ponsible for the passing of the Act. 
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districts that the younger followers of the Samaj were among the most ardent supporters 
of the Congress movement. But such are not politically minded because they are Aryas, 
rather the reverse in nearer the truth, they have become Aryas either in the hope of being 
able to misuse the Samaj's organization for the furtherance of their political aims (which 
the Samaj, through its religious leaders has frequently and emphatically condemned) or 
because being naturally of a progressive turn of mind the advanced doctrines of the Sarnaj 
appeal to them no less than the advanced political views of Congress. 
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APPENDIX B, 

A note on tiie Rallhaswami Faith. 

(Based on a note by NIHAL ClIANP, ESQ" B,A., LL.B., Seoretary of the Radhaswami 
Satsang Sabka.) . 

L The tenets of the Radha,swami Faith are based on a living belief in (a) the existence Tenets. 
of God, (b) continuity of life after dea,th, and (c) oneness of the essence of God and the 
spirit~entity in man. It is held that there is one God, the true Supreme Being Who is the 
Fountain-head of all spir1tuality and the Creator of the whole universe. In the beginning 
of creation, the manifestation of spiritual energy took place in the form of a spiritual current, 
preceded by an upheaval in the Supreme Reservoir of spiritual energy. The spiritual 
current and the upheaval were accompanied by spiritual sounds wliich, when reduced to 
articulate speech, constitute the woras ' Radha ' and' Swami' respectively, and thus 
the name' Radhaswami' is believed to be the Prime Word or true name of the Supreme 
Being. 

It is further believed that man having been endowed by Providence with a body which 
is in itself a most wonderful piece of mechanism, given suitable facilities and the necessary 
training, can, in the course of time, develop within himself mental and spiritual faculties 
of the highest order. There are three modes of spiritual practioes prescribed in the Faith, 
which are believed to be highly effioacious in rousing the latent spiritual faculties of man, 
thus enabling him to ascend to the highest rung of the ladder of evolution. Of these three 
practices, the first two, known a.s the preliminary practices, help the devotee in obtaining 
self-control and concentration of mind, while the third brings him in touch with the 
spiritual sound which results in the awakening of latent spiritual faculties. 

The effect of temporal conditions on man being considerable, it is desirable that one 
should regulate and control one's habits, one's behaviour in private and public life and one's 
desires for worldly objects, in such a way that one's spiritual energy may, on no account, be 
dissipated needlessly, nor the equilibrium of one's mind disturbed. The followers are, there
fore, forbidden from engaging in useless pursuits, such as attending fairs and gatherings, 
and participating in political agitation. They are, moreover, forbidden from using intoxi
cants and the flesh of animals. Every follower is enjoined to live on the income earned 
by the sweat of his brow and strictly to observe the rules of common morality. He has to 
devote some time to the performance of spiritual practices every day and, whenever con
venient, to attend congregational meetings at headquarters to receive instruction and guid
ance. No outward rites and ceremonies are prescribed in the Faith, but a devotee is required 
to cultivate affection and love for the Spiritual Head. He is to regard Him as his elder 
brother to begin with, and, as he advances spiritually, his devotion should increase, till one 
day he realizes that his own self, the self of the Spiritual Preceptor, and the Lord God are of 
one essence. This realization constitutes the highest degree of evolution or emancipa,tion. 

It may be observed that the realization referred to above is not the knowledge of dis
cursive reasoning. It is the knowledge of immediate Intuition. It is a distinctive type of 
consciousness and is the consciousness of-the ultimate Reality. The reasonings and con
clusions of philosophy may be coherent and consistent, but they cannot be confused with 
the 'Religious Experience' acquired through Intuition. The goal of the Radhaswami 
religion is thus distinguished from the goal of philosophy. 

2. According to the Radhaswami Faith, the Creation consists of three grand divisions. Radhaswami 
':the highest of these divisions, known as Dayal Desh, is purely spiritual and constitutes the Faith 
goal of the Ra.dhaswam,i Fai.th. The next lower division is spiritual-material and is known distinguished 
as Brahmand. rhe lowest one is material-spiritual and is known as Pind. Each of these from Hinduism 
grand divisions is further sub-divided into six sub-divisions. Now the goal of Hinduism 
as revealed in the Vedas, the Holy Scriptures of the' Hindus, is the Ompad or the region of 
Brahm which forms the fifth sphere of Brahmand-the second grand division of the Radha-
swami Faith. Besides this difference in the goal, there are other vital differences in the two 
Faiths. Radhaswamis do not believe in the Varnashram or the caste system of Hinduism, 
nor do they believe in idol-worship. Their doors are open to the whole of mankind, irres-
peotive of differences of caste, creed and colour. They have practically nothing in common 
with Hinhism, except that the majority of their members have come from Hindu families, 
and have a great regard for Hindu civilization. 

3. Swamiji Maharaj, the august founder of the Radhaswami Faith, was born at Agra Early history 
in August, 1818. He Was graoiously pleased to deliver his message publicly and to found and progress. 
the RadhasNaIn1i Satsang in 1861, the forty-third year of his life. -:A.fter his departure in 
June, 1878, the work was continued by Huzur Maharaj, and, after him, by Maharaj Sahib 
who succeeded the former in December, 1898, During the time of Maharaj Sahib, the Sat-
sang hea.iqu'l.rters were shifted from Agra to Allahabad and, later on, to Benares. As by 
this time the number of followers hai increased considerably, steps were taken to organize 
the community, and an Administrative Counoil and a Trust were brought into existence 
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for the management of the branoh Satsangs and the properties dedicated by the followers. 
After the departure of Maharaj Sahib in 1907, the headquarters were removed to Murar in 
Bihar Province, the native place of Sarkar Sahib, the fourth leader. Need having arisen to 
take further steps to c~msolidate the community and safeguard its interests against all 
possible contingenoies, a new body, known as the Radhaswami Satsang Sabha, was formed in 
Maroh, 1910, and detailed rules and regulations for the oonduct of Satsang business were 
framed. After the departure of Sarkar Sahib in December, 1913, the headquarters were 
temporarily shifted to Ambala and later were finally established in Dayalbagh, Agra. 

The community has now a membership of over 100,000 Bouls spread all over India, 
and there are 240 r()gistered branch $atsangs affiliated to the Sabha. 

The Radhaswami .Satsang Sabha is a representath:e body, consisting of 45 members 
from the different provinces of India. It has an Executive Committee, consisting of 11 mem
bers, far carrying on its ordinary work alrtd exer~isitn'g general oontrol over its lIl!stitutions. 
All matters aro dt>cided by the Sabha and the Committee by a majority of votes. 

4. Dayalbagh, the present- headquarters of the Radhaswami Sat sang Sabha and the 
Radhaswami Faith! is a oolony covering an area of over 2,300 acres and having a population 
of nearly 2,400 souls. Besides being the centre of spiritual activities, it forms the nucleus 
of the social and educational activities which are being carried on by the Sabha. Here aro 
to he found an arts and a technical college, a high school for girls, a hospital, an agricul
tural farm, a. dairy and several industrial factories, an orphanage, electric supply a.nd 
water-works, and a banK. His Excellency Sir Maloolm Hailey, who was pleased to pay 
Dayalbagh a visit in July,1929, expressed himself as follows after visiting the institu
tions :-

" Your Educational Institute, your industrial workshops, the dairy and agricultural 
farms, the ashram for women and ohildren, the woman's school which you hope to make a 
collego, the league of service, all these are the fruit and the visible proof of the finE1 spirit 
of devotional service taught you by your revered leaders and which is of the essence of your 
Iaith. What is more, your effort is not only devotional; for all who know DayaIbagh, 
testify with great unanimity to the thoroughness and the broadminded efficiency which 
mark the work of your brotherhood of Satsangees." 

For further information 'on the activities of this community the reader is referred 
to an excellent little illustrated production published by the Honorary Secreta.ry entitled 
" Dayalbagh." 
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(By THE REV'. CA.NON B. H. P. FISHER, Ohairman of the OounciL of Ohristian Missions, 
United Province8.) 

1. Though some new Missions ha.ve started work, and one or two of the old ones General 
have increased the number of their workers, the majority of Missions have, during the past progress during 
ten years, reduced their foreign staff in the United Provinces, though' there has not been the'decade. 
a. corresponding reduction in the Indian Staff. Owing partly to this fact, and the disorgan-
ization of administration from the reduction of grants and local economic difficulties, there 
has been a reduction in the percentage of increase of the total Ohristian community: a.nother 
factor making for a temporary reduction in the rate of growth is the raising of standards 
for admission to the Ohristian body. Within the Christian community this has notably 
been a time of advance in self-Government a.nd self-support, and in many Mission organ-
izations there is now a much larger Indian element in the administration. It has been 
noted in Census Reports in the past that 'Christian missions have made much more pro-
gress in the west than in the east of the United Provinces. It is, therefore, worthy of note 
that during the last decade they have made considerable advances in the eastern parts. 

2. It has been one of the functions of Ohristian Missions in India to lead the way Educational 
both to Government and private effort; and India has always followod the lead. Hence activities. 
the early predominance of Mission activities in any particular department of educa,tion tends 
to disappear. For financial reasons one or two boys' high schools have been closed or 
alienated during this period; but the colleges have held their own amid increased 
competition, though the provisions of the Lucknow and Allahabad University Acts have 
caused a Ohristian College in each of those cities to give up degree work. In girls; sohools 
the missions still are giving the lead in a number of cities; but in some places have lost the 
leading position just because the example having been offectively given local bodies with 
more Ll'J.:fiuence and resources have gone ahead. 

3. But during this decade Christian Missions have struck out along new lines and Industrial 
have set new examples; notably in the development of the Wesleyan Mission's Industrial undertakings. 
School at Bena,res, the Methodist Episcopal new Tra,ining a,nd Industrial School at Ghazi-
abad, a. smaller similar institution by the Church Missionary Society at Khatauli in 
Muzaffarnagar district, and the Farm School of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel 
in Moradabad district. The Agricultural Institute of the American Presbyterian Mission 
at Allahabad has also developed considerably and is a unique and valuable part of the 
equipment of these provinces for the advance of agriculture. The same Mission has 
noW a poultry farm at Ebah, which is the leading establishment of its kind. 

4. There has been a particularly notable development of medical work by Christian Medical work. 
Mission agency in the last ten years. Of the present ten hospitals and 14: dispensaries run 
by missions, four of the former and about half the latter have been started during this 
period. The staff of some of these hospitals do regular touring work in villages, and another 
work undertaken by these Mission hospitals, which is of particular value to the community 
at large, is the training of nurses. The Leper Asylum at Naini, Allahabad, has been 
considerably improved and brought up to date, and a new asylum has been founded by 
the Assemblies of God Mission at Uska Bazar in Basti district. 

The care of small children has been undertaken in at least three new" Babyfolda ". 
5. Both foreign mi!?l:)ionaries a,nd Indian Christian!? ha,ve done a good deal of useful Miscellaneou8 

publio work in connexion with local soH-Government, excise advisory committees, work. 
ma.ternity a.nd child-welfa.re, co-operative work, and special Government committees, 
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I~.-Romaft Catholic MIssions. 
Roman Oatholio Missions have ta~en considerable interest on th& sooial side also. 

The "Ohristian Brothers, " an educatiGnist body, has more than doubled its personnel. 
Sisters, who devote part of their time to female education, are also more numerous by 
nearly h~lf. .l!ree dispensaries have trebled; the annual number of patients treated 
have mu1tiplied ten times. The local Gbvernment assists witb medical supPlIes. Some 
neW orphanages have been opened. The Partabgarh Indian orphanage has a weaving 
school and a candle factory attached where training is given. This has recently been 
enlarged with Government aid and has greatly improved its efficiency under !I, weaving 
master provided by Government. 
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APPENDIXD. 

The Sadhs of Farrukhabad. 
The following not~s, based on rna-tter supplied by S. Nisar Haidar Zaidi, District Census Officer of Fa~h. 

ahad, are intend&d to supplement wbt is written about the Sadhs on pageil 245-252 '0£ Crooke's .. Tribes aIid 
C tstes of the North- Western Provinces ap.d Oudh." 

.1. ~adh8 of the past made no effort to keep historical records, and the p:r;esent-day Origin. 
Sadhs know very little of their own history and manifest but little interest therein. The 
result is that nothing very definite is known about the founder or date of origin of this seqt. 
Tradition has it that Bigesar, a village near Narnaul (Punjab) was the scene of Sadh 
awakenings, though some people incline to the view that Gurgaon saw the first Sadhs. 
As both places ¥e near to Narnaul, it may be taken as fairly certain that the Sadhs 
originated in or very near Narnaul. 

The founder of the sect is said to have been one Birbhan of Narnaul, but nothing is 
known historically about his life. Tradition says that he commanded an army of the Raja 
of Dholpur and after being left for dead on the battlefield was restored to life by a saint 
named Udho Das, who removed him to the mountains, taught him the principles of the 
new faith, bestowed upon him certain miraculous powers and sent him to preach his 
doctrines. 

2. The Sadhs seem to have come into prominence during the reign of Aurangzeb. Early history. 
They revolted against his authority, but were defeated. Khafi Khan, a histOlian of the 
reign of Aurangzeb, wrote about them in these words ;-

.. People say that a sword is ineffective in trying to injure these Sadhs; arrows 
and bullets do not hurt them but a single one of their arrows can kill 
three men. They al'e regarded as great magicians. " 

This account given by Khafi Khan indicates that the Sadhs were possessed of a 
martial spirit and were well versed in the art of warfare. 

Aurangzeb died in 1707. His great-grandson Farrukhsiyar who ascended the thronll 
in 1713 founded the City of Farrukhabad in 1714. He sent out his minister Mohammad 
Khan to layout the city which is called after his name. We read in local histories that 
on December 27,1714, Farrukhabad City was founded. Tn the same year Mohammad Khan 
obta.ined a grant and established his rule in Farrukhabad. At the time of the foundation 
of the city one of the muha,llas or quarters was named 'Sadhwara.' This mu"halla, 
is inhabited to this day by the Sadh community. The questions here arise-Where did 
the Sadhs come from aud why did they 'come? The Punjab District ·Gazetteer says, 
"There are Satnami Sadhs found in village Ghiri Ghilore Kalan and other~illages. They 
are a sect of free-thinking Jats whose founder was one Udho Das of Farrukhabad." It 
seems doubtful if Udho ;Das ever lived in Farrukhabad. It illSLY be that on account of 
parsecution by the Delhi rulers a group of the Sadhs had come to Farrukhaba,d and settled 
there. It is said that a Sadh was manager of a mint at Farrukhabad in th~ time <;>f Fa.rrukll
siyar. This Sadh was probably the leader of a large group who, at that time, had sfltt~d 
there. 

The Farrukhabad Sad4s were known to Swa;mi Dayanand Saraswati, founder of th~ 
Arya Samaj. Whilst criticizing with greJLt severity many other religions 4e &~pre~~I'l{i 
full approbation of the creed of the Sa-dhs. His very friendly int~r()ourse with the member,s 
of the Sadh community displeasea some Aryas and led him ip,to difficu!tj.ell. 

3. The tenets of this sect are mentioned on page 246 -of Crooke's" ·Tribes and Castes Tenets. 
of the North-Western Provinces a)ld Oudh, " and here I m..en.tioJl op.ly su,ch of t]lem as a.re 
necessa.Ty to shoW how they ditIer from 'those of orthodox Rinduil>m. 

The Sadhs abhor all forms of idolatry and do not r~gard the Ganges as sac;lred. 
They are monotheists and their form of worship is simple. Their name for, God '18 

Sa,tkara,. Orna.ments and bright apparel are strictly prohibited. Their dress is ~lwajs 
white. They make no obeisance nor ealutation to anyone. They abstain rigorously from 
luxuries including tobacoo, opium a.n.d wine. They never attend Mutches (da.n9ip.g). 
Violence to men or bea.sts is strictly forbidden, Ip.dllstry is strongly enjoined. Tbe s.a.!fu.s 
take grea.t ca.r.e of their poor Jlond infirm people. To receive llossjstan,!Je from ou.tside the 
seot is considered a disgrace and renders the offender liable to btl ~xcommunicl}.j;ed. 
AU parade of worship is forbidden. Private prayer is commended. Alms should be 
unostentatious and distributed secretly with no semblance of outward show. Discip,ijne 
of the tongue is con~idered a primary du,ty. 

4. The sacred book of the Sa.dhs is palled .,fothi, whi!}h somtl Sa,£lh~ cla~m tp·b~ $}ld.~ Holy books. 
tha.n the Veda.s. Great reticence is observed on the subject of this book which is shown to 
none outside the Sadh oommunity. It is written in Bhasha or ordinary Hindi and is 
generally supposed to contain miscellaneous writings of several authors including Nanak 
and J{abir. It seems to be divided into two pa.rts, the first is ca.lled the Adi U pdeah, i.e. 
the first principles, which include the tWelve laws that form the basis of the Sadh dogma. ; 
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the second part is the Bani (Sanskrit Bani or Vani meaning voice) which consists of the 
songs used at marriages, funerals and other ceremonies. Sadhs will gladly show to 
outsiders all their books with the exception of the Pothi, but controversy on religious 
subjects with strangers is reprobated. 

5. The community has a place of worship in Farrukhabad which is known as C Ohauki'. 
The building was erected in 1860, the date being shown on the building itself. The entire 
plot of ground covers about an acre, situated in the heart of the city, with two entrances 
each approachable only on foot along a narrow alley. Inside the enclosure on three sides 
are open rooms similar in style to the oriental hotel (sarai). The land enclosed is roughly 
divided into two sections, part consists of a large open courtyard where a shamiana (large 
open tent) is erected during the annual festival, the rest includes a place fully equipped 
for preparing food in large quantities. Here and there are many seats and resting places 
for the comfort of all who frequent the place. 

The Ohauki proper is a largish building apprOXimately fifty feet each way and some 
forty feet high. It has one entrance. Over the entrance gate simply printed on a board 
are three numbered sentences. These are supposed to be read and remembered by all 
who enter. Upon investigation it was found that only a few of the sect could tell off-hand 
what was written thereon though some men knew the sentences by heart. 

The inscriptions read :-
(1) Sumran kama-Remember; that is, remember God. 
(2) Bum kame se dur rahna-asbtain from doing evil. 
(3) Achche Sadhon ki rit par chalna-live according to the observances of good 

Sadhs. 

Inside are three rooms separated by arches. Above is a second storey and a roof 
garden. On the second floor in the wall is a small door about one foot square, padlocked. 
Inside this enclosure is kept a copy (or copies) of the Pothi. In this manner it is protected 
from the public gaze. 

The house itself is open to all members and to visitors. Every day men may be seen 
sitting alone or in groups, reading or meditating. By invitation a visitor may enter, pro
vided first he remOVes his shoes. The building is made of brick, and is quite devoid of 
architectural beauty or style. There is not the slightest attempt at decoration on the walls, 
no furniture, no images, idols nor pictures, nothing to make any appeal to sentiment. 

6. The one big annual festival of the Sadhs is the Bhanda.ra. The word comes from 
the Sanskrit and means stock, store-house or full store-home. The Sadhs then meet 
for several da.ys, enjoy social fellowship and feasting. 

In the Farrukhabad Gazetteer (page 75) we read, "Connexion with other colonies 
of Sadhs is maintained by annual gatherings of the sect, held in turn at its various centres"!' 
Theoretically this is true, but the gathering usually takes place in Farrukhabad. The last 
deviation from this rule was in 1921, when the Bhandara was held in Shahjahanpur. The 
festl'Val always coincides with the Holi and usually falls early in March. At this time 
men of the sect from all parts of India meet and discuss religious and other topics. The 
rule is that it shall not terminate in less than four days, and in practice it is often protracted 
to the eighth or ninth day. This depends upon the spirit of the assembly and the 
liberality of the donors. If anyone wishes to bear the expense of another da.y's feast, he 
announces the happy news and the celebration continues. 

7. The Farrukhabad Sadhs are famous as calico printers, an industry which -they 
started in 1875, and which is confined to Farrukhabad. A few Sadhs are petty landlords 
in Kanauj, Kaimganj and Chhibramau tahsils of Farrukhabad district. Others are tenants. 
In the city some are bankers and merchants and about a dozen are managers of shops, 
trading in cloth and other commodities. 

8. The community was not separately enumerated at this census, but there is 
nothing to indicate that their numbers have increased very appreciably since they were 
enumerated at 2,641 in 1901. They have always been included in tabulation under 
Brahmanic Hindus although,as pointed out above their tenets are widely divergent from 
those of orthodox Hinduism. 

The community has no special schools secular or religious and children go to the 
ordinary schools for their education. In the city itself literacy is fairly satisfactory among 
Sadhs though they are lacking in higher education. Those residing in the rural areas are 
a.s backward as those of most other communities. 
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APPENDIX E. 

Changes in the religious beliefs of the lower castes. 

1. Full accounts of the religious beliefs of the lower Hindu castes are to be found Introductory. 
in Chapter XIII of Orooke's "Northern India, " Chapter VIII, of the Imperial G~etteer 
of India, Volume I and Orooke's "Popular Religion and Folklore." The following notes 
deal with changes of the last twenty years. 

2. The first point of note is that in the rural areas and more particularly in the Sub-Himalaya 
backward Sub-Himalayan and Eastern districts there has been no change worth the East. 
name. In Sub-Himalaya, East (Gorakhpur, Basti, Gonda and Bahraich) the rural 
Muslim is descended from converts from Hinduism, and Muslims and Hindus still 
cling to their old ideas and ha.ve many customs and beliefs in common. The taziadari 
system is still prevalent amongst both communities. Many Hindus will vow to keep 
tazias if their wishes are fulfilled, a.nd many keep them in the belief that by so doing their 
crops will yield better and be protected from calamities. Preaching with a view to 
inducing either community to purge iis faith is completely disregarded. In Ba.hraich when 
cholera was prevalent in 1930 the lower classes of Muslims joined in great force with low 
caste Hindus to worship Bhatwani to induce her to remove the pestilence. Many members 
of both communities in these districts still believe that plague, cholera and small-pox are 
the visitations of the wrath of the godesses Debi and Bkawani, and prefer to offer sacrifices 
to propitiate these deities rather than seek medical aid. Apart from any belief in 
the efficacy of their supplications they believe that to use medicine will incur still further 
the wrath of Debi. Others believe epidemics, drought and all such calamities are due 
to evil spirits and engage exorcists, Qjkas and sokkas, to come and drive them off. The 
exorcist is carried about on an upturned charpai reciting mantras, and finally fixing a wooden 
peg in the ground outside the village he assures his patrons that the evil spirit has been 
firmly secured to it. In some parts the railway, motorcars and the like are still worshipped. 
Even some of the more educated Hindus keep a tazia in the Mukarrum, and when the crops 
are harvested Hindus and Muslims unite in raising funds wherewith to celebrate the Ohelkum. 
Their marriage ceremonies have much in common and sendkur (red-lead) is used by the 
married females of both communities on the parting of the hair. 

In these areas then there is little to record by wa.y of change from the former super
stitious and animistic beliefs of the lower castes. 

3. The primitive tribes of Kols, Kharwars and Cheros found in taZ'lixJ.a Naugarh, Ohakia Tahsil, 
owing to contact with their Hindu neighbours have lost much of their former shyness and Benares State. 
are beginning to send their children to schools. They have taken to building their houses 
with mud walls instead of constructing them of bamboo tattis, and are seeking medical 
aid from the hospital at Naugarh instead of employing ojkas as in the past. 

4. In Jaunpur the worship of (}!w'zi Mian and the Panch Pir by the lower castes is Jaunpur 
said to be declining, but exorcism by ojkas and sokhas is said to have increased especially district. 
among Chamars. In many rural parts of this district Chamars will still not speak at night 
due to the fear of bhuts (evil spirits). 

From a few places in this district it is reported that Chamars are beginning to refrain 
from meat-eating, and wil). not eat with Muslims. 

5. In Fyzabad district the lower ca3tes recognize the supremacy of Brahmans and Fyzabad 
listen to the recitation of kathas, but they have not given up eating meat to any great district. 
extent though conferences have been held to induce them to do so and to give up drinking 
intoxicants. Kanjars, Doms, Bhangis, and Chamars still bury their dead. They believe 
that after death they will beoome ghosts. They are taught the Ramayan though few 
believe in it and their old religious beliefs have undergone very little modification. They 
still cling to the same superstitions as their caste-fellows in the neighbouring districts of 
Sub-Himalaya, East. Ojhas are employed, but the use of amulets is declining. 

6. In Rae Bareli district there is some tendency to renounce the worship of ghosts R'Je Bareli 
and evil spirits and to turn to the worship of Mahadevi, Shri Hanuma,n Ji, and the other distriot. 
deities of the higher castes, but this is not general. The lower castes profess to believe in 
Riima Kriskan and other Hindu gods, but more often worship the local gqds and godlings 
such as Aharwa Devi, Bal Raja, etc. They also worship. P.ir and ma.ke offerings at the 
tom bs of Muslim saints. Chamars worship their own god Kare Gore. 

7. As we proceed westwards the influence of the modern niovement of social uplift Gaming 
is more noticeable. The Christian },fissions Were the pioneers in this field but bringing westwards. 
as they did an alien religion with them they could accomplish little in the face of established 
Hinduism. The Arya Samaj has, however, met with more success. Their religion being 
an off.sho~t from Hinduism they started with better prospects. More .recently their 
campaign against caste and untouchability has been embraced by Congress, and Mr. Gandhi's 
recent fast and newly launched campaign for the removal of untoucha:bility will possibly 
have far-r~aching effects. The movement to abolish caste alt.ogeth~ris comparatively new, 
the original idea being merely to remove the disabilities from which the untouchables suffer. 
For this reason the chief result at present noticeable from the uplift movement is a great 
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increase in the number of claims of the lower castes to be some kind of Brahman, Rajput 
Or Vaishya (vide paragraph 3 of Chapter XII). When a caste makes such a claim one 
would expect the members to modify their religious beliefs to bring them more into 
conformity with those of the caste to which they claim to belong. Strangely enough this 
is not often the case. 

The west of this province (especially of course the urban areas) has always be~n more 
receptive of new ideas and more progressive than the east, so that it is not surprising to 
find that there the uplift movement has had some effect in this way. 

S. Some of the older objects of worship of the lower castes in Budaun district are 
disappearing. The worship of bhut8, prets, churels, zia.rats and Muslim tazia8 has consider
ably diminished and more attention is being paid to the greater gods of the Hindu pan
theon. For the rest, the other deities, gods and godlings-Surya (the sun), Ohandr:tma 
(the moon), Dharti Mata (mother earth), SitaZa Mata (small-pox), the rivers Gange8 and 
Jamna, Nag (the snake), Hanuman, Gawan devata (the village god), the pipaZ tree, Khwaja
khizr, Sheikh Saddhu, Gudaria Pir, Mian of Amroha, andLal Guru continue to be worshipped 
as of old. Of these the Gawan devata or village god still reigns supreme, in many villages 
even Muslims worship him. If you ask a villager why he worships all these gods and 
godlings he will answer" Because my ancestors did so," but while he continues the ceremo
nial worship performed by his ancestors, he lacks their zeal and reverence and his faith 
in their (livinity is not equally strong. Modern progress is reacting on his animistic beliefs 
in the same way that in Western countries religion is receding farther and farther into 
the background as the result of the materialism of this age. 

9. Similar tendencies are noticeable here, but apart from the claims made by many 
of the ordinary castes to be Brahmans, Rajputs or Vaishyas there seems little tendency 
to change their beliefs. 

10. Chamars in Hamirpur district are refusing to eat with Muslims. They have 
taken to cremating their dead. They are in some places permitted to enter Hindu temples 
for puja provided they stand there in wet clothes .. Brahmans read katha8 to them in the 
temple, and three instances are reported from Rath of good class Brahmans reading kathas 
and pedorming hawan in Chamars' houses. In other parts of the district Chamars are 
excluded from Thakurdwaras and offerings are only accepted from them from outside the 
building. The actual beliefs of the Chamars are however very little affected. 

11. "The Servants of the People Society" founded by the late Lala. Lajpat Rai at 
Lahore has opened a boarding house at Meerut for Chamar boys under the name of Kumar 
Ashram. Here the boys live like sons of high caste folk. They ar~ taught habits of clean
liness, instructed in Hinduism and perform 8andhya and hawan morning and evening. 

Many conferences have been held throughout the district with a view to improving the 
position of Chamars and bringing them closer into the fold of Hinduism. Inter-dining is 
encouraged with other clstes. At the Arya Samaj gurukuls the children of the depressed 
classes live in every respect as equals of the children of the higher castes. They dine and 
perform all religious observances together, and inter-marriage with other castes is being 
encouraged. 

12. Speaking generally there has been little change in the religious belief of the lower 
castes since the descriptions referred to in paragraph 1 supra were written. In the rural 
areas as a whole especially in the east of the province there has been none worth mentioning 
except slightly in the direction of a decrease in zeal and in faith in some of the old supersti
tions. In towns there has been more change especially in western districts, the chief 
trend being towards a claim for high caste origin which should (but so far has not to any 
great extent) result in the abandonment of many former animistic beliefs. Such changes 
as have occurred are more apparent among men then among women the latter being even 
more conservative in matters of religion. One inevitable consequence of the Arya and 
Congress campaigns azainst caste and the uplift movement among the lower castel; is the 
incipient decline in Brahman supremacy. 

13. In paragraph 155 of the 1911 Report Mr. Blunt enunciated certain tests of 
Hinduism, and in the next paragraph applied those tests to certain castes to show how few 
in numbers are those who, whilst returning themselves as Hindus by religion, do not fulfil 
any of the prescribed tests. 

Without entering into the validity or otherwise of those tests I apply them 'below to 
three castes-Bhangis, Chamars and Nats in Budaull district as matters stand at the pre
sent tim'e. Budaun may be taken as a typical western district where there has been more 
advance than in the east. A comparison with Mr. Blunt's remarks will show that IVDilst 
each caste conforms to some of the tests there has been very little movement in the last 
twenty years towards fuller Hinduization. 

Test (I)-Admission of Brahman 8Upr~acy-Ap th~.~hree castes ackntl'wled~' 
the supremacy of the Brah jll an, though theIr reverence for hrm IS 

declining. 
T~st (2)-1Jeing 'served by octod 13Yah,'tt7I1IM as family priest8~erittr BrlI.h1nlt.n~ 

'do not serve any of these castes as family pri~St8. 
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Test (3)-Being served bV inferiQr .era'fi,man~ a~ familY priests-Even i~erior 
Brahmans do not bMdme family priests of Bhangis. 
Inferior Brahmans officiate as priests or recipients of gifts at marriage, 
birth, death and adoption ceremonies and Sat Narain Kath4 of C4amars 
and Nats. Such gifts generally consist of dry food (e.g. grain, ghi, etc.) 
and cash. 

'l.es~ (4)-Utilizing the services of Brahmq.ns in any of their traditional capq,cities
In addition to the ceremonies mentioned in connexion with test (3), Chamars 
and. Nats consult Brahm[\.ns as astrologers and when naming a new-born 
child. Bhangis frequently do the same. Members of all the three castes 
usually go tj) the Brahman's house to consult him. For the rest, Br~hmans 
do not officiate as priests in their ordinary worship. 

Test (5)-Receipt of the 'mantra' from a Brahman or other recognized Hindu 
'guru '-None of these castes receives the mantras. 

Test (6)~Worship of the great Hindu gods-All the three castes recognize the great 
Hindu gods as divine and refer to them in reverential terms; but in point 
of actual worship they generally content themselves with worshipping the 
inferior gods and godlings and the various malignant spirits of popular 
animism. 

Test (7) Permission to enter Hindu temples-Bhangis are not allowed access to 
Hindu temples. Chamars can now enter certain specified temples; but even 
there they are limited to darshan (obeisance) and cannot make offerings 
of money or flowers. They have to Wear wet clothes. Varying degrees 
of access are allowed them to other temples. In some they remain outside 
the temple compound and bow from there to the idol far inside, while in 
others they can mount the temple platform and see the shrine from out
side. 

Brijbasi Gual Nats can enter Hindu temples and offer oblations o! water to t4e 
god Shiva. Kalabaz Nats also can do this in some of the temples of Shiva, 
but not in all. Khalkhor Nats and Jogila Nats can perform darshan 
only from outside the temple. 

Test (8)-Death ceremonies; whether burial or cremation-Bhangis, Chamars, Brij
basi Gual Nats, Kalabaz Nats and Jogila Nats cremate their dead; but 
when a person dies of cholera or snake-bite his corpse is floated down a 
stream. Bagula Nats now bury their dead; formerly they used to cre
mate them. The case of Khalkhor Nats is peculiar. If the relations of 
a Kha{khor Nat, who dies, are rich enough to afford the expenses of Hindu 
funeral rites, they cremate him : but, if poor, they bury him like Muslims 
and themselves perform his burial rites including tija, without the aid of 
a Mullah or Muslim priest. Yet Khalkhor Nats claim to be Hindus and 
wear the chutia (tuft of hair at the centre of the head). 

Test (9)-Oustoms in the matter of eating beef and veneration of the cow-Bhangis 
and Nats venerate the cow and do not .eat beef, and consider it pious 
to perform darshan to lier in the morning. The same may be said of 
Chamars, for now only a section among them eat beef, and this section 
is dividing off into a separate sub-caste known as Pharaiyas. Even the 
latter venerate the cow, 
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SUIlSIDIARY 'l'ABLES. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE III.-9hristians; nrumber and variations . 

... ... 
Actual number of Christians- Variation per cent. ~ 

~ District and natural division. 

1 1931. 1921. 1911. 1901. 1891. 1881. 1921 1911- 1901- 1891- 1881-
ll) 

1931. 1921. 1911. 1901. 1891. 
rn -----------~ ------

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Il 

- -------. ~-------_-----
United Provin~es (British terrl- 2Q5,OO6 200,706 177,949 102,469 58,441 -47,664 +2 +13 +74 +75 +23 

tory). 
10,570 11,213 4,671 -11 +69 +6 Himalaya, West .. .. 9,455 6,642 4,940 -6 +33 

1 DehraDun .. .. 4,820 5,606 5,036 3,134 2,743 2,025 -14 +11 +61 +14 +35 
2 NainiTal .. .. 1,630 2,443 2,413 1,417 23 11 -33 +1 +70 +6,061 +109 
3 Almora .. .. 1,916 1,547 2,919 1,427 1,601 2,393 +24 -47 +105 -II, -33 
4 G9Xhwal .. .. 1,089 974 845 664 573 242 +12 +15 +27 +16 +137 

Sub·Himalaya, West .. 22,699 24,132 24,550 13,822 9,023 4,900 -6 -2 +78 +53 +84 

5 Saharanpur .. .. 3,656 5,479 5,548 2,972 1,974 1,793 -33 -I +87 +51 +10 
6 Bareilly " .. 13,804 13,708 12,591 7,148 5,271 2,393 +1 +9 +76 +36 +120 
7 Bijnor •. .. .. 2,559 1,652 3,315 1,933 908 299 +55 -50 +71 +113 +204 
8 Pilibhit .. .. 1,807 2,697 2,085 1,296 365 18 -33 +29 +61 +255 +1,928 
9 Khen .. .. .. 873 596 1,011 473 505 397 +46 -41 +114 -6 +27 

Intk·Gangetic Plain, West .. 132,296 130,500 104,992 51,145 20,671 14,697 +1 +24 +105 +147 +41 

10 M uzaffarnagll.r .. .. 10,155 6,415 2,583 1,402 127 54 +58 +148 +84 +1,004 +135 
11 Meerut .. .. .. 16,909 31,119 18,142 12,203 5,435 4,063 -46 +72 +49 +125 +34 
12 Bulandshahr .. .. 13,500 12,411 10,111 4,528 210 115 +9 +23 +123 +205 +82 
13 Aligarh .. " 18,250 15,120 11,947 5,055 465 289 +21 +27 +136 +987 +61 
14 Muttra .• .. .. 5,675 6,087 5,992 2,262 846 338 -7 +2 +165 +167 +150 
15 Agra .. .. .. 8,905 6,818 7,229 5,522 4,758 4,997 +31 -6 +31 +16 -5 
16 Mainpuri ... .. 3,919 2,935 2,395 353 132 146 +34 +23 +578 +167 -10 
17 Etah .. .. " 9,356 12,030 11,077 4,365 520 117 -22 +9 +154 +739 +344 
18 BudailIl .. .. 15.461 13,136 11,298 6,116 2,581 ~09 +18 +16 +85 +137 +73? 
19 Moradabad .. .. 22,836 16,716 17,023 6,103 ),307 1,877 +37 -2 +179 +85 +76 
20 Shahjabanpur .. .... 1,845 3,455 3,954 1,863 1,328 1,408 --47 -13 +112 +40 -6 
21 Farrukhabad .. .. 4,246 3,016 2,548 1,128 828 826 +41 +18 +126 \ +36 +0 
22 Etawab •• . '11,239 1,242 693 245 134 158 -0 +79 +183 +83 -15 

. Indo·Gangetic Plain, Oentr-al •• 26,642 24,355 25,441 22,032 17,475 17,812 +9 -4 +15 + 26 -2 

23 Cawnpore .. "I 5,395 5,929 5,224 4,414 3,036 3,200 -9 +13 +18 +45 -5 
24 Fatebpur .. " 260 399 142 145 71 88 -35 +181 -2 +104 -19 
25 Allahabaa .. 7,451 6,873 7,055 6,814 5,933 6,079 +8 -3 +4 +15 -2 
26 Lucknow .. .. 9,722 7,530 8,660 7,247 5,769 6,280 +29 -13 +19 +26 -8 
27 Unao ,. .. .. 196 175 123 136 106 49 +12 +42 -10 +28 +116 
28 Rae Bareli .. .. 196 170 219 117 145 123 +15 -22 +87 -19 +18 
29 Sitapur .. .. 575 587 569 751 717 443 -2 +3 -24 +5 +62 
30 Hardoi. • .. .. 652 988 ], II I 513 167 75 -34 -II +117 +207 +123 
31 Fyzabad .. .. 1,754 1,426 1.911 1,502 1,254- 1,294 +23 -25 +27 +20 -3 
32 Sultanpnr .. .. 97 130 134 103 53 55 -25 -3 +30 +94 --4 
33 Partabgarh .. .. 173 19 72 102 77 48 +811 -74 -29 +32 +60 
34 BaraBanki .. .. 171 129 221 188 147 78 +33 --42 +18 +28 +88 

I 
Oentra!India Plateau .. 5,260 5,234 4,726 3,616 2,131 1,009 +0 +11 +31 +70 +111 

35 Jhansi .. .. 4,528 4,152 3,970 3,064 1,940 700 +9 +5 +30 +58 +177 
36 Jalaun .. .. 114 251 195 94 67 14 -55 +29 +107 +40 +379 
37 Harnirpur .. .. 423 664 363 272 50 17 -36 +83 f33 +444 +194 
38 Banda .. .. 195 167 198 186 74 278 +17 -16 +6 +151 -73 

East Satpuras .. .. 705 796 735 712 465 701 -11 +13 +3 +53 -34 

:i9 Mirnapnr .. .. 705 796 735 712 465 701 -II fl3 +3 +53 -34 

S~Fimalaya, Eas! .. 8,680 1,'103 2,526 2,078 1,614 1,229 +116 -33 +22 +29 +31 

40' '5}omkbpur ., 
" 2,365 853 1,608 1,443 1,176 933 +177 --47 +11 +23 +26 

41 13~sti ~. .. .. 188 114 69 93 66 78 +65 +65 -26 +41 -15 
42 Gtlnda .. 795 486 501 321 248 159 +64 -3 +56 +29 +56 
43 Bahraich 

, 
332 250 348 221 124 59 +33 -28 +58 +78 +110 .. .. 

In'flo-Ganuetic Plain, East .. 4,269 3,416 3,766 2,422 2,122 2,645 +25 -9 +55 +14 -20 

44 Benares .. .. 2,359 1,857 1,930 1,597 1,364 1,768 +27 --4 +21 +17 -23 
45 Jaunpur .. .. 127 121 117 116 93 120 +4 +3 +1 +25 -23 

i 46 Gha~ipur .. .. 441 374 568 491 576 648 +18 -34 +16 -15 -II 
147 Ballia ., .. .. 1,106 947 1,008 33 15 32 +17 -6 +2,955 +120 -53 

48 Azamgarh .. .. 236 117 143 185 74 77 +102 -18 -23 +150 --4 

l Stales .• .. .. 2,890 2,473 1,745 486 77 9 +17 +42 +259 +531 +756 

49 Rampur .. 2,814 2,434 1,739 473 63 .. +16 +40 +268 +651 '" . .. 
50 Tehri·Garhwal .. " 30 6 6 13 14 9 +400 ±O -54 -7 -56 
I Benares .. .. 46 33 t I t t t +39 t .1 t t t 

'" The increase is infinite, the number of Christians having increased from zero, 
t The llzures of these years lIl'e included in those of Mirzapur district. 

1881-
1931. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABJJE lV.-Religions Of Urban and Rural population. 

Number per 10,000 of urban population Number per 10,000 of rural population 
who are- who are-

Hindu Hindu Chris. Hindu Hindu Chris. Natural division. Drah· Muslim. Arya. tian. Others. Brah· ~fualim. Arya. tian. Others. 
manic. manic. 

-,_ - -- -- -- ----
I 2 3 4 5 L 7 8 9 10 II 

-- -,- -_ ----. 
Unlted Provinces 

Territory). 
(British 5,837 3,823 115 147 78 8,706 1,188 59 29 18 

Himalaya, West .. 6,787 2,471 223 404 115 9.416 407 139 27 11 

Sub·Himalaya, West " 4,244 5,365 176 123 92 7,567 2,241 139 38 15 
. . 

Indo·Gangetic Plain, West. , 5,558 4,021 147 154 120 8.375 1,327 150 92 56 

Indo.Gangetic Plain, Central 6,022 3,695 59 192 32 8,969 1,016 12 2 1 

Central India Plateau .. I M65 2,188 50 159 138 9,562 389 4 4 41 

East Satpuras .• .. 7,949 1,903 81 58 9 9,553 436 8 3 .. 
Sub-Himalaya, East ,. 6,583 3,293 65 49 10 8,552 1,441 3 3 I 

Indo-Gangetio Plain, East .. 6,741 3,114 86 4£ 13 9,228 761 6 4 I 

states .. .. 3,534 6,430 10 11 15 8,381 1,584 9 25 1 

Rampur (Sub ,Himalaya, West) 2,121 7,842 I) 10 14 6,003 3,897 24 73 3 

Benares (East Satpuras) .. 7,232 2,738 1 II 18 9,346 653 I .. .. 
rrehri.Garhwal (Himalaya, .. .. .. .. .. 9,941 57 .. 1 1 

West). 



chapter XII.-RAcE, TRIBE 011 CASTE. 

1. The general return of race, tribe, or caste is shown in Imperial Table 
XVII, which is divided into four parts, viz. :

A.-Brahmanic Hindus. 
B.-Muslims. 
C.-Arya Samajists. 
D.-Other Hindus and those returning religions not included in A, B, 

or C. 
The variations in the population of certain selected tribes since 1881 are 

exhibited (in so far as the statistics are available) by religion in Imperial 
Table XVIII. The distribution of Europeans (and allied races) and Anglo
Indians by race is given in Imperial Table XIX. 

At the end of this chapter will be found a subsidiary table which shows the 
actual and proportional variations in the strength of certain castes, tribes, and 
races since 1901. 

This chapter is concerned principally with the statistics contained in the 
above tables. The corresponding chaptrrs of t,he Census Reports of 1901 and 
1911 on this province contain much valuable and interesting ethnographical 
material. It is unnecessary to cover the same ground again, but, as far as the 
difficult circumstances obtaining at the time of the present census would per
mit, further enquiries were carried out with a view to obtaining new material 
or to ascertaining the changes that have Qccurred in the last 20 years. The 
results have been produced in the form of appendices to this chapter, and the 
chapter itself is confined almost exclusively to the actual statistics. 

It may here ,be mentioned tha,t statistics for certain selected castcs (of all 
r(:}ligions together) have been given in Imperial Tables VITI, XI, and XIV for 
civil condition by age, occupation, and literacy respectively. These figures 
have been discussed already in the chapters concerned, and are not referred to 
again here. 

2. The instructions for filling in the column for race, tribe or caste were 
as follows:-

" Column 8 (ca.ste).-Enter the caste or tribe of Hindus, Muslims, Jains, 
Sikhs, Aryas, and Brahmos and the race of Christians, Jews, Buddhists, and 
Parsis. 

If Aryas, Sikhs, or Jains are unwilling to give their castes write here Arya, 
Sikh, or Jain, as the case may be. 

The sub-caste will be written below the caste in the case of Brahmans, 
Chhattris (Thakurs or Rajputs), Vaishyas, and Silpkars, but for no other castes: 
e.g., BrahmanJSanadh, ChhattrijChauhan, ThakurJBundola, Vaishya/Agarwal, 
Silpkar/Lohar, etc. 

Do not enter the former caste of converted Christians, but enter "Indian", 
unless the person belongs to a definite tribe or race, in which case write the 
name of that tribe or race. Do not use such titles as Babu or La.la or Chaudhri 
for Chhattri or Kayastha or Jat. In the case of Banias, Baqqals, or Vaishyas, 
the word Vaishya should be used and the real caste such as Agarwal, Parwal, 
etc., should be written below. For all other subjects of the Empire and for 

... foreigners enter race, e.g., Anglo-Indian, Canadian, Goanese, Turkish, etc. " 
i'" These instructions were amplified in considerable detail which need 

" • no~ be reproduced in full here. The English-knowing superior officials in 
.. ~charge of enumeration were given copies of a Caste Index on the lines of those 
.: used in 1911 and 1921. This inter alia included-

(i) A fairly exhaustiVe list of caste& with the localities where chiefly found, 
a very brief account of their chief occupations, the religions to 
which they usually belong, and notes on possible sources of error. 

(ii) A list of indefinite terms or variant names for castes, sub·castes, etc., 
which should not be used for fear of confusion or ambiguity. 

(iii) A list of the sub-castes of Brahmans, Rajputs, and Vaishyas. 
(iv) A note on how to deal with difficulties arising in the course of 

enumeration of caste, especia.lly those frQm people returning new 
names for old castes. 

A special note was issued on the recording of caste in the hills. 
67 
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CHAPTER XI1.-RACE, TRIBE OR OASTjij. 

It was my original intention to tabulate- separately the sub-castes 
Brahmans, Rajputs, Vaishyas, and Silpkars (in previous census reports shu" 
as Hill Doms or Hill Depressed Olasses). Retrenchment intervened and th 
had to be abandoned, and the tabulation of caste itself was to some extel 
curtailed. If a person of any religion expressly stated that he or she was of r 
caste, the entry of " no caste" was to be made. If the person merely refusE 
to give his or her caste, whilst not claiming to be of " no caste" the column Wt 

left blank and the return has been tabulated as <' caste unspecified". 
The principle adopted in the case of persons returning a new name for a 

old caste was that it might be recorded provided there was no possibility ( 
confusion with any other existing caste or sub-caste. In the case of ordinar 
castes who claimed now to be Brahmans, Rajputs or Vaishyas the difficult 
was usually surmounted by putting the old caste name as a denominato] 
(This, of course, resulted in some extra sorting before tabulation.) 

Caste claims. 3. As regards the definition of " caste" I cannot do better than refer t 
that given on page 367 of the India Report for 1911, which is quoted in exter. 
80 at the beginning of Appendix A to the present chapter. Taking this as au 
definition it is clear that the mere fact that a caste claims Brahman, Rajpu1 
or Vaishya origin and assumes a new name to befit the claim does not involv 
any fissure as within that caste, which still remains what we have defined as ; 
caste. Until and unless a definite break occurs within that caste or communit 
and the new sections become endogamous and observe all the other caste res 
trictions as against each other the members of that community whether the: 
return different caste names or not are still members of the same caste. La,te 
011 in this paragraph we shall see that members of the same caste make differ 
ent claims as to their origin in different parts of the province, yet the differen 
sections certainly do not yet as a rule consider themselves to be of differen 
castes or sub-castes nor do they apply caste or sub-caste restrictions againfl 
each other. For this reason no matter what variant caste names such conllllU 
nities have returned they have been tabulated under one head. The originu 
idea was to show each of the new caste names claimed at the head of each column 
but they were so numerous that in the interests of economy this ide, 
had to be abandoned and each such community has therefore .been shown h 
the Imperial Tables under its old and better-known caste appellation. Thi: 
I would emphasize strongly, has been done solely on the grounds of econom~ 
and has no reference whatever to the merits or otherwise of the claims 0 

origin that have been advanced. Of course where a complete fissure hal 
occurred and part of an old caste has separated completeiy and hardened int( 
a new c~ste it has be,en treatlpd as a new entity. But such cases are rare. 

By tradition the census has come to be regarded as a great opportunity fOl 
llersons low in the caste scale to press their claims to higher social status. Ir 
1901 and 1911 the claims came mainly from individuals but in 1921 caste sabkat 
had begun to spring up who pressed such claims with great persistence. SinCE 
1921 the sabka movement has developed to such an extent that all save the 
most backward castes and tribes now have more or less well-organized socie· 
ties, who bombarded me until long after the tables were printed with requests 
for new caste names. The greatest difficulty, however, lay not in dealing with 
these representations but in keeping the enumeration record accurate alid 
free from confusion. 

The position in 1921 will be seen from the following remarks of the then 
Census Commissioner*-

" To a Hindu his caste is the determIning factor in his life and beside it 
his age, civil condition, birth-place and even his occupation are 
matters of comparative indifference. It was therefore difficult 
for the individual to appreciate that the object of the enquiry was 
merely to ascertain the numbers of each caste; and the ancient 
tradition that the King or the Government was the ultimate 
authority in determining questions of caste. probably helped the 
popular feeling that the effect of the census record, so far as the 
individual was concerned, would be to fix his particu}a,r position 
in the social scale. The opportunity of the census was therefore 

* Vide India Heport, 1921, page 223. 
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seized by all but the highest castes to press for recognition of social 
claims and to secure, if possible, a step upwards in the social ladder . 
This attitude has been strengthened by the recent development 
of the caste sabhas, or societies, whose purpose is to advance the 
position and welfare of the caste. With a more efficient organiz
ation the communal feeling of individual castes has become more 
articulate and the number of petitions received by the Provincial 
Superintendents, the Local Governments, and myself from castes 
regarding their record in the census, and the strength with which 
they have been pressed, is a feature of the recent census." 

The development of sabhas and mahasabhas has proceeded apace since 
1921 and how great is the present movement for social uplift may be gleaned 
from the following table of the chief caste claims made in this province at the 
census of 1931 :-

Gaste claims. 

Former caste name. New name claimed. Source of claim. * 

{ Yadava .. .. ., All-India Yadava IIfahasabha, Patna. 
1. Ahar .. 

YadavaKshattriya .. ., BareiJIy 

2. Aheria .. HaraRajput _. .. Meerut. 

j 
Yadava ., .. ., fAll-India Yadava Mahasabha, Patna 

l Jalaun. 
J aduvanshiKshattriya ., Jaunpur. 

3. Ahir .. 
NandvanshiKshattriya . , Etah . 

I 
L Thakur ., .. ., Hamirpur and HardoL 

4. Banjara .. Chauhan RaJPut, Rathor Rajput Muzaffarnagar. 

r Dhiman Brahman { Dhiman Brahman 8abha, lIfuzaffarnagar_ .. . , 
Dehra Dun, Muzafiarnagar, Jhansi and Partabgar~ . I 

I t Bulandshahr, Aligarh, Bareilly, Budaun, Unao and I MaithilBrahman . , 
I -. Hardoi . 
I 

Ojha Brahman Farrukhabad and Etawah. 

j 
.. .. 

5. Barhai .. 
Panchal Brahman .. ., f PanchalBrahman Mahasabha, Sahflranpur_ 

Muzaffarnagar anct Jhansi. 

l 
Vishwakal'ma Brahman ., Vishwakarma Brahman Mahasabb'l, Allahabad. 

Brahman .. .. Azamgarh. 

Mathuria Barhai .. .. Mainpuri. 

6. Bawaria .. Brahman .. ., Muzaffarnagar. 

~ Kshattriya .. ., Partabgarh. 
7. Beldar .. 

( Bindwar Vaishya .. ., Gorakhpur. 

8. Bhar .. J aduvanshi Kshattriya ., Jaunpur. 

) 
Brahmbhatt Brahman ., j All-India Brahmbhatt Brahman Sabha, Allahabad. 

Dehrlt Dun, Bulandshahr, Aligarh, Mainpuri, 
Budaun, Shahjahanpur, Jhansi, Jalaun, Hamirpur, 

9. Bhat OJ: Brahm· Jaunpur, Ballia, Gorakhpur, Unao, Hardoi, Partab-
bhatt. L garh and Bara Banki. 

Barwar Brahman .. ., Bijnor. 

10. Bhotia .. Rajput .. " 
., Almora. 

\ I Sarwari Brahman .. . , Gorakhpur . 

11. Bhuinhar I Brahman Benares, J aunpur and Ballia. .. < .. ., 

f Kshattriya .. ., Jaunpur (very few) and Gorakhpur. 

12. Bohra .. Brahman .. ., Muzaf£aruagar. 

* Where ouly the nallJ.e of a distriot appe~r8 il"\ t]lis colu~n t~e claim came fro~ the communit~ itself ill t41\~ 
distriot Elnd not troll! a, sabhtu or maha8ab~a, 
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Former caste name. New name claimed. Source of olaim.* 

13. ChamaI' 

14. Chhipi 

15. Churihar 

16. Dafali 

17. Dakot 

18. Darzi 

19. Dhangi 

20. Dhobi 

21. Gadaria 

22. Gam 

23. Gharuk 

24. Golapurab 

25. Gujar 

26 .. Halwai 

27. Jangra 

28. Jat 

29. Joshi 

30. Julaha 

31. K:e.har 

32. K:alwar 

33. Kanjar 

34. K:asera 

36. Khagi 

37. Khangar 

38. Khattri 

JatavRajput 

.. ~ Jatav 

Meerut, Bulandshahr and Aligarh. 

{ 
AlI.India Shraddhanand Dalitudhar Sabha, Delhi. 
Bulandshahr, Mainpuri, Bareilly and Etawah. 

Rohela Tank Kshattriya, Tank Tank Kshattriya Mahl1sabhe., Delhi. 
~hattriya. 

f 
{ 

.. ~ 

Sisgar 

Phadali 

Naqqarchi 

JoshiBrahman 

Brahman 

Rohela Tank Kshattriya 

Tank Kshattriya 

Thakur .. 

Chhattri .. 

PaliRajput 

Rajput .. 

Gharuka. Kshattriya 

Golapurab Brahman 

Kshattriya 

., ~ Yogseni Vaishya 

Vaiehya ., 

Brahman 

JaduvanshiThakur 

Kshattriya 

Brahman 

) 

Shaikh Momin or Momin 

ShaikhAnseri 

"Nurbaf .. 

Kashyap Rajput 

r ShoundikKshattriya 

Haihaiya do. 

Batham Vaishya 

Kharidaha Vaiehya .. 

L Vaishya •• 

Kanjarmana 

Vaishya .. 

Jalaun. 

~Jalaun. 

} Muzaffarnagar. 

1 Tank; K.shattriya. Mahasabba, Delhi. 

Jalaun. 

Benares. 

AlI·India. Pali Rajput (Dhangar.Nikhar) Mahasebhn, 
Allahabad. 

Muzafiarnagar . 

Bam Banki and Gonda. 

Agra. 

JaJaun.~ 

Etawah. 

Benares and Hardoi. 

DehraDun. 

Bijnor. 

Hamirpur and Jaunpur (one family only). 

Bijnor. 

I Jamiatul Momenin, Calcutta. 
) Budaun. 
Moradabad. 

Budaun. 

All·India Kashyap Rajput Mahasabha, Lahore. 

Ali. India. Kshattriya Shoundik (or Sunri Kehwar) 
Mahasabha, district MaIda, Bengal. 

All·India Haihaiya Kshattriya Mahasabba, district 
Bhagalpur, Bihar and Orissa. 

Shahjahanpur, Unao, Hardoi and Kheri. 

Jaunpur. 

Unao, Hardoi and Bara Banki. 

Bareilly. 

Gorakhpur. 

Kayastha Kayastba Sabha, Meerut. 

.. ~ 
Chitraguptavanshi 

Kshattriya. 

Kshattriya 

Khagwanshi Thakur .. 

Khangar Kl>ha.ttriya 

Vaishya .. 

Jaunpur (only very few). 

Bareilly. 

f Khangar Kshattriya Sabha. 
l Jhansi and J alaun. 
Benares and Bara Banki. 

• Where only the name of a district appeafs in this column the claim came from the community itself in t·hat 
~triet and not fro~ a 8abhfl or maM8obhC!, 
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39. Kirar 

40. Kisan 

41. Koeri 

42. Kori { 
43. Kumhar { 

r 
14. Kurmi t 
45. Lodh 

46, Lohar 

47. Luniya f 
48. Mahabrahman .. { 

49. Mirasi 

50. Nai 

51. Naik .. { 
52. Orh 

53. Patwa 

54. Qasll!l.b 

55. Rawa 

56. Rawani 

~ 

57. Rora 
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New name claimed. 

Thakur 

Rajput 

K uswaha K.shattriya 

Kush Kuleen Rajput 

Tantuvai Vaishya 

Jaiswar .. 

Balkhariya Thakur 

Rajput .. 
Vaishya .. 

Jaiswar .. 

Kurmi-K.shattriya 

KairaLi " 

Lodhi Rajput 

Dhiman Brahman -, 

Maithil Brahman 

Ojha Brahman 

Panehal Brahman 

Vishwakarma Brahman 

Chauhan Rajput 

Thakur 

Mahapatra Brahman 

Acharj Brahman 

Quraish .. 

Kuleen Brahman 

Nai Pande Brahm'tn .. 

NaiBrahman 

Pande Brahman 

Brahman 

Rajput 

Brahman 

Rajput 

Orh Kshattriya Rajput 

Brahman 

Shaikh Quraishi 

RayaRajput 

Chandravanshiya K.shattriya 

Chattri .. 

Source of clitim! 

Mainpuri. 

Jalaun (none have ever been returned in this district). 

Jaunpur. 

Kush Kuleen Rajput Sabha, Saharanpur. 

Bulandshahr. 

Bareilly. 

'Bara Banki. 

Dehra Dun (Mehra sub-caste only). 

Rardoi. 

Bareilly. 

f 
All-I~diaKurmi-KshattriyaAssociation,Dewas State, 

Central India, 
Bareilly, Budaun, Jalaun, Benares, and Rardoi. 

Kheri. 

f
All-India Lodhi Rajput Conference, Fatehgurh. 
Bulandshahr, Mainpuri, Jhansi, Jalaun, Hamirpur and 

Unao. 

I Dhiman Brahman Babha, Mu~affarnagar. 

( Muzaffarnagar and JhoDsi. 

Bulandshahr. 

Farrukhabad and Etawah. 

f Panehal Brahman Mahasabha, Eaharanpur, 
Budaun, Jhansi, Unao, Hardoi and Partabgarll. 

Vishwakarma Brahman Mahasitbha, Allahabad. 

Benares and Jaunpur. 

Partabgarh. 

( i. Gorakhpur, Azamgarh and Bara Banki. 

J amiatul Quraish, Meerut. 

KuleenBrahman Mahasabha Bharat., Jullundur City, 
Punjab. 

Mainpuri. 

Bulandshahr. 

Etawah. 

Dehra Dun, Muzaffarnagar and Unao. 

Naini Tal, A!mora and Hardoi. 

Azamgarh and Fyzabad • 

Almora. 

~ All-India Orh K.shattriya Rajput Mahasabha, Aligarh. 

~ Bulandshahr and Aligarh. 

Ramirpur. 

Moradabad. 

Raya Rajput Sabha, Delhi. 

All-India Chandravanshiya Kshll.ttriya Mahasabha, Go
rakhpur. 

Muzaffarnagar. 

. . *\Vhereonlythenameofadistrictappears in this column thl;) claiII). cami) froII).'thll COplIr.lmitr itsjllf ill th!\~ 
distnctandnoHrom a iIIbka ormoha6abha, 
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Former caste name. 

58. Saini .. 
59. Sainthwar .. 

60. Sonar 

61. Taga .. { 
62. Teli .. 
63. Thathera .. 
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New name claimed. 

Saini Kshattriya 

Ohhattri .' . 
.Mend or Mair Rajput 

Matari Chhattri 

Vaishya 

Yadubanshi 

Tyagi Brahman 

Brahman 

Vaishya 

Tamera 

Source of claim. * 

.. All-India Saini Kshattriya Mahassbha, Jodhpur. 

Gorakhpur. 

.. ~ All-India. Mair Kshattriya Sabha, Ballia, 
MuzalJarnagar, Meerut, Bulandshehr, Bijnor and 

NainiTal. 
.. Bara Banki. 

., Azamgarh. 

.. Farrukhabad. 

. 
~ Muzaffarnagar and Bijnor. 

" Azamgarh. 

.. Jalaun. 

4. The difficulty as already mentioned, was generally overcome by put. 
ting the old and better knOI.-n caste name under the new title, but this meant 
additional work in sort,ing and much careful supervision. The great number 
of new names must have militated against the accuracy of the statistics but 
I do not think the effect is very considerable, certainly it is not what might 
have been expected. Had the errors been large, Brahmans and Rajputs would 
have gained materially at the expense of the other castes and Saiyids and 
Shaikhs at the expense of the lower Muslim castes. But this is not the case. 
From Subsidiary Table I at the end of this chapter it will be seen that in the 
last decade Brahmans have increased by only 0'9 per cent. whereas the total 
Brahmanic Hindu population has increased by 5' 7 per cent. Rajputs show 
an increase of 8'3 per cent. This is above the average but so was their decline 
between 1911 and 1921. Rajputs are still 4'9 per cent. below their 1901 
figure while Brahmans number 4' 8 per cent. less than they did in that year. 
Saiyids in the last ten years show an increase of II' 7 per cent. against an 
increase of 10'5 per cent. among all Muslims. Shaikhs have increased by 10'7 
per cent., Julahas by 14'0 per cent., and Nau-Muslims by 53'4 per cent .• 

I think these figures show that the difficulties from this cause hav..e been 
successfully surmounted. Apart from these possible errors there are of course 
errors caused by people returning an old caste name to which they had no right 
and which could not be detected by enumerators. These will be comparatively 
very few, so also I think will be the errors which have crept in during abstrac
tion and compilation. On the whole, therefore, I think the statistics may be 
accepted as portraying with reasonable accuracy the distribution of the popu
lation by caste. The figures for race are probablv more accurate, though a 
few Indian Christians may be included among the Anglo-Indians and a few of 
the latter among the Europeans. 

One other point may be mentioned in this connexion. A movement was 
originated and organized by the All-India Jat-pat Torak Census Commit
tee at Lahore with the idea of inducing people to return themselves as of no 
caste. The movement met with little response in this province as can be seen 
from the fact that no less than 99' 8 per cent. of the Brahmanic Hindu popula
lation returned some caste or other, and no less than 93' 6 per cent. of Aryas 
although the latter were not pressed to do so. 

The distribution of the figures of those who returned themselves as of 
" no caste", [Lnd those whose caste was" unspecified" suggests that the in
structions on this point referred to in paragraph 2 supra were misunderstood 
in some districts or else these two returns were confused in abstraction. They 
cannot be accepted as accurate as between tlie two heads, &pecially in the 
case of Aryas; but they are relatively so few that this is immaterial. 

* Where only the name ofa district appears in this column the claim ceme frem tllo ccmmur.i1y itself 41 
~)lat qistrict and not from a Babha or ma[l{lsab/la, 
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5. The Census Commissioner in 1901 suggested that the return of caste, 
tribe and race should be omitted from the census schedules on the ground that 
the numbers of each caste could not be obtained with meticulous accuracy 
and as the proportion of the population belonging to each caste did not change 
rapidly it was waste of time, effort and money to repeat the return at each 
census. Since then the caste return has been impugned by some who contend 
that it is likely to perpetuate by official action what they consider to be Ul1-

nesirable, viz. caste differentiation, and by others who think the returns are 
vitiated for demographic purposes by the attempts of the lower castes to 
return themselves as belonging to groups of higher status. 

As regards the attacks on the accuracy of the return we have already seen 
in the preceding paragraph how they were dealt with and the extent to which 
success has been achieved. Regarding the allegation that the return of caste 
is likely to perpetuate the caste system, in the first place it seems curious to 
imagine that the mere record of caste can affect that institution one way or 
the other. Oensuses started in 1869, i.e. about 60 years ago. The caste system 
evolved some 3,000 years ago. During the centuries the caste system must· 
have found many opponents as well as defenders, yet it has lived through the 
ages, and its survival or disappearance obviously depends on far more power
ful factors than the mere presentation of statistics showing the relative strengths 
of the different castes at any given time. Those factors are not likely to be 
nullified in the course of a few years. Further, has the caste system streng
thened in the last 60 years since the introduction of census? 

On the other hand I venture to suggest that the Census Reports in deal
ing with ca.ste have done a positive good by bringing to the light of day some 
undoubted evils of the caste system. Would untouchability and child-mar
riage have received the attention they have but for the publicity they initially 
gained through the Oensus returns? Again, take the increasing number of 
caste claims. Each of these represents an effort on the part of some members 
of the caste or community concerned towards social uplift, stimulated by the 
census return. The census deals with facts, and those who would say there 
is no such thing as caste or who imagine that the census return of caste is likely 
in any way to perpetuate the caste system are blinding themselves to facts like 
the pursued ostrich that buries its head in the sand. Moreover their allegations 
are self-contradictory. If the caste system is dead how can the retention of 
the caste return perpetuate the system? As regards this province the truth is 
that although a progressive few have broken through caste restrictions, caste 
is still" the foundation of the Indian social fabric". Every Hindu is born into 
a caste and his caste determines his religious, social, economic and domestic 
life from the cradle to the grave. Whatever view may be taken of caste as 
a national and social institution it is useless to ignore it so long as caste actu
ally does play such a vital part in the life of each individual. When it becomes 
a fact that caste restrictions have disappeared or even have to a large extent 
disappeared, the need for thc retention of the caste return will have gone 
and those responsible for taking the census will not be among the least appre
ciative, even if only for the omission of a column the filling up of which involves 
peculiar difficulties, and the tabulation of entries from which is attended with 
many complications. 

So long as the Caste System is such an important factor classification by 
caste can scarcely be abandoned, for a classification based on religion or occu
pation would be too broad and featureless to be of any value for economic or 
sociological analysis. 

6. Although it was necessary to ask and record the caste or race of every 
person in the schedule, for reasons of economy all the castes returned have not 
been tabulated. The selection of those tabulated includes the more numer
ous castes of 1921, certain small tribes or castes of ethnographical importance, 
and any depressed castes not already included in either of the foregoing cate
gories. In some instances different castes have been c1ubbed together as an 
economy. The details of these will bc fmmd on the fly-leaf to Imperial Table 
XVII. They were members of depressed castes of whom total figures were 
required though the figures for the individual castes were not of importance. 

The value of 
the easte 
return. 

Classificalio't} 
oj caste. 
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The tabulation is, however, fairly exhaustive, for 98'4 per cent. of Brah. 
manic Hindus, 90' 6 per cent. of Aryas and 9&' 8 per cent. of Muslims have been 
tabulated under the various castes (including the few small groups already 
referred to). 

No sub-castes were tabulated, in order to reduce expenditure. 
The castes have been tabulated by religion and it may he noted that if a 

caste appears under one religion, but not under another it means that none of 
that caste returned the latter religion, so that hy adding together the figures 
for a caste shown under one religion to those of that caste shown under any of 
the other religions the total 6f that caste for all religions can be obtained .• 

The castes have been put in alphabetical order under each religion. In 
the case of the castes shown in the list of claims in paragraph 3 supra persons 
returning any of the caste names shown in the second column were tabulated 
under the corresponding old caste name appearing in the first column. 

7. The Brahmanic Hindu community may be divided into three main 

Actual Community. Humber. 

ill'ahm!UIB .. 4,525,893 
D ~pressed rlasses 12,819,949 
Othe~s .. 24,189,139 

'rotal Brahmanic 41.534.981 
Hinuus. 

Number per 
mille of total 

Rrahmanic 
Hindu 

romrnunity. 

109 
309 
582 

1,000 

divisions, viz. Brahmans, t118 Depressed 
Classes, and others. The figures for 
these main divisions will be found by 
tahsils in Provincial Table n. In the 
margin I give the figures for the provincc 
as a whole, including the states. Brah'
mans form one-ninth, the depressed 
classes somewhat less than one-third, and 
other castes ahout five-ninths. 

8. But we have seen that many of those professing the reformed Hindu 
faiths have returned their castes. These are often imperfectly converted and 
liable to lapse, and moreover those who before their conversion belonged to the 
depressed classes are still so r,egarded by orthodox Hindus. To obtain a com
plete return of the depressed classes it is thus necessary to add such of the 
reformed Hindus who returned a depressed caste to those of that caste who 
returned their religion as Brahmanic Hinduism. This has been done in the 
figures for depressed Hindus in columns 4 and [) of the table in Appendix 1 at 
the end of this volume, and this explains the apparent slight discrepancies in 
the figures. The statistics in Appendi.x 1 have been illustrated in th(t-o Social 
Map whi.ch forms the Frontispiece to this Report.. Similar figures are- given 
hy natural divisions in the same appendix. 

The whole subject of the depressed and backward classes, which has 
received so much publicity oflate, has been dealt with in Appepdix 2, and the 
castes regarded as depressed have there been listed . 

9. The caste returns of Aryas haye already been allud.ed to in paragraph 
10 of Chapter XI-Religion. 

Out of 3,403 Radhaswamis 2,554 (roughly t.hree-quartel's) returned no 
caste. Three hundred and twenty-seven returned themselves as Chamars and 
156 as Kayasthas. The rest were d_istributed in small numbers throughout 
numerous castes. 

Of the 144 Brahmos 70 returned no caste and 44 were Vaishyas. 

None of the 44 Devs returned a caste. 

10. Out of 68,168 .Jains only 3,(309 (5 per cent.) returned no caste while 
62,133 (91 per cent.) returned themselves as Vaisbyas. The TeAt were scattered 
among various castes and included 554 Rajputs. 

II. Out of 46,610 Sikhs 7,066 (15 per cent.) returned no caste, while 30,595 
(66 per cent.) returned themselves as Jats. This has already been explained in 
paragraph 13 of Chapter XI. The others are of variOllR ('::tstes including a fair 
1111mber of Khatjks and Rajputs. 
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12, Islam recognizes no caste distinctions, but in this province where the 

Caste. 

s aiyid .. 
Mughal ., 
Pathan .. 
Slmikh .. 
Julaha .. 
Faqir .. 
D hunia .. 
Teli --
Nai (Hajj am) --
Darzi .. 
Rajput .. 
Qassab .. 
Dhobi .. 
Manihar .. 

Actual 
number. 

312,174 
59,381 

1,094,386 
1,592,063 

959,681 
400,694 
387,565 
252,636 
243,836 
168,906 
166,658 
166,185 
109,248 
105,817 

Number per 
mille of total 

Muslim 
community, 

42 
8 

147 
214 
129 
54 
52 
34 
33 
23 
22 
22 
15 
14 

influence of Hinduism has powerfully 
affected Muslim customs, tradition and 
sentiment, and where a very large section 
of Muslims are the descendants of con
verted Hindus who have retained in large 
measure their Hindu customs the case 
is otherwise. Besides the four original 
foreign t,ribes pf Saiyids, Mughals, Pathans 
and Shaikhs there are numerous endoga
mous occupational castes. In the margin 
I give the figures for the four original 
families and for the larger occupational 
castes. These 14 castes account for 81 
per cent. of all Muslims . 

The caste of 
Muslims. 

13. In the margin I give statistics for all religions together of those castes Ohief castes 

Number Percentage variation in popula-

who included over one taU religion8). 
million members in 1931. 
Between them these 14 
castes claim 62 per cent. 
of the total population. 

PersoIls pe~ mille tion, 
Caste. in 1931.§ of total 

population 
1931. 1921-31. 1911-21. 1901-31. 

Similar figures for other 
important castes will be 
found in Subsidiary 
Table I of this chapter . 

Chamar .. 6,312 127 +8'0 -4-0 +6-4 
Bralnnan .. 4,556 92 +0'9 -3'5 -4'8 
Ahir .. 3,897 78 +5-6 -5-4 +1-3 
R!1jput .. 3,757 76 +8-3 -5-2 --4-9 
Kurmi .. 1,756 35 +0-5 -7'5 -II'S 
Shaikh .. 1,592 32 +10-7 +9'4 +16-6 
Pasi .. 1,461 29 +9'2 +2-1 +17'8 
Vaishya .. 1,262 25 • * * 
Kahar .. 1,155 23 +6'6 -2'6 -8'5 
Louh .. 1,099 22 +5-3 -6-3 +0-1 
Pathan .. 1,094 22 +20-2 -5.'2 +34-1 
Gadariya ,- 1,020 20 +8'6 --4-5 +7-4 
Teli .. 1,006 20 +7'2 -3-1 +5'8 
Julaha .. 1,005 20 +14'0 -11'0 . +8'9 

* Figures not available_ § OOO's omitted, 

14. There is nothing of any importance to note in this connexion. There 
is no marked change from the normal. 

15. The increase in total population between 1921 and 1931 having been 
between 6 and 7 per cent., any wide variations from this for the different 
castes shown in Subsidiary Table I need a word of explanation. 

The increase among Ahars has been small since 1921 (1' 7 per cent,), but in 
that year there was a very large increase which occurred in district Aligarh, 
Rampur State and the Fyzabad revenue division. The names of these castes are 
in some localities pronounccd'similarly and are difficult to distinguish when writ
ten, Thus errors are probablc in both enumeration and compilation and that 
they have occurred both now and in the past can be seen from the fact that 
when one of the castes loses in a district the other usually shows a correspond
ing gain. The present distribution on the whole resembles that of 1921. 
Ahirs show an increase of 5' 6 per cent. since 1921. 

Baghbans show an increase of II' 5 per cent., which is most noticeahle in 
Bijnor district, where several Malis appear to have returned themselves as 
Baghbans. Malis, Kachhis, Sainis and Baghbans are closely allied. The 
actual increase since 1921 is not so great as the _above figure suggests because 
in that year Muslim and Arya Baghbans were not tabulated. 

Bhangis show an unusually small increase of 3'1 per cent. The Bhangi 
group includes several castes and there have been changes at· different censuses 
in the castes included under this head. At the present census all Dhanuks 
have been included (for economy) though strictly speaking bnly one sub-caste 
of Dhanukst come under this head. Bansphors have been excluded and 
included under Doms of which they are a sub-caste. Conversions to the prosely
tizing religions also affect the figures for when they become Christians or Aryas 
they usually do not return their caste. 

t The figures for B:u'lJi in S:l')liliary Ta.ble I of this ohaphor for pravious cenSuses include both Bhangi and 
Dhanuk figures which have b33ll ailel together for the purpose of comparison, 
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The majority of Bhats or Brahmbhatts have long claimed to be Brahmahs, 
but there ar~ sOlIl:e who profess Islam and others who are Aryas. In 1921 
only those who returned themselves as Brahmanic Hindus were separately 
tabulated and this accounts for the large apparent decrease in their numbers 
in 1921 and subsequent increase of 46'8 per cent. in 1931. Brahmanic Hindu 
Bhats have aGtually increased by 15'4 per cent. in the last decade. Even this 
is above normal and is due to the fact that some of those who formerly returned 
themselves as Brahmans have been restored to their proper community. The 
figures of 1901 and 1911 suggest, however, that many are still recorded as 
Brahmans. 

Between 1911 and 1921 there was a decrease of 20' 8 per cent. in this caste 
for no apparent reason. The figures are more normal now and this has resulted 
in an apparent gain of 24:' 3 per cent., giving an increase of 14 per cent. since 
1901. 

Between 1901 and 1911 there was a decrease of 35'6 per cent. in Bhuin
hars, which Mr. Blunt* ascribed mostly to plague. But 1921 saw an astounding 
recovery, the increa'!3e being no less than 39' 6-per cent. in spite of the influenza 
epidemic. This large increase was ascribed by Mr. Edye'j' to the inclusion of 
Bhuinhars ampng Brahmans in 1911. The increase in the last decade has been 
.only 1'5 per cent. The fluctuations in the past were undoubtedly due to the 
confusion of Bhuinhars with Brahmans. The present small increase of l' 5 
per cent. among Bhuinhars appears to be correct for Brahmans have increased 
by only O· 9 per cent., and where Bhuinhars have remained stationery or 
decreased Brahmans have usually done the same, e.g., ill Azamgarh Bhuinhars 
declined by 3,313 and Brahmans declined by 5,004. 

There was an unaccountable decline of 12' 7 per cent. in the numbers of this 
caste in 1921. The 1931 figures have returned to normal and this accounts for 
an apparent increase of 17' 3 per cent., giving an increase of 8' 4 per cent. in the 
last 30 years. 

The very small increase of 0'1 per cent. in this caste is due to the fact 
that in 1921 certain Dusars in district Fatehpur were wrongly includedt. They 
have now been excluded. 

Faqirs show a decline of 3'0 per cent., while Goshain,s show an increase of 
34' 0 per cent. Faqir and Goshain are generic terms including religious mendi
cants and ascetics. The fornier return themselves by numerous other names 
and are as a result likely to be tabulated under " other castes" . In G&thwal 
at this census many were returned as Rajputs. The names are often inter
changed, e.g., in Almora the Faqirs of 19-21 returned themselves almost without 
exception as Goshains in 1931. Hence the curious fluctuations. Faqirs and 
Goshains together show an increase of 4:' 4 per cent. in the last decade. 

Gaddis show a remarkable increase of 37'4 per cent. since 1921, especially 
marked in the Meerut division and in Gorakhpur, Basti and Hardoi districts 
and Rampur State. They have often been regarded as a sub-caste of Ghosis, 
but they have now definitely separated and this probably accounts for· the large 
increase. As Ghosis have not been tabulated separately at the present census 
it is not possible to verify whether this is the correct explanation or not. 

This caste shows a normal increase at this census, but is worthy of note in 
th,at its strength increased from 23,000 in 1901 to 87,000 in 1911. The 
r:eason for this seems to be that they are the result of fusion between a sub
caste of Mallahs and a sub-caste of Kahars, and the fusion and harderung of the 
community as a caste was completed between 1901 and 1911. In 1901 they 
were largely returned as Kahars and Mallahs. 

The apparent increas~ of 68 per cent. in Halwais since 1921 is not real. 
In 1921 Muslim and Arya Halwais were not separately tabulated. There has 
been an actual increase of 1 '1 per cent. in Hindu Halwais in the decade, and the 
total of the Halwais of all religions is now the same as it was in 1911. 

The increase in Jats is·not so large as the figure in Subsidiary Table I 
suggests. In 1921 Muslim and Arya Jats were not included. The actual 
increase in Brahminic Hindu J a ts in the last decade was 3' 5 per cent, 

* Vide Census Report 1911, Part I, pago 359. 
t Vide Census Report 1921, Part I, page 153. 
+ Viae Census Report 1921, Part II, footnote on pago 203. 
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The decrease of 11'0 in Julahas between 1911 and 1921 was abnormal and Julall,a. 
probably the result of the inclusion of some of them among Shaikhs. The 
position has been partly remedied, which has resulted in an increase of 14 per 
cent. since 1921. 

Kalwars have shown a very steady decline since 1901. Since 1921 it is Kalwar. 
noticeable in almost every district and state. They have succeeded in getting 
themselves returned to an increasing extent as Vaishyas. 

The increase of 11 . 5 per cent. in the number of Kols is almost entirely due Kol. 
to immigration from Rewa State into Mirzapur and Banda districts and Benares 
State. The Kols who appeared in considerable numbers in the Meerut division 
for the first time at last census have almost all gone again. 

In 1911 Mr. Blunt ascribed the decrease in Koris to the inclusion of some of Kori and 
them among Hindu Julahas*. The decrease of 1921 was explained by Mr. Edyet Koeri. 
as due to confusion with Koris, and he attributed the 1911 decrease to the same 
cause. The present large increase of 15· 6 per cent. suggests that the Koris 
have now been separated from the Koeris, and this explains the correspondingly 
small increase of 2'2 per cent. in the latter caste. 

The small increase of 0'5 per cent. in Kurmis cannot be ascribed to the Kurmi. 
increase in Sainthwars, for an addition of 7,000 (the increase" in Sainthwars) 
would still leave the in,orease at only 1 per oent. I think it is probable that 
somo of them have gone under Rajputs, either having been returned as suoh 
without the name Kurmi added, or else having been overlooked in the process 
of abstraction. 

The apparent decrease in Malis is due to some, who in 1921 were returned Mali. 
as of this caste, now having returned themselves as Baghban or Saini. 

Mallahs show an abnormal increase of 38'9 per cent.; very little of which Mallah. 
is due to the omission of Muslims and Aryas from the 1921 figures. They have 
in the past been confused with Kahars and Kewats, but this does not appear 
to be the case at this census for Kahars have increased by 6'6 per cent. (normal) 
and Kewats by 13' 9 per oent. The greatest increases have occurred in the 
Benares and Gorakhpur divisions and in Unao district. Part of this increase is 
due to the transfer of those who were wrongly returned under Kahars in 1921, 
and the remainder appears to be a natural increase. 

Manihars show an increase of 22' 8 per cent. which suggests that, as at last Manihdi. 
census also, the return includes some Churihars, Lakheras and Kacheras. These 
occupational castes all overlap. As these latter castes have not been separately 
tabulated it is not possible to check this. 

Meos who recorded a large decrease in 1921 show a further decline of 38'8 Moo. 
per cent., especially noticeable in the three western divisions. They are a com
paratively small community and are probably now calling themselves Shaikhs or 
Pathans. 

Mughals record a very small increase of roughly 1 per cent., for no apparent Mughal. 
reason. 

The Nats (bQth Hindus and Muslims) are a wandering tribe whose figures Nat. 
consequently vary both as between districts and in the Province as a whole. 
They show a decline of 19 per cent. since 1921. The biggest variations have 
occurred in Bahraich district where 1,562 were returned in 1911, no less than 
11,414 in 1921 and 1,485 in 1931. This large decrease since 1921 accounts for 
most of the provincial decrease in the last decade. 

The figures of Nau-Muslims depend very largely on conversions. Between Nau-Muslim. 
1911 and 1921 they rose by 57'9 per cent. and the last decade has witnessed a 
further large advance of 53' 4 per cent. They show very large additions in Basti 
and Gonda districts and a considerable though much smaller decline in Banda 
district. 

Pathans show a large increase of 20' 2 per cent. The rise is general but is Pathan. 
much emphasized in the Benares and Fyzabad divisions. Part of this is due to 
the fact that some of the occupational castes have returned themselves as 
Pathans. There was a large increase in this community of 17'8 per cent. between 
1901 and 1911 which Mr. Blunt thought was due to Muslim Rajputs calling 
themselves Patllans. It is possible that more have done so at this census, but 
Muslim Rajputs show an increase of 8'3 per cent., about midwa~ between th~ 

• Vide Census Report 1911, Part I, page 359. 
t Ville Census Report 1921, Part I, ra~ 153. 
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Hindu and Muslim normal increase. Further, there never have been more than 
a handful of Muslim Rajputs in the Benares division and the figures of this com
munity in the Fyzabad division show a very marked increase since 1921. The 
present increase is due more to the members of the occupational Muslim castes 
now claiming to be Pathans. 

Sainis show an apparent increase of 54'8 per cent. but this is by no means 
all real, for in 1921 only those who returned themselves as Brahma:p.ic Hindus 
were tabulated. Since 1901 this caste shows an increase of 28'S per cent. It is 
probable that some formerly returned as Malis have now come under this head. 

The Silpkars have formerly been tabulated under the name of Hill Doms 
or Hill Depressed Classes. The members of this community have no connexion 
whatever with the Doms of the plains and hence have adopted this new name, 
wishing to dissociate themselves entirely from them. Their increase of 16'5 
per cent. since 1921 is not all real, for the 1921 return excluded those who 
returned themselves as Aryas and caste Silpkar. The increase in those who 
returned Brahmanic 'Hinduism is only 9'7 per cent. which is all natural. 

The apparent violent fluctuations in the Taga community between 1911 
and 1921 and between 1921 and 1931 are again due to the fact that only Brah
manic Hindu Tagas were tabulated in 1921. The 1931 figure is only about 3 
per cent. below the 1911 rcturn, and between 1921 and 1931 Tagas who 
returned their religion as Brahmanic Hinduism increased by only 1 per cent. 
It is possible that some returned themselves as Brahmans pure and simple at 
the recent census, or have been erroneously included as such in the process 
of tabulation. 

Tambolis have shown a continuous decrease since 1901. The decrease of 
17'2 per cent. between 1901 and 1911 was attributed by Mr. Blunt to relatively 
severe losses from plague, but the continued decrease suggests some other reason. 
They are probably returning themselves under another name or names. Some 
may have returned themselves as Barais, for the only difference between these 
castes is that Barais grow the pan-vine and Tambolis sell the leaves. If Barais 
and Tambolis are added together they show an increase of 3'9 per cent. since 
1921 and a decrease of 4' 5 per cent. in the last 30 years. Other more successful 
Tambolis may have returned themselves as Vaishyas. 

It is not possible to make comparisons with past figures because only certain 
sub-castes of Vaishyas have hitherto been tabulated and owing to retrenchment 
Vaishyas have not been tabulated by sub-castes at the present census. 

The figures of selected tribes for the last 50 years exhibited in Imperial 
Table XVIII need no comment. They are self-explanatory. Many of those 
included are wandering tribes whose numbers consequently have in the past 
varied considerab-Iy from district to district and in the province as a whole. 

16. Fissions are now not very frequent. Such as there are appear to be 
the outcome-of occupation and occupational changes. If a section of any caste 
embraces a new occupation which it considers carries with it a superior status 
they show a tendency to s~parate into a new sub-caste and to adopt a new name 
which is considered more suitable to their new social pasition, ~.g., in some parts 
those Chamars who have given up their former occupation of skinning dead ani
mals,now call themselves Jatavs or even Jatav Rajputs. In other places they 
still call themselves Chamars but call those who still follow the traditional occu
pation Pharraiya Chamars. Again, Koris who have given up weaving will style 
themselves Kush Kuleen Rajputs or Tantuvai Vaishyas. But such fissions are 
at present by no means complete and the members of both sections still inter
dine and inter-marry in most places. Whether or not they will harden into 
separate sub-castes or castes depends, I suppose, to some extent on the future 
attitude towards untouchables and the depressed classes. 

Another question that at one time looked as though it might lead to fissures 
in certain castes was the problem of widow re-marriage. In certain castes two 
divisions arose the one permitting and the other forbidding the practice. 
They began to assume different names; but here again the fissure was almost 
nominal and its further development will depend largely on the final views 
adopted by orthodox Brahmans on the subject. 

Fusions are if anything rarer than fissions. At first sight some of the 
~ntries in the tf1,b}e of Oaste Claims given in :paragraph 3 supra might lead one 
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to think that fusion was taking place between certain castes. For instance 
Ahars and Ahirs have a common sabka and in some parts both call themselves 
Yadavas; again Barhais and Lohars have many common sabkas. But in 
actual practice they have not combined as a caste. They may sometimes 
inter-dine but never inter-marry and although those who are members of the 
sabhas (these form, as I have already pointed out, only a minute fraction of the 
castes concerned) are fraternizing in an endeavour to improve their social status, 
the castes from which they are drawn are still as distinct as ever. 

17. Something has been said about the nU,mber and distribution of Euro
p'eans and Anglo-Indians in paragraph 11 of Chapter XI and in paragraph 9 of 
Chapter III, and little need be added here. The actual figures are exhibited in 
Imperial Table XIX. 

I give below the districts and states 'grouped according to the number of 
(i) Europeans and allied races, (ii) Anglo-Indians, each contains-

Districts !1nd st!1tes whioh contain Europeans and allied races numbering-

LeSl!than 20. 20-50. 50-100. 100-300. 300 and over. 

I. Mainpuri. I. Bulandshahr. I. Muzaffarnagar. ]. Moradabad. I. DehraDun. 
2. Etah •. 2. Budaun. 2. Aligarh. 2. Shahjahanpur. 2. Saharanpur. 
3. Bijnor. 3. Banda. 3. Farrukhabad. 3. Benares. 3. Meerut. 
4. Pilibhit. 4. Kheri. 4. Mirzapnr. 4. Gorakhpur. 4. Mutt.ra. 
5. Fatehpur. 5. Partabgarh. 5. Garhwal. 5. Almora. 5. Agra. 
6. Jalaun. 6. BaraBanki. 6. Sitapur. 6. Gonda. 6. Bareilly. 
7. Hamirpur. 7. Bahraich. 7. Etawah.· 
8. Jaunpur. 8. Sultanpur. 8. Cawnpore. 
9. Ghazipur. 9. Allahabad. 

10. Ballia. 10. Jhansi. 
II. Basti. 11. NainiTal. 
12. Azamgaxh. 12. Lucknow. 
13. Unao. n Fyzabad. 
14. Rae Baroli. 
15. Hardoi. 
16. Rampur State. 
17. Tehri-Garhwal 

State. 
18. Benares State. 

• Due to the accidental presence of troops on the ill arch. 

Distriots and states which oontainAnglo-Indians numbering-

Lsssthan 20. 20-50. 50-100. 100-300. 300 and over. 

]. Bulandshahr. I. Muzaffarnagar. I. Farrukhabad. I. Saharanpur. 1. DehraDun. 
2. Mainpuri. 2. Aligarh. 2. Ghazipur. 2. Etah. 2. Meerut. 
3. Bijnor. 3. l\futtra. 3. Basti. 3. Bareilly. 3. Agra. 
4. Budaun. 4. Shahjahanpur. 4. NainiTal. 4. lI{irzapur. 4. Moradabad. 
5. Pilibhit. 5. Azamgarh. 5. BaraBanki. 5. Gonda. 5. Oawnpore. 
6. Etawah. 6. Almora. 6. Allahabad. 
7. Fatohpnr. 7. Hardoi. 7. Jhansi. 
8. Jalaun. 8. Fyzabad. 8. Bonares. 
9. Hamirpur. 9. Partabgarh. 9. Gorakhpur. 10. Banda. 10. Lucknow. 

II. Jaunpur. 
12. Ballia. 
13. Garhwal. 
14. Unao. 
15. Rae Bareli. 
16. Sitapur. 
17. Kheri. 
18. Bahraich. 
19. Sultanpur. 
20. Rampur State. 
21. Tehri-Garhwal 

State. 
22. Benares State. 

. -
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Below I gi~e the numbers of districts and states falling into each group at 
the last three censuses :-. ~ 

Number of districts and states which retUl'Iloo-

Census. 
,Less than 20-50. 50-100. 100-300. 300 and 

20. over. 

European8 and allied races. 

1931 .. 18 6 8 6 *13 

1921 " 17 11 5 5 13 

1911 .. 7 13 11 6 14 

-- - - - Anglo.Indians. .. 

193! .. 22 9 5 5 10 

i92i - 24-.. B --- -6 , g-

1911 .. 22 '9 4 10 6 

*Inelude&-EtlMVah-where troopB-{)n the march happened to be enumerated. 

The figures show clearly the withdrawal of Europeans from districts 
between 1911 and 1921 due to the War, and the process has continued 
between 1921 and 1931 due to the Indianization of the Services and the 
withdrawal of certain missions. 

Anglo·In~ians are concentrating in the larger towns. Incidentally it may 
be mentioned that in 1931 whereas 34,773 persons claimed to be European or 
Anglo-Indian, 35,401 persons returned their mother-tongue as some European 
language. rhe agreement is as close as could be expected and suggests that 
the actual returns are not very far from the truth. 

18. The following appendices on ethnographical matters follow this 
chapter :-

Appendix A.-Some thoughts on the caste system. 
Appendix B.-Caste panchayats and sabhas. 
App~x Q..-Cast€..m.. the. Kumaun. Division.and..Tehri.Garh.wal State. 
Appendix D.-.,.-Monographs on certain castes and tribes-
- - (-J+-Bhaksas. -

(2) Churers of Tehri-Garhwal State • 
.(.&} Jads_of Tehri:Garhw.:al State. 
(4) Kamlapuri Vaishyas. 
(5) Korwas. 
(6) Saharias (or Saheriyas). 
-tJ} '1'lnm:ts. 

Appendix E.-A note on Criminal Tribes Settlements. 
Appendix F.-Ethnographical notes on miscellaneous castes. 

A few notes on migration in district Garhwal and between Gorakhpur 
district and Nepal will be found in Appendix 3 a.t the end of this volume.. 
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APPENDIXA. 

Some thoughts on the Caste System. 
By an old friend of India who prefers to remain anonymous. 

For the sake of cla.rity let our definition of a caste be., that given on page 367 of the 
India Census Report, 1911, viz. "an endogamous group or collection of such groups bearing 
a common name and having the same traditional occupation, who are so linked together 
by these and other ties, such as the tradition of, a common origin and the possession of the 
same tutelary deity, and the same social status, ceremonial observances and family priests, 
that they regard themselves a.nd are regarded by others, as forming a ,single homogeneous 
community." To this must be added the following features :-(1) that eaoh suoh group 
or collection of groups falls with others into a olass with certain cha.Iacteristics; (2) that 
each oaste forms part of, is an element in, a system which is a.ssooiated with certain ideas 
and beliefs; and f3) that within this system there are levels or classes which again are asso
ciated with oertain ideas and beliefs. 

Modern science asserts that it is impossible to understand or appreciate any element 
in a structure unless its function as part of the whole be taken into account. The anatomist 
desoribes the bony system, the nervous system, the respiratory system, the alimentary sys
tem, the reproduotive system, the musoular system, and so forth but knows that he must 
integrate them, he must study them in their relations one to another and to the whole of 
whioh they form elements,and ~ must }3ay special a.,ttention tp the devices by which in the 
human body integration and co-ordination are effeoted,. The student of the body politi\) 
has no lilss a -difficult task and here too he will fail if he simplifies or attempts to simplify 
his task by concentrating his attention on one aspect of the range of problems and neglecting 
their relation to the problem as a whole. Anthropological science-so a recent report 
of a Royal Commission declares-has sho,wn that" Religion, law, tribal authOIity, tribal 
customs and the economic life are inseparably bound up together." Our first duty, theref-Ol"e, 
is to survey the system as a. whole and ~hen we have some vision of its nature, when we 
know: something of the modelop which it is founded, when we realize somewhat of the main 
ideas which underlie its ~ctivities, we may usefully tUlll our thoughts to the features of 
itS: details. 

The caste system rests like all sensible political systems on recognition of the essential 
facts that it takes some of all to make a state and that men are born unequal. It. provides 
for all and it explains inequalities by the doctrine of Karma-a man determines his own 
place in society. It rests on iaeas as to the nature of man, the nature of the physical world 
in whioh and by which man lives, and modern thought declares with no uncertain voice 
that ideas of this kind become as it were part of the human mind so that men do not see 
them but see other things through them. (T. E. Hulme, Speculations, page 50.) An 
essential element in this scheme of ideas is that man himself is part of the world of nature 
and influenced by and capable of influencing the forces which are manifest therein. Thus 
and in this manner morality is linked with science, for a breach of the natural order entails 
penalties which may be both p:p.ysical and spiritual. Every human society must make 
provision for regulating the normal relations between members of the society, for their pro
tection and for-their continuance and safet:y. If the instinct of self-preservation be basal, 
the instinct of self-continuance through propagation is nearly as deep and the instinct of 
self-de:velopment through social life comes close at hand. Then there is the need for train
ing each generation in the institutions of the society so that continuity may be assured. 
Thus we get a system which has an economic a.spect, which has a biologio foundation, which 
provides security., which assures. continuity in the social order, which keeps due order iri the 
rela.tions of individuals each to other within the society and is. in oonstant contact with 
those external elements and forces to which the term" religious" may be applied. 

1£ we look at the caste system as a whole, we see a polity, we observe the stress laid 
on economio funotion, we note regulation of the biologic factors, we discover organization
specialization for defence against external and interrial disorder-we can find, if we are 
not obsessed by the view: that education must be based on books, a system of education to 
enable each individual to do his duty in that state of life to which he has been born as a 
result of his own past, and we cannot avoid knowledge of the elaborate arrangements for 
maintaining equilibri.um in the relations of man and the spiritual world. 

Arahaeological discoveries have revealed the existence in the Punjab and the confines 
of Sind of a highly developed urban civilization which extended eastwards towards, perhaps 
into the territory of the United Provinces. Every urban community depends on extensive 
agriculture and on trade. Indus civilization with its magnificient development of arts 
and crafts, with relations on the one side with its enterprising neighbours in Sumeria and on 
the other with the territories to the east, must have exerted profound influenoe on the poli
tical, social and economie organization of the whole of Northern India. If this view be 
acoepted or allowed even in part, it will be clear tha.t the historical continuity of oulture in 
Northern India musG be reckoned with, and that tho United Provinces in particular must 
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be olosely studied as an area in whioh there may be expected to survive features in the sooial, 
political and economic order which da.te back to the order associated with the Temple State. 
Here, too, if anywhere in India, will there be evidence of contact with other cultures, for on 
the eastern borders-modern borders set by ediot and regardless of nature and the historioal 
distributions-are folk allied in speech with the Austric family whose traces are found in the 
Himalayas as far west as saored Si:rula. itself, and the mingling of stocks from Mongoloid areas 
filtering in through diffioult passes in small numbers with stocks from the south, and the 
passage of enterprise from the west along the river routes mark the United Provinces as an 
area of development by constant contaot. Here we have developed urban communities 
on sites whioh must have been used for many long centuries because distinguished by natural 
advantage; we have village communities self-sufficient and self-maintaining; we have tribal 
communities with their settled order and distinctive institutions. We can distinguish castes 
which are marked by hypergamy by an internal differentiation and special grading; we can 
distinguish oastes whioh follow anoient rules, we know that there are castes which follow the 
forgot rule or in practice disallow marriage with a stock with which there has been a marriage 
in the memory of living man, and there are still groups which prescribe the family from which 
a wife should be taken. The caste system as a Whole has been able to deal with all these 
elements not by imposing the dead hand of an impossible uniformity upon them but by 
allowing them to grow into an assooiated diversity. ·Its elastioity, its liberality of naturali
zation, its political value, have been obscured by the appearance of rigidity by the absolu
tism of the rule that settles a man's place and function in society by what is called the acci
dent of birth. We may pause to ask whether after all birth is an acoident-is it not rather 
an incident, a link in a long chain of events and as much part of the cosmilJ order as any 
other daily happening, so that if the cosmic order is a moral order, all its phenomena
the incidents of human life not less than others-will assume a moral aspect. 

The caste system or polity rests upon and is linked with a weltanschauung or systematic 
philosophy whioh regards the world as a system of forces whose interplay is conditioned by 
human activity-even dependent in some measurjl upon the due and proper performance of 
certain human activities. It is a synthesized universe, not an a.nthropocentric universe 
by any means but a theocentric order, yet humanity is an essential element. The rigidity o£ 
the system of sacrifices a.nd mantras, which ever and anon provokes the a.nger of the spiritua.l 
reformer in his quest for freedom, is part of the general architecture of this remarkable appli
oation of logioal thought to the facts oflife. It will be remembered that vidya-knowledgc, 
science-is a specific condition of spiritual life, but it must be knowledge of the inner spiritual 
nature of the world order of those forces which being unseen are uunoticed and are so cons
tant in their operation that their importance is overlooked. We are all apt to overestimate 
the effect of oa.taatrophies and startling events, yet if we read in the book of nature we shall 
see that the slow, sure, steady forces which are always moulding our world are in reality 
those to which the greatest weight must bo assigned. ., 

In humble as in highly developed societies there are to be found people who are 
rcgarded as endowed with supernatural powers or who are able to control, either for 
sooial purposes or for their own ends, the spiritual forces upon which the social welfare 
depends-and, just as in humbler societies there springs up a sense-a feeling of con
tinuity, and with it grows a recognition of heredity, of inherited and transmitted 
authority, so in the organized and advanced societies of India, heredity and the 
transmission of the power and authority that come from vidya and the right to the 
acquisition of vidya have played a part. The thumomi of the Naga Hills-the man who 
knows-the man who is set round with tabus-the man disbinct from his fellows and 
yet necessary to the life of his society-has his counterpart in the higher groups in India. 
Indeed if we look at the life of the lower culture as portrayed by modern and com
petent writers, we find due and constant recognition of ma,ny of the elements which we 
find in the higher societies. This is in large part due to the fact that both have to deal 
with the same ra,nge and the same kind of problems. There has been diffusion, passage 
of ideas and practices from one to another, the higher has given to and has taken from 
the lower, for the exchange has not been one-sided by any means. Some of the lower 
sooieties have fallen from a higher estate and were once, as Indian history shows only 
too frequently, parts of highly organized cultures, and despite their fall have retained 
features of their glorious past. Hindu polity demands achar-service-so too does thtl 
ritual of the tribe .. There must be regard for the jati and for the kula dharma, and is not 
that taught by and m the tribal life wherein each individual in ma.ny instances is known to 
be a tribesman returned to life. The tabus which each is taught to observe lest by their 
breach he bring some dire misfortune on his whole society-thereby strengthening the 
social solida.rity and teaching the great lesson of each for all-resemble closely the rules 
regulating purity. The lower culture knows the virtue of libcrality-dana-and often 
yisits the miser with social penalties. That marriage and mating are mat tors of high 
import to the life of the society is shown by the rules still in many oases strictly observed 
of cross-cousin marriage. Austerity-fapas-still commands respect and is still a means 
of acquiring spiritual power in the public opinion of the lower societies. It liberates a 
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man from the fetters of desire, aids him to intelleotual clarity, and helps him to aohieve 
individuality through sooial esteem. But when we touoh on the preoept taught by 
Hinduism that piety demands pilgrimages, we oome to a faotor of great importanoe. 
Tribalism is looalism. The institutions of the tribe alone are worshipful. Tribal religion 
strengthens the tribal institutions. Locallegends aid the tribal belief. The tribe oomprises 
the living and the dead. ·It is hard to deny polytheistio pantheism to the tribal soheme 
in whioh re-inoarnation beliefs are as fundamental as elsewhere. But pilgrimages break 
up 1">oalism. The sanctity of the shrines beyond the border oompetes with that of those 
of the home, and men who visit the places beyond return with tales of strange happenings, 
for the threshold of suggestibility is raised by antioipation and the miracles happen 
beoause they are expeoted to happen. Wisely was the duty of pilgrimages set in a high 
plaoe in the religious scheme, and the United Provinces are rioh in holy plaoes so that we 
may well believe that its polity has been influenoed by this faot.. Through it flows Mother 
Ganges, holiest of Indian rivers. It is Aryavarta, and within it was fashioned that 
soheme of thought which for long dominated India. It is now as always an area where 
men have oongregated and in their tightly packed communities mind has flashed on 
mind, ideas have sharpened ideas and memories have stirred by oontrast. Its holy plaoes 
draw great throngs of men and women who return to their villages with their faith 
strengthened, their fervour augmented and their hearts beatified by their experienoes of the 
happenings at the holy plaoes. Great indeed is the power of the mind over the body and 
the age of miraoles is not past. Cold science may explain away or disdainfully refuse to 
consider seriously the phenomena of mental oontrol over physical states, but the peasant 
goes in hope, gets help, comes back with the certitude of the mercy of the deity. The 
duty of pilgrimages is no mean element in the destruction of localism; it oontributes 
largely to the formation of mental attitudes which constitute so great a difficulty to those 
who would use reason to oombat attitudes which are emotional, beyond reason, affected 
by ideas which lie so far back that they are never tested, and based on assumptions 
which have never beel). subjected to critioal examination. The caste order is bound up 
with thase basal ideas, it gives validity to and it receives strength from the assumptions 
which colour every thought and dominate every act of Indian life. It makes for a unity 
amid a welter of diversity, it provides the sanction of religion for the inequalities as 
they appear of life, it links the economic with the biologic life, it joins the facts of 
nature to the facts of history, it makes use of models borrowed from the order of the 
city state as of those furnished by the simple order of the village and tribe. It has 
faults and blemishes. What social order has not 1 It has the supreme merit of being 
wrought on Indian soil by Indians for Indians, of the materials supplied in the long ages 

~ by Indian history and Indian geography. 
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APPENDIX B. 

• Ca.ste Panchayats and Sabhas. 

l. In the Census Report for 1911, Part I, paragraphs 329 et SIXJ.. Mr. Blunt gave a very 
full account of the nature, functions and methods of working of caste panchayats. In the 
following notes I deal with the changes that have occurred in the' subsequent 20 years. 

2. To the list of castes who have permanent panchayats given on page 334 of the 
1911 Report·may be added Joshis (not the Hill Brahmans), Lodhs and Mahabrahmans, 
and in some places Kurmis. 

Brahmans, Rajputs and Kayasthas never have them. 
Permanent panchayats have always been a feature of the occupational and lower castes 

(both Hindu and Muslim), have been local in jurisdiction and have concerned themselves 
with enforcing caste restrictions particularly with regard to eating, drinking and smoking, 
marriage and misconduct, occupational customs, and certain other social observances. 

The last 20 years have seen a marked decline in the authority and influence of such 
panchayats. This is especially noticeable in the more progressive western districts of the 
province, and in towns. In the east the change is less (Jaunpur and Ballia report no change) 
while in the districts of Sub-Himalaya, East, viz. Bahraich, Gonda, Basti, and Gorakhpur 
the position is much the same as it was 20 years ago. 

The reasons for this loss of authority are manifold. 
(1) The spread of education and the great improvement in communications by rail 

and road have widened men's outlook and they are no longer ready to submit 
to the decrees of a village panchayat. The villager is now more conscious 
of his legal rights than in the past, and with a growing sense of individual 
liberty and self-assertion he is rot so prepared to yield to the panchayat's 
authority but would rather press his case in the regular courts. Motor
buses and other improved means of transport have brought the latter nearer 
to him. He has an in-born love of litigation and the prosperous early years 
of the past decade provided him with more funds than usual for the pur
suance of this form of amusement. Mr. Blunt in 1911 wrote* : "I doubt if 
many complainants would willingly exchange the fierce light that beats on 
even a third class magistrate's court-room for the dim obscurity that sur
rounds the panchayat mat." Court-rooms have been brought much nearer 
in the past 20 years and the villager has had more to spend. In fact some 
panchayats themselves now show a tendency to eschew matters cognizable 
by the ordinary courts. 

(2) A very important part of the panchayat's work is in connexion with marriage 
matters. In the past when travel was difficult and expensive marriages 
were contracted near at home aIJ.d usually with the panchayat's approval, 
but now that marriages can be contracted farther abroad the pcmchayat is 
usually not consulted at all. Even if they are they would probably be un
able to make enquiries. The same applies to widow re-marriages. Again, 
cases of enticement, adultery, fornication, refusal to carry out a marriage 
when promise to do so has been given, refusal to send a wife to her husband 
when old enough, and refusal to maintain a wife (restitution of conjugal 
rights), all of which were formerly dealt with by the panchayat are going in 
increasing numbers to the district courts. In cases where the parties live 
far apart, it is obvious that the panchayat could in any case do little. 

(3) The growing spirit of disobedience to constituted authority which has been 
such a marked feature of the past decade and which has been deliberately 
inculcated in boys at school for political reasons, has had its effect on 
panchayats. The younger generation, especially in towns, when they obtain 
a smattering of education and imbibe what are considered by many in this 
country to be progressive ideas, openly flout the authority of their elders in 
the panchayat. Many instances have been brought to my notice where the 
younger faction have pursued a constant policy of opposition to their elders, 
not infrequently resulting in the complete alienation of allegiance to the 
chaudhri. 

(4) Somewhat allied to the above factor is the effect produced on panchayats by 
Congress activities. The prestige and authority of many panchayats have 
been impaired by the fact that those of its members who took part in the 
Non-co-operation and Civil Disobedienc~ movements carried their politics 
into the panchayat and in many cases completely undermined the authority 
of the chaudhri unless he shared their political views and activities. In 
more than one case the chaudhri changed his political views in order to 
retain his authority. When he did not the panchayat'8 solidarity, strength 
~nd authority suffered considerably. 

* Vide Census Report 1911, Part I, page 338. 
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(5) The panckayat has always been the repository of caste immutability and this 
has been one of its greatest sources of strength and authority in the past. 
Orthodox Hinduism was formerly not a proselytizing religion and once a 
Hindu embraced another religion he was not taken back into the fold. The 
last decade has seen a great change in this respect. The shuddhi movement 
among orthodox Hindus has been directed at reclaiming out-castes and those 
who had been converted to other faiths, and even to conversions of non
Hi.ndus. Again, the Arya Samaj has spread the doctrine of" no caste", which 
has latterly been adopted by Congress and the Jat·pat Torak MandaI. Chris-

. tianity also provides a refuge for the out-caste. Thus the effects of being 
out-casted are less tenifying than in the past and this fact has weakened the 
panchayat's authority and at the same time made them adopt a less severe 
attitude towards offences against caste restrictions. This, of course, is more 
noticeable in towns and the west of the province where the new influences 
are more pronounced. 

(6) Caste quarrels and feuds, which were carried on largely through the panchayats 
are a less common feature of village life in these days due to the fact that 
action is taken under the preventive sections to stop such activities. When 
the panckayat is a militant body it naturally flourishes and the chaudhri is 
a person of some importance. 

(7) Owing to improved communications offenders can nowadays more easily escape 
the punishments inflicted by panchayats, with consequent loss of authority 
and prestige to the latter. In one district four cases were brought to my notice 
of men who had been out-casted and had therefore transfened their residence 
elsewhere, and were living in caste at thejr new abodes, their home panckayats 
taking no further action. Two were excommunicated for keeping women of 
another caste, one for eating with members of another caste and one for refus
ing to give his daughter in marriage after betrothal. In the same district 
numerous cases were related of women eloping with men of other castes with 
no consequent punishment as they had left the panchayat's jurisdiction and 
the latter felt they could do nothing. Other cases came to.my notice of 
broken marriage promises, enticement and desertion going unpunished because 
one of the parties lived a long way off. 

(8) Permanent panchayats have always been a feature of the lower castes and in 
those areas where the social uplift movement is strong and the lower castes 
are claiming higher status, there is a tendency for them to abandon this system 
of caste government. 

(9) The panchayats of the functional castes used to take some interest in professional 
matters as between their own caste and others; and also as between members 
of their own caste in respect of offences of individual members against the prac
tice of jajmani, * or by reason of their leaving the traditional occupation. The 
changes in this respect- noted on by Mr. Blunt in 1911 t have continued. The 
last twenty years have seen a still greater departure from traditional occupa
tions (we even see Brahman wine-merchants, tailors, boot-sellers, etc.). Eco
nomic conditions must inevitably cut across caste conventions to an increasing 
extent, and with this development the authority of the panchayat as between 
its own members and in its action on behalf of the decreasing number of its 
members who still follow the traditional occupation must decline. Generally 
speaking, a panchayat does not resent the adoption of an occupation higher 01' 

more respectable than the traditional one. A low caste man who receiveS" 
eduaation usually gives up his traditional occupation and takes to (llerical 
work or governll1ent service if he can get it. His caste-fellows, however, do not 
deprecate the change but rather appreciate his enterprise and respect hiIn. 
For example, in many places Gadariyas have given up sheep-rearing and have 
.taken to agriculture, Nais have become shopkeepers, Chamars have given up 
flaying dead animals and tanning the skins, Dhobis refuse to wash the clothes 
of Chamars and Bhangis and N ais to shave them. On the other hand, if a 
man adopts a lower occupation than the traditional his caste-fellows despise 
him and he would find it difficult to marry his children into respectable families, 
and if the new occupation were considered very degrading he might even be 
out-casted. The Nai panchayat in Budaun recently out-casted a Nai girl for 
taking up midwifery. 

To this extent then the panchayats of functional castes have lost some of their 
authority in respect of their traditional occupations though they still exercise 
some influence in the selection of the new occupation (less in towns of course) 

* Vide Census Report 1911, Part I, page 332. 
t Vide Census Report 1911, Part I, page 343. 
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and also in respeot of infringements of jajmani rights as between their own 
members. .As instances of the latter it may be noted that one Bhangi would 
not clean a.house allotted to another, if he did the panchayat would punish 
him and make him pay compensation to the other. Similarly, a Joshi will not 
aocept alms from a village which lies in the" beat" of another Joshi, nor a 
Mahabrahman the funeral gifts in respect of the deceased from another's area. 
In case of dispute the panchayat still sits in judgment. 

(10) City and town life and the stress of modern conditions naturally make for a 
weakening of the panchayat's authority and this spreads to the rural areas by 
reason of contact. An illustration may be quoted. A Singharia of Moradabad 
City married his son and daughter in an outside village and refused to give 
a marriage feast on the ground that the custom is out of date. The chaudhri 
of the panchayat could do nothing. 

Widows re-marry in towns without the panchayat's permission aM observe nonE: 
of the customs formerly connected with such re-marriages. This too spreads 
by contact. 

One of the duties of the ordinary castes has been respect of Brahmans, and acts of 
disrespect have always been punished by the panchayat. For various reasons 
(not the least of which has been the attitude of Arya Samajists) there has been 
a marked decline in towns in the reverence shown to Brahmans and this attitude 
has to some extent spread to the villages, undermining in a. degree the authority 
of the panchayats who endeavour to uphold the respect of Brahmans. 

(11) The new tenancy law introduced in 1926 which gives security of tenure to 
tenants for their lifetime anQ. to their heirs for a further five years, has 
indirectly taken away a function of panchayats. Before the introduction of 
this legislation tenants' used to co-operate to resist ejectment. The 
panchayats of the cultivating castes would organize this resistance by 
forbidding anyone to take up holdings from which their members had been 
arbitrarily ejected. Now ejectments are few and far between and mass 
action is unnecessary. 

(12) Caste panchayats have suffered much in the face of opposition from new local 
rural organizations, such as the new Government panchayats which consist 
of members of various castes backed by the authority of Government, Co
operative Bank, Welfare and Uplift and Aman Sabha panchayats, all of 
which detract more or less from the allegiance of the villager to the caste 
panchayat and from the respect and prestige of the chaudhri. 

(13) The chaudhri is ceasing to be recognized as an institution by Government 
officials. In former days when the tahsildar could order the chaudhri to 
produce begar (free' labour of short d~ration) for specific Government Jl~eds 
and help in other ways, the chaudhn c~uld look for support from the ~evcnue 
authorities when in difficulties of any kind. He was a man of consl~era?le 
influence .as a result of this backing from Government, and now WIth Its 
gradual withdrawal he is losing some of his authority. Even for paid labour 
tahsildars do not now call on the chaudhri but usually deal directly with the 
labour concerned. 

These then are the reasons that have and are leading to the. decline in authority of 
permanent panchayats, though as before mentioned, they ,operate to a greater ~xtent in 
cities and towns than in rural areas and in the west than III the east of the provIllce, and 
it may be added, to a less extent a~ong the lower castes than those higher in the' social 
scale. . 

On the ot!J.er hand, some panchayats ate reported to have been strengthened by 
reason of improved communications in the past 20 years. For instance, in Moradadad 
district the Turai Kahars have formed a district panchayat with its own chaudhri who is 
called to preside at important meetings of the ordinary Tura.i Kahar panchayats in the dis
trict and who also acts as an appellate court from the decisions of the local village pancha
yata. This recognition and backing of the local chaudhri ·by the headquarter.s panchayat 
gives the caste a greater sense of solidarity and strength and the local chaudhri greater 
influence . 

.Again, the districts of Sub-Himalaya East, where the panchayat system remains 
unchanged, report that as a result of improved communications important social decisions 
of panchayats are quickly made known over larger areas, with the result that the various 
panchayats are kept more up-to-date and uniform in their objects and methods. 

Budaun district reports that the panchayats of Bhangis, Chamars, Dhobis, Gadariyas, 
Joshis, Khatiks, Koris, Kumhars, Mahabrahmans, and Muraos have been least affected 
by modern tendencies. 

Among some of the changes in matters connected with permanent panchayats the 
following are noteworthy :-

(1) In Fyzabad district (and probably elsewhere) some panchayats now take direct 
evidence like an ordinary court. 
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(2) In 1911 Mr. Blunt * wrote~ that in most cases small fines were immediately 
spent on purchasing sweetmeats or liquor for the brotherhood, or when the 
fine was sufficient a feast was provided. At other times matting or furni
ture for the panchayat was bought, or money was spent on charitable objects 
such as repairing temples, wells, mosques, providing a dowry for an 
orphan, or feeding poor Brahmans. There is now a tendency to spend the 
proceeds of fines more on charitable objects. In Ballia district where 
panchayats can inflict a fine up to Rs.250 they usually do not take the 
actual money but direct the offender to spend it on some work of public 
utility. A panchayat in Gonda district was found which purchased cooking 
utensils with some of its fines, and loaned these out to poor people free of 
charge for specific periods. 

(3) From some parts it is reported that for economic reasons connected with the 
cost of refreshments, etc., permanent panchayats do not meet as frequently 
as in the past. 

(4) The old idea that a man who proceeded abroad automatically became an out. 
caste has gone. On his return he now re-joins the panchayat by performing 
certain petty ceremonies and giving a caste dinner or providing even light 
refreshments. Incidentally it may lie mentioned that among the higher 
castes even the former practice of the recitation of kathas by a Brahman, 
and the giving of a caste dinner have been abandoned since the Great War. 

I next give a few notes on the permanent panchayats of a few castes selected from 
Moradabad, an average western district. 

1. Bhuiyar.-In 1911 t there was said to ,be a distinction between the Bhuiyars 
of Moradabad and Thakurdwara. It seems that the difference has since 
disappeared for the chaudhri reports that there is' free inter-marriage 
between the two sections, the difference in origin having been lost by reason 
of their common occupation of weaving coarse cloth and blankets. The 
Moradabad Bhuiyars are now commonly identified with Chamars. There 
have beell two instances in the last three years of inter-marriage with Koris. 

The office of the chaudhri is hereditary. The panchayat meets rather infrequently 
but no case is allowed to go to the courts of law without a preliminary 
trial by the panchayat. The chaudhri says that as a result of this there has 
been no litigation of any sort in the caste for a long time. Besides the 
ordinary problems arising from marriage and women the panchayat has 
jurisdiction over small disputes regarding property and trade rights. The 
panchayat settled last year a dispute between the sons for the property 
of their deceased father. 

Members entrust their cloth without payment in advance, to one or two of 
the caste who take it for sale to Lucknow and Delhi. 

The caste is strictly vegetarian. 
2. Bharbunja.-Their panchayat has not functioned for the l~st eight years. Such 

disputes as arise are sent to the courts. This is probably due to the fact 
that the hereditary chaudhri is of unsound mind. 

3. Chamar-Mochi.-This is a joint panchayat ,in Moradabad City of Chamars 
and Mochia, the latter probably being an occupational sub-caste of the 
former. The Mochis will not inter-marry with the Chamars, although the 
latter may have Jeft their traditional occupation and style themselves 
Jatav Rajputs or Jatavs. 

This panchayat seems to be in a sorry plight and the authority of the chaudhri 
to be almost nil. Twelve years ago the members living in two whole muhallas 
became Ohristians but they have remained in the panchayat ever since and 
inter-dine and inter-marry with the others. Recently a third muhalla has 
been converted and remains in the panchayat and the chaudhri expects soon 
to have an entirely Ohristian panchayat. 

Another source of worry to the chaudhri is the younger generation who have 
adopted the Oongress creed and repeatedly attack him and have deprived him 
almost entirely of his remaining 'authority. He reoently made a futile 
attempt to out-oaste four of them without success. 

A Mochi arranged a match for his son and accepted Rs.5 as earnest money. The 
son repudiated the oontract, his father kept the money and the panchayat 
approved the action. 

Marriages are sometimes arranged by the panchayat. Orphans are handed 
over by the panchg,yat to parents without children. 

Cases of petty assault are compromised if the offender joins his hands in 
supplication before the panchayat. Money disputes are often settled. 

* Vide Census Report 1911, Part 1, page 341. 
t Vide Census Report 1911, Part I, page 364. 
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If a member is likely to he Rentenced in a criminal case brought against him 
by another member the panchayat usun.lly forces a compromise. 

If a member pleads inability to give a marriage fcaRt, the panchayat considE'rs 
his case and may excuse him. Recently a memher was made to give a 
feast to the panchayat for killing a dog, and another who killed a row was 
made to beg in seven cities. 

In the case of acute disputes in which the cha71dhri is a partisan, the most 
influential zamindar of the muhalla is called in to preside. 

4. Christian.-Recent converts to Christianity (known 1U3 karhcha) remain in 
their caste and inter-rune and inter-marry freely II'lth non-Christian 
membrrtl. Some cases were met with where thil:l arrangement had 
survived 30 years after conversion. This iR natural because many 
of the converts have supporters among those not convprted by reason 
of marriage connexions, and they do not wiRh to break away from 
their community. Besides attending their caste panchayat they have 
a kind of panchayat of their own presided 0\ er by a local missionary, 
but it has little influence because tho conversion if; onl~' partial and any 
attempt at imposing a punisbment means a lapse to I Hnduism. 

5. Kahar.-The chaudhri of the Turai Kahanl in }\I[oradabad City, who iR heredi
tary, has considerable authority not only OVE'r tIl(' caste in .l\loradabad hut 
throughout the whole district as mentioned already. He is called into 
rural areas to decide important clisputp:4 ami hiH travelling allowanee is l)aid 
by the party who summonf, him. He abo (ol1stituteR an appt'llate court 
from the villago panchayats. The panchayat mmally meets in a temple and 
frequently numbers 1,000. In 1930 when certain Kahars came from the 
Kashyap Rajput Sabha, Lahore, to incluce them t return themselves as 
Kashyap Rajputs the gathering numbered 5,O()fI. 

The ordinary procedure is for the complainant to apply to the cha1~dhri who may, 
if he thinks the complaint frivolous, refuse to call a meeting. If he decides 
to convene the panchayat he sends out the two cltakrayats to call together the 
members. 

For misconduct the panchayat has a fixed Reale of fines. For adultery with a 
Brahman, Rajput or Vaishya the fine i:.; Rs. 20, paid by the woman "ith 
the assistance of the man. For arlultery within the caste the fine is 
only Rs.2-S-0 which the man pays. If the husband lJonnives he haR to pay 
RR.2-S-0 as well. For adultery II ith a Muslim or any Hindu caste other 
than the aforementioned three the penalty is permanent out-casting which 
is only in rare cases condoned on payment of a largo fine, amount unfixed. 

The procedure in such cases seems rather Revere. Information is laid before 
tho cha1tdhri and if ho thinks it sounds reasonable he thereupon 'declares 
the woman to be an out-caste and it is thcn for the woman to summon a 
panchayat to try to prove her innocence or admit her guilt and pay the fine. 
The woman is expected to bathe in the Ga,nges ufter paying the finE'. 

A man who keeps a woman of another caste is Te·admitted to caste on payment 
of a fine and the woman can remain af' his wife if he payt'! the panchayat 
well enough. The children of snch a urjon are liable to no special 
disability. AduItol"Y by a member of the caste with a married woman of 
the caste is punishable with fine and out-casting, hut in actual practice 
Ruch cases are often comnounded. 

If a man fails to maintaill nit> wife he if, usually uphraided at fir:lt and if he 
still persists may be outcasted. In ~Ollle raseR the woman if! Iiherated from 
wedlock. 

Disputes fPgarding fishing rights aro f,pttlefl by the ponrhayat and its orderR 
are enforeed on pain of ex-communication. 

The family of a man convicted in court of a RCl'iollq oJience ib regarded with 
disfavour and if the offence is very serious they may even be out-caHteu. 

6. Kayastha-Darzi.-A curious thing has happened in the panchayat of thi8 eaqte 
in Moradabad City. The prCHent chaudhri was only 19 yrarR old 
when his father died and on account of hiq immature age three other 
chaudhris have set themselves up and each haR taken OWl' roughly one
quarter of the community. The four panchayats flO former! are independent 
but they flO far recognize the authority of the hereditary chaudhri that 
anyone who wishes can prefer his case ill the original chaudhri's panchayat. 
He also hears some appealtl from the other panchaY'Jts and decides cases 
bel ween members of different panchayatll. The hereditary chawllui alleges 
that the arrangement has been made Rolely for eonvenienre and economy, 
becauHe the expense of the marriage feagt which formerly had to be provided 
for all members of thE' eommunity in the ('ity who liked to attend, was 
beyonu the means of most peo}'le. Kow the foul>t 11> limited to the members 
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of the panchayat'to which the donor belongs. It will be interesting to see 
if the new posts of chaudhri become hereditary. They are expected to. 
There is close liaison between the four panchayats and outcasting from one 
means outcasting from all. Occasionally they have a joint meeting under 
the hereditary chaudhri. 

Kayasthas who become tailors by profession are not admitted to the panchayat. 
The panchayat protects the jajmani (clientele) of its members. If any member 

tries to capture the patrons of anot~er he is first warned and on a 
repetItion of the offence is outcasted. 

Marriages are often arranged by the panchayat and a curious feature is that 
they are all celebrated by the panchayat, for which purpose they keep the 
utensils and other necessaries for cooking food, etc. They have a scale 
of charges graded according to the means of the parties. 

If an order for a wife's maintenance is disregarded not only is the man outcasted 
but the panchayat itself collects evidence and prosecutes him in the regular 
courts. Recently the punishment meted out to a member of the caste 
who kept a woman not of the caste was to go and bathe in the Ganges 
and then feed 25 Brahmans. After this the woman was recognized as 
his wife and they were both admitted to the caste. 

The panchayat deals with cases of criminal assault. If a member wishes to 
purchase a sewing machine on credit he can apply to the panchayat who 
will depute certain members to stand surety. 

7. K uta Mali.-The hereditary chakrayats of this panchayat* who in 1911 
numbered 22, are gradually becoming obsolete. The panchayat has now 
resolved to hand over to their charge for disposal all cases concerning 
widows. Mr. Blunt noted that they have two sardars. This is still the 
case and is ascribed to the union in the past between two sections of the 
caste. One of the sardars always take precedence and he always belongs 
to the same line. 

The panchayat meets at least once every fortnight and at the Ganges mela at 
Tigri there is a monster panchayat where they meet from all around the 
country -side. 

The panchayat settled seven cases of debt in 1931 one of whi.ch concerned 
Rs.200. 

If a man takes a woman from another caste to wife she is admitted to the 
caste if a feast is given to the community. 

fJ. Nanbai.-In 19l1 t it was stated that this is not a caste but a trade. If ever 
they formed a caste they are rapidly losing their separate entity. Their 
panchayat is practically dead and such disputes as arise are sent to the 
courts. Offences against commensal and marriage restrictions are over
looked. Some of this caste sit with the panchayat of the Bakr Qassabs 
with whom -they freely inter-marry. Complete fusion is quite likely. 
The only man who seems to be opposing it is the sarpanch or chaudhri, 
but this difficulty will be overcome either by making him a joint 
chaudhri in -the new union, or when he dies. 

9. Phansiya.-In 1911 Mr. Bluntt wrote that they were really Pasis, but now they 
certainly have no connexion with Pasis or Aherias. 

In Moradabad their panchayat is almost dead, its only meeting being at the Holi. 
In 1911 thepunishmentf~rout-bidding another of the same caste for the fruits 

of an orchard was a fine. The last man who offended thus was actually 
outcasted, which has completely discouraged the practice. It is not clear 
why the panchayat has declined. I cannot accept the explanation 
suggested by the ethnographical officer that it is "because they are 
hardworking men with no time for vice or crime." 

10. The criminal tribes in the Fazalpur Settlement, district Moradabad.-These 
include Bhantus, Doms, Haburas, and Sansias and the Set,tlement is in charge of 
the Salvation Army, sO,some of them were returned as Indian Christians and their 
original caste omitted. Before Bhantus and Haburas were brought into settle
ments the normal body which sat in judgment on tribal matters was not the 
entire tribal body, but a panchayat of five men chosen from among the elders, 
of whom the chaudhri of the tribe was generally, though not necessarily, the 
president. The tribesmen attended the sessions, but only as spectators, though 
in the event of an order of the panchayat being disobeyed the spectators would 
see that it was carried out by force-if necessary fighting the matter out to a 
finish. 

* Vide Census Report 1911, Part I, page 370. 
t Vide Census Report 1911, Part I, page 370. 

+ Vide Census Report 1911, Part I, page 371, 
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The panchayat8 among these criminal tribes are increasingly vital il'st,itutions. 
Unliko those of many castes, they are growing in strength and importanco. This 
is proba,bly due to the fact that these predatory tribes circunu·!CrilJed as they are in 
settlements find an outlet for their naturally aggres~i.Vl' inst'ncl8 in these mock battles. 

Tho Manager of the Moradabad Settlel1lenL had in ] gaO no less than 45 panchayat8 
undor hiR supervision, and the amount of litigation, oriminal and civil, ~s "cry con
siderable. 'rhe 1Ianagor has tried to systematize it and applicants now dmp 1 hE'ir pbints 
and rep lips thereto into a potition box whieh th(' l'ranagcr openf> once u. week and a 
duto is fixod for the panchayat. Each party nomilmtes two panches, who may be 
partisans but not blood relations. The -;\!anager nominates the fifth. Each pan('h is paid 
a rupee for his services of which 4 annas goes to the 'J{anagor for miscE'llaneous 
eXp!lllSt'S. If a party is diRsatisfied with the pancltayat's dfic:s;on he can summon another, 
but this time he has to pay the whole Rs.5 himseU instead of sharing the lJxpense with the 
other party. A t,hird panchayat can be summoned on similar terms, but after that the 
.1\!anagJr if nccetlsary intervenes and gives a final decision. The orders of the panchayat 
must be obeyed on pain of out casting. 

'rhe panclutyats still often reRort to primitive methods of esiablisJling guilt, for 
example the trial by hoMing rod hoL iron is sometimes resorted to. Of two persons t,he 
one who C11,n hold the hot iron withou~ certain cffects following is regarded as innoccnt. 
Another method is the water test. In this the suspected persons go under water 
together and the first to come to the surface i~ regarded af\ the guilty one. Corporal 
punishments still occur occasionally. Tn a caso j hat Cll'1lO reeentJy to the notice of the 
Manager a man wa~ flontenet·d to have hil'! OCJ.}, cut off. "\l~hnugh the car was not. actually 
i40vered tho man waR mutilated with re~ults thltt may aiIcct him for life. A common 
form of punishmcnt for adultery is to shave one side ;f the man's face and heau, anu 
to bury the woman up to her thighs in the groun,d. 

Fines are preRcribed for various offE'nces and as Bhantus and Habul'as haye a low 
value for money, due to the easy manner in wh:ch they camo Ly it in the past, the amount 
of their fines seems extravagant, especially now that they hn,vo lost thoir frAedom and so 
the opportunities for rapidly acqniring monoy. For the bamo reason they litigate among 
thcmselves before the panchayats for debtR which s(l£'m beyond all hope of payment, 
yet judgment is given for such amtmnts, and exoeedingly lwavy rates of interest are 
sanctioned. 

As regards the nature of punishments imposed, the following scale of fines, etc., 
which is commonly enforced by the p(f,nchayat.~ at the present time, is of interest :-

Immorality. 

I. Miscondurt with a young girl
Bhantu 
Sansia 
Dom .. .. 
Rabllra, with the girl's consent 
HaburA., Tape . . . , 

2. Misconduct with married woman'~ 
Bhantu .. .. 
Sansia, with the woman's consent 
Sansia, rape 
Dom ., 
Habura 

Marriage contracts. 

• • Ra. 80 to Rs. 125. 
" 10" " 30. 
" 10. 
u 5. 
" 120. 

.. 250. 
.. R~. I . 
.. Rs. 5. 

" 10. 
" 150. 

Marriage contracts do not carry interest, unless the money is borrowed from a third 
party. If l{s.500 is agreed upon Rs.20D may be paid in cash. Even if unpaid for twenty 
years the balance does not bear interest. But it sometimes happenA that when a husband 
has made part payment, the father will take the girl back and re-sell her to recuver the 
balance due on the first contract. 

Rates of interest. 

Among Bhantus and Haburas rates vary from 25 per cent. to 75 per cent. per annnm, 
and in extreme ea~es 100 per cent. has been known. Dam., pay 4: anna" per month per 
rupee, Sansias 1 anna per month 'Pcr rupee. 

Damages. 

(a) Los,~ of teeth. -Among Bhantus Rs.30 per tooth is claimed by the loser from the 
other party concerned. Sansias claim Rs.2 per touth. Haburas and Dams make no 
claim. 

(b) Snake-bite-Amon ( Bhantus if two persons are journeying together and one 
dies of snake-bite the other would have to pay tho relatives of the deceased anything up 
to Rs.400, accoriling to the age of the victim. If the victim be a boyar girl Rs.100 to 

I 
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&8.200 would be fixed. Doms pay R9".10, Sansias RsJOO. The custom does not prevail 
among Haburas. 

(c) Breakage of a limb.-A Bhantu injured in a fight will claim Rs.100 to &.250, 
according to circumstances; for a finger the claim is Rs.50. Among Habums under similar 
circumstances the medical fee and 4 annas per day for the period during which work is 
lost, would be claimed. Doms and Sansias demand the amount of wages lost. 

(d) Defamation.-Habura, Bhantu, Dom or Sansia Rs.5 to Rs.25. 
Most of the panckayats of 1930 inflicted fines or decreed damages or debt which in 

single cases exceeded Rs.100. Among them were suits for bride-price in some cases 
exceeding Rs.200. 

The imparting of information to the police or other authorities is regarded as a crime 
and cases of fines as high as RS.500 in individual cases have come to light. 

Crooke noted on Haburas in his "Tribes and Castes of the North-Western Provinces 
and Oudh " that in Aligarh at the time he wrote (1895) "if a Habura is killed in the com
mission of any crime his accomplices give his widow Rs.150, ifhe is only arrested they have 
to support his wife and family until he is released." A case has recently come to light 
in which a member of a gang who had absconded from a settlement was drowned whilst 
trying to escape from the police. The rest of the gang were captured and sentenced. The 
widow of the man who was drowned and her relatives proceeded to claim damages from the 
rest of the gang for the death of her husband and the claim is likely to succeed. 

The system of imposing impossibly large fines and decreeing heavy damages has 
resulted in crushing debts being handed down from father to son. A youth may be 
called upon to make regular payments for something that concerned his forefathers of which 
he knows nothing, and the amount of the actual debt that he is supposed to be liquidating 
is itself often unknown. 

The panchayats fix dowries and order the payment of impossibly large sums. 
The panches are usually the older members of the tribes, and thus the least respon

sive to reformative influences. The panchayats frequently work without the knowledge 
of the managers of the settlements, and the younger folk, many of whom are anxious 
to break away from the past, are held in the grip of their elders by means of these 
panchayats. 

3. To what was written by Mr. Blunt in paragraph 332 of the 1911 Report, I have 
little to add, for the modern tendencies already indicated in the case of permanent pan
chayats have had similar reactions on impermanent councils. The meetings of the lat~r 
seem to be fewer than ever and out-casting is done more by public opinion. The higher 
castes have turned their attention more to sabhas. 

4. Caste sabhas and mahasabhas which were beginning to increase in popularity in 
1911* have increased enormously in numbers in the last few years. They are essentially 
different from panchayats. Whereas the latter are ancient and indigenous institutions of 
Hindu society dealing each with only one caste or even sub-caste, with a very limited 
jurisdiction, usually the village, and concerning itself with specific breaches of caste rules 
and conventions on which it adjudicates and imposes punishments when guilt is estab
lished, a sabka or mahasabha is essentially a modern product, the result of Western con
cepts of associations, societies and" corporations aggregate." One sabka may include 
cognate castes like the Vaishya Mahasabha, or the Vishwakarma Brahman Mahasabha 
which includes Lohars, Barhais, Beldars, etc., or to take an extreme oase, tbe H.ndu Maha
sa.bha. The sabka may extend its opera.tions over a district, a whole province or over 
the whole of India. It does not deal with individual cases nor mete out punishments, 
but it passes resolutions and frames rules of guidance which should appeal to the finer 
feelings of its community, in short its actions ,'re persuasive rather than coercive. This 
sometimes leads to curious results for the resolutions of a sabka can be disregarded with 
impunity and are nover followed universally. Orthodox members of a sabha may actually 
be present when resolutions are passed which offend against the old order of things, but 
will refrain from putting such resolutions into actual practice. Resolutions in sabhas as 
in many other bodies are often passed by the more forceful and sometimes the more intelli
gent members though they are not backed by the majority of public opinion. Further 
whereas the panchayat is esentially a democratic body, for all male members of the caste 
within the area of jurisdiction are automatically members and can attend its deliberations 
a sabka by reason of the greater area it covers cannot include every member of its caste: 
but consists only of those who have definitely embraced its membership and have paid 
a small subscription. The representative assembly or working committee is far removed 
from even the members of the sabha and still more so from those of the castes who are not 
members and probably know nothing of its existence. But although the sabhas are not at 
present representative and their resolutions are not followed to any appreciable extent, 
there are signs of a growing tendency towards obedience to such injunctions. 

* Vide Census Report 1911, Part I, page 333. 
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The objects to which the various sabhas have so far chiefly directed their attentions 
are the uplift of the particular community concerned in the social scale (in the case of the 
lower castes this usually involves a claim to Brahman, Rajput or Vaishya descent and 
consequently a new caste-name to fit the claim), proselytizing and re-conversion, the 
spread of education, abolition of parda, encouragement of widow re-marriage, reduction 
of expenditure on social and religious cfwemonies and at festivals, reduction of dowries, 
and the abolition of nautches (dancing). 

The higher castes (and sub-castes) all have sabhas or J\fkasabhas though they have 
no permanent and sometimes no semi-permanent panchayats, and scorn the same as an 
attribute of the lower castes. The high caste point of view is admirably summed up by a 
speaker in the All-India Gaur Brahman Mahasabha at Bareilly in December, 1930, who 
at one stage of the proceedings indignantly exclaimed. "Is this mahasabha to degenerate 
into a panchayat ~" 

In the table in paragraph 3 of this chapter the names of 22 sabhas and mahasabhas 
are mentioned but there are many more than this, and the widespread popularity of sabhas 
is evidenced by the fact that they exist for castes as far apart in the social scale as Brahmans 
and Chamars, and embrace Hindus, Muslims and SHills. 

As illustrating the essentials of a sabka or mahasabha the All-India Gaur Brahman 
Mahasabha may be cited. 

Legally it is a body corporate. 
Any adult Gaur Brahman can become a member on payment of an entrance fee of 

annas 4 and an annual subscription of the same amount. The mahasahba has a 
Representative Committee which consists of at least 100 members elected annually, there 
being no maximum number of members. Every member of the Committee must be a 
member of the makasabha and pay an apnual subscription of at least Rs.6. This Repre
sentative Committee is the supreme governing body of the makasabha, controls its finances 
makes by-laws, appoints sub-committees and elects the office-bearers and Managing 
Committee. 

The latter consists of 15 members including the office-bearers of the Representative 
Committee, and is responsible for the management and control of all property and funds 
of the mahasabha. 

Article 6 of the constitution lays down the following objects of the mahasabha : 
(a) To promote the physical, intellectual, moral, social and material welfare of 

the Gaur Brahman community. 
(b) To bring about unity and organization amongst Gaur Brahmans and thereby 

endeavour to lead them to act up to their duty. 
(c) To encourage good practices by removing evil customs and to spread education 

especially the knowledge of Hindi and Sanskrit amongst Gaur Brahmans.' 

The All-India Shraddhanand Dalitudhar Sabha of Delhi embraces all the depressed 
classes and has for its avowed objects-

(1) To introduce a higher standard of morality among the Depressed Classes. 
(2) To shield them from other hostile religions which are trying to convert them 

and to make them steadfast in their own religion (i.e., Brahmani~ 
Hinduism). 

(3) To eradicate caste hatred and false notions of superiority on the part of high 
caste people, and to restore the rights of the Depressed Classes. 

(4) To open schools wherein the members of the Depressed Classes may receive 
education in the company of high caste people and thereby become refined 
and mannerly. 

Needless to say many of these sabhas and mahasabhas interest themselves in politics. 
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APPENDIX C. 

Caste in the Kumaun division and Tehri·Garhwal State*. 

1. The population of Kumaun and Tehri-Garhwal State (Himalaya-West) may be Broad 
roughly divided into three broad classes :- divisions. 

(1) The Silpkars (formerly known as the Hill Doms or Hill Depressed classes) who 
appear to be the descendants of the aborigines of the country. 

(2) The Khasiyas (01' Khasas), the descendants of an A.ryan or Scythian invasion 
prior to the advance of the Vedic Aryans into the north of India . 

. (3) Aryans of pure descent who have . subsequently from time to time immigrated 
to this country from the plains of India since the occupation of Northern 
India by the Vedic Aryans was completed. 

I.-The Silpkars. 
2. It seems'to be generally agreed that the Silpkars are the remnants of an abori- Their origin. 

ginal race who inhabited the Himalayas before the advent of the later· conquerors and immi-
grants, It has been remarked by several writers that they are of darker colour than might 
be expected of a hill tribe, in this respect resembling the corresponding classes in Kashmir, 
Jammu, Naga and Chilas (Atkinson, Gazetteer of the Himalayan Districts, Volume II, page 
370). They probably represent the Dasyus of Vedic times-the people whom the Aryan 
invaders found in occupation of Northern India and either drove out or subdued. The 
Vedic scriptures speak of two varieties of Dasyus, the fairer red-haired people of what 
is now the Punjab, and the darker aborigines who probably owed their origin to a more 
southern (Dravidian) source. The Silpkar it-may be supposed belongs to the latter variety. 
Some writers have mentioned negroid characteristics of the Silpkars, but more careful 
observation does not support this view. They are certainly smaller and darker than the 
Khasiyas and other inhabitants of the hills, but cannot be said to have woolly hair or other 
features which have been rather fancifully attributed to them. Their own traditions 
seem to support the theory that they were the aborigines of the hill country. They are 
found all along the Himalayas from Nepal to the Punjab and beyond, wherever the Khasi-
yas and their related races are found, living with them even now in a state not far removed 
from serfdom. Crooke sayst, "In the Himalayan districts of these provinces the Dom 
has long been recognized as a descendant of the Dasyus of the Veda, who are supposed to 
have held upper India before the advent of the Naga or Khasiya race". In earlier times 
they were kept in strict subjection. They were in fact the slaves of the Khasiyas and Brah-
mans, and were passed from hand to hand like chattels, or were attached to the soil like 
the herbs or adscripti glebae of feudal Europe. In prehistoric times the forest-clad moun-
tains of Kumaun and Garhwal were doubtless occupied by these tribes of a low type of 
culture like the Kols and Gonds of Central India, who lived by the chase, or on the edible 
roots, herbs and fruits that are so abundant and which still form no small part of the food 
of the people. 'rhey may possibly have practised a rudimentary agriculture, consisting 
in burning down a patch of forest and sowing a few grains of millet, then passing on to 
fresh ground leaving the former to lie fallow for six or ten years as is still done in the 
tarai and other places by wandering tribes. The Silpkars are the descendants of this race 
which have left no memorial of their early occupation of the land, unless some curious 
cupshaped markings on the rocks at Debidhura and elsewhere in the province may be 
attributed to them. 

How the name Dom became associated with this race is unknown. In hilly Himalaya 
West where the bulk.of the population depends on agriculture for its subsistence and 
villages are far apart and connected by narrow hilly paths, each village community has to be 
self-contained as regards at least its primary requirements. On the Doms fell most of the 
hard work and every village had its own artizans and others who performed their own 
allotted work for the village community. In this way the Doms became split up into 
numerous occupational groups, which by contact with the Hindu caste system have come 
to be regarded as sub-castes of their tribe. Those of each sub-caste in a village were vir
tually considered the property of that village community, and even to this day in Tehri
Garhwal State if an Auji (drummer, who also supplies music at marriage parties and on 
festivals) or a Daliya (one whose function is to prevent damage to crops by hail and other 
calamities by means of magic or certain mantras) of one village goes and settles in another 
village the result is invariably a quarrel between the two villages which, although there is 
nothing in law to prevent the migration, sometimes leads to protracted litigation. Again, 
if the Auji or Lohar (blacksmith) of one village has a case in court against his counterpart 
in another village the matter becomes a village struggle and each party is stoutly backed 
by the village headman (padhan) and panchayat, who regard it as a case between the two 

* For the iniol'IUltion in this appendix r" am indebted chiefly to E. S. Oakley, Esq., of Almora; Pandit Tara 
Datt Gairola, Rai Bahadur, Advooate, of Pauri; Pandit Bhola. Datt Pant, ll.sa., LL.B., M.B;"E., Deputy Collector, 
Garhwal; and Pandit Uma Datt D3ngwal, ll.A., LL.B., Sub-Divisiona.l Officer, Tehri·Garhwal State. 

t Crooke's Tribes and Oastes of the N(J)'th,· Western ProvinCe8 and OUdh, pages 331-2. 
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villages. If a Dom is fined the people of his village often collect the sum among themselves 
and 'pay up on his behalf. . 

3. The Silpkars in 1931 numbered 333,036 (males 172,208; females 160,828) and 
besides these some returned themselves as Christians, Brahmanic Hindus or Aryas and gave 
no caste. They have increased by 30 per cent. in the last 30 years. 

Below I give their distribution at the present census :-

Population of Silpkars, 1931. 

District or State, and religion. 
Persons. Males. Females. 

Dehra Dun-Hindu * .. .. 23,288 12,922 10,366 
Pilibhit 

" 
.. .. .. 57 45 12 

Etawah 
" 

.. .. .. 24 15 9 
Cawnpore " .. .. .. I I .. 
Mirzapur " 

.. .. .. 6 3 3 
Ghazipur " .. .. .. 48 26 22 
Gorakhpur " 

.. .. 12.0 62 58 

Naini Tal- f ~~.~ .. ., 21,011 12,404 8,607 
.. .. 15,722 8,545 7,177 

Ahnora ' Hindu .. .. 118,110 60.447 58,263 
-~Arya .. .. .. 3,160 1,588 1,572 

G hal' Hindu .. .. 88,319 43,964 44,355 
ar we -IArya •• .. .. 417 200 217 

Rae Bareli-Hindu .. .. ., 239 132 107 
Kheri " 

.. .. ., 568 426 142 
Fyzabad ".. .. .. 12 9 3 
Tehri·Garhwal State-Hindu .. .. 61,292 31,402 29,890 
Benares State-Bindu .. .. 42 17 25 

---
~HindU .. .. 313,737 161,875 151,861 

Provincial total - Arya •• .. 19,199 10,333 8,966 
All religions .. 333,036 172,208 160.828 

4. As will be seen from the brief account given above the present sub-castes among 
Silpkars are purely the result of the fact that they were k!5pt by their conquerors the 
Khasiyas in a complete state of subjection and each man was allotted his work and kept 
to that profession, the sub-divisions hardening by reason of contact with Hinduism 

into occupational sub-castes. Below I give a list of the sub-castes found at the present 
day. 

(1) Agri or Agari.-Ironsmiths and cultivators. (Probably connected with ag, fire, 
of. agyari, kindler of fire at time of devotion.) These were formerly attached 
to the mines as serfs by the Rajas, but have exchanged that ill-paid and 
dangerous avocation for road-making and other more profitable work. 
Nowaday~ they do not extract iron from mines in Kumaun-tMre were 
some at Ramgarh and Sanudiyar and other places-but they use imported 
iron brought from Bombay. 

(2) Auji, Auzi, or Bajgi.-Drummers, found everywhere. Tehri-Garhwal ~ta,te 
returned approximately 11,600 (males 5,900, females 5,700). In Almora some 
are tailors. The AuJi is one of the most indispensable members of the village 
community. At all functions, religious or social, he pl.ays the leading part with 
his dhol (drum). On the first day of every Hindu month and 6n all festival 
days he must beat his drum and damaun (a smaller heIDi-spherical drum) 
before every door in the village. Every morning he has to perform what is 
locally called nau.bat. At every religious service, whether it be a pandavas 
dance or worship of the village god, the Bajgi's dhol and damaun plays the 
predominant part. Marriage parties and even parties on local pilgr~mages, 
are led by the Bajgi. 

A Bajgi is higher in rank than a Dondi, Hurkiya or Nagari. 
If a Bajgi takes up the profession of a Beda or Bedi and gives up his dhol and 

damaun for a dlwlak (a smaller drum use.d il'l. dancing only) he is called Dhaki. 
Saraswathi Bhagawathi is the chief goddess and the panda vas are the chief 
gods of the Bajgi. 

(3) Athpaharia.-Found in Garhwal districb and Tehri-Garhwal State. They used 
to beat drums a.t the palace-gate of the Hindu Rajas of Garhwal at the end of 
each pahar. 

(4) Badi or Beda.-Found everywhere. They are professional dancers and singers' 
the comedians of the hills (from Sanskrit.vadi, a ~peaker, talker, disputant): 
In Tehri-Garhwal State at least one Beda m a famlly consecrates his hair to his 
chief god Mahadev and must perform bedwart before he can get his head shaved. 
If the yearly harvest diminishes continually for some years, if rats do abnormal 

* Brahmanic Hindu. 
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damage to crops, if blood comes out of a cow's udder in place of milk, if 
the share of a plough strikes against a s:qake or if an unusual number of 
snakes ap~ar in the fields, such calamities are taken to be the manifestation 
of Mahadev's displeasure. If babla, a kind of local grass, grows within the 
temple of Mahadev it is regarded as a sure sign of his wrath and the only 
remedy is for someone to perform bedwart. The Beda whose hair is consecrated 
to Mahadev is the chief functionary in the ceremony. The whole thing is 
grand in preparation and thrilling in performance. Months before the actual 
ceremony takes place the whole Village in which bedwart is to take place begins 
to collect fcod, provisions and money contributions to meet various expenses, 
such as food for the invited guests and ornaments, clothes, etc., for the Beda 
who is to do bedwart. Besides those who are invited, a large number of 
spectators also come from far and near and make an imposing gathering. A 
small bazar is established, charkis are erected and all the paraphernalia of a 
regular mela. 

The main part of the ceremony is that a huge rope of babla grass is stretohed across 
a valley or along the slope of a hill by fastening one end of the rope on a strong 
tree or rock on the top of the hill and the other end on the other side or at the 
bottom of the hill as the C!l>se may be. A wooden saddle is mounted on the 
rope at the upper end and the Beda is made to sit on it with his legs hanging 
down in the air. The Bedais balanced on the saddle by hanging a weight to 
his legs. A faU would mean instantaneous death. Thus balanced, the Beda 
is left to slide down the rope to the other end. As soon as the Beda reaches 
the end of his journey, the villagers and spectators who are gathered in readi
ness at the lower end of the rope, fall upon him and snatoh away the hairs of 
his head. His hairs are considered to be those of Mahadev in whose na.me 
they were preserved for so long, a.nd no evil or trouble is said to visit a house 
which possesses these hairs. ·rhe rope on which a Beda is to slide is generally 
made or twisted by the members of his own family for two reasons. They 
make sure that the rope is strong enough and they take great care to watch it 
day and night, for it is believed the moment a rope (or bart as it is called) is 
left unwatched, it turns into a huge snake and creeps off into the interior of 
the earth. Before a Beda is made to slide he is worshipped as Mahadev, is 
bathed in milk, dressed in new garments and ornaments, and is taken on the 
shoulders of the padhan all round the village and the fields. He is also given 
some cash money as fee after the ceremony is finished. In one or two 
instances aocidents have ha.ppened and the Beda has fallen to his death. 
Latterly the State has prohibited any bedwart to be held without explicit 
permission. Such permission is given very sparingly. This practice used 
to be common in Kumaun but has long since been abandoned. 

(5) Bairi.-Basket-makers. These live at Dhamas village near Almora and in Danpur. 
The Danpur Bairis make chitai or bamboo mat'ting which they bring for sale 
to the Bageshwar fair. The name is derived from Hindi beri, the basket used 
when irrigating fields. 

(6) Bakhriya.-Found everywhere, now ploughmen and menial servants. They were 
probably the grooms of olden times and they have been so named from Hindi 
bakhar, a house, as they were men who worked in and about the house. 

(7) Barai, Barhi or Barhai.-Found everywhere. They -are masons and carpenters. 
Orhs are a.ll masons but sometimes in Tehri-Garhwal State Barhais who work 
as masons are also loosely spoken of as Orlis. 

(8) Baura or Bora.-Sack-makers from Almora. They cultivate hemp and make 
coarse cloth and rop~ from the fibre. The name is derived from bora, a sack.. 

(9) Bhat.-Found everywhere. Bards and genealogists as in the plains. They are 
similar to Hurkiyas but their women do not dance as the Hurkiya women do. 

(10) BhuZ, Teli or Baria.-They were formerly oil-pressers and used to press oil-seeds 
for the village. Imported oil is now so oheap tha.t it does not pay the Bhuls 
to press it, so they have taken to field work. 

(11) Chamar.-Found everywhere. They skin dead animals and cure and tan the 
hides. 

(12) Ohanel.-Shoemakers in Almora. The name possibly came from chamrel a 
oorruption of chamra .(leather). 

(13) Ohunera.--Found everywhere. They are turners and make wooden vessels with 
a lathe driven by wa.ter power. 

(14) Daliya.-Dal is a hill word for a hailstorm or violent rainstol'm. Daliyas pro
fess to know the magio or mantras by means of which they can divert or stop a 
hailstorm and thus prevent injury to the standing crops. When a hailstorm 
appears the Daliya goes to the top of a house or some elevated place and throws 
rice in all directions meanwhile reciting certain words or chanting mantras. 
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By the time he finishes his magic which he can no doubt prolong or shorten 
according to the duration of the storm, the storm must end and so he never fails 
to demonstrate successfully the efficacy of the magic which naturally pre
serves his job. As his service is not for one individual only but for the benefit 
of the whole village, the whole village contributes to pay him dadwar. In 
Tehri-Garhwal State Daliyas are chiefly found in the Narendranagar and 
Kirtinagar sub-divisions, where hailstorms occur more frequently than 
anywhere else in the State. They are also found in Garhwal district. 

(15) Darji or Darzi.-Found everywhere. failors, from Persian darz, sewing, a 
seam. In Tehri-Garhwal State they are counted higher than the Bajgi as they 

. do not eat buffalo flesh whereas a Bajgi does. 
(16) Dhaloti.-Smelters of bronze in Tehri-Garhwal State. fhe name is said to come 

from d/w,lua, 'to caste. They make hukkas by casting molten bronze in hukka 
moulds. Their chief goddess is Bhagwati J waladebi, the goddess of fire incar
nate, the same as for Lahars, Tamtas and Agris, but they are reckoned as 
lower than Lahars. 

(17) Dhanik.-Cultivators and basket-makers in Almora. .The name possibly 
originated from dhanuk, a bow. They may have made bows at some early 
period. 

(18) Dhobi.-OriginaUy washermen. In Almora most of the present-day Dhobis 
have come from the plains and the original sub-caste of the Dams are nearly 
all cultivators. 

(19) Dholi.-Drummers in Almora. (from dholak, a small drum). SaIne arc tailors 
noW'. 

(20) Dhoni.-8andwashers in Tehri-Garhwal State, whose chief occupation is 
washing for gold. They are very few in number nowadays. 

(21) Dhunia.-The word generally signifies a carder or cleaner of co~ton, the mono
tonous noise of which operation IS familiar in an Indian bazar. Some in Almora 
are now weavers and others have taken to cultivation. 

(22) D~uniyal.-Fishermen and ferry-men. In Almora sometimes called Dhewar, 
Dhimar or Jali (from jal, a net). 

(23) Dom.-In Tehrt-GarhwalState there are still some Doms who have, unlike their 
other professional brethren, not yet taken to l1ny special occupation and are 
content with the title of their old parental stock. A Dam is like a serf, either 
traditionally atGached to some old thokdari family from generation to genera
tion or bound to serve a money-lender in lieu of interest on the money which 
has been borrowed from the money-lender to get a wife. Generally the pay 
fixed is so low that it barely covers the interest and so the Dam becomes a life
long slave to the money-lender unless some other money-lender com~ and 
makes a bargain with the former one, in which case the Dom only changes 
masters. Generally the wife and children of the Dam also work along with him 
for his ID!1Ster. They all get cooked food from their master's house and also 
clothing once or twice a year. Male Dams often work as haliyas (ploughmen) 
and the women and children do such work as weeding, carrying manure to 
the fields, and bringing grass, fuel, etc., to the master's house. The greatest 
number of these Dams is found in the Jaunpur sub-division and the next 
greatest number in Kirtinagar sub-division. In the J aunpur sub-division 
there are 149 males and 119 females and in Kirtinagar sub-di'Vision 80 males 
.and 70 females. 

(24) Dondi.-8imilar to Hurkiyas in Tehri-Garhwal State. Their name is derived 
from the small drum (dondi) they play. Very few in number. 

(25) Dondiya.-Formerly this sub-caste, found in the Tehri-Garhwal State, were all 
beggars. They worship Narsingh and are sometimes called Dondiya-Narsingh. 
It is said that Dondiya was a great devotee of the god Narsingh of 
Synasu, a village in Bist patti. His descendants call themselves Dondiyas 
and are also beggars in the name of Narsingh. Many of them have now given 
up begging and have taken to cultivation. 

(26) Gadoi.-There is a temple of the goddess Bhagwati named Dewalgarh in pargana 
Dewalgarh of .fehri-Garhwal State, which derives .its name from the temple 
of the same name in British Garhwal. Thtl musician or the drummer belong
ing to this temple was called Gadoi and so all his descendants are called Gadois 
though they are no longer connected with the temple. This has become a 
caste name now. 

(27) Hobyara.-Trumpeters from Jaunpur in 'fehri-GarhW'al State. 
(28) Hurkiya.-The lowest sub-caste in th.e drumm.er group. A kurki or huruk is 

a very small drum shaped like an hour-glass and playe'd W'ith one hand only. 
Hurkiyas are Garhwali bards who sing and extol the deeds of the GarhwaIi 
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prehistoric warriors called Bhars. They recite the genealogies of the Garh
wali Rajas and many legends connected with their lives. In olden days every 
warrior was accompanied by a Hurkiya when going into battle. The latter's 
function was to encourage his master by singing spirited songs in his praise. 
Champa Hurkiya figures in all battles. The Hurkiyas are the repositories 
of local folklore, and can recite- a surprising number of stories, full of minute 
detail. It is to be regretted that the old race of Hurkiyas is fast disappearing. 
The new generation have become M irasis and only know desi songs. 
(Mirasis are singers who follow their profession from generation to generation, 
from miras, inheritanca.) 

(29) Jagri or Jagaria.-These are sorcerers or exorcists. If a person is in trouble 
the idea is that he or she is possessed of or is being tormented by some male
volent spirit or enraged deity. rhe Jagaria causes the sufferer to be seated 
before him and then beats time with two sticks on a bronze plate meanwhile 
challenging the evil_spi:r:it OJ; deity to proclaim himself and the cause of his 
anger. The sufferer usually proceeds to dance and weep and mutter inco
herently from which the Jagaria alleges he can decide who the spirit or deity is 
and how to appease him. This ceremony is known as jagar or ghariyala,. In 
Almora the spirit is supposed to enter the Jagaria himself. Another function 
they perform is to sing the praises of certain gods and invoke them to possess 
devotees. The name appears to come from jigar, the liver or vitals, cf. jigar
khy,r,jigar-khar, an enchanter, sorcerer. 

(30) Jamaria . ._(jultivators, found in Armora. The name may be a corruption of 
zamindar. 

(31) Koli.-Found everywhere. Originally they were weavers. Until about 40 
years ago a dwarf variety of cotton (about 6 inches tall) was grown in the hills, 
from which III poor kind of cloth was woven by the Kolis for local use. 'Ihis 
industry has completely died out and the Kolis have mostly given up weaving 
.altogether and have turned to cultivation, trade, etc. 

In Tehri-Garhwal State many Kolis despise their traditional calling and consider 
it beneath their dignity to admit that their forefathers were weavers. As a 
rule the Koli is far more well-to-do than other Doms who are still mostly 
without lands and are partly dependent on begging or dadwar. 

A special note on the Kolis in Tehri-Garhwal State appears in paragraph 8 infra. 
(32) Kumhar.-Potters. In Tehri-GarhwalState there are Kumhars also who are not 

Doms (known as Bith-Kumhars). In Almora this sub-caste is known as Hankia 
from hanrU, an earthen pot. The Hankias work chiefly in the Patiya valley 
near Almota, and in Kali Kumaun. 

(33) Lohar ........ Ironsmiths, blacksmiths: found everywhere. In Tehri-Garhwal State 
they practically confine their work to agricultural implements. Lohars are 
higher than Tamtas, Dhalotis amd Agris, though they all worship Bhagwati 
Jwaladebi, the goddess of fire incarnate. 

(34J Mistri . ._(jarpenters. 

(35) Mor;hi or Badi.-Found every_where. In some parts of Uttar Kashi ('Iehri
Garhwal State) he is called Mochyata. He is a cobbler and shoemaker. In 
Almora he deals in hides but never tans them. He does not inter-dine with 
Chamars. A Badi will sometimes take' a Chamar bride but will not give his 
daughter to a Chamar. When a Chamar girl is married to a Badi she is not 
allowed to dine with her Chamar relatives. If any Badi inter-dines with a 
Chamar he is out-casted by the Badi panchayat, and can be re-admitted only if 
he gives a feast and a goat to the panchayat. (Some Lohars whose caste is 
~onsidered to be higher tha.n that of the :Sadis have begun to marry daughters 
of Badis, but they also do not alloW' them to dine with their Badi relatives.) 
Their ohief deity or goddess is J waladebi, whom they generally propitiate every 
third year besides Qn many other occasions, by offering a sacrifice called 
ashtabali, which5ncludes one he-buffalo a,nd one she-buffalo, one goat, one pig, 
one fowl, one bhnjela (~ kind of white pumpkin), one gendara (a kind of tuber), 
some cooked rice and curry. On such occasions a Btahman is employed to 
worship the deity and ~o perform the ceremony. 

(36) Nagari . ._Drummers who beat the nagara, a, one-sided drum. They are some
times called Nagarchis. A few a,re found in Tehri-Garhwal State. 

(37) Nai.'-Barbers. 
(38) Nath or Jogi . ._Beggars, found in Garhwal and Tehri-Garhwal. They call 

themselves followers of Guru Gorakhnath, pierce their ears and weal:. beavy 
glass or wooden ear-rings. Many of them ha,ve takep to Gultivation as well 
for a livin~. 
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(39) Orh.-Found everywhere. They are masons but the name seems to be inter
ohaillgeable with Barhai and is often applied to carpenters as well. 

(40) Pakri.-Found everywhere. In Tehri;Garhwal State he is a village orderly 
and assistant to the padhan (headman). Ifthe villagepanchayat is to meet it 
is the business of the Pahri to call the villagers together. If an official comes 
to ill village it is the Pa.hri's duty to look after his needs and to carry out his 
orders. 

In Almora they are the servants of cultivators and malguzars, and are said originally 
to have been watchmen. They are village messengers, etc., corresponding to 
the Chamar village watchmen in the plains. (From pahri or pahara, watch
ma.n, Sanscrit praharin.) Mr. Stowell wrote (Land Tenures of Kumaun, page 
136) .. The pasban or pahri are generally village servants, watchers, messen
gers and assista.nts to the padhan, they carry Government orders or the 
patwari's messages from one village to another, do a little chaukidari, 
convey the padhan's orders for coolies, etc. '1 hey are usually Doms and are 
remunerated by a payment of one naZi of grain from each family in the 
village at each harvest." 

(41) Patar.-Found in Almora. 1hey supplylea.ves for use as plates at feasts on the 
occasions of marriages, births, etc. 1he name is derived from patta, a leaf. 

(42) Pauri.-Found in Almora. They formerly served in temples of the lower order 
as pujaris (ministrants) and musicians. They then became potters and are 
now nearly all cultivators. Their name may have come from their first 
occupation a.s door-keepers of the temples from paur, a door. 

(43) Pummi.-Cotton carders, a few were found in Tehri-Garhwal State. 
(44) Raj.-Masons, found in Almora. The name is probably derived from raj-mistri, 

a ma.ster-builder. 
(45) Raunsal .......... Cultivators, found in Almora. 
(46) Ruriya or Ringaliya.-Found everywhere. Makers of baskets, mats, boxes, 

sieves and other a.rticles from reeds and bamboos. The correct name is 
probably Baruriya possibly from baru, high jungle grass or reed. 

(47) SirdaZia .......... Masons and dUltivators found in Almora. 
(48) Sonar.-Goldsmiths. In 'Iehri-Garhwal State there are also Bith-Sonars who 

claim to be Rajputs. 
(49) Tamta.-Found everywhere. Makers of brass and copper vessels (from tamba, 

copper). They form a large and on t3.e whole flourishing community. Some 
have taken to agriculture though few possess land. Some are also becoming 
educated. [See also nos. (1), (16) and (33) supra.] 

(50) Tirwa.-Sword and knife-sharpeners (from tir arrow). They are found in 
Almom and were probably arrowsmiths in olden times. 

(51) Turi.-Originally trumpeters in Almora (from Turi, a trumpet or clarion 
consisting of three pieces fixed into one another). They are now mostly 
cultivators. 

Besides the above sub-castes there are others not based on occupation but called after 
the names of persons or places. This is not uncommon also in the case of Khas-Brahmans 
and Kha.s-Rajputs. Such naomes arise when migra.tion occurs or when the members of the 
community have no fixed occupation. For instance, in Asthal Dhan,eri patti (1ehri
Garhwal State) there were found two males and six females who said their caste was 
Madiyata. Asked what the caste name represented they explained that one Madiya came 
from some other village and settled in Asthali and his descendants were called Madiyatas 
irrespective of their real origin. In the course of time this nick -name became their coote 
n~me. Simil3lr insta,nces are the Ohiwans, said to be.called after one Channu, and Kutiyatas 
alter one Kutta, and Bhairoyatas after one Bhairu. 

The chief point about these sub-ca.stes is their essentially functional origin, totl111y 
unconnected with race. They are almost without exception based on hereditary occu· 
pations, ailld in the past the divisions have been very clearly defined. Until quite recently 
eaah sub-ca.ste inter-dined a.nd inter-married only among its own members and would not 
take food or water that had been tcuched by anyone belonging to a sub-caste lower in the 
social sCliole j han their own. Roughly the or del' of social precedence of the larger sub· 
castes is Koli, Orb, Lohar, T8Imta, Pa.hri, Ruriya, Athpaharia, Chunera, Auji, Badi, 
Hurkiya, Dhaki, Badi, Dhunar and Chamar. The Koli is considered the highest class 
among Silpkars and in Garhwal and Tehri-Garhwal State at any rate, food cooked by them 
can be eaten by any of the other sub-castes. These sub-ca.ste restrictions are disappearing 
in Kumaun, though it is a fact that the lower sub-castes, viz. Naths, Badis, Hurkiyas, etc., 
are still looked down on by the other sub-castes, and form a separate community the 
members of which inter-dine ailld inter-marry among themselves. In Tehri-G8irhwal State 
on the other h3ind the Bub-castes are becoming more strictly endogamous and exclusive 
in th·~ matter of hukka-pani, and in some parts Lohars will now not take food and water 
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from Kalis. Hypergamy is found in some cases among th3 Kalis, Orhs and Lahars in Tehri
Garhwal Stat~, and scmetimefl b(tween Lahars and Badis, butin a.11 such cases the girl 
after marriage is not allowed to mix with her rela];ives again. 

In most parts Orhs, Lahars and Tamtas imer-dine and inter-marry, so generally do 
Badis, Hurkiyas and Dhakis. Aujis do not favour inter-marriage with Badis and if an 
Auji marries a Badi girl he is c(ljlled a Had'; and is regarded as socially degraded. Pahris 
and Ruriyas inter-dine and inter-marry, so do Nats and Bhats. In Tehri-Garhwal State 
Aujis, Darjis and some Bedas can inter-marry. Tn!} general rule there nowadays is that 
if one sub-caste can smoke the hukka of another sub-caste or can drink wllter tGuehed by 
that sub-oaste they can inter-dine and inter-marry, but restrictions on inter-dining are 
increasing and so perforce on inter-marriage. 

In Kumaun there is nowadays a general tendency towards the amalgamation of the 
sub-castes and a growing inter-mixture of occupations. In Almora with the exception 
of the Hurkiyas and Badis who are classed apart, the other sub-castes are rapidly lcaving 
their tmditional occupations. Lohars or Tamtas may become masons or carpenters 
though they are still called Lohars or Tamtas. Some occupations denoted by the names 
ara now obsolete in the hills, e.g. Kolis no longer follow tho weaving trade, but do field 
work as sirtans or hired ploughmen. :Many Telis have turned to basket-making. Lohars 
and Tamtas often practise agriculture. lhe discontinuance of mining in the district of 
Garhwa.l is attributed partly to the Mines Act and partly to the cheapness of imported 
metals, on which the Agaris and Tamtas now depend. 

'tailoring, once confined to Darzis and Dholis, is now practiscd by some of nearly 
every sub-caste (and even by Rajputs and Brahmans) as.a lucrative profession. 'Lhe most 
common occupation taken up by a Dom leaving his traditional sub-caste occupation h 
agriculture. 'rnose who have kept to their hereditary calling in the villages still subsist 
on the consideration they get for their services to the village community in the shape of 
dadwar. This is a fixed proportion of grain that every family has to give at every harvest. 

'1he wages earned by Doms have been vastly raised in recent years. Less thnn 40 
years ago the daily wage of a mason in the town of Almora was four annas a day. A car
penter used to get eight a.nnas, but now gets a rupee a. day or even more. 'their dwellings 
and &urroundings in town and village have been improved and made more sanitary. 

The great curse of the Doms at the present time is said to be debt, and on this account 
so many of them remain mere haliyas or dependent,s of tho agriculhural cla.ss, kept in much 
ilhe sa.me servile condition as of old. The Co-operative Banks, of which four have been 
started among the Tamtas, are said to be doing considerable service in freeing the people 
from their indebtedness. 

5. In Tehri-Garhwal State it is said that although the Dom is regarded as oflow caste Socia}, 
he is not untouchable to the same extent as the untouchable of the plains. He sits with position. 
Khas-R a.j puts, smokes from the same chi lam (earthen pipe) and can touch without polluting 
ghi, sugar, grain,· fruit, oil, and such other foods as are not mixed with water. The only 
ban on him is that he may not touch tho hukka (mouth-piece of pipe) and water or any 
cooked food of the Khasiyas or high caste Hindus nor enter their houses. In Garhwal the 
Biths (higher classes including Khasiyas) will not take water touched by Doms much less 
inter-dine or inter-marry with them. Their touch is still considered to pollute. In the 
past aDorn wa.s not allowed to touch the dwelling house of a Bith, even his shadow 
conveyed pollution, which was removed only by sprinkling water over the person. Doms 
were not allowed to wear shoe&-nor use (ljn umbrella in the presence of a Bith, nOr wear 
ornamcnts of gold or silver. They were not allowed to use the sa.me springs, nor were they 
allowed to ride a pony or to carry a bride or bridegroom in a doli or dandy at their wed-
dings. Dams were bought and sold. But now the position of the Dams has greatly 
improved. They are gradually adopting the social customs of the higher castes and have 
begun to rise in the social scale. Some have been converted to Christianity and Isla.m, 
others have become Aryas and claim socia1 equality with the Biths. They resent being 
caolled Dam, Bairshawa, Tali-jati (low cillste) or Bahar-jati (out-caste), and have adopted 
the name SilpkarB (artizans). Still the Doms continue to be a very backwa.rd and depressed 
class. lheir dwellings are in the most squalid parts of the villages, quite apart from the 
houses of the Biths. 'they are mostly landless. 1 hey are only given land by the Biths 
on service tenure as sirtans or khilars. They still cillnnot use the same springs as the Biths. 
'Lhey still may not carry a bride or bridegroom in a doli or dandy. They have to remove 
the carcases of dead a.nimals for the Biths, and carry fire for the cremation of their dead. 
But in other respects the treatment of the Doms by the Biths has considerably improved. 
The other old tabus are gradually disapp~aring. 

In the proverbial lore of Almora district the Doms are invariably spoken of with con
tempt and dislike. Hard measure is certainly dealt out to them in this respect. "The marri
age of a Dam simply pains the eyes, " i.e. the Biths take no part in any ceremony or festival 
of the Dams, and their merry-making is felt to be rather offensive than otherwise. 
"The Dom is too lazy to plough or manure, but at dinner-time is envious, " is used as an 
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admonition to lazy people. The Doms eat the morsels and leavings of food given to them 
by people of higher caste. This is referred to in the proverb, "The Dom's vessel says, 
When shall I go to the dwelling of Biths 1" This is applted to the desire of low class people 
to be connected with the higher castes. "'1'he singing of a Dom with a goitre on his neck 
is no singing at all," is an allusion to a common complaint in some parts of the province, 
and is a saying used by one who finds that his work is not appreciated by his superior. "No 
one thinks of a Bith being poor, or notices the death of a Dom". Scorn could not go further 
than the following, "The bear was killed and the Dom's-house was burnt down, both good 
things," originating from a story of a bear who once entered the house of a Dom after 
honey in a hive (a hole in the wall), and set fire to the place by stirring up the embers. 
So in the judgment of the Biths, two birds were killed wlth one stone. Balda bhyo~ paro 
bhali bhai: Dum kuri ag lago bhali bhai. (See Pt-overb8 and Folklore of Kumaun arul 
Garhwal by the late Pandit Ganga Datt Uprety, R.B.) 

But a rapid improvement oan be seen in the lot of the Doms, whose oondition in the 
villages was squalid m the extreme. '1'hey were, and no doubt still are, deeply attached 
to their homes, poor as they are, wretched hovels on the outskirts of inhabited areas. 
Ignorance and the force of old custom stood in the way of their seeking better conditions, 
and they were content to live from hand to mouth. But now there is a new spirit among 
them. Great numbers of them may be described as travelled men, since they went to the 
Great War in Coolie Corps, eto., and saw service in distant lands. Many of this class are 
exerting themselv~s to improve their lot. As a rule they are illiterate, only a small 
proportion being able to read or write*. Hardly any possess land of their own, though 
they are sometimes given a little land to oultivate free of rent or at a nominal rent, m 
return for their services. 

An extension of industrial training is often advooated for these classes. '1'here is 
a carpentry school at Almora, which is attended by some of the Doms, and a weaving 
school also, but all the scholarships there appear to be held by Brahmans. Some peoplc 
deprecate the giving of higher eduoation to these classes 9n the ground that they would 
only be spoiled as artizans and have to enter into undesirable competition with the higher 
castes, who already find it hard enough to earn a living; but obviously there is need of 
competent leaders among these depressed classes, and they can only arise through improved 
educational facilities. It is not llkely that there will be any serious competition in the 
hills with the members of higher castes for a long time. 

6. Marriage customs are very lax and no actual ceremony takes place. Bride
price is invariably paid to the parents or guardian of the bride and is usually between 
Rs. 100 and Rs. 300. The prohibited degrees Df marriage are normally seven frDm the 
common ancestor. 

Divorce, looally known as chhut, takes place by mutnal consent of the husband and 
wife. • 

No birth oeremonies are perfDrmed but for eleven days after a birth all the members 
of the family are considered impure. On the eleventh day the child and its mother are 
bathed, and molasses or other sweets are distributed among the biradari. 

The dead are usually burnt on hill-tops, though now some well-to-do Silpkars 
take their dead to the Ganges for cremation. Formerly a gourd (tumri) filled with water 
was hung on a tree near the place where the dead body was burnt, to quench tho thirst 
of the departed spirit, but the praetioe is now obsolete. The relatives of the dead shave 
their head and are considered impure up to the eleventh day. After a month the pitrora 
oeremony takes place, in which 11> small stone representing the spirit of the deceased is 
placed among the other stones which represent the spirits of the other departed relatives 
of the deceased. Cfhis custom has by contact been adopted by the Biths or upper 
castes in Garhwal.) On this occasion the biradari is feasted, and a goat or pig is killed. 

7. ',rhe religion of the Doms is largely animistic and d';)monistic. Crooke wrotet 
" It is the Doms who preserve to the present day the pure demonism of the aborigines) 
while the Khasiyas temper it with the worship of the village deities, the named and localized 
divine entities, and furnish from their ranks the priests." The Doms have always believed 
in the power for evil of the ghosts of injured persons and in karma (re-incarnation), and as 
Mr. Burn (now Sir Richard Burn) pointed outt these two beliefs, whioh are shared by many 
Khasiyas, were not without considerable effects on practical morality, one result of whioh 
is seen in the fact that hardly any polioe are required in the hills." The faot seems to 
be that the lower elements of Kumaun Hinduism as a. whole, as we might expeot, are due to 
the Doms, who appear always to have specialized in impersonation of deities (good and 
bad), fortune-telling, devil-dancing, divination, and the like, and, as not infrequently is 
found to be the oase, the religion of the lower subject race has had considerable influence 
on that of the classes above them in the social scale. 

• 2'65 per cent. m!l.lesj O' 13 par ceao. femlles aged 7 years and over were literate in 193J-Vide Imperial 
Table XIV. 

t Crooke's Trwe8 and Oaste8 oj the North·We8tern Province& and Oudh, Volume 11, page 333. 
t United Provinces Census Report 1901, PIIl"t I, page 77. 
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The majority of the Doms of the present day in Garhwal worship demons of varipus 
sorts, chief among them being Masan Bhut, Khabish, Kalinka, .Achheries, Gorel. But their 
principal deity is Nirankar. The worship of this god is performed with great solemnity 
and the whole family fast and keep vigil at night singing songs in honour of the 
deity. 'fhe ceremony lasts for three days, and ends with a feast to the biradari 
and killing of goats and swine. The priest who officiates at the ceremony is a Dom. 
The worship of this god is also prevalent among some Biths of southern Garhwal. 
Next to Nirankar is Kali or Kalinka. The worship of this goddess is also performed 
with much ceremony. Male buffaloes, swine and goats are freely sacrificed in honour of 
this goddess. The Doms ascribe any kind of ailment or calamity to the wrath of one or 
other of their godlings. Such is their faith in these godlings that Doms will spend larg::l 
sums, even selling or hypothecating their property and incurring heavy debts III order 
to propitiate them. . 

Some obselvers in AJmora remark that the Doms seem to look on the whole subject 
of religion from a secular aspect. With the exception of the after-death ceremonies 
and the sraddna, which they do perform and regard as incumbent on them, their other 
so-called religious customs have a decided tinge of secularity, though the Doms appear to 
retain a kind of ancestor-worship. Many or most of the locai gods and godlings described 
by Mr. Atkinson with such wealth of detail in his Himalayan Gazetteer must originally 
have been worshipped by the Doms more especially. The Doms still have their own gods 
and temples and their gods in Almora are Bholanath, Ganganath, Ham, Shaim, Gwala, 
Nirankar, etc. Some of them (as described in the Himalayan Gazetteer) were persons who 
committed flagrant crimes and whose ghosts have to be propitiated, or who suffered some 
great injury or were murdered, and whose spirits often possess and torment people. The 
sorcerers of the Doms (Jagarias) declare which god has possessed or is affiict:ng their clients; 
singing and dancing is performed and offerings presented; the spirit of the god or gods 
comes into the sorcerer and he informs the sufferer what offence he has committed and how 
he is to propitiate the offended spirit. Even the higher castes sometimes participate in 
such rites and give credence to them. 

Nowadays in some parts of Kumaun Silpkars are imitating the marriage and funeral 
ceremonies of the more or less orthodox Hindus, but no Brahman officiates, his place being 
taken by either a son-in-law oJ.' a sister's son*. They are ignorant of the orthodox rites 
and the mantras, and the whole affair is but an imperfect imitation.. In the hill pattis 
of Naini Tal district quite a large proportion of Silpkars returned themselves as Aryas at 
the last census and a few on the southern borders of Almora and Garhwal. These include 
some who are but imperfectly converted but who call themselves Aryas in an attempt to 
improve their social status. On the other hand, they include many who are learning 
and practising to the best of their ability and opportunity the rites of orthodox n;nduism. 
It is sa:'d that between 8,000 and 10,000 have put on the sacred thread (janeo),t but no 
instance of inter-maniage with the higher castes has come to my knowledge. The move
ment is, however, making for their social uplift, and in small ways it can be seen that in 
Kumaun the attitude of the higher castes towards the Silpkars is undergoing change. 
In Almora formerly the higher castes did not allow Doms to have a flag at a wedding, nor 
the bridegroom's basket containing valuables and eatables for the bride, but now both 
these bans have been removed. Similarly, Doms were allowed to perform the sraddha 
ceremony only on the last day of the sraddha period, but now they follow the orthodox 
calendar and do not have to wait till the last day. 

A steady though perhaps not very large influx of Doms into the Muslim fold takes 
place owing to the Muslim practice of taking Dam women as wives or concubines, the 
children of course be:ng brought up in the religion of their fathers. 

Other Doms have become Christians. Here again some are imperfectly converted 
and have adopted the new faith with a view to raising themselves socially. Others have 
rec)ived education and have fully embraced their new religion and are said to be respected 
by good caste people. 

In Garhwal distriot it is alleged that Silpkars fear to embrace. Christianity or to 
become Aryas lest they be excommunicated from their biradari. 

8. Kolis divide themselves into two classes, viz. (1) Gaikriya Koli, (2) Dam Koli. 
The Gaikriya Koli claims to be a non-Dom and as such claims for himself a place somewhere 
between Khasiyas and Doms. He feels offended if he is called a. Dom either by a Ra.jput 
or a Dom and will even file a defama.tory suit against him. Up til! now only one case seems 
to have gone as far as the Hazul' Court, the fina.l oourt of justice in Tehri-GaJ.'hwaJ State, 

* From Ga.rhwal it is reported that sometimes a. Brahman does now take the place of the son-in-law or sister's 
son. 

t Quite recently the Sauna (an offshoot of Doms) in Agar patti were invested with the sacred thread by a Hill 
BrahmJ.n. The Bauras of Athigaon near Berenag were anxious to be so invested and were prepared to p~y ~andso:mely 
for it. Unfortunately for the Brahman who was to profit by the venture, he was thwarted by hIS bt~f!dart who 
threatened to excommunicate him if ho performed the cer(lmony. II). SOlUe parts it is sa,id that Arya Samallsts take 
a rupee or two per head for suoh an investiture. 

The 
sub-divisions 
of Koli Doms 
in Tehri
Garhwal 
State. 
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in '\Yhich the punishment of fine on the accused was upheld on the ground that the word 
Dom was, under the circumstances of the case, definitely used with intent to insult and 
to provoke the complainant Koli. But a degree purporting to declare the status of the 
Koli as a non-Dom, has not been given so far by any court. 

A Gaikriya Koli does not take food or water touched by a Lohar or any other Dom, 
while all Lohars and Hill Dams take food and water from the hands of Kalis. But as 
already mentioned the Lohar has now begun to desist from taking food or water from a 
Koli's hands on the ground of Lahars claiming equal status with Kalis. A case recently 
happened in which a Lahar, who was settled in a village in which Kalis lived, refused to 
take cooked. food and water from a Koli's hands, which they say he used to take before. 
This was taken up as a challenge to the alleged super~ority of Kalis over Lahars. 'I'he 
Koli concerned, whose food was refused, went to court and filed a defamatory suit against 
the Lahar. The case has assumed great importance for both the castes and the issue 
involved has become communal. 

The word Gai-kriya literally means t: swearing by the cow, " and the justification of 
the Gaikriya Koli's claim to highor status than that of other hill Dams is that he holds 
the same respect and reverence for the cow and the Brahman as any other high caste Hindu. 
The second argument is that they do not eat the flesh of pigs and domestic fowls whereas 
all other Hill Dams do. They say their forefathers never ate cow's flesh while the fore
fathers of other Hill Dams, they contend, did so. 

The Gaikriya Koli observes many Hindu oeremonies-such as untouchability of a 
woman for 11 days after child-birth, garhapuja or propitiating the stars, and the keeping 
of horoscopes. Some Kalis have even PJrformed sraddha ceremony and some have married 
their daughters according to the Brahman form of marriage, which is the highest form of 
marriage among Hindus. Nag Raja, the snake god, is the chief god of all Kalis whether 
they be Gaikriya Koli 01' Dam KolL Many of them have made small temples to Nag Raja 
in their own homes and worship there daily. 

In the bigger temples of Nag Raja only Brahmans are employed to offer puja or worship. 
They all have their Brahman purohit8 who perform ceremonies for them such as the puri
fication of the woman 11 days after child-bitth, garha puja, comparing horosoopes, making 
of horoscopes and officiating at the sraddha ceremony and at such marriages as are 
performed acoording to Brahman form. 

The Gaikriya Koli caste is an endogamous group and is one casto, but shows signs 
of breaking up into exogamous sub-castes within itself. 

Though as yet there are no sub-castes generally recognized by outsiders among Kolis, 
the following is a list of such sub-castes as Gaikriya, Kolis say exist among themselves. 
One common feature noticeable in the majority of the stories of their otigin is that their 
descent is traced from some high caste Hindu who lost caste through his relations with a 
Koli woman. • 

(1) Bagyal.{{oli.-Bagyal is a sub-caste among Rajputs. A Bagyal Rajput once 
kept a Koli woman and so became a Koli. Bagyal Kolis trace their origin 
from him. 

(2) Bantwan Kolis.-They say that Oneswar Devata, a form of the god Mahadev, 
made himself manifest in their family. They established a temple in his 
name. They consequently possessed the banths or shares of lands belong
ing to that god and were known as Banthwans, i.e. shareholders of Oneswar's 
lands. Their descendants are still known as Banthwans. 

(3) Chokiyals. } They are named after the villages Chouki in Bahgarh, and Kalda 
(4) Kalyatas. and Kurna in Bist patti. They all left their original villages 
(5) Kurlatas. and settled elsewhere. 
(6) Kadwans.-Their ancestor lived'in Kadduguru in Kaddukhal, a place between 

Kanatal and Dhanolti. Kaddu guru was the pujari of Surkand Devi. They 
are called Kadwans after the name of Kaddu guru. 

(7) Khonchyatas.-Khonch in Garhwali means the back part of the knee. Thoro 
, was. a Rajput Ramola, whose khonch was bent to such an extent that he 

appeared lame. He kept a Koli woman. The descendants of this Ramola 
are known as Khonchyatas. Khonchyatas are found in villages Gwar, Raika, 
and Okhal. They are strictly exogamous and call themselves Khonchyata 
Kalis. 

(8) Kuslwans.-Kuslwans say that their anoestor was a Patwal Brahman who kept 
a Koli woman. 

(9) Masani Koli.-The origin of this sub-caste is not from a high caste Brahman 
or Rajput but from a female ghost. The story runs thus. There was a 
Koli of village Khandal who one evening went to Tippri, a village about 
throe miles from his home. As it was very lato in the evening the villagers 
of Tippri detained him there for the night. At about midnight the Koli 
believing that the dawn was :near 1 left Tip:t>ri and st~rted for his village. 
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On the way near a bridge named Khandhal kilo Pul he saw arparty of ghosts 
dancing near the Bhilanganga river. The Koli went and joined the dance 
and took hold of a female ghost. As morning approached all the other 
ghosts disappeared and the Koli then took this remaining ghost to his home 
and made her his wife. lVIasani Kolis trace their descent to these parents. 
They live in Khandhal village. 

(10) Nath or Jogi Kolis of Jyundasu.-Their ancestor was-a Dhamwan Rajput who 
was out-casbed for keeping a Koli woman. He then became a Nath and so 
they are called Naths. 

(11) Semman Kolis.-A Brahman woman had a liaison with a Koli. According 
to Hindu custom she was permanently out-casted, for a high caste woman 
who once gets mixed up with a person of any low caste can never be purified 
by any penance or chandrayan. Thus failing to secure re-admission to her 
caste she was permanently kept by her paramour. After some time the 
Koli died without leaving any issue. A Semwal Brahman, whose name was 
Harrariya, having no wife, began to reside with this woman and gave descent 
to the present Semwal Kalis. They live in Kangsali village. It may be 
observed that this story goes a step farther than those which allege origin 
from some higher caste on the father's side only. 

(12) Bayalas. 
(13) J agratyas. I 
(14) Kitwals. ') Are other sub-castes the stories of whose origin are not 
(15) Manswans. \ known. 
(16) Mengwals. I 

Kalis who have inter-married with other Doms and eat the flesh of pigs and fowls are 
still called Dam Kalis. The majority of Dom Kolis fn the State are still weavers. 

!I.-The Khasiyas. 

9. For a brief account of past references to the Khasiyas the reader is referred to Their origin. 
the introduction to Dr. L. D. Joshi's Khasa Family Law (published by the Government 
Pless, Allahabad, in 1929). 

References to them are found in the Puranas, Mahabharata and other early literature 
including the Rajtarangini or Kalhan's famous chronicle of Kashmir written in the 12th 
c.mtury, but few details are mentioned about them. 

It seems to be generally accepted that they invaded the country extending 
from Kashmir to Nepal in the long-forgotten past. The ancient name of the country now 
comprising the districts of Kumaun was Khas-des (i.e. the country of the Khasiyas). They 
subdued the Doms and reduced them to slaves. It is not known whether this took place 
before or after the migration of the Vedic Aryans, but it was probably before. There are 
a few traces of an ancient civilization in the present-day dense forests of the tarai at tho 
foot of the hills. 

Atkinson wrote '" " as early as several centuries before the Christian era the shrine 
of Badari (in Garhwal) was celebrated as a seat of learning and as the abode of holy 
men. " 

lVIr. Oakley t thinks that Kumaun and Garhwal were 'probably included in the great 
Kosala kingdom in the sixth or seventh century B.C. 

Feristha, probably quoting a legend, tells us that the Raja of Kumaun named P'hoor 
(Porus) fought against the Greek King Alexander and was killed. (Greek writers said that 
he was only wounded.) 

From such evidence it seems safe to conclude that the occupation by the :f$::hasiyas took 
place long before the Christian era. 

The earliest ruling dynasty known to authentic history is that of the Katyuris. One 
of th'lir inscriptions on stone in Bageswar temple is supposed to be 1,500 years old. 
Feristha tells of the defeat of the Raja of -Kumaun " who inherited his country and crown 
from a long line of ancestors that had ruled upwards of 2,000 years, " between the years 
440 and 470 A.D., by Ramdeo Rathor of Kanauj. 

After the decline of the'Katyuris the Chand dynasty reigned for several centuries 
in Kumaun. The present-day Khasiyas include the descendants. of this original 
Khasa race and the descendants of later immigrant high oaste folk and the Khasas with 
whom they inter-married. The name Biths originally applied only to the Khasiyas but 
nowadays has been extended to the more recent immigrant Brahmans and Rajputs 
of pure Aryan stock. The Khasiyas include those known as Khas'Bra,hmam and Khas
Raj puts , and th()se of Kumaun represent the purest Khasa blood. The Ga.rhwal 
Khasiyas are more mixed, though the difference is scarcely noticeable. 

• Atkinson's Gazetteer, XI, 274. 

t Oakley's Holy Himalaya. page 132. 
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The majority of Khasiyas are Khas-Rajputs and these include the original Khasiyas 
and also the doscendants of any subsequent Rajput immigrants who inter-married with 
the Khasiyas. 

The origin of the Khas-Brahmansis not so clear. Some think they are the descendants 
of mixed marriages between subsequent pure Brahman immigrants and the Khasas, but as 
they form nearly 90 per cent. of the total Brahmans in Kumaun this does not seem to be 
the only explanation, especially as Khas-Rajputs form practically the same percentage 
of all Rajputs in Kumaun and Garhwal. It is possible that they originated in much the 
same way among the Khasas as did the Brahmans among the Vedic Aryans who invaded 
Northern India, by becoming specialists in religious matters and learning in general and 
so gradually forming their separate community, which was no doubt subsequently added 
to by mixed marriages. 

10. The early Khasiya tribes lived in different villages or pattis (glens) or garhis 
(forts). The Doms were their slaves and did all menial work. Groups of villages were 
banded together under a tribal chief who led them in war against the ndghbouring tribes. 
Each village community was regulated by its own village panchayat presided over by the 
thokdar or padhan* (in Jaunsar-Bawar of Dehra Dun district he is known as 1.he siana). 
Some account of these panchayats and their methods will be found in paragraph 334, page 
345 of the 1911 Report .• Formerly each village reserved a large stone slab on which the 
thokdar used to sit in the panchayat. This custom has disappeared now, but the panchayats 
are still very powerful though owing to improved communications and the spread of learning 
their judicial authority and in fact their authority in general is decidedly on the wane. 

In Tehri-Garhwal the State has taken over some of the former functions of panchayaM. 
For instance if a Bith (including Brahmans and Rajputs of pure descent and also Khas
Brahmans and Khas-Rajputs) smokes from a hukka which has been touched by a low caste 
man or takes food touched by such or has sexual intercourse with a low caste woman, he is 
out-casted and in such cases the State carries out the normal functions of the panchayat. 
Such a. Bith can be re-admitted to his caste only by undergoing a penance called chandrayan 
which is prescribed and conducted by the dharmadhikaris, who are appointed by the State. 
'1'he usual procedure in such cases and in all other cases in which the Shastras enjoin puri
fication, is that either the man himself reports his offence to the State and applies for puri
fication or, if he omits to do so, the padhan of the village in which the offender lives informs 
the State about the offence. It is not only a social obligation upon the padhan or villagers 
but a legal obligation on them to give such information to the State. 

Such applications or reports are then sent to the local Sub-Divisional Officer for 
inquiry. If the breach or offence is proved the whole file is sent to the dharmadhikaris 
for their opinion, which is generally based on Yagnyanbalk-Smriti and the Manusmriti. 
When the chandrayan ceremony has been performed according to the prescr;ption of the 
dharmadhikari the State gives a purification certificate (sudhi patm) which serves as a 
passport for the man's re-admission to his community. He does not have to giv<l a feast to 
his biradari nor pay any fine but has to defray the costs of the purification ceremonies. 
Until he performs the purification ceremonies the offender remains an out-caste by order 
of the State. 

11. By contaot with the Doms the religion of the Khasiyas became almost purely 
animistic, which was not surprising in view of the inaccessible nature of the country they 
came to occupy. Dr. Joshi writest-

"Fear caused by solitude in the midst of huge forests, high mountains and roaring 
rivers is likely to induce nature worship and belief in supernatural powers, and tho 
conquered Doms also seem to have contributed to the religious outlook of the Khasas. )) 
He goes on to show that as a result of abandoning their orthodox religious beliefs and 
practices they came to be regarded as degenerate from the Brahman point of view. 

Mr. Atkinsont gave a description of the various gods, goddesses, ghosts and spirits 
which they recognized and worshipped (or prop:tiated). 

'~Mountaineer"~ gives a faithful picture of the present-day religious beliefs of the 
majority of the Khasiyas. Writing of the pahari in Garhwal and Tehri-Garhwal State 
(the remarks apply equally to Almora and parts of Naini Tal) he says their religion is a 
simple form of Hinduism. They speak of divinity not as such and such a god, but as the 
god of such and such a place. 

" Almost every remarkable hill has also an individual protector, and the small lakes 
and ponds are considered as parbicularly favourite places of the deity's abode. The principal 
sylvan deity is the Nag Raja, a god supposed to olothe himself in the form of a serpent. 
The spirits of the depa.rted are believed to re-visit the scenes of their mortal career and to 
possess the power of affiicting individuals of the family of which they were once members. 
The great characteristic of pahari worship is the number of sacrifices made and the manner 

• The thokdar appears also at one time to have been a farmer of revenue (for the upkeep of the army). 
t Dr. L. D. Joshi Khasa Family Law, Introduction, page 24. 
t Atkinson XI, Chapter IX. 
§ "Mountaineer", A Summer Ramble in the Himalayas, pages 187-9. 
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of m'1king them j sacrifice indeed is the universal and almost sole method of manifesting 
thanks for benefits reoeived, or making supplioation to avert calamity. To see a pahari 
fami.ly' sacrificing in the forest, the sheep or goat for a victim, the pastoral appearance of 
the p90ple, the fire, and the rude altar of rough stones, carry one back at once to early ages 
of the world. Sacrifices are made to the depta (god) of the village, to the divinities of 
particular places, to the fairies, demons and spirits of the departed." . 

In case of iIlness a goat or sheep is led round the sufferer and killed at the spot. 
Oracles are consulted by inquiry of the depta and the divinity is conjured up for the purpose. 
In Kumaun snake worship is not common now, but there are temples and places to show 
that it must have been practised extensively at one time. 

A common form of sacrifice, the athwar ceremony to propitiate some deity or ward 
off the displeasure of some evil spir;t, was as follows. Huge crowds gathered (including 
Biths) and many goats were sacriliced, but the important part was the sacrifice of a 
he-buffalo. The first blow was dealt by the headman of the village and the animal was then 
made to run the gauntlet of -the crowd who were armed with lathis or sharp weapons, 
accompanied by the beat of drums, until it was beaten to death. The car case was then 
taken off by the Doms to feast upon. Present-day legislation has almost extinguished this 
form of sacrifice. 

In Garhwal the sun and moon are regarded as gods and the Great Bear and other 
constellations as Rishis. The sun is considered as male and the moon as female. The sun 
is considered as driving in a chariot of seven horses, going down to the 10}Ver world 
(patal) in the night. The Great Bear is known as khat khatula (a cot) and a few groups 
of constellations are known as gurmuli. A galaxy is called gorgat or gorginda (cattle 
pltth) .. Markings on the face of the moon are considered as marks of leprosy. The 
sbory about this is that the moon, being proud of its beauty, insulted the sun which 
cursed it and so leprosy marks appeared on its face. 

'rhe common belief is that the whole earth rests on the head of a snake, known as 
Sheshnag and whenever it shakes its head there is an earthquake. As regards the cause 
of eclipses the legend is that the sun and moon had once to borrow money from an untouch
able (ehandal), but the interest swelled to such an amount that it could not be paid. The 
ohamdal worries them sometimes and throws a skin on their face. Owing to this belief 
people generally bathe when an eclipse disappears. As regards the rainbow, the belief 
is that it is the bow of the god Indra and when one end of it is seen on the ridge of a 
mountain and the other on a river bed the belief is that there will be normal rainfall, 
when both the ends are seen on a ri;ver bed there wm be continuous and heavy.rainfall, 
and when both the ends are seen on the ridge of a mountain there will be a drought. It 
is not considered as a bridge by which the souIs of the dead reach the sky. 

There is universal belief in the transmigration of souls. Each soul has to pass 
through 84 lakhs of forms including animal and insect. Messengers of Yama take the 
souls before the Dharamraj, who keeps a record of all good and evil actions performed 
in this world and gives a judgment. 

Among Pabela Khasiyas there is custom of making near a public thoroughfare a 
chabutra (terraced platform) on which is placed a single upright stone on which the name, 
parentage, residence and age of the deceased are engraved. This serves as a monument 
and is used by travellerS as a pla.ce of rest. 

S bone and wood are used for building houses. The only restriction in the case of wood 
is that oak, caotus and khina wood are considered inauspicious for dwelllng houses. 

Formerly the Doms were not allowed to wear velvet, silk or other costly dresses nor to 
build pakka houses. But such tabus do not exist now. The women folk of the Pabelas 
wear a particular kind of dress known as tyankha made of hemp or wool. 

But increasing contact with more advanced Hinduism and the gradual spread of 
education is slowly affecting the religious beliefs of the Khasiyas and they are slowly 
returning to more orthodox beliefs and ceremonies. 

The name Khasiya is considered derogatory and Khasiyas now claim to be either 
Rajput or Brahman pure and simple. As far back as 1901 Mr. Burn (now Sir Richard 
Burn) noted that the Khasiya8 were beginning to put on the sacred thread and were claim
ing connexion with the Brahmans and Rajputs of the plains in order to better their social 
status. This movoment has now spread very considerably especially in Naini Tal and 
Almora, where we have already seen that even the Silpkars are affected. 

The Khasiyas are freely assuming Brahman and Rajput surnames. Their social 
position has much improved since the War when many rendered meritorious service. The 
m;li.tary exploits of the Khasas are enshrined in the records of the 39th Royal Garhwal 
Rifles. Wherever they have been tried they have proved themselves brave men and in 
every other quality of a soldier may challenge any portion of the Indian army, for" each 
of these simple mountaineers has hidden away within his inner consciousness that little 
spark, perhaps dulled by disuse or oppression, which represents the fiercely burning flame 
of military ardour that burned in the breast of some old ancestor, "-Historical Records 
of the 89th Royal Garhwal Rifles, 1923, page 8. 
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CHAPTER XU.-RACE, TRIBE OR CASTE. 

12. The sub-divisions of both Khas-Brahmans and Khas-Rajputs are legion, usually 
being named after some place of former residence, or some ancestor. The only rule seems 
to be .tha.t no man may marry in his own gotra. The present day sub-castes are neither 
endogamous nor exogamous. Mr. Atkinson* gives a list of 250 septs of Khas-Brahmans. 
A list of no less than 1,025 sub-castes of Rajputs (mostly Khas) was sent me from Tehri
Garhwal State.t 

Among the Khasiyas marriage has no religious significance. It is merely an ins
,titution to regulate sexual relationship and an arrangement for bringing up childrtn. 
Marriage among the Khasiyas is a simple affair-a mere question of purchase and sale of the 
girl. Bride-price is invariably taken and no religioLls ceremonies are essentia1. Some
times Ganesh puja if) performed when the bride is taken to the house of the bridegroom. 

Among the Pabelas there is a custom of making some payment known as mamadam 
to the maternal uncle of the bride. The presence of the bridegroom is not essential. When 
the husband is unvoidably absent the bride is formally married to a pitcher of water as 
representing him. This is called kumbh biyah. An image of a god may be substituted 
for the pitcher of water and then the name is pratima b'iyah, or she may be married to an 
ale tree in arak biyah. 

It is reported from Garhwal that there are two practices of this nature. In the first 
the widow (even if not childless) continues to live in her deceased husband's house and her 
brother-in-law goes and visits her there with her consent and that of the other reversioner. 
The second form is the common practice of taking to wife the widow of a deceased brother. 
The widow in this case leaves her own house and comes to the house of the brother-in-law 
as his permanent wife. The children of such a union are considered legitimate. This 
custom is confined to the inferior sub-castes of Brahmans, Rajputs and Khasiyas. 

The practice of a man going to live with a widow whom he marries is also found 
among the Khasiyas. The man is known as a kathela or takwa. 

Succession among the Khasas is strictly agnatic. Mr. Pauw notes" It is the custom 
for a man who has no son to marry his daughter to a son-in:law who agrees to live in his 
house and who is known thereafter as the gharjawain. In such a case the daughter takes 
her father's inheritance but should she go into her husband's house the inheritance usually • 
descends to the nearest male heirs of the deceased. Even in the case of a gharjawain the 
relatives frequently make a strong fight for the property, especially if the marriage has been 
arranged by the widow after the death of her husband. In such cases it is not uncommon 
for the widow to go through the form of selling the land to the gharjawain on the pretence 
that the sale-proceeds are required to repay him the cost incurred in settling her husband's 
debts." Sometimes no marriage ceremony is performed, but the essential condition is that 
the son-in-law must live in the house of his father-in-law. The gharjawain institution is 
analogous to that of an " appointed daughter" in early Hindu law. Sometimes a deed 
of gift is executed in favour of the daughter and gharjawain, but it is not an essential con
dition. A gharjawain does not lose rights in his paternal estate. If a son be subsequently 
born to the father-in-law, the son and the gharjawain share the propertY" equally. 

Adoption is against the Khasiya "instinct and is not very frequent, though it is now 
obtaining a footing. An adoption among the Khasiyas has more a secular purpose than a 
religious significance, no religious ceremonies of adoption are observed. The boy is simply 
brought to live with the adoptive father. He may be married or unmarried. 

A sonless male owner can appoint an heir to his estate. A widow can appoint an heir 
with the consent of the reversioners. The large majority of successions amohg the Khasiyas 
are of non-agnates. Adoption among the Khasiyas is really a simple appointment of an 
heir, "o/ho will help a man in his old age, look to his cultivation and after the appointer's 
death perform his-funeral ceremonies and pay up his debts, if any. As a return for services 
rendered, the adopted son gets the inheritance. 

If a man marries a divorced woman or a widow and she brings with her a son by her 
former husband, such a son is calledjhatela. Mr. Atkinson notes that the" children by ~ 
first marriage who follow the mother to her second husband's house lose their paternal 
inheritance but are entitled to succeed to their step-father's property eq_ually with their 
stepbrothers, his children of the second marriage." Backward Khasiyas would regard a 
J"hatela succession as a matter of course, while more advanced Khasiyas wish to be rid of 
antiquated practices and explain equal inheritance as a concession rather than a right. 

The custom of sautiya bant, i.e. division per stirpes, was originally connected with the 
Khasiya law of inheritance, -but is now i:lisregarded by courts. All sons get an equal share. 

The custom of giving a bigger portion to the eldest son when the family property is 
divided was. fairly widespread among the Khasiyas, but is becoming obsolete now. The 
customary right of jethon is not enforceable in law. 

A daughter is not considered as an heir to her father. Formerly the courts recognized 
the right of a daughter to succeed her father when such a custom was alleged, but now 

* Gazetteer, Volume XII, pages 421-428. 
t The list is givon at the end of this appendix. 
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daughters are excluded from inheritance and so are their descendants. A daughter takes 
the estate only when her husband is accepted as a gliarjawain or when a. special deed of gift 
is executed by the last male owner. 

13. The Brahmans and Rajputs brought to Khas-des by the Katyuri and Chand Rajas 
had considerable influence on the religious and social outlook of the Khasiyas, but more 
modern contacts have had far greater effects. During the early part of the nineteenth 
century after the British occupation of the hill districts, a large number of tea estates and 
colonies were formed by the East India Company and other Europeans in Kumaun for work
ing which Doms and Khasiyas were recruited on a large scale. Some mines were also worked, 
e.g. the DhanpUl' gold mine, for which also a large number of labourers were recruited. 
The labourers had to Jive away from their homes and being cut off from their tribal associa
tions for a considerable time imbibed new ideas. Since the British occupation communica
tions have considerably improved. The great improvement of the pilgrim routes to the 
sacred shrines of Kedarnath, Badrinath, Gangotri, and J amnotri now attract great numbers 
of pilgrims from the plains, social contact with whom has affected the older social organiza
tions. Within the district itself the peoples of the different and formerly inaccessible parts 
have been brought closer together owing to improved communications, with the result that 
the old tribal, social and linguistic differences are disappearing. It is also true that owing to 
the improvements in communications narcotics such as charas are imported on a large scale; 
while cholera and other epidemics and crime are also increasing. Formerly higher education 
in the hills was confined to Brahmans. Hence primitive tribes were not much influenced by 
Brahmanical civilization and adhered to their own tribal customs. But modern universal 
education is levelling down society, with the result that the people are giving up their family 
or tribal vocations and entering service. This often makes them unfit for and discontented 
with their social environments. The people are also borrowing foreign customs in the matter 
of clothes, houses and drink with the result that their standard of living has considerably 
risen, while their income has not kept pace with it. This is more particularly noticeable 
among the Garhwali soldiers who went to Europe during the Great War. Their outlook 
on life has- changed and they find themselves out of their element in their old homes and 

• villages. They look down upon their neighbours and have no definite purpose in life. 
An increase in the taking of intoxicants is thought by some to have contributed to an 

increase in disease, especially consumption. This disease is said to have been rare in ancient 
times. My informant remembers having heard from old people in his childhood that in 
olden days if a person suffered from consumption he was taken to a forest and made to walk 
over a pit covered with slender branches and leaves. The patient fell into the pit and was 
burned there. This shows how dreaded that disease was then. 

Legislative and administrative measures have also greatly interfered with and modified 
primitive social customs, such as the sale of Doms as slaves, the custom of offering 
human sacrifices to deities, the custom of beda (or bedwart) or rope-riding, etc. 

Christian and Arya Samaj proselytizing has also had its effects, for those who have 
come under such influences leave their folklore, music, games and festivals and often 
leave their former professions. 

The modern uplift movement has resulted in more and more Khasiyas donning the 
sacred thread and styling themselves Bhandari, Negi, Bist, Rautela, etc. Under the old 
Hindu Rajas there was liWe possibility of a Kbasiya rising to be a Brahman or Rajput. 
The new immigrants from the plains saw to that. But in modern times it is by no means 
uncommon to find that by acquiring education and more especially wealth a man manages 
to pass from Khas-Brahman to Brahman or from Khas-Rajput to Rajput. Some of the 
more orthodox resent -such transformations but they are occurring with increasing frequency 
nevertheless. It seems to be a fact that when the later more cultured and orthodox Brah
mans came to Kumaun in the time of the Chand Rajas they proceeded to proselytize the 
population of Khasiyas to a considerable extent, and gave some the sacred thread. The 
idea was to bring all such men within the pale of the caste system and Hindu religion as far 
as possible. Some of the later immigrants were so strict that they would not allow fuel 
to be taken into their kitchens by the low castes without'its having been washed, and they 
would never take water from the hands of those who did not wear the sacred thread. 
Whether the putting on of the sacred thread can make a person a "twice-born" is a question 
that will be answered differently according to the outlook of the person questioned. But 
it is certain that the sanskar puriiication does not end there, it carries with it certain duties 
and obligations. The whole course of conduct and life of a ",twice-born " is supposed to be 
strict and orthodox in every way. Study of the Vedas, the performance of YCl{Jnas or sacri
fices and rituals, the imparting of instruction to others, piety and the acceptance of no 
gratifications were imperative. An interesting catalogue of the qualifications of the Brah
mans who were to be invited to the yagna performed by Raja Dasrath with a view to securing 
male Qffspring is given in the Ramayan ofValmiki. It may, however, be argued that many 
Brahmans of today have fallen from such an ideal and yet are still regarded as " twice-born." 

Whatever be the point of view taken it is, however, certain that t~is movement to adopt 
the sacred thread is a healthy sign of a desire for social uplift which is all to the good. 
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OHAP'rlllR XII.-RAOE, TRIBE oli OASTE. 

, III.---'The Brahmans and Rujputs. , 
14. The third class consists of the descendants of the later Brahman and Rajput 

immigrants from the plains after the Aryan invasion of N oIthern India. Their ances
tors were mostly brought to this part of the land by the Rajas of the Katyuri and Chand 
dynasties, by whom they were employed as precept9rs or soldiers. They were given 
villages for their services. The descendants of many of these old families in Almora still 
have in their possession copper plates on which the fact of the original grant was engraved. 
Such grant~ were confirmed by the Nepalese Government in the time of the Gurkha domi
nation of Kumaun and again by the British Government since. Some of these families 
~now whence their ancestors originally migrated. The leading families of Joshis in Almora 
say they came from Jhusi (AJ.hI,habad district). Pan~s say they came from Maharashtra, 
Pandes of the Gautam gotra from Kot Kangra in the Punjab and Pandes of the Bharadwaj 
gotra from Kanauj (Farrukhabad aistrict), and Tewaris from Gujarat. The Rautelas 
claim to be descendants of the Chandrabansi Rajas of Kumaun. Padyars c'laim solar 
descent. Gusain (which means mastcr) represents a descendant of some family of feudal 
overlords. Negis were military officials; the word also signifies a leader. Rawat in common 
parlance means a big man. The Rawats were also military officials. One account says 
their ancestor Rawat was a former king of Donakote in Kali Kumaun. 

15. The sub-divisions of both Brahmans and Rl1jputs in Kumaun are innUlnemble. 
Of the Rajput clans the more important, who are incidentally now 'classed as sa1Janas, 
are the Bangaris, Bists, Dangwals, K.athyats, Manrals, Padyars, Rajbars, Rautelas and 
Rawats. These have all been very powerful families in the past and even at present 
many of them enjoy a privileged position in society. 

Pandit Ganga Datt Upreti accepted 26 sub-castes as near and real kinsmen of 
Kshattriya or reigning Rajas and hence called Jankari or real Rajputs. 

16. I quote below from a note by Pandit Uma Datt Dangwal, B.A., LL.B., Sub
Divisional Officer in the Tehri-Garhwal State. 

I. There are about 380 sub-castes* of Brahmans in the Tehri-Garhwal State, most of 
whom derive their names from the villages in Garhwal in which their "'progenitors 
originally settled. Some are named after their forefathers. 

Broadly, the Brahmans of Tehri-Garhwal are divided into two classes, viz.
'(I) Bl'ahmans of pure descent, who have pure Aryan blOod in them and 
(2) Brahmans who are descendants 'of mixed marriages between Brahmans and 

Khasiyas and are sometimes called Khas-Brahmans, 
The first group is again divided into two sub-sections, viz.-

(a) Sarolas and 
(b) N'on-Sarolas. 

I have purposely avoided using the most common epithets of Gangari and Nanagotri 
in the above-mentioned classification for, besides their having more than one implication 
in different ways, they have oecome so much the subject of bitter controversy that 'it is 
better to avoid them when the purpose of ethnology can as well be served without their 
use. A_s a matter of fact, I received reports from several persons complaining against 
their being entered as Gangaris or Nanagotris in the census records. 

The various meanings that are attached to these disputed words will be given later. 
Sl1IIa is a Hindi word which means the top or peak of a hill. Sara ka Sl1IIola, gad ka 

Gangari is a very common sa-ying in Garhwal, which is advanced whenever the origins of 
the words Sarola and Gangari are considered. The saying means that thos"e who lived at 
the top were called Sarolas and those who lived at the gad, i.e., near the river, were called 
Gangaris. So far as the origin of the Sarola community is concerned part of the saying 
seems to be based on the fact that the primary twelve clans of Sarolas derive their names 
from tho twelve villages all of which ate found in Chandpur, the historical residence of 
Raja Kanakpal, t the founder of the dynasty of the rulers of 'l'ehri Raj. Like many other 
social customs or distinctions that trace their origin from the advent of Raja Kanakpal 
the Sarola community also dates its origin from that time. It is said that the clan of 
Nautiyals was one of those which came to Garhwal with the Raja. The first twelve sub
castes of Sarolas above referred to are-

(1) Nautiyal, (5) Maithani, (9) 'Gairola, 
(2) Dimri, (6) Raturi, (10) Qhamoli, 
(3) Khanduri, (7) Thapliyal, (11) Ratwal, and 
(4) Semalti, (8) Semwal, (12) Lakhera; 

which derive their names from the villages of Nauti, Dimmar, Khandura, Semalta, Mai
thana, Ratura, Thapali, Sema, Gairola, Chamola, Hatwalgaon and Lakherigaon respec
tively. 

The Brahmans of these villages, owing to their being close to the capital, somehow or 
other exerted more inftuence both in the court and in the palace. than any other commu
nity, and 'so by Virtue of their continued enjoyment of. certain privileges came to be 

* A list of these will be found at the end of this Appendix. 

t According to the State archives he ascended the throne 5 Baiaakh, Sambal 745, i.e. April, A.D. 6~. 
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regarded as a distinct community in course of time. Since the time of Raja Kanakpal, 
the NautiYa.ls and Kll.anduris of village Raturi in British Garhwa.l have always been the 
Raj gurU8 (religious preceptors) of the rulers of Garhwal and, until the expulsion of the 
Gurkhas in 1815, the Khanduris were also the hereditary kanungos of Garhwal (since 
then the of:lice has undergone several changes). But final shape and consolidation was 
given to this community by Raja Ajaipal, who, in order to remove the commensal 
difficulties of his standing army, which included numerous sub-castes, ordered the army 
to take food from a common mess if it was cooked by a Brahman of the community to 
which the Raja's cooks belonged. 

This ordinance gave the final shape to the Barola community as we find it today and 
this is the only difference between the Barola and non-Barola Brahman. As a group th'e 
Barola community is an endogamous group and its sub-clans are exogamous. But the wl;tole 
group is so small and offers so many difficulties over marriage that some of the exoga
mous groups have split up into still smaller groups in order to give them a wider choice 
of brides and bride-grooms. For instance the Nautiyal sub-caste is again divided into six 
otl;ter sub-castes, viz., Dhangan, Palyal, Manjkhola, Gajaldi, Chandpuri, ana Bousoli all of 
which call themselves Nautiyal, but inter-marry among themselves. The origin of these 
sIJ?aller sub-castes seems to be that their progenitors all belonged to the same parental 
stock of Nautiyals but settled in different villages after which they became called. As has 
been said above there were only twelve original sub-castes of Barola8 but now there exists 
a far greater number, for instance, Bijalwans, Dyundis, Kotiyals, Dobhals and so on. How 
~nd when these la~er clans were added to ,the primary stock is not definitely known except 
in the case of pobhals, but it is most probable that the reason which led to the splitting 
of Nautiyals also led to the formation of these later sub-divisions. 

There is only one family of Dobhal Baro'las in the whole of Garhwal and that family is 
in the State. This is the latest addition to the Barola group which took place as follows. 
There was a Dobhal Brahman, who as such belonged to the Chauthoki class of the non
Burala group. He had no issue and so adopted a Barola boy who belonged to the C!J.amoli 
SUb-caste, beca;use there is nothing to prevent a non-Sarola from adopting a Barola boy. 
The boy adopted the sub-caste of his adoptive father but retained his Barol'a status. 

The status of a Sarola is not affected by his marriage even to a Khas-Brahman girl, 
nor by being adopted by a person of any other Brahman caste, so long as he observes the 
coote rules of food. 

The Sarolas have always found it difficult to procure wives among themselves and this 
has lead to a very common custom among them of inter-m~rrying with non-Barolas, and in 
some cases they also keep Khasiya women as concubines. The husbands, as already 
observed can preserve their Barola distinction, but the offspring born of such mixed 
marriages are not entitled to the designation of their fathers, and are called Gangaris. 

The inevitable result of this custom is that the number of Barolas is continually 
decreasing. In the family of Lakheras there are only two Satolas in the whole State. 
There are, as will be seen from the list of Barolas in the State given below, only 11 Hatwal 
Barolas, 12 Raturi Barolas, 2 Thapliyal Barolas and so on in the State. The total number 
of Barola8 at present iA 73.~ (401 ma,les and 334 remalm<). 

Sarola population of Tehri· 
Garhwal State, 1931. 

Clan. 

Males. Females. 

-
(1) Nautiyal .. .. 53 53 
(2) Maithani .. .. 60 47 
(3) Dimri ., .. .. 1 11 
(4) Hatwal .. .. 4 7 
(7) Bijalwan .. .. 105 82 
(6) Khanduri .. .. 7 13 
(7) Dyuudi .. .. 10 11 
(8) Lakhera .. .. 2 1 
(9) Semwal .. .. 25 20 

(10) Pujari ., .. .. 23 8 
(11) Gairola .. .. 71 37 
(12) Raturi •• .. .. 2 10 
(13) Semalti .. .. 14 11 
(14) Ohamoli .. .. 13 14 
(15) Majkhola .. .. 5 6 
(16) Dobhal .. .. 4 1 
(I7) Thapliyal .. .. 2 .. 
(I~) Kothiyal .. .. ., 3 

Total .. 401 335 

. , ~ ... . ~ .. ... ;..- ',- ~ '-- .. _ ., ." 
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We have to go back to the same saying, Swra ka Swrola, gad ka Gangari to find the mean
ing of the word Gangari. Literally the word means an inhabitant of gangari, i.e. of the 
regions lying on the bank of the Ganges. As these regions by the side of the Ganges are 
generally low in the valleys and much warmer, the word came to mean any inhabitant of 
a low-lying vaJley or of a warm place. It is in this llteral sense that the word is still used 
in RawainandJaunpur parganas and in Taknaur. Jads of Taknaur Nelang call all people 
living below Harsil Gangaris ; the people of Rawain and Jaunpur call all people living on 
the eastern side of the State Gangaris, whether they be Brahmans or Rajputs or even 
Doms. People of Fatehparbat and Panchganin caJl even the inhabitants of lower Rawain 
Gangaris, for the latter region is comparatively much warmer than the former on account 
of its being on th~ bank of the Jumna. But the word when used for Brahmans only as 
compared with Sarolas loses its original meaning just as the word Sarola no more means 
an inhabitant of the top or peak of a hill. In its latter sense the word Gangari only 
serves as a term to contrast all other Brahmans from the Sarolas. Another theory is 
that this word Gangari was invented by the Sarolas. Just as a Jad of Nelang calls any 
man who lives below Harsil a Gangari no matter whether he be,a Brahman or a Rajput 
or even a Dom, so the Sarola living on the top of Chandpur peak contemptuously called 
aJl others living elsewhere on ehe banks of the Ganges Gangaris, and if a Sarola married 
or kept a woman of any other caste than those at the top, the offspring were given the 
name Gangari. It is on this ground that several Brahmans of Tehri based their objection 
against the application of the term Gangari to them. Thus it will be seen that the 
word Gangari is ambiguous. 

The use of the word Nanagotri is also not free from difficulties, for like the word 
Gangari it also is given two interpretations differing widely from each other. Nana in 
Hindi means mother's father and Nanagotri means one who traces his descent through 
his mother or through his mother's family. It may be that the word is a remnant of 
the promiscuous days before Swetketu, son of Uddalak, introduced the institution of 
marriage. 

Another interpretation is that the word Nana in Sanskrit means' many' and a Nana
gotri is one whose gotra is traced to one of the thousand Riskis who were born after the 
first ten Riskis were born of Brahma. If the latter interpretation is correct it is difficult 
to see why Sarolas and other Brahmans of the first rank are not called Nanagotris when 
their gotras descended from Bharadwaj, Shounak, Kasyap and Koundiya who were among 
the thousand Rishis born later. 

Whatever the real meaning, the fact appears to be that many Khas-Brahmans are 
aJao called Nanagotris, and a Nanagotri Brahman is generally considered much inferior 
to a. Sarola or a Gangari Brahman." 

17. Again I quote from Mr. Dangwal's not&:-
"The Rajputs of Tehri-Garhwal may be divided into three classes, viz.-(l) Thakul's, 

(2) Rajputs higher than Khas-Rajputs, and (3) Khas-Rajputs. • 
Thakurs are the kinsmen of the Tehri Raj family and are among the descendants of 

the dynasty of Raja KanakpaI. 
Rajputs of the higher order include those who claim descent from the petty chiefs 

who ruled.in Garhwal before they were brought under the oonsolidated rule of Raja 
Ajaipal and his descendants, those who claim to have descended from the ruling family of 
the Katyuris of Kumaun, and those who claim to have come along with Raja Kanakpal 
as his courtiers, etc. 

Khas-Rajputs, who form the majority of GarhwaJi Rajputs, are said to be either 
mixtures of the higher Rajputs and Khasiyas or are pure Khasiyas who have oome to be 
known as Rajputs. The old saying Kedare Kkas Mandale indicates that Kedarkund, 
which is another name for Garhwal, was a stronghold of the Khasiyas before Brahmans a.nd 
better class Rajputs immigrated into Garhwal. The name Khasiya has now beoome .a 
derogatory term and is resented by all Khas-Rajputs. Khas kane to Kkas pare lame ko ho 
java, ek bar Negi kahe lot pot ko java is a very significant saying which is commonly used. 
I t not only explains how a Khasiya grows offended at being called a Khasiya but also hints 
that the sub-caste of Negi has become an all-embracing sub-caste in which Khasiyas 
usually try to gain admission. The saying means " Call a man a Khasiya and he will get 
angry and will quarrel, call him Negi and he will become exceedingly happy and glad." 
(Lot pot ho jana literally means to laugh to such an extent that one falls down). 

Nowadays the distinction between a real Rajput and a Khasiya is fast decreasing 
and the word Khasiya is disappearing from common use. The War, in which many Khasi-
yas served, is largely responsible for this." • 

How numerous are the Rajput castes, especially among Khas-Rajputs, is seen from the 
fact that at the recent census no less than 1,025 sub-castes* were returned from the 2,918 
villages of th.e Tehri-Garhwal State. 

• /i list of these is giv~ at t}le end of this App~dix. 
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18. The religion of the higher Brahmans and Rajputs of the hills has, to some extent, Religion. 
been affected by contact with the animistic beliefs of the Khasiyas and Doms. But modern 
tendencies are rapidly purifying it of these accretions, though the attitude of the high castes 
towards Khasiyas and Doms is slowly relaxing. 

IV. - M iscellanelJU8 

19. Besides the above three major communities there are miscellaneous immigrants 
of other castes and races from the plains and elsewhere. 

Of these mention may be made of the Vaishyas. Many of these are the descendants 
of families who were attracted to Khas-fk.8 when the Katyuri and Chand dynasties were 
in power. They are much sub-divided as would be expected from the nature of their arrival. 
The D.MU.eB Qf their sub-divisions are often derived from the places in which they first settled, 
e.g. the Gangolas of Gangoli, Kumayans of Kali Kumaun. The most important of their 
sub-castes are Gangola, Jagati, Kawa, Kholbhitiya, Kumayan, Ukhaliya, Salamgahiya, 
Syal and Tantri. 

Then there ar~ the descendants of immigrants from Thibet Imown as Bhotiyas who 
are now claiming to be Rajputs. 
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List of sub-Gastes of Bra'hinans fauna in Teliri'-(}arhwal St{l(e* 

.. -----
Serial Date of Place of Oorresponding num- Sub-caste. immigration to Remarks. 
ber. Tehri-Garhwal. ~migrat!on._ plains caste. 

------- -. ............ --
1 Abola " .. -. .. .. _ . 
2 Ac-qa~ya. .. .. .. . . 

J 

3 Alakhni .. .. .. . . A sulHasro ilmong Dcoprayag 
! 

P>lllrias. 

4 Amoli .. .. .. .. .. 
5' Anthwal .. 1612 Saffibat ThePimjab .. Saraswati .. Their first ancest?f Ramdeva seW 

ed in Aneth '9illiige from which th 
name of the cast~ is <\erived. 

6 Arjuniya .. .. .. . . A sub-caste among Dooprayogi 
Pandas. 

7 Athwal .. .. .. . . .. 
8 Aushadhi .. .. .. . . .. 
9 Baslyal .. .. .. . . .. 

ID Bahuguna " 980 Sambat or Gaur, Bengal. . Adya Gaur Their ancestor Krishnanand settled 
780 Sambat. originally in village Bughani. 

This sub·caste. is one of the 
Chauthoki group. 

II Barnriya .. .. .. .. .. 
12 Bangarwal .. .. .. .. .. 
13 Badani .. 1722 Sambat Kanauj .. Kanyakubja .. Named after Badhan pargana. 

14 Badoni .. 1500 Sambat Bengal .. Gaur .. The sub-caste is named after village 
Badongaon. 

15 Baleri •• .. .. . . .. .. 
16 Bagora .. .. .. .. .. 
17 Basyal .. .. .. .. .. 
18 Balyal .. .. . . .. 

19 Bankoti .. .. .. .. .. 
20 Bamola .. .. .. .. .. 
21 Baral •• .. .. .. .. .. 

·22 Bachlyal .. .. .. .. . .. 
23 Baniyal .. .. .. .. .. 

; 

24 Baloni .. 1776Sambat Jalandhar .. Saraswati .. Their ancestor was Jiuram who sei (1· 
ed in Balongaon. 

25 Bachhori .. .. .. .. .. 
26 Bailwal .. .. .. .. Some of the Bailwals now 'call 

themselves Dangwals. They have 
split up into two parties at this 
census. One party is not in favour 
of changing their caste of BaiIwal 
and the other party call them-
selves Dangwals. 

27 Badonit .. .. .. . . .. 
28 Bairagi .. .. .. .. They are not Fakir Bairagis. 

29 Baithwal .. .. .. . . .. 
30 Baishnava .. .. .. .. .. 

* There is definite information regarding the date of Maharaja. Kanakpal's ooronation in the state archives. He 
ascended the throne on Baisakh 5, Sambat 745 (April, 688A.D.). The source of information as to the origin and the 
dates of the coming to Garhwal of some of the above aastes is ba9ad on Bharat Gotra Prabar Dipika by Pandit Dibakar 
Dutt Maithani and Garhwa! Itihaa by Pandit Harikrishan Raturi. 

t This is mt the S8m3 B3.doni m3ntioned against nO. 14. In this name the" d " is soft and {i n " is hard, while 
in the case of no. 14 it is vice verBd. 



CAST:ln iN 'mE KUMAUN DIVISlON AND T:ElHRI-GAimWAL SrATE, Ma· 
4ist of ' sub-castes of Brahmans found in Tehri-Garhwal State-( continued )'. 

Serial Date of 
Plooe of num· Sub·caste. immigration to 

ber. Tehri·Garhwal. emigration. 

-- _-
r -

31 Bijlwan .. .. .. 

32 Dinduli .. ... .. 
33 Bindwal .. .. .. 
34 Bityura .. .. .. 
35 Beduri .. .. .. 
·36 Bewani .. .. .. 
37 Baohwan .. .. .. , 

38 Bandwal .. .. .. 
39 B>lraTa .. .. .. 
40 Barthwal .. 1500 Sambat Gujarat .. 

41 Naniyal .. .. .. 
42 Batasiya .. .. .. 
43 Brahmachari 

44 Barsura .. .. 
45 Bachwara .. .. .. 
46 Badarni .. .. 
47 Baslyal .. .. .. 
48 Baselya .. .. .. 
49 Bangwal .. 1725Sambat MadyaDesh .. 

50 Bachwaull .. .. .. 
51 Bagiyal .. .. .. 
52 Baniyal .. .. .. 
53 Bamniyal .. .. .. 
54 Barkoti .. .. .. 
55 Butkani .. .. .. 
56 lludwal .. .. .. 
57 BabuJiya .. .. .. 

58 Basauli .. .. .. 
59 Byasuri .. 1600Sambat Dakhan .. 

60 Bhat .. .. . . Dakhan .. 

61 Bhatkandi .. .. .. 
62 Bhadri . .. .. .. 
63 Bhatwal .. .. .. 
64 Bhadyuria .. .. .. 
651 Bhatura .. •• ! .. 
66 I Bhadarwal .. .. , .. 

I 

671.Bhana16 .. .. t . . 
68, Bhatwan .. .. .. 

I , 

Corresponding 
plains CRSte. 

-
Gaur .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. I 

.. 

.. 

.. 

. . 
Gaur .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

. . 
Gaur .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

. . 

.. 

. . 

.. 
Bhat .. 

Bhat . . 

.. 

. . 

. . 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

- - -

Remarks. 

Their ancestor was Bijju. It is a 
as 
1. 

Sarola sub·caste, and how it w 
included in its group ia not knOWI 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
Surya K.amal Murari was the ir 

ancestor who settled in Bareth. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
Named ~fter Bang Gaon. 

.. ! .. : 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. I 

1\. sub·caste among Deoprllya gi 
Pandas. 

it is one of the Barola sub.cadtes. 

After the name of the ancesto r 
Byas. 

Bhata are of many kinds: Bhats 0 
Koteswar. Bhats of Lubhyali , 

a, Bhats of Dakhan or south Iudi 
Bhats Pujyar who are Barplas 
These Itre all different sub.cast< s. .. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

. . 
-
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List oj sub-castes of Brahmans found in Tehri-Garhwal State-(continued), 

Serial Date of Place of Corresponding num- Sub-caste_ immigration to emigration_ p'ains caste. Remarks_ 
ber. Tehri-Garhwal. 

--
69 Bhalda .. .. .. " Bhalda is one of the sub-castes 0 

the lowest group. Bhaldas 0 

Saruna call themselves Pujaris 
Bhaldas of Bileswar have begun to 

call themselves N autiyals. Some 
Bhaldaa are calling themselv es 
Rajputs. 

70 Bhaldyati .. .. .. " .. 
71 Bhardula .. .. .. .. .. 
72 Bhatgain- .. .. .. . . .. 
73 Bharduya " .. .. . . " 

74 Bhalwal " .. .. .. .. 
75 Bhakai .. .. .. . . .. 
76 Bhatiyana .. .. .. " .. 
77 Bhalyal .. .. .. . . .. 
78 Bhaira .. .. .. .. .. 
79 Bhainda .. .. .. " .. 
80 Bhaintwan .. .. .. .. " 

81 Bhaintwal " .. .. .. .. 
82 Bhogiyata " .. .. .. .. 
83 Bhingalwal .. .. .. . . .. 
84 Bhadaldi .. .. " .. .. 
85 Chamoli .. 922Sambator Ramnath " Drabir ., Their first ancestor Dharnidhar 

722Sambat. settled in Camola village in 
Chandpur. Is one of the sub· 
castes of Sarolas. 

86 Chitwan . , .. " .. .. 
87 Chopriyal .. .. " .. .. . 
88 Chhadyol'i .. " " .. It is a sub·caste of Kautiyals. 

89 Chandpori .. .. .. ., .. 
90 Chhadwanna . , .. .. . . .. 
91 Chhitakwal .. .. .. .. .. 
92 Chhemal .. .. .. .. ., 

93 Chandola .. 1633 Sambat Chandausi .. Sarswati .. Luthra, the first man of this 
sub-caste went Irom the Punjab 
to Chandausi and then -came to 
Garhwal. 

94 Dujwan .. .. .. ., .. 
95 Dibodyata .. .. .. ., ., 
96 Dakhan~t .. .. .. .. ., 

97 Dakhani .. .. .. .. .. 
98 Dobhal .. 945 Sambat or .. Kanyakubja .. Is one of the Chauthokis; named 

745 Sambat. after Dobhgaon. 

99 Dangwal .. 982 Sambat or Santoli, Karnatak Drabir .. Dharnidhar was their ancestor who 
782Sambat. settled in Dang. 

100 Dabriyal .. 1433Sambat Dakhan '" Maharashtra .. Named after the village Dabar. 

101 Dyundi .. .. .. .. Is a sub-caste of Sarolas. Named . after Dyundgaon. 

102 Dungiyan .. .. .. .. .. 
103 Dusal .• .. .. . . " .. 
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List of sub-castes of Brahmans f07tnd in Teh~'i-Garhwal Slate-(continued). 

Serial Date of immi· Place of ami· Corresponding 
num· Sub·caste. gration to gration. plains caste. Remarks. 
ber. Tehri·Garhwal. _-
104 Dhaundiyal " 1713 Sambat Rajputana .. Gaur " N-amed after the village Dhaund· 

gaon. 

105 Dimri .. " 700 Sambat Santoli " Karnatak Drabi r Is one of the Sarola sub· castes. 
Named after Dimmar, a village 
in Chandpur. 

106 Dhumral " .. " " " 

107 Dhaniyanna " " " " " 

108 Phanuwan " " " " " 

109 Dhamuwan " " " " Is one of the Sarola sub.castes. 

110 Dharkoti .. " " " " 

III Dyani .. .. " " " A Deoprayagi sub.caste. 

112 Dhugiyal " " " " " 

113 Dharsali " " .. .. .. 
114 Dhansyal .. " " .. " 

Il5 Dharsali " " " " " 

116 Drabir " " .. .. A Deopmyagi sub·caste. 

117 Gairwal " " " " " 

liB Gairola .. 972 Sambat or .. AdyaGaur " Named after village Gairoli in 
782Sambat. Chandpur. Is one of the Sarola 

sub·caetes. 

119 Gorswal " " " " " 

120 Gorsari .. .. .. " .. 
121 Gorqri " " " .. " 

122 Godera " 1718 Sambat Dakhan " Bhat .. After . the name of their ancestor 
Godu who settled in Garhwal. 

. 
123 Godiyal " .. .. " .. 
124 Gopalta .. .. " .. .. . 
125 Gabdura .. " " " .. 

126 Gafral .. .. .. .. .. .. 

127 Gachhwan " " .. " .. 
128 Ganiwan " .. ' . " .. 
129 Gapharwal " .. " .. " 

130 Gangari " " " .. It is not a true sub. caste . some 
Brahmans emigrated from Gangar 
or lower valleys and settled in Ra. 
wain or Jaunpur are nick.named 
Gangaris and called by that title. 

131 Gaguri " .. .. " .. 
132 Gonal .. .. " " Ganals are ohanging their sub.caste 

name and call themselves Joshis. 

133 Gaur .. .. .. " .. 
134 Gudora " .. " .. " 

135 Gujrati .. .. .. " A Deoprayagi sub·casie. 

136 Gwari .. .. ., ,. .. .. 
137 Ghildiyal " ll00Sambat GoruDesh ., AdyaGaur " Named after the village Ghildi in 

which their ancestor settled. 

138 Ghurara .. " .. " " 

73 



CHAPTER Xn.-RACE, TRlB:Ei OR CASTE. 
I 

List of sub-castes of Brahm'1ns found in Tehri-Garhwal State-(continued). 

S 
n 
edal Date of Place of Corresponding 
um- Sub-caste. immigration to Remarks. 
bel'. Tehri-Garhwal. 

emigration. pla'ns caste. 

-
I Ghurkyatas 139 Ghurkyatas .. ., .. .. have begun to cal 

themselves Raturi Brahmans. 
!l 

140 Ghandiyal .. .. .. .. .. 
141 Ghansyali .. 1600Sambat Gujarat .. Gaur .. After the name GhansaJi . 

142 Ghenduri .. .. .. .. .. 
143 Hadiyani .. .. .. .. .. 
144 Haswan .. .. .. .. .. 
145 Handoli .. .. .. .. .. 

146 Hatwal .. 1059 Sambat Birbhum .. Gaur .. Named after villago Hatgaon. I s 
one of the Sarola sub·castes. 

147 Jakhani .. .. .. .. .. 
148 Joshi .. .. 1700 Sambat Kumaun .. Dravid .. A title, but generally recoguized a 

or 1812 Sam· a sub·caste. 
bat. 

149 Jogri .. .. .. .. .. .. 
150 Jugeli .. .. .. .. .. .. 
151 Joldi .' " .. .. .. .. 
152 Juyal ., .. 1700 . Sambat Dakhan .. Maharashtra .. Their ancestor Bijayanand settled i 

Juyi village from which the sub· 
n 

caste derives its name. 

153 Jugranna " 1700Sambat Kumaun .. Pande .. Derives its name from Jugri village. 

154 Judari .. .. .. 
155 Jardhari .. .. .. 
156 Jamliyal . .. .. .. .. 
157 Jomriyal .. .. .. .. .. 
158 Jagori .. .. .. .. .. .. 
159 JalwaJ .. .. .. .. .. 
160 Jarmola .. .. .. . . .. 
161 Jagdiyal . .. .. .. .. .. 
162 Jakhera .. .. .. .. .. 
163 Jagdyara .. .. . . .. .. 
164 Jafranna .. .. .. .. .. 
165 Jakhmoli .. .. .. . . .. 
166 Jagryanna .. .. .. .. 
167 Jelamwal .. .. .. .. 
168 Jetha ., .. .. .. .. .. 
169 Jouni .• .. .. " .. 
170 Jijiyal .. .. .. .. .. 
171 Jhalcliyal .. .. .. .. r .. 
172 Kuriyal " 1600 Sambat Dengal .. Gaur .. Derives its name from Kuri village, 

173 Kurali " .. .. .. 
174 Kuneta .. .. .. .. .. 
175 Kurann!l .. .. .. .. .. 
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List of sub-castes of Brahmans foul1d in Tehr'i-Garhwal Staie- (continued). 

Serial Date of Place of Corresponding 
nurn- Sub-caste. immigration to emigration. plains Remm]{s. 
bel'. Tehri-Garhwal. caste. 

--
176 Koltwa!'i .. .. , .. .. .. 
m Kulti .. .. .. .- .. .. 
178 Kulariya .. .. .. .. .. 

179 Kothari .. 179) Sambat Bengal .. Shukla .. Derives its name from Kotha village. 
Tho first man to settle in this 
village was Kumardev. 

180 Kundeta .. .. .. .. .. 
181 Kujwanna .. .. .. . . .. 
182 Kuwal .. .. .. . . .. 
183 Kuneri .. .. .. .. " 

184 Kundet .. .. . . .. Kundet Brahmans of Chamol-

I gaon N aul i arc changing their suh-

I caste name and are calling them-

I 
selves J oshis. 

185 Kukariyanna .. .. .. .. .. 
186 Kuliyal .. .. . . .. .. 
187 Kubra .. .. .. .. .. 
188 Kalarma .. .. .. .. .. 
189 Kundwal .. I .. .. .. .. 

190 Kurra .. .. I .. .. .. Are Bhaldas. 

191 Kathans .. .. .. .. .. 
I 

192 Kanswal .. .. I . . .. .. 
193 Kakrera .. .. .. .. 11 Sarola sub-caste. 

194 Kandwal .. .. .. .. .. 

195 Kabi .. .. 1736 Samhat Kanauj .. Kanyakubji1 ., Named aftel'their occupation of com-
posing kabila or poetry. 

196 K,answan . , 
1 

.. .. . . 
197 Kanoti .. .. .. .. .. 

193 Kaphulta .. .. .. .. .. 

199 Kandwal .. .. .. .. .. 
200 Kaluni1 .. .. .. .. .. 

201 Kl1pranna " .. .. .. . . 
202 I K:lopchanna .. .. .. .. 

I 
.. 

2031 Karnatak .. .. . . .. A Dooprayagi suU·Co.stc . 

2041 Katyan .. .. .. .. . . 
205 1 Ki1phani .. .. .. .. .. 
206 Katola .. .. .. .. . . .. 

207 Kanthwanna .. .. .. .. . . 

208 Kotiyal .. .. .. .. A Deoprayagi sub·caste. 

209 Koniyal .. .. .. .. .. 
210 Kokliyal .. .. . . .. .. 

211 Kotnala .. 1725 Sambat Bengal .. Gaur .. Derives its namo from Yot:gaon. 

212 Kolti1I'i .. .. .. .. .. 

213 KotH .. .. I . . .. .. .. 

214 I Kaliyal .. 
I 

.. . , .. .. 
-.--'-'--~ 

--cr- ,-
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List of sub-eastes-of Brahmans found ,in Tehri-Garhwal State--(continued). 

I Soria 
num 
ber 

5 

6 

21 

21 

21 

21 

21 

22 

22 

22 

22 

22 

22 

22 

22 

7 

8 

9 

0 

I 

2 

:3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

22 

22 

23 

23 

23 

23 

8 

23 

23 

23 

9 

a 
I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 23 

23 

23 

24 

24 

24 

24 

24 

24 

8 

9 

a 
I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

24 

24 

24 

6 

7 

8 

Sub-caste. 

Kothiyari .. 
Koyal .• .. 
Kotdwari . , 
Kala .. .. 
I\:alda ., .. 
Kelwanna .. 
Kilwanna .. 
Kuariya .. 
Khecharwanna .. 
Kolnya .. 
Khandwal .. 
Kodiyal .. 
Khanduri .. 

Khasakhali .. 
Khadul .. 
Khadiyal .. 
Khatwari .. 
Khuksal .. 
Lekhwar .. 

Lewari .. .. 
Lasyal ,. 

Lakhera .. 

Lohani .. 
,Lodni .. .. 
Mudral .. 
Mundapi _. 

Musanna .. 
Musro. .. .. 
Mudeti -. 
Maidura .. 
MaitOOni .. 

MaigyaJ .. 
Maitwanna .. 
M:aichwanna .. 

Date of Place of immigration to 
Tehri-Garhwal. emigration. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. . , 
912 Sambat KaliKumaun .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 
, .. .. 

.. .. 

., .. 

.. .. 
.. .. 
.. . , 

945 Sambat Birbhum " 

or 757 Sam· 
belt, 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. ,. . 
1117 Samhat Birbhurn " 

.. .. 

.. . . 

.. . . 

-- --

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 
975 or 775 GaUl' Desh, 
Sambat. Bengal_ 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

Corresponding 
plains oaBle. Remarks_ 

. . " 

.. ., 

.. .. 
Gaur .. " 

.. " 

" " 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. ' . - .. " I 

.. " 

.. , . 
Glltlr .. IThair ancestor who £ret came to 

Garhwal was Sarangdhar lI'luheEh-
war. Ha settled in Khandura 
village of Chandpur. Is one of 
the Sarola suh-castes. 

.. ' . 
" " 

" .. 
. , .. 
.. " 

.. An occupational sub-enste. }t is a 
ildumhi sub-casto which d~es 
olerioal work. 

.. 

.. ' . 

AdyaGaur .. Their ancestor NEirad Bhanubir set. 
tied in Lakhera village from 
which tho sub-caste derives its 
name. It is One of the Sarola 
sub-castes. Thera is only one 

I family of SaroIa-Lakhera at pre-
sent in the whOle of Garhwal. All 
others are Gangari Lakheras. 

.. '-

, .. " 

.. " 

.. .. 

., 
" 

.. " 

.. " 

.. ' . 
Adya Gaur .. Named after village Maithsna 

in Chandpur. Is one of the 
Saroia sub-castes. 

.. .. 

.. 

.. .. 
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List of sub-ca8tes of Brahmans found in Tehri-Garhwal State-(continued). 

---- ---

Serial Date of immi- Place of Correspond ing 
num- Sub-caste. gration to Remarks. 
ber. :rehri·Garhwal. 

emigration. plaing caste. 

249 Maigwal .. .. .. .. .. 

250 Maiswanna .. .. .. .. .. 
251 lIfatiyal .. .. .. .. ., 

252 Maduwanna .. .. .. " .. 
253 MELndarwal .. .. .. " .. 
254 Mamgain .. .. Ujiain .. Gaur .. .. 
255 MllJkoti .. 1700 Samhat .. Gaur . . Derives its llame from Malkoti. 

256 Marwari .. .. " .. .. 
257 Malwanlla .. .. .. " .. 
258 Madwanna .. .. .. .. .. 

259 Manduwal .. 1700 Samoat Dwarhat Kum- Gaur .. , Derives its name from Mahargaoll 
aun. 

I 
in which the first immigrant 
settled. 

260 Mayan .. .. .. . . .. 
261 Mayal .• .. .. " 

.. .. 
262 Matheni ., .. " .. .. 

263 Maharashtra .' .. .. . . A Deoprayagi sub·casto. 

264 Masuniya .. .. .. .. .. 

265 Manjkhola .. .. .. .. ., 

266 Manglyal .. .. .. .. .. 
267 Maratha ., .. .. . . 
268 Missar .. .. Kumaun .. Missal' .. .. 
269 Mijwal ., .. .. .. .. 
270 Mindluwanna . ' .. .. .. . . 
271 l\Iithlwanna .' .. .. .. ., 

272 lIfothti . ' .. .. .. .. 
273 Moital .' .. .. .. .. 
274 Maliya . ' " .. .. A Deoprayagi sub·caste. 

275 1<faikoti .' 1622 Sambat Kanallj Kanyakubja .. Derives its name from lIIaikoti vil· 
Jage. 

276 Nauni .. .. .. .. .. .. 
277 Nautiyal .. 945 or 745 Dharanagari, Gaul' .. , The Nautiya.ls are said to have ac· 

Sambat. Gujarat. I companied Maharaja Kanekpal 
the founder of the present reigning 
dynastyinSambat745 (688A.D.) 
It is one of the Sarola sub·castes. 

278 Nauriyal .. 1600 Sambat .. Gaur .. Named after village Nauri. 

279 Nigarwanna .. .. .. .. .. 

280 Nitiyal .. .. .. .. .. 
281 Nisrari. . .. .. .. .. .. 
282 Naithani .. 1200 Sambat Kanauj .. Kanyakubja Derives its name !'tom Naithana, 

(Naithana). 

283 Na\pariyal .. .. .. .. .. 

284 Natha!. . .. .. .. .. .. 

285 Nailwal .. .. .. .. .. 

286 Nyula .. .. " .. .. .. 
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List oj sub-castes oj Brahman8 Jound in Tehri-Garhwal State-(contin.ued). 

Serial Date ofimmi· 
Place of emi· Oorresponding I 

num 4 Sub·caste. gration to 
gration. plains caste. I Remarks. 

ber. Tehri-Garhwal. I 

287 Nugwal .. .. .. .. .. 
288 Nauniyal .. .. .. .. A Sarola aub·caste. 

289- Nulyal .. .. .. .. .. 
290 Nanwal " .. .. .. .. 
291 Nakoti. . .. .. .. .. . . 

292 Nakbuli .. .. .. .. .. 
-

293 Nawani .. 9BO or 780 . Gujarat .. Sati .. Derives its name from Nawan village 
Sambat. 

294 Ontari .. .. .. .. .. 
295 Phondani .. .. .. .. .. 
296 Pharasi .. 1791 Sambat Dakhan .. Drabir .. Derives its name from Pharasu 

village. 

297 Phaigulya .. .. .. .. Derives its name {rom Phaigul 
Patti. 

298 Panthari .. 1600Sambat Jalandhar .. Saraswat .. Derives its name from Panthar· 
gaon. 

299 Phulasi " .. .. .. .. 
300 Phulara .. .. .. .. .. 
301 P",inyuli .. 1207Sambat Dakhan " Gaur " Their ancestor Brahmanath settled 

in Panyal Ramoli. 

302 Panth .. .. .. .. .. A Kumaun sub·caste. 

303 Pandola .. .. .. .. . . 
304 Panyali .. .. .. .. .. 
305 Panai " .. .. .. .. . . 
306 Palyag .. .. .. .. .. 
307 Padyal .. .. .. .. .. 
308 Palyal .. .. .. .. .. 

- -309' Patolya .. .. .. .. .. 
310 Panch·Drabir .. .. .. .. " 

3.11 Pandwal .. .. .. .. .. 
312 Petwal .. .. .. .. - .. 
313 Patwal .. .. .. .. Patwals say th~t they were firM 

Kamolis and we:r:e the cooks of 
Nakoti Rajputs. They were 
later on called Patwals ,by their 
sottling in Pata village. 

314 Pande .. .. .. Kumaun .. .. 
315 Padha .. .. .. .. 
316 Pujara .. 1782 Sambat Dakban .. Bhat .. A sub· caste of Sarolas. Wereptljdris 

(priests) of Chandrabadani. 

317 Purbal .. .. .. .. 
318 Pudora .. .. .. . . 
319 Purbiya* .. " .. . . 
320 Purohit .. 1813 Sambat Jammu .. Khajiri . . Derived its nBme from purohiti 

(priesthood). Is a sub·caste 
among Deoprayagi Pandas. 

321 Pokhariyal .. 1678 Sambat Bilhit .. Bilwal . . Their ancester Gurusen settled in 
Pokbar~ village. 

* Purbiyas are immigrants from the p!lfab or eastern side of arhwal, i.e' l from Kuplaun .• It has cop}e to be 
.regardEld as a sub-caste in certain cases. 
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List of sub-castes of Brahmans found in Tehri-Garhwal State--(continued). 

I 
Serial; Date of immi. 

Place of emi· Corresponding 
num- Sub·caste. gration to 

gration. plains caste. Remarks. 
ber. I Tehri-Garhwal. 

i --
322 Raturi .. 980 Sftmbat or Gaur Desh .. AdyaGaur .. 'rhe (ounder Satyanand settled in 

780 Sambat. village Batura in Chandpu,.. It 
is one 01 the Sarola sub·castes. 

323 Ranakotl .. .. .. .. ., 

324 Rangoll .. .. . . .. .. 
325 BRaogi .. .. . . .. .. 
326 Raithwal ., .. ., .. .. 
327 Raithlyal .. .. . . . , .. 
328 Raibhani .. .. .. .. .. 
329 Raidwanna .. .. . . .. .. 
330 Rundoli .. .. . . .. .. . 
331 Roulwal .. .. ., .. .. 
332 Riyal .• .. .. ., .. .. 
333 Rogolya .. .. .. .. .. 
334 Raibhat .. .. ., .. .. 
335 Rai .. .. .. .. .. .. 
336 Ramwanna .. .. .. .. .. 
337 Saklani .. 1700 Sambat Oudh .. Kanyakubja .• Their ancestor Nagdev settled in 

Saklana, from which the sub-
caste derives its name. 

338 Sador .• .. .. .. .. .. 
339 Sarula .. .. '. .. .. .. 
340 Sabad .• .. .. .. . . .. 
341 Sarlogi .• .. .. .. .. .. 
342 Sarsut .. .. .. .. .. 
343 Salani i .. .. , .. .. .. 
344 Sujra .. .. .. .. . . .. 
345 Suyal .. .. .. .. .. .. 
346 Sunkot .. .. \ .. .. .. 
347 Suwal .• .. .. .. .. .. 
348 Suketi .. .. .. .. . . 
349 Sumarat .. .. .. .. . . 
350 Suryan .. .. .. .. .. 
.351 Semwal .. 980 Sambat or Birbhum .. AdyaGaur .. Their first ancestor Pravakar settled 

780 Sambat. in Semagaon which gives the sub· 
caste its name. It is a Sarola 
sub·caste. 

352 Semri ., .. .. .. .. .. 
353 SechyMa -. .. .. .. .. 
354 Semalti .. 965 8ambat or Bixbhum (Bengal) Gaur .. The first immigrant settled in vit-

765 Sambat. labe Semalta. It is a Sarola 
8ub-ca.~te. 

• As a matter of fact it is not a Bub-caste but a common name given to all those who belong to Ganga Ealan or 
Malla Salan parganas in British Garhwal. It appears that some people of Salan who had migrated and settled in 
some villages of the State were called by other villagers Salanis. Their descendants were also called Salanis and after 
SJm9 years their descendants forgot their real sub·caste. Thus the word Salani came into use in place of the real sub
caste name. 

t Sllmari is a village in Bribish Garhwa.! and is peopled by the Kalas. The first immigrant from Somari who 
cama and sabtled in the State was called [I,SUID'lora, and so all his dosaen-iants. They have now become a separate sub
caste. 
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List of sub-caste8 of Brahmans found in Tehri-Garhwal Stale-{c oncluded), 

Serial I Date of 
num· Sub.caste. immigration to 
ber. Tehri·Garhwal. 

355 Sendal .. .. 
356 Silwal .• .. .. 
357 Siri .. .. .. 
358 Singuwanna .. .. 
359 Siliyal .. .. .. 
360 Silwal* .. .. 
361 Siyat '" ., .. 
362 Sirswal .. .. 
363 Siriyal .. .. 
364 Swiliyal .. " 

365 Saundjyal .. .. 
366 Saundwal ,. .. 
367 Saunthyial .. .. 
368 Silora .. .. .. 
369 Soniyal .. .. 
370 Todariya .. .. 

371 Tiwari .. .. 
372 Tithwan .. .. 
'373 Tithal .. .. .. 
374 Tawanna .. " 

375 Tarati .. .. .. 
376 T8.llyal .. .. 
377 Tailang .. .. 
378 ~oriya .. .. 
379 ThapJiyal .. 980 Sambat or 

780 Sambat. 

3SO Thalasi .. .. 
381 Upreti .. .. 
382 Ulliyal .. 981 Sambat or 

781 Sambat. 

383" Upadyaya .. .. 
384 Udola •• .. .. 
385 Urden .. .. 
386 Uliyal .• .. ., 

387 Upadhi .. .. 

Place of Corresponding 
emigration. plains caste. 

.. " 

" .. 
" .. 
.. . . 

" .. 
" .. 

" .. 
.. .. 
.. .. 
.. .. 
.. .. 
.. 
" .. 
" .. 
.. .. 
.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. . . 

.. .. 
" 

.. 
GaurDesh .. AdyaGaur .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 
Maithila .. IIIaithil . . 

.. " 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

Remarks. 

" 

.. 

.. 

.. 
" 

" 

" 

.. 

.. 

.. 
" 

.. 
" 

" 

" 

A Deoprayagi sub·caste. Also 
sub.c[],Ste among 
PanU<1s. 

DeoprayB 
a 
gi 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
The first immigrant Jayflchan 

settled in Thapli village in Chan 
d 
d· 

pur. It is a Sarola su b·caate, 

.. 
~ .. 

Their first anceswl'!l to immigra te 
n to Garhwal are said to have bee 

Jayachand and Bijay~han 
who settled in Bonigaon. 

d 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

. . 
* One of the Nana·Gotri sub·castes, bub nDW ch~nging itself into Bhat. The Silwals returned themselvos a 

llhats at this census. 
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Li8t of 8uo-caste8 of Rf},jputs found in the Tehri-Ga1'1hwal Sta.te. 

I 

num- Sub-cast~, immigration, Place of origin. 
oor. 

Previous .ub· 
caste. 

Remarks. Serial I' Date of I 
I ____________ --------~---------~---------I---------------------

I 
1 \ AswaJ .. 

2 Butola 

3 Bagri or Bagar; 

4 BagdwaJ Bist. 

5 Baehhwan Bist 

6 I BangariRawat 

7 ! Bartwa.l 

8 BarwaniRawat 

9 Baidoga 

10 Bendwal 

II I Chawan 

12 IOhand 

131 Ohamc>laBist 

14 \ Chintola::-r egi 

:5 I DikolaR",wat 
, 

16 Dhamada 

17 Dangel Rawat 

18 GhandiyaliRawat .• I 
19 Gurdnra (Gusa.in) .. 

20 Gagw"ri Negi 

21 GorlaRawat 

22 . JardltariNegi 

23 Jayara Rawat 

24 JawariRawat 

25 Jastora Gosain 

26 JamwalNegi 

27 JethaRawat 

28 Kathait 

29 Kaphola Bist 

30 Kandar i Gusain 

31 KancliyalR'awat 

32 Kalura 

33 KarhwalR!Lwat 

34: K1lIlwar 
I 

\ 

(a) Higher O;·d61'8. 

l\!aiJ1puri Chauhan 

1613 Samhat Rums-un 

1443 Sambat Ujjain Panwar 

415 S"mbo.t )'1"h~rastra 1I1aratha 

Kumaun Suryabanshi ., 

\ Delhi .. Patlwar 

1476 Sa.mbat Matr.ura 

817 Sambat Gujarat Fanwar 

Delhi 

Jammu Miyan 

Kangra Nagbanshi 

Tanwar 

I Delhi 

74 

Descendants of the familv of tbe 
Rajas of Rumaun. • 

Dorivo thoir name from ChEmoli. 

Named a,fter the village of Dikoli. 

Tracing their descent from an old 
chief of Garhwal. 

Katyura dynasty of Kumaun. Took 
their name from Dang Gaon, 

Named after Gagwaxi village. 

Derive their name from Gurar Gaon. 

Known after the villa.ge J ardhar
goon. 

After tha name of Jayargarh, one 
of the fifty.two (jarh .. or forts of 
Garhwal. 

Named after village Jawa:ri. 

Are known to hav" oome from 
Jammu, Kashmir. 

Claim to have descended from Raja 
. Janmejaya. 

Named a_fter Kandi village. 

The younger brother of a Raj a is 
called Kur.war, Some families 
whioh claim to have descended 
from Kunwars halie taken their 
sub-caste names after their title. 
Those Kunwnrs were probablY 
among the old petty chiefs who 
ruled in Garhwal belore Raja 
Kanakpal. 
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List of sub-castes of Rajputs found in the Tehri-Garhwal State-(continued}. 

Serint! 
num· 
ber. 

Sub·caste. 

35 Kurmani 

36 Kaityura 

37 Kolya Rawat 

38 Kolya N egi 

39 Lala Bhandari 

40 'Miyan .. 

41 MaharaNogi 

42 Mandraw¥ 

43 Maniyari Rawa.t .. 

44 Makhloga Thakur 

45 Mukhamal 

46 Mayal .. 

47 Mahato. 

48 NarwaniRawats .. 

49 Nayal Thakur 

50 Nakoti.. 

51 Pajain 

52 Payal Thal~uI' 

53 parsara Rawat 

54 Patwllol Gusain 

55 'Ramola 

56 Ranaut .• 

57 Raouthan Gusain .. 

58 Raunohhela 

59 Rana .. 

60 Rangltra 

61 Ringwar' 

62 Sajwan Thakurs .• 

63 Singh, Negi 

64 Silawal Rawat 

65 Saund Negi 

66 Sautiyal Negi 

67 Sarwal Negi 

68 Sangela Bist 

69 Tariyal Thakur .. 

70 Tilla Bist 

I Date of Previous sub. 
immigration. Plaoe of origin. oaste. Remarks. 

(a) Higher orders-(concluded). 

Landora 

1711 Sambat Kumaun 

1403 SanabBt Mayapur 

Nagarkot 
(Kangl'a). 

Kumaun 

Gujar Rajput .. 

., Kaityura 

Claim to have come from the 
Kaityura family of Kumaun. 

Canas from Kumaun. 

Are'said to have come from Kali 
Kumaun. 

Canae from Suket and Jammu. 
They migrated to Tehri·Garhwal 
owing to matrimonial alliances 
between the Royal House of Tehri 
and the Rajas of those states. 

First settled in Maniyar and were 
named after it. 

Pundir · . First settled in Makhalogi, hence the 
sub·caste name. 

Suryabanshi .. 

Chandrabanshi 

Are said to have come from 
Kumaun. 

Are Tawars and are said to have 
llome from the Punjab. 

Nagarkoti .• Named after Nakot. 

Hastinapur ., Kurubanshi .. Take their name from Paya! Gaon 
in which they first settled. 

1102 Sambat J walapur 

1212 Sambat Prayag 

254 Sambat Mu.inpuri 

Rajputsna 

Chauhan 

Chauhan 

Ranawat 

945 Sambat Ratbaun, Delhi 

Delhi .. Tanwar 

· . Take their sub·caste J,IIIlllI) from 
Parsari village. 

Settled in Pats village which gave 
the name to their sub·caste. 

Claim to be desoendants of the 
petty chiefs of Ramoli, who 
ruled in Ramoli (Garhwal) before 
Raja Kanakpal came. 

Claim to be a branch of ShishodhiYII 
Rajputs. 

Said to have come with Raja Kanak· 
pal. 

1405 Sambat Chittor Suryabanshi .• 

1411 Sambl1t Kumaun .. Kaityura 

Maharastra ., Maratha 

1700 SambaL PWljab .. Bedi 

Kalllakburi .. Rana 

Doti (Nepal) .. 

1600 Sambat Punjab 

1400 Sambat Gujarat 

Chittor 

Saharanpur. 

Take their sub·caste name from, 
Ringwari village. 

• . Are the descendants of old Garh· 
wali chiefs. 

Named after Saundari village. 

Settled in Sauti villalle. 
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Li8t oj 8ub-ca8te8 of RaJput8 found in the Tehri-Garhwal State-(contiuued}. 

(b) Other Rajputs. 

\. Ataliya. 80. Ba.nsaula. 159. Bhalda. t 238. Dandela. 
2. Agoti (pujarij. 81. Baranli. 160. Bhaitanli. 239. Dabarwal. 
3. Agar. 82. Baunsa.ra. 161. Bhilla. 240. Dawanna. 
4. Athan. 83. Baudaga. 162. Bhilgiyal. 241. Dansanni. 
5. Agariyal. 84. Baural. 163. Bhilaurll. 242. Dawari. 
6. Adwansi. 85. Baunna. 164. Bhidaula. 243. Dumauga. 
7. Andarpi. 86. BauthiyaJ. 165. Bhimwanna. 244. Dumaka. 
8. Agri. 87. Baunsiyal. 166. Bhaugiyat. § 245. Dudhanna. 
9. Asyat. 88. Bairagi.t 167. Bhautla. 246. Dam. 

10. Adari. 89. BaitoJa. 168. Bhautiyanna. 247. Dasiyata. 
II. Alam. 90. Biswanna. 169. Bhangwal. 248. Danaula. 
12. Adakari. 91. Bedwal. 170. Bhujnam. 249. Dausari. 
13. Akhandi. 92. BelwaI. 171. Bhuknyal. 250. Danari. 
14. Ahaliyal. 93. Bedwanna. 172. Bhukandri. 251. Dambanna. 
15. Ajwan. 94. Bedganin. 173. Bhadela. 252. Dalal. 
16. Amban. 95. Benura. 174. Bhaurera. 253. DalWal. 
17. Andapi. 96. Balanna. [75. Bhartuwanna. 254. Dalura. 
18. Alum. 97. Bendruyal. [76. Bhatkauti. 255. Dharwannn. 
19. Airari. 98. Bayada. 177. Bhatt. 256. Dhanai. 
20. Aidwal. 99. Bagauni. [78. Bhadnyal. 257. Do,mmanna.. 
21. Auya.t. 100. Banali. [79. Bhagdyura. 258. Dharti. 
22. Augi. 101. Bangarhi. 180. Bhaunal. 259. Dharwal. 
23. Aurani. 102. Bankwanna. 181. Bhadwanna. 260. Dhanaula. 
24. Budana. 103. Baseli. 182. Bhandwanna. 261. Dhansanna. 
25. Budhabari. 104. Bangwanna. 183. Bhadura 262. Dhanpuri. 
26. Burduna. 105. Baswal. 184. Charmara. 263. Dhiman. 
27. Burana. 106. Bakrari. 185. Chapaula. 264. Dhikiyala. 
23. Rura.tu. !O7. Bawani. 186. Charmanna. 265. Dhauriyata. 
29. Butera. 103. Bawanna. 187. Ohakauni. 266. DhauriyaI. 
30. Rania. 109. Bagsi. 188. ChamyaI. 267. Dhanndiyul. 
31. E'lgata. 110. Bartanna. 189. Chakriyata. 268. Dhaupa. 
32. Bagi!. 11 I. Bagduwa!. 190. Chanthiya!. 269. Dhusad. 
33. Byariyat. 112. Basanwal. 191. Changranna. 270. Dhayara. 
34. Bist. 113. Bagauriya. 192. Charwanna. 271. Dhansari. 
35. Bijpuri. 114. Bagsali. 193. Chandela. 272. Dhanariya. 
36. Birmali. 115. Bangswal. 194. Chawa!. 273. Dharkauti. 
37. Biranna. 116. Ba!!:anni. 195. Chaluni. 274. Dhagura. 
38. Bisan. 117. Badruwanna. 196. Chakmauli. 275. Dagdau. 
39. Bi~sal. 118. Balllra. 197. Chaparwanna. 276. Dasri. 
40. Birsannl. 119. Bajla. 198. Chaparnag. 277. Dadura. 
41. Birwan. 120. Bawari. 199. Chakripari. 278. Dugariyal. 
42. Bimanna. 121. Bajwal. 200. Changauti. 279. Dugadiyal. 
43. Bildivani. 122. Barwanna. 201. Chaundariya. 280. Dukniya!. 
44. Bikoli. 123. Balaniya. 202. Chaudhari. 281. Dugrwanna. 
45. Biani. 124. Baslyal. 203. Chauriya!. 282. Dankhwanna. 
46. Bildwal. 125. Basariyata. 204. Chaukha. 283. DabriyaI. 
47. Bilom. 126. Bauchuriya. 205. Chaudiyata. 284. Dadwal. 
43. Biobhau. 127. Baguda. 206. Chaitwanna. 285. Dandiya. 
49. Bindwal. 128. Basani. 207. Cheriyanna. 286. Dandaula. 
50. Rijlwanna.* 129. Bandani. 208. Chinswal. 287. Dabalwanna. 
51. Bidwa!. 130. Bhandari. 209. Chilwanna. 288. Dabanla. 
52. BiswaI. 131. Bhandarwal. 210. Chlmluda. 289. Dangadwanna. 
53. Bagyal. 132. -Bharpuri. 211. Chinyara. 290. Dabarwal. 
54. Bawani. 133. Bharkauti. 212. Chitwanna. 291. Dangaula. 
55. Bagwani. 134. Bharwal. 213. ChUangi. 292. Ditwanna. 
56. BamautiyaI. 135. Bharanwanna. 214. Chindyari. 293. Digauni. 
57. Bajiyal. 136. Bhakara. 215. Chakar. 294. Dotiyal. 
58. Bariyal. 137. Bharauti. 216. Chandpuri. 295. Domlyal. 
59. Baniyam. 138'. Bharetiya. 217. Chalanga. 296. Gunsaula. 
60. Bandarw.tnna. 139. Bhahara. 218. Chulaudya. 297. Gudwanna. 
61. Baral. 14{). Bharati. 219. OhuhiyaI. 298. Gntri. 
62. Barwal. 141. Bhatniyanna. 220. Churari. 299. Gudanna. 
63. Balma. 142. Bh?ldanna. 221. Chaupral. 300. Gunya]. 
64. BankaYl1ri. 143. Bbagwl1nna. 222. Dhedwal. 301. GUlyal. 
6~. Baluwal. 144. Bhadei. 223. Dhedi. 302. Gulpannll. 
66. Balsir. 145. Bhairi. 224. Dhungniyal. 303. Gurdura. 
67. Bariyari. 146. Bhaniyari. 225. Dhungal. 304. Guniwal. 
68. Badyaula. 147. Bhajura. 226. Dhaundiyati. 305. Gudiyal. 
69. Baganri. 148. Bhatariya. 227. Dhaundiyar. 306. Gatwal. 
70. Baswanna. 149. Bhadaula. 228. Dhaundya. 307. Garoi. 
71. Bal'sawal. 150. Bhalangwal. 229. Dhaukyanna. 308. Gumal. 
72. Bamerya. 151. Bharturi. 230. Dhiklwanna. 309. Gunsunthi. 
73. Bajari. 152. Bhatiwa. 231. Dhalam. 310. Gudariya. 
74. Bachhela. 153. Bhatketi. 232. Dhakauti. 311. Garwanna. 
75. Badiyal. 154. Bhadanna. 233. Dhadiyal. 312. Gawani. 
76. Bakarwari. 155. Bhendura. 234. Dhanddiyal. 313. Gadsara. 
77. Bayanna. 156. Bhelanna. 235. Dankauta. 314. Gangai. 
78. Bagariyal. l,,')7. Bherunta. 236. Dalpanna. 315. Gangari.11 
79. Basiyal. 158 . Bhetiyal. 237. Daral. 316. Gamkauti. 

.. Also a Brahman sub·caste, SMola and Gangari • 
. t Also II sub-caste of Brahman. 
1 Also a Brahman and Khas·Brahm~n sub·caste. 
§ Also a Brahman sub-Caste. -
II Gangariis nota 8ub·caste, but a common term applied by men of colder regions to those of warmer ones. 

In some places, where ~en of wa~er places migrated and set~lecl in oold,er villages, the narp.e b~aIUe their sub,cllstf 
D'Izqe, . • . 
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List of sub·castes of Rajputs jounrI in the Tehri·G'1rhw:Ll State-(continued). 

(b) Other Rajputs-(continued). 

317. Gajnal. 404. Jalkyal. 491. Kurali. 578. Lobi. 
318. Gangwanna. 405. Janagwal. 492. Kuneti. 579. Lodani. 
319. Gadwal. 406 .. J astari. 493. Kuchhala. 580. Lotiyal. 
320. Gajum. 407. Jaldiyal. 494. Kulata. 581. Lokhriya. 
321. Garkhyal. 408. Jakhwal. 495. Kumauli. 582. Lama. 
322. Gauql. 409. Jakri. 496. Ihtal. 583. Lala. 
323. Gatura. 410. Jasyari. 497. Kukariyal. 584. Langara. 
324. Gendwann::l. 411. Jagwanna. 498. Kumarari. 585. Lal'iyati. 
325. Gairwal. 412. Jalathi. 499. Kursuriya. 586. Lakwal. 
326. Gaurti. 413. Jasyara. 500. Kukra. 587. Lagsyal. 
327. Gaunal. 414. Jaindwal. 501. Kutaliya. 588. Lamba. 
328. Golab. 415. Jaitwanna. 502. Kusyal. 589. Lamban. 
329. Godwalya. 416. Jonipet. 503. Knndyal. 590. Laseri. 
330. Gola. 417. Jaindwal. 504. Kutanyata. 591. I,amsiyal. 
331. Godiyal. 418. Jakni. 505. Kuldiyani. 592. Lakhawan. 
332. GondkY)1nna. 419. Jara. 506. Kulana. 593. Lamra. 
333. Goparga. 420. Janna. 507. Kulanga. 594- LagwaI. 
334. Gwari. 421. Jighat. 508. Kulwani. 595. Larata. 
335. Gata. 422. Jirw'anna. 509. Kailan. 596. Lakheri. 

336. Gwanni. 423. Jikhanna. 510. Kair. 597. Lambimaunyal. 
337. Gilwal. 424. Jethuri, 511. Kairwanna" 598. Lubera. 
338. Girwanna. 425. Jamli. 512. Kaidauri. 599. Ludrawan. 
339. Giri. 426. Jhawarwanna. 513. Kotra. 600. Ludan. 
340. Gaunyal. 427. Jhagtlri. 514. Kotlyal. 601. Luyatanna. 

341. Gbangayawanna. 428. Jhayala. 515. Korwanna. 602. I,udriyanun. 

342. Gh!lndaura. 429. Jhariyata. 516. Koyal. 603. Legwal. 

343. Ghatwala. 430. Jhemar. 517. Koldhari. 604. Legw,;nna. 

344. Ghandiyal. 431. Jhangwanna. 518. Kodranna. 605. Ledwal. 

345. Gharwal. 432. Jhirkya. 519. Kolyada. 606. Lingwanna. 

346. Ghamadwanna. 433. Jhijyanna. 520. Kokaliyal. 607. Missarwanna. 

347. Ghedaura. 434. Jh!lfWan. 521. Kotwal. 608. Miswal. 

348. Ghendura. 435. Ketwanna. 522. Kotill. 609. Michhala. 

349. Ghairki. 436. Kedmnna. 523. Koranni. 610. Mudnyata. 

350. Ghuranna. 437. K3mwal. 524. Kotiyal. 611. Mukata. 

351. Ghudaula. 438. K~dwanna. 525. Kyaunlaga. 612. Malura. 

352. Ghudat. 439. Kelwanna. 526. Kothari. 613. Matkoti. 

353. Ghurwanna. 440. Kewal. 527. Kodanna. 614. Madasa. 

354. Ghugtiyata. 441. Keralti. 528. Kolasi. 615. Matdari. 

355. Ghryliyal. 442. Kerwal. 529. Kobar. 616. Manjauriya. 

356. Ghori. 443. Kewanna. 530. Kothiyari. 617. Malyan. 

357. Ghorsali. 444. Kimar. 531. Kulwal. 618. Maknyata. 

358. Ghorkandi. 445. Kirasali. 532. Kabasi. 619. Matlwan. 

359. Ghangura. 446. Kiswanna. 533. Katla. 620. Manwan. 

360. Herwal. 447. Kingauri. 534. Kaphaldi. 621. Mandral. 

361. Hendudi. 448. Kinana. 535. Khapaldiyal. 622. Mastwal. 

362. Hadwauna. 449. Kirtwanna. 536. Kukandiyal. 623. Manjyara. 

363. Hanwata. 450. Kindarwanna. 537. Kaparwanna. 624. Malwan. 

364. Harata. 451. Kidyuli. 538. Karth. 625. Mndhyala. 

365. Haleti. 452. Kq.khwari. 539. Kamwanna. 626. MUlldani. 

366. Hajari. 453. K9.mnyanna. 540. Kandwari. 627. Munati. 

367. Hagiyana. 454. Kalwanna. 541. Kalotha. 628. Mundiyal. 

368. Hawnna. 455. K'1laura. ~42. Kamlwannl1. 629. MugsJ. 

369. Halata. 456. Kayera. 543. Kalwal. 630. Mujna!. 

370. Haswanna. 457. Kaphlogi. 544. Karwar. 631. Mnnghra. 

371. Hadrnauli. 458. K!l.min. 545. Kadwllra. 632. MundkllyB. 

372. Hatwal. 459. Kalyata. 546. Kaleti. 633.· Muyan. 

373. Hanauti. 460. Kaluni. 547. Kamwas. 634- Mula!. 

374. Hajarwan. 46]. Kalanna. 548. Khurchiyata. 635. Mudola. 

375. Haduwara. 462. Karkheti. 549. Khurmaulya. 636. Mudaula. 

376. Hirtauli. 463. K .. wara. 550. Khund. 637. Mustwan. 

377. Hirwanna. 464. Kamdyanna. 55], Khunkariyan. 638. Para. 

378. Homna!. 465. Kawati. 552. Khundani. 639. Byasla. 

379. Irwal. 466. K'1thil. 553. Khamundya. 640. Maryl1ta. 

380. Indra!. 467. K"wanna. 554. Khaluri. 641. Mali. 

381. Indrawan. 468. K'lphalaura. 555. Kharola. 642. Maldiya. 

382. Jogela. 469. K'1tyura. 556. Kharsali. 643. Matha. 

383. Jogthal. 470. K'1thiya. 557. Khatri. 644. Mathalya.. 

384. Jogyata. 471. Kanswal. 558. Khasiya.* 645. Malya. 

385. Jogra. 472. Kathgwanna. 559. Khadiyanna. 646. Mana. 

386. Jogyani. 473. K'1kliyanna. 560. Khandwal. 647. Maiphali. 

387. Jogwal. 474. Kaswllnna. 561. Khareti. 648. Mailwani. 

388. Joldi. 475. Kakhwal. 562. Kharalrwal. 649. Maidal. 

389. Jautiyal. 476. K",teli. 563. Khanyati. 650. Maitoki. 

390. Julanna. 477. Kausori. 564. Khanka. 651. Medwan. 

391. Jutanna. 478. Kaphlyanna. 565. Khoira. 652. Megwal. 

392. Jugtawanna. 479. Kardwaq1. 566. Khoklln. 653. Menum. 

393. Jagni. 480. Kansali. 567. Kholwan. 654. Mewar. 

394. Jaglwanna. 481. Kangaali. 568. Khauriyal. 655. Mandiyari. 

395. Jakhanni. 482. Kawawanna. 569. Khedoni. 656. Marjuri. 

396. Jekhari. 483. Katkauri. 570. Kherari. 657. Mangwati. 

397. Jayara. 484. Kanswal. 571. Khaira. 658. Mal. 

398. J angamgoti. 485. Kakhalyal. 572. Khandiyal. 659. Mandaura. 

399. Jagra. 486. Kapshura. 573. Khanakdi. 660. Mandasi. 

400. Jamaula. 487-. Kabari. 574. Kharwari. 661. Malswan. 

401. Jakhaniyal. 488. Kumain. 575. Khanda. 662. Manal. 

402. Jakhmaula. 489. Kuriyal. 576. Kharakyal. 663. Mahananta. 

403. Jameli. 490. Kumhar. 577. Loda!. 664. Matura. 

• There are somo Khasiyas who do not seem to havo llC<!uirad anr sub·caste name for themselvesl in tije 

s~me way- as 80m6 of the Dams have not, 
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List of sub-castes of Rajputs found in the Tehri-Garhwal State-(concluded}. 

(b) Other Rajputs-(concluded). 

665. Mangan. 738. Panai. 811. SarkllJ'i. 884· Sartora. 
666. Marwal. 739. Panjiyal. 812. Sarkandiyal. 885. Satniyal. 
667. Matkaur. 740. Patal'a. 813. Sarwan. 886. Siswal. 
663. Muthiya. 741. Pajyari. 814. Sagwan. 887. Silyauri. 
669. lVlawal. 742. Patela. 815. Sanrashi. 888. Tunera. 
670. Majkh""li. 743. Purbya. 816. Saklani. 889. Tabchi. 
671. Mad~an. 744. Purbyal. 817. Sartali. 890. Tanyari. 
672. Marswari. 745. Puran. 818. Saroni. 
673. Marasi. 746. Puri. 819. Sankariyal. 

891. 'Tarwala. 

674. Marari. 747. Pujari. 820. Santri. 
892. Tagota.; 

675. Mathsanara. 748. Punwari. 821. Sarayal. 
893. Tagota·t 

676. Marwari. 749. Pursuda. 822. Saloni. 894. Talwara. 
895. 'Tambur. 

677. Nagal'iya. 750. Pursyapya. 823. Sarnwal. 896. Tawar• 
678. Nagwal. 751. PinswllJ'i. 824. Sadevi. 897. Tamer. 
679. Nagyara. 752. Pingwal. 825. Sakwal. 898. Tarwara. 
680. Nagteri. 753. Pingalwan. 826. Saragwan. 899. 'Tarwan. 
631. Nagchuwal. 754. Pan. 827. Sangela. 900. Tilwal. 
632. Nawara. 755. Pasan. 828. Suna~·t 
633. Nariyal. 756. Paltari. 829. Sugal. 901. Tirthwal. 

634. Nayal. 757. Palseta. 830. Sunakhani. 902. Tilwan. 

685. Nakl'aund. 758. Patha. 831. Supwan. 903. Timlwa1. 

636. Nakurchi. 759. Pausari. 832. Sukyan. 904. Towar. 

687. Naldwan. 760. Phagwan. 833. Sudhyat. 905. Topwal. 

638. Nagarkoti. 761. Phariyata. 834. Sujrya. 906. Taur. 

639. Nadtwal. 762. Phalati. 835. Suya]. 907. Taus. 

690. Naisa. 763. Phansan. 836. Suketi. 908. Turagiyal. 

691. Na6dura. 764. Pharaula. 837. Suman. 909. Tatera. 

692. Nairi. 765. Phulmali. 838. Sural. 910. Tadawan. 

693. Naik. 766. Phulni. 839. Suwakoti. 911. Takari. 

694. Naili. 767. Phunara. 840. Supariya. 912. Tandauya. 

695. Naithani. 768. P'hepanwan. 841. Sughan. 913. Tandi. 

696. Nainat ... 769. Phedal. 842. Sirwal. 914. Tetli. 

697. N .. ugral. 770. Phedwal. 843. Singhwan. 915. Taksara. 

698. Naulyata. 771. Phonthni. 844. Sirkoti. 916. Takniya. 

699. Nautiyal. 772. Ragarwal. 845. Sinyari. 917. Tangan. 

700. Naudharwal. 773. Ratyan. 846. ~ingra. 918. Tiparwan. 

701. Nirwan. 774. Ramaura. 847. Singoti. 919. TitiyaJ, 

702. Niwal. 775. Rungal. 848. Sirora. 920. Tikal. 

703. Niyal. 776. Rajaula. 849. SirgwaI. 921. T·idiyal. 

704. Nirakoti. m. Rajwan. 850. Sirnwal. 922. Thapli. 

705. Nijala. 778. Rankoti. 851. Simswari, 923. Thalwan. 

706. Nagli. 779. Rayata. 852. Siyal. 924. Thanyan. 

707. Nath. 780. Rawan. 853. Sima!. 925. Thalura. 

708. Nayak. 781. Ramwan. 854. Sidwan. 926. 'l'hopwan. 

709. Nudal. 782. Randwal. 855. Simswan. 927. Thowan. 

710. Ogra. 783. Randau!. 856. Sirwan. 928. Thokyata. 

711. Opila. 784. Ranswal. 857. Silganiyan. 929. Thapa. 

712. Paryal. 785. Ratgali. 858. Saundal. 930. Thakur. 

713. Parati. 786. Ratkali. 859. Saundaul. 931. Thagora. 

714. Pawawal. 787. Raithwal. 860. Saurinyal. 932. Uphardi. 

715. Paswan. 788. Ramata. 861. Sandhari. 933. Udariyal' 

716. Pagalda. 789. Ramthan. 862. Sorni. 934 .. Upal. 
717. Padari. 790. Rauthan. 863. Sogri. 935. Uda"i. 
718. Paleta. 791. Raulyal. 864. Sonal. 936. Udan. 
719. Pawan. 792. Raulya. 865. Semwan. 937. Umrasya. 

720. Parthula. 793. Baunya. 866. Sekwan. 938. Ujera. 

721. Pachami. 794. Rauliyata. 867 Scnwal. 939. Umsya. 
722. Pudariyal. 795. Ratura. 868. Semwal. 940. Upran. 
723. PundiyllJ'. 796. Raniyfttl1. 869. Sendwal. 941. Upmeham. 

724. Puniyara. ,797. Rai. 870. Swara. 942. Upkandi. 

725. Patal. 798. Raikwal. 87i. Syanthi. 943. Choriyata. 

726. Pagwal. 799. Raithya. 8n. Sarki. 944. Chatmaula. 
727. Pamwal. 800. Raigwan. 873. Senthi. 945. Chanai. 
728. Paner. 801. Ranthi. 874. Sendi. 946. Chatwan. 
729. Parar. 802. Raithwal* 875. Sadyal. 947. Chamchali. 
730. Panthawal. 803. Raiyata. 876. Samwan. 948. Charchal. 
731. Patupal. 804. Rendwal. 877. Sankwan. 949. Chamwal. 
732. Parmar. 805. Rohola. 878. Satwari. 950. Chanan. 
733. Panchwana. 806. Rikhwali. 879. Sasoli. 951. Charpali. 
734- Pokhariyal. 807. Ringaula. 880. Sarman. 952. Chipwan. 
735. Pokhlam. 808. Ramthauyal. 881. Samarwan. 953. Chirpuri. 
736. Panwalya. 809. Santwan. 882. Sawanri. 954. Chuyala. 
737. Paji. 810. Salani. 883. Satpala. 955. Ohenpan. 

* Nos. 787 and 802-:>ne " th i, is pronounced hard and the other soft. 
t Sunars have assumed many high caste Rajput names. Some Sunars call themselv~s Chauhan, some 

themselves Butaula and som3 call the nselves A3wal, while as a matter of fact St1,'larS are Shudra.Q • 

call 

t NO$. 892 and 893-in one" t" is hard, and in the obher "t" is soit. 
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APPENDIX D. 

Monographs on certain castes and tribes. 
(1) Bhoksas. 

(Based on a note by Mr. J. M. Charles, B.A. LL.B., Deputy Collector.) 
1. The Bhoksas are much akin to the Tharus and aro found dovetailed between the 

latter tribe in the tarai and bhabar, from the Naini Tal:Pilibhit district border extending 
westwards across the north of Bijnor district and the south of Garhwal to the Ganges. 
Thoir numbers as returned at the present census aro-

Bijnor 

NainiTal 

Garhwal 

District. 

ProvincIal Total 

Number enumerated in 1931. 

-
I Persons. Males. Females. 

\ 

---
304 158 146 

I 
6,683 3,554 3.129 

631 348 283 

I 7,618 4,060 3,558 I 
They were all returned as Brahmanic Hindus. From serial no. 9 of Imperial Table 

XVIII it will be soen that they have been separately tabulated at every census since 1881 
when they numbered 5,664. The tribe has thus increased by 34'5 per cent. in 50 years. 
This may be compared with the increase 9£ 34'8 per cent. among the Tharus of Naini Tal 
district during the last 40 years. 

The figure of 1891 (1,208) seems incorrect (even if we add in the 699 Mahra Bhoksas 

Bboksa population. 

District. 

1931. 1921. 

Bijnor .. .. 304 1,177 

Garhwnl .. .. 631 7 

not included in Imperial Table XVIII), and 
the returns of Bhoksas from districts Fyzabad 
and Sultanpur and Benares State in 1921 seem 
open to question. The variations in the figures 
of Bijnor and Garhwal'between 1921 and 1931 
shown in the ma.rgin may be due to migration 
across the Bijnor-Garhwal border on which they 
live. The Naini Tal Bhoksas show an increase 
of 6'3 pcr cent. since 1921, which is slightly 
more than the average increase among Hindus 

in the decade (5'7 per cent.). They have recorded an increase at every cenam. 
The few Dehra Dun Bhoksas found until1911 have since migrated or have returned 

themselves under some other caste name. 
2. A full acco~nt of the Bhoksas was given by Crooke on pages 55-61 of his" Tribes 

and'Castes of the North-Western Provinces and Oudh." The following paragraphs are 
devoted to any fresh information that has been collected and any changes that have 
occurred in the last 30 or 35 years. 

3. No explanation is forthcoming as to the origin of the name Bhoksa and the 
present-day representatives have no suggestions to offer. 

In Naini Tal district they claim to be Rajputs and give the same account of their 
origin as was related by Sir H. M. Elliot in his Supplemental GIossary.* 

Like the Tharus the Bhoksas cannot give the period of their migration. They know 
only this much that they have been in this part of the country at least for the last 1,200 
or 1,400 years. Their settlement in the tarai must be of ancient date as the word Bhoksa 
appears in the Ain-i-Akbari. 

4. Of the fifteen exogamous septs (gotras) mentioned by Sir R.M. Elliot all save the 
Dugugiya, Upadhya and Ohauhan are still recognized in Naini Tal district. 

5. In Naini Tal district there are three stages in marriage among the Bhoksas. 
(I) Magni (betrothal).---.After some sort of understanding has been brought about 

between the two families by means of intermediaries, the parents of the girl 
then send th!) tika with a Brahman and a Nai. In this ceremony Re. 1, 
one piece of haldi (turmeric), a twig of dub grass and one piece of charcoal 
are sent to the boy's house through the Brahman and Nai. The rupee 
represents good fortune, kaldi is to represent good health, the dub is to 
represent prosperity and long life ;·the charcoal is to remind them of death 
and to impress upon them the necessity of leading a good life, keeping the 
end in view. 

• Viae Crooke, Volume n, page 55, paragra~h 3. 
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(2t Ganana.-This is the ceremony of fixing the .date of marriage. The representa
tives of the bridegroom come to the girl's house with a Brahman and Nai. 
The Brahman fixes the auspicious day to which the parties have to agree. 

(3) Wedding.-Three days before the marriage a feast is giveh by the representa
tives of the girl in their village and in the same way by the representatives 
of the boy in his village. This marriage feast at both places is called 
the feast of Ratjaga. Next day comes another feast called the feast of 
Mandhao. This also is given in both villages. One day before the 
marriage a third feast is given at both places called the Tel-ki-roti (feast 
of oil). On the wedding day another feast called Bkarat-ki-roti is given 
in the boy's village before the starting' of the bkarat and in the girl's 
before the arrival of the bkarat. 

At the wedding a post cut from a semal tree is' fixed in front of the house of 
each party and over that a mandap (sma~l improvised shrine). At the 
bridegroom's house a jar full of water is placed near the post and tlie 
bridegroom makes seven pheras (circumambulations) round the post. 
Some female relation, usually the sister-in-law, stands near the post 
with some rice and at each phera the bridegroom takes a handful from 
her and puts it into the jar. Sometimes only three pheras are performed. 

At the girl's house where the regular marriage takes place seven pheras are 
performed round the post by the bride and bridegroom, the bride leads 
in the first four and the groom in the last three. 

The fifth feast is given by the bridegroom in his village on return. It is called 
the feast of Baku or the fea.st in honour of the a.rrival of the da.ughter
in-law. 

A Brahman officiates at the marriage. 
Ohala.~The bride stays only for two or three days at her husband's house and 

then is brought awa.y, and if she is not t:lken back within 16 days she ha.s to 
stay at her parents' house and cannot return to her husband within a. year. 

Widow re-marriage (known a.skaj) is permissible, and so is the re-ma.rriage of 
a. divorced woman. 

The ehut-kata (or garh-baitha) custom of the second husband of a widow going to 
live a.t his wife's house, which is in vogue among the Tharus, is not 
practised by Bhoksas. 

On the other hand, Bhoksas sometimes practise the gharjawain custom of 
adopting a son-in-law into the family whereas Tharus do not. 

Ordinary adoption of a. son is practised by the Bhoksas but is decreasing. 
6. Bhoksas usually cremate their dead, but those who die by burning or from 

cholera, small-pox, snake-bite or drowning are alwlllys buried. Persons who are burnt 
to death are not cremated again because it is believed that they have already had a 
taste of fire. No reason is given as to why a person who dies by drowning is buried. 
Persons who die of cholera. and small-pox are buried, because it is believed that if they 
are burnt the disease will spread. A man who dies of snake-bite is buried, because 
like the Tharus, Bhoksas believe that although seemingly dead the person lives on for 
three days. 

Before cremation two balls of kneaded flour covered with turmeric are placed on 
the chest of the deceased. The body is wrapped ill' a. white unwashed cloth, and as in 
the case of the 1harus is usually burnt (or buried) to the west or south of the village, 
though they can give no reason for this. 

Bhaltsas have to feed Brahmans before the funeral feast takes place. 
7. The Bhoksas worship Jwala Debi of Kashipur, the Debi at Atariya, the Hulka 

Debi in Illabas near Pilibhit. . The greatest of all is supposed to be of Kashipur. There 
are only a few families of Bhoksas who worship at N anak Matha, and none of these returned 
themselves as Sikhs. * 

8. As among Tharus so among Bhoksas the power of the panchayat is very great. 
There used to be 4 office bearers in the panchayat known as Takhat (head man) MunsiJ, 
Daroga and Nai. Now the office of Nai has been abolished. All disputes are settled by 
the panchayat under the direction of the Takhat and the MunsiJ. The Daroga's work i,s 
of an executive or ministerial nature. The N ai's work was to collect people for the 
panchayat. The offices of Takkat, M unsiJ, and DaJ'oga are hereditary. 

9. It is rather difficult to distinguish by appearance between a Bhoksa and any 
other Hindu. Their houses are very similar to those of the Tharus and are kept equally 
clean. 

The influence of the Brahman is much stronger among Bhoksas than among Tharus, 
and is becoming still more predominant. 

At their marriages Bhoksas have to don the sacred thread; in fact the Brahman 
priest actually puts it on and receives Rc. 1-4-0. as his fee for so doing. 

* Vide Crooke, Volume II, page 59, paragraph 11. 
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Some Bhoksas are fond of pig's flesh but many will ,not touch it now. 
Like the Tharus they have acquired a great reputation for sorcery and witch-craft, 

but they are rapidly leaving such things. 
Bhoksas are very backward compared with Tharus in the matter of literacy, only 

23 males being returned as literate (none in English) and no females. This is only O· 7 per 
cent. oLmales aged 7 years and over, compared with 5' 54 per cent. of Tharu males and O· 17 
females aged 7 years and over. 

The occupations of Bhoksas have not been separately tabulated but they live Clhiefly 
by the cultivation of rice. They sow dhan (broadcast rice) in Ohait which they harvest in 
Sawan or Bhadon. This crop is known as Ohaitua or Gaja. The stumps are allowed to 
remain.&nd flprout again during the rains and this second crop, known as Punji, is harvested 
in K unwar or Katik. 

10. Always more Hinduized than the Tharus the Bhoksas have continued to merge 
still more.fully into Hinduism during the last 30 years, and the process being very gradual 
tlie tribe has not suffered in numbers by the contact but have steadily increased from cemma 
to census. 

(2) The Ohurers of Tehri-Garhwal State. 

1. At the present census 1,999 Muslims were returned in Tehri-Garhwal State. 
Out of this number about 230 are Muslims whose forefathers migrated to Garhwal from 
thB plains some years back and settled there permanently. They are chiefly found in the 
town of Tehri. The rest of the population consists of Ohurers who all live in villages. 

Ohurers are said to have existed in Tehri-Garhwal centuries before the first Muslim 
invasion of India. They were oJjginally professional makers of churis (glass-bangles, cJ., 
the Ohurihar of the plains) but have now almost given up this profession and are agricul
turists. Most of them live in their own villages in Bamund and the rest are scattered in 
several -villages. 

As far as is known and according to the verbal assertion of some of the oldest Ohurers 
their forefathers migrated from Nepal into Garhwal some centuries ago. The truth of their 
assertion seems' to be corroborated, by their general features which are typically Nepali. 
They have pronounced high cheek bones. This gives a conical appearance to the face which 
narrows down to a pointed chin. Adult males generally have a thin and scattered beard. 
The moustaches, if any, are ev.en more sparse. The complexion is often dark, and eyes 
slanting. Their dress, with the exception of a few of the younger generation who have 
copied the fez from other Muslims, is just the same as that of any ordinary village Rajput 
or Brahman. 

2., Sub-castes similar to those of Rajputs and Brahmans are found among them 
usually called after the names of villages from which their progenitors came. It is 
interesting to note that the well known caste designation of Negi among Rajputs is also 
found existing among them. Some of the other sub-castes are :-

Sadrwan. Mangwan. 
Chimalwan. Nagpuriya (probably after Nagpur in British 
Mirjawan. Garhwal). 
Gola Ohandpuriya (from Ohandpur), 
Faiguliya. Dungal (from Dhung Madar patti). 
Malwan. Sadrwanna. 

With the exception of Ohimalwans and Sadrwannas, among wh9m some inter
marriages have taken place recently, these form endogamous groups. 

When asked for broader divisions of their caste they say they are Shaikhs sub-divided 
into-Shaikh Siddiq, Shaikh Quraishi and Shaikh Dhapalchi (i.e., one whose profession is 
beating a drum like a Bajgi among Hill Doms). 

3. Like other villagers they worship Hind,u gods and deities such as Narsingh. (the 
man-lion god), Nag Raja (the serpent god), Achhari, (spirits), Mantari (also a kind of 
spirit), and Ohandra Badani Bhagwati. Sometimes jagar (exorcism of evil spirits, vide 
Jagri or Jagaria, paragraph 4 of Appendix 0 to this chapter) is also performed. They also 
follow other Hindu practices such as having horoscopes caste by Brahmans at the birth 
of a child, comparing of horoscopes before a marriage alliance is settled, worshipping 
the stars (garha puja), and observing preliminary marriage ceremonies such as sahpatta, 
haldiho,th, and bak-dan. The services of a Brahman are employed on such occasions. Some 
Ohurer families haye their own Brahman purohits. Others have retained their qazis, while 
some consult both purohits and qazis. They all claim to belong to the Sunni sect and 
ol;>serve Sunnat, but they have very vague notions about this. 

Some of the older Ohurers actuitlly confessed that a few years ago they did not know 
what a KQran was or what Islam was. They did not know any Muslim festivals and the 
only difference between them and the Hindus was that they buried their d.ead whereas the 
Hindus cremated theirs. But now the new generation is importing new ideas. They 
have started to observe Muharrum, Bakr-Id, Mithi-Shubrat, etc. and with the help of their 
'1azis are gradually tending towards the conventional tenets of their reI gion. 
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(3) The Jads of Jadang and Taknaur Nelang (Tehri-Garhwal State). 

1. The Jads are a pe~ty tribe inhabiting the frontier land on the boundary line 
between the Tehri-Garhwal State territory and Tibet. They own two villages Jadang and 
Nelang which are at a distance of twelve miles from each other, situated on the banks 
of the Jadganga, which has its origin near Jadang village and is at a height of about 
11,310 feet above sea level. 

In all their features, most of their manners and language, they are more akin to the 
Bhotiyas than to the Garhwalis or Busharis and appear to have immigrated from Tibet, 
but they emphatically refute any such suggestion and assert that they came from Bushahar 
years ago. But even admitting this, it in no way precludes the possibility that they first 
migra-:ted from Tibet to Bushahar, and thence to Nelang and Jadang in Garhwal. 

2. They chiefly live on trade with Tibet and on the hire they get for transporting 
grain. and such other commodities as can be carried on the baCK of their sheep and goats 
(which they keep in hundreds) from Dehra Dun to several hilly places. They take rice, 
wheat and other grain such as mandua, phaphura, china, etc. to Tibet and bring back wool, 
BhQtiya salt, ponies, goats, borax and 'Woollen goods. Their permanent homes are in 
Nelang and Jadang but they stay there only for three months, the rest of the year they 
divide between Harsil (a place thirty miles below Nelang) and Danda, a village 50 miles 
from Harsil. While moving from Nelang to Harsil or from Harsil to Danda they move 
with their goods and all their baggage leaving nothing behind. They travel very slQwly and 
halt at short and convenient distances. The greater part of their life is spent in impro
vised tents which generally consist only of a sheet of white cloth under which they pack 
everything including their dogs. They are practically nomads moving throughout the 
greater part of the year between Dehra Dun and Rikhikesh on the south and Tibet on the 
north. While moving they always carry their spinning wheels with them and spin in their 
spare time. Their women are generally very busy. Besides 'their household duties they 
spin, weave or card wooL They are sturdy and very active. They manufacture woollen 
sheets, blankets, bendis, barmols and pankhis which are sold in the local markets. 

3. The men dress like ordinary Garhwalis but the women do not attire themselves 
as the Garhwali women. They wear long coats, generally black, made of blanket cloth 
reaching down to the heel and girdled up with long narrow strips of red woollen cloth. 
The head-dress is a shallow dish-like woollen cap which is turned up and folded all round 
the rim. But generally they leave their heads uncovered. For lower garments they use 
trousers, made of the same material as their coats. 

Their food includes barley, wheat, rice, and Bhotiya tea which they make after the 
fashion of Bhotiyas churning it in a long bamboo-vessel. 

4. They claim to be Rajputs and are divided into the sub-castes of Negi, Bhandari, 
Guruyata, Risala, Rawat, and Rana, but they are never known to have inter-married 
even with the Khas-Rajputs of Garhwal. These sub-oa.stes are strictly endogamous. 
Cousin marriage is permitted even with their maternal cousins. The higher castes of Tehri
Garhwal do not take food or water touched by them and regard them as no better than 
Hill Doms. Curiously enough this Jad oommunity has Dams of its own, including Orhs, 
Lohars, and Kolis, who hold much the same status among the Jad community as the Hill 
Doms hold among the Rajputs and Brahmans of the hills. 

They worship the pandavas, Bhagwati and the Lal Devata of Bushahar. 
They speak the Bhotiya language among themselves but whenever they sing they do 

so in Giuhwali. They have never been known to sing in their own language. 

(4) The Kamlapuri Vaishya. 
1. 'l'his community claim to be the descendants of those of the early Vaishya varna 

who settled in Kamlapur, a city in Kashmir (named after Ka.mala goddess of wealth) men
tioned in the Rajtarangini* (Kalhan's famous chronicle of Kashmir written in the 12th 
century A.D.). 

It is said that when the commercial importance of Kamlapur declined most of the 
members ofthe Vaishya community migrated from that city. Some went towards Bombay 
and to parts of the Central Provinces where they carried on their profession as traders 
and merchants. Others went eastwards and settled in Jaunpur and other parts of the 
United Provinces, while some proceeded into Bihar and Orissa and on to Bengal. Wherever 
they went they were styled by the name of the city from which they had migrated though 
the name became corrupted to Kamlapati, Kawalapuri, Kaulapuri, Kalapuri and so on. 
lt seems that in some parts the Vaishya suffix was dropped. When the uplift movement 
began some 20 years ago this scattered community in some places found they were being 
regarded as a caste outside the Vaishya varna, so they have organized themselves by 
means of their All-India Shri Kamlapuri Vaishya Mahasabha (h:eadquarters at Chapra, 
Bihar and Orissa) with a view to maintaining their social position. From past census 
reports (notably that of Bengal 1901) it seems that they have been recognized as Vaishyas 

* Rajtarangini, Ohapter IV, verse 421. 
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in most places. They have been included under Vaishyas in tIre United'Provinces in the 
census of 1931. 

2. They have kept contact betweelt the scattered sections of their clan and form 
an endogamous sub-caste of the Vaishya community. They include in their gotras 
Kashyap, Balandana, Sandilya, Gautam, Parasara, etc. 

3. They follow the orthodox sanatanist faith and are mostly Vaishnavas. Some 
are Saivas, others Saktas and some Nanakshahis. 

They wear the sacred thread (yajna sutra) and observe all the orthodox ritual of the 
twice-born. They have the following marriage customs which they claim to be peculiar 
to their community. 

(1) The bride is seen by the bridegroom's party and the bridegroom by the bride's. 
(2) The horoscopes of both bride and bridegroom are examined. 
(3) At the betrothal ceremopy the bride's party adorns the bridegroom with betel, 

flowers, ek This is known as the bararalcsha ceremony. 
(4) No amount is fixed for the tilq,k. 
(5) At the marriage ceremony the bridegroom's party brings the following things 

for the bride :-
(a) an ornament, tied by a thread and wrapped ip. silk, kno;vn as the Tag Pat 

Dholna. 
(6) A deep red silken -embroidered .bodice (choU). 
(0) A chunari (the bride's wedding dress) coloured in kusuma. 

(6) The bridegroom is received sometimes on horseback, sometimes in a palanquin 
.by the bride's party, chiefly ladies, accompanied by songs and music. 

(7) On the matrimouial night the bride's party do not give a feast to the bride
groom's party; but the next day the bride's party may feast the bride
groom's partx if they wish. 

Kamlapuri Vaishyas permit widow re-marriage in special circumstances but do not 
regard it with much favour. yet. 

In matters of diet the community is fairly orthodox. They do not drink intoxicants 
and are mostly vegetarians. 

4. Their occupations are chiefly commercial, dealing in grain, gold and silver orna
ments, jewelry, cloth, lac, etc. Some work as commission agents. Others are zamindars 
and cultivators. 

(5) Korwas. 

1. These represent the very few survivors in this province of a Munda-speaking.tribe 
fou~d on the borders of the Sarguja State in the south-east of Mirzapur district. The 
numbers returned at this census are as follows :-

---
, 

Korwa population in 1 ~31. 
District. 

Persons. Males. Females. 

--~ 

Cawnpore .. .. 22 

I 
6 16 

Allahabad " .. 37 21 16 
BeIUlJ'es .. .. 251 120 131 
Mirzapur " .. 193 95 98 
RMBareli ., "I I I .. 

I 
---

Provincial total "I 504 243 261 

. 
I strongly suspect that all save those returned in Mirzapur district are not Korwas 

at all, but belong to some other caste or sub-caste which has been confused at the time of 
enumeration or subsequently during compilation. This is especially the case in Allahabad 
where the 37 shown all returned their religion as Jain. The remainder were returned 
as Brahmanic Hindus. Errors in tabulation are not surprising in the case of such 
a small community. In 1891 only 33 Korwas were returned, all from Mirzapur district. 
In 190J, th~ only other time they were separately tabulated, they numbered 617, again 
all in Mirzapltr. In 1931 Mirzapur returned only 193. As many live in the hilly and 
jungly tractS' of Mirzapur district and are still' quite uncivilized it is quite probable that 
the 1931 figure is- not- exhaustive. What does appear quite clear, however, is that the 
tljbe is growing smaller in this province. 

2. A full account of this small primitive tribe will be found on pages 322-334, 
V-olume III, of Crooke's Tribes and Oastes of the N orrh- Western Provinces- and Oud . 
The following few notes deal with changes in the last 30 or 35 years. 

3. The Korwas of Kurhpan village say that their ancestors came from Palamau and 
Khapparmanda some three or four generations ago. Some of the Korwa.s still inhabit the 
hilly and jungly tracts and are Wl QaQkwar<l as everl but a few luwe s~ttled, on ~e l?lains at 
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the foothills and have taken to agriculture. These have as a result become more civilized 
by contact. They are to be found in villages Kurhpan, Brahpan, Bisrampur, Bekharan, 
Chainpur, Ghaghari, Barwar, Bajia, Kanwa, Adhaura and Ekdiri. These men are dark
brown in complexion, strongly built and active., Their average height is 5 ft. 6 ins., some
what more than mentioned by Colonel Dalton.* They have improved their general appear
ance by keeping their hair cut short and shaving their faces regularly. Their clothinO' still 
leaves much to be desired. '" 

4. In Mirzapur they are divided into three sub-tribes Dib Korwas, Dand Korwas, 
and Parhiya Korwas. They recognize no sub-tribe of Agariya Korwas nor Kisan Korwas. 
This varies from the account given in Crooke. 

Koraku is another name for Korwa. The males are called Korak'UJ) and females 
Korik'UJ). 

5. These are still the same as mentioned in Crooke (Volume III, page 324, para
graph 5). Nowadays a man as a rule has but one wife and only takes a second if the first 
proves barren. Child-marriage is disappearing and alliances are not usually contracted 
till both parties have attained maturity. Runaway man'iages are less common now. The 
marriage is still arranged by the brother-in-law of the bridegroom. The bride-price is 
Rs. 5 still but the maund or two of rice is no longer added. When the marriage has been. 
arranged the boy's father goes to the girl's place and inspects her. Mter that the boy's 
mama (maternal uncle) completes the settlement and he is fed by the girl's father. The 
wedding day is not fixed by the priest nor is any priest employed by the parties throughout. 
The day is fixed by the mutual consent of the parties and the marriage procession starts from 
the boy's hOUBe. At this stage neither party can withdraw from the contract, if either 
attempts to the panchayat compeJs fulfilment. The oldest man present at the marriage 
performs the ceremony of giving over the bride to the bridegroom who shows his acceptance 
by putting sendhur (red lead) on the forehead of the girl and then the marriage is complete. 
'1'he marrJage party is fed and entertained by the girl's father and then the bridegroom 
takes the bride home where he feeds his clansmen. 

6. Divorce is prevalent among Korwas. If a woman eats from the hands of a rom 
or Chamar, or if she intrigues with such; or again when husband and wife are always 
qllarrelling, they will come to the panckayat who after hearing what the parties have to 
say can announce' their divorce. If a man illtreats his wife the panchayat will not out
caste him but they can reprimand him or fine him. A divorced woman can remarry by 
the rite ohagai. This marks a change since Crooke wrote. 

Widows can remarry by the same rite, but, as in the past, it is usually with 
widowers. The widower still has to pay Rs. 1-4-0 to the relatives of the widow. The 
custom still prevails that a younger brother only can claim to marry a deceased man's 
widow. It is a permanent marriage. ' 

7. The Korwas still use their curious names for different relatives as exhaustively 
detailed by Crooke, and there has been no ohange worth the name in their birth and death 
ceremonies nor in their manner of dealing with illness. Their baigas still flourish. The 
new year comm~nces after pn,agun not in Phagun as mentioned by Crooke. 

8. Their impermanent panchayat (bhaiyari) is still called by invitation when 
necessary .. This body .deals with cases of adultery, etc. and punishment usually takes the 
form of a feast or a fine. Disobedience to the panchayat's order leads to ex-communica
tion until the order has been c.omplied with. 

9. Crooke wrote that the Korwa 1p.akes no claim to be a Hindu. This is no longer 
true of those who have left the jungle and settled. They now claim to be Hindus and say 
that they worship the Hindu gods such as Gangamai, Kalimai, MahaiJir, Mahadeva, etc. 
But they still worship their tribal god Raja Chandol and employ their baigas and ojhas. 
Their primitive belieisnave-,I1ot been,shaken to any appreciable extent. 

To their many beliefs as narrat¢4 4J. Crooke may be added -their idea that if a 
rainbow appears in t,he-west it-will bring'1'ain whereas if·it appears in the east the rainbow 
will stop the rain. 

10. The manner of living of those who still inhabit the hills (Parhiya Korwas) has 
undergone but little change since Crooke wrote, and they still use their bows and arrows. 
Those who have settled below the hills have ceased to employ this weapon chiefly because 
they no longer feel its need. The Korwas in Mirzapur are still quite illiterate. The 27 
male and 4 female literates shown in Imperial Table XIV do not come from this dis
trict and probably are not Korwas at all. 

The occupational figures shown in Imperial Table XI for Korwas are likewise open 
to suspicion, but I give them for what they are worth. Of the 125 male and 26 female 
earners, 73 males and 11 females returned cultivation; 19 males and 7 females were field
labourers and wood-cutters; 24 males are engaged in. trade (these I suspect to be J ains 
from Allahabad). 

In Mirzapur those who work at all are cultivators and labourers, and are reported 
to-be very industrious. 

* Vide Crooke. Volume III. page 32.3, paragraph 3 
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11. The Korwas had a language of their own but in the case of those in contact 
with Hindus it has been largely merged with Hindustani though they still retain among 
themselves a good deal of their former tongue. 

Below I give some of the words peculiar to thom, together with the Hindustani and 
English eqUivalents. • 

Urdu. 

dmi (mard). A 
A 
M 
B 
K 
C 
C 
G 
A 
P 
G 
B 
P 
Kh 
P 
S 
P 
J 
Z 
A 

urat. 
urghi. 
illi. 
utta. 
huha. 
harpai. 
hara. 
g. 
er. 
ehun. 
hat. 
ani. 

ana. 
ina. 
ona. 
ankha. 
ana. 
amino 
small. 

Korwa equivalent. 

I Koraku. I Koriku. I Simku. 
Pusi. 
Kattu. 
Chatku. 
Parkom. 
Kanda. 
Saingal. 
Kath. 
Gehemen. 
Lete. 
Da. 
Jomwa. ~ 
Yun-yan. 
Gitija. 
Baina. 
Dub. 
Uath. 
Simir. 

I 

Korwa words. 

English Urdu. equivalent. 

Man (male). Nimak. 
Woman (female) Chana!. 
Hen. Suraj. 
Cat. Chand. 
Dog Tara. 
Rat. Juta. 
Bed. Bakri. 
Jar. Goo. 
Fire. Bhains. 
Tree. Phu!. 
Wheat. Matha. 
Rice (cooked). Dhoti. 
Water. Bal. 
To eat. Hath. 
To drink. Pair. 
To sleep. Ung!i. 
Fan. Dant. 
Togo. Nak. 
Earth. Ankh. 
Sky. Kan. 

1 Korwa equivalent. : 
English 

equivalent. 
I • 

Bulum. : Salt. 
Kori. I Rice. 
Ber. I Sun. 
Bangu. i Moon. 
Ipilku. I Star. 
Panhai. Shoe. 
Mirmn. i Goat. 
Dangraku. i Cow. 
Bhansiku. i Bufialo. 
Baha. Flower. 
Manhi. Curd. 
Chira. Loincloth. 
Hupankhu. Hair. 
Ti. Hand. 
Kata. Foot. 

I Anguri. 
Tari. 

Finger. 
Tooth. 

I MUllin. Nose. 
\ Min. Eye. 
I Sutur. Ear. 

12. The Korwas of 111'1rzapur provide an illustration of a primitive tribe who have 
found it very hard to accommodate themselves to the Hindu community with which they 
have come into contact. This is not surprising because the inaccessible nature of the 
country which was thoir home has rendered that contact difficult and spasmodic. It 
seems they have never had agricultural instincts and so they have clung to their jungle 
homes living on such flesh as they could acquire and on jungle produce. Those who have 
'left the hilly areas are beginning to assimilate something of Hinduism and Hindu culture 
and are proving good workers. They are miserably poor still but some improvement 
in their appearance and general condition is perceptible. 

The number'S of the tribe as a whole are deolining and in time the jungle-dwellers will 
probably disappear but there is no reason why the remnants should not settle as part of 
the tribe has done already and become good cultivators, but this will probably not oocur 
for many years to come. 

(6) The Saharias (or Saheriyas). 

(Based on a very full note prepared after personal investigations by N. B. Bonarjee, 
Esq., 1.0.s.) 

1. The Saharias are found almost exclusively in the Lalitpur sub-division of the 
Jhansi district, the actual numbers returned at this Census being-

Muttra 
Jhansi 
Jalaun 

District. 

Provincial total 

I Number enumerated in 1931. 
--------

Persons. Males. Females. 

2 2 .. 
14,036 7,079 6,957 

75 41 34 

14,113 7,122 \ 6,991 

They were found living in over 300 villages in the Lalitpur sub-division. 
In the Census of 1881 they numbered 12,452 so that they have increased by 13'3 per 

oent. in the last half-century. Thej' have been separately tabulated only once in between, 
that was in 1901 when 7,559 only were returned. No explanation of this low figure is 
forthcoming, Some had wandered out of the province or the enumeration was at fault. _ 

2. They ar\') briefly referred to in Atkinson's Description and Historical Account of 
the North-Western Provinces* and a fuller account is given by Crooket. Atkinson wrote 
" Closely allied to them (i.e. the Gonds) in manners and appearance are the Saheriyas .... 

* Atkinson, 1874, page 331. 
t Crooke's Tribes and Oastes oj the North-Western Provinces and Oudh (1896). Vol11D:l.e IV, pages 252-4. 
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They are supposed to be connected with the Kurkus of the Central Provinces, and as 
regards app[)arance t;hey have nob inap~ly been described as resembling monkeys rather 
than men. They subsist chiefly by cutting grass and firewood and also on the produce 
of jungles." 

In the Jhansi District Gazetteer (as revised in 1909)* the following occurs-
" The Gonds are easily distinguishable by' their fiat features and generally wild 

a.pptlarance. Closely associated with them are the Saheriyas, also termed Sonr and 
Rawat. The Saheriyas are lower in the scale of humanity than the Gonds. They are 
wood men pure and simple. The jungle is their home and provides them directly or 
indirectly with theiv subsistence." 

These quotations are import;ant as later we shall see what changes have been wrought 
by contact with Aryans in the intervening years, 

3. Of the origin of the Sa.heriya tribe (or caste a.s they now appear to be) nothing 
precise has ever been known and the modern Saheriya can give no definite information 
on the point. The few authorities who have referred to them in the P1tst appear to have 
suggesbed different possible sources of origin. The Saheriyas have practlCally no folklore 
nOJ.""legendst to account for themselves. In one village they ola.im to have come from the 
direc~ion of Oawnpore and in another from the direction of Katera. Katera is a portion 
of the Jhansi disbrict a.nd it happens to lie in the direction of Oawnpore. It seems they 
have existed in the district for so great a period that to all intents and purposes they 
may be regarded as indigenous. 

4. The appearan,ce of the Saheriyas suggests" Dravidian" origin. In stature they 
are short. The average height of 22 men taken from five villages wa.s 5' 3". The shortest 
adult male was 4' 11" and the tallest was 5' 9". The last, however, was a most exceptional 
case, and in taking the average this man has been excluded since he was obviously abnormal. 
The colour of the skin is a very dark brown, in several cases verging on black. Their 
hair is straight and is worn in various styles. Sometimes it is worn long, sometimes 
short, sometimes the head is shaved, and some members of the caste affect the chutia 
(small tuft of hair on the top of the head). The nose is distinctly flat. Measurements of 
the shape of the head and of the nose go to show that the Saheriyas are a long-headed 
·and flaL-nosed people-fact;s which taken in conjunction with their height which is short 
would support the theory of their" Dravidian" ori.gin. While we are on this subject it 
should be noted that there is now nothing monkey-lIke about the Saheriya's appearance, 
and Atkinson's description of them-though very probably true in 1874-bears somewhat 
hardly on the Saheriya of the present day. The Saheriya is of course a poor man, but 
he dresses in a dhoti and kurta and, if he can by hook or by crook get one, a coat. He 
resembles to· the ordinary eye any other villager. If a number of low caste persons are 
called together (for example at a beat) it is not always possible to pick out a Saheriya at a 
glance and mistakes are easily made. 

5. The Saheriyas in the past were a jungle tribe. " The jungle is their home and 
provides them directly or indirectly with t4eir subsistence". In the next few paragraphs 
we shall see what has been the result of contact with Hindu oulture. 

6. The first point of note is that the Saheriyas are no longer a collected tribe. They 
were at this Oensus found in 365 villages scattered over all seven parganas of the Lalitpur 
Sub-divisiont and a few were enumerated as far nort;h as Jalaun district. 

They are now to be found not only in forest tracts but scattered throughout areas where 
no forest exists at all§ and many reside in Lalitpur municipality itself. There is no such 
thing as a complete Saheriya village, nor do any ruined sites exist in jungle areas which are 
said to have been inhabited exclusively by Saheriyas in the past. Traoes of Gond~ but not 
Saheriya villages exist. Saheriyas usually inhabit 10 to 12 houses in a village which con
stitute a separate muhalla. This scattering of the tribe is important for it has increased 
the contract with Hindu culture and greatly increased the rapidity of Hinduization. It 
is due to some extent to deforestation and to the preservation of Government forests. 

7. The Saheriyas from one endogamous unit sub-divided into many exogamous seo
tions. To those msta,nced by Crooke may be added Bela, Burwariya, Dubriya and Lat
kuchra. There is nothing to correspond to the Australian phratry. Of these sub-divisions 
the Saheriyas can give no acoount whatever. Crooke suggested that further enquiry might 

* Shansi District Gazetteer, page 95. 
t ElCceptin one village (M:ailar) where they claim to be de3cended from Bajju the brother of the Bhilniin the 

Ra'rvtya~. This, howavar, is not the tro1ditional folklore of the Saheriyas, but is borrowed. 
i They were found in- , 

Pargana Maraura in 33 villages. 
" Banpur in 42 villageS. 
" Mahroni in 40 villages. 
" Lalitpur in 37 villages. 
" Bansi in 83 villages. 

Talbehat in 87 villages. 
,. Balabehat in 43 villages. 

§ 6.g. in villages Burwar, Bunohera, l'ura Kalan, Lagon, Jakhora, etc. 
~r e.g. at Ramgarh in the Narhat Forest Area. 
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probably show that at least some of them are of totemiRtic origin. If there were then no 
trace of any totem now exists. It is true that, 80me Sahel'iyas believe that the re-incarnated 
soul of a man can take the form of a tiger and others a cow, hut we I:!hall flee later that 
this can bc explained by other than totomiHtic reaROns, Xo totelllH in the true Reni':>e of the 
word can now be t.raced, and thrre iH no evidence that they ever had any ('oncepiion of a 
totem as being a rcccptade for man's soul" nor that they eOllnecteu nllLgic with totemism. 

8. They have a panchayat for three or four villageR. 'J hiH meetH af. occasion demands. 
The panche8 are elected and the mukhia presides. The post of mukhia is u~ually hereditary 
in one family and if that family fails a new mukltia is cho~en by election. Though there is 
a castc mukMa it is \'cry doubtful if this funct.ionary ("an approximatc to a tribal chief and 
there is certainly no particular class or family which is regarded as peculiarly fitted to 
pTOUUCO mukhias. The family from which the mukhia i" chosen iR f>imply a popular family. 
The mukhia, as in all castes, has fairly wide powers. He can ~uggel-1t outcast,ings and his 
advice is usually followed. He can demand a feast from an offender againl:lt eutlte custom and 
may even levy a fine-but he is not regarded as a public magician as amongst certain 
tribes of Contral Australia, nor has he any supernaturallJo~ el'8 u,l-1 in ;\lelaneRia, nor are there 
any tabus in regard to him. t In flhort tbe present panchuyat system whieh prevails amongst 
the 8.1heriyaR is purely Hindu. 

9. 'I'he religion of the 8n,heriyas is now very much ah.in to the H inuuil:lm uf the 10'" er 
castes. They worship Bhawani, Ganesh, Krishna, Ilanuman and the (Jther dcitiel:! of the 
Hindu pantheon, .A li:;t of local deities, most of which arc said to be dcified worthies of the 
tribe i8 given by Crooke on page 254. Thebe deitieb art' (10m, A arsinyltn, Sanl):llf, GOrr/llya, 
lIatya, /:Jurniya and Allay Pal. Exhawlti\ e illvt:"tigol ,ivl1 "ht)\vti that the VI'erlcnt rlelY 
Saheriya hat! no knowledg!' of any of those doitie4 CXl)Cpt (Junf and lYf/l'sinyha; allu even 
these last. two have now been idcntified 'with the Hindu Uonr and the Hindu ;_Yarsingh. In 
most of the villages of the southern parganaf> a belief in evil hpirit~ (bhuts) will be fOUIlll.t 
But in no e,tse is any propitiatory sacrifice of lL goat now made~. On t,ne oUwr hanu in tlOme 
more sophiRtil)ated pJrttl a belief in spirits no longer exiHts ttt all. 

The doctrine of karma and reincarnation is ever:pvhere held 1)y the ~ah('riyaR, but 
beliefs as to thc new home fur the soul are divided, due no duubt to the varying extent of 
Hinduization of the members of the tribe. In one or two villages tbl' Haheriyas believe 
that the reincarnated spirit ean take the form of a tiger or a ('ow, 1'Jlis of' ('0111',,0 iH in 
aecorciance with the sirid doctrine of I'eilloarnation, and it is n()t posiliblc to :"3., how nld 
Huch beliafi':> are, It may, however, l)c conjcttureu that. the soc-ond belief i:-; of fuirly recent 
origin, The firRt. helief that the wincarnated l4}1irit ean takc the furm of a tiger eun easily 
be explainell. It would appear to form one of the fcw relic~ that thE' t)ah(Jriya~ retain of 
their jungle origin. In most ufthe villages lying ill the fnrei:lt art'all when~ ihe-i.igl'r ill fairly 
frequently found, tho Snheriyas cyen to this day ha\e a very wholesome and natural 
reK[Jcct for thiR animal. It is the" jangal ka raja" and on entcring the jungle the I)abcriya 
will usually raise his hands in token of salutat,ion to the prespnce of the tiger, This felct 
indicates their jungle antecedents, for no other caste haR this vUll'Jration of the tiger. ,From 
thib ancient veneration the helier that the "pirit can take the form of a tiger can VE'I'Y easily 
follow, and hafl proved strong enough to exist side by side with the Hindu doctrine, The 
belief that the reincarnated spirit can take the fonn of a cow may appear unusual. The 
Saheriyal:l cannot themselves explain why they hold the Lelie1', but it may be conjectured 
that when orthodox Hinoui8m first ()onfronted the 8ahcriya the saCl'ed character of the 
cow would naturally be the iirs thing tu l4trikp the imugination of It tribe originally connected 
with the jungle. Hence the cow along with the tiger assumed a por,ition of great imporianc'e, 
and it is easy to see how the belief in the cow as the receptacle of the spirit arose. At the 
same time whatever veneration the Saheriya may have had for the tigcr and the cow, neither 
of these ammalb was ever, 80 far as can be discovered, raised to the rank of a totem, 
" Totemism in the flpeeitic form that has to do with kinship means that a social group 
depends for its identity on a certain intimate and exclusive relation in which it stands 
towards an animal kind or a plant kind I. Such a belief leads to the members of a group 
considering themselves to he .. all one Hesh" with the totem. Bometimes the totem is 
thought of as being the anc(>stoI' of the tribe or to be a help in time of trouble. But th~re 
is nothing to shuw that tho ea.rly I-iaheriya belief noe('s~nrily went flO far as this, Awc' or 
fear was probably the origin of this belief and thi" nevcr IJl'evented, AO far can be aRcer
tained, the members of the tribc from killing the tiger if they ('ould.', "When a savago 
namps hilJ1~elf nt'ter an animal, calls it hii:l brother u,nd rerUbes to kill it, that animal is 
said to be his totem.""* That the t-laheriyas ever ",cnt to this cxtent is very unlikely. 

• E",u'npl.b of will( h 1I.~y be £o11ll1 iu t'r .. Wl"" Golden Bo'ugh. 
te..g . . \noient Japan, qome trlbes fit: l:ust Afrw<l, to,' A "lent lI:au"h of N(,w Ze.Jmd, or among tl,( !,iU 

trtbe~ uf Assam, w n"re ooth the h"adman and hi, wlf" have to o1sorye mdny tab,~. in l't'"peet of fuuJ "!ill th~ hkt'. 
(Vide XVll, I}otden lJuuy/l,) 

; rhe..u are ueiioy"d LU La fcl"puno,ble for oVll dlld illiw88. 
~ As tlotou by Crooko. 
I Vide R, It. ,\larett- -Anthrupolngy. 

~, 1£ t"" tiger had rettlly been tho ~aheJ'iya t(Jtem no t)ahf'rj~ u, "II (JUlt! h~.\ t' lmIlleu it. 
** Frazer, (la/den Bough (abritlged), page 689. 
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This belief in the tiger as a vehicle for the reincarna.tion of the spirIt is not universal 
(now at any rate) for in a. large number of other villages the orthodox Hindu doctrine is 
held. The departed spirit will go to heaven and then will be re-born according to the 
deserts of the de eased. 

10. Tile ritual connected with death is practically the ordinary Hindu ritual. The 
dead body is burnt and the ashes are thrown into the nearest river 0r nala. 

In this connexion it is interesting to note that in jungle villages* the Saheriyas do not 
use the common burning ghat, they ta.ke the dead body away to the jungle in order to burn 
it, and after burning it they take the ashes in a cloth to the river or stream. 1his desire 
to burn the body in the jungle also seems to be a relic of the jungle origin of the tribe. 
'rue funera.l pyre of the deceased is lighted by the eldost son who remains impure for three 
days·t 

11. Whether t:he Saheriyas ever had any primitive rites connected with birth, 
puberty, marriage and death cannot be ascertainedt. They certainly have none now. 
Child marriage, however, is practised and the marriage ceremony is the same ~s for 
orthodox Hindus and this applie~ to all villfgeR wl ether lying in forest or other areas. 
Crooke (page :!fi4) in aese;ribing t'le Saheriya. marriage' writes, "Nexl day (after the 
wedding) the pair walk five times round iihe shed in the presence of the brethren, and this 
concludes the marriage. No Brahman is employed and the ceremony is carried out by an 
old ma,n of the tribe or the brot'ler-in-law of the' bride." The cld form of Saheriya 
marriage has now completely disappeared aJ1d no traces remain. Tte orthodox Ifindu cere
mony is observed everywhere. Both the Panriit and the Nai art; present. There is the 
customary bharat and the feast, the bride and the bridegroom walk seven times round the 
fire and the rite of dudha bhati is observed. The remaining beliefs and customs are of no 
great importance. If they ever had any primitive beliefs regarding the Sun the Saheriyas 
have succeeded in retaining very few. They have of course no knowledge of what the Sun 
and '\I[oon are, but stars are regarded in some places as being God's cattle driven across the 
skies§. They cannot exphin the rising and setting ofthe Sun and have nothing to' corre
spond with the conception of Phoebus driving his chariot across the Heavens. Tbe Sun, 
however, is regarded as male, whereas tbc Moon is female. In some parts the marks of 
the Moon are supposed to represent an old woman spinning: but for none of these ideas 
is there any explanation. All Saheriyas, however, follow the orthodox rite of saluting the 
Sun in the morning on rising. 

Widow remarriage is allowed as amongst all low castes. If a woman has illicit connex
ion wiiih a member of her own community she is outcast'ed by the panchayat but on paying 
the necessary penalty (in most cases on giving a, feast) she is permitted to re-enter the caste. 
The tabu8 connected with women in general are purely orthodox ones. She is regarded 
as impure during the menstrual period and during this time the menfolk cook their own 
food. After child-birth the mother is impure for ten days until the daswan (purification 
rite) is carried out. As noted earlier; however, there are no more primitive or more 
stringent rules and, ceremonies connected w~th tue natural and domestic events of life. 

12. 1'he house of a Saheriya consists of one room with a chabutra in front and is 
always very clean. If stone is easily available, as it is in the south of the Lalitpur sub
division through which the Vindhya range runS', houses are substantial. In other parts 
the ordinary house is a kachcha mud structure. The household ut'ensils are those in 
ordinary use-the brass lata, tha'i and the earthen ghara. There is no architecture in the 
true sense of the word. N:o monument's of any sort exist nor are there any traces of'mono
liths, dissoliths or dolmens. In this respect the Saheriyas are to be contrasted with the 
Gonds who have left behind definite relics of their one-time sway in Central India. Just 
as the Saheriyas have no architecture of their own so they have no art nor music. If 
music is required the services of local musicians-the Basors-are requisitioned and the 
Basors will provide the music on payment of the necessary fee just as readily for Saheriyas 
as for anyone else. The generallBvel of culture, therefDre, among the Saheriyas is low. 

13. It is now no longer true to describe the Saheriya as a wood man pure and simple 
with the jungle for his home- and subsisting entirely di.rectly or indirectly on its produce. 
The present scattered cond:tion of the tribe shows this. It is not even completely true 
of those who still live in jungle area,s. It is still less true of those who five in Lalitpur 
municipality and in the ordinary cultiyated areas. While the Saheriya oertainly obtains 
his liveli ~ood in forest v llagos from wood-cutting he a18') has become a labourer. They 
will be found in large numbers in·the stone-quarries of Dhaurra, and the more prosperous 
zamindar makes use of them along with Chamars as casual'labourers for cultivating his 

* This applies only to some villages lying in the jungle areas and not to such places as Lalitpur proper, BUl'War, 
Kelwara, Lagon, etc. 

t fhis rule in a far ~trict,er <tn i 'll ~f9 urimitive fOMU qxists in Polynesia, where for example in Samoa those who 
had attended the deceased could not handle food for some days. 

: e.g. the 19c1tnion of ~irls Elt Quberty q,mon~ the Zulu.~, iu New Ireland, New Guinea and elsewhere. Nor 
again is tlnre l"lV 1rimitive i 'liti"tion ~~rem')Uy for yout.hs at puberty as is in vogue among Australian tribes. 

§ rhe origin of tb,is belief c:nld not be a,scertained, but it :apr ha,ve origina,Wd from the phenomenon of shoot. 
jngstars, 
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khudkasht. When the Saheriyas can find sufficient employment of this sort they rarely 
take to cultivation in the real sense of the word. In the southern parganas through which 
the Vindhya range runs only two Saheriya tenants were found. Two cases of Saheriyas 
possessing small shares in zamindari were met with, but in neither case could the man 
explain how the property had originally come into his family. Such cases are however of 
great rarity. 

In the forest the Saher'iya's occupations are wood-cutting and casual labour. In the 
non-jungle areas wood-cutting is naturally impossible and the Saheriya usually falls back 
on casual labour as his method of subsistence. Altogether 3,250 males and 3,409 females 
were returned as earning their livelihood principally as wood-cutters or field-labourers, and 
61 males and 90 females as general labourers. 800 males and 34 females were returned as 
earning their livelihood principally by regular cultivation. A further 234 males and 253 
females were returned as cattle-raisers. From information received it would appear that 
the Saheriya is as good a cultivator as anyone else when once he takes to it. The main 
occupations, therefore, are wood-cutting* and agric~lturallabour first, and then cultivation. 
There is one further form of subsistence, however, that still has to be mentioned, viz. 
dhaiyya oultivation. Dhaiyya cultivation is practised by all Saheriyas. A patch of jungle 
or any waste land is burnt and jUfJr seed is planted in the ashes. For this no rent is paid 
and such cultivation iR not entered up in the village papers. This is not permanent agricul
ture and the Saheriyas practise it pimply as a cheap method of obtaining food for their 
families and not as a source of profit. 

14. We..may now sum up. 
This former jungle tribe has in the course of time been scattered to all parts of the 

Lalitpur Sub-division and even beyond, due to deforestation, preserving of Government 
forests and improvements in communications. This has increased contact with Hindu 
culture and resulted in speeding up Hinduization, which is of course more complete in 
the case of those Saheriyas now resident in non-jungle areas and towns such as Lalitpur 
municipality. The occupation of the members of the tr'ibe has changed with changing 
c;rcumstances and a more or less traditional occupation of collecting forest produce and 
agricultural labouring has crystallized out. The everyday contacts with Hinduism have 
resulted in the disappearance of many of the remaining primitive beliefs of this" Dravidian" 
tr".be, especially in the non-jungle areas, so that now their beliefs and ceremonies con
nected with marriage and death are essentially Hindu. From being a tribe they have 
emerged as a Hindu caste. The Saheriyas themselves claim to be Hindus and Hindus of the 
higher caste do not dis-pute the claim. Thei~ position is in general estimation above that 
of the Bhangi, the Chamar and the Khatik and just below that of the Dhimar or ¥allah. 
·rhe Saheriya considers himself to be below the Gond. Contact with Hinduism has 
Obviously been gradual and hence the Saheriya has been able to readjust himself without 
any ill effeotst. He has not been exploited in any way and he haA apparently never gone 
away in largo numbers to look for work in distant places. There has been no legislative 
interference with him except for the prohibition of dhaiyya cultivation in Government 
fores~,s and no attempt at social uplift has teen made by missionary effort which owing to 
a too violent suppression of tribal functions and life often lead to a rapid decline of the 
tribe. The Saheriyas have thus by a process of steady but gradual evolution adapted 
themselves quite thoroughly to the Hindu system. It can no longer be said that the 
Saheriyas are primitive in the sense in which that epithet would be used for the Veddas of 
Ceylon, the Andamanese, or the Central Australian and African tribes. Economically 
poor, and still quite i.lliterate+, they are easy-going and happy-go-lucky and not in the least 
discontented with their lot. They are not addicted to drink or drugs§ and are a quiet and 
inoffensive people. According to Crooke they were generally classed as a criminal tribe 
though no particular coercive measures had been found necessary. They are, however, 
no longer so olassed and indeed do not deserve to be so classed. They are not addicted to 
violence of any sort, their chief crime being petty thefts of wood from Government forests. 
The 8aheriyas of today must be classed as a low Hindu caste who have like Abirs, Chamars, 
Gadariyas, Bhangis, etc., their own traditional occupation, their own place in the vast 
web of the Hindu caste system to which they have fully adapted themselves. 

en TM Tharus 

1. This tribe (or caste) has its headquarters in this province in the Na,ini Tal tarai 
with colonies in Kheri, Bahraich, Gonda and Gorakhpur. 

• Tncluding gathering general forest produce, often on theka for the Forest Department. 
t Contrast the effect of contact with Western civilization on Red Indians and the Maoris. 
: Only seven males were returned as literate in 1931 and Saheriya boys and girls do not attend the village 

sohools. 

§ This statement needs some qualification, e.g., the Saheriyss worlrin!! in tho Dhaurra mines do take 
liqllor, hut neller to exceSS, Thi$ is probably dlle to the filet that he is in oontsct with Chamsrs snd is earning 
goodwllges. 
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Their numbers as returned at the present census aTe :-

Number enumerated in 193J. 

District. 
I Females. Persons. Males. 

Pilibhit .. " 4 4 .. 
Gorakhpur. .. .. ],635 844 791 
Basti " .. 2 2 .. 
Naini Tal .. .. '20,753 1l,230 9,523 
Lucknow " .. 5 5 
Kheri .. .' 3,624 1,773 1,851 
Gonda '. .. 4.014 2.049 1,965 
Bahraich .' .. 1,531 813 718 
Sultl10npur .. .. 15 .. 15 

ProvincIal total .. 31,583 16,720 I 14,863 . 
They were all returned as Brahmanic Hindus, save five (males two and females three) 

from Naini Tal district who profess the Aryan faith. 
From serial 28 of Imperial 'rable XVIII it ,will be seen that Tharus have been 

separately tabulated at every census during the last 50 years, during which time they 
have increased from 27,172 to their present figure of 31,583, i.e. by 16'2 per cent. In 
their headquarter district of Naini Tal their increase has been steady witrh the exception 
of the decade 1911 ... 21 when as a result of influenza they showed a decrea!:e. Since 1891 
they show an increase in that district from 15,397 to 20,753, i,e. 34.8 per cent" so that 
their contact with Hindu culture has not proved adverse to their expansion. 

Their numbers in other districts are affected by migration across the boundary into 
Nepal, In Gorakhpur they decreased steadily until 1921 (for reasons that we shall see 
later) and in 1931 have recovered somewhat. In Kheri and Gonda the fluctuations have 
been much greater, while in Bahraich they decreased steadily till 1911 and have risen 
steadily since. 

2. A very full account of the Tharus is given by Crooke on pages 380-406 of References to 
Volume IV of his Oastes and Tribes (iJ the N orth-Western Provinces and Oudh, based largely TharU8. 
on previous accounts written by Mr. J. C. Nesfield, the Rev. S. Knowles and others. In 
the following paragraphs I shall therefore confine my remarks to any new material that 
has come to light and on any changes that have occurred in the last 30 years or so. 

3. As regards the origin of their name, in Naini Tal it is commonly believed by the Their origin. 
Tharus themselves and their neig~bours that they are so-called because~ they live in the ~ 
tarai, but from Gonda it is alleged that the name is derived from thar which in their col~o-
quiallanguage is said to mean' below the hills'. The Tharus themselves have little idea 
of their origin and how they came to inhabit the tarai, but they allege this much, that 
they originally lived in the hills of Nepal. 

4. The internal organization of the Tharus is still very indefinite and varies frotu Organization. 
district to district. In Naini Tal there are six: sub-castes of Tharus:.;_ 

(1) Batha or Batta. (4:) Badvait or Barwaik. 
(2) Birtia. (5) Rawat. 
(3) Dahait. (6) Maton or Mahtam. 

The last three depend merely on status. 
There are also six inferior sub-castes-

(1) Buxa as distinct from Bhoksa. I (4) Sansa. 
(2) Dhangra or Dangwariya. (5) Rajia. 
(3) Khunka. (6) Jugia. 

A Tharu of any of the six superior sub-castes enumerated above would formerly give his 
narial or hukka to any of the six: inferior sub-castes but not the nigali or mouth-piece, but 
now as a matter of social retorm since 1929 they have decided not to give even their nukka 
or narial to Dhangras, I{h.unkas, Sansas, and Jugias, 

N'oTE.-(I) Dangras or Dangwariyas are supposed to have come from a place caITed Dhang in Nepal. 
(2)' Jugias are Jogi Tharus and according to the common legend are supposed to be the descendants 

of a Sadhu who kept a Tharu woman as a concubine. 
Formerly any of the first six sub-castes could marcy a Virgin from any of the six lower 

sub-castes, but now this custom has been stopped, ana the upper six sub-castes liave 
become an endogamous group, so perforce have the lower six sub-castes. 

Tlie Gonda Tharus are split up into' many endogamous sections'such as Buxa, Dang
wariya, Detwar, Dhahwal, Dhaker, Jogi, KathaTiya; Khfui, Khusiya, K-oohhila, Mushar, 
Pradhan Purbaiya, Rajbatar, Rautar and Umra, of which the Jogfs and Kathariyas wear 
the, sacred threa'd. The higher sub-castes look down upon the lower sub-castes such as 
Dhahwttls and KachhiIas and will not even smoke with them. The Kathariyas do'not keel>' 
hens though almost all other Tharus do. 
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In Gorakhpur among others the following sections are found-Kathariya, Pachh
wahan, Bamhan Khusiya, Rautar, Dangwariya and Dhikhahar (or Dhaker). The 
majority are Kathariyas. Crooke* mentions that their name may have come from a place 
called Kathar in Deokhur. Another version is that they originally came from Kathela in 
Basti district. A third explanation is that they were originally called Katar-ban.s meaning 
'children of the' Katar " from their custom (incidentally a Rajput custom) of applying the 
sendhur (red lead) to the parting of the bride's hair at marriage with a katar, dagger. The 
Pachhwahan Tharus are very similar to the Kathariyas in their manners and customs. 
It is sftid that at one time they were actually Kathariyas, but a quarrel took place as a result 
of which a large number of Kathariyas migrated and settled down in the east. As they 
had come from the west they came to be called Pachhwahans by the other Tharus of the 
area in which they settled. Now-a-days, however, they do not use a dagger for applying 
sendhur as Kathariyas do. 

The Bamhan (or Brahman) Khusiyas say that over a hundred years ago a Rajput 
Raja of Palpa (in Nepal) gave his Tharu khidmatgars the title of Brahman. Khusiya means 
servant, and the present Bamhan Khusiyas claim to be the descendants of those se1'vants. 
In Gorakhpur they are now all cultivators and are superior to Dangwariyas. Though 
they eat chicken they, like the Kathariyas, cannot keep them. There is incidentally 
no tabu on eating or keeping ducks and geese among any Tharus. 

The Rautars are similar to Dangwariyas in their habits and customs. The Daugwariyas 
claim to have come originally from Dang in Nepal, about 40 miles from the Gonda frontier. 
The Dhikhahars are Tharu fakirs. 

5. The only exogamous law is that marriages may not take place between recog
nized kinsmen. Child-marriage has never been a practioe among the Tharus and there is 
no sign of it coming in spite of their contacts with Hinduism. The normal age of marriage 
for a girl is 17 or 18 and a man usually makes his· first marriage at about the same age. 

In Naini Tal district there are five stages in a ma,rriage
(1) Dikhnauri followed by Tika, 
(2) Apna-Paraya ceremony, 
(3) Badkahi ceremony, 
(4) Jhe wedding, and 
.(5) The Ohala. 

(1) The Dikhnauri ceremony consists of the father or other male members and friends 
of the girl who is to be married going to see the intended bridegroom and if they approve 
of him they perform the Tika ~eremony. 

Formerly at the Dikhnauri. ceremony a feast was given in which meat and liquor were 
freely consumed. Now as a matter of social reform the use of meat and liquor on such 
occasions is prohibited and only pulse, rice and sweetmeats are taken. In the same way 
during the Tika ceremony formerly nothing was paid to the boy but now the represente:. 
tives of the girl are required to pay.froni 4 annas to Rs. 1-4-0 to the boy. 

(2) The Apna-Paraya ceremony or betrothal-The ~epresentatives of the bridegroom 
go to the bride's house with some.fish, ?> bheli of gur and some sweetmeats. If the bride 
is approved these things are presented to the bride's people. The sweets are supposed to 
be for the mother of the bride as the price of her milk. Then follows a feast in which fish, 
meat and liquor are freely used. On this occasion the representatives of the bridegroom 
have to pay some money towards the feast for the biradari. A kind of competition goes on 
about the amount to be paia which is called Medha Larai. Thus, if the bridegroom's re
presentatives pay Rs. 4 the bride's people have to pay Rs. 2 and if bride's people pay Rs~ 4 
the bridegroom's representatives have to pay Rs. 8 and so on. Since 1929 as a matter of 
social reform the Tharus have .decided that dudh pilai or the giving of sweetfl to the bride's 
mother as the price of her milk or the making of any payment to her with the same object 
should be stopped. 

M edha Larai has similarly been stopped. 
During the Apna-Paraya ceremony only Rs. 5 are to be paid by the representatives of 

the bridegroom for use of the. panclipyat, and a bheli of gur. The bride's people give a 
feast to the biradari in their village and the bridegroom's party on return give a feast in 
their village. The use of fish, meat and liquor has also been prohibited during these 
feasts. Some sort of dancing is performed but the men dancers are now prohibited 
from entering the company of women. The disregard of this direction is punishable with 
a fine up to Rs. 25 by the panchayat. 

(3) The Badkahi is the ceremony which is performed with regard to the fixing of 
the date of the marriage. On this occasion the bridegroom's party takes sweets in a ghara 
or a bheli of gur and fish. This ceremony can only take place on a Sunday or Thursday. 
It is also called the Pichonchha ceremony. If this ceremony is performed on a Sunday 
the wedding will take place on the following Thursday; and if on a Thursday the wedding 
wjll take place 011 the following Sunday. 

*YolUDle IV, pa~e 387, 
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Since 1029 thc Tharus have decided to stop the taking of fish during thi.s ceremony am] 
also the touching of the feet of the bridegroom's fll,ther by the female relations of the bride 
and other female;; of the village. The use of meat and liquor is also prohibited: only 
sweetmeats are to be taken. The penalty for disobedience is a fine of Rs. 50 by the 
panchayat. There was a customary gift to the village padhan or padhani of a botHo of 
liquor or one bheli of gur by the representatives of the bridegroom when they came to the 
bride's village for the settlement of the date of the wedding. This was called Latlcauna 
and the gift had to be made at any time between the date of the Badkahi till the date of 
marriage. This practice has now been stopped. 

(4) The Wedding -The wedding can only be performed on a Sunday or on a Thursday 
in the month of Magh or at Phulora Duij. Pipal and mango trees are worshipped one 
day before the marriage. Rice, ghi, haldi (turmeric) and sweets are offered. '1'he object 
of this worship is a peaceful married life. Mango wood is used as fuel in preparing a kind of 
sweet ealled seo which is regarded as lucky. No Brahman officiates at the marriage. 
The bride is annointed with oil and haldi and dressed in new unwashed clothes. 

In a wicker basket are placed five articles of clothing, fish, dnhi and a jar full of water. 
On the jar is placed a small jug and on the top a lighted lamp. This is kopt in the court
yard of the bride's house. 

The wcdding ceremony proper consists of the bride and bridegroom circumambulat
ing thi~ basket seven times. The bridegroom leads in the first six rounds. In the last 
round the bride leads. The groom is supported by his sister'8 husband, and in his absence 
by his phupha (father's sister's husband). The bride is supported hy her brother's wife. 

Bofore this oeremony churis (bangles) and bichhwas (metal rings for the tOOR) are put 
on the bride. The bichhwa8 are the symbols of wifehood, but they can be taken off tempo
rarily if the wife so wishes. The akuris, however, can never be taken off as long as the 
husband is alive. So strong is this latter rule that should the wife disregard it, the 
panchayat would impose a penalty on her and her people. 

Aftor the wedding the bride goes to her husband's house, but stays there only one 
night; her father fetches her back on the following day. 

There are only three main marriage fcasts now recognized by the Tharus. One feil,st is 
to be given one day before the marrin.ge. This is eallcd Bhuiya. This is in honour of the 
worship of Bhum Sen. The next feast is called Neota. This is given on the date of mar
riage in the morning before the actual ceremony takes place. The third feast i.s given by the 
bridegroom's representatives at their own place on return after the marriage. This is in 
honour of the arrival of the daughter-in-law and is called the feast of Baku}. Other feaRts 
are not allowed. The use of meat and liquor during such feasts is prohibited. Sweet
meats ouly are to be used. 

(5) The Ohala-Two or three months after the marriage in the month of Ohait or 
Baisakh the new wife goes over to the husband's house and thereafter reRides with him 
permanently. 

In Gonda the marriage ceremonies differ from sub-caste to sub-caste. Among Dang
wariya~, Dhabwals, Kachhilas and Umras there are none at all, whereas the tilak is perform
ed by J ogis, Kathariyas, Khasiyas and others. The relatives of tho man search for a bride 
and when a suitablo one is found they pay Rs. 60 to the daughter's guardian. If the 1ride
groom's people cannot afford this or for any reason do not wish to pay it, the payment can 
be dispensed with by effecting a marriage by exchange. 

In this district the moonlight fortnight of Phagun is the only auspieious time for mar
riages. The lllarriage ceremonies have by contact become more Hinduized than in Naini 
Tal and it is said that occasionally Brahmans conduct the ritual though this is by no moans 
universal. Widow re-marriage is permitted everywhere. In Naini Tal district it is called 
kaj. A divorced wife lllay also be remarried by this ceremony. 

Ghar-baitha, the practice of a man who marries a widow by the kaj or sayxi ceremony 
going to live at his wife's house is also common. In ~aini Tal district such a man is 
termed ohutkata because the wife cuts a lock of hail' (chuti) from her new husband's head 
and either wears the sa,mo on her person or buries it underground at the threshhold of her 
home. The chutkata enjoys the full rights of an adopted son so long as he continues in his 
new wife's family. 

The ghar-jawain custom is not practised. 

6. Crooke quotes Mr. ~ esfield * as writing " After the birth of a child the mother is not Birth rites. 
aHowed to taste food or water for two days." This custom has now been modified and the 
mother for the first two days is given only harira, a liquid preparation of gur, gki and 
spices cooked in water. 

Tharu women assist at the delivery and Chamar women are not employed. Many of 
the other practices referred to by Mr. Nesfiold have disappeared. No wine is given to 
the mother after the second day nor is any rubbed on her body. The child is bathed imme
diately after birth but no auspioious words are pronounced over it. The child is no longer 

* Crooke, Volwne IV, page 392, paragraph 22 • . 
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fumigated but an iron scythe and broom are placed under the mother's pillow to avoid the 
evil eye*. 

7. In Naini Tal district the dead are either cremated or buried, the latter being more 
common. Those who die of cholera or small-pox are no longer invariably buried. A 
man who dies of snake-bite is invariably buried because it is believed that such a person 
actually lives on for three days although he appears dead. 

When a body is cremated if it is near a river the ashes are thrown into it, otherwise 
they are left where the cremation takes place. The corpse is generally bathed in pure 
water and then rubbed over with ghi before cremation. The body is wrapped in white un
washed cloth. The custom of exposing it for a night on a mound outside the house has 
disappeared. . 

The body is buried or burnt to the west or south of the village but the Tharus cannot 
or will not say why. A male heir puts the first fire to the funeral pyre. He alone because 
of this act is no longer considered unclean but the whole family of the deceased are regard
ed as unclean and no one will take food or water from any member of the family till the 
feast of the dead is held. There is no fixed time for this feast. It can take place on any 
day after the death. All the. male members of the family in which the death took place 
who are younger than the deceased get their heads shaved on the day fixed for the 
feast. Now only pulse, rice and .sweetmeats are used in the feast. Formerly meat was 
taken on such occas.ions. I Brahmans are not fed by Tharus at any stage of the death 
ceremonies. 

In Gonda district through closer contact with Hinduism the death ceremonies are 
more closely allied with those of the orthodox. The dead are cremated and the ashes 
thrown into neighbouring rivers, while some carry the bones to the Ganges. The tenth and 
thirteenth days after the death ceremony are the important days on which the clansmen 
and Brahmans are fed. 

8. In Naini Tal district Tharus' worship Kalka (one of the forms of Debi, D~tr(Ja or 
Kali) as the goddess of life and death, and Bhairab or Mahadeo (who is supposed to be god 
of destruction) as the author of reproduction. N agarhai or D"rchandi is supposed to be 
the goddess who preserves cattle. Each family has a mound with a wooden peg fixed to 
represent this goddess. Bhum Sen is the patron deity of the village. 

Spices, dry cocoanut, ghi, sweetmeats, and goats are offered to Kalka) water, sweet
meats and flowers are offered to M.ahadeo. Dry cocoanuts, spices, sweetmeats, goats and 
rams are offered to Bhum Sen. 

Boli is the greatest festival of the Tharus. It is observed for a full 8 days after the 
burning of the Holi fire. Diwali is also observed. 

In Gond!J- district Tharus greatly r~vere the Sun and Moon. They also worship Debi 
and assemble in large crowds at the annual fair at Debi Patan (Tulsipur). 

The Jogi Tharus claim to be of the Kanphata sect. Besides 111ahadeo and Bhagwati. 
they worship a deified worthy known as Bhendu or Manjhi. At Dasehra they sacrifice 
cocks and pigs. They also worship village godlings. 

9. Adoption is practised but is growing le~s frequent. 
10. Among Tharus the panchayat is very powerful and recourse to the ordinary courts 

of law for the settlement of disputes is greatly deprecated. In Naini Tal district 
the panchayat is not permanent, but consists of five pers.ons selected from the biradari as re
quired. The ultimate penalty for disregarding the orders of the panchayat is excommuni
cation. Disputes among Tharus are frequ~nt but are almost invariably settled by the 
panchayat. Instances of the types of disputes they settle and their manner of dealing with 
them are as follows ;-

(1) If after the Apna-Paraya ceremony the bride's people refuse to give away the 
girl In marriage without sufficient reason they used to have to pay to the 
other party compensation in cash equal to an amount double that spent 
on. the cere~onios up to the date of the refusal. This has been modified 
reqently to a fil!e_of Rs. 25 and the cost of the Apna-Paraya ceremony; and if 
after this the father gives away his girl to another person, he cannot take 
any expenses from him. If he does so, he will have to return the amount 
so taken and will a,lso have to pay Rs. 25 as a fine to the panchayat. 

(2) If the bridegroom's people refuse to go on with the marriage in spite of requests 
from ~he bride's relations the latter are at liberty to marry the girl elsewhere. 
Under these circumstances the girl's people will not be liable to pay any 
cost or compensation but they will have to return any money taken on loan. 

(8) If a man takes away another's wife the panchayat gets the wife restored to the 
husband. But if the panchayat finds that the wife has sufficient cause for 
refusing to live with her husband or if the husband himself gave his consent 
or allowed her to go, then he was formerly entitled, by way of compensa
tion, to get from the man who has taken his wife, the entire expenses incur
red by him in connexion with the marriage and in providing jewellery, 

• The Bux~ sub·caste omits this practice. 
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etc. for the wife. Now, noW'ever, this has Heen modified and'the husband 
can onlY. claim compensation between Rs. 200 and Rs. 400. Any amount 
taken in excess of this will have to be refunded and the person exacting a 
larger: amount will be liable to a penalty of Rs. 25 under the orders of the 
panchayat. 

(4) Till 1929, if a widow went to another person as wife the heirs of her late 
husb'ltnd were entitled to half the expenses incurred ''in marriage, etc. Now 
they'are entitled·to between Rs. 100 to Rs. 150 only. 

(5)' In case the. wife's parents or relations refuse to send her-to her husband the 
panchayat orders them on pain of ex-communication to restore the wife 
t{) her htlsband. 

(6) A-ehutkata'who is turned out by his wife or her people used'to get his full share 
as on partition. N-ow he gets only Rs. 125 in cash. 

The following additional customs are being enforced sincc 1929 as a matt3r of social 
reform:-

(1) If the husband does not want to give up his wife and her relations want to 
separate.her from her husband without any-reason then the"wife's relations 
are required to pay compensation to the husband according to the 
de:T-and' made by him. If the bride's relations cannot afford to pay full 
compensation under such circumstances, no 'Tharu is allowed to help 
the bride's relations in any way with money. If undeI' any other circum
sta1J.ces a.. woman' has to give up her ksband, for faults on his part the 
compensation will be settled by the panchayat, 

(2~ If a woman gives up her husband because of his. impotency, the compensation 
which such a husband can claim will be from Rs. 100 to Rs. 200. The woman' 
should give.a year's grace'to an impotent husband for treatment and if he 
gets 'Over his impotency and she still leaves him he would be entitled to com
pensation from Rs. 200 to Rs. 400 : if he does not recover he can claim half. 

(3) A man can give up his wife willingly and then he is not entitled to any 
compensation. 

(4) A wife cannot leave her husband 'without his consent. A woman is liable to 
ex-communiC'ation for misconduct. 

Thrums 1l.re..at present very' interested in social reform and are trying,to discourage the 
use of meat and fish and oLalcoholic drinks. With 'a view to uplifting their comimtnity 
they have- reoontly introduced the following rules under the authority of the pancnayat :

(1) A Tharuis prohibited from bringing a member of any other caste into his 
biradari. 

(2) .If a Tharu contracts an alliance with a woman of another caste Ite is out-casted 
from his biradari. 

(3) The women are now prohibited from smoking at shops, or chewing bet~l, or 
rubbing their body with oil at any 'snop in the bazar. TIie penalty for 
disobeying these directions .is a fine up to Rs. 25 on the husband or parents 
of the woman. 

(4) So far the custom has been that a poor member of a, Tharu community who could 
not afford to spend any money at the'marriage of his daughter could marry 
her in a family in return for a cash consideration and the husband's family 
used to provide the wherewithal for the marriage celebrations. Now this 
is prohibited in the case of a virgin under pain of ex-communication from' 
the. biradari, 

(5)' In the feast given during Diwali in honour of the dead the use of meat and liquor 
is prohibited. 

(6) The:shaving of the emire head is prohibited, The cnuti or tuft' of hair on 'tho 
top has to be left. 

(7) ThEr'ofIering -<)f water by way of oblation along with small fish is prohibited. 
Instead of. the small fish r flowers are to be used. Anyone acting'bontrary 
to this is liable to a penalty' of Rs, 15. 

(8)' Old, unfit.cows and -bullocks are.not to be sold to butchers-and: Muslims. 
(9) The bride's relations are not to ask for any grAin from the bridegroom's represen

tative:> for the~marriage. feasts. 
(10) Formerly 'the- paclhani of a village'whe-re a widow went after her re-marriage 

used to get Rs. 1-4-0 and the padhan from ·Rs. 5 to Rs. 15, but now only 
Rs. 1-4-0 is allowed to-the padhani and nothing to the padhan. 

(11) Tharus must not get their hair cropped or shaved by Muslim barters. Th0 
penalty for disregarding this is a fine of Rg. 25. 

(12) TMrus are prohibited from purchasing meat from MrtllI1m butchers. 
(Hl, A wOman during .menses' must not tout:lh any one else's food or drink, If she' 
- disobeys this rule her husband will be liable- to ex--commu'nicati'on from tile' 

biradari. 
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(14) All maies over 7 years of age have to wear the sacred thread. 
(15) The Tharus used to keep fowls, but since 1929 this is prohibited. 

In Gonda and Bahraich districts the Tharus have panchayats consisting of five panches, 
the sarpanch being known as the chaudhri. The latter is generally taken from one 
particular family which is considered to be eminently fitted to provide the caste with suit
able men. These panchayats are not permanent but are called when needed. At the begin
ning the parties to the dispute are required to pay Rs. 10 out of which Rs. 4 goes to the 
chaudhri and the rest is evenly divided betwe~n the panches. The leader of the Kathariya 
Tharus in Gorakhpur district is the zamindar of Hasnapur, near Butwal in Nepal. He is 
the chief panch of the tribe. In every village there are one or two persons who act as panche8 
and to whom all disputes are taken; but important matters are always taken to Hasnapur 
where the whole community gathers. The panchayat there is an impermanent one, though 
the head of the liasnapur family is considered its leader in every respect. The whole com
munity takes part in the proceedings. The Hasnapur jurisdiction extends over the whole of 
the tarai area from the Bettiah Estate (Bihar) to the Banganga river in the west (half-way 
across the north of Basti district). The Tharus in these parts seem less given to disputes 
than in the we&t of the province. The panchayat deal chiefly with matrimonial troubles, 
including cases of Tharus who contemplate marrying outside the tribe. 

11. In Naini Tal district a Tharu's house is made of wood or grass plastered over 
with mud, thatched and raised on piles from the ground. In Gonda and Bahraich they are 
constructed of similar materials but are built on the ground. The houses are cool and 
commodious and the cattle are kept in separate sheds. Everywhere their houses are, in 
marked contradistinction from those of many ordinary villagers, extremely clean. 

Brahmans and Rajputs in Naini Tal district will not eat food touched by Tharus but 
they will drink water from their hands. Tharus are coming more under Brahmanical 
influence and Brahmans now sometimes attend for katha. They are also consulted 
occasionally about auspir;dous days for the beginning of various works, and are employed 
for casting horoscopes and the Namkaran ceremony. From Gonda and Bahraich it is also 
reported that Tharus are ceasing to be regarded as untouchables. 

In Gorakhpur the Kathariya Tharus have manners and customs akin to those of 
Rajputs. Unlike the Dangwariyas they are not their own barbers, dhobis and ckamars. They 
have Brahman gurus, usually low-caste Brahmans but one instance came to light of a family 
whose guru is a paMa Tiwari. They do not eat chicken nor eggs. They allege that they 
do not eat pork, but they will eat wild boar killed in the chase. Many Kathariyas will, 
however, not eat meat that has been kalal-ed. They receive mantras and are permitted to 
enter Hindu temples. They cremate their dead. Many claim to belong to the Kashyap 
gotra of Raj puts , though none w~ar the sacred thread. They held a big conference at Hasna
pur about 10 years ago to decide whether they should make a united claim to be callea 
Rajputs. They differ in practices from Rajputs on the following four points:-

(1) Tharus have no tilak offering before weddings. 
(2) They have no dowry system. 
(3) They freely allow wido:w re-marriage. 
(4) They plough. 

At the meeting it was argued that if their claim to be called Rajputs succeeded they 
would have to abandon their practices under (3) and (4) and this they were not prepared to 
contemplate, so with the exception of a few of the more ambitious, Tharus as a whole are 
content to live as Tharus and be called Tharus. The Dhikahars or Dhakers in Gorakhpur 
wander from place to place begging, and also play their small drums at marriages and births. 
They have one curious privilege. They are at perfect liberty to enter a Tharu's house and 
go straight to the place where the family idol is kept near the main chauka. The Rautars 
and Dangwariyas in Gorakhpur are very distinctly lower in the social scale than Kathariyas 
and Pachhwahans. They are their own barbers, dhobis, sweepers, chamars and midwives. 
This renders them untouchable in the eyes of the orthodox. At the death of a Dangwariya 
Nais are fed instead of Brahmans. In Nepal, however, they are not untouchable. It is 
said that the Raja of Nepal has taken water from their hands as from several others of low 
caste and in Nepal even a Brahman has to take water from their hands on pain of prosecu
tion. The people who refuse to take water from their hands in the Gorakhpur tarai would 
not hesitate to take it from them across the border. 

In the past Tharus were notorious for witchcraft and sorcery and the more primitive 
branches had a very healthy belief in and fear of ghosts and malignant spirits of all kinds, 
but conditions have changed much in the last 30 years. Those who are still reported to be 
skilled in sorcery and who profess to have power to control the spirits of the air are called 
Bhamre or Bkarar. Their influence is fast waning. The Tharus eat all kinds of flesh, 
such as of pig, deer, porcupine, etc., but the use of flesh is being deprecated by the more 
advanced. They arc very fond of fish which they preserve by drying in the sun. They 
now, both men and women, net fish and have abandoned their former practice of poisoning 
the streams to obtain them. They are all fond ofliquor though its use is being discouraged 
by the more enlightened. Their chief intoxicant is made from rice which old and young 
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of both sexes drink almost daily, indulging rather too heavily at marriages and on other 
festive occasions. They still enjoy their tribal dance, which is perforlI\cd by the men and 
boys only. A comparatively recent innovation in this dance is to mimic the bravery or 
otherwise of the sahib log shikaris with whom they have come in contact. As becomes a 
former jungle tribe they are very brave folk, very fond of hunting and are always ready 
for a "beat." Their honesty is still proverbial. 

Tharus are making some advance in the matter of education in Naini Tal district. 
At this census 743 males and 19 females were returned as literate, i.e., 5'54 per cent. of 
males aged 7 years and over and.0·17 per cent. of females. Of the males 8 were returned 
as literate in English. Proportionally therefore they are more literate than many Hindu 
and Muslim castes such as Julaha, Kurmi, Bharbunja, Darzi, Lohar, Barhai, Teli, etc. 
The Tharus outside Naini Tal district are however still very backward. 

From Imperial Table XI it will b.e seen that out of 11,433 male and 1,367 female 
earners no less than 9,873 males and 844 females returned cultivation as their principal 
source of livelihood. They are experts at rice cultivation. A further 909 male and 271 
female earners were returned as field labourers, wood-cutters, etc., and 235 males and 
2 females as raisers of live-stock, etc. 

In Naini Tal district many ara patwari8 and some supervisorqanungo8. Till re.ently 
one was a peshkar (naib-tahsildar). One is at present an Assistant Manager of Co-operative 
Societies. In addition to cultivation Tharus work in bamboo, reeds and fibres and make 
baskets (including some for presentation, made of ooloured reeds and shells ornamented 
with strings of beads), shoes, nets and similar hunting and fishing appliances. 

12. Some interesting points are contained in a note by Mr. B. R. James, I.O.s., the 
Ethnographical Officer of Gorakhpur. 

. Sixty years ago the Gorakhpur tarai was still an inaocessible area, consisting of 
extensive marshes, tall elephant grass, and abounding in wild animals. Villages consisted 
each of twenty houses or so and oultivation e4tended but a short distance round eaoh village. 
Every hundred of the population included about 50 Tharus, 40 Paharis and 10 Chamars, 
Ahirs, etc. Rent was paid to whoever was strongest. It was about that time that Indian 
zamindars came in and began a policy of extensive cultivation and settling. The density of 
popUlation in the central and southern portions of the district caused a great number of 
people to come north and settle_ The Paharis and Tharus had to give up their independent 
life_ They had first of all to pay a fixed rent to their new zamindar8. Then they had to 
do begar (free labour of short duration) to which they were unacoustomed. Being of an 
indolent and independent disposition, the Tharus much resented the new regime. On the 
other hand the vast tarai of Nepal was all empty. The climate was of little concern as the 
Tharus were not affected by malaria. Thus they started emigrating over the border to 
Nepal. This was some 40 years ago. The emigration was welcomed by the Indians. The 
zamindar class had every reason to be pleased as the fields left behind by the emigrants 
became their sir, and this with no effort on the part of the zamindars. This fact explains 
the exteWlive sir areas possessed by the tarai zamindars and also how it is that their sir is 
so conveniently situated near the village site. The tenant'classes were relieved of a strong 
competitor, one who was a ma.ster in the art of growing jarhan (transpla.nted rice) but who 
could not tolerate any exercise of authority. 

One interesting fact about the difference in customs between Tharu and other Indian 
women may be mentioned. The former go to their fields after a good meal corresponding 
to ou~ brea,kfast. At midday they eat some grain and later return home in time to pre
pare the evening meal for their menfolk. These women thus work from about 10 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. Indian women, on the other hand, proceed to the fields very early in the morn
ing, have a meal at midday and work till the evening. They thus work for two or 
three hours more than Tharu women. Again, Tharu women, unlike Indians, do not 
carry paddy seedlings to the fields where they have to be transplanted. The seedlings 
have to be oarried by men. Indian women carry them on their head, thus saving the 
expense of a labourer or two. Indian zamindar8 did their utmost to change these two 
h~bits of the Tharus, but rather than change their mode of life they chose to leave their 
fields altogether. The behaviour of zamindar8 to Tharu women was another important 
cause which led to their emigration to Nepal. 

1891 
1901 
1911 
1921 
1931 

Year. 

Tharu 
population 

in Gorakhpur 
district_ 

3,072 
2,747 
2,033 
1,272 
1,635 

The extent of this migration can be seen from the 
marginal figures of Tharus at each census since 189l. 

The Tharus in 
Gorakhpur. 
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13, Mr. Nesfleld wrote * "Until.the ,nuptial ceremony has been completed and the 
woman ,has become the recognized property of some Jndividual man, tShe is regarded as the 
common property of the clan and is treated accordingly; till then there is 410 restriction of 
intercourse," ' 

This state of affairs no longer obtains. There may be occas.ional lapses as in most 
other communities but now such instances are not the custom but rather the exception. 
Tharus as in the past are still as fond of·their girl children as of the boys, 

14. By contact with Hindus the original dialect of Tharus has absorbed a good deal 
of Hindustani which was essential for an understanding with their Indian neighbours. 
Within living memory Tharus could with great difficulty make themselves understood 
by Indians but contact has changed their language to a very large extent. 

. 15, To sum up, the last 30 or 40 years have seen a steady development of the organi
zation of the Tharus along Hindu caste lines. Their religion, social practices, and ceremonies 
connected with marriages, births, deaths and festivals hav~ been increasingly Hinduized and 
their language is merging into Hindustani. Literacy is spreading slowly. These changes 
are more noticeable in Naini Tal distri~t than in the rest of the tarai areas. Contacts with 
Hindu culture are not so close as in the case of some of the other tribes on account of the 
l}nhealthiness of the country in which Tharus live. This has resulted in greater seclusion 
and hence slower Hinduization. Nevertheless the process is going on and has certainly 
reached a stage which justifies the Tharus being classed as Hindus. 

* Vide Crooke, Volume IV, page 388, paragraph 15. 
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APPENDIXE. 

A note. on Criminal Tribes Settlements. 
1. There have been remarkable developments in the mat~r of the treatment of 

criminal tribes during the last 15. years. There are now seven settlements in the province one 
of which at Kalianpur* (on the Cawnpore-Farrukhabad road, 7 miles from Cawnpore City) 
is managed by Government, five of which at Bareilly, Gorakhpur, Fazalpur and Kanth 
(both in distriot Moradabad).and Sahibganj (distriot Kheri) are managed by the Salvation 
Army, and one at Aryanagar (district Luoknow) was opened in November 1929 and is 
managed by the United Provinoes Arya Pritinidhi Sabha.t 

2. This settlement has aooommodation for 120 families. The following table shows 
the population in 1931 :-

Tribe. Prosont. \bsoonding. In jail. On leave. Total. 

-
Itabura .. .. .. . . 285 18 3 2 308 
Bhantu .. .. .. .. 154 22 25 45 246 
Kanjar .. .. .. .. 81 30 - [ 53 [65 
Karwal .. .. .. .. 67 18 13 25 123 
Aheria .. .. ., .. 98 2. 1 I [OZ 
Dom .. .. .. " .. 1 2 .. 3 

Total .. 685 91 45 126 941 

• - The Haburas, who came to Kalianpur from the old Mestonganj Settlement. continued 
, "to 'be employed in the Cawnpore mills, but fresh work was difficult to find for the Bhantus 
-':W:hen they came. In 1923 a !?mall contract was obtained from the Police Department for 

~p'e tailoring of Police uniforms, while a small piece of land attached to the settlement was 
given out to a few of the settlers and they were employed on agriculture. The tailoring of 
Police unifOTms ha,s increased and weaving has been introduced though "it has not proved 
much of a success in the face of outside competition. Other unsuccessful ventures which 
had ultimately to be abandon~d were carpentering and poultry-farming. Rope-making 
has been introduced for the old and infirm. Fresh agricultural land was acquired in 1927 
and distributed to more families. 

Below are given the details of employment of the inmates of the settlement and the 
average monthly wages earned by them. 

In the mills in Oa.wnpore .• 
In the settlement at tailoring 
In the settlement at weaving 
In the settlement at agriculture 
Settlement servants 

How employed. 

Earnings. 

I .. 

54 
119 

17 
75 
6 

Total .. 271 

Average monthly wage". 

Tribe. 
Per family. Per adult.t Per worker. 

_---- ----_ 
Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Ra. a. p. 

Bhantu .. .. .. J5 15 6 6 13 3 8 12 6 
Habura .. .. . . 17 13 0 7 10 0 9 14 5 
K>tnjar .. .. .. 4 7 I 3 6 6 3 12 10 
Aheria .. .. . . 5 15 3 3 2 8 4 14 II 
Kaxwal .. ., .. 5 o I [ 3 13 7 4 6 10 

Since this settlement was established in 1922 settlers have been trained as cutters, 
tailors, weavers, durri-makers, rope-makers and agriculturists. 

Haburas and. Aherias are good agriculturists while Bhantus are good tailors and 
weavers; Kanjars are good at making rope; but the Karwals still continue to be very lazy 
and have not yet settled down to any fixed work. 
. If they have permanent employment and are able to earn good wages quite a majority 
of the inmates are content to lead a settled and reformed life, but there are still some black 
sheep who abscond merely for the pleasure of committing crime. 

There is a school in the settlement and n,ttention is paid 00 the education of young 
boys and girls. The children are making good progress. Girls are particularly promising. 

* This was opened on April 1, 1922, to replace the old Mestonganj Sattloment iI, Cawnl'oro City itsolf which 
was under the Salvation Army. 

t Vide paragraph 5 of Appendix A to Chapter XI. 
t Including workers and non-workers. 
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3. Below I give the population figures of the settlements and boarding schools at 
present under the management of the Salvation Army as they stood in 1921 and 1931 :._-

PopulatIOn of criminal 
tribes in S"lvation Army 

Settlements. 
Tribe. 

I 
1921. 1931. 

Bhantu " " 786 1.227 
Karwal " " .. 126 
Habura " 

., 536 625 
Kanjar " " .. 27 
Dom .. .. 822 739 
Sansia. .. .. 193 264 
Barwar " " 2 3 
Ahlr " .. " I 
Dalera .. .. 2 I 

Total " 2,341 I 3,013 

It will be seen that the population has increased by nearly 29 per cent. and members 
of three new tribes have been admitted. 

Considerable progress has been achieved in education and several boys have passed 
out of the settlement schools and are now receiving hig~er education. It is said that the 
young people are evincing a keen desire for literacy. Men, women and children are trained 
in various industries and occupations such as weaving on handlooms, swab and basket
making, making munjh matting, durris and smaller carpets, niwar (webbing) making, 
poultry-farming, drawn-thread and embroidery work and agriculture. Others have b~e)J.t·' 
trained as motor-drivers, oil engine-drivers, electricians, carpenters, teachers, and nurses .• 
Many of these now earn their own livelihood both inside and outside the settlement. • 

4. The Arya Samaj settlement at Aryanagar is a new venture for which a manageJ; 
was lent from the Kalianpur staff. At the time of writing further buildings are still under 
construction. When they are completed it will be a model settlement. It provides accom
modation for 300 persons; there are at present 229 settlers. It is mainly an agrioultural 
settlement and has 62 acres of canal-irrigated land attached to it. A small beginning has 
been made with durri-making. 

5. The commitment of criminal tribes to settlements has had a salutary effect and 
has certainly helped reformation. The majority of the people in the settlements have been 
taught to earn an honest living. They are happy and quite willing to continue as honest 
workers as long as means are provided for them to do so. Further progress in the way of 
making them honest, independent, and self-supporting citizens is made difficult by the 
attitude of outsiders. There is still much prejudice in the public mind against the crimi
nal tribes and therefore they have very little ohance of honest work once they go out of 
the settlement. 

Well-behaved settlers who have clean records, are periodically given conditional 
discharges and if during the period of probation they behave satisfactorily are finally 
discharged from the settlements and are allowed to live outside as ordinary citizens; 
for instance, .during the last 10 years about 30 persons have been discharged from the 
Kalianpur settlement. One of them was brought back to the settlement after some. time 
while no complaints have been reoeived against the others. 

Sixty-four persons were finally discharged from the Fazalpur settlement in 1929 and 
were allowed to live in villages as free agrioulturists. The majority, however, soon found 
things very difficult for them and ultimately came baok to the settlement at their own 
special request. From experience so far gained from the working of settlements it appears 
that the best method of converting members of the criminal tribes to a settled life is to 
make them agriculturists. Employment on industries is after all in this province at present 
an artificial system and depends chiefly on funds and supervising agency. In order to 
make the reformed criminal tribes self-supporting it seems essential to make them agricul
turists. In the past one of the biggest diffioulties has been the antipathy of the settlers 
themselves to agriculture, but by gradual persuasion fair success has now been achieved 
as can be seen from the faot that most managers are swamped with applications for land 
from settlers. The Kanth Agricultural settlement, which was at one time only partially 
cultivated, now extends to over 3,000 bigha.s (1,875 acres) of good fully-cultivated crop
producing land and efforts are being made to secure another 1,000 bigha.s nearby. This is 
in addition to the land 011 which the settlement buildings stand. The demand for land is 
common to all the settlements. The last few years have also revealed the waste of time 
that the ordinary village school curriculum involves for the children and the settlements 
have now drawn up and substituted a new curriculum of which the object is to create in 
the children an intelligent interest in what will be their life work. 

The last ten years have been a triumph for the settlements, for the younger generation 
are growing up with ideas and thoughts which have to a very large extent ousted the old 
criminal telldencies that have existed in these tribes for generatious. 
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APPENDIX F. 

Some ethnographIcal notes on miscellaneous castes and tribes. 
These notes are confined to new material or chang~s that have taken place in the last 

30 years or so. References to Crooke are to his Tribea and OlUltea of the North-Weatern 
Provinces and Owlh. 

(1) Arakh-In Fatehpur district some inter-marriages between Arakhs and Pasis 
have been observed although Arakhs and Pasis (who of course are much 
allied in origin) will not smoke from the same hukka. The Arakhs are here 

. classed as a criminal tribe but have largely taken to settled lives. Of their 
earners in the province as a whole 88 per cent. are cultivators or agri
cultural or general labourers, and another 4 per cent. raise livestock or are 
herdsmen, etc. 

(2) Badhik.-The Gorakhpur Badhiks claim to be Chauhan Rajputs of the Bach 
gotra. They say their ancestors were Rajputs who had to forsake their 
country after defeat by the conquering Mughals. They first settled in Main
puri and subsequently migrated eastwards. They derived their livelihood 
from dacoity and the Gorakhpur jungles offered them an ideal hiding place 
until the Government stepped in, declared them a criminal tribe and 
made them take to a more settled and respectable manner of living. There 
is no positive evid!)nce of the truth of their claim to Rajput dC3cent. Two 
Badhiks claimed to have Rajput wives but the claim was not substatianted. 
The tribe is endogamous. Most Brahmans will not take water from a Badhik. 
Widow re-marriage is not permitted. They have a permanent panchayat 
of five panchea who are removable in case of certain proved offences. 
Cases of assault and women leaving their husbands are said to be very com
mon and the tribe is very quarrelsome' and spiteful as a whole. Formerly 
they were hunters and bird-catchers. They were experts at catching birds 
with lime (laBa) on the end of a bamboo, many lengths of bamboo being 
joined together to reach the topmost branches of trees. Hence the saying 
Ae Badhik, Lagae laBa. They are now mostly cultivators and some work in 
the Bengal & North-Western Railway. 

(3) Bahelia.-This tribe is rapidly settling down. Theil' traditional occupation 
is hunting and fowling but only 12 per cent. of their earners now returned 
this as their principal occupation whereas 59 per cent. returned cultiva.tion 
and a further 16 per cent. are agricultural labourers. In Etawah district 
they call themselves Koral or Raghubansi Thakurs but they are untouch
ables. Crooke* says that widow re-marriage is permitted. This is not so in 
Etawah. They are said to be showing an inclination towards educating 
their children, but in 1931 only 1'36 per cent. of their males aged 7 and 
over and O' 05 per cent. of females were returned as literate. 

(4) Banjara.-In tahsil Nighasan of Kheri district the Banjaras have settled down 
to cultivation and oattle-breeding though in order to sell their cattle the 
men go to other districts from time to time leaving their families to tend 
their cultivation. 

In Pilibhit (chiefly Pilibhit and Puranpur tahsils) also they have settled down 
largely to cultivation and some have become quite big zamindars and dealers 
inrice. At a marriage the bridegroom is kept under a sirki (thatch) presum
ably a relic of their nomad existence. (Many still make thatches as-a subsi
diary occupation.) The bridegroom's parents make an offering of an ukhli 
(wooden vessel for husking rice) of money to the bride's people. 

Muzaffarnagar reports that their marriage ceremonies are now very similar to 
those of the lower Hindu castes but they have no m,arriage by exchange ; that 
Brahmans take pakka food from them; that they are allowed into Hindu 
temples; and that they have a permanent panchayat. 

They have a Muslim branch. In Pilibhit they appear to be comparatively recent 
converts, and in Etawah the Ahmadiya community is' converting Banjaras 
at the present day. The Etawah Banjara3 say their ancestor Lakha Banjara 
originally came with one Dhunia Khan Bilochi from Alkhora in the Punjab. 
They have settled down as good cultivators. Some are cattle-dealers. 

The Mukerit Banjaras of Gorakhpur are now generally acc3pted as Shaikhs. 
They are well-to-do grain-dealers. 

(5) Barhia.-A distinc,t p.,ccupational caste of knife and razor sharpeners found in 
Bahraich district. It includes both Hindus and Muslims. It may be 
identical with the Ba-rhiyas mentioned on page 200, Volume. I of Crooke. 

* Vol\llX)9 I, page 106 
t Volume I, page 159. 
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(6) Bawariyas.-Now found chiefly in Cawnpore, Fatehpur, and Hardoi where 
they are regarded as a notorious criminal tribe. The Fatehpur Bawariyas 
claim to be descended originally from Athparhiya Rajputs who resided in 
Gujarat and they say that many generations ago the tribe migrated from a 
place called Harewala but they have no idea where this place was. They 
have a panchayat which deals with assault, debts, cow-killing, and breaches 
of social rules. A younger brother may marry his deceased elder brotlier's 
widow but it is not imperative. Cousin marriage is permitted even with 
maternal cousins. The tribe is endogamous and the exogamous rule 
seems to be that a son cannot be married into the same family in which his 
father's sister is married but a daughter can. Formerly bird-catchers and 
hunters they have now mostly taken to cultivation. They no longer eat 
pork, fowls and kites, and have never eaten beef. They still eat other flesh. 
They worship Kali. 

(7) Beria.-This tribe still lives very largely by prostituting its girls. The men 
obtain their wives from other low castes. In Etawah they claim to be 
Rajputs and say that in the days of Ala Udal a girl of the tribe named Soba 
was a favourite singer in the court and her brothers were in Ala Udal's 
army. They once fled from the field of battle and on their return were cursed 
by their sister who said" you will remain bhagera, i.e. a wandering tribe." 

There is now said to be some sign of a desire among them to educate their 
children. 

(8) Bhangi of Kumaun.-The Bhangis or Mehtars (sweepers) of Kumaun form the 
lowest class of the untouchables distinct from the Silpkars. They are chi~y' 
employed in the towns and they or their parents have come from the adjoinIng 
districts in the plains. They have their own form of Hinduism and tlieir 
own priests who are known as lalgurus, from wearing a red (lal) robe*. These 
tour about and visit their people from time to time. It is said that both 
the Hindu branch of the sweepers and the Muslim section have their lalgurus 
to minister to them. The lalguru is said to have much authority and to be 
regarded with great respect. The sweepers are said to cherish the flattering 
idea that the touch of the dust swept with their broom purifies people. They 
settle disputes by means of their own panchayat and the decisions of this 
body, generally taking the form of fines, are accepted without demur. The 
sweepers seem to enjoy immunity from epidemio diseases in spite of their 
vocation. 

(9) Bhat.-The Bnat or Brahmbhatt is sometimes known as Rai in western districts. 

(10) Bhotiyat .-The Bhotiyas of pattia Jobar, Darma and Byans of Almora district 
have always been traders. Some, especially in Johar, own land in warmer 
parts ,of the distriot which is cultivated on their behalf. The grain produced 
is exohanged with other commodities from the Tibetans. From long ago 
they bought merchandise including coral beads and pearls from Delhi, 
Calcutta and Bombay and traded with the Tibetans for salt, borax, woollen 
cloth and wool, ponies and gold. Since the advent of the railway to 
Darjeeling a good road has been opened as far as Lhassa so that now Tibetans 
themselves go and purchase what they require from Calcutta. Salt imported 
from the plains is now cheap and substitutes have been found for crude borax. 
Trade has thus diminished and the economio position of the Bhotiyas has 
declined. Whereas once they lent money to agriculturists the position is 
now often reversed and many are said to be indebted and being nriIled by 
the heavy rates·ofinterest they have to pay. 

(11) BhubaliM.--Found in Mainpuri district. They claim to be Rajputs and say 
they came originally from the Chitorgarh State. They are wandering black
smit~s and as such prepare iron implements for the use of village folk. They 
travel with their whole families and household goods on small bullock carts 
and have no permanent residenoe. They move in batohes of ten to fifteen 
families or more, and encamp on the roadside making halts of 15 to 20 da~. 
They burn their dead and observe Pinda, Daswan and Tehrain ceremonies. 
Children under the age of 5 or 6 are not burnt but are buried. Marriages are 
performed by pandit8 according to'Ilindu rites. They do not allow widow 
re-marriage. The practice of adoption is recognized among them. The 
ghar jamai system is not prevalent among them. They worship the Bhairon 
:Devi and Han1J,man. Prostitution is not a,llowed among their females. 

• The origin of the name is more probably from Lal Beg their prophet. The red coat came afterward!.. 
t See also Appendix 3 at the end of this volume. 
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(12) Bot.-These are allied to the Bhotiyas and coming from Tibet some 100 or 
150 years ago have settled in Pilibhit on the Nepal border. Their marriage 
and social customs have by contact become those of the lower Hindu classes. 
They eat rice and the flesh of goats, sheep, hare, water-fowl and fish and 
regard the Bhangi, Chamar and Dhobi as untouchables. In Bahraich they 
are regarded as a sub-caste of Goriyas. The latter is a mixed caste of Kahars 
and Mallahs and seems to have absorbed the Bhots by reason of their common 
riverain occupation. Some of the Bhots are now agriculturists, other culti
vate 8ingham (water-nut). 

(13) Ghai or Ghain.-Their ~ome is in Gorakhpur, Basti and Gonda but they migrate 
annually to Kheri and Pilibhit to collect catechu from the khair trees. They 
also fish and make nets. They are reported to be in good circumstances and 
regard themselves as higher than Kahars from whom in the Gonda district 
they are said to have sprung. They now form an endogamous caste and 
observe the usual rites and ceremonies of lower Hindus. Fish is their staple 
diet and they are fond of liquor. 

(14) Ghamar8.-Those who have left skinning animals are beginning to call them
selves Jatavs or Jatav Rajputs in many places. In Partabgarh such persons 
call themselves Kurils. 

(15) Dhangar.-'rhe condition of the Dhangars in Mirzapur is said to have,.i.mproved 
to some extent.* They still mostly serve as ploughmen and day-labourers 
but some now have land of their own to cultivate. Besides the gods and 
godlings referred to by Crooket they worship deities of minor importance 
such as Rak8hel, Phulwati, Devi, Baghaut or tiger-spirit who is supposed 
to protect the worshipper, Ghithariya Bir who is supposed to reside in 
some old trees on which they hang pieces of rag as they pass by, and 
Dhalahiya Bir on whose shrine they place small pebbles. 

(1&) GhaBYara.t-They are grass-cutters by occupation and include both Hindus 
and Muslims. In Bahraich they have now formed themselves into a distinct 
occupational caste. 

(17) Ghota-Khor.-An occupational caste of divers in wells and in rivers, found in 
Budaun distriot. 

(18) Hawaigarh.-An occupational caste, not mentioned by Crooke, found in 
Gorakhpur district. They include both Hindus and Muslims and appear to' 
have come from several castes. Their oocupation is making fireworks and 
the name is derived from hawai, a rocket. Now recognized as a distinct 
caste. 

(19) Intpaz.-A Muslim. oocupational caste found in Gorakhpur, Budaun and other 
places. Formerly they made bricks (int) but the advent of the modern 
brick-kiln has destroyed their business and turned them into carriers of 
kiln bricks. Most of them own donkeys for this purpose. 

(20) JaBtyar.-A distinct occupational caste not mentioned' by Crooke. Includes 
Muslims and Hindus. Found in Bahraich and Gonda. Their occupation 
is similar to that of Sonars for they make and sell ornaments. 

(21) Jonkhara.-Their occupations are collecting leeches and applying them to 
human beings for certain diseases, and playing the shahnai. In Azamgarh 
they were mentioned long ago§ as a sub-caste of Bhars. From Mirzapur it is 
now said that they are an off-shoot of the Hela sub-caste of Bhars and are 
rapidly separating into a distinct caste. They are also found in Partabgarh. 

(22) Kachera.-Crookell states that Kachera is another name for Churihar. In 
Gorakhpur at any rate this does not seem to be the case now. The two are 
doubtless allied but the Kacheras now form a distinct group possibly still a 
sub-caste of Churihars. Their occupation is the same. Formerly Churihars 
and Kacheras made glass bangles but the competition from glass factories 
has practically killed the local industry in Gorakhpur and now both commu
nities merely retail the factory product. They are said Ito make a profit of 
some 20 per cent. on the price at which they buy the bangles and so to earn 
about Rs. 6 per mensem. 

(23) Kachihar.-A Hindu caste who make glass b._angles, found in Bara Banki. 
They wear the sacred thread and Brahmans will take pakka food from them. 
They do not allow widow re-marriage. 

(24) Kahar.-The Dhuriya sub-caste of Kahars in Partabgarh district give a some
what difi'er(,lnt account of th(lir origin to that found on page 93, Volume III, of 
Crooke. They state that, a Goriya Kahar used to. serve Ram Chandra. Once 

* Y.9lulnJJ II, p~~ 270, paragraph 270, 
t Volume II, :riag~s 269 and 270; 
t Volume II, page 419. 
ti Volume II, page 6 (under Bhat). 
II Volume II, page 230. 



when a second Kahar was needed for lifting a miyana after Sita's marriage, 
Bhagwan Ram Chandra made a model of a man out of wheat and gave life 
to it. This man was known as Dhuriya and the present sub-caste of that 
name represent his descendants. The panchayats in Partabgarh are per
manent but the office of sarpanch is neither hereditary nor permanent, and 
moreover the sarpanch is invariably bound in his decisions by the vote of 
the majority. The authority of the panchayats is said to be declining 
though Kahars still get most of their disputes settled by them. 

In this district it is reported that as far as possible Kahars marry within the 
district. Both husband and wife work ~ domestic' servants. The panchayat 
recently passed a resolution forbidding women to work in houses in cities. 
The usual marriage age for both boys and girls is five years. 

The dolo, marriage ceremony is far less prevalent now. A Brahman officiates only 
at the marriage ceremony itself, not at the tilak nor at the gauna. The father's 
sister's husband plays an important part during the marriage ceremonies. 
No bride-price is ever taken. 

Infidelity on the part of the wife, proved to the satisfaction of the tribal council, 
is the only ground for divorce. A divorced woman can re-marry after some 

\ time if the tribal council is satisfied that she has reformed. 
Widow re-marriage is common. Widows are usually married to widowers. There 

is no ceremony except a feast to friends and relatives. A widow can 
marry the younger brother of her late husband. 

There is no ceremony at pregnancy. At childbirth a Chamarin midwife ofl!.ciates. 
No horoscopes are prepared. There are the usual chhatti, nikasan, munda'lJ, 
and kanchedan ceremonies. The Brahman gets one anna as fee for nanllug 
the child. Kahars in the main conform to the popular type of village Hinduism. 
They observe the usual Hindu festivals, venerate Ram Ohandra, devi, devatas, 
cows, snakes, Badrinath, banyan trees, etc. They also believe in ojhai. 

Fish and goat's meat are freely eaten. Liquor is not forbidden. The Kahars do 
not eat eggs. Kahars will not take even pakki from the hands of any other 
caste. Brahmans take water and sweetmeats from their hands. 

Kahars do not wear the sacred thread. The married women wear bichhuas and 
glass bangles. Their noses are not pierced and no nose ornaments are usfd. 

They indulge in songs and dances on the occasion of feast~ and festivals. Their 
favourite instruments are the huruk and majira. 
The Paskauta sub-caste of Kahars, because they keep pigs, are looked down 
upon, and high caste Hindus will not take water touched by them. Their 
standard of literacy is low, only 1· 81 per cent. of males 7 years and over 
can read and write and 0·11 per cent. of females. 

(25) Kakadar or Kakhdar.-An occupational caste found in Gonda who make combs. 
They are said to be of Kurmi origin. 

(26) Kalawat.-A Muslim caste found in Shahabad tahsil of the Hardoi district 
whose marriage rites and 'customs and beliefs are mostly Hindu. They 
are mirasis (minstrels and singers) by profession and may be an off-shoot 
from Manihars. 

(27) Kanjars.-In Fatehpur this criminal tribe has a headwoman as well as a 
headman for their panchayats on account of the frequency with which their 
men go to gaol. The women pride themselves on their medical and surgical 
knowledge and are said to be able to perform even a coosarean operation 
successfully. 

(28) Karotiya.-A sweeper caste found in Budaun. 
(29) Kasera and Tathera.-As mentioned by Crooke* there is considerable similarity 

between these castes and it is not easy to ascertain exactly the functional 
difference between them. Mr. Nesfield thought that the Kasera prepared 
and moulded the alloys into various vessels while the Tathera polished and 
engraved them. In Gorakhpur at any rate this distinction no longer exists 
for as in many other parts of the province, neither caste now makes the 
alloys but they buy kaskut and phul from banias, and the Tathera simply 
makes bangles while the Kasera makes vessels and dishes. 

Tatheras do not eat flesh nor drink intoxicants. They eat pakka food cooked by 
the higher castes and by Kayasthas but not by Nais, Ahlrs and Kalwars. 
They cremate their dead. The rule about marriage is that so long as any 
relationship can be remembered, a man cannot marry into that particular 
family. It- is curious that Tatheras will not eat kachcha food prepared by 
any but their own people but their panchayat has recently passed a resolution 
that there is no harm in accepting food frqm a good Brahman. 

oj< See Volume III, page 167, and Volume IV, page 407. 
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The Kaseras have similar manner" and customs. One branch of the Kaseras 
call themselves" pure Kaseras" and claim descent from Sahesra-baun, a 
semimythical warrior of the days of the Ramayan. They claim to be Rajputs 
and wear the sacred thread. They practise widow re-marriage. The other 
sub-divisions in Gorakhpur are Tamera (lit., a worker in tamba, copper), 

. Bhartwal (those who make vessels by moulding) and Kutiha (those who 
make vessels by beating). The differences appear to be entirely occupational, 
except perhaps in the case of the pure Kaseras. 

(30) Khanzada.-Crooke gives an account of the Khanzadas of this province in 
Volume III, pages 233-235. The following note applies to those found in 
Partabgarh. The rules of endogamy and hypergamy quoted by Crooke still 
obtain and until a few years ago the usual Rajput marriage ceremonies were 
performed. For the last 4 or 5 years, however, they have adopted the 
Muslim form, though the Nai and the Brahman are still consulted by parents 
when selecting suitable mates for their children. The usual marriage age 
for both boys and girls is 10-12 years. 

The talaq system of divorce has recently been adopted. Formerly they did not 
practise widow re-marriage but the restriction has now disappeared. 

Ohathi, nikasan, mundan and the Hindu ceremonies are still observed by some of 
them. They bury their dead according to Islamic rites. The Khanzadas 
are Bunnis and will not smoke nor eat with low caste Muslims. Some of the 
elderly ladies still worship Bitla and other Hindu gods and goddesses. 

(31) Kharbind.-Crooke* states that the Kharebinds (a sub-caste of Binds) of 
Mirzapur "call themselves Kewat and there seems little doubt that they 
inter-marry with other Kewats." He also mentions this name as repre
senting a sub-caste of Beidar, Dhunia (Kharebindi), Kewat, Kurmi, Mallah 
and Musahar. 

In Gorakhpur are found the Kharbinds (with no " e "). They are probably the 
same. 

Mr. B. R. James, I.c.s., the Ethnographical Officer of Gorakhpur suggests that 
the name Bind may have originated from binna, to weave as the Binds at 
one time were weavers of grass mats. In the same way he thinks that 
the Kharbinds took their name from khar a reed grass. The root of one 
particular kind of khar, known as katia, was formerly used by Kharbinds 
for making khas tattis. The Kharbinds have no connerion with the other 
Binds in Gorakhpur but seem to possess points of greater similarity with 
the Kewats. 

They are an endogamous tribe, cremating their dead; feeding their own biradari 
at death ceremonies and allowing widow re-marriage. They will not eat 
food cooked by any other caste, not even by a Brahman. This is not so 
with the Binds. If a Brahman enters a Kharbind chauka it is held dese
crated. They are mostly cultivators and have not the criminal reputation 
of other Binds. They are considered a higher caste than the Binds by . 
everyone. Quite possibly they are a Kewat sub-caste or an offshoot of 
the Kewats. 

(32) Kol.-In Mirzapur and Chakia (Benares State) the Kols are said to have dis
carded many of their elaborate ceremonies and to have adopted many Hindu 
customs and practices. But they still worship their own demons and spirits 
through their baigas and employ ojhas (sorcerers). In Chakia their chief 
god is said to be Raja Lakhan,t a deified mortal whose spirit is thought to 
reside in the bargad (banyan) tree. He is worshipped by the head of the 
family sacrificing a ram and pouring out a libation of liquor. 

(32-A) Kurkaitha or Kori-kaitha.-In Gonda district it is said that a big Kayastha 
zamindar kept a Kori woman. Their offspring were directed to follow trade 
as a profession and some ran very prosperous shops towards Colonelganj 
side. Subsequently they called themselves Srivastava Vaishyas. Nowa
d3,Ys they are found in Gonda and Bahraich and are usually businessmen or 
traders. 

(33) Lakhera.-In Gorakhpur these are often known as Lahera, presumably by 
contact with Bihar, vide Crooke, Volume III, page 361. 

(34) Naik.-The Naiks of Gorakhpur have no connerion with those of the hills. 
The Gorakhpur Naik is of Banjara origin and they came to that district 
as cattle dealers and settled down there. They are quite well-to-do people. 

(35) Nat.-In Muzaffarnagar where the Nats are almost exclusively Hindus they 
say their ancestors were created by Parmeshwar to entertain him in his dull 
moments. Marriage ceremonies are of the form usual among lower claa& 

• Volume IT, page 107. 
t See Crooke, Volume III, ~ 312. 
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Hindus. Concubinage is not permitted. Widowed and divorced women 
are aJlowed to re-marry. They usually bury their dead and a copper coin 
is always placed in the mouth of the oorpse as a viaticum as in the past. 
Occasionally the dead are cremated. They eat ~esh of all kinds except 
beef. They are untouchables. 

As with so many castes of uncertain origin the traditional home of the Bagulia 
Nats of Budaun district is Chittor. Their first colony in this district dates 
back to the time of Nawab Dunde Khan, a Rohilla Chief, who died at Bisauli 
in 1770. The story of the establishment of that colony.is interesting. In 
the course of their march from the Punjab side, a party of Bagulia Nata 
reached the Nawab's fort at Bisauli (the ruins of which can still be seen out
side that town) and arranged to give a performance for his entertainment. 
One of them tied naked swords on his body and horns on the soles of his feet, 
thereby rendering them useless for climbing, put an earthen pot on his head 
and took a loaded gun. He then connected two long poles together end 
to end, and setting them upright mounted to the top, where he performed 
skilful somersaults and fired the gun. Unluckily, the upper pole gave way 
and he fell and was killed instantaneously. His widow then decorated 
herself and told the Nawab that she would end herself by performing sati. 
['he Nawab replied, "What good will come of that? Your ashes will 
only be blown about. Why not be buried, so that your tomb may remain 
an everlasting monument." To this the Nats agreed. She sat 'down in 
the grave and laid her hushand's corpse with its head resting on her thighs 
and in that position the two were buried. The Nawab bun a pakkC!! tQJIiq_" 
over them which still stands intact in a grove in village Kurauli ahout; a 
mile from Bisauli and is known as Sati Kesar. Bagulia Nats from far ... and 
wide come to worship this tomb and regard it as the highest object of ill'tine 
adoration. The grove in which it stands contains houses of Bagulia ~Nata 
and they bury their dead in it. Before this incident, they used to cremate 
their dead like other Hindus. 

The deceased Nat had five sons who were present at the performance. The 
Nawab gave th~m the entire village of Kurauli, which however, through 
the misconduct of succeeding generations, has passed on to other people. 

Bagulia Nats are to be distinguished from Kalabaz Nats. The former perform 
on 'ropes and poles, the latter on the ground. Other tribes ofNats found in 
Budaun district are: Brijbasi Gual, Jogila, Khalkhor and Mahesh. All of 
them are Hindus, except Mahesh who are said to have become converts to 
Islam about fifty years ago. Inquiries from members of these tribes have 
not led to any valuable information regarding their origin and past migra
tions. Brijbasi Nats claim Brij, that is, the neighbourhood of Muttra, as 
their original home, and Kalabaz claim Chittorgarh. 

It is convenient here to note the differences in treatment accorded to their 
women by various tribes bf Nata, in the Budaun district. Women of the 
Kalabaz and Bagulia Nats do not give performances, nor do they attend 
performances given by their menfoliL Generally speaking, they are not 
given to prostitution. Probably of all the Nats the women of these two 
tribes lead the most respectable lives. Women of Brijbasi Gual Nats dance 
and sing in public for a livelihood. Prostitution is also common among 
them, but to a much less extent th~ among Birya Nata. Only married 
women dance and sing and prostitute themselves. The father or guardian 
of an unmarried girl cannot allow her to do so ; if he does, he is liable to be, 
ex-communicated by the tribal panchayat. Mter her marriage however, 
her husband has unrestricted discretion to make her a prostitute. Ordi
narily Brijbasi Nats do not purchase and admit to their fold a girl of another 
caste. If sometimes they do this, she becomes a member of the tribe after 
a ceremonial feast, the details of which are prescribed by the panchayat. 

In district Budaun Jogila Nats do not marry their daughters, but train them 
as professional musicians, dancers and prostitutes. It is only the poor Jogila, 
who cannot afford the expenses of this training, that marries his daughter 
in return for a bride-price. When a girl of the tribe is initiated into prostitu
tion a grand feast is held with the money which, generally speaking, she has 
herself earned by singing and dancing. The wife· of a Jogila Nat, however, 
observes parda and does. not dance nor sing nor prostitute herself. Wives are 
obtained by this tribe mostly by purchasing run-away or loose girls of other 
castes and occasionally by kidnapping. A girl so purchased is not made 
a prostitute, but 'is, always married and kept as a wife. Her daughters, 
however, are doomed to prostitution according to the custom of the tribe. 
',['he castes from which wives are chiefly drawn in this manner are Kahar, 
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Murao, Kisan, Khagi, Dhuniya, Barhai, Gadaria and Kumhar, but not 
Chamar, Bhangi, Kanjar, nor Muslim. 

Khalkhor Nats do not differ much from Jogilas in their treatment of women. 
Their daughters dance and sing and prostitute themselves, but never marry. 
On the occasion of the initiation of a girl of the tribe into prostitution, the 
tribe has a grand feast in which wine must be served. Wives are 
obtained by purchasing available girls of any caste, Muslims not excepted. 
Khalkhors are indeed liberal in this respect. A Muslim girl beconies a 
perfectly regular member of their tribe after a foast to the panckayat, which 
can also reclaim a Khalkhor woman who has for years lived as mistress of a 
Muslim. Of late, Badiya Nats have begun to marry their girls to Khal
khors. 

The chief occupations of the womenfolk of Mahesh Nats are- also singing, 
dancing and prostitution; but only a daughter, and not a wife, is made to 
adopt them. A father has discretion to marry his daughter or to make her 
a prostitute; but if he marries her, her husband cannot call upon her to 
prostitute herself. 

In Fatehpur district most Nats returned themselves as Muslims, and it is said 
that prostitution of their womenfolk is on the decline. Divorce is permitted for 
adultery on the part of the wife, proved to the satisfaction of the panokayat. 
Marriage needs the panchayat' 8 previous approval for which a small fee is 
charged. Widow re-marriage is permitted on payment of about Rs. 30, or 
Rs. 60 if the woman is a virgin. The only marriage ceremony is dudhbati. 
A younger brother may marry his elder brother's widow and an elder brother 
can marry his younger brother's widow on payment of a small sum to the 
panohayat. They have a curious and rather revolting birth ceremony (a 
midwife of their own caste attends). The umbilical cord and placenta are 
buried with a scorpion's sting, 2t pieces of donkey'S manure, a porcupine's 
intestines and some liquor. The scorpion's sting renders the babe immune 
not from being bitten by, but from feeling the bite of a scorpion, the dung 
is supposed to prevent an excessive secretion of bile, the intestines to ward 
off colds, and the liquor is added for good luck. There are the usual feasts 
on the sixth and twelfth days when there is much merriment. Liquor is 
freely drunk. At a later date the mukhia or head-man (or head-woman) 
of the group names the child on payment of a fee. The fine inflicted by the 
panchayat for rape is about Rs. 200. They take food from any caste but 
will not smoke the same hulcka. 

The Nats of Etawah district are also said to be stopping the regular prosti
tution of their girls, and to be settling down to cultivation to some extent, 
and sending their children to school. 

In Mainpuri are found some Karnatik N ats and it is said the same are also 
called Kabutri though Crooke* treats them as distinct sub-castes. They 
include a few Muslims who are said to follow the teachings of Saiyad Kamal 
Khan to whom t~ey offer puri and rice every Thursday. If they have two 
daughters one marries and the other becomes a prostitute. If a prostitute 
engages herself with a Bhangi, Chamar, Kori_or Kahar she is out-casted and 
can only get back into caste by giving a dinner costing some Rs. 50. 

In Gorakhpur some Nagari Nats were found. They too prostitute their women. 
They are Muslims of a more orthodox type than most. 

In the same district is found the sub-caste of Sanwats, referred to by Crooke as 
one of the eight Oudh sub-castes. They are all Muslims but worship Bara 
Pir and Ghazi Mian. Before the shrine of the latter they offer fowls and 
malida, a kind of flour pudding. They are endogamous and their social 
code is that of Muslims. It is forbidden to eat anything not kalal-ed. They 
do not eat the flesh of a jackal, turtle or mongoose like some Nats. Most 
Sanwats are settled and have cultivation, but some are still acrobats and 
play music at births and marriages. Their women tattoo others, like the 
Badi Nats. Tattooing is done with four or five needles tied together 
with a piece of string. Lamp black mixed with milk (some say human 
milk) is supposed to be the pigment employed. Each family has its jajmani 
in fixed villages and " trespassing " is dealt with by a fine by the panckayat. 
The fine goes to the family whose rights have been infringed. 
'TIhe women do not prostitute themselves, unlike other Nats. 
Of all the Nats in the province 29 per cent. of earners are now engaged in 
cultivation and another 12 pel' cent. as agriculturallabouters, stock-rl:\.isers 

'" Volume lV, page 59. 
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01' herdsmen. Thirty-seven per cent. of those returned as earners secure 
the livelihood of them-selves and their dependents by begging and prostitu. 
tion. 

(36) Paidami-A low occupational distinct caste of Muslims now found in 
Bahraich and Gonda. They catch wild geese and duck for sale. 

(37) .Pan_waria or Pawaria-Crooke* says they are much akin to .Dharhi and Kin
gariya but in Gorakhpur district they appear to be somewhat above that 
social level. They are Muslim singers and dancers who go round villages 
following their calling at festivals and marriages. Each family has its own 
jajmani. They differ essentially from Nats and Tawaifs in that their 
womenfolk neither sing nor dance, nor do they appear in public, nor are 
they prostituted. 

(38) Pirai-Found in Moradabad. They include both Hindus and Muslims who 
wander about begging theil' living. 

(39) .Rain-The Pilibhit Rains now repudiate the allegation that they are Hindu 
converts and claim to have originally immigrated from Arabia to the 
Punjab, whence they moved on to this province about A.D. 1795. They 
say their correct name is .Ra'e which means dealer in cattle and that this 
was their forefathers' chief occupation. They are now landlords and 
cultivators of a considerable area in this district. 

(40) .Raji-An almost extinct· community, consisting now of only a few families 
found living near Askot, in the Almota distri.ct. They were formerly called 
Ban-manu8, forest-dwellers or savages. They have attracted atteritio.n 
rather out of proportion to their numbers and importance, as they.are 
simply an aboriginal tribe in a very low state of civilization. Mr. Atkinson 
identified them with the Kiratas Ol" Rajya-Kiratas. They claim royal 
descent, some say from the Rajbars of Askot or from the old Katyuri 
kings, and address the Rajbar of Askot as "younger brother". They 
represent themselves as descendants of one of the earliest rulers of Kumaun 
who Hed with his family to escape slaughter by a usurper, in consequence 
of which royal descent they salute no one. It is imposisble to say what 
measure of truth there is in the claim. Members of the tribe were 
medically examined some years ago and some were found to have charac
teristic markings of a Mongolian descent. Claims of royal origin are often 
made by wandering tribes. Formerly the Rajis were extremely wild and 
shy, and would not come near other people, but used to place the wooden 
bowls which they manufactured somewhere in the forest at a distance 
from their haunts. Prospective buyers used to come and fill them with 
grain. The Rajis would come and take the grain and run back to the 
forest. Nowadays the Rajis are less shy, and will talk and bargain with 
others. They still dwell in caves or huts made by them in the forests. 

Mr. C. Sherring in his book Western Tibet and the Briti8h Borderland has given 
an interesting account of his visit to the tribe. Their language was looked 
into some time ago, and found to be of the Tibeto-Burman family, resem
bling those of some tribes in Nepal, and is described by one observer as 
resembling the" twittering of birds". Mr. Traill, the first Commissioner 
of Kumaun, was of opinion that the Doms might be descendants from this 
tribe, but the Rajis themselves indignantly repudiate the connexion, " and 
if their huts should be defiled by the entrance of any member of the servile 
race, they deem it necessary to purify'it with water brought ftom 22 differ
ent sources ". 

They were sorted for at this census but none were found. On enquiring 
about this I found they had all returned themselves as Rawats and conse
quently went among Bhangis. Luckily their numbers are negligible. 

(41) .Ramjana-Ramjanis are mentioned by Crooket as a Hindu sub-caste of 
Tawaifs (prostitutes). 

In Gorakhpur district ate found several villages of a caste known as Ram
jana. They say that property was gifted to them by a well-disposed Raja 
of Nagar (Basti district) and do not know the origin of their name. There 
seems little dou-bt that they are descendants of prostitutes to whom the pro
perty was given in the past, but it is interesting to note that they have prac
tically.given up prostituting their girls, the number of Ramjanas who 
follow this profession being very small indeed. They claim relationship 
with the Gandharbs of Benares (another distinct class of tawaifs) and it is 
probable that these two communities inter-marry. ~hey have lost a good 
deal of th.eir zamindari rights and are mostly tenant cultivators, but some 

* Volume 'IV, page 176. 
t Vol'QIll~ :jY, pas-e 3Q4. 
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(,1,2) 

(43) 

still sing and dance for a living. In many parts if a girl becomes a pros
titute she is outcasted and even her own people will not eat with her. 
They are said to have become very pious and many of them have given 
up eating meat and drinking intoxicants. They have a curious custom 
of prohibiting inter-dining except with the nearest relatives. At 
marriages grain and not cooked food is served to guests. They do not 
wear the sacred thread. Brahmans will not take water from their hands. 

Rangwa--Rangwas are mostly found in the Padrauna and Deoria sub-divi
sions of the Gorakhpur district. They make small lead and tin ornaments 
whence their name (ranga, tin). They also make rope and sack-cloth. 
They are touchable, practise widow re-marriage and feed Brahmans at 
deaths. They also have Brahman gurus. 

Rao-A small agricultural casce found in Gonda district, apparently akin to 
Bhats. 

(4:4) Rasgar-An occupational caste of Muslims found in Gonda district. They 
make articles from ranga, tin. 

(45) Rind-A Muslim tribe of professional beggars and thieves found in certain 
villages of the Muzaffarnagar district. They are known to have been there 
for over 60 years. Thei.r rites and customs are those of the lower Muslim 
classos. 

(46) Satlakra-A very small community found in threo villages neal' Salomgarh 
(district Gorakhpur). They take goods round for sa10 on bullocks and appea.r 
to bo Vaishyas of sorts. 

(47) Saunchariya-Akin to Brijbasis. Some are acrobats but others have taken 
to cuitivatiop. in Gonda district. 

(48) Sendurihar-Found in Gomkhpur only. Some of them, but not all, style 
themselves Kayasthas and are known as Senduria-Kayasthas. They allege 
that they are Kayasthas who took to the profession of selling sendhur (red 
lead) and king (asafoetida). They wandoI' from village to village with 
their wa.res for sale carried on pack animals. Their claim to Kayastha 
origin is probably incorrect because ordinary Kayasthas have no commensal 
nor marriage relationships with them, only some of them even claim to be 
Kayasthas and in many ways they resemble another community, tho Tikuli
hars. The latter wander about selling sendhur and tikali, the forehead 
spangles worn by woman. The Tikulihar is regarded by Orooke* as a sub
caste of Kumhar and probably the Sendurihar is of similar orIgin. 'l'hoso 
who style themselves Kayasthas may be of mixed descent or may have 
assumed the name in order to better their social position. They are 
probably allied also to the Tarkihars"l. 

(49) Bipahi-Found in Bara Banki and probably existing elsewhere in Oudh. 
They appear to be the descendants of sepoys of the old Nawabi days, 
but now form a distinct endogamous caste of Muslim converts. 

(50) Srivastava-Darzi-The Kayastha-Darzi referred to by Mr. Blunt in the 1911 
Report, Part I, page 369. Besides the districts there mentioned they are 
found in Gonda. 

(51) Sulaiman Shaik~The name affected by a sweeper sub-caste in Budaun 
district. 

(52) Tabardar-A caste of wood-cutters found in Bam Banki district. 
(53) Tanak Madan-Another sweeper caste of Budaun district. 
(54) Tarkiwal-An offshoot from the Pasis in Mirzapur district who are fast 

becoming a separate caste. Toddy workers. Here seems to be a case of 
those who forsake their traditional occupation taking the old caste-name 
with them and giving a new name to those left at the old occupation. (Of. 
also Pharraiya Ohamar the name given by some Ohamars to those who still 
flay carcases and eat beef.) 

(55) Tarkihar-The Bara Banki Tarkihars say they came from Delhi about 250 
years ago and in Akbar's time made arrows. They now make palm-leaf 
ornaments. 

(56) Tathera---See Kasera, number (29) above. 
(57) Turalwr-A numerous and widely scattered people in Gorakhpur district. 

They may be an offshoot from Kahars who have a sub-caste Turait in the 
plains and of Turaha in the hills §. 

They now form a distinct caste. 

* Volume III, page 337. 
t Crooke, Volume IV, page .362. 
:I: 8ee Crooke, Volume Ill, page 92 et 881. 
§ See Crooke, Volume Ill, page 95. 
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They have no idea of the origin of their name and their only tradition is that 
they are descended from the sun-god. I think no Kahars make suoh a claim. 

They form one endogamous group and have no sub-castes. The exogamous rule 
is simply that a man cannot marry into a family with which there exists 
relationship within living memory. 

Marriage by exchange is practised. 
The boy's father goes in search of a bride for his son. There is no bride-prioe and 

no dower. The bride's father is expeoted to give his daughter the usual 
household utensils and clothes, ~ut little mOre is expected. 

A Brahman is usually consulted about the suitability of a proposed match. 
No ceremony takes place at the bride's home. The bridegroom comes to her 

house with some new clothes, takes her to his house and puts sendhur-(red 
lead) on the parting of her hair. A priest is present there. There is no 
neoessity to feed the biradari though usually from Re.1-4 to Rs.5 is paid 
into the panchayat funds. 

Widow re-marriage is freely allowed, and a younger brother may take his elder 
brother's widow to wife if he chooses. Polygamy is permissible, but is 
seldom practised. The Turahas cremate their dead. 

They are allowed to drink liquor and toddy. Of flesh they eat only mutton 
and will not eat fowls nor eggs. They eat fish. 

Brahmans will not eat pakki cooked by a Turaha but all other castes. can. 
Turahaseat lcachcha food prepared by any Brahman but not by any other 
caste. This is in contrast to the Kewats who will not eat any food cooked by 
a Brahman. Turahas take pa1cki from Ahirs, Kahars and Nais but not from 
Pasis, Kumhars, Kalwars and Telis. There is one custom which places 
Turahas quite apart from Kahars. They will rlot clean household utensils 
and for this reason they will not enter domestic service. They have, 
however, no objection to acting as litter bearers. This difference is important 
as it differentiates the Turahas from the Kahars, and suggests how they may 
have broken away from them. . 

They have an impermanent panchayat which consists of the whole biradari. The 
chaudhri presides and acts as the executive officer of the community as in 
the case of the Dhimar Kahars of the Jhansi division. * Stern action is 
taken against anyone who fails to obey the panchayat which does not 
hesitate, if necessary and possible to take the matter into a court of law. 

The great deity of the Turahas is Sanichar Raja. Exhaustive enquiries failed 
to elicit who this god was but the Turahas could give no help except that 
Sanichar was the son of Sumj Bhagwan. They helpfully added that they 
were making investigations into the origin of their belief. This god cannot 
be identified with any worshipped by Kahars or Mallahs. 

The great festival of the Turahas is held on a Saturday in the month of Sawan. 
Each Turaha locality has an asthan (shrine) of Sanichar Raja. To this all 
Turahas men, women and children flock with offerings which consist of 
goats, kir (rice cooked in milk), bread, and a mixture of the seven chief 
grains (wheat, rice, gram, urd j barley, peas and til). A Brahman performs 
the havan ceremony at the shrine. 

The chief occupation of the Gorakhpur Turahas is to take fruit gardens and 
fisheries on contract. In fact they are the chief fruit-sellers. But they will 
not sell vegetables, unlike the hill Turahas referred to by Mr. Atkinson. 
They will also never fish themselves but take round the fish for sale when 
caught. .A few are agriculturists and also act as palanquin bearers to their 
zarnindars. 

* Seo Crooke, Volume III. pago 96. 



SUBSIDIARY TABLE 1.-Variation in caste, tribe, etc. since 1901. 

Persons-(OOO's omitted), Percentage variatioI!, increase (+ ), 
decrease (-), 

Caste, tribe or race, 

1921-31, 1911-21. 1901-11 11901-31. 1931. 1921, 1911. 1901. 

--3---4- --,- 6 -7 8 i 9 I , 2 ---------
Ahar " " " 427 ~420 270 246 +1'7 +55'8 +9'5 +73'5 

Ahir -, " '. 3,897 §3,691 3.904 3,846 +5'6 -5'4 +1'5 +1'3 

Anglo-Indians " " 11 9 8 5 +21'6 +14'5 +54'8 +115'5 

Baghban 149 t 134 135 oj. +11'5 -1'2 >I< HIO'2 .. " " 

Barai " " -, 153 142 140 138 +7'9 +1'7 +0'9 +10'7 

Barhai .. " " 591 §550 601 633 +7'5 -8'5 -5'1 -6'7 

Bhangi " " " 504 488 547 590 +3'1 -10'8 -7'3 -14'6 

Bhar (including Raj Bhar) " 462 420 394 381 +10'0 +6'7 +3'2 +21'1 

Bharbhunja -, ,- 286 :1:269 302 327 +6'4 -10'S -7'S -12'4 

Bhat ., 
" " 104 :j:7i 146 168 +46'8 -51'3 -13'5 -38'1 

Bhisti " " " 97 78 98 85 +24'3 -20'8 +15-8 +14'0 

Bhuinhar " ,. 191 188 135 209 +1'5 +39'6 -35'6 -8'7 

Brahman ' , " 4.556 4,513 4,678 4,787 +0'9 -3'5 -2'3 -4'8 

ChamaI' " " " 6,312 :1:5,843 6,083 5,933 +8'0 -4'0 +2'5 +6'4 

Darzi " " ,- 243 229 253 267 +6'5 -9'6 -5'2 -8'S 

Dhobi " " " 776 709 726 712 +9'5 -2-3 +1'9 +9'0 

Dhunia " " .. 415 353 405 382 +17'3 -12-7 +5'8 +8'4 

Dusadh " " ,- 74 73 71 72 +0'1 +3'5 -1'8· +1'8 

Europeans and allied races (includ- 24 25 33 29 -6'6 +-24-4, +17'1 -17'4 
ing Armenians), ~ 

(i) British 8Ul1ject8 .. " 22 24 33 28 -9'7 -25'S +18'9 -20'1 ! 

l 
(ii) Othlirs " " 2 1 " 1 +101'6 +47'1 -41'7 +72'0 I 
Faqir " " .. 431 444 528 645 -3'0 -15'9 -18'1 -33'1 

Gadariylt, , ,. .. 1,020 939 983 950 +8-6 -4'5 +3'5 +7'4 

Gaddi " " '. 84 61 55 60 +37'4 +108 -7'7 +40'5 

Goriya " " " 89 :1:82 87 23 +7'7 -5-7 +282'0 +287'7 

Goshain " " ,- 148 111 94 >I< +34'0 +17'S >I< t+57'8 

Gujar " " -, 369 §337 366 363 +9'2 -7'9 +0'9 +1'6 

Halwai .. " " 91 ~54 91 98 +68'0 -40'4 -7'0 -6'8 

Indian Christians ,. .. 173 169 138 69 +2'6 +22'1 +99'4 +15'0 

Jat .. , . .. 810 :1:726 745 810 +11'6 -2'5 -8'1 +0'1 

Julaha " 
,. ., 1,005 882 991 923 +14'0 -11'0 +7'4 +S'9 

Kachhi .. , . " 701 679 729 714 +3'3 -6'S +2'0 -1'9 

Kahar " 
,. 

" 1,155 U,084 ' 1,112 1,262 +6'6 -2'6 -11'9 -S'5 

Ka.lwar " .. .. 248 269 288 326 -8-3 -6'4 -ll'5 -2"S 

Ka.yastha ,. .. 479 ~453 485 528 +5'7 -6'6 -15'7 -9'3 

;K.ewat " 
,. .. 550 483 445 429 +13'9 +8'5 +3'7 +28'2 

'-----...._~ 

Khatik " .. 216 >I< 198 200 +9'1 -1'3 +7'6 " 

-NorE3,-I. These figares are for the whole province including the States, 
2, They represent in each case persons of all religions who returned these castes, 

* Figu.res not available. t 1911·1931, 
't Inoludes Brahmlnic Hindu figures only, Muslim and Arya figures are not available. 
~ Omits Aryas. 
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CHAPTER xrt.-RACE, ~I.'RiBE OR CASTE. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE 1.-Variation in caste, tribe, etc. since J901-(Collcluded). 

Persous-(OOO's omitted). Percentage variat:on, increase (+), Number 
decrease (-), per 

Caste, tribe or race, 10,000 of 

1931, 1921, 1 191 ], 11901. 'f _I po 1 pUlation 
1921,31. 1911-2J.~, 1901-31, ~~~ 

I --2- 3 I 4 1--5- 6 7 8 9 10 ---_ 
~~ 

Khattri " 48 * 44 51 +7'3 -12'6 ~6'2 10 " " 

Kisan " 
,. " 330 321 354 375 +2'8 -9'3 -5'6 -IZ'O 66 

Koeri .. " ., 455 445 446 506 +2'2 -0'3 -11'7 -10'1 9~ 

Kol " " " 77 69 66 50 +11'5 +5'0 +32'2 +54'8 15 

Kori " " " 923 799 860 996 +15'6 -7'2 -13'6 -7'3 186 

Kumhar " " , . 783 FOO 726 731 +11'9 -3'7 -0'7 +7'0 158 

Kunira " "\ " 84 80 74 88 +5'9 +8'3 -16'3 --4'0 17 

Kurmi " " " 
1,756 §1,748 1,890 1,990 +0'5 -7'5 -5'0 -11'8 354 

lJodh .. " " 1,099 §1,044 1,114 1,098 +5'3 -6'3 +1'5 +0'1 222 

Lohar ,. " " 
591 569 589 618 +3'9 -3'4 -4'6 --4'3 119 

Luniya. .. " " 471 424 409 400 +11'3 +3'5 +2'3 +!7'8 95 

Mali ., , , 
" 18! n86 187 292 -2'6 -0'5 -36'0 -38'0 36 

Ma11ah " .. " 298 2!5 249 235 +38'9 -13'7 +5'6 +26'6 '60 

Ma.nihar , , " .. 110 90 75 81 +22'8 +18'6 -6'6 +35'8 22 

Mea " " , , 30 50 74 70 -38'8 -31'5 +;'2 -56',8 6 
\ ~, .. / ... _ - ___.I 

Machi " 9 * 9 16 +3'8 -43'3 -41'1 2 " " . 
Mughal " 

,. " 59 59 60 84 +0'9 ~2'5 -28'3 -29'4 12 

Murao " " 
, , 640 613 674 659 +4'5 -9'2 +2'3 -2'9 129 

Nai " " 
\ 

" 906 §857 913 803 +5'7 -6'1 +13'7 +12'9 183 

Nat " " " 58 72 68 83 -19'0 +5'2 -[T'S -29'7 12 

Nau-Muslim " " 86 56 35 45 +53'4 +57'9 -20'7 +92'1 17 

Pasi " 
,. 

" 1,461 1,338 1,311 1,24/ +9'2 +2'1 +5'7 +17'-8 294 

Pathan " .. , , 1,094 911 961 816 +20'2 -5'2 +17'8 +34'1 221 

Qassab " " 
, , 166 152 172 184 +9'3 -11'5 -6'7 -9'8 33 

Rajput ,. .. .' 3,757 3,469 3,658 3,949 +8'3 -5'2 -7'4 -4'9 757 

Saini ,. .. .. 90 t58 69 74 +54'8 -16'1 -6'2 +28'£ 18 

Sainthwar " 
., 130 123 119 '" +5'2 +3'6 '" t+8'9 26 

Saiyid .. ' . .. 312 279 250 153 +11'7 +11'7 +63'9 +104'5 63 

Shaikh " .. .. 1,592 1,438 1,315 1,366 +10'7 +9'4 -3'7 +16'6 321 

Silpkar " 
., 

" 333 §286 301 256 +16'5 -5'0 +17'6 +30'1 '67 
Sonar ,. ., ., 275 t253 267 292 +8'8 -5'3 -8'5 -5'7 55 

Taga .. .. ., 133 t95 137 152 +40'9 -30'9 -9'7 -12'2 t7 

Tamboli '. '. ., 60 63 70 85 -5'7 +1{)'1 -1'1'2 -29'8 12 

Tali ., .. .. 1,00'6 ~38 968 950 +7'2 --'--'3·1 -i'9 +5'8 '203 

'!'hathera, • . ' .. 18 17 20 21 +4'6 .....A1·4·7 -0'8 -11'5 .'4 

Turk ., " 
., 81 71 77 40 +14'0 ~·.q'7 +95'3 +51'4 16 -

Vaishya ,. " 
., 1,262 (3) (3) (3) (3) '(3) (3) (3)' 2,4 

- .• .c..;,;." . , . - ,., ~ ... ~-"" - , '" ~ .> 

N O"l:E3.-1. Th7:r>e figures are for the whole provInce Including the States. 
2. They rapres~nt in each case persons of all religions who retw'ned thes9'Castes. 
3. The figllres for Vaishyas of .previous censuses include.d oply certnin sub-cades so have been 

omitted as they fail to provide an aeourate comparison. 
• Figures not available, t 1911-1931. 
t Ia.clllde, BrJ.hunnic Hindu figur3s only, Muslim and Arya figures are not available, 
§ Omits Aryas. 



INDEX TO SOCIAL MAP, 

APPENDIX No, 1, 

Index to Sooial Map (Frontispiece), 

-
Class, 

-- -- -
Depressed Hindus,. Other Hindus, Muslims, Others, 

Distrtct, Tahsil, _l'otal , -- ---- .. 
population, 

Percent- Percent- Percent- Percent-
age to age to age to age to 

Actuals, total Aotuals, total Actuals, total Actuals, total 
popu- popu- popu- popu-
lation, lation, lation, lation. 

-- ----- -- --
I 2 3 4 5 6 ,7 8 9 10 11 - --

- --- -- --
United Provinces .. .. 49,614,833 12,869,227 25'9 28,987,083 58'4 7,431,058 15'0 324,465 0'7 

British Territory .. " 48,408,763 12,640,706 26'1 28,264,880 58'4 7,181,927 14'8 321,250 0'7 

Agra Frovlnce .. .. 35,613,784 8,848,695 24'9 21,145,717 59'4 5,3~~,077 14'9 301,295 0:8 

M eeru! Division " " 4,907,632 1,128,301 23'0 2,454,183 50'0 1,23~,562 25'1 93,586 . 1'9 

{ Chakrata " 56,775 18,836 33'2 36,777 64'8 897 1'6 265 0:4 
DehraDun 

DehraDun " 173,472 39,070 22'5 94,932 54'7 32,890 19'0 ~,580 3'8 

{ 
Deoband .. 22]'210 64,929 29'3 99,547 45'0 54,168 24'5 2,566 1'2 

Nakur .. 183,036 42,591 23'3 78,195 42'7 60,389 33'0 1,861 .'0 
Saharanpur 

Roorkee .. 309,145 84,864 27'5 119,939 38'S 101,730 32'9 2,612 0'8 

Saharanpur .. 330,529 85,832 26'0 104,026 31'5 136,881 41 '4 3,79Q 1'1 

Muzaffarnagar Whole district " 894.662 181,606 20'3 435,821 48'7 2n075 28'7 20,160 2'3 

( Meerut .. 319,361 70,325 22'0 141,448 44'3 99,736 31'2 7,852 2'5 
Moerut .. L Rest of distriot " 1,282,557 281,281 21'9 695,925 54'3 272,718 21'3 ,32,633 2'5 

Bulandshahr " Whole district " 1,136,885 258,967 22'S 647.573 57'0 21~,Q78 18'9 :15;267 1'3 

A gra Divi8ion .. .. 4,498,246 1,069,685 23'8 2,875,628 63'9 481,909 10'S -68,024 1'5 

Aligarh " Whole district " 1,171,745 313,321 26'7 682,982 58'3 154,493 13'2 20,949 1'8 

Muttra " Whole district " 668,074 151.160 22-6 450.867 67'5 58,200 8'7 7,847 1',2 

.. { Agra .. 337,282 85,475 25'3 157,511 46'7 ~4,14~ 25'0 _19.153 3'0 
Agra 

Rest of district , , 711,034 183,018 25'7 465,712 65'5 53,098 7'5 ~,296 1'3 

Mainpuri " Whole district " 749,633 162,560 21'7 538,742 71'9 4Q,466 5'4 7,865- 1'0 

Etah .. Whole district " 860,478 174,151 20'2 579,814 67'4 91,599 11'0 11,914 1'4 

Rohilkhand ])ivision .. 5,556,105 1.023,639 18'4 2,947,948 53'1 1,49~,761 27'0, '8~;757 1:5 

{ 
Baheri .. 191,869 28,613 14'9 99.573 51'9 ~1,833 32',2 1,850 1'0 

Bareilly Bareilly .. 422,580 48,457 II '5 218,615 51'7 148,612 ~5.'2 6,896 1'6 

Rest of district , , 457,930 79,801 17'4 288,993 63'1 83,586 18'3 5;550 1'2 

Bijnor .. Whole district " 835,469 165.382 19'8 349,478 41'8 314.056 37'6 6.553 ~'S 

.. j Budaun .. 259,16~ 46,674 18'0 142.141 54'9 6~,925 25'8 ~,423 1 :3 

Budaun Dataganj .. 203,058 38,112 18'8 135,495 66'7 27,473 13'5 1.978 1'0 

L Rest of district " 547,959 110,360 20'1 341,903 62'4 8~,338 15'6 1O;35S' 1:9 

Moradabad Whole district " 1,284,108 236,598 18'4 523,330 40'8 478,847 37'3 15,333 3:5 

, ( Shahjahanpnr " 267.538 50,212 IS'S 148,354 55'4 6Z,937 25'4 1,035 ' 0'4 
ShahlahanpurL Rest 0.£ district , , 637,593 139,517 21'9 419,803 65'9 7Z,383 12'1 890 0'1 

,~ f ~ilibhit '. 179,679 24,765 I3'8 102,563 57'1 ~1,114 28-4 1.,237 0.,7 
Pilibhit 

L Rest of district , " . 269.159 55,148 1 20'S i77,700 66'0 35.651 13'3 654 0'2 

.-
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District. Tahsil. 
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INDEX ~ro SOCUL MAP. 

APPENDIX No. l.-(continued). 

Index to Social Map (Fronti8'piec8)~(continued). 

Class, 

Total 
population, 

Depressed Hindus," I 
percent-I 

ageto • 

Other Hindus_ ~I. __ h_!US ___ lim-s----!.I. __ O_th_el'!',..'_' __ 

.3 

Actuals, total 

4 

popula
tion. 

5 

Percent
age to 

Actuals. total 
popula

tion_ 

Actuals, 

Percent
age to 
total 

popula
tion, 

1---1- -

6 7 8 9 

Percent
age to 

Aotuals, total 

10 

popula
tion, 

II I 
--------~----------·I-------II------- -----C-------I----------

SP16.352 I 
877,392 

746,005 

426,962 

785,291 

688,789 

349,441 

252,572 

889,900 

AUcihabitd DiviBion 

Farrukhabad Whole district " 

Etawah , , Whole district " 

• { Cawnpore 
Cawnpore " 

Rest of district , , 

Fatehpur • • Whole district " 

{

' Chail " 

Allahabad " Manjhanpur and 

J1mnsi 

Jalaun 

Sirathu. 
Rest of distriot , , 

Garotha 

Jhansi 

Lalitpur 

Mahroni 

Mau 

l Jlfoth 

, , Whole district " 

Hamirpur , , Whole district ., 

Banda . , Whole district " 

BenareB Divi8ion , , 

Benares 

Chandauli 

Chunar 

Dudhi 

MirzapUl' 

Robertsganj 

Jaunpur -: , Whole district " 

GhazipUl' 
Ghazipur 

Rest of district " 

• , Whole distr}ct " 

Gorakhpur Division 

{ 

Maharajganj 

Gorakbpur • , Padrauna : : 

Rest of district 

2,244,895 

85,035 

175,181 

159.626 

112.983 

102.106 

55,482 

426,022 

502,689 

625,771 

1,271,739 

169,515 

202,824 

25'4 

19'3 

27'2 

88,2D8 20'7 

214,779 27'4 

175.371 25'5 

93,679 26'8 

86,251 34'2 

241,112 27'1 

677,989 30'2 

33,806 39'8 

45,186 

32,873 

26.319 

25'8 

20'6 

23-3 

35,348 .34'6 

18.197 32-8 

138,686 32'S 

157.198 31'3 

190,376 30'4 

3,146,523 

594,153 

494,131 

62' 7 575,497 11'5 

12'4 

6'2 

67'7 108,999 

66'2 45,848 

250,643 58'7 

519,651 66'2 

430,169 62'5 

161,784 46'3 

133,912 53'0 

562,080 63' 2 

1,412,301 62'9 

47,990 56'4 

99,352 

117,612 

81,245 

56'7 

73'7 

71'9 

61,898 60'6 

35,597 64'1 

258,180 60'6 

312,154 62'1 

398,273 63' 7 

82,457 19'3 

50,495 6'4 

82,910 12'0 

86,910 24'9 

32,297 12-8 

85,581 9'6 

137,585 

2,847 

25,110 

4.386 

1.648 

3,934 

1.479 

28,883 

32.795 

36,503 

6'1 

4.778,919 1,338.620 28'0 3.030,312 63'4 404,547 8'5 

702,325 

314,053 

191,283 

96,818 

330,412 

169,896 

1,236,071 

294,265 

530,706 

913,090 

157,740 22'5 

95,814 30'5 

45,021 23'5 

58,681 60'6 

114,211 34'6 

74,372 43'S 

332,953 27'0 

54,770 

178,891 

226,167 24'8 

457,232 

192,534 

133,107 

35,326 

191,499 

88,574 

792,585 

198,319 

314,234 I 

65'1 85,139 

61'3 25,085 

69'6 12,997 

36:5 2,662 

58'0 24,226 

52'1 6,940 

64'1 110,385 

67'4 

59'2 

626,902 68' 7 

40,806 

37,462 

58,845 

12'1 

8'0 

6'8 

2'7 

7'3 

4'1 

8'9 

13'9 

7'1 

6'4 

7,217,162 2,047.908 28-4 4,240,S~3 58'8, 925,586 12'8 

702,969 213,281 30'3 401,847 57'2 87,778 12'5 

705,llO 171,B07 24'4 422,394 59'9 1I0,838 15'7 

2,159,482 554,885 25'7 1,427,257 66fJ 174,976 s' J 
I 

22,593 

4,725 

3,202 

5,654 

366 

339 

7,068 

112 

1,127 

17,020 

392 

5,533 

4,755 

3;771 

926 

209 

273 

542 

619 

5,440 

2.214 

620 

158 

149 

476 

10 

148 

370 

119 

1,176 

3.145 

63 

71 

2,364 

0'4 

0'6 

0'4 

1-:3 

0'0 

0'0 

2'0 

0'0 

0'1 

0'1 

0'3 

0'2 

0'1 

0'2 

0'1 

0-0 

0'0 

0'1 

0'0 

0'1 

0'0 

0'0 

0'0 

0'1 

'Xhese inohde the O:loltes U,jei as d~,Jr3Sl1ed in App~dix 2 whether they ~etlU'ned thelr religion as Brahlnanill or relOfIlled Hmdw;nl. 
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APPENDIX No. l.-(continued), 

Index to Social Map (Fronli8pielle)~(continued)_ 
.. 

I 
, ; 

ClaS3, , 
I i 

1 ___ ~t.~er ~_~dU8, I \ I D3pressod Hindus_" 'Muslims, Others, 
~ '-. 

-Total popu. 
. -

District_ Tahsil,! \ 

Ipercent-
! , 

lation_ 
Percent- i j Percent. i Peccent· 

! i 
age to age to age to agato ! Actuale, total I Actuals_ total Ac~als_ total Acluals_ total 

j . popular popula- i popula- popula-, 
tion, tion_ 1 tiOD. tion. 

~ -
__ 7 I , - _ 

I 2 , 3 4 5 6 ;8 9 10 II 
--

I r Bansi .. 476,352 119,028 25'0 265,792 55-8 1 91,404 19-2 i 128 0'0 
\ 

Basti , .. 418,295 125,798 3O-I 239,118 57'2 53,299 12-7 : 80 0'0 ; 
Basti ,- Domariaganji 376,371 92,617 24'6 178,918 47'5 [0~,81[ 27'9 25 0'0 

1 

Rarraiya .. 353,129 97,934 27'7 
1 

225,298 63-8 29,8?7 8'5 10 0-0 

KhaliIabad ,- 453,877 117,289 25-8 I 254,500 56-1 2~,08S IS-I .. J __ 

Azamgarh ,_ Whole district _. 1,571,577 555,269 35-4 825,399 52'5 190,595 12-1 404 0-0 
Kumaun Div'8ion _, 1,394,473 290,814 20'8 I 1,038,299 74'5 59,630 4,-3 5,730 0'4 ,. 

I 
IO,5~7 r Haldwani ,. 77,983 19,273 24"7 , 47,531 61-0 13'5 642 0-8 

{ 
, 

J i 
Kashipur .. 44,696 6,898 15'4 20,[69 45'2 IF3(l8 38-7 321 0'7 

NainiTal 
Kichha' 87,991 31,778 36-1 1 33,575 38-1 2;2,313 25'4 325 0'4 ,. 

; I 

Nairn'ral .. 66,616 16,504 24-8 47,293 71'0 ),742 2'6 11,077 1-6 

Whole distri~t j 77'6 ~,158 I 
Almora -- .. 5133,302 ! 125,332 21 '5 452,672 0'5 !2,140 0'4 , 
Glirhwal ,. Whole distri~t " 533,885 91,029 17'0 437,059 81-9 11,572 0-9 ;1,225 0'2 , 

Oudh .. .. 12,794,979 3,792,Oll 29-6 7,1l9,163 55'6 1,863,850 14'6 ~9,955 0'2 

Ltwknow Division .. .. 5,856,543 1, 1,915,480 32-7 3,139,213 53'6 787,408 13-4 M,442 0-3 , 

. f 
Lucknow .. 474,839 115,343 24-3 217,703 45-8 130,571 27-5 ~1,222 2'4 

L~cknow Malihabad m,IOI' 67,673 38'7 1 81,797 46-7 2p,59 I .l~-6 40 0'_0 .. , 
j 

Mohanlalganj .. 137,532 57,157 41-6 67,201 48-9 1~,115 9-5 5? 0-0 

Unao -. Whole district 855,700 , 266,878 31-2 
I 

511,218 59'8 n,3?4 9'0 250 0'0 

RooB~li { 

Dalmau .. 260,789 76,258 29'2 , 170,813 65'5 1~,708 5'3 1O 0'0 

Maharajganjl .. 247,027 85,487 34'6 136,323 55'2 2p,197 10'2 20 '0-0 

fuwBarelL ~, 2l2,584. > • .63.,850.. r- .30.:0.. -1.30,595.-r-~I.:-4 - J.~9+.5- 1""" & .. 5- -._ ·164 - -o.!-

Salon .. 253,727 83,603 32-9 136,166 53-7 33,892 13'4 66 0'0 

{ 
Diswan .. 288,734 97,5S5 33-8 142,431 49-3 48,662 16'9 % 0'0 

Misrikh .. 276,497 105,307 38-1 149,668 54'1 21,471 7-8 51 0'0 
Sitapur 

153,784 15-! 181 Sidhauli .- 291,819 93,788 32-1 52-7 44,066 0'1 

Sitapur .. 310,089 103,566 33-4 142,244 45'9 63,707 20'5 572 0'2 

.. { 
Bilgram " 270,096 66,656 24'7 176,958 65-5 26,327 9-7 155 0'1 

Hardoi ,- 316,160 136,154 43'0 155,500 49'2 24,244 7-7 262 0'1 
Hardoi 

Sandila -- 275,202 113,566 41'3 125,308 45-5 36,301 13-2 27 0'0 

Shahabad .. 266,168 76,530 28'8 150,198 56-4 39,205 14'7 235 0'1 

Kheri .. Whole district __ 944,479 306,079 32'4 491,306 52'0 146,022 15'5 1.072 0-1 

Fyzabad Diviaion '. -- 6,938,436 1,876,531 27-0 3,979,950 57'4 1,076,442 15'5 5,513 0-1 

r Akbarpur " 364,283 134,026 36-8 194,250 53-3 35,931 9'9 76 0-0 

.{ 
. 

Bikapur .. 290J49 78,759 27-1 192,S65 66-4 18,720 6-5 5 0'0 
I<'yz!\bad 

13-5 Fyzabad .. 287,338 79,519 27-7 167,323 58'2 38,665 1,831 0'6 

Tsnda .. 262,819 91,467 34'8 130,128 49'5 41,190 1,'7 34 0'0 

* 'r4ese 410lude ~he castell listed as depressed in Appendix 2 whether they returned their reli/pon liS BrahJllaWc or refol'Jllcd HjndujslD. 

79 
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APPENDIX No, 1.- (continued), 

Index to Social Map (Front'ispiece), 

Class, 

_....-- ... - _' ....... r--' -_.-- _. _" ". 

• Depressed HindUS'-1 I I other Hindus, Muslims, Others, 

Total • Disttict~, _. _Tahsil. . . popufation, -• 
Percent· Percent. Percent. Percent· 

age to age to age to 
Actuals, 

ogeto 
Actuals, total Actuals, total Actuals. total total 

popu· popu· popu· popu· 
lation, laMont lation, lation, . 
-- --

~ -I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 

- ~ --

.j Gonda .. 411,418 87,257 21'2 254,374 61'8 69,315 16'9 472 0'1 

Gonda Tarabganj .. 375,146 80,894 21 '5 260,305 69'4 33,668 9'0 279 0'1 

L l!traula " 789,439 190,557 24'1 419,532 53'2 179,152 22'7 198 0'0 

( Bahraich .. 432,647 109,698 2?'3 243,959 56'4 78,606 18'2 384 0'1 

B:il1raich ·t Kaisarganj .. 355,060 71,528 20'2 206,627 58'2 76,845 21'6 60 0'0 

Nanpara .. 348,641 88,310 25'3 168,363 48'3 91,OB2 26'1 886 0'3 

( Amethi " 196,582 55,572 28'3 129,917 66'1 II,OB1 5'6 12 0'0 

Su'Wop" . t Kadipur .. 261,537 78,630 30'[ 164,983 63'1 17,914 6'8 10 0'0 

Musafirkhana " 251,509 70,322 27'9 136,997 54'5 44,184 IN 6 0'0 

Sultanpur .. 341,656 85,195 24'9 205,649 60'2 50,696 14-9 116 0'0 . 
Partabgarh Whole district " 906,233 247,390 27'3 556,559 6I-4 102,021 11 '3 263 0'0 

{ F~hp" .. 294,779 91,560 31'0 149,712 50'B 53,265 18'1 242 0'1 

Haidargarh .. 185,177 65,095 35'2 99,896 53'9 20,148 10'9 38 0'0 
BaraBanki 

Nawabganj .' 252,150 78,045 31'0 118,938 47'2 54,840 21'7 327 0'1 

L Ramsanehighat 331,673 92,707 28'0 179,573 54'1 59,119 17'8 274 0'1 
• States .. .. 1,206,070 228,521 18'9 722,203 59'9 252,131 20'9 3,215 0'3 

Rampur .. Whole State .. 465,225 66,375 14'3 178,504 38'4 217,297 ~6'7 3,049 0'6 

Tehri-Garhwal Whole State " 349,573 61,805 17'7 285,701 81'7 1,999 0'6 68 0'0 

.. { Bhadohi and 309,330 71,975 23'3 210,722 68'1 26,551 8'6 82 0'0 
Benares Ramnagar, 

'Chakia .. 81,942 28,366 34'6 47,276 57'7 6,284 7'7 16 0'0 

• These include the castes listed as depressed in Appendix 2 whether they returned their religion as Brahmanic or reformed Hinduism, 



sMW. :l!'tGtTRlbs ~y NATURAL biVlsIONS, 

APPENDIX No. l-(concluded). 

Social figures by natural divisions. 

Clasa.· 

Depressed Bindus. * Other Hindus. I Muslims. I Others. 

Natural division. Total -

population. Percent. Percent- Percent- Percent. 
age to age to agato age to 

Actuals, total Actuals. total Actuals. total Actuals .. total 
papula· popula. popula. . popu!a' 
tion. tlOn. tion. tio_n . . 

--
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ,10 

- ~ 

United Provinces (British Territory) 48,408,763 12;640,706 26'1 28,264,880 58'4 7,181,927 14'8 321,250 '0'7 

Himalaya, West .. .. J,624,720 348,720 21'5 1,170,008 72'0 93,417 5'1 12,575 0'8 

Sub.Himalaya, West .. 4,345,085 986,46 [ 22'7 2,129,935 49'e 1,[94,048 27'5 34.641 0'8 

Indo.Gangetic Plain, West .. 12,954,527 2,855,676 n'o 7,595,705 58'6 2,288,266 17'7 214.880 ~1 ['7 

Indo.Gangetic Plain, Central .. 12,531,104 3,757.088 30'0 7,132.936 56'9 1,609,8[0 12'8 31,270 0'3 

Central India Plateau .. 2,244,895 677,989 30'2 1,412,301 62'9 137,585 6'1 17,020 0'8 

East Satpuras -. .. 788,409 292,285 37'1 448,506 56'9 46,825 5-9 793 0'1 

Sub,Himalaya, East .. 8,357,936 2,120,883 25'4 4,968,284 59'4 \,263,749 15'1 ,,020 0'1 

Indo.Gangetic Plain, East 5,562,087 1,601,604 28'8 3,407,205 61'3 548,227 9'S 5,051 0.1 

• These inolude the ca.steS listed as depressed in Appendix 2 whether they rej,urned their religion as Brahmanic or reformed Hinouism. 
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626 'UNTOUCHABLE, DEPRESSlllJ) AND BACKWARD CLASSES. 

-- APPENDIX No.2. 

Notes on (i) untouchabl~s, (ii) depressed classes, and (iii) backward classes. 

1. These notes are written with no intention of injuring the feelings or adversely 
affecting the interests or social position of any community or caste. It is the duty of the 
Census Department to record facts !last and present, and It is hoped that, by attracting the 
attentiqn of social reformers, some amelioration may result in the position and condition of 
those now classed as untouchable or depressed. 

2. The untouchable and depressed classes are entirely a creation of Brahmanic Hindu 
society, finding no equivalent in any other religious or social community. Backward classes 
naturally ate met with in all communities. 

3: To understand the nature of the untouchables and depressed classes and their 
positipn in the Hindu social structure, a brief reference is necessary to the very early 
history of India. The earliest invaders about whom anything definite is known were 
the Aryans from the plains of Persia and central Asia, who, from 2000 B.O. onwards (the 
exact:date is largely a matter of conjecture) penetrated into northern India and conquered 
the aborigines. We can gather a good deal of information about the Aryans from the 
Rigve~a, a collection of hYmns they used. 'ney were tall and fair-skinned and in an 
adva~ced stage of civilisation, being well skilled in agricultural and pastoral pursuits. The 
unit qf their'society was the family with tj:w father as supreme head. 

: "There were no temples and no idols i each patnarch of a family lighted the sacri
ficial fire on his own hearth, and offered milk and rice offerings or animals, or 
libations of the soma juice ~o the fire, and invoked the 'bright' gods for 
blessings and health and wealth for himself and his children. Chiefs 
of tribe& were kings, and had professional priests to perform sacrifices 
and utter hymns for th~m; but there was no priestly caste and no 
royal caste.. The people were free, enjoying the freedom which belong~ 
to vigorous pastoral and agricultural tribes". 

(Oivili8ation in Ancient India-Ramesh Chandar Date.) 

.At first they occupied the Punjab with the Sutlej as their frontie-r. During this 
period their contact with the aborigines was slight and intermarriage was not common. 
Their hymns refer to the" fiends" or" black-skins" who lived beyond theSutlej. Through 
the ensuing centuries they continued their advance down the course of the Indus and south
eastwards actoss the country north of Delhi on to the lands flanking the Ganges and Jumna, 
overcoming and subduing as they went, the aborigines whom they usually called Dasyus. 

During this advance the custom of employing professional priests appears to have 
spread very considerably and it was at this stage that the distinctive Brahmanicalsystem 
was evolved. 1'his was but natural as the invaders must have been too pre-occupied with 
fighting and settling to devote much time to learning and religion. This class of profes
sional priests- soon out-stripped the 'rest of the community in literacy and learning, so that 
by the time the famous Purusha-Sukta hymn in the last book of the Rigveda was composed, 
they were recognized as a separate varna or sec Lion of the community (but not as a separate 
caste). The community then was divided into four main sections or groups (not castes), 
viz.:-

(1) the learned priestly group or Brahmans, 
(2) the fighting and ruling group or Kshattriyas, 
(3) the trading and agricultural group or Vaishyas, 
(4) the humble folk including artizans, day labourers and so forth, whose duty was 

to serve their betters. They were known as Sudras. 
Outside these existed various primitive or semi-primitive tribes and certain people 

following degraded and unclean occupations. It is from these that our present untouchable 
and depressed classes had their origin. But at this stage there appears to have been no 
such thing as caste. 

~When the Aryan settlers crossed the Sutlej and proceeded farther eastwards they 
na.turally came into closer contact with the aborigines or Dasyus, and the farther they 
went the more acute became their shortage of womenfolk so ihat they were to an increasing 
extent compelled to tako wives from among the subjugated Dasyus. Had the two races 
been of similar blood and equal civilisation this very close contact would have resulted in 
complete fusion and the production of a single more or less homogeneous race; but such 
was not the case. The tall, fair-skinned, highly civilised Aryans thoroughly disliked and 
despised the short, b~ack-s~nned.' primitive Das:yus, and as a result they kep~ them as 
much as possible outSIde theIr SOClCty. It was chIefly the men of the lower sectIOns of the 
Aryans who took wives from the Dasyus, and of course no Aryan would think of marrying 
his daughter to a Dasyu. Further the Aryans refused to eat food cooked by or to drink 
water offered by a Dasyu, refused to admit them to their religious rites and ceremonies 

• J would make it clear that the following is a purely hypothetical and not historical account of a possible 
origin of caste. 
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and as far as possible avoided all personal co~tact with them. The intellectually superior 
priestly group or Brahmans very naturally led the way in this exclusive movement and 
gradually they framed extremely strict rules for preserving their own certmonial purity 
from defilement by undesirable marriages or unholy food and water, making the observance 
of these rules imperative. This attitude on the part of the much-respected Brahmans 
naturally evoked emulation from the other groups of society, and so partly because they 
inherently disliked the Dasyus and partly as a result of the Brahman influence the taking 
of Dasyu women for wives decreased and ceased altogether w hen sufficient women had been 
bred for the needs of the invaders. The half-breds were perforce admitted to the Hindu 
fold but the pure Dasyus, those communities following unclean occupations and the 
descendants of certain degraded marriages were rigidly excluded. It should, however, not 
be overlooked that the Dasyus as a whole did not wish to enter the Aryan social structure. 
They hated andfealed them and did not willingly give their daughters to themin maniage. 
They had their own religions and rites, and were also, through superstition, averse from 
eating food cooked by or drinking water offered by the Aryans. 

It was quite evident that soldiers, tradesmen, peasants, labourers and servants could 
not possibly observe the same high standards in these matters of ceremonial purity as the 
professional priests, and so gradually different standards of dharma or practical religious 
duties grew up for various sections of the community. This was the origin of caste and 
under Brahman guidance it was developed throughout the ages, and in developing the 
system the Brahmans were naturally not slow to secure their own supreme position and 
glorification. Even those communities outside the pale of the four varnas to a large 
extent imitated those within the pale and developed an elaborate caste system of their 
own. By the time the Institutes of Manu were composed (anywhere between 200 B.O. 

and 200 A.D.) the whole country between the Himalayas and the Vindhyas from sea to 
sea had been occupied and was recognized as Aryavarta or "Arya Territory," and 
by this time the caste system was thoroughly well established. 

In the ensuing years so me of the communities who were originally outside the four 
varnas have succeeded in gaining full admission into Hindu society. It is those castes and 
tribes who still remain outside that are commonly known ss the depressed classes. 

4. At this stage it, may be as well to mention that the view taken by many people 
that the untouchables and the depressed classes are identical is not correct. There are un
touchables who are in no sense depressed and conversely there are depressed classes who 
are not untouchable. Again, the whole subject is much complicated by the fact that differ
ent castes and even the same caste in different localities have varying standards of touch
ability. The average Brahman standard is naturally much higher than that of Kshattriyas 
and Vaishyas; that of Kshattriyas and Vaishyas is higher than that of the SUdra castes; 
and the standard and observance varies considerably even among Brahmans. The 
extremely orthodox will state that they regard all the Sudra and more humble castes, 
Muslims, Christians and in fact those of any but the Hindu religion as untouchable, 
whereas other Brahmans will include only those castes who are oatside the four varnas 
and even then will not strictly observe the rules for purification after contact. 

5. Therefore, before attempting to estimate the numbers of the untouchables and 
depressed classes it is necessary to fix some standard viewpoint. I have selected that of 
an average Brahman. The Ethnographical Officer in each district and state was asked to 
consult the local pandits and other in:lluential Brahmans and report their views on the subject 
to me. These replies have all been scrutinized and consolidated and may be taken as 
affording' a representative body of opinion. 

6. The definition generally agreed upon is as follows :-* 
An untouchable is a person physical contact with whom entails purification on the part 

of a high caste or twice-born Hindu, i.e. a Brahman, Kshattriya or Vaishya. There are 
no castes in this province who pollute by merely coming within a specified distance as in the 
south of.India. Even today there are castes in the south of India who pollute a Brahman at 
a distance of twenty-four, thirty-six or even sixty-four feet. In these provinces 
it is only personal touch which causes defilement. 

7. Disabilities which follow from untouchability are :
(1) exclusion from temples; 
(2) refusal of Brahmans to perform religious ceremonies; 
(3) exclusion from village wells. 

The law provides that caste shall never bar a person from government employment 
'of any kind, but so far in actual practice, the difficulties arising from the employment of 
untouchables as anything but menials have proved insuperable. This difficulty about 
'employment both government and otherwise is perhaps the severest handicap of all. 

* I C'lnnot !1Gcept tha d9finition of ono Ethnographical Officer which read as follows;
" That class of persons who lead an impure life". 
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8. As mentioned in paragraph 3 supra, the earliest depressed classes consisted of 
certain primitive or semi-primitive tribes and those people who followed unclean occupations. 
The Dasyus were regarded as despicable and eventually became untouchables partly 
because of their black, undersized appearance and partly because of their unclean habits, 
especially in the matter of diet. 

This is still the attitude of Brahmans today, and they regard as untouchable the 
following three groups ;- -

(1) Those who keep pigs, or eat pork or beef. The latter are especially despised 
on account of the Brahman's extreme veneration of the cow. 

(2) Wandering tribes who have no settled home to which they return, and who· often 
have unclean habits. 

(3) Those who follow unclean occupations or who, though not actually engaged in 
unclean occupations now, are Qff-shoots of castes that do. 

List A at the end of this appendix gives the castes (and their numbers) grouped under 
the above heads who are now generally regarded by Brahmans in these provinces as 
untouchables, and are at the same time depressed. 

The summarized figures are as follows ;-

List A. -U ntoucha;le and depressed. 
Persons, 

British territory. The States. 

1. Tribes and castes who are untouchable and depressed on account 
of their unclean habits chiefly in the matter of diet . , 

2. Vagrant tribes • . . . 
3. Those who follow unclean occupations 

Total 

2.840,078 
110.447 

8.253.323 

11.203.848 

91.538 
922 

116.404 

208.864 

9. There are some castes and tribes the members of which whilst not causing pollu
tion to high caste Hindus by personal contact must nevertheless be included in the depressed 
classes. These may be divided into two groups, viz. ;-

(1) those who are degraded tribally through their habits and~customs ; and 
(2) those who foHow what are considered to be somewhat degrading occupations. 

The tribes and castes concerned are shown in list B under these two heads at the 
end of this appendix. 

The summarized figures are-

Li8t B,-Touchabl.:. but depre8sed. 
Persons. 

British territory. The States. 

I. Degraded tribally through their habits and customs " 
2. Depressed on aCColmt of their traditional occupations 

Total 

118,433 Nil. 
1,269,244 19.560 

1,387.677 19.560 

This brings the total depressed classes including both untouchables and touchables 
to-

British Territory 
The States 

Total for the province 

Persons. 
12,591,525 

228,424 

12,819.949 

To these may be added in British territory 44,552 persons (males 23,478; females 
21,074) who whHst returning their religion as Arya or Radhaswami have returned themselves 
as belonging to one of the depressed castes. The corresponding figures for the States are 
persons 54 ; males 30, females 24. Further in British territory 29,178 Hindus, both orthodox 
and reformed (males 16,741; females 12,437) returned no caste and in the States 241 (males 
134 ; females 107). Some of these will belong to the depressed classes. Allowing for these 
the figures of the depressed classes both untouchable and touchable may be put at-

British Territory 
The States 

Total 

Persons.· 
12.644 

229 

12.873 

Males.* Females.· 

6,481 6.163 
116 113 

6,597 6.276 

In other words the depressed classes in British territory amount to something over a 
quarter of the total population and 31 per cent. of the Hindu population. 

In the States they form about one-fifth of the total population and 24 per cent. of 
the Hindu population. 

• ooo's omitted. 
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Many people will not agree with this classification, * but I would again emphasize the 
point that ideas on this subject vary so much from place to place and between members 
of different castes or even the same caste, that in considering the question some standard 
view-point must be adopted. I have adopted the outlook of an average Brahman based 
on inquiries made in all districts and states of this province, and the figures must 
be viewed in this light. 

10. The attitude of the higher castes, including even the average Brahman, towards 
the untouchables and depressed classes in this province is slowly undergoing change. The 
reasons are threefold. 

(1) First from the side of the depressed classes. The more advanced members of 
this community have in recent years awakened to a new social and political 
consciousness. They have done much towards organizing their community, 
through sa1Jhas, aM are resenting the treatment they receive at the hands 
of the higher castes. They have in many cases changed their social habits 
and customs, have adopted what they consider less odious caste names and 
often seek to prove themselves the descendants of the "twice-born". (In 
this connexion see Chapter XII, paragraph 3.) Others are attempting to 
dissociate their communities altogether from Brahmanic Hinduism, some 
embracing the Arya Samaj creed, some the Christian religion, while some 
in other provinces call themselves Adi-Hindus (i.e., the original inhabitants 
of Hindustan t). 

(2) On the other hand the average Brahman and still more so the other "twice
born" castes are becoming far less strict in their observance of the rules of 
untouchability and the other restrictions placed on the depressed classes. 
This is due partly to the spread of education but probably m6re to 
convenience. It is noticeable in the following ways :-

(a) The average Brahman of this province is now less careful to avoid personal 
contact with untouchables, and is far less particular in the observance of 
the purification ceremonies necessary after defilement by such contact. 
Formerly such pollution could only be removed by bathing with all clothes 
on, drinking Ganges water, and changing the sacred thread. But now 
either a little water is sprinkled over the person or the polluted Brahman 
waits till his return nome after the day's work, when the bath that he 
would in any case take as a matter of personal cleanliness will also suffice 
to remove the pollution caused by any accidental personal contact with 
an untouchable during the day. This growing carelessness in the matter 
of ceremonial purification is naturally more marked in cities and towns 
where the chances of pollution through contact are necessarily so much 
greater. The continued growth of city and industrial life must, at any 
rate in this province, lead to still further relaxation of the former strict 
rules of untouchability, though it may not affect the food and water 
observances so quickly. 

Again, the orthodox used to wash out again in ordinary well-water clothes that 
had been washed by a Dhobi, before putting them on. Many still do so, 
but most purify them by sprinkling water over them, while others put 
them straight on without any ado. 

(b) The children of the depressed classes are now very largely admitted to the 
ordinary schoolst and it is a common sight in the village schools to see 
them sitting with high caste children and no one objecting on the 
score of pollution by contact. 

(c) There is a marked and growing tendency on the part of the higher castes to 
limit untouchability to those persons who are still actually following 
unclean and degrading occupations. Formerly every person born into any 
of the castes concerned was treated as a permanent untouchable. Now 
it is quite common to regard as untouchable only those of the untouch
able castes who still follow the unclean traditional occupations of those 
castes, while the others are not so regarded. Recognizing this fact those 
members of an untouchable caste who have left the traditional occupation 
and are now engaged in a more respectable mode of livelihood will often 
form a separate branch of the caste, usually under a new caste name, and 
endeavour to dissociate themselves with the old parent caste. For 
instance in some parts Chamars who no longer flay carcases style them
selves Jatavs or even Jatav Rajputs, and those who still eat meat are 

*rhis is what the Indian F~anchise Committee fOlmd-vide Report of tho Indian Franchise Committee, 
Volume 1, pages 114-116. 

tIt must, however, be realized that these movomellts Illive as yet scarcely touched the masses. Only 3 per cent. 
of the depressed classes are literate (viM the table in paragraph 12 of Chapter IX). 'rho leoootf! are working hard to 
enlighten their community but they naturally have an onormous task ahooo of them. 

lIn 1931 there were 88,000 depressed classes scholars attonding tho ordinar;v schools aa against 25,000 
q,ttendin~ the schools provided esveciaJIr for the depreslled classes, 
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known as Pharraiya Ghamars. Kalwars who no longer distil or sell 
liquor call themselves Kshattriyas or Vaishyas of sorts. Julahas who' 
no longer weave call themselves Shaikh Momins or Ansaris and so on. 
This tendency is responsible for reports from several districts that the 
average Brahman now treats as an untouchable only those actually 
employed- on scavenging and handling dead animals, or who eat flesh. 

A specific instance of an individual may also be quoted. Some years ago an 
untouchable youth was working as a latrine-cleaner in a municipality not 
a hundred miles from Lucknow. He rose to be a jamadar of the muni
cipal scavengers and finally left that post and took up a more respectable 
profession. Today he is no longer regarded by most of his fellow
citizens as an untouchable. 

(d) Again several districts report that the strict exclusion from temples of the 
untouchables is being relaxed to some extent and in some places. There 
is a temple at Mahadeva, tahsil Fatehpur, district Bam Banki, where a 
large fair is held on Shiv Ratri day. Thousands of all castes visit this 
mela, and Chamars and sweepers with the others go with their gangajal 
(Ganges water) and offer it to the deity without any restrictions what
ever.' From another district it is reported that a Chamar is allowed to 
enter some temples to a certain distance, prOvided he stands there in a 
wet dhoti, this condition being imposed presumably to ensure that he has 
purified himself by a bath before coming. 

(e) Brahmans are gradually performing priestly duties for more and more of 
the untouchable and depressed classes. 

(f) The exclusion of untouchables from the use of the village well is another 
practice which is now declining. Formerly where the untouchables had no 
separate well they had to sit by the village well and wait until some kindly
disposed member of a " clean" caste came, drew water, and filled their 
lotus for them. They were not allowed to draw water with their own 
vessels. In some parts wells are now open to all, but generally speaking 
the disability still exists in the case of the Bhangi because of his unclean 
occupation. 

(g) With the spread of education it is but natural that some members of the 
untouchable and depressed classes manage to accumulate a goodly share 
of worldly wealth. Money can buy most things and amongst the things 
it can buy is touchability. Several instances could be quoted. A 
.successful member of the depressed classes usually tacks a Singh or similar 
name on to his real name and claims to be a "twice-born". He 
may not be so regarded by the other "twice-born" castes, but at any rate 
he ceases to be regarded as untouchable or depressed; and instances are 
certainly not unknown where a man's wealth and influence have proved 
sufficiently great to admit him to one ofthe "twice-born" castes. This 
process will be accelerated with time. 

(3) But perhaps the factor which will in the long run yield the emancipation of the 
untouchables and depressed classes is the communal or political factor *. 
If Hindus wish to include these millions in their community for political 
reasons they cannot logically exclude them socially, and what is more, if they 
persist in excluding them socially, the depressed classes will completely 
throw over Hinduism. In these days of growing democracy (growing in 
India, firmly established in almost every other country in the world), the 
millions comprising the depressed classes will not be content to endure the 
lot of out-castes in the present life in hope of finding themselves in a higher 
social plane at their next re-incarnation. Educated Hindus realize this, 
and hence the uplift of the untouchable and depressed classes figures 
prominently in the progra,mmes of Hindu politica,l lea,dets and social 
reformers. 

11. The untouchables and depressed classes are of course backward as well, but in 
addition to these there aTe other tribes and castes both Hindu and Muslim who whilst not 
being depressed are more conspicuously backward than the average tribe or caste. These 
can be divided into: 

(i) Criminal tribes; 
(il) Other tribes and castes both Hindu and Muslim. 

(i) For a complete account of the criminal tribes of the province the reader is referred 
to the Annual Reports on the Operations in the United Provinces under the Criminal Tribes 
Act, which are published by the Government Central Press at Allahabad. The following 

*This Appendix was written in 1931 before the Indian Franchise Committee lIJTived in India and long before 
the announCE)ment of His Majesty's Governmont's Communal Award and the subsequent fast of llh. Gar:dhi followed 
br his chaml'ionship of the cause of tho untoucpables j 
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is a list of tribes and castes which have been gazetted as criminal in the whole or in any 
part of the province. Those with an asterisk are also included under the untouohable 
and depressed classes. AU can safely be regarded as backward classes. 

1. Aheria * 17. Khatik * 
2. Badak* (Badhik) 18. Kisan 
3. Bahelia* (includes Pasia) 19. Lodh 
4. Banjara 20. Mallah 
5. Barwar * 21. Mea, Mewati, Mina or Mina Mea. 
6. Berla * 22. Musahar * 
7. Bhar * 23. Nat * 
8. Bhawapuria 24. Ondhia; 
9. Bauria * 25. Palwar Dusadh * 

10. Chamar * 26. Pasi * 
11. Dom* (plains) 27. Rajput Muslim 
12. Gandhila 28. Ranghar 
13. Ghosi (Hindu) 29. Rind 
14. Gujar 30. Sanaurhiya * 
15. Habura * 31. Sansia * 
16. Kewat 32. Taga Bhat. 

(ii) In this class I would include the tribes and castes shown in the last group in 
Imperial Table XIV who are undoubtedly backward. I would also include the following 
tribes and castes for whom figures for Table XIV h3,ve not been tabulated :-

Serial 
num· Caste or tribe. Religion. 
ber. 

Occupation. Where chiefly found. Remarks. 

1 Atishbaz .. M. Making fire·works Everywhere .. Purely an occupational caste. 

2 Atit " H. Originally Saiva East of the province Sannyasi Ati ts are ~till regular 
ascetics, now large. ascetics. • 
Iy cultivators. 

3 Bairagi .. H. Vaishnava ascetics Everywhere . . The term is often loosely applied 
to any Hindu ascetio. 

4 Baiswar " H. Landholders and cuI· M3rzapur .. Claim to be Rajputs. 
tivators. 

5 Bargahi (Bargah H. Making leaf'platters, Mirzapur .. In some places they claim to be 
or Bargaha). domestic service Rajputs. 

and cultivation. 

6 Belwax .. H. Carrying trade and Oudh . . Allied to Banjaras. 
cattle·dealing. 

7 Bhagat .. H. Dancing girls .. (i) Agra division " (i) Caste name. , 
(ii) Farrukhabad, (ii) A termappJied tomen of lIny 
Etah and Benares. caste who have taken a vow of 

abstinence from. meat, wine, etc. 

8 Bhand or Naqqal M. Jesters " Everywhere. 

9 Bhathiyara .. M. Keeping inns and Everywhere. 
eoolishops. To. 
baceo selling. 

10 Bhotia .. H. Cultivation and Kumaun .. The descendants of immigrants 
labour. either from Tibet or Bhutwal 

in Nepal. No,w completely 
Hinduizedandhave' Brahman 
priests. 

11 Bhurtiya .. H. I Oattle.rearing and Allahabad and Mir· Claim to be an offshoot from 
cultivation. zapur. Ahirs. 

12 Bind .. H . Labouring, plough. East of tho province. 
ing, fishing, ea! th 
wotk, etc. 

13 Bisati .. M. Peddling .. Everywhere. 

14 Bishnoi .. H . .. Meerut and Rohil- Rather a religioU3 sect than a 
khand divisions. caste or tribe. 

15 Biyar .. H . Rice cultivation and EllIlt of the province. 
construction of 
tanks and em· 
bankments. 

16 Ohai (Chain or H. Cultivation, fishing Oudh and the east Closely allied to Mallahs. 
Chaini). and thieving. of the province. 

." . ~ - .., ~'''''_k' "-.._ 

~Q 
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Eackward classes-(continued). 

_- - --,---,...------'-;----- - .-~---------

Serial 
nurn· Oaste or tribe. Religion. Occupation. Where chiefly found. Remarks. 
ber. 

-------1----1- ---------------
17 Chhipi 

18 Churihllr 

19 Da£aJi 

20 Dhirnar 

2f Gandhllrb 

22 Gandhi 

23 Gharuk 

24 Goriya' 

25 GoSllin 

26 IIarjala 

27 Hurkia 

28 Jhojha 

29 Jogi 

30 Joshi 

31 Kadhera 

32 Kamkar 

33 Kanchan 

34 Kasera 

35 Khagi 

36 Khangar 

37 Kunera 

38 Lakhera 

39 Mirnsi 

40 N aik (Hills) 

,. H. and M. Calico printing Everywhere The Hindus claim to be Rajputs. 

M. 

M. 

H. 

Making glass bangles Agra and Bundel. 
khand divisions. 

Beggars and drum· Everywhere. 
mers. 

Boatmen and fisber· Bundelkband 
men. 

An offshoot of Kahars. 

H. Singers and prosti. Benares division. 
tutes. 

Hand M. Making perfumes .. Scattered. 

H. Fishing and cultiva· East of the province An offshoot from Kabars. 
tion. 

.. H. and M. Fishing and oultivat· 
ing. 

East of the province ' An offshoot from Mallahs and 
I Kahllrs. 

Everywhere ... 1 Loo~ely used for any asceti~, H. 

H. 

M. 

M. 

H. 

H. 

H. 

H. 

H. 

H. 

H. 

H. 

R. 

H. 

M. 

H. 

Begging and day· 
labouring. 

Sitapur and Khari I Allied to Ahirs. 

Musicians and atten· 
dants on dancing 
girls. 

Cultivation 

West of the province.l 

Westofthe province. I 
Everywhere .. Rather a sect of philosophers 

Astrologers 

Riverside cultiva· 
tion. 

Domestic service .. 

Evorywhero. 

Everywhere 

East of the province 

Singing, dlLncing and Bijnor. 
prostitution. 

Brass-founders . . Banares division and 
Oudh. 

Cultivation Rohilkhand. 

Village watchmen Bundelkhand. 
and thioves. 

Village 
Making 
stems. 

turners. Eastern districts. 
huqqa 

Making glass and 
lac bangles. 

Scattered 

Singing, dancing Scattered 
and genealogy. 

Singing and prosti. Kumaun. 
tution. 

than a caste. 

Allied to Mallahs. 

Closely allied to Kahars. 

Closoly allied to the Churihars 
and Manihar. 

An offshoot of the Doms. 

41 Naik (Plains) ., 

42 Nalband 

H. 

M. 

H. 

Carrying trade 

Farriers 

Eastern districts •. Closely allied to Banjaras. 

Scattered. 

43 Orh 

44 Paturia 

45 Patwa 

46 Phansiya 

H. 

Weaving, cultiv!l;. Wj!stern districts .. 
tion, trading and 
money.lending. 

Singing, dancing Eastern districts, 
and prostitution. Oudb and Ku· 

maun. 

. . H. and M. Making braid and 
silk fringes. 

EV8l'Y'!here 

H. Formerly hunters Rohilkhand 
and fowlers, now 
largely cultiva. 
tors and fruit· 
sellers. 

Most probably an offshoot of th(· 
Koris though of far higher 
status. }illY be from the 
Od tribe of Central India 
They claim to ba Rajputs. 

A purely ocoupational caste. 

An offshoot of the Pasia. 

~-----------~------~----------------------------~---------------------
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Backward classes-(concluded). 

Serial I 
I 

num· _ Caste or tribe. Religion. 
ber. 

I Occupation. Where chiefly found. Remaxks. 

-- -------. 
47 Qalaigar .. M. Tinning 

vessels. 
copper Scattered .. Purely an occupational caste. 

48 Qalandar .. M. Bear and monkey· Scattered but more A caste of Faqirs. 
leaders. numerous in the 

east. 

49 Radha .. H. Singing, dancing Rohilkhand and Closely allied to Bhagats. 
and prostitution. Oudh. 

50 Rain .. II. and M. Oultivation and Meerut and Rohil· Olosely allied with :Mali, Murao 
gardening. khand divisions. and Saini. 

51 Raj .. H.andM. Masons and brick· Everywhere ., A purely occupational caste. 
layers. 

I 
52 Ramaiya " II. Begging and peddling West of the province I They were originally Sikhs but 

are now largely Riuduized. 

53 RangJ.'eZ .. H.andM. Dyeing ., Everywhere .. A purely occupational caste. 

54 Rangsaz .. H. and M. Painting .. Everywhere ., A purely occupational caste. 

55 Saiqalgar . , M. Armourers and metal Everywhere .. An offshoot from Kalars. 
polishers. Now 

I 
chiefly 
cuttlers and knife 
grinders. 

56 Sejwari .. H . Menial servants and LalitpUl' sub. division A very small tribe. 
village watchmen. 

57 Singharia ., H. Cultivation of Moradabad " An offshoot from Kahars. 
water·nuts. 

58 Soeri .. H . Day·labouring and Lalitpur sub·divi· A small tribe who claim to be 
stone.cutting. sion, Allahabad Rajputs. 

and Benares divi. 
sions. 

59 So:rahiya .. H . Boatmen, 'flshing 
and cultivation. 

Eastern districts .. Closely allied to Mallahs, etc. 

60 Sunkar " H. Dyeing cloth, and I Bundelkhand. 
labouring. 

61 Tarkihar .. H. and M . Making palm.leaf I EaSt of the province, A purely occupational caste. 
ornaments. and Oudh. 

62 Tawaif .. II. and M. Singing, dancing Everywhere .. I A purely occupational caste. 
and prostitution. 

63 Tiyar " II Boating and liShing Eastern distriots .. Closely allied to Mallahs, eto. 
! .-
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List A.-Untouchable.and depl'e~sed. 
(1) ~hos~ tribes and castes wlto ar~ untouchable and depressed on account of their unclean 

habits chiefly in the matter of diet . 
. 

I 

I Population. 

I ~ 
Caste or British territory. I The States. 

Group. Ii tribe. 

I 

1

3 l'ersons. Males. Females. Persons. Males. Females 
iil , . 

tI.l 

I 
--- --- ---

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 . --- -,---- -- ---

" 
( I ~gariya .. 0'1 

2 Bhuiya (al .'. 

S Bhuiyar(a) .. . 
4 Chero .. 
5 Ghasiya .. 
6 Khairaha .. 

Non·Aryan 
tribes of 7 Kharwar (ex. 68,044 33,685 34,359 .. .. .. 
Mirzapur, eluding Ben· 
or Kolarian bansi) (b). 
group. 

8 Majhwar 
(Manjhi). 

9 Panka .. 
10 Parahiya .. 
11 Patari (b) .. 
12 Kol .. 75,391 38,150 37,241 1,454 781 673 

'13 Korwa .. 467 222 245 .. .. .. 
> ' , 

{ 
14 Banmanu •. 

} 
Eastern 15 Bayar .. 

71,326 35,714 35,612 7,444 3,787 3,657 group. 16 Dhangar .. 

I 17 Musahar .. 

I 18 Saun .. 2,215 1,043 1,232 .. .. .. 
I Hill tribes 

l 19 Silpkar .. 252,403 130,456 121,947 61,334 31,419 29,915 

,. 
r 20 Balahar .. 1 

_._j 21 Bansphor .. I 
22 Basor .. 

108,581 54,951 53,630 1,32 667 65~ 
only). l 23 Dharkar .. 

24 Dom .. 
25 Domar .. 

I 
26 Aheria .. 23,084 11,992 11,092 ., .. .. 

PasiGroup 27 Bahelia .. ') 

'28 j 43,785 23,072 20,713 1,673 854 819 
Pasia .. 

, ! 

Where chiefly 
found. 

10 

T!iIirzapur disLtict. 

Mirzapur, Allah· 
abad and Banda 
districts. 
Mirzapur and Be-
nares districts. 

Benal'es and Go-
rakhpur divi· 
sions, Benares 
State, and Allah-
abad distriot. 

Hill tracts, migra· 
ting to tarai in 
winter. 

Kumaun division, 
Dehra Dun dis, 
trict and Tehri· 
Garhwal State. 

Throughout 
plains. 

the 

Western half of 
the:province. 

Rohilkhand and 
Allahabad divi . 
sions, .and scat· 
tered throughout 
Oudh. , 

Remarks. 

11 

(a) Not to be 
confused with 
Bhuinhar or 
Bhumihar. 

(b) Do not oat 
pork nor beef. 
The other tribe 
aH eat pork 
and some eat 
beef. 

d All eat pork an 
other unclean 
foods. 

Sauns are min-
ers, a. section 
of the Silpkars. 

Probably th e 
tea lowest cas 

in the province 

Hunters and fow· 
lers. Aherias 
eat pork 
etc. BaheIitl's 
do not • 



trN'1'OlJC1U.BLE, DEPRESSED AND BACKWARD OLASSES. 

List A,-:-",Untouchable and depressed-(oontinued). 

(1) Those tribes (J,nd castes who are untouchable and depressed on account of their -unclell-n 
habits chiefly in the matter of diet-(Qonc1udedl. 
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----------~------~--------------------------~~'~-- ------.-~------~ 

Group. 

PasiGroup 
-(concld.). 

Mise 

Caste or 
number. 

Population. 

British -territory . I 'The-States. 

--~-I I. 
Persons. Males. Females. Persons. Males: Females. 

Where chiefly 
. found Remarks. 

~'"·-·I--~I---I--- --- ---I--~~-- -----
2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 
-I _____ I ____ I ____ I ____ I~ - -- ------1------

r 29 Bandi 

30 Kabaria 

31 Khatik 

32 Ohik 

" 1 
r 

" J 

" I 
.. i 

513 

208,288 

228 285 

109,197 99,091 1,380 712 

33 Pilsi(including 1,446,155 739,350 706,805 13,785 6,777 
Tarmali). 

r 34 Balai 

35 Bhar (exclud. 
ing Rajbhar). 

36 Bhil 

:: ~:~:~aria:: } 
39 Pawariya .. 

1% 63 73 

460,6631 232,196 228,467 

28 15 13 

7,599 I 3,870 3,729 

71,340 35,'780 35,%0 

I 
I-~~[ -. 

961 432 

2,182 1,122 

Tara~ . . Birdcawhers and 
drummers. 
Kabl1riasare a 
soction of Kha. 
tiks. 

M;~rzap1p' distriot 
'and Fyzabad 
division. 

668 EV6:ywliol'g . . Nos. 29-33 eat 
• pork and other 

unclean foods. 
7,008 EverywMre, but 

especaUy in Oudh 
and the east of 
the province. 

Muttra and Agra 
districts. 

529 East of the provo 
inoe. 

Eat pork. Un· 
touchable, pro. 
bably on border 
line of de. 
pressed castes. 
Keep pigs, eat 
pork, etc. 

Jhansi distriot ., Eat unclean food. 

Gorakhpur divis· 
sibn. 

Ditto. 

1,060 BenMI.lS and Go· Eat flesh and 
rakhpur divi. drink liquor. 
sions and Bena· 
res State. 

'f'olalA(l) .. 2,840,078 : 1,449,984 i /,390.094/ 91,siB 46,5s1T44:9s7 
---------------~------~----~----~--~--~---~-----~------
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I 

I 

~ 
Group. ~ g 

01 
'1:1 
'" I:IJ 

I 2 

41 

42 

43 

44 

Haburn 45 
group. 

46 

41 

r 

48 

49 

50 
I 

51 

Nat group .. 52 

l ;13 

54 

55 

56 

Miscellaneous 

57 

l 58 

59 

UNTOUCHABLE, DEPRESSED AND BACKWARD OLASSES. 

Caste or tribe. 

.3 

Beriya " 

Bengali " 

Bhantu " 

HabuI'1i " 

Kanjar (in· 
eluding 
Sapera. and 
Saparia). 

Karwa! (or 
. Katllul). 

Sansia .. 

Badi " 

Blljaniya .. 
Bajgi " 

Gual " 

Kalabaz .. 

Nat .. 
Badhik .. 

Barwar .. 

Bawaria 
(Baurill)-
excluding 
those of Mir· 
ZIIpur 
trict. 

dis· 

Gidhiya .. 
Saharia .. 
Sanaurhiya 

'Total A(2) •• 

List A.-Untouchable and depressed:-(continu~d). 

(2) Vagrant'tribes. 

Population. 

British territory. 
I 

The States. Where chiefly 

I 
found. 

Persons. Males. Females. Persons. Males. Females. 

,----- ---
4 5 6 1 8 9 10 

--- ---
') Scattered, but 

f 

chiefly in Benares 
12,089 5,513 6,576 16 8 8 district and AI· 

lahabad division. 

1,915 1,053 862 " " " 'Yest of the provo 
mce. 

23,211 12,416 10,735 100 44 56 Everywhere. 

,. . 
108 51 51 " .. " Bara Banki and 

Partabgarh dis· 
tricts. 

886 471 415' " .. .. Meerut ldivision 
and Moradabad 
district. 

1 '4 19 15 .. . / .. Scattered .. 

j 

I 
36,232 18,360 11,872 806 458 348 Everywhere. 

1,367 738 629 " .. " Gorakhpur and 
Shahjahanpur 
districts. 

4,314 2,091 2,223 .. .. .. Gonda district and 
scattered else. 
where. 

15,956 . 8,363 7,593 .. .. .. Cawnpore district . 

191 130 61 . . , . .. Agra and Morad. 
abad districts. 

14,113 7,122 6.991 .. .. .. Jhaitsi district. 

'31 16 
. 

15 .. .. .. BaJlla. district. , 
--------- - ---

110,441 56,409 54,038 912 510 411 

. . 

Remarks. 

11 

These are all 
closely allied. 
Many are 
vagrant cri· 
minals. 

These are all 
closely allied. 
They include 
dancers, aero· 
bats, jug; 
glera, conjurers, 
makers of sma.ll 
articles, etc. 
They wander 
from fair to 
fair throughout 
the country. 

Nos. 54--56,58 
and 59 are 
castes of mixed .. 

for· ongm 
med originally 
of outcastes of 
all kinds. 

Probably an off· 
shoot of BawlI· 
ria. 

~ 
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UNTOUCHABLE, DEPRESSED AND BACKWARD CLASSES. 637 

Caste or tribe. 

-
2 

Bhangi .. 

Chamar .. .. 
Dhabgar .. .. 
Gharami .. .. 

Dhobi .. .. 
Kori .. .. 
Mochi .. .. 

TotaZA(3) .. 
Total List A.-Untcuehable 

and Der:ressed. 

List A.-Untouchable and depressed-(concluded). 

(3) Those who follow unclean occupations. 
N OTE.-These castes are found all over the province . 

. 

Population. 

'The States. British territory. I Occupation. 

persons. I Males. Females. PerSoIlS. Males. Females. 

I ---

I 
--

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

--- -- ---

Remarks. 

I JO 

\ 
476,634 251,480 i 225,154 6,OB4 3,226 2,858 Soavenging ., 'Bhangi here 

inoludes the 
following main 

I sweeper castes 
-Bhangi, Bal· 

. miki, Dhanuk, 
I . Hari, Rela, Lal 

Begi, Rawat, 
Shaikh Mehtar, 
Shaikh Bhangi 
and Turaiha. 

6, 197, 113 3,168,339 3,028,774 95,'225 47,387 47,838 Leather working. . 
} 657 322 335 .. .. Making raw hide Offshoots fron 

jars. Thatching. the Chamar 
caste. 

656,913 339,575 317,338 8,992 4,587 4,405 Washing clothes. 

916,472 469,447 447,025 5,885 3,257 2,628 Weaving. . 
5,534 3,157 2,377 218 124 94 Shoemaking. 

" -- -_. 
8,253,323 4,232,320 I 4,021,003 116,404 58,581 57,823 

I - ----. 1----:;--
11,203,84815,738,7131 5,465,135, 208;864 105,642 103,222 I 

I I 



638 U}l"TOUCJIABLE, DEPRESSED ANl;). "BACRWAREl CLASSES. 

List &-.-Touchab)e but OOpressed. 

(1) Degraded tribaUy tlvrough their hab'if,s and c·/<stoms. 

~ 
Population (BritiBh territory 

1 
only). 

Caste or tribe. Where chiefly Remarks. 
found.* 

<6 Persons. Males. Females. 

~ -- ---- ---

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

-- -

I Arakh " .. 85,907 44,618 41,289 Bundelkhand and cen- An offshoot of Khangar. 
tral parts of the pro· 
vince. 

2 Kapana .. 803 381 422 Cawnpore, Fatehpur, They live by begging, awl 
Allahabad, and Luck· selling domestic ani· 
now districts. mala. 

3 Khairwa .. 81 44 37 Jhansi district .. A small tribe of catechu 
makers. 

4 Kotwar .. 64 48 16 Mirzapur district .. An offsh90t of Khangar. 

5 Tharn .• .. 31,578 16,718 14,860 ~J.1arQi and Bhabar .. His status varies consi· 
derably and isimprov. 
ing. 

Total B(l) .. 118,433 61,809 56,614 

• None are found in the States. 

(2) Depressed on account of their traditional occupatipn8. 

NOTE.-Nos. 6,8 and 9 are found all over the province. 

Population. 

_, 
~ British territory. The Statos. 

.0 Oasteor Occupation . Remarks. 8 tribe. 
S 
:$ Persons. Males. Females. Persons. Males. Females. 
~ 
rn --- --- ---

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
------

6 Beldar .. 44,117 22,406 21,711 89 50 39 Earthwork Members of castes 
nos. 6, 7, and 9 
are only untouch· 
able if they eat 
unclean food. They . are all des· 
cended from Lu· 

7 Kharot .. 356 186 170 .. .. . . Making 
mya. . 

l!'ound in Basti and 
mats. Gorakhpur dis· 

8 Kumhar .. 760,609 394,212 366,397 12,336 6,294 6,042 Potters •. 
tricts only. 

- In five districts the 
Kumhar is report. 

464,162 235,508 228,654 7,135 3,540 3,595 
ed to be consider· 

9 Luniya .. Earthwork ed untouohable, 
andmak· but thiA is not the 
ing salt· grn3ral view. In 
petre. fact, it is a little 

1liffioult to deoide 
whether he is de. 
pressed or not. 
On the whole I 
thinkheis. 

----- --- ---

Tota! B(2) . .1 1,269,244 652,312 ,.1ilq,932 19,560 9,884 9,676 . • --- ------. 
I Total List B.. I 1,387,677 714,121 67:f;556 19,560 9,884 9,67~ 

I --- ------
Total Depressed I 
classes (A+B) 12,591,525 6,452,834 6,138,691 228,424 115,526 112,898 

.. . 



l\USCELf.ANEOUS· NOTES. 

APPENDIX NO.3. 

M.iseeUaneous notes. 

(1) Note on migration in the Garhwal district. 
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1. The Bhotiyas of Painkhanda alone are permitted by the Tibetans to cross the 
border. The chief articles of import are salt, wool, sheep and goats, ponies and borax, 
which are paid for in cash or by the export of grain and cloth. The merchandise is carried 
on pack animals or by the Bhotiyas themselves. The grain, etc., is carried in a kind of pack
saddle (phancha) hanging on either side of the animal's back. For cloth the animals used 
are yaks (chaur .gae) or jubas and asses. The frontier remains open from the end of June 
up to the middle of October. Though the Bhotiyas only are allowed to trade direct with 
Tibet yet the people of Western Nagpur, Malla Kaliphat and Maikhanda also take grain 
through Niti and Mana passes and bjng salt in exchange. During the winter the Bhotiyas 
move down the Gangetic valley l1nd reach Kotdwara or Ramnagar. 

2.- The people of Badhan, Kapiri, Karakot, Pindarwar, and West Pindarpar, the 
poorer people of Malla Dasoli and Nandak export mustard oil to Johar and pring wool 
back from there. 

3. During the winter there is a general exodus to the markets at the foot of the hills 
to obtain the year's 'supply of sugar, cloth and salt. Such a journey to the bhabhar is known 
as dhakarjana. Throughout the pattis adjoining the belt of the reserved forest, i.e., in the 
southern pattis of MalIa Salan and the greater part of Talla and Ganga Salan, labour in 
the fqrests during the winter is a considerable source of income. The work takes the form 
of the annual repairs to roads and the cutting of bamboos and timber. 

4. The furnishing of supplies to pilgrims visiting the shrines of Badrinath and Kedar
nath is one of the important trades in the district. Some banias from Bijnor and Almora 
districts have migrated to and settled on the pilgrim route. Some men of the district take 
their milch cattle to the pilgrim route during the season to supply milk to the pilgrims. 
(Very few Garhwalis have migrated out of the district for trade.) 

Some banias from the plains have settled at Kotdwara, Dogadda and Lansdowne. 
About fifty thousand pilgrims from all over India visit the shrines of Badrinath and 

Kedarnath every year from May to October. The improved roads have increased the flow 
of the pilgrim traffic. 

5. There are very few industries in this district and the pressure on the available 
land for cultivation is rapidly increasing with the growing population. As a result large 
numbers of Garhwalis have emigrated to Simla, Mussoorie, Naini Tal and other parts of 
India in search of employment. 

The Garhwalis generally emigrate between the ages of 15 and 25, leaving their young 
wives at home, and often remain away for 5 or 6 years. The absence from home upsets 
their domestic arrangements and their young wives often go into the keeping of other persons. 
This leads to criminal prosecutions and divorces. The chief object in launching prosecutions 
is, however, not to get back the wife"but to obtain the bride-price from the co-respondent. 
When the money is obtained a ladawa (deed of relinquishment) is executed. The absence 
of the father from home also- prejudicially affects the education of the children. 

(2) Oontacts between Nepal and district Gorakhpur. 

1. A periodic movement of population takes place twice a yea~ between the north 
of Gorakhpur district and the tarai of Nepal. Although rents in Nepal have gone up 
within the last 10 years land is still cheaper there than in the north of Gorakhpur where 
the pressure on the land is greater. 

A very large number of persons go to Nepal at the time of paddy s<:Jwings. The exact 
number cannot be estimated. Half Of them actually take land on rent, sow jarhan (trans
planted rice) and return to their homes. The other half go there to work as farm labourers, 
for labour in the Nepal tarai is sc~rce. The success of these pahi-kasht (absentee) cultivators 
depends on the honesty of the people in Nepal. The young plants are left entirely to the 
care of Nature, but mischief to these crops by the people settled in the Nepal tarai is rarely 
heard of. When the crops ripen the second emigration of the year takes place. The 
cultivators go to their respective fields, cut the crops, and bring them back to Gorakhpur. 
A large number of labourers again accompany them, fo! farm labourers are necessary to 
harvest the crops. This second emigrant stream is naturally bigger as it is accompanied 
by numbers of bullock-carts and their drivers, to bring in the grain. The emigrants are 
all male as Indian women do not go far from their homes to work in the fields. 

It may be noted that these two emigrations of the year do not affect the census figures, 
as the only crop concerned is jarhan which is always harvested by the month of November. 

2. Another interesting form of periodic migration from all over Gorakhpur district 
is that of a large number of Brahmans, Bhats and Dasaundhis to Nepal soon after the 
lJasehra. TheY,return about Jeth. The Bhats of Kana Dih (a village in Bansgaon tahsil) 

• See also the note on Bhotiyas in Appendix F to Chapter XII. 
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make it a point tu return before the H'oli lest they be counted '~s· dead. The reason for 
this migration is that Indians have practically a monoply of spiritual leadership of the 
Nepalese, They go as priests, palmists and guru8, The contact is purely a religious 
one and the influence of these people is no doubt very great, No estimate of their 
numbers can be made. 

3. There is of course At constant stream of Gurkhas passing down to Gorakhpur 
itself to be enrolled as recruits for the Army, and of soldiers passing backwards and 
forwards on leave or returning home to Nepal on retirement. Pensioners also come down. 
Their contact with the Gorakhpuris is, howevet, slight though of course it has been 
continuous over a considerable period. 

4. The only form of permanent migration which appears to have taken place over 
the border in recent times is that of the Tharus which has been referred to in paragraph 12 
of the note on Tharus in Appendix D to Chapter XII, 






